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Europe's

to

I'

When Cmuucatioii fits Break
Chicago, April

Nothing

t.

Hollywood, April -i.
crooner who Is different
.Clarence Orllck, employed
Moht-aire club- 'in
at
the

A

What
Broadway Markedly Strong;
Both Legit and Picture*-Ditto the Big Keys for

Is

J*ilm»—-Amusement** Tra-

'

Hollywood.
Orlick not only croons for
the guests, but he also' doubles
as bouncer.

a

*Worst Week'
Reversal of Form

ditional

TAME

BAD WOLF'

'BIG

-

,

precedent, business
'fOt Broadway's legit theatres during
Holy Week, was in some instances

Upsetting

Isolated, U P. called on WLC,
Which responded by broadcasting a

Was

]

special ?0- ininiite skeletonized report of the day. First made certain
that the Press telegraph man was
tuned Mi by. asking
listeners
to tell the editor that the broadcast would be made.
This is the second Instance of
coming to the aid of a newsr
paper which, through storm barriers, was unable to get news serOn
vice over the regular wires.
March 2, 1932; the; station, sent a
special broadcast to United Press

r

i

WLS

WLS

.

.

.

all

only slightly affected; but the gross

a dozen shows

actually imwhile others held to the
pace of the previous week. Same
strength
and improvement Was
noted too in the pictures "theatres,
including the key cities.
General Hugh S. Johnson and the
Heretofore the six days prior to
NRA aire mulling a war-time propa- Easter have been notoriously bad
via stage and screen, for show business and it. was the
:of

FOR NRA

half

proved,

-

ganda

drive,

rule

road' attractions

for

lay

to

DeKalb and to start shortly with the express off. There are few shows on tour
and in 'belweiri, purpose of familiarizing the Amer- yet '.he tone in other amusements
On that day the; big news. ican public of just what the Na- Was distinctly surprising. Show-

newspaper
Freeport,

clients. In

.

Illinois,

Iowa.
Was the kidnaping of the Charles tional Recovery Administration has
Lindbergh child .and the * Stao- accomplished thus far.
Japanese war. This year the big
Washington savants are discusstories were the labor arguments, sing .the modus operandi for propawage problems and the presidential gandizing and it's generally agreed
Veto of the Vets Bill.
that the screen becomes the most
effectual means for visual education along these lines. Instead of
the war-time fund-raising motif,
Barbary Coast Blah;
the new NRA machinery will be for
disseminating general information
Goldwyn Can't find
and nothing more.
Some film publicists have already
Hotcha of Old Days been approached to cooperate with
Washington along these/lines. The
film industry, cooperated to the exHollywood,. April 2.
tent of special NRA trailers; now
The Barbary Coast against which one idea is for a series of shorts.
It is expected that this vast pub/:
Samuel Goldwyn intends to shoot
much of the action for his Gary lic-lnformizing move will get under way May 1.
Cooper picture of the same title Is
but a pale; wan. and senescent
wraith of the lusty old Coast which
OUT;
once was a name across the seven
1

seas.

Robert Melntyre; production chief
for^ Goldwyn, who went
to the Bay
City to scout locations, reports that
the elaborate joy spots which were
Intended to revive .the. street of bedizened honkey tonks are now all
put empty, with a few beer drinkers

and idle bartenders sighing in the
wilderness of sawdust floors.
Joint proprietors say that 'Barrj»*y. Coast,.' the- fact book- written

ALFRED CODONA
RINGUNG LOOKS BIG
Alfredo Codona

aerialist.

is

through as an

That became known when

the.Ringling show opened at Madison Square. Garden, N. -Y.v last Friithout the Codona flying
day (30)
turn.

Codona tore the muscles of his
shoulder last season during' the Garby Herbert Asbury, which Goldwyn den (engagement and was forced out.
wwght for its informative, matter,, It was believed that the injury
had a great deal to do with the would, heal, but physicians later
mending could
complete
Bftuelching of attempts by the Coast stated
to stage
_
a comeback
_
with open never be expected. Accident hap-

^^w^l^^^^^r"^^^
.

to- -Alfredo^hwTnafctriB his
-wide. -sale in 'Frisco— and-, §§usatlqns^Jripje somersault in the
wrved to remind old-timers how air to a wrist catch by his brother.
As an aerial turn the Codonas will
tough and lurid the old street of
Broggerles and bagnios had been, appear in the Hagenbeck-Wallace
and what a revival might mean. show, but another flier replaces AlCitizenry sicked the cops on, and fredo, who remains as manager. His
the revival effort went fiooey.
(Continued on page 30)

Show

Bot

New

Though the radio -newspaper war
•till seethes, there are nevertheless
Instances where transmitters have
tome to the aid of dallies In times
of emergency. Last week during
£he midwest sleet storm of March
26 and 27 when all communications
Were disrupted .WLS, the Prairie
Parmer station, came ta the rescue
of the Mimcle (Indiana) Press. Because of the storm United Press
couldn't get Its regular daily news
service through to Mtincle, which

64

1934

3,

men say

that for- the past 10 years

Lent inclusive of Holy Week has
been increasingly less a theatre de-

m hat

terrent.
prior to

Teaves

the

week

Christmas the really big
bad wolf of show business.

Double Holiday
Broadway's good going last week

Biz

Political

Liquor Did
St.

Paul, April

2.

Minnesota rural scene
changed
considerably
since the return of beer and;'

has

-

liquors.

Once plastered'- with circus'
and patent medicine 'posters,
the barns and silos now carry
artfully-painted

bliirbs'

tor

and that brand of booze.
Resultant prosperity for the
clod-hoprers is evidenced by
their sudden blossoming out
in a rash of 1934 -model autothis

J

more

owii wad i
his
said term angel

of his

own plays. He
now has a
meaning1

and

contemptuous
'

that-'

-

capital

takes the view that persons
investing in the theatre are
suckers.

NRA

Review Board guffawed

..wlifn-NirholasJEialiey of Scarsdale,

N.

Y.,

went
know-

admitted, he

Into exhibition business

ing majors would refuse to
give him pix. 'I had too much

money.

I

to do with

didn't
It,'

know what

he explained.

Europe is sitting -on a volcano,
W. Hicks, vicepresident of Paramount in charge
of foreign distribution.- Hicks just
returned from a tour of European
cities and reports that business Is
sporadically very good,., but tension

and everybody

terrific

La

seems

pitched to a higher nervous strain

than realized on

this- side.

Political situation,, of. 'Course, to

blame everywhere.

Nazi Germany,

.

•

ON COAST

Pacific Coast auto
1935,

if

the

show

circuit in

plans of the Seattle

summer

to broach the proposition
the unit shows to cover the

Coast auto, exhibitions.
idea is that a better class of talent can be engaged with more time
the various cities to pay
rata according to population^
early in
January, probably in L.A,
The association figures stage entertainment of some kind essential
to bring the public to-see the wares
that, are for sale.
offered,

Washington, April
government officals
got two good bellylaughs last week at expense of
anvusement industry
Hearing nn legit Code became
uproar when Lawrence LangT
ner, appealing for provisions
to reduce cost of productions,
confessed he has lost so much
dough he isn't investing any
Sterna-faced

Tensiot Is Terrific

TALK CAR SHOW

for

Angels and Suckers

Spasms,

worried France, and .Fascist Italy
are all ready jfor anything, and the
rest of Europe naturally feels it,
mobiles.
Spain, he says, has picked up a lot
and seems coolest of the lot
England, on vae other handy
Hicks says, is in very good shape.
Conditions in British show biz are
better than they .have been; in years,
and grosses are soaring. Some inclination, however, to put up too
ma^ny theatres, exec feels, there
being several big deiuxers in the
process of construction. This may
overseat the country, but he figures
the British are careful enough to
take care of themselves and that
the big deiuxers will merely disnecessary
place
older and less
houses.
Seattle, April 1.
He will go back to Europe early
Four weeks playing time, with six in July to look oyer the British and
Continental situation again, on the
Weeks' contract offered to cover
theory that things there are too
traveling, is in the offing for stage, tricky to be watched from a disscreen and radio performers on a tance for any great length of time.

in the face of

(Continued on page 5T)

in

according to John

what Automobile Dealers' Association are
looked like' sure handicaps. Good carried out.
Friday and Passover were on the
The local association has apsame date ard even that night was pointed Carl Heussy, its managingmuch better than anticipated, ticket secretary, to pay a visit to the asagencies
especially
holding
the sociations in Los Angeles, San
pace.
Drenching rain throughout Francisco and Portland late this

was recorded

Good

PAGES

pro

-

The shows would open

BREAD

CO.

SPONSORS

Iowan Town Taxes
Itself

for a Band,

Summer

Concerts

Cresco, la., April 2.
While tax slashes have been the
general .rule throughout this section, voters in the spring election
sanctioned a special' band tax that
Will

be used to support a municipal

band that will bear the name of the
town.

Summer
tours
band.

concerts and good- will
reasons for the

principal

'LYSISTRATA' IN PIX
Hotcha Greek Comedy Being Readied By Hal Roach

Hollywood, April 2.
Target' of censorial wrath as a
stage , prog'uitibi, .'Lysistrata! is.
now being readied for films. Hal
Denver, April 2.
Roach studio will produce the
Police court is going on the air.
KLZ will place a mike near the Comedy as a,. feature using many of
judge's bench, and for a half hour the contract two-reel players in the
each day the court Is. open will picture.
tftrzle' was staged- here at the
broadcast the troubles of those coming before- the Jurist It's a com- Carthay Circle three years ago. Its
mercial program, being taken by run was interrupted by the cops
Old Homestead Bread company, a who thought .the show was too
hotcha and raided it
consistent user of radio.
Roach has given copies Of the
Jack Fitzpatrick of KLZ will announce the series.
The contract comedy to his entire writing staff
runs three months.
for censor-proof treatment.

POLICE COURT

ON AIR

'

,

:

.

.,

.

.

.
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B'way Producers

H'wood on Musicals Irk Lew
,

:

....

Hollywood, April.

ariats— Revues' Dept.

A

lad apprpaclied Roy Del
for ja touch, telling the
director he'd lost his family in
the Florida flood and his dough
In Wall Street.

very seat in a picture house
a front row seat,' says Brown.
'You can never, for instance, hide
On the
the leading lady's age.
stage, a prima donna can be 40
and you can even keep it from the
front row. You put a line like 'J:
love you' in a picture musical anji
the audience would laugh. A thea'r
tre audience will accept it. In pictures everything must be presented

Del Ruth looked him over

and

said, 'Aren't

you the guy

lost his family in the Gal T
veston flood and was shell
shocked in the war?'
tramp,
replied, the
'Gee;'
'ain't I the hard luck guy of
'--/e world?' and ducked.

who

'

.

;

;

He figured that kids were
admitted into a "good many
^theatres in N.' Y. regardless of the
said:-r
original story ideas" the same pp.The Boston Daily Record.
taw, -and decided to. confer With
"There are very few In Mr. Ma- portunlty. will also -be, r accordejd.
&e 'theatre operators on dropping
honey's class when it comes to maki- prospective "scenarists' Trpm other
rule entirely if -the
ing the crowd laugh itself to pieces departments if they, can come forth; •that, particular
s
chains would guarantee extra speThis hllari6us exponent of songs, with a Almdble idea.
their
cial protective' measures
dance, and weird acrobatics is la
.

:

'

earth.

to

Holly wood; April

There have to be good, concrete

2.

whole show in himself."
All Communicattohs Direct to

Brown

-

and

Hollywood

to

from

its original
is

period of 16 yearb

leave here by. plane Saturday- (7)
;

also planning dialog

another

remake ' of 'Main Street,*
Sinclair Lewig lioyel which 'was
George White, he mentions,: even
plcturized by wisher's" in 1923,
brought but his own <shorus. -girls.
Certainly, opines Brown, there are
chorines as beautiful, and expe-

The Associated Press

Hakes

Doug

last

One

Brown.

Behrman Turns Down

,

Script Offer

In view of his taking 'Biography'
to London, S. N. Behrman -has
turned down an offer to return tp
Hollywood to script 'Resurrection;*
for Sam Goldwyn.
Behrman leaves soon for London,
accompanied by Ina Claire who will
be Jn the English production of
'Biography' to be produced by Noel

2.

to

1.

one.

MG

starts late in
will

WB

,

to Eng.
2.

May

for

do

one

where, he

Up

|

Hoot Gibson, who returns here
from a personal appearance tour oh
(6),

Vacash

For Par

I

RICO signed up Ruth Etting

England

Howard Green

,

:

U

do four shorts at the Hollywood

Friday

1

,

Radio Signs Ruth Etting
To Series of 4 Shorty

Hollywood, April

the

.Hollywood, April. 2!
Before leaving for New York oh a
five weeks vacation with'' his wife,
Next Eddie Cantor Pic
Howard J, Green was set to return*
to Sheekman, Perrin to Paramount! writing staff when
he gets .back.
Scenarist left Thursday (29) on,
it.
Holly wood, April 2.
completion of the script of 'Thank,
The Don Juan picture, to be di damn
* Subsequently the Vienna _
Foreign
After, eight months of -trying, Ar- four Stars' ('Nee Great Magoo').
Alexander, Kprda and
recte.d' by
Office explained that the banning thur Sheekman and Nat Perrin have
being scripted by Fred Lonsdale,
for Al Lewis (Par.) production.
only governed' newsstand sales, finally hit on a story suggestion for
English playwright, will be approxi
hot mail subscriptions.
the next Eddie Cantor picture that
mately seven weeks In shooting and
was okay with Sam Goldwyhi
will cost in tire neighborhood of
Buys Phoney Auction
r
Cantor Is due here May '1,
$600,000, the highest budget for any
Jewell Follows
duction starting' a month -'later.
picture thus far made in England, Isabel
Cantor pic tentative title is
Yarn for Joan BlondeO
Fairbanks has an option with
Merman
'Treasure Hunt.' Ethel
Tracy in Leaving
London Films to do a second picture
goes' opposite the comedian.
with Douglas Jr., but this, according
Hollywood, April. 2.
MefyMurray
Charlie
Tobias
and
undertaken
will
2.
not
be
April
to Erickson,
Hollywood,
T'll Sell Anything', a yarn concher. Will write the songs.
until after Fairbanks Sr*s., return to
Isabel Jewell has obtained her re
cernlng the phoney auction racket,
America, and then, perhaps, only in jgage from Metro's five-year conhas been sold to Warners by Albert
case the United Artists' English tract which had two more years to
J. Cohen, ex-head of the Universal
Supe
Chodorov
quota requires it.
go and will freelance after com
scenario department and Robert T.
Melodrama,
'Manhattan
pleting
Shannon, mag writer and one-time
now In production.
Hollywood, April 2.
city editor of the Kansas City Star.
When Lee Tracy, to whom she
Extras Bullish
Increasing its supervisor ranks,
Warners to make it a co-starrer
is engaged, left Metro, conditions Warners has given a supe berth to
for Joan Blondell and Pat O'Brien^
liking.
her
to
were not.
Edward Chodorov, a writer on the with Sam Bischoff producing.
Hollywood, April 2.
lot for the past year;
Hal
Wallis
Cecil B. DeMille's yen for mobs
made the appointment.
Patch
helped boost the extra total for the
First task for Chodorov is to
week ending Friday night (30) to
Hollywood, April 2.
Jolson Scrams West
handle 'Border Town,' novel by
4,792. DeMille used 360 people for a
Losing his suit against Warners Carroll Graham, which
studio, has
'Cleopatra' set at Paramount, the to have his contract abrogated,
bought.
just
Paul
Muni
will
star
the
Al Jolson concludes on Kraft
biggest mob in several weeks.
George Brent has returned to
Differences arose •Ben Markson gets the job of adapt- Phenix NBC cPmmefcial Thursday
Best day was Wednesday (28) Warner fold.
night (12) and hies to the coast and
when 1,140 days checks were issued when Brent refused to play In 'Man ing the book.
Graham
the
payroll
goes
on
payroll
Ruby Keeler the following day.
through Central Casting.
dalay.' He has been off the
as a writer.
They return to their Scarsdalc,
four months, but could not work
1^. Y. house in. the summer.
elsewhere because of the Warner
s

Hoot Gibson

where

but

••.

•

May

accompaniment

for Manaos, .Brazil, oh a 7,3.00-mile youngsters are especially guarded
air jaunt, the longest yet attempted against danger.
in the interests of a motion picture.
As far as is known, the subject
Pair go to pick locations and lay of- off-color pictures, and whether
the preliminary groundwork for children would be guarded from
Metro's 'Jungle Red Man,' which them, was not brought up
the
will- be made in Northern. Brazil.
meeting yesterday.
Plane trip will consume nine days.
Seitz will return to the studio, in
about two months to recruit his-cast
Signed
and technical crew which will also
make the trip from here by air.
After
Camera work' is expected to start
on the picture in about five 'months.

.

Lawrence Olivier will have the
male lead in the London staging.

Leon Errol for

with a con,

,

Coward.

plant starting
Also signed

Thurs-

Fairbanks
day (29) Issued a dispatch stating
that the Saturday Evening Post,
American Magazine, True
Ivamhtt,
Co.
Eng.
for
Oiily
Story, and some 96 other publications bad been banned in "Vienna
Hollywood, April 2.
I'The barring of Variety seems parRevised agreement with London, ticularly rough on the "Viennese, for
Films Prpductions, Ltd., has Doug- now they'll no. longer be able to
las Fairbanks' committed to make ascertain the weekly grosses in
only one picture, tentatively titled Tacoma.
The AP story stated that it was
"Further Adventures of Don Juan',
before he returns to Hollywood, not known whether these publicahad been ruled off on immoral
here
tions
divulged
was
information
This
If the reason
E. Ericksen, Fairbanks' or political grounds^by
* Clarence
ungrammatical, 'VARietx
business manager, who has just re '.had been
led the list;
have
undoubtedly
would
England...
turned from

rienced in pictures, out here. And
chorines -are
picture
anyhow,
smarter than stage chorines,- as-

Hollywood, April

>a -theatre - to.

.

•

i

16,-:

.

cast.

Goldwp

for

kids under.

,

;

Company

.

S. N.

•

misdemeanor

EXPEDmON

FILM

ago.'

1

serts

City ordinance at present" makes

it a'

admit

viction on this count holding .the
threat of a cancellation of license
for the guilty theatre.
Moss' plan, it is understood, 1$. to
April
.2.
v Bollywood;
follow along the lines, of a few other
George ^Seltz*., director, and Harold key cities in the country,, where
Noice, - South American explorer,- children are admitted without adult

way. Niven Busch and Tom Reed
who do one show a are to bring the yarn up to date

.

laughing at a busy producer who
has 60 productions a year to think
about 6:- btorles to set arid"50 pic:
tures tP

'

METRO'S BRAZILIAN

irked by those Broad-

is

coming

,

theatres.

Will Mahoney
46Q-80th Street
Brooklyn, New York

;

Warners are crushing prepara;stories of the people and
.tions for a talker jemake of 'BabPictures have to
for .the people.
bitt,' due to current success' of Sinbe meticulously clean.'
clair Lewis' "Dodsworth* on Broadstories,

year,

b'e'ih'g

'

'

'BABBITT,'

;

way- producers

.censing.

.

WARNERS'

:

down

.

graduate into the writing departi-i
ment will be given reader^, with-

WILL MAHONEY

,

right

;

While most
"

an altogether new way.

'You can write the same story 20
times or more iw your chain of
pictures
In
productions.
stage
there have to be different kinds of
riambyr
not
are
that
songs
songs,

pamby but

Representatives pjf ^all theatre
•chains operating in New York met
jate\ y$$terdajK afternoon' (2) with
«

Sceni-

License Commissioner Paul Moss
on the advisability of easing up the
ban oh admission into picture
Hollywood, April 2.
Metro has gone, for the story houses to unaccompanied children.
writing school Idea, in order to Meeting took place at Cdmrhi
manufacture scenarists from young sioner Moss' invitation to the cirtalent now in other departments. cuits. <
Commissioner Moss, who is a
Maurice Revnes will be in charge
brother of B. S. Moss, theatre opof the school arid work with' tl-<
erator, is reported as haying made
novitiate scribblers' bn'their stbtie|s
the suggestion, on the easing up of
in getting them in'to shape:'
the qrdinance affecting theatre li-.
of the chances to

2.

Ruth

is

in

hi?-.

At Metro Studio For Embryo

Lew Brown, ..stage and
producer,, author and corn-

asserts

SCRIPT KINDERGARTEN

New Champion

Hollywood, .April 2.
Stage musical?, are a snap, to pro>
'duce compared to picture musikeri,

picture.
On his

arrival here he is also
working out a deal to make a series
of Westerns, for Columbia,

'

Up

Brent-WB

.

WB

I

INDEX

Foy's Beauty Pic

Bills

51

Burlseque
Chatter

61

Par Sets Scripters

contract;

Hollywood, April 2.
Studio is to have full authority
Hollywood, April. 2
Bryan Foy's next production will in picking parts for him, Under the
John MtDermott is at Paramount
be 'Young and Beautiful,' based oh settlement.
collaborating with Walter De Leon
April 5 (New York to. London),
•Roadhouse,' yarn by Arthur Sdm- on 'Here's
women's search for beauty. PicYour Quarterback,* foot Arch Selwyn, H. B. Franklin, Fanr
ture starts in three weeks, Crane ers Roche, is what the dove of peace ball film to
produced by Louis' nie Holtzman, Percy Philllpson
be
next
his
Wilbur authoring and also direct- laid on Brent's doorstep as
D. Lighton.
(Berengaria).

SAILINGS

50

:

Editorial

>**••*•••

••

• • • •

v

52

19

Exploitation

ing.

just completed 'SterilizaSinclair
and
Diane
with
tion'
Sterling Holloway in the leads.

Foy has

17
13
56
16
House Reviews
52
Inside—'Legit
47
Inside Music
62
Inside Pictures.
39
Inside— Radio •»•*•»•••<
Legitimate . .......... .53-87
62
Letter List.... ..........
68
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Film Reviews
Foreign Film News.

News

Foreign Show

Tone Opposite Harlow

—

.

.

tj46*-47=
MU SiCHrPTT-TT mi d *
NeW Acts ............... 48
irt-K

.—

News from

ir

Nite Clubs
Obituary

Outdoors
"Pictures
Radio ...... ..it
Radio Reports
Talking Shorts
Unit Reviews
Vaudeville

Women

60

MacDonald,

novelist, has
checked in at the same lot to work
on the script of his own story, 'Dim
Faces,* for Arthur Hornblow, jr.,

production.

.

April

(Paris

4

to

New

York)

Frank La Grande (Majestic).
April 3 (New York to London).
Jed Harris (Champlain).

March

31

(Bermuda Cruise) Mr.

east.

62
63
2-34
35-45

Miss Sullivan's 'Angel'

LY0N-RK0 COMPROMISE
Hollywood, April

2.

^^^ ^ ^^
:i

.

dialog.

,47

screen play.

FOX TIES HAMMERAS, AMES

Hollywood, April 2.
Melville Baker has checked In at

Hollywood, Aprli

2..

(Bremen).

.

March

30

(West Indies

cruise)

Otto Harbach ahd family, Leonard
:

Nasoh' (Reliance).

—

March 29 (Kcw York to London).
Ralph Hammeras, Fox expert on
With 'Alien Corn* shelved,. Ben
Jr..
ShuT.oi-t,
J.
Lyon will appear, in one Radio pic- .Universal tp write screen play of process photogi'aphy, is set for an- Lee Shubcrt, J. Max
Gordon, Fernext other year with a new pact becom- Charles Morrison,
'Angel,'
ture during the coming year to take Melcholr Lengyel's
dinand Bruckner (Olympic)up actor's committment for the part starring assignment for Margaret ing effective April 29.
March 29 (London to Xi'W V<'ilO
Rosemary Ames' option also
Sullavan.
In 'Corn.'
i'-'isb
John Stahl will produce and taken up for another six months' Mr.' & Mrs. Irving Mills, Irwin^
Lyon is now in the east with Bebe

38

17
.'

Busy Bess Meredyth

—

.

»

the Dailies ...

ties.

Philip

Hollywood, April 2.
and Mrs. Harry Lang, Louise
Hollywood, April 2.
Bess Meredyth at 20th Century
Re-Star Ruggles-Boland Squires (Rotterdam).
March 31 (New York to Buenos
Franchot Tone will be the lead after turning in four treatments in
Hollywood,
April
2.
Mom (Western
Arturo
Aires)
with Jean Harlow in '100% Pure' a row is now assigned the conParamount will again co-star
World).
which has been in production, at tinuity on 'Barnum,' in which Darryl Charles Ruggles
and Mary Boland.
March 31 (N. Y. to Rome) Carl
Metro four days.
Zanuck hopes to star Wallace Beery Newest is 'Debutante,' an original
Mlll.iken (Rex).
^Ro bert Montgo mer y. _ originally, on loan from Metro,
.-.
..
i=
by-RaipH^SpeTOer:=:
March 31 (New York Id Lond6n),
spotted, but studio agreed to let
Gene Fowler is handling the
Juiien Josephson is writing the
Bankhead, Edna Best
him extend his vacation in the
Tallulah

—

.

starring vehicle for Warners, following composure of their difficul-

48

48-49
69
jj

Daniels for personal appearances.

direct.

period.

(Washington).

Tuesday, April

PICTIRES

1934

3,

VARIETY

Sue Miller Remembered

EXTRA
TO

Gloria

LIST

Miss Elliott was left
Lady Forbes-Robertson

$5,000,

Hollywood. April 2.
Ohly 1>500 names will be allowed
on the flrst list of extras to be
okayed by the Code Standing Committee on Extras, which has the
task of re-classifying and re-registering the more than 17,000 names
on the roster at Central Casting bu-

Par-Warner Jam-Up
Other Studios Also

1934'*

Wampas Babes

BONUS

reau.

Reducing the number to 1,500 is
in -order to guarantee steady work.

Hollywood, April 2.
While today (2) is official date for
Plan arrived at by the committee renewal of picture agents' licenses,
Is to get from- Central and from the to embrace the. new operating rules
studio names of all extras now do- promulgated by the' California State
ing atmosphere in Alms. From this Labor Commission and representalist 3,000 will be chosen as pros- tives of the 10%ers for the ensuing
pective eligibles. Investigation will year, actual compliance on new con-,
then be made of every person and tract forms will not become effecthe. number brought down to i,600 tive until Commissioner Joseph J.
for re -classification as permanents. Greem has affixed his okay v to the
It has also been decided to allow regulatory order.
20% increase of additional
Deputy Commissioner Thomas
names during the first year and 6% Barker and Attorney Charles
the following year.
Lowy of the L. A-. office, through

whom

Hollywood, April 2.
plans to take its. 13.
elected baby stars on a
ballyhoo train jaunt into the. middle
west, probably Chicago, and stage
a frolic* that would parallel the
presentation of Its 1924 slate, when
the p a. organization transferred its
starlets to San Francisco.
Press agents figure that they can
make more dough out Of a shindig

Wampas

newly

,

in

.

a spot remote from Hollywood,

especially in view of the producer
to the. starlet picking
this year, which has the Organization ignoring all .girls, under contract to studios In its selections.

opposition

the regulatory provisions will
he supervised and enforced, expect
Meantime the Wampas are ac-'
the authorization of the hew rules
and regulations- from San Francisco bused of two-timing Warner. Bros.early this week.
Copy was for- Flrst National, who presumed they
IN
warded by Barker moire than a week had a deal to,, use the 13 baby stars
in 'Dames/ girls .doing a Busby
ago.
Practically all agencies supply Berkeley number for which WamHollywood, April 2.
In pas were to get $2,600 and pay the
Metro will use all dramatic stu- studios with talent, have put
their applications for license re- girls. Deal provided for two weeks
dents of the Oliver Hinsdale school
newal, and have endorsed the pro- of the girls' time.
for minor parts and bits in 'Student
Wampas was to have signed convisions, designed to insure more
Tour,' which' Monta Bell produces
Monday
tract Monday afternoon.
directing, equitable dealings between artists
Reisnsr
with
Chuck
William Koenlg, executive
morning
their
reps.
jimmy Durante and Charles Butter- and
studio business manager, received
worth will have top spots.
a Wire that the deal was off. At 11
Hinsdale has been tutoring younga.m. the same, morning Wampas
group of Metro stock players, in
signed a deal with Paramount
addition to a number of outsiders
whereby the girls appear In B. P.
who were tabbed a- possible canSchulberg's picture, "Kiss and Make
Metro
didates for the Metro list.
Up,' which is story of a beauty parwill give both contract, and nonParamount deal calls for $50
lor.
contract students spots in the picParamount is spreading out Its a Week and a two-week guarantee
ture.
talent testing staff, Oscar Serlin to girls. "Thfc Wampas get $1,000
currently in Chicago to look* over bonus. It provides that the girls
talent in that territory. Eddie Blatt play a bit in the picture, getting
.

t

PAR INTENSIVELY
SCOUTING TALENT

carries on in

Hollywood, April

York proper

to write dialog for 'Debutante,'
-

the Douglas

York.

MacLean production;

is

making excursions

to various sections of the country
for look-sees.

Chandler Sprague will do .a similar
job on 'Menace,' to be produced by
Bayard Veiller, and Lynn. Starling
was engaged to work with Harry
r. iskin on '52 Weeks for Fleurette/
Off the payroll on finishing their
assignments are Frank M. Dazey,
who was working on '01d-"Fashioned
Way,* formerly 'Grease Paint,' for

MG's Busy Option Day

PURELY CHINESE
Harold Lloyd Careful of Dialects
Hi* 'Cat'. Paw-

In

Paw.'

Due

'Gold Diggers'

'Gold

Di
will

.

Dorothy Stickney East
Hollywood* April 2.
Dorothy Stickney left here Sun
day (1) for New York, on finishing
her part in Pafamount's 'Murder, at
the Vanities.'

'She will join her husband, Howard
and accompany him to
London where he Will put on his
play 'She Loves Me Not,' current

Lindsay,

in,

Now

York.

—

Lindsay directed as

j^-Avuii.Was=^.uU?.o.>-ing»

T ,..- r

—

;

r

and will use her first in
Give My Love,' actress arrived
In. Saturday (31).
I'iclure. has \Vynne Gibson in top

Vorlc stage,
h.

'•nuiie part.

.

—

|

!

J

i

|

Hollywood.- April 2.
Voting off a tie in a previous
election, Phil Gersdorf, p.a. for Sam
Goldwyn here, was elected prez of
the "Wampas over Sain W. P.. Cohn.

Hal Roach

publicist.
Result wa-s A") to :::

20TH CENTURY AND AL
WOODS' PLAY PRODS.

Suit

Gorsdorf.

producers.

suit for divorce in Superior court
Friday (30) against Charles Beahan.
A few hours earlier, the Beahans
were sued in Municipal court for

career;

characterizes

Starts casting and into rehearsal
Immediately.
Twentieth Century wants to produce other plays also, but Is not
tied

up with Woods

the one play.
it

for

Wanted

more than
to produce

and found that Woods had the

rights,
therefore the
future. T.C. may set up

In

tieup..

a producing

organization on its own (via Rufus
Le Maire) or tie in with other legit
producers where and when possible.

the

husband as surly and antagonistic,

Max Wants Lupe

and charges, that he has compelled
her to remain in New York so that
Lupe Velez is being sought to
she is unable to accept screen offers
here. Couple 'were, married in New. take the place of Lyda Robert! in
York, Dec. 14, 1932, and separated the Max Gordon legit piece, 'RoFeb. 18 of this year. There are no berta,' so that the present star, who
children.
has been feeling ill lately; can take
a, rest and
probably wind up her
obligations with Paramount before
doing anything else.
Freckled Wesley Barry
Under contract to Par as a
to Pix tured player, Miss. Roberti has one
more to make for this company.
Hollywood, April 2.
.

•

Coming Back

.

Freckled Wesley Barry is due on
the screen again, after three years
absence, in the Ann Harding picture, 'Virgie Winters,' at RKO.
Other cast additions for the Pandro :Berman production are Molly
ODay. and Edwin Stanley.
Al
Sahtell will direct.

Hoy t

in 'Sour Grapes'

Hollywood, April 2.
Arthur Hoyt has been- set in the
Diana Wynyard-Clivc Rrook picture,

Jo Hutchinson's Pact
Is Part-Time
With

WB

Hollywood, April 2.
Warner Brothers has put Josephine Hutchinson, who plays leads,
with Eva Le Galllenne's Civic
Repertory in--3*. Y., under contract.
Calls that Miss Hutchinson works
only during the summer, the balance of the season with Le GaN
llcnne.

"

Dupont's Initialer

TO

n<*xt.

MG

Hollywood, April

Garbo's 'Hour' Next
Metro has practically decided on
'Shining Hour,' by Keith Wihter.
Max Gordon's play still running at
the Booth, N. Y., for Garlio's
Price is quoted at $22..r.0O.

—

give the -residents a flash at their
physogs.
Autograph hunters have, been
bootlegging their books around late>ly, via depot, officials to get the
Twentieth Century and Al Woods
autographs for them, or asking will produce 'The Red Cat,' a legit
other passengers to approach the play- by Rudolph Lothar and Hans
celebs for signatures.
Adler. It will be the first legit play
produced openly and admittedly by
a picture company With the film
company taking program billing as
Beahans' Divorce

Heads Wampas

.

'I

.

.

J

Louise Lattimer's First
Hollywood, April 2.
I'nivprsal has given, a contract, to
t.ouise Lai tinier, from
the New

!

ihird.-of^thcseries-repdy^upon^her- -inaWaWWamers--M ^^<MJ^^o.-JJL ^'pfmr^;raT^s'^rt"^KTrov
return.
Am a Fugitive.*
Worthington Minor megs.
Title is 'The Fugitive Returns.'
It will serve as a starrer for Paul
Muni.
Gersdorf
MOSS HART'S ORIG.

.._i-—

York, Park

...

picture

.

1935

,

New

querque has put a ban on autograph
up, sez Mae, and when she did a
collectors plying -their trade in the
Greeley, she fbund Pasadena society
station.
felt the same way about her as
Increasing' mob of local autograph
Park avenue.
seekers, who turned out in full
As regards Hollywood ys. Broadforce to meet all coast-to-coast
stage, it was worry;
trains, it was thought, kept celebs way, 'on- the
from taking their customary walk worry all the time. Suppose my
leading, man were to take .sick for
when the train stopped.
The Indians selling curios to the tonight's performance? I was never
to
passengers were complaining that sure of anything from one day
business was bad. Palefaces didn't another.' But in films, 'you give one
the
get off any more while the "engines performance, just one, before
were switched. Nearby stores added camera and the rest of several thousand performances take care of
their walls to those of the Indians^
So did other residents of this town, themselves.. Why* in pictures, you
which has always made a pastime don't even have to worry, about, censorship much- once you learn the
of meeting trains.
rules, Here they tell you what not
Result, no autograph books can
In New
before you do it.
be flashed on the unsuspecting pic- ito do'
they let you go ahead and do
York
ture and other notables. The town
then break in. and arrest you.'
hopes the passengers will soon, get It and
wise to this, and again step off the
coaches for their constitutionals
and to buy curios and fruit- and

alleged failure. to pay a $176.62 hotel
Hollywood, April 2
Considering commercial expedi bill to the LaQuinta hotel, said to
ency and the good will of the have, been contracted from Feb. 6
Chinese government, Harold Lloyd to 11, last.
Miss Fox's divorce action accuses
is using both Cantonese and Man
darln dialects In his picture 'Cat's her husband of Interfering with her

Producer wanted to please the
Hollywood, April "2.
Metro went overboard Saturday 80% of Celestials outside of China
(31) in picking up options on exist- who speak ihe vernacular Cantonese, and at the same time to
ing contracts.
W. -S. Van Dyke went under the .meet the wishes of the Pekin govwire for an extended period of six ernment that the. more courtly Manmonths, as director; Karen Morley darin be used In all imported films.
Vice-Consul Yistays, for a like time, and will next By agreement with
get 'Shining Hour*; May Robson, se.ng S. Kia.ng here, it was arranged
language be used in
ditto, and an assignment for 'No, that the state
More Ladles; Maureen O'SuHivan the episodes showing. Lloyd in
Cantonese in the' segets a. like period, and same for China, and
quences with American setting.
Louis. Waller, writer.
Dr.. Lew Chee, Chinese physician,
arid linguist, is coaching Lloyd and
other principals on the set.
Third Tarzan' for
Lloyd Is taking no chances of
of an outbreak against
Weismuller-O'Sullivan repetition
his 'Welcome Danger/ when ShangHollywood, April 2.
hai riots, resulted from "what the
Metro, with 'Tarzan and His Chinese regarded as insults jn that
Mate* not yet released, is planning a picture.
third Tarzan picture with Johnny
Weismuller and Maureen O' Sullivan,
paired, if the present one clicks.
fugitive' Sequel
Miss O'Sullivan goes into 'Barretts of Wimpolo Street,' and 'The
Thin Man.' and then takes a trip to
Hollywood. April 2.
Ireland.
Studio, hopes to have the
Brown Holmes Is writing an orlg

^havles R, Roger

2.

.

Los Angeles, April 2.
Charging cruel and inhuman
treatment, Sidney Fox Beahan filed

(

W. C. Fields, and Garrett: Fort, who
was dialoging 'Private Scandal' for

Hollywood,. April

Mae West makes lowbrow pictures for highbrow people. She has
ascertained that her pictures appeal
primarily to the Park avenue-PasaKicks Cause
dena crowd. When she writes her
stories and enacts the stellar roles
Autograph Seekers in them; when she sways her hips
and gives out that 'come up and see,
me some time* line, she's playing
Albuquerque, April 2,
directly for highbrow consumers- 'of'
Film people have taken to hiding the product.
in their Pullmans during the Chiefs
Kyen in her troubled days In
16-minute stopover, here, so Albuavenue took her

Albuquerque Indian

(Continued on page 42)

New Tork now

consists of seven people, with test
shooting by Blatt two full days a
week. Serlin hunts up most of the
talent and now that he has seen
about everybody available In New

2.

Paramount added three writers
nd dropped two over the week-end.
Julien Josephson goes onto the
lot

New

Department in

CENSORSHIP

un-

summer.

til

•

$1,000

License Renewals

Hires 3; Fires 2

PARK AVE AND

Ban on

Brief Grace for

HG DRAMA STUDENTS
TOUR'
GET BREAKS

linor Glyn's 'Three Weeks,'

of

Inter-

ested—Wampas Smell Chi
Fair and Radio Coin for

H'wood Agents Get

MAE TALKS OF
2.

Gloria Swanson leaves for New
York tonight (Monday) to look over
material she might use for a possible personal appearance tour in key
cities of the east and middle west.
Player is not due to start her first
with picture for. Metro, a talker remake

and

$3,500, because they advanced the deceased
sums of money when she was In
need during her lifetime,

1,500

Swanson East
Hollywood, April.

Hollywood, April 2.
Maxine Elliott and Lady Forbes-'
Robertson are beneficiaries under
the will of Susanne Perry Miller,
actress, who died here March 10.

2.

-Moss Hart's original story, 'Miss
sold

Pamela Thorndyke,' has been
to

Metro

through

Morris agency.
Writer svas formerly
•arlee<

the

William

Hollywood;

2.

-ruegging.,

for
director.
f»r'.i

Api'il

assignment at MeImponl. former Ufa
Is likely to be 'My BrothM'ifc,' for which he is. now pen-

l«'Ji\st

tro

K

—

A..

ciled in.

Film to In* produced by Larry
'Wei limn len, was written by Weindistant', Corn-go Aucrbach.
aarti'n\s
f

TaesdAj, April 3, 1934

Now

Although Producers

Operate

>

By an

Fewer Theatres, Indie Houses
Are So Grouped Its Easier to

Sell

11-Point

Hollywood, April

;

2,

Paramount will program 'Samson
and Delilah' as a special for release
on the 1934-35 schedule.
Picture will be produced by Cecil
De Mille and will co-Btar Miriam
Hopkins and Herbert WUcoxon.

RKO

Filmdom this season is entering
Zion Myers to
what major theatre leaders are calling a paradoxical sales year. DeHollywood, April 2.
more
are,
there
that
spite the fact
ion Myers, Columbia supervisor,
independent theatres than ever and
fewer producer-controlled box of- leaves that lot this week to Join
easier
fices, sales are shaping up as
producer and
of RKO as associate
for 34- 35, and! no great army
to Pahdro S. Bermiah.
salesmen to contact' them may be executive aid
two pictures
produce
will
Myers
necessary,

.

.

,

,

,

,

Looking over industry charts, the
overseers propound'a comparatively
simple picture from figures and con-

which at first seem more
complicated and perplexing than on
ditions

the eve

of.

of

the usual sales

new

year.

.

ROXY ASKS FOX

slips

ROSE PERFECT

RKO TAKING ON

all,

ROWLAND AS

.

REP

the biggest times of.
distrlb-exhib expansion.

These percentages,

it

produceris

empha-

sized, are general and not confined
to individual circuits, some of which

has 12 more to play.
is reported, to have gained
rental cut from Universal on
three pictures from this company
which are -set to come lh. House
tive affairs. Rowland Is set to leave
also stepped out to buy one from
Los Angeles, April 2.
for his new post the end of this
Warner Bros., Ruth Chatterton's
week. Asp' hitting east at the same
Entertainment program for the
'Journal of a Crime,' which will
time will he Jules Levy, who Is re
during their
delegates
come in. some time this month.
turning to the home office after two three- day convention here next
Walter Reade, who purchased a
weeks, of new product conference at week (10-12) is complete with the
few Fox pictures recently, has taken
the studio.
exception of the afternoon of ThurB
another for his May fair, 'I Believe
Levy stops .off at key towns on day (closing day), which is expected in You.'
return trip and is due in New York to be set in the' next few days,
Program, as lined up by Ben
about. April 161
N. Berlnstein, general convention
chairman, follows:
Tuesday, April J.0 Afternoon at

themselves represent a much
higher percentage.
The analysis next turns to the
14,000 theatres reported now to be
With only 900 of
in operation.
these directly producer-owned, it
would at first seem that all major
companies would be forced to en
large their sales forces in order to
tell their new product story and
submit contracts to the remaining
13,100 generally classified as inde
pendents.
But the b.o. math students est!
mate that 6,000 of the most important lighted theatres are bunched
into circuit category. This eimpli
fies the sales problem, since .7,600
accounts are reckoned a good aver
age by the largest distributors. This
would make contact on an individual
basis necessary with only about
in

|

.

Hollywood, April 2,
that producer-contheatres today represent
RKO. expects to sign a contract
about 25% of the American sales today (2) with Richard A. Rowland
market and,, that the weeding out of to be New York liaison for the stu
some 1,600 theatres represented only
execu
an additional 26 %» bringing the did on ptory, new talent* and
totality of directly controlled cir
cult intake ur to not over 50% in

Following adverse results recently!
with house divmg into ttw re^ Roxy.
N. Y., has made .application to Fox
Film tor a reduction* In -rentals.
Meanwhile, house is holding up
playdatlng of pfctures from this disHouse, under this year's
tributor.
'

everything.

contract,

Boxy

a

'

MPTOA

.

AMENDED ACTION
AGAINST IBEW ON FILE

IATSE

—

ACAD. INTER-BRANCH

ACTIVITY FORMULATED

Warner .Bros.' Burbank studios,
where a complete floor show will
follow luncheon and tour of studio.
Night— Old-fashioned dance and

buffet lunch at Universal City.
Hollywood, April 2.
Wednesday (11) Atternoon^-Tour
Inter-branch
activity
of
the
of the RKO and Fox studios.
of Motion Picture Arts
Night—Metro $tudio blowoff, inand Sciences swung into high last cluding" studio tour, personals by
week when Producers' Branch stars, and refreshment*.
Thursday (12) Afternoon—ParaExecutive Committee met with representatives of the Actor, Tech- mount studio tour.
nician and Assistant Director
Night Annual MPTOA banquet
groups for resuming various func- at Hotel Ambassador, with 13 retions and negotiations which were cently designated. Wampas. Baby
temporarily halted last fall by the Stars appearing and being introcode headaches.
duced.
1,500 theatres.
The convention proper will be
Producers' first met with the
Assistant Directors to start nego
preceded* night of Monday, April 9,
tlations for ironing put working con- by. ah executive session of the board
ditions .for first assistants. Com- of directors, at which time officers
mittees were appointed to go into ifor the ensuing year Will be named
the matter In detail with Louis B
Exhibs in Monday
20,000 LEAGUES' Q. T. Mayer, chairman of the producer Exhibs will arrive here on Mon.group, which also includes Sam day and
Tuesday, with several
Briskin, Jack Gain, William Koehig trains over the Southern Pacific and
Hollywood, April 2.
and Fred Pelton. Assistant directors Rock Island lines converging at El
Fear- that some other producer committee comprises Scott Beal,
Paso on the morning of Sunday,
>vould steal his idea caused Phil Sid
Brod, Gordon Holllngshead, Les April 8, and skedded to arrive here
Goldstone to start production on Selander and Charles Stallings.
at. 9:46 Monday morning.
his '20,000 Leagues Under the Sea'
Union Pacific will operate one
The producer committee then
Film has been shooting
in secret.
train but of Chicago, headed by
over a week, Goldstone figuring this moved in for resumption of discus
sloris with actor branch group on Jack Miller, which will be routed
would give him a sufficient jump
via Boulder Dam, and arrive here
on other producers to stop their practical operation Of the Actor*
Producer Basic Agreement and on the morning of the 10th.
cutting in ahead.
Train's coming via the S. P. will
other pacts for the piayers. Fur
The Jules Verne story is in public ther discussions will be handled by carry the New York, Chicago, New
domain, and can be produced by a special committee to be appointed, Orleans and Washington delegabeen
anybody. Goldstone, who. has
with Henry Herzbrun, chairman, for tions,' with pickups from other
away from pictures' recovering his the producer group, and Lionel At southeastern towns along the way
health the last three months, eays will for the actors.
Committees named for the get
for
release
the
major
has
a
he
Final meeting was between the together by President Ed Kuyken
picture.
Producers and Technicians Branch dall, in whose hands will rest most
"With Otis Garrett, in charge; com-, executive
committee, to outline of the business' transacted at the
pany. has been wor ing at Catalina plans for immediate revival of the convention, include.:
seunderrwater
filming
Island
E.
Credentials and Rules—M.
technical and research councils of
quences. After four weeks making the Academy.
Another get-to- Comerford, Scranton, Pa., chair
fish' footage,, cast will, be picked and
gether was slated to be held tonight man; James J. MeGuInness, Bos
the non-technical part of the film (Mon.).
ton;
Benjamin Pitts, Richmond,
.

.

Academy

—

.

GOLDSTONE STARTS

.

housand Leagues' was
wenty
rpduced by. Universal in 1916.

DOVE OF PEACE IS A
TOST' FOR MPTOA C0NV

Va.; Charles E. Williams,
A. F. Baker, Kansas City,

—

W

,

der to avoid the double meaning,
suggestive or otherwise unsuitable.
Preliminary surveys of film
2.
production possibilities of plays,
hooks or stories from the standpoint
of the publio commitments underIndustry!
Story conferences with studio
8.
executives during initial plans of
production.
Careful examination of scripts
4.
submitted by producing companies
in order that advice might be given
as to the avoidance of objectionable
elements.
Scenario conferences to effect
6.
necessary changes in scripts in acr
cordance with the standards set up
in the Motion Picture Production
Code.
6.
Conferences during production.
Previewing of separate film
7.
sequences during progress of production.
Preliminary preview of pic8.
ture before it is edited into final
form.
Preview pf finally completed!
9.

j^^^"^

,

'•

.

picture..
Notification,
10.

,.;<

when necessary^

such scenes,
sequences, dialog or action as should,
Los Angeles, April 2.
Second amended complaint in the be deleted from the finally com$31,000,000 conspiracy damage suit pleted picture.
11. »Final approval of picture.
by IATSE, Local 87, against the
IBEW, Local 40, the Producers Asand numerous major
sociation
action
a
studio heads, brings the
step nearer to trial in Superior
Court.
IN
conspirspecific
more
Charging
acy acts against certain defendants
accused of discrimination against
Chicago, April 2.
IATSE union memoers, in violation
Motion, picture Industry locally
both of inter-union jurisdictional and Mayor Edward Kelly have depact and the ruling of the National clared a truce la the censorship
Labor Board following the studio battle, while His Honor ducks out.
strike of last August, the amended of town for a bit of vacash.
In^
complaint is designed to bring out dustry through Henry Herbel, presifinal demurrers on grounds of in- dent of the Film Board of Trade,
sufficiency.
promised Mayor. Kelly that they
These .final defensive maneuvers, would lay low and kick up no rucare expected to clear the decks for tions In the newspapers, radio or,
trial, general demurrers against the
club meetings or. any other manner
basic complaint having Already of propaganda while he was away.
been denied by the courts.
JKelly is due back
to offending studios of

FILM CENSORSHIP

TRUCE

CHICAGO

v

.

On this promise
late this week when

he will get to-

gether with the Film Board on an
amicable adjustment of the censorship problem. Understood that the
meeting will result in an alleviation
of the censorship stranglehold and
With proxy of Col. Ed Schiller yet continue police supervision over
in his pocket, Sam Dembow, Jr. pictures and newsreelsV

DEMBOW REPRESENTING
CHAINS AT MPTOA C0NV.

•

Started.

now

of titles offered for pictures in or-

figure In white costume.'

N. Y.

public' reactions,

.

Moss Empires.
The Stage, March 22, at Palladium: 'That charming songstress,
Rose Perfect, follows, and is in exShe is a striking
.
.
cellent voice
Address, care of Variety, London,

and bad

puts 'every picture produced by
member company through. ;the following paces:
Consideration and registration,
1.

TO CUT FILM

Just finished sixth return at the
London Palladium.
and
Now touring for G. T.

This means

trolled

[

immediately.

although producers
have cut down their theatre holdings from a high of 2,600 to approximately 900, the decline in their market for the distributor is reckoned
In other words,
at not over 20%.
the producers are now in possession
of their best theatres, holding onto
these even during; the receiverships
First

'n'

An IX- point platform of eelfdlscfpllne working in conjunction
with the' production moral eode is
revealed in detail by the Hays organization.
Simultaneously,
as
though to disprove various charges;
of laxity during 1938 as inspiring
current censorship activities, the
Hays office has prepared a table
showing that in addition to rejecting 160 story proposals, the codl.sts
also nixed some 1,200 various angles in scripts and story treatments.
The strengthened machinery, to
guard further against, objectionable

Par Specials Delilah'

i

leaves tomorrow (Wednesday) for
the Coast to attend the
convention, representing the afCol. Schiller, 111
filiated theatres.
for some time, Is in Florida.
While on the Coast, Dembow will
schedule Paramount studio people
for personal appearances.

MPTOA

SHAW AND IEE INITIALEE
Hollywood, April 2.
First two reel film musical at
Metro starring Shaw and Lee goes
into

production

this

week.

Jack

Cummlngs producing.
Team was signed by Metro

Omaha;

in the
for the one,

Kas

WB

SHUTTERS B'KLYN

STUDIO FOR 5 WEEKS
Warner

Bros,

closed

down

its

Vitaphone Brooklyn studio Saturday (31) after completing this season's program. Plant wll be locked
up for five weeks before starting on
product for 1934-'35. Possibility is
the output will be increased above
the 140 turned out this. year.
Roy Mack, in charge of the Vita
Brooklyn factory under Sam Sax, is
leaving for the Coast today (Tuesday) to produce musicals at the

Levy, east several weeks ago
Resolutions Edward
G.
New Haven, chairman; Oscar C. with company holding option for a
Lam, Rome, Ga.; Edward M.. Fay, series and a contract for the come- Burbank plant in colors.
Lee
to slide into features, if
A Paramount theatre conference Providence; Harry H. Hicks, Los dians
Stewart, casting director on shorts
clicking.
in New England, at which Martin Angeles; M. A. Lightman, Memphis^
In the east, Jumped in his car SatGrievance—Lewin PizOr, Philadel
j. Mullin Is reported the candidate
urday (31) for a vacation south
ll
ams George Fisher, Milwaukee^ Morgan iwhile-,the
for e lectio n., to the partnership ad
'P.hi*'..-. 0^^??*?^-. .Nat^M^
l*
i plant^s^shut,jio.wja^^
JT^H*. 'Mlcliaelr A. Walsh," ""San "Francisco;' "I*." B.
vlsory board of six which is being ThomasvJlle, Ga.
Harrell, Atlanta; Louis Ansell/New
set up, will not be held at this time. Buffalo; H. W. Harvey, San Fran

Defer Par N. E. Confab

:

^

>

;

open conMost of the speeches
vention are slated to be general and
not to warrant, any heckling.
in

has been decided to defer the
N. E. meeting until reorganization
Steps
up there looking toward a disIt is figured that 1,000
charge of receiverships have been
the Hollywood conclave.
advanced further.
Those so far elected to the advisory partners board are E. V.
FELD'S 0. 0.
N. L.
Milt Feld,< president of Monarch Richards, A. H. T31ank,
Theatres, is on an inspection tour Nathanson arid Karl Hoblitzolle.
fill
out
of various properties for expansion Two more are required to
will

It

'

purposes.

the intended membership of six.

Lust, Washington, York.
Legislation and Taxation M. A.
Code Trade Practices Fred Lightman, chairman M, E. ComerMeyer, Milwaukee, chairman; R. ford; R. B. Wilby; W. H. Lollier,

Sidney

Cisco;'

D. C.

—

NRA

visit

S.

M. Clark, Oklahoma City; R. B.
Wllby, Atlanta; Edwin Silverman,
Chicago; George P. Aarons, Philadelphia; L. A. Hamm, Sart FrancJsoo.

NRA
Jack

Code

Miller,

ProvisionsChicago, chairman;

Labor

—

AMPA'S 10G

Goal

;.'

Goal of Naked Truth dinner is
$10,000 to be donated by the A. M.
•Lob Angeles.
John C.
Public Relations and Community P. A. for film charities.
St. Flinn is calling a special commitAffairs
Fred 'Wehrenberg,
H
H<b
Louis, chairman; Nat M. Williams; tee luncheon at the M. P.
W. L. Ainsworth, Fond Du Lac, Tuesday (3).
Approximately 800 tickets have
Wis.; W. S. Butterfleld, Detroit;
already been sold for the dinner.
Sidney Lust.

—

<
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CALM DOWN ON
RKO

Apparently Pals

He Radio

Fox Lot Busy Spot

Wiseman

To Head

.

a member of the. Paratect the interests of the .Rockefel- also
mount financial committee and has
lers so far as the operation of the

Music Hall and RKO Center are played an important part all along
financing functions of the
concerned. Though he may be re- In the
garded as Roxy's successor, »Van company.
Sir William has many friends
Schmus has not given himself the
showmen, both here and
additional title of managing direc- among
abroad.
tor but he carries but the duties of
Kahn himself was active
Otto
Hi
that post as they were carried out
in Par for many years as a mem
by his predecessor.
ber o£ the board... He retired as a,
It
is
obviously to be expected
director two. years ago' when Sir
that the Rockefeller interests would
William went in,
have someone in Radio City in an
Gilbert Kahn, son of the famous
executive capacity

official
and
in
financier and art patron, and Otto's
View of their interests there. Unbrother, Felix E., are also closely
der the arrangement with RKO, this
The son is aidentified with Par.
company and the Rockefellers split member
of the Paramount-Publix
60-50 the profits of operation after
board and also is a director of
overhead' and rent have come out.
Paramount Pictures Corp., the main
First 6f any important changes
holding company in control of sub
made at the Music Hall since Roth sldiaries. Felix E. Kahn, from whom
afel left were carried out during the
Par bought- the Rialto -many years
past week, notably the replacement
ago, is also a member, of the P-P
of George Gerhard by appointing of
board.
Hazel Flynn from the Chicago
Together with Hallgarten & Co.,
American to post of advertising the Kuhn, Loeb house has handled
publicity director.
Bob Sisk, in virtually all of Par's private bankRKO, has charge of the publicity ing- and financing, including the
and advertising department.
underwriting of both big bond
Another change was making the issues.
.

"

No

Hearst's

Own

Newsreel

successor.

Looks Certain by Sept.

FRANKLIN-SELWYN'S

BERGNER FILM PLAY
Harol B, Franklin has closed a
deal with Arch Selwyn for produc
tlon of at least one play and film
starring Elizabeth Bergner. Selwyn
had the deal ori inally with C. B
Cochran of London for production
of the play. Franklin's arrangement
gets him in on that and places Selwyn in on the film. Understood pic
ture will get a Fox release though
produced independently.
Franklin and Selwyn go to Eu
rope Thursday (5) to talk over the
details with Cochran and arrange
for bringing the play to New York
Play is 'Nymph Errant,' which is
doing big business in London currently.
Franklin and Selwyn may
bring over the cast intact.
.

Zukor Summering West,
O. 0. Important Prods.
Adolph Zukor will leave New
York toward- the end
for Hollywood.
Ho will remain

probahly

all

on

the

month

the

coast

If Hearst starts operating its oyfrn
newsreel again it will not be until
September, because the Metrotone
contract, with Fox Is not up until

then.

Monday (2) afternoon both reels
remained formally noh-commitai,
although in Fox. it is believed that
the severance has been virtually decided upon.
.

,

He has been

in the east about three
'34-35 lineup with
home office executives. The 60 in
line for the hew year will be split
up evenly, as before, between the

weeks discussing

'

Warner

-.uudio.

the

Para

and First National

Bros,

trademarks.
S. Charles Einfeld, going west for
a few weeks to..look over the situation from the advertising-publicity
perspective, left Friday, (30), Stanley Shuford in charge at the h. o.
during his absence.

SCHENCK IN
Joe

Schenck

announced

One

N. Y.

slipped

(1) for

into

New

a stay of un-

Length.
of his regular trips.

While .major interests were rushing agents in. a confidential capacity
to Washington Monday (2) in addir
tion to those formally delegated, and
picture political circles were buzzing

Hays ton" wood

Exhibs Already Average

10% or Better in Number Will Hays is returning to Hollywood this week, partly on organiza- with a
of Rejects Annually
tion matters

MPTOA

SOME STATISTICS

This

Hays

A four months' battle between
major companies and the NRA
which threatened to split the Blue
Eagle in fllmdom is conceded- this
week to be .making the majors appear

is

is

in their

and also

to address the

convention.

one of the few times that
doing face-to-face exhib3.

own camp.

20TH

foolish in their own eyes.
in their ranks taking to

Wise men

arithmetic have suddenly discovered that according to the industry's
own record neither distributors nor
exhibitors stand to gain or lose by
the Code Authority's recognition of
the. now famous 10% cancelation

story that the President had
sustained Clarence Darrow. in his
dispute with. General Johnson, precipitated partly over the film code,
independents were busily mobiliz"ing a veritable allied army. This
is aimed to include, for the first
tinie in industry warfare, outside
social organizations antagonistic to
block hooking.
With ah all-indie front, since producer members of the Federation of
the M.P. Industry will, probably before the end of the week, announce
fight, intheir position in the
die leaders how are preparing for
Washington a program which features the dethronement of the present. Code Authority and in its place
a 5-6 membership equalized between
pro<Juce^-distributors and exhibitors
in place of what they now characterize as the 7-3 vote with independents the minority.
Beneath the surface it was apparent that majors, as well, are taking no chances with their own

.

NRA

IN 3-

TIME-OUT

clause.

Pictures that exhibitors book and
never play each year more than
Hollywood,
equalizes the privilege extended to
irectdrs and
the box office by .the, government
Contract players,
just other personnel are. scramming the
Statisticians,
to
cancel.
through with their latest Job, figure
on the
premises
Century
90% of the country's theatres sluff Twentieth
strategy.. Contactees who have seen,
lbanout for comparatively little service since
off product each year arid that an United Artists lot on
average of 10% per exhibitor for the three-nv nths production recess the
came in were returned to
yearly unplayed product is con- of the Schenck-Zanuck organiza- arms and several important posiservative.
tions in the majors' political front
1;
May
beginning
tion
An anti- sluff. remedy is what the
were quietly reversed, as a result,
Constance. Bennett and Fredric over the weekend.
industry needs before it can expect
Metro
Political Football?
to benefit even. by the NRA's 10% March have been farmed to.
by
produced
be
cancellation privilege. It is now be- for pictured to
Outwardly there is a confidence
ing held. Only way in which this Irving Thalberg. Miss Bennett will in major ranks that the Code Auwhile
Hat,'
'Green
the
in
star
thority "will remain intact and that
can be realized is to go back to
the form of compulsory arbitration, March, who recently completed 'The the greater part of the present
rather than in the Eagle round Firebrand' with Bennett, will ap- formula Will, come through the presWimpole ent; war undisturbed; There are
of
'Barretts
in
table conferences which permit ac- pear
Metro also gets Loretta various versions, among them that
cess to the courts, industry spokes- Street.'
Young for three pictures.
this is really a fight between Johnmen versed in the code declare.
Those many millions of dollars
Among the directors treking, Wil- son and Darrow and that the film
which the majors have been declar- liam Wellman goes to Sarii Gold- code happened to be seized upon' as
ing they will lose with the cancel- wyri to make 'Barbary Coast,' and the most immediate rope for the
tugging. The reports that President
lation right are nov/ described by Walter Lang will meg the next Ed
the statisticians to be little more die Cantor feature, 'Treasure Hunt,' Roosevelt contacted Darrow and
Johnson and decided that Darrow
Sid
than a myth; in fact, so small that also a Goldwyn production.
even on the matter of sluffed prod- ney Lanfleld, completing 'The Last has the right of way in the present
uct, except where an exhibitor has Gentleman'
with George Arliss, argument were made by industry
jumped an entire contract, it is not leaves for London to direct Jack intermediaries Monday, but formal
and official confirmation could not
worth/the expense to take the the- Buchanan in 'Sons o* Guns/
atre owner to court.
Services of George Arliss and be obtained,
Code lawyers hold that the front
Under the 10% clause as worded Ronald Colxrian are being reserved
in the code even major lawyers conr exclusively for 20th Century by so far put up by the independents
In Washington is just a repetition of
cede an exhibitor can still Bluff Zanuck. Arliss remains in Holly
Clause, they state, gives him the wood for :the Grauman's Chinese an bid story that is already on the
right to cancel out one out of every premiere of 'House of Rothschild' NRA's books. They reminded that
group of 10 pictures. Thus, they tomorrow (Tuesday) night, and all through the early code days, parpoint out, if he has booked 60 pic- then leaves with Mrs. Arliss for ticularly at its inception,, the Presi-.
tures and played 40 he has been their annual vacation in England dent emphasized the expectancy of
minor?
able to erase four features from his
Twentieth Century will resume uprisings among recalcitrant
bookings. Then if he chooses to do production in September when all lties. They declared that Darrow's
wide-spread
so, or if he follows the old routine, the company's contract players and duties do not include
he may fail to play the final 10.
Zanuck investigation but simply to listen
ireggers will be recalled.
Many ..of the distributors them- meantime vacations in Europe .and to charges from small organizations
that the code is op^esslhg them.
(Contlnued on page 61)
Asia, big game hunting.
In this regard they contend that
the code has hot yet had a chance
to prove itself and that inde'pend^
ents are without proof of alleged
oppressive acts.

NRA

•

—

Par. Reorg. Committee Nears

Understood

JACK WARNER WEST

r

at

as
Having Little Practical
Effect on Status Quo—

Little

Work

End of the Paramount reorganization committee, set up last spring
.

with S. A. Lynch, heavy Publix Enterprises creditor; as chairman and
including close to a dozen others, is
expected shortly. A minor amount
of work by the committee remains
to be done.
With steps toward reorganization

and

.the ;liftingLQ fl.receiyer3hip3_ in

New England
plan for a

Northwest

well

under way, a

lease of life in the
virtually all that's left.

new
is

Considerable attention has been
given to reorganization of Flnkel-,
stein & Rubin already, however,
with many, conferences to discuss
questions involved held both in
New York and Minneapolis.
Entire South has been completed
so far as reorganization is con-

End

Regarding Darrow, some major

spokesmen expressed the belief that
the chairman of the NRA Review
Board is proceeding the current
Still
hearings on the ground that since
the President signed the code on
December 7 the code has had three
months to prove itself and should
be ready for. an airing, which they,
cerned,, except for the ..possibility in turn, hold is premature.
that something may be done in conAs for the set-up of the Code Aunection with the Saenger circuit thority such spokesmen contend
which is deep in the hole. This, that the NRA and not fllmdom
however, may be 'worked out. di- named
President
with
it
and
rectly with Paramount by E. V. Roosevelt's approval— since names
Richards and his associates in of all chief codlsts are included i
Saenger, without going through the the formula.
present reorganization board.
The majors on Monday (2) deWith readjust ment i n Par aft close nied ..they. _in tend _t o_ test out further
"to ;tfie fl nish^line, Lynch i.^noTlsx-^ Darrow's authority, or to defy him.
pectcd to remain in the company They hold that the Code Authority
for very long. From the start it has as. a quasi-judicial body has its
never been assumed with any de- books up to date and ready for ingree of probability that Lynch spection any time Darrow wishes 10
would stop from the chairmanship review them..
Monday a new version from the
of the reorganization board to an
executive post in Par. It is doubted majors also assorted itself. This is
at first that he. would want it, since that Darrow, after all, is not inves*
he's not temperamentally <lco <>i\ ligating the'- f'ndo Auihrr-lty but
(Continued rm page 60)
ah organization man.

Situations Clearing

Jack L. Warner pulls out tomorrow (Wednesday) for the CoaBt.

but

Proviso Analyzed

'

summer watching imJ York Sunday

pordiir, 'productions

Wount

of;

Ming,

NRA

.

Roxyettes line the Rockettes.
Leonard Hall, who resigned during
week as publicist under
is the only other change.

Interests Deprecate

Seriousness of

•

the past
Gerhard,

Major Film

DECIDE UPROAR

Sources around RKO and Radio City
that the Rockefeller interests were
Hollywood, April 2.
taking over the job of running the
Fox is in one of the busiest spring
RKO out of production activities in its history.
Hall entirely,
Studio has five pictures filming,
the situation despite that RKO has
five With camera work completed,
a leasing and
but in the cutting rooms, and eight
ment over the house, are stated to n>ore in preparation to be .'started
Rockefeller : sources within 10 days.
be. incorrect..
are somewhat perturbed by these
Last year at this time Fox had
reports.
only eight pictures in various stages
Whtle . at one time, when the of production.
courts of bankruptcy objected to
the leasing arrangement between
RKO and the Rockefellers, it ap- Sir William
peared possible that RKO might go
out of the situation entirely, only
Of Paramount
a few weeks ago the agreement,, on
a year's basis and expiring this
summer, was approved.
Knhpi, Loeb
Under' this lease the Music Hall
is operated by a separate subsidiary,
decease
Otto
H.
Kahn's
With
Radio City, Inc., while the RKO
Center is under another RKO sub- Thursday (2S>, presumption is that
sidiary known as Radio City Th"e- Sir. William Wiseman, closely alatres Corp. W. Van Schmus, who lied with Paramount in various ofsince S. L. Rbthafel's departure has ficial capacities, will become the
virtually taken oyer Roxy's_ duties head of Kuhn. Loeb & Co.. for many
as managing director, is an officer years one of the Par bankers.
Sir William is a member of the
of both these subsidiaries.
He is a vice-president and as board of the parent company, Parasuch occupies an official capacity on mount Publix, as well as on the
administration and operation of the boards of Paramount Productions
subsldi ries over the two Radio City dorp;, subsidiary over picture makDistributing
theatres. Van Schmus thus may be ing, and Paramount
He is
assumed to be in Radio City to pro- Corp., the sales branch.

SLUFFO

10

Rumors

City Rift

Reports spreading from unknown

VARIETY

Remains

Up

—

.

.

;

.

,

;

'

PICT

VARIETY

•
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INCORPORATIONS

Anms. Stocks Put on Best Show

IATSE Worker Asks hnpeachment

Mew York
Albany.
Inc.; theatriBhares
cal enterprise capital etock, 100
Mabel J*udson, May L
no par value.
all *t 90
Purcoll,
K.
Thomas
and

Hippodrome Civlo Opera,
;

While Rest of
many

"While

stocks

Broad etreet. New York.
Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc.,
picture business supplies: cap! tal stocK.
Nathan Rosenblatt; Yetta J.
$20,000.
all of 1482
Shelley

Hlllman,
Schenker and
Broadway, NeW York,
Puranlt of HapputeM, .Inc., .Manhattan,
a*"*1
enterprise;
theatrical
f
Borland
Edward I>aurlUard,.
JlO.000.
London
House" Lower Regent "tree*,West
4.4th
England Rowland Stebblne, 19
Langstreet, New York, and Lawrence

Yesterday's Prices

.floundered

week tt.nd wound,
amusement issues
better show. Of
a
were putting oh
seven most active film company
the week
finished
one
stocks, only
with a net loss. The others boasted,
fractional gains, Most of the action
in the stock market was confined
largely to first two days in week

'

lien.

Sales.

BOO Con. Fll
500 EaBtman ..
1,600 Fox A,*..-.

1%

s
10,600 Gen. lfl}e$£
18.200 Loews . ...
20,100 Par. ctfs,.
4,000 Pathe A..
. ....
26,800
.',
:
;
1.600
12.600 War. Bros.

:

RCA
KKO

*

Low Last ctape
4% .4% + %
87%

88.

:

i6% is
22%
22% 22
82% .81% 82%

m- 5%
10% 18%

m
7%

3%
T

8%+%
7%+%

W

»%,

Manror

«

,

War. Bros. 58% 57% 68%

J%

0

28%

29

.

conduct

0
.20

+J
+2

Weet 182d

614

New

street.

(WB)r

,

Beatrice
capital stock,, .*20i000>
Wels, Julius Homier and Isaac S*hmai,
all of 1467. Broadway. New.. York.
Lancaster Theatre Corp., Lancaster

Up and

Cheer' (Pox) (12).
Rivoli— 'Looking for Trouble'
(UA) (2d wk).
$2 Pictures
'House of. Rothschild' (UA)
AStor (4th week).
'Viva Villa' (MG) Criterion

ness;

,

vaudeville,' etc.;
pictures',
theatricals,
capital stock, 100 shares, no par value
Job; Warda, 261' Fenton street ; Esther
Qoeseke, 72 Dupont street, and BenJ.
Flpegold. 17 Court street, all of Buffalo.
Fndlcott Circuit, Inc., Brooklyn : theatrical business: capital stock, 60 shares,
no par value. Samuel- Berger, James^.T.
Iiaw and Murray P. Gootrad, .all of 651
1

(10).

Photographers, .Local 659; Interna-'
York.
Alliance Theatrical Stage Fifth avenue. NewAmusements,
tlohal
Inc.; pic
Junction. Cities
stock, 100
Employees have been speeded up tures, shows, 'etc.; capital
bottom.
shares, no par value. Jeanette Polotnlck,
dis
following
past/week,
1$65'
Townsend avenue, Bronx, a«»
Apparently many followers of during the
Soteros D. Cocalls and Beatrice Appe',
amusement group, saw a rare op closure that the plan apparently had both of 2621 Broadway, New York.
Elliott,
Nathan Zatkln, Inc.; pictures, plays,
portunity to grab issues at lower the approval of William
no par
etc.; capital Btock, 100 Bhares.
levels during sell -off Tuesday, for
the Value.
president,
international
C. N. Caldwell,, Jr. ;. David H.
subsequent
back
came
stocks
these
Jackman and Raymond J, Gorman, an
IATSE.
York.
New
of ISO Broadway,
Jy to close the week nearly on top
Split, in the ranks of the cameraInter-Continent Film Corp.; picture
It was noted here last week thai;
300 shares, no
men, with sudden revival of the business; capital stock, de
la Torre, 60
Luis Rojas
careful- traders were waiting for
to cbntest the IATSE group, par value.
ASC
East 42d Btreet; W. David Strong. -828f
just such a break' to pick up some
resulted last fall following the fail- Grand cOncourne;. and Stephen H. piicr
York.
New
of their favorites at cheaper prices
Of
Ml
of
street,.
46th
summer,
West
last...
467
ure of the strike
Bttchey International Corp.; plctureB',
In this connection It \ also was
the five IA locais. Leaders of Tn
capital ./stock, 260 shares, no par.- value.
pointed -out that the factor of infla- ternatipnal Photographers have uri
Russell, M. Bell" Winifred Gpdde and
1 East 42d Btreet
tion, virtually ignored in recent
successfully struggled with various Mae Gletz, all of
weeks, might have to be watched. plans to regain the confidence and; New York'.
. .
w
*
Centennial, Inc.; production
And after both houses of Congress backing of the cameramen general- of Rochester.
centennial pageant; capital stocki' 200
overrode the President's veto of
ranks shares.'no par value. Harper. SIMcy, 400
ly, with defections from the
Bernard 'E. Flnucane, 129
veterans* expenditure bill,. Qle Man growing as no. definite solution was East- avenue;drive,
and Carl. S. HaHauer,
Ambassador
Inflation suddenly appeared very
201 Rutgers street, all of Rochester.
advanced to members.
Yonkers-Conieo^ Inc.; theatrical enter
much in the picture. As the Week
The first moye^ for amalgamation prise;
capital stock,.. 50 shores, no par
closed, many in touch with' Washof the 'tyro groups was made some value. Hannah Dlnnln, 122 Stuyvesa.it
Waldman and
ington affairs, sensed a strong in
time ago, with the proposition held avenue, Brooklyn Bernard
8ol Waldman, both of 214S 80th street,
sentiment in nation's
flationary
under coyer by the few proponents Brooklyn;
.,-"'
capital. Metal shares reflected this
Famous Authors' Pictures Corp.; picof the -plan.. Informal discussions
and
shares, no par
feeling most strongly Thursday,
were held jitlth representatives of tures;, capital stock, 260
19 Rector street;
again Saturday: Few highs were the ASC, Who were interested, but value.- A. A. Cass,Btreet;
42d
West
S. Denton, 226
made by some metal Bhares. It is stated the only manner in which Paul
Jacques Kopfsteln, 96 Northern aVenuff,
said, now that the President has the
was all of New York.--.
would: .combine
ASC
DISSOLUTIONS
been defeated in first major contest through its. absorbing' the IATSE
Film Hawstock Corp,; filed by Nathan
York
with Congress, that an effort to ob
local, taking over what membership Burkan, 1460 Broadway, New
.CHANGE OF DIRECTORS,
tain soldiers' bonus, calling for is
acceptable, all assets, obligawas
PURPOSES, INC.
suartce of more than two billion dol
Remlck Music Corp.
tions, liabilities, and the charter
lars. in currency, will be made in
MEMBERSHIPS
issued by IATSE.
Newspaper Guild of Rochester, Inc.
Congress.
After several discussions, plan
CALIFQRNIA
Tone' Generally' Better
was whipped into shape, and it is
Sacramento.
Pacific Outdoor Advertising Co. Capital
Though, to much can't be ex. known the entire proposition ,wa?
Distock,- $100,000, none -subscribed.
pected.'of markej; while stock mar- laid before. Elliott when he was here rectors:
H. .A, Brown, Henry W. Brown,
vetoed
he

Hollywood, April

2.

Joel Sayre has been spotted oh
Metro writing staff, starting

.

C

the

this weelt.'

William Morris

office

placed the

writer.

•

Hollywood, April 2.
Adolphe Menjou has been tick-

.

eted by: Paramount to play opposite
Bllssa Landi in the Charles R. Rogi
ers production, 'I Love An Actress.'

:

'

-

;

'••

;

'

.

.

•

That

.

had

not.

:

R. G. Schroeter."
Capital Stock.
that
State Theatres; Inc.
Dlr.ectprja:
'$26,000..Subscribed*
$80.

the plaii is seen ..in the fact
further., discussions on the amalga'James Edwards, Jr., Bernlce Edwards,
mation were held b^ ..the unofficial, ^William J.' Edwards,- Sr'."
Beacon Productions, Ihc^ .Capital stock
representatives, aftbr. -Elliott
'to

New

t

.

, r

;

;

:i

'..

Symphony
Directors:.'

'-.

:

.

-

.

SMALL'S NEGRO SCRIPTEBr

KIMBALL HEADS PLANT

Hpllywood, April

.

,

Small.

No capital stock.
Soclete.
.Alfred -.iBraln, -Frederick

•

1

S.

L

Charles

Outterson,
•

•

Sp'itzer.

Morris;-

Mrs. Wm. Morris;
S. Chaa. Elnfeld.
Goldstein.

Jack L. Warner.

Sam Dembow,
Roy

Mack..

Carroll'

Graham.

Charlie Tobias.

Names

A"-'iCatori, doing

business as Caton
Music Publishing Co;,'' Lob, Angeled.
D.lC GrAney, doing ?buslnes3 «s Holly
wood Entertainers,' of Beverly Hills.
Peter Ermatlnger, Dnn Wells, CUfford
C. Chlckerlnir, Loe Angeles; doing bust
ness as Br'matlnger- and Wells.
Herbert Br en on, Jr., doing business as
TIiigel-Tangel Theatre, West Hollywood.
C.

Bob

•••'•

Fictitious Firm-

.

Murray Mench$r.

'

.

.

L. A. to N. Y.

'

Robert Gordon, Jr., Robert Hoyt, doing
as Gordon-Hoyt Productions,

business

Los Angeles.

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma

City.

Midwest Agency, Inc., Enid Okla. (Gen
Capital Btock, $3,000
Adv. Agency).
Incorporators,' H. H. Champlln, L. E
Noble and Weldon Ford, all of Enid.
Brlstow Baseball Club, Inc. Capital,
.

'

hone;

Incorporators, L.

L.'

Kemp, Dewey

Roy
H. Price, C. M; McGehee,
T
^
^Tt^oT^rTsTow^"" "

O. Kelly,

TEXAS

2.

First colored writer to get a con
tract script job in Hollywood is
Wallace Thurman,.. who wrote 'Har
,lem,' negro play. Thul-man has just
completed a synopsis on the William Powell picture for Edward
California Studios, Inc., is now Small at United Artists.
Thurman is under contract to
leasing the lot, which has been
studio. Bryan Foy, for whom he wrote
Beachwood
the
called
Property is owned by the Burkhard 'Sterilization/ and was loaned to

Hollywood, April 2.
Re-organization of the California
studio has placed C. F. Kimball,
former securities dealer, in. chafge.
of the rental lot. J. C. Woolf, pre
vious manager, haB resigned.

Investment. Co.

•

•

F.

Mofltz",
-White.-

•

,

'•'

Garbus.

•

C. F.

Ruth

.

Topic?)

meeting, of the local two weeks ago,
Reyiyal. of inflationary .talk and when, one member, proposed, a, get-,
belief. ;in,,some conservative quarjers together b.e arranged, .as. the local
that, stbbk regulation 'measure ;neyer;...-had; not been: able to 'regain/cQnifi.would become a: Jaw at this session dence of the. members and re,pr-.
Strong ppposlof Congr.ess. lias, gone far .to. yevlye ganize, the ranks,
bullish enthusiasm, But even most tion among /board -members, "at first
enthusiastic bulls do .not look for gradually fadedj and finally a com?
anything, resembling, ,a. runaway mittee was appointed, to meet, with
Which J$ just what the representatives of the ASC to see
market.
administration has been striving what could be done to. bring the
cameramen" into
orfor.
rothers ganization.
Pathe A and Warner
Plan, which now seems likely, Is
stocks on. big board sported gains
of %ths of a point for the week for the ASC to absorb the internaParamount certificates showed a tional Photographers with the ASC
net gain of half, a point as did Ra- holding the IATSE. cameramen's
dio Preferred B. Radio and Pathe charter.
(Continued' on page 59)
,

Marian.

.

;

action... /

:.

Dlr,PctojrS:
100. shares; none, subscribed.
•Morton- 'Garbusf' J. Schuck, S. Kaye.
First informa,tibn, o.n the plan was!
•Artists Productions, Inc. Capital stock
Directors:
subscribed.
None
100
shares.
presented at an executive board,
Robinson,. Morton
.Carlos Maugham, R. •

turned

E. ADAMS RKO'S
Hollywood, April 2.

N, Y, to L. A.

'

"

.

by Gregory Ratbff.

St.,

'.

.

is

FRANK

.

recently.

Galveston.
Inc.,
Company,
Theatre.
Whltewrlght, Texas; theatres; capital
Incorporators, William. C.
stbclt, $2,C00,
Brannon, Marshall B. Padgltt, Nanlqe V.
-—-^
Brnnnon.

Brnnnon

.

time, work, seniority and possible
Jurisdiction in the studios of Hol-

lywood, California,'
Shaw bases his charges on wire
dated July 24, 1933, and signed by
Lew Blix, business representative
of Local 37, callina on all members
of the union to go out on strike.
This move, charges Shaw, was in,.-,
direct violation of the. Basic Studio;
Agreement and the rules of pro."-.,
cedure for International signatories,
to withdraw from the pact with,.,
major studios and other Interna-^,
tional unions were' grossly violated/

No Strike Powers
further contends, that the conand by-law$ of Local 37
provides that 'the Board of Gov-

He

stitution

ernor

The union member's open

letter

with the charge

to Elliott continues

Prank R. Adams, recently out of that by-laws of the International
Paramount, is on RKO's writing have been 'utterly' disregarded and
staff.
violated by the sending of this
He's working on 'The Other Pas
telegram and offer as evidence that
sage,' for Pandro Berman prpduc
to this dflite no authorization of a
tlon.
strike by the International President (as required by section 2) has)

.

ket regulation measure still hangs
over Wall Street, action, of stocks
on 'Thursday and- again Saturday
indicates/ that sentiment is, considerably " improved. The ^way market'
withstood shock 6f drive for lower
levels Tuesday made it evident 'that
there, might no.t be any,, major re

low you to act in any manner you
choose to rectify the. mistake of
those responsible for pur losses of

'

"

,

1

shall have direet superVision of all officers and employees
of the local* and furthermore, -the
Board of Governors shall not have
DICK POWELL'S PERSONALS the power to call a strike In any.
studio or place of amusement, but
Hollywood, April 2.
the sanction of the
who completes must first have
Powell,
Dick
General Office,' and
Local' and
go
to
'Dames' at Warners, is due
charges that the Bllx strike teleon a four-week personal appear- gram violated both the letter and
ances tour in the Warner houses spirit of these sections, as Bllx was;
He may later go to Europe for six not vested with the authority to
"
weeks.
issue's, strike order when the Board
itself is denied that privilege- except when sanctioned as provided.

Tarn

•

,

In his communication to Elliott,
Shaw states:- 'Having awaited with
patience since July 24, 1933, for
someone in authority within the
IATSE to take some action to punish the parties responsible for ere-,
ating the chaotic conditions instituted oh that date and which ard
still existing to the detriment of
every member of the IATSE .employed In any capacity in the 'motion picture industry in this community, I have- reached the conclusion to place in your, hands the
results bf months of careful consideration on my part, plus the
advice of various members of the
IATSE locals who have the best interests- of our organization, at heart
and that is that impeachment,
charges be brought in order to al-

.'.

Menjou, Landi Lead

1

1

;

International president of the

liott,

•

Sayxe at Metro

.

.

for
what, he alleges was disregard of
by-laws and regulations ill calling:
last summer's strike In the studios,
James E. Shaw, a member of that
union, has. presented his chargea
in an open letter to William E. El-

.

:

(RKO).
Musi Hall— 'Stand

.

Employees,

;

Made Her

Roxy—'Sing

mo

amalgamation of the
two cameramen's organizations in
Hollywood, American Society of
Cinematographers and International

(UK

Rialto-T*'She

Broadway, New York.
Hubert Retail Stores; inc.; radio bust-

for

Trumpet

(Par)^

.

;

13

—

Biwdcattljig

Wayburn,, Radio

all of 1601

.

(5).

Week April
Paramount—'

,

Theatrical.. Stage

IATSE.
Is

Blows' (Par).
His
'Tarzan
.Capitol
Mate' (MQ).
Strand—*As the Earth Turns'

Wll^m

,

2

Man

Rivoli—Tiooking for Trouble*

.

School, Inc.j business of teaching Tadlo
broadcasting, etc.; capltal atock, 100
Syd Comparte,
par. value.
shares,
Ohab. Seelenfrennd and Nathan Pollock,

Hollywood, April

(RKO)

Mine*

N y m p h'

— 'This

^°Nfe-Nlc, Inc.; plctureB, vaudeville, Stp.j
capital stock, HO.OOOv Leo Asoher,, 167j.
Lincoln place, Brooklyn:: Rae Levitt. 1819
avenue, Bronit, and. ^Marcift
Cllrinton

Lleberman,

teps

Hall

(XJA) (7).

W

•

Music

pictures, vaudeville, etc.: capital fltpcK,
T.
X00 shares, no par value;
Abeles, Leopold Brelch and
Lleber, all /of ,22 Elaet 40tb.. street^ New

^N«a

"'.

'

— 'Constant

Roxy
(Fox).

..

'

.

Sat-,

urday before.
Whole' list broke badly at opening
Tuesday. On Roosevelt's -endorsement bf' Strong stock exchange reg^
ulatlbri nieasiire' now pending in
Congress. At least this was excuBe
for selling, which uncovered rfUttier
Losses ran
ous stop -loss orders.
two and 'three points In many" Is
Efforts' to rally market' cut
sues.
-larger .'eartter.viosdeB,
down' some
but market as a whole closed On

(3).

Lost
Rialto— 'The
(2d wk).

(KKO)

s

.

was unchanged and
compared to

(WB)

International iBocl«fer brcliertrae. Inc.
e^P"* 1
business ;
orchestra
stock, 100 Bharea, no par value, Gertrude
Israel Sadye Lnder and Samuel Olman
all of 270 Broadway, New '.York.
FoUes Bergere ..Prodaclng Co.* Inc.;

+%

Telling

Me' (Par).
Capitol— 'Rip Tide" (MG) (2d
wk).
8trand—^'O ambling lady'

11

+1%

started, the' week! bow-Jones industrial averaged closed at 101.85 or
up 1154 on- the; day, which was gain
of 0.93 over previous Saturday.
:

.

10.0

rlam avenue, Bronx, and William J. J-^e,
395 Riverside drlye. New. Yorti^
InstrU'
F. W. Baumer, Inc.; musical
ments; capital Btock,J10.000. Frederick
and Ida
W. Baumer. Minnie B. Baumer
M. Laret, ill ot 663 Main street, Nen-

CURB'
800 Tech
300 Co).

etreet,.

of
Alliance

officials

Local

April 6

Paramount — Tou're

'

49% 4»%
48V4

Weak

Corp.;

capital etock,

98

08

John

17

lier.

'brought strength to
Thi»la+ e Saturday rallv
brought big board stocks back to
about' same" levels from which they

off

against.

New York..
theatrical enterprlBes;
Bhares, vno par .vrtjw
Thomas P.* Gorman, Wellington hotel
New York; Thomas A. Klrby; 1380 Mer-

%
%
%
%
%

BONDS

800 Sen. Tbr.. '0%
300 Lbew's .,, 98
200 P-F-L Ct«8. 40%
liOOO Par-P. ctfs, 40
20,200

+
6%+
10% +
7% +

Hollywood, April 2.
Impeachment charges

Preferring;

(3ubject to Chanoe)

:

+1%

88.

steel prices
steel stocks.

were

A. Union Officers for Strike

Runs on Broadway

'

:

utilities

1st

L

,

which consisted only of four and
All marone -half trading days.
kets were closed Friday.
Holiday market, on
which lasted wo hours, was remarkably active considering absence of
many professionals. Approximately
800,000 shares changed hands, 'many
representative issues ending the
week with, big gains. Advance in

Bail avei*age-.

Of

Thrall

,

Moss Hart.
George S. Kaufman.
H. S. Kraft,
.

Herbert Yates.
Lew Brown..
Emma Dunn.
Robert Harris.
Joe Slmmonds.
John W.' Consldine,
Gloria. Swanson.

Ben Goetz;

I^^Mrr^nd^rsT^ow^d^Jf Grew

as yet been received. "No meeting
of the local Was called within 24
hours (as further required^ by sec'^6W-oW'-Viie'^\iSsli^n-'6tr
tion" 2) "lb
"
!

In closing, Sha\V sta tes. 'This
propoBai Of Impeachhientl Charges
is made, not to further burden you
at a time when re-entrance- Into the
basic studio agreement and the various adjustments, of the many
codes covering our hurnerous members are under discussion, but
r
rather 'to ease your troubles by providing you' Witlv a weapon- whichstraighten
by
you
to'
used
can be
out a situation whlcWrtiust be' as*,
vexing to' you as a labor leader as
it is to us who are the actual par'

ticipants.'

The

Harry Warren.
Al Dubin.
Dorothy Stlckney.

Chicagoans Coast Agenting
Hollywood, April 2.
Barbara Cannon Shelton arid
Paul Edmonds,, formerly of Chi
cago, have opened an agency here

Richard A. Rowland.
Jules Levy.
Francis A. Mangan.
Ethel Merman.

Maurice Kosloff associated.

William Perlberg.

Edmund

Goulding.

•

.

letter,,

which

is

being cirof Local

among members

culated

pamphlet form, with space
at the bottom of last page for the
endorsement of individual members
who are in accord with the impeachment charges and who will
forward the signed pamphlets on to
37, is in
.

•Elliott.

Disclosure of the existence of the-

George Lait.
Porter Emerson BrOwn.
Charles Beahan.

'

strike,'

impeachment charges, resulted in
Lew Bllx writing a lengthy communication to combat the charges
which was
sent to Elliott In New
"
York.

*

is understood that a petition
being circulated among 37 mem-,
bers calling for a general mass
meeting of the union at which time
BUx >vould be called on to answer

It

is

questions.

T.iriluy, April 3,

PICTURES

1934

VARIETY

WASHING UP
One Day Per Week (Except in N. Y.

Imfie Exhibs Charge Rosenblatt

C.)

bored Hum, Code

Should Settle All Grievances-NRA

wash up all Its
members get back-

able to
its

grief

occupations,

private

Stronger-Than-Ever Dominance

BANS FREE PARKING

In just one day each week the
average grievance board should be
L.

and

.

Officials

Rule Practice Violates

NRA

their

the

Code

Code Supplants 10-YearOld Mechanism for Handling
Grievances
Fi I m
Board of Trade Secre-

—

Lbs, Angeles, April 2.

Free, auto parking, for picture
and the Optimism of the Code
Authority which la already pointing house patrons* where the privilege
is made a part of the admission
rotection.
out that with,
price, has been banned in the downbitratlbn being handled by separate town sector by Charles H. Cunnlnggroups,, the grievance, jurists, de- ham, in charge of the local NRA
beiief

who declares the practice to
be a violation of the Industry code
and wnfaUvfeompetitioh.
Notice /was served oh Sid Grauman, operating the United Artists,
and Sherill H. Cohen, operator of
the Orpheum, only two. downtown
pic houses giving patrohs the free
parking privilege.. Practice was
Immediately eliminated by Grauman, with the Orpheum managetenanced. Above all, complainants! ment expected to follow in line in
with lawyers must be made to real- the next few days/
Nabe houses, with free parking
ize that opinions from' barristers
are not wanted in this department facilities for patrons,_ have so far
of the. NRA.
received ho instructions t° disconThis advice is being allowed to tinue the courtesy.
emanate from the G. A; after various reports from the field that some
of the men who had eagerly sought
grievance appointments now are
fearful, that the same will cause
their own business to suffer.
The one-day optimism does not
hold for such cities as New York
and Philadelphia. Using former arbitration periods as the means of
comparison codists-will venture no
workday for the NRA in Manhattheir additional duty of the
compliance boards, should not find
themselves showed under if they
use judgment and discretion.
No Wailers Wanted
Exhibs with reps as professional
wailers should be impressed on
their first appearance before grievance members that the latter want
only the facts and that verbosity
and vituperation will not be coun-

Pass Into G. A.

.

:

Judge lindsey

Starts Coastal

Code Hearings

They figure that more cases
come up here than in the rest

DETAIL

WORK

Film Boards of Trade,

political

outposts throughout the country

for.

the major, industry during the past
decade; are .being
livion, it was admitted for the first
time by official spokesmen over the'
week-end. Just how soon and what
kind of a death the boards will have
is a mystery. But the new network

NRA

and a belief
created by the
that the boards have
served their purpose in educating
trade employes in the. various, arts
of contact and finesse are given as
the main reasons.
Complicatior-3, however, are already
rising. These, it is believed in proboard parts of the industry, may
yet save some of the boards, and
eventually witness their return to
strength.
Theory that .film secretaries can,
function as
in many instances,
grievance and zoning board stenographers and still carry on their
.

among majors

•

original work, all for a weekly sal$40. or $60 a week, persists In
some major circles as p. reason tor
the termination of the contact chainRecent development;:, however,
would blast this theory. First oif
all, it is admitted Within their own
rank's, many of .the. secretaries have
long been' away from active duty
with pencil and. typewriter. And

ary of

of the U. S. together.

Hollywood. April

2.

Judge Ben B. Lindsey, Labor
Compliance Director for Southern
California, hag started the stalled
code- compliance machinery set up
to handle motion picture studio
labor complaints. Empowered to go
ahead through word from Sol A.
Rosenblatt* Judge Lindsey, working
under State NRA Administrator
George Creel, has set the first of
many skedded hearings on wage and
hour code violation complaints for
tomorrow (Tuesday).
Citations ;have been issued to rep
resentatives of Fox, Warners, First
National, Paramount, Metro, Radio,
Universal, Columbia, United Artists,
20th Century and several Indie
studios, and to the hundreds of
complainants who allege specific

NRA FACTS LAG ON
RAIDING PROBLEMS
Washington, April 2.
Another month's delay In submison Hollywood
reports
of
Bion
film and raiding problems Is in-:
dlcated irt NRA circles. Order moving deadline back from April 7 Is
:

expected to come out 'this, Week*.
Although reporting substantial
progress in assimilating facts and
analyzing reports, Divisional Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt said
much work- .remains to be done.
Many questionnaires have come in
and are being tabulated and summarized, but others are expected
No deadline has been fixed
later.
for return of Inquiry blanks but
oe necessary to
final limit may
speed work.

.

,

the Code Authority, according to
officials over the week-end, is expecting its field force to economize
to the bone and pick secretaries,

who can do

the. manual

selves.
It is also pointed out that the
of Film Boards are vastly
different from those which would
That
be theirs in the
posts.
contact
nvestigate,
they
could
legislators, smooth oyer Industry
troubles in addition tc executing all

NRA

-

:

.

_

the- Film Board abou t
"'^nanim^^^
ch^icV^is^Loia? •secretary ofAdam.s Gentry, presently secretary six years ago and at present a Warner theatre manager in St. Louis.
of the L. A. Film Board of. Trade,
Informal meeting of the code
and second choice, Mrs. Minnie
Koppel, .secretary of the Southern boards voted a recommendation for
Independent
Cal ifornia
T heatr e ajnorithly^ budget of $1.00^ Jto take
care of salaries, rent", communicaOwners' association:
This is the first time the Hays
Boards will reconvene at the: calls tions, etc. As soon as the budget
organizni Ion has partiHpatod in a of the rotating chairmen, George .question is settled board will start
cnnr'T.'ii'.c nr this kind.
Hanes on zoning and Hr n N. Berin- active operation, which is figured
ir.llikr.n
within two to three weeks
rievance,
stei
Murfh 31.
-,n,. (i
-

r

What

.

f;;

.

filed by Allied and Department
of Justice at last week's hearing. Nothing was forthcoming
from any of the conferees
members
about possibility
will take the stand. Admitting
his plans for further Investi-

CA

.

gation are sky-high, Mason
said he would not attempt to
force a showdown by demanding that Bareford and Rubin
take witness .stand.

Divisional

Administrator
Rosenblatt will not appear tomorrow. Variety learned exRosy has outlined
clusively.
his

position'

a

in

tetter

to

Mason which Review Board
lawyer denies having received.
Report Is letter points out
NBA has offered its services
and files,- but Review crowd
has failed to request Blue
Eagle's aid. Rosy was not on
tap today because he was not
invited to attend.

ALL

31

BOARDS

OF CA START

duties

picture code violations' or evasions
in studio working conditions and

of /the bodies.

until tomorrow further hearings on film code, ^refusing to
assign reasons for delay, Gov.
Floyd B. Olson, friend of Al
Steffes, head of Allied of Minnesota, is. slated to be stair
witness, along with- members
of Independent labor unions in'
New Xork area.
J. Robert Rubin, alternate
for Nicholas M. Schenck, arid
H. S. Bareford, alternate for
Harry M. Warner, conferred
tonight with General Counsel
Lowell. Mason concerning Code
Authority's stand on charges

work them-

the burdens under the NRA is conceded to be a physical impossibility.
Boards, however, have been defipractices;
nitely heading toward the shelf for
Hearings, in compliance with the the past two years when their numfilm salaries code, will not be. public.
that
Possibilities
ber was cut from the original 32 to
The approximately 1,600 indi- 22. Money trouble was described
will come to the attention, of the
NRA Review Board, was. indicated vidual squawks which have deluged as responsible at the time. Now,
Counsel
last week when General
the. local NRA offices have been according to reports, the major inLowell B, Mason said the matter segregated- Into three major classi- dustry has refused to make any
of executive' income has been con- fications.
Only one of. these three further appropriation for the film'
that
charges
sidered .irt relation to
categories id to be handled by Lind- boards.
Mason sey, that dealing with studio labor.
code creates a monopoly.
indicated if his group has time it
Casey Committee
Chicago, April 2.
may look into the Federal Trade
This type of case was intended to
Indications that the Film Boards
Commish report on all big incomes be placed under jurisdiction of the throughout the country will be out
and lay basis for further inquiry; Studio Labor Committee of four
of business soon are seen in the deinto, film conditions.
named by. Rosenblatt—Pat Casey, cisions of several grievance and:
Raiding so far has been conAl Berros, Ed. Smith and Dick zoning boards to take over the Film
sidered by Darrow board and It Is
regarded as unlikely that this sub- L'Estrange. Many complaints have Board secretaries as scriveners for
ject will be linked to the exhibitor been filed with this so-called Pat the various local film code boards.
At the meeting here last" Week of
Board has not received
protests.
(Continued on page 30)
the code boards Emma Abplanalp,
any kicks from production end and
secretary of the Film Board here
so far has shown no indication of
for the past three years, was recomgoing into this phase of. the busiL. A. Codists Pick Sec.
ness except when it is related to.
mended as secretary for the code
Los Angeles, April 2.
exhibition matters.
board.
Zoning- clearance and grievance
Figured that the Film Board will
boards recently set up to function
be. closed by May 1 and that Miss
in the Los Angeles territory, have
Abplanalp would come lh with film
sent two recommendations to the
Milliken to Rome's Int'l
business experience and background.
Code. Authority, expressing their
Only other name brought up as posFilm Educational Parley first and second choices for the sible secretary was Joe AbramsOri,
secretaryship
the U. S. is prepared to do
to further films as a world edu*
cational medium will be recounted
by Carl Milliken when the International, Visual
Education convention opens in home April 19.

Washington, April

Parade

.

-

2i.

of. indie exhibitors proto -National Review Board
Thursday (20) that major producers
,

tested

Washington, April 2.
Review Board today put over
x

Employ

office,

spite

tan.
will

May

taries

Tuesday—The Day

wrote the NRA code irt such a way
as to legalize all unfair and vicious
business practices and then stacked
both the Code Authority and subsidiary agencies to insure monopolistic control of entire film industry.
Few specific charges of code violations were read into the. record,
most testimony being generalized
squawks about hardships faced by
indies and recital of ancient history. Session was a field day for
Allied States group which walked
but last fall on Divisional Administrator Sol Rosenblatt and failed
to win sympathy from either Gen.
Hugh S. Johnson or the President.
Proceedings centered around Issue
of the 'big eight'—as General Coun.

sel Lowell Mason and board members preferred to designate major
producer group— with principal pro-

tests relating to forcing shorts, out-

rageous percentage charges, unreasonable clearances, discrimination
between indie and affiliated exhibitors, and set-up of CA.
Principal charges were made by
Harry Brandt, I.T.O. N.T. president,
who related how Rosenblatt refused
to consider requests of indies lh
code revision, conferences and who
Warned that without drastic revision of present pact wholesale
theatre bankruptcies must be ex.

.

pected..

Charging that 'the code, as sub-,
mitted was. altogether different from
what came out of the meetings,'
Brandt testified that 'the independent can't make a living if he deals
with the big eight and he can't, live
under the situation today. The Independent could not live on. independent productions.'
Indie. Houses. Better
Contention that indies in virtually
every case operate better houses
than majors was stressed by Brandt
Who' said that when code discus-,
slona opened indies were hopeful
and 'looked on the code" as a lifesaver.'

'We thought at last we were going to have a chance to do business on .'an equal footing,' Brandt
declared. 'Instead we find ourselves
much further down in the rut and
The Darrow qulzz is not delaying a monopoly, set up in such a way
the film code field machine, Code that nobody can break through.'
Brandt charged that In no InAuthority headquarters maintained
Monday (2) in announcing that stance have any indie groups been
doors of at least 20 zoning and invited to participate in administragrievance boards in as many cities tion of pact and their suggestions
will be ready for business Monday during code writing were scrapped
Only delay in these boards by Rosy: No records of confer(9),
getting under way this week. It ences were kept, he emphasized,
was claimed; is that the "CA at its" while at one meeting when one; conFriday meeting will have to ratify feree began taking notes Rosy ob-*
secretaries now listed for the posi- Jected..
Detailed accounts of futile attions.
All 31 boards should.be function- tempts to purchase first runs from
ing by April 15, it was stated. All major distributors and of admis-

BY APRIL 15

sions by *big eight' sales manager?
that indies could not be supplied
with plx because of tie-up between
majors were presented by several
indies from New York-New Jersey
area, while indies from the Midwest
and South testified that unfair
practices used In metropolitan area
are prevalent even in the sticks.
Julius Charnbw. oprator of indie
house in Leonia, N. J., related how
action.
clearances were greatly extended
Sol Rosenblatt's report is exduring period his house was operpected, to. be made at this session,
ated by Fox and when theatre was
as the deadline is April 7. Formal
announcement of code taxes will returned he Was forced to wait six
or seven weeks to obtain features.
also be ..lade, according to the presCharnow described visits to princient schedule.
Harold S. Bareford as chairman pal exchanges and contended 'their
actions and practices tend, to show
of- the- April- 6. -meeting was designated to rei resent the CA before some sort of an arrangement' t»
keep indies irt check.
the Darrow quizz.
Compiajnt that code legalizes
forcing of shorts was .heard from
ON THALIANS
Irving T. Gerber, operator of Eagle
Hollywood, April .2.
._
theatroi; New York,' who told'~Sbout
Jack" ToWnley' will' produce t'he
new series of Thalian shorts for attempts to contract for Columbia
and Paramount productions. GerUniversal release.
He'll start production on a set of l>ir>r aid Columbia Insisted he take
(Continued On page 22)
six around April 15.

but two sets in New York and
Philadelphia were announced as
complete over the week-end.
At Friday's meeting the CA will
receive a plan from. S. R. Kent and
J. Robert Rubin designated as a
committee to look into the Hollywood extra trouble. Details will
not be divulged until after this session, and then only if the CA takes
'
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Joe Laurie Peps Up

LA, Undaunted by Holidays, Shows

Pitt at

Earle, Phily, $40,000 with

and Ellington High

Joe Penner;

$7,500; Sten

Pittsburgh, April

'Spring
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$23,500, Just So-So 'Riptide'

Opens Big;

Healthy Biz; 'Riptide

CROSSES

Moms Up

$11000;

$16,

2.

Best weather break in months, to'Let's Go Places'
Philadelphia, April 2.
|
gether with passing of Lent, should (Chadwick) and
no,fle
ease those furrowed brows, for a U
«* Earle '»
26-35-60) It
«t.nley (TO)
change, this session. Although Holy
sensational
biz
with Joe tenner as
Mar(Col).
Night'
One
Week wasn't quite as bad as it was Happened
names will bring in $16,000. its stage headliner. Friday open
last year, it was bad enough and a quee
Last week •Bolero* (Par), ouch at !ijjf was a tip-off on attendance pos
little adrenalin all the way round
,6 D
Won't hurt.
(WB) (2,000; 25-40) 8iW,ltlea and Saturday, in face of
«rner
camexploitation
With biggest
Nice cam- the hardest rain Philly has had in
paign a picture has had in years, 'Harold Teen* (WB), out of school
with kids
years, was also terrific arid the
•Nana' at the Penn, with 'Green- paign and
get a deluge
ft
nt decifled
ft
a
wich Village Follies' on stage, will for a few days, should
which should help management aeciaea on a » a. m.
get some dough, but $23,500 will of adolescents,
best here in opening Instead of the usual
just about balance the budget for to an all right $6,000,
On, a. M.
'Come
week
Last
time.
lis
'Harold*
some
icture
Teen.'
off
got
course,
Bill,
of
outlay.
this
6 Week's gross almost certain to hit
0?^.* 1
to bad start Good Friday, yet
doubtful of registering a solid click and $3,700 just another gross.
|40(00o .
Efa B rfiCent pace has
because of unfavorable word^of-

^

W00;

.

"**™*?+

1

Tide* (MGM). Looks to be ripping
Los Angeles, April 2.
along in its Northwest premiere for
Though Good Friday and Passover expected $5,000; Very big. Last
'weather
torrid
and.
together,
week, 'David Harum' (Fdx), second
eve hit
has the town wrapped up, trade was week, six days* $4,000, great.
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (650; 15fairly good -all around this week..
25), *3 Cornered Moon' (Par) and
Oyer week end theatres got the ben- 'Keep 'Em Rolling* (RKO), dual,
and and 'Bombay Mail' (U) and 'Bitter
efit of the school-goers trade

Sweet' (UA), dual, split week, angot the bigger percentage of the
to reach okay $1,600. Last
week take over the hill, despite the ticipated
week, 'Girl Without a Room' (Par)
Friday slough off. Paramount stands
and Marge* (U). Latter
'Myrt
and
EllDuke
with
out again this week
played up and responsible for $1,100
ington topping the fare above "Meldays.
ody in Spring.' "With heavy cam- in four
well as stage
paign on for pic,
attraction, opening day exceeded
that of Ted Lewis by $300, and looks
have one of
will
as though house
those $20,000 or better weeks. State
got off to great opening day with
Norma Shearer in 'Riptide' starting grind at 10 in the morning; and
doing seven big shows on the day.'
.

Lent End Perks

.

Catholic N. 0.;

run emporiums
have holdover pictures, with 'Little

Four of the

first

Women' in second week at RKO
being the topper as far as grosses
are concerned. 'Wonder Bar' at the
two Warner houses, in its third
week, looks as though it will give
the operators a joint take of $12,600.
'Catherine the Great' sloughed down
from its first stanza.
Quiet on the Western Front'
getting tough break at the flexible

considerably,
•All

policy Pantages, which went back
to a single bill for this attraction.
With house not selling picture, and
word.-of -mouth necessary ingredient
to bring them in, it started off to a
$333.25 initial day and will come

W

m

^f^AA^'i i-^w

New

Orleans, April

2.

WtUfc Alls

Nice campaign behind 'Harold Teen'
helped by a tie-up with 'PostGazette,' in which cartoon strip appears daily, should see Warner hituing a better than average $6,000.
Fulton held off 'George White's
Scandals' until Saturday (31) as
against usual Thursday opening, but
town's still buzzing with sensational:
business for "David Harum* at this
,

That Way*

It

—

.

I

—

/

,

and

(U)

tain.

Estimates for this Week
Aldine (1,300; 40-55-65)— 'Palooka'
(UA). Ought to get $6,000, in second week. LaBt week a couple of
hundred over $7,000.
April 2.
26-40-60)— 'This
Arcadia
(600;
point xo
to satindications poim
Current inaications
current
slde o£ Heaven' (MG). Looks good
isfactory grosses for Easter week, for $ 2 ,400. Last week, 'Cat and the
of
top
short
considerable
Fiddle'
(MG)
$2,100.
although
Boyd (2,400; 40-66-66) 'Riptide'
Last week, normally one
figures..
the year, Bhowed (MG). Looks like best thing house
of the worst of
has had in some time. .$17,000 week
...
_ , , ,
ki , aU
holdstrength, business
remarkable
Last
Indlcited and a hold-over.
ing up to estimates in most places week, 'As the Earth Turns' (WB)
and such slumps is occurred being $4,000 in three days. Played week
All and f, half.
confined to narrow margins.
Earle (2,000; 40-65-66)—'Harold
downtown houses closed until 8 p.m.
on Good Friday, which cut into the Teen' (WB) and vaude. Joe Penner
headlines and the b.o. is doing a
week's figures somewhat.
Hipp this week turns to a single riotous business. Looks as if gross
feature policy with an Increase of will hit $40,000, a record. Six Bhows
on Good Friday is unheard. of here;
6c on top price.
Lafayette is moving along to ex- seven oh the week-end days. Last
cellent showings, figures here dur- week 'Long Lost Father' (RKO) and
ing the last month or more being vaude. Only $14,000 for the muchconsiderably in excess of any of the advertised 10th anniversary week,
other downtown first run double
Fox (3,000; 30-40-60)—'Bottoms
feature houses.
Up' (Fox) and stage show. Looks
good despite slow Good Friday start,
Estimates for This Week
'8 on
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 80-40-66)— $16,000 indicated. Last week
(MG) and stage show. a Honeymoon' (Fox) and stage
•Riptide*
opened nicely despite Good Friday, show. $14,000.
Karlton (1,000; 30-40-60)—'Man of
Shearer always favorite here and
show looks headed for $17,500. Last Two Worlds* (RKO). Getting quite
we ek *David Harum' (Fox) and a lot of newspaper attention because
it
unit
marks Francis Lederer's screen
Davis*
Benny
stage show.
made the show strong bh stage end, debut. Fairly good $3,500 indicated,
Last. week, 'Heat Lightning* (WB).
Bettered $16,000.
Weak $2,700.
H pp (S hea) (2,400; 26-40)
Wonder Bar* (WB). Heavy adKeith's (2,000; 26-36-40)— 'David
vertising plug arid increase In scale Harum' (Fox) and vaude.
Best
should build business here under we ek in some time
expected. $8,000.
_
_
new single feature policy. Open-'-Last week,
'Coming Out Party'
Last week (Fox) and vaude. Weak $6,600.
ing Indicates $7,600.
Tou Can't Buy Everything* (MG)
Locust (1,200; 80-40-60—'Scanjack' (Radio).
d .Midghlpman
"
- -

w

sistently good marquee names in
this territory, and should turn up
with a, profit at $3,300. Last week

•Crosby Case* (U) in the dumps
plenty at $1,900,
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,760; 1526-40) 'George White's Scandals'
Opened strong Saturday
clicker in 'Wonder Bar/ which will (Fox).
is
home with around $3,100, which
grab more than 12 G's. Orpheum (31) and may stick 10 days to get
big compared to trade house has has Katharine Hepburn in 'Spitfire,' house back on its regular Thursday
been getting.
which may get $10,000. Tudor is start, 'David Harum' (Fox) in secEstimates for This Week
caught in between and will hardly ond week lasted eight days to $6,300,
sensational, for Holy Week, parDowntown (WB) (1,800; 26-35-40- better $i,600 with 'Search for ticularly
With a holdover. In 14
65) —'Wonder Bar* (WB) (3d-flnal Beauty.'
days, Rogers picture gathered a
week). Holding up in great style
Estimates for the Week
great $i4,600.
_
for third stanza and will hit $7,000,
Saenger (3,668; 40)—'Wonder Bar'
Pehh (Loew's-UA) (8,800; 25-40which is profitable. Last, second (WB). Real box office. Film per- 65-60-75) 'Nana'. <UA) and ^Greenweek, hit $10,800, which was sur- fect for the south.
Last wich Village Follies.' Good business
$12,000.
prisingly big.
week 'Four Frightened People* but nothing sensational, and $23,Hollywood (WB) (2,766; 25-35-40got $6,000.
600 will just about represent an
56)—'Wonder Bar' (WB) (3d-flnal (Par)
for the. stiff overhead.
break
Loew's State (3,218; 40)-r-'Rip even
_
_
that
strides
going
Not
week).
Tide* (MG). Norma Shearer returns Swell campaign behind picture but
Downtown house has been hitting with popularity undiminished to length of bill mitigates against any
And will come through with around Smashing
week kind of turnover and will naturally
Last
$14,000;
Last week, second stanza Louisiana' (MG) surprised some hurt. Last week 'Good Dame* (Par)
$5,600.
finished up with around $9,800, what as receipts -almost touched and Morton Downey, unit overestiwhich was great.
mated, but $18,750 considered fair
$7,000.
Los Angeles (Wm. Fox) (2,800;
'Spitfire* enough for Holy Week.
Orpheum (2,400; 36)
15-26)—'Gross Streets' (Invincible) (RKO). Hepburn, badly scripted
Pitt (Shafer) (1,600; 15-26-40)_ 1
and 'The Poor Rich' (U) split. De- will draw $10*000 on her own. Last Believed in You' (Fox) and Joe
pending on scale, house gets the week 'Jimmy .the Gent* (WB) got Laurie, Jr.'s *Memory Lane Revue.'
mat. shoppers, and they will help almost six grand.
Bound to be talked about and should
toward a $3,800. Last week -Speed
'Search for bring out the old-timers in droves.
Tudor (700; 80)
Wings' (Col) and 'Beloved' (U) did Beauty' (Par) hurt by other heavy Looks like $7,600 or better, and
excellent trade at $6,000.
grossers, and $1,600 will be about that's plenty okay after dull sesPantages (Pan) (2,700; 26-40)— all. Last week 'No More Women* sions house has been having of late.
'All Quiet on the Western Front* (Par) touched good $2,400.
Last week "Wine, Woman, Bong*

.

WeDnMalo

Estimates for This Week
Davis (WB) (1,700; 25-35) *Love
Birds (U) and 'Countess of Monte
Cristo' (U). Twin.bill gets its chief
draft from Summerville-Pltts, con-

I Like

been slightly under $15,000, If it
keeps up it's a new house record,.
Boyd is another house expected
money after
to. get. important
stumbling along with a weekly
average of less than $10,000 for a
couple of months. 'Riptide' is the
picture expected to do the job.
Opening pace indicated a $17,000
week and hold-over virtually cer«

.

Pitt is picking up with Joe
Laurie's 'Memory Lane Revue*, and
1 Believed In You' on screen. Probable $7,500 session is music here,
after three or four dull sessions.

site.

Biz comes back with, a bang this
week. Lines are in evidence for the
first time since the beginning of
Town leader is > 'Rip Tide,'
Lent.
Shearer showing conclusively she is
still the queen of local wickets, *,nd
Loew's State will pass $14,000. Across
the street the Saenger has a heayy

^

|

mouth.

.

Jolson

^*

|

'

|

.

.

1

•

—

.

—

j

l
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(U). All quiet at Pantages for pic
that should hit an easy $7,600, and

Last
which
week 'The Show-Off' (MG) and
Lets Be Ritzy' (U) with preview
added had hard struggle to, hit the
$2,600 mark.
Paramount (Partmar) (3,696; 3040-55)— 'Melody in Spring* (Par)
and stage show. Elington outfit
will not hit over $3,100.

weak sister Screen
which is big
week 'Wharf Angel'
(Par) and it Was Ted Lewis outfit
that did the trick of $22,300, which
was best trade house has had in
many a moon.

carry
balance to

will

trade.

its

RKO

25-35-40)—'Little

(2,950;

slacked
trade
picked up over

(2d week). Though
Good Friday,
off
week end and looks

Last week,
tremendous
almost house

close to $10,000 mark.
first stanza for this pic,

which

afc $16,400,j

Pop

Gloom Chased by

in Baltimore

is

record since edifice opened.
State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40
55)— 'Rip Tide* (MG). Started off
at heavy clip Saturday, and- looks as
Will set straight pic policy
record for house by grossing around
$23,000. In for 12 days. Last week
'Murder in Trinidad' (Fox) ancl
First try of
•Lazy River' (MG).
house at double bill flbppo at $4,900
United Artists (Grauman) (2,100;
Great'
the
30-40-65)
'Catherine
it

—

(UA) (2d week). Seems as though
holdover was hot warranted, as take
will not run over $6,20*. First week
this one hit Just over the $10,000
mark.

Hefty

'Riptide,'

$20,000,

'Death*

Last

Women' (RKO)

thougjh

lids

$18,<

'•^Wrny the (SSf'ctfB) ind ion.
Cowboy' (Par). Ought to bring
business back to around the $6,000
Last week 'Son of Kong*
figure.

Wow 7G

K™

(FN) and "Like

I

'Moon,' $1,500
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Tacoma, April

2.

Tn^RIp'^'TidS'^lr
the. town's headlirier this week, fol
lowing 'David Harum' after dandy
13-day run at the Roxy.
Estimates for This Week

Music Box (Hamrick) (1,4<J0;' 26
Laughs
(UA).
'Palooka'
-Wf,
stressed to bring 'em but after Len
ten
fair.

spell,

Indicated

$2,600
'Six of

Last week,

deemed
a Kind'

(Par) pulled after four slow days,
,

$1,400, bad.

Hoxy (J-vH)

(1,300;

25-35),

'Rip

That Way' (U)

—

—

.

.

$5,000—'Palooka,' $2,500—

•Ripti

It

*»,600.

(Radio) and 'Sleepers East' (Fox), fair at $8,800.
26-36-40-65-66)— 'Sing and Like It* Showed improvement and bettered
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 16-25-35-60)
by estimate figures at $6,600.
(Radio), and vaude topped
'Nana' (UA) and Death Takes a
Sophie Tucker. Crix spanked the
Holiday*
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 26)
(Par).
Neither picture
hurdling
tough
means
pic and that
Love Birds* (U) and 'Madame Spy* likely to pull much here, but they
in a town studded with . chary show
(U). Business still holding Up well may bring in a nice $4,600. Last
shoppers who consult the. scriveners here.
Should get around $6,000, week 'Bolero* (Par) and 'Cheaters'
before opening their purses. Looks whlch represents a drop due to the: (coi) week at" $3,600.
to be just fair at $18,600. Last -week lact tlx at this.":week includes preLittle (Franklin) (299; 30-40)—
'Success at Any Price* (Radio) and Easter Thursday, Friday and Sat- •Liebe Muss Verstanden Sein' (Ufa)
Sally Rand oh rostrum, with latter urday,
j^t week. 'Sin of Nora and "Madame Wunscht Keine Kin
the b.o. shot-in-arm, got out a Moran* (Maj) and 1 Like It That der' (Ufa). Not likely to get much
sweet $16,000.
week
Way' (U), slightly under estimates, over the regular. $.500. Last
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,600; 26- but still good at $6,900.
hardly got that with 'Brothers
Riptide* and latter 'Death Takes a
Takes a Holl
30-35-40-60)—
KaramazoV and 'Der Herr BurovorNorma Shearer film day' (Par). 'Death
Holiday'.
winner
a
Earmarked
steher,* both oldies.
in town that could throng 'em Good
from the moment the barrier -was
Loew's State
16-76)—
(2,780;
Friday! though 'Holiday', which
Rolling up an impressive
'Queen Christina' (MG) and vode.
opened Thursday (29), held fairly. sprung. better. Means a h.b. Last 'Dame' and Earl Carroll
or
•
Garbo should do well, though hothA
Rest of town starved, and that $7,000
If
1T
II
'Countess of Monte Cristo'
ihg
like
her
around
old
grosses,
at
opening day b.o. stupefaction will week,
Unit
ID PIOWarK
(U) dipped under $2,900, poor.
$16,000. Last week 'Palooka' (UA)
hold down the grosses rather markNew (Mechanic) (1,800; 25-30-35and 'Dancing Honeymoon' on stage
edly, especially at the vaudfllmers. 40-60)—
started'
(Fox)
Up'
'Bottoms
fair at over $12,500.
Auditorium relights with 'Dream sluggishly, but has begun to build,
Newark, April 2,
Newark (Adams-Par) (2,248; 16of My People*, Yiddish flick grind
through
getting well-repped
WB
ing at pop prices. First excursion pic eof-mo\th If^^^^^ can ream
99)-*Good Dame' (Par) and 'Earl
wora-or-mouin. 11 erusa
wordu.
i
j
.^imnu
r>a»nii'« Vanities'
ir««i+i««.> on stage. At
At last
loot
Carroll's
into film policy this legiter has
estimate
present
pace
indicates, it end, making it hard to
the
$5,000
set
is
made this year and 'Dream
Last grosses correctly. However, It is a break and running five shows,
will probably be held over.
Just, for the holiday .session, when
plain that after several lean weeks though the film meaning little. Fine
White's
'George
second
of
week,
house will shroud again;
the Newark will be near tops with $17,000 or better. Last week 'Ma*
Scandals' (Fox), $3,000; oke.
Paris,'
Estimates for This Week
Stanley (Loew-UA) (3,460; 26-36- Earl Carroll Vanities' on the stage rlnes' (Par) and 'Evening in
This and 'Good Dame' on the screen, unit, feeble with $8,000.
(MG).
Auditorium (Par-Mutual) (1,700; 40-65-66)—'Riptide'
Proctor's (RKO) (2,300; 25-35-4025*35-40-60)—Dream of My People' elephantine deluxer finally gets a Hepburn at Proctor's in 'Spitfire,*
and
br^k""after Vlong, gloomy "Lent and Garbo at Loew's in 'Queen 66-60-75-85)—'Spitfire' (Radio)
(indie). Yiddish talker started Sat
urday _(31). Cantor Kos^bjatt a that meant almost weeldy carmine Christina,' are sure to mean nice vode. Hepburn got a fine review
the lffdgeTSY^
"fave^aricTif "any hiz'eventuatesrit'ir
T»avid
week
around
$16,000.
Last
so
not
Business
was
last
week
be his personal draft that effects it. spring tonic the burg needed ap
parently, and a hefty $18,000 is a good, naturally/, but there was :an Harum' (Fox) and 'Passing Show*
Century (LoewrUA) (3,000; 26
'Gambling
Lady* cinch.
Last week, 'Journal of enormous crowd downtown and ap- unit, mild at over $12,600.
35-40-65-66)
Terminal (Skouras) (1,900; 16-25(WB) and 'Midway Nights' unit. Crime' (FN) fluttered under $9,000, parently buying, which is a good 40)—
'Sing and Like It' (Radio) and
indication of future grosses.
Pic is the real backbone of the bill's poor.
•Lost Patrol' (Radio). Should mean
Estimates for This Week
.Valencia (Loew-UA) (1,000; 25
-chances, the femmea especially coton a dual. IPdsstmy as
business
toning to it. Probably will reach 86) 'No More Women' (Par) Lowe l~Bfandford' (WB) (2,966f"16*66)—
high as $4,700. Last week 'Coming
$16,600 and that's nice. Last week McLaglen team, has fair following 'Jimmy the Gent* (WB) and 'Coun
'Line Up
'Mysterious Mr. X' and 'Broadway hereabouts that will take care of tess of Monte Cristo' (U). Cagney Out Party' (Fox) and
Large
Round-up' unit snagged sound this spot with agreeable $3,600. name will help this bill and he got (Col) with 'Criminal at.
split,
Last week, 'She Made Her Bed* good notices. Probably $10,000 or (Heller) and 'Carolina' (Fox),
$15,500.
Hazard'
$4,300.
•Dark
good
week
at
better.
Last
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,600; (Par) inconsistent $2,900.

Baltimore, April 2..
Combination of lids popped off
this week, the exhibs crawling out
of both wintry and the Lenten
cocoons. -. And in celebration' they
have lined up one of the most shimmering arrays of product the local
scene has been favored with all
season.
, ,
Two top riders are straight flicks
Class
spots, Stanley and Keith's.
fare oh tap at both, former having
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'GAMBLING LADY' $4,000

Loop Looks Up; 'Gambling L

•White Scandals/ $6,000,

So- So

i

B way

Film Trade Okay Despite

Seattle

At

Seattle, April 2.
Whole town is. brighter with Holy
Week, and Lent out of. the way.
Prices at Paramount step up a
neckel this week.
Estimates for This Week

$36,000; 'Riptide' Rip-s

Wow

$21000 at U. A.;
WEATHER

Chicago, April 2.
WORRIES LINC.
Business la up this week as the
town, sheds the Lenten restraint. 'Wonder Bar' Swell $3,800,
erine' Oke $800
fMobs are hitting It for- the loop
once more ..and the bulk of the
downtown houses are noticing It in
Lincoln, April 2.
Now that this Holy Week thing is
a hearty upward swing at the till.
Attractions and admission prices over, the theatres are shooting with
however, with the both barrels, at all possible patron-,
count,
still
weaker theatrical shows showing age. 'Wonder Bar' was boosted into
little individual Improvement.
the minds of the public by a preB. & K. flagship/Chicago rides to viewing Friday (30) and gets the
the forefront where it belongs and week at the de-luxe Stuart. \.
a healthy week with
Weather is principal worry. Typi-'
Indicates
•Gambling Lady' on the screen and cal Nebraska climate is in vogue,
the 'Blackbirds' unit on the stage. with the mercury at 70 above at
Entire
show getting favorable noon and. 10 above at nightfall with
Out here it's the quandary
notices, and word-of -mouth which snow.
buila-up season between flannels and fans.
presages
a.
general
throughput the week.
However, purse strings pulled so
the 40 -day privation
during
tight
Other winner of the loop is *Ripr
tide', which looks good despite its period will surely bust all over the
Saturday opening.
B. & K. is b.o.'s this week.
Estimates for This Week
about ready to quit these Saturday
Capitol (Livingston) (850; 10-16),
starting days since they always
send the pictures «*way on a false 'Chance at Heaven' (Radio) and
Song* (Par) duale'. Not so
•Cradle
picstart.
With mid week. opening
tures on good notices are able to forte, but will cash: In on postclimb to a terrific Saturday gross, Easter parade for $1,300, oke. Last
but when the pictures open right week "Wharf Angel* (Par) and
on that day the public doesn't know •Madame Spy* (U) dualed; was a
just how to take it.
B, & K. is smear; $800.
10-16),
(750;
Colonial
(LTC)
finding that Saturday getaways 'are
hurting rather than helping the •Devil Tiger' (Fox)., Will probably
final take.
run all week; Exploitation making
a lot out of Clyde Elliott's being a
Estimates for
is Week
and once a newsChicago (B. & K,) (3,840; 36-55- Nebraska boy
Journal.
75)— 'Gambling Lady' (WB) and paper man here on the
Last week
expected.
'Blackbirds* unit oh stage. Reports Neat $1,100
and 'Orient
good all along the line and business 'Good-bye Love* (Par)
(Fox) double -billed and
is rising from the gong.. Hitting it Express'
up to $36,000, pleasant. Last week 'Keep 'Em Rolling' (Par) split for
was pitiful for 'Good Dame' (Par) an average $800.
(LTC) (1,600; 10-15-25),
Lincoln
and a hopeless stage line-up, with
the 'gross knuckling under, at bad It Happened One Night'. (Col).
.

,

.

Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (1,000; 2636)— 'Palooka' (UA). Expected to
take nice $3,000. Last week,. 'Jimmy the Gent' (WB) didn't hold up
second weekj pulled after five days,
$1,400, bad.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,800; 15-

'

Maybe

$23,900.

McVickers (B.
86-65)

(Fox)

— *George

$14,100 last

&

K.)

(2,284;

White

week).

(2nd

25-

Scandals'

Took

fine

week and goes

into sec-,
ond session with plenty of indications for hold-up to good $8,000.
'Wonder Bar* (WB) due to replace

Saturday

(7).

&

Oriental (B.
K.) (2,300; 25-3540 )— 'Dark
Hazard'
(WB) and
vaude. Off somewhat from previous
week as Milton Berle goes into
hold-over.
Still good gross, however, at $16,000.
No question, of
business here. The problem is hold1

Last week 'Cat and
(MG) stood up very

$3,600.

the Fiddle*
nicely under the h.w, pressure.

Take

neared $2,600.

Orpheum

(LTC)

(1,200;

10-16-

25-40), 'This Mail Is Mine' (Radio)
and 'This Side of Heaven* (MG)
with Georgia Minstrels on stage,
split. Mighty sweet $2,600 expected.
Last week 'Way to Love' (Par) and
'I've

.

.

.

Cargo,* and
Additionally

house pointed to the kids which are
being attracted in large numbers.
At the Paramount, George Raft
on a personal is supporting draft
for
'Melody in Spring.* Loew's
chose its strongest, picture laying,
in wait for the Capitol, 'Riptide,'
and shoved- it in there with Paul
Whiteman oh the stage. The Rial to
considered 'Lost Patrol' its best
gamble for Easter week and the
State brought in 'Moulin Rouge' as

Liberty (J-vH)

Figured at

15-26-36)
Night' (Col).

(1,900;

—It Happened One

Last week, same

$6,000.

,

film, $7,100.

'Wild
there.

that
the

:

Musio Box (Hamrick) (950; 2535)—'Gambling Lady' (WB). Expected to annox $4,000, good. Last
week, 'Nana' (UA), second week,
$2,700, slow, after

good opener.

Orpheum (Oldknow) (2,700;
35)— 'Blood Money*: (UA) and 'Journal of a Crime* (FN), dual, playing up former. Around $4,300, fair.

Since Eve' ( Fox). Not what the
doctor would order for Walter
Reade, and lucky that it wasn't under. $8,400, just getting by;
<Lazy
River' (MG), originally scheduled
for the Capitol, opened on a preview
last night (Monday).
Palace (i.700; 35-40-66-75)— •Bottoms Up* (Fox) and vaude. "New
opposition from the Casino up the
'

picture,

helped

'Patrol' 3I)G

will spell a big $60,000 or more.
Holds over. Last week, second of
'Show Oft? (MG) and personal en-'
gagements. of Durante, Holtz and
Polly Moran, $35,000. This was getting close, to a kickback on holdover
of profits shown the first week.
Mayfair (2,200; 35-56-65)—'Ever

.

(Par), slow, $6,000.

its likeliest possibility.
In all of these houses,

street under an all vaude policy
may cut In here a little. Probably
around $12,000 this week/ Last week
'Scandals' (Fox) under $11,000, poor.
Paramount (3,664; 36-55- 75-99)—
1

'Melody in Spring' (Par) and Btage
George. Raft on a personal
holding up house to a probable $44,000, good.
Last week 'Come On
Marines' (Par) only $20,000, red.
Radio City Music Hall (6,946; 40-

show/

plus the 60-86-99-$1.65)-r.'Wlld Cargo '(RKO)
RKO Center, both of and stage house show. Frank Buck
which are doing better than they In on a personal went after the kids
have been for weeks, the business over Easter, and on the week results
will be a happy $90,000. without
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,106; is good.
C a p i t o 1 leads the vanguard. trouble. Gross may go to $96,000
25-36)—'Cat and the Fiddle' (MGM)
biggest Friday in a with weather breaks. This contrasts
with stage. Will rate.arounC $7,300. House had its
looks for $60,000, severely with last week's disapLast week (20-30 cents), /Good long time and 'Riptide,' Norma pointing $70,000 on 'Bottoms
more.
Up'
Dame' (Par) with talent contest a perhaps
'Smilln' (Fox).
since
first
Shearer's
real help, packing house Monday
the Whiteman stage
and
Rialto (2,000; 35-40-65)—«Lost PaThrough,'
night for finals, around $6,300, good.
show was booked in for two weeks, trol* (RKO). Arthur Mayer celewith an option by Loew for two ad- brating the highest gross- by far he
ditional weeks. A third maybe, a will have run up -$30,000 or more.

Last week,

'4

Frightened People'
Like It That Way*

Rdxy and

(Par), and 'I
(U), dual, $3,800.

—

Portland Hoopla!

W

$13,000;

$8,500;

Tide

Mite 8G

AT

INDIANAPOLIS' BEST

.

—

•

.

.

—

Ho-Hum

—

^fac.tOEy.==Last=^week7=?GomIng^Out .'Dark Hazard--(FN)-and 'Broadway fair at $2,900.
Party' (Fox) $14,000, oke.
Merry-Go -Aound' unit on stage.
Pantages (S&M) (1,800; 15-25)—
A(bee (RKO) (3,500; 25-35.-50), Satisfactory, but no better than 'World Gone Mad' (M) and 'JazzBottoms Up' (Fox) and vaude. that, with a gross of $6,600. Last mania of 34' on the stage.. Latter
Mebbe $16,000, mild. Last week, week 'Let's Be Ritzy' (U) and may raise the ante for this house
Scandals' (Fox), $17.60.0.
'Sweet and Lowdown* unit on Btage slightly for a better total at $2,700.
Loew's
Metropolitan
(Loew) went over very neatly with $7,100, Last week, 'Blood Mone^. (UA)_g_ot
(2,400; 25^35-50) 'Riptide* (MGFand okay?* 7
by without much, attention at
vaude.
Tolerable $18,000 in view.
Palace (Loew's) (2,800; 25-40)— $1,900, poor.
Last week, 'Show Off did $14,000, 'Riptide'
(MG).
Best biz since
Oriental (Hamrick) (2,500; 25-35)
brodie.
'Roman Scandals' with a very big —'Eight Girls in a Boat' (Par) and
Strand (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50), total of $9,200, which might possibly 'Lost Patrol* (Radio), will bet the
Wonder Bar' (WB), okay at $11,000. mean a holdover. Last week 'This same old story at about $2,200. Last
Last week. 'Heat Li htning' (WB), Side of Heaven' (MG) landed in the week, 'Moulin Rouge' (l 7 A>. also
?u,^Oo weak.
depths with only $3,700, miserable.
average, with $2,100,
'

'Cargo'

(Fox). Off to fair start, looks to
reach $6,000.
Last week, 'Bolero'

Got Your Number' (WB) with

'

:

.

vaude, split, was very fair, $i,900rx
State (Monroe) (500; 10-15-25),
Portland, Ore., April 2.
•Catherine the Great' (UA) in this
Big times are expected this week
class pic house may be an able
taker. However, $800 will be con- by most of the houses and everying down the house overhead, which sidered nice enough. Last week 1 thing indicates that it should turn
(Fox) out that way.
makes genuine profits difficult to Loved. You Wednesday'
There will be lots of competition
achieve.
Last week 'No More moved sluggishly, $600.
Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40), but the Packer Broadway will get;
Women' (Par) boosted take to
•Wonder Bar* (WB). Helped by an the most attention with 'Wonder
$17,700.
Palace (RKO) (2,583; 40-60-83)— opening midnlte prevue Friday (SO), Bar' (WB). Lots of dough has been
This Man Is Mine' (RKO) and will shove into the town's biggest spent on this pic Next runner up
vaude.
Buddy Rogers headlining. money at $3,800. Last week "Death will be 'Scandals' (Fgx) at the
But nothing helping here this week. Takes a Holiday* (Par) was a dis- Paramount. Manager expects this
Competition is too tough for the appointer and pitched into noth- pic to do more than any other since
house was reopened.
ekimpy show this house is deliver- ingness, $2,000.
•Riptide' (MGM) at the United
ing for the money. Down to $17,000.
Artists will get its feig share. This
Last week was even worse at°$15,600
theatre always does consistent biz.
for 'Lost Patrol' (RKO) and 'New
RIPTIDE'
$9,200
Holy Week had the boys in a
Yorkers' unit on the rostrum.
sweat but the good shows were
Roosevelt (B. & K.) (1,500; 25-35Lent means
45)— 'It Happened One Night' (Col).
held for this week.
more here than was thought.
Last week $9,900 and likely $5,400
Pantages bill Is shared by 'Jazzcurrently.
'Six of a Kind* *Par)
Indianapolis, April 2.
50 perunit
with
of
mania
34/
a
due to follow.
Easter week had brought with It
'Uncle Tom's Cabin' conState- Lakep (Jones) (2,700; 25-36- no general increase in business. sons.
40)
'Cross Country Cruise' (U) and Grosses are hitting around the aver- tinues to be the attraction at the
vaude. $13,000 average gross. Last age marks of the past few 'weeks Old American, with lots of boiled
week $12,900, with 'Sleepers East' except in the case of Loew's Palace shirts in evidence nightly.
(Pox).
Estimates for This Week
which Is stepping out handsomely
United Artists (B. & K.-UA) to knock off $9,200 on 'Riptide.'
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 25-40)
35-45-65)— 'Riptide' (MG). That's the best take in weeks in(1,700;
'Wonder Bar* (WB). This looks
Saturday (31). Going into a win- cluding even the occasional bills like it will be the big shot of the
ning session delivering best gross with stage attractions at higher ad- season, so far. Pic has been given
house has seen in months at $22,000. mission prices..
everything, and will, do a hig $13,•Catherine the Great? (UA) finished
Estimates for This Week
000.
Last week, *No More Womshort session to $9,000 for first
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100; 20- en* (Par) and 'The Poor Rich' (U)
week.
25-40)— 'George White's Scandals' was just so-so at a fair $4,800.
Opened fairly well but
(Fox).
United Artists (Parker) (1,000;
under expectations with a figure of 26-40)—'Riptide* (MGM). This will
looming up; moderately. good. carry a socko punch for the many
Melody'
$20,000 $4,300
Last week 'David Harum' (Fox) fin- Shearer fans here, good for a
ished its fourth week very strong at prospective. $8,600.
week,.
Last
At Brooklyn Paramount $4,000;
'Good Dame' (Par) was weak with
Circle (Katz-Feld) (2,600; 26-40) $3,100.
very
Opened
Bar"
(FN).
'Wonder
Paramount (FWC) (3,000; 25-40)
Brooklyn^ April 2.
big but quickly sagged due to luke'George White's Scandals' (Fox)
Picture fare at the downtown warm reception by patrons. Will and 'I Believe In You' (Fox), dual
houses is fair.: But attendance Is reach a disappointing gross of $6,- program. The former looks like a
mild. Majority of citizens went to 600 in nine days of trying. This is major bang up week for this house
Coney Island's boardwalk for the only a jump or two above average. and should have no trouble In doSabbath and ignored film houses.
Last week 'Journal of Crime* (FN) ing $8,000, which will be very neat.
Estimates for This Week
lasted only five days, garnering $2,- Last week, 'Three On a HoneyParamount (Par) (4,000; 25-35- 000; very light.
moon* (Col) and 'Ninth Street'
50-65), 'Melody In Spring' (Par) and
Indiana (Katz-Feld) (3,100; 20-26- (Fox) split bill, just did fair, with
stage show featuring Borrah Mine- 40)r-'This Man Is Mine' (RKO) and $3,200.
vitch. Will be lucky to get $20,000. 'Man of Two Worlds' (RKO), dual
Music Box (Hamrick) (1,400; 25Last week, 'Marines' (Par) got hill, is quite sluggish at $3,100. Last 36)—'Harold Teen* (WB). Special
$20,000, weaklsh.
week 'Success at Any Price' (RKO) tie-up With daily running the
Fox (Conco) (4,000; 25-35-50)', and 'Two Alone' (RKO), also dual, funny strip comic might bring the
'Hold That Girl' cFox) and stage wound up to a brutal $2,600.
Last week,
b.o. an average $3,600.
show. In vicinity of $13,300, satisLyric (OlsOn) (2,000; 20^25-40)-^ "Four Frightened People' (Par),

—

^

Nif ty

Lent faded out Saturday night
(31) with the rainstorm but between the two the casualties were
only minor scratches. Although the
.26) —'Should Ladies Behave! (MGM)
hew attractions started out toward
and 'House on 66th St.' (WB)
the, end of Holy Week, the majordual, first half, 'Sons of Desert' ity proved strong enough to defeat
(MGM) and 'Lady Killer' (WB) last this bugaboo.' The average manhalf,
anticipated to garner good ager along Broadway believes the
$3,200.
Last week, 'Mr. Skitch' all night downpour Saturday caused
(Fox) and -Miss Fane's Baby Is greater damage.
Stolen' (Par), dual, fair, $3,500.
Good booking figured for Easter
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,400; Week. The Music Hail put Frank
26-40)—'George White's Scandals' Buck in on a personal with, his

.

.

Lent, Weather; 'Riptide'-Whiteman

fourth unlikely.
'Wild Cargo? at the Music Hall
-

very

will hit $90,000 easily,

fine

con-

sidering that here, where the week
starts oh Thursdays, there were
three days* of Lent still to contend with. Will not holdover, how-

'Every

Woman'

(Col) last

week got

$11,200.

40-65-76-85)—'Cath-

ivoll (2,200;

(UA) (2d week). Finishes Its
second week tonight (Tuesday) at
erine'

estimated $26,600, nice considering

Holy Week and stays a third, 'Looking for -Trouble' (UA) not. coming In
The real surprise is 'Lost Patrol,' until April 11.
RKO Center (3,626; 25-40)— 'One
which at capacity since opening,
and
Saturday
Night' (Col). Expectations of $12,and getting $14,000 on
Sunday, will run its first week to a 000, much better than house has
mighty $30,000. This is the most been doing; sorrowful $8,000 last
the Rlalto has done Blnce Arthur week on 'David Harum' (Fox) and
Mayer took over its operation. Al- 'Ninth Guest' (Col), spilt.
Roxy (6,200; 25-35-65-65)— 'Monte
though 'Patrol' has no women in
Under
Its cast and appeals strictly to the Cristo' (U) and stage show.
men, it got unusually good reviews, $20,000 again last week on 'Hold
including from the femme critics. That Girl' (Fox), this big house
On Saturday night the house jumps ahead for a change to. $25,000
ground until 4 a.m. At 11 a.m. yes- or better, which will show up some
terday (Monday) sale of tickets was profit.
ever.

,

stopped with the. 'house filled up..
Picture remains a second week,

maybe three.
The Paramount

:

started off under

expectations Friday (30) but gathered momentum over the week end
and should hit $44,000 or so, good.
Raft, on the personal, is credited
with majority of draw.
With 'CoUntess of Monte Cristo,'
the Roxy Improves its position,
around $26,000 suggested, a little
profit.

,

The Rivoll was planning to take
'Catherine' out today (Tuesday)
after two weeks but after holding
its own well through Holy Week
at $25,600 ending tonight (Tuesday),
it was decided to retain it another
week with Lent removed as a draw-

'Looking for -Trouble' Is
scheduled to open April 11.
•Rothschild* at the Astor wasn t
hurt by Lent, at all. On Its second
week ending last Wednesday (28),
the gross was $23,600, beatln.gr the
first seven days' take N by $3,600.
Indications are that the third week
will match the second,' since on
the first five days of the current
(3d) heat, the gross is $19,600, only
$100 behind the same five days of
the previous week. Arllss pic reback.

Strand (2,900; 35.-66-76-85)—'JimGent' (WB) (2d week). Retained for three days on the holdover, ending tonight (Tuesday), with
about $7,000 for that period after a
claimed first week of $22,800. 'Gambling Lady* (WB) opens on a preview tonight (Tuesday).
35-65-75)—'Moulin
State (2,300;
Rouge' (UA) and vaude. Bennett
musical opened strong and should
hurdle a good $17,000. 'Cat and the
Fiddle'
(MG), In ahead, skirted

my the

:

-

$16,000.

Penner Short

Billed

Over 'Gambling Lady';
'Marines/

New
That

gushing

$530,

Nice

Haven, April 2.
Bound you hear

around this town Is the managerial
sigh of relief over the. passing of
Lent, Things picking up and despite stormy weekend, look to build
satisfactory totals last half.
•Elysia', playing a nabe house on
first run, was originally booked five
mains lndef.
days and held oyer for total of nine,
is
State
the
at
•Moulin RoUge*
with
a neat profit on the books.
$17,000.
fine; expects to top
.

doing
Palace has 'Bottoms Up/ not likely
to go over $12,000.
Warner Bros, brings a. new one
into the Strand tonight (Tuesday),
'Gambling Lady.' Cagney's 'Jimmy
the Gent' held over only three days
of a second week. It got $22,800 oij
final
its first week, fine, and on the
three days probably will gross

Estimates For This

Paramount

Villa'

on

a

Metro opens "Viva
two-a-day $2 top run at the Cri-

Week

(2,348;

at $4,200.
Poll's (Poll)
tide'

$7,000.

(Publlx)

50)— 'Come on Marines' (Par),
ed by Mary Small, radio singer,- oh
stage, looks good for oke $5,300.
Last week 'Wharf Angel' (Par) and
'Beggars in Ermine* (Mono). So-so
(3^40; 35-50)— 'Rip'Sing and Like If

(MG) and

(RITO).

Big

$10,000 in_vlew. Last

week 'Mysterious Mr. X' (MG) and
Love Birds' (U). Passed $8,000 for.
terion Friday (6).
Rothafel and his Gang, which' nice Holy Week figure.
Roger 8herman (WB) (2,200; 35opened strong this week at the 50)—
'Gambling Lady* (WB). Bolinto
comes
Boston,
Metropolitan,
stering
this
bill
with Dorothy
the Paramount the same day.
Stone's 'Look For the Silver Lining'
Estimates for 7This We ek..
3
and^a^roe-«PenneT^-"shwtr^HDTis^ =
Astor (1,012; $1.10-$1.65-$2.20)— cashing in oh the Penner craze by
'Rothschild' (UA) (3d week). Last billing- Penner film above the feaweek, picture's second, it got $23,500, ture.
Should pick Up satisfactory
beating the first seven days by $3,- $5,200.
Last week 'Long Lost
500. arid playing to. capacity right Father'
(RKO) and 'Big Shakocurrent
the
days
of
down* (WB). Low at $4,200,
along. jFirst five
~(
third) week the takings are "$19,500,
College
(Poll)
26-40)—
(1,565;
.

.

just $100 under the same five
of the previous week.

Capitol
'Rip Tide'

(5,400;

days •Lost Patrol' (RKO) and 'Countess

35-75-85-$1.10)—

(MG) and Paul Whiteman

orchestra on stage. Shearer starrer
the big draft and with Whiteman on
the stage for stout support, it all

of Monte Cristo* (U).
On way to
nice $4,800.
Last week 'Happened
One Night' (f!ol) and 'Lineup' (Col),
tflnal week (3rd) surprisedby holding up to $4,100, bringing run's total grops to $22,100,

—

;

PICTURE CROSSES

VARIETY

10

$17«

'Riptide'

$4,700— This
Cinci nati,

to the task at $4,750,

pr.ir 2.

'

made

Woman*
.

(Radio).

NEW YORK

Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
'Tempete sous un Crane.'

(600; 60)

—

Should average usual $1,000. Last
week's repeat of 'Le Petit Roi'
possible grossed $800.

Shearing such a fast by increasing, the capacity of- the
pace in Cincy's Easter cinema b.o. house. Very good. Last week 'Mas(WB) and 'Sigma Chi'
sprint that ail other entries are socre'.
completely outdistanced. Even Good (Mono) held their own against holy
Friday didn't keep 'Riptide' from week at $3,400, nearly average.
Orpheum (Blank) (2,976; 26-35-.
beating the barrier^r-to surpass, all
Friday takes of Palace this season 50)— 'Jimmy the Gent' ( WB) and
on all-film. Reviewers popped mud- F&M unit 'Laugh It -Off.'' Fair atand
,all the way around
traction
dle J opinions on pix Saturday (31),
yet lines of ticket buyers, continued. with upped top may do $10,000..
RKO's smallie Grand goes vaude- Good enough, but nothing excepLast week T Was a Spy'
tional.
fllrii Friday (6) by adding five acts
and continuing present pop scale of (Fox) arid 'Love Birds' (U) proved
Theatre will be idle day a couple of softies at $5,500.
25-35C.
World
(Blank) (2,100; 25-35)
allow,
before policy is changed to
for stage furnishings:. Grand was 'Palooka* (UA) and 'Orient Express'
Erlanger legit temple for many (Fox). House has something to adyears up to. '32, when. Taft estate: vertise, with the credit going to the
film.
Looks $4,000, good
Initial fight
ownership switched lease.
enough; Last week 'In the Money'
bill to be headlined by Joe Howard
and Co.. and :will include Sully and (Chcs) and 'Sin. of Nora Moran'
couldn't
live rip to _the name
(MaJ)
Thomas and George Lyons, with
two to fill. Acts booked by Dick of the first, and brought, in only
Bergen of RKO Chicago office. For around $3,000.
new setup, A. J. 'Happy' Meininger
is switching from RKO Capitol to
a6t as manager, with Erwin Bock
ipti

Hooray' (Radio) and under-average
vaude disappointed at $8,600.
Princess (CT) (1,900; 60)—'Moulin Rouge' (UA) and 'Fury of Jungle'
(Col).
Average show, promises
around $6,000. About $5,600 was last
week's goss on 'Fashion Follies
Total grosses during March for towns and houses listed as previ1934' (WB) and 'Once to Every
ously reported weekly* Dates given are the closing day of the week.

Comparative Grosses for March

$8,000 ^- 'Gambling Lady*
Man Is Mine' $4,000

Up'

'Bottoms

Cincy Smacko

CAPITOL
(MOO;

.

.35-75-85-

SCANDALS'

on stage)
Death Takes

.

in

same

from Gi'and

to Capitol

Units Perk Loew's

capacity..

Estimates for This Week
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-44)—'Rip(MG)i Norma Sheared high
Cricks are undecided as to
tiding.
merits of story, etc., but the public
Terrific start points to $17,Isn't.

Montreal to $14,000;

Hepburn Fair $9,500

tide'

PAR-

AMOUNT
(S
fi3-RG*7n'

High, $95,000
Low..

(5,046; 40-00-8500-1.05)

looking

,

to

any

.-give,

special

(oiage anow)
(Phil Baker
on stage)

'Wonder Bar'
(Loew)

Harum

Happened
(ITE

Spitfire
C7ft AAA

Hips, Hooray

9th Guest

Midnight

Coming Out

$22,400

$20,500

$16,500

$17,600

AAA

.

Scandals
$75,000.

(Stage Show)

High. $173,600

Low..

7,000

RIALTO

Hazard

More

Hazard

$16,000

Women

Women

$11,000

$9,000

$5,300

(2d week)

(2d week, 4

days)
-

Mandalay

Wonder Bar

$17,200
(2d week).

$51,000

Bar

Bar
$35,200

$21,300

(2d week)

(3d week)

.

CHICAGO

Week
25-35-60)—

(3,434;

$30,000

.$.48,000

t£K AAA*

It

sendoff.

Estimates For This

.

$34,000
(r^nn rsaKer
on stage)
(2d week)

(Stage Show)

;

Fox

.

Death

$42,000

44,000

20-S5;0B05)

(0,200 ;

Beautiful weather sent (2,000 85-40-05)
pickup.
scampering into the High. $72,000
everybody
highway and* byways, in daytime, Low..
6,200
but nights in general are oke.
STRAND
All spots had been saving up ace (2.900; 35-55-75•.
pica for expected return of pros85)
perity and town was- swamped with High. $8*1,200
exploitation over week-end. Al Jol- Low..
6.500
son did personal one show at Earle
to give

(Holtz-DuranterMoran
on stage)
Six of Kind Good Dame.

High, $118,000

ROXY

isn't

(2d week)

.

14,000

.

Low..

to materialize sufficiently to bother
any house particularly, Easter week

$55,000

(tJiarK viaoie

HALL

Washington, April 2.
With HoW Week slump failing

Mar. 29
Showoff

$25,000

(Stage Show)

16,000

MUSIC

WASH. OKAY

.

Mar. 22
Christina

$33,000

1.10)

00)

20G,

Mar. 15
Christina

$48,000

nigni&iiu.fvu

ti04'

JOLSON

,

:

25G,

Mar. 8
Mr. X

Low..

.

transferring

Tuesday, April 3, 1931

Mar; 8

Mar. 15

and vaude. ThursCHICAGO
Bolero
Fashions
Montreal, April 2.
ton on stage is drawing nicely. (3,040; 85-55-65$27,700
$31,800
Last week 'Coriie on.
000, smacko.
Lent over, fine weather, hockey Coupled with Vallee and White's
75)
(New Prices) ('Topsy and
Marines' (Par) responded with $7,-. play-offs ended arid no counter- pUll week should get very good High. $75,000 (Stage Show) Eva' on stage)
500 tempo.
attractions in sight should provide $25,000.
Last week 'No More Low,. 18,500
Alpee (RKO) (3,300; 36-44)—'Bot- a boost in grosses current week, Women' (Par) oke $18,500..
toms Up' (Fox). Thumbs-down get- with Loew's easily topping the main
Earle (WB) (2,424; 25-35-40-60)
PALACE
Hips, Hooray
Spitfire
away Indicates a tussle for $8,000. stems but with the other houses —'Wonder Bar' (WB) and vaude: (2.588;
40-00-83)
$24,800
$22,600
Last week 'Spitfire' (RKO) in sec- getting their bit, too. Election meet- Jolson in person at one show gave
High. $34,700
(Vaude)
ond week grabbed a comfy $6,000, ings won't hurt any all this week.
it nice- start and looks like $20,000,
Low.. 10.000
(Morton
following $11,000 on first 7 days.
Loew's opening with extra smart big. Last week 'Jimmy the Gent'
Downey
Lyric
(RKO) (1,394, 35-44)— vaude units ballyhooed to be the (WB) without much help from
on stage)
•Looking for Trouble' (UA) extraed best, ever, and a fair pic' Good stage drew light $12,500.
Moulin
UNITED
Moulin Rouge
with Disney's 'Funny Bunnies.' A Dame' (Par) looks for an easy $14,Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 25-35-50)
ARTISTS
$9,800
$19,100
Last week 000, which will be standout gross —•Wild Cargo' (RKO). Big camso-s.. $5,500 in sight.
35-55-05)
(2d week)
(New Prices)
'Scandals'
(Pox); rvitched from these times.
paign but looks like only satisfac- (1,700
Palace for continued first run, $5,Capitol .has cut prices from 60c tory $8,000. Last week 'One Night' High. $43,500
Low
3,300
000, nice, after: $13,000 in initial to 50c top and goes info a double (Col), $8,000 for fifth week.
Palace (Loew) (2,363; 26-35-60)—
feature policy at the same time.
'Riptide' (MG). Plenty of bally gave
Keith* (Libson) (1,500; 30-40)—
Estimates for This Week
big opening and headed for big
'Gambling Lady' (WB).
Barbara.
Mar, 8
Mar. 15
Stanwyck in the " heavy billing.
Palace (PP.)- (2,700; 60)—'David $22,000. Last week 'Eskimo' (MG)^
Fashions
Mandalay
DOWNMild notices. Early take looks like Harum' (Pox) and 'Devil Tiger' didn't better light $9,000.
TOWN
$6,500
$6,400
Rialto (U) (1,853; 25-35-40-60)—
Last week 'Heat (Fox). Looks $9,000, ^yhich will be
$4,700 all light.
(1,800; 25-35-40Lightning' (WB) $3,606, okay,
a nice gross if not fading after good Monte Crlsto* (U). Slightly better
55)
Last week,
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 36-44)— opening nite. Last week 'Fugitive than average, $5,600.
High.
$38,500
•This Man is. Mine' (RKO).
Big Lovers'. ..(MG), and Tou Can't Buy Love Birds* (U), SummervilleLow.
4,600
type to Irene Dunne. Feeble begin- Everything' (MG) not so good at Pitts, fair for $4,600.
HOLLYFashions
Mandalay
Met (WB) (1,683; 25-40)—'Glory'
ning and $4,000 at top, regrets. Last $7,000.
(Col). Advance man put plenty of
WOOD
$7,600
$6,600
week 'Search Beauty' (Par), $3,200,
Capitol (PP) (2,700; 50)—'Spitfire' work on this playing down kid (2,760; 25-35-40poor.
(Radio) and 'Right to Romance' angle and up war stuff. Opening
65)
Grand (RKQ) (1,026; 25-35)— (Radio). Trying out double bill, at
Lost Patrol' (RKO) in for five reduced top, may bring gross to fair pretty good and maybe $6,000; High. $37,800
3,100
days, $1,60.0, not so worse.
Last $9,500. Last week 'Bolero* (Par). pretty nice. Last week 'Once to Low
Bolero
More Women
PARAweek 'No More Women' (Par),. Couldn't do better than $7,000,. but Every Woman' (WB) not so hot
with $4,500.
$15,900
MOUNT
$19,000
$2,200, best for. some time.
Holy Week the reason.
26-35- (3,505; 30-40-55) (New Prices)
(Loew)
Columbia
(1,263;
(Guy LomFamily (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—
65)—
40)—
Back
'Good
(PP)
(Fox),
Loew's
(3,200;
Harum'
'David
High.
(Stage
Show)
bardo on
$57,800
'Fighting Ranger* (Col) and 'Once
at
Palace
(Par)
and
'Melody
Mad
PaDame*
main
stem
after
week
on
Low..
5,600
stage)
to Every Woman' (Col), divided.
Jimmy Adams and shooting at big $5,500: Last
Buck Jones big stuff at this stand rade* unit, prez,
Cat and
STATE
Harum
and whooping it up for $1,900, above looks for $14,000 and maybe more, week 'Gallant Lady' (UA), also re- (2,024; 80-40-55)
Fiddle
$16,000
average.
Lobby display of old and may get it on first nite re turned after week at Palace, nice High. $48,000 (New Prices)
$10,000
Last week 'Hips, Hips, $5,000.
Low..
5,000
Western shooting irons a traffic turns.
1_
halter. Last week 'Ever Since Eve'
(Fox) ahd 'Hold That Girl' (Fox),

Mar. 22
Cat and

'Scandals' (Fox)

Mar. 29
It

Fiddle

'

Happened
$36,600

$43,600

.

(Ramon
Novarro on

.

stage)

Any

Price

Search for
Beauty

$13,400

$14,500

Success

-

Palooka

Palooka

$14,500

$7,900
(2d week)

,

;

. .

.

LOS ANGELES

:

Mar. 22
|

f

Mar. 29

Wonder

Hazard

.

Bar.
$15,900

$6,200

.

.

Hazard

Wonder Bar

$4,200
(6 days)

$18,000

.

.

'

"

Come On

Death Takes

Marines

$12,400

$17,600
(Beri Bernie

Mr.

on stafte) _
Scandals

X

$11,500

$6,600

days)

(6

(10 days)

BROOKLYN

split, $1,600.

Strand (Ind) (1,200; 25-35)— 'I
Like it That Way' (U) and five vode
acts topped by Tom Lomas troupe
Good screen and rostrum combo
fetching $2,700, nice.
Last week
'Murder on Campus' (FD) and
vaude, $2,100.

Hub

Purrs; 'Rothschild'

FOX
Low..

Clark

&

McCullough, Roxy, Stage Shows
'Spitfire' Neck-and-Neck
Last week, 'Madame
Spy' (U) and negro show on stage,
'Harlem On Parade,' around $16,-

nice. $22,000.

After Lenten doldrums, annual
sweepstakes" for the public mazuma
Omah April 2.
Easter week sees the quality of is off with a. rush, with more faves
theatre fare materially improved, in the running than ever before In
with emphasis on the films. Para- any one weekend.. 'Rothschild* 'Ripmount, and Brandeis. vie with each- tide* and ISpitfire' are competitively
other for the lead with 'Riptide1 lined up.
and 'Spitfire,' respectively. Because
'Rothschild' premiered into Mait is in the bigger house. Riptide'
jestic Saturday (31) with gala car
looks to do the £est with a probable pacity audience, all cash save less
Hepburn,
flicker
$7,800}
can do con- than tenth of crowd. Advance sale
siderably better! than half of that.
on roadshowing of this film Is very
Orpheum goes into the money heavy.
Norma Shearer picture
With a stage unit. Though It car^ busted local tradition about bad
rles no names,- fact that it is -flesh biz oh Good Friday.
Had queues
will be enough to draw them in.
out early and may force holdover,
Last week. Holy Week, proved a despite fact this is most unusual at
surprise to all houses, allowing this spot.
nearly average business all along
Estimates for This Week
the row. Work on installing near-,
Majestic (Shubert) (1,690; $1.65
ly a hundred hiore seats In the
Brandeis was -carried on through, top)—'House of Rothschild' (20th
Century). Comes In on high tide of
the week td be ready for 'Spitfire.'
Expert ballyhoo by Al
interest.
Estimates for This' Week
Selig.
Premiere remarkable for
Paramount (Blank) (2,765; 25-40) erowd, in teeth of heavy rain. Au^^T^lPjti^C^iMS^w^J. ?^2d^. screen dience _at__least_ nine- tenths Gen*
tare as house has" had' "In a^Ibrig" ^iIeT"Tw6~ shb ws^a dayrthree "each
Bright for
spell and will show it at the b.o. Saturday and Sunday.
Dualled with 'Three On a Honey- $18,500, which Is all the house can
moon* (Fox) and duo should finish do on seating.
Keith's (RKO) (4,000; 25-36-40)
near $7,800,. okay, with Shearer the
Last week
'Spitfire' (Radio).Began nicely
whole drawing card.
'Dea'fh Takes a Holiday* (Par) and and buildlngrftne, and should smack.
'Hold That Girl' (Fox) showed $14,500, corking. Last week 'This
Man
Is
Mine'
(Radio)
n.s.h., but
themselves a little surprise pack,

'

.

;

(1,200;

20-26-

of duals, and will .show itself equal

$17,000

,

Mar. 29
Midnight
$13,000

25-36-50)

High. $45,000

Low..

25-35-50)

High: $28,500

Low..

Carolina

Happened

Hips,

Hooray

$18,000

$16,000

Spitfire
$18,000

Shakedown

Mandalay

Hazard

Bedside

$6,000

$8,300

$7,8.00,

It

$20,000

(Vaude)

9,000

(New

$6,200

Prices)

4,000

:

500.

Orpheum (Loew)

30-40

(3,000;

50)--'Queen Christina' (MG) and
vaude. Garbo hasn't done much in
this one,, but
stage' may. boost
grosses for combined appeal to
$14,500,
very good*
Last week,
'Looking for Trouble' (UA) and
vaude, quite hard hit, down to $12,
000.
•State
(Loew) (3,000; 30-40-60)
-^-'Riptide' (MG). Sizzle of femme
talk.
Looks push overish to $14,
000, and
be held over, though

may

'Catherine the Great' is announced
for Friday. Last week, 'Christina*
(MG) in second week, pulled a fair
$8,500.

Met

(M&P)

(4,330;

show on
Ross

stage. Latter' and Lanny
(in film) giving bill appeal to

crowd.
Roxy troupe

radio

goes

over;

grosses

and spot should nab $26,
welcome after recent off weeks.

Last wwk^'Jifflnijrthe Gent' (WB)
and stage show, flunked to $19,60.0

Paramount

MOUNT
25-85-50^

(4,000;

Death Takes

More

Women

Six of Kind

(1,800;

Good"

Nana

Christina

Moulin Rouge

$18,000

$17,500

$17,000

$17,000

Mandalay

Mar. 22
Six of Kind

Good Dame

$14,000

$19,000

$13,000

$28,000

65)..'

'

Dame

$28,000
(Sally Rand
on stage)

$27,000

(Stage Show)

$28,000

High. $57,800

Low

.

.

5,600

METROPOLITAN
(2,400;

25-35-50)

Mr.

X

(Vaude)

High. $39,000

Low..

14.000

LOUIS

ST.
Mar. 8

Mar. 15

AMBAS-

SADOR

(3,000;

25-35-55)

Mar. 29

.

(Stage Show)

FOX

(0,000;

26-40-55)

It

Happened

Happened
$14,000

$16,000
(9

(2d week)

days)

35-45,-55)—

Harum
and
Believed

You

Film pleasing, and

building,
000,

PARA-

High. $48,800
30-60-65)— Low.. 13,000

'Melody in Spring* (Par) and Roxy

Nana

$18,000
Looking for

$13,000

Trouble

.

STATE
(8,000;

25-35-53)

Mr.

X

$12,000

—$12,000.

High. $31,500

Low..

,

...

10,000

MISSOURI

'Gambling Lady' (WB) and 'Come
(8,600;- 25-40)
on Marines' (Par). Latter a dud, High. $29,500
but Barbara Stanwyck, prov
Low,.
6,000
magnet as -she always is here. This
lady still holds the in-person record
ST. LOUIS
along Washington street, and It (4,000; 25-85-65)
better than expected, at $10,000.
looks as If her first good story from
Boston (RKO) (4,000; 26-60-66)— Warners- will, shape velvety $9,000
'I
Like It That Way' (U) and for Paramount. Last week, 'Bed
•'Sweet and Low' unit on stage, with side'
(WB) and 'Wharf Angel*
Clark and McCullough to draw. (Par) off at $7,000, though some
Biz snappy, and should draw out a profit therein.

—

..Brandeis (Singer)

ALBEE
(3,500;

(2,000;

OMAHA'S ACES

36)— 'Spitfire' (Radio)., Takes the
trail alone from the usual program

Mar. 22
9th Guest

$12,300

8,900

STRAND

TIDE' $7,800, HEPBURN

age and came through a tough
week with an average $6,100.

Mar. 15
Lost Father

$15,000.

High, $48,600 (Stage Show)

Help—'Riptide,'
$4,750,

25-35-50)

(4,000 ;

Mar. 8
Devil Tiger

More Women Poor Rich
and
and
and
Madame Spy
Broken
Crosby Case
$8,000
Dreams
$8,000
Beloved

$8,000

Devil Tiger
$11,000

Success Any Notorious But
Price
Nice

(Stage Show)

and
Shriek in
Night
$12,000

.

(Continued on page 22)

and
Beggars

Ermine
$14,000

in

PICT
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Providence Tepid;

Frisco Full of Dynamite; 'Scandals'

San. Francisco, April 2.
Week la solid dynamite,
theatre at bat with the
strongest screen and stage stuff
available. It looks like a cinch total
of '$86,000 for the seven downtown
first fun houses, and that is a heap
o'dough, what with prices at their
lowest iri years.
Warfleld, Golden Gate and Fox
are so strong that it's tough for the
other ones who are putting up a
hefty flght to get their dues.

Easter

Golden Gate opened Ash Wednesday with Frank Buck's 'Wild Cargo'
and did the' biggest opening day
house has had in many a moon,
topping 'Little Women' and all other
.

hi? grossers.
Warfleld is out after the gravy

punch offering in Gene
with a
Austin, plus Evelyn 'Brent and
Harry Fox on stage and ValleeFaye-Durante in 'George White's
triple

Scandals' holding the silver sheet.

That means the money.

Fox has a big lineup
two of the best names

with
that house
also,

has had in Its uphill flght. Colleen
Moore and Lilyan Tashnian, star.

pair, of

ring in the

featured pictures.

Also 10 acts of yaude and

it's Joe.

Leo's first anniversary as operator
of the Fox for William Fox. He
has made an amazing battle past
year, against almost overwhelming
odds, especially lack of hefty picture
product.
'Nana' is pretty light weight for
United Artists, with Anna Sten virtually unknown here and' competi.

"

tion ps. tough

as. it is.

Estimates For This Week.

Fox (Leo) (5,000: 25-35)— 'Social
Register' .(Col) and 'Wine, Women
spilt, with
vaude acts, plus anniversary
week. Colleen Moore in the formearid Lilyan Tashman In latter, may
mean morey to this low price/-

"Riptide'

Guiltv'

is

.

Em

.

.,

.

.

.

Lft'S

$7,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 16*26-40)-^
'George White's Scandals' (Fox)

and

(.Col)'

Night' (Mai),

HEY-NONNY

a terrific lot

week 'One

•Detrolt, April

-2.

split,
Easter dawns for this burg with
a hey, npnny, nonny, for the first
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.844; 25- time in years with all houses doing
'85-40)— 'Wild Cargo* (Radio) arid uh-uh. Starting with the Holy FrivaUde. Frank Buck -dcture a hefty day
opening
three-hour
delay,

and $18,500 is exceptionally
Swell lobby display helps to
and matinees and nights
equally good. 'Spitfire' (Radio) in
its second stanza pulled okay $9,500.
Orpheum (F & .M) (2,400; 26-3565)^'Monte Cristo* (U) and Ted
big.

draw

Film is weak,
person.
leaving ail draw to Lewis and take
will be only $8,000, which means a
Lewis' salary
ink,
since
lot of red
builds that nut up to big proporLast week
'Two Alone'
tions.
with Mills
on. screen,
(Radio)
Brothers staying on for second week
was also on the wrong side of the
ledger, with $6,500, and the brothers
dra wing more than half of that.
Paramount (FWC) (2,400; 25-3540)— 'Jimmy Gent' (WB) and 'Lazy
River* (MG), split. Cagney a puller,

Lewis

in.

Last
and $15,000 is very nice.
week's 'Cat and Fiddle' (MG). and

(WB).

•Bedside*
St.

Francis

snlit, fair $10,000.

(FWC)

(1,500; 25-40)
arid 'Wharf
n.sig.
$5,000.

That GirT (Fox)

fc-'Hold

Angel' (Par), split,
Last week 'Come on Marines' (Par)
"and 'Sleepers East' (Fox), split,
pu^ert only S4.500.
United Artists (1.400; 2K-35-40)—

Anna

(UA).

TNana'

known

arid film

Sten

not

drawing class trade

but not much of it, at $6,500. Last
wHt. second of Durante In 'Palooka'

(T'A^-onVe

~with Gene
Warfiel

nrood at $5,000.
(FWC) (2.700: 35-45-65)

(Fox) and. stage show
Austin. Evelyn Brent and
in person. Combo names

iPcntidals'

Harrv Fox

a help. anJ Austin and
Brent are money- pullers, too. send-*
In the pic.

Minenapblis, April 2.
While, that bane of entertainment
Week, is out of the
Holy
purveyors,
closed with $6,000.. 'Death' was held
over three days .after a -very good way, nevertheless the going- for
week at $8,000—the result of an ex- local showbouses still lacks smoothtensive arid productive exploitation ness. A combination of adverse
campaign by Louis Hellborri, mancircumstances impedes velocity of
ager.
Denver (Huffman) (2,500; 25-35- box-office progress. In the first.,
50)— 'Worider Bar' (FN), day and place, the. attractions, as a whole,
date with the Aladdin. Nice $9,000. are by no mearia the cream in
Last week's *Dark Hazard' (FN) managerial
Unseasonably
coffee.
did about as expected, turning in cold and snowy weather requiring:
an average week of $7,000. Only further and unanticipated fuel exappeal of the film locally was the penditures, fears of a crop failure
fact that Robinson was in the lead- due to moisture deficiency and a
ing role. He has a large following turn for the worse in the employ:

(Par)

arid

split,

went

than ordinary biz despite .nice bally
maybe $6,500. so-so. Last Week. T
(Fox) and 'Wine.
Women and Song' (Chad wick) bad
at $3,200.

Paramount.. (Indie) (2,200; 15-25to Lovelorn' (UA) and
'The Last Roundup' (Par). Not: getting the breaks; opening off because

40)—'Advice

—

.

'

.

Bar/

Country Cruise' and 'Poor Rich.'
Last week, the Fox playing 'Scanokay with a nice prosperous Holy Week at a beautiful $28,And that despite a terrific
000.
snowstorm that had traffic tied up
in a half-helsOn.
The other houses
church blight, however;
felt the
The Michigan with 'Dark Hazard'
on screen and C -Ida Gray unit on
st.ige was so-so for a mild $15,000.
The United Ar.tists got a fair
enough ,$8,000 for a second week of
'Palooka,' while the Downtown with
a second' week of 'Spitfire' was okay
for a nice profit week of $7,000. The
Fisher was mild with 'Journal Of a
Crime' for around $4,000. The State
also ran with 'Wine, Women and

'

.

,

here.

Orpheum (Huffman)

$9,000-54000, Denven

%'F&M Show, $11,000
•Wonder

Denver, April 2.
running day and

Bar,'

date at the Denver arid the Alladln,
doing, as expected.
Better- than
average both .places, but no holdouts yet. Four thousand seats in
Denver are a lot to trust to one film
to fill, but picture Is doing a good
.

job.

(2,600;

ment

25-

situation,

due to

CWA

curtail-

ment, also stack up to put a Wet;
blanket, on the show biz.
(MG).
Near zero temperatures and a
Estimated around $11,000. snow storm ushered in spring and
show.
Last week, 'I've Got Tour Number' Easter and gave the local folks a
on
the
stage,
Blackstone
with
(WB),
nasty taste iri the mouth. Despite
went 30 percent above normal and the generally adverse' conditions,
finished with a fine $13,000. Black- the local populace during the past
stone Was here about two years ago, 10 days have expended; a considerand interest was riot sO strong as able sum on 'Easter toggery and wet
then.. He had a new trick or two, gobds, thus diverting much money
but mostly it was the same show.
entertainment channels,
Paramount (Huffman) (2,000; 25- from
/Estimates For This Week
40)— 'Ever Since Eve* (Fox) and
innesota (Publix) (4,200; 25-35'Song of Kong' {RKO), split. Light
40)— 'Melody In Spring* (Par). Big
at $1,500. Last week, 'Madame Spy
and "Meanest Gal in Town* exploitation campaign by Manager
(tT)
(RKO), took the house above nor- Harold Kaplan,. Lanny Ross' .radio
here
one
prestige and first-rate entertainmal, even though every
knows the weakest pictures are ment qualities, but only $6,000, light,
shown here. The 25-cent balcony Last week, 'Bolero' (Par), $7,600.
nd
Much better than expected
Is popular at nights, that most alpretty good for Holy week.
ways being filled.35-50)

Mystery of Mr. X'
—The
Fanchori & Marco stage

.

,

.

.

Orpheum (Publix) (2,890; 26-35:55)— Meanest Gal in Town' (RKO)
and 'New Workers' on stage. Only
stage show in town, excepting stock

AMOS If

.

business was like before depression. of Thursday start.
Even with a
Also reaction from calling strike off pick-up, gross couldn't possibly
helped.
reach more than $6,000; so-so. Last
The .Michigan looks like the town week 'No More Women' (Par) and
leader with plenty, dollars with 'Beggars ip. Ermine' (Mono) off at,
Mary Pickford In -person. This gal $4,500.
hasn't meant much in her last
RKO Ibee (2,600; 16-25-40)
couple of pictures, but she means Spitfire' (Radio) and 'Keep 'Em
plenty in person. Picture coupled Rolling'- (Radio). Nice newspaper
with it Is 'Mystery of Mr. X.'
publicity breaks, even better than
Fox depending on. the. season for 'Little Women,'- but going isn't good.
its business with- not much bally However, gross of $8,500 means secand a comparatively mild picture ond best in town. Last week 'The
and stage show. On the screen is Line-Up' (Col) and 'Crazy. Quilt -on
'This Man of Mine* and on the stage stage got $8,100.
Fifl D'Orsay and Benny Rubin.
RKO Victory (1,600; 10-15^26)—
The United Artists looks like at 'It Happened One Night* (Col) arid
least two weeks with 'Riptide.' This .'Lost Patrol' (Radio).
Looks for
is the. third consecutive picture to $1,200 on spilt week..
Last week,
enjoy a multiple week's showing. 'Jaws of Death' (Lesser) arid 'Horse
Downtown is coasting with a second plav' (U), tepid at $850 on split
Fisher em- week.
week of 'Scandals.'
bellishing 'Search for Beauty* with
a locally built radio show featuring
The State
all local station talent.
Day-Date,
double-billing again with 'Cross 'Wonder
dals' did

Roundup* (Pari,
above average and

'Last

.

and 'Sons of the Desert' (MG). Unless, there's a sudden sprint, this
one is riot likely to show any more,
Believe In You*

fairish $9,C00.

clicker

Employment End,

Last week .'Death Takes a Holiday'

$18,000,

;

Is

'Voice in the
and vaude, got

11

Retards Minneapolis' Easter Week

Oke 15G's

.

.

house, and $12,000
Last
of business.

CWA

Zero Weather,

Providence, AprlV 2.
Tepid start, is not likely to give
ment being,"for 'The Song You Gave showmen here anything big. to talk
Me'.
about, but biz Is plenty improved
Estimates for
Week
compared with the last few stanzas.
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 26-40) Every theatre opened on Good Frl^'
—'Spitfire' (RKO). - Opinion here day with one exception: Biz. spruced
is divided on Katheririe Hepburn, up a bit over the week-end but. not
but management: gave her picture sufficiently to tag this week as a.
a fine lot of publicity, and was re- record breaker;
warded with a big opening, Is exAttractions are oke, plenty of
pected to draw around. -$8,600.- Last names,, and getting, fair ..reviews
week, "Massacre' (FN), with the with one or two possible exceptions.
Cotton Club revue as the stage Best bets in town are 'Spitfire' at
attraction, got $10,000.
the RKO Albee and •Riptide' at
25)— Loew's. Latter has the support of,
Midland (Loew)
(4,000;
'Riptide'
(MG).
From the long a stage show, while 'Spitfire' is belines in front of the house Satur- ing shown pri a twin-bill with 'Keep.
day and Sunday, It looked like the
Rolling' as the second picture.
picture was the one the customers
Goirig is oke at Albee, but nothing
had been waiting for, and they like "Little Women'.
Fay'a has
were going for it strong.. Looks Sally O'Neill doing a personal and
Last week, 'Jimmy the Gent'. Bill is nice for
like close to $18,000.
•Catherine* (UA) failed to show any this
nouse.
'George
particular
strength and had to be satisfied White's Scandals' got off to a diswith $6,500.
advantage because of poor .notices
Newman (Par) (1,800; 26)— Death and u nfa vorable publicity. 'Advice
Takes a Holiday* (Par) and 'Hold to the Lovelorn' at the Paramount
That Girl' (Fox). Double feature is also suffering, because of panbills are getting some -extra cus- nings from the cricks..
tomers in the house and the manEstimates for This Week'
agement expects. -this one to return
Fay'a (2*200: 15-25-40)— 'Jimmy
near $11^000. Last week! 'Beggars the Gent' (WB) and vaude with
in Ermine' (Mono) and '9th Guest' Sally O'Neill.
Bill is Just the type
dropped to $8,800.
for., the patronage at this spot. Start
Uptown (Fox) (2,040; 25-40)— was .slow but sufficient pick-up ex'White's Scandals', (Fox). Manage* pected to give, this spot at least
ment got behind this one in a big $7,000. Last week 'Bombay Mail'
way and Went right into the down- (Fox) suffered along with the rest
town district With its billing. of them; poor at $4,300.
Opened big and- looks like around
Loew's State (3,200; 15-25-40)—
Last week, final and third 'Riptide* (MG) and. vaude with Ed$8;000.
for 'David Harum' (Fox), $5,000.
die Lamber. About the. best- Combo
bill house has had in weeks; start
just so-so, but pick-up over .the
week-end to likely $15,000. Last
week 'The Showoff' (MG) was off at

and Song* (ChadwJck),
10

VARIETY

Cagney Neat $7,000,

226; 'Cargo $18,500; Cagney

tovery

GROSSES

E

burlesque at Gayety, but hardly a
combination to set the box-office

GOOD

window afire. Customers like it and
maybe it'll build to a good $16,000.
Last

week,

(RKO),

'This

$5,500.

Man

Is

Mine'

'

State (Publix) (2,200; 25-35-40)-^
'George White's Scandals' (Fox).
Advertised strongly, but film fans
St. Louis; April 2.
Including a Yiddish film and war are not getting excited over, this one
pictures at two former legit houses' and it wil be lucky to exceed mild
the cinema offering* figure up to the $3,000. , Last week, 'I've Got Your

astounding total of eleven. With
the launching of the Shubert on a
movie career by Warners there are
now six first run houses' presenting
nine pictures, three with double bills
So the
and three with single.
chances seem to be excellent for
some of the box offices, arid may be
several of them, to. take It on the

Number* (WB), $4,000, Fair.
World (Steffes) (350; 25-36-50-75)

—•Henry VIH* (UA). Right up
alley

:

'class*,

and

a

house.

ten-strike
Critics

for

the
this

and customers

have been raving with 'a consequent
heavy box-Offlce response. Will hit
to $3,500, which is all the
house can hold, and promises to rechin.
week,
Last
indefinitely.
main
won't,
they
certain,
One thing is
'Sweetheart of Sigma Chi' (Mono*
all show profits at the end of the
gram), $940.
week, but which will and which
Uptown (Publix) (1,200; 26-35)—
won't is rather hard to predict iri
view of the unusual set up: How- 'Six of a Kind' (Par) and 'Going
(MG), spilt. Around
ever, it looks like one of the bid Hollywood'
regulars, Loew's State* will set the $2,000 Indicated. Fair. Last week,
pace, if not in total receipts then in 'Carolina' (Fox), $2,600. Okeh.
net profits.
Lyric (Publix) (1.300; 20-25)—
'Frontier Marshall' (Fox). Western!?
Estimates for This Week
Maj
Ambassador (SKouras) (3,000; 25- Iri a come-back hereabouts.
hit
close to $4,000; Big, Last week,
35-55)—'Women in His Life' (MG)
and Amos 'n' Andy on stage; $18.- 'Four Frightened People' (Par),
:

000, good.

Bed'

Last week 'She Made Her
arid Tn the Money*

(Par)

(Monogram) got
Fox (F & M)

$13,000.
(5,000;

,

olose

$3,000.

Good.

Grand (Publix (1,100; 16-25)—
'Roman Scandals' (UA) and 'Sleep-

25-35-56)— ers East,! spilt, former second loop
run and latter first-run. Aroiind
$2,000 Indicated. Good. Last week
(FN), seconc
'Convention City*
loop run, $1,800. Okeh.
$11,000.
15-26)—
(Publix)
Astor
(900;
25-35-55)—
State (Loew's) (3,000;
Roundup' (Par), 'Kennel MurBig $17,000. Last 'LastCase* (WB) and 'Orient Ex'Riptide' (MG).
week 'Lazy River* (MG) and (Sons der
press* (U), second loop runs an«
of Desert' (MG) down to $8,000.
split.
Looks like, about $900. Fall
Missouri (Skouras) (3,500; 25-40)
Castle' (Col)
—'palooka' (UA) and 'Rainbow Over Last week, 'Man's
Is Stolen' (Par
$6,000. .'Miss_Fane'js Baby
Chesterfield),
Broadway*
Money' (Par), seconc
'Blood
arid
Last week 'Wharf Angel*
poor.
Light.
and
split.
run
$700.
(Par) and 'Love Birds' (U). About
'Scandals' (Fox) and 'Coming Out
Party* (RKO), $16,000. Last week
(second 'David Harum' (Fox) and
(RKO) around
'I Believed in You*

$7,000.
St. Louis

(F & M) (4.000; 25-3555)—' This Man Is Mine' (RKO) and
Tower' Shush Fizzles
'Orient Express' (Fox) $8,000, not
good.
Last week 'Sing and Like
Song' and .'Countess of Monte
It*
and 'Wine, Women and Song*
Hollywood,
Cristo' dualed for a poor $3,000.
(Chadwlck), about the same.
low with .'Ever Since Eve/ but
Estimates for This Week
Shubert (Warners) (2,000; 25-40)
Warners Intended mystery buildichigan (Par) (4,046; 16-26-35- snapping back Up .with 'Son of -^'Wonder Bar* (WB).
Nice $11,- up for the killer character in; /Dark
TUPTIDE'
000,
(MG) and Mary Kong* starting Sunday. Film will 000. New addition to list.
40-55), 'Mr. X'
Tower,* featuring Edward G. Robinperson.
Doing six probably get four days;
Pickford' in
son, fllvvered when it was discovDenham, with 'She Made Her
'SPITFIRE' $8,500 shows and big $35,000 in sight. Last
ered that the mysterious personage
'Murder' Sequel Set
week .'Dark Hazard' (FN) and stage Bed,' three days, and 'Eight Girls
in a Boat,' two days, had the poorcoming and going' from the set, In
show mild $15,000.
Hollywood, April 2.
Kansas City, April 2.
Fox (Indie) (5,100; 15-25-35-40- est five days in months, but combuilt-up red wig arid phiz-concealTully Marshall is set In 'Murwhiskers, was none other than
After struggling through Holy 55), 'Man of. Mine' (RKO) arid stage ing out with the best Sunday in
se- ing
RKO's
Blackboard',.
the
der
on
weeks
with
show.
'Melody
in
Spring,'
Looks
to $25,000, okay. Last
week, which is considered here One
Robinson himself.
Murder',
Pool
'Penguin
of the very worst in the year, arid week 'Scandals' (Fox) and stage which will probably stay nine days. quel to
plays a dual role in the
Actor
Tabor, with 'Flying. Down, to Rio,' Which
Ge rge Archainbaud Will chiller,' with Mary Astor and RlcarWhich this time held true to its show good $28,000.
United Artists (Par) (2,018: 15- second run, and stage-show con- direct.
reputation, the amusements have
do Cortez opposite:.
taken a fresh breath and are going 25-35-40-), 'Riptide' (MG), On the siderably above average $4,000;
Production set to start tomorrow
Estimates for This Week
Last week
Strong with a good list of pictures. ball for fine $18,000.
(Tues.) with James Gleason and
Aladdin (Huffman) (1,600; 25-40)
Loew's Midland is back into its 'Palooka' (UA) in second week mild
Wonder Bar' (FN), day and date Edna May Oliver in the tops.
normal stride with 'Riptide' and is $8,000.
For 'Marie Gallante'
Downtown (RKO) (2,665; 15-25- with the Denver. Around $4,000.
pet for a large gross. At the Main~,
^JlbllyWoodr^APt-ll^-^
-street^Spitfire'^is^the^picturer'but^ -35-40),-='Seandals*-^Fox-)r--===AbOut= -Last- week-^-he Gou n toss ^ o f> Mon te~ -- FOR-'TREASURE ISMND L 7
Hepburn is the draw especially for $7,000, okay;. Last week 'Spitfire' Carlo' (U) maintained the house's
Jack Otte.rson, art'i director,
Hollywood, April 2.
the wotnen; while the Fox Uptown (RKO) in second, week, same.
average and finished with close to
a camera crew headt-d by
flock
of
signing
a
still
i
is
catch
to
Fisher
just
right
is hitting on
(Par) (2,7.50: 15-25-35-40), $3,000. 'Title was*
high with 'White's
'Treasure Seitz,- leave here April .8 for Panama'
in
spots
for
Scandals'. The Fox house has given 'Search for Beauty* (Par) and stage the fancy of the clientele of this players
for preliminary background scenes
this musical the works for pub- show. Doing all right, $11,000. Last class theatre, located in a. residen- Island.'
licity and going after the down-, week 'Journal oXiCrime' OVT5) mild..,
^Emd.^enaLTbusiness_.d.istrIct two
Latest cr,dp. to draw .tickets for. for Fox's 'Marie Gallant e.'
town trade.
All of the exteriors will be taken
$4,000.
miles from downtown.
the picture includes James Burke,
Newman continues Its double bill
State (Par) (3.000; 15-25-35-40),
Deriham'(Hellborn) (1,500; 25-30- Edward Pawley, Olin Howland, in the Canal Zone. Spencer Tracy
policy and Is offering, 'Death Takes 'Cross Country Tour* (U) and 'Poor 40)— 'She. Made Her Bed' (Par) and
Powell, Robert Anderson, and Kettl Gillian, newly arrived
Richard
a Holiday' and 'Hold That Girl' for Rich' (MG). Duo points to only 'Eight Girls in a Boat' (Par), split.
Erwin,.
Tom Mahoney, French actress, will have the top
Charles
twenty-five cents any °>time. Later $3,000;
Last week 'Wine, Women This house is on a split basis for a
Henry King
picture was set on the bill at the and Sorig*. (Synd) and '.Countess of week or two runnng some films not Frank Dunn, Matt Oilman and John spots in the picture.
will direct
last minute; the original announce- Monte Cristo' (U), same.
worth seven days. Figure $3,500. Anderson.
lhg the

Wnrf

to sweTe<?ant $22,000.
(WB) not bad last
$16,000, all things, con-

•Gambling Lady'

Week

at
sidered.

'Mystery* pulling thriller fans Into
the Orpheum arid El Brendel. in
person pulling others, so holdouts
Friday and. Saturday nltes and
every show Sunday. Paramount at

$18

.

—

*

-

.

.

-

—^

.
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TANGO TEAM FDLMERS
NIX 6 MO. METRO DEAL

Anzac Film Probe Continues;

W E. Refuses to Testify; Doyfe
Tells of

Ws

By ERIC GO R RICK
Sydney, March

3.

After a short adjournment the
probe is again proceeding
film
here, under the control of J'. W.

fight

Barcelona,

March

willi

AWAY ON OWN

Metro.
Offer was for six months at $650
per week, but the boys prefer independent producing.
in
They are filming 'Aves

Rumbo'

American

South

now.

f
rights for the picture Boliche» were
sold last week for 30,000 duros

($20,000).

Paris, March
Trade anticipated sensational evidence with the probe centered upon
Split between local Fox organizaTheatre, its
the activities of Wesjterrf Electric in tion and Edouard
relation to its trading methods with local showcase, presaged several
Australian exhlbs. Disappointment weeks ago, is now final. Edouard
ofminor
only
out
came quickly when
is sending out notices pointing
before
ficials of W. E. appeared
that it never belonged to Fox, as
Marks and declined to disclose in some used to think, but was merely
W.E.,
affairs.
has
business
public actual
under a contract which now
however, offered: to provide Marks expired. House hereafter will pick
with all the desired information in its films wherever it can find them.
camera.
.
,
Current week's choice is the
Commissioner Marks, remarked Keaton-Durahte 'What, No Beer?'
that he was greatly surprised at the (MS), while Fox is putting out 'I
non-appearance before him of high
Suzanne', Lilian Harvey opus,
W.E. officials for the purpose of at the imperial Pathe on the boulecross-examination in respect to vards. Last Fox pic in the house
statements issued by exhlbs that the on the old deal was 'Paddy'.
W.eV methods were deep> hurtful
to Australian exhibitors in general.
in-,
It had also been stated at. the
qulry that service charges by W.E.
were far too high and that business
relations had been strained time
and again .because of the methods
adopted by W.E. in relation to the
The Hague, April 2.
_local exhibs, It was these charges
In the exchange of Kuchenmelster
that the Commissioner wanted ex r
International Acoustics Ltd. into
planatlons of.
Western Electric, however, pre- TobiSi $2,200,000 of shares have been
fered to provide the Commissioner switched over. Kuchenmelsters had
With all data in relation to the a capital, originally of $7,800,000 at
Australian situation for his private par and shareholders got options to
perusal only, and stuck to that view. exchange their shares in the comProbe continued with further pany into bonus certificates of Tobis
argument on behalf of an Australian at the rate of five for one.
quota and an open market.
RUmors in Berlin are to the effect
Quota Argument
that the majority of Tobis shares

VH

VH

Chamber; Aim to Clean Up Biz

FULLERS C L O S

ruin the local industry. Hanna told
how "Diggers in Blighty" and "Harmony Row" returned to Efftee and
his company the sum of £313 after
grossing £3,000 on a two weeks*
season in Sydney.
Hanna felt that the only way to
safeguard the Australian industry
would be the introduction of a
quota, a fair percentage on actual
earnings, a rigid quality test, and

a release guarantee..
It had been mentioned before, the
probe that the American distrlbs
operating in Australia combined to
control film prices to exhibs. That
such a combine exists here has now
been denied. It was stated that instead, each foreign distrib fixes his

own

price

and

selling policy.

plying the Prince Edward, Sydney,
can offer G.T. 40 pictures .'for exclusive release in the various city
houses, he said,
Sixsmith further stated that John
W. Hicks had cabled him denying,
statements made by Stuart F. Doyle
that pressure had been brought to
the
bear by American's induci
then Union Theatre, Ltd., to raise
added capital to buid theatres for
the screening of American films.
Hicks was for many years in con-

.

Par in Australia. He is now
the Par ^foreign department head;
On the other hand, Stuart F.
trol of

^^Doyle^ te~sTifie^tmitr
'In 1927 and 1928 pressure was
brought to bear upon, the organization of Union Theatres, Ltd.,. for the
purpose of inducing it to raise extra- capital and build theatres for
the presentation of the pictures belonging to various American film
was
pressure
This
producers.

brought to bear by American film
distributors, who were then doing
business with Union Theatres, the
principal

of

which

was

Famous

Contingent

$681>,437.

.

the organization.
Under the leadership of Henri Clerc,
author and deputy, of two new

fund

is

$600,335.

IN

irm figures as biggest French
producer,, with- the statement considered a pleasant one under current conditions.

SYDNEY
Sydney, March

7*

Fullers have closed with Metro,
for the balance of product to the
end of this year, Contract to this
effect

comes

'

into

being

seeri

in'

TALKING FIVE-YR. DEAL

Sydney,

RIP'S

great importance for the. market.
Attitude..so far, however, is reserved, and will remain so until
a definite statement of the new orofficial
officers
arid
ganizations'
aims is published oh April 10. Three
of the big American concerns now
belong to Delac's Chambre Syndlcale, arid the rest remain, independent,
David Souhami, former
Paramount head, was yicfer resident
of the Chambre,'
'

.

Sydney, March 3;
Deal is ori for a five-year tie-up
nigh between Hoyts and Fox-Gaumont.
If it goes through will mean plenty

fllnis in St.

fairly

Thirteen members are already
claimed by the new outfits, including the biggest independents. Clerc,
who started the move, says he will
of film fare for the circuit and Will accept no job in either group, and
probably include General Theatres will- continue his work for the in^
well.
as
dustry in the Chamber of Deputies.
r
With the buy coming into opera- He also insists that he is not starttion, the output of the English ing an_ opposition to: the Chambre
studios will find a large and ready Syndlcale, but the trade considers
market in Australia.
that he has launched a real cleanup
move which may help striii liten^
Story of a Feud
out the industry, with luck.
that
announcement
Back of the
One of the big aims of the new
"Hoyts has bought ail RKO product group is the establishment of the
for its circuit, lies the story of a much discussed film bank, but Clerc
ago
years.
some
happened
feud that
has abandoned the idea, pushed by
when W. Scott was in charge of. the' Delac and apparently much favored
Australian RKO office.
by him, also, of collecting rentals
iri
early
and
1929
of
end
the
At
direct from exhibitors by repre-,
1930, RKO could not complete terms sentatives of the bank. This' is the
with the then UniOn Theatres and bank feature which the Americans
went over to Fullers, which convert- here most feared.
ed its vaude houses .into picture
After a meeting, of the organiz-

AMBITIOUS

PLANS FOR 2 PICS
London, March

24.

British International Is taking a

breather, but action is contemplated soon.
\y&_ Me[_tiJ^ne'_tfonipn^}2PP.
drome musical, has been purchased
from George' Black and Jack Taylor
Set for the cast are the Three Diamonds, Clifford Mollison, Wendy
Barrle, Zelma O'Neal and .Jimmy
Goden.
little

'

U.S. pictures, successfully for some
Principal .construction acyears,
Ltd.,
tivities of Union Theatres,
were,, therefore, created at the request, and virtually under threats
from American film distributors for
the purpose of finding an outlet for
their pictures, he charged.
Building
As a result of this alleged pres ?
sure, Doyle told the court, Union
Theatres raised £2,611,198 for the
atre construction.
This money was not exclusively
used for building of theatres, he ad
mitted, but most of it was devoted

and consider the move of

Interest,

irteen.

Fullers will play the

James,

F0X-GA0M0NT-H0YT

immedi-

ately.

United Artists told the Commis^ build
sioner that the intervention of the for the purpose of placing ParaNew South Wales government in mount Pictures therein.
the film Industry is undesirable.
Under this pressure brought to
U.A. believes that the only element bear by Mr. John. W. Hicks, Union
that, has interfered with the smooth Theatres limited promoted a comworking of the industry has been pany known as Union Theatres In-,
the effort of G.T. and associates to vestment, Limited, and invested
secure a monopoly of the ace houses therein £500;000 in cash; besides
in all capital cities and riabes and promoting the sale of £350,000 in
considers that it can overcome all Preference Shares. Union Theatres,
difficulties with G.T., without any Limited, also promoted a company
government assistance.
known as Union Theatres (VicNo RKO Tieups
toria), Limited, for the building of
Ralph Doyle of RKO stated that the' State Theatre, Melbourne.'
he wished to deny, the suggestion
At about this tithe, at the request
that his company was controlled by of various distributors,, he continG.T.
ued, the Capitol Theatre, was con
James Sixsmith of . Paramount structed in Sydney, and operated
denied statements made during the with Paramount,. Metro arid, other
inquiry that there are enough the-

to clean

Is

1

FOR H-G PIX

percentage, basis.
with several
dickered
Fullers
other distribs for pictures before
finally deciding on M-G as best
Buy is
suited for its ace house.
mainly for Sydney, because M-G
will Operate its own theatre in Melbourne; in a few weeks.
Should the government of New
South Wales finally decide against
allowing foreign interests to build
theatres locally, Fullers will continue along with M-G, but if the
have' gone from Dutch to German
decision is a favorable one -M-G
hands. This is not believed, here,
build a theatre in Sydney at
will
to be accurate although negotiaonce, with the Fuller deal crum
tions are on for a transfer of 70%
bling.
Ltd.,
Tonbild
Tobis
of
capital
of the
G. T. officials, know that FulGerman subsid of Tobis Interna- lers Will remain indie and Is not
tional which, in turn. Is a subsid of banking on G. T. support to any
kuchenmelsters.
So far, Fullers has
great extent.
With deal, going through, if it been the only big exhib to remain
does, there will still be no German entirely away from the current film
International,
Tobis
for
control
probe arid has not. given evidence
Tobis Tonbild only .going that way for or against.
This is a good
and Kuchenmelsters still retaining criterion that it does not desire to
its, independence.
get mixed up in any battles.
Sir Ben Fuller has been in Melin connection
Lasky Film Service Limited, the bourne for some time to be erected
new theatre
proprietors of Paramount Pictures. with the
organization.
This company, which at the time there for his
the
It will be impossible for
probably was the leading Film DisFullers to break from the agreement
tributors in Australia, insisted that
T. until the date of expiry.
the State Theatre, Sydney, and with G.
is desirous of making a
State Theatre, Melbourne, .should be Fullers
altogether from G. T.
or they themselves would breakaway
built,
to manage it
theatres of equal importance but hasn't been able

atres, to handle fully the whole out-,
put of the distribs. Par, after sup-

Move

trade

Paris, March 24.
trade, associations:
Syndicate of
Pathe-Clhema balance sheet for
independent Producers of French
1933 shows $1,232,054 profit, against
Films arid Syndicate of Independent.
$1,105,481 in previous year.
Distributors of French Films.
Real estate figures in the assets
This is interpreted as a slap at
for $249,790, after $555,896 of amorEquipment counts for Charles Delac's Chambre Syndlcale
tization.
la Cinematographic Fraricaise,
de
Stocks are $906,758, a
$674,378.
until now the' only big film Chamdrop of $296,162. Accounts payable
and floating debt are carried at ber of Commerce. Delac is in Russia on an inspection tour.
$3,363,965, against $2^938,408 in the
American reps here are watching
previous year. Advances on current
the hew organization with intense
contracts amount to $1,517,991, up

Am

Pat Hanna, director of Pat Hanna
Film Productions, Ltd., stated that
he had been forced to accept terms
which, if allowed to continue, would

•

Profit Increase in '33

'

.

TO GERMANS?-HAGl

March 24.
up the Frencit film
,

Pathe Statement Shows

.

,.-

TOBIS CONTROL GOING

Form Own Trade

b Indies

24,

Fugazot- and DeMarre,
Irusta,
tango trio that just made a hit in
'Bollche', which they produced on
their own, have refused an offer by

FOX PARIS SHOWCASE
SPLITS

-

Cable 'Addreit; VARIETY, JLONDOMl
Telephone Temple Bar 5041-5018}

Film on the life of Schubert,
which Paul Stein is to direct, star
Richard Tauber, originally
ririg

Time

in Vienna,' is

to be called 'Blossom

Time/ Valerie

titled,.

'Spring

Hobson, a newcomer, is' being tested
the important role of Schubert's
daughter. Elizabeth Allan Was. originally thought of to play star femme
role, but she is due to return to
Hollywood in four weeks.

-for

1

.

Because of this RKOtheatres.
Fuller tie-up* U. T; boycotted
Hoyts .folfor about 12 ihonths,
lowed suit and refused to hire any
of the pictures, despite the fact that
U. T. and Hoyts were in keen com
petition at the time.

RKO

Thats

all

over now.

Electric's

Judgment

Important judgment to local ex
hibs holding sound equipment under
lease was handed down this week
by Judge in Equity. Case in question is' between Western Electric
and Hornsby Theatres, Ltd.
whether
is
involved
Question
Hornsby Theatres, (nabe operators)
being, lessee of sound' equipment
from W. E., is entitled, in accordance with terms of agreement after
two years from its commencemenjt.
to determine the agreement and»re
turn the equipment upon payment
of rent payable under the lease,
as charged by the Motion Picture
Sound Equipment Lease Act.
For the operators it was contend
ed that all the lessees had to dp was
pay Under the act, and if payments
were kept up in accordance with
act they were not in default and
could determine the agreement accordingly.
W. E. contended that the' lessee
had to pay the rental under the
lease before he could exercise the
right of determination.
conJudge held that the W.
tention was correct.
An appeal to the High Court, will
be lodged at once.
.

Nice lineup of b.o. attractions, iri
week, including 'My Weakness'
(Fox), 'As Husbands Go' (Fox),
•Sleepers East/ 'The World Changes*
(WB), 'Thark/ 'Design for Living*
(Par), *Viennese Nights/ 'Tillle and
Gus* and 'Cinderella's Fella' ('Going
this

ers the following unofficial list of
aims of the new organization Was
put out:

Aims
Establishment of co-operative
purchasing agencies. In the case of
the producers this would amount
chiefly to getting together for the
buying of raw film.
2.
Establishment
sional labor exchange.
3.
Organization of a bureau to
defend
the
industry's,
interests
against the public authorities; in
other words,. a lobby for the Parliament and propagandists to work on
functionaries who supervise the
business for the Government.
4.
Establishment of organizations for the distribution of French
films abroad.
.

6.
Establishment of a film bank
to improve the financial situation
companies,
film
Of
independent
With the ald of a system of financial
Just
checkups on the concerns.
how this would be worked out. remains to be seen.

Federation Idea

„

Two riew organizations intend to
try to unite themselves with otherFrench trade groups

in

a Federa-

tion of Syndicates.
"The creation of a national federation of independent syndicates of
the cinema industry/ says a semiofficial, statement of the organizers,
'Is the answer
to a wish unani1

mously expressed by those who are
determined to submit- no longer to
the; methods now in use in the
French cinema, 'under .the influence
'

Of elements which, are too often
Toreign and too often of doubtful

morality.'

Reference to foreigners in this
strong statement is not. directed
against Americans',
against
other aliens here.
feeling that the French producHollywood') (MG).
tion Is unnecessarily insignificant,
In Melbourne current attractions compared with
that of the United
include, 'The Masquerader" (UA),
States and even England, is given
'Jennie
'The Invisible Man' (U),
as. the motives of the movement,
Gerhafdt' (PaT)y 'This" vWeelr Of
whose organizers feel that a reorGrace/ 'Temple Drake' (Par), 'I ganization of the trade
Will help it
Was a Spy' (GB), 'After the Ball/ to get on its feet and compete.
•A Southern Maid/ and 'Wedding
Rehearsal/

racie Plays Self
Fields gives another ex
imitation of Gracie Fields
and
to this purpose and a most modern in a film titled "Love, Life
theatre circuit was created through- Laughter,' directed by Maurice Elout Australia, This circuit was suc- vey, tradeshown March 9. It is one
those manufactured .- articles,
--cessfullyTOperated=i for^8om^--yeare of
fully absorbing, together with its wherein it is decided to insert in
opposition, Hoyts Theatres, Ltd., the script every sure-fire situation
within memory.
practically the whole of the Amer
Picture will get a bit of a play iri
lean film supply.
he the provincial cities of England.
conditions,
these
It_ was
'ATLANTTDE'
tf.-Sv~
charged, plus the depression," the
George Quigley, Jr.. has bought
Hunter Directing
continual demand by American film
Pic
Metro's
American distribution right* of
T. Hayes Hunter is directing
distribs for film prices higher than
Metro has bought 'Squatter's 'Atlantide/ European made film
the circuit felt it could p"ay and the •Warn England/ British Lion pro
Daughter/ Australian-made film, directed by G. W. Pabst.
cost of sound equipment, which duction, being made at the Beacons
Film is in English and will
Ultimately forced U.T. into receiver- field studios. It is. a crime thriller, for distribution in England. Capt.
recut for general distribution.
Harold Auten agented.
with Scotland Yard as background.
ship end liquidation.

Grade

cellent

A

,
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Martin's Me.ee, Trafalgar Square

Korda-Toeplitz Split

Producers May Urge Hays

S.

II.

St.

an

Office to Force

13

Germans

Parisian Distrust of

London, April 2.
Alexander Korda has broken with

Official

Cable AddreMt TABIKTY, LONDON.
Telephone Temple Bar 15041-5018

Keeps Friedland From Starting

Toeplitz, his- partner in
Toeplitz was with
Underfor the past year.
his shares in the company

LiUdovico

London Films.

Korda

Nazi Ruling on American

Kx

stood
are being bought by Joe Sohenck
and Douglas Fairbanks.
Toeplitz will start, a company on
his

With Germany continuingjto ban

Tutoring Tito Coral

pictures- arbitrarily for 'moral.' 'non-

report,

according

own,

Universal $ French Production

possibly locating on the Continent.

Feyder's British Pic

With

Aryan' and other reasons, American
picture companies are seriously
Hollywood,.
considering taking a firm stand and
Pox is teaching English to its
asking for a definite statement of Venezuelan; actor, Vito Coral, and
policy. Hays office is trying to soft- will use him later in
domestic feapedal the Aimers for political, and tures.
:

diplomatic

but

reasons;

several

feel that something tangible should be attempted.
Newest banning in Germany was

companies

.

a broadcasting

U.A.,
picture, 'Roman Scandals'.'.
after being out of Germany for several years, has Just completed a recent deal and. has sold 'Scandals'

with several other pictures to
Bayerlsche Films there for dubbing

German and

into

Company's

tion.

general; distribu-

'Catherine the
Elisa-

was thumbed because

Great'

beth Bergner

a Jewess.

Question
is whether Cantor, will be treated
On the other hand, UvA.
likewise'is not releasing the Cantor picture
on its own, but has sold it outright
to a German concern, that possibly
making a difference.
Par Hurt Plenty
is

'

Paramount is. one of the more
seriously annoyed companies. With
'Song of Songs' banned because of
Marlene t>ietrlch, company also had
'Design for Living* turned down.
Official dictum on that states that
'the film is not acceptable for .new
Germany because of the irony With
which the establishment of marriage
Is treated. The fact that the story
haB been handled with humor and
satire cannot conceal the fact that
a laxity is Created in the morals of
the. audience and, that the human
contacts and laws are played with
in a frivolous manner which do not
permit of conformity to the efforts
towards protection of marriage
'

.

"

yows and family

life.'

Attitude of Paramount,' Metro and
several other "U.S. companies is that
they have complied with race requirements of Nazi Germany insofar as their business staffs and
offices In Germany are concerned
and that they ought to be given a
break on the films concerned. Get
ting almost Impossible to tell What

the Germans will accept and what
they will turn down. Companies
think there ought to be a direct,
no-hedge decision promulgated, by
Germany for the U.S. companies to
guide themselves by.
'

<

MARTIN'S AUSTRALIAN
HOUSE;

U BACK OF

IT?

Sydney, March 7.
Dave Martin, former sales man
ager of Universal, is back of a company formed to open a new theatre
on the site recently occupied by
Hoyt's Bialto. Theatre, to be known
as Liberty, will open Easter week,

and the
Will

first

picture to hit the Screen

be Universal' s "Only Tester

day."

U

Martin states that
is not inter
ested in the venture in any shape
or form. Trade is wondering how
ever, especially with a
feature
chosen to open.
J. M. Browne,, an investor, is the
owner of the theatre site and he has
given, quite an amount of evidence
before " the- present film probe
Browne, in a statement, safd that
he decided to erect a better theatre
on his site and placed a. proposal
before G, T. which answered that

U

.

March

changes here.

Native Talkers,

16.,

is

German, and wanted

Emil Jannings will, star in English:
to set up in Paris the. big production
version and a Frenchman, not yet
unit which he had formerly handled
picked, will do a French version.
in Berlin. On his arrival here early
Story by Yves Mirahde.
In the winter he announced an am-

First

a greater

program,

bitious

America

French Showcase

rst-ruh.
would-be
houses. Second is strength of NipA. B.
the
with
draw,
pon Gekljo
Marcu$ Revue. Theatres are bi ding for b.o. films, and exchanges
are, plenty, happy.. Average pictures

number

of

his

then

to contact the
relatives, and look
•

Universal

home

went to
Laemmles.
over

in N. Y*;

For Radio

are getting double what they did
this time last year*
Hibija Gekljo, pop price first run
house in the heart of the city, has
Paris, March
been running into hard luck over
Local press is all pepped up over
Argentina and other South Amer- product, ever since opening at -New
ican countries are hungry for films, Year. Principally playing German, the French Lines' stunt of carrying
in their own language and only Italian arid British stuff that no-, French films to New York arid giving
Americans can give them such films!. body else would have. Now looks trade shows of them on liners at
That \ie the opinion of Arturo Mom, to be' better set, since Paramount
motion picture editor of Critica, has sold it a dozen pix, despite its the piers, thus avoiding customs
Shochiku and showing the pictures in a real
contract.
Buenos Aires dally, who returned to Shochiku
his own country Saturday (31) after thought it had all Par's product French atmosphere.
They figure
a six weeks' visit in New York and tied up with a. block booking agree- this is going to ope.i up the. Ameriment for 40 odd films, but Par de- can market to them in a big way.
Hollywood.
The Spanish speakihg population cided t6 import a dozen or so extra
What they want is to profit by
of the world is one. of the biggest, to ease the strain without lowering the drop in German distribution.
close to that of the English speaking the price..
It's pointed out that in 1932 the
Universal reports that 'Invisible U. S. took 18 French films, of which
countries,. Mom points out, yet they
get very few films In their own Man', having its premier in Doto- half were made by French Paratongue. This is due, Mom feels, to moborl Shochikuza, Osaka, seems mount, against 1Q1 German, whereseveral unfortunate factors, most likely to smash house record of as in 1933. the figures were only 54
important of which is the failure of 47,000 yen for current Week. First German against 17 French.
The
Spanish language films produced in, day's business in third week of trend is with them, they think.
Hollywood in the early talker era to annual spring revue (which lost
Robert Hurel, who distributes
ground in second week) was better French films in Canada, is chief
get anywhere at the b.o.
leader in a project to organize a
There was another basic fault, than 7,000 yen.
French distributing organization in
says, in that the Spanish lanUnited. States, possibly to be known
guage used in the films—and still
as France Films, which would have
being used in Spanish pics manuTheatres
a showcase in the French House .of
factured on this side—is a mixture
Negotiations were
Radio City^
of Spanish-' dialects.
Argentinians
Passes Dividend;
started during a recent trip to U. Si
have no objection to hearing Casof Andre Chalus, once RKO dlstrib
tllian Spanish or -Mexican Spanish
Or even the Spanish of the gallego,
Interim Divvy her<\ who would like to back the
scheme.
but they don't want all the patois
mixed up in one film.'
London, March 24.
Give them a Mexican picture
For the- first time since its incepwith and by Mexicans and they will tion Gaumont- ritish Picture Corenjoy it. Or an Argentinian pic- poration is paying an Interim diviParis, March 24.
ture completely in the' Argentine dend to the ordinary 'shareholders.
Astra-Paris-Fiims is entering the
manner and dialect. But mixing the
Interim dividend is 3%, with ex- local market with a series of Gertwo makes them resent both.
pectation of a full 8% when the
.

.

the

product.

with German and
other foreign workers trying in In-"
the
creased numbers to crash
French film industry; local unions

Meanwhile,

.

Proposed

.;

.

a Trance for Frenchmen'
campaign, and -the authorities grew
started

.

matter of handi

tougher i
out permits.

Friedland's' immediate problern is
to get permission to use two girl
secretaries, he brought with him
from Berlin who speak Eriglish,
French and German. All three are

:

*

1

Mom

GB

Dubbed Germans

.essential because- Friedland

nothing

speaks

Without

German.

but

these girls Friedland is stuck. They
have been with him 10 years, and
he says he can't possibly replace
them by French workers.
.

Wants Old Help

He also wants a lot of others from
his Old organization, who are scattered all over Europe,. In Budapest,
Barcelona and other centers, and he
can't call them until he gets the
labor situation cleaned up here.
To this end. a high-priced lawyer
has been working for Universal for
weeks; and the aid of Harold Smith,
local Hays man, who is an expert
in dealing with the French authorities, has been enlisted.
Smith is optimistic about the outlook for getting Universal a few
permits.
Whether large numbers
can be obtained is another matter.
Meanwhile, the
outfit is working

U

temporary offices
and getting repeated jitters' as the
police come every couple of days
to check up on them*
in uncomfortable

Friedland still hopes to get into
local production in the summer for
next season's release, if he can get
settled.
He won't announce any
definite program again,, however.

Says he came back with carte
blanche from the Laemmles. to do
about anything he thinks advisable.

•

year ends.
General Theatres (G-B) has notified stockholders that the directors
H.
have examined estimated results of
the current year, ending -March 31,
IN
TRI
and found that preference dividends
are unearned.
Half year's dividend on the seven
Madrid, March 24.
Shooting finished on his Spanish and a half percent cumulative prefflicker, Harry D'Abbadle IVArrast erence shares, due April 1, were not
has left for Paris where the pic paid on that date.
will receive its musical synchronization.
Originally titled 'An Old
Spanish Custom,' D'Arrast? is now
debating between 'A Fairy Tale'
and 'Once Upon a Time.'
French version of the film, based
oh a seventeenth century poem, will
be called *Le Trlcone' and: Spanish
version, 'La. Traviesa Molinera/
English language edition; featuring Hilda Moreno, Victor Varconi,
Eleanor
and
Allen
Boardman,
rague, April 2.
Jeayes, will be shown in New York
and London, late In April or early
Czech -American film relations
In May, while the French and Span
have been thrown sky-high again
ish versions will make their appear
ance in October to take advantage by the Germans. Trade .Commissioner George Canty has been in
of the season.
"Will probably be D'Arrast's first Prague for several weeks negotiatand last pic made in Spain because ing quietly with the Czech authorities in order to bring American
he figures it's too tough an assign
ment trying to buck the Spanish films back on the market under, best
terms possible. Arrangements were
temperament and the lack of labbra
completed when the
tory equipment. But he approves practically
German industry, whose product
of Spain as a spot for exteriors,
had previously been banned for
political reasons, offered the Czech

D'ARRAST COMPLETES
LINGUAL

SPAIN

Among
this

those

week are

shown to the trade
'Jealousy',

directed

by Robert Wohlmuth; 'A Modern
Woman' with Lil Dogover; 'Unfinished Symphony', Schubert film, and
'The Prisoners', an adventure story
directed by Jaap Speyer.

Ci^lf

jFilm Rule
Prague, March 24.

Fruit,'

Savoir Thiery.

,

Francisco

Gaal, a Viennese find, is the star,
and Friedland ..is very optimistic
Another German lanabout her.
guage picture is now* being started
in Budapest by Universal's globeTitle is 'Spring
trotting outfit.
Parade,' and a third film will follow
in Budapest, Friedland says.
.Meanwhile, French distributing
plans of Universal make good
and
progress.
'Only Yesterday'
'Candlelight' aire being dubbed for
and
the nabes arid provinces,
'Horseplay,' not yet shown in Eng'Invisible
lish here, will follow.
Man' is doing good business at the
Agrlculteurs and Bonaparte, arid
seems fixed for a Ton':; run. 'S. O. S,

...

Pk

Truce

Dwindles as Germans Enter Parley
.

Distribution

Immediate plans Involve release
films dubbed In French, most
which have already been shown in France of & pic .made by U in
Vienna,
'Gibbl/ which is now gathStudio
here In original versions at
de l'Etoile, showcase specializing in ering good grosses in that town. It
is based on a French story 'Green
the Central European product.

man

of

Hope of Czech-American

.

.

stated that the American Industry
had neither the:. political desire nor
the funds to beat Germany to domination of the Czech market.
believing
Local
trade
circles,
that German propaganda funds are
being employed to keep the American films out of Czechoslovakia,
feel sure that the door Is still open
for a compromise, but are grad^Ually seeing that the American industry means what it says and will
hot be hoaxed Into resumption of
Its Czech business, especially in any
spirited contest with the Germans

Iceberg,' in its German version, is
opening at a new showcase, Club

Artois.

.

Auction Sale
Paris,

March

24.

Belongings of Oscar Dufrenne,
whose murder by a youth disguised
as a sailor gave France one of its
juiciest riiysteries last year, went
on sale Saturday (17) before an
excited

mob

at the public auction

'trade -'attractive^terms^for^the=;lif t— aimed-to-jaek-up-its^sub&idy^con~ house4n?the--Rue^Drubutj— Dufrenneproducers was co-director of the Old Palace
local
ing. of the ban, which included an tribution,.. while
music, hall, known, as the Alcazar
offer to produce one feature in grab off the gravy.
New film commission,, which in- since his slaying.
Czechoslovakia for every five Ger-

is not prepared to take a lease
An important decision has been
the contemplated theatre, but
would take a further lease on the made by the Czechoslovak govern
man features imported.
old Rialto upon Its being renovated. ment on the import of foreign films.
Too good to be refused, even unBrowne says he then got in touch
In the future not merely the der the existing anti-Gelnrnarr attfwith Martin and an agreement was ministry of commerce, but also the tude of the Czech film-going public,
algned.
ministries of foreign affairs and ed- so an attempt was made by the
Said that the new company will be ucation will have a say on the pre- Czechs to get the Americans to
entirely Australian, with Martin in sentation of both domestic and meet this bid. Canty refused flatly
charge of operation.
foreign films.
to enter any such competition and
It

of

Friedland, .Universal g. m.
for the Continent, has returned from
his. trip to Hollywood to find his
French production plans knocked'
west by trouble with the French
authorities In getting workers.' permits., for- .his aides.

Friedland

'Several factors are combining to
boost takings .of foreign picture ex-'

or

24.

Max

.

recruit

,

24.

don.

PRICES

'

'

March

Jacques Feyder, French director,
has signed with British & Continental Film to make a pic in Lon-

Next pic for Coral, brought, here
for Spanish versions, will be 'Don
Cossack.'

Coral
Trlzeflghter and the Lady' (M-G);
supposedly because Max Baer is a from New
Jew. Front Metro's standpoint, nib
is that the film had been passed by
the censors, Metro. then going to
the expense of dubbing it Into German. After that the picture was

banned by the propaganda office,:
dubbing process thereby being practically a complete loss for the film
company.
has now come up
Question
Is over United Artists' Eddie Cantor

Paris,

March

Paris,

Jannings

Eihil

'

cludes five government representatives from the Ministries, of Foreign Affairs, Commerce, and Kdu->

Books dedicated by Josephine
Baker and Edouard Herrlot, for-

mer"prpmier, were- sold: Highest
meeting this- week uhder prlce-r-$fjO was obtained for a lot
what Is believed to be instructions consisting of two' erotic books:
from higher-up, to effect a settle- Flaubert's 'Temptation of Sairit
ment and thus relieve local politi- Anthony' and 'The Months of

—

cation, is

cal pressure.

Love'.

.
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HERE HE

IS,

MEN!

every showman in the country
don't have
has been clamoring to play!
to sell yoti .You know he's the ace rage of
radio today! As usual Warner Bros, scooped

The

star

We

. •

others in introducing this new star
months ago— and the draw of his Vitaphone

all

Shorts has

grown to panic proportions

in recent test engagements. Therefore

In

.

.

response to unanimous exhibitor

demand! Warner Bros,

will reissue

Tuesday, April

3,

1934

VARIETY

Tuesday, April 3, 1934

IS

mm

Three

Four 2-Reelers
1-Reelers.

To Be Released WeekAfter-Week Starting
April 14th.
Apr.14

('fi.

w-J0E PENNER

in

"GANGWAY"

"MAKING GOOD"

Apr. 21-(/

a^o-JOE PENNER

Apr. 28-

^i-JOE PENNER in "YOU NASTY MAN"

'

i*

{Formerly "tfere Princt't

May 5-u /^/HOEPENNERfn "SERVICE STRIPES"
May 12

('/f,

/

)

J0E PENNER m "WHERE

MEN ARE

'

MEN"
Hay 19-1/ »«4-J0E PENNER m "A STUTTERING

ROMANCE"
May26-u'fi"W-J0E PENNER

wmm
AS*

in

"TOREADOR"

Ask any exhibitor who's played
Penner . . . He'll tell you the only
way to bill him is equally with
or above the feature!
Special

new paper ready soon

at your exchange!
Vilograph, /nc v Distributor*

e

,
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nies in another spot

and they hold

2-a-Day Straight Vode Back on ffway

ballet

.

Broadway, but Seventh avenue. Casino theatre was built for Earl Carroll and lils revues and is perfectly
adaptable for what Is billed as 'Casino Varieties.' Excellent acoustics

and really a
top.

in.

terrific

flash for 75c

afternoons

the

and

$1>!>9

nights.

Show caught was the opening
performance after a couple of.
nights of steady rehearsing, and
it looked more or less in the class
of a dress rehearsal. Aside from a
few dirty portions, which belong
nowhere else but in a club or burlesque show, and the usual speeding up arid smoothing off of the
rough edges, 'Varieties' has a
stronger chance that most of the
Broadway skeptics gave it preAt the scale of prices
opening.
there isn't a stage show on the main
aHey, or elsewhere for that matter,
.

which can compare with
This
ters.

it.

production in capital letis staged like, the .$4.40
and the money sunk in

is

It

.

revues
scenery and costumes is plainly evident. From one of the many people
connected with the venture it was
learned that the outlay for costumes
alone for this show . was $6,000.
Show in its entirety is said to stand
around 120,000, $1,2,000 for the talent.

House seats close to 2,200 and at
the price scale can gross $38,000 at
capacity. Opening show saw about
85% capacity and around $1,600 in
the till. Very few oakleys at the
matinee, the cuffos probably due in
the first night's performance.
An entertainment of this type
There are. still
should survive.
revue-goers, even if there isn't a
variety patron alive.
in the path
block
Main stumbling
of a straight- vaude venture right
now is the lack of top-line stage
Plan here,
acts with b.o. power.
though, is to keep each revue a
minimum of two weeks and a maxicontention
The
of the
of four.
Jack Shapiro, Harry
Operators,
Shiftman, Haring & Blumenthal,
and their booker, Arthur Fisher, is
that they can find 'names* every
four weeks; although admitting that
getting new ones every, week would
be tough.
Operators also intended to open
the basement of the Casino as a
restaurant. They had arranged for
a liquor license and were in the
throes of decorating the bottom

Luxer.

Looks as though there has been a
crack-down on Pathe for pre-re-

some of its spot stuff in the
exclusively.
IJntll this -week
the house has been Injecting clips
leaslng

Emb

riot been available to
customers until the following week.
If this is so, and It has been an*

which have
its regular

-

.

-

•

One
show

of the standout socks of the
is
Lucille Page, acrobatic
who got her first big chance
in New York in this very same the
atre in the first Carroll show in the
house.
She precedes an unfunny
blackout on Hitler (Jesse! and Ritz
boys).
Closing
intermission;
and di
rectly after another smash solo ses
sion by Jessel on-the apron, is the
'Nudist Ballet.'
Nobody, however,
is in the nude, and the entire spec
tacle seemed meaningless unless for

dancer,

.

advertising

purposes.

Eunice Healey

arid

The

line,

Jack Whitney

take part in

this. Girls are In skintight scanties, while' the boy wears
a loin cloth.

Miss Healey opens the second
half with a special 'Cuh-Razy for
pave, with the line behind, and
then the Ritz Brothers do their

yaud
urn
£h6 Jekyll-Hyde
f farce.
l

topped with
Miss Niesen
}
is on again for a song, sitting on a
stand over the pit, and this time she
*

,,

\

^shed.
The De Marcos get an oppqrtur
nlt y'to deliver, a. waltz In a downsl

s° uth scen * whlcn except for,
™
mfan l very " uLe
the
«how and the
-

their
'

n d «t

ballet are strictly for flash
Scenery is yery .good, but at

Ji

eff ect '

tlcipated in theatre circles for some
time, the Emb shapes up as being.
deprived of its strongest weapon,
Significant in,'
against the Luxer.
ttyis direction is that the Luxer la,
using its old .masthead and giving;'
-

Pa^he the customary feature post*
tlon in the program where It merits

such space.
Excepting such featurettes as 'Ten
Tears Ago,' 'World Cruise' arid three
news clips— Knights of Malta In
Rome, hockey game of the Rangers
arid Montreal and a Chicago boy
Emb had nothing
prodigy the
Which it could call its own. All the
Pathe program and generous conscriptions from the other reels are
at the Luxer, plus a cartoori and
two shorts.
It's just a no-contest comparison
sketched
between the two houses except in
turing Mussolini, was also
Waly.
certain technical phases.
by Fox.
Jimmie Walker did his bit for the
reel boys in* England. Just a lot of
scenes,
Cam*,
viewing
strike
some
provoked
which
soriie
talk,
of
fast
laughs. Most Interesting thing in den and Cleveland. Subjects werethe clip to Broadway fans, at least, clipped too closely by the Luxer.
was that Walker looks a lot bet ter The peaceful touch was quickly injected into the prograrn by Pathe's
physically.
Story of an 80-year-old Welfare statement from William Green about
Island charworiian, as part of the the auto situation.
All the reels had Dr. Wirt's story
investigation, is provoking one of
those strange reactions which is about the brain trust. Paramount,
characteristic of certain news on however, went- to former Mayor Hythe screen. Intended 'to be tragic, lan for. a contradiction.

%

CAPITOL,

.

cession of personals, including May
Robson, Lionel Barrymore, Ramon
Novarro, Clark. Gable and; just fin-,
lshed on a two weeks' engagement,
the trio of Jimmy Durante, Lou
Holtz and Polly Moran.
Before the. names came In the
Capitol had begun to lose its momentum badly. In the last few
weeks it has shown signs of returning to the fine swing which it
formerly enjoyed*
Paul Whiteman with his orchestra and numerous specialty entertainers, plug a line of girls; are oh
witness and
the stage this week, while 'Rip the lion-like face of the
Norma her indignation at being Informed
starring
(MG),
Tide*
Shearer, occupies the screen.. The that some one else was cutting into
combination looks like box office her $17 per month salary; permitted
for the upper Broadway de luxer. the audience's laughter to sidetrack
Whiteman and his .fine, stage re- the tear.
Luxer led off with Pathe's story
tinue \is all the picture needs for
company on a strong drive for of the Army built around Army
Both 'Rip Tide' Day on April 6. Clip is educational
heavy receipts.
arid Whiteman. were booked, in for as well as interesting, taking in
two weeks, win,, lose or draw. everything from the Panama Canal
There's little danger that a hold
and Indians to the Washington
over week will: court danger. House monument.
has ah option on Whiteman for
Another historical sketch is protwo additional weeks. Band IS in vided by Pathe's Peary expedition,
at $8,000. With the only other cost with Capt. Bartlett doing the naron show the Sara Mildred Straus rating. Library was used for illusDancers, 32 of them, the cost trations.
doesn't look much above average.
Universal Went out of town for
Line of girls opens and closes
.

—

.

.

.

-

.

"

.

.

.

-
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Elliott Roosevelt

was more, or

less

reel queries as to
concerning air mail.
Hooked up with a commercial out-

put on the spot by
attitude

his
fit

he exhibited a tact which satis*
,

fled

the audience and yet did

noli

with his father's ruling..
Other subjects: Golden Gloves?
Slam royalty in Italy; Japanese
training ship; Paris opera; Easter*
hats; Follies beauts with some comedy by Fannie Brice; casting huge
telescope; Bobby Jones; Lynchburg,
Va. fire; Florida high diver; Dfllinger gangsters being moved to pen;
circus arrival; Thames River Varsity race; N. T. marathon; Rooseconflict

.

PWA

velt In Florida;
road.

loan to rail-

Waly.

.

performance the lighting was with Whiteman as the meat be
n °t on par.
tween the bread and the running
Closing Varieties is 'The Changing time held, down to a comfortable that the acts are the same, but it's
the
Guards, a scene similar to 49 minutes. Inclusion of a short, two In a row with a male comedian
°£
that put on by Connolly in musical 'Twin Screws' (MG). runs the whole carrying the load. Garr is on his
co m e d y
The entire cast take part show out too long, however, two own but Parker has four to help
£or a 100% s end-off.
hours and 60 minutes. Feature is him.
92 minutes.
This Is the Boh Hope 'Antics of
After the Sara Straus dancers 1934' with Paul Murdock, Marian
N. Y.
have opened in a dance of. pagan Bailer, George Towne and Bill Burritual qualities, an odd routine set dick.
They work hard/ though not
Frank Buck is here in the flesh, to off effectively by lighting and the
Opener
all their efforts get over.
take a bow for and. explain some of
bare feet of the girls, the strains is a little thin, but builds when the
the action in his animal picture,
'Rhapsody in Blue' come Up to two men in the boxes start talking
His four of
'Wild Cargo' (Radio).
orchestra and after that it goes along nicely,
introduce
Whiteman
the
mmu t e s in front of the Hall's fancy .There are 23 pieces and quite a with the big bit the miniature melotraveler represents the only personfew specialty entertainers, ihclud
with Miss Bailer vamping
ai ity no te in the current stage bill, ing Peg Healy, Florence and At drama
the shooting squad.. She's a real
which otherwise Is all mass sing-: varez, Goldi'e, Jack Fulton, John eyeful
in this. Reason is she wears
and danc i n g and scenic flash.,
Hauser, John Morcer, Jack so little. Her dancing dress is an
A change in the billing this week 'Babe'
Dale
Rhodes
Teagarden
and
transforms the famous. Roxyettes Whiteman's announcements over atrocity.
Garr is the next to shut, and
into the Rockettes, for reasons that the public address system, which
are obvious but perhaps not entirely up here doesn't seem to be in the holds up his end and more with
some picture imitations,, the best
justifiable.
In switching monickers best shap
aren't clear enough to being Chevalier.
He has not the
the Music' Hall management is toss
,

this

PALACE, CHICAGO

i

I

Elmer

managed the Palace

until it de
it opened
.
,„
serted straight vaudeville, is managing the Casino.
Show Itself has a wealth of talent, but opening day too many
things were going wrong, or were
wrong, for it to look 100%. With

a

currently takes a deep dip in
news, letting the Luxer win hands
down. There are so many subjects
the Emb this week hasn't that fun
money's 'Worth for the quarter
which Is to be obtained at the

.Emb

.

they
are undecided whether they will
ever go through with it. Plan was
to sell a combination ticket, entitling the patron to a $1.50 dinner
and the same price theatre seat for
$2.50, or less if the patron wished
a cheaper seat.
Last "straight vaude venture on
Broadway was about two years ago
at the Hollywood, with Arthur
Klein as promoter. Just previous
to that the Palace dropped the all
variety for a combination of plx

.

EMBASSY

TRANSLUX

of

,

Incidentally,

NEWSREELS

tho

in

is

.

'

from
the' day
^ _

this show,
alone. The

'

nclng
also
when something, happened and This
Part of
called the thing off. Now they

Rogers, \.ho

on

down

i

mum

arid five 'acts.
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a cathedral, beautifully mounted
Early Saturday matinee was like
and costumed, with the runways
Trouble began
along the two side orchestra walls a dress rehearsal.
Joe Penners
at the box-office.
is. the sort of
This
utilized.
also
to—working
Two light comedians
with such a
provided
was
duck
the
in
which
number
production
gether are nothing but a couple of
loud quacker that It was heard Instraight men to an audience; For- Music Hall excels. No other theatre
as across the
as
well
house
the
side
tunately they stayed apart during n the country is equipped to match
when the
then
and
Now
street.
it in that respect.
the rest of the show.
Besides the Buck feature there is audience was silent during a seriGertrude Nlesen's pit accompanisubject, the mechanical exap'Symphony,'
color
ous
Walt
Disney
first
her
forte
too
ment was none
Little ploitation persistently Interfered.
time out for a couple of songs. The propriately, labeled 'Funny
Something; went wrong with the
a scrim and
16rpiece band, batonned by Frank Bunnies.' It finishes on
blends Into the Rockettes* bunny projection machine a couple of
Cork, seemed in need of more relights up.
times. Once It repeated three clips.
The exotic warbler later dance when the stage
hearsal.
Buck's personal Is the last Item Then it had Just Mickey Mouse's
in the show sold much better;
on the bill, immediately following face prefacing the National SteepleFirst blackout was a takeoff on
Incidentally this race,, sethe picture.
chase.
a merger of the Amos *n' Andy and
Passover and Good Friday failed cured in detail by Path* and prob'Rise of the Goldbergs' radio prokick holes in the business Friday ably the most complete' coverage of
gram. A funny idea on paper, but to
night; after a big opening day any similar-jevent in the. past, prenot nearly so funny oh the stage.
(Thursday) and attendance that
Luxer flaw. At this
Then the Ritz brothers in a new an pretty close to capacity Friday sented another
house the race projected dimly, as
bit for them-^three communists on afternoon.
though photographed oh a dark day.
strike against Jessel for using nonthe circus in town at the The sariie story at the Embassy was
With
union gags. This was funny lor a Garden,: Music Hall Is making a play
sharp and clear-cut on the- screen.
while,, but then dragged out too
for the same type of patronage in
Through Raymond Moley, Paralong. Also it ended on a sour note anticipation of the kids going for
went after Nazi propaganda
When one of the boys turned around Buck's celluloid wild animal show. mount
activity in the U. S. In subarid
to show a toilet-seat painted on his
Bi
stantiation of Moley's assertions,
back.
cameramen visited Hitler bookDeMarcos, one of the ace ballstores and even close-rupped a. paper
room teams, slipped on in the
N.
described as biased. When it In'Spanish Fiesta' scene for a 'Carlleader here
oca' and rang the bell solidly. The
For some time, a little while' back terviewed a German
audience demonstragraceful exponents of the tango and up here they were depending on there was no
'baloney.'
waltz are backed. in this by the line, pictures, alone, paying scant atten- tion except a single
Reels have had little about. Inwhich was directed by Bobby Con-- tion to the; stage from a box office
him
The pictures were still. Tox got a brief study offrom
nolly, assisted, by Charles and Louis point of view,
deportation
Mosconi. Connolly also staged the unable to carry the burden of draw just before his
feaalone arid then along' came a pro- Greece. Trl-nation peace pact,
entire show.

.

floor

it

other spot

girls'

opening spectacle.
Latter combines the overture with
stage presentation, the whole comunder the title of 'Easter
ing
Chimes.* Th© scene is the interior

ks OK; Revue Idea; 20G Nut
back
on
vaudeville,
Straight
Broadway, only it isn't really
vaudeville, but a revue^-and not on

T

|

-

MUSIC HALL,

.

|

couple more days under its belt,
however, It should look entirely different and more than worth the
price of admission.
George Jessel and Walter O'Keefe
are toplining and. doing a double ing. away the best known arid probOthers are Antonio and ably most valuable 'trade label for a
m.c. job.
Renee DeMarco, Gertrude Niesen, line of dancing girls since the TillEunice Healey, Lucille Page, Three ers.
Ritz Brothers, Raymond Covert and
The Russell Markert charges are
Musketeers, Pops and Louie, and a the best known line ih the country,
line of 34 girls. Operators are miss- mostly through their own unexcelled
ing a good bet In not especially ad
precision work, but this theatre has
vertisirig that line on their looks
indirectly done a lot to put them
Jessel was at top form .at the where they are; The average Music
matinee everywhere but in the Hall show would be dull, indeed
blackouts. And, as far as the latter without the girls to pep 'em up,
are concerned; nobody could look which makes the line more noticegood in their humorless state able than It would be ordinarily;
O'Keefe, however was missing--also and aIso acce ntuates the girls' merit
he was responsible for the
This week being
b no exception, the
portions^ In the show via his de- ]lne , s agaln tn rea wall0 p of the
,
iverv of two^s^
e*en thoufeh there Is more
r
e1
S
than
usual
competition in a
the
?iS
^
th « «a,h Easter
item up ahead. In the closer the
floor or in burlesque.
Roxyettes (beg pardon, the RockIt is right after the line makes
ettes) do one of their applauseits first appearance is revealing,
grabbing military formation rouskin-tight costumes that the show
tines. Working with them- this time
shows necessary fixing. Pops and and
doing the same work are the
Louie, two colored singing and hoofballet girls, who show surprising
ing kids, are on for three songs and
of Music
a couple of routines for a total of ability in a department
Which„the y
abT)ut-10-mihutes-when=they^shou1d^
don't ordinarily, participate.
Thhave ortly done five and then taken combined
blue and
groups,
one
in
a cut One of the chocolate babies
has a lot of personality, but it's, all the other in orange, give the ciisthe same type. Following them is tomers an eyeful of 64 girls going
the line again, making the princi- through the same motions at one
nals unseen for the first 18 minutes and the same time. Number is called
'Guards on Parade' and the setting
of th£ show
is
Male
an imperial courtyard.
Jessel's opening line was, 'It's a
nleasure to be back In .a vaude- singing corps in red uniforms starts
theatre, so help me God!' It off, and there's also a real horse
Ville
background,
Then his gags, and they all landed— bearing a soldier, in the
Roxyettes (there it goes again)
and then on came O'Keefe and the
laughter stopped for a few minutes. are also the inevitable Easter bun-

-

^ ™^ ;^^
™* *™
l&XS^to^^M&l^
>
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Chicago,

identity certain in all cases.

Aside from the dance team of
Florence
and Alvarez, graceful
without having knockout proportions, specialties are mostly singing, rest being a little instrumental
work.' Several of the routines suffer' from poor diction and a lack
of showmanship..
The girl single doing 'This.Llt.T
imitation of Joe
tie Piggie,*' the
Penner, and the two .sorig numbers
by Rairiona at a. piano set over the
pit, are the outstariders.
Anything that is lacking on spe.

cialties is more than made up by
the excellehce.. of the Whiteman
band, its fine handling of music,

face for a mimic and really suggests none of the "people he impersonates, but he has the trick of
making some facial quirk to suit the
character, and he did not have to
He is using Jim
tie tags on them.

Thornton's two eggs and a few kind
words' that Thornton sprang some
30 years ago, and they still laugh.

Came on

to a good hand arid off
to a better one.
De Guchi troupe, which opened,
can lay claim to being the only
Jap act without a single fan. They
haven't the; time to fan themselves.
.All solid meat and high-grade toss

ing

and

tumbling

all

through.

31.

cubicle waiting for the occasional
customer to straggle up. Maybe It's,
the price, the S3 cents top being

the stlffest tariff, throughout the
territory.
Maybe it's- the attractions, with the house offering noth•'

ing which cannot be seen for less
and even half the money at competing theatres in the loop.
Compare this house with, the OriAt the B, & K.
ental currently.
spot a fellow arid his girl can park
for 80c total and see a 90-minute
vaude and presentation show topped
by Milton Berle, besides an Edward
G. Robinson picture, 'Dark Hazard'.
.

.

»

At

.

make

March

Theatre is on the slide and slipping faster each week. Box-office
ladies are getting lonesome in that

to

this

plank

Man

house a fellow would have

down

$1.63

to

see 'This

(RKO), with Irene
Dunne, and a vaude show that conMine'

is

.

Two of
of only four acts*
those acts are singles, one a family
four-act and the other the Buddy
Rogers band turn. At the Oriental
sists

a

line of girls for flash

and

color;

here Dixie Dunbar in the Rogers
turn is the only s.a. dancing femme
in the entire line-up. Looks skimpy

and meatless.
At the Oriental, or the Chicago,
or

the

lighting,

State-Lake, there's fancy
colored backdrops, action

and a stage
there's

full

of people.

Here

a single in one with a street

Makes a corking opener and leaves drop. Even the Buddy Rogers turn
them set for. What follows. -Etta used the theatre's drab, gray curtain
Moten (New Acts) pulls the damper for its backing. It's simply not In
for a moment in her deuce spot, but the cards. If the house Is going to
exists!
its
Business Friday night at the she persuaded them she was good, continue this let 'er lay policy
peak hour was over capacity, which and no damage, but a faster, act in box-office must continue to grow
weak-blooded and droopy from con-,
augurs well, since this was Good the spot would have made the en
the
tire show a runaway. Audience ex- tinuous
Only
malnutrition.
Friday, toughest day. of the Lenten
forcperiod, as well as Passover. Rgb- pected .her to dance, since she had World's Fair, with its actual
help.
ert Montgomery made a personal sung the 'Carioca' number ih 'Fly- ing of people Into house, will
Gary Ford Family open with
appearance ph the first show; just ing Down to Rio,' but she sang and
iggled ^Jt, with hard ly enough
> wr
la^say^Jhello.-- — hat^ «pr*'
wriggles.
"singing.
Four kfds with plenty of
Char.
helped tome.
talent, and aided by. excellent, cosServices were closed by the Dona
tella Brothers and Carmen, not to tuming.
Johnny
Burke continues with his
mention the old folks.
The old
PALACE, N. Y.
lady spanks a mean tambourine and traditional and prehistoric, rookie
ven at the Palace the booker helps to a wind-up that brought monolog. Hasn't changed a word or
seems to be trying this week. The them two curtain bows in spite of a gesture and finishes with his reguSheila Barrett
result is a holiday bill, with ample the fact they closed the show. One lar piano tickling.
comedy, plenty of contrast and of the boys is. a wonder with his took the trey spot and adds little
.

a

lengthy number, cornposed by one of the boys, and the
which
generally fine showmanshi
Including

'

.

,

.

with the cycle of impersonations.
is loaded with pseudo Mae

building to a hot 'finish. Acts blend
better than usual and only rear-

slow motion dance, the highlight of
the act, but they, click from the

Vaude

end collision is a slight one between
Eddie Garr and Lew Parker. Not

start.

West's,

Film

is

JBottbms Up' (Fox).

Chic.

ZaSu

Pittses, CJar.bos,

(Continued on page 34)
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r
But that anthe herd in 'Kong.
imal film of five years or so ago
featured the elephant hunt whereas
this one makes it only Incidental
aa well as less exciting.

Miniature Reviews
.(MO).

ipti

'LIFE'S LAST
Epitaph Series
7 Mint. *•

C

R.

'TWIN SCREWS'
Comedy

LAUGHS'

Capitol, N. Y.

C. 8. Clancy
Highly original and entertaining
If not over present
tidbit
as a
length and not too frequent in re-

—

lease.

Described as the first of a series
pf 19 dealing with strange and frequently amusing epitaphs on old
tombstones in the TJ. 0. and England, It is the one subject that can

wring laughs from a graveyard*
Producer an Independent who

now

a national

negotiating for

is

re-

lease/ promises to correct one or
faults In the presentation of
these subjects. Most conspicuous is
recorder reading lines on a stone
while they are visible to the audience eye. Photography Is good.'

two

,

'I

Roach- Metro

Not much more than mild amusement derives from this effort of the
Hal Roach studios and James Parthe director who" turned it Into
from a story that should
have looked doubtful at the start
Action largely concerns three
sailors on a tramp vessel who are
given some shore leave in a French
port.
They wade into a dive and
get a little mixed up with girls, but
chief effort for laughs, is an Apache
dance challenge. One of the sailors, a short fellow, dresses up humorously as a girl and his partner
tries to outdo in roughness and
technique the challenging efforts of
an Apache dance team.
Usual knife-wielding and chasing figures, but no love interest
Char.
rott,

celluloid

'WHERE'S ELMER?'

SCREAM'

With Gus Shy, Shemp Howard

Comedy

15 Mint.
Strand, N. Y.

.^~\

Comedy; 20 Mine.
Vince Barnett
Mayfair, N. Y.
Universal
How some of the incidents in. this,
got by the HaysL-COdists may find
It isn't so
an' answer elsewhere.
much the morality- issue as it is
just crass and smelly vulgarity.
-

Vitaphone Nos. 1591-2
Inane and .draggy slapstick with

'Smilin'

Shearer's
Through.'

Buck

;

only an occasional giggle for adults.
May be more successful with kids
for instance, in
in getting giggles, but deluxers Will There is a situation,
beprobably sidestep release as essen- an operating room travestied
yond the limit
tially silly rather than funny.
Supa
misnomer.
The*
title
is
Gus Shy, from musical comedy, is
"the
oh
parody
this
in
a
posedly
an Ice cream salesman in white uniintroduces what
It
form with military epaulets. He Is underworld.
sent to make peace among rival could have been developed into an
toughies in the ghetto.
Chases, original idea—underworld making a
physical violence, gunfire and ulti- racket out of a private hospital. The
mately a rescue .by other ice cream whole thing is hit or miss in a
salesmen who pelt the mobsters slovenly way. Shorts of this kind
gives an idea.
are the best .argument for double
Land.

good supporting cast.
'Wild Cargo' (Radio).
Buck's first since Uring 'Em
Back Alive,' with most of that
one's best points. Should do
well on merit while the right
cer-

AUPatrol' (RKO).
east, headed by Victor

sticks his mitt in the cocoanut, get-,
ting a handful of rice; he can't get
out unless he opens his fist,- but
that would mean losing tho rice. So

make

it

•

'Lost

male

Mel j glen, aided by competent
adaptation and direction, makes

the monk holds on and is bagged.
In another monkey chase Buck
another desert; soldier story
takes a big orang-outang With a
ground net by shooting the. limb, of
better than average entertaina tree out from tinder him., in anment.
other sequence Buck gets into a
'Melody
Spring' (Par).
pit trap with a man-eating tiger.
Introes
Lanny Ross - from
Narrative, which Buck delivers as
radio .as a romantic singing
well as being the leading characjuvenile in a mild flicker..
ter irt the picture, Was written by
Charles.
Ruggles and Mary
Courtney Riley Cooper. It's to the
Boland most prominent in
point and in plain language, adhering to the subject in explanacast
tory fashion, and trying for laughs
'Countess of Monte. Cristo'
but
two or three times. Buck's sole
Fair, romantic comedy
(U).
human support are the natives.
with European background.
Buck himself looks, rather heavy
Heavily handled, but ought to
around the middle in his boy scout
get moderate: grosses.
getup.
'Goodbye Love* (Radio). Slow
Impression that, the picture was
shot silent isn't overcome by the
along
a
farce which creaks
for
too frequently, dubbed synthetic
quarter' hour beyond its values.
sound. That's the only thing phony
about the film, the photography all
looks like "the McCoy.
Musical
score: accompanying most of the
Vad Beuren production for: RKO Radio scenery never interferes with or
Frank
Denis.
release. Directed by Armand
becomes more noticeable than the
Ruck, heads native cast. Based on book picture, which means a good musiby Ruck and Edward S. Anthony. Nicholas
Bige.
cal job.
Cavalte're and Leroy O. Phelps, photogs.
Narrative by Courtney Riley Cooper. .At
Music Hall, N. Y.. week March 29. Run-'
,

!

.

.

7

.
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WILD CARGO
,

•

production

Features
Directed by John Ford.

and

release.

17

MELODY

IN SPRING

(WITH SONGS)
Paramount production and release (Douglas MacLean, producer), featuring Lanny
Ross, Charlie Ruggles arid Mary Boland.
Directed by Norman McLeod. Screen play,

Benn W. Levy, from; story by Frank Leon
Camera, Henry Sharp; songs by
Smith.
Lewis Gensler and Harlan Thompson. At
Paramount, N. Y.. week. March 30. Running time. 75 mlns.

.Lanny Ross
.
..Charlie Ruggles
......Mary Roland
......Ann Sothern
,.. .George Meeker

John Craddock.

....

Warren Blodgett
.
Mary Blodgett..
.

.

Jane .Blodgett. ...Wesley Prebble.
^^yirt

•

SUX&li»

w

•

. . ; .

..'....Herman

*'*.••*

••••»

* • •

•

SUZ(LDA&*

.

.

.

Mrs.

Ring'

Gale
Gale
.June Gale

........Joan
...Jane

a.

• • •

Mild, flicker. At best it's an introducer for Lanny Ross as a
screen personality, but. the RugglesBoland team will have to sustai
.

'

the marquee end, ..such as it Is. The
basic story* hasn't sufficient body
otherwise* for in the main it's a far-

somewhat boresome and

fetched,

generally airy little picture. Psychologically the fluttery central romance theme coincides, with the
silly spring season.
Ross is the Maxwell Show Boat
tenor who is not unknown to the
ether fans nationally in view of^the
radio hour's Thursday night popuThis is the element which
larity.
figured in Par testing and contract^
ing him. Of obvious audible appeal,
well and augurs some
screens
he
cinematic histrionic .ability as soon
as he loses his camera tenseness..
He sings three songs -In. nice style
and voice—the title number, 'Open
Road,' and 'Ending; with a. Kiss.'
Ross plays himself, an ambitious
radio singer. Ann Sothern is the,
sponsor's daughter; Ruggles and
Miss Boland her parents; George
Meeker the fiance who is shuttled
with Ross* advent.
Action . moves from the U.S. to
.

.

'

.

-

an idyllic Swiss background. This
is weil done in a pastoral motif
which permits Director McLeod to
do an Ernst Lttbitsch with the singing' peasants in the field a la 'Monte
.

an

effective development of the glocken-f milking, scene.
Story is: stodgy in the main, its
Carlo.'

It's

*Wftd Cargo' hasn't the wild
Victor McLaglen.
ring ?Em Back Based on. story, 'Patrol,' by PhUlp Macjungle fury of
Donald. Adaptation, Dudley Nichols; addicomedy revolving about Ruggles*
surpasses Frank tional
Alive/ but'
dialog, Garrett Fort: camera, Harold
He's a
At the RlaUo. N. Y., week kleptomania for souvenirs.
Wenstrom.
Buck's first in other, respects, and starting
'The Gold Ghost'
Running time, trophy-hound and some business
Friday, April 80.
20 Mina.
should do almost as well, at the box 74 mlns.
with
a bedpost knob and one of the
McLaglen
.Victor
Sergeant;
Comedy
.'.
It needs selling, but lends, Sanders.
office.
Kar.on Swiss glocken is made much of fo
; . . . i
. .Boris
.
Roxy, N. Y.
.Wallace Ford mild laff returns.
itself naturally to unusual exploita- rforelll.
In the main the
Educational
Reginald Denny trouping
3rown
must Sustain the meagreBuster Keaton. Is almost a for- tion.
t ......«.J. M. Kerrigan
That the intrepid Buck has. be- Qulacaauon....
Billy Beyan uess of plot material,
Hale ................
gotten story, but if he can turn out
Alan Jlale
years Cook.
,\ ..........
Herman Bing as the Innkeeper,
more shorts as consistently funny come picture-wise in the two
Bell. ................... ... .Brandon Hurst Helen. Lynd in a bedroom bit the!
as this one, he doesn't have to reach that have passed since 'Alive' is Pearson
.Douglas Walton
which is Abelson
Sammy Stein three Gale girls and Ann Sothern
for a back seat. There are laughs easy to see in this picture,
are
probably,
effective in support along with
predecessor
Wilson
superior
to
its
.Howard
A. viator.
here for almost, any bouse.
Paul Hanson the principal trio.
tfackay
Technic okay
Buster is a tenderfoot, laughed at in every technical, department. But
but production oh the whole a tepid
by his girl, so goes out West to for- whether the change has helped is
Will need strong stage supget. Stumbles into a forgotten town, questionable.
Not a woman in the cast and affair.
'Alive* s' strength was in its nat- substantially little as to story, but port in the big keys and general
completeley neglected since the
death of the gold rush, and finds uralness and disregard for animal under the weight of suspense, dialog selling in the subsequentB.
The actual an- and competency of direction 'Lost
himself alone. So he appropriates film, conventions.
the sheriff's badge and guns. Then imal studies seemed not" only to Patrol' tips the scales favorably as
someone discovers gold again, the have- been -held most important, but entertainment. Its appeal is directmob comes rushing back and Bus- of sole importance. With 'Wild ed mostly to. men. with the cast all
(RUSSIAN MADE)
Cargo* more care was taken prq- male and the locale of the story
ter makes good to protect hilmself
Mcjrabpom production and' Amklno rePlenty of prattfalls and break- ductionally, and the result, is a wild entirely in the desert, yet women lease.
Directed by Margarita Barskaya;
away furniture, making it a cinch. game hunt that too often runs ac- whose tastes are often an enigma camera, Q. Bobrov and S. Govorkian; muKauf.
cording to studio script instead of may find something about it they sical accompaniment, and score.-. D. S.
and V. J. Shelablnj •Englleh titles,
plain nature.
Ruggedness of the soldiers Block
like.
Alexander Bakshy. At Cameo, N. T,. Week
In Buck himself as well as in his and the life they live In 'Lost Pa
March 20. Running time,. 75 mlns,
change
psychological
picture
the
trol' may interest some females.
snapping out of \t and seriously has
He has 'become a bit
All of the action takes place in
is apparent.
A perfect example of the impor-r
fallen in love with the girl.
mug- the Mesopotamian desert, during the tance of time in this beritury. PicAll along she's fighting to keep of an actor. Even does some
her husband, a five-year-old daugh- ging. He rriuggs mostly in. the next- campaign of the English against ture was made barely a year ago*
when supposedly militant Arabs in 1917. Outside of very timely-—but dated by history
ter also figuring, but her efforts to to-closing scene,
convince him an innocent drinking confronted by a king cobra on the the bleak desert, the only other, today. And being" a discussion of
'current events/ a year late is as
party in which Montgomery falls loose. If spotting means anything, phange of scene throughout the pic
the
big thrill scene ture's length is the oasis which a good as a complete miss.
as
it's
intended
from her balcony window, went- no
Film Is none too expertly made,
further than that, are seemingly of the picture. Whether Buck was patrol, lost after the commanding
actually in danger at that moment officer has been killed, discovers. It but has a lot. of strength and might
futile.
The story makes two surprise Is not clearly shown by the camera, is here where one by. one the men have meant something. It's laid In
turns. When divorce is threatened and therefore doubtful, since Buck either die or are bumped off by Germany, just before the .Hitler
Arabs, until Victor. McLaglen is the ascendancy. Hunger, and want are
with certainty, the unhappy wife and the snake are not pictured to
last, and relief arrives.
rampant and the men are on strike.
goes off and, with Montgomery, en- gether until he has the reptile un
In the direction, performances and The children want to help. In
gages in an affair. Then the hus- der control with his coat wrapped
band calls her back and all seems around Its head. As. a cutting job dialog the harrowing plight of the school the kids are divided; some
on the way to happiness again when the scene was well handled* how little patrol is accentuated for dra- are communists, some are Nazis,
circumstances reveal what has hap- ever, because the alternate views of matic effect and sympathetic inter- with the latter In official faVor,
pened. Divorce again becomes cer- Buck and the shake are quickies est. Although the running time is They argue and fight about it, but
tain/but at o the last: minute they which may not give the average au- long, 74 minuted, there's 'nothing the communistic minded kids win
out and go to the help of their faditor time .to ask embarrassing draggy about 'Lost Patrol.'
reach a reconciliation.
Victor McLaglen, the sergeant thers and. brothers.
They harass
On paper it may sound a little questions.
Buck has another hand-to-hand who inherits; command of the patrol, strike-breakers \t\ the streets and
far-fetched, but as done by Gouldlng, both in story and direction, a encounter, with a snake earlier in turns in a good job in the kind of a in other ways try to break the ecothe picture, this One a python, part that's particularly suited to nomic deadlock. Comes a big pavery convincing note is struck.
Herbert Marshall gives an excel- Scene is more obviously staged than this actor. As a Bible nut, Boris rade of unemployed and the school
Nazi police
lent account of himself opposite the one involving the cobra, since Karloff iis on a somewhat different kids head the march.
Miss Shearer as her husband, an the python is photographed slink-, assignment. He gives a fine account try to stop it, shoot down a couple
Wallace Ford and RegU of youngsters, but the hungry mob
English lord.
He performs with ing into its hiding place before it of himself.
breaks .through anil marches' on to
fine restraint and an ease of man- grabs the hunter's arm in its jaws nald Denny aire also excellent
Char.
Victory.
ner and bearing, that is refreshing. and starts, to coll. It conveniently
That's a. swell sour-taste finish
in a few instances Miss Shearer grabs Buck's left wing, giving the
to anyone knowing what actually
is a trifle off-key with her hands,
hunter the opportunity to kill it
Most of It Is acted by
occurred.
going into gestures that are both With a right-handed, revolver.
school kicls In their 'teens and the
Odd
and
somewhat disturbing;
Making a personal appearance
(BRITISH MADE)
youngsters chosen are a. pretty good
Otherwise, hers is an extraordinar- with the film at the Music Mall,
Universal-Twickenham
production,
re- lot.
Thev are self-conscious a
ily good performance. Lllyan Tash- Buck explains the aftermath of the leased
through Universal. Directed by Bergood deal of the. time,, but by and.
man was on only In one brief se- python encounter. Pythons are nard Vorhaus.
In cast: Mary Clare, Lewis
turn in highly credible
quence.
not poisonous, he explains, but kill Casson and others. Previewed, Prince Ed- large they
performances.
ward
theatre;
London,
March
22.
Running
Mrs. Patrick Campbell makes her ,by constriction. However, he added,
An In adequate and incomplete set
debut on the screen in this picture their jaws are powerful. He and time, 80 mlns.
of English titles doesn't help much,
as a gay, party-loving auntie. She his guide spent the next night pickStory is replete with pathos. but the action la so simple it
suggests the Alison Skipworth type, ing the snake's small,, sharp teeth
Which is certain to have a strong doesn't need any explanation;
but neither screens very well nor out of. his arm.
appeal for the proletariat
As
Kauf.
possesses a voice that commands
again assigns the python to such, 'The Night Club Queen' will
more than passing attention. She theBuck
And, be sure to prove interesting and aball-around villian. role.
should, help the picture in England.
Cristo
as in his first picture, a honey bear sorbing entertainment in the seer Countess of
In settings, costuming, lighting
monkey in a continuous domes,* ond-grade houses in the U. S.
Universal production and release; reand Photography, 'Rip Tide* reflects and
tic wrassling match are the com-*
Pity such admirable direction and shot from a German film with same title..
a commendable Job all around.
Features Fay
Directed by Karl Freund.
jdy reliet._
i3^je rb_ casting shpuld _bc^
__
—".'---'
Char.
"
A python's encounter with aTilack so banal a story, Photoffraphy^to'oT -WrTy^snd^Paul^Lukasr^Story^by-Walter^
Flelsch and Karen de Wolf, redlalogs.by
leopard, in which the -snake is leaves much to be desired.
Gladys UriKer: photography, Charles Stographically portrayed in the act of
ma r. At Roxy. N; T., week March 30.
husband
is
whose
Woman,
G0LDWY1TS N, Y. TESTS
crushing his cat -victim, is the only crippled in a railway: accident, runs Running time, 80 mlns,
?*Y Wj-ay
.
Sam Goldwya eastern office is animal battle shown* except for a a night club to educate her only Janet
Paul I^ukas
Rumowskl
..<••• Reginald Owen
mild pushing match between a pair child, a son. Murder is committed The Baron ......
testing jtfrlsjfojrjiiddie Cantor's next
.Patsy Kelly
-of^water-b.uffalo. The several ter- in the joint; tho proprietress is on MIml
Paul Page
jungle trial for her life; crippled husband, Stefan Girl
picture, slated to go into production rific
between
struggles
Cannel Myers
Flower
.Robert McWade
early this summer. Freddie Kphlmar beasts were responsible for 'Alive's' who was a barrister before the aci Hotel Manager
.Richard Tucker
tremendous power. This one is a cldent, is wheeled in, and makes a Director
is In New York in charge.
Watson
Bobby
Valet
Hotel
form
speech for the defense in the
Goldwyn wants faces and figures more peaceful, yet engrossing, na- of
a flashback, and the picture ends'
ture study.
first rather than show experience.
With a bit more care in casting,
elephant round-up, starting with the case in the hands of the
An
this one could have been a beauty
Included were some girls from the picture off in interesting fash- Jury, and no verdict rendered.
(Continued on page 27)
Jolo.
N. T. G.'s Paradise restaurant.
remindful of the capture of
:

,

.

BUSTER K EATON

Musical

:

tO Mini,
Rialto, N. Y.

Paramount
A lot of background is here provided for a few specialty numbers,
as they might be done on the air
:

with a microphone in evidence on
the set. Lightweight in entertain-

ment value.
Deck of a Spanish
the. setting,
.

'.

.

.

.

.

.'. .".

.

.

.

.

'

galleon serves

with the Ed Paul orchestra rigged out as pirates but;
no numbers by the band alone.
Three Singing Sailors open in a
bit arid are. folio wed by Del Campo,
Henry Burbig and Gertrude Niesen,
each contributing one number. Burbig goes over best with his wop
spiel on the Boston tea party,
Niesen closing with a song nicely
suited to her talents.
Char.

as

RKO

Waly.

features.

ON DECK'

PATROL

THE

nlnx time, 03 mina.

.

'ALL

mostly concerned with

some small monkeys with what
Buck calls a 'dirty trick.' A hole
Is bored in a cocdanut into which
is poured some rice, and the cocdanut tied to a stake. The monkey

exploitation will
tain.'-

is

illustrating how the various objects of hl«j hunt are captured
alive.
The ingenious methods, of
bloodless capture will hold anybody's attention.. 'One. bit that will
get laughs involves the capture of

Has all earmarks, of box office.
Montgomery and Marshall head

19 Mint.

Music Hall

since

first,
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-

.

BROKEN SHOES

-

,

.

RIP TIDE

t

Matro production and release. Starring
Shearer; Robert Montgomery, Herbert Marshall, Ralph Forbes, Lllyan Tashtnan, Mrs. Patrick Campbell featured. Directed by Edmund Gouldlng.
Story and

Norma

adaptation by Gouldlng.

week March

At -Capitol, N. T.,
Running time, 02 mlns.

80.

Norma Shearer

Mary......

Tommle.

.Robert Montgomery
Herbert Marshall
Patrick Campbell
... Skeets Gallagher
Ralph Forbes
Lllyan Tashman
..George K. Arthur

Lord Rexford

Aunt Hetty
Erskine

Fen wick.

,

Sylvia...

Bertie.;....

This, the first Norma Shearer picture since *Sn>nrn' Through,' is of
'sturdy timber and will assert itself
at the box office in sharp terms..
Business will come, in a large, mear
sure, from the favorable reaction
certain to be created and the wordof- mouth that Will. help.
'Rip Tide' lends itself happily to
advertising and exploitation and,
because of the nondescript title, this
is needed to some extent to whip
up Interest as to what, the story is
'

about They save it an advance
campaign on this engagement that

all

.

could well be copied..
Story was built with great care,
finesse

and.

sympathetic understanding around domestic difficulties that are grounded to some extent in the questionable past of the
girl.
It is a theme that can't miss
when handled ingeniously and carefully, yet with proper restraint and
simplicity, as this screen job shows.
For Miss Shearer the part
whittled out by Edmund Gouldlng,
who also directed, is a natural. In
some respects it's the sort of thing
Miss Shearer does very well and,
permitting her to go strong on
wardrobe, makes it that much more

up her

The women

alley.

will be

-inteTestedrif lio^t^intrlguedrbF^Chat

no doubt
Now and then Robert Montgomery becomes a semi-heavy, it hap-,
pens again in "Rip Tide.'
Montgomery does a wastrel, who loves
to drhjk and as much would love to
break up the marriage of the girl
he knew years back in his oatier
alone,

days in

New

York.
sympathetic interest
veers strongly against Montgomery.
t>ut as the picture
progresses it
softens along with developments,
Which would Indicate the man is

At

first

,

.

.

.

'

.

\

.
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'
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NIGHT CLUB QUEEN
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.

Monte
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AT BOTH ENDS OF THE CONTINENT
. .

again

MUSIC HALL

swamped by business that be-

gan heavily on Holy Thursday, grew
on Good Friday and finished first five
days with 100,000 ADMISSIONS!..

SAN FRANCISCO., at
opened to 207
GOLDEN GATE
MORE ADMISSIONS than "Little!
. . .

Women".

.

maintaining heavy

pace into furious

second week!

V
<-\

Tuesday, April 3, 1934

MEN, WOMEN AND
CHILDREN JUSTIFY

THE BOAST THAT

WILD CARGO"
THE YEAR'S
EXPLOITATION
*l

IS

NATURAL!
X

Tuesday, April

3,

pac¥

1934

Cleveland Flower

Change Face

.

Addison hooked them In to his own
show, along with a local florist.

It's not the first time the. State
idea is there if presented in another has been turned into a garden, for
form. Here's one suggestion for a Addison used the idea on almost as
large a scale a year or two ago.
change.
Get up a nice looking book, either Then the hook was merely to the
to sell
an autograph album of large size nursery. This time it wasand,
of
or a. book of good paper with blank garden .fixings, plants
pages. Have your sigh writer letter course, theatre tickets.
Some of the exhibits of plants
a neat greeting to the star indicatof
those
The
are
each.
signatures
around
$150
the
at.
that
•rated,
ing
the patrons of the Blank theatre. garden was laid out in formal.. beds
Set this on a table in the foyer, down the center of the lobby, with
where 1$ will be out of way, supply a syn dial, reflecting ball and all
it with' 'a shaded, lamp, a bottle of of the dinguses bang-up gardens
If are supposed to sport.
There was
ink, some blotters and a chair.
possible have someone in attend- plenty of space on the outside of
the garden for ingress and egress.
ance.
that used for
And fix it so no one can spill The space taken was
happy days when
the ink and spoil the book. That's holdouts in those
there were such things:
important.
display
elaborate
most
the
It was
Most newspapers will carry a.
shown, and
story for you, and you can supple- the State has ever
ment this with a large announce- women raved over it.
ment in the lobby, calling on all
loyal Shearer fans to see the pic-r
Mystery Stuff
ture.
Whoop it up for loyalty and
One novelty sign that is pretty
a lot will buy in Just to sign.
certain to get attention is based on
Then send the book to Miss the old shadowgraph idea. It's a
Shearer. There will be some, sort little trouble to make, but it can be
of acknowledgment, whioh should trotted out every few months, by
be posted after the newspapers changing it around to different
-

have seen.

it.

Use the

RKO

and tried to recall these
famous cases. They wouldn't, naturally, which made it all the more
long,

interesting.

sign

product;

He adds he prepared his Easter
This stunt he
rooster, as usual.
has. used for the past eight years

effect is

-

.

it goes friend in another cage, hidden from
out or into focus. Puzzling to most view, is what keeps him crowing.
persons, so it will stop them in their

grows larger or smaller as

Saw

,

tracks.
It's done on the principle that the
an object is to a screen the
smaller and sharper the outline. The
screen can be sign paper, tracing
cloth or ground glass. Back of this
is a track in which run's, backward
and forward, a frame carrying a
Still
sign lettered on clear glass.
further back Is a single bulb of rea
sonably large wattage." The bulb
causes the lettering on the glass to
cast a shadow on the screen. When
it is close to the screen, the shadow

closer

1

Is sharp and distinct. As it is moved
back the letters grow larger and less

distinct.

Only movable part is the carriage,
which moves along a track and a
shaft attached to a wheel parallel to
the floor.' The arm is pjaced from
three .to Ave inches from the center
of the wheel, which will give
travel movement of double its distance from the hub, so that the glass
plate alternately approaches and re
treats from the screen. It's a simple
mechanism, but highly effective. If
your sign man is handy with tools
he can build this some off afternoon

had been remade.
Plenty of managers are overboard
©n cut work just because they do
•not know. It would pay to have a

'original

Bookmarks
jack

Warner
marker

talk with the foreman, first slipping
him a pass. He can tell a lot.

who

complained

he

Home Made Plash
Where button flashers will not
turn the. trick and. the cost of. a
mechanical flash is too great, a
home-made device used by a small
town man may be substituted if care
is taken to properly insulate the

Volunteer Warbler
Toronto, April 2.
who think they can sing
are being given the opportunity of
displaying their yocal wares in a
unique songster contest staged by
management and
Imperial
the
Benny Davis, who headlines next
week. Idea is for the dollies to
write a 30-word letter telling how
they can sing and what they prefer
doing. Professionals are barred.
.Davis will audition as many as
possible during the morning and
allow three to sing- from the stage
over mikes during the night show's.
The winner is determined on audience-response.
On the closing night of the engagement, the five winners stage an
elimination contest, the survivor
to
be given a week's engage
ment at $60 at the Imperial the fol
lowing week.
Girls

BEHIND
Albany.
Ed Sullivan of Albany has taken
over the Regent, films, from Louis
Capra, who operates the New Regent, films, at Cohoes.
Warner Bros' theatre and exchange employes had a dance in the
Warner clubrooms in the Albany

Theatre building.

Earl Brennan has disposed of the
Clayville Theatre at Clayville to the
school district, which will have the
building remodeled and use it as a
garage for School buses.
haps the exhib was choking the
The safe in the Capitol Theatre at
editor to death with copy. He. sug- Illon was forced open and $450, two
gested that the exhib take over not days' receipts, were stolen.
more than two or three stories at a
time, and those only the best. He
Wheeling, W. Va.
even urged that the dally trip be
Tony Stern and Irvin Oschenbein
discontinued.
Since nothing else
seemed to work, the exhibt followed have been moved to the Court Theathe advice, and in a week or two he tre as manager and- assistant, rewas even up with the opposition. spectively. They formerly served
in the same capacity at the Liberty.
Sometimes he got more.

parts.

The essential part of the idea Is
a wheel on an old fan motor, an
idler pulley and a belt of insulating
tape running on the two wheels. At
one point the circuit wire was
.

Drought in on spring contacts, one
above the other, but with the. belt
running between. This belt was
studded with copper rivets of a
diameter almost the width of the
belt.

When

these studs passed between
the two contact points, a circuit was
made, to be broken by the insulating

Editors are busy men. They have
no time to wade through a lot of
copy that contains no news. They
tape in between. The spacing of may look at one or. two stories, but
the studs and the speed of the when they get half a pound of pubwheels determined the interval of licity in a batch it all goes into the
flash, which could be varied at wlM. basket.
Better for the exhibitor to
•Different belts can be used to pro- turn in two stories, one of which
vide a variety of intervals, and some may be used, than to hand Out 15
achieved
be
effective results may
stories not one of which will be
with little trouble and cost.
read.
It is a variant of the phonograph
If your own editor seems to be
turntable idea, printed some time suffering from mental Indigestion,
ago, and seems to be more simple. put him on a diet for a while, and
Proper tension can be maintained See how that works.
by placing the idler pulley in a slot
and Using a weight to keep on the
Beer for Paree
pressure.
Rob Rosen, of the Loew Orpheum,
has - th ree ..tables ..under, the, marquee,
Realistic Fodder
to suggest the sidewalk cafes of
Hollywood.
that dear France. It's an advance
For tin- revival of Universale 'All for 'Moulin Rouge,' which goes in
Quiet on the Western Front' at the today. Anyone who wants to sit at
Pantagos here, loud speakers out- a table and order a book will get it
side broadcast the sound track. free, but they have to help the balSitting- there- - Tintlr -it's
---There-Is notlvmg" 'fie' w Iit til Itt jrtu ntr lyh oo
but for 'All Quiet' the sounds of sipped. No information on encores,
screaming shells, rifle and cannon but probably it's the usual 'only one
fire had a weird effect on the street.
to a customer.'
attention,
or
plenty
Getting
Hollywood boulevard passers-by
stopii"d to listen, many looking up though the stunt was slapped by .a
in tli'-. a!
pound
came
snowstorm Sat unl- «\ Maybe that's
thinking th"
.

by

-

j

whj

it

:.)i'i',v"(l,

for 'Earth'
of

the

uxed

otr.nley-

the

book

for

smaller town where this, or any
other list is used, be sure to check
up with the local library to make
certain that all of the books on the
list are in the library's catalog. It
does not pay to create a demand
for books not obtainable. Puts the
library on a spot 3nd does the
house less good with irritated
patrons.
Stunts are only good when they
work properly. The library will coments and the women's magazines operate to move books, but it must
and figures he can keep it up until have the books to move or the advantage is replaced by irritation.
school opens.
Every woman is interested in
And it's a good gag, from the
labor-saving ideas, but very few library angle, to move hon-flctlon
seem to go for the one-plecers the as well as novels. The fiction list
way they should. Big argument will usuallv cares for Itself. What the
be that one-piece meals gives, them library appreciates is a chance to
more time for the matinees.
mdve the heavier stuff, for those
who give support to the libraries
are apt to judge by the non-ficParading the Jungle
movement. Often a catering
RKO publicity is preparing a float tional
to that angle will get cooperation
peramwill
which
Cargo'
for 'Wild
bulate New York for two weeks and where the library might not come
in
o.n
straight
Action.
then be pushed out on the road
Gag will be loaned to nearby houses
after It has served its purpose in
Got Sigma Chis
New York.
Omaha, Neb.
Going to be a flossy affair with 19
An unusual opportunity was
animals, each motorized by Messmore & Damon on the lines of thai cashed in on by Louise Cotter, at
Figure the Brandels theater. So happens
concern's Chicago exhibit.
that a sorority at Muny U. calls
of Frank Buck will also be motor
Effect is that of a steamer Itself Sigma Chi Omicron, a local,
ized.
with its cargo of beasts, and there'll artd Miss Cotter invited actives*
steamer's
pledges and alums to a Monday
tlie
pot
for
be a smoke
Will night show, one half, of which was
funnel, just to help along.
carry jungle phonograph disc which 'Sweetheart of Sigma Chi.' Merely
has been .made up from the sound one of those courtesy gestures, but
track and guaranteed to. thrill and some ninety gals attended and the
chill.
event was noted in both society and
The device cannot reach many movie columns.
houses tot the early runs, but there
is nothing to prevent a home-made
Splashing 24*8
ship with cutout animals.
Lincoln.
Here's one the Slsk-McCormlck
A nightmare in sheets is going on
outfit overlooked. If there is a va
cant store, fit It up as a store shotf, here. Last week, the first use of a
bars
72-sheetlng
of
billboards
was used
iron
with cutouts back of stout
made of old broomsticks painted In this territory on 'David Harum'
black. Cover the windows to darken and now comes every 24 -sheet Up
Light the interior with for 'Wonder Bar' going on upside
the store.
red lights and install a barker or a down. The "Harum' billings accomnice looking girl to tell about the plished by using trios of billboards
exhibits and hook them into .the pic- in key places about town was about
ture. Not expensive to do right, and the biggest flash ad ever seen by
•

it

will

the

pack a kick.

local citizenry.

Another was with 'Christina' when
a 24-sheet was pasted to a downtown sidewalk and resulted in a

KEYS

opens this, week as the State House
Has been completely reconditioned
.J. A. Grlbbe and N. A. Notopoulos,
operators

of

several

ager of the Capitol Theatre, has
been promoted to manager of the
Liberty Theatre. He will be assisted
by Russell Richards, who is being
transferred from the Court to the
Liberty Theatre.

Los Angeles.
Principal is again operating its
President (downtown) with second
run duals, after house had been
leased for four weeks for a couple
of scxers.

Cadman out as city salesfor National Screen service In

R. J.

complaint being filed against the
for defacing public property, or
something. Next week 'Riptide*
gets 24-sheets flittered with silver
metallic which will keep the art
shop busy. E. A. 'Pat' Patchen, exploiteer, is the guy who's cudgeling
his cranium into such activities.

LTC

In

theatres

Quick Thinking

western Pennsylvania, have taken
Exhib saw a demonstration of a
over State theatre at Bellwood, Pa., new gelatine dessert in a large grooperated for the past several years cery, the demonstration table being
by L. C. Menchlo.
placed near the main entrance,
New Princess, Donora, Pa., has where It would get the most attenbeen opened under the management tion. He craved to share the spot.
of T. R. Shanahan. H. H. Llpman
bought a couple of packages
sound equipment has been installed of He
the lemon flavor,
home, cut
and theatre equipment was pur- out a block of wood went
to fit the botchased from Superior Supply, Na- tom of
a mould and on It he built
tional and A. and S. Steinberg.
a
scene
with
couple
a
of
toy autos
Rex, at Alliance, O., formerly the
from the dime store, a few twigs for
Ideal, has been reconditioned -and
a fence, some green dust layer for
reopened by W. J. Cuthbert.
the grass, and a sign for an auto
play, done in waterproof color. Ho

Wheeling,

W. Va.

and equipment
in the State theatre were destroyed
by a recent fire which swept the
booth and also ruined a print on
George Bronson, who was a member 'Ann Vlckers' and other films durof the Court, has been made man- ing a showing. Jim Velas, operator
ager of a Warner Bros, theatre In. of the theatre, Is remodeling and
Installing new equipment for an
Hartford, Conn.
Francis X. Linn, assistant man- early reopening.

man

theatre!.',

'As the Karth Turns,'
with the usual credit to the local
public library, but used 'book list
distributed by courtesy of the Boyd
theater' instead of the usual credit
to the library.
Took the markers
to the lending libraries.
List appears to have been taken
from the press, book. Probably .all
right for Philadelphia, but in a

Don't Crowd

Manager

couldn't get anything Into the newspapers was put on the witness
bench by a visting film salesman
who knew things. He was sure it
was not his fault. He sent over
stuff every day, sometimes 10. to 16
stories; and all good.
The editor
used practically none of them. The
other house got a lot more stuff
It must be the brands of pictures he
played, which was why he confided
In the salesman.
The latter pointed out that per-

Pollock,

19

.

Hart writes it was a -temptation
hard to resist to avoid the Lindbergh picture, but he realized that
while it would capitalize the most
famous snatch in history, it would
probably create a bad impression,
so all his juveniles were local

and always with success. It's a
rooster in a cage over the boxofflce,
a black and white with a card stating he is crowing
on a translucent surface which over the Easter program. The girl

The

Not long ago. an exhib complained
that a company was sending out
cula in the press b ook which were
too deep. The samples he sent,, were
mostly single column with, a lot of
sales talk below the head or bust.
Some of it he didn't like, so he
didn't use it.
He could have sent
it over to the printing office to be
cast up and then sawed into uneven
halves, but he war ai comparative
newcomer, and in spite of all that
has been said in press books about
cutting them down, he didn't seem
to have the idea.
It's the
simplest thing in the
world. If an office can cast a cut
All that's required
it can saw pne.
is a hack saw if there is not one
run by power, with a smooth file to
break the rough edges.
Back in the old days managers
used to work two £.nd even three
cuts into a new combination and
achieve a result that exactly suited
that town. One western man once
Sent in a proof in which a cut with
a circular frame had been cut to
remove a head with a new one Cast
and cut to so exactly fill the space
it was difficult to realize that the

from plants.

One Piecers
Pretty nearly all of the phares of
cooking school have been used, and
with profit, but there is cno angle an
is going to play up for a
away with it, and made them want exhib
summer run. Last year he took in
to come.
some extra and nc?ded coin on ice
He had a still frame down the box, recipes and figures he can't recellar because it did not meet his peat, so this year, starting in June,
ordinary needs. It had mat open- he has arranged for a weekly series
ings for seven large and six small on onerpiece meals.
He dug out a dozen baby
prints.
One piece mr ".:> work in with the
pictures, promoted from the staff, old vaudeville stage— 'and a cup of
commencing with his own kiddies, coffee'. They are dinners all cooked
and placed these in the frame, each together in a single pot and are supwith a name-label carrying a ficti- posed to form a balanced meal. Gentious name, with the central panel erally they can be started with little
r^here are these dear trouble and finished while the head
lettered,
babies now? As mothers what would of the house sits in the cool front
you do were your child kidnapped?' room and listens to the x-adio.
At the top of the frame was the
Exhib plans to demonstrate one
single word "Kidnapped/
meal each week and give the recipes
Not one of the youngsters had for the other five, the idea being
been snatched and the names were that Sunday calls for a big dinner 01
wholly imaginary, but the crowd an auto trip. He has garnered ideas
stood in front of the frame all day from the newspaper culinary departNot easy to sell 'Miss Fane's
Baby,' but Edgar Hart, of the
Columbus, O., walked
Majestic,

spots.

Incidentally Jim McGeechey pulled
this stunt around 189&, only he sent
his album to Queen "Victoria.

VXRJETY-

lifting Fane Curse

Show

Bather lai'ge .lobby of the State,
Cleveland, was made Into a garden
display over Easter, connecting with
similar but larger show at the
Builders' Exchange," This was given
by the Electric League and H. M.

Metro is ottering: free 3 -sheets on
which patron's may send congratulations to Norma Shearer on her
return to the screen. It'& a good
one were it hot that the same company used practically the same idea
a Marie T>ressler birthday
for
greeting a short time ago. Too
close for a draw repeat, but the

E *

Projection, booth

.

Pasadena.
Picture house owners and managers here have organized for first
time with Terry McDaniel, of the
F-WC United Artists as president;
George ITanes Park, secretarytreasurer;
torney.

Ralph T. Merriam,

made up the jelly, thrust the scene
down into the mould when the goo
was nearly set, put It in the ice box
a while and then took
the demonstrator.
for

It

over to

She was smart enough to see the
value of the attractor, and for the
remainder of the three-day demonstration he had a choice location for
30c and a littlb work. It made such
a hit that a nearby restaurant got
one for a week for a window dlsr
plav, with a change in the picture
advertised and dolls instead of toy
cars.

Just

a

one-timer,

but

it

works

that once.

at-

Morris Gluck, special film sales-

man for Paramount in its New
York-New Jersey exchanges, ap-

Very 'Wild Cargo*
Washington.
Hardle Meakln, manager "of local
RKO house, ran Into trouble with
'Wild Cargo
on
planned street bally
last week, but he recouped with a
1

pointed ad sah^smanajrer over these
an economy move.
territories, succeeding Clay ton Heh- Wng'ea'nc<Tr'''-'TrnPklnad""Of--meehani-drickson following latter's shift to cal anl ala arrived about midnight'
Belmont, Vi.
the home 'office accessories depart- last Wednesday only to be met with
B. C. Crowson now operating ih'
ment.
James Diller promoted in police order that' it couldn't tour
Result was that it was
Town Hall as film theatre.
charge of department at Cincinnati town.
exchange, replacing Eugene Fo- shunted onto a parking lot with
- H»;iv(y, resigned;
„
.„
provino that, if holiday tourists beRutland^
came too thick it couldn't even stay
Strand theatre is now used only
there.
for legitimate attractions.
Minneapolis.
Mr akin got mad and followed up
General move to boost admission by getting into the grounds of the
Canton, O.
have
prices here. Two City exhibits
\\'hltc Mouse itself for the annual
Old Lyceum here, dark several
induced more than 3 5 outlying Kaster vau rolling fesllval today
years", acquired recently by Young
fCnniinued on page #52
(2).
''•Inharl, local exhlliiiors, rean
•'
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iff

MITCHELL & DURANT
SKINS" MILLER
Director:

Music:

Hamilton MacFadden.

Lyrics:

Lew Brown and Joy Goraey.

Sommy

Lew Brown.

Dances staged

Rolph Spence* Story
idea suggested by Will Rogers and Philip Klein.
by

Lee,

Dialogue*

:

and STEPIN FETCHIT
Produced by WIN FIELD SHEEHAN
Associate Producer and Collaborator

on Story and Dialogue: LEW

BROWN

.

!
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"VARIETY DAILY'S"
THRILL-BY-THRILL

BROADCAST
"WINNIE SHEEHAN

. .

AND LEW BROWN HAVE

clicked with a spectacular musical Uncovers tiny Shirley

Temple

as the best child performer

out in a long time

Hollywood has turned

. . .

«SHOW PRETTY THOR-

sweet tune 'Our Last Night To-

oughly copped by the Tcthplc

gether,' which looks like a real

youngster, Stepin Fetchit and Nick

song

Foran, whose song deliveries are

punchy entertainment

«

•

•

"SYLVIA FROOS CLICKS IN
'Broadway's

Gone

Hill Billy' in

which Skins Miller
hit

is

•

.

•

"WARNER BAXTER AND
Madge Evans

split

the two leading

straight roles

• * .

both do

to difficult parts

justice

•

also a big

"STORY AND DIALOGUE

•

.

hit

are clean with not a blue line or

"AUNT JEMIMA DOES THE

Tm

opening number
that

is

a socko and gets the film

off to a fast pace

•

. •

have a howl sequence doing their
stage routine as deadpan acrobatic
. «

• • -

"SHOW NUMBERS ARE ALL
smash

"MITCHELL AND DURANT

ambassadors

situation present

Laughing'

calibre,

with dance routines

by Sammy Lee

extraordinarily

good

"HAMILTON MacFADDEN'S

•

direction

WORKS WITH
«JAMES
Boles does a
John
Shirley Temple,

DUNN

THERE'S GLORY

is

meritorious* Costumes,

scenery and camera work are plenty

smart."

ENOUGH FOR ALL

! !

PICT

VARIETY
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WASHINGTON
Comparative Grosses for March

EARLE
(2A24

Bolero
tin Ron

25.35-40-

-

- eo)

Continued from page

Low..

EARLE
40-SorOo)

(2,000.;

Hip6, Hooray

Baker
on stage)
(Vaude)
Coming Out

Devil Tiger

$16,600

$19,000

(Belle

KEITH'S.

FOX
Low..

10,500

Harum

Harum

Low..

$21,000

$16,000

(Paradise

(2d week)

Mahoney on

Revue on

stage)

stage)

High. $41,000

,

STANLEY

$14,500

$9,000

'

3.750

.

Christina

Carolina
$18,000

All of Me
$12,000

Harum

$12,000

Lone Cowboy

Sleepers East

Christina

Carolina

$4,600

$3,000

$6,600

$5,000

(New

High. $19,000
.

Low..

It

20-85-50),

:

Harum

(1,600;

$13,500

$12,000

High. $16,000 (Sta*e Show}

DENHAM

(3d week)

Low..

Cat and

$12,600

Fiddle

(Vaude)

$13,600

80-40-.50)

High: $23,000

Mr.

Nana.

-

>' 416.600;

(2,600;

$12,500

Low..

Bolero

Mandalay

Death. Takes

Scandals

$2T;500

$29,600

$22,000

$30,500

(New'P.rices)

(Will

80-50-03)

High. $69,000 (Stage-Sh<m)
(Miriatai,
Low.. 12£00
Hopkinson stage)

ORPHEUM
25-36-60)

Side, of

$11,000
(New prices)

Low.w

BUFFALO

.

80-4«t55>
-

Mar. 15

Mar.

Mar. 22

[

3,750

PARA-

Easy to Love

and

and

Sons of

Sons of

High. $22,000

Desert

Desert

Low..

$2,600

1,750

centurV
(3.400 ; '25)

Bolero

Death Takes

Nana

$16,500

$16,000

Low..

Hold That

Your "Number
«
and
Cradle Sbno

-

,

;3£00

:$6,000-

and

Women

-

In

00t'9$

$6,000

HIPPO-•'

L-w.

,

:

Girls in Boat
'
Ifc&Ov
,

"Desert

ALBEE

Mar. 8
Moulin Rouge

(8,800; 35-44)

$12,000

Low..

16.300'

•

PALACE

,

MMK

Mar. 15

J8

;

$17^00

.

-

(4.040; 15-23*35
40-56);
•'.

FOX
(5,100;

IS-'SS-SO-

-

40-55)

V

v

$30,000

'

^ $30;0lW)

•

(Stage Show)

1

Side of

$5,000

Heaven

40)

(Morton

on stage)

You

$4,200,

Mar. 8
Moulin Rouge

Mar. 15
Mr. X

$16,000

$11,500

.

-

JoUrnalof
Crime

Jimmy.the

that the provision authorizing C.A.
members to appoint, own alternates
'perpetuates, the monopoly of the
big eight;'
More testimony about block bookr
ing. and other alleged vices came
n <3yl. H. A. Cole of Dallas, Tex*

Gent
•:

:

$4,5;qo

.

-

Mar. 22.
J

-

^
Palooka;:

'

Low

$5.000

on
Hips. Hooray'

Low..

and'

*

$10,000...

.

Double Life

$8,000
prices)

(New

4,000

-

.

WB

.

Number -Madame Spy

$7,500

aiid

.

Made. Her
Bed .'

$lo;ooo

PARA-

MOUNT
25-.35-40):

High. $37,500

Low..

G6pd Dame
'.and

'

Desert

(2,400 ^

.•

and

;

Orient

„•

Express

5i000'

-$ii,ooo
>.^J<Split)

$12,000

GOLDEN
GATE
25-35-40)

(2,844;

It

.;;'a•nd^....

'•

UPTOWN

Heaven

Happened

Spitfire
$15,600

•

$12,000

$14,500. a

(2d week);

(3d week)

.

(2.700;' 60) r

.

8,200

f

Haruiifi

$21,600

$19,000

..$19,000

(Stage.

Show)

**

•

.

"

1

•

t

f

':H2,100; 60)

;-

:.>.'rMa>.
25-40-5500-75)

High, $41,000
Low.'.

3,750

of M«
$14,000
( 'Century
of
All:

•

'$8^006

v

in his territory.;

Discussion between Miss Bowler,
for.mer' crime preventer for' Los Att-

(3,000;

$1,100

;

$7,400

$8,600

Bar

Poor Rjch

$20,000

(Eddie Cantor

on stage)

(Ben Bernie
on stage)

(2,200;

25-33-40)

'

ni a r.

3,500

ORPHEUM
"(2r800r-«5»35»40)

High. $26,000

Low..

2.200

High. $17,000

Low..

1.200

$13,000
on.

Massacre
$9,000-

.

— Happened
It

$6,000

High. $29,000

10,300

$13,600

Son of Sailor

Fugitive

$3,00.0

Lovers

Beauty

$3,600

Mandalay

$1,000
(5

days)

:

-

$3,000

15-25-40)

High. $18,000

Low,.
(2,600;

$2,300

and that bad influences
could hot be remedied with block-

.

booking

Search for
Beauty

and
Nora Moran..
$3,400

Ghoul

-

..

;*f t

4— ~ —

; -

iy-

:

.

y.
..

:.

Husbands
"

$9,600

.

'.

.

^

OSi'-

'$a^o.6pi

.

Happened
and
Shadows of

Happened

It

>

wlioie. blocks,'
lief.,

Miss Bowler

testified

workers heaved sight of re.when NBA began, considering

film code.

and-

Shadows

Sing Sing

$6,000

$8,000

(2d week)

'

Strong protests against block
booking" were disregarded; she said,

.

Mar.' 22

Mr. X.
$18,000

$14>000

$10,200

Harum

'Lightning

Hazard
and

and

Beloved

Mad Age

Heat

and "our hopes were dashed—we
recognized the independent is, just
as handicapped as he ever was and
the situation is much worse- since
this vicious practice has Federal

It

and
Happened
$9,400

(New

Nana.

-

Mar. 29
Catherine

sanction.'

Darrpw. perked up .his ears when
Miss Bowler began listing factors
in child delinquency and finally
flustered witness by inquiring T>o
you think you can tell what in-

Prices)

and

$6,000

—

•

$4,500,

Good Dame
and
Fathoms
Deep
.

Lost Patrol

15-25-50)

2,500

;

Explaining' that Indies 'are usual*
anxious' 'to raise the standards
of .pictures :ijit are unable to respondt to the; ^desires of their patrons, because if they are to con^Ue...to .operate .they have to take

"•.CatherJ'

-

..Coming, Out.. =^,'$4,60.0^^

,-$3,500

T

2,200

High. $20,000

Low..

;>

•.

.

Mandalay
and
.Since Eve

15-26-40)

ALBEE
Devil Tiger

•

'

'

(vaude)

2.500

PARA-

.

"

$7;oo>. ;;

.

Mar. 15

'

(3,200;

Hazard
('Take a
Chance'
on. stage)
Search for

prices)
('Cotton Club

$7,000

Mar. 8
Cat and
Fiddle

MOUNT

stage)

$-16^,000

(New

Rev" on fltagp)

LYRIC
(1,800; 20-26)

$7,000

16-25-40)

(£200;

(Ted Lewis

High. $28,000

Low..

.

Good Dame

Palooka

..

;

4

(2d week)

'

STATE

H4gh. $17,500
Low.-.-= -2t800
Moiilin Rouge
$5,600

and Chairman Darrow

cops;,

.

.$11^0.0,..'

.

East of 5th
'Avenue
and
Fall in Love

'

"

3,500

MAJESTIC

o—

Nellie
$5,000

.

PROVIDENCE

Low..

MINNEAPOLIS
—
STATE

Esftrn>o

People'
$10,000

,

(8,200;

is

tpok on aspects of professorial debate On competing theories of enyironmerit versus heredity in child

social

$31,000

$7,600

(2d week)
i

.-aftd..;-'.

Heaven
vtm^--.

oFrightepiBd

Nana?

days)

prices)

:-

i4|Bttijciis'

World:
Changes

'•'

;

(Vaude)

:

Low,.

',.

•
.

^

$1Q,00%

$10,000

.

Hig*h. $18,000
Low..
5,500

.$8,700
(9

Wbndir Bar

$20,000

(New

Suzanne.

4i»wo; so)

Harum

Catherine

Desert'

Search for
Beauty

25-36-50)

i(8v20O; 66)

.'
:

$6,000.

(2d week)

;

.

High. $29,000
Sotisof

(4 days):

.

High. $48,000
3,750

"

Behave

1.900

-

1

"

"

PRINCESS

(Joe Pehiier
stage)

Ladles

STANLEY
Low..

$13,000

.

-

15'26-40)

High. $12,000

Low.:

Mar. 29
Christina

$38,260

Map. 22

Progress^ oh
' stage)

FULTON.
(1,750;

Six of Kind

$10,000

;,

:

.

devej6pme.nt.. v Social- worker testified ^recent -4tudies indicate with" Mar.. 29
out;, ahy doubt that children are
Your NMlhb9f very ^.definitely ; affected by motion

From

Side -.of.

Fiddle

;>

-

'

Low..
5,500
yLQEW-'S

Mar; 15
Moulin Rouge
V;.

:

J

Cat and

ChrtstinaV'

'

Harun*

.
\

.*

Maxtm^s

''-

$7,600

-

High." $30,000

PENN

Girl

.

CAPITOL

PITTSBURGH
(8,300;

*

Mar. 22

..Beauty

Sally
$9,000

.

'

..I*

-

$lV,6(|Jfr.
"

'

$8,800.

Six of Kind
-and.
;
Search, for-

and

'

Death Ta^kes
^

Harum-.

Mar. 15

Jimmy and

High. $18,000
Low... .6,500
Bolero

High. $57,400

Low.

Mar. 8
Carolina

PALACE

;

5,400

Christina

That

lit

Way

MONTREAL

$8,000

-.Happened

(Stage Show)

3-1-45-05)

;

$3,000

[,,-,.

Happened
$19,000

WARFIELD
(2.700

Husbands Go Like

$2,500

High. $22,500

Low..

h

Side of

$tO;ooo

•

(2,040; 26-40)

.'.

.

Your Number. Coming Out

/:

$10,000

More .Women
and

Mandalay
.

Mar. 29

:,
;

:

.

-

.

and
Your-

explanation of how indies
are affected by excessive clear*
ances was. g^Ven by. Fred. J; .Herring. <ft Pittsburgh, who said protection requirements had .been extended since
began operating
Detailed''

:

('Student
Meanest Gal
Princ6' pii
$?,8op;;.
stage)
8ix of Kind ...Jimmy the'
and
•Gent.*
,

Candlelight
'

Mandajay

Hazard'

$18,000

days)

'

22

:

-

'

Man

'

.

'

.

3,700

.

High. $33,000

SAN FRANCISCO
•

'

sad.

stage,

i

(1,800 ;

Mar. 15

who

practices are .wideCoie told hpw United Ari gives chains in Texas; 10%
?rential ih rentals and Richey
...imfalr

[

*6.600

-:$12.00O

Happened

It

$9^,000

(9

NEWMAN
26)
Mart 8.
8ohs of

H. M. Richey-of. Detroit^

!

Mar. 29

'

Nariq

-

(Clark Gable

5,100

(8,200; 25-40)

3,000

.

Your Number

$4,500

High; $35,000

High. $29,000

Low.

$4,200

one hite)

Nellie
$6,000

$6,006;'

Lazy River

.

.$'3,900

$3*6.00.

MAIN•STREET

Mandalay
-

Showoff..

-

'

Mandalay

High; $35^)00

Low.i

.on stage) •

:

Six of Kind

15-25-83-

4?a;ooo.

(4,000; 26)

Downey;

'

FISHER

$8,600

KANSAS CITY

Spitfire
$23,000
(G> V, Follies

•

;

on .stage)'

4,000

(2.750;

Palooka

Room

-$l7-,600

Believed in

':-'

Rosy Accused
Blunt accusation that Rosenblatt
ran out on his promises was. njad e
by Milton C. Welsman, indie, counsel,, who said he had attempted to
help write the code but his aid was
rejected. Said he protested to Rosy

3^00

Low..

run house was charged only

first

8candals
V3,ooo

$13;600

Without

'

:

Spitfire
$11,000

Harum

Dame

Good

High. $22,100

Mai*. 29:

Death. Takes.

(New'Torkers'

High. $50,000

Low..

-

MIDLAND
'Warviitt.'

V

,

$7,500

(1,60Q| 30-40)

:

^Happened

••-

$11,000

.

•

(Blackbirds,
wi stagey

High. $58,100.
Low..- $6.600

Nana

$9,600

.:

$4,000

Low
2,900
KEITH'S

Bolero:
$2>,0PO-

..

Mdr. 22

.

Bolero

$12,000

High. $23,900

Mar. 22

Good Dahie

Happened.

It

.

$5V200

.

;

16-

$26.

(2,000; 86-44)

; .

MICHH
GAN

Mar.

High, $28,100

$5,500

**•»

...

1

..:'
"

5.800

Women Low.. 4,500
and
LYRIC
Was A Spy
(1,304; 86-44)

fciid.

Side of
Heaven.

$2,000
(Split*.

.2d^nyeekT

r

'

-

-

Buy

$3,500
(Spllt-

-

High. $33,500

More

Double Life
*

•

•and'

of

8ojls

.

3.600

.

Meanest Gal

Hazard

.

DROME

(2,400; 25-85)

*Jid

Eyerythi

;

flopped.

.-h{iy^

percentage
about
Infoigmatipn
deals "was provided by Bernard
Barr, opera^r,. of three indie houses
..Jimmy the
in Brookl'y^ii^hQ alao complained
.Gent
$10,000
that code Tabor requirements have
increased paypo.ll burdens in small
theatres 'a^ray out of proportion.'
Devil Tiger
Barr said he was forced to pay 50%
o find
of his gross for 38 pix used during
Like It That
last, year in a 10 -cent house and
that films rented first run for 10
$2,600.
and 16% are leased for eijjhth run
for' 26. to ,40%.
details were reeited by
^ Similar
Albert Oooperj Long Island City
said he paid $40 for
operator
Swhp
.'. Mar. 29
'Bowery' ^en'th runj- while competing
:

$5:500..

High. $22,000

"

CINCINNATI

and
Frontier
Marshall

Massacre

•

2d we>k)

X

Mr.

Orient
Express

His Life

K

"-.

'

Ace of Aces
and -

Girl

Massacre

admissions

$7,000

:

Ffddle
$12,000

(2,000; 25-40)

9,000 {Stage Show)

High. $21,000

Cat and

•?

$15,000

-

.29

114,000

'

:

...

1

High. $42jpQ0

Low..

Happened

It

Heaven

MOUNT

BUFFALO
(3,000 ;

'Scandals

1

$9,000

(Stage Show)

on stage)

' Mar. 8
ChKstjn*

:•

.•'Harum

Nana
^>|8,600

.

High. $20,000

(2,6001

:

f

$7,600

3.000

Mahoney

.

, .

..."

High. $27,700

4,000

METROPOLITAN

25-36-50)

and

Comdiscriminating on rentals.
petitiv^ conditions for indies are
worse since. code, he added, because
labor costs have skyrocketed and.

ftayia)

•"
on stagey
Moulin Rouge

DENVER.

X

distributors fixing admissions

:

$>;006

$4,000:.?

(Henry:

2,000

•Saiitrey

stage)

"

Moulin Rouge

Mar; 29
Death Takes

Women

More

Bolero.
$7,000

•

$9,000

(Murder Suspec(s on

4,000

-(4,330;

Good Dame

26-35-40)

Mar. 22

Mar. 15

Mar. 22

Happened

$16,600
(2d week)

..

ORPHEUM
Low..

Mar. 8
Mar. 29

Mar. 15

Happened

$15,000

-

8

High. $43,003

(3,000;

.

(Return)

DENVER

BOSTON

.

.

t;100

Happened

Mai*.

Low.

prices)

_.

KEITH'S
(4,000;

$18,000

(2d week)

6,000

.

a. 263; 25-85-40)

(2d week)

.

3,700

COLUMBIA

Bar
$12,000

$25,000

.

(2d week, 5
days).

High; $48,000

Low.

Wonder Bar

Happened

Happened

It

$8,000

(4th week)

$12,500

of New Rochelle, who pointed out
that Charles 6'Reiirey Installs can*
dy- vending equipment in many affiliated houses.
Warner Brothers house In Dover,
N. J„ could not possibly .use all
features it has contracted for in
order to stifle competition, Edward
Prieberger, indie operator, testified.
Relating t'aat MOM, Universal and
Warners' would not rent him' Blm8
under any conditions and that RKO,
Columbia and United Artists demanded 30 -day clearance for WB.
tiousej Frieberger complained about

Happened

$11,000

(3d week)

High. $32,000

Low.

Happened

(2d week)

25-35-60)

(2,868;

Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce >was described as controlled

Happened

$14,600

PALACE

.

(Stage Show)
-OrtOO',—40-5-Xh>)

-

X

$22,000

by the Hays group by Leo Brecher

High. $21,000

(Will

30-40-00)

(3.000;

Novarro
on stage)
It Happened

26-85-00)

(1,830;

Mr.

.

Models' on
stage)

(Ramon

.

waallaht Ladv
$29,000

•'

$20,000
('Artists and

(Vaude)

11,000

$15,000

stage)

.

Fiddle
$25,000

Low..

More

(Sophie
Tucker on

•

fin «• n im

thrift
onrl
w^lk
una

•

25-35-00)

.

Women

$15,000

$15,500

$16,000*

igh. $33,000
10,500

$13,000

on stage)

-

High. $41,500

(3,484,>

Mar. 29

Mar. 22
Six of Kind

Mar. 15

(Continued from page 7)
800 shorts for house with three program changes a week and added he
now has contracted for 976, whicH
would take 2% years to use.
O'Rellley Candy Kid

(SmghV Sain

6,000

FOX'.

PHILADELPHIA
Mar. 8
Search for
Beauty

..

ii,

(Vaude)

High. $27,000

10)

FaJI in Love
112.500

1934

On Code

Indies

Mar. 29

Mar. 22
Journal of

Mar. 16
9th Guest
11
fi iVvV
000
f4. n

Mar. 8

3,

Bolero

and
Love Parade

and

$4,000

Success

Any

$4,100

$8,100

Price

('Passing

$8,100
('Artists and

Show' on

Models'

stage)

(Continued on page 25)

stace)

admitted 'not. to any
detail*
which* prompted
to
suggest 'How about

official

Darrow
leaving

him

alone

—won't

that

hel p?'

Sing and
Like It

('Midnight
Nights' on
stage)

$8,200

-flUences-=a=child?---Labor^Depar.tai=
special

Double Life

$4,500

Poor Rich

•

ment

Six of Kind

on

Psychologlcar" discussion^ emied""
abruptly when
board chairman
asked,
"Ddn't
you think ypu'r*
speculating a good deal when you
say what kind of plays they should
see?' and Miss
well, yes.'

Bowler replied 'No-

Tu< Jay. April
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3,

1934
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Tuesday, April 3, 1934

TOMS UP
SPENCER IB

HARRY GREEN

•

TH

Story and screen play: B. G. De||j|a; David Butler

and Sid

Silvers.

Songs by Hajjp Adamson and

Burton Lane/ also Richard A.Wf||lg and Gus Kahn.

Directed By Dagpfiutler

PRODUCED

BY

BMBi DESYLVA

ft

E

PICT
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MIDWEST 2-FEATURE PANIC
Comparative Grosses for March

Double

Billing Killing Off

Screen Shorts; Production Siesta

(Continued from page 22)

NEW HAVEN
Mar. 8

PARA-

Mar. 15
Bolero"

,

Woman's

MOUNT

'

Man

(2,348; 86-90)

$6,000

High. $21,000

Mar. 29
Death Takes

and

and
Made Her
Bed

Quitters

-

$3,800

Low..
2,600
POLI'S

$6,000

Nana

Cat and

(3,040; 38-60>

$7,700

Fiddle

$6,000

High. $20,000

Low..

Mar. 22
Bedside
v

and
Good Dame

Line

and
Hold That

4,200

It

Up

Scandals

and
Happened

and
Believed in

You

$12,300

Girl
$8,700

SHERMAN

Eskimo

(2.200; 35-50)

$6,800

Low.

Jimmy

the

Horseplay

Gent

and

High. $29,000

Low..

$4,600

Chicago, April 2.
Despite the efforts of the more
conservative factions of the picture

Mar. 22
Ladies
Behave

Mar. 29
Mr. X

industry in this territory it appears
that the entire Chicago and mid-

and
Good Dame

Christina

Roman

Mar. 15
Fashions

Scandals

$6,000

$6,50T)

and
$7,000

$6,000

Betray

Lips

(800; 26)

Fane's Baby

(Vaude)
Sons of

$1,100

Desert

Advice to
Lovelorn

$1,000

$900

$800

High.

$5,000

Low..

800

EMPIRE

College Coach

U.100; 25)

$1,800

To Every

Happened

west territory will swing back to
That
shortly.
features
means this week or next, at the
latest. Those that have been fighting twin bills are about resigned to

B'WAY
(2,000

;

Madame Spy

25-40)

Low..

Heaven
and

$8,600

High. $21,000
2,500

(Chic Sale on
stage)

Bombay Mail
$4,600

UNITED
ARTISTS
(1.000; 26-40)

Christina

Nana

$4,400
(2d week)

$4,300

the trend.

Which makes

happy over a

RKO

$2,700

Low..

1,200

ORIENTAL

Roman

(2,500; 25-36)

Scandals

$24,000

Down

to Rio
$1,900

$2,300

800

SEATTLE
Mar.

FIFTH AVE.

Mar. 8
Carolina

Christina

David Haruni

(2,400; 2S-40)

$6,500

$9,600

$9,100

,15

.

High. $26,000

Low.

.

PARA-

Buy

MOUNT

More'

Everything

1.600

LIBERTY

It

13-25-86)

Happened

M r. X
$6,400

Happened

Happened

$6,700

Prices)

Heaven

.

Happened

$6,800

(2d week)

(3d week)

$8,100

(4th

2,100

week)

MUSIC BOX

Hips, Hooray

Moulin

(000: 25-36)

Moulin

$4,100

Rouge

Nana

$2,600

$6,100

$4,600

(3d week)

High. $17,000

Low..

2.000

TACOMA
Mar. 8

MUSIC BOX
(1,400: 25-35)

Low

.

.

Roman

.
.

High. $10,500

Mar. 15

Scandals
$4,900

Nellie

Mar. 22
Design

and
Your

and
Hips Hooray

Number

1,000

Mar. 29
Moulin Rouge
$3,900
"

(6

days)

$2,400

$4,000
(Split)

(Split, 9

days)

Love
and

Fall in

(1.300; 25-36)

High.

Low

.

.

$7,000
2,000

It

Happened
$3,900

Harum

$4,300

$6,100

Buy
$4,400

Par Splurges on Music
Special, 'College Rhythm'

Los Angeles, April 2.
West Coast Theatres has

leased the alrdome site and equip-

ment

in El Centro, near the

Mexican

number of years, operated by Herb Norrls, and has comborder, for a

pleted plans whereby the picture
policy of the Valley there will be
shifted to the .open spot as soon
as hot weather hits the Imperial

Valley-this summer.

-

George Bowser, F-WC dlv. mgr.
keep circuit's
United Artists In El Gentro open
as long as conditions permit, due
to
house being equipped with
-modern cooling plant; "arid "wfll then
shift
to
alrdome adjoining, for
second outdoor spot.
At Calexicb, directly on the
border, airdome wil be constructed
immediately by F-WC, probably adfor the territory, will

joining

its

Capitol',

Hollywood, April 2.
will be tossed
into 'College Rythm,' fllmuslcal extravaganza which Paramount will
produce this summer for fall release.
Players already set for spots In
the picture Include Lariny Ross,
Jack Oakle, Richard Arlen, Paul

A

Reopening

,

safe.

Paramount canceled out both Phil
Ryan' and Arvid Gilstrom, who. held
pacts
for production of. heavy
schedules.
Studio announcement
was that the company would, make
their own two-reelers hereafter, but
as yet there's little activity in this
direction.

Bennett Idle

With Mack

IOWA'S 2% SALES TAX
STARTS; SET FOR 3 YRS.
Des Moines, April 2.
Iowa's new 2% retail sales tax
means penny-pleurisy for theatre
managers. The tax went into effect
April 1 and will remain In effect
until April 1, 1937.
The schedule as approved means

Serinett in financial

sent the dough to start camera
work.. Indications here is that all
Educational's comedy production
will be. concentrated for the time
being at least at New York, where
Al Christie is making shorts at Astoria.

.

Pix Revolution

The meeting ended with demand
an entire upset of the present
They
release* arid price system.
want unrestricted price setups with- on
for

sales of 1-14 cents, no tax; 1666o, lc tax; 66-99C, 2c, and on $1
or more, a straight 2% to be governed by major fractions.
Both the fractional sales and
amusement schedule provide for inclusion of the tax in the total price
paid.
The amusement schedule on tickets is 10-50c, lc tax; 55-80c, 2c tax.

out tying In price arid protection.
They want the right to sell admission for 10c. And more important,
they came out flat-footedly for
double features. All three of the
above items are strictly against
contract clauses now In effect and
each of the three contract clauses
have been upheld time and time
again by exhib arid dlstrib bodies.
Allied mass meetings in the past
two years have' very often been on
the question of .whether or not the
exhibs in this- territory want double
features.
And each time the vote
was taken the result has been

The tax board held

that persons
operating picture theatres, operas,
baseball parks, golf courses, circuses,
carnivals, chautauquas, lectures and
all other places of .public amusement
come within the sales tax. The only-

only.

The

for

single
exhibs hero,

exemptions are -local fairs and educational, religious or charitable ac-

features

had

tivities.

their

experience with double bills two
years ago and they still go into a
sweat when they think about it.
B.
K. Ready
As far as double features are concerned, Balaban A Kats have stated
that they will not battle them any
longer, but If the town goes for
doubles they will send their ace
houses such as the Marbro, South town, Tlvoli, Granada and other
3,000-seaters into a split week twinbill policy.
Which would take the
best pictures of the week for these
houses, leaving the dregs only for
the subsequent run spots. B. & K.
has figures to prove that the only
time in recent years that such houses
as the Granada and Marbro made
.any profits.,: was. with- double, ,f can-

A

(8 days, split)

Fox

A. Deluxer
*

Century and Madlin theatres. These

unanimously
Christina

Everything

F-WC Readies Airdomes

neglible minimum.
Shorts producers blame the lack
of a provision in the film code prohibiting double billing for their
present siesta.
Most companies, scheduled, high
for two and one reelers for the season, expecting that the code would
kill the duals, but with the countryhow doubling and in some, cases
tripling, the short boys don't see a
possibility of ever making a dollar
again with this type of product*
With reports from exchanges that
.rentals for shorts have dropped
from 40 to 60% during the last few
months on account of the duals, the
short producers have canceled many
contracts recently in order to play

San Francisco Board
Looks Situation Over
San Francisco, Apr! 2.
Frisco's newly appointed zoning,
clearance and grievance board had
.

its first meeting this week, and a
committee is now mulling over de-

tails

headquarters,

of

furnishings,

office staff, etc.

Once everything

is set

board

will

gird itself for the flock of squawks
that are now being doped out.

Ready Mascot's Trio

,

(Chic Sale on
stage)

ROXY

currently in the dol-

Contemplated admish
ill be 20c,
difficulty nothing has come off that
but failing to get pic breaks Berin- lot for months.
stein intends to cut to 15c, which is
Educational likewise is Idling
expected to preclpiate a box-office along, without any immediate prosprice war among nearby exhibs, pect
Program
production.
of
with Harry Chotiner threatening to called for 28 to be made here for
cut .prices at his Ravenna and Pa- that release, but to date only 14
risian, arid Fox- West Coast expected have been released.
Scripts have
to take similar action at several of been prepared on several that were,
its competing houses.
skedded to go in long before this
time, but New York has not as yet

exhibs were formerly with Allied,
but are no longer in that organiza-

Side of

•

$5,900

$6,000

(New

High. $12,000

Low..

Women

$7,100

$5,600

(Stage Show)
(6 days)

-

with a subsequent run policy.

tion.

(3,100; 20-30)

(1,000:

$2,600

(New Low).

2,500

High. $21,000

Low..

Fashions

L

for

Los Angeles, April 2.
Warners' Western, 2,200-seat deluxer dark for the past 10 months,
has been leased by Wiltern Corp.,
of. which Ben N. Berinstein, president of the Southern California Indie Theatres Owners,, is operating
head. House is set to reopen under
the Berinstein management April 7

four dis-

victory.

&

High. $13,200

is lousy.'

With 15c Admish fag

(2d "week)

Mar. 15
8ide of

Then

the pause,

is

drums; with all companies cutting
proposed schedules to an almost

.

Set

PORTLAND, ORE.
Mar. 8

filled in

but the iniddle

Warners

double,

Happened

$3,200

$1,600

a

ety.

These distributors are Columbia,
and their
Universal, Fox and
battle for double' features follows
their inability to convince the rest
of the Industry locally* to agree to
a system of allotment of product
Mar. 22
equitably among; the major exMar. 29
Metro, Paramount and
changes.
Buy
Mr. X
Everythina
$6,000
Warner are, and have been, getting
and
about 75% of all available playing
Love Birds
.time on. the big; midwest circuit,
$4,200
Balaban & Katz. It Is understood
Palooka
Catherine
that B.
K. was quite agreed to
$3,300
$4,500
the allotment plan for pictures, but
that the three distributors nixed
any scheme for upsetting their presLike It That
King for
ent quotas.
Night
Way
Major occurrence last week leadand
and
Two Alone Meanest Girl ing to the almost certain return of
double features was the formation
$2,100
$1,900
of a new exhibitors' group headed
by Edward Brunell of the Metropole
theatre and Fred Guilford of the
Mar. 22
Mar. 29
It

Woman

to

—Reprinted from Doily Vari-

tributors

High. $12,000
Low..
800

Yes-man
*Yes,

Crime

a story

'The
and
your script are okay.'
he hesitated.

EXCHANGES LAY LOW

Journal of

.

2.

last parts of

first

and

3,500

STRAND

who, criticizing
writer, said:

Admissions

$4,600

Mar. 8

ALABAMA
30-35-40)

Hollywood, April

Double Features and 10c

Poor Rich

comedies,

New "type of subtle yesman pulled this on a producer

Schedule— Want

$4,200

BIRMINGHAM
(2,800;

Forming for No Price or
Release

Hollywood, April 2.
Production of shorts, particularly

Group

Eachib

Crosby Case

1.500

.

Indie

$10,300

Your Number
and

High. $16,000

Yeah, Man!

New

heavy name cast

Gerrltz and Lyda Robert!. Tarn is
original by George Marlon, Jr.,
screen play by Walter De 'J^eon- and
"
'Jonn McDermott.

an

.

'

tores.

Rosewood theatre on

MERLIN JOINS PAR B'D

the'

Trl-States Theatres Corp. took
the opportunity to make reductions
In admissions at night at both the
Paramount and /the Des Moines,
with the Des Moines going from 60c'
to 40, plus the lc tax, and Paramount's evening price goes from 40
to 86c downstairs arid 26c lii the
bacoriy, plus tax.

Hollywood, April 2.
Three writing units are scrlveriing originals intended for the enlarged feature program recently announced by Nat Levihe for Mascot
Pictures.

Sherman Lowe and Al Martin are
paired on one; John Rathmell and
Colbert Clark are teamed on a second, and Prescott Chaplin, latest
addition to staff, is ort the third.
All untitled.

JACK SMALLEY TO METRO

Indie Xihas Carol* to

Minneapolis, April 2.
Jack Smalley, formerly managing
editor of the Fawcett publications
and more recently serving in the
same capacity with Mrs. Annette
Fawcett's rival outfit, has departed
for Hollywood to join the Metro
story department.
. ..First
assignment —is —on - - Joan
Crawford's next picture.

Be Produced

;

.

—

<

in East

Classic Pictures, indie, is to film
Dickens' 'Christmas. Carol' with an
all -.English cast in New York. O. P.
Heggie so far set.
Classic has brought on Clifford
Brooke from the Coast as director
and- arranged - for^- space - at -theBi
raph studio in the Bronx.

north-

may be the touch-off on the
new turn to double features'. It was
Holy wood, April 2.
Milton Merlin, former book re- this house which wad the big .openviewer "on "The Eos "Angeles Times; inff-gun- for twin features In this
hag been added to the Paramount town three years ago with the
house zooming up into terrific
studio editorial board.
Merlin has recently been editing profits under this policy. But soon
West Ways, publication of the the entire district was twin-hilling
California
Automobile so that the house lost its original
Southern
advantage as the bargain theatre.
club.
side

•

Rosewood
and even

is

now running

doubles

triples, but with indie
product.
However, there are reports house will soon start doubles
with major product and will go to
court to seek an Injunction to restrain the dlutribs from withholding
product according to their contractual restrictions.
.

RKO

Borrows Gleason

Hollywood, April 2..
Jarw-s Gleason goes to RKO on
loan from Fox for 'Murder on the
Blackboard,' which goes into production today (Mon.).
Gleason holds contract with Fox
as player-director-writer and dialogue director.

PLAY IT
AGAIN!.

Thousands

a
of 'Dancing Dollars' waiting to be taken in for
music
mesmerizing
second sight of that tantalizing,

show
of

that's turned

Brazilian

dance mad America

into a nation

Nuts.

G
DOWN TO

"F

ILYI

RKO-RAD
P

I

IM

Everybody's saying "Let's
Do The Cariocal It's not a
fox trot or a polka . - - " —
and the AIR is burning up
each night with its inflammable rhythm as hundreds
of Radio orchestras sweep
down the skyways with
"The Carioca" I

in the big hotels, the smart ball rooms, the
night clubs and the cocktail rooms it's "The
Carioca"! In homes the young ones are teach-

ing the old ones to do

"The Carioca" . . . dance
"The

schools are advertising that they teach

Carioca"— it's the sensation of the year,

this

"Carioca"!

WAS INTRODUCED
"THE CARIOCA"
TO AMERICA IN "FLYING DOWN TO RIO"
THE GREATEST MUSICAL PRODUCTION THE SCREEN HAS EVER HAD!
with

DOLORES DEL RIO
PLAY IT AGAIN ADVERTISE IT BIGGER
THAN EVER. CASH IN ON AMERICA'S
!

GREATEST MUSIC SENSATION!

GENE RAYMOND * RAUL ROULIEN
GINGER ROGERS • FRED ASTAIRE
MUSIC BY VINCENT YOUMANS
LYRICS BY EDWARD ELISCU AND GUS KAHN

DIRECTED BY THORNTON FREELAND
MERIAN

C.

COOPER, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

Tuesday, April, 3

i.

PICT

1934

and-tumble

E S

a kidnapping, three plane crashes, a .chase
bet\vesn airplane and train, the. pil-

As
Countess of Monte Cristo lar
(Continued from page 17)
at the box* office. As is it will probably Just about get by on moderate

its original German verfilm abroad. Karl
Freund in reshooting it has speeded
it up « -bit and given it considerable tempo, although it could still
Stand 10 minutes of trimming.
Nevertheless, a good Job from a di-

Jn

takes.
sion it

was a sock

rectorial standpoint.
7

Picture

is

a variation on the Cinhandled in a light

derella theme,
comedy vein.

Some

original twists

considerable freshness and
a romantic quality. Fay Wray as
the central character handled the
part entirely too heavily and misses
the role's Intent by a mile. That's
where the picture falls down.
She's an extra in a Viennese film
Btudlo and having a tough time
making both ends meet. Bawled out
put by. a temperamental director,
she decides to have one big fling,
steals xhe automobile and fur coat
give

it

•

she's working in, kidnaps a girl
friend (Patsy Kelly) and drives oft*
luxurious summer resort where
to
she registers as the Countess of
Monte Carlo. Reginald Owen and

•

For America,

has a chance in
the specialized French houses because it gives the effect of being
typically

pretty amusing, dealso pretty gossa-

fering of the plans, and the lad/who,
after witnessing the death 6f an
aviator pal in a crackup, vows that
he is through with the controls.
Aside from the aerial shots, it

moves along woodenly. Cast weaves

VARIETY

EVER

EVE

SINCJE;

Mayfalr. N. Y., week, March
time, 75 mins,

Very

2\>.

arid

:

Buys Fruitful
lesser

Evalyn Knapp

is in

on

the.

run program material is a laudatory commentary for a theme which
would experiment with George
O'Brien largely in the drawing
room.
love
wrong with
There's
nothing

O'Brien. He does his work In business clothes almost as well as in
cowboy and seaman's togs. There's
a definite something about the part
in which he is cast in 'Eve,' a title
which is the very antithesis of the
action, that doesn't give him the
Universal production and release. Stars chance to prove his capability for
Ken Maynard. Directed by Alan James. miscellaneous characterizations.
Story and adaptation by Nate
Gatzert.
He's clean-cut; perhaps a little
Photography by Ted McCord. Theme song
He's virile, because
by Ken Maynard. At TIvoll, N. T., March too much so.
28-21),
on double bill.
Running time, 6-1 he has a chance to ride a horse, and

interest, but these episodes aren't
permitted to interfere very much
with the aerial proceedings.
.

Odec

WHEELS OF DESTINY

mins.

Ken Manning
Mary

Ken Maynard
Dorothy Dix

Rocky
Pimvhecl.

.

Phllo McCullough
.Frank Rice

.'.

Jay-Wllsle
Ed Coxen

Bill

Dad

,

Fred

'Scalp-em- Alive'

Sale, Jr.

He doesn't seem
woman, or men with
in the manner ex-

yet inconsistent.
to handle a

whom

she

flirts,

by the type of audience
which would patronize such a picpected

He's too nice.

ture.

The

story itself

generally light
and unconvincing, straining every
William Gould now and then for laughs. The two
Nelson McDowell
Trapper
guardians of the lad, elderly woSketchy treatment of an old men-haters, are stereotyped. And
here.
theme, that of the, cross-country the yarn, again, is without inspiraThe bid fable 6f the good
Local career of the' picture may covered wagon trek to the gold tion.
nof be brilliant, for it Msv neither fields of the far west, with its front looking and rich country lad who
dramatic nor humorous enough for parlor love interest, Indian- attacks comes- to New York and falls in
present French tastes, although and villainy. Offers nothing new or love; who finds out that his wife
is interested in money; who goes
both the stars have large personal fresh in development.
followings.
Picture is' too much
Produced, directed, written and away and comes back again after
like hundreds of others the French performed in a matter-of-fact way a timely accident to find that she
have seen, and the fact, that it is with little attention paid to detail has a babe and really' cares.
It's very clean entertainment, urtdone infinitely better may not be but much to shooting, shouting
sufficient to get back all that was and Indian
/hooping, picture is speekled from any moralistic school
perspective.
~Waly.
spent on it.
just another open-air roll of
....Fred McKaye
.Jack Rockwell

Red
Ed
Deacon

is

.

:

..

THE CROSBY CASE

GOODBYE LOVE
Jefferson proluctlor. -and JtKO release.
Stars. Charlie Ruggles. Directed by Biuce
Hilmbsrptone. Hampton Del' Ruth, story;

Un Homme

.

(FRENCH MADE)
Paris,

.-

March

23.

Pommer

Erich

production by Fox-Europa. distributed by Fox Film.
Directed
by Max Ophuls. Scenario by Rene Pujol
and Hans Wllhelm: music, Iurmann and
Kaper: technical supervision, Rene Gulssart; photography. Rene Colas.
Starring
Llll Damlta and Henry Garat.
Presented
at the Mnrlsrnan. Paris; March 10.
Running time, GO mins.

Annette

L4U Damlta

Victor
Balafre
Inapector
Jean de Lafaye

Charles
Pierre

Fallot

Labry

Sam's Wife
Serard
Logan
O'Shea.
Wilson

Mischa

Auer

Doris Cnnfleld
Hoteler

Wade

Harry Woods
Jnmes Flavin
Arthur Hoyt

One of those would-be mystery
urder mellers that projects on the
screen with the continuity of an
unsolved crossword puzzle. In its
present shape 'Crosby' is " weak

r.

filler.

A

clumsy and unwieldy pjot unRaoul Marco
Henry Garat folds characters who become hopeNina Myral lessly lost in the maze of detectivRobert Goupll ity
before the cutter, evidently
Pierre Plerade
Fernand Fabre reaching the final stage of bewilderment in his search for a thread
to have the semblance of continuity,
of the two films

Old Lady
Leftros

Remy

Robert

This

:

body who knows how

to

make

films.

BEN

SPEED WINGS

WARNER

ItltOS. COMEDIES
JOE RllKIN
LEO MORRISON. Agroncy
Dir.

THE FAMOUS
CANINE COMEDIAN

ETE

P

THE ORIGINAL

"OUR GANG" DOG
"Pete sccDis to lie a remarkably Intelligent and well (mined animal. His activities nre out of the ordinary and he has
an amusing air of lxircdom as if the
stunts he goes through so smoothly were,
not his Uloa of dignity Mid ranlne star-

dom."— PROVIDENCE JOURNAL.

For Open Dates Write or Wire

CHAS.
1560

V.

YATES
New York

Broadway

LOTTIE
16

— DIVING
In

Columbia production and release. Stars
Tim McCoy. Directed by Otto Browcr.
Story and screen play by Horace McCoy.
Al Slegler, photograph, At Times Square,
New York, two days. March 27-28. Running time, ill mlnB.
.Tim McGoy
Tim
Evalyn Knapp
Mary
Billy Bakewell
Jerry
;
......Vincent Sherman
Mickey
Atchley
Hooper
Crandall ........
..Ben Hewlett
Gregory
Jack Long
Haley

What

puts this one a notch or
two above the regulation Tim
McCoy opera, aU least from the
angle of excitement, is the deft
interpelation of stunt flying shots
Since practically half of the action
takes place off the ground, the
major credit for holding 'em inter
ested should go to the stock library
and the stunt lads, if any.
Story is built to the tried and true
formula with few of the ingredients
overlooked. Included are four rough

MAYER

Presents

Iter

bill.

Running

time, 06 Btins.

(This week, March

Ken Maynard

'

Cecilia Parker

.

-

Hooper Atchley
Walter Miller
...Jack Rockwell
Francis Ford
Fred McKaye
Bill Dyer
Jack Richardson
Ed Coxen
Bill Gould

all

the

subjects

for

home

screening;

clubs, churches, schools,
arid other' organizations.

societies
'

Another avenue that is proving
even more profitable to the shorts'
dispensers, is Navy and Army de 1
mand, with the former going in for
straight print buys, and becoming
a potential consumers. Pix acquired
by the Navy are for screening
aboard ship, in yards, hospitals,
prisons and oanteen houses. Bookings are handled direct by Lieut.
Commander T. D. Warner, USN.
with headquarters at the Brooklyn
Navy Yard. Navy is paying 6c a
foot for positive prints, with orders
usually comprising two or three
prints of each subject selected.

Army posts are also increasing
their buys, with pay warrants from
both branches of the service coming
through promptly and making it"
lucrative biz for the distribs.
On the Coast, bookings for home
and private screenings has reached
proportions where commercial exhibs
are
beginning to become
alarmed at the inroads on their biz.
Most of the local patronage for this
type of biz comes from such com-

.

Blackmer marries his girl secretary.
Buggies, who has pulmotored
scores of plays, cant boost this. He
works hard, but he hasn't even his
bootstraps to
.

lift

himself by.

Miss

EDNA
SEDGWICK

Now in 9th week at the Palais
Royal and doubling this week on
the same bill with George Raft
at the

PARAMOUNT, New York
Direction

LEDDY & SMITH

others in the picture, the Ken
starrer Invites no com-

Maynard
plaint.

Love Interest, developed along
rather sympathetic lines for both
Maynard and the girl, Cecilia Paris more convincing and real
than in most westerns. Both are

ker,

under a will
an uncle who
has gone down under a lead spray

cou^'i*. beneficiaries
to the ranch left by

'SERVICE

after unwillingness to sell to omvosltion interests.

Body of the story revolves around
a scHeme of enemies to grab the
ranch by fair means or foul, mostly
latter.
Since the nephew under the
old uncle's will can't be located, tin
heavies rig up a muerg of iheir own
for purposes of posing as the heir.
This, is all upset when the rightful
legatee shows up as a state ranger,
On the assignment of tracking down
This
the murderers of his uncle.
may be suspected early, but the,
identity, as usual, is saved for the
final reel.

Exterior photography calls for a
pat on the back for Ted McCord,
Char.
the camoraman.

"

U SPENDS
Universal

30)

digger,
who marries Blackmer.
Then the latter learns the truth and
a brisk newspaper man frames both
the new and the old wife and

lot of flying hoofs,

50G ON STAGES"
Hollywood, April

by Patents and Patent* Pending

Charlie Buggies, Veree Teasdale
and other capable players are tossed

Teasdale has an unsympathetic
winded mus- part and is not helped any by the
Blackmer and Bay
tangs, bum aim from six-shooter photographer.
Walker,
as the newspaper man,
enthusiasts and evil efforts to grab
off a ranch all figure again, but keep things moving as briskly as
'Gun Justice' is still an absorbing the laggard tempo will permit, and
sagebrush item. It is fast, action- Phyllis Barry comes through nicely
In a few bits.Chic.
ful and to' the point.
Forgiving its makers for the way
horses are constantly on the tear,
the ease with which the heavy element operates against law and
order, and how swell-looking the
hero and his horse are. as against

A

The Famous Olsuppearing Water Ballet

All Me-linrvlrnl Efforts Fully Protected

handling novelty plx, are being
heavily developed in various distribution centers, with Coast exchanges getting their share of the
revenue.
Constantly increased demand Is
reported by distribs catering to private or semi- private buyers, such as
well-to-do individuals, who utilize

GUN JUSTICE

DANCING DARLINGS— 16

PARAMOUNT, BROOKLYN

2.

RAYMOND

This thing is so broken with flash- Imposter
Red Hogan
backs and cut-iris the action jump- Sheriff.
ing from one private life to another Jim Lance
with abrupt abandon, that the au- Jones
dience is slightly dizzy before half
of the running time is over.
When the director evidently remembered that some kind of a budget had to be observed he left
threads hanging all over the screen,
including a second murder, to go
out and immediately select the
doorman as the bad boy.
Cast did what they were told and
to a man succeeded in performing
on a par with the direction and the
thing called a script.
Waly.

Los Angeles, April

Two fields for short subject distribution that are becoming particularly fruitful for indie exchanges

•

Denver

tions.

Indie Exchgs.

munities as Beverly Hills, Pasadena,
away on an ineffectively told story. Glendale, Santa Barbara and the
It will probably please the rougher better residential
sections, where
thing at least, regardless of its element, but it has limited appeal wealthy residents have acquired a
shortcomings.
It
has so much for the more discriminating. Very habit of 'giving pic
shows in their
good
sound,
adequate
photography,
shooting and so much yelling by
homes several nights a week.
Indians, together with group sing- but the direction is too slowly
These showings are made possible
ing and shouting by the covered paced; scenes being overvalued and
wagon bunch, that it has a very standing sadly in need of the shears. through use of portable projectors
definite. reaction in an aural way. Closer cutting would have helped.
provided by the distributors, and it's
Script is a loose weaving of the cash on the line for the service.
Girl is the colorless type used in
oats operas or pioneer classics, alimony club, the gold digger, the
Dorothy Dix. Two excellent minor professional co-respondent and the
SPOT
HATTON
characters are found in this one, bogus lord ideas, basted together
both of whom merit better appor- with dialog which makes so deterHollywood, April 2.
tunities,
Nelson
McDowell
and* mined effort to be funny that one
Raymond Hatton has been given
can almost hear the author grunt. prominent spot in the
Char.
Frank Rice.
M. H. HoffBlackmer la in, the alimony jail man production,
'Mad Honeymoon,'
to spite his wife. His yalet, Buggies,
now in work?
is in because he cannot help it.
William
Nigh directing.
Universal product-Ion and release.
Stars Buggies gets the money to comKen Maynard. Directed by Alan James., promise his alimony, but uses it
Story and adaptation by Robert Qulgley. for a trip,
to Atlantic City, where he
Photography by Ted McCord.
At TIvoll,
meets
Verree
Teasdale,
a
gold
21-22.
Y..
on
double
bill
March
Running
N.

the firstmade in 'France by the Pommer flagged finis.
Five suspects are introduced at
outfit for Fox, and it has Pommer
the opening. Tl. «:i a man topples time, 00 mins.
written all over it.
It is an insignificant French story, the sort over in a gutter. After that a police Ken Lance
Harsh
inspector
who depends upon one of Ray
of stuff the French producers have
Sam Burkett
been putting out for years, with the those screen newspapermen for en- Chris Hogan
difference that it is done by some- couragement commences his deduc- Hank Rivers..
is

To

.

George Rossner. Hampton Del Ruth, continuity and dialog; John Howard Lawson,
added dialog; Chas. Scnoenbaum. camera.
Cast: Verree Teasdale, Mayo Methot, Sidney Blackmer. Phyllis Barry. Tay Walker.
John Kelly, Grace Hale. At Loew's New
York, tw;> days. March 20-27, on double

,

On

Army; Navy Pic

Running

and ordinary

light

27

.,

Fox production and release. Directed by
George Marshall.
Based on. Paul Armstrong's 'The Heir to Hoorah; adapted by
Henry Johnson and Stuart Anthony. At

out of the plpt with the
abandon- of so many automatons.
The colonel continues to fix 'em
with that penetrating optic and to
heave a wioked right.
In

Patsy Felly in her first feature role does very well and impresses as having a lot of film posfilm.
sibility.
She garners a whole armIt's one of the poorer of recent Ken
Stern
load of laughs. Reginald Owen, too,
Maynard starrers.
does better than well and Paul LuMaynard,
riding back east from
kas is engaging, as usual, despite
the gold pastures of California,
Inclined to go too heavy.
about
Universal production and release. Di- joins up with a band that's
Paul Page gets a brief bit as Miss
rected by Edwin L. Marin, Screenplay and to take on on a great adventure
Wray's newspaperman sweetheart dialog
by Wairen Duff and Gordon Knhn. A brigand bunch, whose intentions
and handles it lightly, although not At Loew's N. Y. double' till March 28-30. should
have seemed obvious, but
convincingly.
Carmel Myers in a Running time. 00 mins.
Wynne Gibson weren't accepted as such, also
bit, singer a sons interestingly. Rob- Lynn .Ashton
3cotty Craham
Onslow .'-tevens joins the caravan in the thought of
ert McWade, Richar'd Tucker and Inspector
Thomas
Alan Dineliart stealing a map to the hero's gold
Bobby Watson are oke in bits.
Sergeant Melody
Wm. Collier. Br. find. The cavalcade trudges on,
Warren Hvmer
Productionally and photographic- Sam Collins
Lubeck
ward Van Sloan across a lot of country,, reaching
ally the picture is A-].
Kauf.
Willie
John Wray destination
only
after
an enMiller
Skeets Gallagher counter 'with Indians who had been
Costollo
J. Farrell MacDonald
Rodgers
a Vole
Harold Huber aroused, for good reason, by the
weems
...Harry Seymour villains among the crowd.
Sliff
('Man Stolen')
Loon Waycoff
'Wheels of Destiny' is long on one
DeCobra
mer.

.

and

things
about a young banker
(Garat) who is kidnapped by the
beautiful representative of his business enemies (Damita). During his
sequestration 'they fall in love.
Opening sequences, showing -their
flirtation in the Blue Train going
south from Paris, are the' best for
America. Dialog is at a minimum

both debonair jewel
make plays for her. and
help her get by, but at the end
both fall into the hands of the police and the two girl extras go back
it is
it's

frothy,

origin of its sponsor.
There is just one song, and Damita sings only a few notes. Garat
sings most of the number, and she
points out to him when he's finished
that it was all off-key.
Plot Is one of those preposterous

thieves,

that

French—light,

that sort of thing. It contains
some, marvelous shots taken on the
French Riviera, and the photography is worthy of the German

Paul Lucas;

spite

it

all

.

home.
Most of

a production it puts the regurun of local mades to shame.

Chief charm of the film is In the
personality of the principals, Damlta and Garat. Garat is the apex
of the matinee idol type; and Lili
is something to look -at.
So why
worry about the fact that the story
doesn't amount to a row of pins?

battles,

first

of

its

old

Is

re-constructing one
stages into two

silent

sound stages.

Work

will

2.

cost $60,000.
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SMASH

go the
Coast-torecords from
Coast- Here's the firsts
three days business by
telegraph, as we merrily
1

go to press:
NEW YORK

_

for past year

Three days' record

and

,

a half"!

PHILADELPHIA
Biggest mid-week opening in 3 years!

BALTIMORE
S,

R. O. signs for Shearer fans!

BOSTON
Biggest

first

three days in two years!

COLUMBUS

^

^
M;
except " Tugboat Annie

Beats everything
record-holder!

RICHMOND

.

Beats everything except "Tugboat

Annie$

ROCHESTER
Terrific business for Shearer's greatest!

WASHINGTON
Within reach of house record!

And

going

strong!

SYRACUSE
Sensational reception!

S.

R. O. here!

MEMPHIS
Beat 'Tugboat Annie.'

(Cheers for

EVANSVILLE

Norma

Shearer,
Robert Montgomery
in "Riptide," with
Herbert Marshall,
Mrs. Patrick

Best opening

on the books!

DES MOINES
Biggest house has

had except "Tugboat Annie y

NEW ORLEANS
Beats "Tugboat

Camp-

Annie" and "Dinner

NASHVILLE

Written and
/directed by Edmund
(bell

Beats "Tugboat
Sensational

Goulding. Presented
[bylrving G.Thalberg.

And

at _8.?
.

^

Annie" and "Dancing Lady^

the telegrams pour in from Akron, Cantori;
Cleveland, Providence, Springfield, Houston, Kansas
City, Indianapolis, St. Louis,
-

all

around the map

it's

Omaha, Louisville...and

" Riptide Wrecks Records^?

LEO MARCHES ON!

:

.

PICT

Tuesday, April 3, 1934

Studio Placements
Hollywood, April 2.
Tlllotson, Double Doors/

tavld

'Ladies First/ Par.

Compson, 'Broadway Vlr-

setty

Una

O'Connor, 'Barretts of

Wlm-

'

,

•

,.

i.

.

i,

Honest/

'Always

Mason,

lary.

TJtia O'Connor, 'Barretts of
pole Street/ Metro.
G. P. Huntley, 'Little Man,

,

c.

lerman
r.

'Treasure Island/ Now?' U.

Brljc,

•

by

Andrew/ Pox.

>rry

MG

for

What

ith short, MG.
lose Vespro, 'Down

to:

/

WB.

ager;

MG;

RKO.

Loves

Turner,

WB.

amison Thomas,

/

Brown,

,

incible.

Valter Armitage,
c.

«NOw

I'll

Tell/

..

mders Van Haden, World Moves
,'

Fox.

Warner Richmond,
Honeymoon/ M. H. Hoffman;

Hlly Arnold,
id

larah Padden, 'Little

wT

Man, What

U.

ames Burke, 'Treasure
Island/
"'
*
.

Jetty

.

Oscar Apfei; May
Charlie Chase comedy,

Mack,

tlJace,

•'Top Much Party'-^-Uhfavorable
'TOO MUCH PARTY' (Comedy-drama, Metropolitan
Can be: wrapped up or thrown:, away.

scripting

.

'Caravan/ Fox.

Monk

John

Saunders, ..scripting

'Yellow. Jack'

•

Edward H. Griffith,
MG.

'YELLOW JACK'
exciting.

i-

ich.

Joe

Sherman,

;

Metro.
Albertina Rasch and 24 dancing

Jeannette

Don

Eddie

Loff,

Barclay,

Foy,

Marsh

untitled

musical,.

Roach.
Garnett Weston, scripting 'Grease
Paint/ Par.
Richard C jstle,- 'The Merry Wid-

Ibee.

'

— Unfavorable

PERFUMED

'THE
LADY* (Farce. Wee & Leventhal, Ambassador).
Slight 'story, insufficient for stage or screen purposes.
Kay}.
'When,

'WHEN

ow/. MG.
.Charles Butterworth, 'No More
Ladies/ Metro.
Arthur Jarrett, Earl Oxford, Floxine McKinney, 'Merry Widow.'
Metro.

vet-

.

Contracts
Hollywood; April
Willla'ni

list.

49th St.).

Smithfleld.

Hopeless for

films.

Modern
Kauf.

'Another Love'— Unfavorable
(Comedy, Stiefel and Lewis, Vanderbilt). Done
out here under that title. Sexy but story
Ibee.

—

'Gentlewoman' Unfavorable
•GENTLEWOMEN? (Comedy drama, Group theatre, and D. A.
Cort); Story of a radical in a drawing room for sex purposes,
look aimed for Hollywood.

2.

'

Rome'— Unfavorable

in

IN ROME* (Satire. George
life, in Rome, but hot funny.

•ANOTHER LOVE*

The Pure

Wyler draws new pact

at Universal, with ticket providing
substantial Increase.

Hal Roach

ion of

in Paris as 'Etienne' and tried
hai-dly adaptable to screen.

•THE

PURE

Impressionistic

in

Heart'— Unfavorable

IN HEART' (Drama, Aldrlch and De Llagre, Longacre);
and opaque. Not suited either for stage or screen.
Ibee.

The Shattter'd Lamp'— Unfavorable
•THE SHATTERED LAMP* (Drama, Maxine Elliott's. Hyman

'

Adler).

contract to Monckton Hoffe.

Anti-Nazi play showing destruction of a peace-loving family and entry
Kauf.
of the Hitler terror. Too biased for film use.

Metro has taken up the option oh
Otto Kruger and Mae Clark, both
with a substantial Increase in salary.
Deals handled by Leo Mor-

•ONE MORE HONEYMOON'
No chance for stage or screen.

Metro has handed hew writing

rison.

Ula Guy, *Du Barry/ WB.
William Augustln, 'Three Men/

Title

'One More Honeymoon'— Unfavorable
Nicholson and Brown,
.(Farce.

Changes
.

'

for 'The Old-Fashioned

,

Way/

Little).

Ibee.

Rogers9 Next

Lewis Stone's <1<X)%'

'Green

Hollywood, April 2.
Hollywood, April 2.
Lewis Stone, has been assigned
Following 'Merry Andrew/ Will
featured part in '100 Per Cent Pure' Rogers will do 'County Chairman'
at MetrOi
at Fox based on the George Ade
Upon completion of his role In yarn of that title.
that picture, he moves into a top
Walter Woods who wrote the
spot in cast of 'Treasure island' script for Rogers' "David Harum' la
(M-G).
adapting the story.

ITO

HI

The 1934

Film

To
Here are

Year Book

fifteen of the

many

in this

Now

Being Distributed

important subjects

amazing book

Releases with credits.

2— 13,905 Titles of pictures released since 1915.
3— Full Text of NRA Codes of Fair Competition.
4—Birthdays and Birthplaces of motion picture people.
5— Complete
of theatres;
6—Financial data on leading companies.
7—Court Decisions of 1933.
list

15— Names and addressee of

and

Is

All Film Daily Subscribers

covered

1— 1933

romance but hardly

scientific

.

Larry Weingarten new covenant
at Metro.
'Du Barry/ WB.
Paramount has handed stock pact
Richard Castle, 'Merry Widow/
Lillian Moore, recently on the
to
MG.

Par.

(Drama, Guthrie, McCllntic, Beck).

discovery of yellow fever's ori

'The Perfumed Lady'-

Jr..

Hollywood, April 2.
Hat/ MG.
Warners haa re-tagged 'The Kay*
Arthur Aylesworth, Hobart Cava- calling it Thft Isle of Fury/
aien Scott,
'Rlng- naugh, Leila Bennett, 'Dames/ WB.
'Great Magoo' at Paramount Is
isse/ RKO.
Dell Henderson, 'One Hundred now 'Thank Your Stars/
)6ris Anderson, scripting untitled Percent,' MG.
Warners' "Without Honor* changed
n, U.
Larry Ceballos, revamping dance to 'He Was Her Man.'
idele Commandinl, screen play, numbers, 'Murder at the Vanities/
'Grease Paint' has been discarded
esenting Lily Mars/ MG.
lerpert

Ibee.

ography/

glrs,

Ray Enrlght, directing story sequences, .'Dames/ WB.
PurrieU Pratt, William Davidson,
Ben Hendricks, Jr., 'Old Doll's
House,' WB.
Gladys Unger, screen play,
red
Upon the Waters/ U.
Maurice Black, 'Alias the Deacon,'
U.

icts.

'Masque

— Unfavorable

More a history than a drama. Perhaps a

drama/ MG.

Me

de/ Par.

Za.rl

•RAGGED ARMY'
screen.

orig 'Manners Maketh Man,' MG.
Mary Forbes, Pat O'Malley, ?Now
I'll Tell/ Fox.
William Stack, Manhattan Melo-

Par.

t/

rmy'-—Unfavorable
rosby Gaige,

.

...

Oscar Apfei,
'Sour
Grapes/ RKO
Halliwell Hobbes, 'Du Barry/ WB.
Zdward Pawley, J, M, Kerrigan,
William
Walker,
Robert
Warwick;.
easure Island/ MG.'
Renee Whitney, 'Old Doll's House,.'
flary Boland, 'Here Comes the
faude

RKO.
Samson Raphaelson,

liers/

Harry Knight, production manDorothy Burgess, Kenneth
Mickey Rooney, Jimmy Butler,
Thomson, George Meeker, 'Broad- prolog
'Manhattan
Melodrama/
way Virgin/ Major.
Metro.
Harry
C.
Bradley, 'Sadie Mckee,'
the Last

iamuel Hines, 'Operator 13/ MG.
I urlel Evans, Irene Hervey, Pete

ilit/

Wim-

Margaret Lindsay, 'Hey,

i.

.

tobert Taylor, loaned

'Dodsworth'— Favorable
(Drama, Max Gordon, Shubert). Best seller as a
and should be exceptional for the screen,

orijy

Jack Norton, Snub Pollard; Cupid
Morgan, 'Alfred Jones, Henry Sedley, Robert Greig, 'Cockeyed Cava.

Island/

MG.

:

'PODSWORTH'

Ibee.

Winifred Dunn; scripting' an
Fox.

MacLaren,

..

29

novel, indicated hit for stage

for. Raul Roullen,

Herbert Stothert, adapting music
Arthur Hohl,
•Merry Widow/ MG.
irles Morris, Harry Beresford,
Robert Armstrong-, 'She Loves Me
sopatra/ Par.
Not/ Par.
red Sparks, 'Down to Their Last
Bruce Cabot, Regis Toomey. Ed:ht/ RKO.
Kennedy, 'Murder on the Blackdance team, gar
eloz- Yolanda r
board/ RKO.
my Happy Returns/ Par.
Maidel Turner, Sara Haden, *VirMarks, gie Winters/
Clarence
Shell,
iart
RKO.
Ipting 'Weather Permitting/ U.
Nigel Bruce,
J. Blochman, scripting his orig MG.
lnatown Squad/ U.
Richard Tucker, Gregory Gave,
laynard Holmes, T>U
/ Helen Flint, 'Merry
Andrew/ Fox.
Tom McGuire, Reginald Mason,
il-thur Vinton, 'Dames,' WB.
•Call It Luck/ Fox.
[arrison Greene, 'CaU It Luck/

m

VARIETY

sippi/ Par.

pole Street/ MG.
Frank Conroy, 'Manhattan Melo-

drama/ MG.
Lewis Stone,
read on

Major.
hester Morris,
Waters/ U.

Nest/ Warren Doane comedy, U.
Max Alexander, 'Decent/ Beacon.
Julian Josephson, 'Debutante/ Par.
H. M. Walker, scripting 'Today
We Live/ U.
Henry Myers, scripting 'Missis-

Karen De Wolf, collabing with
Anthony McGuire on an orig,

Wm.
'

Dorothy

\eorge Bancroft,

ES

Ellalee Ruby, 'Embarrassing Moments,' U.
Sylvia Pickette, Thrown From the

8— Personnel of companies and organizatroiis.
9— Comprehensive exploitation section.
10— Equipment Buying
1 1

—Complete Foreign

Guide.
Section.

12— List of Theater Circuits.
13—Original Titles of Books and

Plays.

14—rWork of Players, Directors, Writers, Cameramen.
Producers, Distributors,

etc.

OTHER ITEMS OF
r
USEFUL INFORMATION

1001

the: film daily service

THE FILM DAILY

includes:
Film Daily six days each week.

1650 Broadway,

New York

City.

Film Daily Short Subject Quartern

Gentlemen:
Please enter my subscription to THE FILM
DAILY. I enclose check for $10.00. (Foreign

The 1934 FILM YEAR BOOK.
All

Special Editions;
for

$15.00.)

Only Ten Dollars per year.
Sign the coupon today and gel
with those tvho £non>.

Name
in line

- .

Address
City....

State.

PICT
i

VARIETY
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APPEAL DAY OFF LAW

F&M

Patriotism

Hollywood Productions

Pacific Theatres Co. Hits

Los Angeles, April

(Pictures

by studios.

of Wlinnolc
(3rd week):
Frdnkiln,

itrretts

•World Moves Oh'

p —John
A-

O

—

A

Ford

—Reginald

— ICudolf. Uesier
West

Cast:

c—

Madeleine Carroll
Franchbt Tone
Reginald Donny
Haul R.o'u.llcn
Louise Drpsser

Norma Shearer

Charles LnUghtoh ^
Maureen. O'Sulllvart.
Katharine. Alexander
•106% Pnre'
fist week),

•

Dudley Dlgges
Frank Melton

:

D—Sam

Claude King

Jean Harlow
Lionel Barryrhore

.

Frank Mornn

•It

Oso. Irving

Rhodes

Oi'onu>tle

Fetch-it

Stepln

week)

(,1th

A—Kathleen

MoCarey

0— Karl

Struss

Warren Hymer

.West

Gertrude .Michael
Maude Turner Gordon

Mae

Norrls

(Justav von £ey

O'Ha'ra

C— Al

(3rd week)

Wm.. Conselman

'

Henry Johnson*
IITer

Wood

Gerard

Cast:
Leslie

Howard

.

-

Frank Conroy.
James Burke

Robert Taylor
GtaqerGooaail

Ward

Lucille

Conchita Montenegro
•Call It tack'
"
(2nd week)

A—Harry

'Cleopatra.'

D—Cecil

A—Dudley

Nichols
'Geo. Marshall'Joseph 'Cunningham

.

.

OfitBt

Warren William
Henry Wllcoxoh

Cast:

Herbert Mundln
•Pat' Paterson
Charles Starrett
Georgia Calne
Gordon Westcott
Theodore voh EltzKrnost Wood
Ray Mayer'
Susan Fleming

-Bruce. Cabot'.

Ada Cabell
'Great American

Aubrey Smith

Leonard Mudle
'

Irving Plchel
Claudia Dell

METRO

(1st

John Meehan

—

Marsh

C Oliver
Cast:

'

Roscoe,
Arllne'

Carroll

Earl Oxford

Gene Raymond

•Operator Thirteen'
(7th week).

.'

Cast.

Marion Davles
Gary' Cooper
Douglas' Dumbrllle
Kot'herlne Alexander

•

June Brewster,

'

Daube
Reginald Barlow

hew

'Jay Lloyd'-

Fuzzy Knight
Henry Wadsworth
Jean Parker
-.

.McWade

Christian'

—W.

.

I>

S.

Van Dyke

Caesar
Joseph ManUlewIcz
Oliver

C—James

II. P.

Bill

1

•

Howe,

Wm.

Powell
Clark Gable

0

——

Nat Pendleton
..Muriel Evans
—-T ommy-- JaClisQP^^^

Cary Grant

=~BdWard-%Arnold

Isabel Jewell

D—"Victor

(3rd week)

Fleming

Louis Stevenson
A—RobertLee
Man In

John
June

C—Ray

Wm.

V.

Luclen Littlefleld
Robert McWade
George Baxter
Marguerite Namara
.Eleanor— Wesselh'oeII
.Ered^clc Sullivan
Robert Homans
William Augustln
,Ed. Dearlpg..
:

Wallace Beery
Jackie Cooper
Lionel Barry.more.
Otto" K~ruger
Dorothy Peterson

.

Mong

Douglas Durhbrllle
Cora Sue Collins

'

Chrlstlen Frank
Carl Miller
J

—

•

Cast:

Bruce Warren
William Arnold
Dick Rush
J. Merrill Holmes

Thomas Monk

.

Ed. Earle

Henry Stephenson
Edgar Norton'
Ray Walker

Carrlllo
'Treasure Island'

Margaret Sullavan
Douglas Montgomery
Alan Hale
Catharine Doucet
DeWItt Jennings
Bodll Rosing
Muriel Klrkland
Donald HayneB
Geo. Meeker
Paul Mil
Carlos de Voider

—

'.

'

=WnlllB"Clgrlr^
a Gentleman'

'Affairs of

D—

(1st vveek)
Edwin L. Marin
Ed. Ellis
Edith

A—
'

0

Cyril

&
Hume

Peter JRurlc

— Johii

1

WAKH£KS
Dames'

Paul Lukas

Leila Hyams
Patricia Ellis
Onslow Stevens
.

Heed

Dorothy Burgess

Bond
Joyce Compton
Lillian

D—Alan Crosland
A—Damon Runyon
Warreli Duff
C—Wm. Rees
Cast:

Richard Barlhclmcas

Ann Dvorak
Helen
Helen
Harry
Henry

Frank Relcher
Murray Kinnell

Oast:

Phillip

An intensive campaign has been
locally,, and. meeting resistance by the clergy, theatre managers will have their session on April
From all
9 with the city fathers.
indications it. appears that the locals
,

waged

will win.

Hess

Fuller,

Brushes

2.
1
Hollywood, \
Jack Hess will make, a commercial film for the Fuller Brush Co.

Former

p.a. is

trying to get

James

Cagney, Lee; Tracy or Chester Morthe man

ris for. the featured part of
Who calls at the door.

WEAVEE-BEOWN C0LLAB
Hollywood, April 2.
John Y. A*. Weaver, playwright, is
back in pictures again. He Ib at
Fox Western writing an original
based on an idea by Lew Brown.
Story is for James Dunn and
Shirley Temple,
•

Codona Quits

Lowell
Chandler
Tyler
O'Neill

week)
Ray Khrlght
Busby Berkeley
Lofd
Robert
Delmer Daves
George Barnes

D—
A—

—

C

Cant:

(ftrd

'Hey, Sailor'
(1st

week)

D —Lloyd Bacon--v
1

A—Al

Cphn
Ben Markson

Oast:"

James Cagney
Pat O'Brien
'Dark Tower'
(Cth week)

D—Archie

Mayo

wife,

-

fklward Robinson
Astor.

Ricardo Cortez

Arthur Byron
Louis Calhern
Dorothy Treo.
David Landau

Henry O'Neill
John Eldredge
Virginia Sale
-Margaret Dale
-Mae Clarke
Harry Tyler
lOmlly Fltzroy
'Madame Da Barry'
(2nd week)

D—Wm.

—

.

Maynard Holmes
Dorothy Tree
Helen Lowell
Ho bar t Cavanatigh
Anita Louise
•'

Henry O'Neill
Arthur Treacher

Cam

111

e

•l^arlna'

Rovelle

mem-

show

remain at the Garden for more
than four weeks," although It to

will

"

Ferdinand Gbttschulk
Verree Teasdale
.victor.. J ory

the third

dogged Alfredo

sales understood the Ringling

Dieterie

"

is

since his former wife, Lillian Lietzel, was killed in "a fall from the
trapeze while appearing In Stockholm. He had investments in property which was later destroyed in
the coast earthquakes.
Because of lively advance ticket

«:ast:

Mary

Vera Bruce,

ber of the act.
Hard luck has

;

Nlven Busoh
C^-Tohy Gaudio

ttobert Btrrat
Edward Chodorov
==^=Hedda—Hopper^^^^ ^^Vlnc?nr^ShT!rnnin'===' =A
C^Sorro'lfto^
Fred Kohler
Eric Wilton
Cast:
Mae Marsh'
Robt. McWade
Dolores Del Rio
Sarah Padden
Paul Hurst
Reginald Owen
Tom Rlcketts
Boot-he Howard
Osgood -Perkins

_^

Mescal-

A—-Geo; S, Kaufman'
Alexander Woollcott
Tom Reed

'Old Doll's noosr'
<3rd week)

.

'

Chas. Coleman
Jane Datwell

.

Borzage

Anthony McGulre
Brodlne
—Norman
Cast:

C

Herman Blqg
Evelyn Beresford

<

Leo

—Frank

A—Wm.

Henry Armetta
Gay Seabrook

Edwin Justus Mayer
Shamroy
—Leon

Cast:
Sylvia Sidney

I

Georgle Stone

Sam Hellman

Myrna Loy
-

.

'

Ronnie Cosby
Arthur Vinton.
Bess Flower.
Pat O'Malley
Zazu Pitts

t'

(3rd week)

J>

Marian Nixon
Walter Woolf
Huntley Gordon
Alan Mowbray
John Wray

.

Hugh Herbert

Uttle Man, What Now

Chester Morris

Rub

K'eeler

Joan Blondell
Guy Klbbee

'

-

Preston Sturges
Frank Partes

Cast:

icGuIre

-

Franey

Ruby

-

'

Cast:

'Thirty Day Princess'
(6th week)
D-r-Marlon Ger4ng.
A—^Clarence fi. Kelland

Garrett

Dorothy X«Balre'
Richard Carle
Wilfred Harl
Sara Haden
Charles Wilson
Gregory. Gays

Laemmle

Anthony
Gladys Unger
Chas. Logue
C—Chas. Stumar

,

^Manhattan Melodrama
(5th week)

A—Arthur

A—rW.m.

'

Sidney Tolor'
Samuel Hinds
Robt.

D—Eld.

Hartford, Conn., April 2.
After being .without Sunday films
more than 25 years Hartford
may once again see flickers for
matinees.
for

(Continued from page 1)
Dick Powell

Murray Kinnell

'

Jed Prouty
Harold Waldrldge
Rollo Lloyd
George Guhl
Clias. Mlddleton
John. Qualen
Hans Joby
Greta Meyer

...

Hartford's Sundays In?

Justice.

gross take for the screen rights..

'JBmbarrassIng Moments'
(8rd week)

-

Francis McDonald.

-.Cody

Charles Sellon-

Belle

1

-

Ned Sparks N

In silent:

Metro has taken 'Blossom Time
from the Shuberts, for an under
stood price of $40,000 and 5% of

Mary Boland
Ned Sparks
Polly Moran
UNIVERSAI,

Phillips Hoi
Pitts,

Wlllard Robertson

was produced in- Germany
form 12 years ago.

Sidney Fox

Hazu

'

Oliver

Cast:-

Mary Brian

ealy
Russell- Hardle
Mills Brothers

May

..Edna

•Down- to the' Last Yacht'
(1st week)
Sloan

D—Paul

Krasna

Cast:

'

'

'

.

C— MUton

(let week)
San tell

'

Caspary
Bruce Manning
Brian Mariow
Agnes C. Johnson
Joseph 'Gollbmb

'.

:

film

'

D —Ralph Murphy

A—Vera

•Harvey Thew
£elda Seal's
Eve Greene'
C— George Folsey
.

.

Ted

Carl Laemmle, Jr., has closed for
rights to 'Long Live The
Queen,' French novel by Saga
Lardin. Universal will use yarn as
O&st
starring
vehicle for Gloria Stuart
Ann Harding
Warners have taken 'Story of a
John Boles
'Murder on the Blackford' Country Boy,' novel by Dawn Pow
ell.
(1st week)
Gustav Meyerek's The Golem'
XH-Geo. Archlbaud
Cast:
has been acquired by Universal. Pic

D —Al

-.

Alison Sklpworth
Randolph Scott
'Private Scandal'
(4th week)

D—R'chard BoleslaV3ky
A— -Pobert W. Chambers

ings

in 1926.

•Vergle 'Winters'

Karns
Judge

Ben Bernle

Conciliation Table
Procedure at the Lindsey hearis that squawking employes
and studio reps will meet with a
minimum of formality at the; conciliation table. It is Lindsey's pur
pose and" function to attempt to
iron out the disputes amicably and
Only
in a spirit of give and take.
in event that violations of the code
and the basic National Industrial
Recovery Act are proved and per
with refusal to settle
siste'd in,
through conciliatory methods, will
cases be referred to Washington for
prosecution under the established
machinery of the Department of

have been acquired by Universal
which made the Max Marcln play

Bert Wheeler
Robert Woolsey
Thelma 'Todd
Dorot-hy Lee

Dell

Gene Austin
I.eo White
I.eo

Ralph. Spencer

Jack Oakle
Dorothy

Aklm Tamlroft

collective, method, once the disputed
point has been settled in principle

Hollywood, April 2.
'Cheating Cheaters' talker rights

Ben Holmes

Cast:

Cast:

Edward. Arnold

NRA

Offitheir willingness, state
cials, to abide by findings in this

Story Bays

D—
A— Edward Kaufman

Gene Fowler
C*—Leo Tover'

Esther Ralston
Jean' Dixon

activity

throughout the world.
Being <?ut and authored by Emil
Lengyel, musical setting by Milton
Schwartz wald and Gregory Stone.

Pert Kelton
SkeetB Gallagher
'Cockeyed Cavaliers'
(2nd week)
Mark Sapdrlch

D-r-Wesley RUggles.
A-^-Ben Hocht

Joan Crawford
'Franchot Tone

.

Cast:

.

1

Edwin Maxwell
Robert Warwick
'Thank Your Stan'
(1st week)

D— Clarence Brown
A—Vina Delmar

revolutionary

of

pilatlon

Harem'

week)

D—Bill Selter
A—Helperln Bros.
Marlon DIx

Eleanor Phelps
Grace Durkln
John Rutherford

McKee'

J

Diana Wyhyard

Charles B. Mlddleton
Clay Clement

tilth week)

Pascal

Cllve -Brook

Gertrude Michael
Joseph Schlldkraut
Ian Keith
C.

Mentone
Productions,
E.
M
Gucksman's shorts, producing outfit, Is spreading out with a feature
picture 'The World Revolts,' a com

.'Geo.

A—Ernest

Rosenblatt and secure

cases .until such time as. the Studio
Labors Committee should function.
First step to be taken at the Lindsey hearings Is to reach an agree<ment with respondents and their
legal reps to have the. complaints
considered wholesale, by classification, rather than individually. Find
ing in one test case would then ap
ply to all of the same nature and"
would save ah enormous amount of
Several major studios, 'it is.
time.
understood, have already expressed

GLUGKSMjurS FEATURE

T>

MUner

Clatidette Colbert

Valentine

week)

(1st

Miner
—Worthlngtoir
Nlcholls

Vincent Lawrence

Cast

Trottl

HerVey

•Sbnr Grapes'

Waldemar Young
.

C—Victor

Harry McCoy

Creel wire

New York to set next specific and unequivocable powers
year's program.
to proceed. Rosenblatt's dictum was
Premier Attractions, producing,
that Lindsey as Labor Compliance
outfit for Tower, has- completed its
Director was to go ahead and hear
current year's schedule..

Richard Dlz
Barbara Kent

DeMllle
A-^Barlett Cormack

D-^Jamcs Tlnllng

Adds

night (31) for

Ro/bertson

Cast:-

(4th week)

deiuxer, "and more recently
operated for a short time by indie
interests, has been transformed into
an inside parking station.
Chain company, operating
place, is utilizing, the house marquee for its name and sales, arguments.

.

week)

(1st

D —Johhdon

Crauford Kent

Jessie Prlngle :

Los Angeles, April 2.
Alhambra, one-time F-WC down-

town

.

Bette Davis
Reginald Denny
Alan Hale
Reginald Owen
Frances Dee
Kay Johnson
Reginald Sheffield
•Family Man'

John Kelly
'Warren Hymer

-.

Cromwell

C—Henry

Edward Earle

Carlisle

Paul Htftvey

Frank Molt oh.
Roger Imhof

(7th week)

Tester Cohen

'

Cast:
Will Rogers

'Sadie

.

For

•

Bondage

A—Somerset Maugh

Temple
Lynne Overman
Frank McGlynn,
Jack Sheehan
Gary Owen
Sleep 'N Eat (W.
Puggy White
Tammany Young
Sam Hardy

Shirley

K.ubee

*

D —^Joh'n

Bickford

Charles

D—David- JJutl'er

A— Lewis. Beach'
Glasmon

Used

(Continued from page 7)
Readying 'Yacht'
Casey committee, but to date it has
Hollywood, April 2.
Casey asserts,
the northside, hot functioned, due,
Tunesmlthing by Ann RohrielV
toria
theatre, on
to lack of definite authority and Burton
and Sidney
bringing their list of hquses to 26.
and. Jason,
Circuit takes, over operation some functioning facilities.
Mitchell and Cliff Friend has alJudge Lindsey and Casey had a ready set four melodies and lyrics
time in July and will completely reas to how around which, the Lou Brock pic,.
model,. Understood house is leased number of conferences
handled most Down to Their Last Yacht', is beto - the Easiness group for seven these beefs should be
au ing built for early production at
years at a rental of $10,000 annually. expedltious.lyi and as tp where
thorlty lay. Casey informed Llnd
RKO.
sey that the producers, whom he
Miss Ronnell is credited with two
represents, while they had no Ob
songs and other two* teams with
Setting Tower Output
ections to Lindsey, did not concede on each.
Paul Sloane. will direct
Hollywood, April 2.
him the authority to act. It was to the fllmuslcal, which is to be given
Joe Simmonds, president of Tower clear this point that Lindsey had
a
South
Sea- background.
*
Productions, left here Saturday

RADIO

Unman

Spot

.

Helen Mack
Edw. Everett

Lehman

G.ilks

Adolph Menjou
Dorothy Dell

F-WC

Inside Parking

.

Carole .Lomh.ard.-

Cast:

DELUXER HOUSES CARS

their

Chicago, Apr! 2.
Essanes^ has taken over the Vic-

Cary Grant-

R.

Gladys

Barbara Barondess
.Shirley Temple
Theodor vori Eltz'Merry Andrew*

Essaness

BekefS

Cast:

Runyon
Llpmah
.Sam Hellman

Wm.

Mary Carr

C—JoBeph

D—^Harlan Thomson

A—Damon

1

F&M

Coast Hearings

week)

A—Stephen

organization plans to the Individual bondholders, and that only a
few routine matters remained to .be
cleared up.
is expected to
Operation by
begin around April 15.

story-

and Make Up'
(1st

week)
D— Alexander Hall

Nella Wr.lker

Lamar

Fields

C.

'Kiss

(5th

Drue I.^yton
Kenneth Thomson

Mary

W.

Ambassador

Central,

Missouri', had' sent letters of the acceptance 6f the Koplar bid and re-

cadet life at
Cabot, featured, idea is prompted
by the b.o. reception of 'Midship- an emergency is.
Ruling of the bureau will have
man Jack,' RKO's Annapolis yarn
which also had Cabot topping.
an important bearing on working
Glen AUvlne who produced the conditions in virtually every theatre
Navy picture' and. Christy Cabannc in California if the obsolete law. is
who directed, will be in the same upheld in the "courts..
spots in the production of the Army

Joe Morrison

'

Ir^ne Franklin

Peggy.

C. Fields

Cast:

•

eryl Mo.rcer

week)
William Beaudlne

A-^W.

Holmes

Stuart.

Harry Woods
K'dward Gargan
Frederick Burton
August Anderson
HaU Way Decent'

Ginger Rogers

'

b—

John MUJan

James Dunn

Grand

definition made of just what conand furthermore;
labor,
stitutes
there is nothing to indicate -what

make a film, based on
West Point, with Bruce

will

based

of

F&M

.

(1st

'James Donlan

Janet Gnynor
Charle3 Fnrrell

C— Arthur

-Lynne Overman

'Grease Paint*

Katherlne DeMltle

Cast:

,

Edward Nugent

'

KoKer Pryor
John Mack Brown

Sonya Levjen

Jane Harwell'

RKO

Miriam Hopkins
Kitty Carlisle

D— Leo

JameS Gleason
C— Hat Mohr.

Flpl:e

Ain't No Sin'
(4th week)

attorneys

2!

the bondholders'
mittee of the three houses involved.

the
argument in opposition
One-time
ground that there was no clear cut

.Hollywood,

April

operation

that

city,

rendered;

to Feature rest.
Circuit

Bruce Cabot

Rljig Crosby.

Cast:

I lystono

To Annapolis Pic^-RKO

Lindsay

& Marco

.

three ace pic' houses in St. Louis
moved a step nearer with tho receipt of telegraphic advices from
associate In that
Harry Koplar,

Labor Bureau ruling followed, a
hearing, after, an unidentified employee of one of the circuit's
theatres here, had complained that
the employers were violating the
43 -year-old statute, and were deof
priving him of his weekly

Chas. Lange

Cast:

A—Mae West

of Heurt'

•ChiiJic:*

D^John

C—

PARAMOUNT

Edward Hppe

,

Fanchon

'

WEST POINT SEQUEL

Not':-

week)
Nugent

A—Howard

I'at.sy Kelly.

Charles BasMn

Me

(1st.

D—Elliott

Cast:-

Ivan Sslrnpaon
ojloa
Jose
IiUnisden flare"
Walter McGrtill

•

here.

Larry Adl'er
'She toves

Loos

John Kmerson

:

function for balance of
population while operators are

Guy Lombardo

Wood

A—^Arilta

Russell Simpson.

was

MOVE

2.

cepted only by emergency, will be
abpeaied to the highest California
National
Pacific
tribunals
by
Theatres Co., against whpm decision

Will

John Arthur
Franklin Pangborn
Morgan Wallace
Kenneth Thomson

March

Fr'edrlc

Fowler.
Marcclle Cordiiy
Itarry Norton-

Brehdn.'.-

April

in 1893, that makes it mandatory
for employers to give help one day
off in every seven, regardless of
position or salary received, and. ex-

includes Mr. and Mrs, Roy
Walker, their two daughters,
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Englebfecht
and C. H. DeWolf. .Pic house

Ray. MlllandEgon. Brecher
William Demarest

.

Ferdinand Munler

Sctium'ann-Helnk

F:

.

Cal.,

Ruling by the State Labor Bureau
here upholding" the constitutionality of a state law passed

pic house, a. 585 setter*
Its delegation; to convention

George Bdrbler
Joan Marsh

Oast:

Bumann.

5-ilpgfrled

.

i.'anipron

—

San Diego,

ST. LOUIS

NEARS CLOSING POINT

ofll.ee

:

Henry. Sharp
Cast:
Oracle Allen
George TBurhs

C

CMuudlnp
Ernest Vajda
.Donald -Ogden.
AVm. Daniels

Berkeley

SflinelOermai)

(5oo.

D—Norman

A—Lady Mary

2.

honors a6 having greatest
of population' In
\ percentage
attendance at MPTOA convention here next week. Town
of. 2,709 inhabitants has one

•Many Happy Returns'
(3rd week)
MqLoooV

8t.'

D— Sidney

'week)'

.(7th"

At Labor

Bureau Ruli

Little heard of town of Latnpasas,. Tex., located In" the
Panhandle, will probably cop

•

Week of April 2
belo^^pK^ically
now-filming, or about to ^^>r« Msted
Symbols are: D— Director, A-^Authpr, C—Cameraman.)

1934

Tuesday, April 3,

billed for. three weeks and two dayfl\
(March 30 to April 22) before going
into the Boston Garden. So positive
were the circus heads that the show

would open IfiSt-Ffiday^that nhe
paper was dated and posted before
the hockey game which eliminated
the Rangers from the ohamptonshlpSi
Reported that Samuel W.
Gumpertz, general ,manaEsr_pf._tbe
outfit, set the premiere date last,
fall after the hockey games were
set and the play-off dates fixed.
Had the Rangers' lost, the opening
:

would have been
week.

off until late this

Tuesday, April 3, 1934,
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PALACE, CHICAGO

the only one in the
the muscle.

(Continued from page' 16)
Miss
burns, Lahrs, ad infinitum.
Barrett goes at them with a bit
more gusto and considerably more
bitterness, but it's basically the
same turn' as done by dozens of
other performers. Miss' Barrett- taking digs in her impressions and
stuff like that always impresses an
audience as a toy dbg yapping at
the paws of a St. Bernard.
Three acts gone without any real
start to the vaude show and then,
the Buddy Rogers routine to comTo this audience It s only
plete.
four acts no matter how you .figure'
At the State-Lake and Oriental
it.
they get six and seven turns be!

.

show going on

Production has an

'idea'

of the

show be-

typical presentation sort,

ing tagged 'Chocolate Bojf revue.
After the lid of a large prop candy
box is raised to reveal the band,
everybody forgets about it and goes
to

work.
Line of

rate

girls is

Iff

good enough

to

They are

costuming.

better

spirited, which is Only to be
pected in a colored show,- but

exthey
are also well trained and adept at
precision work, which is unusual.
They, work hard and often.

Raymond Baird," who has been doing a single musical act in vaude.
Baird has a soloist spot for himself
to ripple through his hot saxophone
and double saxophone routine. He

LONDON PALLADIUM

A dark comic who makes it even
darker with Cork bears the sweet
sounding first name of Garbagefull name is Garbage Rogers.
A
funny guy that, with material, whioh is pretty good.
This week Calloway has a good
Would be funny downtown as. -well.
Between Garbage and a fat hoy, supporting company, and looks like
Who probably is the Troy BrOwri of holding up, but management was
the billing, this show has more than afraid to chance a fourth week.
One thing that has hindered Cal^
the customary amount of comedy
in colored entertainment.
loway's grosses is
his
playing
Garbage's big .moment is a Har- around London's night- spots as onelemesque version of .'Irish Justice,' night stands. This has caused a
in Which' Garbage- as a' Judge in bad number Who would- have gone to the
humor starts things off by sen- Palladium to await the band's artencing himself to four years. Scene rival in their own locality and, by
is stretched Out like an Unbangi's .paying a little extra,, dance to the
lip and- runs too- long, but Garbage band as well' as being entertained
••:
gets about all there is to be had by it.
from such ancient stuff...
Sherman- lsher 16 Palladium gals
Also according .to form, show is looked cute in black and white outreplete With dancing, Acts. on the fits, with MtfolTriO, Japanese equlli*
hoof follow right on'-".top .of each, brists, making a good opener with;
other, yet each 'manages, to come clever footwork arid hand-to-hand
up With* a topper. .Five 'Cracker- balancing.
jacks, standard combination of men
Murray arid Mooney, two local
that has been in. Broadway shows,' comedians, 'have been here often iri
supplies the. heavy, stepping. Miss; the past' few months, but have made
Dudley and her new partner, boy, very few changes ? in their offering.
named Brown," and The Yorkers' House was in very, good spirit and
(two/: men and a girl) are the. other:, gave
them a cordial reception.
dancing' acts. Latter is a good act Freddie Forbes, revue comedian, in
that Cart play any kind of vaude. a cpmedy sketch culled from one. Of
Gladys Mike and Oscar Newman his shows, is funny with several
do the straight >work in the talking original mannerisms. Angela Bar.

1

'

.

lot in the

'

,

sit there doing noth-,.
Rogers has the makings of aj
ing.
full flash and band turn there' and]
a bit of rearranging should- do it:

time the boys

;

'

:

:

;

flourish.
sadly flabby. «at the last
:••<

Business

v

•

Friday, with the sides and
back of house yawning in discour-

show

aging emptiness

1

Loop?

.

'

.

Act finishes with, the Rogers one-

man band

.

.

.

Rogers "is letting
band go to. waste. With
16 persons in the outfit he should
get more out of them.
Half the.

a

:

BALTIMORE

HIPP,

March

Baltimore,

'

r

30.

-

Nice little line-up the Hipp is bf.-|
ferlng as its participation in the, bits.
rie makes a perfect foil.
burg's Easter amusement. parade.}
Orchestra is a hot aggregation of
Rose Perfect,, here on one of: her
Just four acts, but the last presents; 12 musicians, and a leader: Billed several- trJpg, -still warbles splendidr
that vet sure-flrer,. Soph: Tucker,) as Charlie. Turner's Arcadians, but ly.
Rendered thre;e numbers and
and preceding her, Lester Allen,! the leader's name is Emriiett Mat- wad .given aa. good & reception as.
The opening, pair are. agreeably! thews.
any warbler gets here.
Worthy and the bill -stacks up as) ...Picture, was a James Cagney
The Three Sailors arrived just in
appropriately varied.
time for rehearsal.
otdle. > Business abotit two-thirds.
This is their
Stage show "will have to carry the:
third trip here, the last being nearly
b;o., the pic being Sing and Like It\:
two years ago at the Pavilion. DeAt show glimmed, second on openspite act having suffered from any
amount of pilfering by the local liftjg day, the combination, of Good
N. Y.
riday and Passover had the barn
ers, always manage, to bring somegreatly resembling the Polo iGrounds:
Dispirited bill at
State this thing new along.
This time they
on a Christmas morning; Didn't: week. It follows the outline of a have the best offering of their ca-'
appear over 300 head in the pews,i
reer.
Came- as near showstdppirig.
and the acts had a job needling; picture house .presentation chiefly as anything on the bill. Boys look
even, that scattering out -'of its' because the- Chester /'rHjale ballet like -they are here' for' a.- long soSpring- fevered lethargy.. -.It was' from the. Capitol is slumming for journ, providing they adjust their
pretty brutal breasting, all the way,, the. week.
Show is practically a salary to conform to conditions.
and the manner in, which the piU
Billy Caryll and Hilda Muriday
blank^ so far as comedy goes. Colbuilt and gathered momentum till
lins and Peterson broke their act found it tough going to follow the
thel Tucker turn biffed 'eni out. ,of
up
into
small
fractions and scat-; boisterousriess of the Sailors, but
their chairs speaks a volume 'ffljr
soon
got into their stride arid scored.
tered, those fractions over an hour's
the act's capabilities.
So this pair did not even It was not the best spot on the bill
Opener, Ruiz and Bonjta, dance time.
their own custoiriary indi- for that type of act.
flash.
In the deuce, Whitey and achieve
Opening .intermission, the Shervidual results; while 'for from conEd Ford.
man-Fisher gals: attempted, some;
Lester Allen, arid blonde foil,: tributing anything to the show as Singing, arid thereby enhanced their
Joyce White, bit' off a quarter-hour: -a whole..
Singing
Sam's
meiliflous
baritone: dance offering. Fjrarik Boston, who
chunk of show before the houSe«
followed, is described as a; juggling
drop in 'one'. Skimpy, attendance; and Bay; Huling's articulate seal humorist, and Was the. only Weak
hurt effect comic might have in-': were the' individual scorers. Neither spot on the bill.
the Hale girls nor Melissa Mason
duced, and he might' profitably cut
Remainder, of second half of bill
as smart as when previously
some singing and lengthen, his One looked
viewed at Capitol arid Paramount, was consumed by Cab Calloway and
bit of monolog that he takes while
Wigmanesque num- his outfit. There is no doubt, judgfemme chases to change garb. Gives respectively.
ber by the girls dragged interm- ing by reception on entry, that Cal'em an oke. f.cro hoof- session, and
Harrison arid Fisher fol- loway is popular here. During his
works smoothly, if familiarly, With inably.
lowed with a molasses ballroom 46 minutes' stay he held them,
Miss White.
adagio Waltz, so the show never thrilled them and entertained them
Sophie Tucker wrapped it up really got started.
for the best part. His best support
from entrance.
Opened with a
If there were any point in 1934 was Elizabeth Welch who, since her
characteristic prelusory chant, then in
writing treatises
on what's arrival here, has played in Charles
gave 'em 'Louisville Lady'. .Here wrong with vaudeville, the
current Cochran's 'Nymph Errant' and has
intro'd a new song which she's week's layout
would riiake a nice acquired quite a radio rep. Gal did
warming up for her coming Euro- horrible example.
two numbers, with Cab begging off
pean trek, a paraphrased 'Dream
United Artists' 'Moulin Rouge/ for her on a promise of more later.
Walking'. In her best manner, and picture,
must rely eritirely on its His other supports, Alma Turner
that means with ultra savoir faire, own
steam.
Land,
and the Three Dukes, were enterthe song is right up her alley. Ted
taining in their respective lines.
Shapiro peered over the Steinway
Welch gal duly appeared later and
for his straightjng.
Did 17 mlns,
again speeched it for a getaway.
and had difficulty getting chance
Seems a pity Calloway stayed just
to scoot..
Pittsburgh, March 30.
10
minutes too long.
E'ger.
Complementing screen feature " House is
carrying quite a load
and vaudeville, there is Pathe hews,
an Audio Review and an overture this wieek, with a. picture that runs
by Felice Iula's pit aggregation.
38 minutes and a stage show that
1
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is good entertainment any circuit or
house would be siloing off ita
The
London, March 20.
schnozzle .to spite its face.
Palladium has a corking good Mason skating hoke, was meat and
drink for this mob. In fact, th*
show to satisfy the most discrimi- entire
show was.a string of laughs.
nating.. Cab Calloway here in: his
Only complaint from the other
third and last week. Band maestro side of the fence might be the yelp
was originally in for four weeks and of too much show. The audience
switched to Glasgow for,, his .last got eripugh entertainment here to
stanza.
last 'em for a month or more; When
Calloway has caused more con- they ducked Out at the end of the
troversy in the show field, hero than first show they were loaded to the
anyone who, came over from Ameri- gills with entertainment at twoca in a decade, and comparisons bits for adults and a dime for kids.
with Duke Ellington were bound to These rock-bottom prices, are cerarise.
Both leaders have their sat- tainly chilly io the final count.
ellites, and both are good, box office. loaded house .of 3,000 seats means
Ellington's grosses for his fortnight under $750 for the actual take.
averaged close to $20,00© per week,
Tommy Mack and Eddie Young
.

sides a line of girls.
Rogers is carrying, besides 16
in the band, several of whom
double, the dancing Dixie Dunbar
and a male warbler. In the band is

men

was a standout;

.

.

':.-.'

.

..

PENN

'

-

ORIENTAL, CHICAGO
-

goes -70.

'That -means a- three-hour
and only four shows a day.

ClircagdT^arch '30.
Milton Berle has tiaken over the
rostrum that has been hallowed to
the presence of Paul Ash, and, while
that can't exactly come under the Ash is on a run at
heading of astute booking for Eas- Lake at present, the rival StateBerle is getting
ter Week,
With the kids out of away with material
Ash wouldn't
school and mama shopping arouhd
touch with a 10-foot pole. Despite
for.
suitable
entertainment
fOr the offside
gags,
arid
olowriing,
junior, she's going to. hesitate about
there's rio gainsaying that Berle is
a flicker that, has for its heroirie the hardest worker on
the stage.
a prosty and flesh that
'

APOLLO,

bill

N. Y.

This is far from What might be
expected in a colored show playing on a gf lnd. with last run picture
for 35c top on 125th street. Down-

town reports iwere, that
ored' burlesque

arid

it

hot.

film, and 'Greenwich
Village Follies', the uriit, is a combo
.

was

col-

It's

riot

burlesque and it's clean.
Sidney Cohen, who has the Fox,
Brooklyn, too, and also is in on
the big Roxy, took the former Hurtig & Seamon's- Apollo over recently
when the Minskys' le.t it go. It had.
been a burlesque house for years.
Shows, staged by Clarence Rob^
inson, »• are
all-colored,
changing
weekly and running about an hour
On the
in stage band fashion,
show caught, besides the. band and
were three dancing acts, .two
comedians, a straight nian, talking" woman and an m.ev Latter was
.Ralph Cooper, formerly of Rector

.

;

isn't

tion.

.

•

•

-.

Originally, .'Nana' was to have
played here sans a stage show next
week, but sudden decision to push
it forward found 'Follies' already
booked for that date and no Way of
re-routing it for a later showing.
That's a tough break all the way
round and means a real push to
break even.
'Greenwich Village Follies' has to
get, by chiefly on production.
In
.

,

latterly in

ex-

actly fashioned for parlor consump-

-

and Cooper and

the

..'.Nana!,

that

department,,

.tops.

it's

vaude names

For

He was vamp- and
;

'

All spread out pretty clevhowever, with a lot of real
entertainment, so. it doesn't lpok
••''••
skimpy.
Inasmuch as most of the burden
from a financial
is on Tiniberg
standpoint, he's allowed to take
unit.
erly,

•

.

>

'

...

'

forgotten, but dignity his act are Audrey. Parker, George
can remain .in the alley when the Fr.eems,. Oliver Harris and Herb
audience gets ,so much, for., its' Waliig, all coming on for bits,
Pieced. Into' this are the Liazee'd
money.
•Picture was 'Dark Hazard* '(WB). Arabs, a' colorful hop,' skip and
Gold.
jump troupe of a dozfen, and Armando and: Llta, who do a surprisSurprising in
ingly good Apache;
that. it. fiori tains a .couple of new
kinds
of. prattfalls and .holds attenLincoln, March 30.
tion. '.Girl is especially good.
Just as good- as last week's bill,
Line is on three tithes arid does,
was bad, this house may sock the; well- twice,
That's probably a

routining

is

.

ORPHEUM, LINCOLN

;

;.

Wv

H.

'

Opening day

letdown.

:

(29)

bit

pretty good average, although

1

slow,

iri.

bit,

cision, routine as that /one in the
center of the show, all girls in black
and red velvet pants and waists,
can be so ragged' arid out of step
as they are in the closing number.
Film ls 'Countess' of Monte
Crlsto' .(U) arid, there are j. couple
of shorts: besides the newsreel. for
a grand total of a hit over three
hours of show. And no bunnies.
Kauf.
That's sbme'thiTig.

\a

Stage is riot of hokum and riovThe prevalent system of
elties. :
having the acts draw straws for the!
m. c. job is continued, with Gale

,

the line.
Bessie Dudley, former under any 'circumstances and with
Cohen.
partner of Snakehlps Tucker, Was any sort of bill.
'

•

'

:

'

.

and getting the call. Compliments go to hirii for bounding on
Without trying to remember
a stale gag or two to kill time.
The Claires, juggling and hand
balancing duo, open with some fast
and difficult feats. Woman in the
act does most Of the work and sells
losing

it's

hard to understahdp why a
line that can turn in as good a pre-

a

1

!

come

.

arid off
.

it nicely, too.

Man shows

however,

necessary,

PARAMOUNT,
Better stage

'em he's

before

N. Y.

show than

feature

as. became, obviously necessary with
the booking of 'Melody in Spring"
(Par). This .is the flicker in' which.
Lanny' Ross of the air waves makes

the',

finish.

Wyhn and Gale do everything
from Sally Rand to Kate Smith, and his screen debut,
':"'
mike into a, spittoon. Every prop
Stage tbpllner and relied upon for
they, have squirts water. The kind
the
b.o. draft is George Raft, augof an act that either clicks or lays
mented by some more, ether trimdoorknobs,
Clicked substantially: mings. These latter comprise. Titohere.
'

Guizar

arid the
Staridard' around

:

.

Pio

(WB)

is

table.

'I've

Got Your Number'

plus a couple of shorts.

•

Barney.

PARAMOUNT,

edy

is

'

'

.

'

Zelda Brothers close with new angles in contortions. The act builds
up consisteritly airid closes with, a
wallop When one of the" boys fails
backward off a .20 -foot ladder to the
stage, breaking the fail with his

•'*

'

.

hands on a

»•

;

but things look
brighter. Only three turns currently, but they're- well booked and faVbrlng the Easter grade school exodus which, is letting 'plenty of kldsi

was a

X
,

3

'

.

Sisters,

all

BrOadWay. Comhandily" sus'tairied by Jimmy

Savo; also standard .and very okay*.
Edna Sedgwick, Diane arid Margo
are the other, sub-principals along
with the usual line, Bob AltonDartny Dare Girls.
Revue is captioned *Raftero' after
the Ralph .Rairiger tango' dedicated
5

to the Par picture player. ^"Raft's
basic terp ability naturally stands
.

L. A.

bim

in good stead on the rostrum
in his tango and cakewalk (hi-hat-

number) dances where he alternates
Los Angeles, March 29.
For second time in two weeks Diane and Margo as dance partParamount had no opening opposi- ners. Diane (of Dario and. Diane)
tion today, due to. several downtown was Carole Lombard's double in the
.holdovers, and in spite of the time- Raft, picture, hence the: booking
worn Holy Thursday bugaboo, busi- again at the Par. She doubles from
ness at the first afternoon show was the snooty nltery, Place Piqualle;
near capacity, healthiest it has been Margo is from the Waldorf-Astoria.
The combo of Raft, Savo and the
since Sally Rand broke a lot of
ether trimmings
house records recently.
on stage and
Unreserved credit for draw, must screen make for good variety and
'•

Rugglesbe giveri the Duke Ellington band, balance; although, the
as screen feature, 'Melody in Spring,? Boland team will have to assert
has no names of recognized box- itself for the screen pull in view of
Ross' Hollywood novitiate.
office magnitude.
Walter Catlett comedy short as a
As an entertainment medium Ellington band rates high and con- filler played at the nearby Rialto a
tinues to live up to its reputation: couple of months back and has been
as being one of the leading outfits of around iri other houses. Considerjazz purveyors.
From the stand- ing the Pair's deluxe aura arid firstpoint of vaude or picture house per- run atmosphere, booking a' short on
formance, -colored "Ofg^liiMtion ^ is a subsequent date into this house
lacking in many essentials of show- isn't a smart idea. Usual newsreel
manship. This detail, however, did fills out
Roxy Gang next week.
not seem to be minded by this afternoon's mob, which voiced its approval
Of the band and individual, numbers
in no mistakable terms.
Harold Lloyd Sues
Ellington's 45-min. Stage, prograrn
Los Angeles, April 2.
is just one band number after another, punctuated with individual
Suit
foreclose on :a $12,500
appearances by Ivy Anderson, hot mortgage and
for a deficiency judgtorcher, and Earl Tucker (snakehips).
Both mopped with a ven- ement has been started iri Superior
geance, with Tucker, panicking the Court here by the Harold Lloyd
auditors.
Miss Anderson is a bundle Corp. against Wm. Malott et al. Acof energy arid works hard, with tion also seeks $1,500 in past due
:

:

•

.

interest
18, 1928,

'

on a note, executed June
which still has three years
•

to go.

Mortgage covers property said to
owned by George W. Sriiith^
Grant Egbert, JJ. S. Frye, Elizabeth
F. Smith, Margaret Prince Ray and
Herbert F. Sanders; with Malott
said to have been acting as agent to
be

secure the loan.

Betty^Boop-cartoon;^--™-^ jBdwOi^
i

.

—

;

,

.

He was in the spotlight for the first
show On Friday for some 85 miriutes out of a 96-mlnute performance.
He works in every turn,
Stooges for everybody iand makes
everybody stooge for him. His gags results.
Several of the band selections are
are repeats, but his memory is repunctuated by solo bits, with the
markable for its ability to hold out brass
arid reed sections; particularly
for an hour and a half at a time.
cornet, tromborie and clarinet, being
And this audience went for him. frequently
spotted.
Ellington does
They gasped audibly at some of his a bit of a pianolog,
and spends the
bluer bits, but they came back for rest of his
time directing the band
more.
while accompanying at the ivories,
Like Ash, Berle. .needs a couple plus making the necessary announceof specialty performers around for ments.
the clowning and build-up. Here
Short subjects include news and

it has only York arid King
while, they deliver in their usual
^ingi tilLxeady onr Uxis bill, doing jxo aty,le,itheteis=ri6=mlstaking=the=fact- i\e_hftd.Tess. GJUtdfilla,. Tommy. Mack,
dancing or Other specialty work, but that the comedy burden is just a bit Jackie Borlne, Louis Alverde, and
m.c.'ing the show pleasantly and .in t06 much for them in a show that even managed to stooge into the
showmanly fashion.
runs 70 minutes. As a result, there John and Mary Mason skating act.
Mason turn was previously ex^
The whole layout is exceptionally are too many soft spots and leisureclean-looking, as well as moral. ly pace its unrelieved, by anything hiblted to the loop at the StateLake arid with the booking into this
Until Lethla Hill comes on neixt- resembling a sock.
Business tOriight just fair but, of house B.
K'. breaks its stated
to~-xl6sirig, Hff Irefits the featured
member, there isn't even anything course,, it was Good Friday and policy of using none of the StateK. is wise in
that verges on the blue. Only the Seder (Passover) night. Combina- Lake material. B.
slightest suggestion of bumps from tion like that, is hardly b.o. balm breaking that silly policy. By re'

with his own. band.

-

,

by trimming out other acts. Only
two turns 'besides the girls; the
band and Wesley Eddy, house
m.c, to supplement the Timberg

most of the. burden on stage. Eddy
waves the stick at his pitmen, but
Timberg is practically the m.c,
with. Eddy coming on three times
for songs and handling them
a
have the hokiest of lowdown com- specialty, turn. Eddy sings as
two
edy, but this audience thought .it numbers on separate occasions
and
was strawberries, and whipped then comes on for a radio imitation
cream.' On the vocals there is Aunt bit which is a darb. Does a Kate
Jemima for a solid -sock early .;-4n Smith, a Bihg Crosby, a, Morton
the running, while Jackie Borine is Downey, Tony Wons, Singing Sam
spotted for audience nip-ups to- and Arthur Tracy, ail well, and
wards the closing.
mops Up,
House continues its policy of half
Timb.eRg gets, in some good clownvaude and half presentation, but ing, arid a eouple of dances, thoughduring the Berle week it's pretty leaving most of the work to his as ^
tell where one ends -and Sortmerit of 'stooges, chief among
tough
other begiris. -The regular dignified whom is iTImberg,- Jr. / Othei's in

•

.

N. Y.

A

.

.

ROXY,

Roxy goes a bit heaviiy on the
r. for. a name this week with
Herman Timberg, but makes it up
b.

WHEELWRIGHT UPS

Hollywood, April 2.
Ralph Wheelwright has been promoted as assistant to Howard
&
Strlckling in Metro publicity department with Clarence Locan, unit
&
publicity man, replacing Wheelfusing to play material; no matter wright as editor of Metro Studio
from what source, if that material News.

Stepin Fetchit Feature
Hollywood, April 2.
Joe Cunningharn and Arthur Ripley are ..writing screen, play of untitled yarn for Stepin Fetchit's first
feature for Fox.
,

E. W. Butcher, recently elevated
to producer spot will have charge
of the picture.

e

Tuesday,

Afcril 3,

'
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Questionnaire

Seeks Facts, Figures on Radio
Studio Opposition to Theatres

As

Up AdThat Stations
Should Give Local FolServ i c
low - Through
Same as Press— Network
Fights Tendency

Big Dailies Steam

State

Fatal to Small

vertisers

Washington,
SLIP OF THE TONGUE
survey of broadcast
determine effect of free WBBM Announcers Forget Call
Letters, Name of Sponsor
.radio performances is planned by
Broadcast Code Authority.
April 2.
Questionnaires to be sent to all
announcers will likely get
Stations in order to get basic facts
for use in. reaching agreement .with lessons in memory shortly if the
legit and film groups are being memory slips continue.
Norman
Will go in the mail in
drafted.
Barry was dropped from the CBSanother fortnight,, it is expected.
announcing staff last week
Move resulted from Inability of
NBC is giving aid arid counsel to.
on a miscue. At a program break
three groups to get 'together a
its affiliated stations as part of a
told the audience they were listenmonth ago on the extent of com- ing to WIBO;
determined struggle to stop, advermerchandizing
petition resulting from free enterBarry used to work at WIBO in tisers from getting
tainment, due largely to lack of
Pressure is growing
the old days, with: that station now concessions.
alarm of
definite information about patron
out of business. Two months ago and the stations share the
age of free broadcasts. Film and an announcer killed off on the same NBC that the network may ultilegit leaders .insisted hundreds of
station when he announced the hiately be forced to do a more comthousands of, potential Customers start of the Old Gold program by plete selling job than is presently
of
are lured away, monthly, while very clearly enunciating into
the implied in a straight purchase
broadcasters feel picture Is painted microphone that 'Chesterfield is on facilities and programs by a spon-

Sweeping
to

Held

Affable

Philadelphia, April

owned by the classy Strawbridge and Clothier department store, and station is operated along same lines.
All
purchases of air time are made
by letter only, and the studio
claims to have no unruly cliis

WBBM

-

'Contracts' may be discontinued by one week's notice.
ents.

.

•

.

,

Code rulers want to know

if

aim

merchandising
of
particular
products, improving of station good
is

attracting of attention to particular personalities, or some other
motive.
Willi

Survey willbe handled by James
Baldwin, executive officer, and

W.

Fram Russell, local representative
of NBC, appointed liaison committee to discuss matter with film

and

legit groups.

With

NBC

advertiser dercands every inch of the way. Admittedly it puts the network in a
delicate position. .Network can get
away with a certain amount of
stalling, where advertising, agencies
are Concerned, but when the sponsor directly makes the requests for
a little follow^ through it's not so
Sponsors express their
simple.
anger more effectively than the diplomacy-obligated agencies.
NBC's idea of merchandizing is
to turn over a supply of letterheads and envelopes to the adverand
labor
Stenographic
CBS last week paved the way for tiser.
postage stamps* is for the adverits following of NBC into the spot tiser to provide.
Where advertisbroadcasting, and electrical tran- ers desire to circulate road crews

CBS ALTERS

is

most

local

stations

scrambling, around after new
business, with heavily involved
contracts, WFl's. scheme seems
the most workable. All their
time is sold!

sor;

air.'

"

Outfit,

.

the

on basis of contracts.
NB(i carrier in Philly,

sold

FEARS EXPENSE

information
available
here does not show how. many stations provide free admissions or
under what circumstances public
broadcasts are put on.
Questionnaire will ask not Only
for number of persons attending
and number of public performances,
but purpose and type of broadcast.

2.

WFI

WBBM

Sketchy

Washington,

.'Trust Thy Neighbor* ueems
to be the theme song of
In Phllly, with, no time being

,

too darkly..

WFI

resisting

%

Refusal of the radio industry to
accept suggestions that; working
hOurs be cut 10% and wages
boosted in like proportion was indicated Saturday (31) as first replies eariie in to Amusement Division Administrator Sol Rosenblatt.
While definite position has not
been taken by broadcasters,. James
W. Baldwin; executive officer of
informed
radio
authority,
code
Deputy Administrator WilliaW P,
Tarnsworth that 'in my own opinion, the enforcement of your proposals to reduce the 40-hour week
people to 30 hours and to reduce
those working more than 40 hours
to' 36 hours with, a 10% increase in
,

all would spell disaster
for the industry.'
Suggestion will be laid before full
radio group -shortly and formal' de^
cision will be made by entire C. A.

wages for
•

;

'

CRYSTAL-MAKER
FINDS $3 TAG

Baldwin,, however, terms the idea
inequitable and impracticable, rioting that it would utterly destroy
all small broadcasting enterprises
arid would make it impossible for
the larger broadcasting enterpris*^
to recover from the reverses suffered during the depression years.
Baldwin emphasized that broadcasters are desirous of giving full
co-operation to NRA, but said he
is confident if government officials
will study matter thoroughly their
own mature judgment will dictate
a withdrawal of their recommendations.
.

TOO STEEP

DISCS

Chicago, April

2.

Taking one of the quickest brodies

.

the history of radio, Carlsbad
Crystals quit trying to sell its packscription business on an extensive through a given area NBC's conception of the network or station ages over the ether last week after
scale by announcing that effective
Using three
is to. donate a road a short fortnight try.
May 24 Radio Sales, Inc., the net- responsibility
in Chimap or a list of local dealers, but stations, WJJD and
work's local station booking ad.otherwise refrains from assuming cago and WJR in Detroit, with Gene
junct, will discontinue the recogniDennis, psychic,. as program, crystal
additional responsibility.
any
tion of all special agencies, time
maker found that it was going into
Cost Question
brokers and general station reps.
the red in jumps with only a couple
NBC hopes to educate advertis- of listeners going for the direct sale.
As a preliminary step to entering
the spot field NBC stopped its pay- ers away from merchandising delame is placed on the stiffest
ment of commissions to these go- mands, but the newspapers are price ever/asked in radio for a packbetWeen elements two months ago. constantly, steaming up advertisers age goods sold over the transmitter.
Stations now on the Radio Sales on this moot question. Some of the Maker asked the listeners to send
representation list- are those CBS big dailies in particular maintain in three dollars for a package of
owns or operates. They consist of elaborate research and sales pro- the crystals direct from Carlsbad.
WCCO, Minneapolis; WBBM, Chir motion staffs. NBC argues that, in Stiff price killed any chances for
cago; KMOX, St. Louis; WJSV, radio this is the manufacturer's the show.
Washington; WPG, Atlantic City; job and "annot be- undertaken by
WBT, Charlotte, and WKRC, Cin- NBC itself or NBC stations individually except at added cost to
cinnati<
LEVY,
All present contracts, for which the, advertisers and that a general DR.
an intermediary had been respon- policy of local merchandising would
be reflected in insible, will pay the agreed commis- immediately
creased card rates.
sion until their expiration dates.
want stations to
Advertisers
Philadelphia; April 2.
make dealer contacts by mail and
in

WCFL

Rejects

KYW

WLTH,

Brooklyn,

Sez Examiner's

$150,000 Bid

From Hearst

-

.

Report Ga-Ga
WLTH, Brooklyn, for whose
wave lengtn the Brooklyn Daily
Eagle applied, last week filed with
the Federal Radio Commission a
of exceptions to a report turned
on the station by one of the
commish's examiners. Oral argument on the report won't take place
for another two months.
On the point made by the examiner that top many commercials were, not justified by the combill

In

mission's policy in granting licenses, WLTH's answer called attention to the applications of two
other outlets in the New York area,
WJZ and WEAF- These NBC keys,
atates the bi'l of exceptions, noted
..in.
their applications that 60% of
their assigned time was sold, while
only 42% of WLTH's allotment has
commercial backing.
WLTH's document disposes of
the examiner's charge that
sold, 3,0% of its time for resale by
quoting the recent case of
Where the commission okayed the
deal between Don Flamm and the
Federal Broadcasting Corp., allowing the latter
resell
all
of
WMCA's time.
In .answer to the examiner's
statement that
placed its
own interest above that of the pubHe,, thebil^.of exceptions declares
that the station 'cannot understand
how this conclusion could have been
drawn when the examiner made no
findings or reported no facts re.

WLTH
WMCA

•

.

WCAU,

LEON

SEEKS RADIO UNITY

in

SCHUMANN-HEINK ON

person,

to

distribute

window cards and arrange

BABY FOOD NBC SHOW

posters,
exploi-

tation tie-ups generally. Precedent
is
the service reridered by the
which in some instances
practically solicit sales for their
advertisers.
"

:

dailies,

Chicago, April

2.

Mme. Schumann-Helnk opens a
series for Gerber's Baby FOod for
a 13- week minimum, running from

9-9:15 p.m. on the NBC. basis blue
on Sundays.. Starting date in the
contract is April 29 but minor difficulties may hold the initial gallop
until

May

6.

Spotted on the show through the
Biggie Levin office here with the
account- handled" by the ErwinWasey agency. The operatic atar
reported drawing $1,700 weekly for
the turn.
Understood agency has negotiated
with NBC for west- coast time for a
rebroadcast, if and when.
.

WLTH

Ed Kobak Feted

J

NBC

last Monday (2C) tossed a
party at the St. Regis, N. Y., so that
garding WLTH's programs, as to the personnel in the sales departtheir variety, public interest or gen- ment could meet the new v.p. in
charge of that end of. the organizaeral utility.
tion, Edgar Kobak. It was the first
get-together of its kind financed by
Foster Brooks of Brooks and the network in years.
Pierson team, appointed to the KSO
Number of the boys confined their
announcing staff.
quaffing to wine.

Baker-Armour Show

Back

in Chi

Apr. 27

Phllly stations are combining into
solid organization, it is understood, as a means of combating unfair trade practices, price-cutting,

dogmatic union rulings, and other
studio difficulties. Plan was suggested by Dr. Leon Levy,
prexy, at last week's luncheon of
station executives, because the genagreement of monthly
tlemen's
Levy's idea is
gatherings fizzled;.
to constitutionally" organize, with
written agreements signed by every

Local radio situation has been
topsy-turvy for many years, with

major outlets constantly
warring under cover. Levy's plan
the

w

six

bring all these practices und«»r
a "ingle body's governing control.
(

'Grand HoteP Layoff

fice.

Campana's

Nashville, April

gram on
2.

David Stone has joined WSM,
as announcer for this
National Life Variety and Lasses
White Minstrel shows.

Nashville,

ported 1150,000
take-over.

for

an

outright

Mexican Government's
Dossier on Brinkley

WCAU

station.
This would make such a
Unit an enforcible power in the
Chicago, April 2.
Baker and the Armour show treatment of wayward studios, and
return, to Chicago on April. 27 to prevent any One station from sufferThough ing embarrassment through the
continue the NBC ride.
originally slated to get back on May necessity of reporting a competitor
4 the Chicago hop was jumped to the NRA board.

DAVE STONE AT WSM

2.

a

iill

ahead One week.
Armour account is now being
handled by. Lord & Thomas agency
here instead of N, W. Ayer, Reason for the account move is said
to be the desire of Armour to have
an agency with Chicago headquarters-handle their 'business in close:
contact with the Armour home of

Chicago, April

Hearst still riot set for a station
replacement here when KYW, the
Herald and Examiner affiliate,
switches, to Philadelphia. Latest to
be contacted is'WCFL, the Chicago
Federation of 'Labor station, for a
possible buy, but the Laborltes
laughed it off.
Hearst wanted no association or
tie-up with the station as presently
operated, but wanted to pay a re-

NBC

on April 29,
Scheduled to

Chicago, April 2.
'Grand Hotel' proquits for the season
resuriie,

however, on

ex-legit
2. Ralph
K>tf>rintf,
manager and now with 1h<; NUC

Oct.

production
the scripts.

staff,

as been writing,

Dallas, April

2.

Evidently
wanting
to
know
something more about Dr. John R.
Brinkley, the Mexican secretary of
public works,
through a Dallas
represCntatlv
Felix Garcia is being forwarded transcripts, of a
:

court. trial held In Dallas

two years

ago when the. State Of Texas
sought to axe the medico's practicing license.

Mexican

government

fortify Itself with
case in event of a

wishes to
of the

details

comeback from

Doc.

Committee Steers

WNEW

Don Clark is out o: WNEW,
Newark,, as program director, and
with
goes
Cleveland B.
Chase
agency.
.

Sei^efoHh^WNEW
program boss, substituting instead a program commitr
without

tee

a

composed

of six

members, Wal-

ton
Butterfleld,
Bern ice Juckes,
Sybil Sicgal, -Ed. Fisher, Howar.iL.
Wiley, Bill Farren.
Three of the
six will constitute a quorum any'
sU*tornt>on to listen to auditions be-

tween

2

and

4.

RADIO

VARIETY

36

AprU

Tuesday,

3,

1934

MORE ANTI-PLUGGING

NBC Bows Out as Rep on Dr. West

Mulling the Setting Back of
Dupes to A. M. Commercials

Agency Squawks, but

Platters as

Bans Spotting on CBS Stations
Chicago, April 2.
First actual test of the 'strength
as a hon -exclusive repreof
sentative as opposed, to other 'representation outfits resulted In a
neck-and-nee.i. finish with' the advertising agency- as the third party
coming out the comin the pictui
parative victor. In the NBC battle
were the exclusive representatives
such as Ed Petry and Free & SleinInger plus the J. Walter Thompson
agency, while the bone of contention was the Dr. West toothpaste
'Frank Merriwell' recordings.
These platters are being taken
directly off the wire, from the NBC
studios here by RCA Victor: Show
itself is on an NBC eastern network which rides from Cleveland

Batik of America Seeks

Good

NBC

;

1

it

Agency
for

,

'

here asked the agency

NBC's program department may
soon resort to early morning as a

Major weakness of the average local station, say ad agency men
who have recently been around the country placing business, is its
production personnel. A goodly percentage of even the larger city
stations, regardless of the high level of their technical equipment
and studio appointments, are still back in the earphone era when
it comes to the application of radio showmanship..
It isn't a lack of good talent that discourages them, aiyer. the
agency men, from selling more of their clients on the idea of locally
built programs. The national advertiser, they feel, has a great deal
to gain by using local tafent to exploit bis product, but until the
local station shows a keener knack for whipping such talent into
showmanllke entertainment they'll go easy with their recommenda-

starting point for the regulation of
song plugs. Network, which only
recently set the counting InteryaT
back from 6 to 4 o'clock, contemplates adopting, the new measure
because of complaints from daytime

.

These clients have
commercials.
been' objecting to .having to follow
the same number, broadcast by sustaining programs.
If the web applies the antiduplication rule to the entire day's
schedule, no pop number will get
a repeat performance on either the
red (WEAF) or blue (WJZ) links
within less than four hours apart,
from 9 a.m. to midnight. System
would be so administered that the
lists of sustaining bands, with these
including hotel and cafe pick-ups,
would be subject to practically last-

tions!

These agency men: Say thai they have found the artists on the
average Station far more capable in their business of entertaining
than the personnel In the art of putting together an attractive program. In many cases the outlet would be better off if the entertainers were left to their own devices. They might, flounder around
but the results couldn't be worse than those produced by the maladroit direction to which they are subjected.
Chief fault with the average station, opine their agency critics, is
a lacking of understanding of the elements of program pacing and
balancing. The network commercials have shown the way but of
this the directing minds of the average indie operated station seem
totally oblivious. They go on tossing 'em together a la 1926.
One agency exec cites as a case in point a situation he observed
on a higH-powered key city station. Instead of scheduling what
rated as an ordinary hillbilly foursome for two or four 16 -minute
shows a week it had this act droning out its unvaried routine for
a full hour. Another agency man tells of a band leader on a commercial who was permitted to play the entire score of a theme
song he himself had written for the opening of each program. Instead of limiting the. theme number to three or four bars and then
swinging into another composition the leader dragged out his musical signature to a full two minutes, or long enough for his audience to do2e off,
Angle that militates against, the development of competent production staffs is the frequent' turnover, these get on the average
station.
Program directors have become more than artists the
migratory element of the Industry, moving from one station to another and creating, in themselves a psychology that comes to look on.
one Job as a slippery stepping stone to the next one. In. the constant shifting low. pay plays as much a part as incompetence.
Among the towns that agency men say they have found a high
quality of program production and general radio showmanship are

comprehensive newspaper, billboard
minute changes if they were found
and direct mail campaign to aid.
Show 'Leaders of Tomorrow' has to conflict with the lists of comstory and plot by Lucy Cuddy, positions submitted by nearby dayKFRC drama director, and penned time commercials.
by "William Robson. Leads in. cast
are Tom Kelly, Dorothy Scott,.
Beatrice Benaderet, Ronald Graham, with flock pf others doing
roles.

:

west.

NBC

Web

San Francisco,
Bank of America this week (3)
begins 13 weeks of Tuesday and
the
Wednesday night dramas
Don Lee network in California, emanating from KFRC here.
Bank; backing the program with
scholarship and cash awards for
essay writers, and putting, on a

Though a Chicago produchas no Chicago outlet.
is making these recordings smaller
spot stuff, in the midwest and

east.

tion

Will on Lee

Good Talent-Bad Producers

NBC

Baltimore,. April

•

for.

2.

Alexander Brown: & Co., oldest
banking and investment firm in £h&
country* goes on air via WFBR once
weekly with 16 min. broadcast. Set
Rudy Vallee will switch; to a CBS
for 13 weeks.
This being Maryland's tercenten- sustaining release this summer
ary, program -will.be .framed around when he and his band settle down
Valley
early history of state, announcer at the Pavilion -Royale,
commission.
spieling intermittently on dramatic Stream, L. I. Operating the latter
NBC Diplomatic
spo't is the same group which manFollowing the staad on the part historical highlights as penned by ages the Hollywood restaurant, the
of J. Walter Thompson the net- Elizabeth McCurley, early colony
warbler's current stand.
work said okay and bowed out of. history authority,
With his NBC; management conStudio string ensemble will fill in
the representative picture. But intract slated to expire. In June, the
sisted that the Merriwell discs be around the gab' with music con- way will be clear for Vallee to shift
temporaneous
with
period
talked
placed only on NBC stations or
network alliances. There is also a
about.
iftWpendent stations.
Absolutely
possibility that the Fleischmann
refused to permit any of the repThursday night whirl will move in
resentatives to place the shows on
the same direction.
CBS transmitters even though they
John Steinberg who conducts
might represent them.
Thus in
the cuisine and catering at the
Denver, Petry has this Columbia
Casino de Paree, N. Y., will again
outlet but will not be permitted ta
operate the Pavilion, with his old
spot the platters on that transpartner, Cristb, also associated. Joe
mitter.
Moss and Jacob Amron of the
NBC forced this ruling through
Hollywood will, be vitally interby telling the agency that otherested in the Pavilion also having
wise the network would not perbowed, out of Hollywood Gardens,
mit the Merriwell show to be ta*the summer rbadhouse on Pelham
In,
en directly off the wire. In that
Parkway, Pelham, N. Y. This vencase the agency would and it necesture was condemned by Park Comsary to buy the talent for a repeat
missioner Moses' because it's on city

the brokerage business on these
discs but the agency nixed the idea,'
stating that unless the regular representatives were, allow.ed to handle
the business the agency would spot
the discs on the stations direct
with none of the outfits getting any
.

,

•

,

Kansas

City, Cleveland, Cincinnatl-Covington, Detroit

and Boston.

.

WIBX,

:

.

Would

Utica, Re-Broadcasts

Takes Programs Off Air, Avoiding Tele*
phone Wire Tolls

Minute Blurbs

.

Chi

After, Music

show at the recording studio.
Agency went along with the NBC
wishes in this matter since by tak
ins the show directly off the NBC
studio wires it was able to save

Governing board cf che New York:
musicians' union, has under consideration a resolution affecting spot
announcements. Should the measure receive approval a station .emthat talent cost for the second ploying
Local 802 members would,
show.
be barred from slipping in capsule
Show started on NBC last week plugs between sustaining orchestral
and the platters will start their spot programs.
broadcasting campaign on April 16
What the proponents: of the resolution particularly object to is the
practice Of tagging a spot, announcement on the tail end Qf a
Kills
dance program picked up from some
hotel or cafe. Ban would also apply
For
sebalfc Chi
to
orchestra broadcasts labelled
sustaining which originate from the
Selling
Days Only studio itself.
A. similar proposal came up before last year's, convention of the
Chicago, April 2.
Despite the yelps from music American Federation of Musicians,
lovers about the canning of the but no action was taken on it.
Philharmonic orchestra for baseball, WBBM, the local CBS
Station,
starts its baseball broadcasts this
Mix Ghost Set
Sunday (7). Listeners have been

WBBH

Symphony

Ba

NBC

P

6

.

Tom

sending frantic letters to newspaper
'Ralston Purina will return, the
editors and the- station itself, but
the station will slough for the com- Tom Mix serial to NBC in the fall.
mercial.
Has caused plenty of Food packer has closed with Mix
worry among the radio execs, not for the use of his name on the newonly, at CBS but at other stations. series and has the restarting date
NBC has refused to sell its Sun- figured for two days after the end
day afternoons to baseball and is of daylight savings time.
offering

baseball broadcast, prosr
pects a six-day schedule only.,

Script

day
or
the

(26)

show went off last Monafter a run of 26 weeks

a total ot 78 programs; For
number of boxtops collected

during this stretch the frame set
McCarthy Quits
c.
record,
Inflow of trademark
Los Angeles. April 2.
strips passed the million mark a
C. L. McCarthy, who .has been week before the program's foldup
assistant .general manager of KFI, for the current Beason.
has resigned after six weeks* servJce'^h the berth, and has returned
to his former home in Oakland.
Starts
Before taking the KFI spot, Mc-

KFI

.

..

Shampoo Show

Carthy,

man,

was

NBC

assistant to Don Gilvice-president on coast

Watkins

Mulsified

Shampoo

through Topping and Lloyd takes

NBC

Picks Talent

From Ranks

for a

New

^-'i—

property.

Artists'

—by

the- indie .KTAB to. .write the
blurbs for that station, in addition
his other duties as a producer,

to.

announcer and tenor.

He
last

started the triple

week,

Broadcasts at I0i30 p.m. EST*

2.

Utica, has entered into

an

arrangement with WLW, Cincinwhereby the former outlet is
permitted to pick up the signal of

Bureau Ride

the Crosley transmitter and
broadcast it over the Utica areaChicago, April 2.
Following the big shake-up at Through this association WIBX can
NBC, the program department is feed its listeners the programs of

COURT LOOKS INTO
WAKEMAN-WGLC CASE

together a new
Ruth Lyon, who Is
oh the Words and Music show with
Harvey Hayes* gets a couple of solo
spots for a 'build-Up try. She fills
In the vacancy left by the Sara

starting to

piece

talent setup.

Albany, April 2.
Supreme Court Justice O. Byron
Brewster at Ballston Spa has
granted an order requiring the production before a refelee of records
pertaining to. the arrest of Ralph
B. Wakeman of Claremont, N.H.,
for alleged fraudulent sale of radio
advertising, a charge from which
Wakeman has been exonerated.
The order Is directed against O.

Ann McCabe
Relnhold

departure.
Schmltt, the

quartet

basso, on April 4 at 10:16 p.m.,. gets
a once-weekly 16-minute sustain-

ing build-up on the blue.

Wesley

Thompson Griffin,, owner of WGLC, Summerfleld, tenor of the Merrimen
Hudson Falls, and Nicholas Lan- quartet now out, looks set for a
zara,
Saratoga
Springs
garage sustaining ride as a solo based on
owner. Lanzara signed the com- a program idea -he has developed.
plaint which resulted in Wakeman's Bill Culkih of the Bame quartet
may return to. KYW whence he
arrest ..recently..
Wakeman contends his arrest was came some months ago to replace
"

mutually

contracted commercials.
Topping the group of
produced affairs that WIBX is taking

WLW

off .the air and rebroadcast ing is
the Puroil show, which both outlets schedules for three nights* a
week.
By Altering the programs from
transmitter to transmitter WIBX
has eliminated the necessity of a
wire hooking up the two stations.
There is nothing in the Federal
Radio Commission's book ot rules
and regulations to bar this procedure as long as the receiving station has the permission of the
originating point. WIBX has protected itself on th;ls_ angle by embodying "the arrangement into
contract with WLW.

caused by WGLC, which in a letter Norman Cordon as bass with, the
WIBX last week also became an
denied the existence of a contract Merrlemen.
affiliate of CBS.
Among the comauthorizing solicitation of advermercials it is clearing for the nettising for the. station. Counsel for
work are Tydol and Bond Bread,
Bisodol's
Cast
WGLC said the contract had been
signed by an unauthorized, person.
Bisodol show on .CBS goes off, its
Sunday night spot, changing to
Cincinnati, April 2.
Wednesdays at the same time comSmall stations in the South and
Chi
Talent
mencing May r.
Southwest surpass those in other
Talent lineup undergoing a com- sections of the country that accept
Chicago, April 2..
Chi NBC continues to dig up trios plete change, with Everett Marshall the offer of the Crosley Radio Corp.
and quartets to replace other trios oh for 13 weeks.. Set by Matty to relay programs broadcast by
and quartets. Has brought In the Rosen (Morrison office), he started WLW, its 60,000 watten No charge
Spartbn quartet from Detroit* but Sunday (1). Tamaru, doubling from is made for such pick-ups, whether
under a hew tag. Henceforth -they the legit, 'Gowns by Roberta,' starts sustaining or. commercial, but there
April 8 in place of Helen Morgan, is a definite ruling that complete
will be known as the Songfellows.
programs musjt be used to establish
Jack Owens, formerly With' Ted with Lou Irwin agenting.
Irwin also placing Ray Middleton originating station and sponsorship
Weems orchestra, gets a solo spot
identity.
to exercise his tenor voice, re- of the 'Roberta' company .on that
Concession was started by
placing Dick Teela. NBC here also program.
two years ago. As high as .22 stadickering with Leola Turner, Chi
tions have rebroadcast
proCivic Opera warbler.
grams at the same time. Now, ac;

New

New

NBC

..

.

WLW
WLW

5%

-r-

.'

Utica* April

WIBX,
nati,

^o the kllocyQtesjCor a Mojiday.jilght
Ask
Station
seHesTr om"CB sr^LillialTRotlvEdT
BOSWELLS STRAIGHTENED
Albany, April 2.
ward Nells, Jr., Ohman and Arden
Legislature has been asked again
Boswell Sisters, starting June <5,
make
up
the
program
written
and
Triple-Threat Taylor
this year to impose a 5% tax on
go
under
the
booking
management
directed by Walter Craig under the
San Francisco, April 2.
of the Rockwell-O'Keefe office. Sig- gross receipts of radio stations. A
'Broadway
Night
Owls.'
George Taylor has been delegated title,
proposal to this effect has
naturing of this contract
been

—

^=activ|tiesr^

WLW

Prohibit

came as

a sequel -to the settlement ofTmsTAfter the inaugural program (2)
ness differences between the girls
Walter Craig had the radio editors and the CBS Artists Bureau.
of New York and environs at the
Revised agreement with CBS rethreat job Waldorf-Astoria for a midnight lieves the team of any obligation to
party.
the network after June E,

CWdin^TO^Jo^CHaTKbe^
director for. Crosley, about 10 stations are making steady Use of

various

WLW

programs.

Relay stations havo powerful receiving sets and they amplify and
introduced by Senafor^lTirdmas-Fr rebroadcast programs according to
Burchill, New York City democrat.
choice.
An Identical measure was offered
By means of the arrangement,
last year by Senator John L. Buckgets added plugs and its adley, New York City democrat, but vertisers
receive extra coverage
Ht died in the Senate.
without cost.
Just

•

WLW

nADIo
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AIR SHOWMANSHIP RATINGS
KVOO,

Tulsa,

and

WKBC

full-time.
lunger.

is.

is

BOSTON
1.

WNAC

2.

WEE!

4.

owns 1,000John Shepard, 3r
WNAC which cops first place
in the Hub on the strength of local
First Appraisal of Kind
showmanship plus the regional
Stations Ranked on Basis Yankee network and Columbia proShowmanship, Mer- grams. At present engaged in a
,

Program Cre-

and General PopuWithin Own Com-

ation,
larity

munity

DISCOUNT WATTAGE

WGAR

3.

KFWB
KNX

WJAV

4.

KFi

5.

KMTR

Own

courageous fight to put over

its

news

despite

service.

flash

WBZ

watts ranks third for. Boston
WNAC's runner-up is
WBEI
1,000-watt
utility-owned
which has several unique programs
and gets the red NBC shows. WBEI
is smartly managed within the prescribed limits of a conservative
ownership.
25,000

This gives

,

is the boss of
filiation while

3*
"

.

virons.

WJR
CKLW
WXYZ
WJR has the

owned by power company, has
10,000 watts, and unusual girl style
forecaster. WFBR built up by Jack
is

been recep-

In general
^BaltimWe^coWfpetltl5fl^i9^tiff-^md
special

of.

stations

all

above average.

among

BIRMINGHAM

(

Z.

DENVER
has the edge. Feeds
programs to network. High claBs
programs and policy. KLZ derives
its strength from Columbia net
work, has the reputation of..operat
ing close to cushion.
Gene O'Falldn's 500-watter KFEL
actually tops in purely local
is

showmanship. Goes in for the

WKBC

iradlo town.

is

.flux-

of municipal life with
stunts, prize fights, wrestling, sports
events, and court trials.

and-reflux

DES MOINES

KSO

NBC's 50-000-rwatter comes in
KSO, however, is alert and

does a good local job.

HOUSTON
KPRC
KTRH

WGES

WAAF

WDAF

1,000 watter
of the leaders of the industry
showman by instinct if not by

and a
back-

regarded as a poor

Incidentally

it

Watanabe

'Frank

troduced

3.

KNX

in the Pacific northwest
its 25,000 watts permits it to

Guy Earl has been
fighting

in

and

coin

KFI

NBC

the

the ring

network

some San Francisco programs
watts
Has

for

which

50,000
it accepts.
little local showmanship.

but

PORTLAND, ORE.
(KGW-KEX
KOIN
KALE

}

2.

Nip-and-tuck situation. Leaders
part of wider rivalry of two news-

is also

a poor theatre town. There is little
to chose here.
WBRC and WAP1
are bracketed for first place chiefly
because WAPI riivirlea time wit*.

However

lot.
as is

tra.

.

KALE is a step-child

garded as a Cincinnati

outlet.

L. B.

Wilson, trained in the theatre and
of showmanly background, keeps
among the best.

WCKY
WKRC

is 70 <&

network (CBS)

KFAB
2. KFOR
KFAB has

the strength.

from proximity
important Omaha.
suffers

KOIN.

PROVIDENCE

WEAN

1.

WJAR

2.

WEAN's

advantage

is:

credited to

Yankee network.
in
owned by department
store and makes little effort to be
anything more than art NBC transmerribership

WJAR

*

is

mitter.

ROCHESTER

WHAM
WHAM has
1.

2.

WHEC

an easy edge.

High

class, station owned by StrombergCarlson arid highlights such, affilia-

tions as' Rochester Symphony and
Eastman School of Music.
belongs to vthe Gannett

WHEC

principal function

to sell Auburn automobiles
the local agent who owns station.
brackets with KFVD, 250-watter.
Created 'In Laws' comedy script
is the secnow on KNX.
ondary NBC outlet heavily waxed

K8L

2.

KDYL

It

comes in at a trot. Has
created number, of nifty programs
including
Kangaroo Club. Has

and used as a

showmanship v but minimum heed tq
use it. KSL owned by Mormon
Church provides creaky organ concerts and religious singing and an

is

.

sluffo station.

open

LOUISVILLE
WHAS
WAVE
WHAS is old and well established.
WAVE is new and hustling. Time

field for

KDYL.

LOUIS

ST.

1,

2.

KMOX

1.

KWK
KSD
KMOX is

2.
'3.

may upset status quo. Meanwhile
closely tailed by KWK.
Louisville is ranked In the radio Both stations, are aggressive and
advertising trade as one of the poor- showmanly.
has an influenest broadcast cities in land.
tial cooking school.
KSD is owned
by a newspaper and as is true of
most stations of similar proprietor1.
ship plays the second fiddle role of
2.
a subsidiary.

KMOX

NASHVILLE

WSM

WSM
WSM

1.

tirely to this stuff. Smart program'Grand Old
riling generally with

2.
3.
4.
6.

Very keen rivalry here.
has - the - strength but W^AC has
good local programs set-up.
rivals WLS, Chicago, in hillbilly
appeal. Devotes Saturday night en-

NEW ORLEANS

2.
3.

Seems

little

room

sequence here.
Stunts
nice small
is

a

,KYA

iri

outlet;;

for question on

(NBC)

WWL

station.
Catholic, station of local char-

acter but does okay job for com-

WKY

wow
WAAW

WOW
Both have 1>000 watts. WOW

KPO

KYA

prestige station on

KFRC

Don

Lee
is the
is the secondary
is newly tinder Hearst
is really in, Oakland.

NBC

KROW
SEATTLE

KOMO
KOL
KOMO has

WDSU goes for speWSMB is a

big way.

.

KROW

KGO. is NBC's
outlet.
rule.

WWL

cial

KGO
KFRG
KPO

Pacific slope.

WDSU
WSMB

1.

SAN FRANCISCO

.

OKLAHOMA

1.

of

SALT LAKE

KFAC

.for

WHB

LINCOLN

goes in for
has developed Circus

stunts,

Court mock trials, radio Boy Scouts
and other promotional programs,

publishing house. 'It is an everyhas changed management day broadcasting station.
Beverly Hill Billies an asset
Salvatore Santaella's orchesCITY
Afternoon diet is phonograph
1. KDYL

records..

Another

it is

KGW-KEX

papers.
local

KMTR

a

WDAF

tucky.

Sortie

1

listeners.

gets the bulk of the eastern
between six and nine but
little appeal except

stuff

otherwise has

ground.

WLW

area,

.

and

tremendously
Archie'
is
coast program.

Honorable

Developed 'Easy Aces.' munity commercials.
KMBC program, 'Happy
CITY
Hollow' reputed one of finest of
1.
4.
kind on a local station.
2. KOMA
soon
and
pressed
by
closely
watts
50,000
is
with
KMBC
Not much to chose between here.
to go to the unprecedented level of managed by Don Davis and a goNot a Southern cracker entertainment.
500,000 watts dominates Cincy. Sta- getter station all the way.
Both stations bestir themselves oction is the originator of road mer- full time station but while on air
casionally to get off the beaten path.
chandising crews and has combed its Competitive presence is always
There are two smaller stations in
4h e=^en tlr e= area^ad jacent^to^tbA, felt.
Oklahoma Cily, KFXR arid KGFG:
is owned by the snooty
Ohio metropolis. Con
southern
They are of scanty signal strength.
stantly .on outlook for new talent Kansas City Star and its following
and programs and one of few en- is due to NBC programs. Has
terprises iri ra.dio organized and mechanical and prestige advantages
f
but. a bit too aloof and detached to
operated along theatrical lines.
1 KOIL
is not in Cincinnati but acknowledge showmanship,
2.
across the river in Covington, Kenand
Stephen between
Even
generally re1.

2.

reputar
actual im-

its

its

own

its

.

ignores networks. In patterning Its
programs and policies; Station in-

.

KANSAS CITY
WHB

CINCINNATI
WLW
WGKY
WSAI
WKRC

.

Opry' best known.

Not an
Little competition here.
and outstanding radio town.
Possibly
how they do
should be' given honorable
separation from the list; Outside of
1. KMBC
these two there appears to be ho
2.
evidences of showhianship among,
3.
the small ies. Erosion qri phonograph
of
operator
Church,
Arthur
worry.
chief
records seems their
(CBS) is one
it.

portance in

KNX

WLAC

WOC-WHO

first.

1.
2.

seems to outstrip

tion

KECA

KOA
KLZ
KFEL
KOA (NBC)
1.

2.
3.

Both, are
analysis.
oldest station in

is

country (13 years) but

Van

leader

individual

watts outranks
on the showmanship

1,000.

KDKA

NBC.

historical
Piper's
sketches and a swell <>rcHestra; Jack
Joy, have done a lot to popularize
KPWB, 1,000-watter, owned! by the
company, Warner. Brothers,
film
arid extensively used to publicize
has
lsd
product.
firm's
that
strength In remote control dance
music. Lots of stunts.
has plenty of enterprise and

WCKY

WAPL...

Birmingham

live despite the impossibility
of figuring with a pad and. pencil

.

with
50,000

and popularity

dominated news flash set-up. Optimistic DonUt Hour and Arizona
money-maker Wranglers
are other KNX achievestations in Amer- ments that have brought- the station
has

In general the quality of station
management- in Detroit is high and
competition, keen.

They

WCAE

reputation of being

.

1.

WJAS
KQV

3.
4.

KDKA's

one

smartly operated and
originated several outstanding programs. CKLW, 'across the river in
Canada, is the recipent of StorerRyan showmanship and goes in
heavily for local merchandising.
WXYZ is coming ahead fast under the guidance of theatre-trained
Has distinctly
Kunsky-Trertdle.
local flavor and Is Flagship of a
regional network in Michigan.

2.

own

WWAE

reach.

It is

ica.

PITTSBURGH

WCAE
KDKA

1.

2.

1.

2.

the

NBC

cream but

quite
even.
stations
otherwise
Seattle is a good department store
and stations dp expert merchandizing jobs, including novelty stunts.
Put sustaining programs in depart- ^
ment stores, etc. Go in for fashion
.

SPOKANE
1.
2.
,

_

KFPY

KHQ

Not- -r a nked

town.
tively

.a s.- imporjtant__ra dio___

Narrow
between

margin

competi-

stations.

WASHINGTON
1.

2.
3.

WJSV

WOL
(WMAL
|WRC

—

Generally agreed WJSV stands
KOIL.
has
is NBC red and KOIL is NBC blue. out head nnd shoulders.
good locul stuff. WMALis active also with half the some
Lincoln
more wattage of compotito- -a. Situation WRC nro slri"tly NBC network with

WOL

WAAW

to

is

highly rfimpelitive.

f

parade broadcasts. 'Both rank high
in showmanship..

OMAHA

(WBRC
__

There are; numerous 'small time'
stations in the Chicago neighborhoods and outskirts..- These are of
wattage classification.
lOO-to-250

number

moves

and that

fall

improvement in showmanship since
William Hedges took over manageAppears to be handicapped
ment!.
by joint ownership of Westingr
house-NBC.
WJAS - ranks a poor third although, some think station /is improving in program quality. Rela-.
spend dough for local programs, to tions with. CBS have been reported
Has none too cordial. KQV is part
station, hopk-up.
12
feed
of Wheeling would
created Blue Monday Jamboree, time.
Shell program and Al Pearce's gang like to move to Pittsburgh accord(how KFI) and 'California Melo- ing to report.

which

1.

2.
3.

the

its

,

popular
popular

.DETROIT

KMBC,

WCAO
WBAL
WFBR
Slight margin goes to 250-watt
WCAO on showmanship and merchandizing of Tom Lyons. WBAL

showmanship

lesser sta10,000

is

municipally owned and a moneymaker. Its 500 watts restricts its
coverage of course to Dallas en-

ATLANTA

.the

a

KRLD, has

a red NBC outlet
sharing wavelength with WBAP,
Fort Worth.
John Thorwald operates WRR,

WCFL

out, has
stunts.

outlet,

WFAA

watts.

WENR

now

CBS

tion.

a

Paige orchestra,
dies.'
rated best radio aggregation locally
is a KHJ asset.

Another instance where a 50,000is outranked on showman-

KYW

to

:

must be judged by

Kay

ship and popularity by

"

,t.
2.
3.

af-

.

KYW

bring opposition.

Raymond

waiter

WBBM
WMAQ

tive

CBS

a Howlett

WFAA
WRR

2.

WMAQ

Stewart,

is

DALLAS

WGN

BALTIMORE

with

WAIU

KRLD

1.

WLS

WSB

WSBN

station.

WGN
WMAQ
WBBM
KYW
WENR

WSB

WAIU

Columbus is not classified as a
good radio town possibly because
Cincinnati and Cleveland high
powered transmitters. Fred Palmer'

WKBW

capital of

canons. On top of the eccentricities
of the population the time element
Network programs from
weighs.
New York come in three to four
hours early and in consequence the
Pacific area is not comparable to
the rest of the U. S* A.
KHJ appears to have first place
sewed up. Most experts agree on
that although thereafter the exact
sequence irt whicn stations should
be rated is a matter of considerable
contradiction. KHJ is the Don LeeCBS outlet but does not rely upon
network support. Can arid does

of

CHICAGO

WGST
WSB

wattage after sundown.
it an edge over WJAY

WSBN

2.

may

Los Angeles as th

vivalists

50,000 watter has a
Runnerss-up
Philly^

i

even close.
here from Chicago in
aren't

great peasant empire of retired
farmers, and sawdust-hitting re-

COLUMBUS

.

2.

7.

WLIT

.

Columbia's

walkaway

KFAC
KECA

6.

which by some advertising agencies
would rank third in Cleveland,

1

is NBC's 50-000-watter and
as such has ah easy advantage over
WGST, 500-watter with CBS affiliaissues -an alert program
tion.
In general there is
gossip sheet.
very little local showmanship as
Several stations
yet in. the south.
that do reveal some capacity, shine
out amidst the general lassitude,
benefits from the dismantling
of XER, Mexico.

1,000

its

1.

WBEN
WGR

2,500-

WGAR is NBC blue outlet halving

BUFFALO
WGR
WKBW

2.
Variety prints herewith the first
3.
attempt to rate individual broadIke. Lounsberry is behind 1,000casting stations according to their watt
iand 5,000 watt
advertisradio
the
standing within
which take first and second rating
ing trade; Local showmanship and by an easy margin oyer WBEN,
station popularity are the newspaper station. Latter is passive
local
yardsticks by which the stations so far as local showmanship is
concerned and the 1,000-watt stahave been measured/
For the present summary Variety tion is used chiefly as an NBC outconcerns itself with 33 key cities let. Lounsberryites have originated
in
cou pie of programs which passed
are
where two or more stations
Variety anticipates o:Ho the Columbia web.
competition.
publishing a similar summary for
the benefit of the radio advertising
1.
WLS
world from time to time. It is pos2.
sible the number' of stations will .be
3.
stations
103
the
broadened beyond
4.
here reported;
5.
6.
No attempt has been made to
felt
being
WJJD
it
7.
City
York
rank New
8. WCFL
that this is primarily a network^
Many factors must be weighed in
dominated situation.
This survey of local showmanship Chicago. WLS gets first position
because its showmanship is alert,
is without precedent. Until recently
aggressive and has "resultedin more
the question itself has been given
station byBut now with financial returns from
little or no thought.
products than is probably true of
the advertising agencies and spon- any other station in America.
It
sors increasingly concerned with might be argued that the bulk of
local showmanship it is believed WLS
regular fans are not in
appeartimely
of
is
Notwithstanding
list
proper.
Variety's,
Chicago
is entitled to lead a
ance and wide probable usefulness. it. is felt
formulating the list Variety Chicago list based primarily on
Irt
has Imhas combined its own information local showmanship.
going indie and
since
lot
proved
a
and knowledge of local situations
is tied-in with the Tribune, a newswith the expert, comment of author- paper skilled in showmanship and
ities within the radio advertising promotion on the grand scale.
It
field whose competence to judge gets
its
because
place
second
values Is as unquestionable .as their strength is due to its own resource
integrity and freedom from bias. fulness and because it has just got
These authorities cross-checking ten 50,000 watts.
gets most Of the up*build
each other are of a remarkable
unanimity In a majority of cases. ing in Chicago from NBC, To a
degree, the promotional inChief disagreements over station lesser
genuity of its owner, the Dally
rankings refer to Chicago and Los News, contributes.
is to
Angeles.
is to NBC
Columbia what
Necessarily the ratings are ar- but on local sales this station perfelt
is
most
cases
it
bitrary. But in
mits no turf to take root under Its
the solid opinion of informed per
feet.
has Hearst backing and has
sons supports the rotation. Of much
developed numerous local programs.
importance is the tendency of high
Comic doctors, Sherman and Pratt,
over
be
to
stations
powered
have long been identified with this
shadowed in showmanship and pop
station.
is nursed by the
by less-blessed stations. network. WJJD suffers
uarity
from transStrength derived from network pro
mitter location and limited budget,
grams, mechanical advantages and has changed hands several times.
labor
other passive elements are given due
is operated by the
unions with very little, taste or disallowance in placing the stations.
crimination. Once nominally affiliated with NBC it carried practically
no network stuff. Has a large work
ing class audience..
1. WSB

WHK,

enjoys.

still

popularity;

1.

2.

Columbia
watter to sundown, 1,000 afterwards,
seems to rate Cleveland first place
on Harry Howlett's all-round radio
showmanship. WTAM has 50,000
watts and NBC programs. Station
was- built up by John Royal; now
program irector in. New York for
NBC. His stage and vaude showmanship gave "WTAM an impetus it

-ivatt

of
chandizing*

3.

1.

outlet,

WBZ
WAAB

3.

2.

.

WCAU
WIP
WPEN

KHJ

WHK
WTAM

1.

PHILADELPHIA

LOS ANGELES

CLEVELAND

not on the air
a local one-

little lof.nl

push.

.
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WGN SALUTE TO THE NATION
50,000- Watt Inaugural

WGN>

10th anniversary

it's

a boost of power from

26,000-

WGN

watts to double that figure,
came through with an inaugural
program tbat ran from eight to
10:30. p. m. And from that point on
to closing, since the various bands
euch as. Wayne King, Jan. Gather,'
Earl Burtnett, Hal Kemp and Richard Cole that followed all flitted in
as a. long parade of talent, giving
,

WGN and the nation the bow of
acknowledgment..
WGN presented an imposing: array of

talent,

and names on

this

dedicatory program. No room for
encores or bows which made the
160

minutes

pass

;
,

and

quickly

jammed with entertainment.
Show opened with the -playing
.

of

COMMERCIAL

WGN

1

.

•

.

nouncer is always rational and frePierre Andre led the list of an- quently laconic. Four or five breaknouncers knd sent the show, away ing for sales. mention during the
to a graceful start. Andre is In- hour.. Neilseh has chocolate, coherently dignified yet without cold- coa, and ice cream to sell, and
tion.

:

Ray
'The
Cookoos,'
ihcludihjl
Knight, Mary Hopple, Mary McCoy, Jack Arthur^ Robert Arm-

Adrian,

.

briister

WABC, New York
Arranged by CBS and

COMERCIAL
WJZ, New York

..Trent'

Virginia Clark, of the 'Helen
show, performed the candle.

;

•

•

Norma Shearer

.,

,

.

.

the latest specifica'The Cookoos' brand of nonhasn't been dulled.
Ray
Knight shows as keen a .flair as BOB BECKER
ever for cracking a buffoonisn but Dog Stories
sly- whip at current foibles, the. 15 Mins.
dig

is built to

tions.

1

.

vocal and orchestral interludes are
neatly spliced into the proceedings
and the thing as a whole moves
with a pace that assures sustained
Interest.
Still part of the Knight
stooge menage is. the Mrs. Pennyfeather character. Also the lad with
the piping. Scotch dialect.
But
among those missing is Mae. Ques.

'

.

.

.

.

WGN

,

THE

.

.

WGN

'

.

.

WGN

-

.

:

.

.

DAWSON

.

•

'

.

WBT

.

.

;

,

'

Most programs have been
tions.
rather blah, but this one looks as if
It has something, and should stack
^^pT)articularly f good=for=discingr
There's something' of the 'Once in
a Lifetime* flavor about it, center
lng as it does .about a dumb cluk
nephew of the producer of a pic
ture studio who makes good despite
i

;

—his-stupidity..

Script show is on this station
three- 15 -min. periods a week. Pro

dUced and written by Tom Gibson,
who- also plays in the cast. Other
parts are well taken care of by Paul
Norby, Ruth Schooler and Bertoh
Bennett.
#<<m»

arate

the

advertising

accounts,

baked beans. Mankind Brand dog
and cat food, etc. Advertisements
are delivered over the air as

if

read

from the pages of the RightviHe
Clarion.

•

Land.

_.

WO

mosphere.

WLW

Becker is the ace' animal fancier
of the midwest. ..He goes back be*
fore radio, doing animal columns
for the Chicago Tribune. And today he is writing a day '-by-day account of the Chicago Tribune experimental farm.
He knows animals, and what's more, knows how-

about them interestingly.
For the/ Red Heart dog food eohipany he is doing two 15-mlnute
weekly,
on Monday and
to tell

shots

Wednesday

evenings

at

seven

o'clock.
It's a happy
time and
wisely selected by the Henri, Hurst
and McDonald agency to get the

heads of 'the family around the
loudspeaker.
Dogs are largely a
masculine hobby and at seven p.m.
the male worker is just through
:

siipper and
grabbing, himself a
pipeful of tobacco.
Program is not only Interesting
in itself, but is certain to capture'
the dog lover's ear and heart. With
the final punch being that the program itself leads directly to the
product to be sold. The start, body
and finish of the show is dog food.

Must be a winner, any way you
ure

fig-

it;

Becker

chatters amiably, about
dogs, their habits and goes Into a
heart- tug story of some canine,
miracle occurrence.
He. mentions
house-breaking, the canine Intel*
ligence, overcoming! timidity, teaching the dog a vocabulary. All honest- to-goodness stuff for any dog*,

-

owner.

Bulk of the program Is" a story,
perhaps of some act of heroism, or
a dog lost half-way across the continent battling its way home.
Throughout, a radio gem in work*
manship, showmanship and sales*
manshlp.
Oold.

THE OLD THEATRE
Hoeny

A. Winfield

Dramatic Readings
Mins.
Sustaining

15

WOR, Newark
Through this 15-minute frame,
coming
the
early
evening
in
Wednesdays, WOR does fine obeisance to Shakespeare. Aside from
.

the tasteful way the dish is served
up, credit is due the outlet for
bringing to the mike one of the
finest speaking voices now gracing
the wavelengths in the New York
sector.
To the sensitive ear the
charm with which A. Winfield
Hoeny and his resonant basso give
life and meaning to a dramatic excerpt from the Bard's works Is a
treat.

Program dedicates itself to the
great dramatic, actors and actresses
•of
the past,
-Hoeny opens arid
clones his -readings with an ode
It
titled,- 'My Shakespeare Sweet!'
makes a fitting bracket to his dramatic gleanings. With him in these
prose recitals are other players but
this support Is pretty much limited
to feed purposes. Hoeny heightens,
the effect of his longer speeches
through the discreet

arid soliloquies

use of incidental music.
Stanza could stand some improvement on the technical end.
Hoeny should be cautioned against
standing too close to the mike. Reaction of his lower frequencies on
the loudspeakers would perhaps be
much more In his favor if the studio
steering
technicians gave him
Odec.
hand.
'

•

FRANCO

HI- JINKS.
With Johnny Murray, Swor and
Goode, Sally, Pasquale, Earl Hodgins, Kihgs' Men,
Don Sniith,
Jimmy Tolson,. Jeanne Dunne,

Jack Joy's Orchestra

COMMERCIAL
KFWBr H6I lywooar

Sustaining

W MC Ay-New

COMMERCIAL
WGN, Chicago

.

15 Mins.
.__

Sustaining
WO, Fort Wayne
Consists mainly of short philosophic squibs and rhymes gathered
together by newcomer to station.
Tramp Starr hails from
..where he was a- feature- for sometime.
Local schedule has him on
twice dally, first at 2:30 for full
half-hour Which reaches the farm
areas, and then at 9:30 In the evening for general: consumption.
Organ fills In for background at.

--~Gent--who-plays the—editor-has-^a
mellow Voice, easy to like.
Station announcer also nice.
On the
program reviewed an
amateur
guest artist, Eunice Ford, sang
nicely, although the station felt impelled to stress her amateur status.

Novelty Music

'HOOSIER PHILOSOPHER'

which include a double play from Tramp Starr
30 MJns._

Giliett e._B lue blade_s, .,a _lp cal g ry
1
"cleaner, ^oclge
motors,- Frieh3 s

Land.:

.

sense

•

.

WJZ, New York

Pacific coast record salary of

dwells on the individual items.
Canadla i singers are pitched
lighting ceremony. And then came higher and soar into !the vocal
Jack Chapman, the bandleader -Who; clouds more readily than is the
unmistakable author-?.
was the first to- broadcast by remote custom on American kilocycles. Ju- straint',
control Over the. Tribune station. 10 lian Oliver and Annie Jameson, in Ity, He's a natural for a program trel. /
Jack Arthur and Mary McCoy do
years ago. He played the old time particular, range toward the oper- n need of that sort of thing/
and
hand in a bona fide samRegular radio talent filled in the well by the warbling bits whether
hits such as 'Three o'clock in thfe atic
ple of the Italian national passion. rest of the half-hour nicely.
It be solo or .in duet, whjle Robert
-Morning/
James Shields is mustered in most
Land. , Armbriister feeds 'em an ear- ticktalCame, the long list of
for songs of a sentimenling version of the latest output
ent, Laurence Salerno, Adele Starr, frequently
tinge.
Exceptionally attractive
from Tin Pan Alley. Worthy of a
Bob Elspn, Paul Fogerty and Law- tal
TALK)
special note, of approval is the
rence Reed of 'Rube. Appleberry,' 'cutie' voice ""as identified as Grace SALLY OF
Dunn.
ier,
There
Poynton,
Was
a
violinist also Loretta
'Cliff
smooth mixing of the Ivories by
Albertl Salvi, Four Knaves, John
who smoothly pizzicattoed in solo
Dana Ryker, Leo S. Rosencrans Milton Crouse and Armbruster in
Harrington,' Helen Freund, Art Kahn
Orchestra bears the Children's Serial
the piano duo interpolations.
and Allan Grant, Francis X. Bush- performance.
title Jersey ^Vliik C.hPCplateers.
15 Mins.
Plug retailing is split between the
Elizabeth
Arthur
man and
Hines,
testimony of -ah expert engineer,
Near- the final stretch the pro- COMMERCIAL
Wright, Leonard Wright. The singWMAQ,
Chicago
introduced
here as Mr. McMinn, and
ers exercising their tonsils while gram... introduced 'two songs by
Q. When is a kid's show not a the conventional copy quoting by
the. talking performers went through amateurs labeled number one and
number two and offered for. public kid's show? A. When it's Sally of an announcer. A.C. started off the
short dialogs pertaining to the
balloting.
Winning number be- the Talkies. Not only won't the series with a contest. The theme
situation.
W. C. Pornfleld, the club per- comes Toronto's official theme' song kids listen to it but it must take of the treatise is 'How I Improved
^Aririer and magician, was there and in the pending observance' of 100 plenty of inducement to keep the the Performance of My Car Through
control man awake. Kosto dessert Cleaning' and the prize is an auto,
years
of
civic
existence.
Land.
aoing his regular small-time routine.
with the brand not specified.
Is footing the bill for this thriceFrom his material he is evidently
Moment before the program's
weekly 15-mlnute afternoon gallop.
the Milton Beiie of the. ether. But MEREDITH WILSON Orchestra
Angle here seems to have been fadeout is allotted Knight for
then into real entertainment by the 30 Mins.
to get away from the blood-and- trailer purposes; His next program
Phantom Violinist, Mark Love, and WJZ, New York
thunder stuff at all costs. But the (4), he- announced, will elect the
many others of the
staff.
Byrd Antarctic expedition as its
Meredith Wilson isn't new but his cost is top great.
Closing to bring the celebration
Behind the scenes in Hollywood source of raillery.
Odec.
manner of presentation is a new
to a rousing finish were three hits
idea which merits important, na-r is the subtitle, They are shooting
in succession, Irene Wicker as the
tiOnal attention.
That's why' NBC a serial with animal situations. But
'Singing Lady,' Pat Kennedy and
FRANK MERRIWELL
is etherizing him from San Fran- it is all jumbled and meaningless.
Clara, Lu and Em, with Attillb BagWith Donald Briggs, Jack Mather,
cisco where Wilson is the general Most of the stuff is far beyond the.
glore finishing it off with an oper- musical director of the Pacific slope ken. of the children's minds.
Tommy Donahue, Charles EggleFor
atic selection in fine manner..
•ten,
Dolores
Gillen,
Monsur
Instance,
the
in
one
scene
heard
at
division.
York
reaches New
And the guy who was. responsible 2-2.30 p.m.;HeTuesday
Kelly
director
has
just
received
wire
a
afternoons.
for the, whole thing, Quin Ryan,
from New. York, headquarters tell-: Serial
Wilson's
stuff is something along
Tvasn't around. He had ducked out
lng him ;the new title, is 'The Eye .bf 15 Mins.
'Whltemariesque lines, but in a more
of town, three days before on' an
the Eagle,' which burns the direc- COMMERCIAL
popular vein. He audibly dwells oh tor who
excuse that, he wanted to see Mexico.
'Talk about your WEAF, New York
American idiom of popular wise men cracks,
of the east.' This might
He was afraid no doubt that he'd the
Frank Merrlwell, 40 years a jucomposition and song trends and il- be
a pretty -smart', crack for an venile in popular fiction,, comes to
have had to make a speech.
Gold; lustrates
each prefatory remark adult
program
but
It has. abso- the radio modernized in speech and
with a suitable musical accompanilutely no sense on a children's bill. outward aspect, but still the manly
ment. His version of Ralph RaihRosencrans, the author of this paragon of n' stinence and honor he
TOM
ger's 'Raftero' (dedicated to George
'show, evidently thought he'd mix always was.
Songs, With Orchestra
His creator, Gilbert
Raft's 'Bolero') Is likened to the
in a little 'Once in a Lifetime' with Patten, better known as Burt L.
15 Mins.
Debussy-Tschalkowsky
idea
of
his children's fodder.
He's even Standlsh, is authoring the air verSustaining
Spanish, composition.
Thus, while worked in
stuff about the Holly- sion.
WCAU, Philadelphia
Patten is nearly 70 years of
this is a tango foxtrot of Spanish
This, a hew show, is building a motif, its evolution is strictly in the wood yes-men, stuff which is hot age, having devoted most of his life
only above the heads of the chil- to turning out some 300 books and
local following because the voice American manner.
dren
without meaning to most whatnot concerning this stalwart
Opening
used is a distinct bass.
Wilson selects his numbers can- peoplebutoutside
of the picture or hero.
with 'The Song of Surrender' as a nlly, digging up some new ones. A
theme, gives Dawson a full range tune by Arthur Johnston, 'Where show business. And what he does
Merrlwell ought to do well, for
of vocal effect, arid i..imediately the Have I Heard That Melody?' for have has been Overworked in books, Dr. West's toothpaste. Sponsor has
plays
and
pictures.
Gold.
bought more than another youthbass voice as a soloist holds an example,, is an oldie which caused
ful, adventure yarn. It's a legendary
audience; Paul Mason's house band, Wilson to wonder why it never
figure,, a
familiar synonym
for
sticking mainly to ballads, does, a clicked. He *pald tribute to the Fred LET'S GET FRIENDLY
neat Job of fitting the mood of the Waring pioneering in the coupling, J. Hollis Smith, Bo Bufort, Thorpe schoolboy heroics. That has timeshow.
of Vocalizing with orchestration,
Westerfield and the Melody Maids tested and sentimentally hallowed.
Stories lend themselves to easy
Idea behind the program is to and used his Coquettes (femme 30 Mins.
transplanting. Patten can extract
present Dawson as a romantic fig- harmonic combo) to illustrate that Sustaining
plenty of serviceable material from
ure that's sure to catch the gals, •style.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
All in "all Wilson rates as one of
while the virility of the voice exThis program or its equivalent his own store of published stuff. A
pands a potential audience to men the best things on the. air out of the ran for years on WOR, where Smith few deft touches to make It topical
as well* The singer, a part of the west or anywhere. He's worthy of was assisted by Lina Anger, of will bridge the gulf .of years. Singularly little change has occurred
Four Showmen Quartet, although an evening spot (commercial time vaudeville. Now at
in charge
not very familiar with soloing, is bookings alone probably stymies of production; he has transported in juvenile literature. Naturalism,
doing, a commendable vocal job. that) from coast to coast. It would the show, with a new gal assistant expressionism, or other isms have
never .disrupted the firm hold of
Particular attention should be. paid be ideal stuff for Sunday night.
arid other embellishments that inAbel
clude a first-class trio—rModerri Merrlwell, Tom Swift, Dick Rover
to song selections, since any hum
Melody Maids, being presented for arid King Brady.
ber which has a tendency to draw
Dentifrice has a premium bait as
the
first
him out of his range'.-will imraedl 'RIGHTVILLE CLARION'
time;
Bu Bufort (Mrs. Bill Elliott) as a sales stimulant. Two empty carately throw him off pitch.
Participating
'Bubbles' isn't comic enough, but tons of. the large-sized tubes can
One thing which will help here is 30 Mins.
swapped by mail for a live rac
be
what she lacks in giggles she makes
.better program, presentation. More COMMERCIAL
up for in a couple of torch numbers: irig Louisiana turtle." Giving away
romantic copy will lend an atmos
WTIC, Hartford
In the dialog she sounds too force- of. live pets is sufficiently novel to
phere to this show that's very neces
Participating
programs repre- ful and assured Instead of the. giddy captivate the fancy of plenty of
eary,
since
the present set-up
youngsters. A mass attack on drug
doesn't take full advantage of Daw- senting a 50-50 swap of one song dope she is supposed to be;
or bit of dialog for one advertising
Smith, with- a £0Pd voice arid per- store stocks ought to eventuate.
son's possibilities!
Meanwhile the actual program is
spiel need an. adroit touch, to make sonality, carries the bulk of the
Spot; at 3:16 twice, weekly, is
WTIC employs a comedy and patter. The songs are of average merit. Merrlwell is in
poor one. Late evening is what is them, bearable.
clever device to erase the straight popular numbers of a few years troduced just about to matriculate
.needed.
advertising
curse.
One minute back, for the most part. At times at Bardale Academy. His glories
plugs are introduced as seeds in an accompaniment suggested insuffi- are in the future. Patten uses the
'HELLO HOLLYWOOD'
narrative device of immediate clash
entertainment
watermelon,
con- cient rehearsal.
Comedy Serial
between sharply delineated characducted by an ancient editor of -the
Trio, a la Boswell, consists of
15 Mins.
•RightviHe
Clarion,'
a mythical Clemie Reid* Mary Skidmore and ters, Merrlwell;- and the nasty lad.
SUSTAINING
Land.
newspaper.
Doris. Helms.
Thorpe Westerfield
•TvFAC, Hollywood
Comment, philosophy, small, town
Kidding Hollywood in radio com- humor and a- miscellany of phono- is a guitarist.
THREE JAY BOYS
edy serials is popular on Coast sta graph records punctuate and sepBess.

,

Banjoist

COMMERCIAL

$400
in bringing, back 'The .Cookoos,' per broadcast for a grocery
house.
which rates as radio's oldest com- In New York besides an introducedy stanza of its kind, the maker tion by his manager, Rudy Vallee
of the A.C. spark plug has run into on the Flelachmann hour
a condition it. had not anticipated, is. appearing nightly as anPeabody
attracThe half hour in which this show tion at. the Holly wood restaurant
is slotted Wednesday nights puts and" on Saturdays
is the brightness
it in opposition to the Ipana-Sal
of the WJZ. (local) Pure Oil broadHapatlca whirl headed by Fred cast.
Allen.
And the. General Motors
'A musician of varied accomplishsubsld will likely find that this is ments with years of
picture house
certainly no easy opposition to dl-r work behind
him Peabody rings
gest.' Revamping, of the Fred Allen
much
to radio and is handing in
stand occurred after A.C. had con- good performances
for Pure OIL
tracted for its spot on the blue link.
His technique pn the .banjo is freWhat makes the situation tougher quently
electrical in brilliance. He
than ever is the similarity in type also
rattles with equal facility on a
of .the two frames.
number of Other string Instruments
As a variety show, the A.C. shin» arid has pleasant speaking
voice.

Metro

is plenty okay oyer
the kilocycles. Intelligence gleamed
through the cosmos during the 10
minutes, or, whatever it was, she
occupied.
Her vocal personality
separated from her good looking
person gets oyer splfflly.
Let the radio scouts also make a
note that Herbert Marshall, British-trained legit and picture actor,
is strictly affirmative for the ether,
In fact, Miss Shearer and Marshall
in a publicity stunt proved what
needs proving to radio, that adult
calibre trouping can be immensely
engrossing on a wave length. In an
excerpt from 'Riptide' they demonstrated that given smart dialog
and suave performers, dramatic
sessions worthy of the attention of
adults can be .achieved.
While .divvying up the bouquets
on an adroitly presented one-time
broadcast, hand a sprig- to Metro's
fashion boss, Adrian. He not only
speaks well, but with sensible re-

EDDIE PEABODY

Prior to coming to Manhattan this
'demon of the strings' was reviewed
by Variety from KGO, San Francisco where he was getting the

Comedy, Songs, Band
30 Mins.

pictures in Hollywood, this nationwide exploitation stunt for the picture 'Riptide? happened also to be
a nifty radio program.
Not that, she is likely to do much
radio' work, but just for the files,

.

•Pomp and Circumstance' and the

Marshall,

'Rip Tide' (P.revjew
30 Mins. v
Sustaining

CFRB, Toronto
(reThis
Canadian program
viewed by long distance in New
York) adheres to. a galloping tempo
Canadian
finish.
from start to
sponsors out- Yankee the foremost
exponents of zip. n the southern
side of the imaginary line. Nearest
prototype musically on the American radio is B. A; Rolfe, thiat demon of racing: choruses and nothing but choruses.
Several Canadian stations hook
up with CFRB in making the presentation. It was hailed at the start
as the 371st broadcast, so it's ho
And it is
probationary interlude.
its
for
understandably popular,
speed is accentuated by several

Herbert

SPARK PLUG DERBY

A.C.

Arthur Jarrett, Raymond Paige
Orcht Shirley Rosa, Kay Thompson, Rythm Kings

•

nifty voices and a general dignity
only sad note of the entire: evening In production.
Just how far Canadian, precepts
was the fact that the director of
orchestra,: Adolphe Du- on advertising copy influence the
the
mont, had died. two days previously,' commercii: plugs cannot, be austated by a ManhatIn. harness while rehearsing the or- thorltativeJ
chestra for the inaugural celebra- tan reviewer.. However, -the an.

With

James Shields,
Anna Jameson

Oliver,

Ou,rin,

Musical Revue'
60 Mins.

Chicago

Celebrating:
•^ith.

NEILSON CHOCOLATE HOUR
With Julian
Grace

Sustaining
150 Mins.

NORMA SHEARER

York--

Sniffy trio belonging to the school
negroid music of which the well
known Mills Brothers are the No. 1
exponents.
Piano, , guitar,
two
voices furnish the foundation for
the Jays.
Typically Harlemesque song, 'I've
of.

—

Got Horses and Numbers On My
Mind' is as good a clue as any to
the kind of talents the Jays represent and the kind of material they
use.

Entertaining.

Land.

"r

This program has kept in
place over
grams for

all local air

more

.than

first

vaude protwo years.

Fault of most of this type locally
has been the mediocrity, of the comedy stuff—but too—IJWinkSr—built^
almost Wholly for laughs and minimizing music, continues to rate No.
1 because of its freshness.
Popularity^ of the broadcast Is
manifest in the fact that whenever
it is' put into auditoriums for free
(Continued on page' 44)
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RADIO

1934

3,

Hog

Inside Stuff-Radio

saw

arid

fit

hoped the newspapers would do

Caller Proves

Chicago Needs Prestige; Fears N. Y.

It

WJAG

Dismantle Town; Agcies-Webs

May

.

With the first fancy Poland
China haloo, the station went
the voluminous

like-

Blame Each Other on Showmanship

off the air arid

W

are serviced by the independent radio news gathering
organization which was started by KNX, and is tied co-operatively with
through the. mlddlewest.
other stations up and down the Coast and
Undercover, talk arriong the newspapers oh the: Coast of eliminating
independent service, but as yet has riot
logs of stations that take the
gone beyond the talk stage.

KNX

KFI and

establishment
something like $500 to repair
the havqc stricken equipment.

voice

the

cost

Chicago, April

ROTARY CIRCUIT

AIR

Team

t

NOW FULL TIME

,

also

them that a pal of his

who

his constant adviser,
and bookings than his entire organ-

writes songs, and

knows more about producing shows

is

.

ization.

cuss arid that give rise to

:.:ghtmare rumors that New York
may, might, or could dismantle midwestern offices on the plea Of unwarranted overhead. A number of
important shows have moved east
change; in ChU
recently causing
cago radio .arithmetic and furrow ring Chicago, brows anew.
There are two sides to the ques-

mony and cbmlc

Team

cities.

Monday

blasts'

WLW,

nights fror\ 8:15 to 8:30,over
here.

Hartford, April 2...
more than three years of
ravelpetitioning the 50,000 -watt
ers Insurance Broadcasting Stapermission
received
tion WTIC has
to extend its operating schedule
from a partial to a full-time basis
from the Federal Radio CommisThis schedule Will go into
sion.

program exec, has his way, there'll
If Jerry. Crowley, AV1P Philadelphia
local outlets to pic and legit,
be no more free periods donated by
that names from the theatres
been
has
attitude
Previously,
houses.
plug for the theatre.
were good station publicity as well as a
believes that the-Crowley, after doing some sub-rosa investigating,,
didn't throw it at them, And
stations
the
if
time
for"
atres would pay
a weekly 15 -minute period to effect some time during April.
the new angle calls for all houses buying
Hartford transmitter which opwhile any other donated
be considered as bought ..space in a newspaper,
erates ori 1060 kilocycles and has
'time could, be likened to a free reader.
a power tutput of 50,000 watts will
a freoil
nearing their conclusion henceforth, broadcast
Variety's weekly surveys of various cities are
1040 kilocycles sharing
subject, 'Do fans know quency of
and will be summarized for a final verdict on the
the wave length with KRLD of
0
the Dallas
BP
Varibtt through Dallas, Texas, owned, by
Mea nWhne many sidelights have been obtained by for
plan accepted
Albany, New Times-Herald. The
the tabulation
the gathering of the data. This week
Federal commission is one
the
by
questionnaires
took home Ave
York, is published. In that city a resident
proposed by Daniel Reed of the
for the members of his family to answer.
Travelers and J. Clayton Randall,
tore up her sheet
Unable to fill In every space, his grown-up daughter
WTIC plant manager.
the
of
one
every
and the other four because she 'was afraid that if
New arrangement will not iritaken off the air,
spaces was not filled in the programs would be
volve synchronization inasmuch as
Travelers is affiliated with the NBC
his
from
$20,0.00
Dallas with the CBS chain.
Gov Paul V. McNutt of Indiana is considering use ofpopular
subscrip- arid
by
contingency fund to match a similar amount raised
Plan provides for Station KTHS of
Plans call, for ^mediate
Springs to shift from 1040 kiloHot
tion for ?he proposed state radio system,
$40,000
waves. It is estimated that
cycles to 1060 kilocycles which it
tion of five transmitters for. short
of Baltimore.
wniilfl set the work well underway/
will share with
which will have four of the
Several months of testing by the
For^t Wayne Ts included in the program,
State
the fifth at Indianapolis.
Hartford arid Dallas transmitters
stations located in corners of state with
the program.
proved the feasibility of the project.
eafety department is anxious to speed up
Engineers claim therfc Will be no
breaks it got in the dailies interference.
CBS took a survey of the relative photo
15. and 29 and found
February
between
weeks
two
»
nationally for ?he
pictures Columbia had tops
"hat though NBC sends out twice as many
crashed by the two
by a substantial margin. Of the half tone, columns
NBC
42%.
and
58%
garnered
CBS
period
webs for this

"Thursdays find 'em. in Pitts,

burgh to face mike dt

KDKA

'

from

Saturdays
they are heard from Cleveland via tion and problem, 'what's wrong
On one side the
with Chicago
WTAM, starting at T p. in.
They are. backgrounded by an In- advertising agencies blame the' net-,
strumental foursome headed by works as deficient in ingenuity,,
Stubby Gordon and his 'whispering' lacking in showmanship, and unable
with piano, guitar and to. compete as to talent or ideas with
clarinet;
what New York can Offer. Reversely
string bass support.
the networks argue that the Chicago
8:45

m., and. ori

.

.

Wve Decided on Music,

.

WBAL

,

You Like

NBC

Gets a Good

Job Done; Finds

For Male Quartet
Chicago, April

2.:

lot of fun finding a
for the Crusaders, male
For a month they were
the Nameless Quartet. After much
oogltation they were tagged the

They had a

new name
quartet.

Sovereigns.

Packard Motor has

WIRE TOLLS CAN BE
CUT—J. W. BARRETT

James W. Barrett, head man of
the Radio-Press News Bureau, exHollywood, April 2.
plains that regional networks can
Grier
Blng Crosby, with Jimriile
achieve considerable economies on
and orchestra, have extended their Wire charges by working Out a cencontract with Woodbury Soap for
Barrett's
distributing point.

tral
an additional six weeks following explanation to Varibtt. is prompted
their 13th week of broadcasting,
by a story from Lancaster, PennApril
9.
v';ich terminates
small station
rom sylvania, giving the
Program being etherized
slant on the news bulletin expense.
here over the NBC network.
Each station using the service
must, of course, pay $12.50 a month
membership dues, but there is no
,

reason why wire charges cannot be
Tieup
Runrier-up title was the Bachcircumvented. In the case of Lanelors but this was sloughed when
caster the daily line charges can be
three of the four yelped that they
'Footlight
of
inatlon
ori
WOR's
had fraus. NBC probably doesn't Echoes' from the ftoxy tonight worked out at $5,80 instead of the
know' even now there's an act In (Tuesday) makes the first time that .reported $7.50, Barrett declares.
Stations will obtain material acvaude called the Four Bachelors. a regular sustaining program has
cording to which of the three
And they sing.
received its pickup from a vaudNew York, Chicago, or Los
centres
fllm stage in the New York area.
they are nearest. Los AnArrangement between the station Angeles—
however, will be cn^
1-Min. Dramas Plug
and the .Roxy calls for a repetition geles service,
from the easterri
different
tlrely
pickup
the weakly half-hour
G. Drene Product of
bulletins and will be essentially
P.
through Match.
and interest.
-ChicagD,~April 2.'
SessionsT include Veronica Wig- western in tone
Series of one-minute announce- gins, Jack Arthur, Verna Osborne,
ments for Drene, Procter and Mary Mercker and the Crusaders
Gamble product, being recorded by quartet.
5-Week Layoff for King

WOR-Roxy

—

&

the

>

Columbia Phonograph studios

;

.

;

Cecil,

certainties on the Webs.
Campaign to raise

Warwick and

Cecil

as the. agency instigating the show,
NBC recently auditioned, for Packard a symphonic unit of 100 pieces

headed by Walter Damrosch and
with John B. Kennedy as narrator.
Among the other programs heard
by the car manufacturer is a series
of dramatizations based on Mark
Sullivan's 'Our Times;' This audition was prepared by Young-Rubicam, the current agency on the
Packard account.

ing new talent and programs it lfl
certainly a matter of record that,
so far as hiring and firing and trial'
and error are valid evidence they

have tried.
To-day as in the. past critics
the network make the point- that*
the webs shine as salesmen but not
as showmen. Iri: rebuttal the networks point to the notorious vagueness of radio sponsors and the. notO*
r'ious stalling and shadow-boxing
of advertising agencies and ask how
they, can provide material or perwho
sonalities
to' please/ guys
change their .mind with their socks.
Chicago's, best .brfeaks during the
past season have come through
local dance orchestras.

.

Young-Rubicam

idea,

Chicago's

showmariship prestige dates back
several years. While the complaint
decided to may be that the networks have not
NBC, but been entirely successful In develop-

.

show is.
With

who

would have

each of the programs cover some
outstanding event in American his-

1

Grace

t Brown, Author,

Young-Rubicam Agency,
In Court

Over $2,200

tory .within the past four decades.
Suit brought by Grace Z. Brown,
Each broadcast would: run 45 min- continuity writer, against Young4
utes and Use a Don Voorhees unit Rubicam to collect $2,200 which she
as the musical background.
claims is due her in connection with
Packard figures to start Monday the Borden program, '45 Minutes in
(9) on the blue (WJZ), 10.45 p.
Hollywood' (CBS), reached the secEST.
ond round last week when the
agency filed in the City Court an
answer to .her complaint, Replying
papers denied that she had been
hired for the run of the show, 26
weeks, or that the. agency owes
9-10 HR.
her the sum named in the action.
In her complaint. Miss Brown
William R.. Warner Co., bottler contends that she had been brought
of Sloan's Liniment arid Vlnce into the Borden Saturday night afMouthwash, isn't taking any chances fair by Don Stauffer, dramatic dion losing its present spot On NBC rector for the agency, with the unCommercial derstanding that the scripting Job
for the coming fall;
last week signatured a 1 3.* week was hers while the shOw lasted/
contract for the: Wednesday night Also that the. recompense agreed
upon was $2,600 to be paid off at
9 to 10 niche on the blue (WJZ)
the rate of $100 a week.' Agency,
link, starting Sept. 19.
Vlnce end of the account's cur- states the complaint, .breached the.
rent series winds up in three more contract by wrongfully letting her
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil is out lifter the. fourth week.
weeltsDefense, set up by Young-Rubithe. agency.
cam is that she had been retained
only on a broadcast to broadcast:
Gen. Mills' Splurge
basis
and that she had been
General Mills will do a- one-time dropped because the agency had
cross-country whirl on NBC Satur- found, her not competorit. Answer
day week, (14) with, the Hne-up of alsb asserts she hadn't enough radio
picture names 'including-. George Ar- eperienco to write the 'Hollywood'
Continuity rapidly and effectively,
liss, Constance Talmadge, Ronald
Colman, Loretta Young, Spencer that she Objected to making changes
Tracy, Fredrlc March arid Jack In her stuff- and that even when she
Colman will, function as du; come through with the revision
Oakie,
the agency's staff had to write th?
m.c, on the Hollywood pickup.
Set for splicing into the. hour's scrlptT ail over dgairi. Included in
program from the New York epd the answer is the allegation; that
are John Beal and Florence Rice she. rejected the two Weeks' salary
offered her in lieu of notice.
iri a scene from 'She Loves. Me Not/
Miss Brown avers that she wrote
Armida, Tess Gardella and Abe Lyman. --Broadcast -is-slated for-i.-tb.e- =the^orlglnaW8crlpt=w.hich-=soIdMhe
red (WEAF) network With 7 p.m.", show to Borden,
EST, the Starting time;
Milling company did a similar
MRS.
ILL
one-time, show on CBS March 24.

m

.

VINCE INSURES NBC

.

FOR FALL

.

,

here.

,

Kastor
through
Spotted
agency; the announcements will be
dramatization , Cast includes Forest Lewis,, Elizabeth Harriott and

Dawson, Harlow Wilcox
the commercial top-'off
is doing
Wilcox is an NBC contract announcer but" NBC had to come
through with the okay in this in-

..Dorothy

stance with Procter arid Gamble Ori
NBC here With a 30-minUte local

show

Don't You?'

take a. 13- week flier
before contracting for the program
it is quizzing, the owners of Packards for their preference iri radio
Direction of the
entertainment.
Packard directorate's choice Is indicated by the way this question-,
naire, which went out to the customers last week, is phrased; Query
asks whether there is any type of.
program that' the person addressed
prefers to a symphony orchestra:
and, if so, what that class of

For Crosby and Grier

Name

It,

favorite
.sters

Packard Pauses to Ask

-

Chi

manned by
nephews and 'other youngdon't know what they
Want and seek to shift the blame
for. their; own indecisions, and

advertising agencies are

-

Woodbury Adds Six Wks.

those

'

are Vending harpatter in new seOil Company in
Fleetwlng
for
ries
thrice-weelciy airings from three

Pete

Al

;

who, though Jiot under conness. Is dictatorial in dealings; With artists
taking spot dates out of
tract to his organization, he will not permit
required them for a single
he
when
them
hurt
might
it
that
fear
for
town
out
of the main station.
coming
program
appearance on a sustaining
ith him,, telling
disregards veteran radio people associated;

.

The figures the auditors In New
Yor analyze and directorates dis-

incinnati, April 2.

associated with his father's coast chain
busireported to have gone haywire -in the methods of operating his

its

firures.

hburgh,

Young chap heading an agency

He

2.

worrying about
irculates

.

is
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Lincoln, April 2.
regrets its invitation
for one Fred Patzel, champion
hog caller, to exhibit his wares
)'
in their studio.

Efforts of Los Angeles newspaper publishers to negotiate peace betake the
tween the papers and KFI and 'KNX, which are refusing to
pact proved
bulletin service as. arranged under the network-newspaper
publishers they would conduct,
told
the
politely
roadcasters
futile.
their business as they

,

for

American Family soap.

'Boy Reporter* Vacash
Chicago, April

2..

SGHIITZ'

SHERDEMAN
Chicago, April

Chicago, April
2.

Ted E. Sherdeman has quit the
program department to become radio production manager for

NBC

Sherde-

Number

of

bands

2..

will substitute

Wayne King orchestra On
Lady Esther shows when King

for the

the

M

aV
starts a flye- week vacation on
5.
King band will not play any
dates during this period but .will

Stack-Goblc agency.
man's main concern on the new job
will be the Schluz Brewing Co: lay off completely.
show which debuts on CBS April 13;
Lady Esther is now sending four
Program's idea is his own and he shows: weekly Ovejr .national webs.
the

the writing as well as the
producing.
coming with NBC.
to
Prior
Sherdeman was on the producing
Constaff of KMOX, St. Louis.
nection before that was CBS's Chi-

.

will

cago studios.

Kducalor Biscuit* through Black

W0W0

KFEL

BENGSTON REVIVES SCRIPTS
Denver, April 2.
Bengstop. production
is writing and
directing two programs weekly over
the station. One is Sportlights, and
the other Is. .'Code of the Condemned.' The latter is highlights
Both
of spy activities in Europe.
have been oh before, but are being,lmer

manager

L.

of

KLZ,

etA-Sample.-,Hummer t^
EXEC TO
this week calls a halt on the trariFort Wayne, April 2.
scriblng of the 'Dick Steele, BOy
A. W. Johnson, first vice-presiReporter' show now on WGN. Has dent of
has announced his
completed 65 discs of the show, resignation to accept a new 'post on revived;
which is figured enough to keep the KFEL, Denver. New position went
Sustaining at present.
show going on the spot trammiit- into effecfAprin:"" No successor
ters until late in May.
to be named here until October.
irmlngham,
WBRC,
DeMarks,
Show continues in the Hcsh on
Johnson came here from Studein an
WGN, the Chicago Tribune station baker corporation iri South Bend, has a broken hand received
Macon, Ga. It put
here, and likely to stick until the where he was located for 15 years. accident near
for a
playing
her
phiiio
to
end
.an
end of May, when it thicks off Hie It Is understood ho- will be in sal",
w hile.
ether for the summer.
department at Wostorn station.
.

WOWO,

,

•

WHITEMAN VERY

"

Harri« Renewed".' r
Pebeoo has renewed Radie Harris,
screen interviewer, for 13 more
weeks on Fridays at 9 p.m.
Program goes out over WOR,
ie

WGN

and

WLW.

Paul Whlteman Monday (yesterday5"w'as preparing to fly toT5enver
in the event his mother's Condition
showed signs of getting worse.
Mrs. Whlteman was operated on
In a Denver, hospital following a
stroke.
•Jt

.
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Howard Phillip's, baritone oh week of April 13.
George B. Stbrer, Federal Broadmorning commercial over NBC sang
casting Corp., prcz, has sublet
In 'Sweet and Low,' has m. c.'d in
Tofnmy Wannamaker's penthouse
-

conducted overlooking

houses
picture
orchestras, and is

a composer.

WGY

Meenam. editor
and Paste,'..

Bill

'Scissors

WGT'e

begun

a.

An en'Meet the Artist' series.
tertainer is interviewed each week.
Hank Keene, leader of a hill-billy
act over WGY, says he went on the
air for the first time at the age
of 11 as a piano soloist over WCK,
And the chap who preSt. Louis.
ceded him at the mike was Little
Jack

whp

Little,

Hudson

for

the

Richard HImber goes Into Capitol, N; Y; week of April 13.
Sedley Brown back from Bermuda
restored
from nervous
reported
breakdown.
Cliff Hail arid William K. Wells
ass'ertedly collaborating on a book
called 'The Autobiography of a
.

PolyTroy,

Groucho, Chico and Harpo Marx,
George Jessel; Eddie Cantor, Jack
Benny, Fx-ed Allen, Al Jolson, Jack
Pearl supposed to be Algonqulnluncheoning over question of studio
'

audiences.

New

England

Couldn't get 'em on his old

Pilini

WCAX,

Burlington,. Vt., selling a
two-year accumulation of dance
records at a dime apiece.

Louis M. Birmingham singing and
by
WNBX,
Al whistling entertainer of
Springfield; Vt.,. Is now making perKnapp, control engineer, both of sonal appearances
Vermont
In

New

outfit was installed
Bill Purcell, chief engineer, and

WGY.

Herb

broadcasting'

Gordon,

churches.

Ferd LeJeune, former S. S. Leviafrom the Ten Eyck than orchestra maestro, getting
hotel, Albany,. has composed a new steady time at WICC, Bridgeport,
song Where Was 1/ Lyrics by Moe where he's cet up headquarters.
Adele Smith, Yale School of MuJaffe. who wrote ^Collegiate*'
John W, Nichols of Newburgh is sic grad hitherto known as a vlo-r
doing a new tenor solo program llntst, switches to a concert piano
Thursday noon for WGNY at role at WICC, Bridgeport
through

W. Ayer

N.

Son, Ino.

ft.

4

Durstine

Osborne, Inc.

MS

Madison Ave, N. T, Q,
Arthur Pryor, Jr.
Herbert Sanford.
Benton ft Bowf**, In*.
444 Madison Ave, N. T.
Hi, M. Ruffner.

iow
821 Fifth

WOKO

every
^Chester, N. Y.

Wednesday Revue,

Inaugurated

at New Haven studios of WICC,
Albany High School choir is giv- using Milt George as m.c. and
ing a series of four programs from Freddy Pleinfe's music.
Casa Loiha set for May IT at Rltz
WOKO.
Lee Bolley, announcer at WESG, ballroom, Bridgeport.
^Connecticut Celebrities,' weekly
Elmlra, was put on the spQt by beby
guesting
program
put on
ing forced to submit, to an air inter'Bridgeport Herald/ now In second
view by Norbert O'Brien.
year.
WICC
WESG, Elmlra, drew a PelsMinerva PI- us, with Fred Allen's
Nap tha local talent commercial and Bristol and Meyers NBC show,
the program consists of Curley among Bridgeport's prides.
Edith Crocker, Ansonia contralto,
Johnson's orchestra and Arden Colbert, tenor, on 30 minutes every being readied for WICC buildup by
.

Lou.. Weiss, studio pianist.

Henry Gladue,

baritone, is

among

Vie Whitman,

WEEI

writer, is averaging

continuity

'

tion.

Co., Ino.

new

artists

William

Waltz.'
Sophisticates, girl trio, repeating
for the Roxy stanza over WOR,

Sunday

NBC

(7).

auditioned Clark and

Cullough for Lord.

& Thomas

Me
last

week and hiade a recording at the
oame time.
l)on
Stauffer,
Young-Rubicam
director, sold collector's editions be
fore getting into radio.
Wife of Phillips Lord got a hear
ing from
last week. Act billed
as Mrs. Phillips Lord and Mr. Kill.

NBC

pack.

Walter Thompson keeps shiftits
radio
department staff
around from one part of the build
"

J.

ing'

ing to the other.

Lou Little and his Radio Foot'
show among those given an
NBC program board the

ball

ear by the

WHAM

Station
broadcast 'The
Beatitudes/ un oratorio sting by
students of the Eastman School of
Music, as an Easter feature Over
NBC network.
Betty Glenn, ex-NBC, Is with
.

WNEW publicity dept.
Aaron

Stien, Charles Tighe, C. J*

Shapiro,
among
radio editors discussing their fa'
vorlte subject on

Ingram,

Meyer

WNEW.

and replaced Its unholstered
divans with wooden settees. Vlsi
tors who used to spend the day
are now ready to go at the end of
five minutes.
In a series of programs just
started, over the Yankee Network,
Charles F. Dennee, Boston music
teacher and composer, will treat
Informally of music and musicians,
The program will consist of varied
types of music, with comments and
explanations by Dennee.
Charley
and Willie, WEETs
comic strip of the air, who have
been the backbone of The -Eve
nlng Tattler, the station's, daily
participation period, are audition
ing for a dally Sponsor.
Roxy and his gang appearing at
the: Metropolitan makes Roxy'a first
visit to Boston in nine years.
General Ice Cream Company,
maker of Fro- Joy, began a series
Monday over the' New England network. Program Includes orchestra
and the Frlin Sisters, a Boston
vocal trio, and originates in the
studios
of
WJAR, Providence,
which feeds it to WEEI, WTIC,

Sale,

WTAG, and WCSH.

It's

a weekly

half r hour at 6:45 p.nL, Mondays.

WGY is broadcasting a new morn
.

ing commercial which listeners are
Invited to hear' in Its Schenectady
studio,: tickets of admission being
issued by the sponsor, an Amster-

dam department

store;
It is the
time this pioneer 60,000-Watt
station has extended such ah invitation. Billy Rose, tenor, and Dorjfifhy Sherman and Monica Leonard,
piano duo; are the entertainers.
New series of mystery dramas,
first

written by Frank Oliver, veteran
member of the
Players and a
former professional trouper, is now
.

WGY

^being^pregented^by^the^station's
Matinee's Players.' Feature takes
the. place Of

.'The

Cub Reporter/

Oliver is
two-character sketch.
doubling in the cast, supported by
Robert Stone, Stanley Buelo and
Patricia Sheldon.
Jack Denny has Induced Jeannie
Lang to drop her giggle, at least
when in front o£ the mike.
Edith Murray Joins the Columbia
.

Revue Saturday and gets an added
spot for herself Tuesday (10) at 6:46
over CBS.
Two premiers in

one-

—the

week

asked, suggest talent combinations

and Showmanship

Majority of station managers on
NBC's payroll were brought in last

Campbell-Ewafd C*.
Gen. Motors. Bldg., N. T. 6.
Halstead Cottlngtoa.
.

Warwick ft Cecil, In*.
Park Ave, N. T. C.

BL MoKee,

The Paul Cornell Co.
680 Fifth avenue, N. T.
I* 8. Caskln.
8amuel C. Croot C*.
88 West 44th street, N. T. C.
Arthur. Anderson.

C

.

Erwln,

Wasey

ft Co* In*,
Ave„ M. T.

420 Lexington

C

Edward Byron.

San Francisco, April

Lew

means

Hollner.

EHI*

Am

Madison
Lawrence Holcomb.
Gardn*r Advertising ft*.
880 W. 42d St, K. T. C.
B. Martini.

Gotham Co.
Park Ave. N. T.

ft.

A. A. Kron.

HanfF-Metzger, ht*.
T4S Fifth Ave.

84T

A

Witten.

Jo**ph Katx O*.
Park Ave, N. T.

fJL

Adela Landau

Lambert ft F*a*l*yv In*.
Madison Ave, M. T. CJ.

Archie Presby,

gram

director

faced an
last

KGW-KEX

ducer's

desk, -where he

embarrassing situation
morning while ban

Sunday

dllng the announcing, of a remote
broadcast from Lloyd Golf Course
in Portland. Presby's. trick is to
give account of tee-off 's, etc. One
young damsel stepped up to drive;
Archie suggested that her stance
was a bit wrong; _jY.es/ she ac
knowledged, 'I guess it is/ at the
same time driving a 'ball about
three hundred yards down the
fairway.
Thirteenth anniversary of
was marked by a series of hoodoo
events that exactly fit into the
popular association of the baker's
dozen of years. Larry Allen, assistant manager of KGW, addressed
a group of school officials in a
small .town just outside the city.
As he was announced by the chair-

KGW

.

(Continued on page 44)

W.

Remainder of directors unchanged
except for temporary absence of
Emil Polak, who Is off on a leave of
absence to rest up from a nearnervous breakdown.

$5 Fines 8oeked on Receiving Set

ft.

As a means

H. E. Leaan Advertising Ag*ney
480 Lexington Av*.
John. S. Martin.

Lord

Thomas

ft

84T Park Ave, N. Y.
Montagu* HacketL

C

Newell- EmmetL In*.
I4th St, N. Y.

&

,

radio- owners had received
five or ili notieea that lfcenaes'ffiu^t

MeCann-Eriokson, In*.
Madison Av*, K. T. C,
Dorothy Barstow.
40

2.

of scaring, thousands
radlo'-tax evaders, dozens of
citizens are appearing in special
courts dally and are being fined $5
or five days' In jail for not complying with Federal regulations. Radio
Inspector 8. J. Ellis claimed that
of.

many

286

a

Rlohard Strobrtdg*.

be renewed and had ignored these.
While the fine at 'present asked
was only $5, the Radio Act provides,
for penalties up to 8500 and, In the
future, this sum may be Increased.
Proof that the 1934-86 license has
been paid does, hot offset the 88
charge on the 1933-34 fee outstanding.
Claim Is that If citizens can
afford, a radio; they can afford the
.

Paris ft Peart
8f0 Lexington, Ave, N. Y.

K X. Cbgan.

Pedlar
860

Ryan, In*.

ft

Park Ave, N. Y.

C

WOC

Colonel B.

Frank Presbrey Co.
Park Ave, N. Y.
Fulton Dent
Ruthrauff ft Ryan, Ino.
Chrysler. Bldgo N« T« Cr

a

847

Barry Ryan.
Elizabeth Black,

Walter Thompson Co.
Ave, N. Y. C.
John V. Reber.
Robert Colwell.

J.

Palmer's

commission are Ironed out
Facilities
are ready, but

radio

.Ray
formerly
of
Henderson,
Scott-Howe-Bowen and the Ruthrauff ft Ryan agency, has joined
the sales staff of -KMOX, St. -Louis.

KGW's

veteran dramatic presen'Covered Wagon Days,' and

tation,

one of the ten oldest drama's la
the entire U. S. shifts from traditional Wednesday night production
to new date of Monday.
Recently
extended for ah additional year.

Morgan Sexton, Jr., has resigned
as program director, of WHBF, Rock
Island, 111., after a three-year sit
and Is tentatively slated for post at

WOC, Davenport
Bob McConnell, brother of Smiling Ed, doing three sustainers for
Knoxvllle.

WROL,

Lum and Abner

are

in'

Minneap-

broadcast for 13 weeks from

olis to

WCPQ,

station

local

Columbia

chain unit

new
Eddie, Marble
handling
morning program for KOL, Seattle,
as 'Sunny

Sam

the Calirox Man'.

red

up the works.

.,-

theatres.

J.

Rubieam
Ave.,

Hubbell Robinson.
W. R. Stuhler.

N. Y. C.

Advertising Association. He is president of the Advertising Club of
Boston.

Ann Pennington Bang a number,
on what was said to be her first appearance before the mike as a
.warbler during ;a,. midn ight ..broad*
Charlie Flagler to take out a ra- cast with Johnny Johnson's orchesdio show for KSO in several Iowa tra over WGY.

tape holding

Al

420 Lexington

ft

KMOX

WOC

outlet goes on the air, providing
tangles with, the Federal radio

Young

H. Cherry, formerly on pubIn
for
General
Electric
how with the
continuity department in St. Louis.

Schnectady,

Walter E. Myers, New England
Represe ntative Of NBC and manager of WBZ and WBZA, is serving
as a member of the Board of Judges
Start Delayed
making awards in the 1934 Better
Dubuque, April 2.
Utilities
Probably will be May 16 before Copy Contest of the Public

Edward Longstreth,

Madison

W.

licity

license fee.

David F. Crosier.

886

Here and There
WSFA, Montgomery,

Tax Evaders
Toronto, April

Orr;

.

has been

staging the transcontinental Carefree Carnival and other shows.
•Another shift is on the musical
staff, where Walter Beban bows out
as batohlst on April 8 after a number of years, on the stand. His spot
is to be taken by Clyde Doerr, who
has been on the eastern networks.

Vlrden.

Robert

One

in co-operUnderwood's former post of pro- ation with the Alabama Journal,
sponsored
an automobile show
duction chief is taken, by Donald
March
22 to 24.
Cope, who moves up from a pro-

Arthur Bergh.

Ray

set for. late afterof the weekly programs

studios,

be labeled 'The Magic Key,'
sponsored ,by
Remington Rand
Corp.,. with the leading characters
named Jerry and .Jean Remington.

As-,

CANADA GETS TOUGH

Mltoh*IL la*.

ft

& 46th St. K. T,

IT

pro-

and chief -announcer,

program manager.

Frost,

slstant's post Is newly created and
splitting part Of the duties
of that department.

Martin HorreU.

Peek Adv. Ag*noy
8fl Madison Av*, K. Y. C.
Arthur Slnsatlmer.

Pacific Northwest

2.

400

t*nn*n

2.

will

Change in the exec setup at NBC
has Cecil Underwood promoted from
production manager to assisting

Mann

Loote

Hollywood, April

F&M

Federal Adv. Agen*y
444 Madison Ave,, N. T. «.

860

FANCHON AND MARCO
KMTR HOUR REVUE

noons.

John Esty

ft

will

Fanchon ft Marco go on the air
head In over KMTR with a one-hour
Saturthe Chicago-area, represented KOA; day night broadcast by remote conDenver, as well as WMAQ and
trol from Its Hollywood studios
WE NR. Among the, others oh hand starting April 7. Program will be
for the meeting were William S.
a revue made up Of students of
Hedges, KDKA, Pittsburgh, Walter
their school, spotted between 8 and
Myers, WBZ, Boston, Kolln Hager,
a sustalner.
WGY, Schenectady; and Webster 9. Aas daily
15 -minute program also
leveland.
Smith, WTAM,
goes over the same station from the

Frisco Exec Shifts

William Esty ft Co, In*.
100 B. 42nd St, N» %i «.
William Esty.

Fletcher

Tour

casting.
P. G. Parker, operations

Charles Gannon.

Ml

Ideas.

take In every one of the outlets under NBC operation.

'

:

In his handshaking swing Royal
will try to listen In to as many profind time and,

grams as he can

In*.

-week so that the sales department
could explain' to them th* details of
the network's entry Into the field of
program recording and spot broad-

J.

Latest twist to NBC's campaign
of good will directed toward its
a round the country tour
for John RoyaV Network's program
affiliates Is

a plane.

NBC EXPLAINS

Ave; N. T. ft

TOUR

department, head will be gone from
his office from four to six weeks.
For most of his jumps he will use

Blackman Co.
lfl BL 42d St., N. T. «.
Carlo De Angells.

110

GOOD-WILL

to the Charlotte sta-

tion from WBRC, Birmingham. He
has been conducting programs of
this nature from various stations
for the past seven years. After his

everything, else coming to the. sta-

C

laek*tt-8ampl*-Humm*rV
180 Park Ave*, N. Y. C.
Frank HUmmdrt
Oeorg* Tormey.

a short story a

on WESG, Elmlra. week. Three out of the last four
Paley due back soon sent out have been accepted.
from the Bermudas..
Nick Parkyakakas (nee Harry
Marvin Welt has taken over man- Einstein of Boston) was spotted a
agement: of Jimmy Kemper.
third turn Sunday night on the
Frank Black grooming Maude Chase & Sanborn show as Eddie
Runyon for an NBC buildup.
Cantor's second string stooge.
Peter Van Steeden makes a bid
Troubled by reception room llzfor fame with a 'Munschausen zards, WEEI took &
tip from Chic

the

Karl Zomar, psychologist, set a
record for Instantaneous popuWSOC with his 'Counsellor
in Personal Problems' spot

six broadcasts over WSOC his
mall surpassed a combination of

.

Wednesday morning.

JOHN ROYAL ON

first

Milton Blow.

Cecil,

1934

8.

hew

Zomar came

Douglas Coulter.
Batten, Barton,

WSOC
C, April

3,

larity at

600 Fifth Ave., N. T, C.

.

Joke,' In defense of old gags.

Insurance Agency of Mohtpelier, Vt, Is sponsoring a series
of health talks by Dr. G. T. Beck
editor
over .WDEV>. Waterbury.
Press

and Evening. News, has a new radio
receiving set and warns artists on
set;

(Executives in Charge off Radio
Advertising Program*)

originally broad-,

cast over WHAZ, Rensselaer
technic Institute station in
N. Y.
William H. Haskell, radio
of the Albany Knickerbocker

WJZ.

the

summer.

Chester Vedder who announces
from the
the addresses oyer
Executive Mansion in Albany had
the assignment during Governor
Roosevelt's terms and continued to
hold it after Herbert H. Lehman
was elected as F. D* It's successor.

Zomar Zowies

Agencies'

Charlotte, N.

General Tire Show (6) and the
Pennsylvania opening (5)—resulted
in Don Bestor canceling his booking
at the Capitol, New York, for the

New York

Tuesday, April

Mills Music, Inc., has taken over
publication of 'I Won't Think About

Triggs,

former

manager

of

WIAS, Ottumwa, now production
station
manager,
KSO.
Other

changes include Jean Herrlck as
Tomorrow,' Jay Gorney tune which head of promotion department and
Universal has set for the., picture, George I,ampman as head of con'A Pair of Sixes.* Same publishing tinuity. Woody Woods, formerly of
house will release on this side the KSO, will po into advertising proSoore of
rltish Gaumont's "Aunt motion toother w-ith an entertainSally.'
ment agency.

,

.

RADIO

Tuesday, April 3, 1934

New

To Air News Items

CHICAGO

BOSTON

Just Rite Company, Milwaukee,
through the Gustav Marx advertising agency, Milwaukee, for a. series
of 18 quarter-hour programs at 2
p. m. Sundays to advertise foods for
birds and home pets. WLS.
E, E. Hess, Brook, Ihd., for a
New
Thompson,
Walter
J.
through
series of 15 flve-minute programs
WEEI.
York.
during the Homejnakers Hour on
13
Corporation,
Socony Vacuum
Tue$daya For Witch Hazel Cream
announcements, .starting , APril
agency, Chicago).
GetcheU, New (Rogers and Smith
.

York.

Sterling

WEEL

.

Bodge Motors, 26 announcement*

7, through^Ruthrauff
New York. WEEI.
General Tire, five announcements,

starting April

and Ryan,
started

March

through Harry

26,

Frost Co., Boston.
Leeds, Inc., 18

started March 26,
Malklel, Boston.

Hise of Goldbergs Tops Amos

WEEI.

M

announcements,
through David

WEEL

Madrid, March

In Albany Sponsor Identification

14.

Newspaper strike Monday (12)
Most noteworthy single fact in the
and Tuesday (13) in Madrid forced
government to go on the air regu- Albany count-up is the emergence
of
'Rise of Goldbergs' ahead of Ainos
so
bulletins
offtolal
news
larly with
that the home folks wouldn't feel 'n' Andy. This reversal of the usual
Variety's
lost or alarmed without newspapers. occurs for the first time in
Strike started when monarchist city-by-city survey on the prbposi-.
sheet 'ABC hired an old-time bull- tion 'do fans know sponsors?'
WLS.
Easy Aces, Phil Baker, Edgar A.
work in the composing
Coleman Lamp and Stove Com- fighter to
walked out Guest and Joe Pehner are not tabupany, of Wltchita, Kahs., series of room. Union workers'
an- because the former torero did not lated ln the Albany count. Seven
dramatized
one-minute
26
nouncements during Home Makers have a card and the paper refused persons, or fewer,, correctly named
the sponsorship in these Instances.
Hour. (Through World Broadcast- to Are' him..
ing and Potts-Trumbull and Com"
Strike spread to all except the As in other cities where it is apparpany, N. T.) WLS.
Catholic and Socialist organs, both ent that distance of an outlet or
morning papers, so the government general unfamillarity of community
PORTLAND, ORE.
went on the air over Union Radio automatically works against any
Van Buyns Chocolate Bhope, local to dish out the news. ARC im- given program these are dropped,
minute
months,
five
account, three
ported workmen from its Seville In only an instance or two have the
Through Mac- plant to resume publication, where- full. 26 programs on Variety's quesprogram service.
Wilkins and Cole Agency. KGW.
upon strike in other newspapers tionnaire been tabulated any. one
Riverside Log Annex, local acone month announcement ended and Socialists, maintained week
count,

Only Fort Wayne and Philadelphia remain in Vaiobtt's survey. At
the conclusion of the city surveys
there will be a national summary of
National, that is,
the findings.
east of Des Moines, the furthest
west the survey was made because
of difference in broadcast hours.
Albany, besides its own WOKO, is
hear, and easily, reached by WOT,
Schenectady.
in
50,000 - watter
,

•

:

,.

WEAF, WJZ and WABC

.

Reliance Mfg. Co., 16 minutes Sat
urday at 8:46 p. m., 'The Big Tank

-

Old Timers' hill-billy act, for 13
Murphy) service.
(Carrol, Peanj
weeks.

1

Community Credit Company, local
Lichtey's Jewelry; spot announce- account, one year, half-hour pro*
ments daily. Signed direct. WCAU. gram feature 'Homicide Squad,' poFox-Weiss, three discs a week, lice dramatization, Friday evenings.
IB minutes, Monday 11:30, Wednes- Sold through MacWHkins and' Cole
day and Friday at 6:46. Signed di- Agency. KEX.
WCAU.
rect.
Rogers Food Store Company, local
„e
Coleman Lamp and Stove Co., 26 account," announcement.' service
spot announcements for six weeks throughout baseball season. Placed
(Potts-Turnbull Agency.) WCAUv_
direct. KEX.
KeVoinator, spot announcements
Manikin Tea. Products, local acSigned direct, for 18. weeks count, three five minute programs
dally.
per week, two months... Through
three
anCo.,
Carter Medicine
MacWilkins and Cole. KEX.
Ltd.>
Corp.,
Service
nouncements weekly for 52 weeks.
Property
Broadcasting;
g e n c y.) (Lloyd Golf Course), six months'
(Spot
-minute jremote
WCAU.
program service,
Dodge Motors, 2$ spot announce broadcast, each Sunday morning.
ments during month of April SOld by station, KEX.
(Ruthrauff and Ryan.) WCAU.
Walkers Tire and Battery Service,
Gillette Razor, renewal of 36 Bpot 13
weeks, announcement service.
Dr.

Glaser

nouncements.

daily
(dentist),
Signed direct.

an

WD?

j. A. Tumbler Laboratories (fur
niture polish), twice dally announce
Agency)
(Aitkln-Kyriett
ments.

WIP.
Raymond

Rosen

announcements.
Agency.) WIP.
daily

B. Miller, Inc.

(Kelvinator)

(Feigenbaum

(furniture),

.•

daily

ALBANY,

(87

Rudy

WDAS.

Fox-Weiss, three 16-minute musicals weekly, for 13 weeks. (Feigenbaum Agency.) WDAS.

Wood Conversion Co.,
United Air Lnes, 18 five minute March 28, for 7 Weeks, >4 hour draprograms, United air matic called "Next Door Neighbors,'
Placed by McCanh-Erlck- evenings, KJR.
son, Chicago. KSO.
Colonial Baking Co., broadcasts of
ST. LOUIS
city primary and final election rePevehf Diary Company, St, Louis,
turns, March 13 and 26. KSO.
three 16-minute programs weekly.
Kruidenier Cadillac Co., 13 one- Through
Ryan
and
Ruthrauff
minute announcements. Direct. KSO. agency. KMOX.
.
Martha Washington Candies, 62
Thrift Bales Promotion Company,
chain break announcements. Direct. three 16-minute programs weekly,
KSO.
Placed direct.
starting March 16.
Acme White Lead & Paint Co., 13 KMOX.
programs by Henri
flve-mihute
Lappert Hoos Fur Company, St.
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago. KSO. Louis, time signals, beginning April
French Paint & Glass Co., 13 flve- 2 for 13 weeks. Through Nash and
minute programs. 'Interviews with
KMOX.
started

dramas.

KMOX.

LOS ANGELE8
Union OH Co. Don Lee Coast Co

.

Stores,. Hartford,

,

,

v.

. .

:

•

10
18
24
25
19

2S^
30
29
39
43
46
60
61
44
69
69
61
47

.

.

&

Ei

WNEW
Station

Inherits

WNEW,

Newark, inherdance orchestras from
New York, last week and

now has

3

16
16

10
25

Station believes
all.
out front on dansapaarea and is acpushing its broadcast

Down

Reds Lay
Roles on

Strict

Home Game Broadcasts

13 in

this puts
tion for

cordingly

hours to 2:30 a.m. to snag late hour
listeners
is

Cincinnati, April

it'

New York

which

3

25

Cincinnati

Bands

ited' eight

WMCA,

7

36
25

build up the. station

and
two months

old.

Aggregations shifting to

WNEW

Three smaller of Cincy's

five

2,

ra-

dio stations are going in for broadcasts of the Reds' ball games this
season, each paying $2,000 for the
privilege. In recent years the Reds*

WLW,

WOR.

Socony-Vacuum

Corp.,

(Mobioil),

eight weeks, starting April 17, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 10
minutes. WOR.
'

Mennen

Co.,

W. !». Beyer (Man Kind Dog Food)

13 weeka, beginning April 2, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, Frank
Dole, dog talks. WOR.

:

,

|

sic.

Revised, setup will make the' prostraight mixture ot song

gram a

and band.

13 weeks, beginning

April 9, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, 15 minutes in the evening,
Ford Frick'e sports resume. WOR.

1

.

•

• • •

Conoco

.

transcription, once weekly, 9-9:15
every Friday night for 52 weeks.
Placed direct. WTIC.
Leons Dress Shoppe, Ad liner announcements.
Placed direct, renewal. WDRC.

. .

» •

.»

diamond trials and tribulations were
Include: Snooks Friedman (Casino
aired only by WFBE, indie 260de Paree), Johnny Johnstone (Parawatter. The stations are to have
Joe Venuti (Delmonlco's),
dise),
•
separate spielers.
MilNASHVILLE
Barn),
(Village
Paul Treraaine
Besides WFBE, the CBS local
Tea,
Banquet
McCormick <£ Co.,
ton Splelman (Net Club), Earl
WKRC, 1,000-watter, and
100-word announcements, between 9 Carpenter (Lum Fong's), Jimmy link,
little
and
2,500-watter
WSAI,
and 11 a. m., Tuesday, Thursday, Luncefprd (Cotton Club).
Friday, «8 times beginning May 1.
brother of Crosley's 60,000
Placed by Van Sant, Dugdale and
are to etherize accounts of the
Company. WSM,
games this year.
Switching
Heretofore the Cincy baseball
NEWARK, N. J.
Continental Oil will switch the
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co., 13 policy of its Wednesday .night ses- club, which was recently bought by
Powel Crosley, Jr., prez of the Crosweeka, Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
as
link
(WJZ)
blue
NBC's
sion
on
five minutes, Bob Griffin, songs and
ley Radio Corp., permitted blasts of
soon as it gets set on a name dance all
chatter. WOR,
home games, except on Satur.
Co. combo. Account has been airing a
Pharmaceutical
Maryland
But
days, Sundays and holidays.
Talbot's
antime
Irwin
with
renewal,
idea
travelog
26-week
(Rem),
season , the broadcasters are
this
forecasts.
nouncements and weather
unit furnishing the Incidental mu-

WFBR

fir.

,

Casa Loma' Orchestra
Olsen and. Johnson

.

WDRC.

Diamond Shoe

.....

•••*•
........ 81

Paul Whiteman

•

Fisk Tire Co., eight weeks, daily
announcement. Direct. KSO.
Morrell Packing Co., 26 10-minute
and six other cities, Ad Liner an- programs. *Headlines of Yesterday.'
nouncements three days a week, in- Placed by Henri Hurst & McDonald,
Placed by Hammer Adv. Chicago. KSO.
definite.
,
Agency. WDRC.
Flynn Dairy Co., 70 chain break
-"-Chain Candy Stores, Hartford, one announcements* Placed by BattenPlaced
broadcast a week (renewal).
field & Ball, Des Moines. KSO,
direct. WDRC.
Locust Street Chevrolet Co., "5.2
Frederick Raff and Company, re chain break announcements. KSO.
neWal, six days a week, announce
ments. Placed direct. WDRC,
BALTIMORE
Oakite Products, three times weekDek Products Co., 6 spot anly, Shoppers hour, April 9 to July 6. nouncements
weeks
2
weekly,
Placed direct. WDRC.
direct.
Placed
Socony Vacuum Co., Mobiloil and
Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co., 15
gasoline, one minute recordings, 13 minutes, twice weekly, 62 weeks,
broadcasts from April 7 to May 3. electrical transcriptionv Placed div
Placed by J. Sterling GetcheU Co. rect. WFBR.
WDRC.
Sherwood Bros., 13 spot announceTdber Cadillac, one minute an- ments.* Placed by Van Sant ft Dugnouncements. Placed direct. WDRC. dale. WFBR.
Frederick's Woman Shop,.. New
Hauswald Bakery, spot announceBritain, two announcements a week. ments, four times weekly, 13 weeks.
Placed direct.
by Emory Adv. Co. WFBR.
Placed
National Candy Company, spot anGoucher Garment Co., time service,
nouncements every Saturday. Placed announcements
times.
daily,
13
direct.
WDRC.
direct. WFBR.
Placed
Kellogg Sales Company, two five
Chieftain Mfg. Co., 30 one-minute
minute per day broadcasts, for two spot announcements, electrical tranweeks. Placed direct. WDRC.
Beginning May 7.- Placed
Max and Company, furriers, 62 scription.
by Van Sant & Dugdale, WFBR.
spot announcements. Placed by the
Randall Agency. WDRC.
SEATTLE
South Green ^Furniture^GompanyT
Sam, the
Ad liner announcements.. Indefinite, \ Calirox Cookies, Sunny Tuesdays
9:15-9:30
Calirox Man,
contract. Placed direct. WDRC.
over KOL, started
Fridays,
Caswell Candy Company, Ad liner and
Placed direct. March 27. Indef:
announcements.
Bulovd Watch, time signals,, two
WDRC.
and 10:30,
Ratcliffe Oil Company, 15 -minute each evening, at 7:00

Placed direct.

Known

^

. i

Will' Rogers

Iowa Soap Company, one 16-minute music disc weekly for 13 weeks.
Through R. J. Potts agency of Kansas Cltjr. KMOX.

Davidson's Furniture Co., five 16-

Not

Named

3'7

KMOX.

KSO.

Sponsor

Wrongly

Named

Boake Cartel* ...••••••«•••••••••••••'••
....... •••••..«<•• 36
Burns and Allen

lumbia from KHJ, Friday, 8-8:30
p. m., "Cheer Leaders,' with Art Jaring; KSO.
rett, Kay Thompson, Rhythm Kings,
East Des Moines Business Men's As- Raymond Paige orchestra,
sociation, six 16-minute ' programs.
Insurance Oo^ Friday
Sterling
Fast Des Moines Minstrels. KSO;
m, 'Movieland Gang,' Gene
8:46-9
Hiland Potato Chip Co., eight Dabneyp. and novelty band.
(First
Direct.
weeks, dally announcement.
United Broadcasters.) KNX.

Shopper and
nouncements, dally for six months.

,

Sponsor

Sponsor
Correctly

'

Eagle Discount Stamp Company,
Placed direct.
time signal daily.

Candy

cpjms-

;

••••••••••••• 75
75
•
• *•••••
65
63
'Rise of Goldbergs' ... ••••••••••)
••••••• 62
»
Wayne King Orchestra
62
Myrt and Marge . ..
59
Amos 'n' Andy ......•••••••«»••••••'•
65
Jessica. Dragonette .•••••••••••••»•••
'March of Time' ......,......*•••••*• ••. 48
47
Jack Benny s. ..«•»»•••*••••«••
Harry Horliok. ...•*••.••.»»••..»••»••.••••• 42
40
Crosby
Bing

company.
Clara, Lu
Goodrich-Gamble Company, Minneapolis, 13 time signals. Through

mlnute programs and 14 chain break
Company, programs for a total of 6% hours.
Ad Liner spot an- KSO.

Dandy

i-.

..

transcription

HARTFORD, CONN.
Rdnds

Valleo'

Maxwell Show Boat
minute evening programs, dramatic,
Ed Wyhn
called /Stories of Paul Bunyan,"
Mondays and Fridays, sbc months. Eddie Cantor
Metropolitan Opera
KJR.

MoCord agency.

Housewives,

REPLIES)

'

DES MOINES

N. V.

Questionnaires tabulated from the following:

Gillette Safety Razor' Co., 86 one
transcriptions
electrical
minute
April 2-21, over KOMO.
Blackstock Lubr. Co., series of 15

KEX.

Identification

teach*
ticians, 3; secretaries, 3; electricians, 6; engineers, 5; executives, 2;
laborers, 4; newspaper
er, 1; merchant,
; designers, 2; photographers,
employees, 1$; clerks, 8.

'

Na-Vita Co,, three 16-minute pe*
riods weekly, for 13 weeks. Direct.

>

sold to

KOMO.

.

WDAS.

Program Sponsor

now' on

ments, I p. m., Monday, Thursday
and Friday, started March 26, ends
May 26. KOL. Same also over

Signed
15 minute musical period.
direct, 13 weeks. WIP.
Poos Dye Co, (egg dye), lB-mln
(ScOtt
ute electrical transcription.
Howe, Bowen Agency). WIP.
American Theatre Corp., half-hour
•very Sunday night, remote control
from stage. Signed direct. WIP.
B. Schulmdn, 15 rmlnute psycholo- Master Painters.' KSO.
gy talks, once weekly. Signed dl
Schmitt & Henry Mfg. Co., 62
rect. WIP.
chain break announcements. Direct.
Goldban Pharmacol Remedy, Tar- KSO.
anpinod cough mixture, dally
Insurance Underwriters Associanouncements. Signed direct. WIP. tion, 13 chain break announcements,
Remington-Rand Typewriters, one Financial Independence Week cele16-minute period weekly, for eight bration. KSO.
_
weeks. Signed direct. WDAS.
Hudson Jones Automobile Co., 62
Frank and Seder (department chain break announcements. Direct
•tore), five announcements dally, for KSO.
direct.
Signed
weeks.
thirteen
New Utica Clothing Co., formal
WDAS.
opening, one 16-minute and one 46Kelvinator, daily time-signals, for minute program direct from store
(Feigenbaum Agency.) with NBC 'Merry "Macs' entertain13 weeks.
.

Mountaineers,

Crockett

,

is

Crazy Water Crystals Co. by Bernard, Meiklejohn & McCall for a
series of discs, to be planted in the
east and middle west.

:

Placed direct.

This

KNX, Los Angeles, have been

A

and

alone.

going on.

still

WFL

(Ruthrauff

ABC

strike against

KEX.

WCAU.

New

of

York City are also tapped by receiving sets in the state capital area,
Albany rates fairly highly on I.Q.
and has a large civil service colony.
All of the 19 newspaper employes
interrogated work on day shifts and
are in a position to be familiar with
night-time radio programs.
Next week: Port Wayne,

.

.

PHILADELPHIA

announcements.
Ryan,) WCAU.

V Andy

Strike Forces Gov't

Safety Razor Co., 36 an«ouncemei»t« started April 2, through
Ruthrauff and Ryan, Inc., New
York. WEEI.
anShell Batter* Petroleum, 20
April ._ 13,
starting
nouncements

J.

41

VARIETY

Spanish Newspaper

Business

Gillette

trough

.

,

.

.

K

S~elw^

r

NEW YORK

Sludids; IKSir (Furriers),

programs a week
with Dan Russo band and singers.

tests,

and

away-from-home

all

games, The latter reports will be
received by telegraph and treated
to play-by-play embellishments cAccording to the imagination of the
boys In charge of local mikes.
.

WML SEEKS SITE
Dallas, April 2.
In the
role Of an ihnoceiiit bystander, is
Just about to be thrown out on its

Municipal station

WRR,

nose because its studio sponsor is
alleged to be in arrears with rent
DENVER
paying.
Old Homestead Bread Co., one-half
An attorney representing the
and
Saturday
excluding
daily
hour
appeared before the city
Sunday, direct from police court, landlord,
fathers and revealed that the stathree months, KLZ.
preferred tion's Hilton hotel studio Is not
three
Co.,
Neusteter
actually in the hotel building, but
spots daily. KLZ.
in a. wing which the hotel rents
six 16-minute disc

~

only allowed to give play-by-play
reports of 13 of the 72 local con-

from .his

Ken

client.

Stuart;

Harry Hartman

will be back id
C. O. 'OatmeaT
handle the Job for
and a newcomer to Cincy

blaster for

WFBE.

Brown

to

WKRC

is

will cast for

WSAL

During the progress of home week
day games not included In. the pityby-play account schedule, the stations will be permitted to make reports every 16 minutes on highlights, pitching, changes and scores.

'

KOL announcer, with

F.

& & ADDITIONS
Chicago, April

2.

Harold Bratsberg, to call the strokes
WHK, Cleveland, has named Free
Friday, April 13, on crew races, Cal.
& Sleininger as special representCINCINNATI
vs. Wash., oh west coast CBC hookin the Chicago and New
new
Kroger Grocery <6 Baking CO.,
up, the races to be On. Lake Wash- atives
started March 21, over KOL, ends
series of afternoon programs for ington, Seattle.
Short wave from York territories.
one year.
,
Albright and
and
Bob
Oklahoma
also get
F.
&
6.
by
6:10boys
eventB.
rother,'
follow
'Ki
to
train
observation
Candy House,
led by Joe Lngar, on
engineer in of Buffalo for representation in New;
5:15 p. m„ daily except Sunday, boy band
station Red Gunston to be
small
Crosley's
York.
starts April 2, for one month. KOL. WSAI,
charge.
Commercial Tire Co^ announce- Starts April 2.

WFAS.

'

^

.

.

WQR

WKBW

;

—

4

-

.

a

RADIO
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Tuesday, April

Since play goes on -without
benefit of glassed-in studio, itls a
bit tough on the players.
Although this so-called children's

3,

193*

down,

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

little

and Program Tieups)

(Merchandizi

WFBR's

Scout Stunt
Baltimore.

WFBR

OUTSTANDING STUNTS:
INQUI ING REPORTER
Fort Wayne, Ind.

WOWO,

Fort Wayne;
Borrowing the -.Inquiring- Reporter
man-on. the-street stunt WOWQ.
has twisted it around to become a
•

Paman-on-the-aisle .broadcast,trons .attending the radio-theatre
performances at the Indiana theatre
asked
are
auspices
under
to -speak from, their seats in reply
to questions on current events. This.
Is carried to the airwaves along
with the rest of the proceedings
within the theatre.
.Harry Flannery stooged, by Medford Maxwell prowls the aisle's with
the perambuiatbry mike and solicit
the citizen's comment. It's a two-

WOWO

way

incentive to public interest,
getting those within the playhouse
and those tuned in.

has inaugurated new. proram directed, toward children and
Over a 15-minut.e
adolescents.
stretch one evening weekly .a. high
anking Boy Scout interviews a
successful business man, sport figure! or popular llmelighter. on. his
Alternate week
success formula.
has Girl Scout vis- -vis with successful or notable femme.
Station has. plugged it considerably in newspaper ads and favors
It as an instrument bC good- will to

is built

for 150,

Pettygrove

(Jo),

Davis

Ruth

(Beth), Anne Duncan (Amy), Margaret Phillips (Meg), Arthur Peterson (Laurie) arid Evelyn Steele
(Mother).
While originally intended to use
the show for giving the parents a
place to park the offspring and, go
shopping, the programs now have
the parents calling in someone to
look after the kiddies at home and
rushing down to see the 'Little
Women'- radio dramatization.

Boston.

tire

airea are

broadof road

•

Esther, on the air with

Events of years gone by .being
of
'Headlines
la
dramatized

'

-

Yesterday.'
i

Id

Care Tie-ups
Baltimore;

.

For the Fairfield -Farms, Western
Maryland Dairy, sponsored weekly.
15 -minute program that has Dr.
John RUhrah chatting on pediatrics
and child dietetics, WCBM has
made it a practice to distribute
cards around medical circles and to
place notices on the bulletin boards

.

WCKY

•

-

.

WCKY

•

of hospitals, nurses' homes and

.

a.m. with a historic background
and then a- musical Interlude ffoni
historic Home Church.
Three1 an
nouncers, from WSJS describe the
crowd and the march from the
church through an avenue of ce
dars to the graveyard where the
first settlers are burled. The.church
band of. 300 pieces, furnishes .all

.4

:

i

"

music.

:'

'
.

KSO's mystery

Unmasks.
Des Moines.
gossiper,

'Madam

Who has kept the town wonder
Ing for a year, will reveal herself at
the three-day electrical refrigerator
show of Davidson Furniture Co; on
opening night, April 2,
With a newspaper advertising
build-up and with police escort
from studio to store and return, she
Will broadcast from the window of
X,'.

.

ihe store.
Other KSO
the

of

Brooks and

"—

'Lovelorn' Stuff
•'—

'

:
-

Tbrtland^OT^"

'Advice to the Lovelorn— pror
gram, feature, by Marian Miller,
Lovelorn editor of the Morning
Oregonian, being presented by. local
dental account in Portland, Oregon. Program will include homely
bits of advice, and answer to problems and questions sent in. ' Prograin will be released over
the Oregonian, three times weekly
rogram fifteen minat 11:45 a.m.

KEX

utes.

,

. .

.

.

WOR

lates

.

.

NBC

:

WNEW.

WOR

.

.

.

WNEW

.

.-.

.'

WESG

.

WOR

WESG

.

entertainment

frohv
the store, includes
Pierson* ahd the 3 J's.

window

. .

.

-

'Madame

King.

Short Shots
CBS has signed for the radio rights of the works of several well known
authors. Including Michael Arlen, Leonard Merrick, F. Scott Fitzgerald,
Ben Ames Williams* the late, Mary Wilkins Freeman. Continuity is
Keith McCloud's
being written by the CBS production departriient.
Armchair quartet has been given a new sustaining spot by NBC...
Floyd Buckley is back on WMCA's dramatic acting staff .... .Paul Specht
.Phil. Duey and. Ray Heathis organizing a band for a radio comeback.
erton are alternating on the Junls face cream program with Eddy Duchin
been signed as announcer, oh the new Chesterfield
. ... .Ford Frick has
series.
.Harry Hoffman, chief arranger for Dave Rubinoff, went to elementary school with the leader in Pittsburgh twenty years ago, .-. .Lester
as
Edwards out of WHN. .. .Beatrice Marcus has returned to
secretary to Robert Wilder. J ...CBS' deal for! the Hudson $heatre is said
to involve an annual rental of slightly less than $30,000. Basis is on a
One year' rental, with, an option to buy. Emigrant Savings Bank Is the
owner!

A further angle, the station circuJust Talk
a similar notice among; the
Both networks have' tightened up considerably on censorship since
welfare and charity bureaus, callthe. Ginger Rogers suit against NBC and Madame. Sylvia. . . .Phil Baker
ing the poorer classes' attention to
the series of talks arid admonishing flew to Florida to spend the Easter week-end with Mrs. Baker and th«
them that many helpful hints and baby. .Pebeco. auditioned Block and Sully and Charlie Leland....
Proadvice relative to care arid rearing Frank Novak's 'One Man Band' series may be revived by
.
of children can*- be derived from gram sponsored, by E. L. Bruce Co. starting April 5 oh CBS with Doris
cupping the ear to Dr. Ruhrah's Loralne and Clarence Wheeler's orchestra, first gave a broadcast audiprograms'.
tion on a sustaining basis oyer the CBS. Northwest network. Response
In grateful response to WCBM's
to the trial resulted in the engagement. .. .Allen Daly, formerly with
solicitude, one of the directors of.Jerry Wald. left for
and CBS now sings regularly over
welfare society has installed his
has
radio in the' society's offices and
the coast on a writing contract with Warners .... Elliott Shaw Is back
I.ojued invites to those who have no with the Revellers after an illness. . .Cadillac tnay do a summer series
radio to come in each Tues. after- and will definitely return to NBC in October with its present line-up.
noon and catch the broadcast.
Baby -Rose Marie will get another Bpot to add to her present two on
WJZ. .. .Morton Downey has returned to New York after a twenty-week
KTAB's Horse Racing
vaudeville tour and opens In Manhattan for Loew's April 13. CBS has
San Francisco.
scheduled three commercial auditions for- him this week. .. .Although
Opening of the Spring racing sea- Tiny Ruffner announces
the merged Sal Hepatica-Ipana program, he rereweek
this
was
Tanforan
Son at
nioted by KTAB which is doing ceives no billing. Benton and Bowles are keeping him as the p.a. on.
a- daily broadcast from the track the Showboat. .. .Clark and McCullough auditioned for NBC and several
tor first time in local ether history. agencies last week, sketch being written by Charles Sherman and diStation has George Schilling, vet rected by Harry Tugend.... Henry Rosenblatt, son of the late Cantor,
turf .authority, spieling; from, the starts a commercial on
shortly.
horse track for a quarter-hour each
Tubby ..Clark, Arizona Joe, Frank p.m., describing only the main event.
Qossi
Anderson, Joy trio," Sylvia Jones, Lloyd 'Hillmari auto financing house
Charlie Wihnlnger will not be pn the Showboat junior afternoon proWilliams Sisters Doug and Jack, pays the bills for that one.
At night Schilling comes into town gram. Sponsors, General Foods, want to keep him exclusively allied
Aluh Williams, Mark Rowan, Paul
McRae, Lew Lovgren, Bob Hamlin, for another quarter- hour, this a re- with Maxwell House coffee. . . .Jack Pearl and Jed Harris, who sailed for
Eva Gonella, Art Kloth, Steve Bar- sume of the day's bangtail activities Europe last week, are talking about a legit show. . .Marlon Parsonnet
rett, Wen Miles, Don Prindle, Don throughout the Country with the has resigned from the David Freedman writing group.
He is now
Isham and Alan Howard. Adver- Tanforan track bankrolling that handling the .writing on the Borrah Mlnnevltch show. ...Mady Christisers get. added value from. theatre period.
It's also first time Tanfo
tians, .who closed in her legit show 'Races' last week is in line for a new
audience, as well as the other, while has done any radio advertising:
the Orpheum gets numerous plugs
KTAB found it virtually impossi- CBS commercial. .. .The Three Scamps will go to Jackson, Mich., for
'"
as the hour unravels.
ble to- plant any publicity on the a convention of their sponsor's sales executives next month. .. .George
broadcasts In the .dailies, sheets fig- Engles, with his son, left for the Bahamas last week, his son recuperuring ether might cut in on their ating from an illness. Several of the youngster's friends were taken,
roadcast Auction Sale
Elmira, N,
circulation, and Hearst's Examiner along to keep him company after his father Ieavesrrr. Countess Albani
took its listeners to the and Scrlpps-Howard News taking
her tonsils removed While in Florida. .. Jerry Cooper, the Palais
ringside of an -auction sale with all a stand against horse-racing, al- had
last Friday night
the details of bidding and 'going, though they carry plenty news about Royal juvenile lead, started his own program at
....Cunard account is now with the A. L. Wertheim agency, away from
going, gone' coming through loud- that sport.
the Presbrey Co,;. ..Don Hall Trio have been given a Tuesday evening
speakers. It was a furniture sale,
This Is the second time
spot at NBC starting tonight,,.. Nino Martini sings with the Metroish of Neutrality
has sighed up auctions for broad
politan Opera iri. Boston for two weeks beginning April 9 and then. goes,
Kansas City,
casting.
On eve of Kansas City's heated to Montreal for a concert. .. .Caroline Rich and Johnny Russel get the
municipal
election
KMBC had Tastyeast program, with Bill Wirges' band .... helma Salzburg, of WOR.
'Little Women' for Adults
planned a .'Man - in - the - street' operated on for appendicitis.
St. Paul.
outside the Hotel MuehleKSTP is putting on weekly dra broadcast
matizations of 'Little Women' at bach, asking passersby their opinStand By
Donaldson^ Dept. Store every Fri ions on the election. Shortly before ^ _Georg 6 Hall is. booked
lusLyTaX" :1XT fb^?:T0^"1i).mr^STurir the^broadcast^the^Kansas^eity 15, Enoch Light will play for Delta
of Sigma Psi at Syracuse University
League
of..
Democrats
Young
ad
continues for 13 Weeks.
Players
May 4 and 'Miss America* and her band booked for one-night stands in
are recruited from the ranks of U joumed their meeting in the hotel
New England during April. Charles Locke, p.a. at Bentori and Bowlesof Minn, dramatic classes and keep arid stumbled on the intended broad
The result was a shifted to the continuity department and succeeded by Everard Meade
their amateur standing, thus sav- cast outside.
qUarter-^hour of Democratic voices ....Don Bestor is going to feature Ducky Yuntz, who heretofore was
ing the station all talent costs.
an- just a trumpet player In the band. Yuntz has been revealed as a good
Taylor Mills, in charge of radio iri which Ivan Flanery,
here -for Batten, Barton, Durstlne nouncer^ tried vainly to find a singing comedian, .. .Bertram
sales department, is the
La Barr,
& IDsborn, has the unit in hand Fiislohist Who would speak up.
3d;
T,wo young Democrats were finally father of a boy bom Thursday. .. .April birthdays: George Jessel.
Stunt Is given a studio buildup,
with red light flashing on and much prevailed upon to speak for the Rosemary Lane, 4th; Tito Gulzar, 8th; -Dorothy Greeley, 9th; 'Eva.
motioning with hands to keep the other side to give the semblance of Evans, 13th; Phil Poi^erfield, 16; Caspar Reardon, 15th: Betty Bnrthell.
mvdienoo
(capacity
16th; Edwin C. Hill, 23d; Felix Bernard. 28th.
150)
quieted a representative broadcast.

fourth consecutive year,
ib Show
Seattle.
Station WSJS has broadcast the
Moravian Easter Sunrise services
'Carnival Hour' has for several
here, being the only -method other years been a radio broadcast of
than, newspapers the. outside world KOL, for various advertisers, sold
has of getting a picture of this with admittance to studio, the pubhistoric event, which was attended lic showing avid interest by large
by some 25,000 persons. The Mo crowds being in daily attendance.
ravian elders have refused- for years For a time broadcasting was from
j to allow the services to be photo
Rhodes Department store where up
graphed and have turned a deaf ear to 1,000 packed in daily to look and
to 411. requests of newsreel men.
listen. But. store had to discontinue
Services have been .broadcast as it Was hard to handle the mobs
each Easter since WSJS first went without some merchandise losses.
on the air in 1930. The elders alNow this pot pourl of song, comlowed it at first for the benefit of edy and music Is broadcast from
- aged members of the denomination
Orpheum theatre stage daily on
who could not attend the. sunrise week days, noon to 1 p. iri. Ken
services in person. Now it has be
Stuart Is m.c'lng the show,, which is
come, an- institution. The denomi
put on In informal way, and Ivan
nation furnishes a minister, Rev, DItmars is music director. Opened
Douglas L. Rights, to give the his last week, kept building, with the
toric background— the services be- folks seeing this show for 25 cents
gan in 1732 and have been held In addition to the full bill.
continuously since in the graveyard
As outside artists come to Orregardless of weather conditions.
pheum from time to time, they will
The- services go on the air at augment local staff, which, includes
Before Films

:

Wayne

Spiel.

sheer ennui.

.

in^.

ternes'- quarters, calling attention
to the ether talk. These are changed
weekly, day prior to broadcast, and
contain a synopsis of the next sub-r
medico will
a party from dying of ject upon which the
"

.

.

Cholly Knickerbocker Airing

city fans.

publicity will warrant it. Requests
are already Coming in for the service- at the rate of a dozen a week,
mainly- -from Women's units who
have- never, seen a radio announcer
generally was broadcast as a sus-t before, Alan Scott, the studio Don
tainer.
This year- -with dough of t Juan, has the draw.
fered by the cemetery rival, Lee
a Party- Say er
kept the much larger Hollywood inCincinnati..
stitution off KHJ, his L, A. outlet
has won lots of thanks
tor CBS, although using \% on some
public through a
-radio
the^
from-,
of the other stations on his, coast
straight
four
presenting
policy- -of
CBS network.
Other L. A; -stations endeavored hours of .dance music from lrB a.m^
to get permission to broadcast the every .Sunday morning. Those who
Hollywood Bowl services when it observe Saturday night on a maraWas learned that KHJ was off .the thon' basis h'aye expressed themservices this year but were denied selves ad most grateful.
Listeners Write, in to assure
permission because of the contract
"
WCKY- that - the owl program has
held by Lee.

,

its

Elizabeth Arden cosmetics, has signed Maury Paul (Cholly KnickerBackward Shows
bocker of the N. Y. American) as part of her forthcoming radio proi
Rbck Island, 111..
gram. He'll do society comments. Band auditioned last week at NBC
WHBF, has launched a hew serial was Emll Coleman. This program would be in direct opposition to Lady
that is proving a click with Quad-

T

the'

make

ing

>

For

on Air
radio debut- shortly, arising out of the

iegfeld Trio

iegfeld trio will

up of the Rhythm Boys. Jlriimy Newell, leaving the group, with
his wife, the former Dolores Ziegfeld, is forming a new unit and will use
the Ziegfeld name. In the meantime the Rhythm Boys stay on the
Gillette program -for three more weeks.
split

topical influences, motorists;,' etc.

•

many

its

weather forecasts for

New England

cast together with summary
conditions, etc;
Where the' service fits in "commercially apart from sponsorship
which it enjoys is in helping fishermen, repair crews for utilities, department stores Who guide themtheir advertising by.
selves, and

'

saved

CBS* Actor

It

-

tailed

;

•

and announcing ends.

-

CBS has inaugurated a new. policy, on all dramatic programs, of anwas started years ago nouncing the casts at the beginning, instead, of the end of the program.
by an-, ex-weather guesser of the Network feels this to be. the best way to obtain the full value of the
De- names it is bringing to the mikes.
government, E. B. Rideout.
the, en-

WCAU

Winston-Salem.

Auditioning Cops.

A

group of Newark policemen will be auditioned this week at WOR,
to test their ability in handling the soon to be installed short wave
system in the Newark police department. Twelve Will be selected and
Studios, both as to the technical
given extensive training in the

has a service, which, qualiunder radio 'showmanship as a

public.

:

oravian Services

works..

means to increase station prestige,
popularity, and usefulness to the

,

'

Brewers Shy Off Ether
ications are that expectations, once holding as to. the num
brewers who will be on the air this summer are due to be disappointe
While Schlltz, Pabst and Rupperts will be on, agents who have canvassed this field claim a distinct feeling amongst brewers to stay away.
Another reason offered is the scarcity of national -breweries for net-

WOR

Weather

WEEI
fies

WCAU

-

There is much rivalry among the New York hotels in securing passe?
for radio programs in order to take care of visiting guests— usually
groups representing firms or schools, As a feature of their inducement

Principals in the cast are Phyllis

'

.

News

Nellie Revell

Hoop skirts make it brutal on the to stop at their hotels, managements pi'omise free broadcast tickets.
getting close enough to the Requests usually come from hotels to the network carrying its'
dance
mike for heavy emoting, but the music over its chain.
more willowy ones are. doing oko.

:

parison.
Several years ago. Lee contracted
with the Hollywood Bowl operators
for the exclusive on this Easter
morning event for several years. It

By

dolls

win parents.
In plotting program, station endeavors .tb dispense with, syrupy
Babbittry and to; keep it attractive
to baloney -detecting modern youth.
Plays' up the virile, realistic and
action angles for the, boys and the
fearlessness
arid
up-to-dateness,
capability" that .the modern girl sees
mirrored in femininity. As much
humor as possible Is threaded into
the interviews, and the station sees
to. it that the adult being quizzed
doesn't talk down tb, or sermonize,

"

Air Line

more

floor.

»
his listeners.
Joe Penher Contest
Des. Moines...
Stalks Good Will
Charles Flagler, who runs VKSO's
Philadelphia.
Des
the
at
morning
shows
Saturday
Making a determined bid for local
Moines, opened, a contest for kids
has appointed
good will,
imitating Joe Penner.
Got over 500 entrants the first Manrtie Sacks to head the studio's
hew Radio Educational Service.
week.
Prepared talks have been made
available, gratis, f oi; schools,, busiv
Coin Vs. Showmanship
ness and fraternal, organizations,
Los Angeles;
- Easter
sunrise services at the women's clubs, etc.
Scheme calls for* the use of an anHollywood bowl, which have -become an. institution on the Coast, nouncer specially assigned to work
were not broadcast, over any Los through a portable p.a., sound efAngeles station this year, due to fects man, engineer, -and ah operr
contracts held by Don :Lee and-hi's. ator for slides. Whole set-up censelling of the time usually accorded •ters- around, .the local development
Job is expensive, prothis event to a local cemetery, .for .of. WCATI.
cedure, but the station .thinks the
Its sunrise service, puny In cpiri
, ;

theatre

than 250 crowded into the first perof
'em
formance—nearly Jtfi.%
The second week had the
adults.
store officials mulling whether they
shouldn't build on a wing or throw
open additional- space on the saihe

.

.

:

.

;

;

.

KMBC

WOR

.

,

WEEK OF

APRIL

(Hind's Cream)
10:3O-Su-VfEAF
John Barry more

0:30-Sa-WEAF
'Beatrice Fairfax'
Alarjorle Johnson
Wm. Stickles Ore

& R
L1GGETT-MYER6
(Chesterfield)
9-M-W-S-WABC

•Ruthrauff

0-TIi-WEAB

ACME LBAP
*

0.

SPABK PLUG
PB'8

ATFIUATED

ftouls P h,,l ' *L
1-Tu-F-W-WABC
)

'^Iblasses 'n' Jan'ry

9:30-F-WJZ
Baker
H McNaughton
Mabel Alberteon
Hoy Shield

Wade Booth

Nell

€*

•

B.

l;55-8a-WEAF

Opera

Metropolitan
Lncrezla Borl

Bert HJrsch

2-Sn-WABC

Dan'

Everett Marshall
Jerry Freeman
•Blaqkett
I10UR.J01S

BARBASOL „
8:15-M-W-FrWABC

Kath Harrington
Mill Watson

.

•Lord

'Lazy
Irving Kaufman
lackett

'

Freddy Martin

Kats

Claire Majette
Nat Shllkret
'

BORnEN

10:45-Ta-W.7Z

ORIGINAL

Muriel Pollock
Marcella Sfaeilda

Walter Sc<tnloo
Jane Ellison

10:30-Su-WABC

•45

Mln, In H'tjrw'd

Mark Warnow

Cal Yorlie
•Tonrig A Rub loam

KRILLO

(Sal

Frenchmen"

Helen King

12 dally

NOW
If

NEW AMSTERDAM
NEW YORK

0:30-111-

H

WEAF

Quartets
Wilson Ore
-

M

•Thompson

CALSODENT CO
12-Tu-WJZ
R Sherrls

Marley

•Thompson

CAMPANA

(tiSO-Su-WJZ
'Grand Hotel'

Ann Seymour
Art' Jacobwn
Don Ameehe.

STYNE

•First

And Orchestra
At Prima Rainbo Gardens
Clark
AIi

.

Lawrence, Chicago.
Personal Rep.

ait.

LERS
IMITATED BY MANY

CENTAUR

.(Fletcher's)

8-30-W-WABC
XlfreftrSpaiaing
Rul'ic^m,
*Young

CIIAPPEL BROS.

i

F«r further. Inlormatlwi
HAROLD KEtfP..' NBC Artltt B«Jr
Radio CItj; :*** York Cttf-u
.'

7:4G-Su-WABC'
Rln- TIn Tin*

BAVHA

A.-

,

Don Ameche
White-'
VTglnla Ware

Bob

•

Goss
Johnny
Jack vT)a'ly
•Roger* A Smith

.CHARIS

GILL
EMERSON
a*P ORCHESTRA
Cleveland
I

Nightly

lrlS-WrlVABC
Parsons
Raymond Paige
•John L. Butler
CITIES: SERVICE

Louella

;•

.

NBC

Monday 1 D
r
Friday
'

M

-

8rF-WBAF

Oranfland" "Rfce
Jessica Drigonette
Cavaliers'

•Lovd

& Thomas

W. Ramsey

JEUGEN'S

FORD MOTOR
!

•

WGN

Freeman Gbsden

Walt. WlncMell "...
•J.. Walt. TiiompY

of Gold".*
•8-Drtlly-W.IZ

(•Ripe,
,

JjOHNSON A SOI*

Oertrude Berg

.

-Pehrson.
'•
•

GEN. BAKING
6:30-Su-WABC

Julia ...Sanderson-

.

•

»Cr Um.lt:

O.

'

9:Sp-WVWABC

•Guy fjonibardo.
:

& Allen
Walt. Tbcmp
GENERAL FOODS
'

•J.

and Every Good
Success

ls30-Tu-ThT
Tony" Wotis

James. Waters

WABC

9;S0-Tu-Th-8a-

W.IZ

Keenan & PhlHlps,
.Needhnm, it.. ft B-

Eddte' Durhln

* 5:30-Dally-WJZ

1>:30-Sn-WEAF
6hmnn and Arden
•Edwurd Nell
Arlehe Jackson

•T>ord

;

D. A
•B.V
GENERAL CIGAR

Burns

7-DaIly-W.1Z
Amos'i'n' Andy
Charles. Correl

.,

0^0-Su-WJZ,

«:3A-Sii-WABC

,.«i30.-TIi-WABC

-B'..

PEPRODENT

Lois Bennett,

Fred Waring

KELLQGG

.

,

Allan Grant

W. Ayer_

•Slden^r.

KRAFT-PHENTX

,

Al Jolsbn

Boake Carter
'•F.

W. Armstrone
PHILIP MORRIR

Peggy Healy

J.

8-

Fulton
Walt. Thomp.
'

ICOLYNOS

.

Plain Bill

•Blackett

LADY ESTHER

S-Su-WE*F _
8:30-Tn-WEAF
Wayne Klnc's Ore
•

StafU-Oobie

Tn-WEAF

Relsmnn'p Ore

T,eo

WABC

Duey
•Blow

Phil

riLLRBURY

>7:)r»-DaHy-WABC
Just

The Crooning troubador

V A K

PHTT.CO

Su-WABC

|

Deems Taylor
Ramona
Jack

.

Thomas

7;48 dally ex. Sa-

10-Tli-WEAF
P Whlteman Ore

Arthur Hughes

MERRILL FUGiT

Kr

PERFECT CIRCLE

'The Sinking Lady
'
Iron* Wicker
•N.

10- 30-Doily-WAl7

Today's ClilMren'
Trma Phllllns
Walter Wicker

LITTLE

ORPHAN ANNIE

(SHIRLEY BELL)

(Nestles)

8-F-WJZ
Ethel Shutta

Waller O'Keefe
Don Bcstor Ore
•J.

Wnlt.

Thomp.

LARUS
1 0-W-WEAF

fEdgeworth)

Corn Cob Pipe Club
-of

Virginia

•BBD&O

Network

Wednesday 11 P.M.

Bess Joh nson _\

Friday 6:30 P.M.

TMcy Glllman
Fred Von Amon
Jean McGregor

LAMONT-CORLISS Hutch tnFon

50,000 Watts ^"^"lotr'An^ve^ 50,000 Watte

seasoned variety trouper.

•McC.Erlek^

Harry Salte*
*Blackman -

r.

A

Whitney

10-Tu-W<IZ
Gladys Swarthouf
Ray Perkins
Gale Page
Harold Stokes Ore.

:

8t30-Tu-WJZ
Conrad Thlbault

FRIGID AIRE
10-Tq-WEAF

was

Play
an appropriate

PALMER nOCSE

Graham- -McNamee

Hall

is

Cowboy
Bonlme Orr

JosenTi

/

•Seth . PaVker'
Phillips liord

Frank

E-dwln W
I^onesome

Paxon Sis
Lennle Hayton'

7:45-Sn-WEAF

'Golddiggers,'
'Lady
revivals.

Joseph Bell

Trahan

Al

FITCH

WB

theme song,

9:30-Tli-WJZ
•Death Vnll'y Days'

Tim Frawley

& O.
HUDSON MOTOBS
10- Sn-WEAF

•S weeny r James

in the 1929
one of his

Your Mandolin'

PACIFIC BORAX

.

•B. B. D.

W"m. Daly Orch;

A-yer-

Wll' FornUm
Chaa. Eggleston
•Blackett

Frey

Jeannle Lang

Richard Crooks

•N.-.'W.-

Mock

HUDNUT

Three Rascals

H. Firestone, Jr.

,

Margery Hannon
Kar! Hubel

Jack Whiting
Jack Denny

•

•Ge»er./

•Ma Perkins'
Virginia Dayne

Jos Koestner*s Ore

FIRESTONE

Wendell

8-dally-WEAF

Thomas

evi-

He manifests canny choice of
numbers, warbling, his pops in tiptop manner to self-guitar accompaniment. The solo strings comes
through effectively on the breaks
and interludes. 'Tip Toe Through
the Tulips,' which Lucas introduced

A Gamble)

(Proct'r

and

dour,' his vaiide billing.

O.

OXYDOL

8-Tu-VfJZ

I>.

&

•B. B. D.

HOUSEHOLD

•C.

O

Gordon Graham

9:30-F-WABC

DEADLINE"
"BOY REPORTER MISSES
Wish for Your Conti

Congratulations

WABO

Edgar A Guest

8:30-M-HF/AF

T'efl.

OXOL

f :4S-M-Tu-W-FDave, Bunny &
Bunny Coughlln
Dave Grant

his audible delivery

dences that handsomely on his
quarter hour. He's on a couple of
times a week; reviewed here -on
Friday 6:30-6.45 p.m.^ EST.
Freddie Rich's orchestra accompanies him in excellent style. Lucas
is billed as 'the crooning, -trouba-

•Gotham

HOBIJCK

Alice

knows

9:30-M-WJZ

0:45-6u-WJZ
Dr H Bundesen

Brno Rapee

•K.

NAT1' SUGAR

Metody Singers
Joseph I'asternack

•Brwih-Wasey

ft

WABC, New York

Ginger'
.

•Hellwlg

Joe Koestner

•Lord

&

Baker
Lyn Murray

HOOVER

Gertrude. Nleseo.

,

.

Essentially a mike performer, and
no novice At that via talkers and
records (he's been one. of Brunswick's best sellers for years), Lucas

WABC

:

•Bill

Virginia

10-M-W-F-WJZ

Lawrence Tlbbett

Eastman
King

•Erwln: Wasey
,

EQUALLED BY N 9 NE
CHARLES

M L

2:15-Dally-WABC

10-Su-WABC

Jean" Paul

Voice of .Bxp'rtenee
;»Er.win Wasey

2:30-Ra-WJZ
Jan Qarber Oro
•Hays McFarland

15 Mins.
Sustaining

•

.-

10:15-M-W-F

4:30-Sn-WEA¥
Davles
PRODUCTS Edward
Chicago a Capella

•Kat*

YEASTFOAM

WABC

Songs with Orchestra

MUELLER CO

•Maxon

CREAM WHEAT

Gene Arnold
Lullaby Lady

Betty Moore
•Lew White

.

Jrsephlne Gibson
..

(Kremel. Etc)

10-M-WEAF

BENJ. MOORE
11:30-W-WEAF

•Blackett
H. J. HEINZ CO.

Will Osborne

CARNATION MILK

.

12-M-W-Th-F-

8.80-Ta-WABC

NICK LUCAS

•gtack-Goble

Jack Doty

.

WABC

Cecil Warwick

Toothnaste)

«:4B-F-WABO.

March 27

Carlson

D wight Latham

Lester Tremayne
Virginia Clark
K«rl lleube
Dolores Gillen

10;4«-M-W-F-

Ward

Wamp

'Helen. Trent*

8-Tu-WABC
Little. Jack Little
•B.. B., D. & O.

Muriel Wilson
John Herri ck
H Sanford's Ore

WTAM

.

Bonhnm

Guy'

•Erwlh- Wasey.

Angela Patrl
B Sagerqulst Ore
•Aubrey Moore- ^_ J. Walt. Thomp.
EX-LAX _
CARLET'N-HOVEY
9:30-M-WABC
(Father John)
The Big Show'
7:15-W-WJZ

THE

Perianal DlreetlOi!.

John Barthe

.

Sally

0:30-TurWEAI
Ed Wynn

.

Reprinted from Variety,

Howard

Shirley

Hallop

Billy

.

Don Ameche

Roxanne Wallac«
William Edmonson

Nell O'Malley
Florence Hallan

7:80-Th-iWJZ
Pedro de Cordobe
'Romantic M'l'dlea*. •Hellwlg _____

NBC—CHICAGO—NBC

Adv.

WAREY PROD

WORCESTER
(Salts

Zoel Paienteau's O
Carl Van Ambergs
•Fuller A Smith

WEAF

Katzman

.Esty

WABC

Phil Duey
Jack: Parker

.

BOKDB,

f

Or* A Singers
TEXAS CO.

:

Warwick

Cecil.

Studio
•Croot
I

Karl Way
•Frances Hooper

WEAF

6:15-Dally-WABC

Stander

CORN

S

Liniment)

9:30-W-W.IZ
John Chas, Thomas
Wm. M. Daly

MOLLE CO.
7:30-M-W-Th-

'H-Bar-O Rangers'
Bobby Benson

,

Carlton Br+ckert
Cliff Soubler
BJ Sagerqulst Ore
(D.D.D, Ointment)

*U.

WARNER

9-W-WJZ

(Carpets)
10 :80-Tu-ThOrch & Singers
•B. B. D. & O:

Ranch'

EDNA HOPPER

Frank Luther
Vivian Ruth

Scamns
Joey Nash

R.

(Sloan's

-

'

Emmet Gowan
Beatrice Allen
•Ruthrauff A R.
CONT. BAKING
8-M-W-F-WABC

June Meredith
Don Aroecbe

rAllrfe'-SeltKer*

HECKER B-O

Henry Gurvey
Harry Swan

Nlghter*

.

Products

3

J0:30-Sa-WJZ
Barn Dance
Ridge Runners

:30-M-W-F-WJZ

•Wm.

Bill Shelley

10-F-WEAF

1

Louis

Georgia Bachen
Elaine /.Melcholr
Adele Klein

Betty Winkler
Gene Rouse

(Sparton

Hodge
Drtrothy Day
Gene Kretzlnger
Reginald Knorr

Ray

WLS

(Feenamiht)
Geo.' Gershwin

Oranljy
Walter Tetley
Allan Devltt

Lionel

TENN. CORP.
(Loma Plant Food>
10:30-8u-WEAF

Dick Hlmber
Frances Langford

DR. MILES LAB'S

Bu'Htaroos
v

•Joe

Barrett DObbs
Dorid .A Kn'ibocker

X

'Bar

'

PACKING

MET. LIFE CO.
«:43-Dnll3>WE*F

Carson. Roblson

•

CALIF.

A Peart
8PARK9-W-CO.
8-Sn-WJZ

Arthur BagleyV

2-Su-WJZ

10-W-F-WKAF

-'

Green Bros

Coleman

Karl Huebl.
Helena Roy

Warden Lawes

•Stnck-Oohle

•Paris

V'ricent

Artz

(Vlpce Mouthwash)

Arlene Jackson

Stories

'

Walt Thomp
TARTYEAST

12:15-Sn-WJZ.

'Myrt

.

(Baiting Powd.)

.

WM.

7-Da»y-WABC

A Marge'
Myrte Vail
T'onna DAmeral
Eleanor Bella

James Melton
Billy

;

lackett

Mac & Bob
•Cecil Warwick
Clarence Wheeler
HEALTH PROD'TS •Wade^
(White Cod)
MOHAWK MILLS

Gene Arnold
•McC-Erlc.
R. B. DAVIS

Paula HofTa
•Mystery Chef
Jack Smart.
John McPherson
Lionel Stander
8:13-To-Tli-WABC
Eileen Douglas
John McPherson
Irwin Delmore
'Mystery Chef
Minerva Pious
6-M-Tu-W-ThHayton
WABC
Lennle
Ipana Troubadours 'Buck Rogers*
Theodore Webb
Curtis^ Arnall
Adele Ronson.
Lennle Hayton
•Benton &. Bowles Edgar Stelhi

"Three's a'Crowd"

fit

Revelers
Pickens Sis
Al Goodman

.

2-8U-WEAF and

.

Fletcher-

Fulton Oursler
•Staek-Gpble

O;

Family Theatre'
Lean.
Cleo Mayfleld

"Cecil

Baby Rose Marie
7:80-To-WEAF

SPRATT'S

.

9- Su-WJZ
Geo. M. Cohan

CRAZY CRYSTALS

•

-'

Hepotlca)
(Ipana)

Fred Allen

&
GULF

•B. B, D.

:30-Su-WABC

•J.

•Federal

"lltlngB I Shouldn't
Tell*

Ruth Ettlng
Johnny Green

6:44l-Ru-WABC
7

Ace'

WRIGLEY

WARD B \ KING

Karl. Schulte

Harry Kogen

•

Blackett

Joe- Parsons
Cliff Soubler

direct

.

Jane

Pell

Shirley

(Vlgoro^
'Garden Party*
0»inm!ee

Aces'

Mnry -Hunter

Mario
Coe Glade

:

9:18-Tn-F-WABC

& Em'

1

WABC

'Easy

Coodman Ace

3:30-Su-WEAF

9-M-WJZ

Child*

(J ad Salts)

1:80-Tn-<\V-Th-F-

A'

Bd Pprpgue
Stanley Andrews

SWIFT

.

WYETH CHEM.

CO.

Orphan

Mso McCloud

B<ll

Jlminy Grler
•Lennen-M'

Allan Baruck
Henrietta Tedro

Roche- ^vminms

O.

PAT.
(Liberty Magazine).
7:43-Ta-WJZ
.10-F-WJZ
Dori Carney's Dog

OLD8MOBILE

.,

A

Oehe Arnold

MACFADDEN

•Hays MacFavland

Louise Starkey
Inahelle Carotbers

BRISTOL-MYERS
0-W-WEAF

Features of

I .ate

"Fifty Million

'Clara L.u

•Placed

.

•Benton-B

12:30-Su-WABC
Tito Guizar
F. .Presbrey

10:30-F-WEAF
Benny
Mary Livingston
Frank Parker
Don Bester

T).

SINCI.*IR
.

.

.

Jack-

10:15-dalIy-WJZ
(Super Suds)

WAHC

B. B.

MARROW

Joan Marr.ow
Bob NOlan
TIRES Eddie ..House

GENERAL

Peggy Allenby
Leona Hogarth.
Georgia Backus
Minerva Pious
Nat Shllkret.
•Benton-B

Magic Moments'
Vee LawnKuret.

.

•Blarkstt
SI'N OIL
6:45-Dally-W<IZ
Lowell Thomas

WOODBCRY

8:C0-M-WABO
Bliig Crosby

(Ovaltlne>
:4rt-Doily-WJZ
i.lt'l'e.

Abe Lyman

DUST

WABC

•McKee-Albrlgh.t

Thomp.

Walt.

WANDER
.

.

:

Roses A .Drums'
Elizabeth Love
George Gau»
Roht 1 Hulnes
Blaine Cordner
•J.

Skinny'
2:3C-!5ii-WABC

Keast

Paul

J. W.
(Oil Shampoo)
1 :15-Tu-Tli-IYABC

•

..

Robert Strnuss

Bachelor*

Davenport
0:45rM-W-Sa-

Alice

5-Sn-WABC

WABC

T:30-Tn-Th-Sa-

CO.

.

6-Sn-WEAF

Mlscha Elman
Rose jBampton
Arnold Schoenberg
•Camp.-Ewald

Theodore Webb
Frahk Mclntyre
John Barclay

•Bed field

SOAP

Il:30-Th-WJZ
Harriet Lee
Ed-ward. Kennedy
•Peck
^

(Cadillac)

.

10- Tu-WEAF

O.

:

Ruymond Knight

4:45-Tu-Th-WABO
CENTRAL Happy
Minstrel

UNION

•B.. B.."D. A O.
STERLING PROD

8^Tu-»W-WJZ

7:15-Dally-WEAF
•Billy

•MrC.-Erlpk.

Kate McComb
Isabelle Wlnlocke
Ruth Rupsell

.

wheatBna

Best)

Malone
Pat Padgett
Joe White
Josef Don!

Abe Lymnn Ore
Frank Munn
5 dally ex. Sa-So

"Eno Crime 'Club'
Snencer DeanAyer
N

MANHATTAN

(Chevrolet)

iO-8u-WEAF
Young Qrd
Campbell-B

8-M-WEAF

TOBACCO

S.
(Dill's

9:30-F-WEAF
Men

Pic

•Waltz Time*

RlTOHIK

W
SILVER

U.

•Half H'r for

Y.)

CO.
West T'thp'ste)

-M-W-F-WEAF

'Frank Merrlwell'
Donald Brlggs
Dolores Gillen
•J. Walt. TTiompspn.

•Marschalk

Socony Sketches
Arthur Alien
Porker Fennelly

(Erio Salts)

'Stamp Adventures'
Reginald Knorr
Carl Hoyer
•Matteson. F.

STD. OIL <N.

(Dr.

5:30

Mary Eastman

His Conn. Yanks
J. Walt. Thomp.

8<3fl-W-WEAF
(Phillips Mag)

Ted Black
5tl3-Su-W.EAF
Ted Black
Vincent Calendo
•Gumblnner

6:45-Th-WABC

.

Victor

(Palmollve Soap)
Gladys Swart hput

.

etW-SarWABC
Tom McLaughlin

(Doggie Dlnn^F)

GENERAL MOTOR

Brad Browne
•Young & Rublcam

.

LOUDEN P'CKING

Art JacobsonCarl Brlckert
LouIp Roen
•Blackett

Frances Langfora
Arthur Boran
Don' Voorhees

Paris'

In

Betty

RIESER CO.
(Venlta Shamnoo)

Ted FlOrlto
Dick Powell
•Lennon &-M.

Bob'

.Betty Winkler

k

•C'lg'te Hotse P'try'
Donald Novls

8-Su-WARC

'Everting

•

Marx Bros

&

Churchill

Don Ameche

COLGATE-PALM
(Colgate Dentifrice)
9- Sa-WEAF

BISOHOL

'Betty

(Camels)

COnnle Boswell
Stoopnagle A Budd
Estv

:.

:

BEX COLE

REYNOLDS

*Wm.

LOR1 LIZARD
(Old Gold)
10-W-WABC

4-Dnlly-WJZ

Walt. Thomp.

•Maxon

June Meredith
John Goldsworthy
John Stanford.
Gilbert DouglaB
Murray Forbes
*N. W. Ayer

S:30-Dally-VfABC
•Jack Armstrong,
All American Boy

Cole: M'taineers

It

MacFarland:

GENERAL MILLS

5:45-Tu-Th-WEAF

Haenschen Oro
Bldokftt

A. Si BOYT.B
(Floor Wax)
l:30-9u-WABC

Johnson
Leon Rothler

..BdVvard

Hays

Harris

Phil
•J.

>

O.

10-Tu-TliU-WABC
Casa Lonia

'Talkie Pie Time'

.

Eugene Ormandy

.

Leah Ray

D:30-Sa-WEA*.
Frank Muni*
Virginia Rea
Ohman A Arden

Win. Wlrges
•Peck

•pelleas-Isolde

& Thomas
AMERICAN jdlL
f-Su-WABC

BABBITT

T.

1:80-Su-WEAF
Mary Small

(Lucity Sir"!**

Hill

CUTEX

D-F-WJZ

LAB

Sisters

(Grunow)

Refrigerators)

Minneapolis Symi>'y
•

Frank Hdzzard
*\V. S.

BAYER

*N. w.-- Ayer

*AMER TOBACCO

King's Jeetere

Corn Plaster''
4:15-Tn-F-WJZ
Dorothy Day
•Needham,

(Armour)

5:30-Su-WEAF

OrSOrTa-WABC

Page

R.

A

D.

Peter Van

WESTERN

8:30-Tli-\V.\UC
Will Irwin
Alexander' Gray
Nai Shllkret

^
Steeden

tFlelschmnnrt)
Vallee and

'March of Time'
B..
J.

UNDERWOOD.

(Royal Gel)

Rudy

8:30-F-WABC

UXOB

HOUSEHOLD

12-Tu-Tta-WEAJ

.REMINGTON

•B.,

Ambrustei
Lennen Mitch

Robert

8-W-WEAF
Hall

WELCH GRAPH

:45-W-3:15-Su-WJZ
Irene Rich
•Kastor

Hummingbirds

Jack Pearl
Cliff

•Blackett

WABC

Jimmy Kemper

Kathleen Wells
8-Th- WEAF

Earl Lawrence
.

10-Sa-WABC
'Bvrd Expedition'
•Young & Rublcam
GENERAL,.

Harold Stokes
Gil

.

Phil Porterflela

Trma Glen

Andre Kostelanetz.
Mixed Chorus
Ford Frlck
•Newell -Emmett

Gus Haenschen
•Benton-Bowles

CLIM ALINE

Hill

(Blue Jay

Merrle-Men

Marie

C.

Brwln Wasey

BAUER & BLACK

Phil

Campboll-B

•Jos.

Edwin

..

Harry Horllck
Frank. Parker
•Paris * Peart

ARMOCR

iCooHobs*

Princess-

A * P

.

8:30-M-WEAP

*Henrl, H-J*c

11-Tu-Th-S-WEAF
Edna Odell

(Saturday)
Greta Stueckgold.
(Throughout)

Ccnrad Ttiibault
Muriel Wilson

W

M

RED STAR YEAST

.

Anette Hanshaw

An

(Monday); Tu (tuelsday);
^Abbreviations: Su (Sunday);
(Wednesday); Th (Thursday); P (Friday); Sa (Saturday).

Rosa Ponselle
(Wednesday)
Nine Martini

Chns Wlnnlnger
Lanny Ross

(Tydol)

7:S0-M-W-F-

Joe Penner
Harriet Hilliard
Ozzie Nelson Ore

9-Su-WJZ

•

Tam^.ra
Davis Percy
Men About Town

TIDEWATER

7:30-Su-WJZ

7-Su-WJZ

Chas. Prevln Orch
Charles Lyons
•Er.win-Wasey;

WATKINS

B. L.

'

REAL SILK

.

(Monday)

(Maxwell)

programs on both networks,
This Department lists sponsored
advertiser's name.
arranged alphabetically under the
noted: Where one
otherwise
unlefls
mAH tin* 6 ls P'
are listed consecutively.
has two or more programs they
asterisk before name indicates advertising agency handling

(Chase-

Eddie Cantor
Rublnoff
(Baker's)

Hollywood
•Gardner

Nat. Shllkert

ll:45-Tu-WKAF
Frances .Lee. Barton
•Toung & Rublcan

2

Graham WcNamee
Don ViQTheea

STAND. BR-^JJDS.;
A SAnbbrn), •Hanft-Netzger
8-Sa-WEAF

RALSTON
5-F-WEAF
Mme Sylvia of

LEHN A FINK

(La France)
(Washing Powder)

COMMERCIALS
Ij5:30-W-F-WABC
Ed McGonnell

43
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Direction

11-M-W-F-WABC

COLUMBIA ARTISTS BUREAU
•

•Cooking Close Upe'
•HulcTiInson

PAB!ST

9- Tn-WEAF

Ben Bprtile Ore
•Mnll-^'^Ttv
PLOVC.H. INC

Personal Representative

LEO FITZGERALD

10-W-WJZ

Vlnrent Lopez
F.d

Rulllvnn

•Lake-Splro-C

I

—
—

RADIO

VARIETY
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Tuesday, April

Spelling—New Style

1934

3,

being received by the and will increase company from 65
to 70 with auditions now under way.
has lifted heretofore Im- Sponsoring companies: Pathfinder
ban on night recorded magazine, Chicago; Ferris Nursery,
programs for Jim Reed Chevrolet Hampton; Gebhart Studios, Des
Company of Nashville, to use Guy Moines; Olson Rug Co., Chicago;
Lombards recordings as a medium Capitol Drug co., Augusta^ Me., and
Remedies, Chicago, plus
for carrying. the advertising message United
waiting list.
to the public.
c
Spargrove, announcer for
Bill
'Three Little Pigs' returned to
since
KSO
station opened, now goes
WAPI minus Zell Ellis. Plans are
for a guest artist on each -program. to KWCR, Cedar Rapids.
Briardale Grocery Clerks new for

which

Radio Reports

.

is

public.

WLAC

j

pregnable

(Continued from page 38)

lect

ences up to 6,000.
Johnny Murray, m.c.'s the program and handles the program with
a snap; At no time in the back and

dame back

forth stuff in which he straights
does he allow any of the material
to sag.; Minerva Urekel tabbed as

contribution

Demon

of the Strings

EDDIE

age recently
pre-school
of
mother by anhis
startled
nouncing that he could spell
'Oklahoma 'City/
Mother, told him to go ahead

and. forth.

Earl Hodgins delivers his gags
show routinjo but
to listeners his style is reminiscent
The mediof- a local air preacher.
cine show scheme is apparently
used to cover up, but the mimicry is
not fooling the auditors. Hodgins'

via the. medicine

is

'

a highlight.

Swor and Goode put on a black-

Oklahoma City, April 2,
small Oklahoma City. boy

A

Pasquale; does a good Italian diaact with Murray and 'Sally'
(Vivian Knight) is also in top rating on the program with a dumb

see arid hear audiences' it. fills to
It has played to audicapacity.

and the youngster piped up as
follows:

criticism of many gas and electric
light company managements, their
policies and their tactics, but at no

face bit without reaching too far
back for laughs. Vocal end of the
program is taken care of by Kings'

time did he make use of flamboyant
oratory or resort to personalities.
The Governor's talk probably imMen, male quartet; Bob Schafer, pressed the average adult listener:
tenor;; Don Smith, baritone; Jimmy the subject, the speaker's, viewpoint
Tolson, Ruth Durell, and .Irene .—^liberal but not radical and the
Dunne. All Vocal stuff is strictly time combined to make it. intereston the pop order, all nicely placed ing.. There was an unmistakable
Joy's orchestra back- air. of sincerity and a note of conand brief.
Stan.
grounds.
viction founded on long experience
in business and, banking; running
through his whole argument. GovTREASURE CHEST
ernor Lehman possesses a clear
With Howard Phillips^ Don AMen's voice, speaks with the authority of
Orchestra and Martha Lee Cole
an educated man of affairs and dis15 Mihs.
plays good mike technique gener.

Entertainment

MOHAWK

PURE OIL

.

COMMERCIAL
WGY, Schenectady

PROGRAM
WJZ

A

.

A

Personal Manager

RUDY VALLEE

RUBY
New York

THIBAULT
Wednesday, 8:30-3 P»M.

WABC

spiels

thrice,

two

WEAF

.

GOVERNOR HERBERT

MAN

WITH

"THE PASSING SHOW"
Sole Direction

HERMAN BERN IE
York'

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Presents
I

LAS
EARMOUR
CO
PROGRAM
FRIDAYS

WJZ

MON., FBI.; WABC,
Const-to-Coast
Bt.- M prlte H otel, New JTork
.

HERMAN

llroadway.

New

Dir.

York

Palmer House

Cushman's Sons

CHICAGO

BAKERIES

.

NBC

WOR
BROWN

WMAQ

HOUR OF SMILES
With

HNN Y
OHNSON

O

OT1IKK
Albany, N. Y.
Dlrrc'lon

Harold Morris
Irving (ic |urs
|

WENR.

to

Dorothy Gish guest star oh the
Palmer House show tomorrow (3).
Jack Saatkamp, pianist, a returner
at

WLW,

Cincy.

Staff musicians of Crosley's

D
O

PORTLAND HOFFA
JACK SMAHT ^
IRWIN DELMORE
LIONEL STANDEE
MINERVA PIOUS
EILEEN DOUGLAS
LENNIE HAYTON'B IPAiNA
TROUBADOURS

D
^

.

Material by Fred Allen and Harryf^f

Tugend
Management Walter Batchelor

WLW

and WSAI, Cincinnati, have discard ^Wednesdays,
ed black and red smocks In favor of
shaded
smart Russian, blouses
gobbin blue and tan. Whoops!
John Irwin (Prosser), new on an
houncing and production staff of
WSAI, Cincy, is ex-amateur lightheavy boxing champ of Michigan.

M„

9-10 P.

E.

S,.

T.

OE361

,

WSAI,

Cincy smallie,
broadcast schedule
for weekdays by an hour, starting at
7 instead of 8 in the morning and
signing off at 1 a. m.
Crossley's

has extended

Jones
Orchestra

COMMODORE HOTEL, N. S.
The big show sponsored by
EX LAX every Monday, 8:80-

Georgia

WGST

Jimmy
announcer,
staff of

—Tuesdays,

Thursdays and Fridays, 11:1012 P.M. i Saturdays, 11-11:15
P.M..

WSB

hillOzark Mountaineers,
as staff singer after
several months in Arizona for her billy outfit, won first prize for
bands at Southeastern Inter-state
health.
Convention.
Fiddlers
Old Time
Staffs of Los Angeles stations are
Puckett, also WSB, won first
First Riley
organizing baseball teams.
prize for banjo picking.
contest .will be staged between
Three
acts are selling books

Sustaining

10 P.M.

Dc.venport, ace
has joined announcing
Atlanta.

WSB,

n

[O

Isham

its

Hollywood,

KNX

and KHJ.

.

at 49th Street

Olll

Rainbow Room
New Konmoro Hotel
j

CHARLES MORRISON

.

Radio Chatter

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
PARADISE RESTAURANT

RERNIK

RAY PERKINS
H.

TRAVALCADE

—M. P, Wonboldt,

coast

coast.

to

WABC

Direction

Columbia Broadcasting System

-

NEW YORK

SEDLEY

Page Mr. Ripley

artistsr,pro-

Victor McLaglen spotted as guest
artist on Ben Bernie's Blue Ribbon
program night of April 3.
velt, Governor Lehman carried his
Duke Ellington and. band stay for
campaign for the adoption- by the two extra weeks on the WJB MonLegislature, of a public-utilityTrebroadcast.
form program, direct to the people day night NBC
of the state, in a 30-minute supper-hour address over, a WGY- NBC
Although the
staterwlde hookup.
Tennessee
has ' broadcast
Executive
Chief
many times, he never spoke on the
air with as much force and feeling
William A. Burnett, Tennessee
as he did on this occasion.
farmer, presenting what he calls a
Usually Governor Lehman con- Lespodoza program each Saturday
tents himself with the delivery of night at 6:30 over WSM.
a well-reasoned t clear-cut exposiLawrence Goodman presenting a
tion. of his views, given in the manTuesday
ner of the president of a corpora- series of pianologiies each
8:15 o'clock, from station
tion reporting to the board of di- night, at
WSMrectors.
Jn this talk, however, he
HprUp is the latest production
displayed a fighting spirit, not only
in stating his side of the case but of station WSM, which is presented
in answering the arguments adr with a large, cast each Sunday night
at 10:30 o'clock.! Under the title of
vanced by his opponents.
The. Governor explained his 12- 'Howdy, Judge' this frolic, started
point program for stricter control early in January, has gathered mo
of public utilities in. clear, concise men turn each week.
fashion. He was outspoken in his
Joseph Macpherson, bass baritone,
returns to his home city to join
and teach.
the staff of
In their third season as members
of the staff of WSM, on the first of.
May, the Vagabonds, Herald, Dean

roadway

Direction

Columbia

ist'

LEH-

H.

.

IfllO

the

.

"The Sweetheart of the Blues"

Sole Direction

Jim Cook a prexy, haying being
voted chief of the Uptown Players

a promotional undertak- Guild.

gram departments. 'Meet the Art- sound

Schenectady
Following the policy pursued with
success by his predecessors, Alfred
E. Smith and Franklin D. Roose-

GRACIE

— Nightly

is

the.

Air"

The Terraplane

of

WGY,

0:30-10 P. M..

This

ing by

Public Utiliti
30 Mins.

New

The "Fastest Show oa

WABC, New York
;

Jaco.

at 9:30 p.m.

Thursday, 9-10 P.M.

roadway,

International Buffoon

id-West

(Continued from page 40)
man, he fumbled for his glasses
and found them gone. Result was
he had to ad lib, not" being able to
Paul Heltmeyer,
his notes.
MARY ROSETTI and JOE BISHOP read
manager of the station, was to have
Pop Songs and Parodies
an address also, but
delivered
15 Mins.
chairman overlooked him because
Sustaining
A mike went
of time shortage.
KNX, Hollywood
dead on: ah Important political
Pretty good work by this pair, speech, and while technician Jack
featuring pop songs and parodies; Erwin was
replacing substitute
accompanied by Wilbur Hatch's microphone, a zealous continuity
studio orchestra. Bishop has been writer, straying into an audition
just
has
and
years
six
for
on staff
booth, flipped a wrong switch and
bracketed with Miss Rosetti, who
transferred to network. All in all,
doubles as soloist between here, and
a breath of relief was breathed as
KMTR.
Team has a nice routine, and on the midnight sign-off rolled around
la
'Vive
evening caught their
France,' done In dialect, was a.
Girl combines an. apstandout.
West
with
parent; gift for impersonation
a good quality soprano voice. Program is a. nifty for its 15-min. spot
Billie Lowe goes back to KFWB,

CONRAD

1619

The

E. Lovelace, president of the club
conducts programs consisting of
fisherman lore, and stories of the
out-of-doors,«

Interview
15 Mihs.
Sustaining

the plugs being short.
Programs rate higher in entertainment value than the average
Jaco.
morning commercial.

JACK CURTIS

TOU.R

Davis, Maud, Okla, radio fan,

,

Announcer

ON

Dan

has listened in on 525 stations during his past year and a half.
Newest program on KOMA, Oklahoma City, is the Gulf Beach Club
conducted each week-day evening
except Saturday at 6 p. m. Charles

effects man at NBC, squawked
series is not new, but the pres- about too; much publicity.
ent production slant is. Now using
Ray Lee Jackson in town mugging
fan mail, real or manufactured, as
Tom
a spring-board for interviews. Bob the NBC performers with
Taplinger of the CBS press depart- (Tolya) Flzdale at the right elbow.
Charlie Previn can spend, hours
ment purports to be reading questions put via" post office to the unraveling knots in knitting wool.
artist.
Art Linick -parked at the. Sherman
Whiting, for example, was quer- house while the decorators push
ied on his college days, his first,
the home furniture into new arrates
etc.
It
experience,
theatrical
Allen's orchestra serves a smooth as okay fan fodder. Hits the air rangements.
brand of dance music,' in the limited once weekly (Saturdays) around
Ben Kanter's Matinee show is atUnit rates
opportunities given it.
tracting the younger element to
Land*
eating time.
a bigger spot.
WJJD
and some., of them aren't
and
briefly
talks
Miss Cole
harmful to the optics.
clearly about home- decorating. She
Hoofinghams show, switch from
usually inserts a reference to car-

pets.

Palace Theatre Bldg,

Serenaders oyer KOMA, Oklahoma
City, pleased sponsor.

PILOTING

.

program, with Don
.Allen's- orchestra furnishing the accompaniment and playing brief interludes of dance music.. Phillips
sings ballads in a style which conforms with his billing. He has a
pleasing voice, of some range and
tone purity, but he tries, at times,
to put tod much feeling into- his
numbers.. There is a stylized sameness about Phillips' vocalizing here;
this becomes noticeable after the
program Is heard several times.

on

spotlight

Briardale

recting.

.

Featured Nightly

replace

.

Prof.' and Tom "Quiz, an bid proRalph Brltt band has completed
week in Topaz Night Club and gram that' has been sporadic on
(Continued, oh page 45)
oyer radio 'station KVOO, Tulsa.
Spontaneous response to local program of the Crazy Water Crystal

new, twice-weekly, 15-minute.

cast over the NBC red network.
Sponsor's main- plant is located in
Amsterdam, .15 miles west of Schenectady.
,
Howard Phillips, baritone, has the

RESTAURANT
NEW Y O R K

Jaco.

ally,

to

Talent includes Maxine
Morley and Bill Collins
and John Behan at piano and di-

Pierce, F.

25th

morning program, sponsored by the 'MEET THE ARTl
Mohawk Carpet Mills and broad- Jack Whiting '

very Saturday 9-9*30 P. M.

HOLLYWOOD

Penman.

Oklahoma

—

Versatility in

WOC-WHO

'WKY-Oklahoma City.'

CITY

1U0STRAS
Marine Room
Restaurant
Mich.

Detroit,

Direction

Vorne Brown

WSB

published by Forster Music Publisher, Chicago. Rogers' and Horns-

by

are. selling

a

collection of fa-

songs; Snowball and Sunshine peddle a hymn book; and
Bruce Waggoner is handling a gui-

vorite

tar method.

Pete Underwood and his orchesure turning 'em away
"Wednesday and Saturday
mnightthe(WSB)
the
dance sessions
tra-

at

more

Bllt

In Atlanta.

Perry Bechtel and— his band
booked as chief musical interest in
Wofford Oil Company weekly pro-

gram over WSB.

.

=.tioh^WG.y-in--Schenectad^.,^
Lasses White Minstrel Show with
a cast of thirty-five artists, is
bringing new life to American
minstrelsy each Wednesday, njght
at 7:30 o'clock when they broadcast from. WSM's auditorium studio
to a large visible audience as well
as the radio audience.

Leon Cole, organist, who has been
a member of the staff of WSM,
joins hands with Bobby Tucker each

Monday night at 11:30 o'clock to
present an organ and piano duet

HENRY
BURBIG
"A Gay Young Blade"
GILLETTE PROGRAM
Monday, Wednesday, Friday
0:45 P.M.,

WEAF

Sole Direction

Den Bocke Productions

Iowa

HOTEL PIERRE
Denver Darling, KSO, celebrating
his seventh anniversary in radio
with 7,316 broadcasts. 'Off the air'
only six weeks of entire period.
Iowa bam dance frolic, WOCWHO, increased from one hour to
two and now goes to three on March
31. Takes up 7 to. 10 Saturday nites

WSM

and Curt, male harmony trio, have
accepted an engagement with sta-

fit

JACK

DENNY
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

HARRY SALTER
And His Orchestra
^=^WITreimS-CAMPCS CHOIR—

WEAF
Tues., 12:30 A.M.

•
8atr, 12

'

Richard Hudnut

WABC'

.

WJZ

Midnight

—

FrI.,-9 :30- P.M.

Mon., 11:30 P.M.

CONRAD THIBAULT
LOIS BENNETT
HONEY DEAN
and
_
MIXEDWd^trTOEWBrC^

HUDSON-ESSEX Program
NBC-WJZ
Tuesday Nights, 8:30-9

LITTLE JACKIE

HELLE

Man.. Tues., Frl.,:4:15 P. M.
Wed. 4 to 4:30 P. M., CST
Sat. 4:30 .P. :M., NBC

Management NBC, Chicago
1'cr.

Rep.;

HERMAN BERNIE

New York

City

...

)

RADI

Tuesday* April 3, 1934

•ponton, and other raadara,
a conyonieriee for advertising agenci**,
*VarUty' print* below a directory for New York, koa Angeles,

New York

City

M
It,

Alfred H.
Dept.

Bum

Morton,

KYW

Jr.,

B. P. Kelly.

W.

C.

a perfect '.«oncoctlon because of
i>ls expert knowledge of tfce

|g

O.

W.

WCFL
Mart
Delaware 0600

Furniture

Rv

J.

CULINARY ART
la

.

everything else
always consult an expert

as

radio

in

david free dm an

New

York'

KM PC
9631 Wilshlre Blvd.
Crestyiew 3101
Ernst, Jr., Gen. Mgr...
Jerry -Tegroeh, publicity.

Bus. Mgr.
Maurice' Lynch',- Treasurer.
Howard Keegan, Production Dir.
Eddie Hanson, Musical Dir.
Howard Keegan, Chief Announcer.
Maynard Marquardt. Chief Engineer.

Donald C, Shaw, Eastern Sales Mgr.
Thoa. H. Relvlaoi Music Library.
W. D. Bloxham, Purchasing Agent.
John R. Carey, Service Supervisor.
O; B. Hanson, Mgr.. Plant Operation and

.

Baron Von EgldyV production manager.

Sts.

State 5466

Reed B. Calllster. President
David BalloU, general manager.

Ralph Atlass, Gen. Mgr.
Art Llnlck. Commercial Mgr.
Joe Allabougb. Chief Announcer.

KGFJ
1417 Sc. Flgueroa St

W. Washington

Prospect .7780

Haymarket 7600

McGIashon, owner.
Duke Hancock. Mgr.
Ben.

Burrldge Butler, President
Glenn Snyder, Gen. Mgr.
George Blggar, Program Mgr.
D. R, McDonald, Adv. Mgr.
Tom Rowe. Chief Engineer.
Clementine Legg, Artists Mgr.
Hal O'Halloran, Chief Announcer.
Julian Bentley, Publicity Dir.

vate entertainment.

(Station WABC)
*85 Madison Ave.
Wlckereham 2-2000

Sam Pickard,
Hugh Kendall'

AND HIS MUSIC

Charge of

W.

E. Macfarlane. Gen.. Mgr.
Quln Ryan, Station Mgr.
George Isaac, Commercial Mgr.
Edward Barry, Production Mgr..
Adolph Dumont. Musical Dir.
'

,-P. on OperaLawrence W. Lowman,
and Secretary.
M. R. Runyon, Treasurer.

Karl Knlpe. Sales Mgr.
'William H. Ensign, Asst. Sales Mgr.
Bert McMurtrle. Com. Program Super.
Julian Field, Comm. Jrrogram Dir.
Julius F. Seebach. Program' Operations.
J. G. Gude, Publicity.
Edwin K. Cohan, -Technical Dir.

CHEZ PAREE
Chicago
iflhtly

THE GREEK AMBASSADOR
OF GOOD WILL

GEORGE
GIVOT

Musla Library.
Hugh Cowhand, Commercial Engineer.
Courtney Savage, Dramatic Dir.
Ralph J. Wonders. Mgr.. Artists' Bureau
Paul Ross, Mgr. Personal Bookings.

•

-

:

Sola Direction

Jack and Loretta

(Continued from page 44*^
WOC-WHO, going back on the air
with Bob Blaylock as professor and
'Dutch'Reagan as Tom Quiz. Idea
is questions answered with prizes
awarded best questions sent In.
Sponsored by Sneiderhahn co., Des
Moines.
KSO handling canary concertsfrom local department stores. The
10-mln. program broadcast from the
housewares department and merely
merchandising birds and birdseed.
Announcing returns on city primaries, KSO called two top-notchers
as soon as they- were sure and had
them at the station ready to thank
the voters as soon as all returns

LIceiiEee,

WJZ

Mgr.

Columbus 6-6060

WILBERT'S

FLOOR WAX
Ben Bocke Productions

Harry

-

.

Bechtel,' Chief-

IRENE

TAYLOR

Walter Donaldson tune.
Ed Levy, Joe iPenner's scri
back home while Penner plays the

Announcer.

,

Earle theatre, in Philly.
Mickey Fields the editor of.
Norm Ginsburg's (Shirley Howard's
spouse)
new sheet, the 'Radio

Prospect 6100

Press.'

Charley Shoffner,

KJB8

SEGER ELLIS
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE,
RKO Bidg., Radio City, New

'

Superior 8300

(Stations

York

John Whalley,

WCAU

115 O'Fsrrel St.
Garfield 4700

M. E. Roberts, Mgr.
Frank X; Galvln, Prog; Dir.

HIS

CAFE de PARIS

LONDON
NETWORK

farm-

it

VIVIAN

manager, Bob Street, to
Pinehurst for a snatched vacation.
Joe. Breen, Jimmy Smith and Billy
Kitts doing a Sunday eve feature
via WIP from the Boyd theatre.
Mayer Davis batoning the new

KTAB

WEN R<— W M A Q

AND

BAND

WCAU

Ralph Brunton, Mgr.
Ralph Smith, Prog. Dir.

Nlles Trammel. V.-P. In charge.
Sen Kaney, Asst. to V.-P.
P. G. Parker, Asst. Gen. Mgr.
Fred Weber. Station Relations

makes

WLW

Bush St
Ordway 4148

1380

Merchandise Marl

m.

0 p. m.

B.B.C.

ten continuous
years on the air^-April 11.
Jack Leitch join's the rest' of the
country's head engineers for a trip
out to
to look over the 500,000
watts.
talker,

(Julius 'Brunton ft Sons, owners)

NBC

«:80 p.

WCAU

Fred Pabst, Don Lee Gen. Mgr.
Harrison HoUlway, Station Mgr.
William' Wright, Prog. Dir.
Arthur Kemp, Sales Mgr.
Al Cormaok, Technical Dir.
Claude Sweeten, Musical Dir.

Chicago
Personal Management

JAMS

"ZIEGFELD FOLLIES"
CBS, Mon.-Frt., 12 Midnight
Sole Direction

HERMAN BERNI
1610

Broadway

New York

City

Mgr.

Office

Shield, Chief Musical Dir.
L. Meneer,. Production Dir.
Sidney Strotz, Program Mgr
Alex Robb, Asst. Program Mgr.
Sidney Strotz Artists Mgr.
WUlls Cooper, Continuity Ed,
Prank Mullen, Dir. of Agriculture.
Judith Waller, Educational Dir..
.•
Kenneth Carpenter, Sales ..Mgr.
Bill Hay. Local Sales Mgr.
SaleB Service Mgr.
I. fi.. Showerman,
Carlson, Sales Proniotlob Mgr.
E.
Howard Luugens, Chief Engineer.
M. W. Rife. Chief Field Engineer.
B. a. Donges. Maintenance Mgr.
°n
Publicity .Vgr
jL\' Williamson.

Roy

C.

GREEN
JOHNNY
HIS ORCHESTRA
and

OLDSMOBILE PROGRAM
=eB*=eoa8tito*eoast-

•

Tues. and Fri., 0:15 P.M.

BRUNSWICK RECORDS

.

:

.

C

CBS
Radio's

Low

Wrlgley Bldg.
Voice

Whitehall

8INCLAIR MINSTREL
Every Monday, 8 P. M.

CHICAGO

(

N.B.C.

(Station

KHJ
'

—

Don Lee Broadcasting System)
1076 West 7th Street
Vandyke 7111 ^

-

Mgr.
Musical end

C. Ellsworth Wylle. Gen.

Raymond

Paige.

.T

H penan',

Thomas Lee
mgr

publicity.
Artist Bureau,

KFI and
(NBC

WBBM)

Newest Sensation

PHONE
II

J.
>-

Ted Braun.

KECA

outlets)

Enrle C. Anthony. Ino.
Eerl*

's

Program

Paul Hlckenbacber, Production Mgr*
Kenneth NUes, Asst Prod. Mgr.
Herbert Wltherapoon, -Traffic Mgr.
Kemp. Asst Adv. Mgr. (
Arthur

""David

BLOCK and SULLY

^

"T"

Don LeeyPresldentr"'"'^

6000

H. Leslie Atlass, Vlce-Pres. In Charge.
J. J. King. Asrt. to Vlce-Pres.
Leonard Erikson, Western Salos MgT.

FOR

Los Angeles
(Columl'la

1000 So. Hope Street
Richmond 0111
r Anthony. President.

p.

VTBD.,

Cody, WFI 'Jolly Man,'
celebrating a birthday last week.
Larry Tate,
warbler, exhibiting his mugg on the 'latest

.

H. F. Riley. Dir.
J. P. Klernan, Business Mgr.
R. "W. BJork, Sales Mgr.
George O'Brien, Program Dir.
Rudolph Font, Musical Dir.
Joseph Deppe. Chief Engineer

WABC
2:80 p. m.-8
WEAF

ROY FOX

Pennsylvania

fDon Lee-Columbia Outlet)
1000 Van Ness Ave.

418 W. BBth St
~
Columbus 6-7030

COAST-TO-C6AST
SUNDAY.

.

Wayne

KFRC

Universal Broadcasting Corp.

AND .HIS

CALIFORNIA ORCHESTRA

on KSO.

988 Market St.
Prospect 8466
EdWard McCallum, Station Mgr.
Lynn Church, Prog. Dir.

WLWL

LYMAN

.

KYA

Harry Pascoe, Continuity Dir.
Frank Hennigs, Mgr. Artists' Bureau.
Robert S. Wood, Drl Public Relations.
Franx Marx, Chief Engineer.

WENB

ABE

in.

.

Harry Carlson, Program Dir.

Thro
StaUon

I

transcription from 'Cat and Fiddle'

and Engineering.
Lloyd E. Xoder, Press Dir.
H. J. Maxwell, Office Mgr.
William Andrews, Chief Announcer.
Cecil Underwood, Prod. Mgr.
Roy Frothtngham, Sales Promotion Mgr.
Meredith Wlllson, Musical Dir.

Jack Ricker, Production Mgr.
Robert Hood Bowers, Musical Dir.
Charles Martin, Dramatic Dir.

Sole Direction

CHICAGO
8:30-0 P.M. C.S.T.

Permanent Address, IAMBS' CLUB,
180 West 44th St., New York City

Des Moines, picture house, set a
precedent by using the 16-min.

i

.

Evening

1

WJZ

tette.

C. L. McCarthy, Asst Vtw. Mgr.
Lew Frost, Prog. Dir.
Harry Anderson, Sales Mgr.
A. H. Saxton, Mgr. of Plant Operations

Geo. B. Storer. Pres.
John T. Adams, Executive V.-P.
Clendenhmg J. Ryari. Jr., V.-P.
James K. Morris, Treasurer.

Fri.

Sutter 1920
E. Gilman, V.-P. and Western Dlv

Don

Knickerbocker Broadcasting Corp.
Donald Flamm. Ptob.

B.S.T.,

Clark Luther, salesmen for WOCgetting up the program for
Central Flour co. to revive old songs
and include Drake U, male quar

WHO

St

111 .Sutter

Operated by Federal Broadcasting Corp.
Broadway at 53d St.

10:45-11 A.M.

were

KGO-KPO-KYA)

Western Division

WMCA

Clemens

NSW
EW XOBK
9 30-10 P.M.,

NBC

'

WENR

Coast-to-Coast
very' Friday

Iowa

San Francisco
(Stations

CHICAGO
8:30-9 P. M.
C.S.T.
Thru Station

THE ARMQUR HOUR

1

American Radio News Corp.
114 B. 68th St.
Eldorado 6-6100
Bradley Kelly, Station Mgr.
Philip F. Whltten, Sales Mgr.
H. F. Bldwell, Production Mgr.
Vincent Sorey, Musical Dir.
H. Harrison, Acting Program Dir.
George Wleda, Press.

|

ALIAS ''BOTTLE"

,

'

WINS

HERMAN BERN!
Ml» Broadway. Maw Fork

Fltzroy 12S1
President,

State 6466

.

tour with condensed
version "New Yorkers"

Cord,

George Moskovls, commercial manager.
Calvin Smith, studio, manager.
Burton Bennett, program director.,Ohauhcey Haines, .Jr., musical director.
Tom Gibson,, charage dramatics.-

Ralph Atlass, President
Frances Kennedy, V.-P.
Frank Morrow. Program Director.
John Murl. Musical Director.
T. McMurray, Chief Engineer..
Art Jones, Chief Announcer.
Adverti ing Agencies
Lord & Thomas—Henry Bellinger.
J. Walter Thompson—Tom Luckenblll.
Erwln-Wasey—William Weddell.
N. W. Ayer—W. G. McGulre.
Crltchfleld—Frank flteeL
McJunkln—Frank Steel.
BBD&O—George May.
Blackett-Sample—M. H. Peterson.
Henri Hurst McDonald—Art Decker.
Hays MaeFarland—Nate Caldwell.

WOR
roadcasting Service, Inc.
1440 Broadway

L.

North Wells.

201

.

Bamberger

E.

N.-

WIND

Mattfeld,

Julius

|

E.S.T.
SMUbn WJZ

HARRY
McNAUGHTON

Los Angeles B; s/sdessting Co.
643 Mariposa Ave.

Dir.

Crawford
Van Buren 8900
Gene Dyer, Station Mgr.
Charles Lanphear. Production Mgr.
Joseph Brubaker, Chief Engineer.
John Van, Musical Dir.
Don Cfosnor, Chief Announcer.

Charles Stark, Local Sales.
John S. Carllle, Production Mgr.
Frederic P. Willis, Educational Dir.

4

9:30-10 P. M.
Thru

KFAC-KFVD.

Chief Engineer,

.128

NEW YORK

Charles Wren. Pres.
George Martinson. Manager.

WGES

Pennsylvania 6-8383
Alfred J. McCosker. Station. Mgr.
A. A. Cormier, Sales Mgr.
Walter J. Neff, Asst. Sales * Mgr.
Lewis Reid, Program Mgr.
George Shackley, Musical Dir.
Robert I. Wilder, Program Dir.
J. B. Poppele,. Chief Engineer.

On

Myers,

Carl

Frank Scbrelber. Publicity

Paul "White. Special Features.
Paul W. Kesten. Sales Promotion.
John J. Karol. Market Research.
W. M. C. Glttlnger, Sales Development

CBS

.

Mon„ Wed*

.-P. in

Bolce,

tions

NOW

KTM
Ickwlck BroadcasUng. Co;
214 SO. Vermont
Exposition 134j

Superior 0100

V.-P.

Sales.

COAST-TOrCOAST

.

Drake Hotel

V.-P.

EVERY FRIDAY EVENING
WJZ, NBC NETWORK

KRKD
South Spring St
Madison 1170
Frank Doherty. President
V. O. Freteg, Gen. Mgr.
Del Lyon. Sale* Mgr.
641

WON

William &. Paley, President.

Edward Klauber, Executive

B.

Fireside Broadcasting Co

.

HENRY
BUSSE

BAKER

Salvatore Santaella. Musical Dir.

WL8

1230

PHIL

KMTR
KMTR

Radio Corp.
016 No. Formosa. Hollywood
Hillside 1161
,.

Lake and Wells

JESTER

Hugh

WJJD

Engineering Dept.*
Ruth Keeler, Personnel Supervisor.
Donald Wltbycomb, Mgr. Sta. Relations
Paul F. Peter. Mgr. Statistical Dept.
O. W. Johnstone, Mgr. Press Relations
Dept.
Artists Bervlce Popular
Harold

New York

THE

ARMOUR

MacMllian Petroleum Corp*

Franklin Lundqulst,

Treat.

to

Department Heada

Talent.
,D. S. Tuthlll, Sales Mgr., Artists* Service,
Qulnton Adams, Office Mgr.
BJ. P. H. James. Sales Promotion Mgr.
Mrs. Frances Rockefeller King. Mgr,

•program builder
e/o Variety,

Asst.

Telchern,

;

for a

restaurant.

(Beverly Hills)

John FiUpatrlck. President.
Edward N. Nockles. Gen. Mgr.

Payne, Operations.

gagement over. CBS

Van C. Newklrki production manager.
Wilbur Hatch. Muslo) Dir.
Leo Mawhlnney, publicity.

tinier Turner, Publicity Dir.

Asst. Auditor.

Teddy Brewer orchestra in at the
Marigold, Rochester, for two weeks.
Betty Millon is singing. Orchestra,
just completed an 11 -months en-

Earl, Jr.,

C.

visor.

H. B. Randall, Chief Engineer.

Horn. Gen. Engineer.

'

President;
Naylor RogerB. V.-P. and Gen; Mgr.
Carl B. Nfssen, Commercial Mgr.
Kenneth C. Ormlston. Technical Super-

Parker Wheattey, Production Mgr.
Harold E. Bean, Asst Production Mgr.
Rex Maupln, Musical Director.

Frank Mullen, Agricultural Dir.
deJara Almonte, Evening Operations.
Bertha Bralnard, Program Mgr.

ESCOFFIER'S SAUCE

Guy

Homer Hogan, Gen, Mgr.

J.

Philly .summer business
bigger than ever before,
town's optimistic:

Western Broadcasting Co.
Otto K. Oleson Studios, Hollywood.
Hempstead 4101

trauss Bldg.'
4040

Program

Mgr..

gram-

KNX

Wabash

ZJoyd Thomas, Mgr. Local Sales.
W. C. Roux, Mgr. Local Sales Promotion.
H. F. McKeon, Auditor..

.

Sxeeutlre V.-P.
Bdgsx Kobak, V.p. on Oen. Sales.

Richard C. Patterson,

Black, Mews Service Mgr.
Arthur Wiener, Community. Concert Mgr.
McClure Bellows, Columbia Concert Mgr.

Ray

Lewis MacConnacb, Secretary.

Rockefeller Center.
Circle 7-8800

H. AyleeworUv President.

WCAU

Jack Joy, Program Dir.
Johnnie Murray. Charge Vaude Program*.
Kay Van Riper. Charge Dramatic Prog.
Les Hewett Chief Engineer.
Frank Murphy. -Supervising Engineer.
George Fischer. Publicity.

EfBe Marine Harvey, Educational

,

Bros. Pictures' Corp.

Warner Theatre Bldg.
Hollywood 0316
Gerald King. Gen. Mgr.
Chester M|ttendorf, Commercial Mgr.

Henry Klein, Continuity Editor.
Frank Falknor. Chief Engineer.
Bob Kaufman, Publicity Mgr,

A. I* Asnby, <.-P. and Ben. Atty. „
George Bnglee, V.-P. on Artists' Service.
John F. Royal. V.-P. on Programe.
Roy C. Wttmer. V.-P. on East Dlv. Sales.
Frank Mason, V.-P. on Publio Relations.
Mark Wood, Trees. Asst. to BJxec V.-P.

NBC
(Station* WJ2-WEAF)

KFWB
Warner

the Belle vue- Stratford
at
hostelry, with a CBS wire.
Murray Arnold, WIP wprd-sli
attacked by a case of laryngitis.
Columbi
Bill and Ginger,
show, drawing plenty of mail after
an appeal for names for. the expected blessed event in the -pro-

band

Arthur Kales. V.-P. and Gen. Mgr.
Glen Dolberg. Program Dir.

Sales Mgr.
Kelly Smith,
Aest Sales Mgr.
Richard Blpers, Sales Research Dir.
Walter Preston, Program Director.
Delos Owen, Program Operations Mgr.
Holland Engle, Asst. to Program Director.
Ray Appleby, Dramatlo Prod. Mgr.
Don Bernard, Music Prod. Mgr.
Howard Neumlller, Music Dir.

8an Franoiaoo, and Chicago.)
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Tuesday, April

Lombardo Band Treks

N. Y. Layoff Musicians Grumble as

Los Angeles, April

With an estimated 5,000 active
musicians in New York, a select
few commute between the studios
of the. two networks, playing in one

name band
meantime

By-laws Amendment Sets Up

'Many Happy Reand Allen pic, Guy
Lombardo band goes Into the Orpheum, San Francisco, for Fariehon
& Marco, week starting April* 7,
From there Lombardo jumps to
Galveston, Tex., for two weeks a,t
in Paramount's
turns,' the Burns

Squawks

|

against

most orchestras^are ma ^uP^ Th f se

j

|

S-BCO.DIASCAP

'

weekly.
Those on the outside, hungrily
looking on, blame this partly on the
agencies, partly on the leaders.. Both
want comgroups, it's advance
pletcly routine ..men. As a result
the personnel of some of the major
commercial bands have a low percentage of variation. So much, so
that there are instances on record
where" "leaders have changed rehearsal times because too many of]
their: men have been, oh other jobs.
And it's no novelty to have men
walk in after rehearsals or programs have begun, for the same
.

member

.

of the circle, is unavailable.
there are instances where one,

Y et

Another publishing firm, has been:
to. the rank of AA. in the
American Society of Composers,
Authors arid Publishers, making
added,

may have

played
an audltion and the sponsor sold,
pn i y to be replaced, after- the band
nad been accepted, the point that
the orl&inal aale had been otherWise
made D eing overlooked
Another factor working against
the outsider is a union ruling regarding dues. Musicians must be
paid up' 6r no workee. This means
they must often turn down calls
It gets worse for these chaps daily,
the back dues being- augmented by.
fines for not being paid up.
of the- outsiders
.

.,

-.

.

|

'

Thursday (29) of the Society, the
writer and publisher factions will

'

each a. board of appeals to
review the-' ratings of dissatisfied

elect

g

kept working con- sub may not be able to fill In at
musicians
stantly, from audition to rehearsal, some future date.
to broadcast; and- back again. Some
Exception offered to the clique
$600
up
individuals aver
rule is that rare occasion when a

three

^

,

reason.
To. anyone spending Any .time at
either or both the networks, this is
as obvious as the brass 'buttons- on
an NBC page bby's monkey jacket.
Louis Sayde, violinist,- is offered as

ss

f

members.
In the case of the writer appeals
coterie any decision made by it
Will be accepted as final. Function
of the -publisher appellate group
will differ somewhat In 'this respect. If the latter board overrules

MCA SETS COAST TREKS
FOR LEWIS, ELLINGTON

.

catalogs
ca " on;

now

holding

UPPln*

that

etlt

,*°

Shapiro-Bernstein at last7 weeks
meetlng o£
society publlsherShapiro-Bernrating, committee.
stein's previous class, wais A.I

I

,

T. B. Harms, Inc., also came in
for a boost at this committee gathering. This, firm, which is a subsld
of Harms, Inc., was moved from
CC to B.

holding AA
publishers
rating are Irving' Berlin, Inc.; Leo
Feist, Inc., and M. Wltmark. & Sons.

a ranking designated by the pubApril 2.
lishers' classification committee the
Music Corporation of America is finding will not become final until
laying out tours of one night stands okayed* by the entire ASCAP diin coast states for both- the Ted rectorate, which consists of 12 pubLewis and Duke. Ellington bands.
lishers and 12 writers.
Lewis starts immediately followFor their appeals board the writing his. current week at the Or^ ers will elect by mail ballot nine
pheum, San Francisco. Ellington members, with three representing
pushes off after he winds up at the popular field, three the standard element and three the producthe Cotton Club here.
;

,

.

SANTAELLA. DIVOBCE
Los Angeles, April: 2
Salvatore Santaella, Coast musical

I

*

;

1

by
Santaella on cruelty grounds
Couple were married in 1922 and
have one daughter, 12.
Mrs. Santaella asks temporary
maintenance of $25 weekly, and also
seeks custody of the daughter un
til her. education la; completed*

director, being sued, for divorce

'

Lillie

.

|

.

Major John F. Warner, son-inlaw of Al Smith, plays the piano
when, he isn't directing the New
York State Police. He gave a recital before the Albany Community
Chorus, his second concert appearance in recent months.
Troopers' chief studied music for
two years in Europe, and while at
Harvard composed the music for a
Hasty Pudding show.
Joy Lovell now

is

m.

c.

of the

floor show at the Green Lantern on.
Klein, trumpet, are some of those the Junior Prom at the University
doubling constantly.
Jack Mills is making a swing of the. Schenectady- Saratoga. (N, Y.)
of "Vermont, May 11.
jroad.
his .branch offices.
Few; Exceptions
Exceptions to this rule are radio
Happy Merak's band now playing
bands who have .hotel spots where at the Hampton, Hampton, N. Y.
I

|

this condition cannot, obviously, ob-'
*

Paxil

ures to -stay there 10 days!

tops.
It's
advanced that the agency
13 nartly one of fear, the radio
executive with the agency wanting
to make sure the band offered his

angle

Irwin Dash due in from

wont flop. It also means,
however, that the band submitted
sounds just like its neighbor or
twin brother, which it may partly
be. And those who decry the situation say that the men who can't get
the work are as capable as those
that do.
This holds particularly
true of radio, where a program is,
mainly, just a program, and it's irrevocably over when that last gong

I.

aboard

CLUB STRATFORD

London

Washington, Thursday

the.

clients

to

I
1

.

•

summer

'LITTLE' JACKIE

July
Day.

HELLER
who makes songs significant
when he ulngrs them via
hear

.

his

For

rendi-

"A THOUSAND. GOOD NIGHTS"
"RIPTIDE"

"DANCING
"I

IN

THE MOON-

LIGHT"
JUST COULDN'T TAKE

1,

stay at Catallna Island
season extending until Labor

V

Garber
While on the island,
Sunday Yeast foamev program will
Nightly
be etherized from KFI.
sustaining programs over JCHJ and
the Don Lee system will be picked
up direct from the .resort.

'

example,tions of

Los Angeles, April 2.
Garber orchestra opens a

Jan

He Sings—and How!

IT,

BABY"
"MOONLIGHT WALTZ"
.

In

JLOBBINS
MUSIC CORPORATION
III 199 SEVENTH AVENUE
III • • • NEW YORK • * *

Concertgebouw- Orchestra in

,

NATIONAL THEATRICAL AGENCY
121)

W. Saratoga

St„ Baltimore, Md.

24.
diffi-

and government will probably have to lend a helping hand.
Also seems eerta-in that Dr. Mehgelberg will not take up his baton there
Bruno
that
again.
Rumored
Walter stands a good chance to
At present German
culties

||||
llll

"14 Peeks' Solid Bookings Available

Difficulties

The Hague, March

''INFATUATION"

conductor, Fritz Busch, taking

Mon-

teux place.

.

CHEZ PAREE
cstnarant and Supper Club

America's Smartest
011 Fal.t.onkK

^
CHICAGO
.

Delaware lOOu

..

committee.

One-Year Terms
It

was

figured that by eliminating

made

those

ineligible

through such

Arms not active In the
business, out-of-town members, and
concerns In the lower brackets*
affiliations.

there would be only around' 50 pubishers to draw from, f erhr on the
appeal boards is limited to one year.

Idea of creating' this board of aporiginated with the Song-

peals

self- perpetuating

CUBANACAN,

receive their
the board.

N. Y.

typically Cuban
street and Lenox
side of the Harlem black-and-tan sector,- will Arid
itself famous one of these days and

and

the

officers

from

appointments

Annual dinner followed the meeting and the former event was an
exceedingly pacific one as compared
to what happened at last year's eat
and gab fest. Only member who
raised a. voice of disquiet at. Thursday night's affair was Billy Rose.
The writer-cafe Impresario wanted
to know what the Society's board of

be turning them away. That's
of nite life in New York,
as yet this charateristic corner
Havana-in-New York hasn't
hlgh- quite caught on although more and
oft the main floor lobby,
ceillnged rectangular room, band more of the Weisenheimers are 'dis-. directors was doing to. reduce the
organization's overhead so that .the
shell elevation at the center, and covering' it.
If for nothing else, _a trip to the members
a spacious dance floor.
affords
could derive heftier shares
Whole place Is remodeled; with Cubanacan is very much worth- of the millions collected each year,
yellow blue ^and silver making while to take in that authentic na- also what
was being done to
They give
&• smart" and" subdued color idea. tive Cuban orchestra;
Some bad spots in the set-up but sons, danzons, rumbas and the publishers to extend their conbecause of large pillars and corners tangos only like a Leciiona, Azpiazu- tracts in the Society beyond the end
can.
It's
orchestra
similar
type
or
1935.
Of
made by the bandstand.
the McCoy. Once heard there's no
Rose assailed the publishers for
Tari
is way up for the town at
mistaking it.
their attitude in the latter matter
$2.50 minimum for Sats.j with the
Wisely enough Proprietor Moreno
beaucoup price of $9 for Pomery's and Manager Raymond S. Sabat and scored the directors for conFare will completely elimi- taboo any compromise with, foxr tinuing to maintain high salaried
1926.
nate the youngsters and most of trotology and the like. The marlm- executives in ASCAP and 'sidestep
regular n.c- Crowd, with Davis de- bula, ghourds,. maracas and all the the problem of reducing the current
pending heavily on the socialites to native' instrumentation combine in cost of collecting royalties, which
see him through. Hostelry has al- some wicked rhythmics, all strictly
represents 31c. out of every dollar.
ways heen the tony spot, and open- native.
ing up this way may change the
With the band are Oflllea and
complexion of the town.
Pimento, who do one of the hottest
Davis conducts his own 15 -piece rumbas extant.
It's, a
somewhat
Blonde naughty donkey comedy version,
unit, and m.c/S the Show.
Phelps Twins open festivities with but it's v-olorful to say the least.
a pair of taps for a. fair hand, fol- Considering that the rumba basiclowed by Magician Paul Duke, ally isn't exactly a gavotte that's
whose tricks are lost in the big okay, too. There are also native
place and outstays his welcome specialists of one type or another;
STRIKING
anyway. Jeanne Travers, a torch likewise an assortment of hostesses
singer from Roxy's gang; can't even to teach lonesome stags how to
COLORS
properly rumb.
be heard without a p.a. system.
Night's sensation was the dance
Chow is authentically Cuban, and
team of Gomez and Winona, who the 'official' drink is, of course, the
nared, a_show-stop^ and^ thrjie^enj! _daia; ueree._w lth. Jt 3 bacardi _base.
WASHABLE.
cores. Rest of the show couTd" have Minimum check $1; the f bod. speFABRICS
gone home if this team had first cialty of the house (native chicken
spot instead of last. Bankers for- with rice)
cocktails
50c.
$1.25;
every night etheri/.es the
got their dignity, the crowd got off
their hands and the place was in an band for 30 minutes from 11 p.m^
INEXPENSIVE
uproar. Never has been a team so and this is the type of novelty instrumentation that will help put
terrific.. iii Philly..
ill* (et Sampltl
Davis' band is the largest of any this small station on the map. If
nitery here, and does the smoothest the band had wider ether coverage,
job around. Plays the show neatly, it Would be the type of bally for the
Arthur M. Berger
and packed the floor for dancing. house which would command turn251 WEST 19th STREET
Draw of the place Is limited to away trade. Cubanacan (the namoney people, but is good for Pliilly. tive of a Cuban deity or chief) is
NEW YORK CITY
since it'll open the other dai-k nite one of the few novelty nitcrles lot'i
Abel
Although it's a one-night in N. Y.
clubs.

way

'

'

:

;

^

.

1

;

.

MESS JACKETS
FOR ORCHESTRAS

.

.

:

WBNX

MEET YOCB FAVORITE STAR OF -STAGE AND SCREEN
AT MIKE FFMTZEL'S

all publishers
partnership, of corassociation are connected
with members of the publishing end
of the ASCAP directorate, who also
serve as that faction's classification

who through

porate

,

with the biggest nitery opening in
the history of the town. Eighteen
job will
Mickey Addy has switched to the years ago Davis played his first
room.
the
Donaldson, Douglas & Gamble pro- in the same
Atmosphere of the place reeks but
fe3sional
£rom Leo Ffelst Inc
right of
400,
Seats
with swank.

^

on the appeals board

It
writers' Protective. Association.
is the leaders of the latter .organization who have been fighting for the
adoption, of the measure the past
two years. Appeal board amendment is the only article. In the
by-laws
constitution, or
burg,: the smartness, the food and ASCAP
the elegant, service may bring. out which permits the election of any
the lazy bridge players and start a one directly by the collective memrush of late night business. Q-osch.
bership. The board of directors is

Meyer Davis upsets the, legend.Overnight this
Band leader returned to his old nitery on 114th
hotel hangout and panicked them avenue, just this

.

.

outlet,

31.

They have been saying around

field Follies.

•

NBC

March

Philly that nite clubs have as much
chance as a snowball In hades, but

Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble has
taken the restriction off 'The House
Is Haunted.'
Tune is in the Zieg-

Leo Zollo, currently at the' Ben
Musicians kept constantly oa the Frartklin>
phiiadelph._,
may be
„.
ia,
move are in surprisingly high Kubinoif's successor at the Roose
money brackets. Very minimum is velt> New Y ork. Rubinoff pulls out
$6 hourly for rehearsals. $12 per- of here for the Goast April 12.
formances.
Multiply that by the
days of the weeks, including Sundays and the number of jobs they]
JAN GABBER CATAIINAS

Chicago's

Philadelphia,

|

bangs.

»

(PHILADELPHIA)

pick up some publications
rights for the British territory from
both publishers and writers
(5)

who would be eligible. Amendment restricts, from membership

NIGHT CLUB

Louis Bernstein beelined it for
and Rudy Vallee,' Casa Loma,
Whiteman, etc: It may also Miami to recover from a series of
be an explanation of why they're' -sessions with, the law courts. Fig-

tain,

Publisher, tribunal of

ranks.

tion

appeal will "be limited to six electees, because of the relatively small
number, of members in that faction

Cop's Concerts

Other

Music Notes

ritish rights to 'The Dutch Mill'
playing with Leo
•one example,
has been sold by Select Music Pub*"Reisman, Nat Shllkret, Lennle Hay lications,
Inc.,
to Campbell-Con^
ton on Terraplane and Ipana-Sal
Hepatlca and others. Charlie Mar
golles, trumpet, is with Hayton,
Mario Zanleoni has taken over
Leon Belasco (Armour), Shllkret management
of the Hollywood night
Arnold Johnson (True Story).
club, Barre, Vt.
Will operate the
/Tommy Dortey. trombonist, Larry place nder'name- of Casa Nuova,
Abbott and Dick Ladd saxes; Lou
Raderman, Benny Baker and Manny
Mai Hallett's orchestra booked for

to

ization's,

I

AA RATING FOR

the classifications handed

a group outside the organboard of directors. Under
an amendment to the by-laws
adopted at the annual meeting

them

]

.

ASCAP

Writer and publisher members of.
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers: will now be
in a position to take their squawks

.

|

in the

the

'

;

hungry.
According to. a leader
time weekly shot of his own, there
are about 300 musicians,, if that
many, on the air, from whose ranks

,

Classification

I

after tUe. other. In. the
the unchosen many go

r

Non-Director Appeals Board for

the Hollywood club, to be followed
So.nik'* 6-Wfc. Tour
do. It's so bad that there are those by a series of one nighters into. New
who. claim, the players are often too Orleans. Opens in latter town MayChicago, April 2.
physically tired out by the constant 4 at the Club Forest, for two weeks
Sosnik's band will be reHarry
Band then plays some college
grind to give the best in
dates and opens June 7 at the Wal- placed by an aggregation under Carl
Name Own Substitutes
dorf-Astoria, N. T.
Hoffmeyer in the Edgewater Beach
Equally as bad is the substitute
hotel ballroom .when Sosnik goes
system. When those in the select
on the road.
circle can't fill a job. they get their
Sosnilc is scheduled to leave on
own subs to replace. This prevents
the tour April 27 and be back
the. outsider from getting a look-in.
within six weeks to open in the
Likewise it obligates the sub so that
hotel's Beach walk spot.
h
DeDe ficiary gets any jobs the

,

1934

2.

finished their assignment

Having

Work

Insiders Divide Radio

3,

.

Tuesday, April

MUSIC-NITE CLUBS

1934

3,

SPA

Most Played on the Air Last Week
To familiarize the rest. of the country with the tunes -most sung
and played on the air around New York, the following is the compilation for last week. This tabulation will continue regularly.
These plugs are figured on a Sdturday-through-Friday week,
regularly.
Tabulation in turn is broken, down into tittq divisions : Number
chain,
and
of the
of plugs oil the major networks
v
and WA^C^ Icey station [of C&S) aloing with .the total of. plugs on

47

VARIETY

Will

Name

Film Producer in

.

(WEAF

WJZ

,

Trade

Service.

WEAF

.

.,,

. ;

... . •

•• .

• ..,

I-

« *

•

• «

* f

Ought To Be in Pictures'...
'Over Somebody Else's Shoulder'
...
..
'Wagon Wheels'
..

'Dancing

WJZ

WOR
WMCA

20
16
16

.19:

WABC

itie

'True'.,

'You.

in. the

.

.. .

...

.

.

:

.

.

,

...

Decision on Right of Publishers to Organize for
Central Distribution

....

'

.

Moonli

*

•

•

•

25
£5
24
24
23
23
20
20

'Neighbors' ,'. ... ...
'Going to Heaven on a Mm fe'
:.
.
'Infatuation , ... ...
r
.-.
;•«
'Let's Fall hi Love'
'What's Good for the Goose'.
'She Reminds Me of You'....
'This Little Piggy'
.

.

.

.

.

...

.

-

.

1

CHAOS THREATENS

39
33
32
29

25

.

•

-

28
26

v

......

Knew You When*

'I

.

Total

17
16

'Without That Gertai
'Carioca'

Still

.

.

fork's tied, full-iifke independent stations—WOR^andW MCA.
Paid obtained from Radio 'Log compiled by Accurate Reportin

New

'

'

Goes OnHas No Legal

on Every Corner

Irk

Music

,

Inc.,

is

back at Max Mayer with a
monopoly and. conspiracy in restraint of trade suit of its own. An
order was obtained from Justice Albert Cohn in the. New York Supreme
Court Saturday (31). calling upon
the head of the Richmond -Mayer
Music Co. to show cause why he
and the nine publishers who set-

striking

.

enjoined from carrying out the provisions, of the settlement agreement

Barney

Order

is

returnable before .Justice

Conn Wednesday (tomorrow).

Gallant; Gifts Pal With Village Clul)
Barney Gallant, who through .15
years of prohibition was a -morev-Hor

an Immune

less

New

institution In

York's Greenwich Village, because
even the prohl enforcement 'sqhad
recognized, that Barney ran; high i
class" joints. 'only, finally decided to
get away from it all. Last 'week he
turned bVer as. a gift his $25,000
Washington Square Club (better
known as Number 19)' to Arnold
Rossfleld,' his friend and head waiter
for many years. Rossfleld will continue operating No. 19 Washington'
Sq. N. (thie bid Shattuck home) how
that it has a license 'n* 'everything.
The necessary likker license at
first was slow in coming. Too many
.

;

-

'

squawks from the Wash. Sq. N..
residents. They never did like the
idea of the snooty nitery which
Barney ran amidst .the residential
.

houses, but finally they gave

But
out.

that's
tariffs

champagne
but
in

($1.50

cocktails)

for

to $1-

-

imported
like,

now that drinks are" to be had
Childs and on every corner it
what

used to be.
Gallant's on Washington Sq. N.
has a staff of 60. Arnold (as Rossfield Is best known to his patronage)
will try.,and keep 'em all together
ain't

it

in continuing' operation of the. club,
He's been, doing that anyway

every time Gallant decided to go on

a

trip

Sunday morning. Flames
ate away invaluable murals, and
water destroyed rugs and walls of
the dining room, which is adjacent
by

fire last

.

to the Embassy roomj recently done
over at a fancy cost.
Most of the guests watched three
fire companies battle the flames,

among them William Wellmah,

also asking that it be awarded
$100,000 for damages allegedly al
is

ready incurred through the with
drawal action of these publishers.
In the complaint upon which the
show cause order was obtained the

publishers into settling their share
of the suit by picturing to the defendants, while the trial in the U.S.
Court was on, the huge costs they
would have to bear if the jury re-jturned, a yerdlct for the jobber. The
settlement Agreements which these
publishers signatured, states the
interferconstitutes
complaint,
ence, boycotting and discrimination.
against the
and should be declared by the court as 'oppressive,
illegal, in restraint of competition
,

MDS

film and null and 'void.'
director, honeymooning here; Gus
Named with Mayer as defendants
Arnheim, Naomi Warner, and others. are the nine publishers who settled
with him before Judge Bryant,

handed dorvn his decision declaring
that Mayer, had not proved that the
MDS operated illegally. Co-defendLos Angeles, Apri 2.
Biltmore .Bowl, former Gold Room ants cited by the MDS in its coun-

Roberts Studies in L. A.

in.

and the

2.

.Carpenters and decorators are
working on the Colonial room of the
Hotel St. Francis, which was ruined

when Barney bowed

He was accustomed

drink

MDS

Hotel St. Francis Loses
MDS charges- that Mayer and his
Murals, Rugs in Fire counsel had stampeded the nine
San Francisco, April

at

the Biltmore hostelry, reopens

Thursday night (5) with Hal Roberts
and his student orchestra providing a
complete floor and stage show. Dance
music will be played by a 21 -piece
outfit,, with a 16 people chorus made
up of six girls and 10 boys will
vocalize.
Trios, teams and other
combinations will provide music
and comedy.
Opening night gate, of $5 includes
dinner, dancing and a bottle of imported champai

ter action against

Mayer

consist of

M, Witmark & Sons, Harms, Inc.,
Remick Music Corp., Famo us Music
Corp., Irving Berlin, Inc., Ager, Tellen
& Bornstein, Inc.. Shapiro,
Bernstein & Co., Mills Music, Inc.,
and Santly Bros.
Douglas' Affidavit
Accompanying the MDS injunction petition is an affidavit signed
by Walter Douglas, of Donaldson,
Douglas & Gumble, one of the three
publishing firms that saw the Mayer
.

through to a ~ffnlsn7 Douglas
paper to the. allegation that the publishers who with-

suit

around the world.

tlon is preparing to test out in the

Mayer's legal camp yesterday

(Monday) hot only engaged

it-

in preparation for the
crossfire before Justice Cohn
but proceeded to set for notice
of trial -which the jobber has
had pending in the New York
Supreme Court since DecemThis latter action'
ber, 1932.

feelf

was brought against the MDS
and the same publisher de-

tled their, erid of.-Mayer's. anti-trust
suit while in midtrial shouldn't, be

Ptk

Protective Associa-

Mayer's Rebuttal

Battle of Jobbers

NBC

testifies in his

ived!
Roesner
Dario- Diane Stay
drew from the Mayer trial had been,
Dario and. Diane, slated for two
San Francisco, April 2.
weeks' at Place PJqualle, N. T.,
Walt Roesner, maestro at the satisfied with their membership in
have had their contract extended Warfield, is walking around in a the MDS and that by granting
Mayer: preferential prices and withto the end of the season. Dancers .dream these ..days.
just got back from .Hollywood.
He made a hole in one, legit- drawing their support from the
Marlon Chase is back at Piqualle, imately, too, at Harding, the other MDS they had destroyed the entire
goodwill of the distributing outfit
Claudette Carlay out.
morning.
and also its ability to Serve small
and large dealer alike on ah equal)
competitive basis.
Douglas' affidavit also describes
the alleged system of 'terrorism* engaged in by the Mayer faction during the trial which, he alleges, coerced the nine publishers into makFamous Music Corp. has yielded- to the protest of Ring Crosby. Pub- ing private agreements of settlelishing firm will "hot include a picture of the warbler and his baby on ment with the jobber plaintiff. To.
the title sheet of 'Crooner's Lullaby.' Crosby contended that his con- Start off, the settling publishers were
tract with Paramount, of which Famous Music is a subsid,; does not frightened by Mayer's, trial counsel
allow exploitation use of his photo in connection with anything other when In making his opening address
than films.
to the jury he stated that the comTmre involved -is" lTOtrfrom^a Crosby- film. ^ -.It's 'on the publishing firm's -plaint-- sough t---.to^recovlcr^.$l,25i)^6j0ili
general release list with Sam Coslow and Arthur Johnson the co-authors. damages and that under the statute
'

Inside Stuff-Music

.

the amount of damages found by
the jury is multiplied three times.
Mayer's counsel is also claimed by

Hays office and Music Publishers Protective Association are due to
resume negotiations for a standard synchronization contract April 15.
MPPA is now ready to do business with the film men for the rights also Douglas to. have threatened in priAuthorization to represent vate conversations with- the defendcovering Australia,' England and France;
these countries was recently obtained by the American publishers' or- ants that the publishers who wcro
most responsible financially would
ganization.
Means that the MPPA is now in a position to set itself up as a world be called upon to pay the damage*
rights clearance bureau, or at least as a beginning in that direction. awarded without any right of ConHead representative for the picture producers in the sync contract pour- tribution from the others involved.
Complaint filed with the MD.S also
parlers is Edward P. Kilroe.

charging that the
Donnelly Act (the. State antimonopoly law) had been violated and asking for $350,000.
Irwin A. Edelman, the jobber's counsel, averred Monday:
that it had been his client's
original wish to let the Federal
Court decision be accepted as
the final dictum and that nothing be done about the State
action, but Since, tlie publishers
showed a disinclination to call
quits the Supreme Court
it
fendants,

litigation would be. pressed.
Each of the publlshe'rs who
settled with Mayer while the

Federal court trial was on have
paid the amounts agreed upon
as their individual shares, of
the court and Mayer counsel
This settlement money
costs.
came to around $60,000. .Publishers figure that in the event
Justice Cohn Upholds the. MDS.
contention that the settlements
were unlawful' the coin they
paid, over to Mayer's counsel
will be returned to them.

courts the

organization's claim

to'

authority oyer the synchronization
rights of a member's- unpublished.,

Vork.

Suit,,

when

filed,

y.'ill,

it

is.

name one of the major picproducing companies.
SPA and the Hays office; have;
been exchanging words over this

planned,
ture'

issue for a year, and the writers';
association feels >hat the only way
it can be settled is through the pro-,
cess of litigation. Dispute over the
synchronization angle is responsible
for the wrecking of negotiating between these two faction! for a uni-

Film men have
form contract.'
agreed to the improvement of vari-.
ous conditions involving writers;
'

-.

employed by the studios "but refuse
to budge from their original stand

on
!

the; synchronization point.
Filmites Want Rights
'Producers contend that when a

;

writer works on a. fixed salary: for
them 'the studio -retains the synchronization rights to the manuscripts regardless of whether the
numbers -are used in one picture or
another. SPA argues that the pro*
ducer's rights- in this respect arer^
Picture maker, holds the
limited.
SPA, has claim drily on the compositions he uses in the production

i

which .the writer had been engaged. If the producer shelves any
of these manuscripts they cease to
be -the property of the studio and
their claim .in every way becomes
that of the author, with the result
that if the producer wants to re*
sort to these shelved works for sync
contends that the, -agreement be- purposes in .some other picture he
tween Mayer and the nine publish- must deal for this right, with the
ers should be ordered vacated on SPAUnder.tfte by-laws of the writers*
the grounds that they constitute a
contract to break a contract. Re- brganlzation the SPA holds the ex*
ferred to here are the contracts that elusive sync rights to a. member's
existed between the nine publishers unpublished compositions.
and the MDS which, had until the
end of this year to go.
Active
News' that the MDS and its counGilbert, were preparsel, Gilbert
Abany, April 2.ing the restraining action against
Ten Eyck hotel- is offering eti
Mayer was bruited around the pub- competition to the New Kenmore
lishing trade the early part of last hotel's floor shows, which have been
week. It was also reported that the doing bang up business all winter.
distributing combine was arranging Beginning Saturday (31) the Ten
to call attention of the Department Eyck supplemented Herb Gordon's
of
Justice
to
a supplementary orchestra with Elsa Lang, Nilea
paper affecting the NRA which Garron and Edith Bennett, Shurra
Mayer's counsel had the nine pub- Dante and Dick Wharton*
lishers' signature.
In 'this suppleKenmore changed its show the
mentary paper, the publishers were same day, bringing in Bonnie Poe
asked to state that they were to succeed Ann Pennington, in adagainst Including in the music in- dition to. Barringer and Lazar, Kay
dustry's code a provision sanction- Scott and Louise Roselle.
Holding such publisher combinations as overs are Harry (Happy) Stevens
the MDS.
and Johnny .Johnson's orch.
DeWitt Clinton hotel introduced
In the meantime the stockholders
of the -MDS have decided to con- a. local maestro,. Francis Murphy, to
tinue the MDS ais. a corporation but, succeed Don Mayhew's prch..
pending litigation; appoint the Maurice Richmond Music Dealers ServSongwriters' Protective Associaice, Inc., as its agent.
Richmond,
for

,

Albany

&

-

,

former partner, was the
general manager. The quar-

Mayer's

MDS

he is now using:
as a jobber were those of the MDS.
Richmond's Clients
In a letter he sent out to the

ters

and

facilities

tion re-elected Sigmond Romberg,
prez, Irving Berlin, v.p.; Fred E>
Ahlert, sec.; Ira Gershwin, treas.;

and Edgar Leslie, chairman of the
council. Appointed councilmen were
Berlin, George Gershwin, L. WolfeGilbert, .George
Meyer and Joe
Week Richmond Young,

dealer, trade last
declared that the following firms
were still shipping and selling
through: hihi on an exclusive baslsr obtain between his firm and RichBibo-Lang, Broadway Music Co., mond as agent for the MDS.
Irving Caesar, Inc., Crawford Music
It is the intention of MDS' counCo., L. B. Curtis, DoSylva, Brown sel to call on the court after and
& Henderson, Donaldson, Douglas If the injunction is granted to ad-:>^j
Sc Gumble, Harry Engel, Inc., Fajudicate the law of monopoly and
mous Music Corp., Leo Feist, Inc., restraint of trade as it affects the
Isham Jones Music Corp., Kelt Mu- MDS. As yet no court has desic Corp., Kornheiser-Schuster; Inc., clared itself on the legal aspects of
Luz.Bros., Miller- Music, Inc., Olman the MDS.
All Judge. Bryant did
Music .Corp., SelectjMuBlc...P ubllca ln,hls,_ findlngs_wa s ^to_ave.r_ that, the
tions, Inc., Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., evidence as presented by Mayer did.
and Mil ton Weil Music Co.
not prove to him (Judge Bryant)
Shapiro, Bernstein and Famous that the. MDS had been guilty of
Music (Publix Paramount subsid) unlawfui methods. Yet to be settled
arc among the nine publishers, who is whether or not a group of pubsettled with Mayer. -Louis Bernstein lishers have a lawful- rlght-to- comof the S-K concern let It be known bine for the purposes of shipping
last wef-k that he would live up to and selling centrally and doing this
his agreement, with Mayer Insofar on the principle that the price of
as soiling at a discount the jobber their product will be fixed and equal
whatc-vcr music he or.dfrf»d. Other- for all buyers regardless of quanwise the old status o£ price would tity.
.

.j

-

;
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HARLEM ON PARADE

UNIT REVIEWS
Passing

Show

(PITT,

put oat

For the
'Passing Show' without including a
single blackout in the production
Not only is
Is an event in itself.
this 60-minute edition devoid of
blackouts, but it's pretty meagre oh
anything else that might come unBuster
der the head of comedy.
West proves: a first rate giggle
raiser and Professor Lambert! rocks
em consistently, but the affair
withal could stand a couple of
crossfire experts with something
really funny to impart. Otherwise,
or a girlie shindig 'The Passing
Show df 19&4' speaks loudly for the
Sliuberts

to

(RIVOLI, HEMPSTEAD)
Hempstead, L. X, March

Memory Lane Revue

of 1934

(ALBEE, BROOKLYN)
'ai

-

It's
producing hands responsible.
uneful, it's smoothly paced, it's got
ieape of good noofing and warbling(
and the scenery and costumes easily
pass' muster.
But above all it's got a little
bundle of smash .personality in
Grade Barrle. Hera Is a beauty

enhanced by an air of freshnessCombined with a lyrical voice is
the flair to invest a song with emotional meaning ami deliver it with
salesmanship deluxe. Though West

Tuesday, April 3, 1934

PITTSBURGH)

NEW ACTS

3.0.

Typical colored entertainment In
but With the advantage of

ETTA MOTEN

this,

Danny Small's good pacing and Songs
12 Mins.;
above average comedy for its class
Palace, N. Y.
in the inclusion of Buck and BubEtta Moten
It is the male team and
bles.

Pittsburgh, March 30.
This is Joe Laurie, Jr.'s, effort to
combine his a.k's and a number of
younger acts for the unit time. As Small, and they alone, who give
side
it stands; everything's on the*
the unit what savoir fare it has.
of the old-timers with nary a break
Also included in the usual- north
for the so-called young *uns.
of. 125th street a la carte is an.
In its present form 'Memory. Lane 11 - piece band, which adequately
sets
It
what
do
for
won't
Revue'
plays the. show, Babe. Mathews,
out to be. Divided into two distinct Pope Sisters, Florence Hill, Hazel
sections, with the new turns on Hannah, Sammy Garader.
Three
first, followed by the parade of vetThe Llndyhoppers and a
Whippets,
erans in Laurie's familiar, presenta- 12- girl line.
Latter' zip through
tion act. it looked like a good idea their four routines without regard
gone wrong.
for precision, or even the lesser funAdded to the old-timers are a damentals of dancing, perhaps beskimpy line of six girls, Runaway ing included strictly to give audiFour, Bert Nagle & Co., and Edith tors an idea of what a fit set to
Belin. After a toy-shop opening in music looks like.
which gals do one of those mechaninotable fact of the unit is the
cal doll routines* followed by a almost' complete disregard of what
good-looking gal in one lh another laymen expect from Negro enterof those control dances, goes into tainment,
i.e.;
plenty of torsofull stage again for Nagle's 'Felix
Spotted okay for bumping, grinding and other manithe Cat' turn.
testations of a moonlight setto on
value, but poorly for en.

GRACELLA AND THEODORE
Dancing and singing
12 Mins.; One, Pull (specials)
•

is billed

as 'The Carl

customers expect her to dance it, but she
Does four songs and
fools' them.
weaves a little, but ho formal dance,
though she certainly can undulate.
Brought out as co-feature on the
Palace holiday bill, she was -announced through the mikes; a distinction hitherto reserved for radio
acts, and she sticks pretty close
to the mike, more for the change
In vocal quality than through In-

A

production
tertainment purposes, since all this
consumes 15 or 20 minutes with,
nary a punch in sight.
Laurie comes on cold after thte

a levee.- The dancing is on the level
of church-goers, and whatever hip.weaving is included is strictly part
and parcel of the squirming to be
gets the top billing, the reception and doesn't belp; matters* much with expected with a torch song.
Title, 'HaMem on Parade;' is dethat the girl received at the per- with a monologue that couldn't be
formance caught would: indicate heard beyond the first few rows. rived from Small's introductions of
that the hub of "The Passing Show That gave him a hurdle he later had various members of the cast as
from
different Harlem clubs. Most
1934'
lot
Gracie
Barrle.
a
of
Is
to overcome, and not without
of them deliver nicely, but it is the
Unit's other principals are Sandra of difficulty.
Ward,. Diane McFarland, Tom and
Leisurely piace continues .when continuous repetition of their typeB
Ray ftomaine. Garter DeHaven, Jr., Laurie Brings on the Belin gal for of entertainment that badly dulls
and Isabel Brown. For the line a song, in which she winds up doing the edge. Small' zooms it. upwards
there's" a smartly drilled Chester it a la Garbo and Zasu Pitts, First again/but after a while the load beHale contingent.
sock is in long time arriving, com- comes too heavy,, and, just before
After the opening., item, which ing with Runaway Four" in what Buck and Bubbles make their apfor pearance, it begins to appear that
next-to-closing
gives the line an opportunity to amounts
to
romp around in chiffon, the Romaine unit's first section. Mob is hungry the unit Is in an ^insurmountable
boys dish out a comedy ditty and for something to laugh at by this ditch.
The comedy- team got a hand
tap, and Sandra Ward takes the time
and the hoke comedians
coming on here and at the bow-offs
next inning to tell 'em how she goes cleaned lip.
They're followed by chorus cos- rang up a showstop lasting a full
'bingo after one little drinko.' The
minute.
Everything went and
line gives tootsle interpretation to tumed in Gay Nineties style and
built to their funny tango finish.
the" 'drinko* narrative, and Buster going into some musical prose deThey give the show a hew lease on
West follows with a nifty little buck signed to introduce the ak.'s. Full life,
although
the life does not. last
saloon
Bowery
the
again
is
and wing of the hock school that stage
long after their session as they are
set, with Laurie as Chuck Connors,
'.ffcees hlin well for introductory pur
and from then on, of course, it's spotted near the close of. the 61
poses.
minutes the unit runs.
Succeeding scene^. is presumably one solid click after another with,
Babe
and Hazel Hannah
the' show's big number.
Revealed the \oid-tlmers going at it with all do the Mathews
singing in separate spots;
the vigor and enthusiasm of juve
is a giant papier mache Turk smok
with Miss Hannah also Intermixing
niles.
ing- his water pipe, with the various
some
dancing.
Florence
Hill does
Lizzie
Billed are Maxwell Trio.
parts of the face and chest so cona semi-acro routine, while Sammy
structed that they can be ma- Wilson, W. C. Handy, Annie Hart, Gardner plays
straight for Small as
nuvered. Kids in the audience par- Gus Hill, J. Rosamond Johnson, well as indulging
with him in a
ticularly thought it all great stuff, Eddie Horan, Dave Genaro, Bob.
hoofery contest.
Miss Hill,
Diana McFarland, the soubret, in- Walters, <*ill Swan and Emma Gardner and SmallLater
run through a
troduces the scene in song and the Francis, with Handy trumpeting rag time
military
routine.
all
fared
They
dancing scenario gives .opportunity his 'St. Louis Blues'.
Pope
Sisters
(4) group around
to 'some of the line to disport in pretty equally and the Pitt hasn't, the
grand for four pops in bar
veils; Isabel Brown to put her limbs rung for some, time with such palmmony; They're so light as to, look
through muscle control, acrobatic pounding.
white under a blue spot. Three
has
Laurie
veterans,
his
With
and contortion bits, and a girl,
Whippets, mediocre male tumbling
perched upon the water! pipe, to roli something he can depend upon. Of trio, and The Llndyhoppers,
mixed
in free abandon the lone pair of course, they're enough to carry even pair;
make up the rest of the spe
section, but that
totally uncovered peeks in the show, the weak opening
brings up the question of whether clalists. Llndyhoppers, incidentally,
In -the next two items the pro
If keep their routine clean. Also brief.
his y.k's are necessary at all.
ducer bunehes most of the produc
One of the nicer moments in the
he needs them for those prospective
tlon's
comedy.
First West, the
all is; well and good, but he unit is the rendition of Small's Own
Romaihe duo and Carter DeHaven dates,
should
re-routine them, speed up composition, 'Shoiitin' in the Amen
Jr„ churn, up some nifty clowning
Corner,*
by the m.c. and 10 of the
and get a
with a verse set-td on the Mae the whole first half hour it's not a 11 boys, in the band. Scenery just
opening.
.Since
Westian theme. DeHaven is cast as better
matter of spotting here, inasmuch fair, but the cast is very well
the betrayed farmer lad, while West
as old-timers are the big noises, dressed.
does the flouncing in skirts. With
Runaway Four should be in there
things warmed up for him, Profesas soon as possible. They're sorely
sor Lambertl and his xylophone take
needed earlier.
over the next 10. minutes to deal
For another thing, unit runs too
out the old hoke. The show caught long. Clocked at 80 minutes this
(MET, BOSTON)
gave him a hefty average.
afternoon and a little beyong that
Boston, March 30,
Another routine from the line, with
curtain
Laurie's
shrewd
S.
L.
Rothafel's
(Roxy) own
this time clad in cowgirl regalia, speech.
Cohen,
show makes its bow this week On
and Gracie Barrle is slipped in for
the Metropolitan stage.
Chief ina repertoire of three numbers, nicely
terest here, of course, centered in
balanced in theme. It's the high port, brings out West at his best the Rothafel venture; excellent
at
point of the show. Next bit, with He crossfires, flops all over the tendance despite the fact
that it
all
through
hoofs
plies
his
boards,
Sandra Ward and DeHaven in sup
was Good Friday coinciding with
their eyefetching eccentricities and
the
advent
of
Passover.
Reception,
makes of himself a highly entertain- extremely
cordial, indicated appeal
ing fellow. From a quiet little duet
radio rep of Roxy and his
between Diane McFarland and one through
troupe..
of the Romaine boys the production
For. start there was, tremendous
swings Into a Carioca Idea for the
for the showman himself.
finale.
Lots of torso twlBtlng, but applause
His
informal manner,
not much of it of a high terpsy quiet geniality,
Loew's Stata,
York
dry humor, again and again
quality. It's the one weak point in
through
ah hour and a quarter
This Week (March 30)
the dance makeup of the show.
drew smiles, laughs and hand
Odec.
.

-

'

.

oca

(5)

Orpheum, N. Y,

Girl' and. naturally the

Standard adagio team doing a new

which includes two story,
rbutlnes and the singing of a special

act,

song by a mixed team;
exceptionally

Although

mounted

well

.

and

colorfully presented, this turn drags
despite its 12-minutes running time.
The impression of slowness, however, may have been caused by the
act's music,
which at no time
seemed to fit the dances. In fact,
the heavy tunes seemed to be the
main reason for the lethargic work
of the otherwise excellent team.

Sandwiched between the two
fill the auditorium.
Gets away for a few shakes for. adagio efforts is a special, with a
but right back again. man and woman in a cutout of a
She's accompanied by a colored barouche singing a medley. This is
pianist but the orchestra cuts in very well done and quite exceptional
Opens, with probably to nabe audiences.
every few moments,
First dance of Gracella and Theoa song about going back to; home,
sweet home, and 'I Couldn't Take dore is flashed on a scrim as 'A
Leslie
Lew
show, Temple Boy's Dream.'
The lad's
recent
It,' from a
into the film song and back for prayers to Buddha are answered by"
'Forgotten Man.'
the appearance of a. gigantic genii
Familiar trick of slow tempo and Who lowers the gal in interwlned
walling- voice which is regarded as fingers.
In this routine' the girl
dramatic! Her voice is not of good works on her toes. Second dance
quality, but she handles it well to is 'An Episode of the French; Revocover its shortcomings. Gets un- lution.' This is more in the stuntpleasantly nasal in her head tones adagio class.. The rabble invades
at times, but that just goes for more the boudoir of the princess and her
dramatic effect. She started cold, efforts to escape winds up in Grabut warmed them with the dance cella taking a dive from a flight of
song and asked to come back fot- stairs into Theodore's arms. Artiher fourth. Better showman than ficial smoke is used in this number
Chic.
singer,
and the audience is warned in the
announcement flashed on the traveler not to become panicky;
Closed the five-act layout here,
Schumann's piano playing; pothold everypourri of Liszt Rhapsodies music, spot it will probably w
orchestra accompanying. Then an where.
encore; plenty plaudits for more,
but she. was not given chance.
PEGGY TAYLOR & CO. (4)
In excellent tenor Jan Peerce sang Acrobatic Adagio
Celeste Aida' after corking send- 5 Mins.; Full
off from Roxy as worthy successor Orpheum, New York
Viola Philo sang the
to Caruso'.
Peggy Taylor, formerly of Leon
spirited 'Faikerlied' and audience and Taylor and Kitchen Pirates,
begged for more. Then the show- belong to that sorority whose chief
stopper, Frank Moulan. He brought claim to attention derives from
the showmanship of his years as a their ability to take it. This girl
Gilbert &. Sullivan comedian, and has three men handing it, stripped
he had the house by the hose.
down to loin cloths and flowing all
For grand .finale all hands took over with muscle.
part in playing and singing Victor
Act's outstanding bit comes in
It's,
Herbert melodies.
the forepart of the routine.
Wee Willie Robyn was down for a cross-stage body hurtle that keeps
Macushla', but number was missing Miss Taylor on the twirl as she
completes the arc. After that It's'
in show caught.
the usual procession of arch formaability to

Carioca,'

'

.

-

.

'

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

Shea Recoverng

-

Buffalo, April

2.

Mike Shea, who has been conapartment here for the
past two weeks with grippe and
FDUR CARDS (4)
sinus infection, is convalescing and Acrobatic
expected back on the job this week. 6 Mins.; Full
Shea -ilebrated his 75th birthday Orpheum, New York
Quartet of jumping- jacks that
Easter Sunday..
uncover a routine of the more exAct Is compact with,
citing sort
fined to his

.

ROXY UNIT

,

tions plus some nifty interpolations
In the
of the muscle control art.
latter the girl effects a series of
designs while hoisted on one leg
that gives the turn its one solid
touch of the different.
Closed here and registered in
Odec.
big way.

Revive That Quartet'
'That Quartet,' best

known

of the

swift

flashes

of

bodies

hurtling

from springboard to perch-chairs,
pyramid formations, chest-throws,

butterflies and other exhibits of the
in vaudeAmong the props
acrobatic art.
years ago, is being reorganized used is a barrel, into which the
the two surviving members, boys do much of their diving from
Poodles Jones and Aubrey Prlngle. the teeterboard, while the climatic
bit is a triple somersault from the
Act dates back 25 years ago.
Original members with Jones and seesaw to perch.
An opening act that will easily
Prlngle were Frank Morrell and
fit Into any class of bill if the main
Frank Sylvester.
In their places requirement is a fast start-off.
will be Wilson and Blumpker.
Odec.

four-man combinations
ville

by

New

"The Mood

of the

Moment"

"THE CARIOCA GIRL"

in

Radio Picture's "Flying

Down

to Ri

SINGING PERSONALITY SONGS
This

Week (March

30) RKO PALACE,
EDWIN W. SCHKtTINO

Mamagenwnt

New York

clapping.
He was a distinct hit
himself, whether leading the or
chestra or pattering away, at intro
ductions.
Stage neatly set by Met Manager
Ed Smith, whose big orchestra
(Sevitzky's usually) was tiered in
front of gilt drops, under modernistic,
huge chandelier, all deftly
lighted.
In front, two rows of the
Roxy gang, the ensemble for a rear
row, women right, men left stage,
and in front of them the Roxy
stars.
In all 26 visitors, including

Roxy and Tascha Bunchuk, who

conducted several numbers, getting
big hand, and who played first viothrough rest (Bunchuk's forte
is the 'cello).
Program mostly song, with some
lin

dancing and instrumental music. To
tune from organ of 'Hail, Hail',

-JBpxy^ateps^f6rth,^then^the^openlng
number, 'Fantasy', with band, ensemble, singers, and Celia Branz,
Robert Weede and Marie .Grimaldi
taking part. Gypsy theme went over
big. Harold Van Duzee, like all the
rest, get hand at star t.
In -pleasing coloratura soprano
Beatrice Belkin scored with 'Blue
Danube', followed by Robert Weede
with 'Wagon Wheels'. Miss Branz,
only local in the troupe, got an
ovation.

Miss Grimaldi pleased the. crowd
with her toe dancing. The first big
hit of the show was Henrietta

BOOK1NGAOENCY
General Executive Offices

—

PENNER'S $40,000

Actors and Others Attend

hundred

-

odd

performers,

outsiders, in an open
agents
meeting at the Biltmore theatre
night: (28),
Wednesday
York;
Hew
were officially apprised of the fact
of
Federation
that the Actors*

America had become a

union...

Paul Dulzell, executive secretary
Associated Actors
of the Council of
Artists of America (4 A's), af-

and

of the American Federation
White
of Labor, presented the old
Rats* charter to the AFA, which
originally started last year as the
Actors* Betterment Association to
combat the gyp benefit racket.

filiate

Attendance at the meeting was
below expectations, considering that
the A.F.L. charter gives the

AFA

jurisdiction over performers hot
only in vaude and presentations,
but also in clubs, cabarets, mincarnivals, fairs,
circuses,
strels,
,

restaurants and music halls. Chorus
girls in these branches, however,
It
are under the Equity banner.
was the first meeting of variety
performers under -A.F.L.. auspices
since the White Rats dissolved 16
years ago. Fred Keating* president
of A.F.A., and Ralph Whitehead,

executive secretary,, presided.

There were a number of prominent speakers, most of them from

outside the show business, and the
tenor of the remarks from some Of
the. orators seemed to be efforts
to put the heat on the AFA membership to take action against the

managers.

Some

of those

who

spoke were

S. Deutsch, president of
the N. Y. Board of Aldermen; Paul
Moss, License Commissioner and
representing Mayor Fiorella La
Guardia; Stanley Howe, Comrnis-^
sioner of Public Welfare; Bird S
Cbler, ex-Commlssioher of Public

RKO VODE SPOT BALLYS
STAGE'S ADVANTAGES

Looks

Fairchild,

Alderman Lambert T
and Jacob Panken, for-

mer N. Y. Municipal Court judge
and a prominent labor counsel and
Socialist.

echariized Actors

Panken was the most fiery of. the
also the most radical
He told the actors,, 'You are no
you have been
longer creative
mechanized by the motion picture
moguls. Remember that you are
no longer actors, but workingmen,
and if you continue in that belief,
no capitalistic power can. crush you
.

speakers,

—

Joe Penher will walk

out of Warners' Earle with $13,000
in his pocket if the business pace
set the first three days continues
the rest of the week. If it does,
house may reach a record, $40,000
gross. Penner is in for $3,750 guar50-50 split, with; the
antee and
house over $21,000.
The hot .business thus far has
been dented in money by the flock
of kid attendance at this cheap

RODNER VISITS SAN ON
NVA INSPECTION TRIP

-

but partially offset by

price,
St. Paul, April 2.

Code Authority Can't Help 'Em

turnover.

House went

six

the.

Harold Rodner of Warners, hew

shows

NVA Fund
Local RKO-Orpheum is sending opening day, unheard of f pr Good vice-president of
out and handing out at. the door, Friday iii' philly, seven frolics on board, went..
Saranac Lake,
with the co-operation of this burg's Saturday -Sunday. Picture is 'HarN. Y., Friday (30) and spent the
association of commerce, an SOS old Teen*. (FN).
day, visiting the. NVA san patients.
plugging for the return of vaude.
It was his first inspection trip tO
Broadside goes maudlin in spots,
the san in his capacity of reorganespecially as it extols the oldizer of N.VA affairs for the circuits..
Reduced to Playing a
timers;
Rodner was accompanied "by Wilstage
Folder points
liam Lee and Dr. V. M. Bluestohe,
Stooge in Chorus Bit,
Shows"' mean revenue to railroads,
latter going along in an advisory cahotels, restaurants, taxi companies*
pacity as. an expert in such matters,
merchants, dyers* cleaners, printers;
Weber, Suing Dr; Bluestone is superintendent of
Says
stagehands, musicians,- bill posters,
the County Sanatorium at Bedford
etc.
Hills, N. Y.i and the tuberculosis
Rex Weber is suing, through I specialist at Montef lore hospital in
Explains /that recent check-up
Brbder, against Curtis &
reveals 25% of patronage attending Robert
New York City.
Shuberts for cancelMinneapolis stage shows are St Allen and the
the play', contract
Perforated tear-off lation of a Yiin. of
Paul people.
with the 'Passing Show* tab.
coupon addressed to association of he held
was dismissed from the cast
commerce entreats that body to do Weber
of the unit Tuesday (27) at Procits durndest to bring stage shows
tor's, Newark, the fifth day Qf a
back.
week's engagement at the theatre.
Weber claims Curtis & Allen,
agents for the tab for the Shuberts,
and the legit producers, gave him so
many quick changes to make that it
was impossible to appear in one
of the scenes in Newark. The
suit was, he says, that they can,

.

.

Rex

ecision

on Vaude

Motion Pictures Code Authority
yesterday (Monday) declined to act
on the complaint iftled against the
Radio City Music Hall by Mrs. Dorothy Bryant, Chorus Equity head,
stating, the code, has no authority in
the matter. She contended that the
Music Hall violated the code by refusing backstage admittance ;to
labor Organizers.
In her complaint Mrs. ryant said
that the Music Hall management
and backstage staff had been refusing entree to Chorus Equity representatives arid had been giving them
'the runaround' since January.
In attempting to work through organizers backstage at the Music
Hall, Mrs. Bryant declared, Chorus
Equity follows the same procedure
that is applied/ to chorus unionizing
in the legitimate theatre. In refusing to admit the organizers; averred
Mrs; Bryant, the Music Hall violated
iving workers
the code, pr
the right to have representatives of

Codes Status Due

1st

B'way Bigtimer

From CA Bis Wk.

Since Palace Opens

Nite Club Delayed

Bernard

Welfare;

like

Operators of the Indie Casino
New York, which Opened yesterday
(Monday) with straight stage showsi
have decided to postpone Opening
of the downstairs night club until
determining if the theatre is a click
All construction work on the
cellar spot was stopped, last week
when the operators decided against
sinking more money into the place
for the time being. Intention was
to sell a dinner and the show as a
combination for $2.50.
Casino, first straight two-a-day
stage policy variety theatre on
Broadway since the Palace went
combo two years ago, started yesterday afternoon before 85% capacity audience,, which included most
of the Broadway bunch. Advance
sale for the first week, or frpm

ceiled his contract.

Also charges they reduced his
standing in the show from feature
News on status of the vaudeville
to that of a subordinate player in section of the Motion ricture Code
bits, even to haying him play a
expected from Administrator
is
eunuch in a chorus-girl scene.
Rosenblatt late this week, probably
Friday: At that time it is expected
that Rosenblatt may propose the
opening of rehear ihgs on the new
code as proposed by the Code Au-

MEMPHIS ORPH CANCELS

UNIT; F0RKINS SUING
Marty Forkins, as producer of
'Going to Town,' suing the Or
pheum, Memphis indie, for the last
minute cancellation of the colored
unit prior to Its scheduled opening
Friday (30). Forkins, who _iolds a
contract for the date oh a straight
percentage arrangement, refused to
accept the cancellation and sent the
unit on anyhow. It did not open.
Orpheum, formerly operated by

RKO

and now by Orpheum,

Backstage;

Equity's Organizers

Philadelphia,

AFA's Charter Meeting; Outsiders
Attempt Steam-Up with Strike Talk

Barred

Record— May Garner f 13,000
for His End on %

Philly

own

chbsing.

.

inion, in] deCode Authority's;
clining to intervene for Mrs. Bryant,

that the Music Hall does not
withhold any rights to its chorus
people by refusing backstage admittance; to union organizers; that as
far as has been shown there Is no.
intimidation, nor has there been an
effort on the Music Hall's part to
interfere with Chorus Equity's activities outside of backstage at the
Music Hall; also that the C^ode Authority can't tell the Music Hall
is

management whom

to

admit back:

stage.

Music Hall has a standing staff of
64 dancing line girls, plus a number
of alternates, and a mixed singing
corps of around 60. Under Equity's

/

with the American Federation
of Actors, under which the latter
was granted the White Rats* labor
charter, Chorus Equity has chorus
•deal'

thority.

Executive order from Washington
is necessary before rehea^ings can
ba held, with the rehearings represquired in order to put through any jurisdiction in vaudeville and
Understood Rosenblatt entations.. Music Hall classes as
changes.
house.
presentation
a
Washing
redraft
to
the
will submit
ton this week for approval arid open
hearing permission. The hearings,
if held, will be on the redraft as
Jack Engtish Stricken
written by the Code Authority from
its

recent findings;

MAX LANDAU BACK TO

Inc.,

decided, due to the current holiday
week, to drop the stage show for a
'Spitfire,'
straight picture policy.

their

Max Landau
week

With Obscure Ailment
CHI

returns to Chicago
the agency

to reenter
business there.
this

jack English (Hawthorn and English)

is

.

a

in

serious condition at

French hospital, New York, with a
His complaint la a
ailment.
Landau, former Western Vaude- leg
and. you Will regain the high status
RKO film, is in on its own.
blood infection of the legs, little
$4,500.
amounted
to
foron,
you
Monday
world
in
been
amusement
has
holder,
In the
Billy Diamond books the house ville franchise
and called
this
$20.in
known
at
nreak
to
gaitea
is
Venture
merly held.'
New York for the past four years. 'Russian disease'country
out of Chicago.
by the doctors.
Before Panken spoke a represent- 000, including around $12,000 for the
English is. 62 years old and the
ative from the I.A.T.S.E. (stage shows, and at capacity can gross
father of six children.
hands) told the congregation, that about $38,000 at the $1.50 top scale.
they were 'now part of the family Palace top was $2. Casino seats
and the stage hands will stick be^ 2,500.
Downey Unite Folds in
Flock of managerial names con
hind you in any fight you under
We know your problems nec'ted with the Casino include
take.
Pitt After 26 Weeks
we know all about the dressing in Haring & Blumenthal, Jack Shapiro
William ~Manon«y, repre- and Harry Shiffman as the oper
halls.'
Pittsburgh, April 3.
senting Hugh.Frayne, state organ
ating partners; Bobby Connolly,
Morton Downey unit, with Britton
izer for the American/Federation producer; Arthur Fisher, booker;
band, Ruth Ford and line, of Beebe
of Labor and a former actor him- Mosconi Bros., dance stagers; Elmer
Barrl girls, folded here aft Penn last
George
house manager,
self, also told the meeting that 'I Rogers,
Upon arrival in New York this bookings, few producers have Thursday night (29) after 26 weeks
know your problems.' When he re- Woods also fits in isomewhere in the week of Bob O'Donnell, it is ex- chanced staging the shows. While on the road.
ferred to company unions and men- booking end,, withall the acts on the pected- the fate of stage units on for those producers that have, taken
Production was tentatively ..slated
tioned the NVA as one of them, a opening show clearing through him. the southern Interstate time, at the risk, there has been the prob 7 for Loew's six Metropolitan weeks,
woman In. the: audience shouted: George Jessel, at $3,000, is the first least, will be determined. Current iem presented by the. long jump but couldn't agree oh terms. Dow•Why bring, that up?' Mahoney an- headliner.
agreement under which the shows from the norths for the first date, ney is. slated to return to CBS
Let's forget about
swered, 'Okay
Opening bill is expected by the are booked from New York by plus the necessity of recouping the shortly on a hew network program.
But it's a company ^union, house to hold up for a three weeks' Charlie' Freeman has three weeks Investment as soon as possible.
it.
nevertheless.'
run. Tentatively set for the second to go. Shows commenced last fall
Around $500 of the weekly $3,760
Hannas Divorcing
Whitehead sent an emissary from show are Harry Richman and Al
for a trial period of six weeks, and or $4,000 has been charged Off for
the stage into the audience to Trahan.
Los Angeles, April 2.
were
ex- transportation, while the return on
business
of
a
result
as
bounce the woman who did the
notice oh the opening show, re- tended, for 12 more. Extension ex- the investment In a couple of weeks
A
Beth Berri, vaude dancer now
challenging, but she could not be viewed at the matinee, Is on the
Mexican divorce
necessitated an even greater here, is seeking a
pires May 1.
has
located..
Hanna, international
House Review page of this issue.
In any event it is said. Freeman reduction. With additional time to front Mark
Agent Objects
publicist.
film
Paracharges
of
the
will move his office out
help out, the transportation
While Hanna represented ParaWhen Whitehead mentioned iii
mount building in New York. He Could have been shortened and the
the Orient, Miss Berrl
his speech something about 'chiselmay leave for Chicago at the end investment allocated over a longer mount inacquainted
2d Unit
with the Far
became
ing agents,' Phil Coscla, an indie Pack's
with
deal
a
discuss
stretch.
of the week to
booking situation and
variety
East
agent, rose in the balcony and
Aaron Jones (Jones, Linlck &
Unit that received the best allSet, Charlie King Star Schaefer). This wOuld involve the around reaction in other booking she contemplates sailing from here
cried, 'Most times it's more the
fault of the actor than the agent.
independent offices was the first, the Johnny for some engagements in that terrisome
of
addition
I'm an agent and know—I never
Units produced tory. Hanna is currently in New
Harry Puck's second venture afc a middle western time to the Free- Perkins show.
York!
have gypped ah actor in my life.'
book, which now includes only thereafter were adjudged by other
man
done
act
an
on
based
producer,
unit
Whitehead replied, 'I've heard that
of
Lack
Texas.
to show the efbookers
weeks
in
circuit
four
arid
the
Charlie King, opens
before also, but I don't believe it/ in vaude by
State-Lake Acts
Providence. playing time to precede and follow fects of the transportation and Inat
Fay's,
Friday
(6)
theatre
the
A glance around
the Interstate has been a handicap vestment drain on the budgets;
Chicago, April 2.
showed that name acts were con- King 9tars In the show.: are How- right along.
Interstate has had a profitable
Others in the cast of 38
Jnto the State
. BplcuouB~by- their, absen ce.
- The^major'. circuits ' have- all
ex- =sTtCBtnr--0n=t htr^wh ole^witb-th e-u nits! _ Roy At well, com es
this' Friday "(g)
headliner
as
Lake
AFA's board of governors was ara^TTftWsbn^
Mason, Anita and pressed themselves as not in favor
on a hurry call. Replaces Blanche
scheduled to meet last night (Mon- Gould, Melissa
of
type
non-name
the
playing
of
Youngstown
in
Units
•Sweet, who bowed out for the time
day) to discuss plans for future Emanuel and iC girls.
expressly
$3,750 and $4,000 produced
being due to other dates. Miss
action in bringing under AFA leadYoungstown, April 2.
for the Freeman time, with hopes
ership the principals of__the JljfferHippodrome, dark several months, •Swoot is due before Fair time, howobtaining follow-up bookings
of
ever.
ent branches of the variety field Amsterdam,. N. Y., Sunday 'night
with
Sunday,
Easter
have
will
reopen
units
elsewhere. Few of these
besides vaudeville. Another ambi- April 29.
Paul Ash continues indef as prescircuit theatres, and units in support of pix.
NVA's annual benefit show at the been booked, in weok or two.
Originally spotted
tion Of the AFA is a uniform conOperated until it closed entation m.c.
House
a
but
then
for
Metropolitan Oppra House is schedtract.
a 'fortnight stay, Ash now goes
for
occaand
policy
film
grind
with
route's
Because of the southern
A benefit performance will be ulod for the following Sunday night, limits
into his fourth week.
assurance of further sional vaude acts.
no
and
sponsored by the a* A at the New May 6.
|
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TORONTO COPS ACTIVE

Burlesque Code

Toronto Police Clear Dancer

Ban Sunday Midnita Burley*
and Hot Literature

Toronto, April 2.
Article I— Definitions
With the moralists again up in
inThe term 'Burlesque' as. used herein,. Is denned to be a type of musical enter tme
has launched
Stewart
Mayor
arms,
ment known In theatrical parlance as burlesque; advertised as such -or by other-,
Which conveys to the public such entertainment, and is intended to include performances an intensive drive involving Sunday
wherein burlesque is principally rendered in conjunction with incidental motion or. -sound midnight burley shows, circulation
typical
with
or.
identified
usually
attractions
performances
or
picture performances and all
of reputedly obscene printed matter,
U
0
Q
limita- operations of handbook meh, and
2^ The term 'Member of the Industry as used herein. Includes, but .without
enterprise
tion, any individual, partnership, association, corporation or other, form of
the tactics of gypsy girts in solicitengaged In the Industry, either as an employer or on his or Its own behalf.
ing trade for ostensible .fortuneThe term 'employer' as used herein, means any- employer engaged in the Industry.
3.
The term 'employee' as used herein, includes any and all persons engaged in the telling establishments.
4.
-•
Industry, however, compensated except a member of: the Industry.
respectively Title I
Steps have been taken with the
6: The terms 'Act* And 'Administrator.' as Used herein; shall mean
Recovery.
of the National Industrial Recovery Act and the Administrator for. Industrial
Attorney-General's department to
Article II— Clerical and Office Employees
threaten licenses of burley -houses
1,
person emploi-ed in clerical or office worfc shall be permitted to work In excess staging
Sunday midnight perof forty (40) hours in any one week or nine (!» hours in any twenty-four (24) hour
formances but the mayor makes it
period, arid such employees shall be paid not less' than Fifteen ($15) Dollars, per weeK.
clear that he is' not attacking,
Exceptions as to Hours
2.
The hour provisions of this Code shall! not apply to persons employed In a man- picture houses because pictures
agerial or executive: capacity who earn: not less than Thlrly-flve ($35) Dollars per week
been reviewed and modified,

Over a Question of Rosebuds

1.

.

The Runway

ISvelyn

or to emplovees in emergencies Involving protection of life or property, .but at least one
and one Half (IV>) tlmestho normal rate shall be paid for hours worked in emergencies
in excess pf the maximum hours.

Employment, by Several Employers

No employer shall knowingly permit any employee'- -to'.-work for- any time" which3.
totaled with that, already performed "or anoJh.er employer, or employers, in this
Industry exceeds the maximum, pprni.'tted herein.

when

I.

Article

l-^Perf brmers

1 1

other- than' chorus members), .shall be paid not less than'
Thirty-five ($35) Dollars per..week..
>2.
The chorus members shall be paid hot less than- Twenty ($20) Dollars per week
In stock or 'resident companies, and hot less than Twenty-two Dollars and' Fifty ($22.50)
Cents per. week In road. companies; .-provided,; however,, that wherever-on Oc.tobep.l, 1A33,.
any theatre paid a rate- to chorus members in excess of the minimum wages. herein .pro-r
vlded, said -higher wages. shall be deemed to-be and. are-. hereby, declared to be the miniscale of Wages with respect to such theatres:
•3.
The' producer shall rot' engage any p'efformer under- any agreement which would•reduce -the- .net-, salary, .below the., minimum wage, through the- payment of any fee. or
commission to any agency (whether- such'fee is. paid by the producer or In£3p.endent coritractor or toy. the performer); -or *by any other forni 'bf dedUetlOH.
- 4.
Wherever any company is required to give more than the regular number of performances contracted for, all performers shall be.-.paid for said extra performances at a
.

'•''

,

.''."''

'.'•'"

mum

;

'

'.

'

pro.' rata proportion of the weekly- Salary.
Such pro.. r)ita proportion shall be not lose.,
than, one fourteenth (1-14). of the. Weekly salary in a" 'two-arday ; house', ahd- not less
than at the rate.. of a Phow. ahd .a half iii other 'than' & two-a-day 'house.
Xi;,' The -employer shall furnish to chorus members, without charge, all hats, costumes,
WigSf shoes, tights,-, and stockings, and. other necessary stage wardrobe.
0.
The cost of- transportation of the actors and chorus, when required to travel, Including' transportation from point 'of organization and. back, including, sleeping car accommodations, shall be paid by the employer..-.
If individual notice, of contract termination" is given -by- the. employer the actor' or
7.
chorud .member, shnll be' paid in -cash -the amount- of. the cost of transportation including
•sleeping car accommodations of. the actor of chorus, member and. baggage back to. the
.point of. organization whether the company returns immediately. or. not, .'•
Actors 'and chorus mctnbers' shall' be guaranteed two. (2) -weeks' employment. ahd
8.
two (2) .weeks' advance notice on the road- and one (1) .week's advance notice In stock
of 'dismissal bf ah individual or one 0) week's advance .notice of -the closing of the
company; either In 'stock or road BhoW; provided, however;' that iwlthin .the- first two
(2) days' rehearsal an actor or chorus mfember may be dismissed without notice or
guarantee.'
1).
.Chorus members shall be released from work with, pay not less than one day out
ot\ every fourteen. (14), and the day the- chorus member is released from work such
chorus member shall not.be required to rehearse or report to the theatre or perform any
service.- .This provision for a free day shall not apply to a. traveling company.
10.
By 'reason of the peculiar f attire.' of '.this Industry,' It :1s impracticable without
further data.- to be -furnished by the' Code Authority,- to set the maximum hours for
actors and- chorus. Therefore, the Code Authority shall investigate the hours of labor,
'wages, and working conifltlons of actors and chorus, and within, the period of ninety
(00) days from the. effective date of this Code shall report thereon to the Administrator.
11. Tho. actors and chorus members shall not be rehearsed for more than two (2)
weeks without full pay.
12.
No employer shall re-classify employees .or. duties of occupations performed, or
engage in any- other subterfuge for, the purpose 'of defeating the purposes or provlslohs
r :
•/
of the Act or -of, this Code.
'

'

:

:

.

.

.

;

•

.

-

-

'

IV-^Treasurers,

Article

Company Managers, Press Agents, and Other
.

.

,

-

•.

•

'•'

'

;

I

''.'

Cents: .per hour- for a maximum week of forty' (40) hours.
All other, employees of the .employers (not otherwise' provided for) suoh. as ushers,
B.
ticket takers,' scrub women, theatre attendants, etc;, shall be paid not less, than Thirty
(30e.V Cents .per hour for a maximum week of forty (40). hours.
rticle V^Musicians, Theatrical Stage Employees and Movi
icture
.

:

Machine Operators

.

Employees associated with organizations of or performing the duties of billposters, carpenters, electrical workers, engineers, firemen', motion-picture machine operators, oilers, painters, theatrical stage employees, Or other skilled mechanics and artisans,
who are directly and regularly employed by the -employer, -shall receive not less than
the minimum scale and work no longer than the maximum number of hours per week
(but not more than forty (40) hours), which were.. in force aa of the effective date of the
Code, as the prevailing sqale.of wages and maximum number 'of 'hours, of labor by organizations of any of such employees affiliated with the American Federation of Labor with
respect to their respective type of Work 'in a 'particular class of theatre or theatres In a
particular location in a particular community,' and such, scales and hours of labor with
respect to any or aueh employees In such community shall be deemed to be and hereby
are declared to be, the minimum scale of wages and maximum number of hours with
respect to all such employees in s.vch communities In such class of theatre or theatres.
(b) Where the wage scale pf any of said employees is, upon the effective date of this
Code, based upon employment in excuss of forty (40) hours per week, then in that event
such employees shall receive compensation at the -same hourly rate of pay as upon the
effective date of this Code for the forty (40) hour' week and for an equitable readjustment shall receive, because bf the reduction in hours over forty (40) which may have
been In force prior to the effective date of this Code, additional pay computed at the
1.

(a)

.

.

He said that he had
a Y-^.^^ft_-.^.aX..'.*PA- t^at Miss
Cushway-^ -was wearing 'bloomers'.
pferforjnance.

5.
Overtime shall- be compensated
normal rate. '.

,

foi;

at tho rate of one

,'.'

''•'..'.•.

'

and One half (1%) times' the
'

'"

.

'•'.'.",.

.'
.

.

.

The Administrator after such, notice and heaf.ng as'he shall prescribe mav revise,
any determination of, any dispute' pursuant to Article. V, Section 1 hereof.

0.

.

He was

or modify

.

:

'

.

;

.

.

.

.

VII—Ad mi

Article

i

KERK WEST AS

strati on

1.
There shall, forthwith be constituted a Code Authority consisting of nine (0) persons'
to be elected by the members of the Industry by a fair method to be approved by. the
Administrator.-'
2.
In addition to membership as above provided, there may be three (3)
embers,
without vot6, to be appointed by the Administrator.
In order that the Code Authority shall at all times be truly representative fyt the
3.
Industry and in other -resrects comply, with the provisions of the' Act, the Administrator
may prescribe such hearings as he. may deem proper; and thereafter .If he shall find that
the Code Authority ta not trtaly representative or do»»s not in dther respects comply with
the -provisions Of the >Act, may require an appropriate,, modification in the method of
is in Chicago this
selection of the Code Authority. -.
I.
Hi
4. As and when any question directly or indirectly affecting any class of employees
week on some missionary work for
engaged lh the Burlesque Theatrical industry is to he. considered- by the Code Authorthe National Burlesque Association,
ity, one representative of such class', appointed by the Administrator, shall sit .with and
become for such purposes a member of the Code Authority with .a right' to vote,
bf which hie Is president.
"5.
If the Administrator shall determine that any action of {he'- Code Ailthorlty or any
Intention is to organize the 'managency thereof Is unfair- or unjust' Or contrary to the public Interest,- the Administrator
may require that such action be suspended for a period ot not to exceed thirty (30) days agers ..there into to- middle western,
to afford an opportunity fot investigation of the merits of Such action and. further conthe national assoclatiom
sideration by such" Code Authority or agency pending final action ; which snail be taken branch' of
*.
only upon approval by the Administrator.
the same token an effprt will
0.
Members -of the industry shall be entitled to participate in and share the benefits be
to cp'-ordipate a managers'
memselection
of
the
Authority
and
participate,
in
the
to
of the activities of the Code
association with a: closed shop arbers thereof by. assenting to and complying with the requirements of this Code arid
.sustaining their reasonable share "of the expenses of its administration; Such reasonable rangement for the actors, similar to
share bf the expenses shall be determined by the Code Authority,- subject to review by
York bethe Administrator, on the. basis of volume of ..business and/dr such other factors as may that prevailing in
be deemed equitable.
tween Burlesque Actors' AssociaNothing contained In this Code shall constitute the members of the Code Authority
7.
partnors for any purpose. Nor snail any .member of. the Code Authority be- liable' In tion and the
any manner to anyone for any act of any other member, officer, agent or employee of
the Code Authority. Nor shall any member of the Code Authority, exercising, reasonChicago, April 2..
able diligence In the conduct of his duties hereunder, he liable to anyone for any
action or omission to act under this Code, except for his own willful, misfeasance or nonMidwest burlesque managers Will
feasance.
meet in .town tomorrow (3)' on" a
8. The Code Authority shall have the following further powers, and duties, the. exercise of which shall be reported to the Administrator and shall be subject to his right fit get-together, to wrartgle put sevreview, set forth in Section- 5 hereof:
eral squawks which they claim they
(a) To Insure the execution of the provisions of this Code and provide for tho .comYork and
pliance of the Industry with the provisions of the Act, under such rules and regulations have against the
as may be established by the Administrator.
Guiding
eastern burley operators.
(b) To adopt By-Laws arid .Rules: and Regulations for Its procedure and for the ad-,
hand, in the meeting is Mayer Lantz
ministration and enforcement Of the Code.
.
,
are
reports
and
as
information
such
Industry
of
the
(c) To obtain from the members
Cincinnati.
the
Empress,
of
members
submission
by
for
provide
and
to
the
Code
administration
of
the
required for
Nobody knows exactly what the
of such information and reports as the Administrator may deem necessary for the purposes recited In Section 3 (a) of the Act, which information and reports Shall be sub- squawks ar$ but they're coming to
mitted by members to such administrative and/or government agencies as the Administrator may designate; provided that nothing in this Code shall- relieve any member of the meeting .to find out and also
the Industry of any existing obligations to furnish reports to any government agency. to broadcast, some of their
paror any
No individual reports shall be disclosed to any other member of the IndustryAdministicular pet yowls.
Anyway, the
Other party except to suqh governmental agencies as may be directed by the-

'

^rHours- {hWlh^force^sT^^

the hours exceed thpse established. by this Code they shall be decreased to
.
the maximum allowed.
...
.
and pending
(e) In order to effectuate the foregoing provisions of Section 1. hereof,
the determination bf any dispute as above specified, the employees herein embraced and
provided for agree that they shall not strike, and the employers agree that they shall
employees.
such
not lock out
,„
2.
In no event shall the duties of any of the employees hereinabove specified In
Section 1 (a) directly and regularly employed by- the -employers as of the effective date
employed
of this Podc, be increased so as to decrease the number of such employees
consent.
in any theatre or theatres, in any community, except by mutual
ny. reason of the. professional character of their employment, the. minimum wage
3.
and maximum hours of employment of employees performing the duties, of musicians
or
shall as heretofore be established by prevailing labor agreements; understandings,
If

.

the

parties

NBA ORGANIZER

.

.

'•

-

.

Herk

1

.•

.

5

;

.

.

1

By

,

made

New

''..,

..;•':

\

i

NBA.

'

.

.

New

'

'

...

.

own

'

trator.
(d) To use

.-

-.

such trade associations and- pther agencies as it deems- proper, for the
carrying out of any of its activities provided for herein, provided that nothing herein
shall relieve the Code* Authority Of its duties or responsibilities under this Code and that
such trade associations and agencies shall at all. times be subject to and comply with
the provisions hereof.
(e) TO make recornmendatlons to the Administrator for the coordination of the adifnlnlstratlon of this Code with. -such Other codes, if any, as may be. related, to the Industry.
(f) To secure from members of the. Industry an equitable , and proportionate payment
of the reasonable expenses- of maintaining the Code Authority and its- activities.
(g) .To cooperate with the Administrator in regulatng the use of any N: R. A.' insignia
solely by those members of the Industry Who have assented to, and are complying with,
-

-

'

'',-'.

midwest managers feel they haven't^
been done right by and they may
organize their own group as opposed to. the organization known as
the National Burlesque Association,
Which the mid westerners .plaim is
under eastern domination/'
The^ midwest
feel
burleyltes

that the newly formed
Burlesque Artists Association negotiated with the National Burlesque Ass'n without really consulting, the. midwest operators,
They
are also- perturbed about the artists* contract which they claim calls
for one- week notice in the east and
Article VIM—Trade Practices
No. 1. No member of the Industry shall attempt to Induce, the breach .of .an existing two Weeks in the west, plus railcontract, between a competitor and his. employee; nor shall any such member Interfere road fare.
In short, it seems the
.such
-ontractiial
duties'
services.
obstruct
the
performance
bf
or
with or
No. 2. -No member of the Industry- shall join or participate With other members of midwest is sore because the burthe Industry- who with such member constitute a substantial number, bf the members lesque guys £.nd artists in the east
of the Industry. Or who together control a- substantial per cent of the business, In any
apparently tblhk the country ends
transaction known in law as a black list, including any practice or device (such as a
just west, of Hie Hudson.
white list). Which accomplishes the purpose of a blabk list.
No. 3.- No member of the Industry shall (a) lower the. admission prices publicly
Some 12. mi west burlesque theannounced or advertised by his theatre by giving rebates, in. the form- of lotteries,
atre operators will meet tomorrov
prizes, reduced script books, coupons, throw-away tickets or by two-for-one admissions,
or by other methods or devices of similar nature, which directly or Indirectly lower or to air their complaints and may- v
tend to lower such announced admission prices and which are Unfair to competing
employers, or which deceive the public. This provision shall not be deemed to prohibit settle: difficulties.

this Code.
(h) To recommend

slighted

to the Administrator further fair trade practice provisions to
govern members, of the Industry in their' relations with each' other or. With other industries and' to recommend to the Administrator measures for industrial planning,
including stabilization of employment.
Where the operations of the provisions of this Code Impose an unusual or undue
(1)
hardship upon any producer or employer 3uch producer or employer may make
application for relief to the Administrator or to his duly authorized agent, end. the
Administrator or his agent may, after such public notice and hearing as. he. may deem
necessary,, grant such exception to or modification of the provisions of this Code as he
may- deem necessary to. effectuate the policy of the Nationa l Industrial Recovery Act.

;

'
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.

.

'

,

.

1

.

.

..

disputes ails'ng between employees and employers
ledge thei solves to attempt to arbll-ate all such disputes.

air;

'

-..

.

to

'

Miss ' Cathway wore a thin-;,
dress through. which ceuld be seen
her lingerie; You could have heard
a pin drop, if you- had had a pin.
Mr. Sturgeon said the. lady was doing 'a dance of the Bast'. He Said
he had ;nevei: beeh to a burlesque
before, but, in his youth, Miss Gushway's dance was known as the
•hootchy-kpotchy'.
He added that
(Continued oh page. 51)
that.

tatives or in self-organization or In other concerted activities for the purpose Of collective bargaining or other- mutual aid or protecton ;
(b) That: no. employee and no one seekn'g employment; shall be- required as a condition of employment to join any company union or to' refrain from Joining, organizing,
or assisting a Iabpr organization of his. own choosing; -and
(c) That employers Bhall comply with the maximum- hours of labor, minimum rates:
of pay and other conditions of employment','- approved' or prescribed .by the- President.
3. No provisions In this Code shall supersede any- State or Federal Law Which, imposes more stringent requirements on employers as to age ot employees, wages, hours,
of work, or as to safety, health, sanitary or general' working conditions, or insurance
or- fire protection, than are Imposed by this Code.
4..
All employers shall post complete copies of this Code In conspicuous places' acc' sible to iemployfees.
No employee' now employed at a rate- in exoess of the minimum shall be dis5.
charged' and re-employed at. a lower rate for the purpose of evading the provisions of
this Code.

'

rofspect

the definiturgebn said

led, into,

-

.

.
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gently

tion of 'panties*.

Article. VI—-General' Labor Provision's
Employers shall not employ any employees under the -age of .eighteen (18) years.
In compliance wlfh Section T- (a) of the Act it Is provided:
(a) That' employees shair have, the right to organize and bargain collectively- through
representatives of their. Own- choosing, and shall be, free from the Interference, reytraint,
or coercion of employers of labor, or their agents,' In the 'designation of such represen1.
2.

rate of fifty (5070 percent of the hourly scale for all hours in excess of forty-eight (48)
hours per week'whlch may have been previously worked.
(c) In the' event, however, that (1) no prevailing scale of wages and maximum number
of hours for such employees exist in such community with respect to such' employees,
or (2) any dispute should ar;se as to what is a minimum scale of wages or the maximum
number bf hours of labor with respect to any of such employees for a particular class
of theatre or theatres In any particular community then and in either of those events
•uch disputes shall be determined as- follows:(1) If the question at Issue arises -with an organization of such employees affiliated
with the American Federation of Labor, then a representative appointed by the National
President of such affiliated organization, together with a representative appointed by
the employers, shall examine Into the facts and determine the existing minimum scale
of wages and maximum number srhouw ~5t .labdi^ fo'r^such'class "of' theatre' of 'thestres
in such particular locality, and in the event they, cannot agree' upon, the same, they,
sljall mutually designate nn impartial third person who shall be empowered to alt. with
such representatives', review the facts and finally .determine .such dispute, with the
proviso, however, that In the event such representatives -cannot mutually agree upon
such third person, then tho Administrator shall designate Such third, person; or
If the question at Issue arises with unorganized employees of with an organiza(2)
tion.' of such .employees not affiliated with the American Federation of Labor, and If in
said community there exist members of such affiliated organization directly and regularly employed by any employers, tlien a representative of such unorganized employees,
or,' ns the case may 'be, a. .representative appointed by -the -President of such'- unaffiliated
organization; or '.both, together with' a representative appointed by the ..National President: of such nfnilated- organization above referred to, together with a' representative
appointed by the employers, shall 'examine into the facts and unanimously determine
the existing isoale of wages and maximum' number of hours of labor for Buch class of
theatre or theatres in such particular community, and In the event they cannot unani*
mouslv agree upon the same, they shall mutually designate an impartial person who
shall be empowered to. sit with Such representatives, review the facts; arid Anally determine such dispute,, with the proviso;, however, that In the event .such representatives
cannot mutually agree upon such, lmr arti?Jt person, then the Administrator shall deslg
rate such Impartial person; or
(3) If the question at issue arises with unorganized employees or with an organlza
tlon of such employees not affiliated with the American Federation of Labor and not
subject to the foregoing provisions of sub-paragraphs (1) and (2) of Paragraph (c)
hereof, then a representative of sveh unorganized employees, or, as the case may be,
a representative of the President of such unaffiliated organization, or both together,
with a representative appointed- by- the employers, shall examine into the. facts and
determine the existing minimum scale of wages and maximum hours of labor, for such
class of theatre or theatres in such particular locality; and lh the event they cannot
agree upon the same, they shall mutually designate an impartial person who shall
he empowered to Sit With such representatives, review the facts and finally determine
such dispute, with the proviso, however, that In the event such representatives cannot
mutually agree upon such Impartial person, then the Administrator shall deslgnute such
impartial person.
...
.*
(d) Pending tho determination of rfny such dispute, the rate of wages then paid by
the emnlovers In such theatre or theatres in such community, and the maximum number

However.

.

:

',.

-

Employees

House ^managers, company managers and hotase 'treasurers shall be paid not less
1.
than Twenty-five ($25) Dollars per week for a maximum week .of forty (40) hours.
Assistant treasurers shall be paid not loss than Eighteen ($18) Dollars per week for a
'''..'
"
forty (40) hours week.
Press representatives shall be ooild riot less than Twenty-five ($25) Dollars per
2.
week, -hours of labor not being fixed due to nature of employment.'
Heads of Wardrobe departments shall tie paid not less than Thirty-five ($35) Dol3.
lars per week for a maximum week of fdrty (40) hours. Sewers shall be paid not less
than Fifty KoOe.): Cents per hour and shall not be employed for more than forty (40) hours
per week.
Ticket sellers, porters and barkers shall be paid not less than Thirty-five (85c.)
4.

-

San Francisco, April 2.
Goldberg, 'Goldie the Candy
Los Angeles,, has taken
the Fulton in Oakland and reopened
it 'with burlesque. Fulton had, been

Sam

'

'

every'

Hollywood, April 2.
dark
f or >ocoasional -flings at
Joe Browning, mOnoIogist, after a
four month try to break into pic- stock during' past year.
Goldberg: has beejn dickering' fpr a Vvay was -the picture. -of ..innocence.
tures as an actor or writer, gives
up the ghost and leaves April 7 -for fFrisco house for some time, but ho' •|Mr. R. C, Stprgeo^, iourf stenogChicago to resume stage Work.
go: so far.
rapher,-, who first took'' the stand,
prepare^ his .shorthand notes of the

1

.

nearly,

jammed

the police court,
benches
for
the
hearing
and
crowded out the humbler citizens.
The case hinged on the rosebuds;
the Detroit dancer maintaining that
she wore them and the chief witness swearing that she didn't. As
the witness was in the fourth "row
of the _b£l'cony .arid Miss Cushway
was. ^n stage, it wasT decided that
the lady wore' rosebuds.;In the "witness box, Miss' Cush-

Butcher^' of

JOE BBOWNINGr TIRES

including

lawyer in town not connected, with

Burly in Oakland

:

'Principals: (norXorroers

1.

have
by the Board of Censors.

audience,

the case,

.

Toronto, April 2.
(Gather Ye Rosebuds)

Cushway, alleged, stripper at the
Empire burly-spot, was found not
guilty of 'assisting. In an immoral
performance' when an all f male

Fred Allen, thinks that since
the removal of runways from
New. York burlesque theatres,
there is now nothing over the
audience's .heads.

,

.

Bit

.

:

.

'

members, of the Industry from reducing or increasing their admission scales as they
fit,
provided that such admission scales be publicly announced or advertised.
Displaying the name "Burlesque" on any' theatre, hall, tent or other place of
4.
exhibition, shall be prima facie evidence that the employer bf the attraction is subject
-

'

see

^

to this Code.

X—

odi.fication,
Article—!
_^_.._.i'
1.
This Code and all the provisions thereof are expressly made subject to the right
of the President, in accordance with the. provisions of subsection (b) of Section 10 of
the National Industrial Recovery Act from time to time' to cancel or modify any order,
approval, license, rule Or regulation issued under Title I of said Act. and Specifically
to the right of the President to cancel or modify his approval of this Code or any
conditions imposed by him upon his approval thereof.
This Code, except as to provisions, required by the Act, may be modified on the
2.
basis of experience or changes; in circumstances; such modification to be based, upon
application to the Administrator and such notice, and hearing as he shall specify, and to
become effective ori approval' by the Administrator.
Monopoli , tc.
Article
No provision of this Code shall be so applied as to permit monopolies or monopolistic
practices, or to eliminate, oppress or discriminate against small enterprises.
•

.

X—

Article XI

— Effective

Date

This Code shall become effective on the second Monday after
President.

Its

approval by the

Leavitt in Revival
His partner, Ruth Lockwbod, unable to work due to illness, Doug
Levitt has Signed with the Shi»»
berts to appear in 'Gypsy L<ove.' k
revived musica' which has started
rehearsals.
Show is ffiheduied co open April
9 In Boston.
After two weeks in
Philadelphia it will be brought inu.
New York,

EAST HAM

Bills

LEYTON-"

Klnema
half

lst

Rlngle Bros & R
4
White Flashes

Van Dusen

NEXT WEEK

WEEK

CROSS
Klnema
Thorn & Mack

I'lNSIMIRY

Hudson -Wonders.
East & Duroke "
Marguerite & LeR-. Solly Ward Co

NEWARK

DETROIT

NEW ¥OBK(30)CITY
Jalaee

Downtown'

:

Pe Guchl JAps
Etta Moten
.Lew Parker Co
Bddie Garr
Donatella Bros

PROVIDENCE
Lbew's ($)
Bud Corlell & R

:

„
& C

Sis

Harry Howard
DeMay Moore & M-

•Roseoo Ates.

WASHINGTON
Vox

BROOKLYN

Paramount

George Raft
Mildred Bailey Co
Jimmy Savo
Edna Sedgwick

Albee, Brooklyn

L
Benny Rubin
Mai*|o

.

Frank: Convllle

Harry BurnB Co
Roxy Ens
<two to All)

Stuart
Miles.

(31-1)

Miles

& Kover Rev

(Two

to fill)
(30)

|

(30-3)

2d

half

Telaak

Frenchmen

NEW. YORK CITY
Roxy

Keith's (6)

Jack Sydney

.

(6)

2d half (10-12)
Etta Motten

(30)

Fam

(Two

Co

Sheila Barrett

Palace (6)

Rand Co
(30)

COLUMBUS

State

I

Arlstocrates

Ens
(30)

(31)

Sunklst

(5)

Jeanne D'evereaux
Jay Mills Co
JCltaros

SI

Ens.

(31)

PARAMOUNT BUILDING
Derotby

Sisters;

MeNulty

CHICAGO

Dave Tannen

HOLLYWOOD

State Lake: (80)

Chinese (Indef)
Gambarelll
Jack Powell
Cookie Bowers

Paul Ash
Jackie Heller

Tony Cabooch

Loew
NEW YORK

3

half

Arthur. LaFleur

C & L Gerard

,Rhythm Boys
Boulevard

Lewis

&

Fisher

Moore

Senator Murphy

Solomon Small

T & B WbnderB

.

half

May

Slngln'

(6-9)

Century

Week

;

(0)

Spices of .1934
3

Bonos

(0)

Jean Sargent
Lamhertl

3

Sid Ma rlori
Phil Spitalny.

roll

George Prentice

Dave Jones Co
Joe Phillips Co.
(T'wo to

•

fill)

JERSEY CITY
Loew's

(8)

Sophie T'ucuer

Dick Hlmber Orch

«"han Foy
'Iracella

3

&

Co
Theod're

X

half

G Co Hu rd

BOSTON
& .L Robbln
Orpheum (6)
& Merit
& Whalen
Murray & Moss
Mazis'ne & Kecne Co Esmond & Grant
State

Ambassador

(30)

Andy

'n'

Hollywood 4
Whltey Roberts Co
,

.

Sis

James Walllngtoh

of April 2

Canterbury M. H.
1st

(6)

Margot

.

.

Ramon & Ruth

-BALTIMORE

.

tan

&

Marl'

(2-4)
j

Miiske'ters

2d half (6-7)
Karlson 4
Hliaw & Eastern

Dominion
Cotton.

Bd

Kit Knt Rest
Bradley s Ladles

Rugger

New

Victoria

Palludiuni.
ITarry Roy Bd
Will Hay Co

Hen Blue Co

&

Miller

Wilson

Tr

Naltto

p'Gorman Bros
"Co^^R^b'cToTs'ed"^

Trocadero
Western Bros
Fred Dilprcz

Paddy Drew
Elizabeth

Maurice

CLAPHAM
Majestic

4

Emelle HodkeJohn Myrddln-

(Walnut Room)
Dick Cunliffe
Parker Glbbs

Virla

Elmo Tanner
Red Ingle'

Billy

Hooke

Emelle
John Myrddln

CLAPTON

Rink
Anlfa Chas &
M?jna

;

Vivian'

Van & Ray

|

Enoch Light Or<

Danny Healy

..Casino de PSJfee
Frances Willi.
Jimmy Savo
Saxon Sis
Holland & June
Eleanor Powell

Cardinl

Hlnda Wassail
Don Redman Ore
Ben Pollock Orch

Casino Town Club
Nan Blakston
Breez Fletcher
Allan Cales Ore
Central P'k Casino

Ha-Ha Club

Roth-Andrews Orch

fiddle Garr
Chapeau Rouge
Peppy de Aibrew

Marlon Martin

De

'

Marian Davie

B'way Jones Ore

Commodore. Hotel

C.

C,

Rev

Charles Eckels Ore
Dclntonico'*

Al B White
Fran'-es I.Tunt

Edwlna Mershon
Lawrence Salerno

Tom

Richards.

-

Wynne Wayne
Stanley Morner
Molly' Sun'
Abbott. Girls
Al'x'nd'r & Sw'ns'n Richard Cole Orcb
Paramount
Phil White
Julia Gcrlty

Son y a- Raye
3 Lewis Sle

Mattern.

:

.

CoioBlmo's

Lyons
Dorothy Henry
Deronda & Barry
Knrlco D?Alba
Eddlo Deerlng
Julia

1

Hotel
;

Pennsylvania

Gloria Starr

Eddie Roth pre

Don Bcstor pre

Drake Hotel

Flor-en<seW: a se
Nell Buckley
liaron & Blair
Holel Pierre

Rlavie^Bal let ~"t->-^
Stanley -HIckmaD
Bllrmore .3
Fsnnces Wilier
Harriet Llridgrcn
Ruth Lee
The Crusaders
Earl, Burtnett Ore

Jack D<-hny Ore
ooseveit
Hotel
Rublnoff Ore
ellyrB

,

Jeatino M'-Cnuley

Evelyn Thawl
(Jlory Fortuno
III

la

Rebuild

De L»iiC2ss Boys
"Claire Osgood

Edgewater Beaeh
Esther Todd

DeRonda & Barry
Art Carroll
Ilarry Sosnlk Or<-h
Hl-llat Club

Munny Gaer

transpat-ent

net,

^hw

Swift's

3

Gale Page

Gray

Billy

of

brassiere,

that^
officers maintained
they had seen nothing 'immoral,
Mrs. M.
suggestive or indecent,'
Robertson, police matron, admitted
and there
shertiad S66fl tmr

Palmer House
Lydla & Jorcsco
Roth &- Shay

Al Garbcll
Club Royale
Lee Morse.

•a

decorated with rosebuds', had covered the upper part of her body
at iall times. As a matter of fact,
the transparent netting had been
of double thickness. Mr. Sturgeon
stated that the 15-girl line wore
bloomers. He was reprimanded.
Leslie Hudson, unemployed, tesHe also admittified for the city.
ted that he had never seen a burHe
before..
lesque performance
said that Miss Cushway lowered
her shoulder straps 'to some extent', but he was sitting in the
fourth row balcony. He admitted
that he had not been 'shocked out
of the theatre,' and had stayed to.
the last.
Police

Gentry Orcb

Jose Rlvas Orcb
Pierce & Harris

-----

(Continued from page 50)
Miss Cushway lowered her
exposed one breast.
Miss Cushway then stated that

artd

.

(Brevoort Hotel)
Billy - Meagher
Earl Estes
Joe Mannl's Orcb
Edgar Rice
Betty Chase
Stan Rlttoff Orch
Jack Sexton Jr
Jaros Sis
Sugar' Harold!? Or.
"Opera Club"
Club La Masque

..

cAlpin

Jimmy Lunceford O HlKKens & Yarndl.
Croydon

Ore.

notel Montclaii
.Cdunteas Bo'rleka
Harold Stern Ore
Slgnor Barsonl
Mario & Floria
Art Buckley
Hotel New Yorker
Bob Tlnsley Ore
Ore
Davis"
Charlie
Club Alnbanv
Hausten. &. Harden
Pliyllss Herry
I^eata Lane
Patsy McNalrRuby Wright

Honey Burns

Iflhum Johen Ore
Isabel Brown
Cotton. Club

Henry Busse

.

Gotham

Sam Robbins Ore

Galll-Gallt

Godoy's Tango Bd
Dick Gasparre's Or
Club Kentucky
Joan Miller
Frankle Hiers

Club New Yorker
Jack Rces Ore
lch7HSn=
Jack Mb Son Rev
Lido G|rls Ore

Hotel

Miss Harriett

Bob Wyatt
Maurle Moret Orcb
Club Minuet
Adelina Dossena
Sylvia Lee
Harry Mack
Harry Moon
Phyllis; Noble
Irudy Davidson
Frank Sheru.ab
Mural Room

& -Tova
Frankle Masters Or Pearl TrioRolnbo Gardenf*
Congress Hotej,
(Joe Urban Room) B11J Aronson
Shannon Sisters
Art Kassel
Lafayette &L' Verne
Robert Royce
Countess E v Losen
Cherle & iomosite

Van Steeden Ore
Hotel

Martha Raye
Barbara Blaine

.

Buchanan

Virginia

Earl Hoffman Orch
Chez Paree
Sheila Barrett
Deermg Davis
Louise Brooks
Freddie Bernard

Beuvell

Raglnsky Ens
.P

Owen Gordon

Lenore Lynn
Marian Garner

Jimmy

,

Jerry Lester
Hotel Dixie
Art Kahh Ore
Hotel Edison

Mar.c.ois

Neecee Shannon
Marge & Marie

•

.

Mathea Merryfleld

Eddy Duchln Ore
Frances Maddux

Imperial. 3

Wade Booth

Joan Andrews
Fritz Miller Ore
College Inn
8 Evans Co-eds

Mickey Brantz
Iris Adrian

Gene Marvey

Partello
George Oliver
Maronl's
Rolando & Verdttta

Billy

H'lyw'iT Hestabrrinf
RUdy Val lee Orch
Eddie Peabody
Moore & Revel
Beauval & Tona

Strain

Earl

George Oliver

Lillian Fitzgerald

Drucllla

Blackhawb
Earl Rlckard
Hal Kemp Orcb
'Skinnay' EnnlB
Cafe deAlea

Jean LaMarr
Edna Leonard
.Eddie Morton

Jack White
Jerry Bergan

Dancer Cleared

Vaughn

R-9 Club
Brannon
Half-Pint Jason
Ed Casey Ore
Leon La Verde

Johnny Mangum

Robt. Lawrence

Roy Bargy
Peggy Healy
Armstrong

Vivian. C.'armody

Jans

Paradise

Amos

Sam

Talent

'

Million Dollar (22)
White & Stanley
ST; LOUIS

Bennett Sis
Pet Dennis
4 Bachelors

Monroe
Kentucky Jack

Stuart & Lash
Valencia (6)
Thurston

Oene Marvey Co
:

Billy

.<

Murphy

1st

Thelma Bow
Von Boys
Carl Rupp

Metropolitan (6)
Harrison & Fisher
Melissa Mason

Rolsman'B Co
Orpiienm
Janet

May

Mike Ames.
Fred Ardath Co
Renoff Renova Co.

Peggy Calvert
Carlton & Ballew

=^H5Wfit.--& rJP.er.clyaU
* Frances Arms
Roisnian's Co
2d half (10-12)
"
4 Patlnos

Rose M Carter
Pablo
joe" AVUIIams

I

Pllcer & Douglas
2d half (10-12)

Janot

(30)

Co Sllhouttes

'

*

& Marian

& Walter
DETROIT

Walter

(6-9)

Ramena

Renoft, Renova Co
2d half (10-12)
Joe St Onge Co

LOS ANGELES
Orpheum, (21)
Hal Grayson Bd
Lee Port & Dotty
Jimmy Baxter

Lordens.

Gates Ave

*

1st halt (6-9).
FatlnoB
B. Ralston Co •

Austin

Jack Starnes

1st

Paul Whlteman Ore

&

Seed

BROOKLYN

CITY

Capitol (6)
Strauss Ens

1

Maurice Shaw Orch
Hawilane
Ulltmore Hotel
Paul Whlteman Or
Jack Fulton
Lopez'B

Ramona
Rhythm Boye

V; A.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
Kohler

CITY

Club Leisure
Luclo Garcia

Floria

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE N.

A

Yvonne Nova
Rick & Snyder

Hote»

Bismart'k

Essex Douse
Glenn Gray Ore
Golden Snail
(L'Escargot D'Or)
Marie
Louis Rabetand
Gov. Clinton HoteJ

La Vail
Berryessa
Norman Astwood

Ted Lewis Bd

Ens

Sunklst

|

w

'.

led Weems Orcb

Clothlel

Orpheum (0)
Paul Remos Tr
Fay Courteney
Noval & Fay
Sunklst Ens

Mills Bros

.

Dorothy, Van Alst
Algonquin Hotel
Cookie F'rchlld Ore Blanche. & Elliott.
N Morton & Boys.
Jack .'King
Springtime Revels
Ambassador
otel
Joe Venu.ti & Orch
Pancho's Orch
Dubonnet
Barney's
Max Fisher
Wm, Frelbel
Bal Musette
Joe Fejer Ore
Millard & Anita
George Marclial
I Cliico
Pierrots'
Tan co £- Lorca
;«adam Georgette
Las AJedas
Mme Tvette
T>uran
Adellna
ieon Bed or.
Orlando Rlcarde
A pache Ore
A. B.C. 3
Beaux Arts
Pilar Areas
Luclen La Riviere
El Morocco
Thomara Dorlva
Jos. C. Smith Orch
Clara Larlnova
Menendez Ore

Inez

Gene Austin
Evelyn Brent
Harry Fox
X> & A Elmer

LOS ANGELES

|

I

.

Diinnegan Co

Mills Bros

B. Madriguera Ore
Wash 8q. Club
Frank Farrell Orch

Granville Walker Or

.

I

SAN FRANCISCO

3

Sunklst

.Paramount

(0)

Warfleld (6)
Cass Mack & Owen

LONG BEACH

Ross & Bennett
Eton Boys'
Dodge Bros Rev

Bd

Buddy Rogers

M

Peplto
2d half (3-5)
N & E Perez

Connie's Hot Choco

Palace (6)

(30-2)

(39)

Duke Ellington Bd

Marty May

assert*: he was thrown
through the beveled glass doors by
two bouncers and a bartender.

Toomey

x. Cugat Ore

-

Marco

&L

show. Discovering one
such! it is alleged TOomey struck
her in the facey According to
Nickel he was escorted upstairs to
the theatre lobby and out, but

In retaliation, Toomey admittedly,
Weylln Hotel
sidewalk 'no parking' sign
° rC hurled a
M1C e
through another door, claiming his
«L?°rr»i
Cafe
Wivel
La
Roe
Restaurant
COP:
act a self-defense measure,
Atkinsan
Amy
Warren's O
Jack Wick
broke up the party.
SOUTHAMPTON Arthur
Rltz Tower
Lillian Lorraine
Hippodrome
Toomey spent a day in the loclc^
*-avo
a
Ami Pavo
Layton & Johnstone Nat Harris- Ore
up, claiming no funds, but later
Russian Kretchunn Maidie -D°u Fresne
Co as booked
La Salle Oreb
Kuznetzoff & N
pald and Jeft town.

NEW YOKE

&L

Gine DeQulncey

Fox

El Brendcl
Vanderbullt Boys.
Harger & Eleanor

to- All)

1st half

DeMay Moore &
Harrison & Elmo
J & J McKenna

CLEVELAND

Senator

Ptnr

Cabarets

Carlton Emmy
Coots & Sibley
Chas. Melson

Gine DeQulncey

(30)

Sen

Sc.

.

Tito Gulzar
Plcchlanl Tr

Ens

Sunklst

Maurice Cordoba

Virgil

Diane
Marlon Chase
H Rosenthal Ore
Plaza Hotel
Darlo

|

CHICAGO

PHII^ADELPHIA

Wesley Eddy
BUlie Joy
J & J McKenna
Arnaut Bros
kelson's Elephants

Co«>

.(fl).

Johnny Burke
Buddy Rogers Bd

Cllllord

&

Jolly Coburn's Ore
Place. Plqnale

.

Gilbert Diaz
& Low'
& McCull'ugh (Two to nil)
CHICAGO
(30)
Monroe Bros
DENVER,- COLO.
Boloe & Marsh
Honey Fam
Orpheum (6)
Pettet & Douglas
Roxy Ens
Paul Remoa Tr
Mr & Mrs Crawford Fay Courteney
Herb William*
TRENTON
Frank Buck
Movak & Fay
Capitol
(One to. nil)

eek:

&

Palais

2.

floor
aret's
_

0 n
tt
Milt sprefm?n Orc
•Waldorf- Astoria

Gordon Keith
Jpe Lynne

'

I'

BUI Aronson

.

ROCHESTER

•Sweet

Thl»

&

DImltrl

2

Reece

Henry Lawes

Richards

Ozzle Nelson Orch

Slate Bros

3

May Wlrth Co
.

Clark

Sally

Carlisle

Anona Winn

DuPorits

&

Fanchon

•2

BOSTON

Gary Ford

Allyn

Murray & Mooney
Billy Danvers
Raymond Smith
Fox & Evans
Hirukawa Trio'
Brown The Buckleys etc

Jack ©aly
Harold Boyd Co
Wright & Marlon

(3-B)

& H Waiman'B Saxonets
Daveys
Angus & Searle

Keith's (6)

.(30)

E

(6)

Rhythms

Mattlson.

Lila Gaines
LI la Lou

Park Central HoiVl
Ozzle Nelson Ore.
Harriett Hllllard

&

Clul

Zlra I-ee

TesB Gardell

Adafr

Hagan

Nutny

Buck & Bubbles

Empire
Brookln's & Van
Randolph Sutton

M

•

Rev
Fagan

Clifton

Cliff

Tva Stewart

NEWCASTLE

Debroy Somers Bd
Tex McLeod
Renee & Godfrey-

Earle

,'

Carloclahs

,

of April

& B

Earl. Jack.

Petit

WASHINGTON

I

.

Harmony Aces

(30)

.

(31-3)

3

|

(31-1)

Harvey Helen

Palace

Johnny Hale

Jokers
(30)
.4
Jack Barty
Mattlson Rhythms
Holls Bros.
Keller Sle & L
BRIGHTON
Joe Penner
Hippodrome
Willie West & McG

Nash & Fately
Brems Fltz. Co
Stan Kavanaugh

I

Eddie Hayes
:

Week

Dclmir

Rtit h

.

Provincial

.

1st half

Robbins

|

Sorel

Felicia

Plano Symphony

Hippodrome

Josh Medders

Ann Lee Patterson ,Le« 2
Needa KJnkaid
Geo. McGuIre
Bruno & Manoh
Village Nut

April

ing a parking sign, and $6.45 for
disorderly conduct; in a ttiaglstrate's court last Wed. (28>.
According to Hon Nickel, Gayety.
owner, Toomey, BAA deputy for
the 'Ballyhoo' outfit, entered the
cabaret that is spotted beneath the
theatre, at 3 a. m. to investigate a
report some of the ^^1^00' line
girls were doubling into the cab<-

PiMtohard

Albee
2d half (C-7)
Rlngle Bros & R
4 White Flashes

Palace

BIRMINGHAM

Baltimore,

Barn

Village

lOddle

1

Tllyou
half (7-8

Mlll'n

.

Keith's
half .<6*-'9J

Cleefs

in

Court

William Toomey, second comic in

Scherr Bros
Paul Tvemalne Bd

J Johnson -Ore

WOOD GREEN

•

Belllt

Imperial <6)
Bottoms Up.

(7-.10)

All)

4

to

'Ballyhoo Scandals', burley troupe
at the Gayety last week, was fined
$26.45 for malicious '.destruction of
destroyproperty, similar sum

Ward & Hopkins

NTG

Ward &

Palace
Alfredo Orch

TORONTO

Brooks & PhllBon
2d hnlf (4-6)
Ferry Corwey,
Rogers- & Wynn
Frank ConviHe
Lee & Raiterty Rev Hollywood Maniacs
Owen McGlveney
2d halt (10-12)
(Two to come)
De Guchl Japs
PHILADELPHIA
Jerome & Ryan
Earle (6)
Welst & Stanton
Crazy Quilt Rev
I & N Stevens'
Ann Prltchard' Co

Dancing Cocktails
(Four to All)

SO

Robins
(Four to

(2-4)

State (6)

A

Bonroe Bros'

Ingenues

Bill

Van

'

MINNEAPOLIS
Lamb &

ELIZABETH

1st half

PATERSON

1st

Prospect

1st half

J & E Torrence
Clyde- Hager

Rltz

Thompson

Christensens

(31-3)

Harry Savoy
Rlmacs

1st

;&.

Rome & Gaut

Pals
Gilbert Diaz
Violet Carlsen

1st half

.

H

Madison

&

Grange

KlLBURN

-

Keith's

Passing Show
1st half

Geo HuVd
3 Musketeers

(3.0)

.

1st half (31-2)
Stirs
CortelloB

Pope

Cabaret

2d half (6-7)

.Rey

Warner

NEW BRUNSWICK

Albee (6)
Betty Boop
Clark & McCiillough

Shaw & Western

.

half

1st

4

DETROIT /

Sl.s'

Klnema

Taken

Tuscany' Hotel.
Bela Loblov Ore
Vanderbllt Hotel
Joe Moss Orch

Phil Harris Ore
Val OJman Ore
Paradise

WEST HAM

(2-4.)

Michigan (6)
Hugh Ormond
Aaren .& Broderlck
LE WISH AM

T L

Hunter & Perolval
Reggie Childs Orch

BROOKLYN

.

Yorkers

half

Karlaon

Alton -Girls
Soutlitown

•Black Birds Rev'
Chilton & Thomas

(30)

Scdg"wick

•

Co' as- booked.

Bine Hall
1st,

Ted Cook

Duncan

Genev Tie

Rumpus

a.

Billy Castle

-

Lois Nixori

(30)

Edna

BAA DEPUTY FINED
Makes

.

'

band and Joe

girl

featured.

'are

Gypsy Nina

'

ISLINGTON

Leon Laverde

Ben' Ijyoh
Swifts

;

Besser

Taft Grill

Tavern, B'klyo
Jack Murray Ore
Tic T«e Club

.

Toung
Lucky Boys

'3

TOTTENHAM'

Count Bemivicl's

Qeo Hall Orrh

'

Eddie,

Bebe Daniels.

.

Co as booked

|

Ethel Bennet
Jack Silverman
Charles'' Orb
Jim Joseph's Ore
Palais Royal
& Ambassadore

& E My lea

ft

,

Tpmmy Mack

(6)

8

Val. Rosing'

i

•

Minor & Root
urf Club
jack Myers Ore
Charlotte Murrle

Palace
Peggy Strickland
Anita Chas & Al vis Tjoomls Sis
ILFORD
M.ona Vivian
Leah Ray
van & Ray
.Super
Nltza Vernllle
A M STOW I ha Ray
.Fla^k & Lucas
WATVTH
Granada.
Stun Stafford
Jerry Cooper
M (11 If ton & Ptnr Peel & Curtis
Machll & LaValle

Lazarin

Aunt Jemima"

|

& A

&

HOLLOWAY

(30)

Edith Wilson
Eddie Hunter
Proctor's (6)
Perry
i
ii r.«
Co Kathryn
Swan
& rLucille
Murbro
jiiurpro. <»)
(«\
Eddie White
Milton Berlc Co
Buster Shaver Co
Madle & Ray
Lewis- & Ames
Nicholas Bros
Long Tack Sani
(30)
(30>
Carlos Molina
Jerl Renne- & V
Rodr™.- & Gould
Betty Hoop

Fred Lelghtner
Rose's Midgets
Crotona (o only)
Marie & Pals
Park Plaza (4 only)
Marie & Pals

Marie

Chicago

1st half

Audubon
1st half

James Evans
Howe Leonard
3 XJttle Sacks

Mario

CHICAGO

MINNEAPOLIS

New
£ Lash
& Kover Rev

Marlborough
Rusty & Shine
Sudley's Midgets

Jackie. Borene

'.

Orpheum

Benny Rubin
Elaine Arden

Buffalo (6)
Geo Olsen Bd
Ethel fihutta

La'zarln

Rlvoll
(30-2)

Superb

Milton Berle

Harlem on Parade

Cracker Jacks
Ferry Corwey
Frances Anils
6

Co as. booked

,

orch

Rolfl , eo

Regis
Vincent Lopez Ore

Roumanian
B Thomashpfsky
Reglna Zuchenberg

TOOTINC

Hutch.

BOSTON
Metropolitan (II)
.F & M U
Slate Bros
BVEFALO

HEMPSTEAD

(3-5)

half

2d

&

Elaine Arden
Honey Fam.'

2d half (I0rl2)

& Hay

Dorothy- Crane
Oriental

Tracy

weeks, which
six additional
gives the show the' entire Loew
It's the first, of the Chicago
time.
units to-be routed on a 100%. basis
by any of the major circuits.
Show started its Lbew time.,
week in Baltimore and currently
Valencia, Jamiaca.
the
playing

Verc.ell: Sis

Old.

Paulettes.v

4

Bennos

4

Granada
Larry Kcmble

Marimba O

Garcla's:

By rEDDY & SMITH

:

(0)

Bd'

Bennett

Billy

„

.

for

for

Hotel

•

v"rM?ite*"
Gypsy Nina

Martin Trlnt Orch

.

Morlts

St."

.

Palace
Keith Wilburs
Dudley- Dale. Gang

Empire

Lew Stone
Seaman Bros

-

Frank Morey

Broadway

6TREATHAM

JIOLBOKN

.

Countess VonLosen

-

Bump Co

Teddy Joyce
Kat Bd

Kit.

CITY Sammy White

Paramount (6)
ROxy and Gang

Van Dusen

'

HAMMERSMITH

D'OrBay

Flfl

Conrad's Pigeons
Turner Twins'

Mori's Rest
Eddie Pavle. Ore
'lm
Moulin Rouge,
Larry SlcMahori
Connie. Lartg
Eleanore' Gardner

.

STRATFORD

D'Aniselle»& Boy
Stetson

Paramount
NEW YORK

fill)

Gay Rev

& Shine
Dudley's Mldigets
R & E Myles-

Rusty

.

rc

Coburn'e

booked Harry

prevlousjy:

(Monday)

day

Harry Bush Ore
Mario & Flarlo

Madison
Jolly

Having

Rogers' 'Spices' of 1934'
seven weeks, fit ?4, 500,

Slierrsi'e.

Dwlglvt. Fifike
"Dolores Adams

HILL-

Regent

Emeralds

3

..

MELISSA MASO"N
Loew's State, New York
ETONA SEDGWICK
Paramount, New York
PROF. LAMBERTI

to

'

UNIT 100% LOEW

Pub

Kennel's

WEB

ROGERS

Savoj-Plara
Freddie Jlartin Ore

Gertrude Moody
Malsdn Royale
Joe Sullivan'
..Antobal Cubans
I*at Whalep
House Frank ,& Francis
Marlborou
Simplon Club
Vivian Vance
rc
Michael Zarln
Frances Langford
Muyfalr Yacht Club King's Jesters
Farmer Ore
Wiii
Walker 6'Nelil Oro

Pavilion
Cotton Bd

STAMFORD

4

Kirks

& K

Jimmy Durante

SHEPH'RDS BUSH'

Handley

Palace

(30)

V.

Irene Vermillion
3 Miller Bros

Etta Moten
Charles. Melson

Lynn
(Two

Fay re

(6)

Daveys.
Gordon. Reed

i'

Louise.

Tommy

Pau lottos

4

'.Clapham &. Dwyer"
'Rose Perfect

Paul Ganlts

(C-9)

half

Adams

Butldy Doyle

Richards
Barstow

& E

Dick
•

Academy

1st

.

(6)'

Trojani

4

Gillette &.

Vfe.

PARK

:

Mack.

& MeN

Keith Wilbur.
Dudley Dale Gang

-.

E &;D Waters
Max 'Miller

Bob Hall
VerhOn Ra.thb'rn Co

Htnte (6)
Mpnr'.e

Bennett.

.Dancing' Aces.
To^-er

Empire

--

1

&

Thorn

P

Grand.

Hugh Ormond
.

Palace,

Nlcoilna

Radhcff

Chas Drew Bd
Ron Perry Orch

PECKHAM

EDO EW ARE RD.

week

or split

full

Bennett & McN
Dancing Aces

Premier
Flack & Lucas
Stan Stafford
Margie Clifton &.

below indicate

ith' bills

Whether

(April 6)

(March 30)

Mmc.

Simon Phll'lpoff
Mon'negro & Dorita
P Ham's Gypsy Bd

^ld a'omacl?
Rlch'dsort Ore
•Leon « Eddie's

NEW

2d half (5-7)
Cabaret 4
Van Cleefs
Ward & Albee

Samovar

Louise Sterling
Joe Capella <& Oroli
Kings Terrace
13ddie Jackson

Savoy'

Conrad's Pigeons
Turner Twins

(2^4)

Eddie Hayes
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was nothing
way's

to warrant Miss

Cush-

arrest..

Rube

Bernsteini

manager

of the

company, was fined .$50- or two
months in Jail. He paid the fine;
Sani Book, accused of selling obscene literature in the theatre, was
fined $100 or three months in Jail.
He paid the fine. Bozo Snyder was
absolved because his act Is In pantomime. Business is terrible and
,

the show will likely close.
1

Keller &. Field

GayJene Sisters
Dorothy Thomas
Jules Stein Ore

Calmer on Stuff

Samovar
Karyl Norman
Lavarde'

L'-on

I>awn
I.yJe

Sis'.

Smith Orch

Ry'dner
Terrace Garden*
Romo Vincent *
Alnslcy Lambert K
Clyde Lucas Ore
A'll(;e

Via l-ago

TToW^rSHalH^—
Crane Russell
Zlta

&

Jack

'Ji

h

Marcelle

Housb

Wanda Kay

Handler Bd
226 Club
B.B.B.
Al

Henry Berman
Marie

&

Elliot

Ruby Abbott
Madeline'

Dun
Uotty
I-Jille

Thomas

l'Vrnnrvdo Oro

Myers
Bijriorr

(Continued from page 6)
blamed for countenancing
view that another
season's contract is to be signed
and the psychology of 'better let
we can
him get away with it so that
T
T
" ~"~ T
r- -^- r -^
'g ot^iin^a gsiTn
Bubble, breakers of the 10%- canselves are

sniffing with the

,

cellation

war

r

"

.

further declare

=^

that

only about '140 exhibitors in the
country could avail themselves of
the NRA privilf'go. These are estimated to be the exhlbs who are not
guilty of slufflng, a 'crime' which
the code says, invalidates the owner's, right to use the eraser in his

booking

phc:Pt ethically.

.

'
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Report of the three observers—Clayton Hamilton, Walter Prlchard
Eaton and Austin Strong—will be tendered to the Pulitzer Prize Committee at Columbia University this week. With half a dozen plays
rated candidates for the award by the critics, 'Mary of Scotland' is believed to be in the lead, because of Eaton's rave over the show when

Independent Theatre Owners of Southern California states It expects
to prefer charges against Metro and Foxiest Coast tomorrow (Tuesday) with proper NRA officials.
Will charge violations of fair trade practices, discrimination and
underhand tactics. Basis of charge is that Metro has commercialized
Cent* previews of 'Viva Villa', in previewing the Mexican epic In four Fox•W. C. nabe houses within a period of five days,. Not regarded as an
effort to obtain audience reaction.
No. 3 honest
Charges will be perfected by counsel for ITOSC tomorrow morning
and then slipped into the nest of the Thunder Bird.
itz 26th, Uptown 27th,
Previews were given at Fox-Wllshire 24th,

New Tor*

West 46tb Street

IS 4

114

and Golden Gate

opened in Washington.
However, the recommendation of the trio is not necessarily followed,
Committee over-rode the opinion of its observers on at least one occasion.
They recommended. 'The Show-Off' in 1924, but the committee
gave the prize to 'Hellbent for Heaven,' written by Hatcher Hughes, a
Columbia professor.
it

28th.

Upon withdrawing 'Races,' the Nazi drama, after two weeks in Philadelphia, Theatre Guild announced that while the play will not open on
Broadway this week, as slated, it has been put on next season's producHowever, some, think it is doubtful of presentation at
tion, schedule.
that time.
Although it was conceded that 'Races' was something of a propaganda
play, Guild directors figured the play's romance would be paramount

All of these are circuit houses and in each instance there were two
other features on the bill. Indies are. ablaze over the matter and it is
through We local
announced that if prompt action is not taken by
grievance board the matter will And its way into the Federal court.
Attempts of several indies to obtain similar preview privilege from
Metro met with prompt and emphatic refusal. This is the first open
step here in the fight against triple billing, which has reached large
proportions here in the past, few weeks.

NRA

15 YEARS
{From

VARiErrt

AGO

and Clipper)

.

Because of the way in which it is hooked into Allied Owners Corp.,
is sitting in on hearings in connection with the Allied bankruptcy, notably those at which officials of that company are under
examination. But attorneys for the Par trustees, assigned to be on hand,
are not taking any part in the conduct of examinations. This function
General Film Co,, original dis- is up to the trustees of Allied itself whose attorneys, Goldwater & Flynn.
tribution trust, Anally kicked the are in charge of questioning.
Allied is a large creditor of Pafc Company built seven theatres for
bucket.
-Publlx, including the Paramount, Brooklyn,, and three others which Arelong term lease to Loew's, i.e., the Kings and Pitkin, Brooklyn,
under
Select
from
hopped
Marlon Davies
and the Valencia, Jamaica. These are the houses, at a monthly rental
to Paramount..
of $56,000, oh which Loew's has paid no rent since last June (1933).

W. W. Hodkinson drew

headlines

lor the announcement that all his
pics would be sold individually and
on their merits.

Catholic church In the

was

Paramount

anticipated.

Guild has substituted 'Jigg Saw' to complete

Bronx gave

its

subscription season.

1

Bill Pine, Paramount exploiteer» got the shock of his life
3,000-seat auditorium.
Hailed as first of a chain,, but it] stepped off the Chief at Pasadena the other day and saw a flock of cops
With sawed-off shotguns pointed in the direction of the vestibule steps
wasn't.
of his Pullman. Then he heard some woman shout, 'They've got Dlll-

in

its

Pasadena Community Players grossed around 4145,000 from June, 1932,
to June, 1933. This sum inolUdes money derived, from the little theatre's:
school and the tea room.
The Playhouse is now one of the richest, if not the richest, little theatres in the 'country, haying a yearly gross that is above that of many
commercial theatres. Chief expenses paid out of the $146,000 are $400
per month to Gllmore Brown, the director, and 10% of the gross for
rent. Actors are not paid and few of the regular staff get. salaries.
House has been the target of complaints by Los Angeles and Holly*
when he wood legit theatres, which claim it is unfair competition under the code.

-

pics

,

and the Nazi angle merely background. But when performed the romance of the story proved secondary. Cast is also disappointed because,
with- the two Phlliy weeks an engagement of not less than seven weeks

.

George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart are back, from Palm Springs, Cal.
They went to the desert resort to work on a straight play without inr
terference and to dodge New York's toughest winter. Upon Its comBookers having trouble getting inger on the train.*
Suddenly Bill remembered that he was carrying .a package of royal pletion they Immediately entrained,; passing up Hollywood except for
American acts to go to London.
Meant a double income tax and pay Russian crown jewels, which were to be worn by Marlene Dietrich in the three days spent there when they went west.
Hart will now collaborate with Irving Berlin on a revue which is
here before sailing.
photographs, and possibly the cops were on hand to welcome him. Such
holidays,
proved to be -the ca.Be for the publicity department had an armored bank aimed for the Music Box in November or the next Christmas
should
'As Thousands Cheer' have completed its: run. Kaufman's next
Berlin
Irving
and.
Ray Goetz^
car there to fake the jewels' to the vault and figured good photographic
playwrightirtg will be a farce in collaboration with Morrle Ryskind.
forming a Song Writers' Protective publicity with the coppers on hand.
Sam H. Harris has an option on all three shows.
Assn.
Censorship fight is presenting many angles, admittedly delicate, to
Sam H. Harris, who arrived in New York after a four-month stay on
New Barnum-Ringling combo do- major strategists.- When shearing in a state which has an active board
ing, so well at the Garden. It was is being attacked producers welcome an outside group or organization' the coast, affirmed the collapse of a gold mining venture in which he,
looking for two" more weeks, but carrying the flag. Reason behind this is apparent, If the fight is lost] the Marx brothers, D. Walter Haggerty,, Irving Berlin and others were
$io0,000, and whether reclaimother bookings prevented.
then the industry can- remain, in the good graces of the censor board] interested; Loss is estimated at around
and continue the position that it is not but to make cutters jobless. able was not stated.
Vawbtt announced ^William A. This
Superstructure was erected and on the eye of starting operations the
true in the recent fight in Albany, it being claimed afterwards
was
discovered
having
Brady is reported
that the Hays Organization officially had no part In the fray, that al- plant' went up in flames.'*.
a dramatic, find in Katharine Corthough representatives were present at the time they were there in]
nell,, who has "been attracting atten.
Regardless of the run. possibilities of 'Dodsworth' at the Shubert,
unofficial capacity.
tion on the road in the No. 2 com
N. Y., the new dramatic hit will either lay off during August or play
pahy of the The Man Who Came
Walter Huston. Latter will go to Denver at that time to appear
without
Decision still delayed as to whether and what shall be paid out of the
Back'.'
former minParamount coffers,, to Adolph Zukor, Charles D. Hllles, attorneys, and in 'Othello' at the Central City opera house, located in the
ing camp nearby.
Par,
which
Equity
receivership
in
prethe
duration
of
for
theothers
Equity had a new Chicago conoff for the
month
the
stipulates
Gordon
Max
with
contract
Huston's
tract which, permitted; layoffs only ceded bankruptcy by about two months. Justice Woolsey, senior U. S.
when caused by an act of God, district judge, has had all the papers now for about two months but Central City event.
issued
no
has
word.
causes
which
Prior reader had
Tickets for 'Parsifal' at the Metropolitan, New York, Friday afternoon
Work for which fees are due was performed in February and March
could hot reasonably have been
and the demand was so strong that good locations
foreseen;
of '33. Zukor got an advance of $4,502 from subsidiaries, against his (30) were $7 top
.
brought $26 per pair.
final bill, so is in that much anyway.
agency premium do: not Include grand opera.
limited
code
and
Legit
Sunday picture shows legalized in
Met, government rating performances
N. Y. State. Had to stay shut until
George Raft was high lighted by New York's tabloids last week when No admission tax applies to the
apply to pop grand opera.
1p.m.
action was started by his wife to raise her separation allowance. It as educational, but that does not
was not generally known along Broadway that he was married.
Jed Harris suddenly decided he didn't want to sail on. the Olymplo
Raft first attracted attention in New York night spots as a Charlesthat among the show bunch' on the
ton dancer, but his first taste of Broadway was as an usher at the Capi- Thursday (29). When he learned
50
Shubert, he said:
He married Grace Mulrooney in 1923, but they separated list were Max Gordon and Lee
tol in 1921.
'Think I want to listen to Gordon talk about his four shows on Broad(From Clipper)
in 1928.
,

.

.

.

I

]

r

YEARS AGO

way? I'm sailing Tuesday (3) instead.'
is kept busy answering
concerning identity of the various Goldwyn Girls who he tired easily and therefore would require a stand-in, and as the latter
appeared in the Cantor pic, 'Roman Scandals'. Languishing long range would not have to play a violin it would be okay with him if Ben Bernie
victims of assorted beauts designate their favorite by referring to them were used. The exec wrote back that the studio chose its own standby position in the dance line and specialty numbers. Harassed secre- ins, and that they must all resemble the person for whom they doubled,
can and as there was no resemblance between Lombardo and. Bernie they
Clipper not sure it liked the new tary plans to promote publication of the gals in ensemble bo they
would secure someone who represented Guy, and had decided to use Duke
idea of relays of endmen. Just part be more, readily identified by admirers.
Ellington. That stopped Lombardo getting smart with the f.o.
of the striving for some novelty in
any
in
England,
than
bigger
grosses
'Riptide'
Metro
figures
will
get
minstrel first parts;
The Paramount bankruptcy is among several mentioned in an article
film it has yet released, due not only to Shearer but to the added weight
in the current Harper's magazine written by Victor House, prominent
John B. Doris announced he would given the film by presence in the cast of Hta. Patrick Campbell,
York attorney. He calls his article, 'The Lowly Bondholder'.
star
England
the
biggest
in
two
Now
in
as
legit
known
that
way
Mrs.
Pat,
not follow the usual plan of renting
House, on the Par bankruptcy, points principally to film negatives as
concessions on his circus coming .or three decades, is in her film debut in this picture, hence MG'sb.o..
''
~~
'"
security for' a bank loan.
season.
Handled everything him- theory;

Ball season opened in New York
with Clipper abjuring the manage
ment to preserve order for the sake
of the femme patrons.

Samuel Goldwyn's corresponding secretary

]

letters of inquiry

]

|

|

~

:

'

;r

"

'

'"

•

self;

Few picture executives know much about the operation of a typeFox will spot its five 'Debutantes of 1934', named in opposition to
Wampas baby stars, in five different pictures in order to help along writer. But in the Hays. Office there's one who writes all his own conAnd the portable machine he carries around the
the ballyhoolng for these young players. Claire Trevor goes into 'Always fidential memos.
Honest', Pat Pater son, 'Call it Luck', Alice Faye, 'She Learned About country with him is celebrating its 26th birthday,
Assignment to
Sailors', and Drue Layton, 'Charlie Chan's Courage'.
Barnum skipped a performance still another picture will be handed Rosemary Ames.
•Viva Villa's' sole directorial credit goes to Jack Conway, who stepped
when it rained the night of the pain on the picture after Howard Hawks had gone a considerable distance
rade in N. Y.
Twentieth Properties, Inc., a California on it. Writer credit is also reduced solely to Ben Hecht. Numerous
Attorneys for the roadway
company, on whose application Paramount was placed into equity re- other writers worked with him on the story and were in original billing.
Barnum & Bailey chartered a ceivership in January, 1933, have filed a petition for discharge of the
train to bring Philadelphia news- bankruptcy before Referee Henry K. Davis. It will not be ..considered
Meeting scheduled for today (Tuesday) before Referee H. K. Davis,
papermen to N. Y. to see the white until a reorganization plan and a sale of the Paramount, assets to a new for further examination of officials"* or former officials of Paramount by
elephant. They opened Quakertown company has been completed.
the trustees has been set over' two weeks to April 17. There. has been
following the Garden date.
no examination in about two months..
.

Forepaugh announced the usual the

torchlight parade In advance of the
opening of his circus in PhiladelConsidered necessary then.
phia.
.

&

Herr Haig, elastic skin man, was
lectured on before the students of
the University of Penn. Could cover
his face with the skin of his chest.

Exhibs. attending the MPTOA convention have a surprise in store for]
Variety's recent recapitulation of notable music scorers lauded the
them. It is a letter of commendation' from one of the biggest execuFox 'Cavalcade* score among others. Article failed to properly credit
tives in the U. S., couched in flattering superlatives.
Lettor and a picture of the sender will feature the souvenir program. Louis E. De Francesco, its composer-conductor, and the general musical
director for Fox Film.
Identity of the sender is being withheld until the opening day.

English act had a xylophone of

Blonde featured player In pictures claims her marriage was broken
Male screen star who has never been on the stage was doing a scene
with an actor of long stage experience. First take was okayed, but the up by. Hollywood telephone calls and notes, quoting rumors about each
^theri^untll-they-^begart^to^belleve^the--reports.—
fllm^celeb^insigted^upon^a^second^
'You picture guys certainly aren't sure of your ability,' flipped the
Otis Skinner signed a. three-year
•
Estimated by Balaban & Katz that it cost them $400,000 annually
stage' recruit.
contract with Augustin paly.
to absorb admission taxes.
System of absorbing the Government tax
Though Stuart Erwin replaced Lee Tracy In "Viva Villa', latter ap- is used only at certain of the B. & K. houses.
Eden Miisee opened March 29.
long
picture.
Studio
did
not
cut
out
release
print
of
the
the
pears
in
It
feature,
Long an ..amusement
Prlncet6"n "has^givelTT^ram^
shot of Tracy and Beery on horseback after a "raid, which was" made In
brought T. Z. Poll to America.
Mexico, and those who look close for it on the screen can make out the tlonal songs to be sung by Bing Crosby in 'She Loves Me Not'.
College tunes are 'Old Nassau' and "Don't You Hear Them Bells?'
features.
Tracy
Irving
Henry
ooth and
Edwi
Largest were
stone, slabs.
long. Took three to play it

6 feet

.

.

.

.

fighting for business. Booth seemed
to have a shade on Irving, whose
mannerisms were not liked.

A

Paramount production executive topped a gag that Guy Lombardo

tried to pull through

a memorandum to the front

office.

He

I

wrote that| at

Metro

is

$60,000,

Interested in film rights to ^Roberta'

but won't confirm a decision to buy*

and may take the piece
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LEGIT CODE UP IN AIR
Johnson Makes Mediation a Must,

Amusement Codes

All

April

Washington,

Affected

Many

One More Tumble
Rochester, April

Katharine, Cornell,

.

at the Lyceum only for the two
days of the performances.:
Interest in the Players is showing
steady increase,, especially with the
addition of a number of local amateurs for 'Twentieth Century,' the
Easter week production.
.

NO

OPP. TICKET

FOR
LIKELY

To Add Clauses
Chances of an opposition ticket
Whether such provisions can be in Equity's annual election late in
inserted in radio, burley and film May have faded since last week.
pacts without reopening them for Younger element who proved their
amendments had not been settled strength at the recent nominating
.

but action in case of the
code was believed certain disprotests.
unions'
strong
Clauses will be added to circus,
carnie and park-pool-beach codes
which are still pending, Deputy
William P. Farnsworth suggested.
Boards wo:.ld have full authority
to tackle all labor scraps: and argu:

Among

UNIONS ADAMANT
Washington, April

Facing ..iubborri. disputes on a
half-dozen vital issues, the Recovery Administration last week adjourned hearings, on. revision of the
legitimate theatre code to April 10
for further investigation .of ticket
problems and labor disputes.

Few tentative agreements on key
points were worked out at conferences with group leaders at the end
of the week, but most of the principal items Of dispute' remain tip in
the air. Entire pact was assailed
at a two-day session which had
been, expected to develop only a few
significant differences of- Opinion.
Principal item ironed out at informal confabs after hearings ended
was a compromise on limitation of
rehearsal time; Compromise specifies that during first, three weeks
rehearsals shall be limited to eight
hours with mealtimes included, but
that no limit shall be placed on final
week before presentation. Musicals
may rehearse 7 hours in any 10hour period starting with the call
and without restriction during the

meeting apparently are satisfied
with naming one vice-president and
.

spotting six candidates among the
Councilors.
have
to
Opposition, appears
quieted down for the reason that ho hibit payment by managers of fees
candidate for presidency could be to author's, agents and ah agreediscovered. However,, those in the ment, was reached to exempt little
movement to change Equity's exec- theatres and drop definition of them,
ments and make findings subject utive makeup have until May 1 to leaving disputed cases up to the
and in such file a petition for an independent Code Authority.
to review by the
manner would seriously restrict ac- ticket.
Expected that dispute over repretivities of regional labor boards set
Officers of Equity will be elected sentation for stock will be settled
up by Wagner in all metropolitan for three years, and if no opposition by creating a CA committee to
centers.
those
ballot turns up it is likely
handle thjs phase of business. Ques
Meanwhile the Hollywood extra members' in the 'revolt' will con- tion of CA membership remains uri
situation remained confused as Di- centrate on representation in the settled, with producers demanding
visional Administrator Sol Rosen- Council of 10 members for which more
representation
and labor
blatt made cryptic statements con- elections are annual.
kicking.
;

NRA

.

fight going on between
Judge Ben Lindsey, named by
George Creel, California compliance

cerning

Ticket Problem

OVERLAND PIANOLOG

boss, to look after extra squawks,

and Charles Cunningham, Los An- Helen Morgan Gives Train Passengeles
compliance
officer.
Rosy
gers Break on Trek
out

that

the

outstanding

committee on extra matter is funcHollywood, April 2..
tioning, but added that if code boards
cross-country
Morgan's
Helen
do hot serve their purposes, there trip from New York was One round
seems no reason why compliance Of club car entertainment from the
board should hot step in.
time the Chief left Chicago until it

~

reached Los Angeles.
:

'cure^'''~"ptfnirs"s1"b1i'"

Free Legit Plays
In

Schools Go
Despite

On

CWA

from

Having
the

se-

Santa

to

effect

NICK AGAIN
Ly

Tl, were cut last Saturday
(31), the slice coming as a surprise

ceum, N.
to

Stop

6. p. m.
Every passenger, and the entire
ineer and
crew excepting the
ith a glass
fireman, participated,
of vintage wine being sent ahead
to these boys. Bill Pine and Irving

,.

any changes

in

that department, other than dropPing several office employees. However, it .is understood the actors
wage, whioh varies between $25 and
$30 weekly, may receive a percent-

age cut.
.There are, sti lM2_c_om
,^
~ the
schools; Casts are being
rotated from among tl-e list of applicants,
Whereas .150 actors were
originally
employment has
used,
been given to 450 different profes-

Strouse engineered the stunt.
Sante Fe now is figuring on hay
ing a club car reception for all pas
sengers on the third day out from
either end.

For her coast stay, Miss Morgan
has taken Anna Q. Nils'son's. house
Torcher will not apMalibu.
pear at any openings during her
stay, and announces she is not here
to do any picture work.

at

Corner' In Washington arid resumed
it as a stock outfit over the weekend in Philadelphia with six out of
seven players going in from Jackson Heights; IS being investigated
by a special committee appointed by
Equity's Council. Gavin Muir first
move, questioning
protested^ the
Equity's haying rated the resuihed
show as stock. He held up the curtain in Washington until he got an
extra week's salary and is under
suspension.*
In support, of his positidri Muir
called attention to the fact that the
stage hands refused to recognize
'Corner' as stock and its regular
road crew went into Philly. Equity

says

enforcement provisions

be

the aid of Equity, but said not to

Dallas, Texas, Gets

the stage

the claims are justified or

not-,

If

when the new legit code is adopted.
Firm is operating in half a dozen

two in Philadelphia, where
shows play two weeks or more, as
Other spots
is* also true in Boston.
are ..Newark, and Jackson Heights.
Bridgeport and New Haven will
shortly be added to the wheel.
houses,

"Best reported profit points
Philadelphia and Newark. Operation of latter stand, where the profit
has been $1,000 weekly for the past
six weeks, indicates, how scheme,
works'. Landlord takesi 40% of the
gross, paying stage hands and ad-

World Premiere of
Shaw's

New

Play

Dallas, April

been, bagged by the ..Dallas-. Little
theatre after negotiations with the

New York

Theatre Guild, -owner of

American production

vertising,

which

weekly.

No

2.

Permission to stage the world
premiere of George Bernard Shaw's
latest play, 'A Village Wooing,' has

costs,

house

is

limited to $200
haulage,

production

(like the others) "pro-

viding the scenery. All shows, are
one-setters and with the nut. re-

duced
sible

all around a profit is posfrom moderate grosses, v/hile

rights.
the populace is falling plenty for
Director Charles Meredith, due to the cheap admissions.
the shortness of the new piece, will
couple it with "Shaw's 'ThG.Man of
Destiny' for a week's run April 1(5.
Last year the Dallas grouivf G. S.
cabling Shaw a mac-wesUan invitation to come over and see them
no
.spjjrfttj me, .g'Qt__an_ answer_ but

worked out.
^=^^-^.-^Pemberton 6^Plan^^=.^-,
Development of a distribution Shaw.
F

how

have been signed by either the allowed, the status of the Muir case
players or the management. Cuts may still not be changed, the actor
were to place salaries on the same having been ordered to refund the
level as that when the company was money — $200 — after which his
engaged. After the show clicked, claims will be heard.
Burr raised salaries though the
Rotary Stock OK'd
boost in most cases was less than
Equity has okayed the W.'&L. rosupposed, the general rise being
tary stock plans, but a ruling perabout $10 weekly.
Although having a run of the play mitting or forbidding continuance
contract, Eddie Craven was paid off and expansion of the idea with the
25% under his salary, which he re 40-cent pass admissions, will come

Rivalry between authors of alter-

drastic

does not care

it

.

the country.

sumer Advisory Board jumped into
the scrap with demands that something' be done. immediately and that

frequently tried out

Equity Investigating
However, the claim that W.&L.
road show of 'Dangerous
the
closed

hands rate an. attraction and concedes that union's right to do so.
Yet, other members of the road
'Corner' have asked Equity about it
He added that if salary reductions and intend filing claims for a week's
were necessary to. prolong the en salary.
For that reason Priestly Morrison,
gagement, cuts would be made, but
the players should depend on his Augustin Duncan and Mary Fowler
have been named as a committee to
sense of fair play.
Previously it had been proposed listen to the players' contentions.
that the players agree to a cut if Committee will report back to the
the gross dropped under $8,000. Council probably today (3) and that
Such a paper was drawn tip with "body will make a ruling whether

,

native plans for dealing, with the
scalper situation threatened to complicate working put of a more effective means of metropolitan distribution. With Shuberts and brokproposals,
fighting
principal
ers
Brock Pemberton and- Phillip Wittenberg, volunteer counsel for CA,
engaged in a test of strength to
put over their own pet ideas. Con-

"

in stock..

GETS WAGE

'Sailor Beware,'

two and three weeks;

new shows are

SAILOR' CAST

Salaries, of

.for

can be offered 15 to 20-week
engagements and it is expected that
some names wil be attracted to the.
stock showings.
W:&L. is now using some players on percentage. It 'is presenting
some stock releases, some shows are
on a production basis for. trouping
All
and several are-, new shows.
three types have been okayed by
Equity, it being pointed out that
tors

,

Curtailment of the Civil- Works
Administration, which was effective
Monday (2),
id not include, the
legit
given
performances, being
ightly in the high school auditoriums in Greater New York. No
instructions have been given George
Junkin in charge of the drama
project-

good

Ticket questions appeared to be
the biggest stumbling block in way
of bringing all factions into agree
ment on revision, while other sore
spots related to Code Authority
between
constituency,
relations
managers and authors' agents, fused to accept unless his contract
union labor requirements, little and was changed to a two weeks' notice
summer theatres, and relationship agreement.
Management refused
of stock to original productions.
that, but paid Craven his full sal
Fight over proposal to prohibit ary.
rate-cutting, throw-away s, two -forones, and similar devices assumed
major proportions., as hinterland

Fe execs to use the club car for
at
Morgan,
Miss
entertaining,
producers charged New York manRaton, N.. M., sent a telegram, to agers with violating regulations
each of her 23 fellow passengers on- promulgated by Code Authority arid
the wires, delivered at contended that reduced admissions
the trai
Los Vegas, asking them to join her are keeping legit alive throughout
at tea at

.

the double 0, the fin
proposes booking some
ince some stands are
next season,

activities

News,

Daily

the company, wben it was
thought that all was hunky dory
back stage after a series of notices
last week.
and differences over proposed enCourtney Burr,
Other important disagreements velope clipping.
were left mostly in the air, al- who presents 'Sailor,' assembled the
though it. was decided to drop the cast earlier in the week, saying that
any agreements broached were off
managers' proposal that pact pro

pute,

pointed

York

-

.*

legit

New

.

Wagner's independent Labor Board,
Feeling between
it was indicated.
nd Wagner has grown
Johnson.
more bitter during recent weeks,
and the General desires to play with
employers as much as possible instead of giving them rough treatment demanded by Labor Board.

today,

Issue

Okay

With Equity giving one phase of
Wee and Leventhal rotary stock

which hosted 44 amateur boxers from Chicago who. lost the
inter-city Golden Gloves meet*
bought tickets for all to see
'As Thousands Cheer,' night
after the contests. Young aspiring pugs wanted to see the
sights rather than a show and
many of the 'Cheer' ducats
were hawked on the Music Box
pavement by the visitors.
were $4.40 each.
Tickets
One kid swapped a pair of
ducats for a pass to a cutrated show requiring the paymerit of 40 cents each for admission, the deal' including the
payment of two bucks also.

Chief Problems

up Rochester since she

machinery in the legitimate theadenounced out performance a few years ago,
tre had been strongly
an appearance at the
by union leaders two days, before is slated for
Lyceum theatre May 11, 12 in 'Barthe Johnson order was circulated to
expected retts of Wimpole: Street.'
all NRA deputies; and it is
Manager Hattie Lutt says it will
concerted opposlsh will be displayed
stock current
in every branch of the amusement interrupt the run of

Without specifying nature of
these agencies, Johnson ordered: all.
underlings to see that the approved
code provisions calling -for industrial relations boards or committees are carried out without further
delay and that any effective codes
Without such clauses are immediately revised.
Step was taken to avert threatened strikes in many other lines
and also to clip wings of Senator

—

and Labor

2.

who has passed

got. some
unfavorable notices here in a try-

field.

15 Cities; Equity fives

the.

Fights Develop in
Two-Day Session Ticket
Distribution* Stock Status,

Katharine Cornel! Gives Rochester

Recovery Administx'ator Hugh S.
Johnson ordered Saturday (31).
Idea of setting up such mediation

To

OFF TO APRIL 10

Big Business

ONE MORE CHANCE

2.

Industrial relations boards will be
established in every industry to
straighten out labor controversies,

L Plan Stock Wheel Expansion

MEET PUT W. &

.

1

KAUFMAN READIES

KRAFT PLAY FOR B'WAY

.

.

Maxine Doyle Staging

Hollywood, April 2.
system patterned after the 'English
Library method' was advocated by
George S. Kaufman and H. S.
Zatkin, Producer
11an
presented
Pemberton,
who
last week for
Hollywood
Kraft
left
Maxine Doyle, Warner contractce,
point scheme under which penalties
New York where. Kaufman will di_
Ji»lia4s-.to date^-.—
Jias been loaned lor fbur_ weeks to
could be-handed out" by~Co~dc Au- ~" iTathVn Zatldn is"^ing*T^B»t P r °
rect Kraft's' untrtTetl^play for. Sam
legit,
the
for
Johnson
and
Casting and booking are now be- Olson
thority without being forced to ob- duccr with a revival of an Ibsen II. Harris.
ing handled by George Burton, who 'Take a Chance,' opening Friday (6)
Establishment play, 'Lady from the Sea.'
Moses Hart, who has been coltain NRA sanction.
has been with the CWA drama de- at the Mayan.of a central agency by the CA was
John Houseman, who staged 'Four laborating on a play with Kaufman
here"
arrived
Johnson
Olsen and
partment since its inception.
He
whose
Wittenberg,
Palm Springs, returned with
by
at
suggested
direct.
Acts,'
will
in
Three
Saints
succeeded Prank MoCormack, who yesterday from the East in a char
Richard Wharf will head the oast. them.
(Continued on page 54)
hold
terod plane.

Los Angeles, April "2.

-

.

the -post for a short time.
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managers Insisted, with Marcus Producers, on the contrary, insisted duclng the number of stagehands,
Law- summer theatres should Come un- now'requlred toy] rpad shpws.
Protests, tha£\the union has agreed
rence Langner and David Felpstone der th'e pact since 'they, frequently
Similar contro- to make seyeral cuts were regisleading the fight for the Weinberger are competitive.
versy occurred over stock, Farns- tered by Fred J. Dempsey, Alliance
proposal.
ate responses from -Lester L*. Smith,
worth noting that many stock pro- secretary-treasurer,
who pcinted
(Continued from page 53)
Hei man's Idea
plan carries/ the endbrsem*ent of representing a^hB '-Dramatic- Stock
The road could be revived if pro- ducers have attempted to dodge the put that the theatrical season is
Deputy Administrator William P. Managers*' Aflsoefatijn; J Harry duction costs could be reduced, Heir code by adopting the name 'little short and cutting employees does
former LeBrun pf Philadelphia, speaking man predicted, complaining that theatre.'
not help producers or spread jobs
Witt.enber
Tarhsworth,
Leventha'. and Samuel
fpr Wee
in the long rUn.
Dempsey comlaw associate.
Experimental Theatres
union requirements frequently inNirdlinger, Phllly operatpr. All
Relating a, series of failures to
Plea on. behalf of experimental plained that managers 'chisel every
volve labor costs which mean the
itamp out Scalpers and condemning, defended the theory of throwaways difference between, a. moderate suc- theatres was made by George chance they get' arid if offered a
the
maintaining
chance to. go before mediation
the present situation as cumber- and twp-for-ohes,
cess and a flop. Establishment of a Haight, who said, that summer thesome and legally ..impotent, Pem- public- Is not misled and Use" of such means fpr working but these dis- atres generally' want to get- away bpa'rds would keep unions on the
defensive continuously;
berton, who noted he had the 'du- devices is beneficial;
putes would be fpr the mutual good from commercial competition and
greater
lllott's opposition
Smith contended that the
the probious honor* of chalrmaning the CA
profit,
Boyd N*
pf producers and workers, he noted, rarely make
ticket committee, advocated aboli- part pf the hatipn's theatre is io- since the result would be greater Smith, manager of the Yale theatre, grain was modified by an agreement
tion of present pasteboards and use cated outside New Tprk and is rep- opportunities for. employment and contended little theatres cannot be that; the union might consider some
the
manof agency orders on bb* offices to resented by stock, most of
construed as units in any 'indus- mediation scheriie' if arbitration
longer runs.
boards would be
up in. every
agers depending pn. thrpwaways to
curb speculators. ../
insisting that arbitrary rules re- try' arid; said the definition is bad
city,, but he registered strong 6b-'
Although criticising the present attract patronage.
quiring, employment of surplus mu- because many amateur groups emjections tO having a New York
Psychology
Pemberton admitted the
set-up,
sicians and stage hands prevent ploy paid directors, which would
group rule in cases arising in BosPublic psychology makes use of
code had been 75 to 80% successful
producers from, paring overhead, make them subject to; the code In
and commended the regulation. Un- throwaways necessary, Smith main- Helman called to Farnsworth's' at- its proposed form. AH references to ton; Los Angeles and other centers.
der, which managers are required to tained, since patrons are skeptical
Equity Slaps
should be ellml
the
-fact that during recent amateur groups
tentlon
retain 25 %, of their ducats at the Of low-priced entertainment, and
Managers. Came in for more slaps
years plays are In either the hit or nated to prevent confusion and misbox office^ Latter requirement has while they will jump at the chance
when Equity representatives apsuc- understanding, Barrett Clark said.
moderately
the
class,
and
.flop
brought 'something entirely new' to buy a $2 ticket for 40 cents they
Support for the summer theatre peared to demand limitations on rekilled,
patrons—ability to are dubious about attending shows cessful play has been
theatre
."or
future hearsals.
Suggestion of Lawrence
Several provisions reducing labor, on the ground it holds the
make purchases at the box: office, advertised for 40 cents..
Felnstone, of the stage was provided by George Langner that rehearsal time is deby
advocated
costs,
were
Pembertoh said.
Emphasis was laid on the number
Middleton, representing' the Dra- voted to teaching actors was deminilimiting
urged
clauses
whp
cf managers using such devices,
Wittenberg Scheme
Guild. Said prolonged con- rided by Frank Glllmore, who said
mum oalis to three empleyes in matists'
Describing the Wittenberg scheme Smlth^repertlng that 17 pf 27-existtroversy oyer the Code will delay 'acting cannot be taught, and deone . set shows rlght to interchange
ing stpek cpmpanles emplcy thls| ""„„„^„^„ i ^/
start-, pf
Suhimer activities and manded, that rehearsals be lihiitcd
3 'riot radical erio'ugh/ and having
the
of
abolition
department heads;,
pme virtues, and some defects,' fprm pf rate- cutting and 'are en- yellow' card and limitation on lia- urged, that Code directly exempt to eight hburs. Equity leader said
sUch groups, rather than leave mat- It is 'absurd',
Pemberton ndmitted the Impossl-' tirely dependent, uppn that/system.'
insist that mor
bility for debts to unions.
Smith was agreeable, however, to;
ter in the CA's hands. John How- time Is needed.
Ivillty of enlisting unanimous supinstone's View
ard Lawson, representing the Guild,
port from managers- for any par- the idea/ of requiring throwaways.
Complaint that managers failed
one-set
that
provide
should
Code
suppleof
40agreed that little theatres should Up n ve up tp promises to remedy reticular plan; Some form
to carry an explanation that a
mental distribution is needed, he cen.t service charge will be imposed. shows need only a carpenter, an not be mentioned in the pact.
hearsal abuses- came from Dorothy
Greater representation on Cpde Eryant, Chorus EqUity representaagreed, but means .'must he provided
Determination of thV government electrician and a head property
is
card
Yellow
un^
said.
he
and
man,
AUthprity fpr bpth New Yerk and tive, whp testified 'the legitimate,
for- weeding, out unnecessary
to curb, if not outlaw the practice,
the stpek prpducers was demanded by.
dishonest brokers.
was revealed by Deputy Admlnis- just, because It Is based
theatre code is the Only NRA code
Smith, linrtcr; which there ere a'ny emp';
Points outlined by Pemberton as trater Farnsw'prth, wbP commented ^ew York theatre, while many Weinberger
and Lester
abolition of buys; that 'there Isn't, anything we .can •houses, used, on the, road ate smaller,. Cornier " contended that labor has who work for riot'iUxg.
essential
admin
requirement that certain percentage do to prevent the public from being hewer, and better equipped, sp that too great a voice iii
Hours should be co.i
many .employes -are unnecessary, he Istratlon, while latter complained affo!fd needed protection
be kept at the box office; limitation chumps, but. we, certainly will pre
ibltlbn of gifts vent them from being made suck- contended; Labor regulations make that stock managers were squeezed
on premiums;
ine
s ne B
It Impossible; he added, to book films
lietween managers and ..brokers; ers;''
out. when the original code Was
Opposition to differential for stock
outlawing of manager., relations
in legit houses since excessive num- drafted.
Deceptive?
actors was voiced by. Emily' Holt,
required
heavy
with Unlicensed brokers;
Agent Fees
Farnsworth's Implication drew bers of union employes are
who stressed that minimum for
penalties imposed by Code Author- heated denial
Provisions preventing managers stock companies was $10 belpw the.
from Smith that under present regulations.
ity; use. of agency orders on box throwaways.
Union regulations were blamed by managers from, paying fees to au- subsistence wage paid actcrs in
'We
are deceptive.
method
offices;: central control of
Stebbins for lack of available capi- thors* agents were advocated. by
don't depend on deceit to do busi
Mrs. Holt said
cpmpanles'.
fo:' discouraging
:>y 'Code Authority -to prevent disAlexander McKalg and Pembertoh
ttess.' he retorted, observing that tal and by Langner
prpppsed differentials wpuld turn,
between brokers or 'the consumer doesn't object there playwrights.
rrimlriation
and opposed by dramatists' spokesMediasweatsheps.
intp
theatres
service;
"ieatres; institution of Club
Stebbins related expenses in- men. Managers insisted they ate
Smith
are only a few squawks.'
idea was also criticized by Mrs.
aparatlen of theatre and other finally admitted, however, that twO- curred in taking 'Green Pastures' on held up by playwrights, while, latter tiph
Holt, who said boards would nullify
Ticket business by brokers; printcontention.
his
not*
Insisted
producers
would
prove
to
go contracts negotiated by ccllectlve:
for-ones are unfair to the public the road
lg of agency- name, price and pre
and agreed that iniquities resulting Said profit fpr /25-wee tpur was through with the amendment tb the bargaining.
mini on either, tickets or orders on
from this methpd pf price-cutting pnly $9,000 and that unlpns got over basic agreement originally proposed
Wardrobe Workers
oox offices.
contended
Pemberton
last
summer.
gross.
$61,000 of the $312,000
should be eliminated.
Separate wage and heur clauses
Should the 'library* method be
Protesting 'if we have empty the- that managers who attempt to give
Right of hinterland managers to
explained,
Pembertpn
for wardrobe workers were asked
emplpyed,
canbut
money,'
plays
proper
presentation
any
make,
can't
We
atres
metheds
dewas
use rate-cutting
by Augusta Ocker cf Wardrobe At
better public service wculd be affended by LeBrun, whp repeated Langner accused union leaders of not keep going three weeks should
.tendants' Union, Who complained
forded, since theatres cou) I main
Smith's charges that New York entertaining a false philosophy' have some share in film and other
tain control over disposition of seats
that numerous wage cuts have been
that
unrights.
pretested
McKalg
emplcyincreasing
of
ways
about
managers vlplate price-cutting ,prp"
anf. would be kept informed con>
less the code makes payments by taken in the hope of helping manment. He neted that theatres can
visions in other ways. Phllly law
stantly o. the speed at which reser
managers an unfair practice, man- agers make the grade. She pointed
yer contended that trietropplltan net install labpr^savlng devices
vations t.re being purchased. Sys
fcrced tb pay fees out that unemployment h-a spread,
producers have no grounds for kick- used in Industrial plants and said agers will be
tern is similar to that use* by tour
which sheUld be paid by authors. and opposed any further reductions.
ing because: 'they abandoned the that insistence upcri erhplcyment of
Ticket brokers presented opposi1st and Pullman agencies in selling
JOhn Howard Lawspn ccuntered
road, through their short-sighted unneeded wprkers kills shews and
reservations to travelers. A weakwith a charge that under the pres- tion to the Pemberton an". Wittenrestricts jcb chances.
policies.'
schemes and differed among
ness of the existing method, Pemauthor
pays
berg
ent
arrangement
the
limit this phase -of the
'If yOu
Langner's Point
themselves on question of whether
berton noted, Is the ffit that once
all and managers pay nothing, rebusiness, it will mean throwing 500
Dramatists' suffer directly from
pasteboards/ are turned over to
rights to a play are there/are too many brokers arid how
marking
that
men and women out of work,' Le union rules, Langer ppinted out, not divisible.
tickets shpuld be distributed.
agencies the theatre has no idea
Bruh testified.- 'Under the cut-rate since they are hesitant about writ
Emplpyer and enipleyee factlchs
Stanley. Fewler, describing himiiow many seats have bee sold. Be
system we have been able to re- ing multi-set plays for fear man
on
appeared
deadlocked
the media- self as a representative cf the 'big
:<ides correcting tl.is weakness, the
open houses throughout the couh agers will reject them on account tion question, although Gen. Hugh
welves,' said brokers no lpnger
aw method vwould put brokers on .try
which have been dark for a long of high production costs. Theatre Johnson has ordered that every code bad
speculate, and ccmplalned that it Is
heir toes, he remarked.
time.'
cannot compete with films under contain a provision setting, up in- impossible fpr any but a favbred
Amendment
Proposed
Type and Method
these conditions, he observed, be
dustrial relations- boards.
Union few to live up to. present requireWittenberg lan was written into
Detailed information about the cause motion pictures offer frequent officials strongly assailed the propments.
the revised code as a proposed type and methpd of distribution of changes of scenery. One -set shows
osition of managers and refused to
Permission to make at least pne
only
mendment and was dic?ussed
throwaways was spiicited from Le- hr.ve increased greatly in the past consider the particular scheme adresale was urged by nearly all
creation Brun, whp said that In spn.e cases five years, he said
isually. It would Invol*
vocated.
agencies, on the ground that the
of a central agency by the Code the number cf such admissions was
re
dispute
labor
principal
Other
The proposal would put the labor allocation system Is discriminatory
Authority, transfer of all tickets for rigidly limited.
lated to proposals to place rigid movement back 30 or 40 years, the
should be made, for
brokers to this organization, and
Admission that some forms pf limitation on rehearsal periods NRA was tpld by Gen. Samuel T. and provision
obtaining an added supply of ducats,
subsequent distribution to indi- throwaways are a racket came from Limitation was attacked by manAnse.ll, ceunsel fer Federatien ef.
Strauss' Angle
vidual agents.
Ducats would be Samuel Nirdlinger, whp related hpw. agers as too restrictive. Proposl
Musicians.
Present system, was condemned
k
registered to facilitate tracing those he had adopted the British pit sys^ tion was put forward by Weinberger
Mediation
falling into scalpers' tern tp attract patrons
K. Strauss, CA member
Robert.
suspected
of
by
that
which eliminated requirement
I
Mediation Idea would Break dewn
hands.
4ftet_NlrdHn.ger. -had presented .rehearsal' time, .be .consecutive, ^but contracts, he said, and would 'sim- for the government, who urged the
Suptrial pf .sprrie new scheme.
Request for opportunity to study some sample tickets, Farnswprth specified rehearsals msut take place ply be punishing the right
of the
pcrting some features Of the Witany plans presented, and to. file pulled/from his ppcket ethers issued between 10 a.m. and midnight, individual or group
or union *o enand opposing
proposal
tenberg
briefs or alternate schemes was by the Philadelphia man's theatres Would allow a iQ-hpur day fpr muter irito a contract with the people
made by William Klein, represent-! which, he maintained, were decep- slcal er spectacular pla. and eight whp employ them.' Said claims that others, Strauss said 'the present sysHe condemned tive. Farnswprth. alsp admitted he for serious drama and would remove change in union regulations would tem cannot be enforced and that
ing the Shuberts.
the Pemberton proposal as un- had called the attention Of, the In- restrictions during the twb-to-three stimulate
new productions was new method should be elastic. He
suggestion that resale be
wieldy; commenting that use of ternal Revenue Bureau tp the use weeks before opening.
'pure speculation' and insisted the opposed
orders on box offices would Cause of these ducats and had been InSupporting this proposal, Law
Musicians Unicn -has gp.he as far permitted.
Bpth alternate Ideas Were assailed
confusion and displease patrons.
formed that, tax must be paid on the rence Langner admitted that re- as it can toward reducing, labor exCut-rate- controversy was called basis of full established /price, al- hearsals are frequently proloriged penses.
by John McBrlde, who said that 95
forcibly to. the attention of the NRA though actual sale price is only a and actors are abused, but said that
Taking issue with the Ansell per cent of all tickets are sold at
.irst by Pemberton, who said, that fractional
the
printed blame should not be placed "entirely claim that musicians have made nu- the box office scale and pointed but
part .of
the revised pact should authorize a amount;
on producers. Charged many actors merous previous concessions, Mil- that gyp business Is extremely
ticket -control method adaptable to
Labor Scrap
are slow to learn a"-d that pthers ton Weinberger, charged 'we have small. Public insists on gpod seats
Emphasizing
the whole country.
Principal scrap over labor cen- are engaged when, rehearsals fer met ypur representatives time and and will pay any price tp get them
that current restrictions apply only tered on proposals to establish a new plays are. being held.
time again and we have gotten np- when.it wants them, he noted. Approving the present plan of ticket
In New York, the ticket committee mediation board to settle controRehearsal Time
where.'
chairman caustically remarked that versies resulting from union reguRehearsal time fer musical num
Argument, that labor costs dis- control, McBride said there, are too
the limited scope of the regulations latipris. Such an agency was pro- bers. should be extended,. Dwlght courage., new production was re- many agencies in the business unhas 'laid the country wide open to posed by Milton R. Weinberger, Deere Wlman peinted eut. William versed by A. Hi Nussbaum, repre- der present conditions.
Defending cut-rate agencies,
the thro wa way system.'
counsel for League of New York Klein, Shubert sppkesman, took the senting Musicians Local 802, who
Theatres who presented a sheaf of same position, emphasizing frequent said that patronage has slumped Matthew H. Zimmerman of the LeHaight's Angle
of 'buys.'
Added demands for prohibition of amendments, the most important need for complete revision of dance because theatres offer ho musical biang agency urged revival
'The Leblang method never hurts
between acts.
cutting schemes came__ jrom specifying that a review board with numbers and substitution of new entertainment
Wf: rata
=
r
~^
te"s'ttc'cessn in.r^^^
EfTr6"tt s^Arg ffmehT
George* Haight, who \blamed~prlcS-" ^^r^Xo^rW^e^fin^T'o^MoJ^s^aXd^ music/
harge that managers, are trying office sale of near-hits,' he. said. 'It
Considerable dispute developed
cutting local managers for making settle union controversies.
Board .would consist of one mem- over a proposal tb specify that to 'revolutionize' labor situation at serves as a salvage. Outlet for sibwconditions bad for road shows.
out-ofand
Terming the throwaways a racket, ber named by. the employer, one by little theatres are not subject to expejise pf his membership was moying, leftover, in the theatre.*
fashipn merchandise
Haight said the method was unfair the union involved and one by the the code and provisions authorizing made by William Elliott, president
stringent prodemanding
Briefs,
lated
of
stipu
grant
exemptions
I.A.T.S.1S.,
cannot
Amendment
to
who
said
President.
'I
Authority
i2o.de
to customers and Injurious to the
summer companies in small agree' to any part of the plan, pol visions controlling scalpers were
atres, adding that such bait does that decision should be binding on to
Icy, or system submitted.'
Pointing presented by the Consumers Adnot attract permanent patronage both parties and have same status towns.
Spokesmen for amateurs insisted out that stagehands on the road are visory Board, which asked time to
insisting that managers who as clauses Jn collective agreements.
Some machinery for relieving code should not refer at all to them, on Call' seven days, 24 hours, Elliott study the Pemberton and Wittencan operate for 40 cents should ad
in
managers of oppressive union re- and criticized the proposed defini- defended the yellow card practice berg schemes and discuss matter
pi-Ices accordingly.
f verti.se
greater detail at the next session.
bluntly refused to consider re
These attacks provoked immedi quirements should be provided, seV- tion of little theatres as misleading. and
eral

Code in Air

Jjegit

A. Heiman, Roland Stebblns,
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Tuesday, April

3,

Sweet Bells Jangled

Moon

Philadelphia, April 2:
Latest vehicle for Jane Cowl looks
artistically as promising as anything she's ever had, hut certain
aspects of the theme make it doubt.Sheldon
ful for popular success,
Bennett and Shepard Traube are
listed as producers.
Author; .Reginald Lawrence, is;
dealing with an interesting angle, of
deranged mentality. He. handles the

mer
King

Town

Shows

Rehearsal

Wash. Battle on

lbert

14th Street..
'She Loves

(Lon-

Not'

e

BALTIMORE GETS FIRST
LEGIT THIS SEASON

(Wiman and Weatherly)

don)

:46th Street.

Waters.-;.

'Late

man)

Baltimore,

Wisdom' (Mark New-

double
dose, both spots breaking the barhangs
Maryland
rier tonight (2).
its first show this season with 'Dan-

year

BROADWAY REVIEW

DUCAT

One More Honeymoon
Farei

in

:

three

presented

acts,

at

unfaithful.

.

.

.

long journey.
A noted psychiatrist is brought in
on the case, and his suggestion is
that an old girl friend, Janet Dodge,
come to the house to live and that
she and the husband try, gradually
and gently, to win the wife.. back to
sanity. As. is not a,t all surprising,
the two, being thrown much together, fall in love. In the end, an-r
other doctor reverses the. advice of
the first, sends the friend away and
tells the husband to court his wife
all over again as, even in her clouded
mind,, she has sensed the attachment of hubby and friend and believes she is not wanted.
There are many very touching
scenes in 'Sweet Bells Jangled' and,
several highly emotional ones. In
fact, the action is ,unusually' tense
from the curtain rise to the end,
and if one will accept the theme,
he is bound to be much impressed
by its unfolding. Certain elements
of the characterizations— especially
that of the central character, may
not' stand up under analysis, but
they- make for terrifically powerful
.

conflict.
Although much
heavier, Lawrence's play resembles
Pulton
This
Oursler's
'Behold
Dreamer,' in which. Glenn Hunter
appeared about five years ago. That,
although a well-rated play, was

dramatic

failure.

Capital performances, all along
the line help 'Sweet Bells Jangled
greatly.
In fact it's the kind of
play that requires the most delicate
and sensitive handling. Miss Cowl,
although the central figure, has by
no means got the biggest, part. In
fact she's comparatively little on the
stage, but she does have some tre 7
mendously effective scenes.
Her
role is made particularly difficult
by reason of the fact that she has
to «arry, nearly all the time,
bundle of clothes which she, in her
deranged state, insists on thinking
1

•

,

is

her

child.

Mary
.

Phillips

girl .friend

and so

is-

is

capital

as the

Minor Watson,

as the husband. In fact, he has one
of the best roles he has had .in a
long time and a tough one, too. The
two doctors are portrayed by Clyde
Franklin and. Eugene Sigaloff, and
Florence Edney contributes one of
her usual shrewd character portrayals as a nurse.
Donald Oenslager's one set is in fine taste.
'Sweet Bells Jangled' is a thoughtful and Impressive play. It. remains
to .be seen whether its theme will be
accepted.
Waters.

EASY PICKINS

. .

;

.

.....

.

.Sally

OWN PLAN

Ann Butler
Alice FJemlnR

v

.

•

Henry Rowland.

.Gepree Pembroke

1'odkee.locodeekasomoko...

."Will.

H. Phllbrlck
Alrhlra Sessons

Miss Rutherford,..
Charles Lummus..

Hanlon

Harry

Saturday was the wettest night
of the season, but, the boys who i-evie-yv plays slunk out mumbling that
they'd rather brave the downpour
than take any more of 'One More
Honeymoon/ Trooping started at
the end of act one and the third act
found only, those reviewers who
sing in the rain remaining. Plays
can fool the orltics sometimes, but
hot this time, for the only Holy Week
entrant is (or was) amateurish.
Surprising if it holds the boards be
yond the opening performance.
It's about a young fellow who goes
broke in the bug exterminating busiGood riatured newspaperness;
woman steers a rich widow into the
runt's apartment and he marries the
matron, taking her to Iceland on >a
honeymoon. The long winter night
.

roadway's theatre ticket brokers
to present a plan of ticket
when the additional open
hearing on the code is held in
Washington next Tuesday (10)
William P. Farnsworth, deputy ad>
who succeeded Sol
ministrator

were told
control

Rosenblatt, bluntly told the tioket
people at the code hearing at the
capital last week that if they didn't
have some plan of their own, one of
the several ticket plans already pro
posed would be accepted.

1

•

—

Hampden

Memory'

.

,

Kurt Ames (Leort Waycoff) gets tickets in their own way.
John and William McBride bethe male lead and Erin O'BrienMaslc and Wig Club's 46th an- Mporo the top femme part. Also in came angered during, one session,
being' particularly excited over a
nual musical extravaganza turns
cast is Jackie Searle. Miss Morgan
proposed
plan
.

.Philadelphia, April,

2.

.

control
although
P Fool There clause in the
club saved money this year by em- will warble one ditty. A
put forth by Philip Wittenberg, a
ploying no professional talent any- Was,' by Stella Unger and Fred New York attorney. They objected

out to be one of

its best,

Dances were directed by a Fisher.
Wigger (Francis J. Kellyi Jr.) and
Fagan will direct, with
he's done a capital job.
Settings Strouse handling publicity;
and costumes were also designed by
the boys, and they deserve plenty

where.

.

to the idea that any ticket alloted
to their agency, if found in another

Irving

broker's hands would be presumptive evidence of violation and might
lead to suspension.

Aiding Binyon

of credit.

Postal-Leblang
McBrides,
and
Hollywood, April -2.
Tyson are ^for continuing the pres'$tooge,' Claude ent rules, although during the winexplore the stratosphere together, Binyon- Joe Mankiewicz play based ter they had criticised the Code
with June East, a lady of buxom on the Binyon yarn, are Leo Chal- Authority's system.
..and voluptuous, beauty, the kind
Jerry
Munier,
Ferdinand
zel,
commonly associated with Mae
West. They land- on the moon and Fletcher, Valerie Stevens.
'Hamlet' for Brooklyn
Wm.. Russell is directing,, with
one of the explorers (August) is accused by the Lunar King of alien- Opening., tentatively set for the
Omaha, April 2.
ating his wife's affections. Second Threshold,
new Hollywood legit
Hart Jenks, studio director of
act mostly concerns August's trial show window, around middle of
has
been invited to
KOIL,
Omaha,
at which, among other things, he April.
play the role of Hamlet, in a prois accused of causing the cows on
duction to be presented by the
the milky way to go on strike- Much
Brooklyn Institute of Arts
of this trial scene is very amusing
L'S
HARTFORD
— ~"and
^indeed ^aWr^wRTi^ir Tot^of ^Wrm
T^iemWs^biT'Aprll "21T ~
Hartford, Conn., April 2.
rhyme, it is also quite clever and
Invitation to play the part was
Hartford is giving Parson's. Theamore adult than most of the books
Keogh, ditre a good bit of money on the Wee extended by J. Augustus
of, college shows.
rector of productions at the instiJoseph P. Fellman and S. Bick- & Levcntlial stage presentations.
Two shows so far this season, tute, who was formerly associated
ley Ileiehncr have contributed a
with
corking score— ohc of the host a one had Beverly Bayno and Herbert with Jenks in two seasons
Mask' and Wig show Iras ever 'pos- Rawlinson in 'Dangerous Corners' Fritz Lienor's Shakespearean repersessed. Outstandingly tuneful num- and the other, Pauline Frederick tory company.
bers are 'Old Man Moon,' 'Nasty
Production will be given a matiBoth
in 'Her Mnjepty the Widow/
Man,' 'Loneliness* and 'Easy Pickperformance in
netted quite, a lilt of change, al- nee and an evening
ins/ As previously noted, the dahoo
dark for elose, honor of the anniversary of the
was
house
the
though
evolutions are intricate and very
William Shakespeare.
Mrth
of
years.
two
well done.
One. special number, ato
'Easy Pickins' concerns the Pick-

ins Brothers (August and Septem-r
ber), two scientists who set off to
.

are skeded to send in.
No cut-rate or English pit system
policies will be pursued, a straight
dollar admission being the tap, and
half that for matinees. As in practice throughout the W. & L, wheel,
the Maryland builds the sets, for
each show. No public mention of
stock affiliation, is being made, W.
& L. also receiving ho formal billr
Plays
irig as the shows' presenters.
are simply being hawked as road
shows.
Fordls, UBO house, also relights
tonight with the Charles Emerson
Cook Players/ new resident stock
troupe. Marks the first stock out
fit in this theatre in six years, and
that was a summer troupe. Cook's

In the two day and night sessions,
a majority of the time was devoted
to tickets, in one phase or another.
There were revelations which apr
peared to surprise Farnsworth, despite the welter of confabs on
tickets prior to, and during the
was figured perfect, for that SOrt of hearings. Comment of some officials
thing.
interested in straightening out the
They bring back an Eskimo, a guy Jegit. situation was to the effect that
with a 21-letter name but with a entirely too much attention was denew kind of bug exterminating juice voted to ^tickets and that there were
made out of fish. To prove he is an other problems as important.
Eskimo he eats the goldfish. Then
brokers, those
Independent
a spinster anthropologist grabs, grouped outside the big three
teaches and marries him, and he
McBrides,. Postal-Leblang. and
sells his bug stuff for a million
Tyson (Sullivan-Kay) were reprebucks.
There is more to the story hut it sented by attorney Stanley Fowler.
Most, of the cast He declared that most of the predoesn't matte*.
names looked strange and so was ferred tickets for some shows and
were
'Follies'
the acting.. Curious, however, to see particularly
the
Will H. Philbrick cavorting about alloted to the three leading brokers.
as the fat Icelander PoOkeelocc- It was claimed, that 270 of such
deekasomoko. He. was amusing for tickets virtually shut out the indea moment or so.
pendents and 180 tickets went to
Sure was a wet night, but the
one agency (Tyson), that, number
Ibee.
show was wetter.
He
later being reduced to 150.
charged that his clients therefore had
to obtain tickets from that agency,
Gets $7,000
paying 75c. over the box office
In 4 Shows, Seattle price and, if sold to customers without additional charge to hold their
Seattle, April 2.
profit.
Four performances at 55 cents to patronage, there was no
Argument was in support of the
Hampden
$7,000
Walter
$2.20 netted
here.
House seats 1,400, so this indie plan for the right to make a
resale charge, which would double
kind, of biz is close to capacity.
Hampden laid off during Holy the present allowable premium.
week; goes next to Salt Lake.
Otherwise It was figured that if
rules covered the price phase .of
ticket distribution there should also
Readied be rules making for a more even
L. A.
Los Angeles, April 2.
allotment,
Shuberts di
not subscribe to
Rehearsals for the Myron. C.
Fagan production of *Memory,' that idea. J. J. Shubert was preswhich he authored, and which, will ent with his attorney but withdrew
star Helen Morgan, begin tomorrow after becoming indisposed, not however until after declaring that the
(3) at the Biltmbre, with the drama
Shubert theatres would dispose., of
open April 30.
set
to

(Mask and Wig Show)

----

-

In

-

the

cast

.

'•

;

.

IIOSW&

.

.

_

the.- total sought from
Amount claimed from
managers using the pass tax collection is. more or ..less undetermined.

r

"

those principally concerned
are the Shuberts, who started the
system of collecting 40 cents per
person on. 'free admissions,' describing such levies as 'employees admisbeneficial
'employees
sion,'
fund* tax.
It is hot believed that the intent
of the law is such as ruled by the
Treasury Department insofar as cut
Until it was
rates are concerned.
decided that the letter of the revenue act called for 10%, on the actual box office price, Leblang's did
hot collect the tax. Since the agency
did hot actually collect the full percentage on its, cut-rate sales, it is
expected that the claim will be
settled for a lesser sum*
Eisner's Argument
At Washington, attorney MaiEisner, former tax collector in New
York, appeared to argue against the
Treasury ruling. He was given five
minutes, but presented a brief In
which he. showed that tickets sold
at cut-rates were accompanied, with
taxes that really meant that the
purchaser paid 20% instead of 10%
that if a $3 ticket is sold at half
price in Leblang's. the new ruling
calls for a tax; of 30 cents, whereas,

Among

',

original group put in fifteen weeks
up. at the Auditorium during mid
finally succumbing to a
winter,
combination ot Lent and unfortu-

nate weather breaks Feb. 24;
Cook is tossing but the first ball
with 'Men in White,' Harry Ellerbe
and (Miss) Lee Patrick in the top
spots, plus Calyln. Thomas, Joseph
Eggenton, Lawrence Keating, Rosamund Merivale, Helen Pitt, Wallace
Acton, Oscar Westgard, Daisy Lpvering and Allan Kaye. Addison Pitt
Prevailing 85 cent
is the stager.

.

—

top nites and 40 cent mats will Inaugurate a new low tariff for stock it should hot be more than 15 cents.
hereabouts.
In other words tax is beihg collected on money not actually paid,
he says.
Since the ruling, Leblang's has
'Hell to Pay' Parker,
been collecting on the. box office, or
printed value, of tickets but on the
Boston Transcript
reverse there Is a, stamp that the
stubs should be retained; so that
should the ruling be upset the paVet Critic, Dies at
tron will be entitled to a refund.
As regards the collection on
April 2.
passes, that money has actually
Henry Tyler Parker, knOwn to been collected by the several manUnited
Show folks throughout the
agers using that practice. Under
States as H. T. P., one of the most the ruling, if 40 cents U. collected on
authoritative and colorful drama- a ticket priced at $3, 30 cents is due
years,,
died
critics for the past 40
the government. Doubtful, 'thereFriday (30) after a' week's illness,
continued on page 58)

67

,

.

from pneumonia.
H. T. P., as he signed himself, was
on The Boston Transcript for 40
years arid one of the few inter-urban
editors of drama whose opinion was
rated as meaning something. His
reviews were always brutally frank
and yet commanded respect from
authors and managers.
ividuallst.
He was a colorful
One of his pet phrases was 'Hell to
Pay/ employing the initials of his
name and for several decades it has
been a dramatic biz legend that
'Hell to Pay Parker says—/
He always wrote in longhand and
never answered a telephone. Once
a year he would come to New York,
and always, stop at the Murray Hill
hotel, preferably in a back room.
Frequently, too, he Went to London.
After being in New York for some
years as the Transcript correspond-:
ent, he went to London for a few
months in 1899 as representative of
the Boston paper and the New. York
Globe.
In 1903 he left the Transcript to become, music and drama
critic for the Globe in New. York,
but two years later returned to his
first
love.
He never wandered
away, after that.
Parker had a strong dislike, for
censorship and wrote many virile
and bitter articles oh the subject.
His writings were decidedly of the
.

.

CLUB BUYS 'OF THEE'

PRODUCTION RIGHTS
Springfield, Mass., April

2,

•Of Thee I Sing' opened at the
Court Square theatre tonight under
the auspices of the Kiwanis Club,
local talent as to cast and chorus
being used, but with the original
Sam H. Harris production. Manager was paid $2,000 for the use of
the production* but It is likely the
settings will remain .hjerer at the

request of the showmanCost of ringing up -the curtain Is
estimated at not less than $7,000..
Show will be played six nights,. top
being $3. While a profit on operation is not expected, advertising In
the souvenir programs approxi-

mates $i 5,000...
Show was staged by Bib Day,
former stock manager. Last season
the Kiwanis staged 'Show Boat'
here;

Dallas Stock
Dallas, April

2.

Boyd B. Trousdale's Players opened Sunday (1) at the newly, modold
school,
but
outstandingly ernlzed Uptown,
Stock company had been playing,
stylistic.
He was a member of the Harvard at. the President, Des Moines.
Club of Boston and the Stage Society in New York, and had entree
SEATTLE'S 1ST OPERA

to many exclusive clubs
~T
^al^uT'opean^caprtlSls.

He Was unmarried
old at the time he

in

"

sev-.

and, 67 years

was

stricken.

-

.

.

Leblang's..

dies in childbirth, Chuck McAffoo. ..... ... v. .Charles ,Harrlspn
.Bur.ford Hampden
.,.
persists in believing Richard I. Mason
Starr

St. Clair.
and also that her err- Ramona,
Nancy Devore
ing husband had gone away on a Wanda Rutledge. ....

lived

It

of legit in

.

.

Baby

mad Meg

that

ia a. return,

'Following a recent ruling of the
.Treasury Department that 40 cent
admissions on passes to legit shows
tantamount to cut-rates and
is
therefore, calls for the payment to
the government of 10% on the face,
or box office, value of. the ticket,
the New York collector of Internal
Revenue is preparing a claim, for
back taxes against theatres which
have exacted "'service charges' on
passes and against Leblang's cutrate agency.
Inspectors estimate that around

gerous Corner,' initialer of
$75,000 will be
secutlve shows Woe and Leyenthal

the

.

.

but

this

Baltimore's

Little..

by John Nicholson and
she Little, March 81,
fore her child
Ned Brown: written by Leo Reardon:
learns that her husband has •been staged by Nicholson.
to bo born,

Ducats

Bring Treasury Dept faquiry

May

'Broadway Interlude' (Hammerstein and DuFor) Masque.
'Stevedore' (Theatre Union)

.,

and with restraint,
but the idea may be distasteful to
Most of the.
some theatregoers.
but there were
raved,
critics here,
complaints from patrons.
Story concerns one Meg Pemberton, who goes insane when, just be-

Tkowaway

Guild.

low comic strip, J. Ellwood Dougherty, as the seductive June East/
and Samuel Walter Gregg, Jr., as
August Pickins, are outstanding.
A tour of Pennsylvania cities will;
'Easy Pickins* is a good
follow.
,:the organizashow and a credit
tion.'.

in

Decent'
'Are You
Bannister) Bijou.
Mig Saw' (Theatre

Ballet, is strikingly effective.
re capable, but ElJacob Myers who plays thewith a make-up like the Sow-

Ail the boys

delicately,

is

^

1934

Plays Out of

theme

j

'Yoske Kalb' on Coast
Los Angeles, April

-

2.

Maurice Schwartz comes Into the
Biltmore for a week starting April
30, in his Yiddish play, 'Yoshe Knlb.'
It's

hlH first trip ot the ('oast.

—

Seattle-^nril.-2

have its first taste of
opera at pop prices for five
days, opening April 23, when the
JSeattle will

gr'arid

San Carlo Grand Opera Company
will be at the civic auditorium.
Prices scale from 155 cents to $1.10.
Eli'sson-Wh'ite is presenting, with
Bill McCurdy handling in northwest, including Portland, Seattle
and Vancouver,
looks big.

B. O.

Advance

sale

.

8

St.

SHOW NEWS

FOREIGN!

TARiBTy'S' i-ondon officii
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Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square

London Gives Razz to
Yank 'Double Door'

Paris Legit Gets Second Breath;

,

McFadden's

Elizabeth

'Races a Smash, 'White Horse Inn'

March

"Double

Door,' produced at the Globe,

With

No

24.

the; Horse
rand Palais, the real

the

Show-.

laughter.

American

may have

import

a,

Keys

Barcelona, March
Police were, called to

...

24.

the

Teatro Romea when Roland
Dorsay, French m.c, refused
to go on with his orchestra
becau.se the house was empty.

is
season is on,
busily scrambling to make up for
Mild
winter.
is
the time
weather, plenty of taxis ana political
least,—are
calm—momentary,

Paris

Managers

oh

insisted

and when

.

played.

Again;

ht time is 'La Porteuse de Pain*
Baker's Girl'),, melodrama
the

For Lack of Coin
Paris

March

24

which at the Renaissance last week
Heavy campaign is 'on to revive
was a happy inspiration. It is a the idea of a 1937 exposition, .presombre, weepy piece, and they love viously dropped for lack of cash,
French
a
Comes close to being
it.
Paris Municipal Council says that
•Uncle Tom's Cabin.'
although the National Government
Not a small part of the success won't put up the money, It will try
of
acting
of the piece is due to the
to find some in the. city budget,
Marcelle Genlat, who is everything Decision is expected in mid- April,
a melo needs. She came into heavy
Delegation of Senators also i a
runby
year
public attention this
calling on Premier Doumergue, who
ning away with the show in has dictatorial budget powers, to
•Pranzini,' play about a murder urge him to loosen up, oh the
trial, which. ran earlier in the season
grounds that business men need the
s how
at the Ambassadeurs.
r
Another new success, of a di
Present plans would have the

|

cleaning up after several other
types of entertainment, he Is now
instituting a real variety drive at
most of his houses,
Biggest venture is the Intended
reversion to variety at the Alham
House goes back to that
hra.
policy on April 9, with agents being
requested to submit acts,

.

ent type, is Bruckner's ^Raees,' currently running at the Oeuvre, little

adaptation by
This little house, situ-

a French

Renee Cave.
ated! in a Mbntmartre courtyard,
with wooden seats minus most of
their .paint and a curtain which
needs darning in spots, puts on some
.

„of the (Inest productions In town,
and it has rung the bell with its
presentation of this

German

piece.

show

in the center of Paris.

Arts

Other

K

CAB CALLOWAY'S 13G
IN GLASGOW; ON CONT.
2.

Cab Calloway closed Sunday (1)
at the Empire, Glasgow, with the
.

.

,

"1*^

-

March

I

I
I

24.

Considerable turmoil has resulted

of Gulllaume Besnard, one of the
three general agents of the Societe
des
Compositeurs,
Auteurs
et
through whom the sale of rights to
"

farcical comedy in two scenes. The
other, in a more serious vein, has
flvr'short'scenes, and will be en-

-

Molnar

is

discussing casting pos

slbiltttes -with

Eugene

Heltai;

man-

ager of the Magyar theatre; Marglt
Dayka will probably be cast in the
name part of 'Pastry Cook's Wife,'
and Maria Lazar may play the lead
in the other comedy, opposite to
Gozon, with Eugene Torzs figuring
in both.

F. Friedinaim-Frederich,

perity.

Marlenbad and Reichenberg, and
his companies will appear in the
three leading cities of northwest
That's the
and. north Bohemia.

London
March 19,

week of

Is saved from mediocrity
by the inclusion of three American
acts. Paul and Walter Brlant score

splendidly "with their coinedy acrobatics, despite having had many Imitators since their last trip here.
Ganjou brothers and Juanlta, in
their'

the old-timers.
Just what will happen .to- the
writers on Besnard's string Is not

Prague, March
Fritz

known.

Probably they will be
divided between Alfred Bloch and
Serafih Bianchtni, two remaining
general agents of the Societe. The
position of these two In regard to
the purchase of rights to plays and
books will thus be considerably

Frledmanh

-

24.

Frederlch, the

former director of the Metropole
theatre, Berlin, and author of several plays, died here last week
after two months' illness.

Friedmann -Frederlch

.

Ger

manny

after the establishment of
the Hitler regime. lie was the man

strengthened.

who

ager

Tauber and

Richard
discovered
Gitta Alpar, among

others.

Former German Czechs
Group for Protection

'Romance

in Porcelain,'

have

the classiest of adagioists. Act
had the usual, trouble with the pit
orchestra,
encountered
here by

still

many, and found it difficult to concentrate on their work with an eye
on the leader. Despite this hindrance, they were given; a good reception,

Hazel Mahgean Girls were an-

came through

well.
native talent,

Of the
meaning anything

only ones

were

Danny

Malorte, Irish singer, whose only
trouble seems to be what to do with
Madrid, March 24
his hands, and Vine, More and
rize of 4,000 N eyard three _ boys -re nderlng-har ^.
Espinosa Cortina
Pestas, awarded every Ave years by mohy numbers, with one at the
the Spanish Academy for the best piano.
dramatlc work during the. period,
was conceded to Jose Maria Peman
Holborn Empire
for his religious * play, 'El Divino
Newcomers at Holborn Empire
Impaclente' {The—-impatient Di
are Will Fyffe-—buclc in vaudevillevine').
after 40 weeks with rGive Me a
It was judged the best piece proRing' and pantomime. Fyffe renders
duced during the 1929-1933 stretch two cameos, the Stationmaster and
Peman was known as a poet and Stevedore; both to good results.
orator until he wrote 'Divine', his
Four Yacht Club Boys, doubling
:

.

....

employed in Germany,
have formed an organization, with
headquarters. In Prague, to protect
their interests, and to oppose the
plan of the German government to

February

6.

Among

entertainers who contribservices were Serge
Lifar, dancer; the Blue Bell Girls;
line from the Paramount Theatre;
some of. Max Relnhardt's 'Fieder-

uted

their

cast, and Mihtinguett ahd a
troupe from the Folles Bergere.
Ball is an annual society event,
and crowd this year was one of
largest and most enthusiastic on

maus'

Madrid Art Theatre
Plans O'NeUl Play
Madrid, March 23.
Art theatre group formed by
Cipriaho Riyas Cherif, playwright,
under name of 'Teatro Escuela de
Art' ('School of Theatrical Art') and
has organized a subscription season

Maria Guerrero theatre.
First presentations include translation of ah Q'NeUl play by RIcardo
Baeza, 'La Decantada Vida y Muerte
del General Malbru' ('The Exagerrated Life and Death of General
.Malbru'), and 'Pon Galferos y las
Busconas de Madrid' ('Don Galferoa
and the Madrid Filchers') of Quinones de Benavente.
at

other act almost marred by the
stage band, which Is used for the
second half of the program, but

BEST SPANISH PLAY

Prague, March 24
Artists," and. singers., of. German.
nationality but who are CzechoSlovak. citizen?, although, they were'

having been postponed, at the last
minute, from the night of the big

riots,

record.

Pavilion Bill
Pavilion bill,

been here nearly a year, but are

Star Discoverer, Dies

among

Prague, March 24.
Rudolf Friml's new operetta, 'Anwas presented in the Slovak control their activities from Berlin.
Among the members of this orNational Theatre In Bratislava, Slovakia, March; 17. Czechoslovakia Is ganlzation, formerly prominent in
the first country in Europe to Germany, are Director Carl Mel.nhardt, Tilly De Garmo. Josef Bunzl
stage it.
and Paul Lewitt.
It is ret'itled 'Ninon' here.
nina,'

More than half-a-dozen years ago
'Good
Truex presented
Ernest
Morning, Bill* in London. It was
evived at Daly's M&rch 20 by Peter
Haddoh, who is in the principal role.
Difficult to imagine a more perfect
cast than the present one, but the

.

formerly

'Annina' in Czech

.

.

Wbdehouse dialog is definitely dated, and the pointed jokes, therefore,
haven't the same snap as when origtuiAfi
«Th« Pastry
PaHtrv Cook's Wife/ inally seen- Looks as if the revival
'The
titled
Both have Budapest backgrounds.
will have a brief session of pros-

.

.

,

nobody knows.

Dull

Budapest, March. .23.
Ferenc Molnar Is here completing
two new plays which are to be produced for the first time by the Magyar' theatre here early in October.
One of them is 'A Night in May,' a

in local literary and theatrical cir
cles as a result of the resignation

Victor. Hugo

Dr. Basch, director of the Carls.bad municipal theatre, has just assumed the general management of
the important city theatres in..

Good Spy Play
first important switch.
Spy play by Percy Robinson and
Not yet been decided under what
requirements.
Frederick Peisley was given a try- conditions the New German Theatre
and has out at the 'Q' theatre, March 19. of Prague will be conducted in the
Stoll has loosened
given the boys a freer hand, a thing Titled TJanse Macabre,' founded on next theatrical season, but here; too,
he has not done in years. New the life and death of* Mata Hart, a management switch is anticipated.
regime has also instituted an open continental spy.
book, meaning any agent is welMarie Burke has the title role,
come, providing he has anything to which Is most dramatic in parts,
France on the Up
offer.
and her acting revealed a number
of impressive moments .in a comParis, March ,24.
this
pany of 40. Indications are
Reviving spirits of this country
MOLNAfi WRITING TWO
play may come to the West End
shown by success of .Little White
shortly.
Beds Ball, which took place at the
New Short Plays Will Go into
Opera Tuesday night (20) after
Double Bill
Revival

French literary, dramatic and musi
"
T
cal works Is handled.
eternal.Montparnasse,
seems
Besnard has. been gone since
Atelier
is
Pullih
at
the
Charles
March 7. He handled an important
still playing Shakespeare's 'Richard
group of French authors, including
Iir,' but he has an adaptation of anMarcel Pagnol,. Paul Achard and
other old English play .in rehearsal, d'Annunzlo among the contemporary
when grosses writers, and Edmond Rostand and
spring
ready'

dwindle.
'White
musicals,.
Aftiong
Horse Tavern' at the Mpgador, an
Erik Chareir production, is showing
no weakening and may break rec
ords for a run, although the. bid
marks set at this house by 'Rose
Marie,' and 'No, No Nanette,' will
take a lot of licking. Relnhardt's
'Fledermaus' is still at the Pigalle,
and the. Lehar show, 'The Land of
'GalteCatriens*
holds
Smiles,"
.let-up, with
Lyjique' without
Wily Thunis doing the leading
tenor job.
'Passage des Priries,' the Charles
Offenbach
with
operetta
Mere
music has held up well at- the
raffelplne; but Is^noarTng the end

Members
bankrolls requisitioned.
of cast, Including pit orchestra, were
asked to slice, salaries by 60%.
After a lot of excitement backstage, it was decided to accept, with
show carrying on. For how long,

26.

,

A.S.C. ; CaUSeS Turmoil
Paris,

Prague, March

German theatre's of Czeehoelovakia, located in the numerous German sections, owing to the political
crisis ahd reduction of state ahd
municipal subsidies, have suffered
greatly in the last year and are in
financial difficulties.

Llewellyn John, Is in complete
charge of the bookings, and he
seews to have a- flair for modern

7

rent events angles.
Of the old ones Jacques Deval's
•Tovaritch" at the Paris, hailed at
the outset of the season as a hit,
Dostoievsky's
is still going strong.
'Crime and Punishment,' a hangover
from- last year at Gaston Baty's

"

^

show

caught them right is Georges Berr's
at
the
'Mon Crime,'
comedy,
Varietes, which is hailed as one. of
the big laugh producers in town.
It is full of local French and cur-

Reorganizing; Too tough

and business;
Empire
Ardwlck
Empire,
Another show that came near
Hippodrome, Bristol. This coupled
with Hackney Empire and SheP- folding on Saturday, March 17, was
U^d'siBush Empire, gives the Stoll Here's How,' at the Savllle. Show
never really got going, with several
cons ecu
rcu

|

gate bringing the house 2,200 pounds
($13,000) for the seven days.
Goes to ParamoUnt's Manchester
Astoria on guarantee and percent
would normally be expected at a age, and follows this with a week
Bho.w like 'Races.'
at the. Carlton Hotel, Amsterdam,
Outstanding performances are de- after which he plays one-night
livered by Raymond Maurel, Ray- stands in Antwerp, Brussells, RotBalaTariia
mond Rouleau, and
terdam and The Hague.
Only fighting -about the
chova.
On April 23 and 24 he gives replay is in aesthetic circles, a group citals at the Salle Pleyel, Paris,
contending
Cocteau
where he is presented by Harry
led by Jean
Next day he embarks on
that Bruckner missed when he con- Foster.
centrated on a pergonal story, leav- the He de France for New York.
ing the big racial movement as
mere background.
Another recent opening which Besnard Quits French

Czech German Theatre

ions, with Charles Cochran perturbed. During the week grosses picked
up daily, with Saturday's business
around $2,500. Show's entire week's
gross was Just over $7,600, leaving

<

.

their political opinions, when
the piece has any sort- of a political
angle, and whistling and cheers

business, after divided press opin-

houses "turning to Cochran $600 in red. .Length of run
Wood^ Green is entirely dependent oh this week's

Stoll

niS
will P^bably play
and crafts, especially those of the Alhambra
fortnight making him a
French peasants and workers, would acts f°J a
* 0.™ c*° n
0
r
P
be featured. A lottery scheme Is
3
Stoll, will soon begin to
No doubt
favored to aid financing
import acts from America, and
looks like he has a good chance.
Jack Marshall, formerly assistant to

London, April

•Magnolia Street/ currently at nicely;
Adelphi theatre, nearly closed after
nine days.
Opened to very bad

the same policy ire

No Demonstrations
sellout.
nightly
a
is
Piece
Strangely enough, there are no
demonstrations. Paris audiences almost invariably use theatres to

•

Star

.

Was Dropped

of

.

perience.

New

7

talk of Paris Fair

('The

theatre. In

,

Harold Boyd and his Jig- Saws
Kit-Kat management has decided have some good sight comedy,
which Is vfhat is needed here.
to establish Teddy Joyce as. a permanent star. He has made good
Sailors at Savoy
with his band to such an extent' that
Three Sailors duplicated their
club feels! warranted in taking, this,
Palladium success at the Savoy
attitude.
Tracy and Hay, also at
Joyce's picture Is displayed oh all cabaret.
March 24.
the subway stations, on buses and the latter, had trouble with music;
Sir Oswald Stoll has decided to in the newspaper advertising/ and arrangements from 'Roberta' and
'As Thousands Cheer' having been
give, vaudeville, which first made eyeryonels happy.
stopped by local copyrlghters, which
his name, another chance. Encour
necessitated new music arrange-:
aged by the success at his Chlswlck
Bad Start
ments. But despite that got over
Empire, where vaudeville has been

which

Ambigu

Kat Makes Joyce a Star

London, March 24.
good vaudeville rneat^ Boys are a
Latest to declare open war against riot for the sophisticated, but not
the British Broadcasting Corpora- for family gatherings.
Some of
He told their material must rouse the
tion is Charles Cochran.
the chain that as long as James censor's wrath.
Maisie Weldon, daughter of Harry
Agate Is its 'theatrical critic he will
not extend it any seat courtesies. Weldon, is now doing mimicry*
Cochran even went as far as to Scratch a. mimic and you find.. a.
say that he will bar all his artists Garbo. Her best are Zasu Pitts and
from broadcasting while Agate is in. Jessie Matthews. Gal has possibilities and should Improve with exBut the B.B.C. is adamant.

VAUDE WITH

his

the empty seats,,
the cops .came he

•playing

lenty, and business is coming back closer to what used to be

considered normal.
the plays which caught
by opening at the

Silent

Kit

March

proved a splendid vehicle for
Sybil Thorridike. BUt the play itself
was greeted with derisive
short run oh strength of Miss
Thorndike's performance, however..

March

Cochran Warring With B. B. G;

24.

21,

Nears Record; Tovaritch' Strong
Paris,

Cable Addrest: YARIETT, LONDON
Telephone: Temple Bar 8041-5042

Madrid Nitery Biz
Madrid, March

24.

'Casa. Blarica' (White House'),,
class nitery, is trying something
new to attract biz. Huge glass cage
lining upper part of a wall filled

with monkeys, pigeons and canaries
in separate compartments so the
spenders- and=^theg;£r!s^can=amusethemselves during their bored moments by watching the contortions
of the

To

monks and the

top

off

birdies.

the classy decorations,

Cas a Blanca has a revolving and

•'

.

I

I

contribution to the stage. He
now a member of parliament.

•first

from Monselgneur restaurant, and

Is

headlining, score nicely, but are not

s'fagF'f or itSTthrCB orchestras
^ja7.z, tango and waltz— so that the
orchestral changes can be effected
without loss. of time or music.

T^rig'

Casa Blanca Is owned by town's
leading Jewelers, the Sanz brothers,
who also operate a block-deep modernistic .cafe, the 'Aquarium.'

-
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Holy Week No Bugaboo

Current Road Shows
Week

(Continued from page

Ind

been

able,

'Gentlewoman,' Cort. Taken off
Saturday; played week and half.
'Her Master's Voice,' Plymouth
(24th week) <C-l,O42-$3.30);
Figured around $7,000 last, week; just
better than even break; but due to
stick through April;
'House of Remsen/ Miller/ (1st
week) (CD-944-$2.75). Presented by
written by
Nicholas Soussanin;
William- J, Perelniann and Marie

lively

.

An-

Los

Biography,'

a. newcomer at the
'Bob Ray,' Music Box, Hollywood.
Plymouth; and Wee & Leventhal
Maryland,
Corner,'
'Dangerous
put on 'The Dark Tower' at Hollis,. Baltimore.
on the usual 40-Cerit courtesy pass
'Dark Tower,' Hollis, Boston.
leeps Out/ Stude•Elizabeth
.'My Maryland' is at the Shubert baker, Chicago.
for a second week. Next week BosRepertory*
Gallienne
L'e
Eva
tori. Opera House will get Monte
Paramount, Austin, Texas, April -2;.
Carlo Ballet Russe for four days, Majestic, Houston, S.-.4:; Baylor Uniand seat sale is extremely heavy in versity, Waco, 5; Melba, Dallas, 6-7.
advance.' Lehar's 'Gypsy Love' will
* Every Thursday/ Erlanger, Philabe revived'at the Shubert April 14 delphia.
under the title of 'As the .Moon
'Green. Bay Tree/
-

Rises.'

MASK. WIG SHfl

(1st
Playhouse
Born/
'Moor
week) (D-896-$3l30). Presented by
Bushar and Tuerk; written by. Don
as
grossed
Cheer*
Thousands
'As
ToCheroh; opens tonight (3) With
much as any normal Woek since
'New Faces/ Fulton (4th week)
opening and counted $27,000. 'Fol(R-900-$3.30). Intimate revue held
much,
tying
as
about
lies' grossed
There was a dual or slightly bettered, starting pace;
for leadership.
with takings around $10,000 should
tie for the best dramatic grosses,,
make grade; modest operating nut.
also, 'Mary of Scotland' and 'Pods'No More Ladies/ Morosco (11th
'She week) (C-96l-$2JT5).
worth' both getting $23,000.
Among best
Loves Me Not' was out in front of the list offers; class laugh show
big
the
despite
holding to good money, approxlmat
the previous week
rain and did a material jump. ing $11,000.
'One More Honeymoon/ Little
Among others which stepped up
Opened
(1st week) (C-530-$2.76).
were 'Ah Wilderness' and 'Yellow Saturday
(31) and drew severe panJack'.
ning; surprise it resumed Monday.

and others at the mid-week (Wed
nesday and Thursday).

,000

.

IN

Philadelphia, April 2

Four houses are open for Easter
week, with, prospects Of fairly good
business all along, the line.
Mask arid Wig Club of the Uhi
versity of Pennsylvania broke an
old custom by opening at. the GarThat
rick
Saturday afternoon.
means it will play ten performances.
Former plan was to open in Atlantic
City. Saturday before Easter and
come in to Philly Easter Monday
Terrific rainstorm hurt both Saturday performances, but .indications
are' for a pretty good week—probably better than last year. Likely
$26,000 at the $3 top.
Monte Carlo Ballet Russe, which
.

—

.

:

.

-

erate takings at around $6,000 are

Longacre (1st
'Brain
Sweat,'
Presented
week) (D-l,019-$2.76).
by Henry Stern and James Montgomery; written by John Charles
Brownell; opens Wednesday (4).
'Dodswbrth,' Shubert (6th week)
(CD-l,387-$3.30). Maintained corking pace with capacity the rule
throughout week and the takings
close to $23,000.
'Follies,'
Winter Garden (14th
week) (R-l,493-$4.40). Expected to
run to July with 'The Family Album' a possible summer revue;
.

IN

SMART NEW GARB

hardly profitable.
'Tobacco Road',

\

last

week got only $6,000 despite aid
Taken off for good
House goes dark for in-

48th St. (18th
Makings ex(D-969-$3.30).
cellent profits and holding to $9,000
or better weekly; not smash but
definite success;
Barrymore
Insurance',
'Wife

of subscriptions.

Postponed;

$4,000.

veek)

Saturday.

definite period.
'Sweet Bells Jangled' (Forrest).
notices for this Jane Cowl

Good
play

.

due out of town next

week before Broadway

presentation.
'Yellow Jack', Martin Beck (Bth
week) (D-1,214-$2.7B). Only Satur
day's weather prevented gross top
ping $10;000; close to that figure,
;

takings going

up

$800.

$3,900,

but not much biz.
Maybe
This week Monte Carlo

Ballet Russe.

'Corner* Fold*
Baltimore, April

2.

Wee and

Leventhal's production
Other Attractions
of 'Dangerous Corner/ current at
'Casino Varieties', Casino (for
the Maryland, will call it a season
merly Earl Carroll) ; vaudeville type
revue; opened Monday matinee; Saturday (7) nite.
Has been touring steadily since
night top $1.66.
.
leaving the Waldorf, N. T., after a.
'Peace on Earth', 44th Street; up
town after 16 weeks at 14th Street summer of cut- rating, opening in
„ 'Four Saints in Three Acts', EmChicago Sept. 26.
Toured UBO
pire; repeat date.
Grand Opera, Broadway; pop spots till W. & L. Inaugurated its
stock rotating plan several months
opera started Sunday (1).
Grand Opera, Hippodrome;, pop ago, of; which time 'Corner' was
opera also opened Sunday.
converted into stock through spe'The Drunkard', American Music cial permission from Equity.
Hall; revival with beer and eats.
Blanche Bates and Herbert. RawThe Mikado', Majestic; first of linson
are in 'Corner's' .ton. brackets.
revivals;
Sullivan
Gilbert .and
opened Monday.

•

,

lenin White

L

4

rfl-tcs

ti QTi

at

Very Good;

$4,750

.

profitable.

week Was

•

.

.

last

the lowest legit take in the history
of Chicago as an incorporated city.
Two plays were 'Elizabeth Sleeps
Out' at the Studebaker which collected' $1,900 iri its 10th week in
delphia.
town and 'The Curtain Rises' at the
Katharine Cornell
COrt which managed $2,000 for its
Both are
bert, Cincinnati.
11th week in the loop.
'Men i White/ Ford's Baltimore. voted weakies.
,
Los
Capltan,
El
White,
in
'Men
Only other legit attraction in
Angeles.
town is the non-rpro 'Girls in UniMetropolitan Opera* Boston Opera form' at the Blackstone, which can t
House.
cpme under the professiorial theatre
My Maryland/ Shubert, Boston,
heading.
,
'Reunion in Vienna/ Royal AlexSituation in the loop is proving
andra, Toronto.
again that competition is the life of
National, show business and that as soon as
Richard of
Washington.
competition is lacking, so is busilouth, ness.
'Sweet Bells Jangled/
Despite the fact that there
Bostori.
are only two shows in town to col'Take a Chance/ Mayan, Los An- lect show money from 4,000,000 people, these two shows are limping
'The House of Rothschild' (film) instead of packing 'em in.
Majestic! Bostori.
Meanwhile the source of supply,
ieago. the road shows, grow less and less
'The Curtain Rises/
.Chi- able to keep the Chicago theatres
'The Shi ing Hour/
Managers are frankly hesicago.filled.
Thirty Thousand to Go/ Holly
tant about footing the bill for a
town, Hollywood.
tour of the midwest since, if ChiRepertory, cago fades, the entire hope for a.,
Hampden
Walter
Kingsbury Hall, Salt Lake City, 2; successful midwest tour vanishes.
Lincoln, Cheyenne, 4; Broadway,
'Shining Hour' with Conrad Nagel
5-6-7
Denver,
...
and Violet Hemlng opened last
Los An- night at the Selwyn at $2.20 top.
'White Cargo/
geles.
Shuberts learned their bitter lesson
about $1.60 cut-rates with the 'Ten
Minute Alibi' brodle and Max Gordon presents the 'Hour' at regula-

of
One
There are 30 attractions in New week)
(C-830-$2.76).
York including the incoming card finds among last summer's rural
but not counting two grand opera try-outs and due to last out season;
troupes at pop prices. The Ringling around $5,000, but okay.
'Roberta', New Amsterdam (20th
circus is at Madison Square GarLittle dif(M-l>717-$3.30)..
A week)
den, starting slowly as usual.
ference in business last Week and
for
new attraction which may bid
forecast to play through coming
legit patronage is the 'Casino Va- Summer; $24,000..
Beware', Lyceum (28th
'Sailor
which debutted Monday.
rieties'
Held to same recently had three highly profitable
Two repeats have been added to week) (C-923-$3.30).
others last week; performances at the Academy of
the list in 'Peace on Earth' and pace as with most
Music is back in town this time at
estimated around $9,000.
'Pour Saints, .in Three Acts'.
'She Loves Me Not', 46th St, the Forrest for a week. Advance
Single premiere last week, 'One (24th week) (C-l,413^$2.76).
Con reported at fc-tter than $6,600 which
More Honeymoon', at the Little, siderably ahead last week until Sat indicates a swell week.
Two cut-rate houses should also
'Another urday's downpour, but went over;]
ing.
mean a
didn't
cash in on the Easter Week pick-up
and 'Gentle- $18,000; leading laugh show*
Variderbilt,
Love',
•Sing and Whistle', Forrest (8th Broad has 'The ureen Bay Tree'
woman', Cort, dropped out last
Using vari- with both critics and patrons wonSaturday. 'They Shall Not Die' is week) (C-l,057-$2.76).
types of cut rates and getting dering how that subtle and delicate
due off this Saturday at the Royale. ous
by at small money; estimated piece can be handled by a nameless
second company. Erlanger has sec
Estimates for Last Week
around. $3,000.
ond week of 'Every Thursday.'
'The Perfumed Lady*, Ambassa
(27th
'Ah,
Wilderness/ Guild
Next week's arrivals are *My
Actually dor (4th week) (C-l,166-$3.30). Not
week)
(CD-914r$3.30).
umpty-umpth time here,
went up during the most unusual sure after this week; similarly cut Maryland,'
the Forrest, and 'The Party's
Holy Week, and the gross approx rated to taking approximately at
Over/ another try-out, at the Erlan$3,000.
imated $12,000, despite bad Satur
(3rd ger. 'The Whirlwind,' still another
Elliot
Lamp',
Shattered
'The
day weather.
Controver- new one; comes on April 16.
'All the Kino's Horses,' imperial week) (D-1,864^$2.7B).
Forrest plans to have a series, of
theme appears
ttpth week) (M-l,468-$3.36), Third sial drama with Nazi
Change of lead comic .has. Billy questionable stage fare; estimated light-opera revivals following 'My
Maryland' at a $1.60 top^ Next will
House in cast succeeding Bernard under $3,000.
'The Shining Hour*, Booth (8th probably be 'Gypsy Love.'
Granville; paced around $10,000 and
week) (D-708-$3.30). Tapered off
Estimates f
L*st Week
bettered an even break.
softiewhat last week at $9,600; but
'Another Love,' Vanderbilt. With
"Biography' (Broad). Whale .of a
drama and en- fine
drawn Saturday; played two red plenty for. imported
business
this one and mangagement should go through May, agement triedfor
at
the
last minute to
'The Wind and the Rain', Ritz hold it. The
'As Thousands Cheer,' Music Box
$8,600 was remarkable
week) (D-918-$3.30). Moder- for Holy Week.
(27th week) (R-l,000-$4.40).
As (10thcost
'Green Bay Tree
that kind of
getting
show
ate
big as any eight performances since
aiding paced in now for two weeks.
smash revue opened; went around coin; with cut prices
'Every Thursday' (Erlanger), First
around $4,600.
$27,000 looks cinch as new season at
week had $5,000—well under recent
'They Shall Not Di \ Royale (7th
week; pace for this cut-rate house. Holds
iltmore week) (D-900-$3.30). Final
'Big Hearted Herbert',
lower floor light this Week and then another new
(14th week) (C-991-$2.75); Among strong upstairs butdespite one, 'The Party's Over.'
laugh shows, making "money; mod- after subscriptions expired;
'Races' (Chestnut). In second and
unusual attention, about $8,000,
.

Chicago, April 2.
Total legit gross of the only two

shows in town

.

,

(26th

$3,900

?

'

Avon

SHOWS

IN CHI GET

phia.

a sellout for the
Jane Cowl in 'Sweet

Inees,

'Pursuit of Happiness'

2

Bells Jangled' is

Had the weather
standees.
legits would
better on Saturday the
have made an even better showing.
Into New
influx
an
was
There
from
York, some visitors coming
School holifairly distant points,
territory Baumer; opened Monday (2);
surrounding
the
in
days
'Mary of Scotland,' Alvin (19th
was a factor. Not a (few Canadians Week) (i)-l,387-$3:30). Held to big
swelled the visitors' total and at money that has kept' it at head of
were
hotels
mldtown
several
least
non-musicals; $23,000, remarkable
jammed ' with guests. Parity of for run drama during Holy Week.
Canadian and American dollars,
'Men>in White,' Broadhurst (28th
were
fares,
excursion
reduced
(D-l,118-$2.76). Presented in
week)
plus
stock in half dozen stands; origfactors. This week most of Broad
inal company slated to play out
way's shows are adding extra mat
some on Easter Monday (2) season; $11,000 estimated.

30 on B' way

ONLY

2

'Annina,' Nixon, Pittsburgh.
'Ballet Russe/ Forest, Philadel-

night, practically

week already.

of April

2.

on the
rialtb.
Met opera begins a week's
stay at the Boston Opera House to-

business around $27,000 and. profit-

l)

more

Decidedly
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Life in Boston
Boston, April

Saturday afternoon arid evening
although
Jurtailed the night trade
Afternoon attendance was excellent
several hits drew the limit of

»

A. Openings

By May 1, however, some upturn
should be expected with The American Theatre Society's "Richard of
Bordeaux' production at the Erlanger and Jeritza in 'Arinlna' at the
Grand.
Estimates for Last Week
'Elizabeth Sleeps Out/ Studebaker (C-1,260; $1.69) (11th week).
Closed April 14 after a successful
stay.

Hollywood, April 2*
All legit activity centered in
Hollywood duririg Holy Week, with
only two local houses open. 'Men in
White* held strong at the El Captain and enters Its third week with
at least three more in sight. Second
week's take, despite the Holy Week
bugaboo, garnered a neat $4,760,

Last week

$1,900,

which

is

week). Opened last
(1st
$2.20)
night (1) with advance sale encouraging on the star names and

New York

reports.

.

.

'The Curtain Rises/ Cort (C-1,100;

$1.60) <12th week). Advertising last
weeks' and figuring to move by
Show has
April 14 at the latest.
gone along on party sales. Last

which is plenty satisfactory.
week $2,000, which is getting it
Only other house functioning is down too loW for comfort.
the Hollywood Playhouse, Where
Other Attractions
Leon Gordon liolds forth in his reUniform' Blackstone.
in
'Girls
Second
vival of 'White Cargo.'
discussion with Equity
mark, Had some

stanza Was close to the $2,000
but the actors union Anally agreed
with a third to go.
to let the non-pro show run along.
Legit opens up Urong during the
current week. Alice Brady comes
Stock Back in Dallas
into the Biltmore tonight (Mori.)
after two break-in days In San
Dallas, April 2.
Diego with 'Biography.' New play,
shuttered two years ago
Uptown,
•Thirty Thousand to Go/ debuts
playersr
Thursday (6) at the Holly town; after exit of the Hayden
an
following night brings Olsen and reopened Easter Sunday With
Johnson in 'Take a Chance/ to the eight- week booking of the Boyd B.
Mayan under Fanchon & Marco Trousdale stock company. 'The
night
sponsorship, and Saturday
Family Upstairs' is starter. Leads
sees a revival of 'Bob Roy' at Holly- in the Trousdale group are Lucille
wood Music Box.
LaValliere, Ruth Whitemore and
John Morris.
Re-entry of the house into Dalla*
Pitt to Denver
theatrics cariie practically unherDenver, April 2,
alded, only one week's notice going
Addison Pitt, who directed the to the public, the usual one month's
Elitch stock last year, has been bruiting completely dispensed with.
signed again by Manager Arnold B. J. S. Groves, an old hand on theatre
Pitt is at
Gurtler for this year.
row is backer of the show.
present directing, a number of CWA
productions in

New

York.

No attempt has been made

to get

Lucille

Ryman's Idea

San Francisco, April 2.
plays or players for. this season as
Gurtler will go to New York
yet.
Lucille Ryman from Pasadena,
in May to organize the company and where she was assistant to Gilmour
secure plays.
Brown at ..the Cohimunity PlayElitch park wilj open May 5, with house, has token the tiny French
all concessions and the dance floor theatre from Andre Feriier with the
going. Theatre will open the middle announced Intention of producing
of June for a probable nine-week intention of producing new plays.
season.
She expects to make a play showcase out of the Washington street
basement

Engagements

pletely

theatre,

which

equipped with

all

commodern

is

stage necessities^
Lillian Miles,

and

Olsen

Florlne

Johnson's

McKinney,
a
?Take

Chance,' Mayan (L.A.).
Beatrice DeNeargaard, John Emichard of Bordeaux.'
Douglas Gilmore; Hans Hansen,
Roberta Beatty, Emily Lowry> VerHoward Miller, 'BroadRich,
non
.

$2,500 for
The non'smarting, tear'proof, per-

...

still 75c at
goods counters.

all

f^

-

leading

•

I

MASCARA

2.

Option has been secured by the
Leland HayWard Office on 'How
Beautiful With Shoe.s/ dramatization ,of lU^cle Tom's Cabin^ proved tion of -a. Harj).er-.m a gstory„:O
the strongest grosser Trere "in ,tw<r same name by Wilbur. Daniel Steele,
Oldtimer established a Adaptation
seasons.
Is being done by Bernard
two seasori record for capacity Szold, director of the Community
houses and also for total gross.
Nine performances topped $2,600 Playhouse here, and Martin .Chicoin,
nearly $1,000 better than, the aver- newspaper writer.
Hayward of flee has-' again- asked
age production draws. Hun of nine
showings is three more than usual, for a revision, on 'Brlgham Young/
and would have been ten except Mormon story co-authored by Szold.
that one night was cancelled out of and new manuscript already BUb-'
courtesy to Katharine Cornell, playmitted;
ing 'The Barretts' here that night.

Omaha, April 2.
Community Playhouse's produc

ultra'SDOatt polished gold and scarf
let metal case. Black, Brown or
toilet

ery,

Omaha, April
'

fectly harmless mascara preferred
by the profession for seventeen
years, is now contained in an

Blue

HAYWARD BUY

Tom Show

on

the margin.
'8hining Hour/ Selwyn (C-1,040;

way

'

Interlude.'

House,
Billy
Horses;- -

the
•-

-

-

-

Kings'

--••• »

•••

'

Franc Hale, Jay Fassett, Horace
Casselberry, Carleton Young, Eric
Kalkhurst, Walter O, Hill, "Late
Wisdom.'

^
Eric Dressier, 'Are You Decent?'
Pauline Drake, Juanita Crosland,
William- Moran,
Priced'

"Stanley

Frank
Lord,

and
ion'

ancl

Daphne

Wayne

Dfirien,

David

Forrest. Portia Df-ari

Wooilwin, 'I'nliUc Opin
(Rpr.tliKlit. Hollywood).
J'ran

MGM STUDIOS

CULVER

CITY, CALIF.

.

-

.

I
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Hearst Buys Balto. Post
The. Baltimore >Tews, a Hearst
pjn. sheet, has bought and absorbed

The

Post,

Best Sellers for the

'Oppermans,
•Anthony Adverse'

but.

a steady loser
About a
1922.
month ago group of Scripps -Howard execs visited Baltimore, b.o.'d
post

since

Balto.

'While Rome Burns* ($2.75)
•Robber Barons' ($3.00)

• « •

.

.

.

',

,

......

,

.

.

By Lauren

Gilflllan

By Alexander Woollcott
.By Matthevr Josephson

By Arthur Kallet and F. J. SchUnk
By Louis Adainld
.........
Begins at Forty' ($1.50).,,. ........ ••••••By Walter B. Pitkin
... .By Peter Fleming
.... ... .-.
razilian Adventure* ($2.76)

'100,000,000

Guinea Pigs'

($2.00)
($2.75) V. ...

'Native's Return*

Post. Still sells for two cents and
ad rates haven't been hiked. This
leaves the town with just two afternoon rags and a solo in the dawning, others being the a.m. and p.m.

. .

•Life

-..

Chatter
erge
has taken
Waugh in, front London.
the two book
Two
teas for Peter Neagoe last
merged immediately, week.
Frank Dodd remains head of the
Pascal Covicl Hollywood-bound
ou tflt and Horace Green has been
some of his scribblers.
asked to accept a position with the to talk to
Alfred A. Knopf back from Eunew. combo a a editorial advisor, but
yet.
Friday
mind
(6).
rope
his
hasn't made up
Duffleld & Green was drlglrially
Walter Snow, Alfred H. King's
incorporated, in 1903 as Fox, Dufto write: a novel.
vacation
on
a.,
.in
Fox dropped
field & Co.
Frances Park'busy on a new book,
Green
1906 and Duffleld in ;1916.
Voyage:*
the
On
past Wanted
had been president for
Fannie Hurst lurched by and
eight years.
The outflt published the- first lunching the Roosevelts.
H; L. Mencken gets in from Eu
H. G, Wells novels in the U.S., but
recently devoted most of it? time rope on Thursday (6).
to biographies, historical and chilr
Franck Buck has a new. coliaber
dren's. books,
in Perrin Frazer.
^
,
Allen C. Marple is out of Har
Marxist Madrid
per's, and no successor, as yet.
Dissolution and wiping out of the
Kathleen Shepard's new one is
the
left
Austria
in
party
Socialist
Spanish Socialist party as the entitled "Weep for Me'. For fall
most militant Marxist group mEu- publication b;' King..
This development in EuroCarlyle's Trench Revolution' and
rope.
the
are
'Mythology'
pean politics Is resulting in all top- Bulfynch's
notch commentators coming to latest additions <to Modern Library.
to study the situation. Latest
Spain
Little, Brown has the reminis_
™_-|,
t
A
visit Madrid was Louis Fischer, cences^
the
Balleff,
Nicolal
of
Moscow correspondent of The Na- Chauve Sourly' m.c.
"on New York; Europe ^Nou velle,
on
the move again,
Brownie
Lewis
Par a; The New Stat esman and
headed this time for Central AmerNatipn, London, and a Prague po
ica.
Uttol Weekly.
Earle Balcb, publisher who went
Fischer, while in Madrid, saw his
former Mpscow colleague; Eugene abroad to contact scribblers, con-

Book Fir
Dodd, Mead &

Suns:

Newly formed Monumental City j over

ir Serials
Newspap..
Newspapers are continuing the
radio battle oh still another front—
strips.
adventure
children's
the
After, radio/, built up a large chilslashing,
with
following
dren's
blood-ahd thunder serials, the daiwaking up and giving
lies are

»

Lion Feuchtwanger
...By Hervey Allen
By Fannie Hurst
....... By Erls Llnklater
• • • t
By Margaret Ayer BarneB

Non-

News and The

chapter of Newspapermen's Guild
has forwarded a complaint to Heywood Broun, national prexy, protesting the tossing of The Post
employees on only 12 hours' notice.

($2.50)
($3.00)

'Within This. Present' ($2.50)
'I Went to Pitt College' ($2.60)

the sltuash, and after futile efforts
to buy either The News or
die Sun, sold out to the former for
a reported $560,000.
•Its. now The

week ending March 31, as reported by the
American News Co., Inc.

'Anitra's Dance* ($2.50) . ...
'Magnus Merrlman' ($2.50) .

Duffleld
firms to be,

|

1

I

the children the same type of enCartoons
pictorlally.
tertainment
have veered away from the comical
angle and now it's mostly all adVenture stuff, with more strips of
this type being added daily.
Latest to come in are 'Don Winsr
low' and 'Secret Agent X9,' following in the footsteps of the thriller,
Tailspin Tommy.'

Tuesdays April

.,

& Green,

3,

1934

Throtvaways

Book Reviews

Best Sellers

from

an afternoon
.Scripps-H'owar d. Only staff members taken over by The News are
Louis Azrael, general-topic columnist; a political scrivener; a hoss
:Rest are
selettter. and a sbbbie.
rival,

ER ATI

Y

I

Restaurant Baedeker
George Ross, nlte club and drama

fore,

(Continued from, page 56)
if there will be any abatement

of the federal claim.editor of the N.- Y. World-Telegram
Declaring the present day presenhas endowed his 'Tips On Tables'
newspaper column heading to a very tation of stock shows to be a
racket,
Samuel .F. Nirdlihger, Phila*
life,
Y,
nlte
N<
good Baedeker of
showman,, enlivened the
just delphia
has
Covicl -Friede
which
brought out ($2.50). It's the low- proceedings at the legit edde hearWashington
last, week,
ings
in
He
dinmetropolitan
on
some
3.66
down
ing and wining iBpots, all carefully found it a 'good racket,' and that is
indexed, cross-indexed and classi- why he made deals that brought
shows into two Philly theatres
fied.
The restaurants, boites and. casas which he operates..
Adding that he had not 'Improved
are billed as to'address, phone number, name of the maitre d'hote! or the racket/ Nirdlihger spoke in dehead greeter, type or, character of fense of the 'courtesy pass'
system whereby recuisine, with classification as to 'in- throwaway
expensive/ 'medium priced' or *ex- served seats can be obtained for 40
pehsive'; also, footnotes on the spe- cents each. He, like Wee and Lev-,
cialties de la malsohs, vintages, enthial, who are operating a rotary
whether dancing or no, etc. It's stock in the east, opposed the
all very, complete and breezily writBroadway managers and the Code
ten up, so that ahy number of spots Authority, who aim to include the
that the average New Yorker may road in the ban against the throw
because
know, take on added allure
aways.
Ross knows, his niterles and writes
Although the ticket situation,
on them authoritatively.
which takes In that phase of distriIts
of
volume
It's as complete a
bution, was. put back until April 10,
type as possible,, although, the obvi- at which time most of the points
ous failing of shifting policies, clos^- argued, during the two-day session
ings, etc., can't be wholly controlled- at the capital are expected to be
This is partially proved by a few ruled into, or out of, the rewritten
spots mentioned being shuttered or code, the hearings were further enotherwise modified in motif, but it lightened when it was charged that
is obviously 1934 stuff, written in a
.two shows on Broadway were using
fever and published at white heat .the?; 40-cent pass thing despite the
to preserve nuance and newness aB Code prohibition and another was
much as possible*
Baedeker distributing tWo-for-bnes.
;

.

.

Rian James had a good

In New York
a couple of
.Shows said to be operating with
years ba,ck, as did Julian Street
(who also writes of Paris), but with banned, throwaway s are 'The Perthe 18th amendment still technically fumed Lady,' Ambassador, and 'Sing
In the Federal constitution at the and Whistle,* Forrest. Code Author-,
time, James had to talk of the nicer ity apparently did hot know anycases in the sotto voce manner. This thing about it, taking it for granted
handicap is no longer necessary that no manager would openly viowith repeal, and. Ross makes the late the. code. When it was charged
most of it. It's all very timely and that two-for-ones had .been used
Dough
More .Pri
'The Pursuit" of Happiness,'
falls in handily with the present for
Little, Brown Announces still ahmetropolitan trend towards a saner Rowland Stebbins, its producer, and
bthet book contest, thl* one for
living and a finer appreciation of a member of the-CA, rushed to the
$5,000, making at least $19,000 that
cuisine and vintages, and should long distance telephone to discover
ihe company is offering in prizes
He was
whether that were true.
find a ready, market;
for new tomes. New. contest offers
informed- that some, two-for-ones
$5,000 for a non-flctlon book on any
had been distributed to various orOther prizes are $10,000
Dream Come True
subject.
for a novel, and $4,000 for a text
For five or six years I. A. R, ganizations, but that there has been
Code
DOok
Wylie, with Hollywood in her hair, no throwaway distribution.
up seeking tacted a London hospital instead. hasn't written, any books... Now provides that throwaways are out
New contest is supposed to offer Lyons, who showed
Because of her mother's illness she's back with a peach of a novel, If three- or more shows ar playing
a new high in riori-flctlon prizes. similar info for Cosmopolitan MagPhyllis. Bentley cut short her visit
That is why
In any one stand.
Three thousand, will go as a prize, azine, New York.
•A Feather in her Hat' (Doubleday
here and rushed- back to England. Doran; $2.60), and it isn't surprising stands outside of New York could
the other $2,000 being advance
Dahlberg Nixes German Bid
royalties.
Book must be based on
rlc Knight, Philly film critic, that the book smells pretty clnemay. operate, that way without being in
Putting the shoe on the Other placed his first hovel with Green- It will probably make a good picture violation, CA wants all stands infact, but is otherwise unrestricted
in Subject matter: Atlantic Monthly foot, Edward Dahlberg refuses to berg, 'Invitation -to Life.'
for characters like Marie Dressier cluded.
Pressj a Little; Brown subsid, will have his books published in Ger
Stock interests contend that
Thorne Smith has gone to Flor- or Alison Skipworth.
many under current conditions
decide on the awards.
It's
a light, easy-to-fead and throwaway system is a form of cut.
ida with the family just when
by
approached
Author
was
amusing yarn that Miss Wylie spins rates, and, if banned, all cut rates
is leaving.
everyone
Rowchlt Verlag, of Berlin, for the
Browne's Rush Act
Managers
about a poor- old lady whose son is should
be included.
Ernest Toller's. anti-Hitler -play,
Lewis Allen Browne is writing his German rights to 'Bottom Dogs'
a dreamer. She tells him that he's counter with record of cut rates
being rushed through by
of
a having saved shows or prolonged
offspring
•House of Rothschild,' serialization and another of his hovels. He im 'Races,' Is
illegitimate
the
Theatre
Knopf. It was tried out by
in the' N. Y. Mirror, with the printer mediately answered, 'To be pub
famous actress arid throws him out the runs.
into N6W
almost standing over his shoulder, lished today in Germany is a dis Guild but won't come
of her life. He, back in his proper
Stock people say their system as
He's but a coupie of days ahead, of honor, which i .do not want and York.
sphere as he thinks, ' rises rapidly now constituted is open arid above
Charles Grayson packing for an and becomes a successful play- board, amount payable being printpublication. Serial is slated to last shall not claim.'
around the World trip on complet30 days, and already reported a
ed on the 'passes' and that such
Ludwig in .12 Lingoes.
ing his current assignment at Unicirculation- builder by the Mirror.
Some of it reminds of 'Sanger's admissions only apply to Certain
Twelve simultaneous editions in versal.
The rush order came the day after
Circus' and some of it is reminiscent portions of the house.
In other
Greenbergi' publisher, has sold of the 'Royal Family,' but all of it
A. J. Kobler,. Mirror, pub,, saw the that many languages will: go out
words, there is no deception, as was
On Saturday (24) he com- on Emll Ludwlg's next book, 'Nine British rights to •Rhythm of Life,' twines into quite an original thesis. the case when cheap ticket revivals
111m.
missioned Browne to start his liter- Etched From Life.' McBrlde's has by Sofle Lazarsfeld, to Routledge
infested Broadway, they claim.
ary chores for Monday publication. it .for the U. S., and eleven other & Sops.
Hill-billy In Metropolis
language publications of it will be
Claudia Cranston set 'The Murthat plotIt's been done so often
released on. April 30.
Specializing In Nudes
der on Fifth Avenue' for publica- of the savage youth who contacts its distinction and grlppirig quality.
SouthGerman edition goes out with
is never permitted to
Paul N. Rothe, whose Outdoor
tion, and scrammed to
city life for the first time— that it's The asylum
over The Holland imprint because Ludwig is Seas.
Publishing
Co. took
a bit hard to credit. Yet Roy Helton intrude, yet it invests the- story
Nudist mag, is hpw to publish, books one of the writers Nazi Germany
Princess Alexandra Kropotkin in has taken the theme and wound it with a certain flavor which is a
Rothe. has |, doesn't care for.
on nudism as. well.
Hollywood collecting material for into a grade A story in 'Nietzche material aid,
formed the Sunshine Book Co. for
her Liberty stories and the N. Y. Tilley* (Harper; $2). It's his. first
that purpose.
Hungary Bans 'Nijinsky'
Weeping Wife
News-.
novel, but should sell- well and perA number of book publishers have 'Najlnski',- life of the dancer Latest relative of a famous scrib- haps wind up as a film.' Will be
There's such a thing as trying to«
each brought Out a volume or two written by his wife, can't be sold bler to turn writer is Garland dangerous to tVeat, however, being hard to write well. That's Helen
on nudism, but the Sunshine Book in Hungary, although Romola Nl Burns "Porter.
His grand-uncle quite banal when stripped" down to Grace " CaHisie'S "treble' lH 'The
Co. will be the first house to spe- Jirisky was born there and .is the was O. Henry.
Wife' (Harcourt- race; $2.50). Book
sheer action and plot.
daughter of a long line of Hurigar
ciaiize' in books on. nudism.
Authors' League gives, a. tea at
The savage boy tells the story. is in that unfortunate in-between
lan show folks.
Fannie Hurst's Sunday afternoon' His foster father is a sour- medico class; it's neither fine fiction,
Mrs. Nijinsky in the tome dis- (April 8) to aid the Authors' who hid in the mountains' of CarO - light reading.
Schmidt Leaves Cosmopolitan
organization cussed her country and the Rus
publishing
New
Dinner Club Fund.
Story of a woman's fight for years
llna and became a hermit. The boyi
Publications slan dancer's troubles there.. HunInspirational
called
Peter Traill, author of 'Here mother and father unknown, is against all sorts of. tough breaks
1
Schmidt
Roeber
lan government, not liking some Lies Love,', is really Guy M&inwar.-.
gar
has lured Walter.
adopted by the hermit, who names and the -wrong men, Is pretty haraway from Cosmopolitan Magazine of the things said, ordered the book ing Morton. And the. real tag. of him Nietzche Tilley. Brings him up rowing. Great deal of it rings true,
to edit a new mag for young women banned
L. H. Brennlng, author of 'Cab- in sheer ignorance of life. At eigh- but gives the feeling of being biased
New Sports Mag
titled Miss America.
aret,' is John Hunter.
with the old man dead, arid perhaps a bit- too weepy. Honteen,
Charles A. Jones, who founded
Mag's appeal will be to femmes
mystery Nietzche goes to New York' and has est enough writing, but too feminlhe
Valentine
Williams,
under 30, First issue due early in the National Sportsman and the story scribbler who came over for his tussle with life and cultitre.
in psychology and outlook. Won't
New. England Sport Magazine,.. how
May.
what was to be a brief Visit and
go for the flaps and circulation
Is on a new mag of a similar type
three years, returning to
libraries because too good for that;
Madhouse -Romance
The Fish & Game News of remained
Benefit Ball for Writers
J it's;
England.
Phyllis! Bottome has written what won't do for films because too inLatest activity arranged by the America, a weekly,
Leigh Mitchell Hodges celebrat seems destined to be a best seller consistently sad.
Doesn't quite
Jones is editing the publication
Artists and: Writers Dinner Club'. to
ing 30th anniversary as author of in
Worlds'
(Houghton make the grade for the better lists.
'Private
raise additional funds with .which
those daily rhymes, by-lined 'The Mifflin Co., $2.60). Locale is an
John Hearst's Spot
to continue feeding needy scribblers
Adventurer's Thrills
Young John Hearst and W. R.'s Optimist,' in the Philadelphia Bul- English insane asylum, backgroundand artists is a cgstume ball to be
letin.
ing a trio of the medical staff and
Col. Dean Ivan Lamb, soldier of
given, at the Hotel Roosevelt, on. efficiency man Jackson have been
Jeanette Phillips Gibbs, wife of the wife of one of these. Doesn't fortune who found adventure and
around the N.Y. Daily Mirror offices
April 13.
the scribbling. A. Hamilton Gibbs, sound like a very promising spot for occasional profit in the Central and
Harry. Hirshfleld has consented of late,
his
Reported that young Hearst is has. turned authoress herself. Has romantic complications, but the South Americas, has written, of
to serve as m.c. for the affair.
exploits, with an. .ingenuous,, frankcoming - into- the Mirroi^organiz'a- wrlttea-.a,, np.yej. entitled. 'Copy, fpr.
Mother'.
gripping story of a young wife who ness which makes cold blooded
tion as an executive under Pub
iola lima Bankrupt
Ladies Home Journal how has feels left out of the scientific dis- mux'der sound amusing rather than
Viola lima, who founded' the Usher A. J. Kobler,
almost as many editors as the cussions; of a woman physician who repellant in 'The Incurable Filishort-lived mag, Modern Youth, has
American Spectator. Named as as claims, her confrere's head but not buster* (Farrar & Rinehart, $5.50).
Imhof's 40- Year Labor
filed a petition in bankruptcy, listToward the close Colonel Lamb
Roger Imhof, now under contract sociates to Loring A.. Schuier are his heart; of a man who loves the
ing liabilities of $11,632, and no as-M
diary and the story
Modern Youth was published to Fox on the Coast, has completed Ann- Batcheider, Grace Perinock and woman doctor, and a flighty sister reverts to his
sets.
of the latter man who "precipitates loses some of its gorgeous color,
Alice Blinn.
for people under 30 and did not go a book, 'A ilistory of Variety
Is still virile force in. the
but
there
crises.
Boston
American
most
the
commissioned
of
Vaudeville'.
beyond a few issues.
There is novelty to the plot angles, recital of his nchlevemonts -rind
He claims to have been research- Radie Harris to write a dally life
Miss lima is connected at present
enough material for diw.ns of
if not to the plot, with the skill in
with the American Magazine in an ing and writing it for 40 years, find story of the late Lllyan Tashman
April
narrative
chiefly giving the story novels.
Serial
started
2.
publisher.
for
looking
a
Is
capacity.
.

of dining out in N. Y. f
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Tuesday, April

her reasoning as it
breaks over her face, to skip with
her from; one unrelated idea to the
Miss Boland is not one of
next.
your deeP ones, either; she'll al-.
ways let you in on what's going
through her head.
Nothing goes through the. heads
of the Grle triplets, or, as 'Miss
Boland calls them, 'Good heavehs n
a litter!' The light, however, shines
ball
transparent
through, their
dresses, disclosing nether silhouettes which cause Miss Boland,

ppment

She'* Back

For months and months—the boxat the Capitol proves itgreat bunches of people have been
waiting, loyal, adoring, Impatient—
office

Norma

Shearer

her.
in 'Riptide,' Only let them see
the lovely, lonely thing, let them

for her once more. Let them
suffer with her as she marches gallantly on, hewing her straightfor-

.feel

ward path through' swarms of
handsome actors and less handsome

of

1

.

by Raymond Massey, Sylvia Hahlo and Marc
Heimann. .Ben Lyon and Bebe

Miss

of the fabulous life •that's lived in

them.

.

.

So there's rejoicing that at.. last
nice,
Miss Shearer's, back, ..and
cosy feeling., that despite some,
superficial changes, still. to her own
self she's true. That she still, pulls
her' hair "down loosely over one eye
for abandonment/ for Instance, that
she still—by wearing a strip tease
fancy dress costume, albeit with a
deal of coy fluttering, and by Revealing her figure in a satin bias cut
negligee with .no more than the ess

.

Gwen
too,
there,
Max Hoffman, Jr.,
Heller,
Guilford... .Donald.

was

. .

Mae West

a

itzer
now... .Marioh
to the coast on the train

fume
off

with

Irl'
Etta. Moten, the 'Carioca
they call her at the Palace this
W eek—it s'eems she sang the numdober in 'Flying Down to Rio'-^is
ing very nicely standing In front
of the mike when all of a sudden,
for the hot "chorus, she's bitten by
So away she
the urge to dance.
goes-, for about four paces, gyrating
and wiggling about full of irrepressible rhythm, when presently she
realizes she's got to sing the last
two lines—so she slides for home.
Suspense, suspense. Will she make

wore a

,

But most

ture.

once more

.=

certainly, inflation

very

is

much

in fore-

ground,

Bond market

trend In

reflected

stocks, selling down ' Tuesday and
going into higher ground latter part
of week. Amusement company liens

Saturday.
Keith *46 liens also did well, showing a net of nearly a point. Par*-.
mount-Famous-Lasky 6's gained

Westlnghouse Electric declared a
quarterly dividend of 87% cents_on_
preferred payable April 30 to stock
of record April 16.. Universal Pictures company notified" N. T. Stock
Exchange of a proposed, change In
'par value of its commpn stock from
no par to $1 per share. Each share
of bid stock is to be exchanged for
one share of new.
General Electric, earned 38 cents
per share in 1933,' according .to an
nual report, compared, to 41 cents
for 1932. Dividend on common for
past year amounted to 40 cents per
share, compared, with 85 cents in
1932, plus one -sixth share of Radio
Corp. of America common stock
Net Income for 1933 was $13,429,738,
or a decrease of $974,372 from 1832
General
lectric also during the
week announced, proposal to allow
its '60,0t)0
employees to share in
earnings of the company.

fractionally;

.

;

—

—
—

.

:

•!

.

but. failed to gain much before
But following two days'
close.

found practically all issues recouping those opening Tuesday losses.
In other words, subsequent action
of stocks reversed trend on both!
days', openings.
Those .buying for.
t opening
the" advance Monday

Straw in wind which attracted found they had been wrong, and
amusement stocks, followers was those who sold short at opening
report from Detroit that 65 theatres Tuesday found themselves In a prehave advanced admission prices due carious position before week wa»
to improved business, conditions and completed.
•

.

.

Old favorite pastime of selling
utilities short was .resumed with
vigor Saturday on news of Senator
Thayer's alleged lobbying, for public
utility corporation. This group was
none too popular after Lehmana
radio address attacking utilities
earlier in- week, and federal trade
commission revelations on Thayer
proved too' much for utility stocks.

Other minor bits
of encouraging straws were found
In General Electric report, which,
for first time in four years, showed

better attendance.

,

orders
orders

,

—

a point.
Market during week furnished
two excellent examples' of folly of
buying or selling at opening. On'
Monday virtually all stocks opened
day with gains of one to two points
and more. Initial burst of strength
failed to hold and numerous issues
closed day about same as Saturday
and in some .instances off Tuesday
tables were reversed. Stocks generally showed prices off 2 to three
They rallied,
points on opening'.
of nearly

Increased Admissions

,

..

On the curb exchange Technicolor
broke to a new low for year at 7%,
and wound. Up week with .net loss

;

.

.,

credited with latter big decline and
ros. 6's
closing at 90%. Warner
showed biggest gain, soaring 3%
points and making, a net gain of
3% at 58. It was heavily in demand

year.

strik-

That she still
sex appeal.
She does—with just time enough
when up to draw a breath. And all for a
conscientiously
against the terrors of having to. de- little timid torsp tossing, executed
she still in the fearsome shadow of that inthat
'badinage,'
liver
yearns for the light touch that still dispensable, tyrannical, very essen- into, applause, at the, end or kneel in
eludes her.
Miss MOten wears for the aisles^ It doe& applaud, final
like.
tial
With each new picture more com- her excursion into stage song and ly, because the Silly Symphony folpetent, more sleek, more arrestingly dance a lipstick red velvet long lows instantly, breaking the spell
and interestingly groomed, Miss dolman sleeved, high in front -low and reminding it that, after ail, the
Shearer has bested the trilling lit- in back gown', .cut to clingy Miss Music Hall is a theatre.
The Rockettes, scampering,, play
tle ascending, scale laugh that used Moten gives it something worth
ful but playful in exactly-the same
to start her speeches, replacing it while to cling to.
,.
at the same moment—little
of
way
intake
sharp
more
with
k
in 'Riptide'
Marion Bailer, something
bunrties in white satin leotards
breath. She looks* loveliest in one than' a femme stooge in .Lew. Par
maribou and pink
of a long series of 'playful' shots, ker's act since she's allowed to do bouhd with
skip
when she has pulled the pointed a toe solo really shouldn't wear a bunny ears oh .their heads,
complete
hood of her towelling robe over het Mas cut dress—at least without the out of an Easter egg to
by the Disney
head. And of her fascinating cos- figure rmolding restraint of certain the frolicking" started
Bunnies.' For
tumes, her white tea gown with necessary underpinning. She is done bunnies in 'Funny
on- Parade;' whlch'fol
long, loose flowing coat gathered much better by in her jump-rope* 'The Guards
shot of the West
into an upstanding collar at the toe-dance- costume, a white chiffon tows a newsreel.
the Ballet
back of the neck, and slim crepe basque with brief skirt and low- Point dress parade,
and Rockettes, some in blue
slip with belt and high round neck round, ruffled neckline—the. ruffles Corps
with silver, some
banding and bow of braided crepe-— mitigating a fulsomeriess of figure metallic leotardg gold', put on a
in orange with,
which alone would make an admir
blue and
later emphasized..
parade drill of their own whose in
able dinner dress— is tops.
tasteless, skirt.
tricate, strikingly pictorial forma
Throughout her wardrobe Adrian
then there are the Donatella tion show those, cadets on the
And
has this to say to the fashion- Brothers, and Carmen; a sweet, old
screen a thing or two or three.
trenders: high necklines gathered or fashioned family musical act with
pleated to the throat> then flaring pretty little sister Carmen doing
Looking Dared, but Well
outward to make pretty petal-like the announcing besides wearing
Fay Wray, who pops Up in one
backgrounds for dear little, flower stockings with her tan .setin. leoanother,, is this
like faces.
Mother Donatella, discov- picture right after
tards.
carrying on In her very own
ered for the finale lurking in the week
so self-conmanner—
t
contained
self
On Going Daft in Spring
wings* is induced to come out and
tained that anyone who cart tell
It is altogether fitting that the by the force, authority and brisk
she's feeling is that
emotions
what
maladies' of 'Melody in Spring' should execution of her tambourine
much smarter than everybody else
Spring, whimsy, neuvers, proves who's boss in that
all be a trifle daft.
as 'The Countess of Monte Crlsto.
and the necessity for full orches family.
She plays a film extra and the story
tral accompaniment for the. songs
explains that if in. the be
kindly
Li II tea or Loo loos?
to come bounding, out of the noginning Miss Wray appears to be
at the Music Hall. looking into space all the time, it's
where.
It's. Easter
And so, Ann Sothern, Mary Bo- Easter all over the place. Easter because she's stunned, first with
land, the Gale triplets may—and do chimes, Easter bunnies/ Easter pa-, grief and then with, indecision.
carry on in any manner they can rade. The Music Hall just loves
What she can't', quite decide to
Easter.
think up, without having to con
do is whisk off the. studio set lh a
-But, first, -the Music Hall re- studio flash car arid wearing a stucede -any thing to the veirltles. Ann
knee
solemn'
welter
Bend
a
a
Easter.
in
veres
go
herself
lets
Sothern
dio mink coat, because she is so
of smiling glances, whether or. no at the outset, it .feels ;. there's honest and! good. Well. Anally 6bfe
there's anything to smile at. It's plenty of time to. be skittish later*. does abscond, but' only because she's'
reason enough that she can smile So the; .show opens with a cathedral in her daze agai. and will return
good.
A girl's got to take ad altar set, the chorus walks around everything just as soon as; she gets
Meantime 'The'
vantage of her best points, which slowly, beating tapers,, the music is put pf her .daze"
devout, the
after all is a-.terrlbly logical premise beatific* the lighting,
Countess of/ Monte Cr'istoV/suggests
cloth robes
for a production as helter-skelter live saints in metal
a
bran d new way" pf dispensing? with
keep still in their niches, and 'the fairy godmother in; the Cinderas. 'Melody in Spring'
Sothern smiles in everything is imbued with shilling
Therefore,
has

works

"
whether
or
inflationary,
some other and more direct Inflationary step will be taken in Wash*
ington, still is a matter of conjec-

unduly

,

ing blue gown and feather boa
at the opera Thursday hight.
ShiDnian explained
J Sammy
a new play to Dorothy -Hall,
the other day over the luncheon coffee.

.:.

.

operations were steady, -output easing % to 48 %, Povyer output was
17.6 higher, than last year, but down
from the 20% of previous "week.
deFreight carloadirigs showed
cline from the week before, but were
ahead # of both i933 and 1932. And
business failures for the week "ending March 22 were smallest this

.

...Rosa Ponselle.

American

as. cheering, as"

;

.

active Issues,

less

Trade hews for the week was riot presented ragged appearance, however, at close, many showing losses
it has been.. .Steel
of from a fraction to 2%. Pathe 7-s

Ruth Morris and Mrs.

Willie Morris, Jr., and/. Charlie
inf eld... .Marie: Tempest may
do the London version of 'Her
Master's' Voice* since the original company will hot go over.
Bankhead is Eng. Talullah
land-bound, as is also Gloria
Winchell
Vanderbilt. .Walda
celebrated her seventh birthat the circus, last week.

.

it!

1

lamm has a new. modernistic
Park
the
apartment

.

sehtial decolletage-^-inslstB .she, too,

Of

Ruth
was
Worth'. ,.''... That
Weston, looking so stunning
in that silver fox cape and
tiara hat, lunching at Sardi'
Thursday . .Florence Britton

There's

Conservative observers more and
more are coming to realize how
much potential inflation is to be
found in present monetary situation,
in fact, some think Washington. Is
yiving serious /thought to. measures
designed to prevent too rapid expansion of credit; which might lead
to speculative, excesses and push up
prices so rapidly they might fall
back as disturbingly as they did
Heavy, government
last summer.
spending is apt to snow its effects
shortly^ Whether this alone will be

Seating gain ..'.%" point, while Columbia Pictures went up fractionally
and RKO lost %. Oh the. other side,
Universal- preferred slumped badly
from, its' recent high levels, closing
at 32, where It was Off nearly 4
points. Eastman. Kodak closed the
week with a net loss of 2%.
Shake-put Tuesday revealed plenty of good buying in Radio Preferred B. This issue dipped to 20 %
before getting support. It was off
Innearly 3. points at this level.
dicative of support given this stock
was its action .the following day,
when it shot back to 22%. It ended
the week at 23, or % point net gain.

. . ,

The

April.

much cpmment.

muda... Ona Munson is furnishing a new studio apart.Robert Montgomery
ment.
caused a flutter among, the.
ladies attending the Thursday
'Dodsnight performance

have announced wage hikes for

ers,

.

.

Daniels will vacation in Ber-

.

walUng for. Nobody's contemptu- act and finish doing solos;
ous—from famHiarity, at any rate— vaude'-picture combo blues;

(Continued from page 6)
issues gained fractionally
on the week. Warner preferred was
up 2 point's on one day's business.
Loew's slipped only % net, though
it dropped back nearly 2 points to
Tuesday.
sell-off
during
30%.
Strength of Warner issues caused

visited

and Nanette

59

VARIETY

common

England, with Lee Shubert.
Max Gordon, alsd on beard,

actresses all registering worship of
her. Let them see again that splen- again, to comment upon generously
did head held high, let them glory as 'sturdy youngsters'..
in that proud spirit which, ladylike
to the teeth, disdains to unburden
The Combo
its hurts in the presence of a butSingers yearn to dance and dancler and two footmen.
For when Miss Shearer's misun- ers want to sing; acrobats fancy
mothers and
derstood, it may happen in London, themselves comics and
happening to be visiting
St. MoritZi Cannes—but never at dads, Just
come
Asbury Park. That's what makes backstage foUr times a day;
worth out for bows in their offsprings"
pictures
Shearer's

.

Stock Market

Morrison gave a
Charlie
cocktail party, on the boat,
Thursday, before sailing for

was

—

.

.

Know That

Did You

By Cecelia Ager

.

LADIES

E

1934

-3,

Going Places

only let theni see

..

booked .were larger than
shipped
during previous

year.

Ten percent wage

increases by
Industrial companies,
effective April 1
rated as good sign, since it will in
crease purchasing power of various
communities.- Steel companies" are
in van in making these increases,
though numerous other companies,'
including automobile manufactur-

many

which
•

'

large

become

Though they were knocked down
-

Saturday's
throughout
generally
short session, market shook off this
selling and forged ahead, heavy demand coming in particularly in last
thirty minutes.

-

—

Summary

:

31:

STOCK EXCHANGE

:

Saje*.'

;

1,000. Columbia
,2,400- Cortdol.

,

17%
25%
84% v
01%

1

.

'

25

:

6%

-

:

-

Miss
a lovely white garden frock with piety*
And now, quietly in medieval gara flounce at the hem and a black
spectacular -medieval
ribbon sash, looking up at the hero bents, and
colffs,
and bearing sheafs of lilies*
from the dazzling frame of a wide
beauteous maids of the Ballet
brimmed, shallow crowned, white the
Their arrival, it
Corps appear.
picture hat with long black streammust, be confessed, is a .little disers.
She smiles in an. Empress concerting. Can it be there's going
gown
party
Josephine
costume
But
to be dancing in church?
whose delicate tulle shoulder ruf- anyone so miserably lacking in
fles sprinkled -with glistening sefaith: as to' suspect; that the Ballet
quins catch the light with precious
Corps doesn't know where it is and
.flattery.
how to behave itself, deserves to
She- smiles, and motors through be made, uncomfortable^ for that
the Swiss, AlpSj.:.ln_.a^smajrt_clty e n ^mean^lmught^^he^aiiet^^joxps^
Bemble, black pancake tarn smashed marches about in decorous procesgaily over one eye, black suit col- sion, kneels lh unison, thrusts out
lared with silver fox. She smiles in a graceful but firmly worshipin dark frocks with white lingerie
ful formation Its sprays ..of lilies
at the throat, she smiles in a make- and doesn't once so much as. pick
up a- little too preoccupied with the up the hems of its garments to.
.;

'

:

—

;

heavy eyeallure
of
shadow, she. smiles in a neat but not
unforgettable soft blond bob.
Mary Boland, the darling, doesn't
smile.
She thinks. It is an ab
sorbing pursuit to trace the devel
'

show

a

nifty

heel

and

toe,

so

there!
So full of the right spirit is the
Ballut Corps, as a matter of fact,
that the audience doesn't know
whether it really ought to break
;

•4'A

21%-

ella legend.

Miss Wray;. who encounters thereadven r
tures which she, maddeningly, is too
good arid too preoccupied to enjoy,
is presented with a wardrobe which
includes one gold metal off-the-face
hat too small to be Bmart or becoming, accompanied by a gold belt arid
after all sorts of /engaging

0%
24%
.

But she Is
gold gauntlet gloves.
also given a white evening dress
with skirt draped, into a bustle in
the 1880. silhouette and a drop shoul-

.

.

4V%

30%

4%
24%
47%

8,600

72

Fox. Class A.
.

55.000^

Gen; Elep.

38.400
300

Xocv-

Do

(1).

.

(3)....

',

K

r

. . .

<«0fc.);. .•...'»;.. .'.-.»'.•'
*. '..^..-...v.
.
t , .»...
,

w

pref, C6%)...»

:,

'700

Madison

21

400

Met-G-M pref." (1.80).
.
Paramount ctfa. ............ ....

1%
'%
10%
;-.6%

15

Vk
10%
4%
.18%

35%

.50,400

'

Garden'i

S«I.'

2£%

.

.'. .

11. 40ft Pathe" Exchange.. ......... .....
18,200 Pathe, Class A.... ...V......;:,
41,600 Radio- Corp.
.../>..,....
9,500 Kadlo, pfd.
11-200
.....i.....
t20 Universal pref.
86,800 Warner Bros
100
DO. pfd..'.-'..
y 50, 100 V/estlngrhouse

HKO

Low.
6

2*4
-14%
85%
14%
•20%

..

80%.
00

90

',"..'.','».

'2%

11%
3%,

der decolletagc. that makes up
13
60
everyth ing. Her new coiffure, cen - =08%*
ter parTedrv7ith~^7tIy^cu^^
01
'50%
ears
her
off
and hair swept up and
50
and massed into puff curls at the r>i

nape of her neck, is demure, suitand fetchingly old-fashioned.
Patsy Kelly's slam -bang, utterly
likeable personality registers, even
though 'The Countess of Monto

2%

18%
26%

Eastman Kodak

W%'

A
24%

5%
3%

its

18%
ft

23%

3%
82%

7%
22%

P

10%

7%
20%
3

32.
6

22%
30%

2,300 Technicolor ......
700 Trans Lux (10c.).

3%
01

$52,000
8,000

20%
28%

17,000
10.000
32,000

Kq

Gen. Thea,

Keith

0' 6,

=24,000=Ix>aw=-«!
85'

Pathe

=»

-

0%

4«.

..

.

0'b,

50
40

2HU.
20
30

.'.
Par-Fam-I,aHky fl's,
HK1.0W Par-Pub 5%'s, '59.:....
fiO.OOO Par-Puh 5%' 8, '50, ctfs
11,000 Par-Jiroadway 5%'s, '51........

50%

40'

444,000

,

Warner

Urr.s.

6's,

'

OVER THE COUNTER,

;

+ %

All

=08=^
00
49

-.tih.%^-

47%
48%
47%

48%
40

47%

-1%

33
53

33
58

+3%

50

*

-%

04%

91%

.

'ST.,

8%

65%

,^l»> r ,.TT TT:^.T r ,TT T »-r^-Ut»%=

7's.

Par-Fam-I.iisky

4tt%

50

40%
3.1%

58%

N. Y.

Old.

-is worth, and so doesn't worry
charmingly romantic. head about

her material.

,

24%r

Cristo' fails to appreciate her for all

she

.

.

• Paid this year.
t Teh-share trading unit.

for

able,

,3,800

7'J

.•4%

.

6%
4%
27%

P. VMS
l)fd.v(50c.)*.;..»^'

PHm

03%.

.

High.
.....

•

5%
28%
17%

;

"

Issue and rauf.
"
.800 '-American Seat;*.
1,400 Consol. Film

High.
7%'

:

-

assorted
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against Phillips Holmes for lnjurieii
received In an auto accident has
been marked off .the calendar in
L. A, Holmes will pay doctor bills
according to Miss Clark's attorneys.
Georges Metaxa recovering from
Maureen O'Sulllvan and John
Helen
Farrow have received re-entry perpublished during the wedtin the
hiff auto smash in Miami,
77iis department contains rewritten theatrical news items as
mits from the L. A. immigration
Valaory, his first wife, at his bedVariety takes no
and London.
daily papers of New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Hollywood
director preparatory to leaving for
side.
a daily paper.
Ireland to visit the former's parents.
credit for these news items; each has been reWritt en from
Mme, Schumann rHeink in court
Bill Hart has Stopped worrying
IH».l Vl^l lit -M IX >J L1.I-I.I.U4.
,1H1 U < U..-I
about his supposed failure of eye*
-I1 1
td 1-1 LbfcMt.M jpiruirHMtf HllMrSiM EH I.JLl.Ll L_LI_l.ll U L11.H
in New York, Tuesday (27), to deHer sight. He shqt the head off a rattlemand an accounting of her late sisElizabeth Elliott for so-called Oxford accent.' Bad for N. Y. hospital Sunday (1).opera- snake about to attack his dog.
ter-in-law's estate, under whose will Song' from
major
condition calls for a
the kiddles.
season;
Fire, which .broke out shortly
She is chief beneficiary. Tells that next
tion,
Jim Thornton is ^ Albany gets a bill to slap 5%
for
Benefit
the will was probated nearly a year
Some 300,000 w£ht to Coney after closing hours,' damaged, the
pushed over to April 22. Edgar tax on gross receipts of radio sta- Easter Sunday; Concessionaires re- Palais de Glace, Hollywood, left
...
ago.
...
tions.
Annual appearance.
rink, to extent of $70,000.
William E. Barry has a two-»tt Allen, handling it, is ill.
port free spending.
Charles' Malamuth awarded an
comedy, 'Take Love for Instance'
Staten islands joins in the ban on
Molly Picon back from Holly wood
Arch Selwyn has bought the
uncontested, divorce decree from
and is now seeking to spot It for dramatic rlgh i to Ward Greene's naughty literature on news stands. and maybe to Russia.
'Happy
Wrote
Joan London, daughter of the late
the
tryout.
observe
unyet
exhibit
summer
Lambs Club holding ah art
Dealers have agreed to
Cora Potts,' No adaptor
in
L.A.
God;'
Jack' London,
Superior
Landing* and 'The Jade
at the- clubhouse.
der consideration, but it will be prohibitions.
Court.
Runways out of all burley houses ready to go into work in the fall.
Don Marquis circulating. his 'MasJean Kraft, Cleveland contest
at the instance of the license comEstate of the late Milton Aborn ter of Revels/ It's one of the Henry
of a free trip to Hollywood
winner
missioner. Says they are fire haz-. reported ~.s $26,464. All goes to his
Coast
Shuarid
the;
VIII cycle. Jed Harris
as guest of JOan Crawford, asserted
ards. Always warm spots.
widow.
T .
berts: reported interested*
after visiting the studios that she
Arch Selwyn to London April 5:
American Federation of Labor
Leonard Siliman and Viola BrothHarold B. Franklin goes with ,bim. formally received the American
Jean Chatburh, Pasadena convent had no intention of following a
too
All
'It's
on
coliab
Shore
'ConverSelwyn is after Coward's
girl, has had her contract, with B. P. theatrical career.
Federation of Actors in a ceremony ers
sation Piece,' while H. B. seeks to at the Eiltmore theatre Wednesday Wonderful.'.
Schulberg approved, by the L.A.
lasso Elizabeth Bergner.
Scales from $50
John Reid and James Hagan superior cOurt.
night (28). Fred Keating presided.
Joe Durininger, mystic, in court
United Restaurateurs Assn. teamed on 'Wedding March/ whioh weekly to $750 in seven years.
Tueiday In his suit against an fighting the move to permit drink- is now being circulated,
Mile; Annabelle,' Parisian actress;
apartment house owner because of ing at bars. Claim it's 'destructive
Richard B. Harrison, 'de Lawd' of Andre Daven, film producer, and his,
a fall Caused by the latter's negli- competition.
Green Pastures/ to double into the wife, Mile. Danville Parola; Andre
(Continued from page -5)
to
gence. When the jury went out he
Hepburn went
Katharine
all-Negro production of. 'Romeo, and Berley, French comedian, and Pierre
told they would be gone four hours Paris, turned around and sailed for
Daniel L. HayneS, the Brasseurm, juve actor, have arrived trade practices in the industry.
Juliet.'
Some time later- he wrote out the home.
Explained she's 'distress- Adam, also quits the ark for the on the Coast.
point put that the most he
They
amount of the verdict they would ingly tired.'
recom_ „
balcony.
Sergei Soudeiklne, Russian scenic can .do is to make various
He was four
return in his favor.
Newsreel films of the taxi strike
Francisco
to the President at the
mendations
of
daughter
Metrothe
Villa,
Cella
with
formerly
designer,
,minutes out oh the time but he had being studied
by Commissioner
for New York. Has a
N,Y., has close of his qulzz, but that it will
the award, $2,750, down pat.
O'Ryan, who'll take action if the Villa, heading three months of per-, politan Opera House in do
special
contract, for
arrived on the Coast to
•Cobina Wright, prominent in .so- pictures seem to warrant it.
be" up to Roosevelt if the code is to
conjunction Work on 'Resurrection' for Sam be re-opened.
ciety circuses; -suing her husband,
Barnard professor says Americans sonal appearances in
with 'Viva Villa,'
Goldwyn.
William May Wright, for divorce.
Rosy Endorsed
can't talk like the English and
who recently
Davis,
Edwin
Cushway, fan dancer, shouldn't try. Prefers Mae West's
•Evelyn
Frederic Langford wins the operAs for attacks f rqm indie ranks
pinched in- Toronto.. Sprung by the frankly spoken Brooklyn accent. atic tryout for a new heroic_tenor. pleaded guilty to a charge of murRosenblatt, NR A aides deSol
on
PatGall
of
E,
grounds
on
slaying
no
the
found
der
for
court which
He is 27 and employed in. a bookIt's more hottest.
clared with vehemence at the sam
which .to convict;Peaches Browning in her ahnual store, but has .done ebneertizing on terson, biz mgr. of the L.A. IllusCircus came to town Tuesday divorce action against her erstwhile the amateur platform,
trated: Dally. News, has been sen- tiirie that the Divisional Adminis(27) with two more animals .than Daddy.
tenced to San Quentin for from five trator's record in the amusement
system
Broadcasting
Columbia
it had when it left Sarasota. Zebra
Giuseppe Bamboschek, Lily Pons' awarded a medal Saturday (31) to years to life by Superior Court world so far is unimpeachable. They
and camel born enroute.
accompanist, keeps out of the Ali- Admiral Byrd for hia outstanding Judge Robert H. Scott.
were confident that Rosenblatt
Friends of the late Margaret II
Joan London Malamuth, daughter neither will be asked to resign nor
club when Supreme court contributions to radio.
mony
Exercises
to
contributing
Ungton Bowes are
rules it's silly to put a husband in short- waved to Little America, and of Jack London, and Charles Mala- will he tender his resignation.
Los
in
the Stage Relief Fund as a me- jail when he can't pay. He owes
writer/ divorced
crew listened in. The Admiral was muth,
Certain members of the Code Au r
morial to the actress.
back alimony, but can
$12,918
post and Angeles.
Maurice Jacquet to conduct opera slough it by taking a bankruptcy at a distant observation
Buddy Mason, Hollywood movie thority, with the weight of their ofmissed it.neck
his
experience and attendance at
at the Hipp. Formerly of .Paris.
risked
man,
who
ficial
stunt
under
ruling
First
bath.
retohen Damrosch Finletter has hundreds of times in films, fell On the secret sessions of that, body,
Mrs, Barbara Horton, taxi-dancer,, amended laws,
New Engand drama, a milk bottle and sustained a five- Were among those in the. independr
said by "police to- be the commonDorothy Russell Calvit in court done 'Picnic/ aJ...Beckhard
may
prour
law wife of Robert Horton, Negro Thursday (29) to ask that Mrs which A r th
inch cut on his thigh.
ent ranks Monday who were strongmusician in WMle Bryant's orch, Dorothy Carvso Holder be inter- duce.
Decision of the Calif. Industrial
ly in favor of- a change in. the memheld on a charge of stabbing Made- rogated in Ury, France, her present
George Abbott, writing on 'Ladies Accident Commlsh; which denied
There is no need, they
Latter died on her residence, In the suit she brought Money/ which Is derived from his Lucille Malin, wife Qf Jean Malin, bership.
line Odium,
way to the hospital. Mrs. Horton to obtain a ring alleged to have 'Manhattan Medley."
compensation for the death of her. declared, for each large major comThey
is known In Harlem as 'Slacks.'
oyer
its owh codist.
been the property of her mother,
Reported that Jed Harris' trip to husband when an auto plunged been pany to have
Will Osborn. fined $26 for smack- the late Lillian Russell. She alleges
pier, has
are recommending, that, for inLondon is to jget Douglas Fairbanks, the Venice, Calif.,
ing a process server back in 1930. that, her stepfather, the late Alex
challenged In a petition for review stance, two or three members be
Jr., for one of his plays,
Benjamin Sulberger sued for $3,000, ander Moore, loaned the ring to
filed in the L.A. District Court of designated to represent Paramount*;
John Erskine and Albert Stoessel Appeal.
claiming the sock caused worry Mrs. Holder. Latter asserts it was
Warners, RKO, Fox and Metro.
which eventually lost him his job. an engagement ring which Moore working on an opera based on the
Harriett Lorraine, actress, has
In the estimation of such codists,
life, of Stephen Foster.
Crooner told the court he was told her to keep when their en
filed suit for $15,000 damages in the
broadcasting to- 40,000,000 at the gagemerit was broken. Valued at
Mme. Schumann-Heink started L.A, Superior Court against Joseph however, there is hardly enough on
time and could not stop singing to $50,000.
world tour from York, Pa., yesterday Marchetti, attorney,- charging that the Authority's books to warrant a
argue.
become (Monday), across America to Aus he negligently started his. car while blow-up at. this time, except the
Manhattan theatre
Ferdinand Bruckner, Who came Billy Rose's Music Hall
tralia and home by way of Europe she was leaning against.lt and that C. A/s own make-iip. These spokesover to. see his 'Races/ on his way
Carveth Wells in court for $1,600 Combined lecture and song recital. her nose and wrist were broken men charge the present C. A. with
back to Paris.
this
court
the
tells
back alimony,
Leon Belasco advertised in. Fri- when she was. thrown to the pave- deliberately stalling the code and by
'Jean Sargent hops the cast of exploring business is in a slump.
day's papers for a bass fiddle he had ment
Indulging the practice of sending
'Gypsy Love' while in rehearsal.
„.
«c Schauer of
c B. Rey
Superior
U i Judge
taken in only $600 for lectures with him when he jumped out of a
u »,i V
Has
meetings which has furStanley J. Klein, manager of the since last July and his bank baltaxi during the strike riots. Sounds L.Arhas resenTen^^
Plaza- picture theatre, Mt. Vernon,
to be hanged at San Quentin prison ther added to delays.
ance is $3.60.
front
the
made
like
a
but
he
gag,
held for grand jury on complaint
taboos 'Prizefighter and page.
June 15 for the' murder of PoliceGermany
of the Medical Examiner. A small
Jack Crowley in a West wood
the Lady.' No objections to the lady,
fire in the house last December in
Bebe Daniels in town to buy man.
Max .Ba<**' is non- Aryan.
theatre robbery in 1932. The court
which a six-year-old child was but
The late Otto Kahn credited dresses, for her West wood gown set aside a commutation of. Gov.
hurt, later dying of her injuries
shop
Bobbe Arnst to Robert Cayawith having given $2,000,000 to
Rolph's on the ground that the govHeld that Klein violated the elec- opera and other stage products, in-,
Katharine Cornell kicks in with ernor's act Was illegal.
haugh. Lar6hmont, N„- Y., April 2.
trical code in that there was in
eluding 'The Miracle' and Russian $500 for the Philharmonic fund be
Bebe Daniels, Lloyd Pantages and Actress is former wife of Johnni*
sufficient air space above the rheo
cause she enjoys the Sunday broad- Mrs. Skeets Gallagher granted per- Welsmuller.
ballet.
Btat box.
Norman Thomas, socialist, pleads casts on the road.
mit by the Calif.. State Corporation
John Jl Wildberg to Ursula Par*
Richard Conn, ofch leader at the for a non-profit radio. Says minorWalter C. Roberts' 'Damn Deb Department to incorporate their rott in New York, March 29. Groom
Vanderbilt hotel for six years, but
ity gets the worst of it in air pro- orah'
in a Krimsky & Cochran Westwood, Calif., wearing apparel
idle for the past. two,, found dead
Is theatrical attorney, bride the aumotions.
shop.
pigeonhole,
of gas poisoning Wednesday (28) in
Louis Gold, who won attention
Vince Barnett's car jailed for 10 thor and screen writer.
Tjo»n
0 for Gilneir t Tmrioii
his studio apartment in. New. York
B a8i <s v A na
after the picture ribber was
when he sued a corporation for bert
Rachel Wilson to Willis Claris;
.
'Wife 1
so ^w«?o
Letter to a friend told of his in
Miller, ^«
alienation of his wife's affections,
convlcted Qf violating the L.A. park- March 31, in Los Angeles. Bride is
week.
tentlon to kill himself.
another point Thursday (29) won't open this
won
ing laws.
Standard
of
secretary- treasurer
Police, picked .up 27 ticket specuis
Brontes'
'The
Sangster's
motion
Alfred
when the court refused- the
Virginia Pine, recently, divorced Talking Films, Inc. Groom is non"
lators hawking tickets outside the
the Pocket Brassiere CO. to dis- now 'Charlotte, Emily and Ann
from Ed J. Lehman, Jr., Chicago
Garden for Golden Gloves tour- of
Held that a corthe case.
Howard Lindsay to write the book department store owner, oh her re pro.
nament Wednesday (28). In night miss
Paul Kapp to June Raff, non r pro,
poration may be held responsible for Dwight Deere Wiman's projected turn to the Coast, denied romance
court 17 took $5 each, two were
Company persuaded Mrs. Gold to fall revue.
with George Raft, as hinted in in Chicago, April 1. Groom is radio
stung for $1.0 and six drew sua
*or it after her
Steeplechase Park, Coney Island, Raft's wife's suit for increased talent agent.
pended sentences. Latter satisfied keep on working
open
marriage.
be
To
opened Sunday (1).
alimony.
Carmen Laroux to Elmer Ellsthe magistrate they were not proRoxy theatre to show 'Footlight week ends until the formal summer
Because he was loaned $150,000 worth, in Los Angeles, March 24.
fessionals.
sustalner, on Tues
Echoes/
start.
to the Guaranty Building and Loan Bride is picture player and groom
Delos Chappell acquires 'Swan
day nights.
Sam Harris back from Hollywood Assn., in JHplly wpqd,__ John. Barry is. in the Warners* cOstume depart—•»^.»T ....^.„ n
- -Barney Gallant gives his Wash
ifr Vlir
Viinr
i"
a'rid'dozihg plans." TiIa"r3_"Br5s"/'f.how more is seeking- status as a preS y*iH M M iimii«mtiiiiHiiM«wmttm h
M
ment oh the Coast,
ington Sq. club to his. headwalter, and the Cantor musical tops
ferred creditor qf the organization
Arnold Rossfield. Says the new deal
Valerie Michale to Count Andre
Mary Pickford served in a libel
Shelton and Edmonds,. Inc., theati|Neu>
Theatres! Ts a headache to him
suit in Boston. Brought by the vis- rical agents, have established a La Vergne, New York, March 31.
suit
files
Rockwell
Louis D.
Bride is a dancer,
itor who scared her out of town Hollywood office..
Edmonds
Paul
f fflltlUllUHIIHHMlllHUIIWmtftrmUUMmmttMIHWUMIUttlllUI
CiiittMHiiiHuiHiuntiiutiiiiiHrtitiHiinriHimiUHtiiiimtmit
against Arthur Hopkins to. collect when she was playing there. He formerly
ar "
Betty Eberbach. to Tony
was connected with theat$2,787 which he claims is still due feels the newspaper stories damaged
rical biz in Chicago.
tinelii,
film editor at Prudential
him from 'A Successful Calamity/ his reputation.
Esperanza Lopez, Spanish dancer, studio,. April 2Q, in Los. Angeles.
Clare Kummer play,, in which he
Baltimore discovers 'Mme. Butter
killed
by
her
husband-dancing Bride is secretary to M. H. Hoffheld ah interest. Says Hopkins paid fly* is banned by. law in that town
Rodrigo Dominguez, Accord
man, head of Liberty Productions.
j|
T"
him $3,182 but owes the remainder, Contains excerpts from 'Star-Span- partner
Mex., police
to Tia Juana,
ST. Wed., to Friday
Dan Totheroh hops in from Holly ged Banner/ and a war-time ordi- ing
AT
reports.
Aprl) 4 to 6
wood to. aid in the accouchement of;| nance forbids introduction of fraguiujcton
Final
dissolution
of
the
old time
*~
'
Kobert
Bert
'Moor Born.' Then he'll go back
ments in other music. Aimed at the vaude team of Fay Mack and Stan
Wheeler Woolney
to his United Artists chores.
kind-applause appeals of tin pan
in "hips, Hirs,
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Mitchell*
Rowland Stebbins whistling 'God alley, but it hits Puccini, and the ley Mack took place in L.. A. when
IfOOBAY'<
81 st ST.
the former received a divorce; .Mrs Son, .March 22, in Waukegan, IH.
has
passed
Censor
King.'
Save
the
Met singers, too.
and
ON
Alack was unable to appear in
'Pursuit Of Happlnes' for London
Lahgdon W. Post, tenement com- court, having been confined to a Mitchell is city manager for Pub
"MADAME SI»Y"
showing,
missioner, gets off base to tell Collix- Greater States theatres.
with' Fny Wray
'Furnished Rooms' pounced ahead lege Art Ass'n that municipal opera hospital for the last three years
with a spinal ailment.
to April 5
is a possibility for next season.
Jean Harlow' must present a de
Eddie. Dowling forgetting his
Tent wax works show of John T. fense in court to
the suit brought
Broadway summer plans. He's tak- McCaslin destroyed in a Baltimore
Norma SHEARER
against her over the estate left
ing 'Big Hearted Herbert' out to fire Friday (30). In storage in a
Robert Montgomery
226 W. 12d 8t. New fork Cltj
meet the Fair.
pending the tenting by her late husband, Paul Bern, acw.irdhouse
G-M's "RIP TIDE"
cording to a decision by Superior
Ms New Assortment 6t OHEETlNO
Bermuda pulls a ban on short season.
Uerbert Mural-All
CAKDS Is Now Bendy. 21 Itenutlful
shorts for femmes.
Katharine Cornell will not play Court. Judge Gould.
CARDS find FOI.HKRS Boxed. TOhtIn I'erHon
Philip Ainswpith, erstwhile husr
George Raft sued for separation B'way until Dec.
ptild. for
JTnjiOlMt-?--^haJod^^c^iBacbaEa^LaMar^-arrjested
^hfl^$rr200 "wet? lely^al^
iniui St
on
Coast
for
forgery.
Orcli.
wife, Grace Mulvooney Raft, who through the summer.
Mae Clark's $21,000 damage suit
Everett Marshall picked for the
makes the recent Virginia Pine reports the basis of her charges. Suit musical 'Cyrano' next season, and is
Durante mortified?
in New York court.
Lf M0N. w FRI0WAY_.4_,~.T.
Phil Dunning back from Mexico
Red Barn theatre, Locust Valley,
9 IQAW T-WOONI
summer tryout spot has City and all over his i;ecent sickness.
L,
L.
Angna Enters, dancer, gets one. of
changed hands. Charles W. Ilinton
N S T I
t O N
CONSTANCE
represents the new-owners.. Sevei'al the Guggenheim fellowships,
BKNNICTT
Alice Cuttleback. veteran
"Mrs.
prospects hut no deal rlosod yet.
Fraiioliot Tone
society finds circus performer, critically burned
provement
treet
Speech
i
e
for the
"MOl'IJN llOl'OJE"
Ann Harding and Fre'dric March in Jersey City Saturday (31). Oil
Others
IK Person— Slnoln' 8am— 1
the best speakers in the pictures-. stove overturned.
"Palooka"
In
1S52
'DURANTE
Friday—
Carmella Ponselle rushed to a
Weeps over the wiso spread of 'the
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CHATTE

Broadway
Maude Ryan in the French hosp.
a p. Waxman and Mark Hanna

the NVA drive.
Irving Strduse hops to Hollywobd
fo dier out picture clients.
Dude (Toolius) Harris has that

Paris
By Bob Stern
Bagdad, niterie, closing April 16.
Ambassadeurs restaurant opening
April 17.
L. Tpeplitz in from Lon

p.Ving

.

the Savoy goes to the Gaiety; after
provincial -try-out,
Lawrence Wright has published
brochure all about his wife and
Harry Fost - flying to Paris.
which he is circulating
baby,
Savoy.
among his Intimates.
Rowland Baker at
Tom Walls' soldier son won
The Adney Gibbons in a marital
Grand Military Gold Cup at San-

.

split.

Owen Nares slightly, hurt in aufc
publicity on motion pictures.
smash.
Frances Challf backs up Mary
Alexander Wollcott around with
Moore in her recital next Sunday. Noel Coward.
Phil. Dunning, with Frances and
Lupino Lane' starting an .academy
Virginia due back from Mexico this
for comedians.
•Cross Your Fingers' temporarily,
Otto Pommer, formerly of Brooks
Rental Co., now with Eaves Cos- shelved at BIP.
tume. Co.
Paul and Walter'
it
An iri,c. and a waiter fought
Berlin, for. month.
out in the Golden Gloves final. The
Harry Norris fully recovered
•waiter won.
throat trouble.
Hal Home back with one of those from
Douglas Byng planning return
Florida kissers, but still squawking
visit to America soon.
about his cold.
Carly le Blackwell eating chop
Camille Dreyfuss, husband of Jean
Tennyson (Tollies'), made, a che- siiey in Piccadilly, solo.
Gaumont-British well represented
valier of the Legion d'Honneur^
'Uncle' Harry Kaufman (Kay, the at the Grand 1 rational.
-Somerset Maugham says hes
ticket man) gave beefsteak party to
•Follies' cast and ensemble Satur- through with stage writingt
'
DeWOlfe, Metcalf and Ford at the
day.
Berlin; month of April.
Scala,
Some day somebody will know all
of
idea
sell
to
trying
Bob Murphy
the names of Eddy Edelson's cockJack Buchanan.
tail guests at one and the same; a new musical to
Keith Clark off to Soviet Russia
time;Lang and' Squires are repeating to show them a couple of tricks
Jack Waller difficult to convince
ion the S. S. Rotterdam on one of
those Bermuda cruises. Mrs. Lang there is mOriey in the film racket.
H. G. Wells inundated with film
(Berniee Haley) is going along.
Motion Picture Club's reunion' Offers since 'Invisible Man' clicked,
General Theatres realizing that
April 14 in the Bond Bldg. at a
cocktail shindig with stage, screen Donald Peers is- a worthwhile new
celebs, officiating. Arnold Van Leer comer.
Gina =Malo rushing to have a
now p.a.ing the MP Club.
Evelyn Gerstein, N. T. film corr. private row with her agent, Harry
for the Boston Transcript, has Foster.
Cab Calloway the subject of a
Robert Lee
written half a play.
Daily
the
cartoon
Johnson, one of Prof. Baker's Tale political
Herald.
'boys, wrote ths other half.
There
is a strong rumor, of a new
show-conscious
Broad*Many
theatre
Saville
the
going
into
show
wayltes motored to Harlem for the
Easter Parade street scene, eschew- April 17.
Maurice Winnick thinks he has
ing the more conservative annual
Frank
6th Ave. promenade. Better: show discovered a new sensation in
Coleman.
uptown.
John W. Hicks and family due
Leon & Eddie's advance anrent
an
will
and
July,
here
in
back
nouncement of a cocktail party to
Jimmie Durante was -construed by apartment.
John Southern looking for a mu
Metro as pre-advertlsing, so L. & E

down Park, March
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vaudeville
to see sical or farce to replace
of h, hot present. at Garriek.
Da*£id Bader breaking into the
story on film
a
with
Sunday
sheets
Philly millionaire, took his. Cartier
hunt.
watch off his chain and donated it talent
Mrs. Roy Fox having her appen
to Harry Rosenthal as something
dix put prior to visiting her folks

hosted visitors
Schnoz. with the

dance
Carole Lombard,

Donald Cook up
mother;
Garrett Fort
lng staff.

on mare

Pittsburgh Pirates free lunching
at Warners,
pfLul Gerar(j Smith black and blue
from riding a mule,
v
a « arm
* rm
fractured an
Dick Dickson
while playing polo
Jean. Arthur .arid_hubby, Frank
Ross, back from. N. Y.
Irving Kahal out of the hospital

I

\

Vienna

McKeigue lunching with
John Reith and the American

13ir

Ambassador.
Barry O'Neill, Mae West's leading
in 'Sex,' back to his town town,
which is London.
Bob Ritchie here, with other bust
hess in hand besides the handling
of Cliff Edwards.
Now that her mother is dead
Drena, Beach wants to play .more
dates in England.
Elizabeth Bergner being received
by the Queen during performance
of 'Escape Me Never/
Laura la Piante mobbed by autograph hounds at 'Good MOrnlng,
Bill' premiere at Daly's
many American stooges
So
around that a stooges' union is se
riously being considered,

man

rich Glass

Savoy' 100 up.

Zweig busy oh 'Mary
noveL
Hugo Thimig celebrating his 80th
birthday June 15.
Author Paul Frischauer planning
Stefan

tuart*

to go to England.
Performances of English Players
sold out at the Scala;
Werner Krauss to play 'Richard
IIP at Burg in May and June.
1

Bolvary-flim 'Spring Nights lii
Nice" running in 11 p"ic houses.
Stefan Wagner presenting 'Every.

|

,

in lead.

Church

in front of Karl's

in

Byron.
Lucienne Boyer, quizzed in Stavlsky inquiry, denying that: she
knew him.
Edward Hope and family passing
through on way, to their place on
.

the. Riviera.
'Arabella,' new Richard Strauss
operaetta, getting. French premiere
at Monte Carlo.
'Chimes of Normany' is current
Offering in a tough operetta season

.

Max Berman bought an
for -Chu Chin Chow* film,
after finishing of film,
raffle him; claiming he is
the profits.

elephant

and now,
wants to
eating up

*

&

Last minute awitch at Ptoamount's Carlton ia "Death Takes a
Holiday' replacing •Bolero' instead

Latter going to
of 'Wonder Bar.*
Plaza, another Par. house.
Joe Schenck has option on 'Battling Butler,' English musical done
here 10. years ago, with Jack Buch
anan starred. If idea materializes,
Buchanan will again- play lead.
M. Willson Disher, Mail dramatic critic/ has his first play,
'Having No Hearts,' down for pro
ductibn early in April at the Mer
try-out
theatre a
small
cury
house.
Latest income tax scare is a pro
posal to levy on tips handed out to
taxi-men; stewards, waiters, caddies
in fact all who get tips. Government figures on an extra $5,000,000
this way.

I

*

:

.

'

—

.

—

•

,

Dorothy Escb awarded $1,60& for
injuries received last year through
taxi crushing her on set while she
was awaiting an interview at BritDominions studios..
ish

.

San Francisco
By Harold Bock

.

I

.

'

rj

Al Pearce is off the air for a
few days to permit a, little fishing.
Fox Western lot.
Nelson Case penned a new tune
Don McEIwain and Eddie Hitch
and Meredith Wllleon will air it cock off the Metro advertising and
,

sOOn.

exploitation staff.

John packing his bags
Atlantic City's Monogram con

Floyd
for

St.

Jules Levy came In to watch
•Wild Cargo's' opening at the Gold-

en Gate

Lee Fleming Is set with his band
for Rio Nido on the Russian River
this summer.
Dat ole debbil neuritis got a toe
hold on Bill Andrews and threw
for

for film people.
Bill Pine's dog, Frisky, a family
pet for 11 years, died the day before

flee

vention.

him

Eddie Gray and Ell H. Leslie have
opened a .business management of

a

loss.

J. Franklin te in again and
talking about that projected
chain of theatres.
Mona Greer returned from Texas,
where she rUshed to the bedside of
her ailing daughter.

J.
still

Pine returned home.
Sam Goldwyn, tired of eating in
the studio cafe, has reopened his
private dining room.
Lola Adams Gentry back from
Indianapolis, where she attended
funeral of her mother.
Sol Lesser and his wife celebrated
their 22nd wedding anniversary with

a trek

div.

of

'

American Women's

club here.

Ambassadeurs theatre announcing it will reopen Steve Passeur'a
'Bete Noire' ('Black Beast'), with
Francoise Rosay replacing Splnelly
in the lead.
.

Adaptation by Suzanne Gervais
and Fortunat Strowski of Watcher
Hughes' 'Hell Bent for Heaven* beting played, at Vieux Colombler by
Rideau group. Not getting too good
a hand..
,

The Hague
By M. W. Etty Leal

mgr. for

Business is slow on upgrade here.
National Revue coming to fore

and Phila-

delphia, o.o'ing studios.

here.

Film row helped Bessie Bogart,
Foreign talent in concert halls is
oldest film booker in L.A., celebrate dwindling.
a birthday anniversary.
Holland sche Scouwburg, one Of
Larry Barbler, who has been Amsterdam's former most popular
handling the still dept. at. Metro theatres, up for sale now.
for five years, resigned.
:

Robert Lord, who quit the Acadfor the Screen Writers' Guild,
has asked to be reinstated.
Mrs. Wallace Beery is in the Ce-

emy

With Dutch talker 'The Sailors'
Cinema now in Its sixth

at the City

week, which is a recox-d, a new pubis entering picture houses. This
consists of those who don't under-,:
stand foreign tongues "and hate
dubbing.
lic

.

dars.-'of Lebanph hnspital for observation. Condition not serious.
Abe Meyer is reported giving up
Town Council- of Amsterdam ofhis indie musical and synchroniza- fering a prize for champion ehlmer.
tion biz to join Par musical dept. All those who are experts in bellEleanor Holm off for Chicago to tolllng invited to the city this sumtake part in a swimming meet. mer. Contest being held in June
Hubby' Arthur Jarrett Staying here. and carillon of. Royal Palace at
Bert Levey
Amsterdam will be' used.
a back from 'Frisco and
northern points, where he went to
u ne up prospective vaude booking

.

.

:

dates.
Pbi-ter

Emerson Browne

to

Montreal

N.Y

and London. While In the east will
arrange rehearsals for his hew play,

|

'The Bad Woman'.
Harry Rapf, working constantly
at Metro for a year after his long
illness, has started on a month'H

,

:

vacash to Honolulu with his wife.
Celebrating the 26th wedding anniversary Tiif her parents, Dr. and
Mrs. Lee Jewell, Isoboil Jewell flung
a party for the couple's intimate

.

S5S

book hour

Dam.

Pittsburgh, Washington

.

,, ''"

to Boulder.

Edgar. Mose, Fox

.

,

Elysees.

a two weeks' stay.
J. J. Milstein in the Good Samaritan for tonsil elimination.
Earl Carroll trekking to N.Y..- to at the Alhambra.
William Haines, passing through
Produce his 'Sketch Rook
Lillian Bond vacationing at Ar- on way to Athensi putting in a good
word for Hollywood.
rowhead and Palm Springs.
Marcelle Genist> enlisting other
Tom Sanson press blurbing I^ela stage
people in. charity sale at
Rogers' Holly town show house.
Arthur Sheekraari has fallen heir Rothschild Foundation.
Iha Claire, passing through. Cannes
houses-man
to Arthur K<? b e r
,
^
t
Prince.
Ferdinand of Liechtenwith
Virginia Lee Corbhv n.retirement
stein, denying marriage rumors.
four years, back for whirl atplxLucienne Boyer escaping with
Richard Schayer holds the^ title of
mere shock when her automobile
'Bos'n! n a^ew y^hU^eiroup.
overturns on way to Paris from
Al Kingston-Dave Harris agency performance at Rennes.
pufiing out with three more onlcep.
Sammy Pearce, late of Par JoinJack Maurice, former stunt man, vllle labs, having his first bit in
into the agency biz in Beverly Hills Bacos' 'Un Fil
a la Patte' ('Tied
.Gus Kahn spahklrig up lyrics for Up*), showing at the Rex
Operator 13' tunes at Palm Springs.
J. Carlisle MacDonald, once the
Douglas McLean and wife leave New York Times rep here, now a
here April 4 for a vacash in HOnd: capitalist, or something* back, home
lulu.
in the Rue de Longchamp.
Claudia Coleman sued for. $365.66
Ludwig Lewisobn broadcasting
for an alleged unpaid mortician's for America from' Radio Colonial*
bill.
His wife, Tbelma Spear, singing
Dubln
Al
and
Harvey Waxreri
French songs on same program.
tuning out for N.Y. on month's
Paiis went black with fog at 3
p.m. on March 22 and electric light
William: Powell bought a lot next station cracking at same time,
to Richard Barthelmess' home in Work continued by candlelight.
Beverly.
Henriette Barreau of Comedle
Harvey Gates' yacht beat those of Francaise company winning contest
Richard Schayer and Mike Boylan for most beautiful eyes in Paris
in a race.
under pseudonym of Mme. DumOnt,
Winnie Sheehan tossed a feed for
Louis Jouvet will do Jean Cocthe Fox gang to get acquainted with teau.'s 'Infernal Machine' at the
Gabe Yorke.
Comedie des Champs Elysees at the
of
head
James Wright Brown,
end of the current 'Outward Bound',
Editor and Publisher, double-o'ihg run.
the studios.
Gertrude Stein, turning Women's
Sol Wurtzel building a bungalow Ciubbish, speaking on her opera and
to house "himself and staff oh the 'Making of Americans' at Friday

.

.

Champs

Cecile Sorel saying she'll take the
Casino de Paris revue to New York.
•Henry VIII' in eighth week at
Cameo, after long run at. Lord

after-

for many years
Billy Bleach,
booker for Stoll Circuit, now script
Ullrich Bettac signed with Kaethe reader for same concern.
Robert young around town for
Bunny Austin, tennis champ, a few days.; Leo Morrison in to
Dorsch and a. company for South
conducting the draw for 'Magnolia breathe the fog, too.
America.
Ton! Reis of State Opera shot by Street' National Sweepstake
Daily papers dug up Bronco
Spread three feet square outside Billy Anderson,, who's running the
youngster in restaurant who played,
Westminster book-store advertising Continental hotel here.
with reVolver.
in
Bed.'
Scully's
'Fun
Frank
assist
Ralph Benatzky here to
Murray and Harris write from
Syd Tr_cy looking for book
production of his latest 'Little Cafe"
Shanghai that they're cafe-ing
maker to bet. on the Lincoln, but there until early June.
now under way at the Volks.
Paul Hartmann to play Essex op- couldn't find one. Horse won.
Ted- Maxwell and John -Wolfe got
•Roberta* will be Bobby Howe's themselves a mess of black bass
posite Hefmihe Koerher in Hans
Schwarz* 'Rebel in England' at the next vehicle, and is likely for the over the weekend .at Clear Lake.
'Sportiijg Love.'
follow
Gaiety
to
Shauspielhaus, Berlin.
Jack Seltenrich, Wilbur Stump,
Jack Wolf Barnato throwing Paul McNally and Stella Rheingold
Rita Georg's trunks safely re?
turned from Paris with nothing swell party at the Savoy, with the entertaining at MOntmartre club.
thus 'Three Sailors' as the attraction;
fishy
discovered in them;
Phyllis Bottome, English novelFred Astaire nearly brought off ist, houseguesting In Frisco with
Stavlsky case did Rita little harm
the. Lincoln and National, double
and .gave her much publicity.
Capt; E. A. Forbes-Dennis
Backed the. second for the National. hubby,
Ed and Peg Fitzgerald having
London theatrical
Jose Levy,
trouble with their dog Moppsle
Honor
of
Legion
awarded.
manager,
meal of
Toronto
again: this time it was
for services to French dramatic art.
Gladys Gunn (Mrs. Leslie Hen- nails.
Arch BOwles, Walt Roesner, Hor^Baton-wielding ilbert Watson oft Son) replacing Ruth Maitland in
made a
Kimlc
Bob
to England, but he'll be back next 'Three Sisters,' new Drury Lane ace Heldt and
foursome at golf but score is still
month.
show.
d, secret,
to
to
fly
threatening
whose father
Margaret Ahgli
Vbtion
Jack
Benay Venuta flew In from Chi
was Speaker in the Canadian Seri- Berlin to sign' non-Aryans. Who are
weekend and planed
ate, will holiday here in April.
suited for ..other besides German cago over the
back to Detroit to open at the Ath
Bubbles Humphreys, late of Em- flickers*
letic Club
pire stock, is now in British flickers
Cliff 'Ukelele Ike' Edwards herePauline Dugart of the Yeoman
Opening at
under the tag of Violet Locksley.
after several years.
appen
Catherine Proctor will bo up Clro's Club middle of April for ettes suddenly seized by
dicltjB while rehearsing and rushed
from the Big Town to guest-star in three weeks.
to
a hospital,
the Radio Commission's dramas.'
Jimmy Barker Of London ilros
for
trjeasurer
Frank SIgillisi, legit
That house on University' Ave. writing scenarios, in between makwhere Mary Plckford .was. -born is ing up Bergner, Fairbanks and many years, buried this week; Otto
Kegel,_. symphony Ubrarian, anabout to.be turned into a tea room. Merle..Oberon
t
ether wh^•'•passed o^rE
Bob Lockhart^ owner of a. treas
'Cat in the Bag,'
Lake Merritt Hotel, Oakland, is
ure-house. of ancient bills and pro- McKay continental musical, talked
grams, writing his rerriiniscehcerf Of of as a successor to. 'Gay Divorce' enlarging its dining and dancing
room and has Jimmy Bachelor's orthe early theatre in Canada.
at the Palace..
a
Lyons' restaurant selling their chestra for the music.
Late of Empire stock and the wife
Boys of Gus Arnheim's band
of n local college prof.., Jane Mallett own—make of chewing guni' at half
tossed a party for Jimmy Newell
American
the
by
is roturning here to stage a series
charged
the price
the honor
but
his
bride-to-be,
and
of Dorothy Parker monolpgs at the manufacturers.
snooty Hart house.'
Very Important picture theatre guests forgot to show up.
Slim Summerville. in town to reVaughan Glaser will head a hew circuit put on restricted credit list
stock company going into the Dan- by the K. R. S., which has never cuperate from a mfcar-breakdown,
has l>eon doing It to Kay Ky«cr'»
forih Theatre about May 1, Vincent happened before.
<la Vita now designing the curtain
Tomson Brothers revue, 'Why not music at the Bal Tabarin nearly
&n<l .supervising decorating:
to-Night?' originally scheduled for every night with his nurse.

man*

June.

'

,

Strand theatre reopens March 28
with William Hurbut's 'Bride of
the Lam', re-named 'The Bride', to
pacify English censor. Gyes Isham

.

Matt.

Harry Gold's jazz hand at Kren-

Alexander Kamenka of Albatross:
Films getting Legion of Honor.

for sail boats.
|

to re-?

open as nlm house.
gel's

ar writ

Harvey Gates developing a yen

who came

in America.

giving exclusive

.

,

to Frisoo visiting

.

g.

by which George Harris Rosenthal
(the new heir, named for Cohan
and Harris)' to remember him by.

oft

tains

,

British.

recital.

Mary McCormic singi
the moun- fly' at Opera Comic
Ex- Stavlsky Empire due
.

'Piccadilly Circus/ CecU LandauEric Maschwitz musical, which has
been on the shelf for years,, likely
to be done as a film by Gaumont-

Ralph Beaver Strassburger, the

'Ball at the

16,

trained by the comedian.
Richard of Bordeaux' author,
Gordon Daviot, following first sucr
cess with new play, 'The Laughing
Woman,': at the New, April 6.
Jeffrey Berherd arrived at Davos,
Switzerland, to visit his sick wife,
and immediately stricken with appehdicitis and operated upon.

Wanger

Beatrice

London

Chicago intestinal trouble.

Peggy Calvert in from Troy to
attend her father's funeral.
Hotel: St. Morits to have one of
those continental outdoor cafes.
George Brown sworn in on special

61

friends.

Betty Graham mugged

in

local

press.

Fans

fan danceB

falling for
Embassy cabaret.

Raoul Clouthier and party
York for Easter.

Anna

Malenfant,

nibbled, for

Epidemic

CKAC

to

at-

New

contralto,

by NBC.
of

children's

breaking out in Montreal.

Baz O'Meara explaining prophecies on Maroons-Hawks game.
C. S. Peters has tough job pickCanada's. Davis Cuj^Players. ,
ing
^ony^Pastor^s^aricty^hall^in— the
Pat Lynch out in front 61 EasTer"
heart of Hollywood.
with brown spring ensemble.
Mae West is offering a trophy for Parade
Eddie Sanborn and boys out front
the winner of the men's tennis* 'sin- currently. as vatule act and get big
John Decker, former N.Y. World

Belmar Hall,
cartoonist, and J.
stage director, opening a replica of
,

.

gles In the

Paramount tourney April hand;
diamond ring
No

8^15, and will give a.
to the winner of the

ASC

April

golf event,.

8,

Jack Warner goes on the Acad-.

highway
Montreal-Quebec
open before end -of April, is fore-

cant.

Municipal election meetings etio>
week with little effect on main
.

i

leaves for

Europe

Gauvin fighting

to get Grftttd

(Continued on page 63)
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OBITUARIES

brother.

Jessie Tate.

stock,

Island)

company

.and

had

theatre for more
Joseph W. Stern* 64, for 40 years been active in the
than half a century.
In the music publishing business,
Survived by .his widow, a daughdied at his home, Brightwaters t L. I.,
brothers. and a sister.
March 31 irom a heart stroke suf- ter, two
He had
fered two hours before.
ADOLPHE DUMONT
been at his office in the Brill building during, the day and apparently
Adolphe Dumorit, 46, musical
had no premonition of the attack.
director of station WON,, died sudHe" went into the music publish- denly in Chicago on March 27.
ing business in the '90s, in partnerDumont came to this country from
ship with Edward B. Marks, the Paris, where both his parents were
firm title being Jos. W. Stern & high in musical circles. He became
Co. MarltB Jater bought Stern out established in Chicago as musical
and changed the Arm name. The director iri several Balaban & Katz
staff
business was based on .'The Little theatres. He joined the
Lost Child' to which he had written in June, 1933. His own instrument
the music while his partner contrib- was the violin..
They had been
uted the lyrics.
Widow survives. Burial in Chitraveling salesmen and formed a cago.
partnership to get the most out of
:

RICHARD CONN
T. PARKER
Richard Conn, 63, for six years orHenry Taylor Parker, 67, drama
Warners will
chestra leader at the hotel Vander- and music critic who won fame on after main title*
probably protest through the Hays
bllt, but idle for the past two years, both sides of the ocean as 'H.TJEV,
killed himself by gas poisoning in died Friday night (30) at f»eter organization against Schulberg
his New York studio March 28. He Bent Brlgham hospital in Boston, claiming previous rights to girls.
Mark Larkin of Wampas says
had been forced to sell hiu piano and after a week's illness of pneumonia^
was unable t6 give piano lessons. He had been 40 years on the Boston that girls^. would only have been
chorines in, the Warner picture iand
He was a pupil of Leschetizky, Eyehlng Transcript.
that Beveral objected while the
Paderewski's teacher, and also had
Schulberg flicker gives them a
studied under. Joseflfy.
JOSEPH G. BRINKLEY
chance to do bits and possibly talk
No known relatives;
Joseph G. Brinkley, 23, former as- lines; also Paramount deal proCARPENTER sistant manager of Loew's Palace, vides that three of the girls bo
HUBERT
for three-month minimum
Hubert Edward Carpenter, 65, Memphis, died at' Bristol; Va., Mon- chosen
contract at studio, contingent on
known to the London stage since day night (26) of tuberculosis.
options by studio. This
term
long
- 27;
Best
March
1895, did there
same proposition was offered by
known as a Shakespearean actor, he
other of Jack Pegler (Lord .& Warners' deal.
had been prominent in 'Chu Chin
Thomas), Westbrook Pegler, ColDeal with Warners was being
Chow' and' has played in 'Trilby,' umnist, and wife of Arthur James
negotiated by George Landy, presi'Prisoner of Zenda' and 'Joseph and
Pegler, of the.-If. Y. Mirror, died in dent of body, as an individual, as
His Brethren.' He toured the United
Yonkers, N. Y., March 25.
Wampas is an unincorporated body.
States in 1923 with Sir John Martin
Previous plan to present the girls

EDWARD
.

WGN

:

..

They followed their
work.
LOUIS ZURO
with 'My Mother Was a
Louis Zuro, 69, for many years
and other sobbing ditties
Oscar Hammer
current in that day, and they devel- stage manager for
ventures, died 4n
oped a number of leading song stein's operatic
after an illness
28
March
York
their
New
leading
frequently
writers,
rivals in the number of their cur- of only a day.
He was active in other operatic;
tent hits.
gra'hd opera
When the talking pictures upset promotions, Including,
at Ebbetts Field, Brooklyn, and lor
tine music business he retired from
before the war he conactive work, but again set up an several years
ducted grand opera at popular prices
office in January last.
side.
His son, Josiah
lie is survived by his widow, a oh the east
died in Hollywood three years
fcigter and a brother, Henry R.. Stern, Zuro,
director.
musical
a
also
was
ago.
He
nomwho is a composer under the
Mr. Zuro is survived by his widow
de-plume ot. S. R. Henry.
their

Initial hit

.

1

Harvey;

and a

William

son,

MOSES

AGNES BRAND LEAHY

.

DAVID

David Rice,

;

38,

HARLOW

DYER DINEHART

OTTO H. KAHN
His first wife, Lucille, was the
Otto H. Kahn, 68, of Kuhri, Loeb
daughter of James A. Hearne, Fol- & Co., died suddenly. March, 29, of a
lowing her death he married Leah heart attack.
•Agnes Hogatallng, who survives
The banker had for years been
him. Two sons and two sisters also the mainstay of the Metrop.oitan
curvive.
Opera Co. and a patron of the arts
in general. HiB firm figured impor
ard and modern drama.

CHARLES

P.

MORRISON

Charles Phelps Morrison, 71, died
New York March 25, following a.
long illness. He had appeared in
stock companies and In vaudeville
and with'his wife, Henrietta Lee, he
'played in road revivals of a number of Hdyt comedies. In vaudeville they were teamed as Morrison
and Lee, playing the important
time, and following his vaudeville
experiences he played for Al Woods
and Klaw & Erlanger. He was in
'Just Around the Corner'., 'The Girl
from Rector's', 'The Girl in the
in

Louise Dyer Dinehart, 39, former
wife of Alan Dinehart, died in Floral
Park, L, I., March 27, She obtained
a divorce from the actor in 1932,
retiring from the stage shortly after
Survived by a son, Alan, Jr., and
her parents.

tantly in the affairs of Paramount
and other picture 6ompanles, though
these activities were a minor matter
among its larger ventures.

C.
49, best re
for his work in Gilbert
and Sullivan, died In the New York
hospital March 30 of pneumonia
For the past two years he has been

.

Interment a stroke.
Born in New York, Rowland is
in' Mount, Olivet, Queens.
survived by his son,. Edward, Jr.,
His widow survives.
who resides in N. Y.

LOUIS A. BEATTY
Louis A. Beatty, 48, theatrical
producer, died suddenly in his office
in Wilmington, March 29, of heart
trouble. He had been in the theatrical business since 1921.

Taxi* and 'Gypsy Love*.

AUGUSTA BURMESTER

,

was

Luke Conness, 62, died in Fordhospital.. March 29 of a stroke
Ho was stricken two days pre-

ham'

viously while touring the CCC with
the
players ..offering 'The
Patsy'.
He fou
lchmbhd (Staten

CWA

i

GORDON

WILLIAM

William C. Gordon,

membered

EDWARD W. ROWLAND
Edward W. Rowland, 67, for many a salesman.
years head of the Holly wood (Cal.)
Hollywood
in
died
Playhouse,
March 26, following a heart attack.
Before coming to the Coast 14 years
ago he headed the theatrical firm of
Rowland and Clifford in Chicago.
Retired one year ago after suffering

LUKE CON NESS

GUS SAVILLE
Gus

Savllle, 77, actor,

ability that the 13 baby stars will
figure on Some commercial network

program.
Excluding
Lo

who made

debut at the F. Bi Conway's
in Brooklyn in 1869,
died in Hollywood, March 25. Hollywood Troupers* Club had charge
of the funeral in Holly wood ceffiehis

Park theatre

"

& Marco line girls and speand a few who have had
stage experience, chiefly in
some
locked over wage scale, but men little theatres.
remaining on despite no new conThe Chosen 13
Operators demand
tracts signed.
The 13 elected are Judith Arlen,
10% boost.

houses to make minimum admission 15c In place of 10c.

Exhibs and operators

still

chon

dead-

cialists,

former specialty dancer for

Gale Sisters, vaude; Hazel Hayes,
musical comedy and
Ann Liovey, who had second
RKO has taken back Proctor's
femme lead in Warners' 'Wild Boys
and Skburas' Terminal, H. R. Erode of the Road'; Lucille Lund, brought
to manage all.
here by Universal as winner of its
Moe Kreidel has taken Strand, •All- American' beauty contest; Lu
East Orange.
Anne Meredith, now In—Harold
Lloyd's 'Cat's Paw'; Gi Gi Parrish.
Los. Angeles.
former little theatre player now
Kenneth Bushey, for si* years with Monogram; Jacqueline Wells,
asst. mgr. oj Loew's State here for Pasadena Community player and
the
«
M.
FF-WC, moves over to
under contract at ParaParamount today (2) to become formerly Katherine Williams, forReplaces M. H. mount;
house manager.
Seat(Doc) Howe, who will handle the merly in community plays in.
Olseri and Johnson engagement for tle, Pasadena and Beverly Hills
starting and recently in RKO's 'Dover- Road.'
F. & M. at the Mayan,
3

fire.

singer from

Newark.

radio;

•

.

Thursday

'(B)'.

Frank

.

Kilduff,

from

the F-WC Florence, replaces Bushey
at the State.
Expansion, that will take in additional towns in Colorado, as well as
art invasion of northern Texas, is
contemplated by Gibraltar theatres,
now operating extensively in the
Rocky Mountain states. Circuits
principal houses presently are in
Scott's Bluff, Neb.; Casper, Wyo.;
Santa Fe, N.M., and small towns
in Colorado.
Operation of the Larchmont, nabe
deluxer, was taken over yesterday
(Sun.) by Fox West Coast. House,
an 850 seater, is added to Al Han.

Augusta Burmester, 74, pioneer son's Los Angeles division. Harry
stage actress and members of the Garson, former indie film producer,
Troupers, Inc., died in Los Angeles installed as house manager by
closing in CaliMarch 28. Burial was made in Val- F-WC. Circuit is May
for the
1,
fornia, Glendale,
halla, Cal.
Circuit will continue to
summer..
have five houses in operation in the
ROBERT H Y.MAN
neighboring city.
Robert Hyman, 49, died at his
home in Flora Park, L. I., March 30.
Long Beach,
Bainbridge
the
with
Buzz
was
He
Operation "of '-the Capitol,' product
first run here, has been turned oyer
to Isaac Victor by Milt Arthur, who
has been running the house: Upon
taking house over. Wednesday (4)
Victor will close his Pike, subsequent run, immediately adjoining
the CapitoL

.(Non-Sectarian)
Cypress
Located, in
IIIliB Cemetery, Brook-i

Awarded citation
-fdr^ architectural,
•iyn.

•

b o a u t y. Prominent
families have already
The
reserved space.
Abbey represents; the
finest Ideals In mausoleum c o n a t r uctlon.
Send for booklet.
'

can

now

Holy Gross

reserve a beautiful above-ground burial place

You should make this provision now,
al a moderate cost.
and not leave it to others to make for*you. These magnificent
mausoleums offer ideal arrangements for individuals, for husband and wife, or. for entire family groups. Many prominent
members of the theatrical, sports and newspaper world have
Cost no more than first-class ground
reserved space here.

"blunalr^Perm^^^
ment terms. Amount of. space limited.. Save money by acting
now. Full particulars, plans, prices also handsomely illustrated
booklet^-senl free. Mail this coupon today— no obligation.

—

..

ILLUSTRATED

BOOKLET SENT FREE

Cloister
{Catholic)

Under auspices

illustrated

booklet put check

mark

Na-c

here.

NEW YORK MAUSOLEUM

ASSOCIATION, INC.

7 De.Kalb Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mail.

Address,

i

lie

Catholic DioIn
cese of Brooklyn.
Holy Cross Cemetery,
-;Flatb U3h.,Eve ry_Cath_-.
ollc reader of Varlet>
who hits not reserved a
burial space Is Invited,
to send, for Illustrated
booklet
s h o w 1 if k
, views, etc. Please us<
the coupon.
i

for

of

Roman

am
[~~|

.

For

«r

illustrates

booklet put checl(

V- 1-3-3 i-r

mark

here.

Mail.

F&M

,

Traditionally

the

14th

in

girls

and 15th place are named as alterThis year six were tied in
nates.
these spots so all were named alternates. This sextet are Jean ChatDorothy Granger, Jtfeoma
burn,
Judge, Lenbre Keefe, Mary Kornman and Irene Ware.
Day before the baby star elec-

Fox following its precedent
rnd in line With Paramount's action of a few weeks ago,
picked its own four to be ballywith the press
hooed in competition
"

tion,

set in 1931

agents' slate.

Four chosen to carry baby honors
for that studio are. Alice Faye, Pat
.

Paterson, Claire Trevor and Rosemary Ames. They are dubbed 'Fox

Debutantes" of

,1034.'

Newly

elected

stars wjll

make

Wampas
their

baby
public

first

appearance as a group at the convention' banquet of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners" of America,
April

12.

The

13 girls will be formally into the exhibitors and thpir
guests in some type of presentation being arranged by a committee of the press agents and Ben

troduced

chairman

Berinstein,

MPTOA

of

the

entertainment committee.

Wampas, through George Landy,

president,, put. the 13 baby stars under contract, with pacts for seven.
are minors to be approved today (2) by Superior Court.
Contract provides that should any
of the girls get a part in a plctm"
after their initial Wampas appearance on the screen, Wampas waives
any hold on their future services.
Clause in the agreement also guarRapids and! the tri-clties.
antees starlets to appear without
reorganization
Joe
the
Under
Rosenfleld goes to the Paramount reimbursement for any personal apfrom the Orpheum, Omaha, and pearances or radio broadcasts which
Ralph Goldberg will now devote all the Waniptis arranges.
orld Real
ty Co.
of his time to the
-

managers,

YOU

F&M;

Betty Bryson; niece of Warner
Baxter; Jean Carmen, former
Fenway, town's talker and stage line girl, Heiene Cohan, daughter
house, sustained fire loss of $4,000
Cohan; Dorothy
which originated back stage. In- of George M.
Gale, of the
terior ruined by water, smoke and Drake, in shorts; Jean

Fennlmpre, Wis.

Pes Moi

Abbey

gi r l s—with—Vfcry- -little-H?lc-

ture experience. List for the most
part was V.de up of girls now
extras or doing bits, former Fan-

ri-State Theatres Corp. has resumed the Bublix policy of district

{Memorial

cpntractees the
confined in., its pick-

studio,

Wampas was
(Continued from page 19)

She had been With Paramount for
Rl
the past 16 years as script girl, title
financier of frawriter, film editor and screen playin
died
enterprises,
ternal, theatrical
wright.
stroke sustained the week, before. Los Angeles March 26 after a linChicagoan,
JKe at various times was drama gering illness: Rice, a
BEATRICE
time
some
Coast
critic of the Reader, Independent, was taken to the
Mrs; Agnes Arnold, of Buffalo,,
Book News Monthly and the Bell- ago by his brother, Andy, a writer. once
known as
professionally
Survived by his father, Dr. Henry
man. He was better Known for his
Beatrice Harlow, was killed in Des
books, which included critical stud- Rice, Mrs. Clara gchayer and Mrs. Moines March 30 when the auto 7
ies of many of the dramatists, 'Fa- Lew Fields, sisters, and three other
mobile in which she was driving
mous Actor Families of Americ^a', brothers, Sam and Morris, known in collided, with a freight train.
•The Literature of the South' and vaude as Rice Bros., and William.
He also
Funeral in Los 'Angeles.
['The Fabulous Forest'.
LOUISE
edited many editions of the stand
-

is

Los Angeles. She worked in Mack
Sennett and Al Christie comedies
and doubled for Irene Rich.
Viyed by her mother, two sisters and
a brother:

Agnes Brand Leahy, "42, wife of
Fred" Leahy, production manager at
Paramount, died in Sin Francisco
March 31 after a protracted illness.

on a commercial air program
not altogether dead, with a prob-

also

Father of Tom Davenport, assistant manager Loew's Valencia, BalFlorence Murth, 32, film actress in timore. March 30. Burial In Baltithe silent days, died March 29 in more.

FLORENCE MURTH

•

J.

1

-

Lady'

MONTROSE

3)

fourth billing on title and advertising as the '13 Baby Stars,' and
also have individual screen Introduction as baby stars with images
'

1

Montrose Jonas Mose^, dramatic
critic and commentator, dled in
New York March 29, following a

Stars

(Continued from page

'

HENRY

JOSEPH W, STERN

Baby

Opened the first PantageS stock In Minneapolis for two seatery,
theatre in Dawson, Alaska, in 1901, sons and had filled many other stock
engagements.
with Ralph Cummings.
Survived by his widow and a-|
Survived by his widow* MrB.

Evert

appointing

B.

Cummings, who was at one time a
division manager for Publix, as
district manager for Tristaco in
Omaha and Sioux City.
Stanley Brown becomes district
manager for Des Moines, Ottumwa
and Waterloo, and Joe Kinsky be-,
comes district manager for Cedar

W

o'f'Omaha.

Who
..

—

LETTERS
Charlotte,

M. B. Smith and John Barnwell
hous^e to
let contract for $30,000
House
*>eat 600 at Burlington, N.C.

Wlipn Sending

go forward immediately.

Winstontheatre,
Old
Ideal
Salem, N.C.. being completely remodeled.

Mull to

Mi AUVEKTISKD

under lease to L. C. Sipe, Charlotte.
Fl ames originating in projection
room Of Mebane theatre, Mebane,
N.C., badly damaged house. Repairs

(oi

VARIETY Address Mull Clerk.
POSTCAKD&. ADVEIITISIXG or
I.HTTKRS WIIJ NOT
( IR(I I.Alt
CTTKRS AUVRRTISEit) l>

OMi

Hull

..Toscplilne

ISSSI'B

OM,T

Reod lono

I^nnninK T»on

Slrou'dc

Aloore

Wilson

A.lii-

.

.

.

OUTDOORS

1

Tuesday, April 3, 1934

CHATTE
(Continued from .'gage 61),
Opera Into the Initial/ TTpTng
Stalled by stage hands.
His Majesty's shows Jewish pjc-:
ture, 'A yiddische Mama,' on- grind!

about

.

..

;

,

optics.

Sunday

'

'

...

'

J

Fight to .finish against stage
hands' and musicians' unions here
being talked locally, with odds
favoring the exhibitors.
.

.

:

.

Lincoln.

tot

Abe

Ray

.Kashi,

Richards/ Ray Steele; John P^sek,
Jog .Stecher the headlihejrs. Gang
hanging out at the Loyal.

United -Amusement .Corporation,
operating 13 napes locally, shows
$74,000 net profit in annual report.
H. L. Nathanson elected director.
First dramatic feature aired out
of Canada when NBC takes Canadian Radio Commission's 'Parade
of the Provinces' for Thursday
nite's continent-wide, network.,,

'

'

1

Ben Hamerman, son
being groomed for the

Frank,

of

stage..

HOLDS CARNEYS EVIL

Charlie Cottle getting
to the loop,again.
-

Bill

accustomed
'

.

York

'on

Ray Bolger and Gus Van set for
the next Chez Paree show..
Ram -TA ii* now ha ndling the cataHarry Engel.
moving into the

log locally for

Witmark

office

On

'

as Fox

'Doc' Davis back iff Phllly
saies-manager after a two-year
stretch in Milwaukee,
Nite dubs opening MPi with
Meyer- Day is leading the .way at
.

;

;

'

also Edmund Loyre.
A. J. Jones to New
several picture deals.

.

-,

Pine scooted through $own;

swanky Belluvue-Stratford.

the

Sam

Berman,

exhibitor
branching out for. a stab at radio,
has a deal on for a station purlocal

of Trade jtuties
Jack Greenberg down to-

With Film Board
jbtehi'ng;

Stone Harbor, N.

J.,

—

soon to handle

house.

his Httie .picture
Brown quarters.
Joe Pehrier's cocktail party for
William Diamond a 3?hd degree the press muggs snared more hews
Mason and a Shriner last week
space
than has been;, copped by a
Phil Davis writing a chatter col- celeb 'in years.
The guys swam
Doings*

©Id DeSylva,

.

.

'.

umn for Chicago Daily
Film relief ball earned. $4,000 for
the industry's unemployed in Chi^
,

home:

New Haven

back at the Merchandise Mart after a load of west

Roy

Shields

coast sunshine.

Ralph Kettering has
watch to prove he's an
ductlon

&

By Harold M.

stop

NBC

pro

Al Bobbins just can't wait for
.

director,.

that fishing' trip.

Harry Sosnik leaving the Edge
O. E. Wee in to ogle his new
water Beach late,* in April for a six
policy at Shubert.
week road tour;
'Rlgoletto' will give locals a dash
John Mitchell's card announcing of opera April IB.the bifth of his son is the laugh
Artie Ehehalt on 15th year as
-

the

of

week

at Publlx.

Courtney .appointed

Charles

sec,
personnel
family of white, mice,

Musicians'

by

George Browne to the art. depart
ment of Columbia pictures.

adopts

off to

Paul, April

St.

2.

the validity of
$9,740 mortgage .held by Mrs. Roy
C. Jones against the Longfellow
Gardens, zoo outside the city limits,
may have to be decided; by the U. S

Question

-

.

.

Supreme Court,, according to Federal Judge Gunnar B. Nordbye of

.

•

.

Pittsburgh

Acts.'

John Steel 'headlining new

this districts

At present the zoo's iproperties are
jurisdiction of the U. S
iii a .bankruptcy proceeding
The referee, in bankruptcy listed the
$5,74Q mortgage as ah unsecured
claim, but Judge Nordbye ruled
was a secured claim and as such
had preference in the bankruptcy
Hence the present'
proceedings.
Under

;

Twelve amateur groups

Set

for

Court.

seventh annual Drama Tourney at
Taje, April 9-12.
:

floor

show at
Frank

Plaza.
Seltzer and Pat Gar'yh
here together on a business trip.
The Mike Cullens to Washington
to spend Easter weekend with their
parents,
George Jaffe taking over house.
In Atlantic. City for season of summer burlesque.

Stagehands holding benefit raffle
for Jake Nolte, who had his leg
amputated at knee.
Mannie Greenwald dispatched to
Baltimore by UA to handle campaign- for 'Sorel and Son.'
Dorothy McAteer Waring, former
wife of Fred Waring, has opened
a specialty dress shop here.
Ronald Anies, former reporter
here, in town ahead of Fred Waiting's dance date next week,
John Harris back from coast,
Mrs. staying on there to spend few
more weeks with her parents.
Harry Kalmine ~ ~hinrried back
from West Virginia inspection trip

—

:

.Baltimore
Ibert

of

,

:

By Hal Cohen

Scharper

impasse.

from

Dletz

WAX WORKS BURNED
Baltimore, April

bringing influx of

2

pitchmen.
With tents, costumes, circus trap
The race-track crowd -straggling pings, carney gear and a deep-sea

up from Florida.
Don Hix the' new Hearst

.

exhibit.

'globe-

McCaslin, vet showman- here
over WFBR,
Fred Schanberger, sr.; prexy of abouts, had stored stuff after
shrouding his loop dime museum
new Maryland Country Club.
Casa. Lbma crew will supply the earlier this year. Had intended redansapation for U of B's spring opening on. grounds of Carlin's

trotter'

'

hop..

Park- when the outdoor
General "Gaither, local" Pic Code
opened. Loss estimated at.
is also Police Commisr
-

Authority,

birthday of his daughter,' sioner.
Joan.
Charles Emerson Cook Players
Neville Fleeson staying for extra host staffs of ;burg's hospitals at
week to see George Choos unit, for dress rehearsals of 'Men in White.'
which he wrote riiost of its special
Met Opera next week at Lyric,
material.
April 9-11. Opener, 'Madame But
terfly;' closer, 'La Traviata/. Intermediately, will dual 'Gianni Schlc

season
$3,600.

for. third

EASTON KEEPS ON
Easton, Pa., April
•Despite the

Omaha
irst meeting of NRA code grievance board set for April Z9 at the

Loyal, hotel.

Art Tachman's line, of girls, doubling week-ends at Cloverlead and

Peony Park.
Fausteen Potts

producing

style

show for the Electrical Exposition
scheduled at city auditoiilum April
'

2-7.

L. J. Schlatter,.

United Artists dis-

tributor chief from the East, stopPing off to. see nephew Charlie at

=~th©HParanrountf
Ra^ph Goldberg planning to expand his string of theaters after resigning- his connection With the
Rlank-Trl-State Co.
Community Playhouse rehearsing
A priL-at—
-fo r_ .'Cjmnsflojc^at Law,'
traction.
Casting under way for
'Tho Great AdvcntiireV in May.
Peony Park protesting the l'WA
.

loss suffered

by

.

-

1

;

'

.

up by
the Rooneys, ends being worked by
the Willos and Torrence and Do-

The group

dolled

is

Several too familiar aerlalists, including Lucita Leers', are out
Riding acts have two generously
peopled turn's in the Loyal -Repenbk;
fainily (Fi-ertch-Russlan) and the
Christian! troupe (Italian), Latter
has one end ring and the Rleffenachs
the other, the girls' turn being built
up too. Rleffenachs were, reported
going to the Wallace show but stick
with the Ringllngs.
The Repenskis joined the Ringling
Outfit in the middle of last season
and immediately the v Rleffenachs
started a professional rivalry, addi
ing a flip from one horse to anlores.

is

-.

Floyd Maxwell, former Fox- west
Coast district manager, becoming
ambitious. Plans to run for Secre
tary of State.

CIRCUS ROUTES
A
Puntft Ana.

-

Kaufman now one

of

shots of the Hollywood
the
Jockey Club. They have Installed
direct wires on all sporting events,
hi

Gear

Los Angeles,. April

2.

Circus and carnival seasons now.
'

in Southern California,
With four of -the carney outfits gaining momentum dally, and the. Al <j.
In full

swing

Barnes circus launched, for another
toiir, following Its two day break In
Saturday- Sunday (31-1) at Sah

Diego.
•Red' Hildebrand carnival got into
action several weeks ago, with the
Kraft Shows debutting last week In
San. Diego, and Mel Voke's outfit
starting at Glendale. Clark's Greater
Shows got away to a good start (29)
at Merced, Cal., where outfit Is
Repenskf made it a two
other.
pitched for seven days.
now
the
andhorse Sommersault
Barnes circus plays a week of one
backward leap is to the third horse nights out of San Diego, and opens
four horses are used* two running
its annual stay here at Washington
tandem, and it is announced as
four-horse leap to make it seem and Hill next Saturday (7).
harder. Both acts are nicely cos
:

Luccia Christiani does the
stunt and around the circus he is
regarded as the beat acrobatic
equestrian on the tanbark.
Aloft again the Otaris attract, attention by their rigging, electric
light bulbs marking a Maltese cross.
Evolutions are two way which
marks the act from other flying performances. It is not sensational but
Well known abroad the
Is a flash.
Otaris were not brought over' until
other.

.

it was certain that the Cadonas
were through as a middle spot flying
turri.
Latter was forced out during
the Garden date last season When
Alfredo tore his shoulder muscles
when performing his sensational
Another flier
triple sommersault.
was secured because Alfredo can-r
not work without dislocating the
shoulder, and the act going into another of the Ringling circus properles. Take Harrolds and the Consellos take the ends in the flying
display.
Cancello reputedly can do
triple but the catch is high on the
,

:

Leonard

in

.

shoes.

TEXAS SUMkEE

o f the biz.

Season Swings

devices attached to the soles of his

.

Says the bootlegger

.

.

cally the entire fair week, th<e directors at a meeting decided to continue the fair this year, during the
week of August 21.
Portland
Following officers were elected:
ill Beede
Frank G. Shelly, president; E. K.
Hlnrierschitz, vice president; Robert. •arms arid is not as effective as the
Andy Saso is minus his tohslls Biehn, treasurer; Paul A. Stoneback, Cadona stunt was, latter being a
wrist catch.
Grover 1". ndley tanning by way secretary.
The Wallenda high wire^ turn arof sun lamp.
rived late from abroad but reported
Carl Werner handling publicity
on time. Uecause of the Otari rigfor Pantages.
the. Wallendas were moved
dollar
ring
Frank Andrews, brings
towards the end but soloed as usual.
Galveston, April 2.
opera to Portland.
Finale stunt is built up, the underGeorge Couch, runner-up in Ping
Formal opening of beach season standers
being on bicycles instead of
Pong tournament,
6, although most of constanding on the wire. Looks flosMann now managing set for May
Harold
ce ssions -wen t l J h to. action ..Easter -si cr-ihut^whetharuit
^Screen—Addettes--= agency-=^=
manBoweh,
Rayburn
E.
a question because the men
Sunday.
befofe.is
town
again
in
Eddie Hudson
ager of street railway company, cannot, jiggle the balancing poles ds
now with Paramount exchange.
George Sammls, boss of state elected president Galveston. Beach easily.'
The crack Con Tolleano, in excelliquor stores, crying about sales Association to succeed J. S. Gaidb.
lent form, went through his tight
getting 75%

and 'Salome.'

.

reconstruction of the Dodge Road,
which eventually will put the dance
spot half mile off the beaten path.
Cal T?ard commuting from Lincoln twice weekly to see the doc

heavy

Quakertowh Fair last, year because
of the had weather during practi-

.

chi'

By John Qui

the Wallace show.

The Christianis, who will
Blaze on Friday (30) destroyed turned.
join the Wallace 6how after the
John T. ('The Fixer') McCaslin' Garden date, feature a full back
warehouse of wax effigies, together twister from one bare b/ack to an

Chp

vacash.

Balmy weather

:

.

—

Sherry's shutters.

Helen Patterson back to N. Y,
Libby Holman in for a day incog.
Current biggest show biz. week
of year.
Lillian

name biling.
publicly for the. first time in months same but no
Hugony sister acrobatic
but the crack' animal tiirri went Rubio and
along without delay- Perhaps- the teams are out.
Samuel W. Gumpertz is again the
beasts were a bit lethargic and
apBeatty didn't atteriipt to steam- them general manager, a. post he was
pointed to last, season. John Ringup!-- Beatty's showmanship has .at*
ling
was not on the lot although he
the
tracted plenty of attention fr dm
at
Saraquarters
winter
around
was
outside in the past two yearS but he
Robert Ringling
sticks to the .circus and retui'ns to sota several times.

leap..

.

;

:

Merkel works his human fly
stunt with the use of rubber suction

Zoo Bankrupt

Brooklyn home-

Don Hoobler, after a number of stead, for the holidays:
years with Great States, oh his way
junior League ties up with Poll's
to join the managerial force of Bob on Sat. a.m. kid shows.
Q'Donnell in Te}cas.
Gormley and Rollins, ex-vaiide,
Studeba
of
the
Dolores ..Parrot,
start dance school here.
ker, fractured her collar bone in an
Sam Yaffe will tour Russia as acauto accident that- only shook up companist to Grisha Goluboff.
Horace ista.ve and Emil Lowe.
Half-dozen marathon applicants
throughout estate drew no dice.
Vaude out of College for months;
but sign still reads, 'Five Big-Time
,

'.

,

.

Private

.

Ben Cohen

-

,

iocal.

house

Poll

—

'

.

-

.

.

•

Will be with the outfit, having given
Fred
prm,
The aerial displays, are doubly up the . concert platf
by the Florida sun,
strengthened.
The single special; Bradna; freckled his
tail coat effect.,
ists group are featured by two im-f added spurs to
equestrian
whistle
as
the
blew
tend
a
the
upside
ports, Mile. Gillette arid
Valdo In charge of
down Merkel, while the Otari' family director: Pat one
of th? busiest of
take the center as the feature flierg. personnel was
and gathered in most
Latter
id given top billing and with the executives
Mayor Wilson explained that the others are billed over Beatty this of th$. foreign talent. They are not
"
in the program this season,.
billed''•'
mere Agreement to rent the grounds -season.
/
'
Ibed
would not have allowed the carney
From the highest platf orrri Mile.
to operate without first obtaining a Gillette leaps to a trapeze bar which
slipping
splits in half, the aerialist
permit from the police chief.
into a double ankle loop, a breakaway rope dropping her within,; a Coast Carney, Circus
few feet of the ring—quite a< dlz.zy

<,•
license.
Dr.- Adams criticized the R. C. for
failure, to investigate the character
of the show before asking Council
to approve an agreement for a permit.
•

cagb.

'The circus is always the circus' the gun barrel and both were cataasserted a thoroughbred of the pulted at the same time, landing in
the net about 20 feet apart. Hugo
saw-dust ring, and the big top of (the .other .name is not billed) saW
them all is the Ringling outfit. he practiced the dual flight 16 times
Plenty of newcomers in the line-; without a miss.
Flight is made
up, mostly from, abroad. .There are lengthwise along the track, the Otari
80 more performers with the out-i rigging interfering with the preylr
fit, a majority of whom constitute
is regarded
stupt
routine.
New
out
aerial and riding acts either Abutuhe show's .thrill.
ting over here or fresh with .-the
The manage group iS dressed In
irnill tary rigs this season, except for
Madison Square Garden was Dorothy
Herbert and Ella Bradna,
turned over- to the circus at four who is riding ih that display^ Her
m. Thursday (29) arid 12 hours horse was riot shipped from Peru
later the track was laid^ platforms
specialty
turn was outr-r-rto
her
and rings installed and most of the and
pigeons this season. Tlbors*
maze of rigging which the- new colored
seal acts are about the same and so
acts require, was aloft. That was a
re the liberty horse turns. Two long
fast job 'but with some featured
women are driven around the
turns not on the. lot until Friday neck others assigned to the Waltrack,
(30) morning no rehearsal could' be
and Barnes outfits..
lace
held.
Instead,
the performance
standout, ground acrobatic
The
started that evening at eight ^and
brings out the largest of the
the cannon act boomed the finale at display
family turns Tfacopi, Danwill, Uyefive minutes before midnight.
and Marcellus troupes,
Hitting a fast pace the perform- jiq^ T0m Kam
gangs at the ends
ance slowed up in the middle. That with two Arab
the trafck with tumportion included the. .wild, west and around
The perch acts appear
stunts.
bling
group, the seals acts and the statue
of the butterfly
the
going,
way
be
display. Lattef is dolled up in dia- to
jaw turns, there being but two
mond, dust this season and is neater iron
Karl Johns quit after
in. the outfit.
all around, placards being out.
His brother fell
show.
Clyde Beatty on. early as usual ito the first
perch and died several years
save time of erecting the cage was from a
Elephant display looked the
ago.
said to be working the big. cats
The
.

Cincinnati, April 2.
the opinion of Chief of Police
that 'carnival out
"COpelan
William
fits carry with them a lot of women
of doubtful character, gamblers an^
sure- thing' men' arid gambling: dej
vices,' City Council has denied apermit to the' Mighty Sheesley
Shows, inc., for visiting here.
Carneys 'have .been barred in
Cihcy for almost, a decade.
Sheesley outfit
ATT-agent>-fbr
bargained with the Recreation Com
mission for a 10-day engagement on
the Terminal athletic field,: in the
Negrb section of town, the carney to
pay the commission $2,500 for
rental and $500 to the elty for a

*
•

& B. Circus

.

CINCT BARS SHEESLEY;

.,

scout in town, with
Fox
art eye cocked for young blood.
Spring .dropped in for the holidays' and the theatres, are booming.
Artie Cohn, Earle p.a.,, spouting
long- arid hard about new" family adtalerjt

dition.

Chicago

Ringling-B.

Hollywood, April 2.
Hollywood's first sport stadium is
scheduled to open .latter part of this
month with Minnie auto races tentatively, set for initial program.
Bowl is being built by Earl Gilmore, who will also operate, and
will house many Wands 'of spdrts.
Will have seating capacity of 16,000
wtth arrangements made for an
additional 115,000 if necessary and
will have a % mile oval track;

iiriprbving,

Wrestling bouts becoming: almost

•

a weekly event.

'

for fair gross.

(1)

but

ailing,

-

1st Sportorium,

Seating 15,000, Built

Cal has moved the whole

,

family

I

.

his

H wood

63

VARIETY

I

G.

1

..

Cal., .2;

ItlverHldc;. 4; Alhambra,
Ivos Anpcles, 7-10.

ingling Bros.-

New

York,

2.

wire perfcirrnani-e? with but one 'first
night miss, which is unusual. -Tie
was alone in tho wire exhibit-ion,
but Maximo is going into thr> .Hhow
with his eoriv'dy- rWti.rif
Hugo Zaffhini and his cannon arrived from the workshop, at Tampa
late but made good his dual stunt.
'With a brother Victor he sli inside

.';i

0;

Barnum-Bailey

Indoflnlte.

YES AND NO
Reading, Pa.,

April- 2.

That attempt by the Reading Fair
to put Its Fair in the educational class, suffered a severe setback at the hands of the Berks

Company

County Commissioners, Recently
another Pennsylvania county court
judge declared fairs were educational, and remitted taxes on the
educational pqrtlon of the fair under
consideration in "his county.' This IS
apparently, to the* Berks
county commissioners, who ruled,
that the $125,000, assessment 'for
all 'hooey,'

must Stand. The fair company how threatens to go to court,
to test further its claim that an

taxation

educational

enterprise,

be

cannot

taxed.

TENTS IN

N. C.

Charlotte, N.

C«.

April

.2.

Charlotte is well fixed with, small
Fred C. Kilr
circuses for April.
gore, contracting aeent for Dowhle

Brothers has been and gone with.
April

6

set as

Down ie show

date.

.

Barnett Brothers
is.- up- for
to follow three, days behind, -9.

Paper

On

1-2
the Veterans of Foreign
will open a. spring frolic rriade
up entirely of circus acts to play
indoors, for a. week. One ring..

April

Wars

FRISCO'S FIHST

CAENEY

Kan Francisco, April
Alike Krekus'

2.

West Coast Shows

starts- the-—t arny -season - off this,
week (7) with a 16-day stand on
streets under, auspices
tiie Frisco
of tho Greek Church.
Expect to pick up a fair piece of
weather
pro Ided
good
change
holds out.
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Photograph by Hurrell, Hollywood

Her

way
A

to loveliness can

versatile lady.

. .

Norma Shearer! Even in her

smile she achieves that difficult thing—perfection!

A nation of admirers has found her charm completely irresistible.

Her superb artistry, her spirited

beauty, truly weave a magic spell!
Perfect, too, her skin— so softly smooth gardenia
petals cannot equal it! Its delicate transparency

that

thrills

you on the screen

—with Lux Toilet Soap.
*<I find Lux Toilet Soap

is

guarded carefully

,

excellent for the

skin,'.'

be

YOUR way,

Norma Shearer

tells

tool

you. Actually 9 out of 10

fas-»

cinating screen stars keep complexions lovely with
this fragrant,

made

white soap!

the official soap in

No wonder

all

it

has been

the large film studios!

Broadway stars, too, use Lux Toilet Soap. That's
you'll find it in theatre dressing rooms all

why

over the country.

Why don't you try this famous beauty care that
Norma Shearer uses? For every type of skin—dry*
oily,

"in-between." Begin today!
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f34 Ghi Fair 7S%
Adv.
Chicago, April

Grandma

9.

.

't
c

Concerted Effort by National
Catholic Welfare Conference to Clean Up Pix—
Force Campaign Through

from- radio listeners.

Exhibitors

NEW APPROACH
The Committee

George M. Cohan on the
Good Gulf program Sunday
(8) commented humorously in
song on the fan mail he gets

Motion PicWelwhich Archbishop John T. McNichols of Cinof

Most of them want to know,
'What did you used to do befor you went on the air?'

CAPITAL'S 25c

tures of the National Catholic

GOULASH; GBS,

Conference,

of

cinnati is chairman, is concerning

BARD, ET AL

that the sponsors

with the moral aspect of picand preparing. to force the issue via the exhibition end of the

WOW

6

Ridder Newspapers

To Review Pix Only

From Audience's View
N.T. Journal of Commerce and six
other papers in the Bidder Newspaper string throughout the United
States have been ordered to stop
criticism of films immediately. Picture critics on all the papers have
been told to write straight news re
ports on pictures and include in the
reviews; audience
reactions- but
nothing further than that by way, of
criticism.

'Anthony and Cleopatra.' Desiring
to fill the tragedy, with greater
historical material, Tairoff decided

add to Shakespeare's work some
scenes from 'Caesar and Cleopatra'
by Bernard Shaw, and some other
scenes from 'Egyptian Nights,' a
poem by the Russian poet, Alexander Poushkin.
Bold violation of Shakespearean
traditions such as this gave cause
to hot discussion of the production.
Tairoff asserts that the additional
material by Shaw and Poushkin will
greatly assist to develop the real
intentions of the genial Avon bard.
Performence is to be staged towards the end of this season, and
will be accompanied by musical
to

.

COLLEGE PROF. USES AIR

SCRIPT FOR CLASSROOM
Seattle, April 9.
'Pioneers' program

KOMO-KJR

go down to posterity. Script in
the safe-keeping of the Washington
will

1ST ENGLISH PROD.

TRY AT A WESTERN
-Holly woodf=April=9'»
Bngland will attempt to make a
western. Hoot Gibson will star in
the film, which is to be made by
Warner Brothers' British company.
_??*rting date is indefinite. Gibson
rat returning here to look into ah
—
- other-deal.
1

Hollywood
English

—

—

wondering what the
use for cactus and
Locale will probably be
is

will

agebrush.

Australia or Canada.

State Historical
It will also
of learning
Prof. W.
the College

Museum

in

Tacpma.

be taken into the halls
for historical study.
L. Davis of history at
of Puget Sound, Ta-

—

use.

IN

GERMAN

Peoples
Seattle.

its

was given the

and the T>ndson
which will break

Midway Shows,
its

PIX

6G

WHEN

Dr. Scheuermann criticizes the
practice of announcing star actors
apart from other players, saying
this conveys the impression that
the. film has been made fbr the sake
of the stars and not for the* sake
of cultural work.

This form of announcement .is
banned. Actors are to be listed according to the importance of their
parts, and there will be no objection
to a difference being made between
chief parts and minor parts, or to
the printing of ce rtaln. names in
But the practice of anfat type.
nouncing that so and so presents
such and such in this and that is
definitely out.

here.

Tricoli got the d.a. appointment
proowner, the sponsor, this week after some time in the
Bank & Trust Co. of foreign consul field. He was in
stock throughout the country,

Continuity

leans being followed for design.
Also, small doses of World Fair.
Press agents and publicity galore.
The citizenry is raising funds to defray necessary expenses,: such as
skilled craft, supplies, etc., besides
extending beaucoup gratis effort.
The theme v will be Egyptian as
result of this city's having been
named for the less recent Memphis
of Egypt.
Cleopatra and others
will be reincarnated.
'Streets of
Cairo' will
contain several city
blocks devoted to pyramids, varied
motif exemplification, pitch games,

NO MORE STARS

•

fessor by

9.

Meniphls event.
Washington, April 9.
Languid
southerners
go
for
With the town literally overrun Lombardo's liquid strains, so the
with new alter.- dark spots. Ging- Canadians wilj do for the ball.
Ben
ham Club, local Childs. restaurant Bernie last year.
venture born with repeal, Is about
By playing up cotton, Memphis
the. only one which has 'em stand- drags
thousands eaeh May from the
ing outside in lines every night.
immediately surrounding territory,
Secret is keeping down overhead where
people are chiefly Interested
and dishing out night club atmos- in
cotton— especially in growing it.
phere at drugstore prices.
Herb Jennings, now with RKO In
Seating approximately 250, the
New York, started the cotton-show
place has a small dance, floor, a
biz tleup when here as a Loew
seven-piece band and canvas awnmanager.
ings along one side/ Outside of this
and dolling the waitresses up In
gingham frocks with low backs and Sally
Rand, Starting
big organdy bows, it 'is just like
any other Childs eatery.
Berlin, April 9.
At
$125, Wants
Entertainment is entirely up to
Back
Latest decree of the president of Les Colvin and band, with the elgthe film chamber, Dr. Scheuermann, aret girl doubling? in songs.
At the 'St of Paris'
treats with undue publicity for
film stars, which is. held to. be inChicago, April 9.
compatible with national socialist
1 EXHIB
Stating she wanted to show her
ideas.

cbnia,- last week- asked for- and-was
granted two copies of every script D; A: >(Dramatic Actor)
for the two-year-old weekly draSan Francisco. April 9.
matic program which portrays the
After playing stock for a decade
history of the Pacific Northwest. and doing motion picture work for
One copy gflfiS^to. the. museum _and seye_ral niore years, Carlos Tricoli is
the other to Prof. Davis for class- the new assistant district attorney

room

Memphis, April

^Memphis is trying to throw .off
stigma of being worst show city
in staging fourth edition of Cotton
Carnival this May 16-19.
City will glorify lint for font days
by revelry, Mardi Gras of New Or-

hibernating in
Clarksdale, Miss., especially for the

business.
20.

Order goes into effect immediately.
.Ten other papers in the Ridder setting.
string not affected yet but may follow suit
It follows a similar move on the
Chicago American several, weeks
ago, although Jess Kreug.er of that
paper, .new film commentator under
the new regime, has been noticed
to be definitely committing himself
on film values.

Cotton Carney

.

TRADE

tures

This committee has sent to priests
in all parishes questionnaires askangle.
Alexander Tairoff of the Moscow ing the names of their local theaAmong those set for free sponsored shows and entertainment are Kamerny Theatre, who is recog- tres, their owners, and the banks
with which the theatres do business,
nized as one of the most talented
(Continued on page 63)
whether any bond issues or mortSoviet theatrical directors, Is work(Continued on page 20)
ing on a production of Shakespeare's

Moscow, March

Its

.

MTERY'S

itself,

.will outnumber and outspend the
concessionaires also, having the
k advantage of that for nothing'
I!

Town' Label with

13,000 THEATRES

fare

pace.

Which means

Memphis Would Refute 'Worst Show

Cohan Makes Good

Starlet Is the wife of Walter Lohman, whose daughter,
Mrs. George Lewis, is the
mother of an infant child;

Indications are .that visitors
to the Fair are spins to get plenty
tor nothing, with everything from
free shows to free, dancing being
Offered by commercial outfits seeking free advertising and good will.
"Unofficial estimates Indicate that the
Fair will be under the control of
the commercial sponsors who figure
to spend, almost 75% of the total
money cost of the Fair buildings
and entertainment besides taking
more than 50% of the available

TOT' VIA

Starlet

Hollywood, April 9.
Jean Carman, one of this
year's crop of Wampas baby
stars, is a step- grandmother.

juray.
" All

•''

GUISE

Influence

Concessionaires at the World's
Fair this summer are putting up a
howl that things look black for them
as more and more sponsored free
attractions hook space on the mld-

\

Free

;

PLUGS

opposisH-rrs news
Cincinnati, April 9.
L. B. Wilson, exhib of Covington,
Ky., startled the town v,hen tie began plugging the Strand, his only

opposish theatre in the downtown
section of the across-the-i'iver city.
his three houses Wilson is using
trailers to announce the reopening
of the Strand by its original owner,
Harry Lee, who, the bally continues,
'Is showing excellent talkie attractions, worthy of your support and
patronage.' Wilson's press ads also
contain blurbs for the competitive

appreciation to 'Streets of Paris' at
the Fair, wbere she got her big
start, Sally Rand has offered to play
the concession again this year for
a limited number of weeks.
Wants $6,000 weekly. For this
amount she will supply 35 girls in
addition to paying for the p.a.
Miss Rand got $125 a week at the
Fair when she started last year.

Irt

TALK STATE-CONTROL
OF THEATRES IN MINN.

Minneapolis, April 9.
State or co-operative membercinema.
The Strand, a 700-seater, has a ship of all theatres in Minnesota is
a prospect as result of the program
lower p ricer scalg^than Wilson's the=a.nd,.pTatformuadopted-by^the=Farm—
atres, located close by.
Tt was Labor
party which now is In conleased and operated by Wilson for
trol of the state government.
several years, up to 1932.
The program adopted at the
According to Wilson, his motive state convention
and approved by
in boosting the Strand is to en- Gov. F.
B. Olson, who will be a
courage competition in the™ -view candidate for re-election and
who
that more theatres will increase the is believed assured of
reflection,
number of fans in his town.
contemplates the taking over by the
Wilson is also pre* of WCKY, state, of essential industries and cosecond most powerful radio station operative openition of business In
la Greater Cincinnati.
general, including theatres.

2

.
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Come Via

Artistic B. 0. Will

Tuesday,' April 10, 1934

Saga of Kath. Hepburn's Incog

Film

h Paris, No Picnic for RKO

Versions of the Classics—

March

Tobin Vice Lombard

Just Heels

Helen Westley, director and acTheatre Guild first,
and motion picture actress in her
spare moments, believes that In the

field

Wednesday
Hollywood, April

Unaccustomed French heels
worn by male extras In
Warners' "Madame Du Barry'

of the classics pictures will"
•elusive goal of art

Bweeteried-with box

Hollywood, April 9.
Paramount has borrowed Gene-

?.

260 atmospherertt cooling their

office.

burning puppies on the lawn
whenever they could sneak off

In the classics, she says, pictures
Pictures can
full swing.

the set during picture peak.
Scenes were for palace sequences.

transfer the classics from literature
much
to dramatic entertainment so
better than the stage, if only bebound
be
not
need
pictures
cause
down by the stage's mechanical
Filming the classics
limitations.
means advance; the classics de^
mand the best, call out the best
that's in the Industry, give pictures something honest and sincere
to work with. Filming the classics,
pictures don't have to revert to the
bid sex and lingerie play, don't
have to play down. The Classics
offer pictures inspiration and opportunity for their artistic development and their box office witness
the financial success of 'Little

•Variety* said: "Mahoney tore 'em
right out of their chairs with his
inimitable tomfoolery and top-notch
hoke hoofing. Did 19 minutes at

Egfi,

'

j

Essential for the successful filming of a classic is a feeling for it
as literary, as. the book itself. Made
with that appreciative attitude, it's
got to go. It must get its due recepion then—for the whole vast
family audience is Waiting for it,
reveres it beforehand, wants it
presented with the same love and
esteem that it itself feels for the
book. And even, those unfamiliar
with the book will relish it, because it as a picture provides an
easy, pleasant way for them to acFor
film and still rolls;
quaint themselves with it.
cisco.
Myron C. Fagan, playwright, is
every one it has inherently art outAlberta Vaughn, screen actress,
good sound married Joe Egli, assistant casting here to handle the details of the
of-the-ordinaryness,
a
sense,
partner of the advercharacterizations, a story
at Paramount, in Yuma, Ari- campaign as
head
Boyle-Zapprodt.
of
firm
tising
variety—all the factors that have zona, April 7.
Fagan Is also conducting his. Assomade it a classic. Now that pictures realize, what a lucrative field
ciated Newspapers Drama News
Heretofore
from here.
Service
the Classics present,- their very entrance into that field raises their
service consisted of dramatic restandards and pictures advance to
views and news bf the theatre froin.
ward art, believes Miss Westley.
New York. Films will now get a
'ADELINE'
play in Fagan' s stuff.
Reflecting now on her experience
as a, picture actress, it occurs to
9.
April
London,
Miss Westley that if, for stage
Looks like Warners has acquired John Arnold
(Continued on page 25)

AD

WB

Grace Moore in Screen

set.

Kern

Hollywood,

John

over here.

Sun ever
four months

the film criticism for the

since Cohon took ill
ago, doubling that with her. regular

assignments

Powell's

Metro Closes With
Skolsky for Davies Yarn

of
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work

in the

summers

only.

FOR LOBETTA YOUNG

Sothern Joins Cantor

—

r

1.3

59
50
.

48-50
21

from

Wife.*

by
borrowed
Young,
Loretta
Metro for three pictuues^lwill have
lead spot in the production,
which gets under Way this week
with. Harry Beaumont directing and
Monta Bell producing. Adaptation

the

was prepared by Floren'« Ryerson,
Harry Segall contributing added
dialog.

RKO

for

to have left Wednesday
for the Riviera, where she. was sup»;
posed to be about to take a vill
but allegedly in reply to a cablegram from America that 'Saint Joan'
Is being held up for return, she took
the- 8:20 a.m; train for Havre in-,
stead, and got back on the Paris.

j

I

Sticking to her story, she got up
early to avoid the boat train, wheve
she. would have niet reporters.
At Havre she locked her cabin
against the ship news inen, saying

Russ ColumboY Starrer
Hollywood, April 9

Her

she was too tired to see them.

to

actions
Russ Columbo will be starred in explanation for
it was
The Night/ a Bennie F. Leaslm had been
Zeldman production at Universal much trouble tb meet the boys.
for which John Meehan,
is
.

.

writing the script.
Hollywood*
Picture is slated for next season's
Ann Sothern has been signed to
program, no director yet assigned.
a singing lead in Goldwyn's next
tentativeiy
picture,
Cantor
Eddie

Hollywood, April 9.
=""^
"=
set~"'ProfessionaT titled^Treasure^Hunt^^=^
MeTi b"^has
Actress is on loan-out
Co-respondent' as title on picture
adaptation of Beth Brown's 'Man Columbia.

And

accusing

no harm.
She was

actor,

against Victor McLaglen, seeking to
recover $10,000 damages for alleged
cuts, bruises and injuries received
more than, two years ago during the
filming of Fox's 'Devil's Lottery,'
goes tb trial, in Superior Court here.
April 1.
Complaint grew out of an alleged
fracas between the two men,

out,

too

'Tonight's

;

60

. .

Nite Clubs
Obituary

gave her a contract. She will do
two pictures this summer.
Contract calls for her tb do film

bawled him

violating her incognito. Leaslm inr
sisted there was no violation ' and
bawled her out In turn for being
rough to reporters who .meant her.

Los Angeles, April 9.
Trial of a daniafe action filed by

Thomas Hughes, character

U

.1

.

1

legit

Sues McLaglen for 10G
Over Hurts 2 Yrs. Ago

William Powell has a deal on with
Holly wood, Aprjl 1>.
Universal for an untitled picture at
After three weeks of dickering
$60,000.
over price, Metro has closed with
He is due at .U early in:
Sid Skolsky, N. Y. News' local cor.r
respondent, for his story, 'Movie
Marion
for
Queen / as a starrer
for
Claude Rains'
Davies.
Metro is eager to get irig Crosby
Hollywood, April 9.
hen
play
with
to
Claude Rains' second starrer for
Universal is 'The Man Who Reclaimed His Head.' Edward LudPact Miss Hutchinson
wig to direct from the script by
Henry Henigson
George O'Nell.
Hollywood, April .6.
Warners took a good look at Jo- produces.
was 'InRains' first picture for
sephine Hutchinson while actress
was here with Eva Le Galllenne and visible Man/.

2d

SEEK LILIAN HARVEY

^

WALLACE'S GAYNOE PIC
Hollywood, April
.

SAILINGS
(New York

April 26

to

9^

FOx has signed Richard Wallace
-t o-dlrect-two-p lctu res,.^
T

will star Janet Gaynor,

1

London)

Sophie Tucker, Ted Shapiro, Jack
Yellen (Berengarla).

April 20 (New York to London)
9.
Irwin Dash (Mauretania).
negotiating a deal
April
12 (London to; 'New York)
with Fox for the loan of Lilian
Four Yacht Club Boys (Manhattan),
Harvey to play the name part in
April 11 (New York to London) j
'Gaby Desly.'
Film will be produced by Al Gilbert Miller, Sidney Kingsley, Lee
Strasburg (Aqultania^.
Lewi*.

Hollywood, April

.Paramount

5

}

'

Bills

newspaper boys find out, when she
arrived, what a fine girl she was.
Only news of the star's impending
trip was a wireless .'to the' Chicago
Tribune local edition on the day
she sailed, telling that she sneaked
aboard the Paris incognito. French
press paid no attention.
When the Paris, with Miss Hepburn on board, got to Plymouth she
locked herself in her cabin and refused to see the RKO London rep*
resentatlve who had co/ne down to
meet her.
More Secret
At Havre she got up at 4 a.m. and
the gangway to a. taxi,
down
dashed
dodging the reporters. She had a
room reserved at the George V un»
der the* name of Ludlow, her hus*
band's first name, but she didn't
Bhow up there. Next morning the
two American papers carried etories
comparinglrer to Garbo, who dodged

.

.

B. und O.in.i.tt.

a

Cook

i

INDEX

press-

Is

here, put out.

the reporters the last time she was j
oyer, but the French press, since
they were dealing with an actres*
unknown to them, was hot impressed at all.
San Francisco, April 9.
Two days later she bobbed up at
Curran and Duffy have Will Rog- the Crillon, where Dorothy Smith of
ers in .'Ah Wilderness' opening at
the Paris Herald got her on the
the Curran April 23.
phone, and she talked a string of
capable and affectionate French to
the reporter, evidently mistaking
Dorothy for a friend, before getting
Coasting
Joe
wise and hanging up. Meanwhile
V
the French reporters, marshaled by
Dave
side-kick,
and
Joe Cook
Witterled, began trying to see he*;
Chasen, will trek to the Coast by and she turned them all down.
auto, leaving N. Y, probably on
Their only reaction was that hV
make
(14).
set
to
Cook
Is
Saturday
was okay by .them, and some of
a picture for Fox.
said so in one-line notes in
them
Until they leave Cook is resting
their columns.
at his Lake Hopatcong, N. J., reIncognito
treat.
Harry Leaslm managed to get her
on the phone Tuesday, and she

Pic

Hollywood, April

cuffs.

This will be Rogers' first
appearance on the coast,

of

50G

RKO

Wood,.

production.
and replaced by Eileen Creelman,

former film editor of the paper,
Miss Creelman has been handling

this.

Holly wood, April 9.
Will Rogers will take, a whirl at
having been signed by Henry
Duffy to star lh 'Ah Wilderness,' the
lext attraction at El Capitan, Holly

S,
critic of

as film

"i

pictures of. Miss Hepburn^-,
without hinting that she was coming
oyer, for 'that Was a' deep secret—and got ready to let the French

legit,

being renamed as president for the
Other
fourth consecutive term.;
officers for the coming year are
Victor MHner, John Boyle and Elmer Dyer, v.p.'s; Frank B. Good,
secretary, and George Schneider-

production.

the

bank

ago.

So Jim Witterled* Who

•WILDERNESS' LEGIT

9.

officers

.of

off

left

few

WILL ROGERS IN COAST

Hollywood, April 9.
Moss Hart's original, 'Miss Pa- man, treasurer.
mela Thorhdyke,' which Metro
Board of governors for three-year
purchased, concerns the adventures terms are Daniel B. Clark, Vernon
Jr., Off N. Y. Sun of three Broadway columnists.
L. Walker, Arthur Edeson, George
Company execs may try. to get FOlsey and Frank B. Good. Other
take the
10 members 6f the board hold over
Cohen, Jr., has resigned trio of name scribblers to
is ready for
the New York Sun parts when the picture
fall

"Planned for

Cohen,

Is

Annual election
Society
American

a fe^ weeks

agentlng for

Friends of Chaplin say, however,
he is just as apt to throw the script
away and show up for work with

Lenser Prexy

Hollywood, April

216,

Secret;

pictures.-

Cinematbgraphers resulted in John Arnold

Hart's Columnists

'Carmen'

Columbia will make
With Grace Moore.

(Coast

Strong',

'Christopher

Raspail

i

Chaplin has > as yet no starting

a clean pair of

was

screen at
showcase,

date, although he intends having
film for fall release. He plans finishing in less thai* the six months
or more required for his previous

Renamed

,

'Carmen' for Columbia

Bergman working wtyb him on

.

which was. hissed and booed

.

MUSICAL

kern-Harbach
Adeline',
.'Sweet
operetta. Columbia was .after it but
Warners eased into the situation
and deal with latter firm is about

i

By using a script Instead of shoot*
lng off the cu(T as in the. pastj
Charles Chaplin hopes to complete
his coming picture in what,, fof
H6
him, is quick v shooting time.
has decayed starting it eight months
In order to get the script ready,
with Carter DeHaven and Henry

PRACTICALLY SET

FOR

•

Hollywood, April

MM.

CAMPAIGN FOR

•

:

<

,

Paris
••

figured he

month.
This buildup Is highly necessary
because Miss Hepburn is unknown
here and her only picture shown in
.

Mos. Late Starting
'

He

over.

.

to use her visit as a
buildup for 'Little Women', which is
due to be released here In about

Away; Already Eight

H

Women.'

>

would be able

Chaplin Tosses Caff

performance glimmed and had 'em
Apparently
grovelling for more.
parcel of mob had not had a. gander
Nuptials
'wood
In
at the Mahbneyphone and he scored
an ace reception with his toe-tunesmlthlng. His gab, incidentally, is
Hollywood, April 9;
the most insldey that has been
Martha Sleeper, picture actress, flipped over a trough hereabouts in
at
Albright
was married to Hardie
years."
St. Francis. Chapel -of the Mission
All Communications; Direct to
Inn, Riverside, Calif., April 8, by
Will Mahoney
First
the
Rev. Dr. McLelland of
460 80th Street
Presbyterian Church, Hollywood.
Brooklyn, New York
r
Only the immediate family,
eluding her uncle, John J. Murdock,
who' gave the bride away; Pat Casey
and Jessie Wadsworth, Albright's AGFA'S $1,000,000
manager, were at the services. After
16
an informal tea for the party they
returned to Hollywood, with the
couple going to their apartment in
Hollywood/ April 9.
Westwood.
Agfa Ahsco will conduct an ama
As the groom is appearing in
from Hol/Biography,' and the bride is under teur photographic contest
$1,000,000 In nacontract to Metro, they postponed lywood and spend
honeymoon until the completion of tional advertising to plug the confor its 16mm
the run of the play In San Fran- test as exploitation

—

The .18 Wampas win- was coming

Toby Wing.

ners are also in this picture.

WILL MAHONEY

Sleeper-Albright,

Vaughn and

31.

sailed

New

York, w^a
only here long enough for the boat
to turn around and take, her back
again, but in that short time she
gave plenty of headaches to the
local RKO Radio Pictures crbWd.
Harry. Leaslm, who handles RKO
(28) for

from Warners for top
femme spot in "Kiss and Make Up,'
B. P. Schulberg production. Miss
Tpbln replaces Carole Lombard,
who geta another .assignment.
Others added to. cast include interests In Paris, was all pepped up
Luclen Littlefleld, Mona Maria and when he heard that Miss Hepburn

vieve' ttdbin

had majority bf men among

can have

who

Katharine Hepburn,

tress: for, the

Kay

MG

Van Riper at
Hollywood, April
'

Kay Van Riperr-who

.

writes _and

is.

1

I

acts

in

the

'

9.

produces,

vanoua

KFWB historical dramatic scries.
has returned to the Metro writing
staff.

She Is writing an ori in.:i*
[Lucien Hubbard's product!."'

PICTURES

S

VARIETY

MORAL
Talent Recipe, by That Ole

Trojan Pushover,
Beauty

Army

of Keep-Films-Clean
Lieutenants to Sit on the
Actual Production.-- Just
a Script Not
Editing

Star was asked to appear at
the Jewish Theatrical Guild
dinner, to Cohan and Harris
Sunday (8) at the Hotel Astor,
N. Y.
Reply was to the effect that
the actor would be unable to
be on hand because of a previous engagement.
It was signed:

all the qualifications required
to land screen acting jobs, beauty
Before talking pictails the list.

'

Newspaper Casting

Exec Stars

Hollywood,

Is siippiner in

East Satisfactory; Sign 14 So Far

Perlberg

Bill

AGER

By CECELIA

it

.

that

today,

a

a handsome

beautiful

,

screen material.
Talking pictures

-

•

.

demand

acting

poise
ability, intelligence, sincerity,

Number

too. that's" fine.

it.

talk
.tiful, says Perlberg, because
pictures have educated their

1

New

Calif.

Pact

Los Angeles, April

She no longer needs to be beau

I

merger of moralistic overseers
on both coasts under one commander, and possibly
the establishment of an army of
lieutenants to- do guard duty in

of the Industry

Labor Clause in

rarely does,
Perlberg. ex-tal

ent scout and now a Hollywood
studio casting v director, in New
York to collect JaJent for nls com
And anyway, she no longer

needs

ON BOTH COASTS

Three.'

Pic Agents Fite

But she

laments William

ing
audience to recognize the difference
between good acting and bad; have
taught their audience to prefer
acting ability to just a beautiful
Helen Hayes, Aline Macface.
Mahon, Katharine Hepburn, Sylvia
Sidney, James Cagney, Lee Tracy,
Otto Kruger, Margaret Sullavan,
points but Perlberg, have qualities
that malce it unnecessary for them
to be beautiful—and yet, if he had
as an agent, tried to sell them to
producers before talking pictures
put beauty on the blink, they'd
have thought him mad. But today,
no matter what they look like, if

9.

Motion pfcture agents get a break
connection with the disputed
commission clause in the new
In

requirements,
contract,
artist-rep.
the State Labor Commission having
conceded that, any pacts made during original term contract shall
draw compensation during the life
of the subsequent deal, if okiyed
by the State*
Having been held in abeyance for
several days after the new. rules
and regulations went into effect on
April 3, matter was clarified in a
Deputy Labor
session .between

It's

the Climate

and actresses who go out
to Hollywood look like different
people in six months anyway, says
They get good looking
Perlberg.
The studios gild them with
there.
make-up, hairdresslng, costuming,
for the studios employ real artists
in those lines— and Hollywood itself does something for them. Perlberg cites the example of an actor
who a year- ago was playing small
town stock, came out to Hollymood
a typical stock actor, used his head,
and today he's regarded as another
Actors'

He
Clark Gable.
people, he kept his
got a good tailor,
he. picked
/style,
tricks,

stead

met the

right

.

—

sulted In the more liberal ruling.
Protested clause, one of the hot
controversial points in the State
agents conferences, out of which
the new license requirements were
promulgated, requires that all controversies between artists and the
10 percenters must be submitted to
the Labor Bureau for attempted
settlement before being carried to
court.

Although finally conceded by the
committee working with
Thomas
Commissioner
Deputy
Barker and Attorneys Charles F,
Lowy and Leo Schaumer for the
State, it is now considered by cer
tain reps as a probable handicap
commissions from
collecting
in
Where court
talent
recalcitrant

agents'

'

.

or

.remedies
Artists'

be made,

.

..

:

'

—

,

'

1

.

'

era.

Cecil

stager,

legit

Clovelly,

latt and
coaches the. talent after
Serlln pass on 'em. Lillian Manley
digs up special material for the
during
to
use
prospective actors
Boris Kaplan is Berlin's
tests.
general assistant;

ALL SET

Lanny Ross, Dorothy Dell,
mer chorine, and Joe Morrison,
of George Olsen band} Paul Ger-

Hollywood, April

9.

Metro will produce plays in the
having its own theatre and
fall,
sending players frbm the studio td
appear in stage productions. Personal appearance clauses in players'

Fred McMurray, Mary MorEddie Craven, Dennie Moore,
Walter Kingsford and Anne Revere
are some of the people. Miss Revere was called in by Miss Morris
to act opposite her when Par was
testing Miss Morris and it turned

retts,
ris,

'

.

but so well both

were

given con-

tracts.'

SWANSON'S 'BARBARA
BEFORE 'THREE WEEKS'

:'

other

quick

legal

may become necessary.
salary assignments might
it is suggested, while con
troversial preliminaries were under
way in the Labor Bureau,
Commissioner
Deputy
"While
Barker and the Btireau attorneys
'
stood ready for further parleys
with attorneys and agencies as to
constant experience, her appear possible future modifications,' it was
ance improver the studio top- declared at the local office that the
notch make-up technicians teach requirements would be- enforced as
her how. Shell never be a beauty, they have now been okayed by LaJames
J.
Commissioner
but it doesn't matter. Her audi- bor
ence, growing to love her- for her Creems in San Francisco.
Labor Bureau here is issuing
other qualities, never notice.
So Perlbeitr is looking over the agency licenses to all applicants
New York field. It's a field lush Who are qualified to operate, in the
with possibilities, and always will motion picture field, according to
be, he believes, as long as there are statute requirements.
Contracts between agents and artAs a casting dlrunning.
r ishows
rector, those are the people who ists made subsequent, to April 3,
1'ntt ©rest : him... He. Jooks, a«3- he said when new regulations became effecbefore, for acting ability developed tive'r must7l5>w3ver7^
by acting experience. Season that approved by the State.
Among agencies .re-licensed by
with intelligence, poise and charm
—and if two out of 10 of his exports the end of last week were William
Morris, Harry Weber, IVan Kahn,
click, that's a sweet average.
As member of the William Mor- Bernard, Melkeljohn & McCall, Lew
ris Agency, he pulled for actors, not Screlber, Jessie Wadsworth, Dave
faces.
He brings the same ideas Thompson, Joyce & Selznick, Phil
about the industry's' new talent Berg, Schulbergi Feldman & Gur..need.", to his new position as casting ney, John Zanft, Rebecca & Sllton,
Collier & Wallis and Small-Landau.
director.
he acquired a new person
and he becomes suave he's
got manner and poise—he plays
drawing room leads.
It's the same story for. any actress who, gets a chance at Holly
wood reriLvation. Her personality
develops, her charm crystallizes,
'.her a' ing ability progresses by

LEGIT B'WAY

Paramount's elaborate talent test*
ing department in. >Tew York, established eight months ago, so .'far ha?
That's more
signed 14 people.
than the. company found via tests
in five years previous.
Starting with a staff consisting
solely of Oscar Serlln and Edward
A. Blatt, department has been expanded in scope: until it now con*
sists of eight people outside of
technical laboratory help and has
two full shooting days scheduledevery week. Serlin hunts most of
the talent and Blatt is in charge
of coaching, directing and superAll new
vising the actual tests.
talent is given a two-week built-up
and coaching before facing a cam-

contracts takes care of the production end;
Studio first planned to establish
a theatre in Hollywood about a year
Figures
ago, but decided to wait.
Broadway production t6 be a better
bet than the local showcase try,
since It will give studio opportunity
to test for Broadway reaction as
Commissioner Thomas Barker and
well as allowing plays an outstandAtty. Austin Sherman, chairman of that It's pretty difficult to sit ing stage development through exthe special agents rules committee, through picture after picture, week pert stage direction and the U6e of

eyes peeled, he
he changed his
up the smart
in
lire combed his- hair back
of straight down on the plasters

ides,
.ality,

MG

every studio while pictures are in
transition, is being discussed in
major circles. It is officially admitted that despite all recent tightening of the moral canopy, some
vulgarity is still seeping through.
Matters haVe gotten so, some of
the moralists admit, that editing a
script isn't sufficient. The dialog, can
be thoroughly innocuous on paper
but on the film it can be interpreted
differently; and these interpretations aire causing most of the trouble, it is complained.
To perfect the industry's moral
complexion a watchdog sapolioer in
every studio is .urged. In this way
they can spot any dubious Inferences, and thus spare much woe. ana
the projection
argument later
rooms.
Although the. Hays code does authorize its present handful of moral
machinists to delete what they think
shouldn't be there, moralists hold

on Friday (6).
Commission had tentatively ruled
that agents' commissions were not
they're really actors, have intelli
to be valid after expiration of -any
charm,
and
assurance
gence,
original agreement as approved by
there's a place for them in Hollyhave the State.
pictures
Talking
'wood.
Sherman represented a
Atty.
re
entrance
changed Hollywood's
number of agents' lawyers and the
quirements.
10%ers at the confab which re-

Maybe

new

A

and charm. If, along with these, a
have beauty
candidate happens
.

a

sounding likely, is. then followed up and given an o.o.
Includes all country sheets
and high school and college
mags, idea being unusual persons may be dug ur.

plications

'

have got to prove that.debe
spite their lotks, they may yet

;nian,

has

Paramount

wrinkle in talent scouting. Has
hired a man to sit aii day going through newspapers and
magazines for clues. Anyone

Enough—Too Many Com-

'

used to be the only requlit's almost a handicap.
Beauty's become so unimportant

tures

Pars Elaborate Talent Scouting

LITERAL CLOSE

Hollywood, April 9..
Gloria Swanspn's return to. the
in and week out, without losing Broadway talent.
screen will be with Gary Cooper
In other words what
may
perspective.
move
the
Studio also figures
via 'Barbary Coast' for Samuel
at first looks off-color or vulgar result in the uncovering of still un- Goldwyn, instead, of Metro's Three
may. wear away to a different per- discovered legit talent for use in Weeks' as previously scheduled,
spective. And With this hardening pictures.
under personal deal between .Irving
process, it is conceded ^iHely that
Twentieth Century's first produc- Thalberg and Goldwyn. Miss Swanmoralists may overlook and even tion on a similar sctieme will be son will return to Metro lot for
to
hopes
Company
blunder.
Cat.'
Red
'The
modernized version of the Elinor
The present system, as discussed, find- new eastern talent along the
immediately after com-

Glyn novel
Al Woods
can be improved. As one instance it same lines as Metro.
pleting the 'Barbary Coast' assignbe 20th C.'s practical legit ment.
is pointed out eastern and western will
production have been as wide .apart showman on 'Cat.'
William Wellman Will direct the
in moral supervision as they are In
Cooper- Swanson combination, now
miles. There, are two separate sets
being scripted by Leonard Prasklris
of moralists, one group headed by
and Dwight Taylor. Production is
and Allen Hie
Joe Breen'in Hollywood and another Burns
set to start around June 1, with an
by Vince Hart in New York. Neither
unofficial budget of $400,000, with,
Coast
from
Europeward
now knows much what the other is
much of the yam taken from Herdoing since each has been instructed
bert Asbury's book against the
pictures
coming
oft
to keep hands
background of the infamous old
Hollywood, April 9.
from the other's territory.
Burns and Allen are heading for 'Coast' in San Francisco.
New York at the end of this month
on completion of 'Many Happy ReFox Writers Out
turns' at Paramount. They'll comWill Rogers in Irvin
plete their White Owl broadcasts in
Hollywood, April 9.
Malcolm Stuart Boylan and Ray June and go to Europe for six
Cobb 'Judge Priest'
mond Van Sickle are oft* the Fox weeks.
Broadcasting will resume in the
writing staff.
They left on completion of theii fall from Hollywood, when they reHollywood, April 9.
turn to work for Paramount.
adaptation of 'Corslcan Brothers.'
John Ford will direct Will Rogers*
next feature for Fox, baaed on the
Judge Priest series of short stories
by Irvin S. Cobb.
Dudley Nichols is writing th©
screen, play for thie. picture, which i»
slated for production next month.

Two

Pk

Made

6 Fox Directors

161 Pix

John Blystone, Oldest in Point of Service,
Directs 62, With One Off Home Lot
Hollywood, April 9.
Checking up on some of Its vet-

Juanita Hansen's

eran directors! Fox found that six
meggers, still under~ebhtract to the
studio, turned out 161 pictures for

25G

April 9.
San
Juanita Hansen, ex-picture star,
the company.
bobbed up in the courts this week,
Oldest in point of service, and whpn she brought suit against
with probably biggest total of any Clarence M. Leavy for the recovery
im egger lor o ne studio, is John Bly-_ of -two -$.1 Q.flj0.0- Lj ljerty bonds and
'
vp him
$r)( O00 in cash .she says* s
stone, wT^direcT^^^
has been with Fox contlnuosly to hold for her.
since 1917, making only one picture
off the lot. in that time, when CoFranir-iscOj

.

lumbia borrowed him for the

Ford: is .second, with 35
completed. David Butler and Irving Cummtngs have each directed
18.
Eugene Ford is down for 15.
and James Tinling for 13.

John

MADGE EVANS IN 'CANARY'

talker.

•Tol'able David.'

.

Holly wood, April 9.
.Mndgf Evans is fenime lead In
'Cntiiil Canary,' Jesse Lasky production
at
Fox starling Ut(\u\
.

(

Monday);
Miss vans

.

is

on loan from Metro

Colored

War

Film

Fired by tbe plethora of war pictures,, the Lincoln Film Corp.. has
been formed to produce 'The "Unknown Soldier Speaks', which will
ileal, with the not insignificant part
played by the negro troops in the

World War.
Will be based on Government film,
back by original propaganda negative.

Robert Itosson,
produced^ = <=U Sinlhri

wrote and
^UiritiiXazL,

film, will direct.

Davis Aides

Hyman

Hollywood, April 9.
Frank Davis' is Tiow assistant to
Rernie Tlyman. Metro associate
producer.
Davis was transferred
similar berth with Walter

from A
Wanger

!

'

-

PICTII ES

VARIETY

Itesday, April 10, 1934

Screen Writers Bury Cleaver;

2 Par Reorg. Plans on the Tapis,

Name Ralph

Block Headmaster

Music Hall's Last-Minute
H.O. as Buck Biz Built

Hollywood, April 9,
For the time being, at least, the
Various factions of the Screen
Writers* Guild have buried the
hatchet following its annual meet-*
ing which was a tumultuous affair.
That the outbreak was anticipated
was manifest by the fact that the
officers, to be on the safe side, had

One Each Via Bankers, Bondholders
Groups; Lasker In; Lynch's Future
When

itors of Paramount are set to
conclave some time this -week to
consider reorganization plans* Other
creditors were scheduled to congre-

and

indications

arie

that

Holly wood, April.

beforehand.
is

.

"The.

400

represented by Kuhn-Loeb mostly.
In either event the next 60 days
may see at least one concrete, plan
afoot

for

the

reorganizing

.The bondholders; outfit

is

BOB MURPHY

Came over for two weeks, have
already played three .weeks at the
Palladium and now in tenth consecutive, week in England.
An act easily adaptable to all
countries and conditions.

and positively marks his
by
invitation
dinner
'

proxy.

!

stated

MG ADDS SCRIBES

ERPI'S $100,000

have planned to meet around
>.

April 26. In some
Lasker, Ohicagoan,

way Albert D.

WC

in-

been

has

Move Said

Scenarist*'

vited to participate in this bond»
session and. 'much is said
to depend on his presence and ac-

•

-

.

.

.

•

.

to Irk Screen

.

and qualified for re-regis
tration as extras under' Code regu
(Tuesday)
tomorrow
latlons
1b

eligible

,

batch has Joe Mc
Howard Emmett Rogers getting
agreements for a year and a six
iiiewlcz

s.

the entertainment values that some
of the member-scenarists get' into
the' yarns they sell the studios;
Liberal group -which threw
monkey wrench several weeks
in an otherwise smoothly running
organization by making a ticket to
oppose "radicalism and dangerous
tactics of the present administration' soft-soaped the session as the
voting showed the coalition' ticket,
'

1

-

1

mainly former
members, was

mer

monther

to Joel Sayre.
Metro's activity in this direction
has caused some concern to lead-

ers of the

who

Screen Writers' Guild
to. launch a move to

are about

full

its

new

.

and

start

culling

down

the
allow-

TRADE

Nair to

They

Hoard of directors, increased from
11 to 16 members, has Ralph. Block,
who polled 107 out' of the 109 votes
cast; Oliver H. P. Garrett, Rupert

TREATY

a

Unified standards for flimdom all
over the world, so that various confusions in shipping relations will
be minimized, are now oft to a definite start for the first time In over
26 years. Two initial steps are ah
international systemization of title
registrations, patterned after' that
Of the Hays Organization; and a

pushing the
clocks ahead an. hour for four
months cost them thousands annually.

Showmen

have

little

hope

of

99.4% Pure

various lists to the maximum
ance of 1,500- extras who will be in
lcture advertising is now so,
at eluded in the spread-of-work plan
clean that on an average slightly
standstill and in the summer under Code regulations.
doldrums earlier than expected
Questionnaires', foj* extras may be oyer 99% can get by on. its own
Main -activity here now is in the in used, but only after the Re-Regis merits.
This Is the opinion of J. J. Mcdustrlal field.
tration Committee finds Such
The larger studios like Erpl' course necessary for the whole or carty, who, in reviewing the past
Astoria and Blograpti are reported part of the 1,600 selections. Proper four months "of his first term as
empty and traveling along with
proportion of men and women in the Copy King, reveals that, at its worst
stiff, overhead.
total will be figured out from sur- advertising was never over 6% bad
vey of records of Central Casting
for the past seVeral years.
'
Willis Jttnt East
Lombard-Marshall Tops
Final agreement on this procedure
Hollywood, April 9.
In handling the* extra situation was
In Par's 'Sophie Lang' reached at meeting of Extras
Willis Kent leaves today (Mori
Hollywood, April 9.
Standing Committee last week, and day) by car for New York to seek
offered
Carole
resolution
right
releases
state
on 'Murder In
was embodied in
Herbert .Marshall and
Lombard teamed in Paramount's by M. H. Hoffman and unanimously the. Museum,' just completed, and
forthcoming pictures.
adopted.
'Notorious Sophie Lang.'
Kent <ls financed by Phil Gold ^F.ilm ttB°c s ^ lnto ^P ro(luctlon: '"April= ^Film--eode~Authori.ty--has- given
the Extras Standing Committee full stone.
William C< Menzies directs.
28.
power over interpretations of the
Code insofar as extras are con
Warren William Vances
TO PAR
cerned but all decisions and inter
Hollywood, April 9.
roadway musical comedy enter- pretatiqns arrived at by the com
approved
by
Warren
William does the Philo
finally
Fred
be
mittee must
tainer and orchestra reader,
McMurray, goes pictures in August the Code Authority. John C. Flinn Vance. gumshoeing lead in S. S. Van
at
secretary of the G.A., has advised Dtne's 'Dragon Murder Case,
for Paramount.
He's with California Collegians, the committee not to release any Warners.
Yarn was first purchased as a
presently in "Roberta," Max Gor- decisions to studios or the press uh
starring vehicle for William Powell
til the Code Authority has approved
don operetta.
is virtually

i

,

.

McMURRAY

'

showed

.

the lowering of the dues and a system of membership taxtion based
on '.the members' earning power.
This- matter goes to the new board,
with plenty
opposition
already
shown to the taxation scheme.
Report showed that, while active
members pay $30 a year dues, that
post of operation for- the first year
of the Guild represented a few cents

than $67 a member.
Hectic session was highlighted
With, bitterness and recriminations
less

hisses,

;

catcalls

and xazzberries.

tional- clearance house.

SPECIAL MEETING TO
Eddie

e

theatre owners immediately offered
to sponsor.

report

over the charges of radicalism and
now reaying all details.
strike talk and well punctured with
Registering of titles, once It sets

Dowing Feted

DECIDE TRENDLE BID

at

Feed

Philly Politico

The mayor said that until he
knew how publio sentl.nent stood,
he suggested a referendum, which

Treasurer's

celpts of $28,317.70 during the year
of $28,611.66. Pascal pointed out in his report that
the Guild couldn't proceed profitably oh this basis and recommended

and expenditures

latter is

a foothold abroad, Haysltes believe,
Will open the road for an interna-

formal' protest

McNalr

Hughes, Frances Marlon, Wilfred
MacDonald, Brian. Marlow, Seton I.
Dudley Nichols, Ernest Pascal,
Wells Root, Arthur Ripley,
Raymond Schrock, Courtenay Terrett and Tristram Tupper.
Miller,

met with Mayor Mc-

register,

told

work

"

Phi%'s

Voting in Theatres

co-operation .and

cal, re-elected treasurer;

PIC

members to Insist in
contracts that allegiance to the
Guild comes before the provisions
This is
of the Btu'dio contracts.
protection in the event of a strike
world-wide working basis for vlBUtil
in order that the Guild could Xall
out even contract writers in the education subjects, so that the proevent of a walk-out.
duction techniques employed may
hot be so contrasting and numerous
as to narrow release of such pictures to a limited area.
Referend
England Is the first to be actively
Interested In setting up a title regisOn- Daylight Savings;
It has communitration board.
cated with the Hays Office and the

compel

and board
These 'forannounced they

officers
elected.

recalcitrants

Ralph Block was chosen president; Wells Root; y.p.; Tristram
Tupper secretary, and Ernest Pas-

.1

Each producer or other eliminating daylight saving thjs
noon.
qualified, to enter candidates for the summer but* expect to lay enough
extra list is. limited to total of groundwork to, battle the measure
3,000. •;.
next season.
Committee On
Re-Registration
Extras will pitch in Wednesday
Kin
Mrs.
Mable
to
according
(11),
ney,

Copper, however, had nothing to

do -except enjoy the entertainment
provided,' which some held, excelled

for peace, instead of war.

or more contracts, of six months
and a year given scenarists. Latest

light saving,,

EXTRAS' LIST TO 1,500

to all groups.

a uniformed John, Law sitting 1
the ball throughout the session.

would meet with the hew board to

Pittsburgh, April 9.
Pittsburgh showmen, battling day

BREAKING DOWN H'OOD

Hollywood, April. 9.
casting
studios,
Deadline for
associations
manship experience besides his agencies) extra players'
Relief Fund
handling of the difficult detail of and the Motion Picture
to submit lists of men and women
the present Par setup has com

Eastern production

>

,

Hollywood, April 9.
Contrary to the plan of other
major studios which are minimizing the number of term contracts
given writers, Metro la increasing
its pact-giving scheme.
Last few weeks has seen a dozen

It

PROD

Cheer'
Mine'

Is

This week the house chances a
pn "Wild Cargo/ with
Frank Buck on a personal, the first
time
picture has been held
over when the second week did hot'
include a holiday. 'Cargo' got $89,000 net the first, week despite that
it opened on Holy Thursday (29),
played through Good Friday and
then had Saturday, final day of
Lent, plus a heavy rainstorm, as
drawbacks.
One point on which holdover Is
based to some extent is the good
kid business attracted -and the fact
that children were out of school ail
last week.

theatres.

IN EAST.

Man

,

Holly wood, April 9.
Leaving here Friday (6) for Ne-jv
of deduction or interpretation either
York after 10 days' stay, J. E. Otterside may put on the information
they have. Each group, so far as son, president of Electrical Research
known, already; has requested ex- Products, stated that his concern
haustive information from the trus- will at ho time go into production
tees relative to Paramount operat- in competition with concerns now
in the fields, although it is- prepared
ing activities.
Neither side is certain of all to finance producers up to $100,000
things but both appear to be opti- a film.
mistic of a constructive reorganiFinancing, he stated, is wholly In
From the put- the interest of renting space at Genzation to be had
side it looks like the bondholders' eral Service Studios (Metropolitan
group has been flooded w-ith all and- Educational) here, which ERPI
kinds of advice both from" within took over for. moneys dua.
and from without the company, ail
Plan for financing, as outlined by
of which has only led certain lead- Otterson, is for advance by ERPI
move slowly of 60% of the negative cost with no
decide to
ers
to'
towards reorganization.
picture to cost over $200,000. ERPI
There is nothing definite about will ask.for no percentage Of. profits,
the future personnel and adminis- but will demand that its stake be
trative setup of the company. Most paid back, before the producer takes
of the talk so far comes from oper- a nickel.
ating ranks within company.
ERPI; Otterson explained, will
The Inside group is concerned have the veto' power on storleB,
about the future position of S. A. players and director and Will npt
Lynch, who heads the reorganlza
stand for exorbitant salaries on the
tloii advisory committee on Publix pictures made under this plan.

mended him

'This

has only two
committed on

Up and

offer

have been investigating Paramount
conditions and operation privately,
Looks to be a question of what kind

has come to be learned, however, that Lynch can have a position in the new setup so far as the
It has
trustees and creditors go.
been indicated that both these
groups desire his continuance with
the firm. The rub comes whether
Lynch will accept such an offer.
His reorganization work and show-

'Stand

Guilder*

PER Pit

tivity in- connection with same.
It is known, that both groups

f.

DICK and DOROTHY

with.

Para'-'

mount- Publix Corp.
to

final

'"

(RKO).

Y.,

definitely

holdover

1

roup as

bondholders'

(Foxy

pranced into dining car with
almost the entire passenger
list at his heels and some 26
of
them, tore through the
menus Jfrom lobster to cham pagne;
Bill to Marco will be $300-

reorganization plan may be
submitted unless things are ironed

other

9.

Mike Marco wired a steward
on the convention train to give
a dinner for Sam Dembow, Jr.and •« few friends so Dembow

more than

group:

pictures

playdates,

the
close
iyergent groups

gate

month.

Music Hall, N.

a Cuffo—

It's

:

The
lirt

Philadelphia,- April ».
More than 1,000 Democrats» most
of them from Philadelphia and vi•

cinity, but many also from New
York, Washington and other cities,
paid high honor to Eddie Dowling
at a dinner at the Penh Athletic

Club here.
Acting as 'good-will representative'

of President Roosevelt,

Dow-

ling made a stirring appeal for faith
in and loyalty to the Administration. Defending its policies, he asserted- that the mere fact criticism

trustees of

Paramount Pub-

have decided to place squarely

the courts and the Par
creditors the question, of what shall
be done concerning a partnership
in Detroit and .whether the .original
offer of George W. Trendle should
be accepted at this time. Trustees
have called a special- meeting before, Referee H. K, Davis for Monday (16) to consider" the Trendle
before

.

offer.

'

/

While no other .offers are appended to the notifications, anyone,
Including John Balaban, who originally wanted the houses, can file
.

.

arising against many of the proposals.
Roosevelt programs; is a sign of reUnder the Trehdie offer, the
turning prosperity.
trustees propose organization of a
His speech wasn't all political; he new ipompany, Trendle to purchase
Philly
to
as
city
where
referred
the
all of the Class A common, amounthe got his start in a '10c- cabaret,' lng to 40 shares, for $50,000 in cash,
and highly eulogized Abe Sablosky trustees retaining the 40 shares of
and John McGurk, to whom he gave Class .B but reserving the option to
credit for his -stage start.
issue some of the common to Balaban & katz.
Under the plan, Trendle grants
to the. trustees the right after 11
Extras Total
months to buy all of his Class A
stock for $100,000 or, in lieu of this,
Hollywood, April 9.
a sum equal to the net profits of
Extra total for the week ending the first year, whichever sum Is
Friday night (6) was 4,944, accord- greater. At any time after Oct.: 1,
ing to Central Casting figures.
this year, however, the trustees
^Higgest-day^was- Saturdaymay~7request™TrendleWto~namej>.a^
when 1,082 found spots.
price at which he will sell the A
stock or. to buy the Class B held
by the trustees at the same fljruro.
is

*

.

Up

•

GLORIA STUART AT

WB

'

The bond issue of $1,-500,000
allocated among theatres Involve
in the proposed partnership, as folversal, is in Warners 'Hey Sailor,' lows: Michigan, 31%; State. 1 3 ?'>;.
12%; Riviera ami i^ast
In place of Margaret Lindsay, Lat- Fisher,
ter recently underwent an operation Town, 10% each; Annex and ilamona, 9% each, and the Birmingfor appendicitis,
ham', 6%.
James Cngney has top billing.
Hollywood, April "9.
Gloria Stuart, on loan from Uni-

PICTURES
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Warners as RKO's Theatre Partner

Irving

Maybe Would Make
;

are

Indications

that

forth-,

the

coming report of the Irving trust,
as receiver for RKO, which must
be made to the Federal Court in
New York around May 1 or shortly

thereafter, will reveal that the general creditor claims against
total around $33,000,000, and that

RKO

000 Difference Figures to
End Long-Standing WranElectricHas
gle- with
Bearing on Entire Film

Hollywood, April 9.
has renewed Lloyd
He
Sheldon's producing contract.

months

.in

Hours by

Air'

and

RKO's

of

'things

ERPI CHANGES?
Wilmington, April
Peace looms on the electrical end

and getting

obligations

smoothed over

rapidly.

port.

However, previously the Rocker

FOR

571G

feller claims in connection with the

Radio City theatres and office building leases by RKO were undetermined. Since that time, however,
the Rockefeller people seem to have
determined that their claims against
RKO amount roughly to around
$12.000,fC0.

this
$10,000,000

latter

amount around

covers

the

Rockefeller

the. two Radio. City
The remaining $2,000,000

investment In
theatres.

presumably covers alleged financial
loss in the changed office space
leases by RKO in Radio City.

RKO

ther large claims against
Include those of Karl Hoblitzelle
for the former Interstate. Circuit
and the claim of Walter Reade for
the Mayfair theatre on Broadway.
Hoblltzelle's claim Is around $8,000,000 and Reade's claim is around

m

With the latter claims,, as well as
certain others, runs the technical
legal question as to whether these
claims lie in the category of future
tent claims, and whether they can
hold up in the face of the recent
U. S. Supreme Court decision outlawing future rent claims in certaia_t^pe of bankruptcy situations.
is not irk bankruptcy.

RKO

Rockefeller angle the" situation is somewhat otherwise. This
is due to the fact that the Rockeconfeller leases as taken by
tained provisions which were to
grant the Rockefeller interests liquidating damages , sufficient to recover the amount of the Rockefeller
investment in the Radio City, theatres in the event of receivership or
the.

RKO

bankruptcy.

ROXY

Mrs.

accompanies

Selznick

husband.
show biz.
Warners and the A. T. & T. are
verging towards a definite settleThe three-year arbitration
ment.

S REORG.

PROBABLE BY

fight between these firms, arid beWestern
and
Warners
tween
Electric-Electrical Research Products, Inc. (Erpi) is about to be

washed

'32

ing.

her

up.

$5,000,000

The

by the

price offered

is

Warners

electrics.

tain inside legal forces of Warners
nibbling at a possible continuance
of the arbitration thing.
The legal quirk is that maybe,
if Warners holds off, it can get an
extra added million or more from
T.
A. T.
de'precia
All of which has important beartaxes, amortization and
whole and
tlon. This is more than double the ing on the film biz as a
indicates at least one thing. That's
net earnings for 1932, which was
that the. real powers in the A. T.
$275,756.
& T. have about become weary of
Funded debt during the past their constant entanglements in
year was reduced $184,000, leaving the film biz and the constant litigathe outstanding total at $2,065,500, tion, and differences which have
balance of the original issue of sparkled throughout Erpi's and

At the annual meeting of the
stockholders of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., to be held April 24, profit for
the year 1033 will be revealed as
charges,
interest
$570,996,

$6,000,000 in 1927.

Is

&

Electrlc'a entrance
operation in the industry.

Western
lists

RKO

and

at $1,696,550, with
Tremendous changes may be exStuart W. Webb, pected, inside and outside show
president, to the effect that 'there biz* on the electric end and elsewas little your management could where as a result of the settlement.
do with respect to the notes of the That's by way of conjecture. For
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp. owned some time, now, there has been
Webb adds, talk that Charlie Bunn, one of the
by your company.'
however, that it is a pleasure to be more important heads in Erpi, was

6%

notes of

statement

by

Such a conclusion of this affair
would make Warners the kingpin

theatre organization in New York.
would be Impossible for Loew to
'4et in on the Meehan thing because
in a dominant theatre- position in.
the New York territory, the anti-

It

0. S. SOP.

COURT

trust laws Would prevent a Loew
purchase- of the Meehan shares.
Same goes for Fox because of Fox's
Interest in. Skouras-Fox Met thea,

AGAIN RULES

appear to be in the mood of accepting.; Only opposition from cer-

Pathe's statement of assets

$3,000,000.

On

9.

New

There lies the probability of Warners being RKO's theatre partnerwithout actually merging connecrtlons in any way. This would come
about through W.B. purchasing the
preferred
Keith - Albee - Orpheum
shares presently held by Mike Mee-.
nan. There has been discussion on
the thing between the interested
parties. A deal is stated to be pend-

of

This 'amount is bigger by $12,000,^
000 than the $23,000,000 originally
noted in the receivers' previous re-

Of

leaves for

Is going to
late this week.
get a flash of his production, 'Viva
Villa' at the Criterion, N.Y., and
will also look the new crop of plays
over.

York

'R.U.R.'

are accomplishing swift disposition

Hollywood. April
Selznick

Davi

Industry

,

indicates that the receivers

David Selznick East

—

Europe.
during the past months somewhat
While away .preparations will
over $2,000,000 in, claims have^ been
two prowithdrawn. Fact that such a large continue on Sheldon's first
'Twenty
amount of claims have been with- ductions for next season,

drawn

Pfd, Holdings

Reported That But $1,000,-

Paramount

leaves shortly for three

Meehans K AO

N.Y.:

Par Reties Sheldon

WB Kingpin in

:

tres.

So far as has been ascertained no
Furthermore, it is
deal is closed.

BLUMEY

VS.

Washington, April
Prolonged

efforts

Blumenthar of

of

New York

9.

Alfred C
to obtain

a share of profits from sale of Fox
Film and Fox Theatres stock real
ized by Albert M. Greenfield failed
today wriih the U. S. Supreme Court
refused to review decision of the
Circuit Court of Appeals denying
the N. Y. theatre man's plea for an
accounting

of.

Greenfield's financial'

activities.

commenting on the
Without
Blumenthal plea, the court affirmed
the lower court decision which reversed a finding by the Federal district court of eastern Pennsylvania
which entered a decree in Blumen.

that Meehan while maybe desiring to sell if he can Bet the value
he places on his shares, may not
make a deal unless, it has RKO's
okay. However, because such a deal
would be beneficial to RKO, it Is
likely that if and when the matter
should come up RKO would assent.
Product
RadioA Warner partnership in the
Keith - Albee - Orpheum theatres
would mean that RKO theatres generally and the KAO spots particularly would have an avenue of first
class product In addition to their
own Radio pictures which could be
depended upon for call yearly. For,
Warners the advantages are retold,

.

WB

ciprocal

besides

the

prestige that

would come to W.B. as the domin-

ating theatre factor In New York,
second to none.
thal's favor to the extent of $151,575.
The Meehan holdings are roughly
Explaining that the action grew estimated to be 26,000 shares of prefrom an agreement between Green- ferred stock of KAO.. This amount
able to report that substantial re- about to depart. Additionally, talk
Blumenthal to 'divide any is greater by 5,600 shareB than
covery on this investment appears for some time In executive circles field and
funds received by them for their RKO's 21,000. Meehan's Investment
probable.
mentions that John Otterson, head services' in disposing of Fox stock in these shares Is said to run above
Bulk of Pathe's assets is the of Erpi, also might leave that comGeneral Theatres Equipment, $4,000,000.
to
4,900 shares owned in pu Pont pany.
Nothing official, however, Blumenthal contended that he was
However, as in all things, there
Film Mfg. Co., carried on the books has been forthcoming on the thing
due for more than the half of $500,- is an obstacle paramount to others.
at $4,000,000, on which the regular
is
presently
Warner
Harry W.
the two received as commission TEat's the question as to whether
000
been
has
1930
since
dividend
abroad arid the matter is in the in the deal for '$16,000,000 and other RCA would not prefer to qwn Mee$196,000. An extra dividend on this hands of Major Abe Warner and
han's shares outright instead of
considerations.'
stock of $441,000 was paid during its chief counsel, Abel Cary Thomas
go to W.B.
The case was intimately concerned letting sameestimating,
however.'
1933,
(Thomas & Friedman), general
the RCA inRoughly
(Continued on page 25)
ical Films
Pathe's
counsel of the firm.
vestment is around $17,000,000 in
Outstanding progress has also
RKO. The ticklish question for RCA
been made in the manufacture by
would be whether this $17,000,00*
theatres could
and the
Pathe of an X-ray film for medical
of
call on Warner product or whether,
and scientific purposes, a field in
which the annual sales volume exby standing alone as the big power
ceeded $100,000,000 in 1929. ,Pathe
in RKO, RCA's $17,000,000 is suffihas been interested in this market
cient unto Itself.
from a stockholder
Actually,
only since 1932.
angle, Meehan holds sway on
Groundwork that would enable
Presently he la taking a
thing.
Pathe to simplify its capital structheatres
on
deeper inlook into
relieve, limitations
to
ture
Plan
financing is also revealed.
hectors x»t Kelth-Albee-Orpheum than ever. Step by step he makes
contemplates future expansion and
at the company's Board meeting recommendations. That split-up- of
corporate
some way of adjusting the accumuwhich was held Thursday (5) at theatre operation along
entity,
lated dividends on the 8% pre- Zanuek Treks Europe, After Nam- Radio City voted certain changes lines, to protect the
ferred and Class A preferred stock
in the administrative setup of the was Meehan's idea.
ing Wm. Dover Casting Head
in order that stockholders of all
RKO theatre subsld which will soon Sometime ago the RCA people
Changes arid Warners including certain RKO
classes may benefit from the future
be announced officially.
Hollywood, April 9.
growth of the company.
are said to have been suggested by officials talked a possible merger
•er %
With all production at 20th Cen- Mike Meehan.
Warners and RKO but that never
Webb's report states that a plan
theatres may. have a got beyond the gab stage.
The
of reorganization, equitable to all tury cleaned up, Darryl Zanuck left
classes of stockholders, can be Saturday (7) for New York and separate operating supervisor a.nd
worked out sometime during .the Europe. Formal shutdown of 20th financial officer who will not be afficurrent year and that, with this in Is May 1 but Around 25 regular em- liated with any other RKO group
s Next After
view, a registration application ployees will stay on until the re- neither the Proctor theatre group
nor the Orpheum Circuit spots.
under the Securities Act of 1933 is opening Sept. 1.
Is 'Wicked
Vacash
From all angles It appears
now in course of preparation for
William Dover, Zanuck's execthat Meehan's latest move Is to
filing with the Federal Trade Com- utive assistant, takes over casting
actual
insight
into
clearer
Hollywood, April 9.
mission.
get
a
in addition to present duties when
operation of KAO theatres as apart
First Metro production to be hancompany resumes.
houses. The
from other
dled by Harry Rapf when he returns
group comprise a majority of the from a three weeks' visit to HonoFILM,
90 -odd theatres which RKO oper- lulu will- be 'Wicked Woman,' to be
Siestas
Hal
stock
interests directed by Charles Brabin.
Story
Meehan's
ates.
amounts to around 40% of the
'OP. 13'
is by Anne Austen.
preferred.
He also has equal repRapf left for Honolulu WedriesHollywood, April 9.
resentation with
on the Board. day (4).
Hollywood, April 9.
Hal Roach studio started anotheir
Changes so far made and others
Metro was forced to throw away siesta Saturday (7) for three weeks! to be forthcoming but so far not
GILLHAM TO COAST
-in
shutdown
weeks'
two
had
Studio
in excess of $300,000 when it stopp
announced look to be with this aim
T5ob Gillham coastbound for the
in- view for Meehan so that the
ed production on 'Operator 13/ in March.
Paramount studio to confer on preorder to. *have a complete new story
Henry Ginsberg,, general .manager, actual operating cost of the
theatres and the actual income of convehtion plans for the coming
Written.
is due back from Honolulu Thurs'

.

.

Divorcing

KAO

RKO

KAO

Administrative

Setup from Rest of

RKO Theatres

KAO

RKO

APRIL

15

20TH SHUTS DOWN

.

KAO

there is e&nsiderable
outside talk as to the ultimate dis
which the bondholders
position
may make in regards to reorganlz
ing the Roxy Theatres Corp., the
matter of reorganization is still
open and no deal closed. Proba
bility, however, is that a reorganlza
tlon plan may be h\ V by April .15.
ssociat'.. t
H. S. C. Rothafel, in

Although

With Herbert Lubln and Hayden,
Stone, cr A. C. Blumenthal, with
whom it is stated N. L. Nathanson
are two bidders mentioned as most likely. These two
propositions are stated to be the
•most advantageous and so corisid- ered by t he- ho ndholdersLc ommlttee,
Loew's may be in on that Blumey
connection, although, official denial
of such a connection has been
made. Loew people being in on the
Poll theatre deal with Blumey and
is associated,

Nathanson has given' rise to a
similar conncctic lr. the Roxy.
Whoever gets the spot would have
to put u i> around $900,000 cash to

asswv
tion.

<>nor

KAO

Rapf

Huh

.

Woman'

KAO

RKO

SCRAP 300G OF

Roach

TO COST 700G

KAO

RKO

,

Estimated now that the Marion day (12). He went there to meet
from the
financial reorganiza- Davies picture will carry a negative Mrs. Ginsberg, returning
Orient.
nut of around $700,000.

KAQ

KAO

theatres only can be gaiigi'il 'i»oitson.
Uill-Pine went out in advance but
separately and distinctly from othr-r
will probably return with Gillham.
RKO theatre- opera tio s.

—

.
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tel;

J.

;to
,

April

advance registration, 14th annual
convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America assembles here, tomorrow (Tuesday)
for. three days of business confabs,
hotel.

Special train, bearing upwards of
MPTOA execs and affiliates)
all points of the U. S. arhere this, morning. Parrived
ticipants from the Pacific North*
west and.' Rocky Mountain points
began arriving Saturday and Sunday, with final .arrivals getting in
126

from

Week

on Monday morning trains..
Ohly business of the convention
today (Mon), was* the annual meeting of the board of directors to
for the ensuing year.
Although President Ed. L. Kuykendall has expressed a desire to be
relieved as prexy, early indications
are that he will be urged to accept
for another year.
Early reports received here from
eastern and southern points indicate the election will be an harmonious one, with no opposition so
far having developed for any of
the elective officers.
Convention gets down to business

elect, officers

at 10:30 Tuesday jhornjng. Ben N..
Berlnstein, president of the In-

Capitol—'Riptide' (HO). (3d

2,700

The plane, of admission scales,,
which here and 'there during the
past year have been creeping upwards, will make no marked ad'

(Par).

—

Roxy
(RKO).

.Sing"'..,'

Like

Hall— 'This Man

ic

(RKO)..

Mine'

and'

.

Is

— 'L baking

Rivbli

(UA):

Trouble*

tary Fred S. Meyer of Milwaukee,'
and of the convention committee
will follow, after which the standing committees for- thW convention
will.be announced. Shortly before
adjournment at ndbn' there, will be.
1'

a brief talk on 'Modern Theatre
Construction and. Equipment,' by
George Shutz.
Afternoon will be spent at the
Warner-First National studio in
Burbank, where luncheon will be
v
followed by a to ur o f the lot', and

(Par).-

..

Final business session scheduled
for Thursday morning, at "which
'

time -the- newly elected officers will
Thursday afternoon
be installed.
has the visitors splitting between
the Paramount arid Columbia stu
dibs,, and .in the.' evening the. an
nual MPTOA banquet takes place
,at the Ambassador;
Prominent stars from all the stu
dios will attend, as will also 6. O
Mclntyre, columnist, and other per'

sonalities.

L.

A. to N. Y.

Jean Dixon.

Modern

.

(WB).

Hero*

(18).

ialto

—'Success.

At

ing

(RKO).

Price'

Roxy—Til

Mr. and Mrs. Alan Dinehart

=j =E F-Ottersonrr

c

David O. Selznick,
Louis Calhern.
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. G. Robinson
DarrylZanuck,
Jp Swerling.

(U).

Music Hall—'Stand
(Fox).

Cheer*
Rivoli

Loew

Up and

16c.

Double ment April.

(WA).

For
wk).

(2d

in some sections of Brookreported, sounding out op-

lyn is
position operators and will go up
a dime or so this summer if the
other theatres will increase correspondingly.

(19).

— 'Looking

Trouble*

a minimum of

1%

Radio Preferred B, which was
pointed out here last week.,
lng good support and acting as

;

.

.

1%
m
4%+ %

$2 Pictures

2.

Albert Howell in I. A.

1

Hollywood, April 9.
Albert -Howell,
p. of Bell &
Howell camera works, is here from
Chicago on company business.
.

was

new

though

it

highs

on three, successive days
Monday. It$ third new top

starting

well. held, "scored

:

Reported interested in setting
in Hollywood.

Villa'

(Metro)

up.

Some were .inclined to view week;
as that of a slowly -creeping bull
market, while others .attached little
significance to market's action, because so few of big. leaders participated in forward move. However^
(Continued on page 21)

a laboratory

MPTOA

;

'Viva

MPTOA

Cri-

Conventioneers
Los Angeles, April

,

.

LA.

.

Los Angeles, April 9.
Ed. KuyKeridall's address to the
convention in Los Angeles
tomorrow' (Tuesday) is slated to
cover many phases of the film industry, advancing at the same time
more philosophies than there is miscellany in a country store.
In one part he calls the small

MPTOA

town exhibitor the

.

.

fairness.

He

convinced that Hollywood
Is working as never before to turn
out" a product that will register at
the box office, he observes.
Suggestiye advertising-, .'is doing
untold harm to this industry, and
In some instances it is about pictures that are not iri anyway suggestive, is another of his observations, stating .however that he. can
not refrain from speaking protest
as to the many: little indecencies
that are allowed to creep into picis

increasing numbers qf
late. It is not so much the regular
so-called sex pictures that do" dam
age; it Is the vulgar sayings and
scenes' that are injected into What
the public has reason to believe is
wholesome entertainment.
'We are gathered here in the
beautiful city of Lbs Angeles, the
Very heart of the motion picture
business, that you and I may discuss the industry from which we
derive a livelihood,' he starts.
He closes with the recitation:
tures

in

^fieTrtra~oKe^rmi=Sc^^
to write. your name,
5Ie writes not what you

won

lost

'But

how yoU

played the game'

Irving Jacobs.

Bob

Katherine Brown.,

N. Y. to L. A.
Nat Levine.
Marty Cohen.

-

-

.

•

:

.

;

.

.

'..

'

iri'.'

'

'

;

:

>

'

.,

.

....

:

.

."

.

'

'

.

.

or

9.

Early arrivals for the 14th annual convention of the Motion PIc:ure Theatre Owners of America
-Los Angeles, April 9.
brought members, delegates and
Although MPTOA convention officially winds up with the annual ban- their .families from various sections.
quet Thursday, night, visiting exhlbs and their families have been in- Vanguard to reach the. coast invited by Fox West. Coast execs to -participate in a golf 'tournament to cluded:
Jack Miller, president Chicago
be staged Friday morning (13) at Lakeside course. Hosts will be J. J.
Sullivan and. Reeves Espy, with prizes awarded for low gross, Sow net Indie Exhibitors, Chicago.
R. C. Bruder, Chicago theatre;
scores and a booby award.
Mrs. C. Burris, Uptown; Misses
Luncheon will be served at the course following the match play.
Ann arid Emily Bjemijas, Acadia;
Most of the delegates Will trek homeward Friday, quite a few going !KCr,.&hd .Mrs. George Gallps,. son Dan,
daughter
Shirley
east via San Francisco and others' via Salt Lake arid Deliver.
and
cousin
Beatrice Newmark;. Mrs. L. Newmark, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ira10.45 a. m. Talk on motion pic- merman, their mother, Balabari &
Monday, April 9.
ture production, by Louis B. Mayer. Katz theatres.; Harry Nelson, all
10 a. m.; -Registration of ment11.15 a.m.
'What's the Matter from Chicago.
ors, .delegates and guests. RegiePoint of
H. S. Leon, president Gulf States
ration fee $10, which, includes iden- With Exhibition From the
Walter M. P. Theatre Owners Assn and
tidcation badge serving as a pass View of an Exhibitor,' by
Vincent,
New
York.
manager St. Charles, New Orleans.
to all convention meetings, studio
Are
11.45 a. m. *Why
Pictures
P. H. vDurkee, N. T,; Mrs. W.
parties, sightseeing trips, local picImproving,' Mrs. Thomas G. Winter. Griffith, secretary Theatre Owners
ture houses and the annual banquet
Pictures
12.00 noon. 'How
are Ass'n North and South Carolina*
night of April 12.
Put Together, Cecil B. DeMille.
Charlotte, N. C.; J. E. Simpson,
4 p. m. Annual meeting of Board
12.30 p.m. 'Self
Regulation in Gastonia, N. C.; J. H. ;Massie,
of Directors, with election of offiAdvertising Motion Pictures,' Joseph Canton, N. C; M. A. Jackson, Alexcers and transaction of other busiI. Breen.
ander
City, Ala.'; Mrs. W. T. Wood,
ness.
1.00 p.m.
Adjournment
until Washington, D. C>; O. C. Lam,
Tuesday, April 10
10:30 a. m. Thursday.
Rome, da..; Ed L. Kuykendall,
9. a. m.
Chartered .busses leave
I. 30 p.m.
Chartered busses leave MPTOA president; Dave Palfrey-,
Ambassador, hotel' for sightseeing for RKO and Fox Hills studios. man, contact with Hays office,.
New
trip to nearby beaches, for dele- Convention visitors cari take
their York;* Mrs. H. Nussbaum; Memgates, their families arid friends.
choice of studios to visit.
phis; Mr. and Mrs. Frank Borchart
10.30 a. m. Convention opensJ In7.30. p. m.
Busses. le*ave hotel for and mother, Door theatre, Sturgeon
vocation by
Rev. Dr.
Gustave MGM studio for buffet dinner and Bay, Wis.
Briegleb. Call to order by Ben N. entertainment.
All major studios
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Fischer* Alama,
Berlnstein, general chairman. Open- excepting Universal
combining in Milwaukee
Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
ing remarks by Ed. L. Kuykendall, this blowout.
Ainsworth, Garrick, Fond Du Lac,
MPTOA president.
Wis.; Mr. and Mrs. Gutenberg and
Thursday,
April
12
10.46 a. m. Address of welcome
daughter;
Grand,
Milwaukee; Fred
10.30 a. m. Convention called to
by Mayor Frank L. Shaw of Los
Si.', Meyer,
secretary MPTOA, MilAngeles.
Address[ of welcome' "on birder by President Kuykendall.
waukee; Ed Saxe, Sake theatres,.
10.35 a. m. 'What
Motion Pic- Milwaukee; Mr. arid.behalf of Gov.- James Rolph, Jr., by
v
Mrs;- ,Ros_s
tures Mean' iri Law Enforcement,'
Hon., Carlos Huntington;.
Baldwin -..and Marie- .Schroeder,
11 a.
Response' on behalf of by Sheriff Gene Biscauliz of Los Tosca, Wauwautosa,..Wis.;' Messrs.
MPTOA by M. A. Lightriian, past Angeles county.
Trampe
Kvoll, Save Corp., Miland
10.40 a. m. 'What -the Code Means
president.
waukee, Wis.; Mr. arid .Mrs. .Charles.
11.16 a. m. President Kuykendall to the Country Town Exhibitor.'
Baker, Mr. arid Mrs. O. A.'Erigelwill introduce M, A; Comerford^ Speaker to be selected.brecht,' Mr. and Mrs. Roy Walker
10.60. a. m. TVhat the Code Means
association first y.
who will temto the Metropolitan Exhibitor,' Mor- and two daughters, all- from Lamporarily preside.
.pas&s, Tex.; Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
11.20 a. m. Report of the presi- gan A. Wals^,.Sari Franplsco^
Barron,
Pratt, Kan.; -C. Church,
"
11 a.ni. Open" f.o'rurn" on
dent!
6ode
Harrison, L. S. Ham^ Morgan
Fred S. matters pretairiing to trade "prac- Mark'
.,,11.45 a.m.
Report...
Walsh, ;George M. Mannj.. Mark
tices, President Kuykeriaail presid.Ijteyers, secretary,'
M^rr'iii, Aaron Goldberg, Ben Levin,
Report of convention ing.
12.0B noon.
II. 30 a. m.
Labor provisions of all Sari Francisco.
committees.
'.Edward G.- Kadane, Frederick,
12.16 p.m. President -Kuykendall the code, discussed: by Jack Miller,
Okla.; Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Licht-.
resumes the chair arid Will announce Chicago.
11.45 a. m.
Open forum on laber man, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney B. Lust,
standing committees of the convenNathan Stiefel, Louis Zions, Washmatters, Jack Miller presiding.
tion.
12.00 noon. Report of resolutions irigtori, D. C; Mr. arid Mrs. Jules
12.20 p.m. Talk
on
'Modern
H. Michael, Buffalo; Mr. and 'MrB.
Theatre Construction and Equip- committee.
W.
P. Moran, -Mr. and Mrs. Phil
12.15
p.m. Reports of other comment,' by GeOrge Shutz.
Isley, Mr. and Mrs* C. L. Clark,
12.30 p. m. Adjournment of busi- mittees.
L. C. Griffith, Oklahoma City, Okla.;
12.30 p.m. Installation
ness session until 10:30 a. m. Wedof off!
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Fishel, CleveCers.
nesday.
Mr, and Mrs. Sol E.
O.;
12.45 p.m. Adjournment sine die. land,
1.00 p.m. Leave
Warnerfor
BeaumOnt;
Tex.;
Mrs.
Gordon,
1.30 p.m. Busses
First National- studios, Burbank, for
for trips to
^...Qgliina,. ,E.iYins,.,M9«;_
iunchieon'^ar^^entertairimentr^ con-' ^Paramount-^nd— Columbiar Btudicrer William Mrs.
and
Jack Patridge, CoalMr.
Luncheon and entertainment at
tinuing most of afternoon.
Swift,
H.
inga,
Calif.;
Stanley
7.30 pi m. Leave
for Universal both lots.
Cameron, Tex,; J. A. Verchot, Ashe7.30 p. m.
City for buffet dinner, followed by
Coriventifcn
banquet ville, S. C;; J. E. Lotto, Waynesa hoe. down dance and entertain- Fiesta room, Ambassador hotel.
boro, Va.; M. A. Lightman, Memment,
Friday, April 13
phis; Fred Wehrenberg, St. LOuls,
Wednesday, April 11
9 a. m.
Golf tournament at Lake- Mo.; Mr; and Mrs. Stanley H.'Ricby
10.30 a. m.
Convention business side golf course, open to all Montpelier, Idaho; Mr. and Mrs.
session resumes, President Kuyken- MPTOA members, delegates and H. J. Brown, P. T. Wood, Martin,
their parties;
dall presiding.
Staged by Fox West Tenn.; W. F. Ruffin, Covington,
10.36 a.m.
'The Theatre's Lia- Coast Theatres, with J. J. Sullivan Tenrt,; Frank H. DUrkee, Baltimore;
Boston;
J.
McGulnnes,
James
bility to Its Patrons/ by Edward G. and Reeves Espy as hosts.
Lakeside Hazel McCoy, Mary Kiper, Tulsa,
Levy, MPTOA general counsel, of
1 p, m. Luncheon
at
Okla.
club house.
New Haven, Conn.
1

Molly Picon.
Mr. and Mrs, George Arliss.
Alfredo Carpegna.
Dick Rodgers.
Larry, Hart*
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Mayo.
Goldstein.

60% 60%
pl% 61%

100 Technicolor.' VA.
JJ00 Trans-Lux.. 2%
400 Univ. PctB. '5

+%

tops.

Fox

featuring has also been washed up
out there.'

World'^

tell

.

Willis Kent.
Phllo Hteley,

in doing-,

52

51

CURB

:

.51

49% *0% +1

amusement
same

seven

certificates of

new

[

.

.

participating.

51

to.

'

His-

Capitol— 'Tarzari
Mate' (M6):
Strahd-^'A

WB-FN

'

LoeW'B ..;.09%
200 Par. F, Ly.51

going

,

.'shock absorber*
of the industry arid in another he
expresses the hope that Indiscreet
discreet
stars will at least be
enough 'to see to it that happenings that reflect discredit upon the
entire industry do not get .into the
entertainment by
stars.
At night, Universal is throwing a papers.'
The Mississippi president of exbig studio buffet dinner, followed
by an old fashioned hoe.dOwn dance hibitors urges in one breath that
parties, whether distribuindustry
and a program of entertainment.
tors or theatre owners, 'must be
Business sessions will resume
run out' when, they resort to. un-

Wednesday, with afternoon devoted
to tours of the RKO. and Fox studios.
In the evening there wljl be
a joint industry banquet, staged.at
the
Metro-Goldwyn-Maye'r
stu
dids, with all major producing lots

•

and curb,
bonds and

r

Door'

.'

'*

%
%
W%- »0% + %
7% -

7%

7%

1

Paramount— 'Double

'

V

.

group proved outstanding^ what
with five film company issues 'scoring new highs for year on big board

,for;. 193.4 was' at 2&^4, ..where it was
that on any., national scale with;
up. 3% points from,previo.us.Saturthe summer corning on.
Even in
.day. Profit-taking Jjij small volume
for'The
Ape*
theatres
prices
good
drop
times,
the
latter part of -week,
hit Radio
from around May to September.
Hollywood, April 9.
but stock' closed at 24%, where it
Ace,' based
Fox will make
In a few spots, such as Detroit
was up 1% points net, Columbia.
Rockett
play.
Al
air
on
a
German
arid Minneapolis the operators are'
Pictures, certificates, on big board,
interested in chancing a boost at will produce' it.
and common of same company on
Adaptation is. being handled by curb, Loew's.
this time.
All outlying houses In
preferred and UniverWead,
Frank
Reyher
Ferdinand
and
the Twin: Cities have done away
sal preferred were others to go to
with 10c admissions and are charg- who joined the Fox story depart- new highs.

(11).

April 20

"be

secfe-:

market that scored
eighth consecutive day's advance on
Friday and then slipped, off fractionally Saturday., the: amusement

1

Week

Mayor Frank L. Shaw, of Los
Angeles will deliver an address of
welcome Oh "behalf of the <sityr to be
followed' by a similar address by.
Hoh: Carlos' '.Huntington, on .behalf
of Governor" James Rolph, Jr. Response' will be made by M. X;

mptoa.

backward

Warner

1,600

;

prices now, are.

-%%

.

2,800 do ctfe. .,.50%
2,100 Par. Publlx.58do ctfs.....Bl
5,600
3,000 Warner Br. .02

vances until the new fall season.
Picture men," wanting to boost b.o.j

(12),

turned over to President Kuykeri'd&U;"- who will make a few opening
remarks.

Reports of the president,

4%- %

Gen. Blec.22% 21% 21%Loew's . . .33% 82% 83
Par. ctfe.. .5%
6% 6%
R. C. A. ..." .7%.' 7%
7%
P^idlo pf. B.26% 24% 25
+
.000 RKO ...... 8%
3% .3%

6,500
, 8,200
4.600
4,800
1,400

Earth

The

Strand— 'As

Turns' (WB), (11).
ialto— 'She Made Her

terion (10).

•'

Nei
High, Low Last ctare.
C00 Col. P. cs. 20% 20% 2014- %
100 Gone. Film 4%
4%
300 East. Kdk..80% 88% 80% +1
2.600 Fox A...... 16% 15
16%

AUTUMN

UNTIL

week).

ness session to order, following invocation by the Rev. Dr. Gustave

ti'rntman/^pa'st' president, on. behalf

Some See Reaction

Yestenfay** Prices

.

'House of Rothschild' (UA).
Astor (6th week).

then

:

(Par).

Theatre
Owners of
dependent
Southern California,-' as conventionchairman, will call the first busi-

will

1934 Highs;

Sehaefer, distribution head, pre-

NO ADMISH DP

April

—'Trumpet

Paramount

New

Several Amus. Stocks Hit

convention of Paramount
be held at the Ambassador hoLos Angeles, June 18-20, George

(Subject to Change)

.

of

Slowly Creeping Bull Market'

siding.
In previous years Par had
two meets, one on the east and west
coasts; none east 'this year>

Runs on Broadway

1st

9.

With between 300 and 400 members and delegates in attendance,
based on week end' arrivals, and

Meeting

Tuesday, April 10, 1934

.Sales

.

will

Briegleb.

.

18-20, None in the East

in

Ambassador

%

.

ES

Par Sales Confab June

14th Annual

at the

'

.

.

PICT

Tuesday, April 10, 1934
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CODE

Despite Producers Opposition,

Blue Eagle Readying for Active

Judge Lindsey Hears Code Wails

Motion Picture Code Enforcement
The Blue Eagle this week Is baring Its talons to the fllm Industry
for the first time. In the language
.of the Code Authority, precautions
are being taken to guard against the
film code being used as a racket or
payroll
as a harborage oh the
for political henchmen.
foolproof network to punish
also those Who try to evade their
costs or who flagrant-,
share of.
ly violate code provisions will be
completely spun before the end of
this week. Codists are dispatching
representatives to Washington oh

NRA

A

NRA

Wednesday

(II) to.

work out

all:

of

these details in Johnsonian Hall.

Simultaneously

it

was

officially

emphasized Monday (9) that the
film industry, with the exception of
about 3,000 exhibitors who didn't
sign but nevertheless indirectly are
enmeshed, is formally under the
until May, 1935.. Reason for
this, it was revealed,, is to quiet
those trade rumors that Washington is easing up on the NRA and
thffet something may happen in June.

NRA

This week, it was also stated, is
just witnessing the beginning of the
This. 1b
Eagle's work In fllmdom.
what is scheduled to happen within
the next, four. weeks:
U) Grievance boards will absorb
.

the work now being conducted by
regular NRA compliance units.
(2) Fllmdom will take over Industrial relations now being handled by
the government. This will necessitate probably the creation of at
least 10 boards throughout the country, in addition to grievance and
'

zoning bodies, adding about 70 more

men

to the
pictures.

NRA's

officer

army

in

While the C..A. is hoping to operate on an' NRA basis with about
$360,000

per year, the

new

duties

and other complications cause codconcede every likelihood that
this total will probably soar.
None yesterday (Monday) would
venture a prediction as to what 1934
ists to

That was

cost the Industry.

Will

one of the reasons advanced for the
C. A. 's cautious approach to the assessment table. If the present plan
goes through, it was reported then,
the C.A. may have the right to secure a court judgment against any
tax dodger, the same as any debtor
who has a legitimate debt.
Paid employees of the NRA In
fildom must be made to understand
that they are serving in semlpatriotic capacities.
On this premise the C. A. is starting from
scratch, revealing that $35. and $50
will
be the salary
range for
secretaries, of the boards throughout the country.
As the result of the low salaries

Threc-to-Two on Film Pact Until After

—

Means That Two SepHollywood, April 9.
Los Angeles Zoning and Cleararate Sets of Recommenance Boards will not start functiondations on the Picture ing until after the MPTOA convenPact May Be Sent the tion, possibly April 16, With George
Hanes presiding.
Charges EmPresident
Grievance Board session will be
brace Booking, Produc- delayed several weeks as Jake Mil

Washington, April 9;
Giving President William ElIATSE 48 hours to present his side of the case, National Review Board today began writing report on film
code squawks for the President, with indications internal
dissension may be ironed out
before findings are submitted.
Job of summarizing evidence
liott of

—

tion,

and making recommendations
has been turned oyer to.
Charles Edward Russell, noted
Socialist author. Signs, of peace
appeared when Chairman Clarence Darrow predicted report
would be unanimous;
Document will not be

Darrow mentioned zoning,
as
dating, and percentages
subjects requiring remedial action; Would not indicate board
stand on block boking. Other
members were more conservative, indicating they will hold
report
lukewarm
for
out
stressing the apparent need, for
revision, but emphasizing that
only one side of case has been
heard.
Board refused to permit
Murray Harston, New York indie -union spokesman, to cohtlnue testifying today When
O.,
W.
Chairman
acting
Thompson &aid reviewers will
not hear one side of. ah argument in absence of parties on
other side of the fence.
.

:

SPOKANE CENSORS OK

UA

ATTACK

T.

Angeles,. April 9.

refusal of the

flat

authority to act, Judge Ben B, Lind-

Compliance

Labor

sey,

Director,

held two hearings last Week
studio labor complaints of code vip.
latipns.

under warrant of
Proceedi
one member; is sick in hospiand Howard Stubbins, other State NRA Authority. George Creel,
member, is in the east.
and asserted approval of Sol A,
Rosenblatt, Lindsey heard .cases
persona,
some
1,600
involving
ELKHART, IND.,
lumped into several major classifi-

tal,

.

COMES
TO WASHINGTON, D. C.

Washington,
Sharp disagreement between two
factions of the NRA Advisory Review Board will be revealed in the

NRA

cations to establish disputed

wage, hour and working coiidition
principles.

.

ommendations that clauses
bearing down on indie exhibs
be reopened.

'NANA';

&

Los
Despite

ducers' Association and indlvi
major studios to acknowledge his

stein,

Distribution, Unions

A. t.

lished unless President so reDarrow announced
quests.
go
predicting analysis will
deeply into various phases of.
code and contain specific rec-

.

Code B6ards* Hiatus
MPTOA Meet

L. A.

Review Bd's Finale

Not one representative of major
Washington, April 9.
studios appeared at the conciliaElkhart tion sessions, although all had been
the
that
of Elkhart cited to appear as respondents in
(Ind.) Amusement
one or more complaints.
refused to respect orders of the Incode.
Sessions were recessed over the
Regional Labor Board weekend, pending appearance of
between Chairman dianapolis
Open
before the National Labor Witnesses whose testimony was reClarence. Darrow, Samuel C. Henry were laid
quired to substantiate or repudiate
in a contro
and W. O. Thompson, on one hand, Board for action today
and mass of.complaints which have been
unionism
involving
and John F. Sinclair and W. W. versy
piling up in local NRA headquarters;
of code Violation.
for three months.
Neal.. on the other, is reported to charges
Maintaining that the issue in
Lindsey's authority is challenged
have b%en caused- by prolonged exto
by the Producers and by the Studio
amination of the picture .pact, and volved consists, of 'whether I am
outlook is two separate sets of rec- run my theatre/ Al Manta. operator Labor. Committee appointed by Roommendations will be sent to Presi- of the theatre, entered a denial that senblatt to handle this type of case.
dent Roosevelt at the end. of the. he had violated provisions of the Under urgence of Creel, Judge
Industrial Recovery Act and con- Lindsey, however, was ostensibly
week.
Although
denied
by General tended that he is the only operator empowered to act pending the funcCounsel Lowell Mason, demand has •for ihlles around' who Is operating tioning of the committee composed
of .Pat Casey, Al Berres, Richard
been made by the White House for his house "right/
Charges that nine ushers were L'Estrange and Ed Smith.
submission of findings on film comLindsey hearings are tentatively
plaints by next Sunday (15). Early fired because they formed a union
dissolution of review outfit Is ex- were presented by. labor leaders, skedded to reopen today (Monday).
Results will be forwarded to
pected, and indications are job of who said they wouid meet Manta
to
efforts
Washington for final adjudication,
protecting small' business will be 'more than half way* In
Discharged with Lindsey making his findings
turned over to Federal Trade Cqm- reach a settlement.
mlsh.
ushers were principally boys, of high by default of respondents to contest
The Darrow - Henry - Thompson school age, according to testimony, the charges at the conciliation
faction, rumored to feel kicks of arid were replaced by 12. usherettes. table.
indie exhibs have revealed deplorRuling of the Indianapolis board
able situation which must be cor- required Manta to reinstate the
rected by drastic overhauling of bounced, boys and authorized paySinclair arid Neal are pic- ment of minimum wages of 25c an
pact.
tured as feeling recent squawks hour instead of the former 35c
were old stuff and board should hot scale. Ushers were to have ceased
6,000 KIDS
presentation. picketing the theatre.
on one-sided
act.
Further dissension results from
Manta testified if the boys were
Ottawa,
April 9.
failure of Darrow to set up techni- re-engaged he would be forced to
RKO Capitol was mobbed by 6,000
cal staff which could serve In ca- 'change managements/ explaining
kids Saturday a. m. when manager
pacity of expert advisory board on he was satisfied with his former
Ray Tubman put on an all-cartoon
technical problems.
workers until 'something* happened
Windup sessions took place Tues- to them and they became, conscious show- made up of Mickey Mouse,
day and Wednesday (3-4), with tbey were ushers and we were the Silly Symphonies, Krazy Kat, PopComplaints

report on alleged monopolistic and
oppressive features of the NRA film

.

•

'

<

.

ALL SHORTS PROGRAM

SUIT OFF

STAMPEDES

1

Spokane, April 9.
Censor board has relented on
'Nana* and picture will open at the
Granada April 29 for two weeks.
After United Artists had filed a
petition for an injunction, the
ter was settled out of court.

mat-

.

.

.

Eye and other shorts.
F. Myers and Harry Brandt, management/
The Capitol was filled an hour beindie leaders, summing up evidence
Efforts of Dr. L. C: Marshall, viceand renewing charges against Divi- chairman of the National Board, td fore the performance was scheduled
to
start and a hurry-up call was
Rosy's Extra 60 Days
sional Administrator Sol A. Rosen- bring 'disputing parties into a setsent to open the nearby Regent but
blatt and major producers and in- tlement were a failure and formal
troduction
of new testimony on ruling, backing up the regional even then 2,000 clamoring youngWashington, April 9.
sters were still outside.
board, is expected.
(Continued on page. 20)
Time for filing of Divisional AdThe shorts were bicycled between
ministrator Sol Rosenblatt's aepprt
the two theatres until a large proand recommendations on suspended
portion of the juvenile population
salary and raiding clauses of film
Of the Canadian capital was' satis-"
code has been pushed back two
fled.

Abram
,

the C-.i» A; announced that it would
probably be another week before
most of the grievance and zoning
boards will be in operation. Although a list of 26 has been ap- months.
Gen. Hugh Johnson granted Rosy
proved, by the C. A. its. headquarters,
added time to complete analysis
is awaiting written acceptance of
of stacks of questionnaires and
all; terms from each secretary.
No secretary can double in brass. other evidence. Ninety-day delay
also was occasioned by illness of
If he or she' is caught doing any
outside work, whether paid for it Donald K. Wallace, research advisor
or not, such party will be instantly to Rosy, who has been seriously ill.'
Wallace bad been in charge of tabudismissed.
.

Washington's C. A. Instructions

Flim

The C. A. has also ruled that
secretaries must be able to do their

own manual Work;

that they cannot delegate physical duties to
others and thus kite operation costs.
A general list of secretaries was
withheld for publication Monday, it
being admitted that until all de-

acceptances have
been recorded such list cannot be
regarded as partially correct.
In the tentative list it was admitted at least 50% of the secretaries.. are in .slnxilar. .cap.acjltles.. with
the Film Boards of Trade and that
formal relinquishment of such jobs
will be necessary before they can
start work with the grievance and
zoning boards.
'

How many
the

known,
over

appointments was not
although it Was reported

the

from the
tion

of these will decline

NRA

-vore

has

weekend that squawks
about low remuneramany.

field

been

officially

reported,

is

in

re-

following instructions

from Washington

relative to code
enforcement:
The administration is now going
forward with court action in cases
of code violations. All of the cases

lation of salary reports.
-

in the/ Compliance Division have
been reviewed and those which are
suitable for court action are in

,

and

clinations,

Code Authority

ceipt, of the

,

Film Boards immediately wash up
territories
in
where secretaries
swing over to the NRA which
would mean, according to the

preparation for early trial in collaboration with the Department of
present list of C. A. secretaries, Justice. We have, however, only a
that the FBT is now represented handful of cases suitable for trial,
in little over 10 territories.
and the total number of cases that
There id a stiff fight on in other have reached the Compliance Divimajor circles over what happens sion either through State Directors
to PB secretaries who do not go or thrbugh 'Code
Authorities is
on the .NRA payroll. The.reslgna ^very:^small.=^^ --~r
r ^-J~
tion of a. prominent strategist in
Code Authorities can be of immethe. business is how being threatendiate assistance- in obtaining comed unless some kind of a secret pliance- if they Will promptly forservice system is maintained.
ward to the Compliance Division
In this respect a prominent mem- (for transmission to the Legal
ber of the. Code Authority declared Division) all cases which -they -eon-,
Monday:
sider suitable for court action and
'This is the dawn of a new day if they will see to it that persons
Neither labor nor desiring to complain are acquainted
for Industry.
small interests are going to coun- with the procedure for complaining
tenance tactics that were in vogue and are protected from fear of re-The
prissi tf they do complain.
during the past 10 years.*
>

•

—

I

-

copies of labor provisions,
employers will be required to post under the Administrator's regulations of February 28,
should materially aid in reducing
non-compliance with labor provisions and in facilitation the making of labor complaints.
This request for cases does not
mean that alleged violators arc to
be thrown into court on mere allegation nor that the necessary attempt of industry- to clean up its
own non-compliance without resort
to government is to be or can be
abandoned. It does mean that justice must be done promptly by the
proper devices and that government stands ready, aple and will'
.ing_to. bflok, yQU^UR,.,
Cases which you. transmit to us
should be as full as. is practicable
In particular, the evidence of vio-

Record

C. A. Session

official

which

all

-

-

lation should be

drawn up

In affi-

Code Authority made a 'record
of session and accom-

for length

plishment at its meeting last Friday
Continuing for eight hours it
(6).
was able to iron out Greater New

York

field

representation which

all

Three
along has appeared futile.
extra boards, however, amplify in
an advisory capacity the regular
grievance and zoning units for the
picture capital.
Hollywood extras and other Coast
problems on the labor score will be
,

turned over by Judge Lindsey to
the Studio Committee, according to
the Ct A. ruling.

Mull Mascot Sked

,

Nat Levine and Marty Cohen are
New York discussing the Mascot
program with distributors.
They
in

davit form where possible. To assist us in preparing- a case, your
records should also show the approximate size of the employers'
business and whether or not the
particular employer i« enframed in
interstate comnrMVf or ha." envorn-

producing 12
action mcllers, which Cjohen is to

ment

isarncs,' serial,

fly

.

back

-

row" (10).

Hollywood

to

"

r

tomor-

~

•

Mascot

handle.
Htarts

intends

The

first,

April

.

contracts.

'Crirnson

Dawn/
Up

'Burn 'Em
begins May 10.

20.

.

PICTURE CROSSES

VARIETY

8

MscW
L

A/s Wows

•MELODY' IN SPRING,*

Shearer 13G

$27,000,

NEW HAVEN,

Spring Weather Hops Chi Grasses;

$5,500

New Haven, April 9.
Tale etudes have been on vacash
offices have noted
Back again (9) and

Heat Wave;

in

Tuesday, April 10, 1934

Palace Revives on targo/ $21,000;

local box
their absence.

and

'Jimmy No-Go,

$10,000, 2

Houses

(Radio) and 'Romance*
'Spitfire'
Hollywood, April 9.
(Radio) on big holiday houses.
Business in general sloughed off
Loew's (FP) (3,200; 65), 'Show
week with the heat wave on,
and yaude. Should not
and 'the opening of the A1:.G. Barnes Off* (MG)under
Last week
$10,000.
much
Circus Saturday (7), which hit be
(Par) and vaude good
week-end chances and hurt plenty. 'Good Dame'
at $10,500.
Top' take for the stanza, goes, to
Princess (CT) (1,900; 60), 'Moulin
Grauman's .Chinese, finishing up Its Rouge'
(UA) and 'Fury of, Jungle*
first week tonight (Monday) with
Should get $6,600
•House of Rothschild* to a $27,000 (Col) (2d week).
after good $7,500 last week.
take. 'Ripetlde,' at the State, after
60*1.60),
(Ihd)
(1,600;
Imperial
a wow of a first week, stays over
Maybe
(French)
Mascotte'
'La
..for another five days to pleasing
$3,600.
trade... Paramount, on other hand,
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
not-sOrtorrid,' possibly due to fact
sous un Crane*
that Mills' Brothers on stage for (600; 60), 'Tempete
This picked up $2 500
third time in season, and, 'You're (2d week).
Telling Me* oh screen; will hit last week and should repeat for at
this

.

.

(

least $1,600 currently.
around $16,000.
•Jimmy the Gent,' at both Warner
houses, not very fruitful with duos
joint take probably^ running close, to
$10,0011 on the seven-day session.
.

•Little
week, is

Women,' at

RKO

$6,000 premiere
opening corking good to tune of
With $1.60 top restored
$27,000.
looks like pic is good for around five
specks*

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 26-35-4065)— 'Jimmy' (WB).
They shied
away from this One. Will click in
around

$5,600.

Last

week,

HEN

Last week 'Gambling Lady'
$9,000.
(WB). Drew, good $6,200, with a
Joe Penner short, which was billed
above the feature, being credited: as

noticeable helper.
25-40)—
College (Poll)
(1,666;
(MG) and 'Sing and Like
Shifted here from higherIt' (U).
On
on holdover.
scaled. Poll's
second week will probably just get
Last week "Lost Patrol'
114,000.
(RKO) and 'Countess of Monte
Cristo* (U) average at $4,200.

ROAR AT

Riptide'

$15,500

week take with

Away

Fast to

I

.

BIG

'Wonder

proposition, with indications only
fair for repeat week.
Countess of Monte Crlsto' <U) and
Chicago, April 9.
Estimates for This Week
Rae Samuels' 'Cocktail Hour' unit
With the thermometer bubbling
Paramount (Publlx) (2,348; 35-50) on stage. Latter half Of bill respon- up into figures making it too hot to
—•Melody in Spring', (Par) and sible for smashing pace of $8,000. 1 stick Indoors and. too cold to head
•Heat Lightning* (WB). Nice rer Last week 'Dark Hazard' (FN) and I for the mountains, the public la*
sponse on this bill, with Lanny Ross' -Broadway Merry-Gp-Round' unit [making for the theatres. With the
Tale cbnneqtldns meaning a few ex- did $6,300, satisfactory.
result that business is oh the zoom.
tra shekels. Good $6,500 indicated.
Palaoe (Loew's) (2,800; 26-40)— and Indications are better than in
Last week 'Come on Marines' (Par) 'Men in White' (MG), Doing all weeks. Grosses are popping and
and Mary. Small on stage. No com- right with a take of $6,100, which is I everything is high- de-hp;
plaints around $5,300.
in the black. Last week 'Riptide' |
-Riptide' is smacking them and.
Poli's (Poll) (3,040; 36-50)-r*David (MG) was swell at' $8,800.
.looks set for a four-week gallop,
Harum* (FoxV and 'Success at Any
•Wonder Bar* opened to mob scenes
This one set to
Price' (RKO).
Saturday (7) and is taking McVlclt-:
build to a nice, $10,500. Last week
ers for the merriest gross since the*
•Riptide' (MG) and 'Sing and Like
[reinstatement of its big-time picture;
It' (RKO) reached big $11,000.
policy. Even the Palace, which has'
Roger Sherman (WB). (2,200; 36been In hiding, Is suddenly alive and
60)—'Wonder Bar' (WB), As a
rarln' to go with' "Wild Cargo' packsingle,: doing this house's best week
ing the. seats. Looks set for Its
in months. May touch an excellent
first profit since Methusaleh's pa

for. third,

running close to. second
stanza take, which was bit disapfirst
pointing after tremendous
'seven days.
Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman (2,028; 65$1.60)—•Rothschild' (20th Century)
and stage show (1st week). First

with

will help swell grosses currently.
iptide* (MG) hopped from Poll's
College on a holdover
the
to

IN WHITE,'

WONDER BAR,'

passed cigars around.
Chicago has double value to offer
land house rights Itself with 'Journal
of Crime' (WB). on the screen and'
Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels parading in the vaude. State-Lake and
the Oriental continue to pack 'em
with their 40c top bargain for pictures and 85 minutes of vaude.
Kansas City, April 9.
Only question now is what B. &
to-suit
Names galore, and pictures
every taste, are the bargains offered K. will do With their two new Ranto the fans this week, and from ad- Idolph street acquisitions, the legit
Vance estimates, and expectations, Apollo and Garrlck. Latter is exthe theatres are in for one of the pected to be ready by May 1, and
understood will play subsequent run
best weeks in months.
•Wonder Bar'. Is the Mainstreet's flickers in competition with the
Schaefer Woods,
beet bet Management has given it Jones, Llnick
great publicity, one of the extra bits while the Apollo is indicated to open
being a team of strolling players May 16 with a long-run policy of
visiting the night dinner and dance ace flickers. Which to many people
places singing the hit songs from means that B. & K. may turn the
the picture. The picture jalso has a McVlckers back to Aaron Jones.

15G

.

.

|
I

I
I

I

Cincinnati, April 9.
<Wild Cargo* la the pic trade roar
this week, bagging $15,500, several
grand ahead of 'Wonder Bar,' which
is fetching prize coin of year tor
'Death Takes a Holiday'
Keith's.
and 'Catherine the Great* are getting favorable attention from class

third and final *Wonder Bar* (WB)
exceptionally well, close to $7,200,
Hollywood (WB) (2,766; 26-36*40
'Riptide' moved around the
KKv'mmmv'V^B^^'TMa^Ca^evlfans.
rms .cagney corner from
65)-^ Jimmy _ (W,B).
aannn* week
Palace for second
not cutting the mustard it should;
at Lyric and luring sweetly.
will take around $4,600. Last week,
Grand is registering fairly
•Wonder Bar* (WB), third and final
in first week of pop yaude
stanza, ho kick coming at $6,100, good biz
addition to screen fare.
which is profit for house.
Annual Shrine circus is on this
Los Angeles (Wm. Fox) (2,800; week at Taft auditorium. Matinee
Bong* and night performances at 50 -$1.60
15-26):r-'Wine,
(Chadwlck), and
Bh6w dJrected by Jonn G
r

n^^-

.

RAE SAMUELS UNIT

&

I
I

HIT $8,000, INDPLS.

I
I

Indianapolis, April .9,
'Cocktail
Hour* unit are the big noise of the

Rae Samuels and her

week with a bang-up box office pace
which looks like $8,000 at the Lyric.

siss?

** r-sssr&- ?in8 &i%£"6&&

an be,nK
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Surprise of the town is the way iels and Ben Lyon in person. Dethe picture, but the
RKO
stage show 1b pleasing and packing the little Royal Is drawing. Last spite stiff competition throughout
them in. Five stage shows were week it started with 'She Done Him the loop house is going along on the
with a four-year-old mind right side currently and should hit
and
Wrong,'
Saturday
Sunday,
given on both
which is something that hasn't been reader, Jackie Merkle. as an added lit for good $33,000. Feeling the low
State-Lake
I prices, competish of the
done for years in this town. 'Spit- stage attraction.
and Oriental. Lastweek /Gambling
fire' Is headed for $6,700 at the CirEstimates for Thfe Week
^^'\B<Ale.
unit
up
to
not
but
Spending little extra money ^.j
good,:
very
cle.
That's
split.
(RKO)
Mainstreet
(3,200;
RoWn
to exploit double bill, coming in
the house's expectations after hav
>
•Wonder Bar* (WB). Opened big tou ?h°d flne ^J* 7
«.
Estimates for This Week
OCil
Last week.
25-36with around $4,700.
ng shot the works on advertising and was played heavily over the
(2,284;
MeVickers (B&K) /0
'The
and
35-44),
(Invincible),
Palace
(RKO)
(2,600;
'Cross Streets'
in a big way.
Started
end, with the night business 66)—"Wonder Bar' (WB).
week
brag
•Wild Cargo' (RKO). Cricks liked
Poor Rich' (U), nothing to
Estimates for this Week
capacity. Will likely show around off Saturday (7) at a terrific pace,
it and on early b.o. stampede sounds
about at $3,600.
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100; 20- $16,000, big. Last week, 'Spitfire' best house has seen In months, and
Pantaoes (Pan) (2,700;., 26-40)— like $15,600, big game. Last week, 26-40) "David Harum* (Fox). Going (RKO). drew the Hepburn admirers 1 looks, capable of hitting over $25,000.
(MO), $17,000, best of along nicely In a return engagement and about $8,600, fair.
Last waek 'Scandals' (Fox) finished
•Success* (RKO), and 'Honeymoon* 'Riptide'
(Fox), split. They Just cannot get season at this stand
Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25)—'Men J neat two- week session to $7,400, oke.
after having finished four big weeks
Keith's (Llbson) (1,600 ;_ 80-40), at the same spot Just a week ago. in White' (MG). The name Gable]
thejn accustomed to drop in. Maybe ]
Oriental (B&K) (1,200; 26-86-40)
marquee hurts, for no one knows •Wonder Bar* (WB). Jolson's got Should do a profitable $4;000, okay will bring the customers again this —'Bed' (Par) and vaude. Jf this
what house is playing. Possibly 'em swingin' for $12,000; new, high Last week 'Scandals' (Fox) reached week, whether, they like the picture house can only cut its overhead
Last week, 'All QUiet* (U), for '34. Last week, 'Gambling Lady' $4,400; good, but not outstanding.
$2,200;
or not, as was shown by the Satur- somewhat, on its picture, costs parrevival had struggle to reach $2,800, (WB), $4,800; some velvet.
Circle (Katz-Feld) (2,600; 26-40)— day opening crowds. Looks, like, the tlcularly, it would be in a position
even though they eixploited the devil
Albee (RKO) (3,800; 35-44) "Death 'Spitfire' (RKO). Heavy ad splurge house was set for close to $16,000. to make . ome real money. As is,
out of the picture.
Takes a Holiday' (Par). Not less helped, but biz not the socko type Last week, •Riptide* (MG), $21,400, toouse ^ tu nni ng a bit close to the
Paramount (Partmar) (3,695; 30 than $8,000 In Bight; good. Last expected. Will do $6,700, which is big.
line, though in far better shape than
40-66)—'You're Telling Me' (Par), week, 'Bottoms Up* (Fox), $7.600,.a very good, however. "Last week
Newman (Par) (1,800; 26)—'Gam- under previous policy. This week
and stage show. Repeat of Mills bit tipsy.
•Wonder Bar* (FN) finished nine- bling Lady' (WB), and 'Sons of the Benny Rubin as a stage headliner
Lyric (RKO) (1,3£|4; 36-44), 'Rip
Brothers on stage. Probably hitting
heavy
of
the
day run with $9,200.
Desert' (MG). In spite
with gross slipping to $16,000. Last
around $15,000, Last week, 'Melody' tide' (MG). Switched from Palace
Indiana (Katx-Feld) (3,100; 20-26
opposition the double feature offer- I we ek Dark Hazard' (WB) boosted
Duke Ellington gang on for continued first run,' $7,000, rip 40)—"Lost Patrol' (RKO) and 'Sing ing is attracting the bargain hunt- take to $16,100.
(Par).
Last week, 'Looking for and Like It' (RKO), dualled* are not ers and the returns 1or tiie week |
stage did the trick that brought in ping,
PaIace (RKO) (2>B00 40 -60-88)^
Trouble' (UA), picked Up to $7,000, going anywhere at $3,000. Opened will possibly reach $10,000. Last
$19,000 on the week.
•Wild Cargo' (RKO) and vaude.
RKO (2,960; 26-36-40)—'Little okay<
one day earlier than usual to get rid week, •Death Takes a Holiday* (Par), House perks on exploitation and
86-44)
(RKO)
Women* (RKO) (3d week). Holding
Capitol
(2,000;
of previous week's badly sagging and Hold. That Girl' (Fox), got
Animal flicker, comes in
product.
up in good style and will tune in at 'Catherine the Great' (UA).
of Mine' (RKO) $9,800.
Last cheerio $6,000 for swank trade. Last dual bill, This Man Worlds'
finish with around $6,600.
(RKO)
Uptown (Fox) (2.040; 26-40)—] with plenty excitement. Gross up
and "Man of Two
week, second stanza for opus, week, 'This Man Is Mine' (RKO) which lasted only six days to the •White's Scandals' (Fox) (2d week). into satisfactory figures once more
and
end
capable
of copping $21,000.
week
looks
sloughed off after
Should get close to $4,600 after a and
sad take of $2,200.
$4,000; no, no.
Take held down by the number of
came home with around $7,200, profit
(RKO) (1,026; 26-36)
Lyric (Olson) (2,000; 20-26-40)— good $6,600 for the first week.
Grand
kid tickets. Last week pitiful at
but not what was anticipated.
and
Crlsto'
(U)
'Countess
Monte
of
W " FMo\ (2i°2d4: week).
$15,100 for 'Mine' (RKO).
ta
week)" vaude. Nice start for vode addition
Rfi
? ^,iMl2 (MG)
(2d
66)-'RlptIde*
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,600; 26-35Jjm week ^j0flt
Trade kept upi in great proportion trol' (RKO), only four days, $1,600
46)—'One Night' (Col). Into fourth
over week end and final five days all right.
week in the loop, taking $10,100 last
$13,000.
around
with
will come in
week and indicates ability to hold
Family (RKO)
(1,000; * 15-26)
Last week, first week, was great •Voice in the Night' (Col) and
above $6,000 currently.
with income being oyer $23,000, •Ninth Guest' (Col), split, average
State Lake (Jones) (2,700; 26-35without a, stage show.
40)—'Lqve Birds' (U) and vaude.
United Artists (Grauman) (2,100; $1,700. Same last week on 'Fighting
Ranger' (Col) and 'Once to Every
House doing excellent business at
30-40-65 )— 'Trouble* ,(20th Century)
price setup and making profit week,
Off to fair start and will come in Woman' (Col).
Strand (Irid) (1,200; 26-36), 'City
Last week,
after week. Last week nifty at $13,with around $7,000.
'Catherine* (UA), in final nine days Limits' (indie) and yaude. Feeling
Saturday (7). Last week 'Scandals' I 600 for 'Cruise' (U), while current
Pittsburgh, April 9.
effect
opposish
from
Grand's
new
of
rang off with around $8,600.
Boys are holding their heads this (Fox) got away to nice start hut J session will keep take close to.
pop vaudfllm policy. Ought to grab week.
They don't know just what limped In final days and wound up $13,000.
Last week, 'I Like It
$2;100, red.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;
to expect. After last session, there's disappointingly at $6,000;
That Way* (U) and Vaude, $2,700, simply no classifying this town.
(2nd
(UA)
'Riptide'
Renn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 26-36- 85-46-66)
fair.
'Scandals' on Dnal Bill
First week socko at $23,300
Easter week, the kids out of school, 60), 'Riptide* (MG). Should he a, week).
. .
.
... 4 ,.am
tiftnno for
looks
the weather perfect, and a flock, of pushover at $20,000. all rlebt, and
TroUDle (U ^/>
second week
b.o. attractions, and still it was one may go beyond that with any kind
At $10,500 Leads
'CAROLINA' $10,500
of the poorest In 10 years. In fact, •Of break. Last week "Nana* CUA).'" 63"'
it was merely an ordinary week, no and 'G. V.I Follies' tab in red at
Birmingham Likes Fox Film with more, no less.. Every spot in town $21,000.
Montreal, April 9.
Southern Theme
was overestimated.
Pitt (Shafer)
16-26-40).
Four high-price admish days last
(1,600;
Fox Starts Trio
There's one ray of sunshine this The Avenger* (indie) and 'Dancing
week helped grosses plenty, but curirmingham, April 9.
week, however, and that's 'Riptide* Honeymoon' unit. Show got flock
rently conditions again revert to
Carolina is a dead -shot for a at the Penh where $20,000 should be of publicity breaks on strength of
average, with one stand-out pic
Hollvwood Anrll 9.
pix is a natu
"°
easy. Even this Is far from sensa- Neville Fleeson's association with
liable to put Capitol again In top goal this week. The
„
*w«
rts
* our
P!2* u e
tional, but it can be chalked up as it, Fleeson being a local who's been
position among the main Btems, as ral for this overgrown town. Tern
J Warner
a
Thursday after three first rate in view of the town's per- here last couple of months recouping week, 'Grand Canary,*, with
was the case in the first post-Lent pie closedvaudeville
and pictures.
weeks of
with from nervous breakdown.
Pitt,
formances of late-.
Nice Baxter and Madre Evans begins to^*gk
unit
and start and augurs well for $7,000, day (Monday),
•Dancing Honeymoon'
Estimates for This Week
(Fox), with out-of•Scandals'
'Always Honest' goes in Wednesordinary ballyhoo by George Rotsky,
Alabama (Wilby) (2,800; 30-35 'Avenger' oh screen, may also fur- best here in long time. Last week
looks good for Capitol, with $l0»o«o 40)— 'Carolina' (Fox). Clicking away nish another ray. Opening best in •Memory Lane Rovue' and 'Believed day and 'She Learned About SailFleeson,
Neville.
several
weeks,
.with
...
'Coming Out. Party. to the tune of $10,500.- Last -week
111 Xoul (Fox) f^t,EaatM.wfiek,leta- fair.. guess.
and iGaravan' Thursday.ors
as
a
big
blow-up
a local* getting
down, same as rest, and fell off to
will help some as second feature.
Ript i d6 (MG) $9,000.
author, and'looks like $7,000, $6,400.
Nabes are doing reasonably better
Emp ; re (BTAC) (l.iOO; 25)— 'Hi show's
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 26-35-60),
Wz.
One of those steady anyway.
Nellie' (WB).
TED
uiaimvo
raaoujJ, ° DIALOGS
4,xa' PAESONS
Estimates for This Week
•Death'. (Par).
Should attract class
sure weeks, $1,600. Last week 'ManEstimates for This Week
Hollywood, April ».
Davis (WB) (1,700 ; 25-36), 'Suc- trade, but not for more than $9,000,
Palace (FP) (2,700: 60), 'Melody' dalay' (FN) about $1,800.
Ted Parsons, technical director.
Rite Wlby) (l,60^6)-'Hips, jjfiss' (RKO) and Time-up' .(Col). Just so^so. Last week 'One Night'
andT -Wharf Angel' <*ar).
outstanding Twin bills haven't been giving this (Col) at $11,000; and disappointing on 'World Moves Oh' at Fox, has"
Should Just about hold up at $7,500. Hips' (RKO). Once an
as picture had been expected to been handed the additional job of
T^st week 'Harum' (Fox) and 'Devil pulller these two boys down to mid- house much more- than singles and
up
Last week 'Bo It's still a pressing problem; $2,100
?Pf
r™,^
«««
JM dialog director on the picture,
TSer^^(Fox) tHSSl* under expecta- dling now, $1,400.
In prospect, poor. Last week 'Love
lero' (Par) $1,700
hlch Jack Ford ls directing.
4fJ?m fl t ssooo
NU
Strand (Wilby) (.800; 26)-'Su- Birds' (U) and *Monte Cristo' (U)
He replaces Vincent
Capitol' (FP) (2,700; 60), 'Scanilals' <
(Pox\ and 'Party' (Fox) wlU zanne* (Fox). Light week $900. Last around $2,400.
switches over to similar assign^
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,760; 16-26- Last week 'HaFold Teen' (FN) slow 1
Kenhel Murder- Case* (WB)
on 'Caravan.'
ment
$4,260.
at
Opened
(indie).
lien'
"Forgotten
40),
freatre led the field at $11,000 for $1,000.

•Monte Crlsto'
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PICTURE CROSSES
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BaTnwre Peppy; Heplwn Sock $181000,

SPLIT

and Spitahy Sane, Sturdy

DIVULGES FIGURES

NEW ORLEANS

Baltimore, AprlM.
FITFUL
Burg la still bursting with bis.
Hearst Setting
Looks currentlr |o even better the Trouble Oke at 97,000; Boles Bio
Rentals on
Newsreel
If
BJaster session In most spots.
6&50O
Reels at Lowest
weather holds, and spring rains are
stayed, certain the exhibs will be
New Orleans, April 9.
Five Services' Overhead
hoofing the fandango, through the
Pictures
are attracting fitful
Weekly Around $110,000
loop by the end of the, week.
Houses are
patronage currently.
and Hearst Will
Tall taking honors are being thankful for any coin at all and,
warred for by the vaudfllmers, Hipp while returns won't be heavy, due to
Both Be at $30,000 Each
and Century. Latter has a sturdy cheap product, the temples will
Outstander,
•huff pic, Tiooking' for Trouble/ achieve neat profit.
With a pair of lads top-bracketing John Boles in T Believe in You,' is
doubling the Tudor's normal take.
who mean something at the wicket,
Estimates for the Week
but it's primarily the stage show,
Saenge r (8 ,568; 40), 'Journal of
headed by Phil Spitalny's femme
Chatterton sliding
©rk, that's going to stack up the Crime' (WB).
News is the cheapest commodity
velvet this week. Hipp is just dog- here and $6,000 will be alL Last
ging the stage and is placing chief week, "Wonder Bar* <WB) got on the screen today, gross less
dependence on 'Spitfire.' Hepburn smacking $13,100, over expectations. than the average short, despite that
flick, is rated as class stuff, with
Loew's 8tate (3,218; 40), -Looking It Is the most popular of all maglossy chariots pulling up; under the for Trouble' (UA).
Doing better
projecmarquee, indicating draft of the than expected. Will reach $7,000. terial that goes through the
type the Hipp seldom .lures.
Last week, •Riptide' (MG) knocked tion machine sine* It Is currently
being booked into »8% of aU U. S.
cinch for $18,000, and that's sock- off sweet $13,000.
•rlno.
Top news rehtajs have
'Earth theatres.
Orpheum (2,400;
36),
Last week the combined return of Turns' (WB) just so-so and $6,000 Steadily declined over a period of
legit to town at pop. prices, W. & L.'s will be plenty, Last week, '.Spitfire'
years until now they, are less than
rotating stock at the Maryland, and (RKO) got $8,000, tapering off
half what they were when sound
the resident troupe' at Ford's at 86c, somewhat.
took a fall out of the pic arenas.
Tudor (700; 30), 'I Believe In You' was new.
As a result some of the more agEstimates for This Week
(Fox). Boies a heavy, click and this
Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 25- small house Will touch cracking gressive editors want a stop-gap.
Last week, 'Search for They are even considering appeal15-40-55-66), 'Looking for Trouble' $3,500.
(UA) and vaude headed by Spltalny Beauty' (Par) grateful for $1,500.
ing to the
to end price cut(WB). ting in their own ranks and to
St.
Charles, 'Massacre'
band. Will soar to a dazzling $18,000
and possibly better. Last week, Barthelmess no rage now and $2,000 specify In the code, If possible, apLast week,
"'Gambling Lady' (WB) and 'Midway will be appreciated.
'Palooka'
(UA) banked over to proximately $76 as a minimum top
Nights' unit hit $16,700, strong.
rental for a first ran reel, with $10
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,500; nearly $5,000.
as rock bottom for the last run.
f6-35-40-55-66),
'Spitfire'
(RKO)
and vaude topped by Slmms and
Four and five years ago $100 for
Bailey. All the pic at the turnstiles,
a single reel waa considered fair.
with critical notices all rave. In
But competition has substituted
the bag for $18,000, smashing. Last
screen news gathering along Assoweek, 'Sing and Like If (RKO) and
ciated Press lines until now, It Is
Sophie Tucker on stage, just mild
generally stated, none of the reels is
at $12,600.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 25making any money to speak of and
$0-35^40-60), 'Sorrel and Son' (UA).
all are confronted with dire possiU. S. premiere for this British flick..
bilities unless some sort of a standGetting prime patronage from rep
ard for rentals Is observed.
of old silent, hit, newspaper spreads
The plight of the newsreels and
have been augmented and crix
some of their problems came In for
flentee llkee. Prancing to a sound
5,000.
Last week, Death Takes
an airing, for some reason or other,
Holiday* (Par) fluttered a bit under
with the Hearst-Fox divorce and
expectations, sliding after a purring
the plans of the publisher to open
Washington, April 1.
start to $6,000, but that's still
his own. shop the same as he did
With
two
hold-overs
and
reone
sparkling.
business this week is falling In the International days.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 25-30-40- vival,
Into the laps of the two vaudefllm
While both Fox and Hearst per50), 'Mandalay* (WB). Kay Francis
has been slowly aggregating an im- houses. Grosses all over town are sist In maintaining silence regardportant draft from among the good, continuing the after-Holy ing the breach, newsreel circles defemmes, and it's counting here week pick-up when everybody threw clare that It Is so and that evidence
in ace pics.
right from the start.
Indications
Fox is putting everything behind of It will be manifested within anpoint to $4,600, good. Last week,
•Bottoms Up' (Fox) stumbled near Jimmy Durante In person. Schnozzle other few weeks when Edgar Hatthe finish line, and ended up just personal was plugged all through rick, the Hearst reel boss, sails for
previous week when house had
under $4,200.
Europe to set up Hearst* own crew
Stanley (WB) (3,450; 26-35-40- 'Scandals' and bally was continued coverages.
band to meet him at station
S5-66), 'Harold Teen' (WB). Opened with
and
police
escort.
Result
nice
When Hearst pulls out It's going
is
Friday («) and closes tonight (9).
at every performance.
to leave a big hole in the Fox reel
Not more than $4,000 over the four- house
Good crowds, also, at the Earle, bankroll, news reel executives deday stretch, off. 'Teen,' strictly Juve which
Is playing Ozzie Nelson on
fare, not the sort of booking this
Fox people are going
stage and 'Gambling Lady.' Swell clare, and the
deluxer's sophisticated following fafeminine draw and mats, should to find It difficult to explain to
vors. House dark tomorrow, openbankers that the divorce doesn't
shove week Into good finish.
ing Wednesday with gala premiere
mean that the Fox reel overhead,
Estimates for This Week
for 'Wonder Bar' (WB), promised
Fox (Loew) (3.434; 25-35-60)— on its own, will be half of what it
as plenty spark-pluggy, with Jolson
personating, plus a flock of Warner 'Looking for Trouble' (UA), and was with the Hearst combination.
Hearst Pride
execs.
Last week. 'Riptide' (MQ) vaude, with Schnozzle Durante topeockoed for Loew the last week of ping and packing house. Week looks
By the same token, Hearst knows,
that firm's operative occupancy of like nice $22,000. Last week, 'Scan- according to real analyists, that its
Thurston
and
on
stage
dals'
(Fox)
this swanker by according the blowmade a perfect combo for kids and going to cost him quite a few more
off $19,000.
dollars than It did when Fox was
sophisticates. Big $26,000.
Earle (WB) (2,424; 25-35-40-60) doing most of the physical work.
'Gambling Lady' (WB) and vaude.
The best answer reel people have
Jones Set to
Ozzle. Nelson helping stage end and for the spilt is that It's as much a
show is doing nice mats. Good $20, - matter
of news pride with Hearst
Seven
Westerns 000. Last
week, •Wonder Bar* (WB)
aided by single personal of Jolson that is causing him to go back to
Hollywood, April 9.
premier stood up to big $23,400. his own shop.
Buck Jones will make a serial and at Keith's
(RKO) (1,830: 25-35-60)—
For the Industry a» a whole the
six outdoor adventure features for •Wild Cargo' (RKO)
(2d week).
Universal this season. The pictures Looks like satisfactory $6,000. Last return of Hearst Is not regarded as
will replace the Ken Maynard west- week same pic did. good, but not big, meaning much one way or the other
because Hearst while with Fox had
erns which U released on the 1933- $11,000.
Riatto (U) (1.853; 26-35-4G-50)— his own trademark and theatre ac14 program.
•All Quiet on
Front' (U). counts.
Jones will make the serial first, Revival doingWestern
Last
oke $4,000.
But to the newsreel Held itself,
getting under way in May with week, 'Countess of Monte Cristo'
Louis Friedlander directing arid (U). 'better 'than average with $4,600. the movement Is regarded as highly
Palace (Loew) (2,363; 25-36-60)— significant. Hearst Is already being
Henry McRae supervising. Script
'Riptide* (MG) (2d week).
Should counted upon In other news camps
will be written by Ella O'Neill.
get oke $10,000. Last week helped to stir up some of the healthiest
Initial feature slated for producout by unusual exploit spread took competition' the reel held has had in
tl
in September.
in big $20,000.
Met (WB) (1.583; 25-40)— 'Wharf years; that instead of price cutting
Angel^ (Par) . Sturiilllng 60 -mih- it will be his theory to aim for top
Tiife short 'subjects' equ'al wltfiT fea- TJoHtibTf i3 Tie^^
CSrrComecTy TTead" ture and cut. price is working out people see some brisk warfare. The
o, k.
Looks like satisfactory $4,000. reels that can't maintain the pace
Hollywood, April 9.
Jules White now is head 6. Co- Last week, 'No Greater Glory' (Col) will be forced to drop out, it Is
bally but kid angle got
lumbia's comedy department, spot had plenty of result
was $6,000, not prophesied by some of the field's
around and
previously, held, by Zion Myers, who enough to warrant hold-over
,wariest editors_
has switched to Radio.
Columbia (Loew) (1.2G3; 25-40)—
Just what It's going to cost
'Hugh McCollom, secretary to 'Sin of Nora Moran' (Maj) Only Hearst is estimated to be plenty.
Harry Cohn, has been given the fair at possible $2,500. Last week, They calculate roughly, although
'David, HarumV (F.ix) got big $6,financial and business management
familiarly, that right now It costs
000 on repeat after bis week up the
of the department.
the industry $110,000 weekly to
street,
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Roxy (S. Ij. Rothafel) and
Gang are at the Paramount

his
this

-

.

,

.

$1,000 under the take for the same
period the previous week.
Capitol (5,400 ; 86-75-86-$1.10)—
'Riptide' (MG) (2d week) and stage

week but not enough people seem
to care much about it With the show.
Shearer draft, with Paul
town full of holdovers and every- Whlteraan band on stage to aid,
thing in favor of the Par going meant a monumental $70,000 the
first Week and, holding up strong,
been
somewhere, the house hasn't
Falling
gallop.
able to get into
to get off to more than a trot Friday (6) and showing no signs of
increasing this pace, the house will
be lucky to beat $36,000.
Stage show, with .Roxy in at

Par

looks

May

under

what

ing

it

the first

takes to get $20,000.
it went over ex-

week

pectations, getting exactly $32,788,
a tidy sum. Stays a third week.
The holdover at the Music Hall,
Frank Buck with his picture, *Wild
Cargo' proved good up to Saturday
matinee (7), then began slipping.
After running Its take to $89,000
the first, seven days, Its holdover
Will be just about $60,000* house
Picture, with Buck
getting, out.
on a p.a„ was held by the Hall in

thought that while It might
fall off starting yesterday (Monday) It would have a good chance
to counteract that possibility during last four days of the past week
with kids out of school. It worked
out a little more dangerously than
expected, but at $60,000 there will
be no loss.
_ Outstander of them all continues
to be 'Rothschild' at the Astor,
the

which
weeks

Is

now

selling seats

eight

in advance and a run
through the summer appears cerPlaying capacity at every
tain.
performance, house got $23,500 on
the third week and for the first
five days of the current week end-

Sunday night (8), there was
in the till.
•Viva Villa' opens tonight (Tuesday) at the Criterion as two-a-dajr
'Rothschild.*
to
opposition
$2
Metro has the house on a sub-lease
from Paramount for 10 weeks.
Strand Is holding its own well with
the new Stanwyck starrer, Gambling
Hopes are for a $20,000
Lady.'
ing

$18,600

cutting

possibly

week

Last

in

a

'Bottoms

here.

little

Up'

(Fox),

$12,000.

Paramount

.

On

36-55-65)—'Lazy

(Fox) on a preview last night.
Palace (1,700; 35-40-65-76)—'Good
.(Par) and vaude. Probably
$11,000, with new vaude opposition up the street at the Casino

Dame'

$45,000 after a tremendous $70,000
the first seven days, while down at
Arthur Mayer's small-seater Rlalto
RKO's desert picture with the allmale cast, shows all signs of hav-

currently.

$46,000

(2,200;

Ended its week last
night (Monday) at $9,500, profit..
House brought In 'I Believed in You'

$10,000.

are'

about

to

stay a third.

Mayfair

River* (MG).

that the house will
Indications
just about break on the week. Picture is 'You're Telling, Me' (W. C.
Roxy's week contrasts
Fields).
sharply with the $45,000 scored the
previous stanza by George Raft's
personal with 'Melody in Spring.'
Nice weather Sunday subtracted
an appreciable percentage of business all around, hurting others as
well as. the Par, yet of the holdovers on the Street, two are maintaining fine strength.
These are "Riptide' at the Capitol
and "Lost Patrol* at the Rlalto.
Shearer picture looks to hover near

$5,000 net, stands the

(3,664;

35-65-76-99)—

•You're Telling Me* (Par) and Roxy
with his Gang on stage. Gang's
$10,000 item, of which Roxy personally collects $5,000 net, failing to
turn the tide of public coin this
week. Looks $35,000 will be tops,

blah compared to— $46,000 previous
week on 'Melody in Spring* (Par)
and George Raft in person.
Radio City Music Hall (5,946; 4060-85-99-$1.65)—'Wild Cargo' (RKO)
(2d. week), and Frank Buck in person. Holdover providing a little -bit
of a scare with dropoff in middle of
second week and no more than $60,000 looked for. This is getting close
to danger.
First week was a fine
$89,000, scored in spite of three days

Lent and

of

some bad weather

35-40-65)—'Lost
Rlalto
(2,000;
Patrol' (RKO) (2d week).
man's

A

picture strictly but getting all the
men. After a mighty first week of
$32,800, picture is paced for $20,000
on the holdover and remains a third
Riv'oli (2,200;

40-55-75-85)—'Cath-

(UA) (3d week). Did so well

erine'
Its

on

second week, $26,600, that

was decided

to hold

a

third

It

which

ends tonight

(Tuesday) and will
cash results $17,000
'Looking for Trouble' (UA)

represent

in

or so.
opens tomorrow morning (Wednesday).

RKO

Center

(3,525;

26-40)—'Spit-

fire'
(RKO). Hepburn picture In
for a full> week and off to a start
that suggests $11,000 or more, okay.
Last week, 'One Night' (Col), $12,-

000.

Roxy

26-36-55-65)—'Con(Fox), and stage
strength of reviews doing
better than average, perhaps $28,000.
Last week, 'Monte Chrlsto' (U),
(6,200;

Nymph'

stant

On

show.

$22,600.

Strand

(2,900;

35-66-76-86)— 'Gam-

bling Lady' (WB).
Stanwyck attracting sufficient coin to make it
look like a good week, maybe $20,000.
Last six days of the Cagney
picture, 'Jimmy the Gent' (WB),
preceding, claimed $17,200.
State (2,800; 36-55-75)—'Palooka'
(UA). and vaude. Better than average take suggested, with Durante

name up; probably over $17,000,
'Constant Nymph' at the old Roxy good. Last week, 'Moulin Rouge*
displaying better suction than (UA), over $16,000.
recent pictures here; and maybe
$28,000, While at the RKO Centre
'Spitfire,' here for a full Instead of
a half week, suggests $11,000, a litGrasses
Is

tle profit:

House was under

Tacoma

$10,000

for several weeks lately.
1 Believe In You' went Into the
Mayfair last: night (Monday) on a
preview, while tomorrow morning
(Wed.) the Rlvoll gets •Looking for
Trouble* after a final (third) week
of 'Catherine* at $17,000.
•Lazy River,' bought for the May-r
fair from Metro, did better than
average, $9,600.
Paramount booking, 'She Made
Her Bed,' is next for the Rlalto.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; $l.l0-$1.65-$2.20)—
'RothBohlid' (UA) (4th week). Last
week Arliss picture equaled takings
for Its second, $23,500; with standing
room sold at every performance. On
the first five days of the current
(4th week) gross is $18,600, less than

Tacoma, April 9.
Duals at the Blue Mouse with
week at all first run theatres
gives showgoers lota to choose
from.
Biz seems steady, but no

split

rave anywhere. 'Nana' is expected
to warrant holding Into first half of
next week. Big advance campaign
Is

A

getting attention,

Estimates for This
Music Box (Hamrlck)

Week
25-

(1,400;

35)—'Harold Teen' (WB)

for three
'Nana' to. finish week, with

days;

likelihood to hold on: longer; looks
to land around $4,000 with 'Nana'
Last week 'Palooka'
the reaHon,

(UA)slow,

$2,900.

Roxy (J^VH) (1,300; 25-35)— 'Oland
(Fox)
Big Moment'
'Smoky' (Fox) split, latter for the
four-day shift, anticipated to garner about $3,600. Last week 'Ripson's

;

:

.

Help to Par, Roxy

and distribute the news
tide* (MGM) whale of biz at $6,000.
Universal, FoxBlue Mouse (Hamrlck) (650; 15Hearst, Paramount and Universal. 26)— 'Last Round-Up' (Par) and
In the reapportionment they do not 'Long Lost Father' (RKO), dual first
gather,; edit

through

Pathe,

,

how

FQX,„.Slngly,_ if it retains half; 'Mandalay* (FN)_lost h_alf en
Its
present outposts, can escape rout© to rxpected $2,000, Last yre'ek
weekly under $30,000, and they see 'Three Cornered Moon' (Par) and
'Keep 'Em Rolling* (RKO) dual, first
the same as a minimum for Hearst half; 'Bombay Mail' (U) and 'Bitif he attempts to crew the world
ter Sweet' (U) dual last half, okay

see

spots for similar

.

news

protection.

$1,900.

,

—
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and

White Passes Up
Spot in U's Sea Saga Philry

Boston Houses
at $19,000 in Each
on stage with 'Monte

9.

,

'Riptide* season's pop-price

Cristo'

(U)

(2,400;

.25-

got $9,600.

Paramount

(F-WC)

hot at 36-40), 'You're Telling Me* (Par)
roadshow, admish, "Wonder Bar' and 'Showoff (MG), split. Okay at
came In for a third shiack-o; trio $12,000. Last week big at $14,600
(WB) and 'Lazy
doing a tremendous biz concurrent- with 'Jimmy*
ly, proving public will flock to b. 6. River' (MG), split.
(F-WC) (1,500; 258t. Franci
shows. In addition, Barbara Stanwyck pulled like a house afire in 40), 'Registered Nurse* (WB) and
.'Trinidad' (Fox), split. Bebe Dan^Gambling lady/.
Norma Shearer film busts all pre- iels only draw name and fair at
cedent by playing at two majors. $4,600, as compared to $6,000 on
'Riptide/ jammer for the State on last week's 'Hold That Girl* (Fox)
a forced, holdover, an unusual event and 'Wharf Angel* (Bar), spilt.
United Artists (1,400; 25-35-40),
In itself and at the: same time looked
hotcha enough to throw into the Or* 'Nana' (U A) (2d week). Unknown
pheum. Both spots are prospering Anna Steh not drawing and $4,000
as they haven't in two or three is poor after $6,600 first week.
Warfield (F-WC) (2,700; 35-45years.
(MG) and stage
'Riptide'
65),
mates for This Week
Smashing $27,500. possible,
show.
Majestic (Shubert) (1,690; $1.65 best in
over a year. Last week with
top)—'House of Rothschild' (UA) Gene Austin
and. Evelyn Brent in
(2d week); Capacity first week at
person and 'Scandals' (Fox) screen$18,600, and looks like, repeat for
ing started off big but heat cut it
second. First roadshow hit in quite
down
to
$19,600.
a while heartens, other producers,
and plenty talk of wiring Colonial,
biggest legit downtowner,- for sound.
Keith's (RKO) (4,000; 26-35-40)—
After
'Spitfire' (Radio) (2d week).
very nice first at $16,000, probably
sensation,

'Rothschild'

.

,

i

$13,500 this stanza.

Boston (RKO)

•Ninth Guest' (Col), and 'Fifty Million Frenchmen' oil stage; film off,
and revue lacks pull." Met. some
months back played a unit with
same title^ May reach $19,000, fair;
Like It That Way' (U),
last week,
and 'Sweet and Low' unit on stage,
disappointing $17,000.

T

Talooka

$3,

Denver Average

(3,000; 30-40-60)

Orpheum (Loew)

—'Riptide' (MG), and vaude; ripsnorter biz, thanks to Shearer,
Denver, April 9.
soaring to $19,000;' best in moons.
Three first runs should do averLast week, 'Christina' (MG), and
top place
$14,000,
copping
fair
at
Denver
age! with
vaude, better than
State (Loew) (3,000; 30-40-60)— for money and percentage. Weather
Smash
•Riptide'. (MG) (2d week).
to films
going
folks
with
Is
grand,
at this house. On first week total
went to $19,000 for a three-year rec- only if they really want to see film
ord, and sock biz day and night. and do not want to play golf or go
Film forced to hold over, and sec- to mountains.
ond week should crack down on
Shrine circus, at Auditorium play$18,000, jubilee news.
Met (M&P) (4,330; 30-60-65)— ing to record business and will stay
'Wonder Bar' (WB), arid stage re- rest of week.
Film packs all the b. o.
vue).
Estimates for This' Week
pledges.
punches, and fulfills all
Aladdin (Huffman) (1,500; 26-40)
As a result Met zooms as it hasn't
and
in-person,
(UA). Should see $3,000.
'Paldoka*
Pickford's
Bince Mary
looks like a bag of NRA dollars Last week 'Wonder Bar' (WB) playFilm Is
labeled $31,000, hallelula.
and
date with the Deliver
day
ing
godsend "for spot afterS number of
did $4,000, a grand above ayerage^poor weeks. Last week, however,
well a.s expected, 4,000 seats iri
Roxy show on stage, and 'Melody as
both houses, and that's a lot to trusts
in Spring* (Par) beat expectations
to one film to fill for a week. Crowds
by reaching sweet $28,600.
all Week.
Paramount (M&P) (1,800; 35-46- were steady(Hellborn)
(1,500 { 25-40)
Denham
65)-T-'You're Telling Me' (Par), and'
Ran
(Par)..
•Heat Lightning' (WB), doing nice- —'Melody in Spring'
also.

WB

.

handsome. two days on end of last week
Stanwyck' Around $6,000. Last week the DenBarbara
'Gambling Lady' hani broke a record of some kind
in one week
(WB); pleasing plenty. Little help running three pictures
'She
from 'Come On Marines' (Par), how- —a triple split. StartedIt with
lasted as
(Par).
ever, which was sad. Warner pie Made Her Bed'
three
days. Folexpected—
as
long
can be credited for a magnificent
Boat'
a
in
Girls
'Eight
lowed by
$10,500, best in long, long time.
four
Tremont (Irving Isaacs)', (1,600; (Par), which was booked for Then
25-30-40)
'Narcotic,' propaganda days but yanked after two.
current
Had brisk the film booked for the
film on grind policy.
opening Saturday (7), after bjg week, 'Melody in Spring' (Par), Was
fin-,
ballyhoo by, Floyd Bell and Harry put in on Sunday, and not only
Meyers, with officials commending ished that Week in nice shape, but
picture as authentic and educational. was held for this week. But even
Spot has its best front in a year, with the belated boost given by
attracting attention and helping biz. 'Melody,' the house saw only $3,500
Should get an easy $7,600, which at the box office.
Denver (Huffman) (2,500; 26-35-50)
would be nice profit.
—'Riptide* (MG). Hitting nice $10,000. Last week 'Wonder Bar" (FN),
day and date with the Aladdin, did
'Cargo/ 'Nana/ Holdovers, $9,000, two grand above average. An
campaign wider in
exploitation
than usual helped turn the
Yes and No, Respectively: scope
trick.
A Silly Symphony, 'Funny
Little Bunnies,' also ran at both
in Frisco houses and caused a lot of comment
$9,000,
Orpheum (Huffman) (2,600; 2635-50)— 'Spitfire'
(RKO).
Stage
show, With Tom Jones, $9,500 in
San Francisco, April 9.
Last week 'Mystery of Mr
•Riptide* at the Warfield is rac- sight.
ing to an exceptionally high gross, X' (MG) pulled Iri the mystery fans,
leaving all competition fat behind. and El Brendel on the stage pulled
There are two holdovers in town, in the rest. House did standout
•Nana' at the United Artists and business
Friday
and Saturday
•Wild Cargo' at. the Golden Gate. nights, every show Sunday, when
Biz poor
five shows were given.
Latter very good, 'Nana* light.
Guy Lombardo's orchestra at, the Sat. mat.; everybody must have
Orpheum drawing very good biz, been shopping. Dropped off as
but otherwise as past weeks^-picr usual Monday, but built towards end.
of week. Did $11,000, a darn good
ture is weak.
Geary relighting April 17 with figure for Easter week and with a
•House of Rothschild' roadshowing film that does not appeal to the maly;

Hollywood, April 9.
After dallying with the proffered
top femme spot In 'Loves of
Sailor' at Universal for a week,
Alice White nixed the part as not
suitable to the kino ut now uuitdup
she is carefully maneuvering. No
substitution for the. spot as yet.
Slim
Andy Devine replaces
Summervllle In the top brackets
with Chester Morris, who. is starred.
'

Ho-hum;

In 2d

'Riptide 0. K.

Wk; Showof and Tab

previous estimates almost doubled;

7

Great Lakes (Shea)

(3,600; 25-36-

price: scale should send, gross oyer
'Looking for

'

Incidentally, this is
at $1.65 topi
F&M's final week as producer at
the Warfield, Fox-West Coast; turning booking over to Bert Levey.
will now concentrate on its
Orph shows.
Estimates for this Week
Fox (Leo) (6,000; 26-36), 'Manhattan Song* and 'Mystery Liner,'
'split, with 10 vaude acts and usual
bargain prices. Take fair, with no
hot names in the films, and $9,500

F&M

.

.

about all. Last week big"* money
with 'Social Register' (Col) and
'Wine, Women; Song* (Chad), plus

vaude,. getting $11,600.

(RKO)

26(2d
week)." Buck pic off to $9,Q00 after
socko $18,000 on opening stanza.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,400; 25-35-

Golden Gate

35-40)

'Wild

Cargo*

(2,844;

(RKO)

.

jority.

Paramount (Huffman) (2,000; 2540)— 'The Lost Patrol' (RKO). Set
for $2,500. Last week 'Ever Since
Eve' (Fox) and 'Son of Kong"
(RKO) did $1,600—way below the
average, even for this house. * 'Eve'
started off the week extremely poor,
and 'Kong's Son', couldn't take up
the slack fast enough.. 'Kong' started strong enough, apparently on the
reputation of 'King Kong', but
dropped =fast^later=--in^-itsi-fo.uE=.day,
:

"

stay.

WALLACE SMITH AT COL
Hollywood, April 9.
Wallace Smith has joined Columbia's writing staff to scenarize his
story,

'Captain Hates the Sea.'
'

55), ..'Ninth Guest' (U) and stage
S. K. Lauren is writing an origshow. with Guy LDmbardo'a band.
the same studio in which
Latter the draw and $11,000 is. very inal at
big ihoney. Last week Tea Lewis Carole Lombard will be starred.-

business

with

9.

nothing

:.-

.

,

.

have been in the dumps for several
months, have suddenly shot up since
Easter and are still going strong.
Shea's Buffalo ran away ahead of
expectations, due almost entirely to
the Shearer feature, the star always
being sure draw here. 'Wonder Bar'
alt
the Hipp doubled anticipated
business, and is still holding up well
for its second, week. Great Lakes is
now in its first week of resumption
of stage shows with increase in price

Price

War

in

scale.'

Takings were up; all quarters last
week, and it looks like another
Heavy atgood week currently.
tractions are announced for the next
few weeks.
Estimate* for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-66)—
'Spitfire' (RKO) and Olsen-Shutta.
Comment on the picture, about
evenly divided- with' Olsen and Shutta getting major credit. Started off
strong and holding up. well for pace
looks like $20,000. Last week 'Riptide'
(MG) much, better business
than at first expected, the feature
being particularly -well liked locally;
ran up to $26,000.
25-40)—
Hipp
(Shea)
(2,400;
'Wonder Bar* (WB) (2d week). Off
to a good pace and should go oyer
$8,000., Last week special exploitation and change of. policy of the
theatre from double to single feascale
tures
at increased, price
brought takings iip sharply with
'

Trouble' is a weak sist - for the
Aldine arid is likely to lie pulled
after one week. If it hits $5,000 it
!

will be lucky.

gome had weather hurt
week's biz and offset the holiday
However, there, was,t more
help.
b.o. activity than has been noticeable- in some time. Next to Penner's
$40,000 at the-. Earle was 'Riptire's'
$21,000 at the Boyd, with the Fox
getting $18,000 for 'Bottoms Up/
Which almost held over.
Estimates For This Week
Lincoln, April 9.
dine (1,300; 40-56-65)— 'LookMoney bags busted wide open ing for Trouble* (UA). Looks like
'Riptide' is expected to weakest
last week;
prosperous
this
sister
get the patronage for the first half house has had in some time. Lucky
week, 'Palooka*
of the week this time, until Thurs- to get $5,000. Last
(UA) only $4,000 iri 2nd. week.
day when Blackstone arid his magic
25-40-50)— 'Good
Arcadia (600;
opens at the Orpheum, which is due Dame' (Par). Ought to get $2,100.
Last
week 'This Side of Heaven'
to. cut in all over town.
in five days.
Floppo.
$1,600
There's a price war on In. a nice, (MG).
Boyd (2,400; 40-55-65)--«Riptide
way and the cheaper houses led by
the dime gated Rialto threaten to (MG). 2nd week. Looks good for
go to a dime all around. The Sun $13,000 on strength of last week's
and Colonial owned by LTC and the powerful $21,000.
40-55-65)
'The
Earle
(2,000;
Livingston Capitol are all. 15c topped
and in the same half -block. Nites r Show-Off* (MG) arid 'Crazy Quilt*
the Rialto with cheap indie product, tab. Indicated $16,000. Last week,
two dualled changes a week, .takes 'Harold Teen* (WB) and Joe Penner
the trade. LTC offices are consider- got $40,000V house record.
Fox (3,000; 30-40-60)—.'Murder in
ing, making their end of the street
a dime. Result will probably pull Trinidad' (Fox) and stage show.
trade from the de luxers arid make Only an ordiriary $16,000 indicated.
Last week, 'Bottoms Up' (FoxVand
(Continued on page 16)
Excellent $18,000.
Stage show.
30-40-60)r-'She
Karlton
(1,000;
Made Her Bed' (Par). Maybe
Last week 'Man of Two
$3,300.
Only
$2,900.
(RKO)..
Worlds*

Lincoln, but

I

,

.

—

Flying Start in Providence

despite

and 'Glamour' $10,000; 'Men m
Good $12,500; 'Honeymoon9 $7,500

Providence, April 9.
Full steam ahead! Biz is looking
Fair entertainment, favorable
Weather arid biz is off -to a flying
start. On the whole, business seems
to be pretty well distributed, although there are a couple of stands
that have a slight edge.
Big noise is 'Wild Cargo* at the
Albee; *Men in. White' at
Loew's and 'Three on a Honeymoon* at Fay's. Latter two houses
have the support of stage shows,
while the Albee is showing Frank
Buck's .animal film on a twin bill
•/'
with ^Glamour.* "
S^art at the Albee is even better
up.

RKO

Loew's State (3,200; 15-25-40)—
'Men in White' (MG) arid vaude.
First good stage show this house
has had in ages and picture doesn't
need support, cricks giving it fine
notices, and word-of- mouth getting
around to favorable advantage.
Start augurs at least $12,600, oke\
Last week 'Rip Tide' (MG) was
swell at $15,300, four shows a day
,

1

doing the

newspaper

attention

star.

Keith's

'Cargo'
White'

.

Biz Brightens

•

HQOO

Average

particularly exciting is forecast for
this week.
Earle will probably
lead the town for a second week,
but figure won't be anything like
Joe Penner's $40,000 last week,
.

in,

—

Philadelphia, April

excellent at $14,100,

60)—'66th Street' (WB) and Faith
Bacon unit. ;Shbw and increase in

Fair 16G

Last week
Frank Craven and Buss Brown also $13,000.
Trouble* (UA) and 'Hi Nellie' (WB)
featured spot. Devine was climbed sharply for the final week which cracked the house record
in
wide open. Current bill which inshifted in because of Summervllle's of double feature policy and came
cludes Jack. Pepper in Billy •Rose's'
corstarrer with ZaSu Pitts at RKO in with $7,400.
•Crazy Quilt, revue and 'The Show
Century (Shea) (3,400; 26)— 'Mas- Off' on the screen, won't get much
on a conflicting schedule.
Love'
and
'Goodbye
(WB)
sacre'
are
cast
additions
to
cast
Other
over. $16,000 from present indicaproGoodee Montgomery, John War- (Par). Looks like an average
tlons.
Anderson Lawler, Lois gram to about average takings of
Fox has 'Murder in Trinidad,' with
burton*
week 'Jinimy the Gent' the Pickens Sisters heading the
January arid Earl Eby. Kurt $6,000. Last
'Lone! Cowboy' (Par), ran stage show:
and
(WB)
Nothing hot in sight
Neumann directs.
along at an even pace for $6,200.
$15,000 will be big.
26)— and
Lafayette' (Indi)
(3,400;
Gable's name iriay bring some
'Rainbow Over Broadway' (Chest) biz to the Stanley for. 'Men. in
and 'Once to Every Woman* .(Col). White' but it didn't /start any too
SKYROCKETING B. 0.'S
Fine reviews of current program in- well Saturday so $12,000 may be
dicate neat takings. Strong at $8,- top.
'The. Crime Doctor' at the
(UN) Stanton,
DIZZIES BUFFALO 000. Last week 'Love Birds* Welllooks to be .lucky if it
and 'Madame Spy' (UN).
hits $6,500.
nicely
at
balanced program did
'Riptide' is holding' over at the
Buffalo, April 9.
$7,000.
Boyd and ought to get. an okay
Skyrocketing grosses last and
$13,000 which is more than most
current week have Buffalo showmenof this theatre's pictures get in
rubbing their eyes. Grosses which
'Looking for
their first weeks,

set for likely $8,500,

week.
Last
hauled 'em

Tuesday, April 10, 1934

,

26-60-66)—

(4,000;

CROSSES

E

Alice

Two

And Socko
With

.

(2,000;

26-30-40)— 'David
(2nd week) and

Harum'

(Fox)

vaude.

Rogers picture held over,

Last
time for this house.
week's $8,000 tells why.
Stanley (3,700; 40-66-66)^-'Men..
in White* (MG). Gable fans should
help get $12,000 here. Last week,
'Gambling Lady' (WB) $11,000, not
so forte for Easter -week.
Stahton (1,700; 30-40-66)—'Crime
Lucky to get
(RKO).
Doctor'
'Come on
Last week,
$6,600.
Marines' (Par). Sloppy $7,000.
first

1UPTIDE' DOMINATES

trick.

NEWARK AT

$18,000
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-25-40)—
Of Heaven' (MG) and
'Gambling Lady' (WB). Biz up a
Newark, April 7.
peg and, though opening was tepid,
No question that 'Riptide* will
Indications point to house nailing
bring tops at Loew's this week at
at least $6,800 for the week; fair.
than last week's ''Spitfire,' and Last week 'Scandals' (Fox) arid maybe over $18,000. 'George White's
should pace continue gross will soar 'Sons of the Desert' (MG) failed to Scandals' on the screen opened well
over $10,000. Loew's, too, is ahead show the support; just so-so at at Proctor's and. should be near
$17,000. The others all look profitof last, week's Good Friday opening, $6,100.
able.
and chances are that gross will not
Paramount (2,200; 15-25-40)
Terminal last week ran oft with
be far off from the swell figure piled
up with 'Rip Tide' during Easter 'Death Takes a Holiday' (Par) and ts season's record by drawing $6,400
'She Made Her Bed'. (Par). Although with 'Lost Patrol,'
Week.
bill has been shaped fcr general apBroad
is showing Lenore Ulrie
Fay's is not depending a great:
prices
deal on the pix .to put things over. peal, there's no doubt house will this week with the 40c. cut
cut to
Vaudeville is topped by Charlie have to depend, upon highbrows to Out for the week with the top Shu-'
nltes arid 76c. mats. The
King and the Great Lester. Just come through for the week.' Second $2
bert also states it will reopen soon,
what the natives like. No surprise picture not enough to induce pa- for
Walter Hampden.
trons to spend coin here; if gross
if this one gets over the hurdles
overlaps $6,000 everybody will be
Estimates for This Week
with a fine $7,600.
Branford (WB) (2,966; 16-65)—
Burlesque folded up Saturday happy. Last week 'Advice to the
(UA) and !The Last 'Lazy River' (MG), aria 'Let's Be
night (7) at the Modern, house Lovelorn*
Doesn't look sensachanging to legit today (9) with Round-Up' (Par) was fortunate to Ritzy' (U).
cash in on Easter Week at $6,400.
tional but ought to be fair around
Irene. Purcell hv 'Biography' as the
RKO Albee (2,600: 15-25-40)— $8,000. Last Week, 'Jimmy the Gent*
first of a series of road shows or'Wild
Cargo'
(RKO)
and
'Glamour'
of Monte
'Countess
(WB), and
ganized by Wee & Leventhal, Sudden switch of the Modern leaves the (U). No doubt of the strength iri Cristo* (U), good at $11,000. ...
this combo; house has had plenty
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 16-25-36-50)
Carlton, dark legit stand, in a
of ballyhoo and with the appeal of —'Six of a Kind* (Par), and /Myslurch. Carlton has had less than a
the bill so far-reaching it's no: sur- tery of Mr. X' (MG). House seems
half , a dozen attractions during the
prise that opening pace is ahead of in a slump and while this ought to
season.
Prices at Modern will be
'Spitfire* and- almost-up to—Little be-liked-wilUhardly=beat.$4,0.0.0,Xftst,99c top, lowest this town has ever
Women,*
> record; looks like at
week, 'Nana' (UA) r and 'Death
had.
least $10,006 for the week.
Last Takes a Holiday' (Par), mild at $4;Estimates for This Week
week 'Spitfire' (RKO) and 'Keep 100.
Little (Franklin) (299; 30-40)rFay's (2,200; 16-25-40)— 'Three on 'Em Rolling* (RKO) was nice at
'Eines Prinzes Junge Liebe' (Ufa).
a Honeymoon' (Fox) arid Charlie $8,800.
King tab, 'Temptations' plus, the
RKO Victory (1,600- 10-16-25)— Likely to remain in the bad rut of
Great Lester. Swell bill, and off. to "What's Your Racket* and 'The Poor $600. Last week. 'Liebe Muss Vera flying start; wouldn't surprise any Rich' (U). Looks like $2,300 at the standen Sein' (Ufa),, and 'Madame
one if gross reached $7,600. .Last most. Last week 'It Happened Orie Wunscht Keine Kinder' (Ufa), bad
week 'Jimmy the Gent' (WB) rode Night?- (Col)' and 'Lost Patrol* at $400.
Loew's State. (2,780; 15-75)—'
high on Easter Week inflation and (RKO) was oke for full week at
(Continued on page 16)
came through for a nice $6,900.
$2,600.
'This Side

.

•

.
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LONDON OFFICE,

•VAKIETIT'S

8 St. Martin's Plac«, Trafalgar Square

Struggle Out of Moscow's Films

11

Anti-American Cry in Paris

Java Censorship

Comedy, Classics Pushing Class

Cable Address: VARIETV. LONDON.
Telephone Temple Bar 8041-5 0*8

The Hague, April 9.
Java
legislation
in

Film
(Dutch East Indies^ is going
be altered and censorship
laws will be changed.

Now in

Again; 16 D. S. Pictures

to

Up

BY ZAKHARY McLOVE

IKO's Film Expansion
Moscow, March 20.
Soviet Film Industry is slowly,
Plans for France
but surely, climbing out from, the
ordinary and narrow thematics of
reflecting class struggle and socialParis, April 9.
istic reconstruction, Taking advanFrench trade
expand
tage of the. changed entertaining
RKO within
prestige
revenue,
and'
policy ushered in recently by the
authorities, it is how making a bid the next fortnight -will concentrate
on the Inauguration of a special
towards lighter film fare.
Several recent productions are distribution and exhibition' camcertainly quite distinct, both in paign of Radio films in France by
character and quality, from those shipping over a series of all- Amerproduced during the last four years ican talkers for special trade showhave superr
These.
Will
of the "Pyatiletka"— the Five Year ings.
mposed titles.
Plan.
.

to .iow so-called 'nftrrow
that is films, with, nargauge than normal,
in public
could, not be show
because they, could not be
viewed by Board of Censors,
which had no projection outfit in which it could use tbe
.

narrow

new
will

gauge

With

reels.

drawback
be surmounted, although
legislation this

not explained how.

-

:

"The, Marionettes"
arid "Lieutenant Kije," now current
draw alike the attention of the pub-

and

lic

films,

critics.

a comedy directed
by Protosarioff, one of the oldest and
'Marionettes'

is.

best Soviet film, producers; and is
regarded as the best among the
entertaining
of
series
available,
Besides originality, it posfilms.
sesses first -rate humor, freshness,
vitality and' actual entertainment
value.
^i'm- opens and closes with a puppet show. Audience .is Introduced
to the principal characters in puppet form, camera then going to the
pair of hands coritrolling the strings
and afterwards -to the hands of hn
.international financier. \yho is !pulling the strings' which move these
same characters in real li"
'Lieutenant Kije' is the other successful film of the season. Scenario
of this film is based on an historical
anecdote of the days of the- Russian
sterfully
emperor Paul the 1st,
by the, Soviet v/riter, J.
told
Tynianov ani directed by tbe
ineyoungest Soviet director.

Phil Relsmari oh bis recent, sojourn here worked out the plan.

For the
local

RKO

structed

Ito

Paris,

m

.

zimmer.
Bussian classics are also beginning to find recognition in Soviet
cinemas. Already -a number of first class Russian novels, old classics,
have been interpreted on the. screen,
and met with great success. More
re coming.
'Toudoshka Golovliev" is the title
of tbe newest film now popular here
Film has been patterned from the
w.k. romance of the Russian satir'

•

Saltykov-Tchedrln,

ists.

'Messrs.

Golovliev.'
'Groza' ('Thunder Storm), is another film recently released by Spvklrio, which has captured considerable interest and was favorably reIt is taker
ceived by the press.
from a play by -Qstrovsky, a RusT ove of
sian classical dramatist.
Catharlna, the principal figure in
the film, and her tragic end. is masterfully played by V. Massalitinova.
Directed by Vladimir Petroff.

PAR'S BIZ IN ORIENT
Cochran has been na,med by

Paramount

to take compiete charge
ompany. His
of the Orient for.

headquarters remains in Tokyo. He
was previously in charge of Japan
alone.

Ha. iy ~.ovak, former chief .of
Chl;ia, was. .Keplft.ed^ there b y J E
Perkins; Novak" is in' New. York
on orders of the- home office and
may be' sent to some other post;
.,

Amkino

Y New Prez

Gordiev has been named presl
dent of Amkino, starting immediate
ly. He replaces Miss A. KusnetzoV
na, who has held the position for
the past year, and who now. returns
M-'

Moscow to enter film, biz there.
She will remain in New York about

to

six weeks breaking Gordiev in be
fore sailing.
\
Gordiev, although he only arrived
from Moscow last week, was in the
United States previously as v.p. of
Amtorg, Soviet importing house,
.and in charge, of Amtorg's Chicago
office 'far three years..

U'S FEENCH PIC IN U. S.
Herbert Breg6tcin and Irving
Jacobs have closed for American

'

legal

the

London, March

31.

rovincial Cinematograph TheaLtd. held its annual general

tres;

meeting

Saturday

Mark

(28).

Ostrer, chairman, announced 'the
net profit for the. year ending Jan.
31, 1934 was $260,000 less than for
the previous year. Directors, however, recommended a dividend of
15% on the ordinary shares, same
as for the past half dozen years.
.

Subsidiary companies, Associated
Picture Houses. Ltd. and Albany
Ward Theatres, Ltd. also declared
and
usual dividends—10%
their

8%%,

respectively.

which

ran,

scandal broke, have
finally been removed, and Pathe
announces that it Will open the theatre as a film house. That will be
company's third on a single block:

when

On Overbuilding

hall,

31.

Empire

authorities:

music

-

Two

the

years,

BOl to limit

i

off".

Reason

Why

A

glance at the first run houses
in Paris; however* snows why the
weakened French industry is geti

ago the Empire was a

vaudeville house.

ting shivery.

Film with whicb Pathe will re
lhrts '32
trade
Comedi
open house is not yet announced.
leading houses as .inemas d'Ex-.
Francis A. Mahgan (now in New
Speinemas
clusivities'.
and
York) tried to get the house for a
exactly half
combination stage and film show cialises,' and of these
American
.films.
showing
now
are
up
blew
when the Stavisky affair
Three others, are showing local'
but was turned down.
mades sponsored and distributed byAmerican companies. Nine, other
.

FRENCH OKAY GERMAN
PICTURES IN ALSACE

Ostrer uttered a serious- warning
regard to over-building of picture
Gaumont-Britishj parent
houses.

American films, not listed there, are
showing currently.
Every one of the 16 pictures is In
its original

English.

In the balance

of Comedla's list, classed as Cinemas Divers, but which still con-

in

London. March

31;

Serious blow to the British Film
industry is the pending introduction in the Irish Free State of a
Control of Imports Bill, meaning
that shortly English films imported
into, the Free State will come under
the quota law.
Further means, that if English
film companies register in the Irish
Free State they will have to be incorporated in such a way that 51%
of the subscribed capital is held in
the name or names of Free State
.

nationals.
Bill is being promoted by the Government to tighten up the 'Economic War' between Britain and the
Irish Free State, and will mean
that on goods imported from Great
Britain or from the United States

Berlin, March 31.
tains a few leading houses as well
Decree issued by tbe. French gov- as the bulk of the nabes, tbe American films are In the minority, andthe
of
advice
the
ernment, following
of them that* do appear are
Chambre Syndicate and numerous most
allocation of the. Executive
dubbed. This gives the other side the
trade representatives from Alsace- of the picture, for the real money, Council will be 90% of the Importaonly
Lorraine, abolishes all special re- of. course, is in the distribution on tions to the "."nite'd States and
BIZ
S.
10% to Great Britain.
strictions against German films In the outskirts of Paris and in the
Significance of such a move is all
indusAmerican
provinces,
and
the
that part of France.
the more serious when it is considPRINCE
try Is still behind in this.
The contingent regulation, acered that the population of the Irish
Notable among the American
cording to which foreign language
Free State is 3,000,000, which is
distribugetting
naborhood
films
Capetown, March 10.
films may be shown only in 15
three-quarters of the entire Irish
tion this week is 'King Kong,'
Prince George has left Capetown houses outside of Paris, will no
population. It also covers an area
(Radio) of which 30 prints are out,
longer be applied to German lanof 26 counties to six in Northern
to continue his tour of South Af
and
'She Done Him Wrong' (Par),
with superimposed
films
meaning it is four- fifths of
rica and all show biz has dropped guage
dubbed and called 'Lady Lou.' Both Ireland,
with an awful thud. Holiday sea French titles for release in Alsacethe whole of Ireland.
of these are good for heavy grosses
son is over and up-country people Lorraine. Every exhlb can deterthe.
quarters
of
town
In the popular
have left for their homes.
mine the contingent of German and In the sticks.
Not enough money for theatres films he wishes to release, under the
All three parts of 'Les Mlserables' CHINESE FILMER'S
frcm '?Wn folks, since Capetown is condition that he shows at least
(Pathe) are betas shown In half a
badly overseated. Public also has 10% purely French product.
dozen houses of the Pathe chain
PICS
alleviation
for
Another important
developed the. habit of waiting for
German -distribs is the fact that this week. 'Eskimo' Bi
pictures to come to the lower
r .I.ced nabes and is avoiding the special censorship for AtsacerLor
Shanghai, March 12.'
Among the leading American
raine has also been abolished, so
expensive first run showcases.
Luen Hua Film. Company/
that a,ny German, film passed by the films .in the first run houses now
are 'Eskimo' (MGJ, which is still Shanghai, has completed arrangeordinary
way
in
the
French
censor
New Theatres
going full clip at the Madeleine and ments for the production of 'four or
is free for practically unlimited perSir Lewis Richardson, Port .Elizaseems good for a long run; 'The five jungle pictures in British Maformance in Alsace-Lorraine.
laya.
beth commercial magnate, is build
Invisible Man' (U) wbich is playing
First picture, 'Menace of Wild
ing a big cinema in that town in
simultaneously at the Agriculture,
Animals
of Humanity,' will be shot
opposition to Schlesinger's.
Bonaparte and Cine Opera' of the
one of the forests in the
Metro will supply the pictures.
Education Vs. Finance
Queyrel chain, to good business; entirely In
Unfederated Malay State of Johore,
'Foptlight Parade/. (WB) which is a
Second
city Batu Pahat.
near
the.
In Canadian Censorship smash in a dual bill at George
will be 'When the World Was
George
Hirch's Apollo with 'Ever in my
Young,', and third, 'Beauty Spots of
Heart* (WB),I but v/hich may not
Malaya/
April 9.
Output West of Rockies
stay long because Hirch, handling a
Four Chinese, motion picture stars
Ontario Educational Association big fleater, prefers to change quickly'
Hollywood, April 9,
from Shanghai to
called upon the Government to rather than permit, a slight drop In will be Imported
George Weeks has tbtalned disthe leads in these pictures.
take
censorship
from
Juris^
transfer film
gross.
tribution rights on British Gaumont
Local, talent will also be used.
dlctlbn of the Treasurer's Dept. to
VHI'
(UA)
has
'Henry
moved
terricoast
entire
features for the
the Dept. of Education on the' plea from the Cameo to the Artistic,
tory, including all states west of the
that film control would then be other minor Boalevafd house, and
Rockies.
the thumb of educational, au- is still, going strong.
G-B's $500,000 Pic
'I'm No
He has 1$ productions ready for under
thorities who know what's best for Angel* (Par) has taken root at the
release on a two* or three-a-month
public morals.
Cameo, having come down to the
basis in the. territory, and will also
London, March 31.
No action has been promised by Boulevards from the Champs Elyobtain new releases as they come
After four months, the filming
the Government and probably film;
through from British Gaumont Dis- censoring will continue to be listed sees, Where It played at the. Elysee- of 'Jew Suss' by Gaumont -British
'Roman Scandals' (UA)
Gaumpnt.
tributing Corp. of America. Weeks
at Shepherds Bush studios has been
as a. revenue producer for the pubwill establish exchanges In L.A. and lic treasury rather than a moral is doing fair trade at the Lord completed at a cost of $500,000.
Byrort, where Eddie Cantor has a
San .Francisco and plans to open in factor.
There are more than two dozen
regular faithful following.
the northwest later.
well-known players In the cast.
.

P.. C. T., is interested
in the construction of several new
picture theatres.

company, of

AFRICA

DULL

.

LEAVES

AS

1

:

FOUR JUNGLE

COCHRAN HEADS ALL
Tom

March

Seals which were

CT Pays 15| K?.;
M. Ostrer Warns

is ait

s tjuota
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BACK TO

French campaign; the
has been inoffice
employ special exploita-

Biggest American hit of the week
a newsreel theatre run by the
Auto, sporting, newspaper, which is
Sym'Silly
using four Disney
phonies' and Mickey films on one
Easter holiday leaves the kids
bill.
free to come and police are needed
crowds In order on the
lms already to keep the
months. Meanwhile,
sidewalk outside, waiting for places.
In the country could be distributed
the
Another newsreeler across
and shown, but the holiday would street grabbed
couple Of. more
permit the French producers to'
available Mickeys to catch tbe overcatch up with the U. S. competition,.
taking, ad vantage of the Auto's
No action was taken on the flow,
publicity.
proposition, and it was not even inscribed on the minutes of the meeting, Charles Delac, president of the
to
denied
Syndicate,
Chambre,
Variety that any action was conNews that the matter
templated.
was discussed, however, comes from'
a thoroughly reliable source.
American: interests are not taking
it too seriously and are biding, their
time. This sort of thing has been
talked of before in a more serious
way, and has always been staved

March

old anti-American bogey is
being raised again. Last week at
the meeting of the Chambre Syndicate of the French film industry the
proposal was made to bah importation of American films for six

The

i

Two new

Run Boulevard Houses

First

film,'

rower

Ma
distribution
rights of 'La
ternelle,' .French picture made by
Universal In "Paris. Duo expect to
roadshow it in the U. S. on a two

.

Weeks Has B-G

,

'

.

,

-

.

Artisti

Zeiss Pays

2%

Berlin, March 31,
^General .^meeting^.-ofU=Zeiss~Ikpn

A. G., Dresden, will be called on
April 10 to okay the balance sheet
for 1932-33 which, pays a 2% dividend on a net profit of 406,600
marks (last year 438,872), including
138,871 maTka-(128,244) carried for-

ward.
Outside of the general decline,
a-day basis.
Jacobs closed the deal in New camera business suffered by other
York and left with a print for the firm's competition with unusually
cheap types.
©oast Saturday (7).

its

ASTAIRE'S 'RINGSTBASSE'

'Lady for a Day' (Col) and 'Only
by Adier Yesterday (U), classed here as
Laszla, has been purchased for. highly artistic products of HollyRKO.
2 wood, are hayin g jpn g^runs aj the
^TPrea AlstaTre/" returning shortly SttTd icT~Cau mar tin and^Studio des
from England, will go Into it.
Acacias respectively, and former
seems likely to make a bid for the
endurance record set by 'Back
Jed Kiley Joins Col
Street' at the same hou.se.
Hollywood,.. April 9,
'What, No Beer' (MG-h-first nonJed Kiley, Paris newspaperman Fox film to be shown at the
and formerly at Universal, is on Edouard VII; is getting a big hand
and is being carried over. 'Duck
Columbia's writing staff.
He is writing an original under Soup' (Par.) at Studio 28 is. its
closest rival in the laugh category.
the title 'Criminal Within."

The

play, 'Ringstrasse/

'Frankenstein/ Cartoon
Nixed by Reich Film Bd.
Berlin, April 9.
Banning of pictures here conLatest is. 'Frankentinues apace.

(U) which has already shown
Govof ace houses.
ernment has decided -it-doesn't like
the subject matter and has with!

stein'
in a

.

'

,

number

drawn the
'Pirate
'

license for

Ship/

a

it.

Fox-Terrytoon
thumbed,

cartoon, has also been
called 'in bad taste

•

*
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PARAMOUNT,
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N. Y.

This

other.

I
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Tuesday, April 10, 1934

CHICAGO

In

»ltimate

the

muscles.

J

Chicago, April 9,
That Gae Foster number had the
I
(ROXY UNIT)
Here's if show that's a joy to bePraetleallv
that eirltt carrying highly-polished trays.
ina
tne same show
Bn
Practically the
These oast back the beams of light hoid.
deluxe show for a deluxe
8. L. Rothafel (Roxy) gave at the 4n ft jn anner calculated to Wind the house.
That's the way It should
Music Hall last fall, but on a small- I defenseless spectators. During this be.
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon (New
er stage and with less people. At interlude Wesley Eddy sang a song
the Music Hall Roxy made his whose lyrics appropriately admon- Acts) are the top monikers bh the
While the Luxer leads off with
personal appearance just for fun. I ished; 'Close Tour Byes and Dream.* marquee and their presence is ac- a Paramount subject which is
an
prescription
It
precisely
the
for plenty of the afternoon
counting
was
for
kiddin*—
not
Here he's not
significant for Europe since
highly
swell
a
make
coin.
They
given.
have
femme
would
Oculist
110 000
the demobilization of
Earlier in the show the girls par- stage eouple and their ^romantic it deals with
Broadway Paramount is the
front cop- Austria's army, the Emb puts itself
second stand for the Roxy Unit, ticipated with Eddy in a production built-up had^the gals out
position with what,
strategic
in
a
come -in with
which opened last week in Boston, number based on 'You Ought to Be ing contentedly. They is
a relief in any day now, may be the big news
which permitted sey- a genuine act, which
ft has seven w6eks all told for Par, In Pictures',
It headlines 'Auto
in the U. S.
in
okay
hand
itself.
chorines
to
eral
the
of
holding
options
with the circuit
it in such a way,
Land.
But there was class throughout Strike* and doesediting
Deal gives Roxy $5,000 not for him- impersonations.
dominating
There was, for with skilful
the performance.
self.
maiiily
library news, that
Is
what
tdpnotch
for
Draper
Instance, Paul
Along with himself he delivers
position to beat
in
a
Emb
the
is
In tails throughout
tap. dancing.
his 'Gang,' consisting of 10 specialty
decides to
"if
Detroit
press
and he looked the part. An easy, the
singles, mixed vocal chorus of 16
Chester Hale sisterhood of .2* smooth dancer who is headed for walk out.
„„.__.
r »^, lllt
r^ 11I11 llulv
latter play
Bunchuk,
and y/ascha
More late stuff about Instill,
ranks. Draper has appear
Manhattan
high
in
the
over
Capitol
'
the
^om
in* 'celfc v>ith the^hestra Which
at best, is at both houses,
a* an act by itself on the ance, style and a^sweet sense of scantyPathe
is
n the
the
e S
stage, ana conducting one
is
'
9 on
getting a slight edge
week a Met bill and with tapping rhythm, all exemplified in with Paramount
,l h
the current week's
also coming socko manner with his 'Carloca* over
two of the other turns also,
scores oyer the Emb with
Luxer
,
category: it's up number.
within the dancing category
»t
o Mne- the show.
show
as.m.c.ing
Another male single stood out in Par's recognition of the disbanding
Singing Sam and Stuart and
Friday night, at the finteh *"
of the CWA, including, the Chicago
s h 'to fo the vocal and verbal the show for performance and class,
usher walked up with a basket of
nM>.»
*, aa
trwus.
h»t John
.Tnlin demonstration and an explanation
but
J?„i%L
Draper
the toes,
qottirdav'a
has
second
Saturday
s^
PP^wow^ng.
^
c
looked at the
flowers..
Roxy...
q card
»
„„ ^L,I K„
found a fairish attendance Fogarty has the pipes. Using a from Washington. project
I matinee
Patlie'e
d n
Both
houses
his
way
eased
mike,
Fogarty
*.. v
~«
60
Sfaction
isfaction with the
, .„ r
™
,
tSj
At
At the
hands.
HaTs?aee
sic Hall
Stage
Music
melodies
rangr statement from the General Motors
aeries of mel
flesh
of fle
g h diversion. Topping through a series
minutes o£
mmutea
"wher 'basket
d" .anotner
Dasjcei AV>>
said,
matinee, ne °^f
, a «TJoi«nira' YUA).
ing from the semi-classical to the head about things looking up. It's
ling
'Palooka' (UA).
is
fare
screen
the
Hall
Music
was sent by the
popular and turned in a genuine one of those wordy, pieces of optiStuart and Lash left little want- vaude turn.
musicians; adding that now all he
mism devoid of figures and sta-^
wants is one from the Rockfellers J ing when it came to taking care- of
Only four acts on this, show, but tistics.
Not much change in his show, it the customers' laugh requirements, a strong quartet. The other, turn
Emb follows up last week's flashes
being little else than one singing Boys split up their routine into two
of the Paris ball with detail long
comedy
Thr
Swifts,
Jug
«»
n
* .
_
,
specialty after another, but there's parts, ^one preceding and the other
ft
n
enough to fill biat a short. Good
after
a longf
who
CQme ,. n
contribu.Sams
Singing
following
in
He's
going
a change in Roxy.
session at the class Empire Room camera studies, but subject of this
comedy now. politely, but tion. Harry Xash garnered some at th<} Palmet House. Took the kind at such length is expecting
for
bV tne 7**^
comedy. And mugging. He muggs special favor for
center of the bill and came through too much of the average audience's
-an imitation of Mussolini while he doubled over into the m.c. phase witn clean-cut laugh business be'
patience.
giving a Fascist salute. Either that of the proceedings.
Day seems to have arrived when
sides heat Indian club acrobatics
Will class Roxy as democratic or
it took Singing Sam a little while
Class. Is the word to describe the Hitler can talk uninterrupted in the
illusions.
since
lot
of
people's
him,
Shatter a
to get 'em warmed up to
dance routines turned out for the Emb. It was about public works;
Setting is in gold, dull in effect] his is anything but a footlights line of girls by Fred Evans. Evans this time, and an English interhowever, has a modern touch for his rou
as well as in hueT There are 60 personality.
Amenities,
preter created a dissonance, in the
people crowded on the stage, which Urere quickly reached when the tines that make his girls appear recording with Hitler's .German.
There's a singing dog both houses
precluded chances, for fancy mount- mike name turned to dusting them I years ahead of others. Yet with all
ing. but a neater background could off the publishers' shelves and ap- the modernism there still remains are using which failed to get the
have been arranged. Goings on are plied hiq resonant baritone to the grace, and eyefllling beauty. No expected response. Over the counconfined to the harrow strip; be-* words and music of such folksy ex- mater how the Chicago shows vary try, though, this clip should be a
comedy keynote.
tween the band stand and the foot- burnings as '"When You. Were up and down the ladder of enter
Fox was smarter in handling inavy
lights,- except for two specialties Sweet Sixteen' and 'The Old Gray talnment the Evans ballets can at
ways be counted on.
parachute tests than Pathe. It let
which are performed on the house Bonnet.*
Cherniavsky
there
is
Finally
the.
the audience believe a man, was at
orchestra pit, cleared of music
The deft footed Melissa Mason r
show
and
which
is
class
overture,
the
end' of an umbrella which colare
the
occasions.
These
stands for
neld the solo 8pot that preceded a
lapsed, while the Rooster tipped in
a toe dance by Marie Grimaldi and fast jazzy whirl by the Chester mariship. combined in the right pro
advance that dummies were being
a piano number, by Henrietta Schu- ....1/ while Harrison and Fisher portions.
'Journal of a Crime' Used.
Picture,
mann, botbr incidentally, the' show's
Business capacity downHays' battle with the Motion Piconly items' not in the singing class, terpsy interpretation on the <Man.- (WB),
ture Research Council is reaching
Everybody but Senora Grimaldi hattan Serenade* theme after the stairs at the first show Friday.
Gold.
Milwaukee judge,
the screen.
performance,
is on throughout the
j lne g0 t through disporting itself in
interviewed by the head of
when
seated in minstrel fashion about a lan number on a couple of moving
a woman's, club, denies that films
Specialists are in the staircases. Fan bit was effectively
the stage.
I
foreground and leaVe their chairs designed and lighted and the HarIAJIN1JIJIM tend to inspire youngsters with
waywardness. Fox did it and the
to walk up to the center-stage mike rlsori-Flsher duo made an apt pick
London, March 27.
Luxer is using it.
when called upon by the boss.
Odec.
for the show's fadeout.
Views of. an unusual underground
the Palladium
.Specialties in the order named
time
Looks like any
are by Harold. Van. Dusee, singing
is stuck for a headllner it sends for distillery in N. J„ carefully camou
'Laugh, Clown, Laugh;' Beatrice!
Jack Hylton and Eddie Pola's flaged, were obtained by Par.
Fox paid a lot of attention to tal
Belkln, coloratura; Marie Grimaldi;
'America Calling,' a unit presented
also caught
Robert Weede,
baritone;
Cellaj
With Sophie Tucker on the stage, ander the aegis of Hylton. This is ented youngsters, some
A three-year-old
Branz, contralto; Jan Pearce, tenor * backing up Jimmy Durante on the hid third visit In the past two by other reels.
Frank Moulan,. old time comedian screen, there didn't seem to. be much months, and Bob Murphy with him golfer, six-year-old elephant trainer^
12-year-old
wire
walker
and some
who sings 'Down By de Winegar cause for booking worry, but the on each occasion. The Murphy
Woiks.* Viola Philo and Wee Willie layout gives the Calorific
a family Is certainly of great help to young swimmers were among the
Robyh get into the finale, a medley nice backgrounding, and the house Hylton, as has been proven by their
of. Victor-: Herbert songs, with Miss offered her a reception she can take joint booking in several provincial
j
Philo carrying the getaway.
to England with her as a measuring and suburban spots, the result of Outstanding was Alec Templeton,
Roxy makes little speeches be- stick, if she does* as well over the which is that several more such blind pianist, compelled to give sevtween numbers, by way of intro- water she'll have no cause for com- I dates will be lined up.
eral encores.
Boy has a sense of
Piaiht.
As a whole, bill ranks fair enter comedy, as evidenced by his impres,
e8
Wisely spotted In the midsection, Uamment, although a little over sion of tuning in on the radio, and
««f ?SLf
«^V^!2^L-l
time he mentioned
one
that i'in his sne came out and held the fort for we ight on singing.
can
also
tickle
the Ivories.
Dick
Openers are
slx ambers. La Tucker is the illusbrothers. Seo continental boys Murphy repeated his Cab Calloway
e with some fair aero work and a few impression, and proved, another hit.
the cou P let
ftL
lther
to
cann()t 8tftle nor c
neat hand-to-hand lifts. Dick Hen- A humorous conception of band conrfVwS.. ??ni3 8mokeB
^.l
She's there with d er Son. despite having picked tip ducting by Freddy Schweitzer, of
'
infinite variety.
Sol
not another Radio City!
the Hylton outfit, was funny. But,
both feet, a voice and a magnetic
of
°* wHeht can still warble seemingly, the
In all. with the. singing and the p° rsonal i^. And it's all she needs,
boy is. given too much
it
«er^nl'ed? revision^
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among the

editors, or at least so
of them aver, that subjects of
violent death will be treated with
the greatest, delicacy.
Universal has made some of its

some

biggest money with shocker feav
turesi Ahd judging from that, that
audiences are not as a whole so
averse to the gi^uesome, there should
be a word of praise for U occasionally! unvarnishing the news on the
screen and giving the public their
full, money's worth.
The Stavlsky story, as .U handles
it, is almost like a Karloff ter'rorizer.^ And it impresses just like
thai, even though it is spot news'
of the most unusual kind for the
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to dp and will gradually become mohe
2^wea?in^\hTn
1?$™**
show'
T^'mmut^^it^dldn'l
*P and might
S'TfH
show runs 70
minutes.
It didnt l
anhave pulled
through,
not his
ms notonous. There' were plenty of
that 18
is hot
ana proves
nroves inai
seem longer^ than a couple jot hours. other D0W or two if she had coaxed blllvinc
other items and gradually the whole
^"o^«ni?
8
•You're Telling Me* (Par) the just a little.
She handed them ^"5nf"
Phyllis Robins, a. newcomer to thing became a. sort of 'America
picture.
Business pretty fair Fri- 'Something to Be Thankful For*,
Stalling,' which is a pity.
Eger.
vaudeville, first established on the
Bige..
day night.
'Louisville Lady', Stay at Home,
air as crooner with Henry Hall's
I

i

1

T\iA
D
F £S^°i^
« n» British Broadcasting Band, is not a
looker; can put over a
ibJS walkhifi^baS 'xom auto\Kf disappointing
iiw/, thP number better than the average

ti~_„>
a

ROXY,

N. Y.
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happens the excuse for the clr- until it gpes over as a^novelty. ne .keeps within reasonable time,
cus angle is Adele Nelson's Ele- {Sounds like foolish spotting to put This made the second American act
phants, a remarkable act for. any- him in front Of a crowd all set for. h n succession that 'tabbed' it
body's money or theatre. At Christ- the sophisticated Soph, but the
jack Hylton and band close the
mas time a dog and. pony turn was booker knew it was the sort of act fj rs t half. Hylton is doing practice booking. In the present in- to catch their fancy and he took a l^iy a new program, consisting of
Btance the dawn of spring and the rousing, hand.
'There Is a Swingy Little Tune,' a
Madlsonl^Next to<Jhut was dealt.to Charlie symphonic arrangement of 'Let's
annual ^appearance at
Square Garden -of Ringling-Barnum Foy and his stooges, with his sing- pan •„ i^ye a medley of popular
ing couple y erjr nearly .pulling the hlt
and Bally lends a topical angle.
arrangement of 'AvaAccustomed to the wonders of chain on him. He had to work fast jon
chopped harmony and a nov
animal training in the last decade* to check an encore, which might elty
ltv numDer
nilm |Ti»r in
A°nigni,
ln Town
lown Toriieht*
They from Eric
it is still necessary to pause and have given the stooges ideas.
Coates' suite, using a spe
pay due honor to Miss Nelson's three repeat later ori with the same result cial street drop, with, most of the
small-sized African cows.
Three Part of the hit is probably due to Palladium company, walking across.
It

.

.

I

'

»

^

m

,

-

.

:

more

the novelty of hearing stooges sing
straight, but the boys have voices
Act as a whole had its bumpy spots,
but it chalked up.: Finish contributed by Gracella
and Theodora in their new dance
turn that's handled nicely for effect
One instance where a standard turn
has changed to better effect,
Show runs 58 minutes or more,
depending on the Tucker encores,
and entire show schemed for an
even three hours. The film 'Palooka'

intelligent, representatives of
never danced a soft

their species

shoe essence on a Broadway stage.

A

grWt

;v

fl^

a

STIfe

-wm«gy

All this is good, but it proves too
much of a good thing. Hylton ran
around .40 minutes.—lft: mjauies. . too

•

that can tour the world.

Arnaut Brothers and Joe and Jane
are on the bill and may
be handled at this time simply by

McKenna

recalling that both turns are con,wherever stage
repeaters
stant
shows survive, and there never was
any mystery about their claims.
During a Gae Foster ballet humbpr two superb acrobats. Victor and (UA), with a Laurel and Hardy;
Taft, occupied eight minutes and comedy and the newsreel. Business
themselves in a rotation of excellent in spite" of a bad night out,
r.o" physical impossibility* after 'an-

tWd

m"

I

I

w

".
lhA, n continental
oonti n ental cartoon-.
cartoonRolf Holbein,
Holbein
intermission.
1st, follows
has a novelty consisting of a big
board upon which he draws various
<?

become animate.
Plenty of laughs' there, ahd would
prove a good opening act for Amerisubjects

which

ca.. Billy

Bennett,

po^

.

'

on a dark day outside
The gen-

the dreary Stavlsky home.

of evidence,
that the' lender was murdered. It
travels naturally enough to the

Men begin to open a
cemetery.
Suddenly the audience is
grave.
looking at a coffin in the bottom of
then bang—the lid
And
a pit.
opens and there is the body of a
man who. has been in the earth for

—

Before the end of the week this
subject, the first test case of its
kind, will decide an important issue.
It's even fair to assume that,
if attendance falls off this clip may
come in for partial blame. There's

bound to be word-of-mouth advertising on an unprecedented score.
And if the crowds come, which they
are more likely to do, providing the
Luxer management doesn't get cold,
feet and pulls this one out, the anWaly..
swer is apparent,
.

Luxer,

clips.

however,

bunch them together.
Both houses had views of the
NRA review board and a brief
statement from Clarence Darrovr,
without mentioning the film code.
Best looking rookie cop in New
York, chimps, lions and other reminders of the season and fashion
were included In both programs.

Waly;

I

who

follows, does

military number, but his comedy
sa lor tickled them p
'America Calling closes the bill

PALACE,

N. Y.

Somehow those superlatively-adjectived trailers at the (now not
so) good ole Palace fall flatter
than a platter this week, what
with some really big time competstreet
from
ish
up
the
the
Casino. True, the Palace of halcyon
.

.

days no longer begins to compare
With any attempts to bring' back
straight vaudeville, but the suggestion of the ghosts of yesteryear
still exists and is further 'accentuated by the celluloid allegations on
the screen that the Palace is trying to offer the best in vaude, «t
cetera,

ad infinitum.

Actually, any 40-66c customer
must sense with half a consciousness that the Palace must necesMcCullough sarily be constrained by budget and

K

,

screen.
It starts

darmes are In search

ALBEE, B'KLYN

Once Clark and
crooner; is good in dialect stuff and
To go with a British Gaumont ima
lGa
topped variety bills that were
does not have that blah expression variety.
Constant Nymph' (Fox). Sfi^hiS^oimd
Oolite
8
8
Currently they have be^°
generally noticed when 'mikers*
the Roxy this week has an oddsw
hind
them on the Albee stage a
Openinff was Three Bonos (New make personals,
and-ends stage show which suffices
of four acts which in the.
without glistening. There is a circus Actf). European clowns with, a
Very , ilt, e come dy so far, with cluster
strictest sense are. all novelty acts.
backdrop, and motif for a couple Of capital- straight man and: n °t so the Three Sailors, in their second
Acrobatic week giving them plenty to laugh Individually okay, but not colcomedy pair.
the turns. Looks like it's the same f«nny
backdrop that the house iised w orl< was best.appreciated, most of oyen samei-as last week, boys had lectively.
straight,
the
itjjeing
contributed
by
A dog act, Whitey and Ford, Is
ai-ound Christmas time 'for another
tQ come in front of the 'tabs' to beg
the standout next to Clark, and
circus stunt. This may or may not who s out of his class in this turn. Qff
Second was George Prentiss and
be a legitimate opening for adverse
Bob Murphy follows, and does not McCullough. Whitey. and his master
comment. It depends what sort of his Punch and Judy show. Three or do much spieling. Murphy knows deuce. Novelty tack which begins
canons should be set up in judging f four years ago he was sticking they want the kids,, and that's that with the opener, Van Horn and
this house. And the question is how pretty closely to the original play, jj e is ready to comply with any- Inez, roller skaters assisted by a
soon can the same idea be repeated ? but he has kept adding new stuff thing the audience Wants, providing girl brunette in difficult skating

port, 'The

,

,

I

ah^mSr
^WnrtTh^?^^
Jw^&tP^ ^^T^

understanding

field there's a. silent
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all-time shocker of newsreelis currently on the Luxer
It's a clear-cut view of an
exhumed male corpse. Universal
for some time has been verging oh
such a flash of horror. For months
now it has been getting nearer and
nearer to the real thing, first
smudgy views of wounded and dead
in train wrecks and now straight
from the shoulder views.
Criticism will probably pile upon
the. reel because in the screen news

.

'

Z

The

history
screen.

Without a lapse.'
All the acts familiar.
ven little
Mae Questal. Sings like she talks

ritual

and as remembered

in

the. 'Betty

cartoons, but the cartoon
sounds more real.. Off |handsomely, however.
Miles and Kover close, following
Clark and McCullough.
It's
the
usual dance flash with the pair
themselves the standouts of the act
The C, .& M. act is split with a
sketch ahd the usual laughter getting turn, extremely well received

Boop'
stuff

.

.

here.

policy to keep the five-act nut
within certain economic limitations,
considering the feature film and the
shorts that are thrown in.
And so the current quintet "oT"
variety, turns tries hard, struggles
harder, flounders hot a little in
spots and again shapes up as one
of those 60-minutes-to-fiIl, leaving
the omnipotent hunger for the feature to start. And that ain't no way
to bring back vaudeville, brother.
Dave Mordecai .overtures with an
ominously, perfunctory ma:, er of
let's- get - this - trench-portion -overwith, and Lee Murray and Sinclair
Twins start the jolly moments rolling. Unbilled is a co.'of two, Beryl
Cooper and Herman Revel. It's a
flash
the
in
same monotone--*

snakehips and modified
Harlemania style of stepping. The
general sameness nullifies the socko
jazzlque,

portions that some of the specialties
notably Murray's hardi
possess,
working trick legology. The Sinclair girls shake that thing in the
same tempo and are doing more

than ever. Runs 12. mins. and seems
Revel is the piano -clarinlonger.
etist and Miss Cooper fills in with
some -.whirl ing ..terpa; . not .e xcitin g.
and wouldn't be missed. Murray is
given to a little of the Willmahoney
school but doesn't permit to get
him. Still, as an opener
Stan Kavanagh, normally an introducer, finds himself deucing and
per usual getting more -than passive attention. Kavanagh obviously
harks back to a vaudeville that was.
(RKO). That was Time has mellowed his juggling
'Lost Patrol'
owing to the Buck .film being held technic and endowed, him with a
over at the Radio City Music Hall penchant for coy comedy not unlike
(Continued on page 30)
Shan.

Phil Fabello triumphs in the pit,
proving himself a flashy, showman
conductor and obviously well
approved by— -the- customers as
noticed by the reception.
Fabello
and his boys comic in vocals in
oldrtime songs with the pit. lads
showing unusual singing versatility
as a whole.
Biz when caught Friday, (change
day) night capacity. A last minute
shift had changed the screen fare
from the expected 'Wild Cargo' to
like

^

-

•

—

.
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•You're Telling Me' (Par). W.
C. Fields starred in a fair little comedy,' of customary tworeeler laugh content. Will sat-

HAL LE ROY

LAUREL AND HARDY
Comedy

'Private Lessons'
Skit

20 Mini.
State, N. Y.

20 Mine.
Strand, N. Y.

Work'

.

isfy

box

.

.

like

the

comedy rough.

A

supporting playeri whb both
sings and dances, gets the spotlight
on a couple vocal specialties, both
okay.
'A Cabinet Meeting'
An effective ensemble dance rouSketch Novelty
tine by the girls, who are the stu11 Mins.
dents of the O'Day school, is shot
Strand, N.Y.
mostly from above.. In the staging
.1640
Vita.
reminiscent of Busby Berkeley's
A sketchy plot in which three it's
work in Warner features. Char.young men find themselves In the
ife: When
household of an erring
LOU
HOLTZ
hubby suddenly returns, gives the
Radio Ramblers, air mimics, a 'School for Romance'
unique setting for some impressions Musical prose; 17 Mi
Mayfair, N. Y.
of radio personalities.
Columbi
When papa-comes into the house
he wants to hear some programs on
For those who like their dialog in
the radio, so asks the wife, to- tune
dance built around
rhyme,
song
and
With this cue one of
in Durante.
the boys hiding behind, the cabinet, a fairly original idea, 'School for
supposedly on the blink, does an im- Romance* 'is a worthy short;
it's the type which should appeal
pression of Durante. It's just Ifair,
while those of Bing. Crosby, Ed especially to the. high school, trade
Wynn, Dave Rubinoff and Amos 'n* since it deals literally and in a helpAndy are much better, almost good ful fashion with every form of
enough to fool any hubby. When necking:
Holtz demonstrates how advances
the old man wants to hear an dp
erratic trio, it looks like the jig's should be made on a park bench, in
up. but the boys come through okay. a rumble seat, on the sofa— in fact
Finish is a trifle weak, the boys he overlooks nothing.
Moralists are doomed to disapjust up and marching out as the
wife passes out in her .husband's pointment because the young men
arms and he appears stunned by a beyy of beauts toss about are
it all.
Char.
proven to be dummies.
~Waly.
Chic.

:

:

.

RADIO RAMBLERS

,

the kid-like Tom
Jean Parker,

Brown

oppo-.

site

.

'Gambling Lady' (WB). Not
much as to story, but good
performance by Barbara Stan-

.

wyck, in a nicely fitted role,
plus direction .excellence, makes
this fairly palatable entertai

MYSTERY LINER
-Monogram

released 'through
William
Directed
by

.'production-

First

Division.

Nigh.

Adapted by Wellys

Edgar

Wallace's

Captain

Tbtmah from

'The/ Ghost.' of
novel
At Tlvoli. N. Y., April 6,
time, -.62- mlns.
...Noah Berry
Holling.. ...

John Holllhg.'

Running

'

Astrld Allyn

Lila.
Cliff.

; i .

Cornelius' Keefe

Von

Kessllng., ...... Gustav von Seyffertltz
Edwin Maxwell
Major Pope.......

/..Ralph Lewis
GrlmsonV.
Howard
. ... .... . . ......... .Booth
John Maurice Sullivan
Bryson. . .................. .Gordon DeMaine
Granny.
, . .... ...... Zeflle Tilbury
Dr., Howard............. oward Hickman
........Jerry Stewart
Edgar.'. «.,..
George Hayes
Watchman
George Cleveland
Slmms..
Crimson's AsBt..............;...01af Hytteh
.Ray Brown
His Excellency.
George Nash
Walter:

Downey.
Watson

.

'.

YOITRE TELLING ME

CONSTANT NYMPH
(BRITISH -MADE)

Paramount production and release. W. G.
Fields starred. Directed by Erie C. Kenton.
Story by Walter. DeLeon and Paul
M. Jones; J.. P. McEvoy, dialog. Alfred
Gllks. photog. At Paramount, N. T., week
'April 0,
Running time 60 mine.
Sam Blsbee
.W. C. Fields
........Joan Marsh
Pauline- Blsbee.
...Buster Crabbe.
Bob Murchison,...

production and Fox
by Basil Dean. FeaAhearne and Victoria Hopper.'
Margaret Kennedy story adapted by Dorothy. Farnum.'
Cameraman, M. Greenbautti.
At 'Roxy, N. Y„ week April 6. Running
tures Brian

time 85 mine..
Victoria Hopper
.........,>.... Peggy Blythe
Tony.
«»••«»«••».• 9 . •* .Jane Baxter
Kate.
.... ............
....'Jane Cornell
Susan
.................. ..Beryl Laverlck
Sanger.. .........
.. .. .....
L>yn Harding.
Linda. .......
........... . Mary Clare
Florence
«......;..».. Leonora Corbett
Jacob Birnbaum .
....Fritz Schultz
Roberto........... .
...Tony pe Lungo

Mrs. Murchison..... .....Kathleen Howard
.Del Henderson
Mayor..

The kind

.Tammany Toung

of

Brian Aherne
.

.

Una.

.

.Frederic Sullivan

comedy that Chaplin

'

used to do in two reels, but stretched
out like Camera's suspenders to run
an even six. Consequently, the strain
on the laugh supply is great, with
frequent voids holding things down.

T.rlgorln

.

-'Mystery Liner* is one of those
opens obscurely in a
16c house behind another feature
and- is suddenly discovered to be
there by error. It is one. of' the most
compact, fast moving and yet convincing, melier-mysteries of the sea
that hats been brought to the: screen
by major or independent in years.
Some, of the bigger cosmopolitan
runs could take 'Linen' give it .the
proper exploitation, and prqvide entertainment, somewhat different but
rarities that

.

;

Lewis Dodd.
Tessa

1

Mr, Murchison.

Directed

release.

Princess! Leecaboura. . . ... ..Adrlenne Ames
Mrs. Resale Blsbee. ..... . . . . Louise Carter

Caddy

Gaumont

British

.

.

••

.

Charles Churchill.

.

; .

« » • • « • • .

...

«• »Jlni

Gerald

.Athole Stewart

is more at home in the change
houses. For the benefit of the latter

15 pr 20 minutes could be lopped

without being missed.

Except for cast and mountings
'Lazy' has all the externals of an
indie. Name people are its biggest
aid since they handle their parts
with that finesse which occasionally

;

13

TWO ALONE
RKO production and "release.' Fcatur
Jean Parker, Tom Brown, Arthur Byr.o
and ZaSu Pitts, Directed by Elliott Nugent.
Based, on play. 'Wild Birds,' by
Dan Totheroh: adaptation, Josephine LoveU-.
and Joseph Moncure March; camera, Lu.

At Fox, Brooklyn, week
olon Andrlot.
Running time 72 mlns.
April 6.
v.i. ......... Jean Parker
........................ Tom Browri
Esthey
ZoSu IMits
Slag
Arthur Byron
.
v„, . .„
Mrs. Slog ...v.........../.... Beulah Bondl
Corle
Nydla Wcstman
.
Marshall ,
..... Wlllard Robeftaori'
Mazle

Adam

causes the average audience to
overlook lean qualities of the plot. Sandy
Charley Grape win
C. Henry Gordon as the Chinese M|lt
Emerson Tre'aey
-.,»• Paul Nicholson.
smuggler is so miscast, however,' as ShOl'1
to provoke guffaws.
Action is allowed to pile up in the
..A foreword points out that this is
coast
Then smugglers,
finish.
guardsmen and the principals be- a story of one of the forgotten corcome involved in a series of body ners, of the' country where life
tossings, under-river rescues and still a struggle with the soil.
The
hand-to-hand encounters.
picture itself is rather a struggle.,
Picture opens well with prison with the- emotions down on a farm,
scene establishing three principals. which the central characters are
Robert Young and his stooges, Ted struggling away from. It takes close
Healy and Nat Pendleton., Enters to seven Veels to effect the results of
sluggish channel when it reaches all this struggling, with most all of
the shrimp cannery depending there the characters straining in harness
more upon comedy than romance. to do something.
The menacing -aspects when the
When it's all put together in film,
Chinaman appears, to olalm the it's, -entertainment that just manproperty lack conviction from the ages to satisfy, The results could
start.
have .been stronger screen drama by
Jean Parker is attractive as the at least 60 % had; not Tom Brown
Waly.
southern miss.
been cast opposite the girl for love
Interest.
He's too much the .kid
type to be very convincing and
engages him in combat: with the
burly farm owner and. permits him
(PALESTINE- MADE)
Acme release of film made In Palestine to win hands down, it stretches
.

.

.

. ....

.

, . ...

. ,

.

..

•

>

CHALUTZIM

by uncredlted producer in Hebrew, Polish,

DiRoumanian and Arabic languages.
Cast Including
rected by Alexander Ford.
A. Meskln, M. Florfeld, R. Klatzkln, R.
.

H. Rowlna, E. Bertonoff, L.
Hurwltz. M. Teoril, Bar-Hadon, R. Davldoff, Mulla Zettlns, A. Flnnlel, L.Flnn, A.
Nachtoml, V. Dialer, E. Bat-Etwa', S.
Goldberg,

ment.

...

.

the. lesser grinds.

Exceptional indie entertainment, worthy of Important
.major bookings.
'Lazy River* (Metro). Strictly program type that shapes,
better for change houses than
week: stands.
./Guilty
Parents': (Jay Dee.
Kay), Flaunts Itself as a. sex
picture, but has nothing to
excite Shoddily made.
'Two Alone' (RKO). Fairly
satisfying drama down on the
Poorly cast in spotting,
farrjii

.

who

.

Too good for

'

those

without hanging up any
marks.

office

'The Constant Nymph' (Gaumont -.Fox).. Beautifully done;
artistic success from England
doubtful box office for
America.
'Mystery Liner* (Monogram).

Metro
1642-3
Laurel and Hardy's activities as
Ideas that develop nicely for the
chimney sweeps gives title to thlB
feet
dancing
of
Hal
LeRoy -and
two-reeler.
Title gives a hint as
to the^ comedy. It is a wagon-lbad Dawn. O'Day here provide a base
of soot spilled on the pair, but for a two-reeler that carries itself
dumped ingeniously for a maximum well: Backed by much production
of laughs, gide plot of a scientist value, including a variety of setwho has discovered a rejuvenating, tings, 'Private' Lessons' pans out as
He reduces a duck to a Worthy shorts entertainment,
fluid.
gosling, and eventually to an egg;
A dancing school figures, with Le
Hardy falls in the bath and if Roy coming In as an instructor;
turned into a monkey for the fade- This gives both he. and Miss O'Day
out.
sufficient chance to knock out spePlays briskly and nicely, spaced cialty numbers or lead a bunch of
Better than girls, in tap routines, Woven into
for
belly
laughs.
most. of. the recent L-H efforts for it all is. the thread of a love story.

.

^VARIETY

above ordinary program .entertainment. Where booked for a week the
run will have to be forced since it

Miniature Reviews

'Dirty

-

'

.

No

Rafaell.

other production credits avail-

At the Acme, N. T„ week. Marc*
Running time 110 mlns.

able.

81.

With cutting and editing this
.could be made into a freak attraction with some pulling power. As
it's an unwieldy, overtone and
frequently dull mass of interesting
material.
Has to do with the light of Jews
to inhabit Palestine, and is the first
film made in that country. Subject
matter alone," plus the fact the
Hablma Players are featured, ought
to mean trade.. Yet night caught,
barely in its first week in a small
seater in New York, house was more
than half empty.

is

Attempt

made

Is

to

pretty far.

The girl, Jean Parker, is pretty
juvenile, too, but- with someone opposite her. looking more accustomed
to long 'pants,, her fine performance
Would have counted for a great
deal more. As it is, Miss Parker
holds the picture together, plus the
•

,

interest.

She

is the orphanage drudge on a
the proprietor of which is
heavyweight aa a heavy.
He's
Arthur Byron. When an escaped
reformatory boy .(Brown) is caught
on the farm, the owner put him' to
work for his -board rather than turn
him over to the authorities. Ruling
his charges with an iron hand, their
attempts to escape after being bitten by the arrows of an agriculture
Cupid hiding out in the fields somewhere, are futile, but eventually the
girl's father turns up to claim' her.
At the same time sheriffs take the
bby back but only after they have

farm,

.

,

show what allowed

the Jews attempting to
Inhabit Palestine had. Country was
Mostly,
wifd and living difficult.
naturally, it resolves Itself into
travelog matter. Acting is not difflculti since not much story is used,
but What there is is excellent.
Habima troupe of players made a
and
times
several
world tour
were in the U. S. about four years
ago, where they built up considerdifficulties,

him- to marry the girl,
ostensibly so that a coming baby
will be done right by.
ZaSu Pitts is on for only a few
feet in the first reel, as the daughter
of 'a neighboring farmer who wanders off frequently to get drunk oh
applejack.
She could hardly be
called featured, as listed in the
credits.

Cftar,

GAMBLING LADY

artistic1
and ..sensitive performances in a
Warner production and release.
Stars
series, ef Hebrew and Yiddish plays.
Barbara Stanwyck; Joel MoCrea, Pat
frightful
film
is
the
Cutting of
real.
O'Brien and Claire Dodd In support. DiFinding a flaw in Twiner' .from and print used in bad condition. rection, Archie Mayo. Original by Doris
technical aspects to casting and Photography is frequently blurred Mallby. adaptation by Ralph Block and
Malloy. Photography, George Barnes.
The adapta-: and sound goes off every. once in a Miss
direction is difficult.
At Strand, H.T., week .April 4. Running
tioh is an excellent piece of work. while.. Most of that due, of course, time, 60 mins.
It merits the enthusiastic classifica- to ,the handicaps under which pic- Lady Lee
.Barbara* Stanwyck
Madison........
..Joel. MoCrea
Garry
inexcusstill
fool-proof.
made,
but
tion of being
ture was
Lang.....Pat O'Brien'.
'Liner' should be regarded as a able, and could be remedied in any Charlie
Sheila Aiken..
.........Claire Dodd
pertinent illustration for other proYork' laboratory by. a bit of Pe^er Madison..
Aubrey Smith

able

reputation,

their

.for

.

'

'

The

Constant. Nymph'

is British -

Thanks chiefly to J.. P. McEvoy's made, and artistic, tfht seems more
iaiog and the sustained pantomim- likely
to .get good reviews rather
ing of Bill Field's, it's a passable
comedy as comedies go, but prob- than good grosses in America. Its ducers of just what judgment, comably a cream puff puncher where poetic sensitivities and fine shadings mon sense' and applied showmanship
are probably not assets on this side. mean to a production.
the box office is concerned.
Action centers around experiMain object of the scenarists Suspicion will not down that many
seems to have been to lead up plaus- Americans out in the maize country mentation of -radio control and

-

'

will be baffled to the point of

own arid standard golf
It has served Fields valiantly
on the' two and more-a-day for
years, as well as in flilm shorts. So
one more poke at it may not hurt.
It so happens that the bit remains
audience-proof, therefore, the script

ibly to Fields'
bit.

an-

noyance.

'

It
is
a poor comparison, but
American exhibitors wanting something made on this side to compare
it to may be reminded of 'Seventh

Heaven'. It's artistic along those
lines,
with imaginative lighting,
boys were safe.
The build-up is a frail, structure camera angles arid restrained storyon which Fields' butter-finger style telling that starts from the premise
of panto and McEvoy's chatter are that those watching the images
strung. Not. sufficient a story to bei- upon the screen have intuitive intelcome important in Itself, -yet never, ligence and don't have to have
and fortunately, not weighty enough things spelled out.
Story opens In the Austrian mounto intrude on the dialog and the
.

tains

action,

where a

slightly

mad composer

Authors used the half-wit system and his daughters, all half-sisters
creating
audience sympathy, arid all hoydens, -live a carefree life
making Fields a dumb but likeable of idyllic sweetness. There is a
guy who invents things and doubles younger composer (Brian Ahearne)
in ruining his daughter's social and. for him one of the girls. (VicChances by getting stewed and tak- toria Hopper) conceives an undying
ing off his shoes in. the parlon A passion. He marries a •respectability
princess steps in to straighten minded English cousin (Leonora
things out for. both father and Corbett) and moves to London
daughter. Papa's big invention is a Ultimately he realizes he should
puncture\proof tire that finally nets have waited for the girl to add a
him a million. When one scripter year or two to her age and married
asked the other scripter, 'Little man, her instead of the older woman
what now?' they called in the caddie Essentially, therefore, the story is
(Tammany
Young)
with
the tragedy and when at last, defying
squeaky shoes and on -went the golf conventions the pair fly away it ends
bit.
It manages to save the picture. with the girl's death from a leaky
Fields has all the boys and girls heart valve.
It is a soft, delicate, fragile, mean
in the cast playing straight for him.
Chiefly. Buster Crabbe, Joan Marsh. dering yarn beautifully directed by
It
will please the
Adrienne Ames, Louise Carter and Basil Dean.
minority
and most of the critics.
Kathleen Howard. They do about
as well for themselves as a feeder Exhibs with a discriminating clientele may book it safely.
Those
possibly can.
,=^.TJils=is,.-perhaps^the^nly=jc.omedy .whoje aud lences_ pre fer, slapstick
talker in a year in which none of will lie likely to sidestep.
Brian Ahearne is scarcely a name
the characters says, Tou're telling
me.' It must be for that reason that in America, although he has done a
the title of the picture is 'You're chore 6r two in Hollywood. Blonde
and. feminine Victoria Hopper will
Telling Me.'
Blge.
probably be liked, but Jane Doaks Is
better known over here.
Leonora
Corbett with Miss Hopper are both
Gordon Wiles Scripts
in

"

=

Hollywood, April 9.
Gordon Wiles, Fox art director,
has been transferred to the story
department at the studio.
He will assist Julien Johnson,

importable. There are several small
parts excellently drawn.
It is a high class motion picture,
this 'Constant Nymph', but with a
question mark riveted on the box
Land.
'office end.

New

Picture also has some Engsuperimposed and pro-

Work.

lish titles

gram

somewhat

albeit

frankly,
naively, reads:
.

Phillip Reed
Philip Favcrsharh

Stove........

Don

.

. • i

Mike Lee

.Robert Barrat

'

The English titles
Tailored smartly to suit the talHwere not written In U. S. A., hence
ents of Barbara Stanwyck, this
takes place almost entirely aboard some typographical errors,'
star's performance and fine, direcKauf.
a passenger liner. Intrigue, several
murders, a near collision at sea and
tion, adaptation and general handling, makes a story that isn't much
a light romance are accelerated by
stand up pretty well as entertaina mysterious captain who has been
ordered ashore becauseof his 'mental
Jay Dee Kay production and release. ment. It may have its inconsistencondition.
Direction and atory by Jack Town ley. cies and run counter to natural sit-!
At Gaiety. uations more than most pictures do,
Robert Doran.
With such an Involved plot 'Liner' Photography, April
Running time. 53 but
2.
NJ T., week
neyer Impresses as getting in too mins.
it's still the sort of thing Standeep. It extricates itself almost Helen Mason
.Jean Lacy wyck fans will like.
Glen Boles
with unique smoothness, ignoring Jimmy
Not long ago Warners cast Kay
Donald Keith Francis as a gambling girl, handy
the bromidic and taking the hardest Billy
Attorney............ John St, Polls
with the cards. Barbara Stanwyck
way to Insure no loose ends when Defense
. « .r«I.ynton Brent
Alfred Brent.
n
the story is completely knit.
Robert Frazer doesn't become a mother, but she's
District Attorney..
Noah Beery looks' in at .the. open- Marie...... ................ .Gertrude Astor plenty agile with the cards, also,
................. .Isabel Lamal plus knowing how to play them
ing and close as the demented cap- Mrs.- Mason
Arlstl
Betty. .'....•.'•«.««/..•»» ,« .,. Alloa
tain:. In between this,, characteriza- Bob.. ..•'.«..
..... ;L^on. Hounes when it comes to love.
«
She goes a long distance clnetion is one of the main stanchions
for suspense since two men are
There is a strip poker scene In it, maatically, as the daughter of a
strangled and the deeds would point but this picture is just another one professional gambler,, taking all the
to the. crazy master.
of -those come-ons. That goes for hurdles until finally marrying a rich
Edwin Maxwell is a principal the title and about everything the young man whose father doesn't ap^
who holds considerable of the in- ballyhoo suggests, including, 'it's, a pear the least bit displeased with
together.
Von bitter Indictment of girlhood's sac- the union. Associations of another
termediate, story
Seyffertltz also affords one of the rifice to ignorance.*
day .are constantly threatening the
surprises when disclosures come,
Foreword speaks of 'sex ignorance marriage from both sides, providing
Instead of being the government as the black plague of adolescence/ suspense which sustains the picture
spy, as audiences suspect, this actor picture proceeding to unreel a story from about the middle oh7 Up to
is the detective and Maxwell' the that's been told often.
In doing so, this point the going is a little slow
bad man. Astrld Allyn as a nurse it tries hard to roll up. sex picture and the development of a dramatic
Lila has the only role which at elements but gets nowhere.
premise rather late.
times becomes presumptuous.
The story is trite and the producA murder of a former friend of
Interior ship sets are excellent.
Performances are a the girl's stirs up the last two acts
tion cheap.
Waly.
little better, although Jean Lacy nicely,' with, guilt pointing toward
gives a pretty good account of her- the husband. The wife, by ingenious
turns, saves him from the: charge,
self.
Action opens In a courtroom, although permitting a divorce to go
Metro production and release. Directed where a defense counsel is summing through. Reunion for the fade.
by George B. Seltz. Based on Lea David up before the jury in
Miss Stanwyck is the picture
a passionate
Freeman's play 'Ruby/ adapted by Luclen
Hubbard: musical score by Dr. William plea, that attempts to blame a throughout, holding it up all the
Axt._ At the May fair, N. T., week April 2. narrow-minded, mother
for
her way and Injecting appeal vrbere it
Ttiinnlng^llmef Ttt^EIHar^^""-^^ 1
daughter's
sins, including murder "couTd cbnVe^frbni no^quarter^otlleT"
Jean Parker
Sarah
than the smoothness of her work._
Bill ........................ Robert Toung From this the film cuts, to events
Ted HeaZy which led up to the murder of a Her voice In this exhibit more than
Gabby
Sam Kee ............... C. Henry Gordon tnugg whose business appeared to others has a quality about it that is
Tiny ....................... Nat' Pendleton be
to pay little attention to the highly pleasing, although Miss StanRuby ..^...i
Rutfc Channlng
wyck is forced to do 'a. lot. of lines
Maude Eburne Virtues of. womanhood.
Miss Minnie
Captain Orkney ......... Raymond Hatton
Picture ends on a surprise note, of the Eleventh avenue ring, thatSuzanne
Irene Franklin with the girl jumping out of a are ill -fitting..
Ambrose ................ Joseph Cawthorn
courtroom
before
the
McCrea okay as the social scion,
window
just
Brville Alderson
Sheriff
Armand .................... G«orge Lewis foreman of the jury announces she's and minor -performances by Pat

GUILTY PARENTS
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LAZY RIVER

-

acquitted, killing herself.
O'Brien, Claire Dodd and C. Aubrey
Lethargic pace and hokey meloSettings, photography and general Smith all well done considering
drama handicap lAzy River' to the production supervision under aver- what they offered in the way of

point where at best

it

does not rate

age.

Char.

opportunities'.

Char.
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GREAT

SHOWMAN

WHO'S

WITH WARNER

Will

NE

be

BR

pre-rele

Watch for

sti

nation-wide

pt

sensational not

*Jimmy Starr in Los Angela
Herald-Express,

A

March

24.

First National Picture.

Vttagraph, Inc., Distributors
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FOR EVERY

MUZZY MARCELLINO
novelty in cinematic musicals
action, unusual angles, con-

and bound-to-be song hits"—
ased for special engagements

JOSEPH CAWTHORN
rring

news soon about

omotion plans, including
elty

advance

trailer,

from

Songs

byWARREN & DUBIN

Directed by

RAY ENRIGHT

'

PICTURE CROSSES

VARIETY
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NEWARK
Strong B. 0. Pace During Recent

Weeks Augurs Much

KOL RADIO CARNIVAL
'Riptide/ 'Spitfire
DPS 0RPHEUM, $4,800

(Continued, from page 10)
tide* (MG), and vode. This Shearer
girl sweeping everything along and

(or the Fall

Tuesday, April 10, 1934

should easily beat $18,000. Should
atone for the disappointment last
week by Garbo who, although okay,
did only $16,000 in 'Queen Christina'

Seattle, April 9.
•Riptide' (MG) opened nicely at
the Fifth. Avenue Wednesday, two
days ahead of usual opening day,
Newark (Adams-Par) (2,248; 16- and
seems headed to build, Will
99)—'Melody in Spring* (Par), and atay
nine days, maybe longer.. 'Wonover
lot
fuss
of
Making a
vode.
der Bar' (FN) to follow for two
Beverly West on the stage and weeks' run.
should rate a papsable $13,000. Last
Music Box has Hepburn in 'Spitweek. 'Good Dame' (Par), with "Earl
there is
Carroll's Vanities' on the stage, fire' at the Music Box, so
femme angle at the b. o. here pitted
good at $16,000.
Proctor's (RKO) (2,300; 25-35-40- against Shearer at the Fifth Avenue.
55-60-76-86)—'George White's Scan- 'Spitfire' sure to stay two and. posthree weeks in this mediumdals' (Fox), and vode. Great open-' sibly
ing but doubtful if it will pull sized house.
Estimates for This Week
through at same rate against 'RipGood at $17,000. Last week,
tide.'
ouse (Hamrick) (1,000; 26Blue
'Spitfire' (RKO), good but not great 35)— 'Harold Teen' (WB) expected
at $16,000.
Last
to range near $2,600, slow.
15-25(Skouras)
Terminal
(1,900;
week, 'Palooka' (U), $2,900. good.
40)—'it Happened One Night* (Col),
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,800; 16and 'David Harjim' (Fox). Both 25)— 'Convention City' (RKO), and
second runs but they mean some- "Fugitive Lovers' (MG),. dual, four
thing and might scale $5,000. Last days; 'Design for Living" (Par), and
week, 'Sing and Like It* (RKO), and 'Showbff' (MG), dual, also four days,
•Lost Patrol* (RKO), grand at $6,400. around $3,500. Last week, 'Should
Ladies Behave* (MG), and 'House on
56th St.' (WB), dual first half, 'Sons
of Desert' (MG), and 'Lady KMer'
(WB), dual last half, for grand total

Minne's Sockos;

(MG).

A big fall Is looked for by theatre
operators and distributors follow-,
ing spring business that Is. encouraging and above expectations.
Operators observe that when spring
grosses are good, the fall, is always

B'way, Fthnd, with

'Bar,'

Doing Best Biz in Years
Portland,
•Wonder Bar' (WB)

Experience has been when
better.
the first quarter is poor the fall

.,-

April

and

9.

'Riptide'

(MGM) monopolized the burgs biz
so good.
at the Parker theatres, and 'Riptide'
The turn out of the year saw, the looks good for a third week. 'Harbeginning of the climb, with Jan- old Teen? (WB) proved short-winded
uary grosses nationally, taking in at the Music Box bo., holding the
two days and then
the shotguns as well as the de line for the first
fell off heavily during the balance
luxers and the good territories as
of the week.
well as the bad sections, showing
Some stage oppbsish at the. Panover
an increase of around
tages with 'Jazzmania'. doing a fair
January, 1933.
biz at 15c and 26c. Pic doesn't regFebruary wasn't as good when ister.
compared to that month, a year
'Scandals' at Paramount would
ago, level of grosses slipping to have done considerable mope pullunder 5%. This was caused largely ing, except for the strong promogiven 'Wonder Bar.'
tion
by severe weather.

isn't

.

:

7%%

.

-

According to operators, in many
sections of .the country during that
month people couldn't get out to
go to theatres. It is also noted by
students of the grossing graph that
with the bad snowstorms all over
the country local broadcasting stations warned people that it was dangerous to use their cars or to be
on the streets too. much. This may
have been great for radio, with
people kept indoors, but was pretty
damaging to theatre box offices.
March came back with a bang,
the average of grosses throughout
the United States going more than
10% over business of March/ 1933.
in some spots, with greatly improved conditions, the .increase in
business during March, as against
a year ago, ran to as high as 60%.
Cuch a large rise, however, calls
.

for clarification.
In March, 1933, business was at
its lowest ebb ever, due to the bank-

unemployment
and general unrest. Thus a

moratorium,

ing
crisis

comparison of this year's

March

business may seem to bring out
increases that are too high, espesuch as Detroit, for
example, where the banking stricture caused business to dive abnormally.
On the other hand. Lent covered
fll of March this year, where it
didn't start until around the middle
of March last spring.'
An interesting observation, based
on day-by-day figures, is the fact
that Holy Week this year, tradi
tionally the worst week of all,
brought higher grosses than the

cially in spots

Week

Estimates for Thi

Broadway (Parker)
'Wonder Bai* (WB)

DETROIT VERY

$3,200.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,400;
26-40)— 'Riptide' (MG). Dandy bar-

(2,000; 25-40)

(2d week).
Rage of the village. Gave the house
the biggest week in past few years.
Takes, a strong pic to hold for 'a
second week at the Broadway. Will
bring another large piece of change
into the b.o. at 17,000. Last week,
111,700.

United Artists (Parker) (1,00025-40) 'Riptide' (MGM) (2d week),

rage of advertising heralds Norma
Shearer. Pix to stay at least nine
days, bringing house back to reg
change date; for nine days, anticipated to strike spoiling $12,000.
Last week/ 'George White's Scandals' (Fox). $5,900, fairLiberty (J-vH) (1,900; 16-25-35)—
It Happened One Night' (Col), now
in seventh week.. Around $6,000.
Last week, same film $6,900.
Music Box (Hamrick) (960; 25-35)
—'Spitfire' (RKO). Great opening,
Last
set for $6,000, and holdover.

HEYDetroit, April 9.
The depression seems to be over
at last for this burg. All houses
downtown doing biz this week and
one picture looks like it will get
three weeks on first run. 'Riptide'
at the United Artists looks like it

proved another winner for Parker.
Received rave notices and will do
$5,500. Last week $8,300.
that long
Paramount (F-WC) (3,000; 25-40) wili be the first tc play
'Tour Telling Me* (Par) and 'Trini- in over a year.
Michigan is following up a. big
dad' (Fox), dual, average at about
Bar,'
with
'Wonder
week
Easter
$3,600. Last week, 'Scandals' (Foxy
and opened big. Fox, among the declicked for $6,100.
luxers, is in the van this, week, but
25Music Box (Hamrick) (1,400;
not far enough to take it on the
35) 'Spitfire* (RKO) has a good chin, showing 'Bottoms Up.'
The
campaign back of it and Hepburn Downtown has, 'Coming Out Party,'Will do a while the Fisher has 'Jimmy theis strong in this burg.
Last week, 'Harold Gent' and the State duals again
nice $7,000.
Teen* (WB) started off good, but with 'Ninth Giiesf and a repeat of
slowed down considerable to $3,100. 'She Done Him Wrong.'
Last week the Michigan went for
Pantagea (S&M) (1,800; 15-26)
Sensation Hunters' (M) and vaude, six. shows a day with. Mary Pickgetting $2,200. Last week, 'World ford in person and set a new b. d.
Gone Mad' (M) and vaude was record with $38,700 for the week.
above par. Vaude did the work. Miss Pickford got about $13,000 of
The Fox stepped
it as her share.
$2,100, good.
Oriental (Hamrick) (2,500; 25-36) along with 'This Man Is Mine' and
Gallant Lady' (UA) perhaps $2,000. Fifi jyOrsay and Benny Rubin on
Last week, 'Eight Girls' (Par) and stage for a nice .enough $26,000. The
United Artists playing 'Riptide'
'Lost Patrol' combo, $1,900.
went for a breath taking $20,000
and a sure three-week run at this
house. The Downtown with a second week of 'Scandals' was okay
Brooklyn 100 Years

'

.

week, 'Gambling Lady' (WB),

Orpheum (Oldknow)

,

.

No

B, 0. Assistance

corresponding week last year Which
wasn't Holy Week. Cooler weather
Brooklyn, April 9.
also helped on Lent this spring.
The 100 th anniversary of the
Without any disturbing economic founding of the city of Brooklyn
Influences, operators view the out
has been occupying the citizenry of
There have big doings
look for the summer and fall, no- this area.
Mayor F. H. La
all over town.
tably latter, as very promising.
Guardia moved City Hall over to
Brooklyn for several days and. that
Birmingham, April 9.
was a show' in itself. Even the
The 10% amusement tax in Board of Estimate held a meeting,
Mississippi during March shows one in Brooklyn's Boro Hall. Saturday
of the largest increases since its afternoon many ignored the film
inception two years ago.
houses to witness one of the. greatA total of $21,334 was collected est parades since the founding of
during March as compared to the city. Saturday night found the
big shots at the centenary dinner
$4,705 the same month last year.
in the St>- George Hotel— the governor, mayor, and other state officials speaking to several thousand
.

Tax

Jackson, April

9.

when grocery

10%
stores

stores,

drug

and other places pay only

2%.

At the convention of the MPTO
at Memphis last week exhibitors
from Arkansas, Tennessee and Mississippi agreed to assist in raising
funds to fight the Mississippi tax.

Arkansas and Tennessee men said
that if the tax were not defeated, or
reduced in some way that neighboring states would probably follow in
Mississippi's steps and levy a similar tax.

'THIN MAN*
After

AWAY

Hollywood, Aprils.
postponements,

several.

Metro starts today (9) on 'Thin
Man' with W. S. Van Dyke direct-

Sweet $8,200,

'Wonder Bar' Oke 5G

-

Omaha, April 9.
Musicals are the thing this week
as the ace attractions at three of
the four big houses; Extravaganzas
along with the other fare give a
week of better than average film
and should keep the grosses up to a
cheery pitch.
Rivalry .of last week between the
Paramount and the Brandeis is continued with the Par and 'Scandals'
leading the way at & nice $8,200.
'Wonder Bar* will have to take second place because of limited capacity, but it will prove tops fox* the

and Mary Pickford in person $38,000.
Fox (Indie) (5,100; 15-26-35-4055) 'Bottoms Up' (Fox) and stage
show. Down a little to $24,000 but Brandeis- at just under $5,000.
okay.
Last week 'This Man Is
Originally planned by Par to show
Mine' (RKO) and stage show good 'Scandals' on a" single feature pro$26,000.

United Artists (Par)
25-35-40-56) 'Riptide'

.

.

.

(Loew) Matty
Metropolitan
Loew's
(UA)
25-35-50), 'Palooka'
(2,400;
and vaude with.Singin' Sam getting

Lee,

Kemp

Johnny

Harron
'

.

light.

Orpheum ( inger)
40)— 'Spitfire' (RKO).
point

(2,890; 25-35Initial crowds
Last week,
$8,000, good.

a

to.

'Meanest

(RKO)

Gal'

'New

and

Yorkers' tab oh stage, $14,000, with
stage .show responsible for the busi-

split, $2,200, fair.

Estimates for This Week
Michiflan (Par) (4,045; 15-25-3540-55) "Wonder Bar' (WB) and
stage, show. Riding for a good $26,000 week. Last week 'Mr. X' (MG)

Gwen

—

Omaha;

•White'

.

Mississippi's 10% amusement tax'
recently re-enacted by the Legislature is to be the target of exhibitors
who claim there is no justifiable
reason why theatres should pay

'Riptide' seems fully capable of
bringing the 4,200 -seat Minnesota
back into the bpx-office lead for the
first .time in some weeks.
It has
quite a jump on its principal opBoth Shearer and Hepposition.
burn are ace cards here, but the
former probably has an edge.
Estimates for This Week
25innesota (Publix)
(4,200;
36-40)
'Riptide' (MG).
Best this
house has .boasted in month, the
week-end throngs indicating bigleague figures. May exceed $12,000.
Last week, 'Spring* (Par), $6,500,

$4,-

gram, but. a last-minute switch
(2,018; 15- brought in another feature to keep
(MG) (2nd the new double feature policy conweek). Holding up stoutly,. $14,000. tinuous. This leaves all theatre row
Last week- this one opened up to an standing pat on twin features eximmense $20,000 and plenty of cept the Brandeis, which uses the
profit.
single pian intermittently in the
Downtown (RKO( (2,6G5>; 15-25- case of heavies such as 'Spitfire/
30-36-40)
'Coming
Out
Party' 'Wonder Bar' and 'Wild Cargo.'
(RKO). Maybe $5,000, mild. Last
Estimates for This Week
guests.
week 'Scandals' (Fox) in second
Result was that picture house got week, nice
Paramount /(Blahk^ "(T,7Mi'25^40)"
$7,000.
set back except for exploitation
White's 'Scandals' (Fox)
r-George
Fisher (Par) (2,760; 16-25-35-40)
value of participation in parade.. 'Jimmy the Gent'
(WB). Poor plus -'Lazy River* (MG) double billed
Fine weather, on Sunday drove $4,000 indicated, a surprise for Cag- give this house something near the
boardwalk.
Coney's
celebrants to
Looks
Last week 'Search for Beauty' film magnetism it needs.
Paramount has 'You're Telling Me,' ney.
Last week 'Riptide'
$8,200, nice.
(Par) and stage show mild $7,500.
with George. Raft copping stage
(MG) and 'Three on a Honeymoon'
Picture got mild notices
honors.
(Fox) strong all week w-jth an exand will probably produce very mild
ceptional closing,, showing building
CHESTEKFDsLD'S FINALE
Strand holding over 'Won$20,000.
power of the Shearer film. Got $8,Hollywood, April 9.
der Bar.'
000, okay.
Only two pictures, 'City Park'
Brandeis (Singer) (1,200; 20-25Estimates for This Week
and 'Green Eyes,' a mystery, re- 35)— 'Wonder Bar' (WB). The only
Paramount (Par) (4,000; 26-35- main to be produced on Chester attract ion to ride the week out in
50-66), 'You're Telling Me' (Par) field's schedule of nine for the year. single harness, and. will pour out
and istage. show, featuring George Richard Thorpe directs both.
entertainment to plenty of customRaft; Jimmy Savo and Mildred
ers.
Should tick close to $5,0OQ,
Invincible,
Chesterfield's
com hey,
Bailey, Just a mild week at $20,000.
hey. Last week 'Spitfire' (RaLast week, 'Melodyi in Spring' (Par), panion company, has three more dio) was also the only single harto do.
Next is 'Fifteen Wives,' ness entry and did itself proud at
$20,000.
$4,750.
Fox (4,000; 25-35-50), 'Two Alone' which Frank Strayer directs.
Sally Blane postponed her trip
Orpheum (Blank) (2,976; 25-40)—
and stage show, featuring the Landt
May eke out a to England to do the lead in 'City 'I Like It That Way* (U) dualled
Trio and White.
Last week, 'Hold Park,' George R. Batcheller product with 'Let's Be. Ritzy' (U). Average
fair
$13,600.
That Girl' (Fox), same.
tion for Chesterfield, at Universal fare for this house and should combine for about $7,000. Last week
Albee (RKO) (3,500; 25-35-50), studios.
'Jimmy the Gent' (WB) and Fari'Lost Patrol- (Radio) and vaude feadirecting
Richard
Thorpe
is
chpn^&^Marao^unit, JLaiigh
Off ,'
Wfin^ClarlTand^c^
On the stage did as much as was exlike $18,500, mild. Last week, 'Bot- Edmund 'Breese,
Hale Hamilton, pected, though nothing, extra. Passtoms Up' (Fox), $16,000.
•

'

mit.

(2,700; 25-35)

..

Protest Miss.

;

.

,

Old; Parade, Banquet,

sockos are 'Riptide' and 'Spitfire,'
which shove the Minnesota and Orpheum squarely into the center of
the ox-office limelight/
Then there's the State with the
only stage show in town,- a Fanchon- Marco unit, 'Laugh It Off/
plus 'Coming. Out Party.' And last,
but not least, 'Henry VIII,' a holdover which is still doing all the
business that the World theatre's
limited seating capacity will per^

(FN), and ness.
—•Registered Nurse'
State (Publix) (2,200; 25-35-65)—
'Three on a Honeymoon' (Fox), dual,
with KOL. 'Carnival Hour* dally 'Party* (Par) and F. & M. unit,
help- 'Laugh It Off.' Only stage show in
afternoon,
during week days,
ing reach $4,800, Last week, 'Blood town, aside from stock burlesque.
Last week,
Money' (U), and 'Journal of a About $7,000, fair.
"Scandals' (Fox), $3,500, poor.
Crime* (FN), dual, okay, $4*300.
World (Steffes) (350 ; 25-36-60Paramount (Evergreen) (3,106;
25-36)— 'Come On Marines' (Par) 76)— 'Henry Eighth' (UA). Second
and stage show. Indicated around week and still pulling capacity at
Last week, 'Cat and most shows. Should reach $3,000,
$6,000, slow.
very big, First week, $3,200.
th€ Fiddle' (MGM), $7^00. big.
Uptown (Publix) (1,200; 26-36)—.
'One Night* (Col). Should top $3,Last week,. 'Six of Kind'
000, big.
Musicals in
(Par) and 'Going Hollywood' (MG),

.

at $7,000, while the Fisher was soso with 'Search for Beauty* and
mild radio show on stage. The State
also rain with diialed 'Cross Country Run' for a mild $3,000.

Minneapolis, April 9.
The strongest galaxy of attractions for any single Week in many,
a moon makes loop competlsh torChief among .the
rid currently.

000, good.

'

and $8,000

$12,000

and

able, $9,500.

:

(Publix) (1,300; 20-25)—
Women* (Fox). Around
good. Last week, 'Frontier
Marshal* (Fox), $3,200, big.
Grand (Publix) (1,100; 16-25)—
•Heaven' (MG), first run, and 'AH of
Me' (Par) second run, split. Maybe

Lyric

'No More

$3,000,

,

$1,000,

Last week, 'Roman

light.

Scandals' (UA) and 'Sleepers East'
(Fox), split, $2,000, good.
15-26)—
Aster (Publix)
(900;
'Eight Girls' (Par), 'Suzanne* (Fox)
and 'Eskimo' (MG), second and
third runs, split.
Probably $800,'
fair.
Last week, 'Last Roundup.'
(Par) and 'Kennel Case' (WB),
second runs, split, and 'Orient Express' (Fox), first run, $1,200, okay.

LINCOLN
(Continued from page 10)

em

look like a tomb. The State Is
finding the sledding steep right now..
Estimates for This Week'
Capitol (Livingston) (850; 10-16)
—'Midnight' (U) and 'Lazy River*

(MG) doing a double bill will put
this house in at an even $1,000. All
right.
Last week 'Let's Be Ritzy'

(WB) and 'Cradle Song'
dualled picked up all the
neat

$1,100.

(Par)
to

Way

_

_

Colonial
(LTC) (750; 10-16)—
Love Birds' (U) typical fare for this
spot and oke, for $1,000. Last week
'Devil Tiger' (Fox) failing to hold
after big plugging was subbed last
half by 'Jimmy the Gent' (WB) and
got by nicely $1,050.
Lincoln. (LTC) (1,600^ 10-15-26)—
Me' (Par), sold as a four-unit
show and relying on strength of

'All of

shorts should do .about $2,600. Plen-'

Last week

ty.

'It

Happened One
won-

Night' (Col) did the wonder of

every day from a socko
opening counting up to $4,100, which
ders, building
is

many, many shekels and

lots of

people, at 25c top.

Orpheum (LTC) (1,200; 10-16-26)
—'It Happened One Night' (Col)
be brought over here to extend
run at the Lincoln for another
Big $4,700. Last half
Blackstone and his magic with pic,
probably 'Success at Any Price'

will
its

three days.

(UA) Willi boost top to 40c. and
should run the week to a swell 3Gs.
Last week This Man Is Mine'
(RKO) and 'This Side, of Heaven*.
(MG) with Georgia Minstrels took
.

=

$2,700.

"state (Monroe) (300; 10-15-25)—
'I Believed in You'
(Fox) average
Last
fare, and average take $800.
week 'Cat herine the Great* (UA)

World (Blank) (2,100; 25-35)—
'Mystery of Mr. X' (MG). and
'Countess of Monte- Cristo' (U).
1
starr-bHling.
Picture is life saver
Double "program of the calibre' which was d poo-wee $500.
Script 'Incidental Woman
the title part.
Will grab off only $17,000. Last
Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40)—
Should be
Just suits/ this- house.
Hollywood, April 9.
week, 'Riptide' (MG) did $18,000,
with preceding daio, $4,000, not 'Riptide' (MG) in this Shearer town
Walter Wise and Arthur Hyrhan even
.tolerable.
bad. Last week 'Palooka' (UA). and is worth a good $3,200. Last week
of
script
the
are
teamed
on
'Orient Express' (Fox) were strong 'Wonder Bar' was spanked to doath
Strand (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50),
'Incidental Woman' at Metro.
fare for this house, but found com
by other attractions. Opencil little
Fox has set 'Nine Million Worn-' 'Wonder Bar' (WB)! Second week
Story Is by Constance Lindsay .petition in a stifling mood. Totaled better than fair according to expecLast week
en' as release title for 'Too Many should bring in $9,000.
Skinner.
tations and wound up with $3,000.
$4,000, fair enough.
did
good
flicker
$13,300.
Jolson
the
Women.'
ing.

Edward. Ellis has been

.picked, for

TITLE CHANGES

".

in the cast.

.

"

.

;
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EXPLOITATION
Daylight saving Is going to bother
lot of places presently, with theatres losing business, because it is
broad daylight About the best way
to fight is to kid the idea. One manager got them giggling last year by
announcing a dime reduction: for a
•midnight matinee' starting at 7 p.
m„ adding 'Make hay while the sun
shines/ It got a little extra business and the crowd was out of the
way by the time the others drifted
In at nine, the price concession lasting only 15 minutes.
The late Ralph Ruffner used trick
time* Instead of 'daylight saving* in

a

all his space,

.

and sometimes added

'God's time* for standard chronology.
Baseball and other outdoor sports
made posstbie by the time stretch,
also hurt, but sundown baseball can
be used to make business if the
ball park will cooperate in the sale
of dual tickets, for both game and
picture, at a slight reduction, but
generally baseball is apt to fade if
the home team is not in the first
division and that has saved a lot of
.

money.

One theatre stressed the advantage of daylight saving to the women in that they could see the full
show and still get home before dark
while another house hammered oh
the advantage of the theatre as a

drop -In place after an early ride,
'and to this. end. made a drive on
roadside signs on the principal auto,
routes...

Campaigns are largely dependent
upon the temper of the town, but
something should be done "when the
clocks are tampered with. One man
turned the trick by covering a clock
face with 'I cannot tell a lie/ Tt
took some people a week to catch
-

that one.

.

'

.

.!,

.

:

'

.

'

will prove practically as useful at
it is desired to build a
Originally it was
little business.
called an Easter egg stunt and consisted of egg shaped cutouts with
printing for the Easter attraction
on one side and the offer of a prize

any time

stuff, so It will not cost much.
It will be touted in advance with
circus heralds using cuts left be-

to the person who used the blank
side of the oval in which to draw hind by actual tent shows, but with
the funniest Easter egg face. Omit- copy for the current Offering. He
ting the Easter angle it's still a good Is also, repeating the juvenile circus parade! Idea with small cash
stunt.
Cutouts were used in the original prizes for the best decorated cart,
because the originator was able to to suggest a parade chariot. There
locate a die, but it's just as simple will be a grand free show on the.
to form an oval from one-point lead marquee following the parade and
rule, set it In a frame and fill in preceding the opening of the doors..
with type metaL The metal should Free show will probably be a clever
not be too hot or It will melt down local gymnast.
Looking for a calliope for the pathe rule. If it Is too cold It will not
pour properly.. Better leave that end rade and to anchor in the lobby, and
to the printer. If he cannot do It, If this is not available he'll use a
clown.
Free pink lemonade In the
filling
in
plaster
try
with
of parts,
poured to within an eighth of an foyer and a circus 10 valance for
Inch from the top. Idea of filling the manquee with plenty of penis that the one-point rule is light nants and some art work to suggest
and easily bent. This is printed side-show paintings.
May even have a sideshow in his
on an uncut sheet.
Helps to offer dual prizes for the long entrance foyer, with the boys
best or funniest and also for the and girls doing bearded ladies and
best likeness of the star, being ad- things for a $10 prize.
vertised done in the fewest lines.
Figures, he can cash In on the outWill chiefly Interest the younger door spirit that moves most people
people, and should be used on a When the grass gets green, and he'll
picture appealing to them, but it is do It On a reduced nut, at that.
several age years In advance of the
drawing contest, so it might be well
Pin It Down
to make two age classi.cations. If
Other day a letter came in asking
possible have your house artist fill
In a couple of samples. The printed for some ideas on a certain picture.
Manager
explained
that he wanted
outline will serve just as well as a
cutout and keep the advertising on to make a splash and had forgotten
the stunts he had read in Variety.
the same side of the sheet.
He got the stunts, but if he had
gone to the slight trouble of clipping
the stuff at the time It was pubSlogani on Air
.

.

Seattle.

(MGM)

feat at Fifth

avenue (Evergreen) is getting larger
budget for newspaper ads, with Hal
Ellas repping the studio, working
with Vic Gauntlett, Evergreen adv.
head. Change is made in handling
the slogan contest, which nationally
has been used by the newspapers,
but locally .the contip^ 1 la going over
the air, stf»*'~ . A.OL being used.
-

^jChiw-**^"*..<<!rely to create interest.

Went Cuckoo
Bronx, N. Y.
Booking of 'Hips Hips Hooray,'
at the RKO Fordham theatre, gave
Harry Mandel, the house's press
agent, the idea for a 'Cuckoo Days'
observation at the theatre. Everything around the playhouse went
.

from 'cuckoo' signs inward.
Gave the community a
laugh and helped set a mood for the
Vjuckoo,'

.

;

.picture's reception.

,

-.'.•'

.

lished

he would have saved

the.

three or four days required for the
.

letter to travel.
It's a good plan to provide envelopes not only for pictures known
to have been booked, but also for
pictures likely to be booked. Just
the title on a cheap manlla No; 10
envelope can carry, the idea, and
into this can. be stuffed the accumulated
material.
Probably would
take very little time, and can be
done by the office assistant. Stunts
liked but not used should go into a
folder, to be gone through when
nothing worth' while seems to be in
the press book.
In this way the stunts can be
reached in a minute, and often save
a lot of thinking and figuring.
It's, a good
plan, too, to paste
stunts into a scrap book, not with
the usual classification of 'outdoors,'
lobby* or what have you, but at
random. If the old brain sags, a
scrap bo ok o f 20 pages or more will
.

1

prove7"a~woliiderful"Ttelp "T5 "qulcTceltf

the imagination.

But A.T.&T.

Collects

Puts on Plenty
Baltimore.
Portland, Ore,
on flicks here*
abouts was sprung when. 'looking
An exploitation campaign which
for Trouble' (UA) opened at Loew's has everyone groggy was staged by
Century. Twentieth Century studio Parker's Broadway on 'Wonder Bar'
had Spencer Tracy of Trouble* cast (WB) and the United Artists on
putting in person-to-person phone 'Riptide' (MGM).
calls from the coast* chatting' with
Some of the publicity and stunts
each of the burg's pix crlx, and were:
Two four-page sections in
soliciting
their opinions of the two newspapers. Two full pages of
flick.
art in two papers, the first time this
Publicity

For Durante
Harry Black, of the Rial to, Glens
N. Y. sends in a honey cooler
for 'Palooka' that will work as well
on any picture with Durante, and
it will get the laughs and build
business.
Falls,

f

this

home-made

a

It's

.showing

three-sheet
Schnozzle with 'See
If your nose is. as

the

show

free.

big as Durante's, the treat's on us/
That's all right as it stands but thfti
gag Is a measuring stick, chained to
the board, supposed to represent the
exact length.
In a small town that's one of the
things they'll eat up. It's almost
as good in a big.. city lobby. .'It's
.

different, and funny.
It probably
more tickets than the" remainder of the lobby in a lot.
Small town managers have to

sold

hustle

harder,

thai* those

angle,

.

W. Va.
McWade and

Wheeling,

Attorneys Jay T.
Carl .0. Schmidt appointed special

assignment as manager of a
theatre in Hartford, Conn.

WB

P. J. Gilligan is the new assistant
receivers for Capitol Theatre Co. manager of the Capitol. S. S. Solohere.
Equity action brought by man still retains the managerial
Cleveland Trust CO. and Rudolf A. post of the Capitol in addition to
Malm, trustees, against the Capitol being in charge of all "Warner Bros,
theatre, Wright Hugus and Albert theatres in Wheeling.
The Victoria management reW. Laas, trustees, and Capitol Enmains the same.
terprises.
.

.

Harry Rbyster in N. Y. awaiting
assignment by Publlx. In Rochester
territory several years as district
manager, Royster lost that berth
Publix pooled with Comerford
and threw operation to latter.
'

Exchange

Row

Albany, N. Y.
has been swarm-

ing with, executives. At 'Warner
Brothers a conference took place

between Moe Silver, western 'division manager; Lester Krieger, chief
booker; Louis Lazar, zone manager,
and Charles Smakwltz, district
Memphis, Tenn.
manager for Albany, Troy and
Francis R. Deerlng was made
manager of Loew's State theatre Utlca.
H. R. Em'dee, new RKO theatres'
succeeding Bernard Thomas,
is

when

who

leaving theatre work
ness in Nashville.

to.

division manager for New
State, Visited R. C. Halligan,
exchange boss.

School Stunt Spreads
,

Baltimore.

For 'Spitfire'
the Hippodrome,
Ted Routson ran a series of selected;
stills from the pic in a p.m. newspaper and worked 'era up into con.

test form.

was

Idea

for contestants to

their ability at scribbling
screen play dialogue. AH the stills
published were of imaginationstirring
calibre.
The write-ups
didn't have to coincide in either
substance or intent with the action
that transpired in the flick; in fact,
the opposite was preferable, the
.

winners being chosen purely on literary ability displayed both in
imagination and well-wrought diaContest closed before picture
was unveiled on local scene.
Prizes consisted of both cash and
.

logue.
.

ducats.

Mania in Paris
.

Paris.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

.

is

making

a play for the kids with 'Eskimo*,

by giving a free
showing every morning at 9 o'clock
during the Easter vacation, from
March 29 to April 8. Publicity emat the Madeleine,

'

phasizes point that this is being
done for the children who can't afford to go out of town for their
holidays.

Paris dally, 'Le Journal', Is,' cooperating by distributing the passes
among deserving kids in local
schools. After the holidays, newspaper will run an essay contest.
Child writing the best short report
of the film will get a free tour of
the northern countries as guest of
the French Line, together with a
parent or his school teacher.

Smart Bally for 'Riptide'

York

Nate Sauber, back, on the job as
Universal exchange head after a
John Crawford,
severe cold, got into a huddle with
opera house here', has taken over Sig Whitman, divisional manager,
the Majestic at Corning, O.
and Jim Dermody, district manager.
Eddie Bonhs, new short subject gen.
mgr, accompanied Whitman.
Monesseh, Pa.
Moe Strelner, dist. mgr. for
The Star and Marios theatres
here both offered regular shows United Artists, bobbed in for a
Easter Sunday, playing to capacity confab with Leon Herman.
business, without interference from
Los Angeles.
the
police.
Managers of both
Fred Seigel. operating the Palahouses plan to continue the Sunday,
mor, at Oceanside, Calif.,: after eight
shows they said.
years' operation by Gil Hainllne.
Brea, at Brea, has been opened
Canton, O.
Lyceum, dark many years, com- by L. W. Allen, State, at El Seoperation of
to
pletely reconditioned reopened here qulnda, " passes
as the State by Young and Rein- Wortley and Baynton; Colonial,
hart, local exhibitors and operators L. A., reopened, this time by I. Barr
Uplands at Uplands, now operated
of the -Mozart and McKinley.
Warner Bros, Alhambra reopened by B. G. Meyers; Compton, at
March 31, with "Wonder Bar.* Compton, suburb, partially destroyed by last year's earthquake,
Wallace Elliott, new manager.
Bijou at Piqua, O. has been reopened this week.
leased
by the Schine circuit.
Kansas City.
Straight pictures.
Emporia, which two years ago deHippodrome at, Youngstown rpr
opened Easter Sunday, with tabs, feated Sunday amusements, this
week voted for the Sunday shows
vaude and second run films.
Rex, Alliance formerly the Ideal, by a. large majority.
has been acquired by W. J. Cuthbert.
Syracuse, N. Y.
J. A. Gribble and N. A. NotopouHarry Watts, formerly at Elmlra
los, operators of several theatres in
for Warners, is learning the Loew
western Pennsylvania, have taken routine at the State here under
over the State, Bellwood, Pa>, from Harry F. Shaw.
Understanding
Mehchio.
L.
Watts will be placed in Poll house
Opera house, Mlllersburg, O., when Loew assumes operation of
leased f6r another nine months to circuit.
-Roy RusBell.
^Three^major^downtown^heatres"
now playing double bills, Latest
to go dual is Shine's Eckel, which
Wheeling, W. Va.
A general shift of managers of followed the example recently set
Earlier, the
theatres
In by the Paramount.
Warner
Brothers
RKO
Strand installed doubles.
Wheeling.
Francis X. Linn, asst.. mgr of Switch leaves only—Keith's' and

sum

up the series into a story, thereby
testing

Walter Fenney, local
RKO J&V
Roxy,
downtown

Glouster, O.
.operating the

the

in

priation and they can't use flash,
so they have to use brains.
That
little foot rule, chained to the board
turned the trick and sent everyone
inside with a laugh whether they
used the test- or not.

.

enter busi-

I

They have a smalle^ appro-

cities-

.

.

Making* Facet
Easter stunt used by a hustler

Sargent
1

has been done, by any theatre in
tagging 'Tide*
Tie-up on fashions with
Baltimore.
Loan exhibits have written box this .burg.
two large department stores. Style
office history more than once, and
Feature race opening day at Bowie
dealers giving
the better they are handled and the tie-up with motor
wa$ tagged 'Norma Shearer Handipictures of Shearer. Month cap'.
title, too, going oh
Formal
more Impressive they are the' better away
adv on billboards. Fiften min. daily programs arid newspaper write-ups
the Impression, but one exhibitor. Is
program over four radio stations for and down in the .record.- books. Arstringing his loan exhibit along
Telegrams by Western ranged by Bill Saxton for the 'Rippiecemeal and making a nice collec- one month,
Union to a 3,000 list. Window dis- tide* showing at Loew's Stanley. In
tion at the b. o.
by tie-up with all music return, a small loving cup was doHe obtained a small showcase- plays
stores..
Street car dashboard adv nated by the riigmt. to the owner
one that would fit Into a corner—
over three weeks. Street decora- of the winning nag. Netted a hefty
and he inserted a card offering, a for
tions on 'Riptide/. Identification of wad of publicity for approximately
pair of tickets for each display, exstars contest, with, over 2,000 an- peanuts.
plaining he wanted only one a week swers.
Prizes were
$15.00
and something that would be of real and $10.00 and lots of $25.00,
Local s>.m. sheet has a realty
passes. Had
femme who
Interest
He has been using the a life story of Shearer run
by news- rental dept. headed by a
Idea for Several months, and in his paper in ueyeral installments. Sev- pens a daily article apropos barHerb
small town everyone drops, around eral beauty parlors, featured the gains in apts., homes, etc.
to see the new exhibit, which Is al- Shearer coiffure.
Morgan, Loew's pa., snagged 200
ways backed by a card for the. curgratis lines daily for art and press
rent show and the underline.
stuff by donating passes for .'Tide'
Saved a Flop
One week he had a 'ship in a botwhich the newspaper dished singly
to anyone renting a piece of realty
tle, with a card explaining how it
Denver.
could be done,' and the next week
To whip up interest in a picture through the paper's ad dept.
he had a pair of shoes for a Chinese that had been a failure two years
Only cost Loew's a score, or so of
small-footed woman, brought in by before at the local Elitch Theater, ducts, and got 'em a Team 'of space.
a. former missionary. .Most every Manager Louis Hellborn hit upon
week someone digs out something. the idea of having local dramatic
Cheap Feature
In the summer it may be freak veg- students doing a scene from 'Death
etables. In winter he gets a more Takes a Holiday.' Sending to HollyBaltimore.
varied assortment. If he's stuck, he wood for the script, he had copies:
Loew theatres slipped into an
rolls his own; as when, shortly after made, and announced the stunt. It eminently worthwhile tie-up at litrepeal, he made a display of the took two sessions, each- morning for tle expense by showing half, a reel
various glasses for serving liquor 3 days to run off the contest. Three of shots of Orioles, burg's ball club,
with a neatly written card to tell judges decided the results. The working out the' stiffness at spring
what each one. was for. It made winning team received $25 each and training camp in Florida.
such a hit it stayed in two. weeks a scroll signed by the star of the
Loew's propositioned an afternoon
by request.
picture, Fredrlc March.
The con- newspaper that is going the hard
He plans to have two or three ex- test is credited with whipping up way recreating interest in the team.
hibits ready in case of need, but so interest and the picture turned- in Paper, agreed to Loew's offer and
far he has not been stuck for more one of the best grosses in many sent photog and sound mixer to
than a week at a time, and not often weeks.
Florida for some shooting. Paper
that.
The results prove it a good stunt. absorbed all expenses and paid
Not so good for the larger places. Hellborn had expected about 25 salaries of both men. All Loew's
Should be held to 16.000 and under. couples to enter, and was floored footed was actual cost of film used.
when over 150 showed up asking for Loew's is exhlbitirigthe reelage this
the-scrlpt. Hellborn contacted, every week, arid the paper is reciprocatOwn Circus
such teacher and group in Denver, ing by heavily plugging the entire
Manager who's beeh headaching and the $26 each looked mighty big Loew layout, screen features as well
about product figures he can kill to most of the contestants,
as the subsidized half a reeL
one gap, and still make some money
with a Circus Day. There are two
or three circus backgrounded stories
he has not played, and he plans to
get one of these, backing it up with
shorts In the same mood, acrobats,
trained animals or Whatever the exchange can dig up for him. All old
,

•Rip Tide'

W

By Epes

Loan Exhibit

Daylight Saying

17

Tacoma.
.manager
deluxer,

a nifty tieup on Shearer's
with large pm sheet. Took
column layout with local merchants, Including large meat packing concern paying under 'smart
pulled

'Riptide'

a

six.

people look to these shops for style.'
Alongside sheet gave two column
free plugs for each advertiser which
made, up entire page. Art work was
a feature with each tlerup playing
class. Caused comment in social
circles and house got the big ones
little fellows.
Lobby

up

as well as the
tieup

was

classy and smart.

:

,

Hustling for Shorts
All Warner zone managers are
being contacted for a repeat on the
stunt recently used at a Warner,
house in Albany, N. Y., in which
a run-of -mill release was backed up
by selected shorts arid batted out
'

.

.

•

•'

,

.

[

.

'

C

:

-

manager of Liberty. Asby Russell Richards, transferred from the Court.
Tony Stern and Irvln Oschenbein,
manager and assistant, manager respectively, of the Liberty, have been
moved to the Court. George Bronson of the Court has been given an
Capitol to

Loew's with solo features.

double the usual take;
This Is the adult equivalent of
the all-Disney program for children,
and seems to be panning out about
It not only helps that"
as well.
night, but can be made to make the
patrons short-conscious of less important, programs.
Only joker is
that the better shorts must be selected for the playiip. They're not.
all good.

Calloway: Press Book
Mills Artists has issued a new
and amplified edition of the hand-,
some pressbook produced for Cab
Calloway's band a year or, so ago.
It retains ihei_ swagger art Jwork of_
"the original boofcrbut has been built
up in the exploitation section on
the lines of picture campaign, books.
also has a new cover page, a tan
stripe diagonally across a black
ground. It's one of the most complete books .gotten out for a band
in that it is the most useful.
It

sisted

Lincoln.

A. H. Blank Trl- State Interests
acquired another house in Nebraska last week when George O.
Mbhroe leased his Hastings, Neb,,
Rivoli to the TS group.

Tags Liberty
Montreal.
j;ets big ballyhoo
of 'George White's Scandals'
{Continued on page .24)

George Rotsky
out
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VARIETY
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HAILED AS
THE LAST WORD IN
MUSICAL SHOWS, AND
PROBABLY THE BIGGEST
II

PRODUCTION TO DATE
Motion Picture Daily

i

If

PICTIRES
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It would be foottsh to suppose thority here to justify the fact that
that a distributor would give a bet
the code Is not a closed institution,
tor price and batter tonus for Its that the code Is on the level?
product to a competing: distributor Brandt queried.
'What arb thoy
who was Interested in the operation afraid of? Where is the candy
with' 26c admission scale must wait
(Continued from page 7)
of theatres than to an exhibitor vendor?
Isn't he here pleading
labor matters, sound equipment 49 days after first-run showing; 20c, who was not a distributor. Com'
wait 72 days; 15c, wait 10 days, and petition In no Industry Is keener the case for the independents?*
situation and lesser Issues.
Given only a few minutes to make
Weak rebuttal of monopoly 10c, wait six months*
than- the competition between pro
Distributors told him first that if ducers and distributors of motion his presentation, Myers dealt alcharges was presented for CJL. In
most exclusively with arbitration
an unsigned and unaddressed state- lndle houses charged the same ad- pictures.
Dlstrtbutors soli their
ment submitted In a Warner mission as Par they, jld play dayf product to circuits of theatres as provisions. Insisting indies are enBrothers' envelope to Mason. Re- and-date, he said;; oubsequently well as to Individual theatres re- tirely willing to mediate any differ
putedly prepared by Harold 8. they insisted such an arrangement gardless of whether or not circuits ence, and although *we have pleaded
Bareford, statement was accepted could- not be made.
are connected with producers of for it/ privilege has been denied.

Review Bd.

Ousting Charges

Why

On

Coast
Still

WISE

Up

in Air

.

Hollywood, April 8.
•We've cd-operate' at ail times
Impeachmeni charges against offiwith all We've done our darndest to get a cials of Local
International AlH87,
fair
code/
Allied
leader
Insisted.
written response Is challenged.
customers. In dealing with large
Terming machinery for arbitra- anoe of Theatrical Stage Employees,
Rosy Aloof
circuits, however, the regular form
holding aloof, Rosenblatt
Still
of contract used by distributors tion of producer dlffereit-cs 'fine and will be carried to the floor of the
stuck closely in his office through however; have power to tell us we necessarily requires some elabora- fair/ Myers condemned means for annual convention of the IATSB
at
last week's sessions, avidly reading have to wait 10 years .and charge tion to apply the terms thereof to settling distributor-exhibitor conwith declaration that Louisville In June unless Internathe transcript of testimony ac- $11.60/ Steffes added.
If code is a large number of theatres differ- troversies
tional
means
there
President
William
roundabout
n*ver
C,
was a more glaring exElliott,
quired through
held constitutional, suits against ently situated, each theatre having,
as result of Reviewers' refusal to majors will be unsuccessful, he pre- a definite problem and usually a' ample of a packed' court' than; thalf. takes' definite steps' on the charges
There Is no disposition to be fair soon.
supply NRA code boss with record dicted.
definite film rental.
passed
opup
Rosy
of evidence.
Asked what substitute he could and flo fairness In the set-up.
Charging that lndle producers are
Formal letter calling for impeachportunity to answer Myers and 'paralyzed and strangulated' by the suggest to .reptyce' block-booking,
'Complaining that CA includes
other indie kicks and to put lri' a telephone, monopoly/ Robblns asked steffes said the owner should have seven sellers and three- buyers, ment of the leaders of the local because
of their forcing through an
pact
and
the
both
for
good word
board to 'recommend that film In- the right to selectjtite product from Myer£ noted that most representaIllegal strike order last summer was
the administrative body.
dustry be placed under rigid. Gov- all people in the business/ Sugges- tives of independents on various
sent via registered' mall on March
Opinion that indie exhlbs should ernment supervision.
boards
are
reprer
htatlve
of
tion,
that
indies
enter
production
either
Advocated!
by James E. Shaw, member of
have majority of posts on Code Au- amendment to pending communica- field -was renewed by John F. Sin- Columbia, United Artists or Unithority was voiced by Gov. Floyd B. tions bill which would give new clair, hut Steffes turned thumbs versal, which play with Hays organ* No. 87. Shaw received -return signature
of Elliott' for receipt of the
Olson of Minnesota, friend of Al- radio - telephone - telegraph
zoning
the
lzation,
and
said
boards
'can:
board' down oh
Idea because 'it would
lied of the Northwest, who' indi- power to regulate pix.- Also urged be like trying to get tho farmers put any theatre out of. 'business/ letter, but to date has received no
rectly assailed Rosenblatt's connec- government action to divorce pub- Into' .a compact organization.
To Charged set-up is identical with reply or even acknowledgment of
communication.
tion with major producers, and sug- lic utilities from .private enterprises get 12.0M
theatre owners together that attacked in Youngclaus casbi the
The group of mem bers dissatisgested that all CJl. members be competing with private business.
would be too difficult because 'one id a Chinese copy Of the other/
Government appointees receiving
fied with- the strike and Its outcome
they're
all
Terming
grievance'
too
smart.
would
boards
'utterly
We
Govt.
Film
Control
For
Federal salaries.
impotent to grant' relief/ Myers said Who arb lined up with Shaw point
If the mpnopplistic provisions of have 13^000 different opinions/
Noting that the; entertainment
Idea that Government should these agencies havb 'great power tb but that Local 87 has only 100 paidbusiness is definitely affected with the -code are enforced our market
force
separation
production
Emphasized that any up members in the ^organization as
of
and
punish/
the public Interest, Gov. Olson con- will be gone/ Robblns charged,
acalnat 1,700 who were in the union
demned unfair trade practices fee- shouting that the telephone monop- exhibition Was put forward by Al- board could 'close his doors and seal prior to last .summer's strike.
lied leader, who said that 'because them morS effectively than 'any padabsolutely
oly
owns,
controls
and
cause they prevent the public from
They contend that, because of the
a
producer
makes
mistake
no
a
.injunction'
is
lock
ever
Issued
under
seeing good pictures at reasonable dictates every policy, of the motion
reason why I should pay for It' the prohibition act' in penalizing strike call by leaders of the var! us
prices and cause unreasonable de- picture business/ Telephone comIATSB studio locals',
violation of
noted
Indies
could
Steffes.
that
not
violate
contracts.
who
exhibo
dominates
or
owns
six
of
pany
eight
lays In exhibition. The Minnesota
by-laws Of the locals and regulations
Indications that Reviewers Will
executive emphasized that distribu- major producers' arid' consequently^ go into production because of diffiof. the International offices, the Intion is controlled by agencies domi- las a death grip on the film CA.*; culty In obtaining license for use of dodge block-booking Issue were
Said theatre seen in last-minute interrogations ernational Brotherhood; bf Elbesound eq'ilpmeht.
nated by producers; and that exhlbs Robblns said.
rical Workers and United .Brother•We've got to have Government chain bankruptcies are due to greed by Chairman Barrow, who kept
are powerless to correct unfortunate
hood of Carpenters and Joiners,
control of the notion pictures/ which led to overseating of key asking Myers if he could cite any
situations.
unions have acquired IATSE stage
cities.
shrieked.
TThey
could
at
Robblns
law
requiring
producers
to
sell
to
particularly
Minnesota governor
electricians and carpenters from
Indie Producers
all comers. Allied chief finally adhit at unreasonable clearances' with least take the anti-trust laws off
Local 87, with resultant loss to the
remark that time Interval between the shelf and dUBt them off and use
First
complaint about sound mitted they are Under no obligation latter of
,.1,600 members.
to
sell,
but
If
they
said
choose
to
first -runs and subsequent showings them again/
equipment monopoly came from AlMaybe Elliott Quiz
Criticism of two-men-ln-a-booth fred Weiss, operator of Metropoli- sell, then they must observe the
In Minneapolis has been extended
If the studio strike reverberations
provision came from Murray -Har- tan Studios and former associate of rules of the market the same as all
from 60 to 120 days;
are taken to the floor of IA conven'Thy argue that they have a con- ston, representing Independent mo- Goldwyn, who charged that indie others*
tion in June, 'Elliott will be asked
siderable Investment, which Is true, tion pictures' .operators union of producers
cannot market, films
why he did not step in and rescind
and that that investment must be "Jew York. Said that Rosy went either hero or abroad because of
he strike order of the studio locals'
protected, which anyone can under- back on -promises and wrote in pro-| license agreements on sound recordChurch After Films
eaders, and if the latter still atvision after having pledged it would ing, and reproducing devices. Sound
stand," Gov. Olson observed.
tempted to carry through with the
"If the Code Authority, which is be discarded.
monopoly has klll.d indie producers,
(Continued from .page 1)
Board showed unprecedented in- he said, testifying that 10 years ago
walkout, to have canceled the IA
entirely dominated by producing interests, carries on in the same .man- terest In the other side of the case there were 18 to 20 and now there gages are held against these thea- charter of the locals Involved.
tre properties, and if so by whom.
Delegates to the convention will
ner in ltd public capacity as the during Harston's appearance, want-? are only three, or four.
Reports will cover, perhaps as many also be asked to investigate the
members have in their private mat- ing to know why he failed to Inform
Weiss also related unsuccessful
ters, It ultimately will compel the lA.T.S.E. that matter would be venture to sound equipment manu- as 13,000 theatres, with the confer- apathy of Elliott since the strike to
outlying theatres to show films 120 taken up for discussion, and finally facturing business, charging West- ence prepared to cut loose with the step In arid assist in clarifying the
days after downtown theatres at the shutting off New Yorker until Fed- ern Electric forced him out of busi- compiled ammunition at a meeting studio situation which has developed
same' price/ Gov. Olson declared. 'A eration representatives were on ness by threatening patent infringe- April 10 or 11 at the Catholic Uni- since the walkout, where IA men
charges.
versity In Washington' with 10 have, been forced to Join other
constant effort has been made to hand to answer his
IATSB came In for bitter criti- ment suits which never were members of the committee, headed unions in order to obtain work la
bring the trade downtown/
cism Thursday (4), when A. Burt pressed, but which scared off his by Archbishop McNicholB, attend- the studios.
Gov. Olson's Diatribe
customers.
Carlisle of Minneapolis and Harry
ing.
Regardless of action which might
Protests to Gen. Hugh S. Johnson Brandt condemned code provisions
Asked by Sinclair 'What do you
This conference Is composed, of be taken by Local 87 In declining to
carried no weight, Gov. Olson said giving Federation of Labor doming expect us to do?* Weiss admitted
Archbishops and Bishops,
The send delegates back to the IA. concharging that *no man likes to be tion of employees and withholding 'That*s very hard to answer/ Memchurch is determined to do some- vention, the. proponents for the inregulated by his competitors and recognition of Independent workers! be- W. 6. Thompson suggested
thing about pictures which it deems vestigation have already raised a
those who hold his business des- organizations.
Indies force legal tests of patent
objectionable.
fund to send a representative.- to
tinies in the hollow of their hands.'
Charge that Federation local. 106 validity, to which Weiss was exAn Important meeting Is sched- Louisville to tell the entire story of
Asked by John F. Sinclair if he Is a 'racketeering' union, was filed tremely cool.
the strike in the studios to the
feels 13,000 Indies are entitled to by Brandt who accused unionists of
Sharpest attack on sound monop- uled in Cincinnati. the second week
in May, at which it Is understood sembled delegates.
majority of CA posts, the Govern.
using .intimidating tootles to force oly came from Robert Robblns, who
bankera
and
prominent
commercial
and
answered in the affirmative
independent exhibitors to do. busi-j gave Impassioned speech on ecoadded that the publlo should have ness.and said code perpetuates such nomic doctrines lri general and was men will also be present, after
adequate representation. 'Code Jobs tactics. Code does not permit col .cautioned frequently by board mem- which representatives, may go on tb
Sez Harry Sherman
should be under the direction of leotlve bargaining by repreaehta4 bers to stick /to his point and cut Washington.
The first rumble of agitation by
people hired by the Government,' tlyes of employees' choice, Carlisle out campaign addresses.
Harry Sherman blames agitators
the
church
against
he said. 1 would prefer that a contended, since it forces workers
fllmdom
was
oi
circuit
will
large
theatres
'X
mediator be someone other than a to become affiliated with Interna-; p. .- as. high, if not a higher, film heard two years ago and has been Within- his own union, New York
merators, Local 308, for charges
former employer or representative tional Alliance. T
rental for pictures, than Individual growing ever since,, although .digthat he has had dealings with Salof my competitor.' Last crack was
Relating how he attempted to bb
theatres.'
-e it not for the high nitaries of the church- have consistvatore
Spitale, Lindbergh case inently,
and
still
do, deny .that the
.generally Interpreted as a slap at tain a union card, Carlisle testified film rentals paid by circuits, the
termediary, or other racketeers
Rosenblatt, although the Governor IA. leaders said no hew members money would' not be forthcoming to latest move indicates that, the reOn Saturday (7) before the Sen-,
explained, It Isn't a matter of In- have been accepted for 16 years; but producers arid the producer "could cent victory of, the film men over
'ate Labor committee,;he denied 'such
tegrity, It's a matter of viewpoint/ that temporary permit would be not assume the risk of Investing the Patman bill lri Washington: was
not all it appeared on the surface. accusations and pointed the finger
Charging that producer agree- granted providing he agreed to pay large' sums in production/
of blame for such agitation at
'Liberal Attitude'
ments result in use of unfair means all dues and assessments without
Pointed request for code revision
Nathaniel Doragoff and other memChurch men insk that their atof competition, Injur. the public and right to vote.
was made by Brandt In final arguf
Refusing to' submit samples of ment,- which Involved new com- titude towards the screen has been bers 6f the local of which he's presiconstitute anti-trust law violations,
dent.
Sherman states that the
the Governor said,: 'Since tr<i law license agreements, Bareford in his plaints as well as review of previous liberal, and in some instances
troublemakers in his own ranks are
priests have written the picture
I suppose the. written statement maintained that evidence.
permits immuhlt,
adherents of Sam Itaplan,. former
practices are now legalized as far competition In film industry is as
ask that this code be rer oompanies stating they would be head of 80(t, who was thrown but by
*We
as Federal prosecution is Concerned. Intensive as In any other field and opened, that an impartial admlnisi- glad to recommend from the pulpit the I.A.T.S.E.
booking practices hit by
Such a code would enable them to defended
"
trator be placed in charge when it attendance at the pictures to be
indies.
named by the film firms if the .ocperfect the monopoly they've been
is reopened, and that a new Code
Bsreford's 8lde
years/
building up all these
Authority be appointed,' Brandt casional black sheep story were
BOB M'GOWAN JOINS MG
that function of dis
With
remark
withheld from production.
Complaints against film boards of
said.
Hollywood, April 9.
tributors is to 'find the best cus
While realizing that only around
trade were filed by Al Steffes, presl
Brandt's Attitude
tomers possible for their product
Having
recently completed more
and
former
dent of Northwest AllUu
Specifying points to which Indies 20 pictures a year of the approxiand to receive or contract for the
than
12
consecutive
years at Hal
mately 600 made by the majors
national president of Indie outfit,
best film rentals/ CA. voice said object, Brandt said, If Will Hays
studios as director of the
who said exhibition field is entirely distrlbs. care nothing whether cus himself had written the code it come under any dubious classifica-. Roach
Our
Gang
comedies.
Robert Mction, the church is prone to comcontrolled by Fox, -Paramount and
tomer owns one or '600 houses, but could not have been phrased more
.

in evidence, envelope being pinned
to it for use in case authorship of

Present clearances are
little
worse* than the 1030 schedule, he
said, adding that clearance board
provided lri code has not begun
operating in his territory* Boards,

motion pictures.

form of contract
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Loew's.

that producers with theatre affilia
Uons^obviously^iwW prefer^ite_owri
-of boards of trade was to create theatres to. .those of competing exgood- will/ Steffes contended that hibitors' and distributor 'for Its own
agencies have turned out to be 'sort selfish Interests/ will deal with eXr
of kangaroo court,' where producers hibltbr offering best return.
agree on trade practices, and force
Troducers spend hundreds o|E
Indies to agreed to their regulations. Ihpusands of dollars in the producf
Steffes told of a meeting of the tion of individual pictures which ar£
Minneapolis board In 1930 which led leased to exhibitors for minute fracf
to filing of suit against all majors. tlons of their cost/ Bareford em
Nate V" it, division manager for phasized. It must be obvious that
Paramount - Publix; presented: de- this tremendous investment can b$
tailed, schedule of clearance, he re- prejudiced or destroyed by the man
lated:, which provided that houses ner in which it is handled.
'

adequately In favor of the big eight.
If Hays had written ltj he would
have soft-pedaled some clauses
which have aroused this tremendous
wave of protest.'
Slamming Charlie 0*Reiliey again,
Brandt said, that appointments to
grievance boards have foreclosed
the privilege of going to any tribunal/ Charged Rosy two weeks
age went to New York to consult
with attorneys for majors and Hays
outfit to decide his stand on com..

:

'

plaints.

•Why are none

of the Code

Au-

pare these 20 with a case of scarlet
The attitude is that an objectionable film must be isolated
•for: the good of the community at

fever.

Gowan moves over to Metro
rect Shaw and Lee 'in the
first tWo-^reeler.

Jack' Cummlrigs^

to di-

team's

^

wM "prod^

large/

On the industry side of the fence
'HOUSEWIFE' FOB DVORAK
reported .that three of the. big
Hollywood, April 9.
concerns are now toeing the, mark,
Ann
Dvorak has been set into,
others are being' convinced; and
title role for 'Housewife' opposite
that but two flrimj are ^currently
George Brent at Warners, with
careless of regulations.
\
production skedded to start "WedIt is not known .how the church nesday (11) under Alfred E. (Srcen's
intends to launch Its campaign,, but direction.
that it is preparing an organized
,Ruth Donnelly und Hobnrl Cayait is

'

offensive

seems clea*

naugh

also in.

J

PICT
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Ames, who has

spent
time before the
cameras glvjnar out as a well
dressed jade, behaves in precisely
the same manner in 'You're Telling
Me,' but now she's a well dressed
angel. The slow, blank looks that
formerly were meant' to indicate
that Hiss Ames was thinking up
naughty doings, here are the preface to sweet, unselfish benefacMiss Ames, finds acting no
tions.
trouble. All she need do is submit to photography; the script will
interpret the intent of her grace-

Adrlenne

Did You

her

of

Pratt)
,

,

.

->

top.

Eastman Kodak recovered from
net gain of
week slump for

last

1%

at 88%.

:

Annual report, pf Pathe Exchange,
showed a profit of $570,990.61,
compared to $276,756.40 for previous

(Continued oh page 30)
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Soph at the State
Four times a day this week the
warm and genial and
friendly—because four times a day
this week. Sophie Tucker comes on.
The State's a big house. Its vast
areas make the dominating of It a
.

.

'

•

.

'

I

so effortlessly it seems there's
From the moment I
nothing, to it.
she strides forth, direct, confident,]
authoritative, her; audience is capIt remains hers as
tivated, hers.
'

wants it. Sophie knows
win it and keep it. She
makes her turn a treat for the
eyes, the ears and the risibilities.
She comes on groomed in the
grand manner this week it's in
black velvet and silver, her acshe.

to.

—

.

.*

cessories as carefully chosen to aid
a stunning picture of her gown,
black and white, chiffon handkerchief,., black velvet and dlamant
tiara* dlamant earrings and bracelets—she stays to entertain in the
dress
Sophie's
grand ;'mahher.
sparkles with silver bead fringe and
her act sparkles with laughs. Sophie" smiles and her audience howls.
Gracella of Gracella and Theo-

—

m

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

pays her audience the
compliment of tasteful costuming

dore., also,

-X

.

•

• •

•

.

•

p • •

staging. She's deof transforming the

and Impressive

.
•

vised a Way
leotard into a

25

.

graceful garment. Ulric coiffure^ slinky satin tightly
merely by adding a, wisp of a skirt, drawn, sheaths, and make-up conr
cerned with lots of eye-shadow to
slit all the way so as not to impede the adagio leapings-about hnatch the color of ..her dresses and
Her first leo- something to make her lips 6hine,
she's so- good at.
tard Is fashioned of silver cloth en-? approves of Everyone's calling her
crusted with jewels and hung with 'a modern personality with the exa white crepe skirt smoothly fitted otic Voice.' Renee De Marco dances
to the hipllne, her second, red Vel- very neat and. tidy, without so much
vet— since it has something to do as a hair of her carefully groomed
with ..some goings-on during the head going astray. Lucille Page reFrench revolution.
volves! her legs in their sockets clad
Charlie Fby brings out his sister
in American Beauty satin pyjamas
Mary, who straightaway sings a with coque feather bib and wristsong, the While looking neat and
lets meant to match, but they don't.

filed by Thos. W. Brown, 160-16
Jamaica avenue, Jamaica,

maica;

pleasant in a blue crepe short
sleeved frock with a little round
white collar and gardenias at her
throat, and matching blue hat.

.

.

City,

Aviation ClOb, Oklahoma City. Okla.
Moss
hone.
.Incorporators,
Capital,
Patterson,
H.
H. Peck and R. S.
Schrader, all of Oklahoma City.

DISSOLUTION

Two and Even
life, men fight lik e ma d
•

,in real

I

it's only because the women who
Casino's Well Dressed Nudists
Quai.it of the Casino Varieties to insist on playing poker with them
dul> the sweet, daintily clothed flut- just the same, never happen to look
And they
terinar." of its Bobby Connolly Girls, like Barbara Stanwyck.
—when for the finale- they ficuttlerj-never^plaF-Hke- -Barbara- Stanwyck,
frolic and play leap-frog behind a either.
Miss Stanwyck keeps her mind on
silken scrim—a 'Nudist Ballet.' NuShe's Gambling Lady.'
dists would have nothing to do with the game.
I

I

.

Lloyd Wright, Richard M. Goldwater,
amended
Also
Green.
Herschel
B.
changing name to Vlklnr Productions,
Producclones Americana* Xatlnas. Inc.
No stock substock! $75,090.

Capital

Leon Lamothe,
-Leste^MacTavl8h,.^Ar-^R.^Parlsh,=WaU
Ham Parsons, Austin Sherman.
Permits to Sell Stock
Motion picture
State Theatres,' Inc.
To Issue 300 shares of total of
theatre.
Directors:

2,500 shares.

.

2%
10%

38

4%
24%
47%
•

18%
35%

New

>

*

.•

Pathe, Class A». ........
Radio Corp.... •••••••••«•»•
Radio, pfd.
..
RKO
••••*••••
Universal pref.
Warner Bros..
Do pfd

Westlnghouse

13,900

.

.

*>&
•
.

;

•

24%

5%

3%
2n% •

.

8%

.

*20%

.

3%

..

5%
3%

5%
3%

»8%

10%

T%
23

3%

.38

...

.

32

7%

.

24%
30%

24%

7%
.24%

+ %•
+%

n
-

%

+i%

3%
38

7-

7%

22%
37%

24%
88%

-%

30

+»

+i%

high

80

1.700
1,100

3%

3%

13

or

51
85
85
30

99%
94
40
at

^

Par, $10.

*

...

Technicolor

......

8

Twins

(10c).

2%

Tjtix

Gen. Then. Eq
Keith (j's, '40.

$184,000
3.000
120,000
8.00O
98.000
.

Loew

0'b,

,

07

04%

10
07

1)0%

98

99%

90%
33%

38

+2$
+2%
+5

40%

40%

+1

00

."•1%

=,».,-,!=

02,000 Par-Fam-LasUy O's, "AT, ctfs.
100,000 Par-Pub 3'//s, '.'•!»
.
103,000 Par-Ptlb r»% Hl '50, ctf.s.......
094,000 Werner liros. 0's, '3*J....

30%
.-»!%•
•-,0%
0U'»a

23%
29%
29

40%

New

9%

10%

.,

'41

Pathe 7's, 37.......;....,..,.
Par-Uroadway 5%'fl, '01
-20% ^^7O,O00^Par-Fnm-l3nsky-=0 S^+7>r-.'.—
,

50%
61%
60%
02%

Motion
Shelton and Kdmonds, lae.
picture agency.
To Issue ISO, shares of

Columbia PicU.

400

11%

.

scribed.

0%
15

4%

Met-G-M pref.. (1,80)
• • • •*•'• •
Paramount
Pathe Kxchange .........

Sacramento.

WHtern Theatre Co. Capital stock,
$10,000, No stock subscribed. Directors:
B. N. Berlnsteln, J. P. Hoxle, V, B .Fay.
Tower Films, lac. Capital stock 2,500
Directors:
subscribed.
shares,
hone

,

93
38

1)3

+1

,

^=49!/,=

48%

50%

r.7%

02

+2%
+2%
+4

high this year.

.

total of" f.OUO, no par.
Fictitious Firm Names
MeClare,
Charles. W. Gerard,
doing business aa Hollywood Artist and
Players association.
business
Miller,
doing
H. Samoa, M. O.
as Pacific Coast Raw Film Co.

Bow

pink leotards, and even if they did, She never asKa how many cards the
fellow'a drawn, she never
it wouldn't be behind a scrim, and other
Dorothea K. Martta, doing b—lsiai as
anyway, it wouldn't be under 'hazy hesitates about breaking; a pair. Tucay Productions.
1

9%

200
110,000
9, 100
12,600
71,600
48,200
14,800
$170
76,000
400

.

Inc.
ix,

10%^

20V*

trand Theatre, Oklahoma..

California

.

1%
1%

4%.

21%

.

Oklahoma

21

6%
.

Oklahoma

I

-

M

preferred. Paramount certificates went to .5% before meeting
profit-taking, or off an ei hth from

wyn

1 .

,

•

Reno

be

.

'

how

Consolidated- Film preferred, Madiet rb-.Goldson Square 'Garden* and

,

.

;

long as

;

common

fractionally, as did both
issues, paramount certificates,

gained

Pathe

, .

.

feat that Sophie performs

will

Lyman

(Mrs.

Warner

high.

old

Its

6)

;

enriched with grey fox, swooping
down from a high neckline over the
regally.
arms, that she wears
Her braid coronet Is a nice, restrained touch, considering all the
paste tiaras nestling in the Paramount wardrobe department.
Howard plays the
Kathleen
email town social leader in fine
style, encouraging the democratically inclined picture audience to.
root for her ultimate downfall with
mounting enthusiasm. The wardrobe department joins in the jeering, providing in Miss Howard's
fluttery silk lace afternoon dress
for greeting visiting royalty, contrasted with the elegant simplicity
of Miss Ames' slim, dark suit—-its
own bitter thrust at the bad clothes
habits of aocial leaders.
Louise Carter is properly distrait at having W. C. Fields for a
husband, but Joan Marsh doesn't
half appreciate her luck at having
him for a father, which costs her a
audience sympathy and
of
lot
serves her right.

—a

(Continued from page

looks honestly pleased when she
the demand, for bonds with a reWins, and were it possible for her
sultant increase in bond prices was.
to lose—it isn't, because she's a
looked
on as a bullish factor that in
natural born gamblerV-she'd look
time would make itself felt in stock
SO, because
loriestly disappointed.
exchange dealings.
she behaves! herself so nicely, she's
average
Industrial
Dow-Jones
welcomed uproariously in any game.
week at 103.60, where it was
She's always the only, woman in any closed
off 0,36 net from previous day. Rails
to
than
better
knows
game; she
Were up 1.30 net, and even utilities
play with women.
made a creditable showing. Indus-,
wear simple trial, average for week gained L54
She knows, too,
clothes for poker, tailored dinner which is largest net gain in several

Weeks.
Activity and interest displayed in
Report showed; this favorable
Aim company stocks may be traced yearresult came from noh- operating inrations
to^ factors several times pointed out
come, and that an extra, dividend
before, namely, an increase in pubNew
ilm
of $441,000 from Du Pont
fall. .. The Tommy Meighan'fl
Albany.
lic's spending power, possibility of
Corporation
was
Bed Cat Corp.) pictures,, vaudeville, widespread admission price in- Manufacturing
attended the Monday night
etc,; capital stock, 100 shares, no par.
mainly responsible for. this remarkusual
that
the
performance of 'Yellow Jack'
feeling
and
a
creases
street.
Church
Jane Franklin; 131
-value.
improved showing.. Favorable
.Billy Gaxton has
West Englewood, N. J. Therlce Ross, summer slump In attendance would ably
600 West End avenue, New York, and be less severe than Usual this year; report had been largely discounted
turn down, a radio program
Patrlola Rogari. 161 West 10th street,
advances of two Pathe
Two favorable reports, by Pa the in recent big
because the sponsor was opNew Yorjk.
board, and followers
issues on
position to his own 'Of Thee I
Alrmaster Corp.; general radio busi- and by Columbia Pictures, aided. Insee little to get excited over.
ness; capital stock. 200 shares, no par terest and activity in amusement could
Sing' perfume .Everett Jacobs
Bernard Frledenthal, 4702 15th group. In fact, all film and theatre Statement further showed unpaid
value.
gave a party for Bebe Daniels
avenue, Brooklyn; Saul Frledenthal, 151
dividends accumulated to Decemand Ben Lyon. .Bobbie HarCypress avenue. New York, and Alex. company issues, save three, wound
Sherlow, 230 Fifth avenue,' New York*
up week with fractional to more ber. 30, 1933, on 8% preferred stock
ris is visiting the Fulton Oursamounted to $3SC,0G1, and on Class
Amusements; Inc., than 5-poirit galhs<
Buicliess-BeacoB
Sam Herlers in Cape Cod
Beacon; theatrical enterprise; capital
A preference stock to $5,827,752.
man sails Wednesday for EuFor immediate trend chartists Deficit from operations was $4,971,stock, 100 shares, no- par value. Murray
Ginsberg, 1620 Ocean avenue, Brooklyn; look for a reaction in a short time,
rope. .the. Locke boys seem to
Max Ginsberg, Beacon, and Jeanette since market as a whole has seem- 405, compared to deficit of $5,299,259
be in town again .Helen
Polotijlck, 1665 Towhsend avenue, New
In 1932.
Menken apparently': enjoyed the
ingly made a triple top during last
York.
•Thursday matinee at the Ritz.
Showcraft Pictures, Inc.; picture busi- three days. Attempt to rally marness; capital stock, 200 shares, no par ket late Friday with amusements
...That was Mrs. Harry Conn,
Of 10 most active amusement
value. Myron A. Ellis, Arthur J. Bockar
Madame Frances, Hattle Carand Mildred. Cunningham, all of 1441 taking active part, led by Loew's, bonds, all had gains of 1-5 points
Broadway, New York.
Ronnie Simons, Inez
was feeble. Market Saturday Was net for week. Though it. failed to
negie,
plays, slow and inclined to be reactionary. better its
Corp.;
Prospect. Amusement
C6urtney and Al Scott lunch-:
bid high, Paramountamusements of all kinds; capital stock, If reaction with heavy volume
Ing. at La Rue .last week...
Broadway 6%s swung up 6 points
Isador
Samuel Cooperman,
$10,000.
Franclne Larrlmore' wore a
Pafamount-FaMiller and David D. Check, all 61 152 comes next week, it will be interest- to wind up at 38.
West 42d street. New York.
ing to see how thoroughly 98-100 mous-Lasky liens went up 1%
new fluffy coiffure at the openEllsworth Theatre Corp.; theatrical theatrical level will be tested.
ing of 'Moor Born' .A birthpoints to close on new year high at
business; capital stock, 10 shares, no par
Loew-Columbia- Radio
day, shower was given for Vir51,
Certificates of same climbed a
value.
Harry P. Dean. 1028 Beverly
road; Brooklyn; H. Walter Reynolds and
ginia Smith last week. .TJhe
Amusement group of 12 represen- point net after, making hew top
Samuel M. Morse, both of 25 West 43rd
Paramount - Publix 6 %s
-Nick Schencks are buildingtative stocks showed a net gain of at 60%.
street, New York.
swimming pool right out into,
nearly a point and closed near top. soared 2% points to "achieve a new
Radio Managers, Inc.; musical agency
the. Sound to make the swimcapital' stock, 90 shares, no par value.
Volume of group showed a marked high at 61%, where issue closed
Irving
East
58th
street;
Carl
100
Caiman,
Certificates of same issue
ming safe for, their kiddies...
week.
Landman and Arthur Rosenberg, 234 pickup. While group shows tenRube and Irma Goldberg had;
dency to get a little ahead of whole Went to 50%, a- new: high point, and
West 48th street,- all of New York.
a party Saturday night. .MonHippodrome National Opera C©„ Inc.; market, it is following general dis- a net gain of 2%,
capital stock,
etc.
vaudeville, plays,
day will see opening of 'The
position of bulk of Btocks to make a
Keith 6s gained 2.% to a new top
Mabel Hudson, May Ii. Thrall
$61,000.
Second Man' company in Jackand Thos. R. Puroell,. all of 90 Broad triple top along these levels Loew's; at 67. Pathe 7s also did' well with
son Heights, featuring Bert
street, New York.
Columbia certificates and Radio. B a 2% -point gain to 93, and off only
beach are now running ahead of group as a point from the high,
bathing and
Ly tell... Lola Lane's looking
Johabe, Inc.;
Warner
Ruth Wrona. whole,
facilities of all kinds.
very lovely this trip. .There's
Bros. 6s climbed to €2% for a new
Anne Jacoby and Albert D. Kanrlch, all
a. beautiful child actress In
of 1460. Broadway, New York.
on big high mark, and showed 4 points net
Columbia certificates
Harry Bannister's melodrama
Phil Bloom, Inc.; amusements of all board;
quite
inactive, on week. These bonds Were turned
generally
kinds; capital stock, 100 shares, no par forged ahead
company on B6th street,..
to new top at 31' oh over in huge quantities and climbed
value,
Emanuel S. Breslow, Jack Jay
Andy (Amos and Andy) does
large volume.
It steadily after dipping to B7% early
Lleb 'and Leo L. Brooks, all. of 12 East comparatively
swell magic tricks.
41st 'street, New York.
wound up at 80, where it was up in week.
Hecht-Mac Arthur, Inc.; pictures, plays, 3% on week. Columbia Pictures on
Loew's 6s put on a great showing
etc.; capital stock, 100 shares, no pai
climbed to par, registerlights. And besides, nudists are so value. Jas. T. Murray, J, Chrta- Murray curb, which has not been quoted in and nearly
and Catherine Glynn, all of 1 East 42nd weeks, came out oh tape Monday on ing a new 1934 high at 99% as
prim these days
street, New York.
issuance of annual report of com- week closed. It was up a point on
Opening, the Bobby Connolly
Pearson-Barueh Theatrical Corp.; pic- pany and_ advanced two points. It week; and was most active on upGirls are ever so much better at tures, plays, etc.; capital stock, $10,000.
General Theatre Equipment
L; Pearson and Donald E, made another new high later in side.
being daring, for then their flesh Malcolm
liens gained % net after being up
Baruch, both of 1501 Broadway, and week at 30.
net leotards are dabbed with black Clayton J.. Heerihance, 230 Park aveLoew's preferred advanced 3% more than a point.
organdy ruffles, and they're wear nue, all of New York:
Many pf shrewd traders now are
points to a new top at 93% on small
Sterling;
Laboratories,' Inc.; wireless
ing formal black sequin tricornes
reaction; Wiser boys
Loew's common was ex- looking for
machinery; capital stock, 200 shares, no volume.
on their heads; And though it's par- value. B. Robert Bodner, Batnuel tremely active latter part of week following amusements lean towards
still old fashioned of them to recite Felder and Daniel B. Ifshin, all of 277
and climbed to 34% on heavy trans-, theory that most stocks on big board
Broadway,
York.
New
'hell' and 'damn' in their" welcom
W. W. Amusement Corp.; motion and actions, where it was -off only a can be bought considerably cheaper
ing lyric, they do recognize the Su
sound pictures;- capital, stock, $20,000. quarter of a point from year's high. In immediate future. Despite many
perior allure" of ladylike hats when Ben Morrell, 4711 15th avenue. Brooklyn; Radio B was nearly as active as bullish factors, seen and unseen*
combined with transparent wisps Joseph Ellison and Nathan Trynln, both common stock and went to new they see no reason to step in and
of 132. Nassau street. New York.
elsewhere.
high fo|r year. Universal preferred, pick up stocks at current prices.
CHANGE OF CAPITAL
But deep down in their hearts, the
extremely inactive and a 10-share This does not change their bullish
Broadcasting
Corp.;
100
Stations
Bobby Connolly Girls don't really shares,
no par value, Increased to 600 trader, spurted ahead on increased attitude towards amusements for
care so much bout all re and all shares, no par value.' Jos Schultz, 622 trading to a new high at 38 Friday. long pull. But they want to get In
Fifth
avenue,.
New
York.
'Changing
their
of
that;' give them
Warner Brothers preferred gained on prices near bottom after a
New York Evening Post, Inc.; 60,000 1% points net to close at 24%, near healthy or mild shake-out.
the Guards' drill that's what they
shares pfd., $100; 10,000 com., no par
truly like to do. It's fun, proving value, changed
to $800,000—7,500 shares
Summary for week ending Saturday, April 7:
come
that -still another troupe has
pfd., $100 and 50,000 com., $1.
Elmwood Theatre Co., Inc., Buffalo;
to Broadway that knows how to
STOCK EXCHANGE
$170,000 changed to 3,400 shares, no par
march in parade formation without value.
Net
High.
Low.
Sales.
Issue anovrate.
High.
r«ow,
r>ast.
chg«
losing its head. They can, of course,
CHANGE OF DIRECTORS;
1,800 American
Seat.
0
3%
G
5
PCRPUSKS, ETC.
snake-hips, too, but their salmon
1,200 Consol.
Film.;
2K
4%
4%
4%
Broadcasting Stations Corp.
*31.
31
2314,000 Columbia P. vie... ......
30
-27,%
taffeta scanties, With huge black
Group Broadcasters. -Inc.
17%
10%
2,900 Consol. Film pfd. (50c.) f.
10%
10
15%
Elmwood Theatre Co., Inc.
face heads, appllqued oh their stom
93%
70
2,000 Eastman Kodak (3)
80%
87%
88%
ir%12%
0,000 Fox, Class A....
••••sea
i«%
J5
15%
achs, are somehow such unpleasant
MEMBERSHIPS
25%
18%
70,300 Gen. Elec. (00c.)
•.»••
22%
22%
21%
Association of Austrian Singers,
looking costumes that they discour152,100 Loew (1)..
••••••
25%
34%
31%
33%
+1%
31H
72
300
Do pref. <0Vi)................ •93%
93%
92
03%.
+3%
age interest.
DISSOLUTIONS
Madison
Garden.....,.'...'.
2%
1,400
Sq.
4%
4%
4%
+ %
Danceland Amusement CO., Inc., JaGertrude Niesen, in her loose

anyway nobody has any basis in
fact for quarrelling with her melancholy and dispirited portrayal.
She might be the real thing at that.
Certainly princesses ought to look
like Miss Ames In the soft lame
gown fashioned with a train and

feat

Lee

'

sever seen a young, chic, slender
and very good looking princess

State's

Know That—

soon
At Eddy D u c h i n's
birthday party at the Casino
Morris Gest presented him.
with a blue silk kerchief that
had belonged to David Belasco.
...Mary Lewis sallied suddenly
for Europe on Friday; .
now Philip Goodman has written a second comedy which,.,
Pauline Lord will do in the

ful nosings.
•You're Telling Me' is particular-,
ly helpful to Miss" Ames, for in it:
she's cast as a genuine foreign
princess, which permits her to, wear
lots of precious furs oh her deftly
fitted costumes, and since nobody's

—

Stock Market

,

even responds, but when it's her
And she doesn't
work behind a |poker face.' She

'.

Lovey

21

turn, she's ready.

Cecelia Ager

Ex-Villianesa

much

VARIETY

She makes her bets, she's not upset
by conversation—she listens to it,

Going Places
By

E$

-OVER THE COUNTER.
Bld.
•

%
%

Roxy. Class

De

.Korcvt

A

Par-Pub

»

Phono

PRODUCE EXCHANGE,
21,900

N. Y;

.

N. Y.

5%

+%

.
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KATHARINE HEPBURN more than justifies
the Academy award as the screen's finest
actress. Playing thruout the country to exceptional business, in many cities equalling "Little
Women" figures . . . top money everywhere and
box-office reviews in every paper.

FRANK BUCK

back alive and so is business!
Held over in Radio City, San Francisco and
Washington and turning the whole country into
one big howling holiday this week. The circus
comes but once a year . . . get the money,
is

showmen

FOUR STAR

review in N.Y. Daily News... rave
reviews in all papers. Wrecking records at
Arthur Mayer's Rialto Theatre where it is Broadway's sensation of the hour and continuing indefinitely. Opened Friday (4/6) Albee, Brooklyn
and cops called out at noon to handle crowds.

THREE BIG ONES RIGHT
NOW FROM RKO- RADIO!

,

PICTIRES

VARIETY
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OF CURRENT RELEASES
Harold Auten

dffl

&

C.
.
1540 B'pway, N.
Sensitive study of psychological dl culties. Elisabeth Berglie v. Feb. 6.
Paul Czlmier. 93 mlns. Rel. Feb.
(French). Adventures of a girl Who wants, to be a star In
Irenes de Pari
JacqueUn France.ll. Roger Thevllle. Dir. Fedor Ozep. 82 mlns.
Paris.
Rev. Jan. 9;
Rel Dec, 23
VRed
Head) (French).. A story of adolescence. Robert Lynen
jPoll de Carottq
Dlr Jullen Duvlvier. 96: mlns. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Dec. 20 and May 30.
Commander Dyott's thrilling adventures with savage hunters,
Rev.. Aug.
67 mlns.
Dyo.tt. - Dir. Gomrnander George DybV.
.

In

Girl.

Sally Blane,

Henry

1640

;

Chesterfield
Park—3 Men and a
Thorpe. Rel. May
the Money. A prize

Ity

Broadway.

New VorU
B. Walthall.

Dir.

V

N.

Richard

iven when reListing i
release.
lease dates are definitely set. Titles
are retained for six months.; Man-

agers who receive service subset
quent to .that period should preserve a copy of the calendar for

I

|

-

reference.

The running time as given here

I

Rev. Nov.. 14.
Rel Sept. 16
Betty
Notorious But Nice. Marian Marsh has a hectic lpve-Jadventure.
March 6.
Comfeson, Marian Marsh. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. 71 mins. Rev.
^
hi
fl
Mystery with a
Campus.
on
the
1?
Murder
^B!!
March
13,
Rev.
Rel.
27.
Dec
McDonald.
Farrel
J.
and
Starrett
Charles
Grapewjn, Emma
Quitter, The. Newspaper business in a small town. Chas.
20.
March
Rev.
Dunn Dir. Rich. Thorpe. ;67 mins. Rel. Feb. 6,
Rainbow Over Broadway. Musical romance. Grace Hayes; Joan Marsh, Luclen
Rel. Dec. 23. Rev. Dec. 27
Littlefleld.
Dlr; Richard Thorpe. 72 mins.
IchStolen. Sweets: Dramatic romance. Sally Blane, Charles Starrett. Dlr,
ard Thorpe. 79 mins. Rel. March. .16,
ion. Dir. Frank Strayer;
C3 mins.
'

i

^«S

^j«iT*^^?

ert Florey* 73 mlns. Rel. April 7.
Side Streets. Love drama based on an original story by Aqh Garrlck an&
Ethel Hill. Aline MacMahon, Paul Kelly, Ann Dvorak, Patricia Ellis*
Dir. Alfred E. Green. Rel. May 19.
funny situation because
s on of a Sailor. Comedy of a sailor who gets Into a *"*
— Brown,
E.
of his habit of telling romantic stories about himself. Joe
Jean Mulr,. Frank McHugh, Johnny Mack Brown and Thelma Todd.
Dir. Lloyd Bacon. 70 mins. Ret Deo. 23. Rev. Dep. 6.
Twenty .Million. Sweethearts. Musical romance taking place behind scenes, of
a broadcasting studio. Dick Powell, Pat O'Brien, Ginger Rogers, Allen
Jenkins, the Four Mills Brothers, Ted Fiorlto and Band. Dir. Ray En*

presumably that of the projection
>
right Rel. May 26.
*oo m showings and can only approximate the actual release length in Very Honorable Guy, A. Comedy from the story by Damon Runyon about, a
guy who always kept his promises. Joe B. Brown, Alice White, Robert
those states or communities where
Barrat, Alan Dlnehart/ Irene Franklin. Dir. Lloyd Bacon. 62 mins*
is

1..

fighter and his affairs wi'tl>_ women. Lois Wilson.
Rel.
SkVets Gallagher, Warren Hymen Dir. Frank Strayer. 66 mlns.
Nov. 7.- Rev. Jan. 9.
Marian Marsh,
How an old man holds a family together.Thorpe.
ot Sentiment.
mine.
67
Rich.
Rub.
Dlr
Owen Moore; Wm. Bakewelh Christian

Man

Massacre. Drama of the modern Indian and bis conflicts with the white men*
These tabulations are compiled
Richard Barthelmess, Ann Dvorak. Dir.. Allen Crosland. 70 mlns. Bel*
Jan; 13. Rev. Jan. 23.
from information supplied by the
various production companies and Registered Nurse.- Drama of the romantic side of a nurse's life In a metro*
politan hospital. Bebe Daniels, Lyle Talbot, John Halllday. Dir. Rob*
after
possible
as
as
soon
checked up

I

censorship

may

result
Running time in the
reviews as given In 'Variety' carry
the actual time, clocked in the theatre after passage by the New York
ince pictures are
state cehsorshi
local or state
in deletions.

'"'

Rel.
I

May

26.

Bar. Dramatlo musical spectacle laid amid the gay revelries of a
fashionable Parisian night club.. Kay. Francis, Dick Powell, Dolores Del
Rio; Al Jolson, Rlcardo Cortez, Hal LeROy,, Guy Kibbee, Hugh Herbert,
Ruth Donnelly, Flfl D'Orsay. Dir. Lloyd Baconi 84 mins. Rev; March 6.
World Changes, The. An epic drama of a family through four, generations.
Paul Muni; Aline MacMahon. Mary Astor. Donald Cook, Margaret Lind-t
say, Jean Mulr, Patricia Ellis. Dlr, Mervyn LeRoy. 96 mine. ReL

Wonder

actual theatre
reviewed only
Nov, 26. Rev. Oct 31.
showings.
•
While every effort is made to- hold
Offices! 444 West 66th ^St.
Fox Hills,
this list accurate/ the information Studio: Hollywood, Car.
r
New York, N y„
supplied may not always be correct,
AS Husbands Go. 'When Ladles Meet' With the sexes reversed.. Warner Baxeven though official. To obtain the
McFadden. 65 mins.
Hamilton
Dir.
ter, Helen Vinson,. Warner Oland.
Rel. Dec. 29. Rev. Jan. 30.
fullest degree of accuracy, 'Variety*
omt< 8l
will appreciate the co-operation of Berkeley Square. From the stage play ot the same title. Turn back the
First Division
years type of play.' Leslie Howard, Heather Angel. Dir.- Frank Lloyd.
all managers who may note di
87 mlns. (roadshow time). Rel. Nov. 8. Rev* Sept. 18.
*
Releases Also Allied. Chesterfield and Monogram
ancies.
Bottoms Up. Breaking into Hollywood with a fictitious pedigree. Spencer
Lionel Atwill, Betty Furneas. Dir. Phil Rosen. 70 mins.
Beggars In Ermi
Tracy, (Miss) Pat Paterson, John Boles; Dir. David Butler. 85 mins.
Broken Dreams. A father's devotion to his young son. Randolph Scott,
Rel. March 30. Rev. March 27.
Martha Sleeper, Beryl Mercer. Buster Phelps. Dir. Robert Vlgnola. 68
Carolina. From Paul Green's Stage play of last season. Janet Gaynor. Lionel
mlns. Rel. Dec. 1.
Barrymore, Robt Young. Henrietta Crosman. Dir. Henry King. 82
By Appointment Only. A physician couldn't make up: his mind which ot two
mlns. ReL Feb. 2. Rev. Feb. 20.
women he loved the most. Lew Cody/ Sally. O'Neill, Marcellne Day.
Charlie Chan's Greatest Case. Another adventure of the Chinese^ sleuth.
Dir. Frank Strayer. 66 mlns. Rel. Nov. 1.
(Continued from page 17)
Warner Oland, Heather Angel. Dir. Hamilton MacFadden. ReL Sept 15.
Ity Limits. A millionaire, ailing and tiring of wealth, falls In with two
Rev. Oct 10.
hoboes and enjoys life <for a time. Frank Craven, Sally Blane, Ray picture at Capitol currently, by
tagging every copy of Liberty Mag- Coming Out Party. Original done by the Lasky unit. Frances Dee, Gene
Walker; Dir. Wm; Nigh. 70 mins. Rel. May 1.
Raymond, Alison Sklpworth. Dir. John Blystone. Rel. March 9. Rev*
azine coming into Montreal with
ross Streets, loung doctor, jilted by the woman he loves, ruins' his career,
.-•

.

w

Faw

1

.

^\%$!h.:

,

Exploitation

%

:

.

March 20.
notice that picture Is showing this
Dresser,
at his theatre. Tie-up is with David Harum. The old York State Hoes' trader. Will Rogers, Louise
Evelyn Venable. Dir. Jas., Craze. Rel. March 2. Rev. March 6.
'Private Life Rudy Vallee' running
Tiger. Wild animal yarn made In Asia. Marlon Burns, Kane Rich-*
stars
Devil
mention
of
in Liberty, with
Elliott.
60 mins. ReL
E,
Clyde
Dir.
natives.
and.
Woods
Harry
mood,
featured in pic. Nothing as big loFeb. 16. Rev. Feb. 13.
cally in twenty years.
Ever Since Eve. Country boy licks New York. George O'Brien.
Marshall. 76 mins. Rel. Feb. 9. Rev. April 3.
Liked the Idea
Marshal, The. Familiar theme Of the unknown cleaner-up;
Harry Black, of the Rialto, Glens Frontier
Wayne. Dir. Lew. Seller; 66 mlns. ReL Jan. 19, Rev. Feb. 6.
Fails, N. T„ liked the Idea of the
Heir to the Hoorah. From an Old stage hit by the late Paul Armstrong.
'Palooka* - Sten adjective advertising
Jan. 9.
George O'Brien, Mary Brian. Dir. Geo. Marshall. 72 mlns. Rel. Feb. 9.
had a better idea Hold That Girl. Original story. James Dunn, Claire Trevor. Dir. Hamilton
He Couldn't Take It. Inside story of a process server who makes good with campaigns, but heDidn't
seem to be
his summonses and gets his man. Ray Walker, Virginia Cberrlll, George for the. former.
MacFadden. 65 mins. Rel. Feb. 16. Rev.. March 27.
any good reason for passing up a Hooola. Talker version of The Barker,' stage play made as a silent. Clara
Dir. Wm. Nigh. 64 mlns. Rel. Jan. 1.
EJ. Stone.
so he
Bow, Preston Foster. Rich. Cromwell; Dir. Frank Lloyd. 85 mlns.
House of ystery. Ah archeologlst returns to America from the Far East, good stunt on that account,
Rel. Nov. 30. Rev. Dec; 6.
with a curse on his head for his stolen wealth... Verna Hille, Ed Lowry. adapted the idea to a set of one
column ads for %i6ve Birds/ using I
Dir. Wm. Nigh. 61 mlns. Rel. May 30.
Suzanne. Novelty story with puppet sequences. Lilian Harvey. «ene
merely
Betting
and
cuts
press
book
Raymond, Plccoli Marionettes, Yale Puppeteers. Dir. R. V* Lee. 99
I Haye Lived.
A Broadway stage star Is faced with blackmailers on the eve
36
caps
-point
in
adjectives
mlns. Rel. Dec; 22. Rev. Jan. 23.
of marriage, to wealth and love. Anita Page, Allen Vincent, Alan Dlne- the
above the cuts, with the announce- I Believed In You. Original story. Rosemary Ames, Victor Jory, John Boles.
hart. Dir. R, Thorpe. 69 mlns. Rel.. Oct 1.
Dir. Irving Cummmgs. ReL Feb. 23.
In the Money; A goofy family, suddenly broke, pin their hopes on a Shake- ment Of the picture below.
Most of the cuts were dead pan I Was a Sdv. (British). Based on the story by Marthe MacKenna. Herbert
spearean-minded prize fighting champ. Skeets Gallagher, Lois Wilson,
Warren Hymer, Sally Starr. Dir. Frank Strayer. 67. mins. Rel. Jan. 16. pictures of the two stars, and the
Marshall, Madaletoe Carroll, Conrad Veldt Dir. Victor Saville. 83 mimv
cuts' coppered the adjectives, 'RiotReL Dec. 16. Rev. Jan. 16.
Lawless Valley. Western horse opera. Lane Chandler. Rel. May 1.
ReL
Manhattan Love Song, Qcreen adaptation of the Cornell Woolrich story, in ous' being used to top a cut of the Jimmy and Sallyv James Dunn, Claire Trevor. Dir. Jas. Tlnllng.
Rev. Dec. 19;
musical comedy romance drama form, Dixie Lee, Robert Armstrong. pair in a pose which' was about as
suggestive of tumult as a funeral Mad Game. The. Spencer Tracy, Claire Trevor. Dir. Irving Cummings. Tt
Dlr, Leonard Fields. Rel. May 30.
mlns. ReL Oct 27. Rev. Nov. 14.
Man of Sentiment; Playboy son marries a poor girl against his wealthy halted for a traffic light on a Phila
Zasu PittB. Rochelle
family's wishes. Marian Marsh, William Bakewell. Owen Moore. Dir. delphla side, street on a Sunday Mr.
r Skltch. From the story 'Green Dice.'. Will Rogers,
Richard Thoipe. 68 mlns. Rel. Nov. X
afternoon.
'Alluring' showed Miss
Hudson* Harry Green; Eugene PaUette. Dir. Jas, Cruze. Rel. Dee. 2».
Grey,
her
hands
Shirley
Pitts
with
her
head
in
Rev. Dec. 27.
background.
Murder on the Campus. Mystery with college
Richbut the flrst made.
release,
Dir.
U.
8.
Feb.
6.
Charles Starrett, J. Farrel McDonald. 69 mlns. ReL
and a look of gloom on her face, My
y Lips Betray. Lilian Harvey's secondLilian Harvey. John
Boles, El Sren-"
ard Thorpe.
and the others were similar misfits
From the play by John Balderson.
deL Dir. John Blystone. 70 mlns. ReL Nov. 10. Rev. Nov. 7.
Probably not as much of a local
Mystery Liner. Noah Beery, Astrld Allwyn. Dir. Wm. Nigh. Rel. Dec. 19.
Weeks, Walter Cat*
Notorious But Nice. Driven from the man she loves, a girl finds solace In a punch as were associated with the | Olson's Night Out. El Brendel's .first feature. Barbara;Rev. Jan, t.
lett "Dir. MaL St Clair. 70 mlns. ReL Nov. 17.
loveless marriage With the king of the underworld. Marian Marsh, I originals, but there was humor back
Betty Compson, Donald Dlllaway, Rochelle Hudson. Dir. Richard Thorpe. | 0f the idea for the customers to Orient Express. Mystery on a railroad train. Heather Angel, Norman Foster,
7* mlns. Rel. Oct 15,
Dir. Paul Martin. ReL Jan. 12. Rev. March 6.
chuckle over, and it's likely the
£reer
long
enough
to
home
wanderlust
returns
the
Quitter, The. A father with
stunt sold.
Power and the Glory, The. Jesse Lasky's •narratage' story. A man's
straighten out the affairs of his now grown-up sons. Barbara Weeks,
Probably plenty of. managers
In flashbacks. Spencer Tracy. Colleen Moore. Dir. Wm. K. Howard.
RichBoles.
Dir.
Dunn,
Glen
Grapewln,
Emma
Billy Bakewell, Charles
87 mine. Rel. Oct 6.
over the idea
have
passed
would
Vallee,
Rudy
revue.
ard Thorpe. Rel. March 12.
on the lines of his
because they did not have those pic Scandals. Staged by George White
Alice Fay. Jimmy Durante. Dir. Geo.. White, Harry Lachman. 80 mine.
Rainbow Over Broadway. Musical romance of an ex-muBlcal comedy star of tures. Black had the showmanship
Rel. March 22. Rev. MaTch 20.
twenty years before who makes a sensational, overnight comeback in to see that the idea was more widea Broadway night club, Joan Marsh, Grace Hayes, Frank Albertson,
Fredk. Nebel. Wynne Gibson, Preston
by
the
novel
From
East.
8leepera
ly applicable, and to turn it to his
Luclen Littlefleld. Dir. Richard Thorpe. 72 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16.
Foster. Dir. Kenneth MacKenna. 69 mins. ReL Jan. 26.
Road to Ruin. Innocent girl finds shame through Ignorance and neglect of own use.
Smoky. From the novel by Will James. Victor Jory, Irene Bentley, Francis
Ability to adapt is far more lm
modern parents. Film on modern youth. Helen Foster, Paul Page, Nell
Rel. Dec 8. Rev. Jan. 9.
mlns,
66
Fordo.
Eugene
Dir.
Ford.
O'Day, Glen Boles; Dir. Mrs. Wallace Reld and Melville Shyer. 63 mlns. portaht than merely using a ready'
of Gold. From Kathleen Norris* hovel.. Bally Ellers, Norman Foster.
made idea for the purpose for which Walls Dir.
Rel. Feb. 17. Rev. Feb. 20.
Kenneth MacKenna. Rel. Oct; 13.
originally
constructed.
it
was
ChaO'Neill,
Creighton
8lxteen Fathoms Deep. Sponge diver thriller. Sally
explansw
Worst Woman' In Paris, The. Lasky production for Fox. Title Monta
ney. Dir. Armand Schaefer. 60 mins. ReL Nov. 17.
BelL
tory. Benlta Humej Adolphe MenJou. Helen Chandler. Dir.
Welcome for {Shearer
Stolen Sweets. High pressure insurance salesman faUS ^6? heiress and "Wins
76 mlnB. ReL Oct 20. Rev. Nov. 28,,
her via determined, rapid line of chatter route. Charles Starrett Sally
Los Angeles.
Blane, Johnny Harron, Jameson Thomas. Dir. Richard Thorpe. 73- mins.
Bldg.,
Office:
R.K.O.
One
sheet
else
parchment;!
Rel. May 1.
Freuler Associates
New York, 14. V.
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi. College musical comedy romance, Based on the mounted on a three-sheet board, is
iff
W ltn rti«r
Sahara story qf rfe'l.tlsh^army and
i. i Rosen.
iambus campus iraternlty. song. Buster Crabbe, Mary Carlisle, Sally spotted in front of Lo.ew's State, Kiss of Araby. Original.
interest. Maria Alba, Walter Byron, Claire Windsor. Dir. ,Phll
Starr, Florence Lake, Ted Fio Rlto and band. Dir. Edwin L. Marin.' 73 wher*> "Rip Tide' Is current, on
Rel. April 2L
mlns. Rel. Dec. 16.
which passersby are asked to in
lure of youth for the man
the
against
struggle
woman's
Thirty.
Past
Love
scribe
their name; as a tribute to
Texas Tornado, (Kent.) Texas' Ranger cleans up the rustlers. Lane Chandshe loved 1 Aileen Prlngle, Theodor von Eltz, Gertrude Messlnger, PhylDir. Oliver Drake. Rev. March 6.
Norma Shearers return to the
ler.
^
Barry. Dir. VIn MObre. 73 mins. Rel, Jan. 27^
lis Barry.
screen,
Throne of the Gods. Travel In the Himalayas. 66 mins. Rev. Dec. 27.
conflict between the old generation .ana
Parchments as soon as
ks nuea
filled wnn
with |I Marriage on Approval. Novel. The and
•rarcnmenis,
Twin Husbands. Crook' comedy drama. John Mtljab, Shirley Grey, Monroe
matrimony, Barbara Kent, Donald,
the new to the realm of love
sigs, are replaced, with intention
Owsley. Dir. Frank Strayer. 69 mins. Rel. May 16.
Dlllaway. Dir. Howard Hlggin. Rel. Nov; 20.
the.
entire,
lot
the
to
to
.la-pelns
present
Woman's Man. Hollywood inside story. John Halllday, Marguerite.- 'de
60 mlns. R0I4
. P, McGowan.
of the Range. Tom Tyler western.
War
actress at the conclusion of 'Bip
Motte, Wallace "Ford. Dir. Edward Luddy. 68 mins.
Sept. 22. Rev. Dec. 12.
Robin Hoofl
Young Eagles. Boy Scout adventures in wilds of Central America. Twelve Tide' run here
When a Man Rides Alone. (Monarch.) Tom Tyler does a modern
episode serial. Dir. Harry Hoyt. Rel. May 16.
with a gold mine. Dir. J. P. MeGowan,r 56 mins. Rev. Dec. 27.
until

daughter of same

Jan.

2?.

Dir.

woman

falls in love

with him, yearsOater.

Rel.

Frank Strayer.

week

Dance. Musical of backstage lite. A small-time vaudevlllian
becomes a night club star. Evalyn Knapp, Gloria Shea, Alan Dlnehart,
Eddie Nugent,. Ada May. Mae Busch. Dir. Frank Strayejr. 69 mlns.
Rel. Nov. 16.
Eat 'Em Alive. Jungle super thriller.' 56 mins. Rel. Feb. 1.
Forgotten Men. Collection of uncensored war film, taken from government
archives of 14 warring nations. Rel. April 1.
French production of a de Maupassant story. Dubbed in English. A
Rev.
Rel. Dec. 26.
66 mins.
village paragon who lost his virtue.

Dance,

Girl,
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Burbank,
Calif,

^

First

National

Cops Cash

0fflCM

Joe Rosenfleld, new city manager
Gaumont.Britisb 0fflM! 22« WMt KS2 ?&*
the Blank Interests and boss of
the Paramount, Anally broke into
ITISH MADE)
(
the cold cash on his efforts at creatConstance Cummings. Dir. Miling unusual fronts. After rating, Channel Crossing. Drama. Matheson Lang,
Rossmer.
68 mins. Rev. Oct 31.
ton
two honorable mentions for his
Jack Hulbert, Cicely Courtneldge.
for You. Comedy drama.
campaigns on
No Angel* and FallingJack
4.
Aug.
Hulbert 71 mins. Rev.
'Moulin Rouge,' Rosenfleld received
B*»L
a check from Metro in the sum of Ghoul, The. Thriller. Boris Karloff. Dir. T. H. Hunter. 73 mins.
Jan. 1. Rev. Jan.. 30.
$100, first prize for his exploitat ion
r
OFderi^la^oraersr^C^
"contestr"on~"'Fugiflye Tiovers;
18.
Aug.
Rev.
mlns.
Forde.
70
Walter
Dir.
Gleason, Charlotte Greenwood.
against a lavish background.
?

"^Vornffev.

Bedside. Comedy-drama of a women's doctor. Warren William, Jean Mulr,
Allen Jenkins. Dir. Robert FJorey. 65 mins/ Rel. Jan. 27, Rev .Mar. 13.
Bette
Ig Shakedown, The. Dramatic expose of: the cut-rate drug racket.
Davis, Charles Farrell, Kicardo Cortez. Dir. John Francis Dillon. 64
.mlns. Rel. Jan, 6..- Rev.. Feb. 3.
Convention City. The hilarious lowdown on big business conventions. Adolphe
Menjou, Dick Powell, Mary Astor, Guy Kibbee. Dir. Archie Mayo. 69
mlns. ReL Dec. 30. Rev. Dec. 27.
bark Hazard. Edward G._ Robinson as a whippet racer. Genevieve. Tobih,

for.

.

Tm

GTehlia'Farr^
Fashions of 1934. Story of a style stealer set
Wm. Powell, Bette Davis, Verree Teasdale^ Dir. Wm. Dleterle. 80 mlns.
Bldg., Radio City,
ReL Feb. 17. Rev. Jan. 23.
Moittatitf*
Edwin Carle Metros
majestic Offices: RKONew
y„it city
Female. A drama'of a woman who does her own hunting. Ruth Chatter^
Hollywood, April 9.
Deceiver, The. (British made.) Romantic drama of Cinderella type.
ton, George Brent, Ruth Donnelly. Laura Hope Crews, Dir. Michael
Edwin Carle, novelist, has started Charming
Constance Cummings and Frank Lawton. Dir. M° n*y Banks. Kei.
Curtlz. 62_nilua.. ReJ.^Noy. 11/ Rev. Nov. 7..
original,
'Hell
Metro
writing
an
at
Dec.
8.
Havana Widows. Two girls In Havana searching for suckers. Joan Blondell,
Carle has just authored a Curtain at Eight. Story of a murder mystery by Octavus Roy Cpben. C. AuGlenda Farrell, Guy Kibbee, Ruth Donnelly, Frank McHugh and Allen Hole.'
brey Smith, Dorothy Mackalll. Paul Cavanagh. Dir. B. Mason Hopper.
Jenkins,' Dir. Ray Enrlght. 64 mins. Rel. Nov. 18. Rev. Nov. 28,
new novel, 'Mojave.'
72 mins. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Feb. IS.
Irving Rapper is back on- the
Journal of a Crime; Drama by the French playwright Jacques Deval, and deBen
Morning
After, The. A merry mlx-uP of international spy systems.
picts the effect of a murder on a woman, of fine Instincts and delicate Metro
with
staff,
collaborating
Lyon and Sally Ellers. Dir. Allan Dwan. Rel. Jan. 1;
sensibilities who kills an unscrupulous rival. Ruth Chatterton, Adolphe Frank,
Davis on 'Forsaking All
10.
March
mins.
Rel.
Keighley.
65
William
Dir.
Dodd.
Sin of Nora Moran, The. Woman is framed to shield the higher-ups. Zita
Menjou, Claire
Frank
Cavett
Goiacomedy
Others,'
by
Phil
Dir.
Mlljan.
Cavanagh,
John
Paul
Dlnehart.
Johann. Alan
Mandalay. Adventure, in the Indies. Kay Francis, Lyle Talbot, Riccardo and Edward Roberta.
stone. ReL Dec 12. Rev. Dec. 19.
Cortea. Dir. Michael Curtiz. 65 mins. Rel. Feb. 10. Rev; Feb, 20.
'

PICTURES

Tuesday, April 10, 1934
Blonde. From the novel "Collusion." The divorce racket Edward
Arnold, Helen Jerome Eddy. Dir. Hobart Henley. ReL March.
You Made Me Love You. (British made). Faroe comedy of the taming 01
a spitfire wife. Thelma Todd and Stanley Lupino. Dir. Monty Banks.

Unknown

Rel. Nov. 24.

MAfrn
meiTO

Studios: Culver City,
Calif.

Bombshell.

:

1840

Broadway,

New

York. N.

Y

Jean Harlow as a harassed picture star with iiee Tracy net
man. Franchot Tone, Frank Morgan, Ted Healy, Una. Merkel.

publicity

Dir. Victor Fleming... J 98 mlns.

ReL

Oct. 13.

VARIETY

Marx Brothers' nonfcenslcality. Raquel Torres, Margaret Duniont. Dir. Leo McCarey. 69 niirs. Rel. Nov. 27, Rev. Nov, 28.
Eight Girls In a Boat. Love in a girl's school. Douglas Montgomery; Kay
Johnson. Dir. Rich, Wallace. 86 mlns. Rel. Jan. 5. Rev. Jan. 16.
Four Frightened People. Mixed quartet in the Jungle.
Iaudette Colbert, Herbert Marshal], Mary Boland, Wm. Gargan, Dir. Cecil de Mllle. ReL
Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 30.
Chas. Farrell, Chas. Ruggles.
Girl Without a Room. Americans in Paris.
Marguerite Churchill, Gregory Ratoff; Walter Wolff. Dir. Ralph Murphy.
Rev. Dec. 12.
72 mlns. Rel.. Dec *,
Golden Harvest. Story of the mlddlewestern. farms and Chicago wheat pit.
"
Rich, Arlen; Chester Morris. Genevieve Tobin. Dir. Ralph Murphy. 71
mins ReL Oct 22. Rev. Nov. 7.
Marlon
Good Dame. Walter Huston on a carnival lot. Sylvia Sidney.
Gering. 72 mins. Rel, Feb. 16, Rev. March 20.
Hell and High. Water. Waterfront story with a U. S. Navy backgrounding.
Rich. Arlen, Judith Allen, Chas. Grapewm, Sir Guy Standing. Dir.
Grover Jones and Wm. Slavens McNutt. Rel. Oct 27. Rev. Dec 19.
His Double Life. (Dowling.) Light comedy. Lillian Gish, Roland Young.
Dir. Arthur Hopkins. 63 rains. Rel. Jan. 12; Rev. Dec. 19.
I'm No Angel. Mae West original.. Mae West In tights as a lion tamer.
Cary Grant, Edw. Arnold, Ralf Harolde. Dir. Wesley Ruggles, 87 mlns

25

Duck Soup.

Artistic

•

Cat and the Fiddle, The. From the successful musical play by Jerome Kern
and Otto Harbach. Ramon Novarro, Jeanette MacDonald, Frank Morgan, Charles Butterworth, Jean Hersholt. Vlvlenne SegaL Dir. William K. Howard. Bel. Feb. IS. Rev. Feb. 20.
Ed Wynn es a simpleton of the gay 'nineties. Dorothy. Mackat
let The.
William (Stage) Boyd, Erne Ellsler, C. Henry Gordon. Dir. Charlet
Riesner. 68 mlns. Rel; Nov. S. Rev. Dec. 6.
banting Lady. James Warner Bellah's Saturday Evening Post story. Joau
Crawford, Clark Gable. Franchot Tone, Fred Astalre, Winnie Llgbtner.
Ted Healy. Dir. Robt Z. Leonard. 90 mlns. ReL Nov. 24. Rev. Deo. i
Day of Reckoning. Based oh Morris Lavlne's story,' 'Hall of Justice/ Rich-,
ard Dlx, Madge Evans, Una Merkel, Conway Tearle. Dir. 'Charles BraReL Oct. 13. Rev, Oct 17.
blnf 70 mlns. ReL Oct 27. Rev. Nov. 7.
Last Roundup, The. Western with a Zane Grey title and a new story, Randolph Scott, Monte Blue, Barbara Adams, Fred Kohler. Dir. Henry
Inner at eight. From, the stage play. All star cast headed by Marie
Hathaway. ReL Jan. 26.
Dressier and John Barrymore. Dir. Geo. Cukor. Roadshow length 110
mlns. Rel. Jan. 12. Rev. Aug. 29.
Lone Cowboy, The. Western with Jackie Cooper as the hero. From a Will
James story. Dir. Paul Sloan. 68. mlns. Rel. Dec 1. Rev. Dec 6.
Eskimo. Love and hate In the lcelanda. Native cast Dir. W. S. Van Dyke:
Roadshow length, 120 mlns. ReL Jan. It. Rev. Nov* V»i
Melody in Spring. Radio singer at home and abroad. Lanny Ross, Chas.
Ruggles, Mary Boland. Dir. Norman McLeod. 75 mlns. Rel. April 20.
itlve Lovers. Robert Montgomery and Madge Evans as 'the lovers in a
story most of whose, action takes. place on a transcontinental bus. Nat
Rev. April "3.
Pendleton, CrHenry Gordon, Ruth Selwyn. Dir. H. Boleslavsky. 84 Mies Fane's Baby Is Stolen. Farcical play. Dorothea Wleck, Alice Brady
mlns. Rel. Jan. 5. Rev. Jan. 16.
Dir. Alex. HalL CTmlhs. ReL Jan. 12. Rev. Jan. 23.
Going Hollywood. Marlon Davies ehases a radio crooner to the studio. Murder at the Vanities. From the Earl Carroll stage production. Murder
Marlon Davies, BIng Crosby. Dir. Raoul Walsh. 76 mlns. ReL Dec. 21.
backstage. Carl Brlsson, Victor McLaglen, Jack Oakle, Kitty Carlisle.

—^
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(Continued from page 2)

plays, the casts rehearse four

weeks

without pay, why should not picture casts be willing: to rehearse
for two weeks, say, at half pay?
For their own sake, she means, as
well as for the good of the picture;.
For the actors, two weeks' rehearsal before shooting assures giving a better performance, permits

them

to get into their characteriza-

.

,

.

.

.

,

...

I

.

1

.

.

Rev. Dec,

26.

Dir. Mitchell Lolsen.

Rel. April 20.

Her Sweetheart Christopher Bean. The Broadway play by Rene Fauchoie and No More Women.. Flags; and Quirt as deep sea divers.. Edmund Lowe, Victor
Sidney Howard. Marie Dressier, Lionet Barrymore, Helen Mack. Dir.
McLaglen, Sally Blane. Dir. Al Rogell. 73 mins. Rel. Feb. 23. Rev.
Sam Wood. 90 mins. Rel. Nov. 17. Rev. Nov. 28.
March 6.
Hollywood Party. All star musical film. ReL April it.
Search for Beauty, The. Pseudo-physical training .yarn to display winners in
Laughing Boy. Ramon Novarro in the title role. Based on the Pulitzer Prize
Par's international beauty contest. Buster Crabbe, Ida: Lupino, Toby
winning novel, by Oliver La Farge. Lupe Veles. Dir. W. 8. Van Dyke.
Wing, Jas. Gleaaon. Dir. Erie Kenton. 77 mlns. ReL Feb. 2. Rev.
.

Rel. April 20.

Feb.

13.

enables -them to feel .the
mood; to grasp the continuity of

tions,

the story; to. feel at. home in their
roles, and thus to do the. kind of
work that brings more work.. For
the producers, rehearsal means

fewer retakes, fewer delays! fewer,
changes -economy. Rehearsals,

—

half pay—since two weeks more of
salary for pictures that employ, a
hundred actors swells too heavily
Its costs—urges Miss Westley, at
least for pictures that have any literary pretensions.
She recalls that. the cost of. The
House of Rothschild' put on a com-,
plete performance, scene by scene,
for Its producers before it stepped,
before the cameras. The producers'
then knew what they had, what
was weak, what was okay, beforehand. She attributes the smoothness of the result in great measure
to its adequate preparation.
Miss Westley's made three pictures now, and she's overcome that
feeling that 'the blooming, blasted
camera freezes you—It's like having
your picture taken all the time, and
you know what an Idiot you are
when you're having your picture
She will continue to make
taken.'
pictures when her duties .for the
Theatre. Guild permit, but she'll

Story of the shrimp fisheries among the Cajuna in the Louisiana She Made Her Bed. Show lot Btory about a brutal animal, trainer.
lch.
Arlen, Sally Ellen, Robt Armstrong. Rel. March 9.
bayou country. Jean Parker, Robert Young, C. Henry Gordon. Dir.
George Seitz. 77 mlns. Rel. March 16.
Sitting Pretty. Backstage story smartened up. Jack Oakle, Jack Haley,
Ginger
Rogers,
Thelma Todd, Gregory Ratoff. Dir. Harry Joe Brown.
Meet the Baron; Jack Pearl brings his radio characterization to the screen.
80 mlns. ReL Nov. 24. Rev. Dec 6.
Jimmy Durante, Zasu Pitts, Edna May Oliver, Ted Healy and bis
stooges. Dir. Walter Lang. 70 mlns. ReL Oct 20. .Rev. Oct 31.
Six of a Kind. The humors of a share-expenses trip. Chas. Ruggles, Mary
Boland, W. C. Fields, Geo. Burns, Gracle Allen, Alison Skipworth. Dir.
Men in White. Picturlzatlon of the successful Broadway stage play Of hosLeo. Carey. 60 mlns. ReL Feb. 9. Rev. March 18.
pital life. Clark Gable, Myrna- Loy, Jean Hersholt Dir. R. Boleslavsky
No release set.
Take a Chance. Roland & Brice production of the stage musical. Jas. Dunn,
Cliff Edwards, Jane Knight, Lillian Roth.
Dir. Lawrence Schwab. 80
Mystery of Mr. X. Based on the Crime' Club ndvel by Philip MacDonald.
mlns. ReL Oct 27. Rev. Nov; 28.
Robert Montgomery, Elzabeth Allan, Lewis Stone. Dir. Edgar Selwyn.
ReL Feb. 23. Rev. Feb. 27.
Thirty Days a Princess. Obscure actress plays at being a prlhceBs. Sylvia
Sidney, Cary Grant. Dir. Marion Goring. Rel. May 18.
Ight Flight. Air story of a South American flight from the novel by
Salnt-Exupery. John Barrymore, Helen Hayes, Clark Gable, Lionel Thundering Herd, The. Upper class western -with the usual Ingredients. make them quietly, as somebody In
Barrymore, Robt Montgomery, Myrna-Loy. 'Dir. David O. Selznick. 89
Randolph Scott, Judith Allen, Buster Crabbe, Noah Beery, Ray Hatton, a picture, not as somebody carrymlns. Rel. Oct 6. Rev. Oct. 10.
Dir. Henry Hathaway. 67 mins. ReL Nov. 24.
Id Hannibal.
May Robson as a Wall Street manipulator. Lewis Stone, Jean Tlllle and Gus. Keeper of a Chinese resort and her brother, an. Alaskan bad ing a picture. She doesn't want
Parker. Dir. C. Riesner. ReL Jan. 26.
man come back home to claim their Inheritance, a battered ferry boat the weight of a picture on her
W. C. Fields and Allison Skipworth handle the comedy with plenty of shoulders, she prefers to be borne
Operator 13. Based on the last novel of the late Robert W. Chambers.
opportunity. Dir. Francis Martin. 67 mins. Rel. Oct 13. Rev; Nov. 14. up by the picture.
Too much
Marlon Davies, Gary Cooper. Dir. Richard Boleslavsky. No release set
Prizefighter and the Lady. Max Baer, heavyweight contender, and Myrna Trumpet Blows, The. George Raft becomes ah amateur bull fighter;. Geo. prominence in a picture and they
Raft Adolphe Menjou, Frances Drake. Dir. Stephen Roberta; ReL April watch you. Should the picture .hot
Loy in the title roles. Primo Camera, Jack Dempsey, Walter Huston.
"
13.
Dir. W. 8. Van Dyke. 90 mlns. ReL Nov. 10. Rev. Nov. .14.
be box office, then It's you who are.
Queen Christina. Greta Garbo as the seventeenth century queen, who was Way to Love, The. Chevalier,. Incognito, finds romance with a French car slipping.
nival troupe. Ann Dvorak, Ed. Everett Horton, Minna GombelL Dir.
brought up as a boy. Lewis Stone, Ian Keith, Elizabeth Toung. Dir.
'Slipping!' she exclaims; 'hell—
Norman Taurog, 83 mins. ReL Oct 20. Rev. Nov. 14.
Rouben Mamoullan. 90 mlns. Rel. Feb. 9.. Rev. Jan. 2.
you've slupt!'
ip Tide (Opposing Forces Within Woman). An American girl marries into We're Not Dressing. Comedy of shipwrecked royalty. BIng Crosby, Carole
Lombard, Burns and Allen, Ethel Merman, Leon Errol. Dir. Norman
English nobility and suffers disappointment and disillusionment Norma
Taurog. ReL April 27.
Shearer, Robert Montgomery, Herbert Marshall, Mrs. Pat CampbelL
Dir. Edmund GoUldlng. Rel. March 23. Rev. April 3.
White Woman, Tropical story with a brutal viiite k ng' of an island colony.
Chas. Laughton, Carole Lombard, Chas. Blckford. Dir. Stuart W;.lker.
ie MeKee.
Based on the; novel by Vina Delmar. Joan Crawford, Franchot
66 mlns. ReL Nov. 3. Rev. Nov. 2L
Tone, Dir. -Clarence. Brown. No release Bet.
Should Ladies ..Behave. From the stage play; -The Vinegar Tree.' Lionel You're Telling Me. Fields as a small town garage man. W. C. Fields, Loan
Marsh, Buster Crabbe, Adrlenne Ames. Dir. Erie Kenton. ReL April 6,.
(Continued- from page 5)
Barrymore, Alice Brady. Dir. Harry Beaumont 89 mlns. ReL Dec. 1.
Rev. Deo. 19.
with Hafley L. Clarke's mysterious
Office: 1270 Sixth Ave.,
Showofr, The. Old stage play of a conceited man who makes good. Spencer
Principal
New York, N. V. operations which, the Senate Stock
Tracy, Madge EvanB. Dir. Chas, Riesner.. 78 mlns. ReL March 9.
Jaws of Justice. Kazan., the dog, in a melodrama of the Northwest Mounted Market Investigating Committee
Rev. March 20.
Police, with Richard Terry and Ruth Sullivan, 64 mlns. ReL Dec. 16.
several months ago encountered
•one of the .Desert (Hal Roach). Laurel and Hardy attend a fraternal conFerocious Pal. Kazan, the dog, In a thrilling mystery-melodrama of the difficulty in unraveling.
vention. Dir. Wm. A. Setter. 65 mlns. ReL Dec 29. .Rev. Jan. 9.
sheep-raising country. Ruth Sullivan and Robert Manning. 60. mins.
Tarzan and His. Mate. Further adventures of the characters created by Edmaintained
that
Blumenthal
ReL Feb. L
gar Rice Burroughs. Johnnie Welssmuller, Maureen O' Sullivan, Nell
Fighting to Live. Captain, the dog, and Lady, his mate, in a story based Greenfield received more than 3500,Hamilton. Dir. Cedrlc Gibbons. Rel. March 30.
on a true incident In their lives. -Mary Shilling and Gaylord Pendleton. 000 and that he was entitled' to an
This Side of Heaven. Domestic drama from a novel. Lionel Barrymore, Fay
60 mlns. Rel. May.
added sum, alleging that Greenfield
Balnter, Mae Clark, Una 'Merkel, Tom Brown. Dir. Wm. K. Howard.
Office: R.K.O. Bldg.,
Studios: Hollywood,
78 mins. ReL Feb. 3. Rev. Feb. 13.
received another $260,000 from G. T.
Purlin
Ix.lv.W. t\aaiO
R ad 0 city, N.Y.C. E, which never was admitted; .and
Calif.
Turn Back the Clock. Story of a man who relives his past Lee Tracy, Mae
Clerk, Peggy Shannon. Dir. Edgar Selwyn. 80 mlns. ReL Aug. 25.
Ace of Aces. A pacifist goes to war and becomes a great aviator with a lust further 'was believed to have reRev. Aug. 29.
for killing. Richard Dlx, Elizabeth Allan, Ralph Bellamy. 78 mlns. Dir.
ceived-still other sums.'
iva Villa. Wallace Beery, portrays the famous Mexican character, Pancho
J. Walter Ruben. ReL Oct 20. Rev. Nov. 14.
The trial judge interpreted the
Villa. Stuart Erwln,' Fay Wray, Leo Carrlllo. Dir. Jack Conway. ReL
After Tonight A beautiful Russian spy falls in love with an Austrian spy
April 6.
but they place duty to their countries above love. Constance Bennett, agreement between Blumenthal and
Women In Hie Life, -The. Criminal lawyer, deserted by his wife, sends to the
Gilbert Roland. Dir. George Archalnbaud. 72 mlns. Rel. Nov. 10. Rev. Greenfield as not requiring the dichair the man who stole her. Otto Kruger, Una Merkel, Ben Lyons.
Nov. 7.
vision of the $260,000, but held that
-Dir. Geo. B. Seitz. 74 mins. Rel. Dec. 3. Rev. Jan. 30.
Aggie Appleby. Maker of Men. A woman reforms two ot the men In her a lump sum of $300,000 received
life, malting a gentleman of the rowdy arid a rowdy of the gentleman.
You Can't Buy Everything. Story of a domineering old woman. May Robaon,
from Fox should have been split.
Wynne
Gibson,
Charles
Farrell,
William
Gargan,
Mark
Zasu
Pitts.
Dir.
Jean Parker, Lewis Stone. Dir. C. H. Relsner. 72 mine. Rel. Jan- 26.
Sandrlph. 73 mins. Rel. Nov. 3. Rev. Oct 24.
This decision was reversed when
Rev. Feb. 6.
Allen Corn. Talented young musician realizes after a series of disappointing the Circuit Court held that GreenStudio: 6048 Sunset Blvd.,
Office: R. K. O. Building,
«m
love affairs that love and a career won't mix and chooses career. Ann field, whose testimony was thrown
WlOnOgTam Rockefeller Center, N.Y.C.
Hollywood, Cal.
Harding, John Boles, Margaret Hamilton, Arnold Korff. Dir. Edward
out in the District Court, was a
H. Griffith. ReL May 26.
Beggars' In Ermine. Lionel Atwell, Betty FurnesB. Dir. Phil Rosen.
Broken Dreams. From Olga Prlntzlau's story. Two Little Arms,' Martha AmirrVlckers. From the Sinclair Lewis novel. Irene Dunn, Walter Huston, credible witness, and characterized
Conrad NageL Dir. John Cromwell. 76 mlns. Rel.. Oct 13. Rev. Oct 3, Greenfield and Fox, according to
Sleeper, Randolph Scott, Buster Phelps, Beryl Mercer. Dir. Robert Vlgnoia. 68 mlns. Rel, Nov," 15. Rev. Nov. 28.
Blind Adventure. Adventures in London during one foggy night. Robert Blumenthal's brief, as 'men of high
Armstrong, Helen Mack, Roland Young, Ralph Bellamy. Dir. Ernest B. honor and rugged honesty,' regardHe Couldn't Take It. Story by Dorc Scharg. Inside story ot process serving
Schoedsack.' 63 mins. Released- Aug. 18. Rev. Nov, 7.
racket Ray Walker, Virginia Cherrlll, George E. Stone, Dorothy
less of the lower court's refusal to
Granger, Paul Porcasi. Dir. William Nigh. ReL Dec. 11. Rev. Maroh 27. Chance at Heaven. The rich city girl who dazzles the country boy and maraccept the testimony. The disputed
ries him only, to send him pack to his small town sweetheart Joel
_t-ucky._Xexan. The. Western story of a;man accused orthe murder, of his paL
McCrea, Ginger Rogers, Marlon Nixon. Dir. William Setter. 72 mine. $300,000 resulted from Fox's exerJohn Wayne. Dir. Paul Malvern. 66 minB. Rel. Jan. 22. Rev. Feb. 13.
Released Oct 27. Rev. Dec. 27.
cising of options to participate to
Mystery Liner. Noah Beery, Astrld Alwjro. Dir. William Nigh.
Crime Doctor. A famous detective, jealous Of bis wife who no longer loves the extent of 10% in any underwritReL Dec 19. Rev. Nov. 28.
^
him, plans the perfect crime. Otto Kruger, Karen Morley, Nils Aether, ing of Fox Film stocks by G, T. E.,
Riders of Destiny. Western scrap about water rights, with some big flood
John
Robertson.
Rel.
April
27.
Judith
Wood.
Dir.
58 mins. Rel. Oct 10. Rev.
stuff. John Wayne. Dir. R. N. Bradbury.
which was revealed to. the Senate
Deluge, The. Odd story of the world after a second deluge. Peggy Shannon,
pec. 12.
Lois Wilson, Sidney Blackmer, Matt Moore. Dir. Felix E. Feist Rel. committee early in December. Fox
Sagebrush trail, The. Lone Star- western. John Wayne, Nancy Shubert
gave Greenfield a 10% share in this
Sept 16.. Rev. Oct 10.
Dir. Armand Scbaefer. 58 mlns. ReL Dec 16. Rev. Jan. 9.
young boarding school girl becomes, involved with a option, Blumenthal contended, and
ixteen Fathoms Deep. Sponge diver's, romance. Sally O'Neill, Crelghton Finishing School.
young doctor. Ginger Rogers, Frances Dee, Bruce Cabot, Blllle Burke. the latter ultimately received $300,Chaney, Russell Simpson, Maurice Black. Dir. Artnand Scbaefer. 59
Nicholls, Jr. Rel. May 4.
Tuchock
.George
Dir.
and
Wahda
mlns. ReL Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 23.
000 when Fox Sold the option back
which takes place in the air above
Sweetheart ot Sigma Chi. College musical. Mary Carlisle, .Buster Crabbe. Flying Down to Rio. Musical extravaganza
in
Rio de Janeiro. Dolores Del Rio,. Gene Raymond, Ginger ROgerB, Fred to Harley Clarke for $3,000,000
Dir. Ed. Marin. «0 mins. ReL Oct 1. Rev. Nov. 14.
The issue involved the naAstalre, Raoul Roulten. Dir. Thornton Freeland; 89 mlns.. Rel. Dec. 1930.
West of the Divide. Lone Star western. John Wayne, Virginia Brown Falre.
Dec
87.
29. Rev.
ture of this amount Greenfield
Dir. R. N. Bradbury.
Lore.. A butler and his master both become involved with gold claiming it represented indirectly a
Woman's Man. Hollywood Inside story. John Halliday, Wallace Ford, Mar- Goodbye
diggers. Charlie Ruggles, Verree Teasdale, Mayo Methot, Sidney Black- gift given when Fox was worried
guerite de la Motte. Dir. Edward Luddy.
mer, Phyllis Barry. Dir. by H> Bruce Humberstone. 66 mins. Rel.
about option, and Greenfield purNov. 10.
5851 Marathon St.,
Offloest 1601 Broadway,
D«»««*«^v.«-»*
Hollywood, Calif.N.V. Keep 'Cm Rolling. One man's life-time devotion to his loyal army horse, chased the 10% interest to reduce
New York
Walter Huston, Frances Dee, Robert Shayne, Frank Conroy. Dir. George the flm magnate's commitment.
The Carroll story visualized. Charlotte Henry and most
lice In Wonderland.
March
2.
ReL
Archalnbaud.
of the Par. stars. Dir. Norman McLeod, 76 mins. ReL Dec. 22. Rev.
Blumenthal contended that Fox
Dec' 27.
Hips, Hips, Hooray. Musical girl show. Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey, Ruth had no commitment under the opEtting, Dorothy Lee, Thelma Todd, George Meeker, Phyllis Barry. DIr
All Of Me. From the stage .play, •Chrysalis.' Fredric March, Miriam Hopkins.
tion agreement, was attempting to
Mark Sandrich. ReL Feb.. 2. Rev. Feb. 27,
Geo. Raft Dir.. Jas. Flood.. 70 mins. Rel, Jan. 26. Rev. Feb. 6.
get an option on more shares, that
Bolero. Story of a gigolo who started in Hobokeh. Geo. Raft, Carole Lom- If I Were Free. A modem romance of two people, disappointed in marriage,
who meet and try to find happiness together in their way. Irene Dunne, Greenfield was attempting- to aid
bard, Sally Rand. Dir. Wesley Ruggles. 83 mins, Rel. Feb, 23. Rev.
Cllve Brook, Nils Aether, Henry Stephenson. Dir. Elliott Nugent. 66 Fox, and that Greenfield had parted
Feb. 20.
mins. Rel. Dec 1. Rev. Jan. 9.
with.no consideration for .the interJPjuhe -X>Ji^JMarinea._ Marlr^^
Richard Arlen, Ida Lupino, Roscoe Karns. Dir. Henry Hathaway. 64 Tattle^WoTnenr^TallfeT-WM^^
est given him,
burn, Joan Bennett. Paul Ltikas, Frances Dee. Jean Parker, Edna Mae
minis.
Rel. March 23. Rev. March. 27.
Oliver. Dir. Geo. Cukor. 117 m ns. Rel. Nov. 24. Rev. Nov. 21.
Ic
Song. Dorothea Wieck's first Hollywood production. Mother love of
nun for. a foundling in a Spanish convent. Evalyn Venable, Sir Guy Long Lost Father. Story in a London nlte club. John Barrymore, Helen
Two Far Writers Quit
Rel. Jan. 19.
Dir, Ernest B. Schoedsack.
62 mins,
Rev.
Chandler.
Standing, Louise Dresser. Dir. Mitchell Lelsen.' 78 mins, Rel. Nov. 10.
Feb. 27.
Hollywood, April 9.
Rev. Nov. 21,
British
soldierB
of
lost
Me
sopotamlan
detachment
on
th
e
Vincent
Lawr ence, finishi ng; his
The,
Lost
Patrol,
A
Oeath Takea a Holiday^- -Death._takea a_hollday_tQ,.leaxn of life. From the
desert are attacked' by unseen Arabs with dramatic results. Boris "Kar- collaboration with Sylvia Thalberg
stage play. Fredric March, Evalyn Venable. Dir. Mitchell Lelsen. 79
Ford,
Reginald
Wallace
McLaglen,
Denny,
Hale,
Dir.
Alan
Victor
lofr,
mins. Rel. March 30. Rev. Feb. 27.
on 'Honor Bright,' is off the ParaJohn Ford. ReL Feb." 16. Rev. April 3.'
Design for Living; Adapted from Noel Coward's play. Fredric Ma'rch, Gary
Man of Two Worlds. An Eskimo, his Illusions shattered by a glimpse of Lon- mount writing unit.
Dir. Ernst Lubitsch.
90 mlns.
Courier. Miriam Hopkins, Ed. E. -Horton.
Lynn Rlggs has left the lot comdon civilization, return^ to his own people and is brought back to reality
Hoi. Dec. 27.
Rev. Nov. 28.
by his Infant son. Francis Lederer, Ellssa Landi, Henry Stephenson, pleting a ^treatment of 'Andrew's
oublc Door. Thriller story of a dominant old maid. Mary Morris,
valyn
(Continued on page 27)
Harvest,' for Al Lewis production.
Veaable, Kent Taylor. Dir. Chas; Vidor. Rel. May 4.
(Lazy River.
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THE

IRCUT
town!

is

in

Beyond your wildest dreams as a showman
Metro-GoldwyivMayer's amazing pro*
"TARZAN and his MATE!"
Two years in the making, it is without
is

duction of

question the biggest thrill^show in the
entire history

of show business.

START

TO PROMOTE IT TODAY! ARRANGE
FOR EXTRA PLAYING TIME!
with Johnny Wcissmuller,
Maureen O'Suliivan, Neil
Hamilton, Paul Cavanaugh.
Based.

Upon

the Characters

Created by Edgar Rice
Burroughs. Screen play by
'

J.K.McGuinnesa. Adaptation
by Leon Gordon.
MetroGMdwyn-Mayer Picture.
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CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

Seiter;
Love Birds. Comedy. Slim Summerville, Zasu Pitts. Dir.
Love. Honor and Oh, Baby. Comedy. Slim Summerville, Zasu Pitts, Lucille
Gleason, Veree Teasdale, Donald Meek. Dir. Eddie Buzzell. 63 mins.
Rel.

Oct

16.

Rev. Oct.

;

Studio Placements

31.

Hollywood .April

Madame

70 mins.
lr. Karl Kreund.
Spy. Drama, Fay Wray. Nils Asther.
Rel. Jan. 8. Rev. Feb. 13.
Chester
Midnight. Drama. Sidney Fox, Henry -Hull, O. P. HeggleErskine. .'Pel. Jan. 22.. Rev. March 13.
Myrt and Marge. Musical. Myrtle Vail, Donna Domerll, Eddie Foy. Jr.. Ted
Healy, Grace Hayes, J. Farrell MacDonald. Dir. Al Boasberg. 66 mineRe!... Dec. 11.. Rev. Jan. 23.
Margaret Sullavan. RegOnly Yesterday. Dramatic love story..
106 mins. Rel. Nov. 6.
inald Denhy, Bjllie Burke. Dir:
Bel, Jan. 12. Rev. Feb.. 20.
Rev. Nov. 14.
ruce Cabot. Frank Albertson. Arthur
Idshlpman Jack. Annapolis story.
ijeila Hyams, Johnny Mack
Toung,
Robt.
Football
story.
Millions
Saturday's
Christy
mins.
Cab^nne. 70
Rel. Sept. 29
Lake, Betty Furness. Dir.
76
mins.
Rel. Oct. 9. Rev. Oct. 17.
Sedgwick.
Brown."
Dir.
Edw.
Rev. Nov. 21.
Roan, The. Story of a wild horse "and his conquest. Ken MayOf Human Bondage. A poignant story of a man who faces life as a partial Strawberry
nard. Ruth Hall. Dir. Alan James. ReL Oct. 26. Rev. Dec. ,12.
cripple. Leslie Howard, Bette Davis, Reginald Denny. Reginald ShefDir. John .Cromwell. Rel. June 1.
Poor Rich, The; Comedy; Edna May Allver, Edward Everett Horton; Dir.
field, Alan Hale.
Ed. Sedgwick. Rel. Feb. 26.
Rafter Romance. A story ot Greenwich Village. Ginger Kogers Norman
La lira Hope Crews. Robt. Benchley. Dir.
Foster. Geo; Sidney
Uncertain Lady. Comedy-drama. Genevieve Tobih. Edward E. Horton. Dir.
Rel, Sept. 1. R6v; Jan. 16."
76 mins.
Seiter,
Karl Freund. Rel. April 23.
,19.
Alan James.
iaht to Romance,. The. "a (amous woman beauty specialist decides to go on Wheels of Destiny. Western. Ken Maynard.
Rev. April 3.
a spree and becomes involved in a series of exciting adventures; Ann.
DJr Alfred Santeit.
Harding. Nils Asther, Sari Maritza. Irving Plchei
°fflcw
Rev, Dec. 19.
67 mins. Rel. Nov. 17.
Studio* Burbank.
Brothers
V.
Calif.
ing and Like It. Gangster backs, a Broadway show and makes sure of good
reviews by burnishing special 'escorts' for each reviewer. Zasu Pitts, As the Earth Turns. Epic In the romance of American life and a revelation:
Pert Kelton, Edward Everett Horton,' Nat Pendleton, Ned Sparks. Dir.
of the character of the New England farmer taken from the story of
William Seiter. Rel. April 20.
Woods,
Dorothy
Peterson.
Muir,
Donald
Carroll.
Gladys Hasty
Jean
8on of Kong: Further adventures of Carl Denham, the director who brought
Dir. Alfred. E. Green. 73 minis.. Rel. April 14.
King Kong to civilization, this time with the Son of Kong. Robert Armstrong, Helen Mack. Frank Reicher, John Marston. Directed by Ernest College Coach. A football story with a new twist. Dick Powell, Ann Dvoraifc.
77 mine.
Dir. William A. Wellman.
Pat O'Brien and Lyle Talbot.
B. Schocdsack. C9 mins. Rel. Dec. 22. Rev. Jan. 2.
ReL Nov. 4. Rev. Nov. 14.
Itfire.
A powerful story which deals with' a beautiful mountain I'witch"
whose naivete, temperament and personality combine wickedness and Disraeli. Political drama of England. George Arllss. Joan Bennett. Dir. Alimmaculateness. Katharine Hepburn, Robert Young, Ralph Bellamy,
fred Green. 88 mins. Re-rel. Dec. 16.

(Continued from page 25)
Walter Byron, Steffi Duna, J. Farrell MacDonald, Sarah
J. Walter Ruben.
92 mins. Rel. Feb 9. Rev. Jan. 1G.
eanest Gal In Town. Farce comedy love In the beauty parlor. Zasu Pitts.
El Brendel, Pert Kelton, James Gleason. Dir. Rich. Schayer. 61 mins.

27

.

:

.

'

.

Wm

Warner

^w\«Eft

9.

Grape.wih,
'Treasure
Charles
Metro; 'Caravan', Fox.
Una Merkle, 'Merry Widow*,
Metroi
Ben Alexander, Creightbn Chaneyv
Island',

Edwin

Stanley, Helen Vinsdri. 'Virgie
Winters V RKQ,
Erin
O'Brien
M66re.

RKO.

Corey, 'Family Man',
Jack Norton,
'

RKO.
Irene Franklin, Marjorie Gatesori,
Farringtbn, Hazel Forbes,
.

Betty

'Down to Their Last Yacht', RKO.
Barbara Fritchie. Jackie Searle,

Tom

Herbert, 'Murder on the Black-

RKO.

board',

Paul

Cavanaugh,

Stars,' Par.

Dorothy Burgess

Moon.*

•

,

Martha S'.eoper. Sidney Toler, Louis Mason, Sara Haden. Dir. John
Easy to Love. A frothy farce. Adojphe Menjou, Genevieve Tobln, Mary
Cromwell: Rel. March 30. Rev. March 30.
Astor, Guy Klbbee, Edward Everett Horton. Dir; William Keighley..
Notorious Australian bandit oi the "Robin Hood" type with a
61 mins. Rel. Jan. 20. Rev. Jan. 16.
flair for the esthetic things of life.
Irene Dunne,.. Richard Dlx, Conway,
Tearie, Mary Boland. Dir. tVilHam Wellman. ReL May 26.
Ever In: My Heart. War theme, story, out without conflict angle. (GermanAmerican husband and an American- wife. Barbara. Stanwyck, Otto
6trlctiy Dynamite. A poet becomes a'ga'g- writer for a famous radio comic.
Kruger, Ralph Bellamy. Dir. Archie Mayo. 70 .mins. Rel. Oct. 28.
Jimmy Durante, Lupe Telez, Norman Foster, Marian Nixon. Dir; Elliott
Rev.,' Oct 17.«
Nugent. Rel. May 11.
locale.
James Cagney. Joan.
Success Story:? The ruthless rise to. pbwer and "wealth, of a boy of the New Footlioht Parade. '.Gala musical with backstage
Dir. Lloyd Bacon..
129
ins.
Blondell, Ruby Keeler, Dick PowelL
York, telement distrlpt. Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., Colleen Moore, GeneDances by Busby, Berkeley. Rel. Oct- 2. Rev. Oct. 10.
vieve Tobln, Frank Morgan/ Dir.. J. Walter Ruben. Rel. March 16.
committed right in headdrama
murder
A
crime
with
a
From
Headquarters'.
To. preserve her •m'aWlag^ a young wife, virtually hurls
is Man l» Mine.
Dir
George
Brent,- Margaret Lindsay and Eugene Pallette.
quarters.
her husband into the arms of his first Jove. Irene Dunne,, Constance
Rel. pee. 2. Rev. v >v. 21.
William Dieterje. 63 mins.
Cuonmings, Ralph Bellamy, Kay Johnson. Dir.' John Cromwell. Rel.
Gambling Lady. Based oh' the drama .by Doris Majloy of a gambling lady
April 13,
who is such a, sport, she is willing, to sacrifice, her love to save her husAlone. An orphan girl and a young boy who., escaped from, a reformatory
band from a murder charge. Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea, Pat
fall in love and try to escape the inhuman, farmer who keeps them
iO'Brlen, Graife Dodd. Dir. Archie- Mayo. 66 mins. ReL March 31.
enslaved on his farm. Jean Parker, Zasu Pitts; Tom Brown, Arthur
Byron Nvdia Westman. Beulab Bondi, WUllard Robertson. Emerson Harold Teen. Hilarious comedy romance which brings to life on the screen
the characters of Carl "Ed's comic strip; Hal LeRoy. Rochelle Hudson,
Treacy. Dir Elliott Nugent. Rel, Jan. 6; 1934:
Patricia ElliSj, Guy Klbbee. Dir. Murray Roth. «6 mins. ReL April 7.
Where Sinners Meet. An eloping couple Wave a. Weak-down in their car and
spend the night in nn unusual hotel Where the host, a philosopher*, shows Heat Lightning. Thrilling romance of desert, love and. hate; based on the
Broadway stage bit by Leon Abrams and George Abbott. Aline Macthem the error of their way. Cllve Brook,. Diana. Wyhyard, Reginald
Mahon, Ann Dvorak, Uyle Talbot, Preston "Foster. Dir. Mervyn LeRoy.
Owen. Billie Burke, Alan Mowbray, Gilbert Emery. Dir. J: Walter
Ruben. Rel. May 1863 mins.' Rel. March -3. Rev. March 13.
Paul Muni,
HI, Nellie. Comedy-drama of a newspaper, 'iove' columnist.
Wild Cargo. Frank Buck's expedition into the. Asiatic jungles to capture
Glenda Farrell, Katbryh Sergava. Dir. Mervyn Le Roy» Rel. Jan. 20.
wild animals. Frank Buck. Dir. Armand Denis. Rel. April 6.
Rev; Feb. 6.
Ricardo
Francis,
Kay
-gambling
lady.
Drama
of"
a
House On 66th Street,
United Artists OWce,: '%.8aToVVA N '\
Cortex^ Gene Raymond, Margaret Lindsay, and Frank McHugh. Dir.
Robert Fiorey. 68 mins. Rel. Dec. 23. Rev. Dec. 8.
Advice to the Lovelorn, Romance and adventures ot reporter who edits the
Dir Alfred I've Got Your Number. Rowdy, rollicking story of the telephone trouble hunter
agony column and eventually exposes the. drug racket
who finds it Joan Blondell, Pat O'Brien. Dir. Kay En right. «7 mine,
Worker. Re). Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 19.
Rel. Feb. A. Rev. Feb. 6.
Blood Money- The. bail bond racket with a love angle. Geo. Bancroft. Frances
Jimmy the Gent. Hilarious comedy romance based on the story by Laird
Nov.
21.
Ley.
Nov.
17.
Brown.
mins.
Rel
66
Dee. Dir, Rowland
Doyle
and Ray Nazarro, which reveals a new kind of racket, -that of
roadway Through a Keyhole.' Walter Wlnchell's 6tory ot- Broadway. Condigging -up heirs. James Cagney, Bette Davis, Allen Jenkins, Dir.
Dir Lowell Sherman.
stance Cummlngs. Rubs Columbo. Paul Kelly
Michael Curtlz. 67 mins. Rel. March 17.' Rev. March 2T.
Rev. Nov. 7.
Rel. Oct. 13.
90 mins.
drama depicting the unusual sotatlon pt an unusual
Catherine the Great. The story of Russia's greatest ruler. Douglas Fair- Kennel Murder Case. APowelL
Mary Astor, Helen Vinson, Ralph Morgan and
murder. William
banks, Jr Elizabeth Bergner. Flora Robson, Gri ths Jones. Dir. Paul
Eugene PaUette. Dir. Michael Curtiz 75 mins. Ret. Oct. 28; Rev.
Rev. Feb. 20.
mine.
.

.

Stlngaree,

Col.

Pat Harmon,
ire Patrol,' Col.
Gwein Lee, Matty Kemp, "Wilson
Berige, Lafe McKee, 'City Park.'
'

Chesterfield.

Dot Farley, Helen Collins,. iGi
Parrish, 'Down to the Last yacht,'

RKQ.
Edward Maxwell;

Dorotjhy
bastian, 'Virgie Winters,' RKO.

Zasu:

:

.

•

Metro.
Porter Hall, "Thin Man,' Metro.
.Anne Caldwell, writing, brig and
screen play, 'Masquerfc'de?- Foi
Fay Wray, 'Black Moon,' Col.

Street,'

EvaVyn Knapp,

.

^

.

Eugene

•

.

.

•

,

Czlnner.
Gallant Lady.

Rel. April 13

93

Oct. 81.

An unwed mother who pays the price of silence in order to- he
'em around again. Jas. Cagney, Mae Clark.
near her child. Dir. Gregory La Cava. Ann Harding, Clive Brook; Lady Killer. Jimmy Cagney bats
Leslie Fentoa. Dir. Roy Del Ruth. 67. mins. Rel. Dec. 5. Rev. Jan. 2.
Otto Kruper, Tullio Carmlnati. 82 mins. Rel. Jan. 6. Rev. Jan. 23.
of the Reno divorce mill In action.
Henry VIII (British made): Henry and his six wives. Chas. Laughtoh. Dir Merry Wives of Reno.' Comedy-farce
Margaret Lindsay, Donald Woods, Guy Klbbee, Glenda Farrell, Hugh
Rev Oct.. .17.
Rel. .Oct. 1.6
Alex Korda. 93 mins
Herbert and Frank' McHugh. Dir. H. Bruce Humberstone. 64 mins.
ouse of Rothschild, The (20th Cent.). Strong drama of the great financial
ReL May 12.
George Arllss, Boris Karloff Loretta Young; Dir. Alfred Weiker.
.house.
Modem Hero,- A. ~Based on the novel by Louis Bromfleld, opening with the
94 mins, Rel. April 6. Rev. March 20.
gay romance of circus life and carrying the hero through tremendous
Looking tor Trouble. Thrills In the lives of telephone linesmen, with a couple
battles to a captain of Industry. Richard Barthelmess, Jean
financial
Spencer Tracy, Jack Oakle, Constance Cumof love stories on the side.
Mulr, Marjorie Rambeau, Verree Teasdale. Dir. G. W,. Pabst. Rel.
mlngs, Arline Judge. Dir. Wm. Wellman. 77 mins.. Rel. .March 9.
April 21.
Moulin Rouge. A talented wife proves her ability by a clever impersonation
ruse,
Dir. Sidney LanfleldV Constance Bennett Franchot Tone. Tullio Smarty. Comedy of the wife who wanted to commute between husbands.
Joan Blondell, Warren William, Edward E. Horton, Frank McHugh and
Carmlnati. 70. mins. Rel. Jan. 19. Rev. Feb. 13.
Claire Dodd. Dir. Robert Fiorey. 64 mins. Rel. May 26.
Nana. Adapted from the Zola novel with Sam Goldwyn's new star, Anna Steri.
Phillips Holmes, Mae Clark, Lionel Atwill. Rich. Bennett. Dir. Dorothy Upperworld. Drama by Ben Hecht dealing with a millionaire's adventures
with a chorus girl.. Warren William, Mary Astor, Ginger Rogers, Dickie
Arzner. .87 mins. Rel Mar. 2. Rev.. Feb 6.
Moore. Dir. Roy Del Ruth. Rel. April 28.
Palooka. The son of a prizefighter follows In his father's footsteps. Dir. Benjamin Stolon! Jlramie Durante, Stuart Erwln, Lupe Velez. ReL Jan. 26.
Rev; March 6.
Miscellaneous Releases
Roman Scandals, A town simpleton transported in a dream back to the
grandeur that was Rome. Dir. Frank Tuttle. Eddie Cantor. Ruth Before Morning. (Greenblatt.) From a stage play, Police official cleverly
traps a murderess. Leo' Carlllo,. Lora Baxter. Din Arthur Hoerl. 66
Ettlng.. Gloria^ Stuart. 91 mins. Rel. Dec, 29.
mins. Rev. Nov. 21.
Sorrell & Son. An epic of the iove between father and son. H. B. Warner,
Peter Penrose, Hugh Williams, Winifred Shotter. Dir. Jack Raymond. Big Race, The. (Showmen.) Race track story. Boots Mallory, John Darrow.
Dir. Fred Newmeyer, 62 mins. Rev. March 6.
ReL April 20.
Carnival Lady. tGoldsmith-Hollywood.) Carnival background for a triple love
Offices: 730 Fifth Av«.,
story. Boots Mallory. Vincent Allen. Dir. Howard Hlggin. 67 mins.
Studio t Universal City,
Universal
New York, N. V
Calif
Rev. De°. 5*
Crl Inal at Large. (Helber.) Edgar Wallace mystery story. British made.
V.
Scbertzlnger.
Rel.
Gloria
Stuart.
Boles.
Beloved. Musical.. John
cast. 7* mins. Rey. 'Dec. 27.
British
Jan. 29. Rev. Jan. 90.
Dawn to Dawn fDu world.) Rural story In a foreign setting. 36 mins. Rev.
Bombay Mall. Edmund Lowe Production. Dir. Ed. Marin. Rel. Jan.
Jan. 9.
^
----Jan;--*/—
(Exploitation.) Warning to parents. Remade from
lack Cat, The. Mystery. Karloff, Bela Lugosi, David Manners. Dir. Edgar Enlighten Thy Daughter.
a silent. 76 mins. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev; Feb, 20,
Wllmer. Rel. April 30*
by
assembled
material
Old
clips
and
new'
rights.)
(State
The.
Parade,
Film
Nils
Elissa
L«andi.
Candlelight. Sophisticated comedy-drama. Paul Lukas.
J. Stuart Blackton. 62 minis. Rev. Dec. 2T.
Asther. Esther Ralston. Dir. Jamea Whale. 70 mins. Rel. Dec. 18. Rev.
Gigolettes of Parle. (Equitable.) Gold digger story fn Parisian locale. Madge
Jan. 9
S» mins.
Rev.
Dir. Alphonse MarteL
Bellamy, Natalie Moorbead.
Wm.
Daniels
John Barryraore.
Counsellor
Law. Drama.
Oct. 17.
Wyi
Rel. Dec. 26. Rev. .Dec... 12.
Society girl marries her chauffeur then- weds
Countess of. Monte Crlst'o. Drama: Fay Wray, Paul Lukas, Paul Page, Car- Her Forgotten Past. (Mayfair.f
a lawyer believing her first husband dead. Monte Blue, Barbara Kent.
mel Moyersi. Regmald Oweni Rel. March 19. Rev. April 3,
Dir. Wesley Ford. 65 mine. Rev. Nov: 1.
Cross County Cruise. Comedy-drama. Lew Ayresi June Knight, Alice White}..
Rev< Jan. 28.
Her Splendid Folly (Progressive). Studio girl Impersonates a star In HollyDir, Eddie Buzzell. 78 mine. ReL Jan. 15.
wood. Lillian Bond, Beryl Mercer. Theo. von EKz. Dh*. Rsjlpb Black.
Devil's Payday, The. Drama: Nils- Asther, Gloria Stuart. Dir. Max Marcin,
60 mins. Rev. Nov. 14.
•'
Rel.; June -A.
Wife. (Pinnacle.) Man hires a bride to get a fortune and falls in love
Crosby Caae>.The. Drama. Wynne Gibson, Onslow Stevens. William Collier. Hired with her. Greta Nissen, Weldon Heyburn. Dir. Geo. Melfordt 60 mins.
3..
April
Rel. March 6, Rev.
Rey; March 13.
Embarrassing Moments. Comedy-drama. Chester Morris, Marion Nixon.
Thirty. (Monarch.) Beauty parlor rejuvenation for a faded flancso.
Past
Love
Uel. May 14.
Dir. Ed; Laemmle.
Alleen Pringle, Theodor von Eltz, Phyllis Barry. Dir. Vln. Moore. 60
William
Glamour. Comedy-drama. Constance Cummlngs. Paul Lukas.
mins. Rev. March. 13,
Wyler. Rel. April 9.
Marriage on Approval. (Monarch.) In which a girl gets married in the first
Gun Justice. Western. Ken Maynard.
Dir
reel and finds it out in the last. Barbara Kent, Donald DlUaway.
Dir.
Howard Hlggin; Rev. Jan. 9.
Half a Sinner. Drama. Joel McCrc'
Kurt Neumann. Rel. May 7.
Neighbors Wives. (Syndicate.) Domestic murder problem, Dorothy MacDir. Francis Natteford. 66 mins. Rev. Oct. 17.
kalll. Tom Moore.
Honor of the Range. Western. Ken Maynard. Dir. Alan James. Rel. April 16.
Her First Mate. Comedy. Summervllle-Pltts. Dir. Wm. Wyler. Rel. Aug. 3. Public Stenographer. Title tells the story. Lola Lane, Wm. Collier, Jr.
•Rev. Sept. 6.
Dir. Lew Collins. Rey. Jan. 30.
Horse Play. Comedy. SummervlUe-Devine, Dir. Ed Sedgwick. Rel. Nov. 27; Secret Sinners. (May fair.) Chorus girls and a song writer. Sue Carroll, lck
Rev. March 13.
Rel...Oct, 20. _ v Rey. Dec. .27.
,
...-Stuart - -Di r. JWeBley- For d. .58 mins.
^
I Like It That Way.
MuaicaL R?odger Pryor. loriaTstuart Dir; Harry Lach- Ship of Wanted Men. (Showmen. j Crew of refugees fght over a girl rescued
man. Uel. Feb. 12.
Leon Waycoff, Gertrude Astor. Dir. Lew. Collins. 68
in mid-ocean.
I'll Tell the World.
Comedy. Lee Tracy, Gloria Stuart, Roger Pryor. Rel.
mins. Rev. Nov. 21.
April 16,
Trapeze. (Protex.) Anna Sten's first German picture, dubbed in English.
Invisible Man. Mystery-drama. Claude Rains, Gloria Stuart. Henry Travers,
65 mins. Rel. Feb. Rev. Feb. 20. _
Una O'Connor. Dir. James Whale. 70 mins. Rel. Nov. 13. Rev. Nov. 21. What's Your Racket. (Showmen.) Familiar gangster frameup. Regis
Chester M6rrls t Alice White. Helen
"King rdr"~a""Nlght. Comedy^drama.
Tobmey, NoIPFrancls.-. Dir. Fred Guiolr~60~TBl ns, Rel. Jan rlr~"Rev.
Twelvetrtea. Dir. Kurt Neumann. 78. mins. Rel. Oct. 30. Rev. Dec. 12.
March 6.
Ladles Must Love. MusicaL Broadway story. June Knight, Niel Hamilton, White Face. (Helber.) British made crime story from an Edgar Wallace
Sally O'Neill. Dir. E. A. du Pont 60 mine. ReL Sept. 26. Rev. Dec. 6.
book. All-British cast. 65 mins. Rev. Dec. 5.
Let's Be Ritzy. Comedy-drama. Lew. Ayres, Patricia Ellis. Frank McHugh, Wine, Women and Song. (Chadwlck.) Lllyan Tashman's last picture. BackIsabella Jewell, Hedda Hopper. Dir. Edward Ludwlg. Rel. March 26.
stage story. Lllyan Tashman, Lew Cody. Dir. Leon D'Uaseau. 64 mins.
March 27.
Rev.
L'ittle Man, What Now?
Drama. MajBaret Sullavan, Douglass Montgomery
(Continued on page 29)
Dir, Frank Borzage, Rel. May 21.
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"Gypsy

Melody,'

•

Cotton Warburtpn> Gebtge) SidMelbdrania,4 MG,
Robert Z. Leonard, -directs 'Green

ney, "'Mannattaii
:

:

;

'Fire PatroJ,' Col.
:

Pallette,

Fox.

.

:

'"';;'

RKO.

Jan Wpolf, 'Barretts qf WImpole

(

-

Summerville,

Slim

Pitts,

•Afterward,'

'

MG.

Hat,'

'-.'i

j: 'Catr,oll Natsh;
'Hell Cat,* CotStanley
Fields,Stars,' Par.

-

Thank

.

-"

Sin,' Par.
Libby Taylor, fAlh'Jt
Dorothy Christy, 'JCiss vahd Make
Up,'.

Par.

John

Kelly,

*Many Happy

.

Par.

turns,'

,

Howard Hickman,
RKO.

Wallis Olark,
•Virgie Winters,

'

Cava-

'Cockeyed

Gilbert,

Billy

RKO.

liers,'

Ferdinand Vogeding, 'Murder on

RKO.

the Blackbird,'

Zelda Sears, Eve Green, treating

ity Brother's

1

MG.

Wife,'

Josephine Whittell, 'Life of Virgie
Winters,1 RKO.
Richard Tucker, 'Merry Andrew,'
Fox.
Talbott Jennings, adapting 'Marie
•

MG.

Antoinette,'

Ann

Hunt;'

'Treasure

Sothern,

Goldwyn.

Frederick MacMurray, 'One Way
Ticket Par.
Chic' Chandler, Alice Joyce Moore,
'Great American Harem,' RKO.
'

Graham, 'Many Happy Re-

Julia

Par.

turns,'

'Window

Brian Marlowe,
Panes,'

WB;

Ronald Belgard, collabing with
Richard Wallace, 'Captain Hates
the Sea/ WB.
H. B. Warner, 'Grand Canary,' Fox.
Dix,
Marion
Ceasar,
Arthur
;

'Afterward,'

RKO.

Cora Sue

Moon*

lack

Collins,

Col.

..

Grant Mitchell.
Baby Le Roy,

'Arabella,'

'Old

RKO.

Fashioned

Frank Partes collabing with
'Her Master's Voice.'
.FInley Peter Dunne, Jr., collabing
with Alice D. G. Miller, 'The Guilty
Girl,'

Par.

Horace Jackson,
Woman,' Par.
adapting

Cormack,

Bartlett

'Shoe the Wild Mare,' Par.
Juliette Com ptort, 'Grand Canary.'

Fox; ...

"Birmingham,

"Allah

Winters/

RKO.

"Virgie

"

'

<

Sparks, 'Marie- Gallant,' Fox.
Jacques Lory, 'World Moves On,'
Fox.
Katherine Alexander, 'Barretts, of

Ned

Wimpole
Tola

Street,'

MG.
French

D'Avrll,

MG.

•Merry Widow,'

MarciavRemy,

'Affairs, of

a Gen-

Ueman,'. U.

John Harron,

'City Parks,'

terneld.

Earl Foxe, •William Augusttoi
Man *V*hat Nowr U.
Vince Barnett, Matt McHugh,
Loves Me Not.' Par.'
Margaret Sftddon^ •Barretts ot
'Little

Wimpole

Street,'-

MG.

Niles Welsh, 'H^y, Sailor,' WB.
Shirley Rosa, Russell Hopton, Bert
Roach, Desmond Roberts, 'One Hundred Percent Pure,' MG.
Edward Everett Horton, 'Merry

Widow/ MG.
Ralph Spence, scripting 'Student
Tour/ MG.

wr ljing^, stwy,
.-LCharies,,._Lp gue>
Ben Pivar.
Carroll Graham, adapting his orlg
•Border

Town/ WB.

Dorothy Tree, 'Hey, Sailor/ WB.
Sa,rah Padden, Monroe Owsley,
'Little Man What Now?' U.
Ethelr.eda

Leopold,

.--'Du

Barryi1 -

WB.
Johnny

Regan,

Phil

'Dames/

WB.

Bobby Watson,

t'wo-reeler, Col.

Sterling Holloway,

Last

Yacht/

Widow,

MG

RKO,

'Down
and

Thelf
'Merry

to,
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So Bing
NOT
"May

sings

only Six

numbers in"WE'RE
DRESSING"! Trie numbers arei

out of the

I

11

?",

swell

"Good

Night, Lovely

Little

"She Reminds Me Of You",
"LoveThy Neighbor", "Once In a Blue
Lady",

Moon",

"WE'B E

MOT ..

Carole Lombard

A

PARAMOUNT

iSMc* itr I ING

George Bur^
PICTUjCfc^

$t

Graae Alfen

Ethel

Directed

"I Positively

CROSBY

Merman & Leon Errol
Norman T«or«g

by-

Refuse

to. Sing*

.
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CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

UA

E S

of
Seltz. 76 mlns. Rel. Feb. 16.
Charles Finberg, as manager,
roken Shoes (Russ) (Amklno). Child reaction to politics. Actl-Hitler. Dir. contends he received permission' to
Margarita Barskaya. 80 mins. Rel. March. 16. Rev. April 3.
switch the films from the Van
Chalutzlm (Hebrew) (Acme). First talker made in Palestine. Dir. Alexander
Curler to the Strand.
Ford. 70 mlns. Rel. March 15.
Cludad de Carton, La (Sp) (Fox). Drama of marital relations. Antonio Moreno, Catalina Barcena. Dir. Louis King. 70 mins. Rel. Feb. 15.
Crown of Thorns (Ger) (Dubbed Eng.). Biblical drama. Dir. Robert Wiene.
Olson Re-elected Biz
70 mlns. Rel. March 15.

Y La

Espada, La (Sp) (Fox). Historical romance. Jose Mojica. Dir.
Frank Strayer. 75 mins. Rel. Feb. 1.
Tvette
Costume melodrama.
Deux Orpheilna, Lea (Fr) (Blue Ribbon).
Guilbert. Dir. Maurice Tourneur. 90 mins. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 15.
Musical. Conchlta Montenegro. Dir. CarDoa Noches (Hoffberg) (Spanish)
65 mlns. Rel. May 1.
los Borcosque.
y
Dream of My People, The (Jewish) (Palestine). Silent travelog of Palestine
with records by Cantor Rosenblatt. Dir. Jos. Fox. -60 mins. Rel. Feb. 16.

Tag* Mltteiarrest (German) (Capital). FaBt German farce with all-stai
Dir. Carl; Boese.
80 mlns. Rel .May 1. Rev. May 23.
cast.
Gewlsser Herr 'Gran .(Ger) (Capital). Spy drama. Hans Albers. Dir.
Gerhard Laraprecht. 70 mins. Rel. Feb. 15.
lr. Joe May
Farce. Harry Lledke.
Ine Llobesnacht (German) (Capital).
Rel. May L Rev. May 23.
82 mlns.
Ine Stadt Stent Kopf (Ger) (Capital). Farce. Dir. Gustav Gruendgers. 70

Orel

.

In

mine. Rel. Jan. 16.
ines Prlnzen Junge Liebe (Ger.) (Ufa).
Dir. Artur Robinson. 80 mins:. Rel.

Romantic comedy.

Willy Frltsch.

March 15.
En Glad Gutt ,(Norwegian) (Scandinavian). From Bjornson'a

Agent of
.sar

Dir.

MWkee

Ops.

Milwaukee, April 9,
Olson was re-c"._.'.ed busi-

ness agent of the Operators' Union
lact week. Glen Kalkoff was voted
president by a unanimous decision.
Last week Milwaukee achieved
100% unionization in picture operators' field for flr,st time In history.

PROGRAM PUBS LOSE
When Warners
Beacon
Street,

novel.

on

New

relinquished the
and 74th

Broadway

.

York, to the Chahins,

program

printing
contract
John Brunlus. 80 mins. Rel. Nov. 15.
which Publicity Counsel, Inc. held
Enemies of Progress (Russ) (Amklno). Last of the Czarist generals. Dir. for the house was lost. As a result,
Beresnyeff. 86 mins. ReL Jan. 15. Rev. Jan. 16.
Es Wlrd Schon Wleder Beaser (Ger) (Ufa). Farce. Dolly Haas. Dir. Kurt Mrs. Lewis and Mrs. Goldsmith who
comprised Publicity Counsel, Inc.
Gerron. 65 mins. ReL Jan. 1.
Fantomas (Fr.) (dubbed English) (DuWorld). Murder mystery. Dir. Paul sued for $10,000 damages and lost
Fejos. 60 mlns. Rel. March 1. Rev. March 20.
that after trial.
Justice Wasservogel In N. T. SuFrau Lehman's Tochter (Ger) (General). Melodrama. Hansl Nieae. Dir.
Karl Heinz Wolff. 82 mlns. Rel. OcL 16.
preme Court sustained theFrau Von Der Man Sprlcht (German) (General). Mady Christians. Melo- defense that abrogation of their
2.
May
IS.
Rev.
ReL
April
drama. Dir. Viktor Jansen. 76 mins.
lease voided all such obligations;
Frauleln— Falsch Verbunden (Ger) (Capital). Musical comedy. Trude Ber- furthermore that the program had
Dir. E. W. Emo. 70 mlns. ReL Jan. 16;
liner.
dwindled from four to two pages,
Frechdachs, Der (Ger) (Ufa). Romantic comedy. Willy Frltsch, Camilla etc.
Horn. Dir. Carl Boese. 75 mins. ReL Jan. L
Frochard, La et Lea Deux Orpheilna. See Deux Orpheilna.
Mystery comedy with music. Mas
Galavorstellung, Die (Ger) (General).
Adalbert, the Fratellinls. Dir. Fredrich Zelnlk. 87 mins. ReL Dee. 1.
Bowser Copa Dough Again
Lbs Angeles, April 9.
Gefahren Der Liebe (German) (Madison). Sex drama, Tony Van Eyck.
Dir. Eugen Tblele. 65 mina ReL May L Rev. May 2.
For fourth time, out of nix biz
Glueckazylinder, Der (Ger) (Capital). Boarding house romance. Felix Bres- drives staged in the last two years
sart, Charlotte Anders. Dir. Rudolf Bernauer. 76 minB. Rel. March 1.
Drama Is show bis* Richard by Fox West Coast, George Bowser,
roaee Attraction, Die (Bavaria) (Ger.).
division manager for the L. A.
Tauber. Dir. Max Relchroann. 70 mlns. Rel. Aug. 1.
beach and the San Diego-Imperial
Hell on Earth (Ger) (Garrison) (dialog In Ave languages). Horrors of war.
valley houses, cops top money.
Dir. Victor Trlvas. 80 minB. ReL Jan. 16. Rev. Feb. 6.
Helleeher, Der <Ger) (General). Farce. Max Adalbert Dir. Eugen Thlele. Bowser's share as division winner
ReL Sept L
is $500, plus around $1,000,, for inHeute Nacht Eventuell (Ger.) (General). Musical comedy. Dir. BL W. Bma creased business. House' attaches
the

WB

<

Rel. July L
80 mlns.
Hochtourlet, Der (Gor) (Ufa). Romantlo comedy In Alps. Otto Wallburg.
Dir. Alfred Zelsler. 70 mins. Rel. Jan. 16.
Horizon (Russ) (Amklno). Jewish search for home. Dir. Lev Kuleahov. 12
mlns. Rel. May 10. Rev. May 16.
Ich Glaub Nle Mehr an Etna Frau (Bavaria) (Ger.). Life of a sailor. Richard
Tauber. Dir. H. Relchmann. 80 mlns. Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Oct 24.
(Baes) (Amklno). Two men and a woman on a desert lale.
I aland of Doom
Dir. TImonehenko. 90 mlns. Rel. July 16. Rev. July 18.
July 14 (Protex) (French). Sentiment to music. Annabella. Dir. Rene Clair.
75 mins. Rel. Oct. 16. Rev. Oct. 24.
Lachende Erben (Ger.) (Ufa). Farce. Max Adalbert Dir. Max' Ophnela.
77 mlns. ReL Nov. 16.
.

Laubenkctonle

May

16.

(Ger.)

(General).

Rev. June

Farce.

Dir.

Max

Obal.

mine.

80

Rel.

6.

Laughter Through Tears (Yiddish) Worldklno). From a Sholom Alelchem
novel. Dir. G. Critcher. 78 mins. ReL Nov. 16. Rev. 'Nov. 21.
Lockenda Zlel; Das (Ger.) (Bavaria). Musical. Richard Tauber. Dir. Mai
Relchmann. 85 mlns. ReL June 16. Rev. June 20.
Liebe Muss Verstanden Seln (Ger.) (Ufa). Comedy drama with music Dir.

Hans Stelnhoff. Rel. March 15.
Llebllng von Wien, Def (Ger.) (European). Stolz musical. Willy Forst. Dir.
Geza von Bolvary. 76 mlns. ReL .nine 1- Rev. June 18.
Luegen auf Ruegen (Ger) (General). Farce. Otto Wallburg. Dir. Viktor
Jansen. 80 mlns. Rel. Dec. 15.
Lustlgen Mualkanten, Die. (General) (Ger.)
Dir. Max Obal.
80 mins. Rel. May 30.
Meisterdetektlv,

Der (Ger)

(Bavaria).

Musical farce.

Mystery

satire.

Camilla Splra.

Weiss Ferdl.

Dir.

Frank Seltz. 75 mins. Rel. Feb. 1.
Meto. See Harold Auten.
Melodla Prohiblda (Sp) (Fox). Musical fantasy. Jose Mojica. Dir. Frank
Strayer. 70 mins. Rel. March 16,
laMilady (General) (French). Sequel to Three Musketeers. Dir. Henri
mant-Berger. 120 mins. Rel. Sept 1. Rev. Sept. 12.
Mirage de Paris. See Harold Auten.
ir. Chas.
Mile. Nltouche (French) (Protex). Charming love story. Ralmu.
David. 90 mins
Rel. Nov. 15.
MoJ Wujaazek z Amerykl (Polish) (Capital). Musical comedy. 120 mlns.
,

.
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Sues Farash Theatres

Over Switched Bookings

Albany, April 9.
Papers filed in Federal Court
(Continued from page 27)
here show that United Artists Affiliates, Inc., suing Farash Theatre
Foreign Language Films
Co., of Schenectady, asks $260 for
Because of the alow movement of foreign films, thle Hat eovera one each screening of seven films in
"year of releasee.)
1932.
(Most ot these available with English titles.)
It is alleged the films were
,
8trong crime drama. H elnrlch
(Capital).
contracted to be shown at the Van
Berlln-Alexanderplatz (Ger)
George* Maria Bard. Dir. Pbll.Jutzl. 90 mine. Rel. May 1. Rev. May 16. Curler theatre, but instead were exr
Bettelstudent, Der. (General.) (Ger.) Operetta. Dir. Viktor Janson. 80 hibited at the Strand,
Approximlns. Bel. Oct 16.
mately $12,000 is sought on a charge
Franz
Blonde Chrlstl, Die (Ger) (Bavaria). Musical.
of violation
copyright.

rue
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will share with the division chief
in the latter dough.

Chi Exchanges to Ignore Contract

Ban and Okay

10c Matinee

As Big Houses

Start Cut-Rate

Bluntenstock's Indie
Trailer Co. Gives

Up

more and more houses

26c at night.

Not only is the Film Board perturbed about the price mess but the
wrangle even extended to the Picture Release meeting during the

Metro Briefies

spotting of the picture releases for
May. Circuit houses and the large
indies* were begged to lay off the
drastic cutting of admission -prices'
which is bound to be detrimental to
But
the entire industry locally.
these big arenas all claimed that
they would continue in their determined slicing of admissions.
Meanwhile the double feature
thing lost a bit of its Seriousness.
out.
The Industry continues With almost
.a united front against twin-billing,
only a small minority kicking up a.
JOE LEVY'S SMASHUP
rumpus for the bargain shows.
Ottumwa, la,, April 9.
Joe Levy, manager of the Colum- Rebel group headed by Fred Guilbia Film exchange, Des Moines, ford and Ed Brunell last week chose
sustained chest and leg injuries, his Independent Theatre Owners Aswife, a fractured arm and foot and sociation as the tag for the group
severe facial cuts and a niece. Miss which is understood to have about.
Pauline Hampshire, minor injuries 45 member theatres at present.
Association's first move last week
in a headon collision with a car
driven by T. V. Whitney, drug was to send Joe Pastor to Washsalesman, who was killed. Crash ington to complain that the 'true'
five miles out of town on Federal independents were being restrained
and constrained in Chicago, which
No. 34.
The crash, according to witnesses means that the indies object to re-

Hollywood, April

9.

Only two Pete Smith Goofies remain to complete the Metro short
program for the year. Studio will
have turned out 24 shorts for the
current year, 18 of which were Pete
Smith one-reelers.
Including the 40 from Hal Roach,
Metro Is still under Paramount and
Warners in number of fillers turned

in at-? striction on dime admission and
another car, double features.
the Levy
Change of Heart
machine. All injured were taken
Actually most of the members of
to a local hospital for treatment
the FTO A* are on record as objectand care. Levy was en route to ing
to dime price and twin bills. At
Fort Madison on business.
the time of the Code Authority formation last year Allied asked the
(100,000 TEXAS NABE DELUXER indie exhibs in town what they

occurred
tempting

when Whitney,
to

pass

smashed head-on

into

Galveston, April

9.

STICEUP

85 mins.

ReL March

Higley Quits Warners

16.

Dir.

present releasing system.
It appears that arbitration of the
various difficulties will be necessary
and there is a movement on for a
settlement of the problems in that
manner.
Crux of the settlement
will be that If the big houses will
quit their drastic lowering of prices
to the minimum the Indies will
cease their demands for double bills
This appears the
at 10c prices.

ReL Dec.

15.

manner

of

settling

a

rumpus that may, if not stopped
immediately, blow up the entire
picture system in the midwest.

Balto Stanley Turnback,

Valencia

Max

Wleeke.
Dir. Karl Boese. 80 mlns. ReL May L -Rev. May 16.
Tochter Der Regiments, Die (Ger) (General).' "Military musical. Anny Ondra.
Dir. Karl Lamac. 70 mins. Rel. April L
Tpd Liber Shanghai (Ger.) (DuWorld); Mystery play of Americans In Japan.
76 mins.

wanted and the organization went
unanimously on record for single
features, 15c minimum and the

Hollywood, April 9.
Philo Higley, Warner studio p.a.,
has resigned, effective Saturday (7).
He Is returning to Tow York.
equitable

Tausend fur Eine Nacht (Ger) (Capital) Farce. Trude Berliner.
Mack. 70 mins. Rel. Feb. 1.
Theodor Koornor (Ger) (General). Historical drama. Dorothea

Dir. Rolff Randolf.

their

exchanges will permit a
Screen Service.
for matinees. This Is to help the
Blumenstock, then with Exhib- subsequent houses combat the prior
itors, stepped out to head his own release
houses which are now
company rather than join National. charging 15c in the afternoons and

Sohn Der Welsaen Serge (Capital) (Ger.). Alpine drama. Luis Trenker, Renate Mueller. Dir. Mario Bonnard. 76 mlns. Rel. Oct. 15.
Spy, The (Polish) (Capital). Drama. 80 mlns. Rel. March 1.
Storch Hat Uns Getraut, Der (Ger.) (General). Lil Dagover. Dir. Herman
Kosterlitz. 80 mlns. ReL Nov. 15.
Tannenburg (Ger) (European). Military drama. Hans Stuwe. Dir. Heinz
Paul.

slice

Board of
independent rates the Chicago Film
Trade last week spent a hectic sesSpecial Screen
sion trying to decide what to do
Service, folded during the past
Despite the
about the situation.
National Sc -en reduced
week.
contractual ban on 10c admissions
competition to fractions six months
at any time it's likely that the local
ago when it bought up Exhibitors'
dime rate

-

(FWC), and his two girl assistants.
They escaped with $1,100.

Chicago, April 9.
With the blow-off of the price war
getting nearer and nearer daily as

company,

I. B. Adelman, operator of Tlvoll,
Fort Worth de luxe nabe, plans
Stegge, Montana division, and third
immediate construction of similar
to Dick Dickson, Southern Calihouse at Houston to cost $100,000.
fornia inland division.
Will show second run pictures.
This is largest new theatre for
south Texas in some years.

$1,100

War

Blumenstock's

Sid

trailer

Second prize earnings go to Will

Pomona, Calif., April t.
Trio of bandits robbed Robert C.
Cann om, manager of the Pomona

Admish

The

May Be

1st

Run

Baltimore, April 9.
Stanley, burg's largest filmer,

Which Loew*s has been operating
on a pooling agreement with the
owners, Warners, and relinquished
by Loew's Friday (6), leaves Loew's
with but a single first-runner, the
vaudfllmer Century, plus two subsequenters, Valencia and Parkway,
both week stands, pix only. The
Valencia which in the past has
ground occasional first- runs when
the product plied up may shortly
revert to initial showings permanently, as that was the house's
original Status before Loew's .enfor the
tered pooling pact with
'

Trenck (Ger) (General). Military drama. Dorothea Wieck. Dir. Hans Paul
and Ernst Neubach. 80 mlns. Rel. April 1..
Traum von 6chonbrunn (Ger.) (General). Musical. Martha Bggerth. Dir.
Johannes Meyer. 85 mlns. ReL May 16." Rev. June f.
Traumende Mund, Der. See Melo, Captain Auten.
Rel. Oct. 16.
Trola Mousquotalres, Les (General) (French).- Duma's classic with songs.
Dir. Henri Diamont-Berger. 128 mlns. ReL May 1. Rev. May 9.
Morgenrot (German) (Protex).
Submarine warfare's cruelty. Dir. Gustav
Uoicky. 80 mlns. Rel. May 15. Rev. May 23.
Und es Leuchtet die Puszta (Ger) (Ufa). Musical romance. Wolf AlbachRetty. Dir. Heinz Hille. 80 mins. ReL Jan. 15.
Mutter Der Kompagnle, Die (Ger) (Bavaria). Military farce. Weiss-Ferdl,
Betty Bird. 70 mlns. Dir. Franz Seltz. Rel. March 1.
Volga Volga (Fr.) (dubbed English) (Kineroatrade). Adventure of a Cossack
Robin Hood. 70 mins. ReL Dec. 16. Rev. Dec. 26.
Noc Llstopadowa (Polish) (Capital). Historical romance. Dir. J. Warneckl.
Wandering Jew (Jewish American) (Yiddish). Terror ot Hitler regime. Ben
95 mlns.
ReL May 1. Rev. May 2.
Stanley.
AmL Dir. George Rolland. 70 mlns. Rel. Oct 15. Rev. Oct, 24.
Patriots. The (Russ) (Amklno). Dir. B. Barnett 80 mina. Rel. 8ept. 16.
to
reverting
Stanley
With
Wis Sag Ich'a Melnen Man? (Ger) (Ufa). Farce. Renate Mueller. Dir. ReinPetterson & Bendel (Swedish) (Scandinavian). Comedy-drama with music.
Warners, the Par product halving
hold SchuenzeL 70 mlns. ReL Jan. 16,
Dir. Perl-Axel Branner. 80 mlns. Rel. Feb. 15.
will
go with it, along with, naturalWenn Die Liebe Mode Macht (Ufa) (Ger). Comedy with music. Renate
Poll de Carotte. See Harold Auten.
Mueller. Dir. Frank Wenzler. 80 mins. ReL Nov. 1.
and FN releases.
ly, the
Quick, Koenlg der Clowns (Ufa) (Ger). Comedy. Lilian Harvey, Hans AJbers. Whither Germany? (Klnematrade) (German). Difficulties
of life. Hertha
of
manager
Walter
Morris,
Dir. Robert Siodmak. 80 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1.
Thlele. Dir. 6. T. Dudov. 71 mlns. ReL April 15. Rev. April 25.
Warners* Met, Washington, shifts
Return of Nathan Becker (Worldklno) (Russian) (Yiddish). Comedy. Dir. Yldisho Tochter (Yiddish) (Quality). Old-fashioned Yiddish drama. Yiddish
to the Stanley. Everett Steinboch,
Art and Vllna Troupes. 75 mins. Rev. May 23.
Shplss and Milman. 72 mins. ReL April 1. Rev. April 25.
leaving, the Stanley, ^becomes re.-_
'Rosier de Mme. Husson. See He, First Division.
Ylskor (Yiddish) (Gloria). Revamp of silent Maurice Schwartz. Dir. Sidney
placement-manager of the three
Goldln and George Rolland. 80 mina ReL May 16. Rev. June «.
Salson In Kalro (German) (Ufa). Musical comedy. Renate Mueller, Willy
Valencia and
Frltsch. Dir. Reinhold Schunzel. 80 mins. ReL Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 26. Zwti Gute Kameraden (Ger.) (General). Military musical. Fritz Hampers. Loew spots, Century,
Ed Burkhardt, asst
Dir. Max Obal. 76 mina Rel. Nov. 15.
Parkway.
Sang d'un Poete (Fr) (Rlccl). Jean Cocteau's idea of modern films. 60 mlns.
mgr. at the Stanley, switches over
Rel. Nov. L Rev. Nov. 7.
Key to Addreaa
Gloria Films, 630 Ninth Ave.
to like capacity at the Century,
Schicksa! der Renate Langen (Ger) (General). Domestic drama. Mady Chris- Acme, "5ft J3aaLJL4.S.t.
,H HpfJLberc. 729 Seventh. Av.a>».
tians, Franz Lederer. Dir. Felix Guenther. 70 mlns. Rel. Oct. 16.
Jewish American, 630 Ninth Ave.
Amklno, 723 Seventh Ave.
Sinematrade, 723 Seventh Ave.,
Schutzenkoentg, Der (Ger.) (Bavaria.) Max Adalbert, Gretl Thcimer. Dir. Bavaria Film. 489 Fifth Ave.
66th.
adison
Plcts.. Ill West 57th.
Plcts.,
164
Ribbon
W.
Blue
Duval Scripts at U
Franz Seltz. 90 mina Rel. April 16. Rev. May 9.
Protex Trading, 42 E. 58th.
Capital Film, 630 Ninth Ave.
Simple Tailor (Russ) (Amklno. Drama of Jewish life. Silent with sound DuWorld Films, 729 Seventh Ave.
Hollywood, April 9.
Edward RlccL 66 Fifth Ave.
track. Dir. V. Vilner. 70 mlns. Rel. Feb. 16.
Palestine-America Films, 189 2d Ave.
Universal is bringing Jacques DuEmbassy Plcts., 729 Seventh Ave,
Sobre Las Olas (Mex.) (Latino). Historical romance. Dir. Ramon Peon. 7« European Film, 164 West 65th.
Quality Plcts., 630 Ninth Ave.
val, French author, to Hollywood
mlns. Rel. March 16.
Scandinavian Films, 220 W. 42d.
Foremco, 1660 Broadway.
to write an original.
Ufa, 729 Seventh Ave.
mina Garrison Films, 729 Seventh Ave.
Serment, Le (Fr.) (Protex). Heavy drama of love. .Dir. Abel Gance.
He is expected May L.
Worldklno, 1501 Broadway.
General Foreign Bales, 789 Tth Ave.
Rel. March 1. Rev. March 20.
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ALCAZAR, PARIS
Paris,

March

30.

the former Palace Music
Hall, which in the old days ranked
de Paris and the
leads into a tableau, depleting with the Casinoas a girl show. The
Bergere
Y*
Folles
Napoleon at Moscow, whioh Is
business fizzled out, and early
Colorful, if having no direct bear- revue
(Continued from page 12)
this season it was operated as a film
ing with- the rest of the prolog.
old pictures, with
ields idea just before
the W. C.
Preceding, prolog and overture, house, showing
build them up by putFields threw away his cigar boxes acre en showed Universal news and an attempt to
ting suggestive, posters on the outcomic
went
and bouncing balls, and
Disney's 'The Big Bad Wolf;'

This

is

,

PALACE, N

Edwa.
100 %. Perhaps Kavanagh's minia
ture moustache further suggests
that; anyway he's oke regardless.
headLynch
Keller Sisters and
line and hold down the trey. They
Denver, April 3.
are now endowed with a little ether
who
Denver has another homer-made.
„„„. pianist
,
bally, have their ; own
toraYds"them via the MaWeil House master of ceremonies, and if the
Show' Boat program, etc., and de- first Week is any indication, hell
Tom Jones, although coming
liver their harmonics handily. Trio do.
complete his
is a bit partial to the bid -style and here from Wyoming to
modern hillbilly type of song and music, is regarded as Denver prodAnything in this section is*
desplte their investment in .those uct.
special arrangements they might Jones has been singing solos and
throw one of 'em away and slip in in duets at the Orpheum since last
something brighter in the 1934 November, and his baritone voice
school of foxtrot balladizing; Open- together with his natural shyness,
tog with a spiritual, then 'Seven has won him a spot with Orpheum
Tears' plus 'Log on the Fire', 'billies, fans.
that's a little too much, Otherwise
He fan the show without a flaw,
plenty good on the vocalizing and besides singing 'Easter Parade,'
looking .ditto.
assisted by two girls from the line,
Harry Savoy had a. HI' tough go- in a manner that brought heavy
Ing in the ace groove. Comedian applause. Jones served his m.c. aphas an original style but he might prenticeship under Al Lyons, im.r
modify his general air of. spoofing, ported, here from St. Louis last fall,
by trying to ingratiate himself Jones was singing at the Orpheum
frankly, especially when he is faced and Lyons took- him under his. wing
with the mild resistance he experl- as an understudy,
At times he
ericed at this show.
When the curtain goes up It looks
suggests a deliberate rib on the Hke 0 ld times at the Orpheum, with
audience And while his inside,: Howard Tjllotson back at his old
tradey small talk might be oke for j 0D as director, a job he held at the
the union, card -holders in the pit, bid Orph. Orchestra in a pink-lined
those admissions bacV of 'em must .shell, with appropriate -Sister decbe primarily considered.
orations.
Jones sings 'Easter" PaNo change of pace, either, to J ra^e' and 'Old Gray Bonnet.'
e
8
Wl
V
S
Initial number with one
does
Line
^"
ti?i
t Vt „ ftr^the.^oogw.
straight bobs
stack through curtain for part
Called it the 'Living
f routine,
Lionel Ba^ymore^mfiid
Come .in rand leave that
Curtain.'
Richard III.'. Audience was ''S™
3«ft wa y, but most of routine done with
that
bunch,
&
mugg
of
a
that type
legg kickin&> okay for nov-

ORPHEUM, DENVER
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^
^ wl^lygott^em^tW L
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'

'

«W

,

,;
Three Vahdefbilt Boys .do a
elty.
Great Gretonas flnaled and as nut act( piano; dancing and foolishever effective with their bike- wire ness< pa i r for opener. Line does
sea
quite
and
circusy
Very
stuff.
a rope-skipping routine. Good flash.
sonal, particularly with the. WalEl Brendel and Flo Bert headlendas troupe at the Garden with line. She opens singing a sermon^
the Rihgllng-B&B show concur- and foils for Brendel. His comic
rently.
'Good Dame' (Par) on fan dance wows them.- Comes in
Abel.
screen.
around him.
Flo
with
barrel
'

|

CHINESE,

H'WOOD

Hollywood, April

m;Sid

'•

whacks it, knocking it to pieces,
and Brendel does his dance with
two small fans. Only lasts about
30 seconds.

3

,'

me

i?»?at
tnffit-S.fc^«P;
n +h« a^Mnn takes who do

iii^*
ikiT„*t
oft the action tn ire's
Most
talent.
place outside 'the gates or on the
stages of a replica of 20th Century
studios, but with much of. the
Grauihan touch missing in the

I

presentation.

Considerably dra'ggy in spots,
with. .a lack qf harmony in the
huge choruses and the use of
several near-amateurs in the. early

ncenes retard the general effect
Not until Maria Gambarelll does
her dying swan routine does the

tempo become accelerated, and

.

S^S

Girls are In Egyptian costumes
furnish u
final ruuune,
routine, ana
and lunnsu
for the nna.1
a
Lice

Grauman's stage prolog for
^ f •D«*u««'u{iii< !lc V>Aaw nn
0

Scheie

f

it

;

t

the 'Bolero.'. After their
preliminary dance, line brings in
drums and close the show with a
the
ritualistic number,
beating
drums as they dance.
With 'Mystery of Mr, X' (MG)
on the screen, it was up to Brendel
to get in those not mystery -minded.
Between the film and Brendel, busiRose.
ness was good.-

side.

Then Oscar Dufrehe, Its co-director, was. murdered in his. office in
theatre under circumstances
which made a first-class newspaper
Henri Varna, surviving
scandal,

Settings provide taste and flash,
while the band backgrounds with
Adequate results and. the m.c, Bert
Frohman, here before, does his job,
including a song number, reasonably well.
'Two Alone' (RKO).
Feature,
Souse trailers well written and
made oyer here.' Business pretty
good Friday night at the peak hour.
Char.

'

CENTURY, BALTO.

Baltimore, April 6.
With Loew's turning back the
operative powers of the Stanley to
Warners, this spot from now on
looks to occupy the burg's 'prime
chair In the sun.- The cream of the
Metro and.. United. Artists pic
product will gild its screen, and
aligned with the certain continuance
of the calibre, of rostrum fare the
Loew wheel has. been wont to route
acterize cafe-concert.
in, the Century appears to be ridThis type' of- revival has gone well, ing a bed o' roses; During past
and in modified form the house will year house has kept head above
continue it. In principle It is not the aqua with the more potent
unlike the revival of 'The Drunkard' flicks handed to the Stanley.
In New YOrk, and Chris Morley's old
Currently, Century plays Its first
Hoboken shows* in that' it alms both vaudeville in month. Lately, units
for the old-timers in the audience, and tabs have been, booked with
who will .like to relive the past, and such regularity the town apparently
the youngsters, 'who will have a has soured on 'em. At least, that's
good time sneering at it. Fact that Y?hat would be gauged, to hear the
this is the only vaude house in town, customers
the
discuss
matter.
except the. combination film houses,
The reception roared back over the
also helps.
at the performers first show
Atmosphere Is maintained by a rough
accordoday bettered any plaudits
couple of stooges, one' a. female im- ed any cohesive show since the
personator and another a femme, in' unit craze first flowered;
18'90 dress, /who occupy a box and
Fare on tap is ^uper-Staridard,
wisecrack oh the acts. Among the and the final' turn is. provocative,
numbers sung are 'Tip-i-addy-i-ay' That closing., bin! was scored by
and the. 'Glow Worm.Vboth In French Phil
30 ' Queens
of
Spitalny's
version.
femme
Certainly
no
Melody.
There is no h'eadliner-7-every body's muslcking: aggregation, arid but few
name is the 'same size 'on the bill. masculine
ever
has
combos,
Best turn this week is Mansuelle, whammed an .audience out of the.
who plays in same costume he used pews
thoroughness
the
with
from 1899 to 1906, arid admits it. Spitalny's outfit did. The ihaestro's
Statement that he's 61 is part of the act is nearly same as when broken in
act.
Gets a big', hand for a whis- at the N.. Y. GapitOV a month ago.
tling number and for a performexception, of couple new numance on a cavalry trumpet, inter- with
bers and gowns for the gals.
spersed with patter songs.
Four acts ahead more than shade
Berthe Duplaix, antique dlseuse,
adequacy. James Evans and Co.,
Germaine Revel, Curtain parter. Does 10 mins. .and
s also on bill.
white-haired lady, Who still .has a that's longer than most solo, -foot
voice, and sings waltz songs, gets a
uggling workers. The Co. consists
big hahd.
of the riiissus, who scampers around
Mistinguett comes In for- some
and hands him his. utensils.
bitter panning by an imitator billed
Deuce, Jean Sargerit. Pipes three
as Missmarguett, who' feeds the fe- songs.
Bit rrief, but had 'em
male impersonator stooge for gags hooked from first note. Incidentalon the Folles .star's .age. Audience
microphonic warblers in
cheers wildly ail attacks on Mistin- ly, plenty
could profitably cock an eye
vaude
guett. The more cruel they are the
toward this girl's mike technique.
Btern.
better they like them.
Prof. Lambert! stopped the show
colder 'n the Byrd expedition with

partner (also of the Casino) decld ed to change, name and policy.
Present bill is vaudeville of a very
special sort—almost entirely a., k.
singers, raked up from retirement.
It is billed as a cafe-concert, which
was the French name for this, type
of vaude before the war, although
the house remains a regular theatre,
without, the tables that should char,..
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BROOKLYN

FQX,

his

hoke

A couple of weeks ago over here
they tried to make a seal act the
big one on a picture house show,
about like putting an adagio act on
as a preliminary on a wrestling
show, but since then things have
changed, a bit At least for this
week, so far as the picking of the
talent Is concerned. Also, there has
been some careful picking of new
girls in organizing a fresh line to
supplant the bunch that was over
here before. New group, according
to the trailers, are labeled the 24
High-Hat Charmers.
For a long time oyer here, with
nobody apparently noticing it or
caring (or being able to do any
thing about it), the permanent line
of girls' were a mess. Some of them
consistently refused to lift their
dogs, others looked as though they
were dreaming of the Coney sands
in advance of summer rather than
paying attention to their jobs. New
.

xylbphbriirig.

Elmer,

Russ,

and

!

.

i

Hollywood, April

'

.

,

j.

.

:

group

jrst

in

10%

bat the

agency

ative

9.

Hollywood to comby a co-oper*

..ants

if

own

its

the

is

cameramen through formation

ASC

Agency,

.

American

vbBldiary of the
Society of Cinematog.

raphers.
Proposition for various organiza*
tlons to set up agencies to negotiate
deals and -secure engagements for

members has been under

discussion,

many

times ..in the past several
but each one encountered
such strong opposition that it was
abandoned.
The ASC Agency was lncorpov
rated about three months ago, with
personal management,- business representation, Investment and legal
adyico for those members of the.
cameramen's association who wish
to avail themselves of the services
Handling of personal ac>
offered.
counting arid income tax compila*
tlons '.are also included in the function's of the agency.
Detailed outline of the plan was
given to members
a general
meeting tonight (Monday) of the,.
years,

:

.

;

-

.

Cameramen

ASC.

contracting for'

the agency to handle their affairs
will pay a rate of less than the
regulation 10% tap Of agencies, with
men' In the second, assistant, and
Still
classifications getting lower
than those charged first
rates
:

'

'

cameramen.

.

^

Profits of the ASC Agency
be distributed to participating members in proportion, to amour. each
individual has paid in annually.
Proponents of the plan expect later
to save, members considerable sums
through group buying of various
merchandise and equiplij.es.
ment.

•'•

'

Going Places
(Continued from page 21)

costumes with plain tight Sleeves
which won't interfere with her rakShe knows
ing in the chips.
adopt -a simple coiffure, soft waved
bob, that will not require the atten-

She knows
tion that distracts.
Armstrong everything she needs to know,' ex*

kriocked about next-to-shut for 13
Familiar hoke beat-'m-up
mins.
with aged, albeit surefire,
trio

trimbackstage
ming and general 'grip' activity
was. poor. Overly long stage waits
marred all the way.
Celluloider is 20th Gent.'s *LookScharper.
lng for Trouble/

Throughout,

Mono's 6% Dividend

.

1

H'WOOD CAMERAMEN
HAVE OWN CO-OP AGCY.

;

Chicago, April T.
That talent problem is getting
tougher and tougher as more time
sock
to
necessary
the prolog the
i s added to the vaude list.
Acts are
earry It through.
being repeated' at closer intervals
overture, while the matter of competition is
'Orpheus'
Following
directed by David Ross, a theme entirely forgotten as- the yawning
song called 'Hollywood,' to the] stages cry for material,
tune of .'Honeymoon,' garbled off
Xhla nouse is repeating, as is
stage, drapes then being flown to, eve ry other houge in town.
This
reveal an ^ outside replica of _the weelc there 's sid Page, who played
studio with its main gate, casting the Sta te-Lake a few weeks ago.
office and cafe, with all the types R
Atwell played the Chicago
familiar on the local lots in evl- har(ji y mor e than a month ago, as
dence. A duet by an unprogrammed | dId Jlmmy Hadreas.
Next week
team, mildly done, was followed by brlnes back the Albee Sisters.
line Is on Its toes and gives excelJackie Hughes, local juve, who can
seven acts this week backed by lent account throughout. And It's
Severwarble an Irish ballad. Billy
Paul Ash for the g tage haif. Ash their first week.
in, youthful tapper, executed a few
sticl< s .indef as business continues
The_ Oumanskys, Alex jm the
routine and several difficult steps oh the heavy profit side.
That staging and his; wife, Peggy," on
which clicked mildly.
presentation half always brings out the dancing, have been here some
Breakaway of set revealed two a soc k 0 no matter how weak the time but neither
could have done
miniature stages, on one of ^vnlch
hai f> An d the vaude is plenty anything with the old line. New
a Scene from :King Henry the VIII cntertainlng this week.'
Which group, which it is understood re
16 being produced, and on the other makes it 85 minutes of genuine
tains just a couple from the old en
the cast of 'The Bowery,' ready for show £or their m0 ney.
semble,
is
in
fine
costuming
action.
Opening was Hector and' his Pals. and not only look' like some
This background is utilized to among the hest in dog turns. Plenty thing from that angle but also from'
singers, of laughs throughout- the routine
operatic
Introduce
the
the routines, which they work. All
headed by Francia White, with thqugbiHector is dragging, the turn three of their numbers add a pleni
soloist including John .Ellis, Wynne a -trifle tob much.
Masters- and tude of flash.
Davis, Moscow Art Quartet, arid Gauthier' were
in
disappointing
talent, which on some weeks
Roy Russell. Half a dozen femmes deuce; Their comedy is labored and in The
the past must have been a prob
are introduced by means of an affected. They wear out the audi
leni for- any. picture producer, this
elevator leading from below stage ence waiting for laughs.
Slowed week; fills
the bill nicely.
There
Idea is oke, but at the premiere the show which, took plenty on the
are three acts which more than ade
entirely tod draggy and lacking part' of Sid Page to bring it out of
quately entertain.
Two of them
effect.
Page and his three Gus
the hole.
arid
Barrett,
comedy
team,
and
Gamby's swan number next, then stooges managed that trick, howLandt Trio and White (from ra
Cookie Bowers, in an impersona
ever, and Roy Atwell finished the
dlo), are next to closing material
tion of a. riian getting up in the vaude. half in mixed grammar man
and both land solidly here.
morning and attempting, to sew a ner.
Gus and Barrett -are of the
button on a garment. Mild, stuff,
Hadreas topped the. show on his
dancing and acrobatic. He is just Burns-Allen and Block-Sully school
but good for laffs
for
what
Gamby and ballet Of 40
the type of specialty performer Ash Material is surefire throughout, and
expertly
sold.
Landt Trio and
la labelled 'sophisticated synebpa- can work with for mutual build-up.
tion/ but which as a. dance routine Same goes for that colored warbler, White take the hurdles easily in
a novelty arrangement of song
^doea^JiQt^o^JcgejUtbarelli's previous ballets in these with such tunes as 'Chloe' and 'Last numbers, relieved a little by light
Girls are garbed in long [ Round- Up* hdd no difficulty with coinedy.
parts.
The opener, Kirk and~ Lawrence,
green evening attire, with skirts this audience. Closing for a sock
comedy act were Bbice and Marsh is a unique type of turn that
at hot finish ripped off.
Man and
Powell has the ace spot arid mops two girls with a keen sense of the will appeal to all.
woman walk around- in prop horses,
He wears a chefs outfit and ridib.
Picture- -was- ~«Low -Blwts^OT) ^h«*formeirgetting-the'niost'glggles
manipulates his drum sticks all
by
way
In
the
which
he
manipudownstairs
at
capacity
effect.
Business
telling
with"
stage
ever the
lates hlB nag, as though bucking,
Finale has half the company garbed the supper show Friday. Indlca
There is
In military and nurse uniforms of tlons are that Jones, Linick £ prancing, rearing, etc.
Twenty of the Sch'aefer will have the Monroe also Borne talk of an acceptable navarious nations.
Gamby girls come on for a drum street Majestic open with vaude and ture. Girls in a cowgirl number
routine, and the remaining 20 do a pictures by May IB, playing four help build this act up In a production way.
Wt of dancing, with Gamby herself acts against a stage band policy.
Gold.
dance double, Mooney and
«*V0rUng on her agile toes. This

remained for Jack Powell, blackof
art
of
the
face
exponent
.
manipulating drum sticks, tp ..give

Grant, add a pleasing touch to the
proceedings with adagio and ballroom.

the

r

STATE-LAKE, CHI
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Atlantic City, April 9.
stock dividend was declared
by Monogram Pictures Corp. at Its

A 6%

annual convention here.
W.. Ray Johnston, president, anproduction
year's
nounced
plans.

Mono plans to establish a list of
stars of its own and has already
signed, Dixie Lee, Ralph Forbes and
Lionel Atwlll.
Annual report' states that the.
earnings for past year showed a
net profit of more than, double the
previous 12 months, Gross billings
exceeded those of the previous 12
months by $577,000 and that the
combined film rentals of the 37
affiliated exchanges for the past
year amounted to slightly in excess

"

be jealous, of Claire

cent not to

Dodd.
There's so little reason to be jealof Miss Dodd in 'Gambling
Lady.' Miss Dodd is a vlllalness, a

ous

purring menace—and villainy
only a temporary threat In melo-

feline,,
is

About Miss Dodd's evil intentions there's not the slightest
question about her being a 'society
girl' there'B a great deal.
Were it not for the fact that 'society girls are always villainessea.
Miss Dodd couldn't be considered a
society girl at all.
Her clothes
wouldn't permit it.. They're toe
fancy. When Miss Stanwyck marries into society, her clotheB become
dreadfully fancy, too. It must be
that 'Gambling Lady's' audience is
not meant to approve of 'society*
at all.

drama.

—

'

WB Detours 'Eoadhouse'
Hollywood, April

9.

Warners has postponed 'Roadhouse' so George Brent, who was
to do the story as his first since
becoming on friendly relations with
Warners again, will do 'Housewife'
.

instead.

Bette Davis has the

and Al Green

femme par^

directs.

of $4,000,000.

:

..

:

Hathaway's

ETHEL

HILL'S <BLINi) DATE'

Zat So*

'Is

Hollywood, April

Henry Hathaway
mount's, remake of

directs

9.

Para-

Hollywood, April 9.
Zat So,'
'Is
Ethel Hill is writing an original which
has Jack Oakie and William
to fit the title 'Blind Date' at
Frawley in top spots.
Columbia.
Hathaway just completed Par's
S. K. Lauren;- Is adapting 'Orchids
•Witching Hour/

and

Onions,' a story
Taylor, also at Col.

by Dwlght

Contracts

,

^

.:

A

Gates-Asbury Collab
Hollywood, April

9.

Radio has

.Hollywood, April 9.
lifted option on Mark

Sandrick's directing contract for the
Leaving . Metro 's. ,wrltlngr-L Btaff: lOthAtlmer - _.:
Harvey Gates is at Columbia.
James K, McGuinness -pacted for
He is collaborating with Herbert another year at Metro.
Leo McCarey stays on another
AsbUry on Til Fi? It'
year at Paramount with the lifting
of the option on his covenant.
,
JWarners.has...llfted^o^tionjon
Jtock
-.
Betake. 'Wlndow-Pan••
pact of Paul kaye.
Hollywood, April 9.
,..

-

.

—W

,

.

'

'

*Window

by Harry
purchased by

Panes,' original

Sauber, has been
Story Buys
Warners.
has taken screen rights
Sauber also goes, on the com- toWarners
'Miss Pacific fleet,* Frederick
pany's writing staff to prepare the Hazlett Brennan yarn published by
screen play.

Collier's.

«
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Exchange for Beck
Chicago,. April
film

Castle

theatre

Los Angeles, April 9.
Threatened: bust-up bit the Independent Theatre Owners' Associa-

cided

Mindlin

stand that the membership
pay up or withdraw from, the

.

organization*

LOOKS TUFF FOR

DETROIT EXCHANGES

a number of matters of vital import
had a cash balance of but 21c,
to Southern California indie exhibs
and that its secretary, Mrs. Minnie came up for discussion.
presided
Koppel, bad' not been paid for, 'six!
Vice-President
Hicks
throughbut the meeting; which was
weeks.'.
President
Pointihgvout that between .80- and .turned over to. him by
Ben .N.. Berinste.in. Exhibs were
Z of the -400-odd members of the
toid how the board of directors, with
association Were' holding the sack, the assistance of W» H- (Bud) L61and that although there were Vital Jier of Fox West Coast, had defeatmatters to be discussed, nd; 'steps' ed proposed fire- prevention taxation
would be taken until some' hloriey' that would have cost the exhibs
was forthcoming, Hicks started a from" $3.5.0 to $1*2 mohthly; how "the
pay-up landslide, amdng the exhibs association -vpaiid "no. rent for its
present that brought hetter- thin headquarters',.'; through the generos
$300 in past' dues and advance dues ity of the: <56/re Bros., and how
..

.

:

,

.

'

Into the coffers of the outfit.'
Admits Deplorable Situati

Declaring that the situation was
a deplorable one, with the paid; secretary not only hot having been
paid for her full time services^-for
six weeks, but .that money rightly
due her had been laid out for assb^
elation business, Hicks took a; de-r
.

THE FAMOUS
CANINE COMEDIAN

PETE
THE ORIGINAL
"OUR GANG" DOG

"Pete teems to be a remarkably Intelligent end well trained animal. His actlrttles are out of tbe ordinary and he hat
an amusing air. of boredom, a* it the
stunts be goea through so smoothly were
'

not* his.

Idea of dignity and canine star-

dom/'-^PROVIDENCE JOURNAL.

'

Fpr Open Date* Write or Wire

CMAS.
1560

V.

YATES

Broadway

New:.Sork;

President Berinsteln was still hold
Ing the -sack for over $225 laid out
by. him on the occasion of his 12
weeks' fight In Washington on code
matters.
W. W« Whitspn, pioneer exhib,
took up the cudgels and pleaded
with his fellow, member^ to lay aside
one dime, the price of a child admissibnl as ,he put it, each day
towards the $2 monthly dues of
membership. 'Various exhibs advanced radical suggestions, such- as
the naming of exhib members who
were in arrears/ but once the situation-had been clearly stated practically all members kicked In with
'

.

.

varying amounts.
Triple Billing

Detroit, April

9.

N. O. Film Row's Gonven.
And Pavement Dansant

Chicago, April 9.
Continuing their, parade to gain
on Randolph]
street alaban & Katz last week
took over the legit Apollo, long the
Shubert stronghold.
This makes the second Randolph
street acquisition in four weeks,
B.&'K. also having leased the loop
Policies have hot
legit Garrick.
been set for either the Garrick or
Remodeling on. the
the Apoilo.
Garrick is practically complete and
expected to he open by May 1. Figure to start the Apollo by May 15.
Likely how that B &K: will give
up the McVickers when the next
stiff rent payment is due oh May
j, 'and turn the house back to Jones,
Lihick & Schaefer.
\
Aaron Jones, meanwhile, has slgnatured a 10-year lease for the
State -Lake theatre, under a deal
which is understood to call for no
guarantee but a split on. the profits.
This is the de 1 which has been; in
effect since its take-over. Balaban
& Katz stepped into this picturelast week with ah offfcr for the
house which is reported at $160,000 yearly guarantee against a percentage of th"> profits, but the landlord remained loyal to the J, L. & S.

control ;of all theatres

Hollywood, April 9.
Gulf Coast theater managers held
annual convention here last

first

week and elected Harry McLeod
manager of the St. Charles, New

(

Orleans, president. Festivities lasted
three days.
One: afternoon the city officials
permitted the picture tellers to rope
off two blocks in film row for music

'

.

i

A move by the nine major film and dancing in the. street.
exchanges here may drive the indie
exchanges out of this territory.
Allied's Prez 'Warns'
finding it almost ImposThey
sible to get any, bookings in any of
Against Early Signing*
the. money houses, around town.
Led by the Mid- States booking
office,
controlling 66 independent
Minneapolis, April 9.
houses and the 10 Paramount theaDistributor move: to. induce exhibs
tres, the indie, exchanges are finding
to sign how for next year's product
it difficult to get play dates, even,
buyin return for the privilege
shorts.
ing a portion of the current output
have led W. A. Steffes, president of
Northwest Allied States, to send out
a 'warning* letter to exhibitors.
Improved Detroit B. 0.
In his letter, Steffes asks theatre
owners not to bind themselves to
Credited to More Pop. the purchase of next year's pictures
at this early date. Pointing out the organization.
Majestic, which is also Jonespresent uncertainties, he also calls
Detroit, April 9.
attention to action being taken to operat 3d, is figured to open by May
Part of the recent bullishness at
reduce film rentals and eliminate 15 with a stage band policy and
all local theatres -is due to the rapid
four act's, at 30c top.
percentage bookings.

NW

.

;

;

increase in population felt here. In
the past six months.. Since Jan. 1

au increase of 42,000 was tabulated
by Campbell Ewald Adv. Agency.
The influx started last summer and
the total increase is felt to number
well over 100,000.
Effect on theatres

was slower in
reaching downtown houses than the
nabes with the outlying houses
doing good business for over a year.
The downtown houses have felt a
good reaction to good pictures, but
no*, enough to support successfully
two good pictures downtown the
same week. Last week, however,
three downtown pictures all played
In the black simultaneously. Mary
Plckford coupled with 'Mysterious
Mr. X,' drew $38,700 to the Michigan, while the Fox playing 'This
Man Is Mine' and stage show got a
nice $24,000, and the United Artists
got a pretty $20,000 for 'Riptide.'
'

Triple billing situation was discussed at length, with several incipient
encounters breaking out
among rival exhibs over alleged unExfair tactics of the opposition.
hibs were told in no uncertain terms
that machinery has been set up to
elifninate such practices and -that It
Would b'e functioning soon.
Exhibs were .advised by Hicks
that the directors contemplate! immediate action to. force distributing
organizations td negotiate for product sales .with indie exhibs on the
same basis as they deal with the
circuits. In other .words, he pointed
out, indies must have the same
privilege of not paying for shelved
product that the circuits have, and
that only shorts actually used can
be collected for. He characterized
the circuit preference as unfair
trade practices, and announced the
indie directors were prepared to go
into federal courts if necessary .to
clear up the abuses.
Suggestion that the association
name a committee to inquire into

Takes

Apollo; J1.S. 10-Yr. State-Lake Lease

;

•

B&K

in

charge.
Distributing 'Nude World' which
He. pointed but ,that Beck has for this territory. Mindlin
it had been necessary to borrow $30
also
selling
Wbrldkino product
tion of Southern California was from a member of the directorate, to through, the
Chicago district.
averted at a membership meeting: cover the cost of mailing, out the
Friday (6) when Harry H. Hicks, announcements for the meeting
then in progress.
y.p. and director of the .organizaINDIE
Once the dues mon?y began rolltion, hurled a bomb by telling the. ing in, the meeting got down to
80 or 90 members present that the cases, and during a three-hour sesassociation was virtually broke, that sion, which at times became heated,
either

Loop Battle Lines Drawn,

SI

Crown

establishing

Pictures,

VARIETY

9.

Another exchange on the local
row With Dick Beck of the

They See Ass'n Going for Bustup

'

E S

Mindlin Opens Chi

Owners Pay Up When

Calif. Indie

.

m'SERVICE m
1

.

BEN BLUE
WABNJSB BROS. COMEDIES
Dir. JOE R1VKIN
LEO MORRISON. Agency

the advisability of an independent
co-operative film buying organization was voted down after considerable heated discussion.
Members were invited to particimembers in
pate with the

MPTOA

New York

1560 Broadway
A Subai

annual convention here this week,
With stress being laid that the
Southern California association, nor
any members of Its directorate, have
no affiliation with the national, set
.

City

iary of

FANCHON A MARCO,

Inc.

up.

m

WISH TO THANK THE

FOR HAVING PURCHASED FROM THEM

"THE TELL TALE HEART

It

DIRECTED BY

DESMOND HURST
CINEMA—"... brilliant In
tive,

SIGHT AND

SOUND— "The

first

significant =Engllsh i -Cohtrlbutloii,Jto_
the screen."

CUS EM A

— '^2-

*

mo£?

of screen- craft "has
emanated from any British. Studio
than Mr. Hurst's version of Edgar
Allen Poe's macabre story."
brilliant

piece

direction;

imagina-

combines with flaw-

less camera-work, artistic settings
...^
..and_ signulcant^xecprdLng , , ,

Kl N EM ATOGRAPH— "Poe's powerhas been handled with rare
sTflirby ~th¥"Bir6ctOTr"WhOBe-tmag^-

ful story

inatiye direction and.

camera-work

have succeeded in transferring to
the screen the element of .tension
which is so characteristic of the
author's works,"

POST—"...shows

MORNING
.

most

u nusual
1

"beauty."

sense

of

a

pte tprlal

"

'

SUNDAY CHRONICLE— "...a new
•screen

whose
in

gemusr-

done

-This— new-comer,

direction rivals
the best that we have

first effort in

quality
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On the Air

PERSON?

TED

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

1819

BROADWAY

'
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ires
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VARIETY

In the Theatre

"
ft"

MANAGEMENT

Collins
NEW YORK

CITY

P.S.-KATE SMITH WILL

SOON

BE

BACK

ON THE AIR!

,

RADIO

VARIETY
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NBC WIDENS QUIZ
M

Star Conies Should

Habit Survey To
Listening
Nation- Wide In Scope

Encourage Newcomers for

Own

Benefit Believes Cantor

Chain Income front Time Sales

Be

NBC's survey on the listening
habits of set owners has been extended to take in the entire country;
Decision to make it a nation r wide
probe following a test made by the
network in four eastern cities.

NBC
January
February
March.

the web is trying to And
the time of day the various
of the family are home,
how often and how long they turn
on the set arid if not, the reasbn.

What

out

BY CECELIA AGER

Retaliation

Because there is a dearth of
comedy on the air, says Eddie Cantor, and because the air heeds new
forms of comedy besides a great
deal more comedy, it Is advisable,
even urgent, for radio's established
comics to present In their programs

before—and make

on

v

hits.

.

ly gross of the red (WEAP)
arid blue (WJZ) links individually won't be made available by
Denny Until the 20th of the:

t
types of comedy, more commakes the air audience comedy
conscious, gets the country in the
mood for comedians, Cantor believes. .Radio demands, and can ab-'
sorb all the comedy it can get, and
the more it gets, the' better for all
The
comedians, big arid' little.
established comics- are in a spot to
supply the demand, by introducing

edy,,

personalities;

he-d

CBS

••.

•

1931

$2,636,447
2,671,609
2,864,783

$2,026,860
1,924,778
2,164,434

$7,044,620

$5,610,132.

$8,071,839

$6,116,072

CBS

mediate oppprturi^ty to jsee
its revenue compared with, the
monthly Intake of iNBC's".'red

,

loop.

•

CBS

i

For the past three months
has been tops..

intro-

February

March

Cleveland, April

1932

$1,406,948
1,387,823
1,524,904

1933
$941,465
884*977
1,016,102

$1,348,842
1,319,414
1,436,060

1,110,526

$4,318,676

$2,842(644,

$4,104,306

$2,653,251

.

Gi

M

9.

Gene and Glenn were both divorced by their wives on the same
day on the grourids of desertion.
WTAM stars, known as Eugene
F. Carroll and Glenn Rowell, first
divorce petitl6ris, .but after
their wives revealed letters as evidence in a crbss-pouriter , suit they
Mrs.
withdrew their petitions.
Gene, former vaudeville singer, who
said she supported her husband for

1931
$692,114
760,621

CBS* First Quarter (or

Is

filed

NBC Good

to be fed.
worry, says Cantor, that
do you out of a job; If ypU

Will

want

get off the air. The
comic who can't play straight for
the' other fellow now and then without' the fear of losing his following
is no comic, in Cantor's opinion,•Look at what a stooge that new
act made out of Cantor,' he's heard
said after some broadcast in which
straight.
played
purposely
he's
Which was exactly his intention;
he wanted to stooge, selfishly, beGSttse it helps the hour, it's a treat
to the listeners-rand unselfishly,
because his stooging makes the
people he's trying to make; People

-January

Webs Fmd March

aii.'im.-

how

;

'

can't stand

SAME DAY

\Y

Pre-peek. gave

•

Don't
they'll

• • • • » • •

1932

$1,869,885
1,742,784
1,997,463

1934

-

:

distributed.

,

They've
them properly.
learned the tricks. The comic who
becomes a "straight man can be
great straight man—he kriows how
ducing

i

BOTH DIVORCED

following month when the statistical setup in printed form is

,

•

new

GENE AND GLENN

Request means that the month-

them

"

and by

.Total

1933

$2,373,923
2,197,297
2,473,400

-NBC has asked Denny's National Advertising Records not
to release the breakdown of the
network's monthly time sales
in advance of publication date.

talent that hasn't clicked or hasn't

been

is

members

1934

Under

it,

Mason

F.

nine years until he clicked on air,
fainted after' showing two letters
woman had
another
indicating

Lord & Thomas May Drop
talkie Picture Time*

For the first quarter of i934 Colombia has garnered $4,318,675 in
time, sales, or $1.9% by er the net'

work's total" for the parallel three
'

Chicago^ AprU, 9..."
Lord and Thomas a^gency takes
of the two Arcontrol
over active
mour shows, Phil Baker and
Talkie Picture Time,' In May. Not
any Immediate change in
likely
Phil Baker setup as the Baker pro-

'"'

mdnths of 1933.
month grossed

,

In
NBtVS

;

New

Set-Dp

good-wilt department, sta-

relations* headed by Donald
Withycomb, now comes under the

tion
I

authority of the press relations dlUnder a revised assign
vision.
merit of detail supervision, Frank

stolen his love.
Besides beinff awarded a divorce
and custody of their three children,
Gene's wife was promised $150 a

last

from

$1,624,904

broadcast facilities sources, which
figure represents a 50.1% boost over
the Marbh, 1933, total arid 6.2%
better, than the tally for the similar
week alimony, her husband's sumLast month's ini 93$.
month
mer home at Glen Lake, Mich., and gram is clicking.
come also set a new high for CBS.
bonds worth about $25,000.
'Talkie
that
However, understood
in March '32
was
peak
Previous
husher
denied
Who
Glenn,
Mrs.
Picture Time' will be canned as when the network .grossed $1,436,050.
band's allegation that she had been soon, as possible,
last
NBC's hookup business
willfully absent from him for three
month came to $2,473,400, which
years, declaring that he had regave the web a 24% edge over the
quested her to move to Chicago. Minneapolis Cops
level that prevailed for March, '33.
given a divorce, custody of

Mason, v.p. in charge of publicity,
has been moved into an office next She was
to Richard C. Patterson, Jr., execu
children, and a reported settlement
ttve v.p and Withycomb is among of $175 weekly, all her husband's
other fellow a charice—to make those instructed to report to Mason real estate and a .percentage of per
Mason, himself reports tp the sonal property valued between $50,room. After, all, remarks Cantor,
000 and $60,000.
Burns' and Allen can only bt on one- executive v.p.
Radio singers, , known In Cleve
There's still
half hour a week.

caii afford to be unselfish. It's fine
for' radio, for its comics to give the

Same wib

r

.

:

compared to March '32 the.
showed a minus
margin of 20%. Former month wa»
NBC's peak and the take then
amounted to $2,864,783.

Ab

Raid Norris Goff's

previous month

,

I

Apt; Wrong Dinger'

.

Despite the. usual quota of sea-,
Minneapolis, April 9.
sonal dropoffs, indications are- that
Lena'
land for their
167% hours left.
'Tipped off' that John Dllllnger business' will hold up nicely for both
sketohes on Spang Bakeries pro
Needn't Be Vallee
in a residence here,. six city de- Columbia and NBC through April.
was
gram, have been signed for Gillette tectives armed, with machine ,guns,
to bring on
It need not be Vallee
easily excel, last April's
Razors for NBC red network five riot and tear gas guns and /wearing CBS. 'Should
new people, to give variety and
tally at least 60%. Gross, for that
nights weekly at 6:46, starting bullet-proof vests, surrounded and
scope to. radio entertainment. The
month was $775;487, while the
April 23.
Wynns, the Marxes, the Pearls, can
raided a studio apartment.. When April' '22 line turnover gave CoBoston, April 9
try to discover fresh material and
the door was opened the police came lumbia $1,354,904. NBG wound up
Fred Hoey start- his ninth sea
give it the benefit and impetus of a
face, to face with a startled, youth the month-: of April .last year. with
top-notch send-off, 1 says. Almost son. of major league baseball an
in colorful pajamas. Instead of the $1*690,177.
every important hour is a fertile hounclng over the Yankee Network
notorious, outlaw, he proved to he
.Among NBC's riewcomer accounts
the
field for the development of the with a play-by-play ac.ount of
BIZ
Norris Goff 27, of the radio team of this month are Packard, with 45
comedy that .radio needs in such Braves-Red Sox opener at Braves
night.
Monday
each
Luiti and Abner, no.w doing a 13: minutes
be
will
Games
next
Field
Friday..
abundance. There's no hour that
Jesse Kaufman, former manager weeks' series of broadcasts over Liberty Magazine, General Tire,
locally, with
won't itself benefit by presenting heard over
Ajn
p.ttabureh has been WCCO.
Quaker Oats (Babe Ruth), Gerber
of
practically every member
potential new comedians.
I
I Sesljna*?
oiTe Goff had no difficulty in con- foods (Madame Schumann-Helnk)
i-,....^ web carrying them,
th' e Yankee
comesiv"»
Every time that hour comes
|Tx MPa * nhnln of stations!
Gillette
Razor (Gene and
His au
au- vincing the detectives that they and
broadcasts Hearst cnain or stations. *«s
While play-by-play broad(
through with a new twist, whether
manaKe . Were on the wrong trail' and that Glenn). CBS has tabbed for April
thmit,^ over th
will not be permitted this season in
It be new feeds for Its headlining
starting Schlltz beer, Lady Esther
o^rvlce
Service his wife was no gunman's 'moll.'
earst
ment of the
completed
neYankee
cU!es,
some
comic or its headlining comic turnTwo 'tips' had come to the police (added. Sunday night half hour) and
every one ot tne puDiisn
^
gotlations with both Braves and takes
Ini? ..tootre that nrocram strength/One was from a the E. A.: Bruce Co.
° peratl °n8
° £ regarding Goff.
ent ts h^lfonTsTo^^^^
garage man, who reported that an
gives the whole trentf for comedy on
eral automobile answering the descripthe air a substantial boost. Com- those pl ayed on Sundays.
managership of the Hearst air en tion of the one which 'Dllllnger ls Coast 2-Hr,
petition makes a cdmlc better, too.
terprlses.
Gough currently Is on said to have used was driven to a
For 25c in Best Seats
Practicing for a long period now
the Coast Besides the Pittsburgh downtown garage with a flat tire.
Baseball PlCK-Up
what he preaches, Cantor says the
Hollywood, April 9.
Kaufman will supervise The garage man said that, While he
outlet,
**T*™-«**r» »»
l
most careful and exacting part of HilHlS
S MOIlOpOly WINS, New York; WISN, Milwau repaired the tire, two men frorn the
has Instituted a plan of
his rehearsals Is spent in preparing
for
broadcasts
public
kee, and KYW, Chicago.
car stood across the street and told charging
Pittsburgh, April 9.
the new talent he .seeks to introduce
him" to- drive to the apartment Ad- which .were formerly; .free.
WWSW, station which pioneered
for its most auspicious possible de
dress.. He did so and then notified
Jts.' 'Hollywood Barn 'Dance,' twobroadcasts of Pirates'' away-fromRADIO
RAPS
QUACKS
but, in teaching the newcomers
hour va'ude shoW,. cojnmerclalled
the police.
nome baseball games couple of
what he has learned. The results years ago; will have competition
Ariother 'tip' came a short time by .five different accounts, and aired
have been most gratifying. The re- In that field this season. KQV br. Morris Fishbein Peppers Ai.r later. A telephone message' was to Saturday nights.
'Charlatans'
sponse of his own audience has been plfttia to d0 the same thing, With
Tab of ,25c Is on reseryed seats.
the effect that Some one had taken
just dandy; and the industry s im- Jlmmy Murray, former sports reCathe apartment and laid' down rio less Unreserved, section still free.
Minneapolis,
April
Lll 9.
„*„.„TOI™. D ~„
mediate, interest^ in the
porter for Pittsbutgh,Tda t Vgiving
Speaking before University of than $500 for. several months' rent pacity is l;000 at source.
he a brought ^forth,, expressed in air play-by-play accounts. Walt Sickles Minnesota students,. Dr. Morris Moreover, there was a red-haired
contracts, and in higher salaries for ls t0 do the an noucing for WWSW.
Fishbein of the American Medical woman, who turned out "to be Mrs.'
OUESTEBS
CHI'
yaude and .: film house bookings,
Although WWSW's broadcasts Ass'n
blasted
modern
medical Goff.
Chicago, April 9. ,
warms the Cantor Good Samaritan have a commercial sponsor, Dona- -charlatans' who exploit the sick
Irene Beaseley set for a guest
side. He's gone^out to make talent hoe B> bIfir meat and bakfery con .
with radl0 prescriptions and advice
>ot on the Palmer House NBG
new to the air hits and he s done cern KQV will have no regular H e urged that pressure be brought Discs for Ovaltine
show.. For Miss Beaseley It's mpre_.
it.
But the new talent, he s the sponsor, selling spot announce- to bear to eliminate this sort of
Standard
than.
Just a guest appearance with
first, to insist, has done him good. m ents to
be injected in running [broadcasting,
possibility of a network build-up
Chicago, April 9.
accounts of games.
"These radio medical mountebanks,
L
he says,
Comedians may die out, u
When daylight saving time for her entry into the Palmer. House
Neither station has network af^ the greatest of Whom recently was
but comedy will always live. If filiations, permitting for lengthy ruled off the air and who might be comes In Ovaltine will double its floor show.
Jessica Dragonnette goes on for
there's bad comedy on the air, it s periods necessary for game broad- termed the SamUel Irisull of Quack- 'Orphan Annie'
shows to radio
'
PBJy because there's no alternative casts. Particularly essential during ery, have kept apace with the evo- platters for. all cities Which remain Real -Silk on a guest bow,
-r-there's too little to choose from. double-headers
on
standard
clocks.
and extra-iririing lution of medicine arid have taken
But supply the air with all the contests,
Network show will ride on reguMean-Spirited Frank
advantage of every new discovery
lar daylight saying hour.
comedy it can absorb—by bringing
to exploit the sick.'
Portland, Ore., April 9.
--^.i QOT j--f.-j miM «i.«--r*«-« M r» c *
.lt-new-com^diansT^and the bad^will
^Eddle-Kingr- neophytes-announcer,^
have to disappear. Then the good ^Oniand UimiCS
GALVIN BACK AT KJBS
Mexico. City, April 9.
had an April fool joke played on
comedians will be better, and there
Numerous complaints from north
him. When he sighed off Saturday
San Francisco, April 9.
Last Three Innings
won't be ,any bad ones .at all.
em Mexico, especially Lower Call
Frank X. Galvin, who left KTAB rilte and' started home In his. car, he
Portland, Ore., April 9.
The public, now comedy conscious,
fornia, against radio broadcasts fea
as program head a few weeks ago found a pretty sight. Someone had
Rollle Truitt, sports announcer
will see to that.
turlng seers' arid quacks' propa- has returned to KJBS as continuity let all the air out of his tires, the.
Qf KQW-KEX, starts_hia flfth-^seaU-ganda
top had been kalsomlned a dainty
are being investlgated-by the writer and TCfinounter.
Oklahoma singers and musicians son of baseball broadcasts of all Ministry of communications and
Ralph Brunton has put other violet, and a pair of size 30 garters
Ministry says thai changes into effect there, too, com- were draped around the steering
public Works.
who never had an opportunity to Portland Beaver games.
Innovation
this year in that only many of the offending stations can't pletely reorganizing
show th>ir wares oyer the radio,
his production Wheel.
Eddie figured it wasn't safe to
Frank
putting
are igetting breaks on the Oklahoma 1 7t,1 8th and 9th innings of home be located and are believed to be department and
Cope In charge! with Harry Wlck- take the car home that way, so
Gas and Electrio Co. programs games will be put on the air. All somewhere in the U.S.A.. ^ f
each Saturday out-of-town games to be returned I Aid of California radio authorities ersham as assistant, .Gene Clark spent mort Qf Sunday morning,
brpadcfist by,
scrubbing and boiling.
b V wire report.
*n
has been requested.
promoted to chief announcer.
night at 7 o'clock.
.
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FRC TO LIFT WAX TAG
The

Kansas City Police Chief Claims

Viewpoint

Utility

The utility viewpoint visualize? radio broadcasting almost exclusively
by a mathematical computation based
on wattage plus channel plus density of population plus average income
plus receiving. set ownership plus self -financed surveys' plus miscelr

Libel

MELTS STIGMA

In terms of circulation arrived at

by 'March of Time Program

-

—We

laneous statistics.

from the beginning of broadcasting, has been a straw
bogey-man. It fitted the utility ideal of a scientifically measured service
for which a scientifically computed service charge could be made; Blecti'loity had its kilowatt hour, gas Its cubic feet; water could be measured
by the gallon, telephone service oh a per call or per minute basis, telegrams or cables by the word. So the utility viewpoint, regarding radio
Circulation

No More This

.

Last
Until

.

utility,

established circulation as Its yardstick.

of 60.0Q0 watts

The square root

and

12,642 citizens- was computed at so
Circles were drawn within- circles.

October Ignored
- Now
Because of

:

Dots, showed where engineers had
the spot where Boston Baked Beans sold
all seemed quite factual, very dignified,
Impressive, a Saturday Evening Post approach applied to the air. And
as congenial to the utilities viewpoint as walnut-panelled board room.

made signal tests. X marked
71% "more than last year. It

Kansas

Hope!'

Electri-

Network Opposition

672,000 citizens or 1,000 watts' and
per quarter, half, or full hour.

much

an

cal Transcription- in Short
Time—NAB Resolution of

.

as just another

Is

OFFICIAL SOON

Hudson Motor's ad

New York

dallies

in

Tuesday

the
(3)

introduced a new twist from,
the critic quoting angle.
Fact that the ad called attention to a snow premiering
that night didn't stop the
writer from heading it off
with the quotation, 'Nothing

on"the

like, it

ing radio

air!

Say lead-

critic's.*'

With

the opposition to the meas-

ure from the ^networks now eliminated because of their own branching out into that end of the broadcasting business, the Federal Radio

.

'Twenty-five

HOW BBDO ACCY
RATES LOCAL

ords.

Until NBC recently decided to
observers believe the utility viewpoint on broadcasting is too
It jls believed that in deifying make the selling and booking of
to survive.
circulation radio has. overlooked Its own best sales argument.. Circula- electrical transcriptions an adjunct
Journalism
of Its operations that web had been
tion does not and cannot- mean in radio what it means in
yet the utility viewpoint insists on talking in terms of newspaperdom. largely responsible for the disinclination of the commission to act
it
competes
roadcasting is a great advertising medium not because
on the tag revocatlon^appeal made
with newspapers but because of the emotional, theatrical, and showman- by the National Association of
ship aspects that the utility viewpoint habitually regards as secondary. Broadcasters. Latter body in conRadio circulation is not measurable, in cold, impersonal values like a vention last October passed a resopower plant with so many miles ofr wire and so many paying patrons. lution instructing its Washington
Radio circulation is large not because it is a utility service but because reps to petition the ether superIt's an amusement.
visory quintet for a revision of the
Resolution asked that
regulation.
The utility, viewpoint dislikes emotional values which are admittedly instead of the line, 'This is ah electoo much for .statisticians.' The word 'showmanship' is either strango trical transcription made for broador alarming to many of those In control of broadcasting. They just casting purposes,' the broadcasters
haven't thought that way. Which Is as good an explanation as any of be permitted to use a phraseology
Why advertising agencies bo- often do their own producing and why crediting the producing source of
advertising agencies appear to have a. far more realistic perspective on the program: It was Suggested that
broadcasting than broadcasters ^themselves.
the description tag be limited to
read, for example, 'This is a World
It seems plausible that broadcasting will ultimately start selling itself Broadcasting Production.'
itself
an
frankly
recognizing
as
medium
and
emotional
an
frankly as
Revamping of the regulation, aver
amusement Ideally fitted for the uses of advertising. Circulation will indie station operators, will serve
then, become simply a not-taken-tpo-seriously attempt to analyze and to stimulate national advertiser inconsiderations
supplementary
to
showmechanical
evaluate the purely
terest in recorded programs in a
manship.
big way. It. will at -least overcome
the resistance prevailing among
listeners against anything even sugC0TTINGT0N
gestive of canned entertainment.
Phonograph records, however, will
Agency's
New probably
Campbell-Ewald
have to be. so labeled in
Radio Showmanship Idea
announcements as heretofore Federal Radio Commission is expected
C. Halstead Cottington, who douin
bled as New York ofRce manager to make the official confirmation
and radio contact for Campbell- next fortnight.
''.

TREKS

-

.

RECOGNIZED

.

Ewald, has been transferred to the

BY NBC

agency's

home

office

In

Detroit.

New assignment has him pegged as
account executive on Cadillac
Agency's current plan is to go
along without a radio authority attached to the New York office. Instead M. H. Holllnshead and Louis
Dean will' take turn " coming "into
New York each week to oversee
the A. C. Spark Plug show on NBC.
While here Dean or Hollinshead

NBC is preparing a biographical
Who's who on the various production men working for the network.
:

'

GITTINGER

more than wattage and time Is sellable. Showmanship has been menif

at

IS

CBS

GEN. SALES

all.

interest

on

Goes Dp for Plugs

members

of the police

department have criminal records
and the acting chief of police is an
ex-convict.'

Chief says that he. and his wife

were listening

to "the

program and

when

the abovfe announcement came.
was so shocked that a
physician had to be called.
He also states that no acting
chief of police has ever been officially named; that he has been, the
chief since last January and that
for 30 years previous he has been
connected with the police department or the county prosecutor's office,, and that his record was spotIn his wife

Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osits own way of operation

borne has

when

It

comes tovbuying time on a

station and picking the local talent
to go along with it. Rep from the
agency quietly settles down in the
town for a week or 10 days' stay.
Without approaching ahy of the local outlets he listens in to each
one's daily program, makes note of
the talent available on each and
browses around among the dealers
concerned with the product due for
advertising to obtain their siants
on the various stations that cover
the town. His study completed, he

less.

When asked if he could be. the o.n^,
to, inasmuch as the an^~
nouncev stated the acting chief was
referred

an ex-convict,. Chief Coffey an-',
swered, 'I have been acting chief
of police of this city since January.
16 and I was acting in my official
capacity as chief on election day/
Lieutenant Gordon of the police
.identification bureau advised the
chief that fingerprint records of the
department show there are, ho men
sends it on to New York.
on the force with criminal records;
At that end the agency execs in- that the prints of every man On the
volved Immediately go into a hud- force were sent to
Washington some
dle to determine the. advantages time
agoi and the department of
each station and each act submit- justice gave the
department
a clean
ted have and the selection in either bill
of health.
instance is wired to the waiting rep
Chief Coffey, however, said Lieualong with authority to signature tenant
Gordon admitted there had
contracts.
been several men on the department,
after the Democrats took it over
under home rule, who had served
time, but they had been dropped, as
soon as their records became known.
-

:

'

"WRONG MAN' BEATING
OF HAROLD KNIGHT

Variety queried Time's New York
editorial offices regarding the Kan-;
Philadelphia, April 9.
sas City matter and is Informed no
Story leaked out that Harold libel action has been filed to date.
Knight, Columbia-Philly orchestra Time's information is that a former
leader, was' slugged' unconscious acting chief was convicted in 1912
last week and left In the corner of and
again in 1926 of criminal
a subway entrance.
charges.
Chief Coffey is not the
Knight recalls that one of the man referred tOi
three gorillas, after the trio adminOn the 'March of Time' program
istered a bad beating, remarked the 'voice' of a Kansas City
rethat they had the wrong guy and former made the statement:
'Our
took it on the lam. Police hushed Acting police chief served a
term lit
the story in the belief that it was the penitentiary.'
tied up with a local P9J1M9.S1 _6CAn.dalj -and' the dailies haven't had a
word on story to date.
'

'

..

Wayne
To

King Opposition
Hollywood, April 9.
Knight Is carrying a nasty head
Selznick- Joyce has notified the wound and serious body bruises as
Chevrolet Program
studios that hereafter none of its the souvenirs of the weird occurAd agency trade has had its curiHe is 34, married, and- has
clients will be permitted to ainjaar rence.
on radio programs, ..plugging films, been a CBS artist out of WCAU osity arPused by Lady Esther's
shifting of Wayne King into a spot
vnless the players are paid addi- for the last four, years.
on CBS which makes' him an oppositionally.
tion to Victor Young, Chevrolet's
^percenters are expected
0, + her
Sunday night mainstay on NBC's
Audition
to take a similar "tand inasmuch as
red (WEAF) link.
gruntconsiderable
there has been
Seattle, April 9:
In its quest for a band specializg lately because of the growing
KOMO's four-way audition was ing
in music of the soft, romantic
p« ^Icy of major studios, using their a success.
It landed the Carstens
genre Chevrolet had originally apr. ntract players on programs with- Packing company
for a series of.
proached King but found that his
p t giving an additional check.
Weekly half-hour dramatic* Bketchep, contract with the.
cosmetic firm preOnly major lot which, to date has 'Carstens' Corners.'
vented him from accepting the proprefrained from using this type of
Program was sold in four cities, osition. Young debuted
for Chevexi'l'-ltatlon la Fox.
Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Portland.
Mort Milman is here endeavoring Officials in each city heard the au- rolet the past weekend. (8), whil^
King
steps into the Sunday night
to line up film talent for eastern dition from Seattle by a special
spot the coming week (15).
network accounts via the J. Walter hook-up.
Lennen-Mitchell
Thompson
and
Program, originating here, will
agencies.
be released also through KHQ,
Aunt Jane Retires
"
Milm.Tn's contacting of- Claudctte Bptil^nir,^nd""KGWr"P^ortlarTd^
Davenport, la., April 9.
Colbert for the latter agency has
Fay
RockHough McCarthy, the Aunt
the
brought a protest from
Jane of WOC-WHO credited with
RUGGLES-BOLAND ON AIR
well-6'Keefe office.
polling more fan mail than any
Hollywood, April 9.
Charles Ruggles and Mary Boluml other staff member, has quit after
GAIN WITH WASEY?
go oh Hinds cream broadcast from being in radio harness 10 years.
In. the future will devote- all her
here Sunday (15). Set through. Allan
Chicago, April 9.
time to her home in Rock Island,
Noble Cain has secured an In- Simpson of Joyce -.Selznick.
She was transferred to ths
Zasu Pitts and Slim .Siminiervllle 111.
definite leave, of absence from the
a year
date in June. Des Moines studios of
local NBC production department. are ready to sign for
Reported he will Join Erwin- Carole Lombard appeared last night and find has since then commuted
to Cock Island.
(Kunday).
Wasey as production man.
'

4-Way

:

,

SHOW MUST GO

alleged underscaling.

"With

.

:

WCAU'S

Under new arrangement

Clients

Air Unless Do-re-me

:

MANAGER

William C. Gittinger has replaced
Union Tiff
Karl Knipe as general sales manager for CBS. As a preliminary to
the switch the network brought
hlladelphla, April 9.
Gittinger in about two months ago
Philadelphia Musicians Union is and gave him the title of director
starting to enforce strict rulings of sales development.
against radio stations for the first
Knipe came direct from the pubtime. Romeo Cella, union president, lication field.
This is also Gittinhas picked put WCAU and the Paul ger*s first radio connection.
Mason houso .orchestra as ._a_ start-,
tng point on his campaign to stop

holds in escrow $25
musician's $45 scale

Ban Pic

"

Julian Street, Jr., Is Boswell to the
production brains.
Intended use of the data is to
convince, sponsors and advertising will also give the agency's other
agencies of the showmanship ^ex- network program, Chevrolet with
perience and qualifications of the Victor Young's ork, the onceover.
KBC production, dept..
It appears to be NBC's first masomething
jor
that
recognition,

and extra

•

SHOWMANSHIP

Some

narrow and unimaginative,

tioned heretofore, casually

'Time' program
was. -created.

Announcer made the statement

But in- spite of surveys, charts, and graphs circulation, the idol built
up by the radio hierarchy with the utility viewpoint, has one fundamental weakness, A certain amount of old-fashioned everyday guess- Commission is slated to rescind the
work goes Into radio circulation statements. Radio circulation, is not regulation requiring that an elecsusceptible tp exact measurement and often not even to dependable trical transcription be described a&
approximation. Networks constantly are making each other's circula- such over the. air.' Lifting of the
tion claims look silly: Stations regularly undermine circulation claims rule on disk programs will, howof competitors.
ever, not apply to phonograph rec-

SHOWMANSHIP

:unlon

WCAU

WCAU

i

9.

Washington, a staff accompanist at WCI3A1, can take it.
In a motor car smash-up last week
and carted to a hospital where his
forehead was bandaged and five
stitches were drawn in nls scalp.
He was due for a program so he
hopped a cab and was thumping
the Steinway over the ether Just
one hour aftfr the accident.
Jerry

the ultimatum and a raise in

musicians' pay
desired to
obtain a better grade orchestra, but
Cella refuses to permit station, to
Are men.
Other
watching
are
stations
closely In Its dealings with
the union.

ON!

Baltimore. April

out of each
Faced
pay.

9.

purported scenes of Kansas City's
municipal election during Which
four persons were killed, were given.
The Kansas City Star carried an
announcement that the local election disorders would be given on the

,

.

City, April

Chief of Police Robert J. Coffey
announces he will bring suit for
libel against Time magazine and the
radio chain presenting 'March of
Time' Friday evening, April 6, when

1

WHO

";»:

I

v

RADIO R EP0BTS

VARIETY
JACK BENNY
General

Revue,

Tire

Beetor, Frank Parker,
ingstone, Don Wilton

with

^
Don

Mary

Liv-

COMMERCIAL
WEAF, New York

PALMOLIVE BEAUTY BOX

CHE8TERFIELD MUSICALE

•

Lyons, Harold
orchestra

|

would seem from the unveiling
performance that Jack Benny put
on Friday night (6) for General Tire
that the switch in sponsors was a
happy break for both the listeners
and the comic himself. Relieved, of
having to give thought to what-the
fellow who Bigned the check personally liked,. Benny delivered a
It

series of laugh interludes that rate
among the very best of his air
It was a species of tomcareer.

mark

for. the
most part around the midsection.
The event: also served to re-establish the fact that as a smoothworking aggregation of mirth specialists the Benny menage can give
the "Fred Allen troupe a tight: tun
for top position.
For his new stand Benny has

foolery that found its

.

his style of

comedy

In-

Only changes, in his support
band and the stooge
With Don
announcer.
Bestor,' one of the near topllner

tact.

are the
doubling

dance organizations in the business,
replacing the Frank. Black. NBC. studio unit and Don Wilson, the Coast

emigre who has been making good
oh the" bigtime, holding down what
had been Alois Havrllla's assign.

ment on the Chevrolet
exchange stacks up as

session, the

.

at least, an

even one. Wilson proved quick at
weaving in :on the stooge-announcer
requirements of a Benny set-to,
while Don Bestor unlimbered a
mode of. dansapatlon tjhat registers
fetchlngly on both the ear and the
,

.

.tootsies.

deftly on the
Continuity has him
doing a straight dressed up in an
Oxford accent and. a penchant for
multi-syllable wprds. Bestor stum
bled over a couple of the longer ones
but a. little more experience with
Benny on the give-and-take Bhould
ease things up for him.
As it did on the previous series,
General Tire is
^Daring. Lives',!
stressing here the non-skid and non
blowout features of its product.

Bestor also
line delivery.

GRITS and GRAVY

THEATRE
George Gaul, PeggyPalge, With Greta Stueekgold, Andre
Giah, Charles With
Gladys Swarthout, John Barclay,
Kostelantx
Robert 8trauss, Fred. Stewart,
Stokes directing
Frank Molntyre, Nat 8hilkret
William Janney, Margie Mayns, 30 Mins.
Theodore Webb
COMMERCIAL
Catherine L'Engle.
Operetta Tabloid
COMMERCIAL
WABC, New York
Dramatic
30 Mins.
This 30-minute Bession for Ches- COMMERCIAL
30 Mins.
WENR, Chicago
terneld is spotted thrice weekly, 60 Mins.
Sustaining
Wednesday, Friday, over WEAF, New York
•P-rospeet—of-fthe World's Fair jWJZr-New-York
Idea of bringing to the mike a
of
author
and keeps Liggett & Myers
he.the
CBS
la
Lulu Vollmer
trade is the motivating factor
using high series of tab versions of the more
hind the radio plugging for this •Grits and Gravy', which starts a among the sponsors sell mass ap- popular operettas
had been for the
large loop hostelry. Last year the sustaining career on the blue NBC class entertainment to
E.S.T./ oil Wednesdays. i peal products. Rosa Ponselle sings past three years kicking around
Inn subsidized the Floyd Gibbons web
Stueckgold Wed- from one ad agency to another until
broadcasts from Chicago in ad- Like her previous 'Moonlight and I Mondays, Grete
nesdays, and Nino Martini on Fri- Benton & Bowles picked it up and
vance of the World's Fair mobs. HbnevsuekleV which ran on NBC
On all programs is the CBS sold it to Palmollve-Colgate-Peet as
This year, through the Lord and funSDonsored) for three years, this days.
house orchestra directed by Andre a medium for returning the comThomas agency, it is delivering, a scriDt is studded with jewel-like
bine's green^packaged soap to net..
the Kostelantz.
standard musical and comedy show nhrases a rich, racy idiom ot
the CBS work attention. With the debut (3)
It was a plume for
studded with occasional guest stars. southern mountaineers, and an au- artists service in getting this im- abstract,
'The Vagabond King',
and
characterization
Rufus
in
thenticftv
from
range
stars
These
but like portant sponsorship for a house or- B. & B. did a commendably-smooth
Dawes who forgot the stop-watch story-weaving that standsnight.
chestra against the competition of and competent Job.
method of radio, to such stage a fire-siren on a winter's quality of outsiders. It Is apparent that Kosthe narrow limits of
Considering
It is possible that this
names as Gladys Swarthout, Frank
telantz has put much thought and radio and the problems involved in
Buck and even a concert violinist writing has been a bit ahead of the
He ranspdsing a script whose emotional
By all the laws of preparation into the programs.
radio audience
Nathan Milstein.
Honeysuckle' has produced a musical interlude value depends almost entirely oh
Dorothy Gish at $1,300 was worth loeic 'Moonlignt anda sponsor but rich in quality ancL variety. There 1 spectacle embellishment, those reevery Penny. .She. brought class should have copped Sunday after- may. or may nbt be room to ques- sponsible for the program managed
was a
and distinction to the program and did not That
Spltalny or Kos- nicely both In synthesizing the Frlml
noon soot which may have hurt, tioh whether Philwith
was the type of personality most Midweek
some of the score and the book and in projectseems a better break for telantz the first
suited for the Palmer House, poing the operetta's dramatic backnovelty slants used.
Stars such .as Grits and Gravy*
tential customers.
depart- I Making the programs even more ground and plot; From the. dlrecprogram
NBC's
Meanwhile
Fin
Swanson,
Gloria
Bebe Daniels,
mpnf can swell ud with justifiable attractive is the smart showman- tional angle the thing that topped
D'Orsay fit in neatly on these pro°* Liggett & Myers, whose them all was the handling of the
job
Sideina
the
grams- and mean much to
self-praise and whose chorus, both for warbling and mob
MiPrft aq the atorv cot eolne it may economy of
hotel's- business results.
about effects.
Mechanically the results
been 1 bi^hard to fbllbw yet sensible, rational statements
Miss Gish did a scene from have
Chesterfields constitutes a pleasure were faultless. Added to this was
despite n *lnera Pthere lerofflred a veritable
and
Crocus'
'Autumn
por- by contrast with the usual nause- as stirring a reproduction of the
AmeHSn
homespSn
of
raflerv
nervousness
mike
of
symptoms
7 Seldomindeed does the air ous overdoing -ot radio com- 'Vagabond Song' as could be exte
carried the piece along to genuine; Sa
merdals. Chesterfields. fairly glisten pected via the loudspeaker.
nnhV^VA flP
entertainment. -Managed shrewedthe bright reflection of the inAs the prima donna, Gladys
ly to choose the high -light scene ?nlv
Swarthout filled the bill to the pbpuaccomplish tne re
ear to accomp^sn
of the legit show and wafted in only the
Grete StU e ckgro id has ah op- lar taste, but there have been others
timbre,
first
class
through the microphone with, all
of
soprano
on the air who have endowed 'Only
ir^niiH flPom the next sten for eratic
the
the power and punch it had on
13 hirdl y a name to the pub- a Rose' with far more warmth and
bcTs?to ee Tbehindfand^pusn; Pro- S" e Hard
to spell;and hard to prostage. Lee Shubert drew a credit
John Barclay, from legit,
elo d y
Srton
broadcast.
pperatlcs and gave an effective performance in the
with
But
linte for permitting the
nounce.
chali™a
ThisProgram
bU"theVJ
Miss Gish was back later for a bow
NBC? ^ol™W-thr6ugh. coiicprt muaic fore gn handles are speaking phase of the title role. His
with Ray Perkins who couldnt get lenee to consistent: campaign of e*pefcted and sometimes an asset as was a tripling assignment, Besides
Without a
victims of artistic allotting him the reading end of the
Miss Gish to stooge. He shouldn t offlc^sunoortS^
official support tnis serial may sui.
Kostelantz Kine part> the conUnuity set him
inferlorlty complexes.
expect it.
to- 'Moonlight'.
Perkins himself is an easy m.c. fer a fate similar
heavy tongue-full for UR
is also a
the 'Captain Henry' of the
Land.
set
Anglican oral, muscles.
with a fluttering manner of no
ltab and also loaded hini down with
In general the Chesterfield set-up fl0me pf the plug.. Miss Swarthout
routine but plenty of comedy perwith
Haphazard, gagging and
favor
should
find
and
sonality.
Is
good
ga
ve Hp service to the soap's
j
so
a
UKULELE BOB McDONALD
the listening public. It follows at efficacy.
punning by Perkins, leaves an in- Uk«, Songs, WhistM
Other testimony givers
After the show is
9 p.m. Castoria's Albert Spalding were a couple r of French accents
definite effect.
15 Mins.
remember
to
Cigars
3:80 <iescr ibed as beauty experts.
and precedes General
over it's impdsslble
Sustainina
Guy :Lombardo-Burns & Allen sesjwhat he did. In this show, how- WMCA, New York
if the standard of production reColumbia. WBC^ompetl- vealed by the initial program can
ever, he stole a 'march on Joe PenUkulele Bob McDonald must have sjo" pn
ner and did a bit that has been ouite a following by now on this tlon is Fred Aliens Sal Hepatica- be malnta ined there is no reason
identified with Penner in vaude for station Judging by the requests he Ipana. revue on WEAF and Ray- why this late Tuesday night stanza
That's the 'Three Trees' acknowledgis. Considering WMCA's mond Knight^ A. C. Sparh Plug ahoui d „. t develop a high rating folyears.
number, there, there and there. local <fr.B coverage, his audience Perby on WJZ. So the com^V-i0 - lowing. Fo^ lta objective it has the
find a network hundreds Q f thousands who have
Yuh nasty man!
embraces the nearby Jersey and <H«e>™rt^element can
All in all, a standard radio pro- Connecticut towns besides the five alternative,
seen the original or touring producgram that ranks with the top boroughs.
tions In the flesh, but who would
JOAN DAVIS
shows out of Chicago and a show
still enjoy a fillip of the memory
He's a very entertaining pop Household Talks
standing
the
help
to
bound
that's
with scenario and score, and also
warbler Who knows how to. comply
Which
House.
5
Palmer
and biz of the
the millions who have become famixing 'em «P in |i rt MMFnriAL
by
requests
the
to
radio
M fSn«2tad
is all you can ask of any
miliar with the tunes -through repeself -uke
fashion.
To
attractive
(Tola.
Schwctady
program.
titions on the air, if not the screen
accompaniment he baritones the | WGY,
this nom de radio, a young
Under
stage,
with
that
oralternates
pops and
Among the operettas that Palmwhistling interludes so that withal
HUDSON VOCALIONS
olive has lined up to follow are 'The
Conrad Thibault, Lois Bennett,
'Madamolselle
Prince*,
oiy«?
n. commercial style
naa a
,U
jvicijonaia has
McDonald
.mu^
av. rt
Ann
no Rue' thre*
thru* Student
ev.
nnin«r
hik
Honey. Dean, Harry Salter
Th<>
ri
!
a
thft's a bit above par and ultimately
Songs, Band
Rogue Song', 'Aileen' and 'Princes.
it should arrest sponsorship for midf5?i.^f«^f®^
bag carried only an odd bun Florla'.
30 Mins.
Davis'
Odec
Abel.
groove.
evening
or
early
day
COMMERCIAL
Idle Of advertising, but recently it
WJZ, New York
has been loaded down with such
riitterwortu
ByTTEHWORTM
packages, leaving little room tor
Producer of this Tuesday night FULTON OURSLER
wrappers, containing items about Radio Chatterr
half-hour for Hudson Motors has Talk
the'
the household and other things of | l^MVJto^. Al
15 Mins.
done a. facile job at imitating
Ray Perkins, ..Dorothy
.

Comedy, Songs, Band
80 Mini.

moved over

PALMER HOUSE PROMENADE

Tuesday, April 10, 1934
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Ruth Etting, Johnny Green
Songs, Band.
15 Mins.

.

.

J

S5^

WABC. New York

Two months under the Oldsmobile
banner. has served to develop Ruth
Etting and the maestrolng Johnny
Green into 'one of the smartest combinations of their, class on the networks. Connection has also given
Green, Harvard grad with, several
symphonic compositions to his
credit, an opportunity, to contribute
some orchestral refinements to .the
jazz idiom. To him the melody is
the thing and any harmonic design
by the violins or first trumpet that
adds to the meiody's flavor takes
precedence in a Green arrangement.
On this Tuesday and Friday evening frame Ruth. Etting is strictly
.torch.' Every number she does is
of the tear-dropping genre.
Last
Friday night's (6) session, for. instance, limited her to two songs,
and the pair she chose' were 'Melancholy
Baby'
and
'Memories.'
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choral effects which were largely
responsible for Fred Waring's rise

COMMERCIAL

interest to

women.

wane
WABC^ewJork^

^

^

Femme listeners are accustomed |
WJZ, New York
Waring is now
Judging from Its Initial (6) recital to generous servings of advertising nouncer around Chicago last fall.
air eminence.
peddling them in hymnlike style for and the topic announced for the sec- oh morning household programs, His idea, not original of course, of
totsy
hotsy
as
I
but
the dish offered here probably
doesn't
look
what's
it
.program,
and
ond
Henry Ford,
doing a radio chatter quarter-hour
for the Dearborn sage should meet though Fulton Oursler, editor of lis too much for any of them; what on the theory that if film chatter la
with the tastes and favor of the Liberty Magazine, will take the Frl- J with the first seven or eight min- generally interesting, gossip about
powers behind Hudson. That these day tuner-lntters on any spicy expe- J utes of a quarter-hour talk sorae- the mike personalities must be like*
tastes are in accord is attested by ditlons behind the editorial scenes. I times devoted to straight spiels. wise, is a plausible
hunch. Single»'» p«
Oursler. who is also Bernarr Mac- Latter are of the unsubtle, repetithe approval of the bit of copying.
hysTsaid to have^one out
Even though the sturdy-toned fadden's editor-in-chief, is obviously j tlous- type which local advertisers
the.
dominates
Thibault
Though in. a class by herself when Conrad
affair as a personality, the
r
art
d
it' comes
to interpreting the pop Hudson
point of this musical
t
1U he
tSe bye? and
«/._ flre5 la5.?^._t
style of lament, it would perhaps top selling
a flair for philosophy, bits of which himself a by*
choral arrange16-min. noontime groove
be in her favor if she avoided hav- get-together are theoccasion (3) ac- close to that spiritual line.
she occasionally weaves Into these
debut
The
theme
his
introductory
For
ments.
and
on
Tuesdays
Thursdays.
CBS
ing herself pegged as a one-song
counted for mixed singljig of an Oursler took the series Liberty car- talks, When not saddled. With ad
It's
a behind-the-mike session,
expressionist.
pleasant quality. Other ried on Franklin D. Roosevelt's state I vertising, her programs are Inter
introed by a theme song, 'Where
Ted Huslng is still doubling as exceptionally
Jaco.
who wove in and out Of the of health back in the days when he I esttng.
Do They Go, What Do They Eat?'
m.c. and pller of the plug. Latter soloists
proceedings were Lois Bennett, a was mentioned as a potential candior some such title, to set the motif
Is both laconically and effectively
soprano of the prima donnaish date for the White House and told PETER THE GREAT
of Inside stuff Oh the ether nointerpolated.
Odec,
sorority, whose head tone registered how they came -to" be written.
Inj Serial Dramatization
tables.
flawlessly but impersonally on the his narrative of what he termed the 30 Mins.
Besides chatter and gossip, the
JACK AND LOR ETTA CLEMENS loud speaker, and Honey Dean, who story behind the story Oursler ex- Sustaining
quarter hour includes an interview
Songs. Chatter
attempted cuteriess and Intimacy plained how a reporter was assigned 'AH J, Los Angeles
with guest radio stars (Vincent
insinuCoast
and
been
for
this
drahas
hot
15 Mi
,
via a whispering style
to live with the then Governor
Lopez when caught) plus questions
j
"ated everything but a flair for Roosevelt in his. Albany home, how' matic fodder, with Edward Lynn, and answers.
Sustaining
Of the latter, the
melody.
WJZ, New York
the former subjected himself to ex- author of historical series, being vast majority are ^answered by
Program's copy phrasing and de- aminations by Liberty retained Identified with previous outstand- correspondence if, as Ted Pearson
Although reviewed on one of
I their sustaining programs, this bojr livery could have been, more adroit. physicians and surgeons, and how ing biographlcals from KHJ and kept- repeating, 'the mail bag is getand girl duo is sponsored daytimes. At. one point the band crashed into from these observations the mag ] KMTR.
ting heavier every time.' Only
Lynn's 'Catherine the Great' was half dozen or so inquiries Were anApparently new to radio and hot a fortissimo rendition Of something was able :to report to Its readers
particularly known as yet* it may that sounded like •They're Hanging that the candidate was unquestion- the first Coast serial to be sent over swered via mike, this after the.
be predicted thati they're apt to go Danny Devetf while a male voice ably, physically fit to undertake the the network. Chain how is taking blog on Lopez. It's really not. inters
its successor, although, despite popplaces.
They combine a charming sought to outboom it by chanting arduous duties of the Presidency,
view stuff, being more In the., na'That Hudson power! that Hudson
Oursler also retailed how the ularity of the dramatic stuff here, it ture of a biographical sketch.
manner with nice materiaL
Manner of slipping into numbers thrill! that Hudson test!' It was President came to be afflicted with is not commercialed.
In this instance Lopez was presOdec,
furore.
evenly
matched
an
infantile paralysis and. the courage
Program Is fitting follower to ent in the studio of his 'Lope*
with appropriate dialog preceding
he revealed in overcoming the 'Catherine/ and should be well re- speaking' announcement, also conis smart and modern.
Both sing in
malady. For his peroration Oursler ceived by listeners who like classy tributing 'Nola/' 'Penthouse Sere
a light; melodic, buoyant style.
swung into a homily on the nun air drama.
Might be some question about their HADLEY RASMUSON
Inade' and 'Canadian Capers' as piSongs
dreds of thousands throughout the
Although dealing with historical ano solos. Lopez labeled 'Nola' his
billing, .'radio's perfect lovers,' as
country Who today might be fight- facts, the author takes liberty with pioneer p.ianolog, ^Penthouse* his
vocally they suggest high school 15 Mins..
Sustaining
ing to lift themselves from a state history to make his individual cliap- favorite tune and 'Capers' the nu niflirtations rather than profound atof depression, due to an ailing bank
ters highly interesting, and sus- ber that got him his $1,000,000 Hotel
tachments. Still that's, possibly hot WGY, Schenectady
Voice of Rasmuson, introduced as roll, body or soul, and upon them pensive.. Cast work, with a couple St. Regis (N.Y.) contract,
very important one way or the
'the young concert baritone' floats the Macfadden ed urged the forti
of exceptions, is good. True Boardoth$f.
Ad bally about California syrup
one tude of the President as a pattern man, as 'Peter,' Martha Wentworth dwells on keeping a little girl 'reguSuffice that the Clemens pair are over the kilocycles of
afternoon weekly. Oh the. air here fpr their trying period
in the part of 'Natalia/ and Bert lar/ with 'intestines/ 'constipated/
a couple of young smoothies.
per
has
not
for three months, he
In the writing trade Oursler is Morrison, as 'Basil Galltizan/ stand I etc., used hi frank fashion, probably
Land..
haps attracted as much attention rated, as a jack of all descriptions, out.
Stan,
the most outspoken bally for a
as he deser-vesr-due^to^the^hour of: Besides -editing-he has shown-hlm
-CHARLES -HANSON"product-of- this^kind^yet^etherlzed.^^
self expert at authoring the short
the broadcast, 2 p. m.
Raconteur
NATALIE NORM AND
Character of the program is Butsingone
best
Rasmuson
is
of
the
the
story,
novel
and
the
play.
He
Songs
at
Piano
best bet, for there's
terwortti's
15 Mins;
ers heard On a local program. His could also, as proved by his mike 15 Mins.
probably enough general mike apSustaining
baritone Is clear, and pleasing to debut, .do a capable job in the Sustaining
peal to command a certain type of
WNEW* New York
audience.
WMCA, New York
Towne is a .literary critic and the ear; although not as resonant pulpit.
WaUX Butterworth.flts nicely into
Mlss-r Kormand's. pianologyL is
Some' radio fan magazines, feel
dillettante around Manhattan. He as that of some radio baritones, it
the program's scheme first, as the highly commercial
otherwise, maihtaing that the film
is the type of conversationalist best is one well adapted to the micro
being
swelled
Introducer,
never
of
the
phone,
the
tone
editor,
and
second,
She
sings ~ii fetching assortment of fan mags can sell whereas the raexemplified for radio by Alexander
aB
confines
his
the
retailer of the plug, which pops to self -accompaniment, break- I dlo fan pubs seem to have a more
to a 'blast.' Rasmuson
Woollcott.
Wednesdays at t p. ,m. selections largely to standard bal- confines itself to citing the contents I ing it up into a variegated pot- I trying time of It—this, adduced to
On
proposition that film fan pays
1 the
Towne sets up as a story-teller In ,lads, which he sings with the skill of the" mag's current issue. For his I pourri.
musi
second
trained
subject
Oursler has chosen \ She's on an afternoon buildup by 1 an admission for entertainment but
the
feeling
the
of
and
a:
with
vein
literary
sophisticated
and has enough on the ball 1 that the radio addict is accustomed
'Manner is clan. He keeps to an even pitch at to tell what Harry Houdinl confided I
platinum vocabulary.
notes
to
rate
high
A
to
him
as
late
as
being
having been his (the
something more ] to getting everything for nothing,
Pleasant and material interesting. all times and takes
Aoel.
Odeo. than just a one-to-fllL
magician's) greatest thrill.
Jaco.
AM. I
smoothly.
Lotto.
to

I
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STAR-MAKING 'TAG LINES'
42 Acts

on

First HfllbOly

NBC Agrees to No Commish on Spot

Program

To Improve
Birmingham, April

9.

Frankly admitting the low calibre
shows in these jparts Steve
Cisler, manager of WSGN, formerly
WKBC, has leased the city auditorium, for Saturday afternoons and
will establish a barn dance entertainment patterned along the lines
©f radio

WLS" Barn Dance and WSM
Grand Opry in Chicago and Nashof

respectively.
Cisler confesses

ville

that

a strong hunch

Birmingham

listeners

have

been tuning in other cities because

Saturday afternoon programs are
about the first real professional
work a lot of radio talent has had
although they have been fiddling
before, the mike for a long time.
First Saturday's attendance was
around 2,Q00 r at IE and 10 cents.
The second "show was hurt by rain
and cold weather which resulted in
about 1,000 attendance.
A two hour old time music party
is given in costume from two to
four p. m. There were 42 acts on
the bill first week and 67 the second
week.
Acts are being .paid' on a percentage so it is a case of bring it in
if you are going to take it out.
Two professional acts were brought
in, one of them former WLS folks
.

How

Guarantees Credit on Spot Biz

Penner

—

from

$950

to

Many Theme
$8,000
Songs and Catch Phrase

Radio Causes Murder
Paris,

Examples
of

March

30.

Radio was literally the death
Marcel Bondon, 53, Paris
.

One of -his tenants,
Delforges, woke him
p. mi., to tell him to
a neighbor shut off his

janitor.

SCREEN ANGLE

Lucien

up at

make

11.

Radio personality

.

Is

WLS

;

Inside Stuff-Radio

the opportunity arose to give the other RCA products a helping hand
across the store counter or boxoffice window. Call to accord merchandising support to the RCA trademark and thereby 'be more useful to
the parent corporation' was issued last week in a letter signatured by
Richard C. Patterson, Jr., NBC's executive vice-president.
Letter, which was addressed to the entire network's personnel, read
as follows:
'in our enthusiasm for NBC, many of Us are likely to forget that the
NBC is but one of the units of a far greater organization the Radio
Corporation of America. The RCA is our real employer, as it is the
employer of all those in the other associated companies. These associated companies are as follows:
'National Broadcasting Company, Inc.
'Radiomarlne Corporation of America'.
'RCA Institutes, Inc. (A training school for radio operators).
'•

—

'RCA Communications, Inc.
'RCA Radiotron Company, Inc.
•RCA Victor Company.
Radio-Keith-Orpheum (RKO).
'Every one of these companies through its management a.nd employees
Is striving to. obtain the same high standards of quality and service
which we have set as our own goal in the NBC. When It comes to
radio they have no hesitation in placing the NBC ahead of all competitors.
It Is our privilege to give them the same sort of support in
their activities that they give us in ours. Whether it happens to be a
radio message, a receiving set or phonograph, or a moving picture entertainment, there Is an RCA company offering to the public the highest quality of product at the lowest price consistent with sound business
principles.

'Each one of us can be more useful to the parent corporation in proportion as he keeps' in mind its widespread activities' through Its various
subsidiaries and, whenever occasion offers or can be made, works for
their success as well as our own.'

WSGN, Birmingham,

has been seeking a

WSGN

suitable voice to handle a special
will serve pretty much as the woman's
She is to talk informally, handle music,
-

.

woman announcer

with a

variety hour each day which
page of the daily newspaper,
home information, drama and

commercial business.

Open auditions were held the other day and
of them were past 60 years of age.

94 applicants

were

in the red, negatively proves little;
as does Joe Penner's unusual b.o.
success in recent weeks prove little
for the affirmative.
The pros arid cons would Indicate
that while in the ascendant, the
ether name is valuable b.o. timber,
both on Stage and screen.- Booked

thereafter, seemingly it's contrariwise.
This theorem in turn is refuted
by Amos 'n* Aridyi Whlteman, Jolson, Cantor, et al., who click regardless of every premise.

Picture Viewpoint
The picture bunch contends that
radio hurts the p. o.,'and points to
Eddie Cantor's 'Roman Scandals' as
an instance, in that the film didn't
par the grosses of 'Whoopee' and
'Kid from Spain.' The exhlbs particularly
squawk over Cantor's
large and valuable (to the box offices)
Sunday night stayer-athomers at 8 ' p. m. EST for a solid
hour.
This in turn Is refuted by Cantor's extraordinary personal appearance gross receipts whenever essaying p. a.'s.
.

held.

will pipe to

CBS

Rudy Vallee, whose b.o. value in
Fox's George White 'Scandals,' for
example, is laid largely to the Vallee
pull. Thus, from the picture stance,
the ideal ether bally would be 13
times a year and then ride for the
balance of the annum on the
strength of the ether rep.
However, despite all the Holly^

WCAU

WCAU

In Blue';

the stentorian, dramatic,

'Time marches on!'; Pearl's 'vass
you dere Sharlie?', and his cousin
Hoogo; Durante's 'collosial' annihilation of multiple-syllable words;
Jolson's mammy;
Wayne King's
waltz style, etc., are but a few of
these
radio-popularized,
catchphrases which constitute ether personality.
It's just as true of course

these

skyrocketing

—

time.

Theme Songs
One

certairl

NRA

KNX

tive.

This Is to do away with the objections on the part of some, of the
stations that they cannot accept the
represe tative offer due to
contracts .with exclusive reps.
reports that its survey of its affiliated stations thus far reveals
that only eight are actually tied
up on genuine exclusive contracts.
Also 45 stations have agreed to
the
rep plan, while 10 have
sent doubtful replies, refusing to
commit themselves oh any direct
yes or no reply.
Besides delivering spot business
with no. commission to the exclusively tied-up stations in the hope
of getting: the station when its representative contract has expired,
is making much of its direct
guarantee, of payment for spot business to the stations.
is making much of the fact that time
brokerage in the past has left the
stations holding the bag often when
agency or clients refused to pay foir
the broadcast! nr.
is accepting all responsibility for the payment of the station rates, even if
the clients walk out. In short the
station will bill the- network for all

NBC

NBC

NBC

NBC

-

NBC

'

which

to

gauge

NBC

WJJD3DCBS

expression or

song has been instrumental in an almost overnight metamorphosis of an unknown Into
national byword.
signature

that,,

however, as

the Wynn-Penner thing.
Some might argue that Penner's

witness

7:30-8 p. m. Sunday nlte session
catches the kids and that they go
biggest for 'Wanna buy a duck?',
'riasthy man', etc. But others have

CHI STATION
By gradual

WJJD

Chicago, April 9.
absorption the indie

becoming a Columbia system station, being added to WIND,
.Gary, and WBBM as CBS outlets.
Due to public howls over the kicking off of the Philharmonic symphony for baseball broadcasts CBS
has arranged to have WJJD take
the Philharmonic on Sundays and
also the Union Central life insurance company's 'Roses and Drums.'
There now is the rumpus whether
or not WJJD will be able to announce itself as of Chicago instead
of Mooseheart, 111.
Federal Radio
Commission has granted that perIs

.

been on later and also done well.
Jack Pearl/ at one time the biggest thing on the air, was not. happy
at the Capitol on Broadway at $8,000
a week. This booking was at the
height of his national rep on the air
waves. Pearl's top heretofore had
been $2,500 in production.
mission but the other stations in
But so was Wynn a big draw. town, with the exception of WBBM,
So much so that his 'Laugh Parade' have put up a protest, claiming that

was a show biz seventh wonder— it is unfair, competition and adding
a so -so revue which the star car- to the number of Stations in Chia.
ried, to
long Broadway run cago, which is already stated as
chiefly
his personal following being overcrowded.
and Individual talents. Yet Wynn.
Ralph Atlass, operator of WJJD
in the hinterland on this itinerary and WIND, is the brother of. Les
hasn't panned out so well.
Atlass, vice-president of CBS a,nd
operator of WBBM.
izzy Booking
Stage, bookers grow dizzier daily
over the problems presented by Capt. Tim Healy Under
ether names.
The success of. Joe
Rockwell-O'Keefe
Penner as opposed, to the weakness
of Jack Pearl, Ed Wynn arid others
Management of Captain Tliri
on stage dates is confusing indeed Healy, who is curreritly doing a spy
to the boys, who buy 'em for the story and stamp adventure
series
theatres.
for Ivory soap on WJZ, has been
The radio act problem has riot taken over by Rockweli-O'Kecfe,
yet^been*^solved-^by~4he^theatre Iffff.^Hellly'H^i^trW
bookers, for as soon as one point gram has until June 1 to go, but the
appears cleared up, something else R-O'K. office in the meantime will
Wendell Hall's 'red headed music will, come along to refute it. Prob- concern Itself with booking. him Into
maker' and 'ain't gonna rain no ably the only exception to the dizzy surrounding, towns for personal apr
mo' were as closely allied with the rule_ is Amos 'n]_Andy, who seem Iieiixaiicfis. jQriJii.a three broa/lcaststo draw all" over, with Eddie Cantor a week Healy has been drawing a
Chi' uke- warbler, as 'Harvest Moon'
'Carolina Moon' and 'Moon- Comes also pretty consistent. Most radio weekly average of 10 000 letters, it's
Over, the Mountain' are associated acts will draw business on their ini- a stamp album exchange for soap
with the latter-day 'moon song' ex- tial appearances in localities where wrappers.
and they're best known, but when atRockwell-O'Keefe has also beDowney
ponents Etting,
tempting repeats they frequently come the booking reps for B. A
Smith.
.

4

KNX

style,

Chicago, April 9.
NBC has set up two policies In
regard t6 its non-exclusive representative business, both of which
are intended to establish concentrated good- will for the stations to
the network. First is the statement
by NBC here that the network will
not ask for commission on business
spotted or any station tied up exclusively with any one representa-

spot broadcasting with NBC acthat cepting
the responsibility of credit
catch-phrases, and
collection to the client.

which catapult an ether artist Into
quick, name and fame, likewise has
as" speedy a parachuting effect
in

—

the coming meeting of the Na- wood sj[uawks,i there's the money
tional "Political Science Ass^ociatiori. " Few" "months "ago the same organi- ai.gle, which already is lassoing the
sation was dated by
for a scheduled talk by F» J. Schlink of Con- picture
although
sound
bunch,
sumers Reseaerch, which the Columbia office censored arid refused to judgment forfends any self-compeir.
Affair created big stir.
tion at the b. o. It's the same analis maintaining a hands-bff policy for the coming eyent, even ogy as the legit, who is lured by
con- Hollywood dollars. "When that $2,refusing to pre-read speeches, Schlink's talk was a rap at
sumer policies, and caused plenty of jitters here.
600,* $3,000 and up to as high as
Program for the show on the 13th has James P. Warburg, vice-prexy $5iOOO and more a week, for 30 minof. the Bank of Manhattan, as chief spieler.
Broadcast will air from a utes or an hour's program, is. danPhilly hotel at 2:30.
gled before the film satellite, It's,
too much. It becomes top difficult
A number of actresses playing in Coast dramatic programs recently to refuse.
organized the Radio Actresses Guild, purely as a social organization.
The relationship of the 'radio
Recently managers of two of the largest Los Angeles stations called personality' to the b.o. however is
this
Instances, of
their staff members, affiliated with the Guild, into their offices and in- indisputable.
are
popularization
formed them that if any of them asked for an increase, in salary or catch-phrase
made any demands they would be discharged.
many. It evidences how much the
close association of ideas means
Los Angeles Examiner and L. A. Times have cut down to a minimum towards the establishing of a radio
the mention of
programs in their radio logs, an asserted reprisal, personality as a household word.
From the pioneering days of
against
for organizing Its independent news service in competition
Amos 'n' Andy's Tse reguested',
with the work instituted under the newspaper-network pact.
First day of the alleged reprisal scheme the Examiner, covering radio down to present-day Joe Penner's
time from seven in the morning until midnight, only listed three 15* min. triple threat 'wanna buy a duck?',
^nasthy^man^-and-'-^Sdotieha^never'Prograwis^and= ohe-half "hour^
In the Times' log only five 15-min. Sessions and one: half-hour period DOOO that'—this, is borne out by
any number of air personalities.
*ere listed, Station had 37 programs during the day.

WCAU,- Philadelphia,

ing's choral warbling; Phil Baker's

Beetle and Bottle 'get off the air';
Fred Allen's stuttering Roy Atwell;
Nat Burns' dumb Gracie, plus an
assortment of catch-phrases such
as 'I. bet' you tell* that to all the
girls', etc.; Whiteman's 'Rhapsodle

From that evolves the easy
But Hollywood is adamant in its money
for the. artist the personal
contention that an occasional pic
appearances.
ture can benefit from intensive radio
There's no hard and fast rule by
plugging.
This Is borne out by

.

Two

Stations;

'Nahsty Mai*' Boosted

set so he could sleep.
necessarily
Concierge, sore, at losing his
strictly, audible.
Actually
The most casual
ment on tap locally.
beauty sleep, gave Delforges
analysis of what constitutes effecCisler feels Birmingham could be
a nasty answer, whereupon
personality'
discloses
tive
'radio
developed along radio showmanship
the tenant pulled an autothat it's either in the nature of a
lines because it is naturally a rallymatic and pumped eight bulcatch phrase, a theme song or—as
ing point for hillbilly and southern
lets into him.
Cantor-Rubinbff-Ida
the
incracker entertainers. Cisler former- and the other act from KMOX, and in
given a guarantee.
and KMOX.
stance-^the .evolution of an estably was with
lished situation.
';
Vallee!s
booeveryThis self-same radio personality,
ivot's Grik ambassador and
depending as it does on the ethereal body'
catch-phrases, sometimes interprets his. trademarked 'how do you like
into
box- offices. dot?'; Wynn's 'soro-o-o';
itself
effective
rbkenSometimes it. doesn't.
shire's 'how do you DO everybody ?';
Employees of NBC have been reminded that they are after all part
Ed Wynn with his $2.75 road
Wori's
'are
listening;
'Waryou
in
mind
when
keep
this
for
them
to
meet
would
be
RCA
and
that
it
vaudshow,
winding
up
of
$10,000

of the quality of radio entertain-

Rep

Stuff for Exclusive

ON THE

.

Wing

—

WOR

Executive setup at
has undergone a rejuggling with A. A.
Cormier moved up. from sales manager to general manager of the sta r
Walter J. Neff now holds Cormier's .former title.
In. as assistant to the president, Alfred J. McCosker, is Theodore C.
Streibert, whose previous contact with show business was as assistant
to the executive v.p, of Pathe when that picture producing organization
was under Joseph P. Kennedy's direction. Streibert went from Pathe to
the Harvard School of Business where he took the assignment, of assisttion.

ant dean.

.

,

t

—

Bcriiii'"

'bon-

Imi'ile.

Itolfe.
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WTMJ FACSIMILE IS
SHOWN IN NEW YORK

SHOWMANSHIP

Burchill

El

Radio Tax

(Merchandizing and Program Tieups)
four places were given to. both boys
and girls having the most sacks
after a quarter of ah hour's search.
It was a great day for the event due
to the parade of new duds thru the
park making plenty of onlookers.
Boy Scouts were given the job of
rounding up the contestants.
All passes given for labor and
prizes for those who did not get In
the first four places were to the
Colonial theatre to see 'Devil Tiger,*
Radio stations have announced the
event will become an annual affair.
E. A. 'Pat' Patchen, credited with

OUTSTANDING STUNTS:
BIG

BROTHER CLUB
WAAW, Omaha

Station

:

Omaha;

:

WAAW, the Omaha Grain Exchange, a local station with no
chain connections, has finally perfected a merchandising, stunt, on
which It has been working the past
One thing after an- idea.
six months.
other has balked the successful
formation of what the station calls
ica Club
the
lis Big Brother Club, until all
Birmingham.
wrinkles have been ironed out.
club is being sponharmonica
A
the
how,
practice
As It is put into
by Pizltz Departsored over
Big Brother program is on the air ment Store.. Broadcasts are being
six days pep week with a different held in the afternoon at 6:15 and
sponsor for each day of the week.
the store is organizing a harmonica
As the name suggests kids of all band.
sizes and ages aire enrolled in the
All boys and girls under 16 years
club simply by sending in their are eligible.
..
names and addresses. The youngsters are attracted by a membership
en In White Stuff
,

WKBC

Albany, April 9.
Burchill bill, introduced In the New York State Senate, to tax.
radio would imposei'-a levy of five percent on the 'gross receipts on
all moneys derived from broadcasting facilities or enterprises.
Every person, firm, association or corporation engaged in conducting radio broadcasting facilities or enterprises in the state shall
make a daily report to the State Tax Department, at the close of
each day's business, of the gross receipts.'
Senator Burchill. New York City Democrat, proposes that 90 percent of the tax revenue shall be used for general relief purposes
and after the need for that ends it shall be paid into the general,
fund. Act, If passed, would take effect July 1, next.
Broadcasters are waging a stiff fight for- defeat
proposal.

John V. L. Hogan, the inventor of
the contraption, and Walter Damm,
gen. mgr; WTMJ, Milwaukee, put on
demonstration of facsimile televising at the St. Moritz Monday
(yesterday).
Invitees consisted of radio columnists, Federal Radio Commissioners Brown and Hanley, and engineers on the staffs of CBS and

.

,

-

.

RCA.

Damm

took back with him to Milwaukee following the exhibition of
the first complete facsimile yet constructed.
He plans to have it in
In
operation on the air for
60 days,
Demonstration included a visual-"
ization'of a story entitled. 'Who
Killed Cock Robin,' and a road map
which accompanied a talk on auto

,

WTMJ

Radio Chatter
over

New

tours.

1

of recognition, and.
weekly meetings at which eats and
treats are furnished by the spon-

a badge

card,

No money is. asked of the
sors.
members, and from their anglf they
get a whale of a lot for nothing.
,

.

Mueller

NBC's Rule-of -Clock

WGY

WBT

Weems

in Palmer House
committee on highway beautiflcation, was invited to have his comChlago, April 9.
mittee meet at the WBT- studios,
Ted Weems moves into the
with the meeting, broadcast.
'Air meeting' was called and went Palmer House's Empire 'Room on
forward) with the transaction of May 10.
business and reports. Mr. Cartier,
Replaces the Richard Cole outfit.
Music with some radio experience, kept
moving. Incorporated, in the session
were many suggestions' for. highway
'

'

2 FOR EFBC
San Francisco, April

beautiflcation.

York.

Stimulates Drama
Minneapolis.
address before the
has donated period every
WCCO
Jewish theatrical Guild in New Saturday morning to Minneapolis
York City: While It is probable, the Better Drama. League to aid In
listeners got the pith and substance campaign to stimulate interest and
of his remark's which were very bring back flesh-ahd-blobd spoken
brief the average listeners must drama.
have resented' the inelastic NBC
Programs comprise talks and tab
showmanship' that, couldn't accom
lold dramas.
modate one of the great personall
ties of Its own network with a few
rapenuts Gazette
extra minutes.
New York.
Failure to do what was obviously
'.South Pole Radio News' is
Indicated was especially conspicuous four- page rotogravure newspaper
as the succeeding program, Gregory issued by. Grapenuts, sponsor of the
Stone's house orchestra, was strictly Admiral Byrd broadcasts from down
a fill-In Bustalner and could have under. It's a neat bit of promo
been curtailed very easily. Had a tional tie-up between program and
commercial been scheduled the fans.
sourid-asleep-to-opportunlty
thing
Text (In agate) concerns itself
wouldn't have won NBC so much with answering questions asked
criticism. Cohan oh the Good Gulf most frequently
by followers of the
program had been on WJZ an hour programs. Couple of
references to
or two previously.
and a small one-column
NBC's handling of the Guild din- Grapenuts
display advertisement for the cereal
ner to Cohan and Harris was other- are
Included.
wise undistinguished. An announcer
suffocated the major portion of
CBS' Byrd Display
Victor Moore's speech.
,.night
'

.

CBS

Police Tie- Up

New Yor
WINS'

latest

routing
.

.

angle of goodwill

and prestige building is Its. Junior
Safety Club, which has been okayed
as an auxiliary of the. service by
Commissioner John F. O'Ryan of
the New York Police Department.
Program is aired Saturday morning's and presents 'Inspector, Bob,'
.

who

splits

his

spiel

between in

Structions on safety and citations of
heroic; deeds by policemen. Frame
also includes entertainment.-.Listeners are enrolled in the club
as privates with WINS supplying
the badges. Promotion through the
various ranks to general is. offered
to members performing deeds lil the
interest of safety. Tie-up with the
police department opens the way for
occasional breaks by the club in the
3*news pages. Junior Safety. Club was
.

organized by Earl Harper,

WINS'

—

director of special broadcasts.

EaSt^f-Eflg^Homt

New

exploitation

York.'

department

is

the kids
April ar wlrlch is claimed to be the
first time the stunt was done thru
hunt
to be
the
Plugging
radio.
staged in a city park only three
for

days and with the age limit below
about 2,600 kids were on hand
is a sizable chunk of the
.population below that age.
Eggs were hid in paper sacks and
14,

Which

9.

KFRC

staff by HarAdded to the
rison Holliway this week are Cora
Lee Scott, blues singer, and Virginia Spencer, pianist.

Former has been with Grift Wilband at the Edgewater Beach

liams'

Latter was on KYA for num
ber of years, and away from the
microphone the past year because
clu.

of illness.

Brokenshire's Court Bid
San Francisco, April 9.
coffee will return its MonDemiTasse Revue to the
night
day
Frisco studios of NBC April 16
after a ldng session In Los Angeles,
with Gus Arnheim's orchestra from
Hotel St. Francis getting the musi-

MJB

cal assignment.

that

Possible

shire, ex-OBS
will land the

Norman Broken-

spieler

east

in the

announcing nod, as

given

has

several auditions.
Br.okenshire has been, around here
for several weeks.

he

leading
department
stores a display made up of Admiral
Soap's. 2nd Show
Byrd photographs, plane models and
Manhattan- Soap adds a second
other paraphernalia as a tie-up on
the Grapenuts Antarctic broadcasts weekly broadcast Wednesday (11)
Layout got its unveiling at Wana with Jack Arthur arid the DeMarco
maker's, here last week. It's In; the Sisters cast .In the .program; AcShepard store,' Boston, for the cur count has been on NBC's, blue
rent week, with stores. In Philadel
phita,
Washington and Chicago (WJZ) link Thursday since the
scheduled for the balance of the early part of the current season.
Added stanza takes a hookup or
month.
the red <WEAF).
Gesture to Sponsor
Baltimore
As a goodwill gesture toward one
Independent news broadcasting
of its most consistent advertisers organization, Instituted by KNX,
has taken a booth in the Los Angeles, Is operating as News
'Better Homes' exhibit which Hecht
Dispateh, Inc., a. corporation. formed
Bros., local dept. store, is fostering
this week.
Flanked with exhibit by Guy Earl and Naylor Rogers of
from manufacturing and; merchan that station two years ago.
dlsing firms, the
booth is
displaying samples of all the prod
ucts it advertises via the ether, plu
fornia, the mayor of Riverside, the
an array, of mikes', tubes of varied chief of police, and the. May or of
to-

'

'

-

,

WFBR

WFBR

/waTKl^pana^slmiTar^^

terlstie of the station's mechanical
Lincoln.
equipment. The technical tools are
here In collabora
tidh with the Lincoln theatre corp. placed as eye- catchers to attract the.
throng's
and lure 'em closer.
and a merchandising, house, put on

KFAB-KFOR

an Easter egg hunt

'''•'

.

George M. Cohan was cut off by
in the last minutes of his

WINS'

WICC,
EgglestOn

Dramas'

.

WJZ

Sunday

Dettlnger
of
Stamford
'Three Bachelors,' new
WICC, Bridgeport.
Bridgeport, to spot

Darien

of

in

'

series,

Meyers; Jr., formerly. -with
Barney Rapp. leaves pit 'band at
Park burlesquerle, Bridgeport, to
join Don Bestor in Manhattan.
Gils

vama

'

;

Co.

New

WO WO

.

.

&

Alma

scripter, for

:

and. also by -.the. same means as
draw the kids. The sponsors depend thus upon the children as a
clientele through which they are
certain to get the dials turned their
T'way, and it all turns out to be just
a little different twist to that old
method of reaching the parents
through the children.
.Sponsors of these programs are
those who have products which are
largely for use in the home, and of
mutual Interest there. Examples of
sponsers here are Ortman bakery,
Miller Cereal Mills, Drelbus Candy

Schmoller

Music.

readying

,

having the daily prpgram of interest to the youngsters by contests,
free' offers, prizes, puzzles, games,
The broadcasts are made inetc.
teresting to the adults by the talent

Co.,

chantey Contingent at the dedication of the: St. Louis Academy of.

:..

.

WNEW

Involved by

.

Back Alimony

:

•

is

$4,400

.

their bringing the. whole' matter to
the attention o.f their own adults.

Radio broadcasting

DanV Ex Wants

Anthony Trlni orchestra
over WOR, WHN, and WNEW, New
York, from Village Barn.
Johnny Green, Landt Trio and
San Francisco, April SLWhite; Phil Duey guested for .PauT
Nashville.
at the Blltmore hotel.
WSM, having .completed its series, Ruby Adams, former wife of Whlteman
Rubinoff doesn't go. west until
dealing with the history of colleges Johnny 'Coffee pan' Davis, Is in
1.'
throughout, the country, has started Superior Court attempting to .get May
of
Otto Kahn not influencr
Death
of
history
reviewing
new series
back alimony due ing son; Roger Wolfe ICahn, from
medical science. Broadcast is every alleged £4,400
return as orchestra maestro, 'tis
from the previous hubby.
Monday night at. 8 30.
Miss Adams charges Coffee Dan stated by press agent George Lot tFor the next six weeks the series,
will deal with" yellow fever, rabies, has failed to pay off the $200. :a man.
Claude Beatty animal act with
anesthesia, month ordered in May, 1932.
asepsis;
inoculation,,
He
over
described
circus
Ringllng
chloroform, ether and X-ray.
has been "out of the cafe biz since
by Don Lang; Lang Outside
the original, the cage, Beatty in.
Dan's,
Coffee
folded
he
Exchange Photos. With Fans
Elder
CBS'
WINS has a rival to
two years ago,
Fort Wayne.
Miss At'.ams is still confined to Michaux in the person of 'Bishop'
is exTramp Starr of
regatlon b£
with injuries re- R. C. Lawson's
changing, photos with fans; When her wheel
he gets a request fpr a. likeness' he ceived, when a sand bag crushed Harlemites.
Rosaline Greene, NBC actress,
asks for one in return.. Then dur- her backstage at the Premier nine
radio
In
as the
role
landed
first
ing his regular air program he holds
when she was a Will King result of a v^sit to WGY's .Schn.ecup fan's picture before mike and years ago
A benefit staged for tier tady studio with a group from the
replies direct. Gets a more intimate chorine,
a year &go wound, up. with the dis- advanced class in dramatics at the
touch across.
College;
trict attorney's office investigating New York State Teachers'.
Albany, of which Kolln D, Hager.
Committee Meetings
the promoter and Miss Adams getmanager, is a graduate:
Charlotte, N. O.
ting, nothing.
between
doubling
Minnie Pious
is offering a series of 'com
Fred Allen's show and the Palmmittee meetings over, the *air\
oil ve hour.
Walter J; Cartier, head of a state*

offee

'

of their

the other day during

Reagan, of New London,
Sea Chantey man, off to
heard Missouri to lead a .New England

Leo

WICC

"

work is in enrolling
new members for which there are
attractive prizes.. Thus each child
Is an advertiser, as well as a. listener,
and much Is counted on from the
word of mouth plugging besides
Most

WEEI

their brief stop-over in Boston.

.

Vancouver.

Married Over The Air
Elmira. N. Y.
a, recent -WESCr proie Peabody'*-Sketoh—
-grainv-^vvas— ttie wedding -eeremeivy
uniting Miss Dorothea Allen, WESG
New York.
bonjoist-head- artist, and Francis H. Brolch, Jr.,
Eddie Peabody,
radio engineer.
lirier. for the Pure Oil program over
sixsmall
Special music Included numbers
issued
a
WJZ (local) has
page vest pocket size pamphlet giv- by Dale L. Taylor, organist. Leo
ing biographical data about himself. Bolley, bass soloist, and Edward
'Letters Of introduction' are in? Pettlnglll, violinist, all members of
eluded from the Governor of Call- the WESG staff.

—

A

novelty of

Station

WWSW

moving

from

Hotel Schenley to downtown headquarters in Keystone hotel, Pittsburgh.
.

Tommy Riggs' eight programs
KDKA, Pittsburgh, re r
quire three different signature songs

weekly via

and he has a tough time remember-

ing them.
Bill Catlzone* staff musician, at
Pittsburgh, rushed to hospital last week for appendix opera-

WCAE,
tion.

WWSW, ittsburgh, had halfhour broadcast, with Helen Dayle
in charge, from Nixon lobby night
programs for the NBC red network of 'Annina's' opening.
Fred Weston, new manager of
on Saturday morning,, the shots beMartha Lawrence and Hal

ragg.

WGY act, playing theatre dates.
WGY originating three 15-minute
.

ing Consecutive.

.

Bradley Kincaid,
(the Banjo-

Don and Lee Hahcox

WCAE,
solid

Pittsburgh, put himself in
with personnel his first day

and Skip, Step, and Happl- there
Newest thing
anna come before the mike In vthat
leers),

order.
Galll Curci theatre at Margaretvllle, In the Catskill Mountains, is
one of the stands played by WGY.
Songbird summers in that
acts.
section.
B. A. Rolfe last week auditioned
program board somefor the
thing new in the way of a musical
idea.
Pow-wow among the air comics
pta the subject of eliminating studio
audience now turns out, as suspected, to have been a publicity

NBC

in automobile radio
is the remote control re*
ceiver just installed lit Leon Levy's
(WCAU head) car. Outfit is said
to be the only thing of its kind,
with the set operated by buttons In
the arm of the rear seat.
Powers Gouraud,. handling the

comfort

CBS Household
getting his

show,

.

is.

finally

own tunes on the aira long time;
band In a wow audi-

It took
cast,
Jari Savitt's

at
WCAU. Dave Raksin
tion
arranging, and assisting the violin
leader with the baton.
her
getting
POlly
Sharkless
stunt staged by the Algonquin man
agment. Chinfest broke in all the physlog in the local sheets on a
gag for WCAU.
New York dailies. Among those publicity Provident
Mutual will do
Likely
who didn't attend were Eddie Cana live chain script out of a local
tor and Fred Allen.
Balleff's stay ort the Kraft Phenlx outlet.
store
department
Richard
Gimbel,
four
show, starting the 19th,. is for
weeks. Jolson- is due back in the prexy and Poe collector, airing a
series of WIP shows, direct from
spot, the middle of June.
the' new museum he Just built.
Nick Kenny is still giving atteri
world sllnger,
Jerry Stone,
tiori to that ^weight reducing ma
bitten deeply by the Spring rochine in his 'Mirror* column.
Baby Rose Marie has had her mance.
program In
educational
WCAU's
contract rene\ ed by Tastyeast for
another 6 weeks. Takes her up to schools is spoiling Alan Scott's (an-,
nouncer) morning beauty i est.
Aug. 30.
Anthony Candelori auditioning a
Buddy Cantor, the air commenta
WFI,
tor oh picture stuff, is hot the musi- ten-piece string salon crew at
Enzo Aita,
tenor, ailing
cal directing Buddy Cantor.
"operation: for
after
seriously
NBC's publicity copy how issued
gallstpnes.
in three color schemes, white, or
Mickey Alpert, doubling at
chid and sea blue.
club
Mrs. Claudine McDonald, NBC's on a. CBS sustftlner and a nite
only femme announcer and director spot,; m.c.'ing at both jobs.
WLTF wouldn't okay Harold
of the Woman's Radio Review, in
for an^
Davis,
programmer,
Washington for the' Easter week-'
nouncing the Fays Theatre program
end. Missed one broadcast.
on the. other station.
.be
Philly
airianes
slated, to
sloahed over with beer accounts,
with
five firms going' airminded.
England
A. & P. stores, Philadelphia, may
buy Stan Broza's radio musical
WEEI has uncovered dirty work comedy idea; after a special audiat WBZ.
It
seems that WBZ's tion.
horsemen, in preparation for the
annual
rodeo
competition
with
Tennessee
WEEI, tried to put over a deal
whereby Major Frank Samuels, a
former member of the Royal NorthUnder the title of Political Econwest Mounted and a member of
two.
WEEI's riding, team, would secretly omy a la Mode, a discussion by each
people of the
is broadcast
coach their riders.
Edward Lord, organist and an Wednesday morning at .11:00 over
Nashville.
WSM,
nouncer, who has worked at WNAC,
Players
Madge West and
and WORC, now with WEEI
of Avon's
Regular. _weeUiy.._musical. programs. will celebrate thet Bard
w^ViT-"" Tr~*—
by Will Dodge and his orchestra 'bir CfiBay-6Ti^l>rn '-'2'3r
Justino Tlgoi t, who was a memWith Charles Conofn as vocalist now
for several
have a spohsor. They're heard over ber of the stafl' of
years under her former name, J usWNAC.
tine
Dumm. id now heard aw soloist
Half hour of Fred Allen's program
conorgan
in
his
over WEEI Boston the, other.' night with Leon Cole
was a welcome harbinger of the cert, which la broadcast each.Thurs-.
Locw'a
full program's return to WEEI be- day morning at 9:00 from
ginning April 25th. Until that date, Theafre in Nashville.
Jack:,un.
Frances
Helen
the station will 'continue to present
soloist in the 'Bright Pastures'
the second half of the show.)
t»ach Friday
Members of the international 'scnted by
team of the Oxford Group made at 7:30.
Kay Cioss. \iollnlst. has joined
their first radio presentation since

WDAS

WCAU

.

WCAU

.

WDAS

.

.

New

.

.

':

;

NKA

.

WSM

WBZ

'

WSM

;

WSM

their arrival in the United. States

(Continued on page 43)
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Air line
By
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VARIETY

Lyrical Diagnosis

News

Minneapolis, April

Nellie Revell

jack Borgan,

WDGY

Fort Wayne, Indiana, in 99 Replies

9.

radio

58 Times Muffs Maxwell

station announcer, dedicated a
number last week to a young
woman 111 in the hospital and

Inside on the selection of Showboat, Jr., by General Foods for its soon
to begin afternoon program to advertise Certo Is that the producj is
strictly a seasonal one and rather; than take the chance and time of
building an audience for a new program, sponsor •wants to go on .the air
with a show known to have a following; Instead of Charles Winhinger
as host, 'Maria' (Irene Hubbard) will be hostess. Winnlnger not. being

then

announced the number

Fort

lay be
tabu -'
fans know
as the place
99 respondents
on the show. Lanny Ross and Conrad Thlebault will, however.
sponsored the
Maxwell Show Boat.
Ford No Li
In other, respects the Fort Wayne
Fred Wiring's sponsor has tabooed comedy and novelty numbers,
poll tends to show this town as of
Gerald Howard and Olin S. Brown
'Poley' Mcfavoring, a more serious type program, with guest stars.
limited familiarity with radio in
added to mechanical staffs of
Clintock) who became very popular with his frog-like voice; and Johnny
general.
However, in fairness it
Dallas.
WFAA;
Davis, scat singer, now are confined to their respective instruments in
must be conceded the questionnaires
the band. Yet it was the comedy effects and novelty that was an imwere
distributed among the
Bernstein,
Shapiro,
of
Elliott
Waring'
popularity.
in
s
portant factor
same- comparable stratas of the
Shapiro, has himself engaged. She's
as
in other cities. Near-;
population
Billie Warner, living In New York
NBC New Sustairiera
est VarieTt survey, city in point of
and not of the profesh.
condition's seems to have been BurNBC has signed tip a batch of new sustaining talent. On the .list are
Henry Barnhart's symphony orchestra, Bob Allen's mountaineers,. Nan
Benny and Polly Butler, .two- lington, Vermont. In that town, as
Blakstone, Verna Burke, Allen Prescott (the wife saver), Bethi Leidy, piano team from Oklahoma stations, In Fort Wayne/nidio listeners go to
Martha Mears and Muriel Dresser (Honey Dean). Also George Bots- and Ted Nabors,, formerly announcer
ford's quartet. Miss Blakstone was signed: after appearing on the Rudy over KTRH-Houston. new studio ad-

woman)
(for
the
sick
'You've Got Everything.'

He

still

as

hearing about

it.

HERE AND THERE

"Wayne,

memorable among the
lated in VARiErrx's
sponsors?'
survey
where 58 out of
didn't know
who

'do

Show Boat

nearby big cities for network programs. Fort Wayne relies on Chicago, Detroit and Indianapolis.
Sponsors in general will possibly^
be disturbed by the Fort Wayne

.

1

Birmingham

Only

showing.

and

Charlotte, the two southern cities
tabulated, are quite as unacquainted
with the advertiser behin«_ the pro-.,
gram as appears to be true of the
northern Indiana town.. Indianapolis
in the same state revealed a far
keener fund of topical information.
Out of .21 opportunities Fort
Wayne only in the case of Amos *n'
Andy could do. better than 66% In
the identifyin
business.
-

.

'

Valiee's program.

ditions to

Shortwave* Pooh-Poohed

WFAA;

Hi- Hatters,

Program Sponsor

Dallas.

trio

Next Week:

roadcasters are not worried over the current short wave ballyhoo, 'Laff Clinic,' join Ben. Bernie's
Station owners and chain operators in this country believe the public orchestra when It checks in at the
Los Angeles,
soon will tire of listening to dull foreign programs and in turn better Cocoahut. Grove,
Newspaper stimulation in its radio April 24.
appreciate American broadcasts.
pages on short wave listening Is a result of instructions from advertishas inWCAX, Burlington
ing departments who are "working with set manufacturers to promote
window
sales of short wave radios.- Newspapers in turn are promised plenty of stalled a sound-proof glass
now
are
visitors
and
studio
at
the
ads,
allowed to see broadcasts.

W

•Meet the Artist' Furloughs
Skip-Step, Happiana and Tommy*
'Meet ihe Artist', Columbia's interviews with radio artists, suddenly
.are barnstorming
Program was conceived and con- Vicky of
left the airwaves last Saturday (7):
through Vermont.
ducted for nearly three years by Bob Taplinger of the publicity departinterviewed
ment Several weeks ago, change was made with artists
Voice of Wisdom is now on
by supposed questions from fan mall, with dramatic re-enactments of WCAX, Burlington, Vt, three times
their lives. General criticism favored the former type, of informal in- weekly sponsored by Aunt Almlra's
exProgram
terviews!, With the new tryout method failing to click.
Formerly worked MonProducts.
pected to return in the fall, with Taplinger interviewing.
stations under name of King

FORT WAYNE,

i

(99

REPLIES)

.

treal

Solomon.

Under

WMCA,

expenses have been cut down.
ince George Storer stepped in
..Station has given up some rooms it formerly had on the 12th floor and
in addition has let out Sigourney Thayer, who was recently called in on
the dramatic department,, which once more is under direction of Charlie
Martin. Several orchestra leaders also noticed.

Gilbert Jaffa's orchestra followed

Manny Harmon's band at Leighton's
cafeteria, Los Angeles.
in :only a week.

Latter band

writes 'Beatrice Fairfax'.

,

—

—

.

. .

Sponsor

Sponsor

Correctly

Wrongly

Not

Named

Named

Known

Sponsor

83
C6

Eddie Cantor

16
33
29
43
46
64
64

Ed Wynn .............
Rudy Vallee ..........
Wayne King Orchestra
Will Rogers
Jack Benny. ........
Burns and Allen
Maxwell Show Boat
'March of Time'
Metropolitan Opera
Bing Crosby
Myrt and Marge
Clara, Lu and Em
Joe Penner

t-

••••••

«

68
64
«2
68
S6

.

Whitman

Paul

i

68
72
77
80
«8
83
85

........

Casa Loma Orchestra
Olson and Johnson
Harry Horlick
^kC©8

EflSy*

•

•

•

*

•

•

•

r

*.* • •

t

Jessica Dragonette

Windows have been installed along
with new RCA transcription and a
grand piano.

WARSON, D00LITTLE,

GO TO WIBX, UTICA

Leo Feist will publish 'Heaven on

Short Shots
Jacques Rehard and his band replace Ohman and Arden on the Dr.
Lyons Manhattan Medley program at CBS in two weeks. David Percy
remains. .. .Johnny Cantwell, of the old vaude team of McKay and Cantwell, is writing the continuity for Jack and Loretta Clemens on their
three times a week WJZ commercial. He also wrote for Si Johnson on
is last programs. .. .Ben Gross, radio editor of the Daily News on
Sunday nights at 9 o'clock doing news and comment. :..Kathryn.
Parsons the Girl of Yesterday has a twice weekly commercial on
WMCA....Bing Crosby will remain on the air until the end. of May....
Jessica Dragonette. heretofore exclusive to her Friday night oil sponsor,
goes to Chicago April 16 to be one time guest star for Realsilk... .Tito
Coral, last heard on the air from NBC last year, began work for Fox
Films this past week. .'the Don Hall Trio start a series of three weekly
evening broadcasts at NBC April 16. ...Tony Wons Is going back on a
Sunday program for Johnson Wax.... Cliff Hall is rehearsing a vaude
Skit written by William K. Wells. This will mark Hall's first venture in
vaude without the Baron Munchausen.

WHN

Andy

.

Ted Lewis' orchestra will do a
ohe-nlghter, April 24, at the Casino
Music Students Observe
Groups of music students are attending the thrice weekly Chesterfield Gardens, Santa Monica, Cal.
They
series with. Rosa Ponselle, Grete Stuckgold and Nino Martini.
Francis Broich, chief' engineer of
are making these observations of operatic stars before the microphone
as part of their regular courses. Groups from La Forge and the Zena- WESG, Elmira, and. Miss Dorothy
Allen, studio artist, were -married
tello studios have already attended.
March 31 to the accompaniment of
bridal music aired- from the station.
CBS Gets NBC Show
True StOry magazine's 'Court, of Human Relationships* leaves NBC
Charlie Agnew In the south on
for CBS May 4, but it hasn't been decided whether Bill Sweets, Who
a barnstorming tour.
writes and directs them, will leave NBC at the same time. Sweets also

IND.

Questionnaires tubulated from the followin
Housewives,
ruggiat*,
4; executives, 3; pianists,. 3; btiauticiari* ; waitress, 1; stenographer** •/
theatre employees, 4; laborers,
; students, 2; clergyman, !; advertising,
7; newspaper employees, 12 ; accoxintants, 2 ; hotel employee, 1; tarter*, *;
clerks, 19; salsmen, 5j Unemployed, 8,

WGY

W MCA

Identification

KFWB's

oh

Earth', from the Universal picture
'Glamour.'

S. J.

Bayne, Chadwick M. Baker,
Sam Maenza have been

and
hired by
Jr.,

Charlotte, N. C, April 9.
WBRC, Birmingham.
Turner, Albany TimesTed. Doollttle, the 'Village Nut.
Union radio columnist, is sponsorXEBC, Agua Caliente (Mexican) smith' at WRT, has completed his
ing a Shortwave Listeners' club and station, has bought new trans- contract with the Carolinas Atrunning program of foreign broadr- mitting equipment to go to 6,000 Water-Kent distributors and Is mov-

watts. Operators say there'll be no
fortune tellers, mystics or rackets
Harry Tobias wrote the lyrics for exploited on the station.
the two Herb Stohtart melodies in
Metro's »Vlva Villa.'
KOY, Phoenix, Ariz., has been
added to- the western stations taking
WSGN, Birmingham, goes on the the Guy Earl's News Dispatch bulair one hour earlier at 6 a. m. now. letins from Los Angeles.

ing to WIBX, Utica, N. Yi, for the
si.— mer. E::pects to return to
for the fall and winter to' renew
.ter-Kent series.
the At

easts.

WBT

LOren Warson, formerly with an
made
station, has been
and is taking
of W1J
Two have
Doollttle
with him.
worked together at other stations.
Atlanta

manager

orchestra
8tephen Deak, Hungarian cellist,
Johnny
Robinson's
moves to the Rainbow Ballroom, goes on series of quarter-hour susDenver, from, the Baker Hotel at taining spots oyer WBAL, BaltiSee Opposish
St. John
Dallas, Tex. Later he goes to Port- more starting April 19.
play at Jantzen
land,
to
Ore.,
Just Talk
Big Biz
To
years
two
for
past
Beck,
Gladys
has
Beach
Grofe,
Hilton HosenTar^^
St. John, N. B., April 9.
warbling over WFBR Baltimore as
written a 'Columnists' Suite', -with different tehemes for different comWOKO, Albany, will have four 'Sweetheart of the Air,' has packed .That a second broadcasting stamentators. .. .Lee Leonard has completed n series of recordings for
Studio Off for New York/ called to the Big tion will be established In St. John,
A. & P.....Jaclc Smart and Ted de Cbrlsa, 'March of Time' .Impersona- complete studios as soon as
in the near future, is the claim of
C has been renovated. Audience Time by NBC.
tors, both have paintings hung in the exhibit of amateurs' artistic works
Frank D. Thome, until recently
at the Lambs' Club. Smart is in charge of the exhibit. .... .Ray Heathmanager of CFBO, at present the.
studio
.NBC is having
erton is set on the Junls face cream program.
unit.
broadcasting
local
8G rebuilt. Stage is being made larger and the control room moved with a new type of program auditioned. .'Packard is the. auto sponsor only
CFBO
from the extreme rear nearer the stage, .. .Jerry Lesser has landed a for which Walter Damrosch goes commercial. .Frances Langford closes Thorne, who was manager of
years
seven
on
was
concentrate
started
since
it
(Wednesday)
and
will
tomorrow
SimplOn
Club
at
the
commercial at WINS. .Eight singers selected recently by stars of the
NBC with Joseph Li.t- ago, and whp operated a non-comMetropolitan Opera, as having the most .promising voices of local ama- radio. ..."Hands Across the Border', sustainer at
Bill Wirges' Ramblers shifted from Thursday to a Satur* mercial station for several years
teurs, being auditioned for radio by Roger White at CBS.... Jim Maher tau's band and
press department. ...In her day spot., j. Ford Frlck, slated to announce the. new Chesterfield pro- previously, was one of the four
shifted back to the day trick in the
home town of Portland, Ore., Betty Day of the '45 Minutes In Holly- gram, was prevented by a throat operation. Hugh Conrad subbing in the members of the staff of CFBO who
Long participated in a walkout at this
wood' program was press agent for the Little Theatre, and also the meantime, ..Vic Irwin and his Cartoonland Band opens in May at
station recently. This followed oh
leading lady. ., .Following their appearance with Rudy Vallee last Thurs- View, HastlngSrOn-Hudson, with ah NBC wire.
the heels Of the purchase of the
day (6), Lee Sims and Ilomay Bailey have had many audition offers.
station by the local newspaper,
Stand
By
.Richard
with
Vallee.
appear
They cancelled a week in vaudeville to.
Easter Week brought a large tourist business to NBC. One day, up telephone, power, street railway,
Himber and Joey NaBh have been booked for six weeks in vaudeville. ...
with
Though he's been oh NBC sustaining for almost three year-B, all of Jack to 2:30 in the afternoon, .42 parties all with more than 20 people in them, gas monopoly group, and
Marty Sampter is handling' Leon Thorne declaring the monopolists*,
Denny's commercials were on CBS until last week, when he got the had been through at 40c per head.
planned on getting rid of the local
Baking has renewed Uncle Don on
Continental program on the WJZ network. He continues over CBS on Janney for radio. .. .General.
Julian Street, Jr. (Pete), is the father of a girl born last men as soon as replacements could
until July 7
the Hudnut show.
week. .-. .Molasses '.n' January starts a series of New England one- be arranged for from outside.
.Weber and Fields
Thome went to ,Qttawa^_ after the
nighters ApriL JUL.-- Fift Poisay sm JM.gam.e.^bilU
^Gossipbecause of Lew Fields' Illness. .. .Mady Chris- walkout, and is reported to have
A complete short was made at CBS during the past two weeks, Edu- NBC audition postponedfor
Ex
-Lax..
.Douglas
Girard,
permission for the estabsecured
four
weeks
by
been
sighed
tians
has
Parade
Metropolitan
cational coming into the studio. Program filmed was
Yorker magazine
Fred lishment of a new station, and is
with Leith Stevens directing/. ..Second floor in the NBC studio building radio actor, has sold several items to the New
Waring has his own staff photographer. .Hal Brown, music, arranger now arranging for the financing of
is being called the NBC branch of the Lambs' Club, where actors gather
for Sound Studios, is auditioning a band for NBC. .. .William S. Paley his project.
waiting, ^cjitfih. thg_directors going _.or_ coming from their offices.
.^ecause-of -Herbert~Mar»' -~J-.- R-, Dakin, -of—Toronto, has-re—
Irving Reis has left CBS to go with the Blackmail Cb.T.TTWJZ is now r^ul^ ^om" a'*B?eTmTiaa' vacation *this^week-;
shail's illness, he will be replaced by Victor McLaglen star of 'The Lost placed Thorne as manager of the
his
.Since
Brooklyn.
..
in
it
after
named
famous-r-there's a laundry
Members of the editing
(April
today
10)
.. ...Jerry Cooper, Palais station.
Melodies
California
Patrol'
on
on
return from Hollywood, Lanny Ross has been speaking his own lines
twice weekly, goes on NBC again shortly staffs of the .wo local dailies owned
Mary Lou (Lois Bennett) Royale juvenile heard on
the Showboat, which he didn't do before.
which
will do next week, by the public utilities group are
musical
Shubert
the
Bergerac',
/Cyrano
de
Salter,
Harry
with
now
is
the only one who doesn't now.
Walker
.Don
Bowles. Everett Marshall officiating at the mike as anarranging. .. .Everett Marshall signed for 13 weeks for the Bisidol pro- has a book by Charles Locke Of Benton and
nouncers..
gram .... Tommy McLaughlin is off the Venida Saturday shows at CBS, will be starred.
'
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CONGRATULATIONS~WLS-10th ANNIVERSARY
THE

GENE AUTRY

"The Hayloft Cutup

WESTERNERS

PAT BARRETT

THEODORE DoMOUUN

The Oklahoma Yodeling Cowboy

WLS

Barn Dance Co.
(Unci* Ezra)

Orchestra Director

Sponsored by AHca-Seltzer—WLS-NBC

Snuley Burnette and

SKYLAND SCOTTY

Jimmy Long

ical
(STUDIO
359NdCtajk.8*

RUBE TRONSON

BILL McCLUSKEY

And His Texas Cowboys

(The Stranger)

Photographers to tho Radio Artiat

CUMBERLAND RIDGE RUNNERS
"RAMBLING" RED FOLEY

john lair
slim miller

-

MAC

THE PRAIRIE RAMBLERS
(Miss)

and

Girl)

BOB
Triangle Poster

PATSY MONTANA

WM. JACOBS-GUY PERKINS

AGENCY

S.

General Bastaes» Maaa*er

162

Oar

Staff

NO.

STATE

_

ST.

Alwara at Tour Service

SAM BBAMSON, NAN ELLIOTT, CHAS.

B.

Printing Co.

EDDIE ALLAN

WILLIAM MORRIS THEATRICAL
CHICAGO, ILL.
OFSILVER
AGENCY, INC.,
MOBBI8
BUTLER BLDG.

&

633 Plymouth Court, Chicago

CHICK HURT
TEX ATCHISON

JACK TAYLOR
SALTY HOLMES

HARTY TAYLOR
KARL DAVIS

LINDA PARKER
(Tha Sun Bonnat

TOM OWENS'

HOGAN AMD KLSIE COL*

ENTERTAINERS

Representing WLS Attractions to
State Lake Bldg., Chicago

RKO

Bure-Fire Presentation Attraction?

WLB

Barn Dance, MerryOo-Bound, and The Roundup

DIXIE

GEORGIE GOEBEL

TOM
Two

GRACE WILSON Hemming
Musical

Allan

Director

DON

and

Voices and

Two

Guitars

GIRLS OF

GOLDEN WEST
Famous Cowgirls Harmony

HOOSIER HOT SHOTS
PAUL TRIETSCH

KEN TRIETSCH

Yodeling

THE

MASON NEIGHBOR BOYS

MERRY-GO-ROUND

BARN DANCE
ROUNDUP OF STARS

Team

Have Broken All

OTTO WARD

PATSY MONTANA
Western Range Songs

ARKANSAN WOODCHOPPER

Attendance Records

For Publix-Great States
Circuit of Theatres

WM. ELLSWORTH
Paraonai Manaoament

WINNIE,

LOU

and

SALLY

Suite

1003 Woods Bldg.
Chicago

WLS—THE PRAIRIE FARMER STATION-CHICAGO

Tuesday, Aprfl 10, 1934

ANNIVERSARY
TH URlSDAV
April 12,19)4
A DECADE OF SERVICE
IN 1924

WIS was

a

500

• • • .

watt station, receiving 54,000

pieces of mail, with a staff of less than

30 persons....

A DECADE OF FRIENDSHIP
nF you

can't

April 12,

be with us

Anniversary Celebration

original standards.

join the party.

f

BURRIDGE D. BUTLER,
GLENN SNYDER,
-

Exclusive

WLS

President

Manager

Artists Boolcing

coast-to-coast
distinctively

WLS

^^LS

person on Thursday evening,

celebrate our 10th Anniversary at the
Eighth Street Theatre in Chicago, we invite you to be in our
From 10:15 to 11:00 CSX, the WLS 10th
radio audience.

Today, ten years later, H is a 50,000 watt station, attracting
almost 1,000,000 pieces of listener mail each year, and employing a full-time staff of 160 persons. Through the years
WLS has grown in many ways. Built on a foundation of
SERVICE and TRUE FRIENDSHIP; it has never outgrown THESE

Th e Prairie Farmer St at on

in

when we

AftiStS,

NBC

WLS.

will be carried over an extensive
network. You will learn what makes WLS
No matter where you are, tune in and

50,000 Watts, 870 Kc
1230

W.

Washington

Blvd.,

CHICAGO

MEMBER OF NBC NETWORK
IflC.

Eorl

W.

Kurtz e,

Georse

H

Fcrsusoo

.

.

BAD I •

VARIETY

42

(Maxwell) »

COMMERCIALS

Cbas Wlnnlnger
Lanny Ross

•Molasses

Rosa. Ponselle

Jan'ry

'n'

Gus Haenschen
•Benton-Bowles

10-Sa-WABC
Byrd Expedition'

This Department lists sponsored programs on both networks,
arranged alphabetically under the advertiser's name;
Where one advertiser
All time is p. m. unless otherwise noted.
has two or more programs they are listed consecutively.
An asterisk before name Indicates advertising agency handling

$u (Sunday);
(Wednesday); Th (Thursday);

ACME LEAD
•Henri. H-Mc
A. C. SPABK'PLTJG

Haenschep Ore

'Grand Hotel'

•Blackett

Ann Seymour

BisonoL

2-Sn-WABC
Everett Marshall
Jerry Freeman
•Blackett

9-W-WJZ
'Cookobs'

Campbell-H

BOURJOIS

AFFILIATED PD'S

WABO

Claire Majette
Nat Shllkret
•Redfleld

•Blackett

AMERICAN Oil
7-Su-WABC
Marx Bros .
.

12S80-8U-WABC

BRISTOL-MYERS

McN&ughton
Mabel Albertsbp

Sagerqulst

W-WEAF

10-M-WEAF

Lullaby Lady

M

L Eastman

(Fletcher's)

Wm. Wlrges
Peck

Lionel Stander.
Eileen Douglas
Irwin Delniore
Minerva Pious

'Rip Tin Tin'

•Lazy Dan'
Irving Kaufman
•Blackett

•Benton & Bowles
E. L.VBRUCE CO.

•Rogers

8 :15-M-W-F-WABC

Doris Loralne
Cadets Quartet

Portland Hofta

.

7:45-8u-WABC

Emmet Go wan

Hill

C Wheeler

Brwlp Wasey

•O'Callaghan

BAUER * BLACK

OALIP.

(Blue Jay

H Barrett Dobbs
Doric & Kn'bocker
Quartets
M Wilson Ore

Corn piaster
4:18-Tu-F-WJZ
Wade Booth
Dorothy Day
•Needham. L & B
-

Gmntland Rice

CALSODENT CO
12-F-WJZ
Marley R Sberrls

•:8p-Su-WEAl
Frank Munn
Rea

•Thompson

Virginia

Standard Publicity Service
NATIONAL
LOCAL
Some of the GREAT names now
on the- air were Introduced to radio
by our publicity.
Why not let us service you?.
2 West 46th Street
New York
Vanderbllt 8-3588
.

I

.

Cavaliers

& Thomas
CLIMALINE

•Lord

Harold Stokes

H. Firestone,

BEX COLE

Richard Crooks

5l45-Tn-Th-WEAF

Wni

-

:

'

AND O
SIS
CLEVELAND

WTAM

I

Nightly

GEN. BAKING

(Palmollve Soap)

.

NBC

Voice

SINCLAIR MINSTREL

9:S0-W-WABC

Guy Lombardo
Burns
•J.

Walt.

Tbcmp

9i30-Sa-WEAF

'Beatrice

Fairfax'

.

Marjorle Johnson

Wm:

Louise Starkey
Carotherr

Stickles Orr.

U-15-Th-WEAF

lnabelle

Helen King

Franoes Lee Barton
•Young ft Rublcan

•Benton-B

Thomas

D.-Frey

HUDNUT

•B. B. D.

Jeannle Lang

•B. B. D. & O.
HUDSON MOTORS

10-Sa-WEAF

Al Trahan
Saxon Sis.
Lennle Hay ton

8:30-Tu-WJZ
Conrad Thlbault

Have Never Failed

Me

Woods Theatre

Bldg.,

Meat'

JEBGEN'S
0J80-SU-WJ2

FOR BOX OFFICE RESULTS
BILLY DIAMOND AGENCY
1002

INSTITUTE AM.
MEAT. PACKERS
4- Su-WEAF

Chicago

Walt, Wlncholl.
•J. Walt. Thomp.

JOHNSON
(Floor

ft

SON

Wax)

-

•U.

'Death Vall'y. Days'

RubinofI
(Baker's)

Whitney
Edwin
Lonesome Cowboy

Joe Penner

W

•McCBrlck;

PALMER HOUSE

Managers desiring honest

service

PHONE

WIRE

WRITE

Al Jolson

Deems Taylor

Ramon a
Peggy Healy
Jack Fulton
•J. Walt. Thomp.

KOLYNOS

7:l&-DaOy-WABC
Just Plain Bill

•Blackett

LAHDT TRIO and WHITE

FOX, BROOKLYN (Week
WEAF

April 6th)

—FRIDAY,

LAMONT-CORLISS
8iP-WJZ

8-Th-WEAF

L

:45-Dally-WEAF

8-

^

0:30 P. M.

LEHN

ft

FINK

(Hind's Cream)

10:80-Sn-WEAT
Chas. Ruggles
Mary Bolarid
Nat Shllkert
•RuthraUff ft R

M-WEAF

.

Edward

STERLING PROD

Nell

Arlene Jackson
•Sldener.

V

ft

F-WEAF

K
Sa-

PHTTJP MORRIS
8-Tn-WEAF

Leo Reiaman'e Ore

„
PILLSBUW^

Hutchinson

11-M-W-F-WABC

'Cooking Close. Upc'

PABST

B-Tu-WEAF

Abe Lyman Ore
Frank MUnn
.

6 dally ex. Sa-Sn

WABC

'Sklppy*

2:30-Su-WABC
Abe Lyman
•Blackett

SUN OIL

.

10- 80-Dally-WJZ

•Hutchinson

Mag)

•Waltz Time'
.

Boake Carter
•F. W. Armstrong

Phil Duey
j?BJow_

9(Phillips

Lowell

He can

only serve

PIE

it

Every mart

david freed man

6:4S-M-W-S»-

-

Today's Children'
Irma Phillips
Walter Wicker
LARUS
Bess Johnson
(Bdgeworth)
Irene Wicker
10-W-WEAF
Lucy GIHman
Corn Cob Pipe Club Fred Von Amon
of Virginia
Jean McGregor.

•BBD&O

Raymond Knight

Thomas

•Rocbe-WIUInms

SWI FT

8:30-8u-WEAF
(Vlgoro)
'Garden Party'

Mario Chamlee
Coe Glade
Karl Schulte

Wa lt. Thomp
TASTYEAST
12:18-Su-WJZ
Baby Ros e Marie
•J,

7:30-Tu-WEAF

Ben Bernle Ore

Johnny Russell
Carolyn Rich Orch

•Matt-Fogarty.

•Stack-Goble

author- prooram builder
o/o Variety, New York

WABO

-

Kate McComb
Isabelle Wlnlocke
ft T hom as
Ruth Russell
PERFECT CIRCLEr Robert
Straus*
2 :8o-Su-WJZ
Ohman and Arden J. S. Getchell
Eddie
•Lor d

LEMON
to his trade

Alice Davenport.

Vallee and

Socony Sketches
Arthur-Allen
Parker Fennelly

W«,
Duchln

Bobby Dolan Oro
Walt. Thomp.
•J.

nick lucas
11 P. M.

•Stack-Goble

Ethel Shutta
Walter O'Keefa

THE CROONING TROUBADOR

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

10-S-M-WABC
8:80-Tu-WEAF
Wayne Kino's Oro
..^^ (Nestlesi

DAILY 9.«15-9l30 A.^M.
NBC ARTISTS' SERVICE

Management

WABC NETWORK. WEDNESDAY,

LADY ESTHER

WHEATENA

7:15-Dally-WEAF

(Flelschmann)

James Waters

CO.

T'thp'ste)

'Billy Bachelor*

Wells

His Conn. Tank*

West

-M-W-F-WEAF

'Frank Merrlwell'
Donald Brlggs
Dolores Glllen
•J. Walt. Thompson

J. Walt. Thomp.
STD. OIL (N. Y.)

Gertrude Berg

PHTLCO
7:45 dally ex.
Su-WABC

Arthur Hughes

(Dr.

5:30

(Royal Gelt

9:80-Tn-Th-Sa-

P Whlteman Oro

7:45-W-WJZ

WESTERN

Hall
Peter Van Steeden

'

PAUL KAPP

WELCH GRAPE

•Kastor

Cliff

Rudy

Bxolaslve Dir.

Blackett

Trene Rich

Jack Pearl

Gol d

BROOKFIELD DAIRYMAIDS

You wouldn't ask a
waiter to bake your

Davis Percy
Men About Town

W-WEAF

Kathleen

as

W ATKINS

9-Su-WJZ
Tamara

Harriet Hllllard
Ozzle Nelson Ore
8-

10-Tn-WJZ

*f

10-Th-WEAF

B. L.

7:30-Su-WJZ

JoBenK TJonlme ore

Trio Style

•Erwln Wasey

Eddie Cantor

Joseph Bell

"Ray Perkins

KRAFT-PHENIX

8:15-To-WABC
Voice of Exp'rlence

(Chase, ft Sanborn)

Tim Frawley

of

Sillt-M-WABO

Adv. Corp.

S.

New

WON,

WABC

STAND; BRANDS
8-Su-WEAF

Warnlck

/•Rise

12-Tn-W-Th-F-

(Sparton Products:
Dick Hlmber
Frances Langford

Creators of a

CBS SWIFT REVUE
Frl., 10-10:30 P.M. EST
Chicago Tribune Station
68 Weeks, Beginning- Nov. 1

WASEY PROD.

Scamps
Joey Nash

PACIFIC BORAX
9- Th-WJZ

Warwick

Cecil.

3

.

Booking State Lake Theatre
"No Atrtaction too Large**

.

McCloud

SPARKS-W-CO.
8- Su-WJZ

Fornum

PACKARD

1:30-Tu-Th- WABC Gale Page
Tony Wons
Harold Stokes Ore
Keenan ft Phillips
PEFSODENT
•Needham. L. ft B.
7- Dally-WJZ
KELLOGG
Amos 'n' Andy
8:30-Dally-WJZ
Charles Gorrel
The Singing Lady. Freeman Gosden
Irene Wicker
Allan Grant
•N. W. Ay er

0:3O-W-WJZ

•Federal

Chas. Bggleston
•Blackett

DORING SISTERS

John Chas. Thomas
Wm. M. Daly

Harry Koges

Walter Damrosch
John B. Kennedy

•Direct

O.

ft

SINCLAIR
9-M-WJZ
Cbllds

THE

James Melton
Artz
•Fletcher-B
WM. B. WARNER
(Vlnce Mouthwash)

Joe Parsons'
Cliff Soubler

•-M-WJZ

^

of

B. D.

Cecil Lean
»Cleo Mayfleld

Billy

Gene Arnold

Margery' Hannon
Karl Hubel

•Cecil,

•Black man

'Romance

B.

O.

ft

*Ma Perkins'
Virginia Dayne

WH

Graham McNamee

.

WABO

S:45-a»lly-WEAF

Three Rascals

'Family Theatre'

7:80-Tu-Th-Sa-

OXYDOL
Bill
(Proct'r ft Gam ble) Mac

PAUL KAPP

6:45-Su-WABC
7:80-Su-WABC

Paul Keast

Gordon Graham

Personal Management

WARD BAKING

SILVER DUST

G

JESTERS

Stanley Andrews
Shirley Pell
•Blackett

Henri Busse

OXOL

Dave, Bunny ft
Bunny Coughlln
Dave Grant

6:4R-DalIy-WJZ

Ed Sprague
,

Stack-Goble

WABC

Jack Whiting
Jack Denny

(Ovaltine)
.

W. Ayer
SOHLITZ
10-F-WABC

•N.

KING'S

CO.

•Little Orphan A'
Allan Baruck
Henrietta Tedro

Coe

'Eno Crime Club'
Spencer Dean

5r45-M-Tu-W-F--

Mock

Lois Bennett
.Harry Salter

WIS ATTRACTIONS

'

•Hellwlg

•Gotham

Jos Koeotner*s Orr
•C.

Lyn Murray

t:80-H-WJZ

9:30-F-WABC

Allen

(La France)
(Washing Po wder)

& Em'

Lu

.

ft

GENERAL FOODS

Shllkret

•BentOn-B
10:15-dally-WEAF
'Clara

Alice

GENERAL CIGAR

Georgia Backus
Minerva Pious

Nat

Edgar

&

(Super Suds)

Every Monday. • P. M., N.B.C.

CHICAGO

.Julia Sanderson
fi'rahk_..CrumIt
•B.. B.. D.
O.

Gladys Swarthout
Theodore Webb
Frank Molhtyre
John Barclay
Peggy Allenby
Leona Hogarth

ft

ft

RITCHIE
(Eno Salts)
8-Tu.W-WJZ

Theodore Webb
Joseph Paaternack

HOUSEHOLD
9-Tu-WJZ
A Guest

ff:80-Su-WABC

'Student Prince'

Moi(lw

Low

HORLICK

•Lord

Donahue

Bill ft Ginger*
Virginia Baker

NATL SUGAR

9:45-Sn-WJZ
H Bundesen

WANDER

Vincent Calendo

WABC

•Brwln -Wasey

Dr

CO.

10:15-M-W-F

Joe Koestner

.

Joe Parsons
Radio's

FORD MOTOR

8:80-8u-WABC
9:30-Th-WABC
Fred Waring
Brad Browne
•Young & Rublcam Ted Pearson
•N.- W. Ayer
10-Tu-WEAF

'HXl-ft M.

I

W. Ramsey

•K.

,

MUELLER

HOOVER

8:80-Su-WEAF
Edward Davles
Chicago a Capella

THE

•

Blaine Cordtier
•J. Walt. Thomp,

•

Lew White

•Maxon

Wendell Hall

Ho'bO P'try'

'C'ltfte

CO.

Ji-sephlne Gibson

FITCH

T:45-Su-WEAY

Novls
Frances Lahgford
Arthur Bor an
Don Voorhees

HEINZ

44)

5-Su-WABC

'Roses ft Drums'
Elizabeth Love

George Gaul
Rdbt T Haines

(Venlta Shampoo)
6:15-Sa-WABO
McLaughlin
Ted Black
5:15-Su-WEAF
Ted Black

Tom

Betty Moore

continued on page

UNION CENTRAL

& Budd

•Wm. Esty
BIESER CO.

BENJ. MOORE
11:80-W-WEAF

Gillette Safety Razor Co., New
York, N.T., series of recorded announcements beginning April 2, run-

Josef Bonlme
•McC.-Erlck.

Loma

WBT.

Wash.

,

Pat Padgett
Joe White

Connie Boswell
Stoopna-gle

Stack-Goble

10-M-W-F-WJZ

Lawrence Tlbbett
Daly Orch.
•Sweeny-James

Cole M'talneerp

COLGATE-PALM
9- Sa-WEAF

(Colgate Dentifrice)

Donald

H. 9.

O.

ft

10-Tu-Thu-WABC

Casa

Howard
Guy Bonhara
Wamp Carlson
Dwlght Latham

•Blackett

Jr.

D^

B..

Best)

'Half H'r for Men*
Plo Malone

B. J. REYNOLDS
(Camels)

William Edmonson

Dolores GUlen
Jack Doty

FIRESTONE
8:30-M-WEAF

B..

WBT.

Salies, Inc.

J. W. Borman,, Mldville, Ga„ thirteen 16-minute programs Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturday, 6:30t5:45 p.m.,
Placed locally.
with Grady Cole.

Gardner Nursery Co., Seattle,
Wash., 6-minute transcription Monday, Tuesday; Wednesday, begin-,
ning April 2. Placed by Northwest
Seattle,
Advertising
Co.,
Radio

..

9:30-F-WEAF

8:30-F-WABC

Shirley

Karl Heube

•Katz

REMINGTON

8.
(Dlll'a

,

WBT.

TOBACCO

U.

'Maroh of Time'

Roxanne Wallace.

8:15-DaUy-WABC

•Marschalk

Earl Lawrence

WEAF

EDNA HOPPER

Erno Rapee

Walt, Thomp,

WEAF

UNDERWOOD

8:30-Th-WABO
Mary Eastman

MILLS. Phil Porterfleld
Irma Glen

CO.
YtSO-M-W-Th.

'Helen Trent'
Lester Tremayne
Virginia Clark

'The Big Show*
Gertrude Ntesen

'

Alexander Gray
Nat Shllkret

11-Tu-Th-S-WEAP
Edna Odell

MOLLS

John Barthe
*Brwln-Wasey

Thomp.

EX-LAX

Ambrustei
•Lennen Mitch
Robert

RED STAB YEAST

(Carpets)
10 :30-To-ThOrch ft Singers
*B. B. D. ft O.

.

9:30-M-WABC

Phil Harris.

•Maxon

Wait.

•J.

Leah Ray

It

'H-Bar-O Ranitera'
Bobby Benson
Florence Hallan
Billy Hallop

Angela Patrt

-

Page

Frank Hazzard
•W: 8. Hill
OTJTEX
O-F-WJZ

MOHAWK

Hummingbirds

Lyons
.Erwln-Wasey

Bob

Wade

Nell O'Malley

9- Su-WABO

King's JeBters

•J.

remel. Etc.)

(

CREAM WHEAT

12-Th-WEAF
Gil

.

Will Osborne
Pedro de Cordoba
•Hellwlg

Dragonett*

Jessica,

•Thompson

BATER

WABC

F-WEAF

8-

Jimmy Kemper

Chas. Prevln Orch
Charles

Clarence Wheeler

HECKEB B-O
6:15-Dally-WABC
WABC

11.4B-M-W-F-

7:30-M-W-F- WABC

7- Su-WJZ

IftSO-Sa-WJZ
Barn Dance
ft

(Tydol)

REAL SILK

WLS

Mac

CHARLOTTE,
Corp., serie9 of traiv
announcements daily bescribed
tween 6-10;3 0 p.m. Placed by Radio

TIDEWATER

Sylvia of

WEEI.

8.

Chrysler

.

•HanfF-Netzger

Hollywood

Ridge Runners

PRODUCTS •Wm. Esty

CORN

PACKING CITIES SERVICE

»:30-M-WEAF

(FeMiamlnt)
Louis Katzmafl

Don Voorhees

•Oardnei

(Alka-Seltzer>

Geo., Gershwin.'

.

5-F-WEAF

6:45-Dnlly-WKAF

April

Ed Wynn
Graham McNamee

& B
RALSTON

Mme

'

9:30-Tu-WEAF

8:45-M-W-F-WJZ

•Fletcher

Told'

DR. MILES LAB'S

1:30-M-W-F-WJ2

Tu-WABC

•John I* Butler

•

Fulton Oursler
•Stack-Goble

Pearl Pickens

8Little Jack Little
•B.. B., D. & O.

Raymond Paige

WEEL

Arthur Bagley

John Mitchell
BUI Mitchell

Duey

Jack Parker.
Frank Luther
Vivian Ruth

Be

.

—

MET. LIFE CO.

X

Ranch'
Carson Roblson

B-M-W-F-WABC
Phil

Parsons

Lbuella

Orcb.

3- Su-WJZ

•Bar

—

That Should Babe Ruth

'Stories

(White Cod)

CONT. BAKING

per week, 62 weeks. Placed. by. the
Coolidge Advertising. Agency,: Des
DALLAS
Elastio Starch— 26 fifteen-minute
Moines. WMT.
O d O Bales Co. (Star Brewing Co. programs. WFAA.
Bkillern'a Friday evening 30 minof Dubuque), two 16-minute German
band programs per week, 52 weeks; utes. Indefinite. WFAA.
Quaker Oats 16-minute WednesWMT.
Van Oerpen Hatchery (Buffalo days, IS weeks. Babe Ruth tranCentre), five minutes, three times a scriptions. WFAA.
week, three months. WMT.
Waterloo Mills Co., 62 weeks, daily
BOSTON
Scott Furriers, 62 half-hour promarket reports. WMT.
Mid-Continent
Petroleum
Co. grams started April 6, through
Aaron Bloom, Boston.
E. L. Knowles, Inc., 260 announce,
PLOUGH, INC.
TENN. CORP.
ments, starting April 9, through
10-W-WJZ
(Loma Plant Food) DeForest
Merchandising
Bureau,
Vincent Lopes'
lOtSO-Su-WEAF
Springfield,
Mass. WEEI.
Ed Sullivan
Studio Or ft Singers
•Lake-Splro-C
•Croot
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
TEXAS
CO.
QUAKER OATS
three 16-minute programs started

10-F-WJZ

-

.

•

HEALTH PROD'TS

'

—

Union Ice Cream Participation in
Mary Lyles Wilson's Radio Kitchen
—each Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, beginning March 26 for 13

,

.

Pickens Sis
Al Goodman
•Cwll Warwick

Beatrice Alifp
•Rutbrauff & R.

& Smith
CHABIS
1 :1ft- W-W ABO

10;30-Th-WABC

BARBASOL

.

CHAPPEL BROS.

Don Ameche
Bob White
lpana Troubadours Virginia Ware
Theodore Webb
Johnny Gobb
Lennle Hay ton
Jack Daly

BOYt.B
(Floor Wax)
I:30-9u-WABC

C.

•Toung & Rubles o.

Jack Smart

.A. 8.

Edwin

Albert. Spalding

WSM.

Finney.

.

:

Allan Devltt
Georgia Backeu
Elaine Melcholr
Adele Klein
BUI Shelley
Henry Giirvey
Harry' .Swan
Lionel Stander

8:30-W-WABC

Fred Allen

WABC

Walter Tetley

CENTAUR

9(Sal Hepatlca)
(Ipana)

,

SOAP CO.
W:80-W-WEAF

.

Jack Arthur
DeMarco Sis
lltSO-Th-WJZ
•B. B. D- ft O.
Lee
GENERAL TIRES Harriet
Edward Kennedy.
10:80-F-WEAF
•Peck
Jack Benny
J. W. MARROW
Mary Livingston
(Oil Shampoo)
Frank Parker
l:18-Tu-Th-WABC
Don' Bestor
Joan Marrow
•Hays MacFarlamV Bob .Nolan
GULF
Eddie House
B-Su-WJZ
•Placed direct
Geo; M. Cohan
MACFADDEN
Revelers
(Liberty Magazine)

Adele Ronson
Edgar Stelhl
Joe Gran by

Jean Paul King
•Brwln, Wasey

MANHATTAN

Ruth Bttlng

Rogers'
Curtis Arnall

Gene Arnold

Leon Belaeco
•N..' W. Ayer..
B. T. BABBITT

1:30-Su-WEAF
Mary Small

:

'Stamp Adventures'
Reginald Knorr
Carl Boyer,_
•Matteson. F, G.

9:15-Tu-F-WABC

Chef
e-M-Tn-W-Tb-

C ARN ATION MILK 'Buck

Tito Ouizar
•Fv Presbre y

H

9:40-Ta-Th-WABC
'Myetery

•Aubrey Moore

Peart

ABMOCB

0:30-F-WJZ
Phil Baker

B

John McPherson

(Che vrole t)

10-Su-WEAF

John McPherson

Mark Warnow

& Rubacam
BBIIXO

5i45>Th-WABC

Victor Young Oro
•Cahipbell-H
(Oldsmoblie)

NASHVILLE

United. Drug Company, starting
April 17 and ending April 21, Tuesday; Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday. Placed by Street and

Western Grocery Co. (Marshalltown r la.), three 15-minute periods weeks.

(Doggie Dinner)

GENERAL MOTOR

Cal Torke

•Toung

Harry Horllcb
Frank Parker

M'Tdles'

Don Ameche
Ward

Sally

WMT.

M.

LOUDEN P'CKING

•McC-Erfc.
R. B. P A VIS

(Baiting Powd.)
9 B.m.-W-F-WJfc
•Mystery Chef

IrSO-Th-WJZ

Mln. In H'ly w'd'

•46

A ft P
9:30-M-WEAF

12-W-F

Gene Arnold

Don Amecbe

Carlton Brisker!
CMirr Soubler
E Sagerqulst Ore.
(D.D.D. Ointment)

Spice Co.,

<6
:

.

Florlto
ft

Coffee

week, 62 weeks. WMT.
Iowa » Public Service
three
.,
flve-mlnute periods per week, four
weeks. WMT.
Iowa Association of Ice Industries,
52
weeks,
daily
announcement,

Dick' Powell

•Lennon

Hawk

Black

two flve-mlnute musical periods per

10-W-WABC

Ted

Don Ameche

8-Su-WEAF and

Nlghter*

•First

'Betty & Bob'
Betty. Churchill

Betty Winkler
Art Jacobson
Carl Brlokert
Louis Roen
•Blackett

WMT.

string ensemble.

.

CRAZX CRYSTALS

10-F-WEAJ

•Romantic

BORDEN

10:30-Su-WABO

Freddy Martin
Job. Katz

&

Watsob

Mill

.Princess Marie

CONTINENTAL

'

'Evening In Paris'
Kath Carrlngton

1-Tn-W-Th-F-

(Armour)

S-Su-WEAF

Talkie Plo. Time'
Minneapolis Symp'y June Meredith
Eugene Ormandy
John Goldawortby
•Hays MacFarland John Stanford
GENERAL MILLS Gilbert Douglas
Murray Forbes
tt;30-Dally-WABC
•N. W. Ayer
'Jack Armstrong,
All American Boy
LORILLARD
4-Dally-WJZ
(Old Gold)

OIL CO.
10:30-\V-WJZ
Jack Denny
John B. Kennedy
Franklyn Bauer'
•Traoy-L-D

June Meredith

8- SU-WABC

fLouls PhlUpe)

LUXOR

(Grunow)

.

Art Jncob'fon
Don Anieche
Betty Wlnltler
Gene Rouse

.

HOUSEHOLD

Refrigerators)

0:30-To-WABC

-

5:80-8u-WJZ

Hlrsch

Bert

WATERLOO, IOWA
(Tulsa, Okla.), two one-minute tranWaterloo Hardware do., spot an* scriptions daily for four weeks
nouncements, 52 weeks, three times Placed by B. J. Potts, K. C, Mo!
WMT.
a week. WMT.
Young Coal Co., dally Goblerator
Earl Ferris Nursery (Hampton,
la.),
four
lG-mlnute
programs, announcements, four months. WMT.

.

(

CAMFANA

Ohman & Ardeo

6:30-Su-WABC

K 530- W-F-WABC

Ed McConnell

•Paris

(Monday).;
(Friday) ; Sa

Business

(Wednesday)
Nino Martini
Greta Stueckgold
(Throughout)
(Saturday)

Andre Kostelanetz
Mixed Chorus
•Young & Rub|cam Ford Frlck
GENERAL
•Newell-Emmctt

W

M

New

(Monday)

Annejte Hanshaw
Conrad Thlbault
Muriel Wilson
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LIGGKTT-MYEBS
(Cbesterfleld)
t-M-W-S-WABC

•-Th-WEAY

.account.
Abbreviations.:

'

4s45-Tu-Th-WABC
Happy Minstrel
•McKee-Albrlght

WOODBURY

HENRY
BUSSE

8:80-M-WABC
Jimmy Grler

Ring Crosby

•Lennen-M

.

WYETH CHKM.
(Jad Salts)

l:S0-Tu-W-Th-F-

WABC

'Easy Aces'

Goodman Ace
Jane Ace
Mary Hunter

AND HIS MUSIC

NOW

•Blackett

WBIGLEY

7-Dally-WABC

CHEZ PAREE

'Myrt ft Marge'
Myrte Vail

Donna Dameral
Eleanor Rella
Vincent Cbleinan

Chicago
.

"KiTl ^HUebl^

B roa^cast

Helena Ray

i

ng

Hi

'itly

"CBS

Ray Hedge

Dorothy Day

Geno Kretzlngei
Reginald Knorr
Karl

Way

Frances Hooper

WORCESTER

(Salts

.

Toothpaste

6:45-F-WABC
Zoel Parenteau's O
Carl Van Amberpe

Fuller

ft

Smith

YEA8TFOAM

3:30-8u-WJZ
Jnn Garber Ore
Hays McFarland

<

GREEN
JOHNNY
HIS ORCHESTRA
and

OLDSMOBILE program
CBS—CoMt-to-Const

Then, and Frl., 9:1S P.M.

BRUNSWICK RECORDS
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Radio

Chtitter

(Continued from page 38)
to present a concert each
Miss
Sunday afternoon at 3:16.
Goss is accompanied by Bobby
Tucker, pianist, "frith -whom she first

anoeared in the studios of
Clearwater,
burg, Fla.

and

WSUA.

St.

Philly's Best

Nebraska

Tennessee

WSM

WFLA,

Peters-

Dickason, who sees for
John Henry, doing a lot of pinch hitting for her. boss, while he
stumps the farmers in Southwestern Iowa to send him to Congress.
Hart Jenks; KOIL program director, winner of one of the six cars
given away by the Brandeis store,
in a slogan contest, is now -a content bug.
Grace Pool Steinberg taking the
cooking job in the Brandeis KOIL
electric kitchen left by. departure of
Mrs. RohrSi Grace says she now
spends all her walking time in a
Isabel

"WSM
Robert Lunn joined
rand Old Opry; v
Justine Tigert has returned to
Coles*
Leon
as soloist with
organ concert.
Robert Lunn, WSM, Nashville, is kitchen.
recordings.

WSM

inaking several'

WLAC, Nashville,
man who Is.

radio

boasts the only

both a broad-

F. G.
Sowell, Jr.,, prdd action manager; of
the Nashville, station, recently received notice of his appointment as
associate editor of a Columbia, tfertneseee, newspaper,; to the interest
of which be will devote a small part,
His association with
of his time.
the radio station will in ho way be
caste:*

and newspaper

editor.

—

John Connor is added to the announcing staff of KFAB.
.

Russ Baker, KFOR-KPAB identifier, has an aversion, to certain

WLAC

.

'

gomery.

'

Wade Thompson from KFAB's
Omaha studios to Lincoln where
he takes over work of Ada Bell,

Philadelphia, April 9.
Another spring political season rolling around in Philly
attention toward
is pointing
WIP, as the usual hot-bed of
mud-slinging campaigns. Last
year
saw every candidate
choosing the Gimbel station
for the hurling of fiery epithets, with the outlet cashing
in on plenty of time sold.
Funny part about past j>olit leal wars was that opponents
would sit around in the studio's foyer waiting their turns
at the mike, and practicing
for hot speeches by sending
nasty looks all over the room.
Always has been the most humorous free show in town.
This coming election should
top records.

WOW

roundMidnight Frolic and
the-town party to make way for a
colored unit Intact from.K. C.
Frank Wetzel of the Omaha
r
Baseball Club signing Jo. Vallee'
Jarmes as combo slugger- fly- snag
gerrcrooner.

Jettabee Ann Hopkins, KFOR, is
taking this equestrienne stuff seri-

.

VARIETY

Guy
Doubtful

Earl Complaint
if

Washington, April

Echoes

9;

in favorable publicity
broadcasters putting on news
as sustaining features.
Recalcitrants who refused to subscribe, to radio- publisher agreement
feel practice will, discourage papers
from ever .paying regular rates for
air time, argument being exact reverse of that employed by publishers to force broadcasters to pay
advertising rateB for program list-

which result

Radio Code programs

war will reach ears of
Authority at next session; April 25.
as result of protests, from Southern
California about publisher-station
tie-ups.

Admitting receipt of a complaint

from Guy Earl, KNX, Los Angeles,
James W. Baldwin, code executive
officer, declined to comment on the
Issues raised and said entire matter would be left up to industry
policemen for decision.
Indications are ether CA^ will
avoid if possible being placed in
the middle of economic hostilities
between broadcasters and newspapers.
While members here refused
to talk for quotation," opinion wasthat press-publishers tie-up. is not
a code problem but a matter which
should be handed by trade associa-

tions and stations independently.
Kick- is that Los Angeles papers
Bell, KFAB, gets a job at
Union Holding Co. resort at have agreements with stations

trotitdale in the Pines, Colo.
" Nebraska Chev dealers, with the
departure of Benny from the air
for their cause,
vvant to-, know
whether the co. is paying for the
entertainment of prospective cus
tomers, or for the prez;

April 25

press -broadcasters'' for

of

Ada
the

Up

4S

Radio Code Authority Will Take
Action on Charges

ously.

.

'

lights in the Wilder Building, went
Holly, who was announcing
out.
the period, dived, into his pocket for

the trusty lighter, snapped it (and
KFAB-KFOR Easter egg hunt it actually worked), and by this
gone to a new position at Trout- was such a success, it will become feeble light the program continued
with ho more than two. seconds
dale-in-the-Plhes.
an annual policy*
Lois Green taking over women's
Red Nichols and band laid over a delay.
while. Bea Baxter in week here and rehearsed .before
hour at.
Bea
back
the:
hospital.
on
the
job going to Detroit.

Marian Miller, lovelorn editor of
the Morning Oregonlan, will start a
series of radio appearances on a
sponsored program over KEX. The
program, which will be fifteen min- now feeling tops.
Btaff getting more, hours
utes, will feature questions and aninswers from listeners. Column in tacked on them when station due
p.m. daily,
paper has built up huge following creases time till 7 times.
to
sunset
receding
In Northwest.
Johnny GlUin at the mike for the
Harry Singleton, chief engineer broadcast over
of the spring
KGW-KEX, is back on the job after Electrical Exposition at the city
a week's lay-up with bad tonsolltis. auditorium.
Daughter born to assistant manaBill Wiseman of the Omaha Beeger KGW-KEX, Larry Allen and News radio department handling
wife. New arrival labelled Mary.
the publicity and radio broadcasts
Duncan for Electrical Exposition.
sent
Gene
Admirer
KGW-KEX traffic manager, a real Isabel Dickason and Ernie Stowe
duck for Easter. The 'Penner-fowl' taking partnership in a new Chev.
was penned In the office sink all day Marriage set .for June 7' In Council
,

Comedy'

yarns while eating.

A. L. Beghtol, vice-president in
the Union Holding Co.. carries a
heavy cane like he could use it.
Lysle De Moss, is both announcer
and ork leader, latter job with
Beck's Band.
"/
Biz up-, substantially for ether
affected.
continues on links in the state.
Business of
April business bidding to exceed
announce'spot
with,
upgrade
the
March, a near record month.
ment' service' experiencing frequent
Harris moving from
Harriett
Available- spots on ..the
Bell-outs.
Hart Jenks office to the reception
two nights last week were booked desk at KOIL-KFAB.
solid from 6 to 11:00 P. M. Those
Steele off; the reception desk
new locally sponsored programs atSally
KOIL-KFAB and into the sales
also were added to the schedule.
department under E. E. Mont

Pacific Northwest

ADI0

II

WOW

WAAW

West
North Carolina

ings.

Fair practices in code do not en.

inr
ter situation, in view of many
dustry; leaders,, since nothing can
abanto
stations
force
to
done

don programs they are willing to
.

carry

as

sustaining

If

features.

news programs; actually are broad-

cast for nothing. View, Is that code
clauses on rate-cutting *nd rebates
cannot be applied^.
Code authority has encountered
similar question before^, taking view
that sustaining programs in which
casual credit .is given some business firm are not within the category of advertising, but that when
programs include a
sustaining
recognizable plug the distinction IS
eliminated.
Question in mind of codists .herd
is tied up with history of news
Industry figures point
broadcasts;
out that originally news, flashes
were carried by stations as sustaining features to build good will,
and that sports broadcasts come in
same, category, if stations can get
sponsors for. such features, well and
good ; if riot, stations are at liberty
to donate -time as they please,
.

'Tubby' Quilliam and Dick Rlckerd
of KOMO-KJR, Seattle, resorting
Four other important items are
'Pioneer radio voice of the south,' around the Olympic peninsula tour- on docket for the 26th session. C.A.
ists'
paradise in a business way.
WBT, will celebrate it's 13th birthwill take formal action, on proday this week. A two-hour pro-,
that working time
Sfceets Spurgeon of Five Hot posal of
gram, will be. offered. :Lee Everett
and Holly Smith, are' whipping Peppers is now announcer over be cut further and wages upped;
will consider, second part of report
program into shape.
WOWO, Fort Wayne.
Presence of mind on the part of
on technicians; "wlli go over proHolly Smith, new production manWilliam A. Schudt, Jr., manager posed question -forms for survey of
ager at WBT, saved a program last of WBT, Charlotte,
in. New artists; a id will act on series of
C,
N.
week. In the midst of R. S. Ralney's
about code practice
Saturday much to the distraction of Bluffs.
'Safety
Time,'
and
while
an York City oh a business trip that complaints
clauses.
Meyers-Hodek band out of the electrical storm, was raging,'.. the will last a week.
writing department.

WOW

'

—

NRA

'

.

JACK
WEAF

FRIDAY, 10:30

E. S. T.

P.

MY COMPANY
MARY LIVINGSTONE

FRANK PARKER
DON BESTOR AND
HIS
D

O N

6

R C

W

HE ST
I

L S

R

A

Q N

MY AUTHOR
HARRY W.

CONN

MY

REPRESENTATIVE
ARTHUR S. LYONS

Presented by

CENER

Y

RADI
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Tuesday, April 10, -1934
Placed di-

service announcements.

New

North-Ave. Market, 12 shopping
Placed, diservice announcements.

WBAL.
Wyman Shoe

John Royal

rect.

grams beginning April 2, running
Tuesday, Thursday,' Friday at 11:46Radio 12:00 noon, until April 1, 1936.

Shaw

by

Placed

dally.

WBT.

Sales, Inc.

April

WBT.

Placed locally.

Saturday

(7)

on

6,

Chicago, April

.

WMAQ.

Wants

Two

other

transmitters

tion.

THE
INTERNATIONAL

San Francisco, April
Shell Oil pulls its

HARRY
McNAUGHTON

•

PHILADELPHIA
Edward

five-minute
Stokes,
Signed direct for four

L.

political talks.

WCAU.

weeks.

"BOTTLE"

Watchtower,

THE ARMOUR HOUR

religious

program,

Signed

minutes.

thirty

direct.

WCAU.

Coaat-to-Const
very Friday Evening

ffl

Phila. Distributors, Inc., tie-in announcements for the CBS Minneapolis Symphony programs, for duraWCAU.
Direct.
tion of series.
United Drug Company, five 15minute transcriptions, 'The Magic
(Spot Broadcasting, Inc.)
Hour'.
;

NEW YORK
'

8:30-9

:30-10 P.M.,

I

WJZ

E.8.T.,

CHICAGO

T

P.M.CS.T,
Thru

WENR

Station

I

remanent Address,
180 West 44th St.,

IAMBS' CLUB,
New York City

LYMAN
HIS

CALIFORNIA ORCHESTRA

COAST-TO-COAST

WABC
2:30 p. n
WEAF

SUNDAY.

9

p.

TRAVALCADE

mean

SATURDAY,

nouncement service. KGW.
two announcements Columbian Optical Company, one
month anhoucement service daily.
one month. KLZ.
anone
Crossley
and
Gerber
OH,
MotorThrough
Eagle
White
National Gold Buying Service, Ave
KLZ. Agency. KGW.
Signed di- nouncement daily, one month.
50 -word announcements.
pror
15-minute
Packard- Service and Sales, Inc.,
Seminole Paper, 26
rect. WCAU.
KLZ.
announcement service. KGW.
Tumbler Laboratories, fifteen min- grams; two a week. five-minute
pro
E sben sc ott Laboratories, one
.Hills Bros., five
utes daily at 9:45 a.m., for 13 weeks.
month program service, 15 minutes
grams a week, 26 times. KLZ.
WFI.
(Aitkin, Kynett Agency.)
spot dally.
one-minute
16
Through W. S. Klrkpatrick
Blades,
Gillette
KnowlGrolier Society (Book of
KOA.
KGW*
Agency.
announcements.
edge), 15-minute question and anDr. J. J. Cotton, one year, 15-minWalker Remedy, 26 one-minute
swer period, with Florence Huet.
ute program service, 'Marian Miller,*
spot announcements. KOA
Direct. WIP.
heart expert counsellor and family
Fox-Weiss, Inc., 8 p.m. time sigtrouble smoother, three times weekLOS ANGELES
(Feigenbaum
nals for 13 weeks.
KEX.
ly.
Frigidaire Co., 8-8:30 p. m. night
Agency.) WIP.
Cruise
'Musical
Gardner Nursery Company, fiveSaturday,
except
Electrical Asso. of Phila., daily ly,
Santaella
Salvatore
minute announcement servl ce.
Stewart Jor- of the World,'
spot announcements,
John
Through Northwest Radio Adv.
orchestra and Mario Alvarez,
den Agency.) WIP.
vocalists Service. KEX.
Edward Stokes, .series of weekly Page, Florence Martin,
Famous Crawfish, Inc.,
Jake's
(Jerome B. Grey KMTR.
15-minute talks.
Bank of America, San Francisco, three months dally, announcement
Agency.) WIP.
Through Phil Fennelly
service.
Don Lee Coast network, 7:30-7:46
Toof
'Leaders
KEX.
Agency.
Wednesday,
p. m.
SEATTLE
School Relief and Property Tax
morrow.' (C. R. Stuart).
10-10.15
Reduction League, six 15-minute
Packing Co., weekly
Carsien's
Colburn's, Inc., Monday,
(C. R program features. Through Vincent
half hour for 26 weeks, starting a, m., musical narrations.
and Vincent. KEX.
April 16. KOMO.
Stuart). KHJ.
Monda>,
Cot,
Outfitting
Chamberlain Laboratories, series
Glofce
of 104 one-minute discs, April 2 to Wednesday, Friday, 3:30-3:45 p. m
LINCOLN
music ana
July 14. KOMO.
'Everybody's Friend,'
Book Nook, announcements on
Dwight Edicards Co., 15-mlnute philosophy. (Dake-Johanet Agency)
Fridays
Little Theatre of the Air.
Anson Weeks disc over KOMO, KHJ.
...
*
*
April .17..
Hills Bros., San Francisco, five 3:30-4, KFAB.
General Tire, ten One-minute draKnox Co., contract renewal for minute intervals around .9 p. m., five
Ayer matic sketches on Mondays, Wednes(N.
continuance of series of 15-minute nights a week, discs.
days, and Fridays and 26 25-word
KOMO;
discs.
& Son). KHJ,
announcements per month for six
Soap Lake Chamber of Commerce,
Chevrolet,

daily,

m

m.

RUBY

AND

CAFE de PARIS

LONDON

52

onocaoao
fred alien's
OF SMILES
HOUR

u

D
-

O- Mater

nouncements

JACK CURTIS
and ALLEN

KOL.
York

Palace Theatre Bldg.

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Presents

ARMOUR PROGRAM
FRIDAYS
WJZ
WABC,

0:30-10 P. M..

18 .
ftlON., FBI.,
""ConiBf-to^CoasF"
Nlihtly

8t

M»rltz

HERMAN

Agency.

IJKRNIB

New York

WBAL.

Cunliffe Cadillac Co., once weekly
announcement, four weeks.
Placed direct. W13AL.
General Baking Co., once weekly
announcement, five weeks,
tie-in
Placed by Batten, Barton, 3Dur.stlBD

—

-

J.

R.

Hunt

-

Cushman's Sons

CHICAGO

BAKERIES

WOR

NBC
Direction

8EDLEY

H.

BROWN

'

i

once weekly

^

tie-In

I

WWSW;

announcement, Sunday p. m., 28
Placed direct.
Bonwit Lennon A Co., twice weekly shopping service announcements.

Luray Fashions,
announcement,

threes-spot an-

PORTLAND, ORE.

WP.AL.
Murphy

announce*-

Placed

cept Saturday and Sunday. Through
N; B. Ayer and Sons. KGW.

di-

Co., pair of shopping"

hite

Hill Brothers Coffee, 26 times on
five-minute transcription daily ex-

WBAL.

G. C.

State Tire, announcementsTKFOR.
Shopping Guide, six day and three

WBAL. WWSW.

direct.
Inc., :sinsle spot
direct.

Placed

May Co., seven spot
ments, daily, one week,

Togend

o

CO

Isham

Jones
Orchestra

COMMODORE HOTEL, N. kThe bis show sponsored bj
EX LAX eVery Monday, 0 :80-»
Sustaining—Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays, 11:8010 P.M.

18 P.M.; Saturdays, 11-11 ]15
P.M.. coast to coast.

WABC

Direction

'

Columbia Broadcasting System.

BARRIE

of the Blues"
'Variety' Said
bundle
But above all it's got a little Borne.
ot smash personality in Grade
lr
Hers la a beauty enhanced by »n »voice
°f
freshness. Combined with a lyrical
with emola the flair to invest a song
salestional meaning and deliver It with
tne
that
manship 'deluxe.. The reception caught,
girl received, at the performance
would indicate that the' hub of The

"The Sweetheart

-

Passing

_

Show

of 1934'

is

Grade

Barrie.

Sole Direction

iTCfcMAN BERNIE ^

1619 Broadway,

-

New York

WWSW.

WBAL.

Store,

nouncements. Placed

rect.

,

WWSW,

1

weeks.

-HiCb~-Delit.

Palmer House

'

to

'

Co.,

Placed direct.

RAY PERKINS

on Times and

nouncements for a month. KFAB.
Brunswick Balke, nine announce
Co., seven weeks,
Fridays inclusive, 15 merits. KFOR.
White Eagle Oil, 13 one-minute
minutes, Dr. H. L. Strnndhagen,
ETs. KFOR.
health talk. WOR.
City of Lincoln, three-minute daily
wepl
dramatic sketches for two months,
PITTSBURGH
B. C. Remedy Co., sponsorship of KFOR.
Mary Jane, three months of daily
Sports Slants, quarter-hour each
evening except Sunday. ^Placed by announcements. KFOR.
Nu-Way, shoe, one-minute an
Harvey -Massengale Co.
nouncements^
Wednesday and Sat
As$'n±
77
Insurance^
State ,-Auto _
150-word announcements. Placed di- unlay" for a year. KFOR!
O'Shea Rogers, one 16-minuta
rect.
Pittsburgh Waterproof Co., three transcription. KFOR.
Pick 'n' Pay, nine spot announce
announcements dally for four weeks.
ments. KFOR.
Placed direct.
H. P. Lau, 10 one-minute anR. E. Loughney, Inc., 12 100-word
Placed direct. nouncements. KFOR.
;niicruncements.

tie-in.

.

New York

Hotel,

Sole Direction
1610 Broadway.

.

Broadcasting,

Tea

Garfield

Mondays

by Fred Allen and Harry

Management "Walter Batchetor
Wednesdays, 9-10 P. M., E. 8. T.

KFAB.

WOR.

New

York
Carter Medicine Co., of
City, three announcements, weekly,
52 times. Placed by H. H. Good Ad

BE LAS CO

months.

J.

announceChemical,
26 announce- 'Once Upon a Time.' WOR.
Dearborn
Crescent Mfg.
ments. KOL.
United States School of Music, ments oh Times and Tunes. MonW. P. Fuller d Co., three time sig- contract extended April 8 until fur day, Wednesday and Friday for, six
nals each evening, April 15 to May ther notice, Sundays, 16 minutes months. KFAB.
KOL.
Lincoln FlOral Co., announcements
14, Sept. 1 to Sept. 30.
WOR.
Maybclline Company, 13 one-minGeneral Baking Co. (Bond Bread), daily for two months on Times and
ute discs. KOL.
13 weeks renewal, effective April .8, Tunes. KFAB.
an
Don
National
Protective
Ins.,
Uncle
Sundays, 15-mtnutes,

BALTIMORE

LEON

I

o
0
w
Q
n

.

weeks,
Institute of Radio
Sheffield Farms Co.,
starting April 17, Tuesdays and daily announcements
recording, Tunes. KFAB.
5:15-5:30,
Thursdays,

(jewelers), three anweeks.
26
weekly,

Buits, Inc.

N.

n

u

With

PORTLAND HOFFA
JACK SMART
IRWIN DEI/MORE
LIONEL STANDER
MINERVA PIOUS
EILEEN DOUGLASLENNIE HAYTON'S IPANA
TROUBADOURS

o

.

NEWARK,

KJft.

announcements.

NETWORK

B.B.C.

'

MONTH
STILL ON TOUR WITH
GREENWICH FOLLIES

HI

BAND

,

5th

M.

CHARLES MORRISON

ROY FOX

I

.

10 P.

WEAF-NBC
Dir.

KLZ.

.

WED*

8:30 p.

Air"

The Terraplaiie

Shifting of the show will also
that Jennlson Parker, continuity editor at KFRC (Don Lee)
will bow out of that station to go.
with Shell for the Tahbut and
Cheerily character he does with Bill
Wright.
With these changes KFRC will
bring back its Blue Monday Jamboree to the Monday night spot currently held by Shell. The Jamboree,
one of the country's oldest variety
.shows, started as a two-hour broadcast about eight years ago and is
McCormick & Co.> three times still one of the Coast's leaders.
School
'Cooking
on
weekly, 20 weeks,
of the Air,' starting May 1. WDOD.
nouncement service. Through BotsDENVER
ford Constantino Company. KGW.
George L. Baker, announcement
Gillette Razor, 16 transcriptions
program
Chat'
'Friendly
service
during April. KLZ.
service. KGW.
Cystex, 15-minute electrical tran
Des
Laboratories,
Chamberlain
scrlption daily, 'Newspaper Adven
KLZ.
Moines, 104 transcriptions, one mintures,' one year.
Dodge Motor, two announcements ute. Through Coolidge Adv; ComKLZ
KGW.
pany.,
weeks.
daily, three
stationers, anGill, local
J. K.
Mabeline, 13 spot announcements.

WCAU.

ABE
AND

The "Fastest Show on the

.

4

ALIAS

PILOTING

were more easily available.
Account is handled by J« Walter
Thompson, which has another show
for Langendorf bakerleB on NBC, a
dally air column with Rugh Hughes,

•

|

BUFFOON

features

.

|

9.

night

down there three months ago because picture names for" broadcast

'

/

'

Monday

hour variety show from the Columbia-Don Lee network at end of this
month and starts May 7 on NBC.
With that change It's expected the
production point will remain in Los
Angeles, as Shell moved the show

.

BAKER

locally

have 50,000 watts, WENR-WLS
and WON, the Chicago Tribune sta-

DON LEE NET TO NBC

ARMOUR if

.

watts
Also

SHELL SWITCHING FROM

WO

•

double

to

from 26,000 to the 60,000 top.
wants to move transmitter.

,

PHIL

9.

NBO has applied for a boost 1
power for Its red network outlet,

•.

'

3D 50,000 WAITER

CHI'S

Store, pair of shop-

Co<, Charlotte,
Southern Radio Corp., Charlotte,
programs begin N.C., 62 100-word announcements
running Monday, beginning April 2, running Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, 12:30-12:45 p.m., Wednesday, Friday, 1:16-1:17 !p.m.,
|» May 4, thence six days a week, until August 1; 1934. Placed locally.
same, time, to April 4, 1935. Placed WBT.
WBT,
locally.
Sterchi Bros. Stores, Inc., CharShell Eastern Petroleum Prod.
lotte, N.C., two 15-minute programs
N.Y.C., twenty, one-minute live an
Sunday, April 1-8* at 12:45-1:00 pjn.
WINSTON-SALEM, N.
nouhcemerits beginning April; 13, Placed locally. WBT.
Lashmit and Little Shoe Store, 26
twice daily between 6-16:30 pirn;, to
April 22. Radio Sales, Inc.: WBT.
spot announcements. Placed locally.
FORT WAYNE
*
Utilities
Public
Co.,
Southern
WSJS.
Allied Mills Co., six days weekly,
Quality Service Stores, dally .15Charlotte, N.C., 166 16rminute pro
dog food advertising copy on. break- rainute program for. - one month.
WO.
fast club hour.
WSJS.
locally.
Kamm-Schellinger Beer Co. Com- Placed
Patterson Drug Company, 15-minreview during enplete
sports
THE
ute program each Thursday night
tire baseball series through October.
for 13 weeks. Placed locally. WSJS.
Daily at 6:15 p.m. WOWG.
Esskay Products, six spot anJESTER
Dodge Auto Co., daily announce- nouncements
weekly for 26 weeks.
ments renewal. WOWO.
Placed locally. WSJS.
Gillette Co., daily announcements
Mentha Mulsion, 26 spot announcerenewal. WOWO.
month.. Placed localone
Hitlman China Co., daily an- ments for
ly.
WSJS.
nouncements. WOWO.
Stanback Headache Powder, reMuessel Silver Edge Beer, daily
spot announcement dally
time service' reports through sum- newal of month.
Placed locally.
for
one
mer months. WOWO.
"
..
Kovernu Company, three an- WSJS.
Store, dally
Department
Davis
nouncements weekly. WOWO.
announcement for- one month.
Jfuvbay Products of Ovelmo Co., spot
weekly. Placed locally. WSJS.
announcements
three
Anchor Store, renewed contract for
WOWO.
broadChemical one month, of fifteen minute
Research
American'
of store three times
Company, featuring Rugnu product, cast from floor
Placed: locally* WSJS.
six announcements weekly. WOWO. each week.
EVERY FRIDAY EVENI
Wallpaper
Rosenberger
Martin
WJZ, NBC NETWORK
CHATTANOOGA
announcements
three
Company,
COAST-TO-COAST
Johnson Tire Co., four months,
weekly. WOWO.
Lubrite Gas Company, daily an- three 16-minute programs weekly
CHICAGO
NEW YORK +
nouncements, through Scojt-Howe- WDOD.
8:30-9 P. M.
9:30-10 P. M.
Tennessee River Milling Co., halfr
Bowen agency. WOWO.
C.S.T.
E.S.T.
Elie Sheets'. Martha Washington hour weekly until further notice
Thru Station WENR
TVm Statio* WJZ
Candies, dally announcements. WGL. WDOD.
noonday
Chattanooga Steam Laundry*
Berghoff Gardens, new
Brock Candy Co:, 'Cooking School-of
musical series daily. WOWO.
Crazy Crystals, tHree times weekly the Air. -WDOD.
renewals, through Chicago offices of
United Drug Co.* five 16-minute
company. WOWO.
programs. WDOD.

Distributing

N.C., 300 15-minute

nlng

left

the first lap of his round the counping 'service announcements. Placed try goodwill tour. Initial stop Is
direct. WBAli.
Chicago.
Ni Katz, seven spot anS.
NBC program chief figures on
year. being gone from New York about
one
weekly,
nouncements
Placed by Jos. Katz. WFBR.
six weeks. His Itinerary will above
McCormick d CO., 6* daily spot an- all take In stations affiliated with
nouncements. Placed by Van Sant,
the network. To these he'll offer
Dugdale. WFBR.
v
General Contracting Co., 13 elec- suggestions of program Improvetrical transcription announcements ment, local showmanship Ideas,- etc.
on thrice weekly basis. Placed by
M. Wayne, Dayis. WFBR.

(Continued from page 42)

two

ing

WMAQ WOULD BECOME

John Royal Off

WBAli.

rect.

Business

I

Davidson

Baking

Company,

an-

announcements

per

week

KFOR.
Bears Roebuck, six announcements.

KFOR.
Uneeda
ments.

Grocery,

KFOR,

six

announce

JANIS
VIVIAN FOLLIES"
"ZIEGFELD

CBS, Mon.-Frl., 12 Midnight
Sole Direction

HERMAN BERNIE
1619 Broadway

New York

City

-

RADIO
WLS

Deloa Owen, Program Operations Mgr.
Holland Engle, Asst. to Program Director,
Ray Appleby, Dramatlo Prod. Mgr.
Don Bernard, Music Prod. Mgr.

Howard Neumlller, Mnslo Dir.
Henry Klein, Continuity Editor.
Frank Falknor, Chief Engineer.
Bob Kaufman. Publicity Mgr.

(At • convenience for advertising agencies, sponsors, and ether readers;
^Variety' prints below a directory for New York, Los Angeles,

8an Francisco, and Chicago.)

Hie

Marine Harvey. Educational Dir.
Ray Black, News Bervlce Mgr.
Arthur Wlsner, Community Concert Mgr.
McClore Bellows. Colombia Concert Mgr.

KYW

New York

City

NBC
(Stations

.

Dept.

WJZWEAF)

Lloyd Thomas, Mgr. Local Bales.
W. c. Roux, Mkt. Local Sales Promotion.
H. F. McKeon. Auditor.

Haymarket 7600

16 Rockefeller Center

'

H. F.

Circle 7-8300

Executive V.-P.
Edgar Xobak, T.p. on den. galea.
Aabb»* <.-P. and <len. Atty.
A,
Service.
Artists'
on
V.-P.
Bugles,
George
John F. Royal,. V.-P. on Programe.
Roy O. Wltmer. V.-P. on East Dir. Sale*.
Jr.,

U

Engineer.

Prank Mullen, Agricultural

Director.

WCFL

Bnrrldge Butler. President.

Glenn Snyder, Gen. Mgr.
George Blggar, Program Mgr.
D. Rt McDonald. Adv. Mgr.
Tom Rowe, Chief Engineer.

Furniture

Department Heads
Donald C. Shaw, Eastern Sales Mgr.
Tboa, H. Belvlso, Mualc Library.
W. D, Bloxham,. Purchasing Agent,
John R. Carey, Service Supervisor.
O. B. Sanson, Mgr., Plant Operation-an*
Engineering Dept.
Rutb keeler. Personnel Supervisor.
Donald v71thyeomt>, Mgr. Sta. Relations.
Paul F. Peter, Mgr. Statistical Dept.
G. W. Johnstone, Mgr. Press Relations
Dept.'

„

..

Kemp,

Harold

Artists

Frank

Del Lyon.

John Fittpatrlck, President.
Edward N. Nockles, Gen. Mgr.
Franklin Lundqulst, Bus. Mgr.
Maurice Lynch, Treasurer.
Howard Keegan, Production Dir.
Eddie Hanson, Musical Dir.
Howard Keegan, Chief Announcer.
Maynard Marquardt, Chief Engineer.

Gene

.

'

OIL'

Ralph

Ad

Advert! ing Agenci
Lord & Thomas—Henry Selilnger.
Walter Thompson— Tom Luckenblll.
Erwln-Wasey—William WeddelL"
N. W. Ayer— W. G. McGuire.

Agencies

-

Sam PIckard,
Hugh Kendall

Featured Nightly

Sales.

HOLLYWOOD RESTAURANT
NEW YORK

tions

N.

May.
Blackett-Sample— M. H. Peterson.
Henri Hurst McDonald— Art Decker.
Haya MacFarland—Nate Caldwell.

Nason

^:

W. Ayer

W. Jackson

164

Charge of

Blvd.

A Os-

Week

J. G. Gude, Publicity.

of April 13th

Don

.

lacketi'Sarhple-Hummert
221 N. La Salle St

Edwin K. Cohan, Technical Dir.
Paul White. Special Features.
Paul W. Keaten. Sales Promotion.
John J. Karol. Market /Research.
W. M. C. Glttinger, Sales Mgr.

NEW YORK

Edward

Aleshire.
N. H. Peterson.

'

Charles Stark, Local Sales.
John S. Carllle, Production Mgr.
Frederic P. Willis. Educational Dir.
Mattfeld,

Julius

Personal Manager

RUDY VALLEE

Doremus
208 S.

Muato Library.

Hugh Cowham, Commercial

BURBIG
"A Gay Young Blade"
GILLETTE PROGRAM
Monday-, Wednesday, Friday
*
6;45 P.M.,

WEAF

:
'

Bole -Direction
,

Ben Boeke Production*

IRENE

TAYLOR
Personal Management

S.EGER ELLIS
O'KEEFE, Inc.
RKO Bldg.,
Ity, New York

ROCKWELL

Lord

.

Geo. B. Storer, Pres.
John T. Adams, Executive V.-P.
Ciendenning J. Ryan, Jr., V.-P;
James K. Norrls, Treasurer.
Harry Carlson, Program Dir.
Jack Rlcker, Production Mgr.

-

McCann-Erickson
910 S. Michigan Ave.
Raymond Atwpod.

Harry Pascoe, Continuity Dir.
Frank Hennlgs, Mgr. Artists' Bureau.
Robert S. Wood, Dr. Public Relations.
Franx Marx, Chief Engineer.

Haya McFarland
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Nate Caldwell.

WLWL
Universal Broadcasting Corp.
09th St
4iS
Columbus 6-7080

WV

WILBERT'S

FLOOR WAX
Sole Direction

Ben Rocke Productions

Superior 8300

WENR—WMAQ)

Office Mgr.
Chief Musical Dir.
Menser. Production Dir.
Sidney Strota. Program Mgr.
Alex Robb, Asst. Program Mgr.
Sidney Strota. Artists Mgr.Willis Cooper, Continuity Ed.
Frank Mullen, Dir. of Agriculture.
Judith Waller, Educational Dir.
Kenneth Carpenter, Sales Mgr.
Bill Hay, Local Sales Mgr.
L B. Showerman, Sales Service Mgr.
^Er-C;= Carlson,=8ales-Promotion -Mgr^^,
Howard Luugens, Chief Engineer.
M. W. Rife. Chief Field Engineer.
B. R. Donges, Maintenance Mgr.
°D
A\' Williamson. Publicity Mgr.

Roy

Shield,

L.

.

THE GREEK AMBASSADOR
OF GOOD WILL

GEORGE
6IVOT
On

toiir

version
p.!

with condensed
"New Yorkers"

Sole Direction

HERMAN BERNIE
1018

nrondway

'

New fork

CBS
(Station

WBBM)

H. Leslie Atlass, Vlce-Pres.

in Charge.

King. Asst. to Vlce-Pres.
Leonard Erikson. Western Sales Mgr.
Sales Mgr.
J. Kelly Smith,
Asst. Sales Mgi
Hob Stephenson.
Richard Elpers, Sales Research Dir.
J. J.

WBBM
WBBM

Walter Preston, Program Director.

M.CeA. Presents
Program

Paul Rickenbacher, Production Mgr.
Kenneth Niles, Asst. Prod. Mgr.
Herbert Wltherspoon, Traffic Mgr.
Arthur J. Kemp. Asst. Adv. Mgr. (KHJ
David Heenan, publicity.
Thomas Lee Artist Bureau, Ted Braun,
mgr.

KECA

KF1 and
(NBC

outlets)

Earle C. Anthony, Inc.
1000 So. Hope Street

Richmond

'

9111

Earle C. Anthony. President
Arthur Kales, V.-P, and Gen. Mgr.
Glen Dolberg. Program Dir.

Finn

Warner Bros. Pictures Corp.
Warner Theatre Bldg.

Ruthrauff

Hollywood 0310
Gerald King. Gen. Mgr.
Chester Mlttendorf. Commercial Mgr.
Jack Joy. Program Dir.
Charge Vaude Programs
Murray.
Johnnie
Kay Van Riper. Charge Dramatlo Prog
Les Hewett, Chief Engineer.
Frank Murphy. Supervising Engineer.
George Fischer. Publicity.

Inc.

A

KNX
C, Earl. Jr., President
Naylor Rogers, V.-P, and Gen. Mgr.
Carl B. Nissen, Coirimerolal Mgr.
Kenneth C. Ormleton, Technical Super-

visor.

C. Newklrk. production manager.
Wilbur Hatch. Music) Dir.
Leo Mawhlnhey, publicity.

Van
Stack- Goble
Michigan Ave,

Walter Thompson
410 N. Michigan Ave.
Vic Marvin.

Walter Wade.

SIZZ-

LERS
IMITATED BY MANY
EQUALLED BY NONE
For Further Inlormstlon

HAROLD KEMP. NBC
Pertonal

Direction.

Artlit

Bur

-Yorli- City

CHARLES

A.

6AYMA

(Beverly Hills)
Ma cM Ulan Petroleum Corp.

J.

Wade Adv. Agency
L'(»8 W. Waahington St.

•*»ar«%

Rsdle City. New

KMPC

'Ralph Goble.

612 N. Michigan Ave.
George Enzinger.

AL BOBDE, Personal Bep.
NBC—CHICAGO—NBC

Hempstead 4101

.

8 S.

Clark at Lawrence, Chicago

Guy

Ryan

rank Steele.

And Orchestra
At Prima Rainbo Gardens

Western Broadcasting Co,
Otto K. OlesOn Studios, Hollywood.

360 N. Michigan Ave.

—

JULE

'

St

U. S. Advertising

Wrigloy Bldg.
Whitehall 6000

West 7th Street
Vandyke 7111

Reincke-Ellis-Youhggren-

ham,

John Whalley.
C.

1070

Don Lee, President
C. Ellsworth Wylle. Gen. Mgr..
Raymond Paige. Musical and
Dir.

Strauss Bldg.
William Roche.
Rogers 6V Smith
20 N. Wacker Drive
Everett Opie.

G. Parker, Asst. Gen.. Mgr.Fred Weber, Button Relations Mgr.

NBC-WJZ
Tuesday Mights, 8:80-0

KHJ
(Columbia Don Lee Broadcasting System)

Roche, Williams cY Cunnyng-

P.

-

•

HUDSON-ESSEX Program

Russ Williams.

Merchandise Mart

Dir.

Los Angeles

520 N. .Michigan Ave.

(Stations
Niles Trammel, V.-P. rn charge.
Sen Kaney. Aeat, to V.-P.

and

MIXED VOCAL EN8EMBLE

M. E. Roberts, Mgr.
Frank X. Calvin, Prog.

KFWB

Chicago
NBC

10:45-11 A.M.
Men., Wed., Fri.

Salle

And His Orchestra
WITH HIS CAMPUS CHOIR

CONRAD THIBAULT
LOIS BENNETT
HONEY DEAN

KTAB
110 O'Farrel St;
Garfield 4700

Needham, Louis e\ Brorby
360 N. Michigan Ave.
Helen Wing,

George. O'Brien. Program Dir.
Rudolph Forst, Musical Dir.
Joseph Deppe. Chief Engineer.

WJZ

& Sons, owners)1880 Bush St
Ordway 4148

Brunton

.Ralph Brunton', Mgr.
Ralph Smith, Prog. Dir.

Gordon Best

'

Clemens

La

t:80 P.M.

HARRY SALTER

KJBS

(Julius

MeJiinkin
228 N;

Frl.,

prospect 0100

Thomas

H. L. Weiler.

Robert Hood Bowers, Musical Dir.
Charles Martin; Dramatlo Dir.

H. F. Riley. Dir.
J. P. Klernan; Business Mgr.
R. W. BJork, Sales Mgr.

Jack and Loretta

oV

919 N. Michigan Ave.
Lewis Goodkind.
Matteson, Fogarty, Jordan
307 N. Michigan Ave.

WABO

Midnight
Moo., 11:80 PJf.
Sax., It

Fred Pabst, Don Lee Gen. Mgr.
Harrison Holllway, Station Mgr.
William Wright, Prog. Dir.
Arthur Kemp, Sales Mgr.
Al Cormack, Technical Dir.
Claude Sweeten, Musical Dir.

Kirtland-Engel
646 N. Michigan Ave.
R. M. Klrtland.

WMCA

Biobard Hadnut

•

WJZ

(Don Lee-Columbia outlet)
1000 Van Ness AVe.

Read Wight

Licensee, Knickerbocker Broadcasting Corp.
Donald Flamm, Pres.
Operated by Federal Broadcasting Corp.
Broadway at 58d St.
Columbus 6-6660

WEAF
Taes„ 12:30 A.M,

KFRC

•

Kastor
360 N. Michigan Ave.

DENNY
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Harry Bechtel. Chief Announcer.

Henri Hurst eV McDonald
620 N. Michigan Ave.
N. L. PumDlan.

Bradley Kelly, Station Mgr.
Philip F. Whltten, Sales Mgr.
H. F. BIdwell, Production Mgr.
Vincent Sorey, Musical Dir.
H. Harrison, Acting Program Dir.
George Wleda, Press.

JACK

KYA
088 Market St.
Prospect 8466

Edward McCallum, Station Mgr.
Lynn Church, Prog. Dir.

Gundlach Advertising Co.
400 N. Michigan Ave.
Irving Rosenbloortt.

WINS

.

.

Cecil Underwood, Prod. Mgr.
Roy Frothlngham, Sales Promotion Mgr.
Meredith Willson, Musical Dir.

Charles Daniel Frey
333 K. Michigan Ave.
Larry Triggs.

114 E. 08th St
Eldorado 6-0100

Mgr.

Lloyd B. Yoder, Press Dir.
H. J. Maxwell, Office Mgr.
William Andrews, Chief Announcer.

1

Fredericks e\ Mitchell, Inc.
360 N. Michigan Ave.
Karl Frederick.

American Radio News Corp.

'

j

lv.

Harry Anderson, Sales Mgr.
A. H. Saxton, Mgr. of Plant Operations
and Engineering.

Inc.

Pennsylvania 6-8388
Alfred J. McCosker, Station Mgr.
Theodore C. Strelbert. Asst. to Pres.
A. A. Cormier. Gen. Mgr.
Walter J. Neff, Sales Mgr.
Lewis Held, Program Mgr.
George Shackley. Musical Dir.
Robert L. Wilder, Associate Program
Mgr.
David Casein, Press Mgr.
J. R. poppele, Chief Engineer.

1

Company
St

Salle

HOTEL PIERRE

1

C. L. McCarthy, Asst.
Frost. Prog. Dir.

Lew

Erwin, Wasey o\ Co.
230 N. Michigan Ave.
William WeddelL

WOR
Bamberger Broadcasting Service,
144Q Broadway

e\

La

Sutter 1020
B. Oilman, V.-P. and Western DIv

Mgr.

H. Ray Henderson.

Engineer.

Courtney Savage. Dramatlo Dir.
Ralph J. Wonders. Mgr.. Artiste* Bureau.
Paul Ross. Mgr. Personal Bookings.

NEW YORK

St

111 Sutter

.

LOEWS STATE THEATRE

NEW AMSTERDAM

Western Division

221 N. La Salle BL
George May.

Julian Field, Comm. rrbgram Dir.
Julius F. Seebach, Program' Ope rat

NOW

NBC
KGO-KPO-KYA)

(Stations

born

William H. Ensign, Asst. Sales Mgr.
Bert MoMurtrle. Com. Program Super.

Frenchmen"

a Crowd"

"ROBERTA"

San Francisco

McChilre.

Batten, Barton, Durstine

''Three's

BBD&O— George

F. G. Ibbett.

Lawrence W, Lowman, V.-P. on Operaand secretary.
M. R. Runyon, Treasurer.

Late Features ot

"Fifty Million

Crltchfle)d— Frank Steel.
McJunkln—Frank Steel.

Aubrey, Moore oV Wallace, I no.
410 North Michigan Ave.
J. H. North.

V.-P.
Bolce, V.-P. in

Executives

roducti

Rad'i

Edward Klauber, Executive V.-P.

A

COLLEGIANS

J.

3

(Station WABC)
80 Madison Ave.
Wlckersham 2-2000
William S. Paley, President^

ORIGINAL

CALIFORNIA

Frances Kennedy. V.-P..
Frank Morrow, Program Dl
John Murl. Musical Director.
T. McMurray. Chief Engineer.

.

EVERY SATURDAY
9:30 P.M.— NBG

WJZ—9

201 .North Wells.
State 6406
Atlass, President.

Stsi

.State 6406

Ralph Atlass, Gefl. Mgr.
Art Llnlck. Commercial Mgr.
JOe Allabough. Chief Announcer.

Chicago

Gibson, charage dramatics.

Mgr.

Station

Art Jones, Chief Announcer.
'

PROGRAM

Tom

WIND

.

D. S. Tuthlll, SaieB Mgr., Artists* Service.
Qulnton Adams, Office Mgr.
B, P. H. James. Sales Promotion Mgr.
Mrs, Frances Rockefeller King, Mgr. private entertainment.

PURE

George Moskovls, commercial manager.
Calvin Smith, studio manager.

Burton Bennett, program director;
Chauncey Haines, Jr., musical director.

8000

:

Talent.

Instrumental Stylist

KFAC-KFVD

Dyer,
Charles Lanphear, Production Mgr.
Joseph Brubaker, Chief Engineer.
John Van, Musical Dir.
Don Crosnor. Chief Announcer;

WJJD

Lake and Wells

Mgr.

KTM

649 Mariposa- Ave.
Fitzroy 1231
B. L.' Cord. President.

Crawford

Van Buren

Sales'

Los AngeleB Bioadcastlng Co:

WOES
128 N.

Dohferty. President.
G. Fretag, Gen. Mgr.

214 So. Vermont
Exposition 184t
Charles Wren, Pres.
George. Martinson. Manager.

Publicity Dir.

Scbrelber.

Mart'

Delaware .0000

V.

Pickwick Broadcaatlng Co.

rake Hotel
Superior 0100
W. B. Macfarlane, Gen; Mgr.
Qu|n Ryan, Station Mgr.
George Isaac Commercial Mgr.
Edward Barry, Production Mgr.
Adolph Dumont, Musical Dir.
Carl Myers, Chief Engineer.

Popular

Service

KRKD

South Spring Street
Madison 1178

041

Julian Bentley, Publicity Dir.

.

The

.Fireside nroadcastlng- Co.

Clementine Legg, Artists Mgr.
Hal O'Halloran, Chief Announcer.

Frank

-

Dir.

deJara Almonte. Evening Operations.
Bertha Bralnard, Program Mgr.
O. W. Payne. Operations.
Rw J. Telchern, Asst. to Treas.

J.

.

EDDIE

Homer Hogah, Gen.: Mgr.
Parker Wbeatley. Production Mgr..
Harold E. Bean, Asst. Production Mgr.
E. E. Randall, Chief Engineer.
TJmer Turner, Publicity Dir.

Kelly, Asst. Auditor.

W. Horn, Gen.

C.

M. H. Ayleawo:rtb, PreBldent.
Richard C. Patterson.

Ben 8. McGlashon, owner.
Duke Hancock, Mgr.

WGN

Wabash 4040

Rex Maupln. Musical

KGFJ
1411 8c. Flgueroa Street
Prospect 7780

W. Washington

1180

trausa Bldg.

Prank Mason. V.-P. on Public Relations.
Mark Wood, Treas., Asst. to Exec V.-P.
Lewis MacConnach, Secretary.
Alfred H. Morton, Bus. Mgr., Program
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VARIETY

W Huh re

Blvd.
Crcstvlew 3101

tW31

Hugh

tfrnHt.

I

Jr.,

(Jen.

Mgr,

Jerry Teproen, publicity.
Bnron Von ISgldy, production manager.

KMTR
KMTH

Radio Corp.
916 No, Formosa, Hollywood
Hillside 1101

Reed t£ Tallietcr. Pronldent
David Hallou, gpn'rnl manager.
Sal vat ore SantaeDa.

MuiIcaI

LITTLE JACKIE

EL
Mon., Tucs.,

DU

LER

Frl.,

Wed.

4:15 -F: M,

4 to 4:30 P. M.,
Sat. 4:30 P. M.,

CST

NBC

Management NBC, Chicago
Per. Rep.;

HERMAN BERNIE

New York

City

-

a

'

—

:

MUSIC-NITE CLUBS

VARIETY
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Tuesday, April 10, 1934
1

Spinning Wheel'

Leads the Sheets

SHOW8 THE LEADING SIX SELLERS IN SHEET MU8IC AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS GATHERED FROM THE REPORTS
IC JOBBERS AND DISC DISTRIBUTORS IN THE TERRITORI
SALES MADE DURING MARCH BY THE LEAD!

THI8 TABLE

to-Coast
March started oft with the sheet
music business limping .badly, arid
remained
it
condition
that
in
through the month. Chaos brought
on by the Music Dealers Service-

Max Mayer

litigation reflected itself in the behavior of the dealers.

Latter were not only ordering insmall and cautious lots, but. they
were; Shipping 'emi back in hefty
bundles to the ;MDS so as to gain
extta return and discount privi-

6 Best

Sellers in Sheet

Music

Reported by Leading ....
Jobbers
t

NEW YORK
SONG— No.
SONG— No.
SONG— No.
SONG— No.
SONG— No.
SONG— No.

1

'Old Spinning

2
3

'Piggy

Wheel'
in

'Wagon Wheels'
'Little

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

'Old Spinning Wheel'
'This Little Piggy Went to Market'

.

to Market'

'Smoke Gets

*

4
6
6

Went

Your Eyes'

Grass Shack'

'Little

.

Grass Shack'

'Carioca'

'Old Spinning Wheel'
'Little

Grass Shack'

•

J
T

'Carioca'

Went

•Wagon Wheels'

'Piggy

'Boulevard bf Broken Dreams'
'Smoke Gets in Your Eyes'

Temptation'

to.

Market' _ -

*"
;

,

'Goino to Heaven on a Mule'

.'

;

'

leges.

..'

•-.

,

Drag in the sheet industry did not
reflect' itself jn the mechanical field.

3 Leading Phonograph Companies Report 6 Best Sellers

Turnover of discs showed a jnarked
pickup during. March,
Second
the
For

consecutive
month the publishing verein failed
to produce a new real smash seller.
'Old: Spinning Wheel' (Shapiro) had
no trouble, to make it top call for
the third month. 'Smoke Gets in
Your Eyes' (T. B. Harms) was
nudged out of. second place by 'This
Piggy Went to Market* (DeSylva),
while 'Wagon, Wheels/ another' Sha.

Wh

Side responsible for the major sales only are reported.
ere it is .impossible to determine the side responsible lor the
sales, both sides are mentioned:

BRUNSWICK— No.

1

'Little

BRUNSWICK— No.

2

'Love! Me*'

BRUNSWICK— No.

8

'Ill

was

Clay)
.

.still

BRUNSWICK— No.

4

BRUNSWICK— No.

•

BRUNSWICK— No.

0

T, B. ..Harms'." other, .click. 'Carioca/
the March runners-tip .were
JMake Hay. While the Sun Shines''

COLUMBIA— No.

2

no- COLUMBIA— No.

1

Tou Oughta Be

in.
'

Lent Makes Chi Hesitate
Chicago, April

a. slight fall-off in
is the usual trend

March, which
with the pre-Easter season. Now
the music business looks for a regular climb until about the middle of
.June.

v

'Spinning Wheel' is the easy winner on the best selling list, running
almost twice as fast as the: runner,
up, 'Piggie.'
From all trends the
next winner will be 'Little Grass
Shack,'
which is hopping fast
Bunched at seventh, eighth, ninth
and tenth are 'Let's Fall in Love,'
Couldn't Take It. Baby,* 'Throw
Another Log on the Fire' and
,'We'll Make Hay.' Not in the scor
ing, but starting, on the upgrade are
'Butterflngers' and 'One Thousand
'

T

Good

Nights.*
Discs remain On the right side of
the fence, with the automatic sales
continuing to help.
Through the
beer taverns and other- outlets the
automatics are supplying about
26-36% of the total disc money.
-

'Little

Dutch

(Bert

Ambrose

'Night on the Water (Guy Lombardo
Orch:)
Grass Shack' (Ted Fiprito Orch.)

'Little
,

Mill'

-

f

(Guy Lombardo 'Temptation^ (Bing Cosby)

Orch.)
'Neighbors' (Freddy Martin Orch.)

Madriguera Orch.)

'Old Rose's' (Little Jack Little Orch.)
Jack Little Orch.)
'Here Goes/ 'The Beat of My Heart* 'Smoke Gets in Your Eyes' (Emil Coleman Orch.)
(Ben Pollack Orch,)
•Wonder Bar/ '1 Love Gardenias' (Emil 'Old Mammy' (Ben Pollack Orch.)
Coleman Orch.)
'True/ 'Oh! The Pity of It All' (Enric 'Carioca' (Enric Madriguera)
Madriguera Orch.)
'Emaline/ 'Georgia Jubilee' (Benny 'You Oughta Be in Pictures' (Little

'There Goes My Heart' (Enric Madriguera)
'This Little Piggy' (George Olsen Orch.)

Goodman Orch.)
'Marie/ 'Minor Mania' (Claude Hopkins
Orch.)

'Music. .Makes
,Orch.)

'Carioca' (Enric

in Pictures' (Little

COLUMBIA— No.

4

COLUMBIA—NO.

6

COLUMBIA— No.

e

•Jack Little Orch.)

'Old Pappy'
'Little

(Benny Goodman Orch.)

Grass

Shack'

(Ben

Pollack

Orch.).

1

'Wagon Wheels' (George Qlsen Orch.)

(Emil

Me'

Coleman

VICTOR— No.

1

VICTOR— No.

2

VICTOR— No.

9

Fair in Love/ 'Love is Love Any- 'You Oughta Be in Pictures' (Rudy .'1 Was in the Mood' (Eddie Duchin
Vallee Orch.)
Orch.)
where' (Eddie Duchin Orch.)
'Piggy Went to Market/ 'If 1 Didn't 'Over Somebody Else's Shoulder' (Is- 'Orchids in tho Moonlight' (Budy Valham Jones. Orch.)
lee Orch.)
Care' (Eddie Duchin Orch.)
Orch.)
'Wagon Wheels'
Whiteman 'There's Something About a Soldier'
(Paul
'Carioca/ 'Rafters' (RKO Studio

VICTOR—No.

4

'I

VICTOR— No.

S

VICTOR—No.

6

'Let's

.

'

•

Orch.)
(Ray Noble Orch.)
Couldn't Take It, Baby/ 'One Hun- 'Let's Fall in Love' (Eddie Duchin f Let's Fall in Love' (Eddie Duchi
Orch.)
Orch.)
dred Years from Today' (Eddy Duchin Orch.)
'Carioca' (Harry Sosnik Orch.)
'Smoke Gets in Your Eyas,' 'Something 'Carioca' (Harry Soshik Orch.)
Had to Happen' (Paul Whiteman
Orch:)
'Orchids in the Moonlight,' 'Flying 'Shelter from a> Shower' (Jan Garber 'Old Spinning Wheel' (Ray Noble Orch )
Orch.)
Down to Rio' (Budy Vallee)

9.

Business took

(Leo

Out'

'Nothing But the Best/ 'You Oughta Be

1

-

\

(Castilian Troubadours)

:

'

'

Mule' (Witmark), 'In a Shelter from
a Shower' (Broadway) and 'Boulevard of Broken Dreams' (Remick).
Among the phonograph fraternity
Bing Crosby led for Brunswick, Little .Jack Little proved the whiter
hatred boy for Columbia, and Eddie
Duchin \ras .responsible for the
three best sellers on the Victor list.

'

'Love Locked
Orch.)

.

COLUMBIA—No.

(Bobbins),

'Cari

'You're Gonna Lose Your Girl' (Casa
N ight, Little Lady/ 'She Reminds
Loma Orch.)
Me of You' (Hal Kemp Orch.)
"
'Jungle Fever/ '1 Found a Now Baby'" 'Little Grass Shack' (TedFiorito Orch.) 'Yvonne' (Jack'Carltqn)'
(Mills Bros.)
,
'You Oughta Be in Pictures/ 'Little .'Boulevard of. Broken Dreams' , (Hal 'Going to Heaven on a Mule' (Gus ArnDutch Mill' (Guy Lombardo Orch.)
heim Orch.)
Kemp Ordh.)

,

ctures' (Harms),. .'Goodnight, Little
Girl' (Morris) and 'Throw Another
Log on the Fire' (Feist). Showing
stout climbing proclivities were
>Llttle Dutch. Mill/ /Somebody Cares'
(Morris),' .'Going to Heaven on

Live'

'Good

t

'

1

Loma

*

.among the topllners through the
first week of April.
Same went to

Among

(Casa

.

ensconced

solidly

'Shadows of Love'

Mill,'

'Infatuation'

Orch.)
Wind,' 'As Long as
Beisman Orch.)

.

piro-Bernstein" delegate, moved In.
among the six best the early part
of tlxe month'.
(Sherman
'Little Grass. Shack'

Dutch

(Bihg Crosby)

<•

FREDERICKS EXPAND

Cox Group After CoL
Canton, April 9.
Frederick Brothers Music Corporation, engaged In band booking in
Phono, Interests, Say
the south and west with headquarters in Kansas City, will shortly ex$50,000 Needed in Deal
girls and six show girls.. Bands,
Hotel Pennsylvania, N. Y. are Sammy Watkins and a tango tend their activities. to .eastern territory.
The Pennsy's Madhattan room combo, Del Pozo.
Chicago, April 9.
William Frederic is negotiating
Spot originally seated 1,000, with
(accent on the 'mad.'), an ultraGrlgsby^Grunow company and!
modern interior; has a new dance about 200 eliminated in the re- for permanent offices in Cleveland.
subsidiaries go -on sale' here' April
attraction in Don Bestor's tlp^top modeling. But it has gained more
15.
combo, plus Baron and Blair holding in atmosphere than it lost in seating capacity.
Indicated that the old Columbia
forth with smart ballroomplogy.
Management was most fortunate
Bestor has been at the Biltmore
Phonograph crowd, headed by Harry
hotel and brings to the Pennsy, in two choices for the opening. One
Cox, will buy ,ba,ck the Columbia
which is more in the commercial is the dance -band (Watkins) and
Phonograph interests. Figured that
hostelry category from which aura the other in the master of cerethe actual cash needed for the takethe Statler management has been monies, Art Ball. Watkins is well
over is $50,000.
trying to remove it, a fitting brand known locally, but this snot gives
Paris, March 31.
best
background
so
compelling his music its
yet
of
conservative
Despite the general cautiousness
Acoustics are good and the
dansation. Bestor's 16 men (which far.
and business slackness here, due to
Canton's
IS ah augumentatidn) Tifidw hl)W to bandstand is located at the end of
the unsettled political and economic
dish it out. and the customers a large dance floor that gives ample
Canton, April 9.
conditions, American music Is doing
room for hoofing.
seemingly take to it.
Meyers Lake continues its parade
Ball has been here before, but Well In France, according, to Hugo
Baron and Blair are very ultra;
of name bands, with Ted Weems
better
voice.
never
in
When
he
Bryk, European representative of
They've been around New York and
the table cards, also heralds them opened up without using the p.a. the American Society of Authors drawing in 3,400 for the new high
as from the Mayfair hotel, London, system he knocked them off their and Composers, Who has been back for the 1934 season. Jan Garber is
and a Monte. Carlo resort spot, seats and made it easy for the rest here from his American trip long booked for April il, to be. followed
Girl is a looker, packs a load of s.a. of the., show.
by Hal Kemp, Ace Brigode and Guy
Other acts were Karre LeBarron enough to have a good look, around. Lombardo.
and knows to accentuate that asSheet music is finding fair sales,
pect of It, irtoidentally. Her partner Trio, looking better on a nite club
Bryk
says,
mostly in the original
than in ; a theatre; Four
is equally worthy, and both make a floor
Pldladelpbln Dances to
capable dance team* further en- Reeves Sisters, Chita, Lillian English, and records, particularly
OLIVER NAYLOR
Barnes and Dave Tannen.
hanced by a nice sense of showman
Brunswick, have a good market.
and HU Orchestra
ly values such as the 'Carioca' for
Spot features mixed drinks for a The old numbers are still good, for
ultra-modernism and that bender- 40c top.
tit
The Rafters In the
Minimum charge week the French are conservative and
Quaker City and broadcastouter, collegiate finale for comedy days and $1 cover on Sats. Frank
the turnover in titles is small here.
ing: via WIP and. WCAU.
flavoring.
Colcaire is the manager.
Lee.
The
tunes they play mn Uc
Francis
Dee,
leading
French pubThe three B's, Baron, Blair and
them outstanding.
lisher, has just renewed for anBestor's band, could essay a week
For example:
Sues
Co.
other two years his contract with
at the Cap or the Palace with little
"A THOUSAND GOOD NIGHTS'*
difficulty
(doubling
from
the
"DANCING IN THE MOONMay Z. Kaufmann as executrix of Irving Berlin, giving him French
LIGHT"
Pennsy) and that's an idea that the late Mel
B. Kaufmann who rights to all numbers as well as the
"RIPTIDE"
probably has suggested itself al
film music of RKO Radio Pictures,
"MOONLIGHT WALTZ"
wrote
many
compositions
for
Sam
ready to them or their agents.
"I JUST COULDN'T TAKE IT,
Columbia,
United
Artists
and
Walt
Fox Music. Corp. publication has
Abel.
BABY"
Latter 's
numbers are
"INFATUATION"
started suit for $20,000 against Sam Disney.
among the biggest moneymakers in
and Harry Pox, heads of the firm.
7-0riole "Terrace^Detroit ^Through^-pa.tlline^MT^Berkor^who stance-;JBig=^^Bj.dJ^lfUs^sUlLSO^
is
attorney for the Songwriters' ihg strong in all forms.
Detroit, April $.
Bryk just returned to Paris from
Protective Ass'n, Mrs. Kaufmann
III Iff SEVENTH AVENUE
This is the first of the modern
alleges that between 1915-1932 her a short trip to London.
111 • • •
trend towards theatre night clubs
YORK • • •
in vogue in New York. Spot is not husband' wrote extensively for Fox
new and iniformer years was the, and that In January, 1931, sundry
'
^dyalty^iBputes"!^^
compromised,
MEET
YOUR
FAVORITE
SHCAR
best known and most successful""in
STAGE AND HCKKKW
town. In recent years it hasn't but that the compromise; agreement
AT MIKE FRITZ EL'S
been so forte.
was never consummated by Fox.
Present owner, Sam Fraser, ..has Julian T. Abeles is acting for the
spent money redecorating and in publisher.
the more important item as to
America's Smartest Restaurant and Sapper Club
.
„,
show. This one is a production of a
611 Fairbanks
Delaware MSB
Harold 8t«rn moves up to the
fair produced by Wally Milam and
C H I
consists of six acts, a line of 12 Montclair's roof, New York, April 17*

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

FRENCH POP MUSIC
CONSERVATIVELY OK

'

,

.

•

Bands

.

'Carioca' Coast Disc

Leader

Los Angeles, April

.

9.

recorded by Brtrlcp
Madriguera's orchestra for Colum
Ma, led the field on platter sales in
March, with 'Little Grass Shack
running a close second and coming
near to again topping the Bruns
wick releases. 'Spinning Wheel
held strohg for Victor;
In the sheet music field jobbers
report 'Old Spinning Wheel' qon
tinues to top, with 'Grass Shack*
giving the leader a close run. Con
tinued heavy demand noted for
•Wagon Wheels.'
Trade was slow early part of
month, but last two weeks, particu
larly week before Easter, brought
'Carioca,*

,

brisk demands.
Guy Lombardo
^Brunswick recordings were much in
f
de1Ba1fid ^partlbularly"^^
immediately after his Paramount
stage engagement.
,

Sam Fox

.

BINS

MUSIC CORPORATION
"
NEW

,

UNIT REPLACES BAND
illy

Omaha, April 9.
Meyers-Frank Htodek band,

playing at the Midnight Frolic since
its opening some weeks ago, are
out in an attempt to cut club's
overhead.
A colored Urtit, including band
.

_

nnd

entertainers,

tact

from Kansas

was brought

InCity to replace.

—

.

CHEZ PAREE
.

CAOO

'

MUSIC-NITE CLUBS

Tuesday, April 10, 1934

Most Played on Air

Quakertown's Sudden Night life Yen

To familiarize the

Baffles

Union

Philadelphia, April 9.
Balto
Officers
This town, where they used to
Baltimore, April .9.
pull in the curb at 9 p.m., is turnAppel
Oscar
has been re-elected
During prexy
ing nleht life-cohscIou$,
of Musicians' Union, Local
the last two weeks .Philly added No. 40.
Others ballotted Into ofthree big nite club openings" to fices* are
Bob
Lansinger, v.p.;
swell an already large total,', which Martin Elmer, recording secretary;
is proving to be a mysterious,, phe- Joe
Benick, financial secretary;
.

.

Paul

:

(irossi, treasurer,

Ad

ing by returning to Philly with a
15-piece band and. Gomez and
Winona* First night turnout was
Mickey '^.lpert' followed
terrific.
with a switch to Jack. Lynch's Cafe
Marguery in the Adelphla hostelry,
leaving the Chez Samakann spot
for Joe Lewis* debilt the eve after
On Wednesday, the next day,
(3).
Lew Pollack, the song scribbler,
eased into the Walton Roof with the
largest 'floor show ih town.
And the mystery is, how ..long.

eral plug popularity.
.

porting Service.

True,
To Me Gypsy'.

25

'Play

Appel,
rbssi and Henry Mayers
were voted delegates to national
convention, scheduled for June,.- in
Cleveland.

; .

...

Goodnights' ......
'Somebody Caret' ......
'Be ih Pictures' ........
'Danci
in Moonlight'. .
'Wagon Wheels'
'Else's Shoulder'

'1,000

-

'I

Jumps Rates

Hate Myself

'Bvd. Broken Dreams'...
'Carioca*
'Cocktail For

On Bandwagon Dates

'House

Local entertainment
In Political Parades
attitude has always been poor, with
the public., preferring a bridge game
Chicago, April 9.
at home. But a current night-time
With the political pail rolling
Whirl around town would have; an
observer believe that nobody ever again as April gets Under way,
Probable reason may- be James
Petrillo -has put through,
sleeps;
the liquor flow; although Philly has new bandwagon prices for memnever been very dry, regardless" of bers of the Chicago Musicians'
Certainly,
names
clean-ups.
police
Union.
aren't drawing- the heavy biz,; beEngagement prices on the vehicle,
cause the town hasn't had a chance parades is as follows: Four hours or
with
and
m.c.'s
acquainted
to get
less, per man, eight dollars; leader.,
Club owners: or contractor gets extra dollar per
nite' club performers.
are finding new faces at every man,, while' overtime* figured at half
There isn't the usual run hour or fraction, amounts to
show.
of customary rounders of the night other dollar per. man..
Bpots, nor are there very many
complaints about high tariff at sevsome charging off
eral
places,

.....
Two' ....,
Is Haunted' ....
*...

'Certain Thing'
'Old Water Mill'

last?

:

'III

MBS

WEAF
WJZ
WABC

and William
and Joseph

-

Will it

.

,.

..

Wind'

22
21
21.

21
20
20
19
18
15
15
15
15
15
14
14

{

[

Jersey Wonder Bar

Beats BOly Rose

*

Casino de Paree, New York, is
holding Jimmy Savo in its floor
show for another eight weeks. He

prices

With it.
Formerly

one

went in originally for

two..
starts this week.;

Extension
by Lyons & Lyons.

Set

Eddie Elkins migrating over to

-

Ben Marden's Riviera

in Jersey.

two

niterles got what little business
there was around). Now the crowds
are just milling from one Joint to
another without any obvious preference. Surprising thing about the
new era is the stretching out of the
week. It's always been -a big. Saturday night, and such a floppo the
rest of the seven days that even
the- good fellows were holding oh
by a hair. Today Saturdays are
just names on the calendar and
Mondays are making money as well,
so that the nut is cleared on the
week-end in the bigger places, with
the rest of the week pouring out
gravy.
Nobody can figure it out. Book-'
lng prices jumped 25 to 50 percent
in some cases, but few nlte club
proprietors- are tearing their hair,
about it. One thing is certain— it;
can't be Just Spring, because that;
happens every year!
'

.For the 19 months of

showed a net

loss of

its

around

combine, however, won't be

Max Mayer

in the.

J.,

NOW RESPECTABLE

existence the Music Dealers Service, Inc.,
Final accounting for the distributing
until the injunction proceedings against

$5,000.

Pennington and Ann Seymour.
Bernard and Rich, Jerry Burns,
Tracy and Leonard,. Lolly
Lidox and Ernie Golden's orchestrat are in the Noel ShermanArnold. 'Wbnder Whirl*

,

:

American

Court has been

settled.

plug.

'Moon Over the Mountain* never
,

on the air waves
Kate Smith plugged it, but
hillbilly
plug ended there

got to first base
until

the

.

catapulting

all

-billies'

into

costs, etc..

MDS

>

when that organization, has already
gone out of business, with the Maurice Richmond Music Dealers Ser-

,

:

;

'

.

Publishing group holding AA ranking in the American Society of Com& Publishers includes the Robbins Music Corp. Others
AA are Shapiro-Bernstein, Witmark, Berlin and Feist.

posers, Authors

Irwin Dash, expatriate American music man who clicked in London to
the degree that Campbell-Connelly, native British publishers financed
the Irwin Dash Music Pub. Co., arrived from London last week for the
anomolous purpose of buj'ing American songs for England. Dash has
exported some worthy British song material to America, his .'Without
That Certain. Thing' being a, current T* B, Harms plug on this side. He
returns April .20 to London.
Reg Connelly is due in New York early in May. He is still recovering
with his wife in the south of France from an auto smashup which
bruised both not a little.
Dash's colored songwriting protege, Reginald Fprsythe, a British
subject, has turned some scripts over to Dash for American placement.
On the same boat coming in with Dash were Irving Mills and his wife.

Music Publishers Protective Association Will put out the second of
nickel all-lyric folios the end of this week. Association has also
under contemplation the issuing of a dime folio for distribution among
microphonic
as never the chain stores. Latter, if okayed by the membership, concerned, will
limelight
before.
be labeled the 'Song Sheet Folio Deluxe* and in addition to a hundred
Paradox of all this is that the or so lyrics contain illustrated articles by writers and publishers.
hilly Bong is one of the truO maniSurvey" taken among 700 dealers following the disposal of the original
festations
musical batch of 200,000 nickel folios revealed that 84% of these retailers were
popular
of
Americana,
and yet heretofore of the opinion that the all -lyric folio did hot compete with the sale of
despised.
sheet music, 14%. that it did, while the remaining 2% vouchsafed the
viewpoint that there was no telling either way. Of the 84% half advised
that their opinion was founded on actual experience. About 80% of
who expressed themselves as opposed to the folio idea said that
Biltmore Gives Whiteman those
they based their stand on sheer opinion.
MPPA had two reasons for going into the folio proposition. One was

Along came S-B's 'Last Round Up'
and now 'Spinning Wheel/ thus

MDS

declared that A. S. Gilbert, the
attorney, discussed with him the
proposition of a settlement even before the opening of the second trial
in the U. S.. Court, and that Gilbert
also was apprised of the negotiations for settlement that were going
on with the nine publishers.
In his argument against the injunction, Podell quoted from' the
settlement agreements that Mayer
signatured with the withdrawing
publishers,- which stipulated that the
pact- .'shall not in. any wise be affected by the judgment of the court
Or verdict of the jury.* Podell related that the first defendant that
sought him out for a. settlement was
the' Warners Bros, publishing group,
and that this foursome i>ald $7,600
of the- $51,000 eventually collected
in 'settlement of counsel fees, court
Podell also called attention to the
fact that the publishers who settled had, through counsel, declared*
themselves neutral- in the injunction proceedings. He said that he

a 50c minimum.
Idea is to have singing waiters'
and pop entertainment on A leBS.
grand scale than the .Casino del
Paree, in which Rose, is presently
associated. Casino de Paree is the
nite life seventh wonder in Ne^
York with its consistent $30,000$35,000 weekly grosses.
Rose is also planning to open al
W.B. spot in Chicago next fall;
Hopes to get the music hall started
'At the End of the Day', while Feist has 'Madamoiselie'.
there around September 15.
Glark Robinson is designing the
Jack Hylton has imported Coleman Hawkins,. Fletcher Henderson's
former tenor sax, to England with the intention of building a colored interior of the Manhattan and will
probably do likewise in Chi.
aggregatoin around Hawkins and Louis Armstrong.
Henderson is under contract to Irving Mills and the latter has plans
of touring the Henderson combo through' Britain this fall.. Hylton hopes
to get the HaWkins-Armstrong band going before Calloway leaves
V.
Europe. Exit date for Calloway is April 27.

.

"^irs"i'er7-Her^t^ore""''""'th^-

was

muchly despised afl
corny' and too hokey for any self
respecting major network band to
•billy'

re^-

have been construed as having had
a 'terroristic' effect upon the pubMayer's lawyer
lisher defendants.

Billy Rose's Manhattan Music
Hall, on Broadway and 53d street,
New York, will be patterned after
the Wonder Bar set in the JOlson- could not understand how Mayer
Warner Bros, film, but will be could be accused of attempting to
known as Rose's Music Hall! Opens cause the destruction of the
May. 1. Three floor shows daily with

Sudden demand, for English songs in America' has song writers there
working at top speed with the American market mostly in view. English successes that have become popular in America are, 'Without That
Certain Thing', "Love Locked Out', 'X Raised My Hat', 'I Was In the
Mood', 'He Was a Handsome Young Soldier',' 'There is Something About
a Sbldier', and 'Let's All Sing Like the Birdies Sing".
Mills Music, Inc.i has purchased 'No More Heartaches, No More Tears',
the entire score from Gaumont-British picture, 'Aunt Sally', *Who Is
Going to Take Me Home Tonight?', 'How' and 'Strange', Berlin, Inc.
has 'Faint Heart', 'Unless', and ,'Play to Me Gypsy', Stanly Bros, has

rated
credited
Shapiro-Bernstein
is
with having done an historic thing
for the music business— the firm
forced the radio bands and artistg
to respect the hillbilly song and
plug it as a new evolution in native

9.

Gale,

:

'

j

MARKS ADDS

HILLBILLY MUSIC

April

.

made

New York Supreme

N.

City,

vue.

Inside Stuff—Musi

favorite,

Union

Local new Wonder Bar has
beaten Billy Rose's proposed W;B.
on Broadway by opening with an.
elaborate floor show headed by Ann;

Billy

and getting away
or

Field

.-

"

Broadway

Cheap

Into

Savo Holds Over

.'

C

;

1

•

Data obtained froth Radio
Log compiled by Accurate Re-

mittee.

Petrillo

;

.

Lleder
SosiUnan appointed to exec; com-,

Freitag,

David A. Podell, Max Mayer's trial
of France, counsel, put in a spirited personal
makers of the aperitif winei okayed' defense yesterday (Monday) before
the use of their surname on the Sup. Court Justice Frankenthaler
Dubonnet restauranti East 46th
ih answering the coercion allegastreet; N. T., which opened last
tions contained in the Music Dealer
week..
Service's application for ah injuncthat
it
felt
The Dubonnet house,
is asking the court to
tion.
was a good institutional bally for restrain Mayer and the nine pubtheir American trade and have even,
lishers who withdrew from Mayer's
donated giveaway matches, etc., as
the
This $1,250,000 anti-trust suit while
a gesture of co-operation.
action was in midtrial in the Feddiffers markedly from the Dubori-.
eral court from carrying out. the
net Arm's two test suits in the 'N.=
provisions of the settlement; agreeY, federal courts in 1914-15 to enments.
join anybody else from vending a>
Podell asserted that there had
Dubonnet type of aperitif.
been nothing in his opening address
to the Federal court Jury that could

The Dubonnet family

listed as indicative of the gen-

.

local stay-outs.;
On Saturday (21) Meyer Davis
started the entertaipment ball roll-

Dubonnet Name Grant

Only the chain stations are

.

Frightening

Publishers; Fights Their Injunction Bid

regularly.

.

nomenon among

Mayers Counsel Denies

of

the country with the tunes
most on the air around New
York, the; following is the
compilation for last weeTc.
Plugs are figured on a Sat?
urday-through-Friday 10 e e k ,

Who Know Burg

Boys

rest
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MORET

TO CATALOG PURCHASES
E. ,B. Marks Music Co. has obtained the exclusive selling rights to
catalog.
Moret,
Inc.,
the Villa
Franchise gives the Marks firm an
in
the -Moret catalog's
interest
sound, mechanical and radio disc
rights.
Carl Winge, Marks' San
Francisco rep, closed .the deal.
Besides its pop catalog,
Moret has an extensive standard
library. Moret makes the third publishing firm whose selling, agency
Marks has acquired within the past
.

Other two were Hamilton
Gordon and Ross Jungnickel.
year.

S.-

Concerts in Bridgeport

the

,

To Aid Jobless footers
City's

Bridgeport, April 9.
musicians,

unemployed

numbering

will get. relief this
local branch of Federal Emergency Relief administration puts on concerts in Bridgeport's parks.
400,

vice, Inc., now. acting as its agent.
Gilbert took issue ..with this point*

The MDS, ho

retorted,, was merely
a state of suspended animation.
Two Publishers Represented
Only two of the withdrawing
publishers , were
represented by
counsel at the hearing before Justice Frankenthaler. They were Sha-

in,

'

Bernstein & Co., and Mills
Music, Inc. Their lawyers said that
their clients were not taking a position for or against the injunction,
to which Podell rejoined that It
was obvious that the action had as
its purpose both
the making of
Mayer the single target, and of
helping the nine publishers get their
settlement money back.
Court ordered that Mayer's Counsel get their answering affidavits
in by Friday (13). Gilbert had previously petitioned the judge to give
an early decision, since this litigation was responsible for keeping the
music publishing industry in a
state of suspended aminatlon.
piro,

.

Gilbert opened his line of argufor the 'Injunction with a review of the organization and opera-

ment

tion of the MDS.
He referred to
Podell's opening address to the
as the thing that actually
'scared the liver' out of the nine
publishers. Later in the proceedings, however, Gilbert allowed that
he was willing to waive his coercion allegations and have the injunction
application
on
passed

jury

strictly according to the laws
decision quoted in his brief.

and

Instrument Trade Learns

summer when

What

It

Must Not Do

Washington,. April

Fritz K. G. Weber, Public Welfare

9.

Trade practice rules for the mumerchandise industry were approved by the Federal JTra de Cpm6
Leave; Back June 1 -to try--to-put _ the Jyrl c-sheet bootlegger .out of Jbjusiness
FERA^cultural^program^durlng
was to do something to help stimulate the sale of sheet music. The summer months, with concerts to mlsslb n~ on Wednesday "(4)
Principal provisions outlaw pracYork have got aroUnd the MPPA's folio be augmented by classes in music
Paul Whiteman steps out of the bootlegging element in New
contraband in similar folio form instead for those who can't afford to pay tice of plugging particular brand of
Biltmore April 14 for six weeks. competition by putting out their
Instruments;
use of false, misleaddistributed
was,
edition
nickel
original
MPPA's
single
sheet,
large
for them.
He returns June 1 to the hostelry's of the
ing or exaggerated testimonials;
Boston, Philadelphia and to a limited extent
roof,, .whichr-along—with _redecQra.tr. among stores in Chicago,
false marking of products; price
lng at a cost of $60,000, will undergo lit" TIew York. AnotherTeaction ob tained from therljotrtleggenr-was-thediscrimination; secret rebates, and
MPPA's receipt from this faction of franchise offers for the MPPA
B. and O. Routes
a change of name.
offering of merchandise 'at ridicuand
For the first four weeks of the totaling $314,000. These applied mainly to the New York, Jersey
lously low prices, when the' supply
leave, Whiteman will make it a Pennsylvania areas.
Band and orchestra routes
on hand' is inadequate to care for
Contained in each of the nickel folios distributed by the MPPA is a
vacation, except for the Thursday
are in this week's edition on
any reasonable demand, with the
night obligations to Kraft- Phehix box bfferlng to. furnish the music sheet version of any one of the lyrics
page 58.
purpose of attracting customers
on NBC. Other two weeks Will be included upon the receipt of 35c in stamp* To date the MPPA has
from competitors.'
occupied by stage date*.
received over 600 such orders.

Wks/

,

.

^

commission
musician,

head and
drawing up

prominent

plans

for

sical

-
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GRISMAN AND BROWN
Imperial Toronto, to Straight Pix;
TALK STRAIGHT VAUDE

RKO Agents Retain Maurie Goodman

/

To

New York

Fight

City Licensing

agents are retaining Maurice
Goodman, former Keith -Albee attorney, to stage a possible court
light against the licensing of agents
under employment agency regulations by the City of New York.
They want the law Interpreted as
formerly—that agents, as "personal
representatives' of the actors, are
exempt from the licensing, which
they claim pertains to bookers and
booking offices only.
At the same time the RKO agents,
are reviving their organization.
Artist Representatives' Association.
At; a meeting Friday (6) they elected officers and appointed a committee to see Goodman regarding
are
Officers
the license fight.

Out

and

of Chi'Cincy

—-

—

this

summer by Sam H.

Indpls., Full;

9.

Neither
of 'Tobacco Road.'
ever done a musical show.

Grls-

and Keith's,
Cincinnati,
Palace*
Indianapolis, lull weeks, and Springrthe
-fleld and Peoria, splits, going on
Indianapolis,
except
All
book.
which opens April 20, start next

.

show

they'll. bring forth, though Orlsman
is certain It will not follow much,
along the lines of 'Varieties/ which
opened at the Casino last week.
Whether they'll change acts
every few weeks is also Indefinite.
>

week.
will

May

Play Units Thru
Entire

.

Summer

,

mlssloner Moss, brother of B. S
Moss,- announced an Interpretation
of the city licensing laws that dif
fered from those of his predecesTheatrical agents, . he de
sors.
elded, are. not exempt from the
licensing and finger-printing re
quired of all employment agencies.
He gave the agents until May 1 to
apply for licenses, which involve an
annual $26 fee and a permanent
bond of |600 to $1,000.
As a means of increasing its
revenue, the city now has in mind
the raising of the yearly license

DAVE AMNION
SET ON LOEW S 100%

Toronto, April 9.
Imperial, largest theatre in Can-

Players-Canadian's
Team Sues Fox Film Over 'Bottoms ada and Famous
oh
ace house, tossed stage presentaUp' Title

producers have not decided
any particular stager, nor have they
selected a theatre. Are also undecided as to the exact type of

RKO's Chicago booking -office
gains three weeks playing time with

Interstate

DENY INJUNCTION

has

In Indianapolis the RKO shows (L C. Pan, Renamed Tower,
be opposed to the Indie Lyric,,
which is booked in New York" by
Opening Witt Combos
Ferdle Simon. Latter grabbed the
Chi,
Maurice Rose,, president; Marty house from Frank Gladden of
years.
15
•Kansas City, April 9.
Eddie who has had the house for
vice-president;
Forkins,
RKO agent. Pantages theatre,' dark for several
Keller, treasurer; N. E. Manwaring, Simon, who Is also an
reopen as the Tower
years,
will
too.
Louisville,
Keith's,
goverbooking
of
Is
board
secretary; on the
April 16 with a combination picture
Hugo
Stratton,
Chester
nors:
and stage show policy. House has
Morris, Charlie Fitzpatrick, Charlie
been acquired by .a new operating
Maddock, Larry Puck, and the ofcompany headed by M. W. Relnke,
Rose, Morris and M. S..
ficers.
formerly division manager for UniBentnam are on the license com versal, operating, from this city.
mittee.
Barney Joffee, until recently at the
The nine-member, board of goverFox Uptown, will manage.
nors will also function as a
New company has also secured
of arbitration to settle disputes
the old Twelfth Street next door
among the agents and between
and will change its name to the
agents, actors and the RKO bookDowntown. Tower has been ening office. This time, the agents
tirely refurbished* It 'will play first
say, both the organization and its
run. pictures in connection with proarbitration board, will be free from
duced .presentations and vaudeville
booking office dictation. Prior to
acts booked through RKO, Chicago.
its recent lapse into inactivity the
Units will continue In the InterARA was subservient to the book- state
Permanent chorus of 16. girls will
houses to June 1, and perhaps
ing office, and as ouch was not reThis was set- be used, and productions will be
summer.
the
through
spected by the agents in general,
directed by Frank Tracy, with
Bob
between
confabs
tled after
Unlooked For Battle
Tracy -Browns orchestra In the pit.
0*Donnell and paramount in New
Until the RKO agents decided to
Admission will be 26c for any seat
former with
the
and
week,
last
York
^organize for a fight against the
Latter at any time.
Charles Freeman, booker.
licensing, It appeared the efforts of
his office In the Paracontinue
will
Moss
Paul
Commissioner
License
building.
to license and bond every Agent fn mount
An attempt by Par to have the State, Phflly's Stage Shows
New York would go without opRKO
of
the
of the Interstate houses
majority
booking
A
position.
agents now fighting it originally switched from Freeman to its
Philadelphia, April 9,
voted In it's favor when the Nation own booker, Harry Kalcheim, was
The State, .key neighborhood
at Association of Theatrical Artist squelched by O'DonnelL
house
of the Stanley-Warner chain,
Representatives went on record
Next fall, according to O'Donnell, is varying usual policy with the
as in accord with Moss* licensing the southern time for the units will presentation of stage shows. First
aims 'for the good of the business.' >e stretched from the present four one, now current, Is 'Sweet and
NATAR was organized originally weeks to eight.
Lowdown' With Arthur and Morton
to fight the proposed state agency
Havel, the Honey Boys, Audey Giblicensing (Wald bill), which never
son and a Chester Hale ballet. John
went through.
McConnell, formerly conductor of
UNIT
Shortly after taking office, Com
Tab verthe mastbaum, directs.
-

Only 2 Vaudflhners Left in Canada

man and Anthony Brown, producer

Sprinafield-Peoria Split

Chicago, April

.

Another straight stag* "how,
combination of vaudeville and revue Is being broached for Broad-

way

RKO ADDS THREE WEEKS

RKO

Tuesday, April 10, 1934

tions at the conclusion' of the cur-

Supreme Court Justice McCook rent 'Bottoms Up' engagement and
week denied an injunction will Inaugurate a' policy of all film
with first-run features. Along with
asked by Htckey and Anger against
the talent 2< musicians, as well as
further showing by Fox of the muthe stagehands and electricians,
sical 'Bottoms Up', the Jurist conare out, together with Horace Lapp,
tending that stopping the picture
organist and assistant orchestra
hardship'
'extreme
an
work
would
leader.
on the film company. HIckey and
Jack Arthur, who had been reAnger areeulng Fox on the grounds sponsible for the presentations, will
has
'Bottoms
Up',
unit,
that their
remain as manager under the new

last

.

prior right to the

title.

policy.
Justice McCook paved the way
Unexpected, shift to grind marks
for a civil suit by the unit pro- the first time 'that pome sort of flesh
ducers, which has been filed by entertainment has been out of this
Qreene,
Lawrence
their attorney,
spot since the 3,460-seater was built
by stating that 'Fox is financially 14 years ago. Stage policy, has alresponsible'.
ternated from tab to presentation
to straight vaudeville, but the stage
always has been occupied.
Admitted reason for change is the
growing cost of live entertainment,
particularly the price tags on the
essential names, making for a growng nut that became increasingly
lard to crack despite the large capacity.
New policy pulls the night prices
down from 66 to 60c. First attraction under the new policy is 'Wonder Bar.' Most of the attractions

The Bert Vincents

Mystery

Killed in

Massacre on

had been booked through Harry
Bookings already congo to Shea's HippoThese Include George OlBert and Peggy Vincent of vaude- sen's band with Ethel Shutta, also
ville were two of six victims in the Blackstone, the magician.
Hippodrome and Loew*s, Montmass murder at Bremerton last
only houses in all
week. Four men and two women real, are now the
stage bills.
were brutally murdered in a beach Canada with
Line girls also received their nodwelling near the navy town. The
will be taken over by the
victims were, beaten with hammers tices, but
the
and clubs and wounded with knives Freeman outfit and billed as
Twelve Cousins.* Margaret ( Midge)
and bullets.
Cousins, former ballet mistress at
Robbery is considered the most the Imperial, goes with the girls.
likely motive, although the tragedy They break in somewhere on Long
It may
is enveloped In mystery.
Island Sunday.
have, been the culmination of a
Kalcheim.

Seattle, April

.

9.

tracted

for

drome.

'

drinking party.

Out
Allen
Vincent was about 48 years old.
played on Pan and Orpheum
Allen, Cleveland, Indie booked by
the
about
was
wife,
who
with hisArthur Fisher out of New York, re-

Bows

He had

age. They did a comedy and verts to straight pix Thursday (12)
singing act. Vincent was billed as after a four weeks' try with units.
the 'man with the most powerful
House played the mlnnie revues
voice in vaudeville.' As a publicity on a strictly percentage basis with
stunt here a few years ago he sang no guarantees.
sions of the 'Scandals' and *Vanl
from
the top of the 42-story Smith
ties' scheduled to follow.
heard in the street
Shows are on for a week. For building, being
Sails April
merly house only had vaudeville below.
Sophie Tucker sails for London
In recent years he found vftude
Saturday night.
dates few and hard to get, so he April 26 for her annual theatre and
•highpltched' medicines and worked cafe, appearances over there.
Opens May 7 at the Cafe de Paris,
in beer gardens with his wife. Their
real names were Eugene and Peggy London, probably doubling at the
Brod Crawford, 22-year-old son Chenevert. They were" weekrend Palladium.
Broderlck and Lester
of. Helen
home, when
Crawford, goes abroad next week guests at the beach
it,
as an actor in the London 'She the murders made a shambles of
Loves Me Not' company.
Saranac Lake

same

26

Soph

taking the Dave Apollon
the whole circuit, com
menclng April 27. Show has been
playing Interstate,
Loew opening follows two indie
weeks in Louisville and Indianapolis.
Show is currently in San
Antonio, repeating after only a
week's lapse, the quickest return
engagement ever played In an Interstate house.

Loew

is

unit for

Brod Crawford

By Happy Ben way

fee to $100.

Inside Stuff-Vaude
Albany's Variety Club

Indie-Booked Unit in

91

Albany, April 9.
Warner's State, Pluhu
Tent No. * of the national Variety Club has been formed 'with
In straight pictures for a couple Christopher H. Buckley, managing
of years, Warners' State, Phlladel
director of RKO -Buckley theatres
phia 'B' house, started units Satur
Ralph Piehere, as chief barker.
day (7) on a split-week basis. When low, Metro exchange manager, is
house
units,
it isn't possible to get
first assistant chief barker and temFirst porary, chairman,
will play five vaude acts.
stage show is in the Arthur and
Other officers are: Nate Sauberi
Morton Havel unit, 'Sweet and Low Albany, second assistant chief; Abe
Down'..
R.
Stone, Albany, Vagon man;
Harry Bibeh, Philly indie booker, Halligan, Albany, property man,
is booking the house under super- and C. H, Johnston, Clayton Eastvision of Warners' booking office in man and Toney Ryan, all of Albany;
New York.
Jack Swartout, Troy; Ray Smith,
Albany, and Henry Frieder, HudThere are apson, canvas men.
Billy Purl 'Cruel'
proximately 100 members.
Chicago, April ?.
Marie Purl has filed suit for diChicago, April 9.
vorce, against Billy Purl, the vaude
John Harris in town last week
.

.

.

.

.'ftriteer.

According to papers filed by Attorney Henry Kalcheim, the charge
is cruelty.

L

F.&M. Off Units
After

a couple

of tries,

Spring registered here with a 16
below zero breeze.

stirring

up

Interest

for

a

local

chapter of the Variety Club.
Conferred with the Chicago Film

Board ^of^Trade"™"members^who""
evidenced a readiness to get together for the. Variety organization.

Fanchon

& Marco Is off units, so far as pro"•Wcin#'tB6m-WctJnTO
the nameless mlnnie revues, however, when they fit the budgets of
the houses F.&M. Is booking.
Harry Gourfain, produoer in Boston, staged the first unit for F.&M.'s
and outside theatres. Second unit
was' pat oh by Jack Partington and
Robinson,

£W£m!$MQ&$^-

theatre properties here,

affection for that cradle of the theatre—vaudevllle-^wlth the common
desire and hope by all to see some form or another of straight vaude

stage a comeback.
The material co-operation along those lines figures in the exchange
of scenes, ideas, loan-6uts of scenery and costumes and the like, in
order, to help put over the new Casino (nee Earl Carroll) theatre's
Broadway two-a-day vaude venture.
Scaled at 83c top mats and $1.66 nights, excepting Saturday, Sunday
and holidays, opening week's gross was around $25,000. House can
break at $18,000, of which' $12,000 covers the show.
^
The Casino is trade-regarded as one of the best comeback opportuni
ties for vaudeville in its ultra-modern, 1934 evolutions; for it's not
straight vaude in the old Keith Palace sense. It's a hybrid, revuesque
entertainment with a line of 24 Bobby Connolly girls, and performers
Who work in and out of the Bhow, throughout the evening, doubling in
bits, scenes, blackouts, and with specially credited script material.

vllle

,

Jack Nlcoll again on the medico
ogle

list.

Fred Rith

tummy
Ton!

month

in

bed with a mess of

ailments.

Temple

besting

siege In bed.

a

two-

.

Joseph Parker and Robert Merrick

moved up

department.
strictly

abed

into the 'infirmary

Both boys are on a
diet.

Among those who are at the
Northwoods sanatorium are Frisco
DeVere, Salvadore Ragone, John
Montalese and. Angela Papulis.
Harold Rodher (Warner Bros.)
ogled the lodge on a get-acquainted

Among union labor representatives speaking at the American Federa
tlon of Actors' charter mass meeting was Louis Yeager, business man
tour.
He was accompanied by
ager of the New York local of the IATSE (stage hands). *We. are with William Lee.
the actors,' said Yeager. 'We will fight for the actors and stand behind
eight
after
LaFaun,
Jeanene
them.'
months, left the lodge for the big
Some of the oldsters among the AFA members and. other vet actors town. She will New York it for a
in attendance asked later, 'Where have We heard that before?'
while, then may resume the. cure in
Those who go back that far recalled that the stage hands said the Oklahoma.
same thing 17 years ago, and it sounded just as nice then as now. When ^ Even Saran ac's _Easter parade^
_
_
the White mts^calle^- thSlF ityiKS lS MiT thS Sta^fi' hattdS walKd dttt gives one a thrill. ItTs wonderful
with them In sympathy and as fellow members of the American Fed to see some one who perhaps has
eration of Labor. But the stage hands remained out but briefly, re- been bedding it for a year, walking
turning to work before the. White Rats had settled the dispute, which down little Broadway in new Easter
had much to do with the failure of the strike.
bonnet just for a day.
Every, room at. the lodge was
30-people unit, without adequate means of transportation, had to decorated with an Easter novelty
travel in sections In order to make a 60-mile Jump In New England sent in by Jerry Vogel.
recently. Booked to open 60 miles away the next day, the* troupe couldn't
Raymond Ketcham, of the Loew
promote a bus; railroad travel would have been too expensive, and only maintenance department. Is a new
arrival at the lodge.
one member of the company owned an automobile.
that
Bachman,
'Bones'
Fred
So the auto owner, working all night, made five trips back and forth,
with a full load each time. Last load arrived Just In time to make the Chicago cyclone, still holding up
on the pert side of the fence.
first performance.
.

~~

Hollywood, April 9.
Mort Singer, who has been around
town for the past week, left over the
week-end for San Francisco and
from there returns to Chicago during the week.
Singer was looking over some

Leo Massimo is now located at
Broadway, Asselta cottage. 'Boy

The cordiale entente existing in the relations of normally competitive doing oke.
Main industries up here are drug
Broadway showmen for the success of the Casino Varieties is an extraordinary current manifestation, it evidences a mutually deep-rooted stores and medico's.

.

A

.

VAUDEVILLE
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CODE STANDS AS
Unit Producers Taking

Grosses $21,000,
;

$18,000

Casino, New York, presenting the
show on
variety
straight
years, grossed
in
16 performances last

Broadway
$21,000 on

HUERTA VAUDES
Former Mexican Prez Hunts Spots

Rosenblatt Announces Gov't

Opposed to Open HearF-W Coast Tim*
Loss was around
ing—^Would Require Reweek. Present $22,000
Bollywood, April 9.
opening Whole Picture
weekly overhead, the operators exSeries of vaude dates are pending
pect Will be chopped to $18,000 when for Adolf o de lia Huerta, former
Time
Code Too
week
opens
next
(16).
bill
the second
president of Mexico, and now a
And Money- Chorus ProBusiness didn't warrant holding Hollywood singing teacher. Howard
negotiating with
the initial bill longer than two Seiter agency
visions Stick as Written
weeks. Nothing, set for the second Fox- West Coast for a try out date
enow up to yesterday (Monday), in either Phoenix Or Tucson.
Enrico Caruso, Jr., heads the act.
except that George- Jessel. will hold
Ritz Bros.' also may be re- De la Huerta, Caruso's teacher, has
over.
Albert Contt
tained. The Casino booker, Arthur a part In the act.
Fisher, Is scouring the radio and also in.
It is now unlikely that producers
picture fields, as well as vaudeville
land
for a name, and may possibly
and others seeking a change in proRudy Vallee, with whom the bouse
visions of the vaudeville section of
has been dickering. Harry Richthe Motion Picture -Code will be
man, whose manager George Woods
accorded any relief. Administrator
is participating in booking the Casino, will be available for the third
Sol A. Rosenblatt has decided that
show.
the code shall, remain as is.
Week-day business after the
The announcement from Rosen
Monday opening last, week was only
blatt came without comment, other
lair, but capacity on the six weekthan that any changes would reend (Saturday- Sunday) performquire, under the NRA, the reopen«
ances boosted the gross considering of the entire film code for pub
ably. Week-day top was $1.50, as
Government is under
lie hearing.
against $2 Saturday, and Sunday.
the
all
over
About 3,000 theatres
stood to be opposed to such a move
Operators, Haring & Blumenthal,
country are expected to participate at this time in view of the time
Jack Shapiro and Harry Shiftman,
of April
the
week
drive
NVA
the
in
and mqney it would consume.
estimate the Casino can do anyThat will be double last year's
Numerous factions in; the vaudewhere from $32,000 to $38,000 at 27.
number. Approximately half will be ville business sought .changes in
capacity.
independent' houses.
the code as it was originally writCafe Adjunct Up Again
collections
A trailer to go with the
ten last fall, with most of the agiEncouraged by opening week's will be. mutually made by the major
tation coming fror 'the vaudeville
business, which indicates the Ca- picture companies at the Fox studio
producers, who formed an organizasino has a good outside 'chance of In New York. Five or six names
tion for code revision purposes. As
group
getting over, the operating
from the stage, radio and pictures the result of the producers' interagain started work on the. down- will do bits,
view with Rosenblatt in Washings
stairs cafe, with Intentions of. openNVA anticipates around $200,000 ton, a committee was appointed by
In it in two weeks as a supper club through the drive.
Usual benefit the Code Authority to sift the
and after-show nite spot. There show won't, be staged
New York vaudeville matter. This committee
will be a combination $2.60 ticket as- part of the drive, but will be held
held an open, but informal, hearing
dinner in the cafe and the vaweek,

its

Wrong on Average Biz, % Terms, Etc.
Holdover Easter

first.

—

Much

—

'

.

Radio City Music Hall held
Frank Buck's -Wild, Cargo' for
a second (current) week.
At the same time it held over
Easter— on the stage.

BALK PRODUCERS

.

3,000 THEATRES,

W

0 INDIE, IN

NVA DRIVE

*

m

for
riety

in the fall instead.

show upstairs, as originally
Herman Levine, accountancy expert, is spending a week at the
Late last week Fisher commenced Saranac Lake san as part of Harold
to submit the Casino show in part
Rodner's investigation of conditions
to the circuit booking offices as a

planned.

Offer included the scenery
effects, plus special
material, with the proviso the book^
ers could supply, their own principals to supplement the unit's line
of girls* Bobby Connolly, Casino's
producer, also has in mind the book-:
ing of the show in»put-of-town legit
theatres, or picture houses, as a full
length entertainment at $1.50 tops.
Casino, as the straight vaude successor to the Palace, drew considerable attention from both the trade
and the press, latter treating it importantly with reviews from the
unit.

there.

and production

Convict Alex Ruloff

.

Confirst-string dramatic critics.
nolly's production embellishing the
variety" talent was held responsible
for that.
Turner Out
Terry -Turner was let out as press
agent for the house, being replaced
by Harry Sobol and William J. McHale. Harry Sobol is a brother of
Louis Sobol, New York Journal
Columnist.
Management was, reported dissatisfied with Turner because, of the slight attention given
the .venture
columnists.

by

;

Broadway

Of Larceny

in N. Y.

Actors' Charges

Alex Ruloff (Ruloff and Renova)
Will be sentenced in General Sessions,
York, this week, having
been convicted last week of second

New

degree larceny on chargeis
11

actors

Crime

and

several

made by
others.

a sentence of twoyears. Court had
signified it would accept a plea of
third
degree larceny,
guilty
to
calling for a lighter sentence, but
Ruloff insisted on pleading hot
guilty and standing trial..
There is a chance sentence may
be put off for a week to give Ruloff
an. opportunity to make. restitution,
in which event sentence may be
suspended.
Among those testifying against
Ruloff at the trial were Pope and
calls for

and-a-half to

five,

Thompson, vaude

act;

Alan PIrada,

musical director; Mrs. Elizabeth
Wilson, Wardrobe mistress, and the
father of Pearl Adelaide, a singer.
It was charged that Ruloff acUnit Idea cepted money from the members of
Midgets,
the troupe, which he intended to
book' for European dates, stating
Dr. Rockwell, without cutting
he would use it to buy costumes,
himself down to their size, is
scenery and boat tickets, but failed
hooking Up with Singer's Midgets
Wilson also
Mrs.
deliver.
to
in a new idea in units.
charged Ruloff with taking her
John Murray Anderson and Clark automobile.
Robinson are doing the staging.
Assistant District Attorney Vin^
cent Impelliterri prosecuted.

New

Pickford's $13,000

Jean Sargent Forced
Out by Sore Throat
Baltimore, April

Due

9.

inflammatory laryngitis;
She helped the Mich to a wow Jean Sargent cancelled out of the
$38,700 week, a new post-1929 rec
vaude bill current at Loew's Cenord for the house.
tury after the last performance
Metro's 'Mys
tery of Mr. X' on screen. House is. Saturday night (7).
back to a $26,000 pace this week, but
Four acts only remainder of the
Plenty okay, with 'Wonder Bar* on week Miss Sargent's turn going unreplaced.
creen.

ceritage.

LOSS TOO HIGH,

MO CANCELS
SHUBERT TAB

as well as not having advance men to puff shows, having
nothing more to sell than enterstumbling
tainment,
were; the
blocks that tripped them into, the

offices,

.

crlmsori pool.

An

instance of

how

little

a unit

can get from a percentage arrangeAfter only three weeks' booking
RKO has canceled the Shubert unit,
'Passing Show,* following the showing of the tab at the Albee, Brooklyn, last week. Originally the Shubert unit was to have been sliced in
for 12 weeks. Had previously played
for RKO in Boston r - d Providence.
Week the unit showed in Boston

RKO
loss,

house was downed for a $2,000
and in Providence for a $3,000

ment was well

illustrated in the two
days 'Bottoms, Up,' produced by
Hickey and Anger, was in the

Coliseum,
EVansviue,
md, The.
mlnnie revue played the date without, even picture support and was
rewarded to the extent of $88.90,
splitting 50-50 from the first dollar
after the promoter of the date deducted advertising costs. Coliseum
is an auditorium on the wrong' end
of Kvansville, away from every-,
thing.
,

Tab was in at $7,500.
Beaucoup Crimson
John Shubert, son of 'J. J:,'; was
Last week in Cleveland, at the
personally interested in 'Passing
Allen, booked by Arthur Fisher out
Show,' and is said to have spent
of New York, Nick Agneta played
around $8,000. of hV: own money gethis 'Let's Go Places' on a 50-50
ting it in shape.
arrangement after the first $1,500.
The only place the unit went was
in the red, the minnie revue getting.
in New York and investigated for
$700 for its end after the week's
engagement. The date cost Agneta
a month, its findings being turned
around $1,800 in making up the
over to the Code Authority and, in
IN
difference betweeft what the unit
turn, to Rosenblatt.
received for the date and the payLay-Off. Salary Squawk
Arthur
S. Lyons and Samuel T. roll and T.r. costs.
The producers specifically reWhen 'Bottoms Up' played this
quested, relief from the code's layoff Lyons, individually and as partners same Cleveland house Hickey and
salary provisions as regards chorus in the booking agency, Lyons & Anger took it on the chin close to
girls, also the full salary require- Lyons,
Inc.,
yesterday (Monday) $600, but Agneta's loss topped
ment for both principals and chorus took the debtor's veil in the New everything in the four* weeks the
during bfeak-in and 'showing' enhouse played units. And to furCourt.
York
Federal
In the schedgagements. Both proposed changes
ther top Agneta's headache the unit
were strenuously opposed by the ule filed for the office they stated was cancelled out of a week at the
Chorus Equity head, Mrs. Dorothy that the liabilities aggregated $180,- Lyric, Indianapolis, scheduled to
Brothers
123 and cassets, $30,843.
Bryant, whose efforts were responr
start Friday (13), after the manager
in their individual schedules insible for the. -chorus girl salary pro^
there read an unfavorable, report.
cluded no assets and as for the liavisions as originally written into
Some of the producers blame the
bilities they tabulated practically
walloping they have, been taking on
the code.
the same list of creditors contained
Code gives the chorus a minimum in the office petition. Arthur Lyons the percentage dates On the agents
of $35 in traveling companies, $30 tallied his liabilities at $177,967 and who actually set the shows In the
houses, referring especially to those
in permanent lines in de luxe theSam Lyons averred that his obliga- dates
booked out of Chicago. Imatres, and $26 in permanent lines tions came to $176,378.
presarios claim the salesmen puff
in other than de luxe theatres. They
About $100,000 of the liabilities
must be paid, at the rate of $3 per were described as debtB due per- the theatres' seating capacities,
day for all layoffs over two days in formers on guaranteed contracts. scales and* average biz far above
work-weeks west of the Rockies, These included' Oti Gigi for $7B,06o, actualities in order to get the 10%
roducers
and $3 over one day east of the Wini Shaw, $12,500 and Ralph Cook, regardless of how thethemselves fared.
Rockies.
These layoff concessions
loss.

LYONS & LYONS AG'CY
VOLUNTARY BKPTCY

.

On

Doc Rockwdt-Singer

Mary Pickford took $13,000 Out of
the box office of the Michigan, De
troit, last week for her end on per

Combination of hard knocks has
producers of nameless units
slightly dizzy and feeling, like the
true old pioneers in suffering so
many hardships, Latter, though,
but financial
are not physical,
dents.
almost imposBesides finding
sible to get an appreciable amount
of major circuit time, once the units
come out of the Interstate's four
weeks, the producers lii the last few
weeks have, been- nicked plenty in
playing their shows on percentage
arrangements in indie houses. Their
lack of experience in checking boxthe

$1,000 oil the

.

Plenty on

The Chin; Aver Agents Steer 'Em

Overhead for Future

first

It

IS

to

.

$10,000.

are permitted only when traveling
Other major creditors listed were
is necessary.
Sam Salvin, $16,000; Maude Hilton,
Producers' contention all along $7,200; Miller Music Co., $1,650; Athas been that they cannot operate torney Julius Kertdler, $5,000; Paulsuccessfully under the code require- ine Blair, $11,250; Paramount Build-:
ments. They advised the Code Au- ing Corp., rent, $3,389; Moe Lazarus,
thority they would hold up their $1,600; Attorney Monroe Goldstein,
producing until, relief would be $1,000; Teddy Walters and Roy
given.
What they propose to do Ellis, $5,000.
Of the Lyons & Lyons assets. $28,about it now that relief is out of
the question, has not yet been de- 958 represented commissions outstanding from acts the brothers
cided.
agented. Top claim, $10,000, is one,
Vaude's Error
the schedule, that they have
Vaudeville's mistake, and the rea- says
under litigation with Bette Davis,
over
son for dissatisfaction
the ex*
Warner Bros, player. Nathan M.
isting code, dates back to last sumAb ram son is tabbed as owing

mer and

fall

during the

Motion

Picture Code hearings in Washing?
The agents and producers did
ton.
hot take the trouble to participate
in the public hearings at that time,

result^being^the-code^was^written
withbut representation for or by
them, and consequently without
considering conditions froir their
viewpoint.
John C. Flinn will see Rosenblatt
in

Washington tomorrow (Wednesr

day) and, from account, will discuss the vaudeville matter further
with the administrator. But in any
event, it is understood, there's no
likelihood of a change this season,
at least.

them

$9,099;

George Hassell,

$1,920;

Piincho orchestra, $750 and WellB,
Mordecai and Taylor, on a judgment, $427.

Bloom with Rockwell
Phil Bloom is leaving the Irving
Mills office to go over as manager
of the theatre booking department
Rockwell-O'Keefe agency.
of. the
Will handle all of
& O's radio
attractions, bands, etc, for theatre
dates.
Bloom joined Mills 18 months. ago
booking
after leaving the
office.
At that time It was Mills-

BAKER NICKS CHI
PALACE 2 WKS., $6,500

PHIL

Phil Baker and his two radio
stooges, Beetle and Bottle, play two
weeks (April 27-May 4) at the
Palace, Chicago, on a deal set
by the Simon office. Salary, $6,500.

RKO

Same

house,

through Curtis

&

Allen, may take on Ken Mun-ay for
a 10 weeks' run as m.c. oyer the
summer. Comic opens May 25 for

two weeks, house holding an option
for eight additional stanzas.

L

I.'s

Summer Vode

Patchbgue and Bay shore, regular
summer vaude. towns on Long
Island, N. Y., go stage show June
1. Both split weeks.
Arthur Fisher booking, as usual.
.

R

RKO

Rockwell.

Loew Books

Perkins Unit

unit,
'Melody
Perkins'
Parade,' has been routed by

Johnny

Mad

Loew.
Opens

in

Baltimore April 27.

.

VA a BE VILLE

VARIETY

50

(ORPHEUM, LINCOLN)
Lincoln, April

to Withersvill?

magic act and Western

Chinese

sharpshooting.
.Too bad the entire staging of the
unit did not take place on the 'opry'
Hempstead, L. I., April 7.
stage, or in front .of it, .for more
This is one unit in which the line cojmedyi. As the unit stands it is
is overworked-r-overworked because dull' stuff more than half its 64
there is very little else in it to work. minutes running; time.
Aside from the 12 £irls, Wtther's
Opry and a Mae Westian toe and
aero dancer, Muriel Gardiner, it's on
Temptations of 1934
the wrong: side of the border.
Actual punch of the unit* the
(PALACE, AKRON)/
standard and ever sure-fire 'opry/
Akron, April 7.
is held for the final 19. minutes of
What goes before is
Gilda Gray, who rode to fame on
the show.
nothing more than an elongated the word 'shimmy,' when it didn't
Ensemble is on for five mean a twitching of an auto's front
flash act.
routines, none of them strong, but wheels; heads her own show, 'Tempit's the fact that the girls are on tations of 1934.'. And it reveals that
so often that makes them stand a smaller company of more happily
out.
selected principals can be more, enCasting ltseli is hardly forte^ tertaining than a filled stage o£- unwith two teams- competing with' certain entertainers.
each, other almost all the way. They
Miss Gray, is the unit's star. But
are Billie and Elsa Newell- and she. takes less .time, than any name
Frank Dobson and Helen Paterson.
to tour the local palaces' at the
Former is for comedy's sake, while yet.
of a song and dance troupe.
head
latter is of the sbng and dance, va*
Her singing of 'St. LOuis Bluest is
riety. Only time any of this quartet
as- much a .part of the later Gray
shows strength is in Miss Newell's legend as the shimmy, was. the earlsolo with prop legs- on top of a baby
features it in a mOdu-j
However, after the' first ier,, and she and
upright.
delivery that per-1
lated voice
few laughs, shVmakes the leg-tossr mits
her to let the setting and the
ing too obvious and the comedy
inherent values of the song do their
punch Is sloughed.v
full share of cohvlnciiie: the audiMiss. Gardiner because pf her .size
."'.
it is! a swell number.
and blonde voluptuousness .to go ence that
Don Zelaya is with the company.'
easily the standout of the

(RIVOLI,

HEMPSTEAD)
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NEW ACTS

GEORGIA MINSTRELS

UNIT REVIEWS
Broadway

Tuesday, April 10, 1934

is

A

Richards

jPringle's

I.

.'Georgia

BEBE DANIELS

presented by Arthur
Minstrels,'
Hockwald, set off the Orph rostrum
with a biff flash of clashing colors
and more singing than dancing,,
which went with the natives here
satisfactorily.
A 36-people show,
the unit is in here with a. record of
only seven losing dates, since it
went out last October. Wisely playing the north and west, keeping out
of the^ path of other colored com-*
parties, it's socko because its' like
hasn't been this way in a number
.

GUS

BEN LYON

and.

Comedy

Chicago, Chicago
Daniels and Lyon make a swell
couple for vaude, on screen rep,

Fox,

12 Mins.;'

BAR RETT
One

rooklyn

This act apparently isn't
romantic angles; appearance and to the east but it should ifindknown
itself
sock, performance. They 'come to more than welcome,
in,
vaude to give, not just to take, view of the fact the especially
bookers are
which is hews in Itself from a screen going blind trying to find
new
mapersonality. They come with clean terial for shows, both
vaude
arid
hands and bring a genuine new act picture house.. Over here,
where
to the stage.
spotted in a unit, team was: anThey are a cinch for business, as nounced as making its
appear,
was demonstrated at the first show ance in this part of thefirst
universe
here; The women mobbed the boxGus and Barrett is a man and
office for a squint at 'Hollywood's woman comedy team
which reminds
Happiest .Couple.'
and compares favorably
twains
Lyon comes with some back- of Burns and Allen andwith
Block and
ground of stage experience and that, Sully.. The girl is the dumb
dor
experience is necessary to back, up sort but has it on the ball
in every
Miss Daniels, who exhibited a tend- Way, .including ability in selling
a
ency towards -nervousness. How-' song.
ever, she's sure to snap out of that/
Partner
carries
an accordion
Act opens in full, for a scene hr which he fusses at little,' majority
what is supposed to be a broad- of the, routine being crossfire. The
casting. studio;. They are alone and girl, apparently Miss Barrett,
disthe red light signals'; they are on plays considerable versatility; She
the air. They rush to the mike and handles; all the comedy lines, goes
in
go into a satirical caricature of. for hiccoughing: and srieezing stuff
radio commercial .spieling. Radio and sings songs.
Besides which
burlesque treatment' -is. good for' she has a personality that take's
laughs.
Miss Daniels then comes; quickly.
through with her first vocal num.-.
Spotted about middle in a unit
ber and her nervousness at the first; over here", the' team clicked strongly
show retarded Her somewhat,' but Friday night, when caught, nearly
"
over on charm.
being forced to an encore.
V/
Thea into* 'one.' while Lyon
Appears ideal for elher vaudeville
clowned to hold the stage for Miss. .or. picture houses ..and carries the^Daniels' costume change.
Talked! material that will suit -any booker.
about their daughter, Barbara, and!
Char.
told a 'few jokes. Miss Daniels back'
in .Mex costume for the ?Rio Rita'i
number, singing to the first row! GENE MARVEY (1),
and tossing, violets to the Cue-; Tenor; Pi
tomers. Makes for a solid finish.'10; tm n*.; One
CMd.
Loew's Orpheum, N. Y.

of years.

Show is split into four numbers,
the first being the full company on
stage doing the regular minstrel
routine, end men,, interlocutor, et al.
Chester Jones duals as m.c. and i.l.
with Tommy Harris, Lasses Brown,

.

Percy Williams ..and Slim Austin
ending. "The end men have wisely
adjusted themselves, doing more biz
than gags, which we're, usually stale
anyhow.
Charles Andrews with
'Wagon' Wheels,' Lee Glover with
'Silver Threads' .and Jimmy Miller
warbling a tenor, 'River Stay
Away,', .whalfed over for encores.
"The quartet came on in front of
the -house, .drop ito put across two
numbers, allowing the band to gq
from the. stage to the pit and scenes,
.

.

.

'

'
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.

•

>

;

•

i

.

to change.' Complexion of presenta-!
tion changes at- this point to a re.->
vue and minstrelsy is out. Indian
number next, featuring George Art-j
drews, with slx-gal- Creole chorus.
'Dinah* number, follows after a

,

:

.

.

The rotund Don; is a comedian who
permits an infectious personality to
work its will upon an audience and break by the comics doing the -crap
then develops an act that reveals .ah shooting- bit wherein ..'the novice
hand-stand twirl.
domino,
Idea of -the unit was a 'contest' extensive understanding, of what turns .but to be the. original
trainer. It's. a short and is followed
between the old and new styles of makes' an audience laugh,;
Miss 'Chic*- -Kennedy is art imperr by Theodore. Porter and George
entertainment, but this is forgotten
soon after Charles Withers comes sonator ;of sufficient personal blonde Johnson, a couple of darktown hoeup out of the audience early in the attractiveness to disarm her audU downers.
Final number is a. lift partially;
snow.. The y.k.'s.run through their enee until she is deep' into the lob
f.-om 'Green Pastures'. and a bit in
biz' with Withers looking and coin-- of getting laugs in styles perfected
meriting, arid the comments don't by top billed artists'. Her Fanny the 'Scandals' tab of a couple sea-;
sons
ago.- Andrews sings the tune
Brice without mugging is the ace
mean much.
The Newells run through one of her repertoire. She is also, mis- and the band is- back .up' on' stage
for a vigorous dancing finale. The.
meller scene, and' Dobson, Miss PatV tress of ceremonies.'
Cleverness and :energy mark the band,- 10 pieces, is headed by George
-terson and- the -line deliver 'Ta-RaBpom-de-ay,' for the only old-style dancing of the Darling .Twins. They Bryant.
'Minstrels' has Jack Grimes out
bits before Withers goes into his do a bit of hip flipping and. Burns,
Morlarity arid Burns dance loudly ahead and Al G. Kells, Fanchon &
own act.
'One portion .in the show that but not well. The chorus is attrac- Marco booker, along. In face of
tough Easter week screen fare opdoesn't seem to belong is a songfest tive.
Revue contains, one unique and position, this show justified the
by Jack Cameron and Lee Leo ber
fore a cowboy background and in flashy bit in the finale when three boost to 40c. and packed even the
supper
shows./ Gross' will be higher
appropriate costumes.
This takes blacked garbed show girls do the
up close to 10 minutes and is strictly 'Black Moonlight' number from Too than any bill since vaude came in.
Much Harmony.' For the rest it Blackstone unit is next. Barney.
a sleep -producer.
The 'opry?;. portion at least closes isn't socko entertainment. Miss Gray
the. unit well, the laughs coming adopts the regal attitude, which
adds' little to the entertainment- bethick and -fast after. Withers' stand
B'w&y Merry-Go-Round
ard opening in front of .the seven* yond her own decorative person.
She*s surprisingly
hiinnle reviie;
light on her toes and delivers some
excellent aero stunts, one of them a

and

Comedy and Singing
16 Mins.; One and Full
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Maryey is a tenor who sings resoundingly. He shows the beneficial
influence of the advantageous assoTwo
ciation he is enjoying in his presAcademy, N.Y._
Five colored lads who double ia ent connection under-RiHty Vallee
hoofery and acrobatic work- as Well' at Joe Moss's Hollywood Restauas slip into a.k. characters. A fast rant.. But Marvey shouldn't tag any
act with enough to it to warrant .takeoff of Vallee for a voice that is
opening spots..
so different than his.
Besides the dancing and tumbling,
That takeoff is the
lying
four of the kids do a little harmony Trapeze' for which Marvey dons
singing, while the. fifth plays a pop: a brown derby and renders In. good
tune on a cigar- box violin. The chin; style; without undue trimmings.
whiskers and gimp- walks are af- This novelty ballad type looks to
fected for. punch in the faster hoof-, befit Marvey and so do. the. more
ing and aero work.
robust songs which he has asTheir present billing, however,: sembled into a medley from certain
means' nothing and should be of the late Victor Herbert's catchanged;
alog.

.

•

Novelty
8 Mins.j
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Speaking of decorations, the scenery and. sets- are .the Palace's own.
Mack.
phoney

Piece a.k. band. His business arid
props are the same; even the' unbilled

'team

:

doing

the

''

FIVE CRACKERJACKS

'

MARCUS SHOW)

Marvey's opening number, a
somewhat sentimental piece doesn't
THREE BONOS (3)
Tokyo, March 16.
take so good. But it offers' him. a
Acro-musical clowns
A. B. Marcus Show played two 12 Mins.; three
warming up opportunity which apweeks at Nippon Gekljo and changed State, N. Y.
parently helps his start.
bill,..opening with/ 'Broadway Merrymedium height lad of good
One Of the very few recent im-!
Go-Round' to. .another solid hit. portatlons and showing their foreign; build, he makes his appearance in
Even matineeB were .sold out, papers derivation. Open seated well upstage: white linens. His pianist is a
handing out rave notices and no- with musical instruments,, two in; blonde of sightly proportions who,
body in town, talking about much grotesque make-ups, the
other, thankfully, offers no trick solos
else.
Theatre wants a holdover of straight. Latter comes down' for a nor any others between numbers.
another month, which' how seems song and. after that they go into a' White -piano and stool are used for
likely..
melange of 'music and acrobatics, okay effect for the duo, but that red
By American- standards this re- outstanding being the straight- man; spot for the opening number someShan.
vue is a number city blocks behind, in his turns and a new twisjt on the how doesn't belong.
the first, but probably, better suited head-to-head arch which not only'
Spectacle's, smoother lowers to the floor but folds up.
to. Japanese.
and investiture hewer, since much Couple of good twisters by the
(A. B.

A

..

;

,

.

'

.

.

was built on the premises. straight.
Comedy runs too much to heavy-'
McAtee continues to panic
them, and Hershey Surklh emerges handed nance work that's neither
Neither
from behind his drums to turn in a amusing nor startling.
couple of swell eccentric dance rou- comedian is a real clown, but they
got numerous laughs as the opener.
tines.
That's
concerned
indicated
everyone
the
spot'
for
them
Big surprise to
has been. the. manner in which the until they can smarten the laugh
Chic.*-.
public here has- taken McAtee to- Its end.
of

It

Ben

TED COOK

'

B.

&

K.

6TH WEEK
ORIENTAL THEATRE
CHICAGO

Figured in advance that
heart
American goof comedy would die on
'.

.

here but, except for the fact
that -Japanese 'don't see anything
laughable in a pratt fall, reaction is
good; McAtee is spending, his spare',
time posing for;, snapshooting, admirers and the lobby of the theatre'
is filled with huge wreaths of artificial flowers, sent by friends.
Some rough edges, in- the show,
and Sulsel Matsui, interpreter, Was
not used to such good effect at the
opening show blit he can be cued
in, as before, instead of being made
to do his stuff straight and slowing
up the show.
its feet

.

NOW

SID

GRAUMAN'S CHINESE THEATRE

HO L L Y WO O D
Management
I

II

I

A

1560 Broadway,

New York

RKO, Phil Off!
imori Agency
RICHARD MACK HELPS '.'MATERIALLY"
,

RETURN ENGAGEMENT WITHIN THREE MONTHS

THE GRETONA'S
Presenting their

1

,

All Babas (acrobatic), Ginger Brown
(vocal) and Elmer Coudy (comic)
also contributed stand-out bits.
Film which Alls out program to

RKO PALACE, NEW YORK
(This week, April 6)
Personal Direction

New York

Executive Offices

LOEW BUILDING

ANWEST
NEX
ICO

BRyant 9-7800

46™ ST*

NEW YORK

.

normal Japanese three and a half
hours is iRuth- Ghattertotfs-'Frisco
Jenny' (WB). Won't help, but this
revue doesn't need it.
Crane.
^

J. C.

Broadway,

troupe and

ican girls had the Japanese steps
down pat and the Japanese were
able to follow when the orchestra
cut the tempo in half and Went to
town for a sock effect.
Four Karels (adagio), Bounding

Unequaled Feats on the High Wire

EDWARD REILLY— 1560

permaan equal

girls of tjheatre's

his ponies, Leon Miller/
dance stager, put on. 'Sakura Ondo,'current hit, to a great hand.. Amer-

HARRY YOUNG
Suite

Using 14
nent revue

number of

J.

H.

LUBIN

MORTON'S VAUDE RETURN
Hollywood, April

9.

m

James C. Morton, after an absence
of several years,, returns to vaudeville April 21 with a unit.
Will
break in at Long Beach.
Troupe has 20 people, including

Franklyn

Farnum,

'Blow the Horn.'

and

Is

titled

MARVIN

H.

SCHENCK

BOOKDTO MANAOBIi

CITY

'

'

HAMMERSMITH

Variety Bills

.

Marlborough

SHEPH'RD'S BUSH

Virginians

3

WEEK

STAMFORD HILL
Regent
Virginians
Paulettes
Kingsley ft Forde
3

4.

Sax ft Royen
G Richards 4

ISLINGTON
Blue Hall
half

1st

E

(0-11).

.

Ward &

NEWARK

State (13)
Geo Hall Orch
Lorette Lee'

Kavanaugh

Stan

Keller Sis

!

ft

(6)

Palace

Academy

Penn

(0)

Fox

-

& H
Long lack Sam

Fox

.-.

Co

Nesbitt

LEWI SHAM
;

LEYTON
Savoy
E & E Franklyn
MIDDLEBORO

NEW

CROSS

,

SYNCOPATING
CHINESE THEATRE

Block

&

Slate

Bros

&

Placed by

B A

LEDDY & SMITH

June

Bert Walton
De May Moore &

Paramount
Roxy Ens

(13)

Paramount

(13)

•0 Mlll'n Frenchm'ri
3d half (10-12)

1'toscoe

D & E

KANSAS CITY "
Malnstreet (13)

.

.

to All)
1st half (6-10)

Rudell
Bill Telaak
Harrison ft Elmo
Ivy & Neecle. S
Ralph Olson Co
ft.

Keith's
1st half (7-8)

Albee (13)
Weist

Bros

.Marty

.

Nalda

ft.

Ernie

May

Jack Sidney's Co
(6)

Frank Hlnes
O'Neal
Fred. Lelghther

Watson

half

Welst
Ivy &

•

Sis

1st half (14-J7)
Let's Cheer
2d half (18-20)

Boss

1st half

&

Dancing High Balls

BOSTON

Keith's (13)
Sophie Tucker

Melody

Mad PVde

0

(6)

N

ft

2d

Keith's (13)
Crystal .3

Jones.

Ames

Irene Vermillion

ft

V

&

Wilson

TRENTON

Fanchon
NEW YORK
Boxy

CITY

(18)

Helene Daniels

Pettet

Pert Kelton

Herb Williams

Buck

Frank-

Carlsen
2d half (10-12)
Joe Jackson Jr
Etta Moten
Angus &• Searle
Ethel Shcppard

DR. JULIAN

SI

N. V.

PARAMOUNT BUILDING
LEON BASTE
ThU Wtok: -ZULIEKA
:

—

Novelle Bros
Sunkist Ens

Devereaux

Lottie Mayer Jr
Lottie Mayer Ens

SAN FRANCISCO
Warfleld (6)
Cass Mack & O

3

Paramount

i

Marco

PHILADELPHIA
Fox: (18)
D & H Murray

Sunkist Ens

EG EL

Orch

Kltaros
Joe Twlrp
Sunkist Ens

LOS ANGELE$

THE

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO

&

Jeanne

(13)
Mills Bros

Herculean

Nelson

(6)

Paul Bemos Tr
Fay Courteney
Novak & Fay
Siinklst Ens

Frank Gaby
Violet

(6)

Mills Bros

.

Fam
& Douglas

Edwards

Earle (13)
Ferry Corwey
Nelle Kelly
Landt 3 ft .White
Chester Fredericks

Ozzle

(6)

Jack Sydney Co
Gilbert Bros
Campo & Partner
Capitol

(6)

Honey

3

•

Arlstocrates

Dunnegan Co
Sunkist Ens
Orpheum (7)
Guy Lombardo

(12)

Arthur Tracy
June Knight
Jay Mills Co -

CITY Dick Marvey

(13)

Dick Hlmber Orch
James Walllngton
James Melton
Pickens Sis
Marguerite & LeR
East ft Dumke

Golden Girl
Eddie Peabody
Mackle & LaValle

BROOKLYN
Gates Ave.

3

BOULEVARD
1st half (13-16)
Rector & Doreen

Don Galvln
Klbbltt

Burns

& Hartman
& KIssen

Mattlson's Bhythm
2d half (17-19)
3

Jackson Boys

Tom Fulmer Co

& LeTure
Stuart ft Lash
Lee 2, Rio & D

Foley

Orpheum

1st half (13-16)
3

Jacksons

Tom Fulmer Co
Foley & LeTure
Stuart & Lash
Lee 2, Rio & D

State

&

Hart
Hall Co
Tommy Mack Co
Smith

(13)

LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO.
State Lake (6)

Orpheum (4)
Byron Boys

Paul Ash.

3

Geo

Bolcie

Vincent Yer.ro
Nixon & Sans

Topsy McMahon

Lester

D Washington
& Marsh.

HOLLYWOOD

Chinese (Indef run)
Gambarelli
Jack Powell
Cookie Bowers
Jackie Hughes

Wm

Seller

&

Wills

JERSEY CITY

1

2

NEW Y0EZ

|tz

Loew's
Davcys

Ed Sullivan

Chas

Tlfk Tock Girls

Lewis

Carllle

(13)
:

& Moore

O

Tower

Mathea Merryfleld
Marlon Martin
DrucMla Strain
.

100

Joe Browning Co
Million Dollar (6)
Antolne & Andre
Bobble Joyce
Vltaphone 4'
.

.

Irle
Hotel
Breez Fletcher
Allan Cales Ore
Art Kahn Ore
Central f"k Casino.
Hotel Edison

A &

Sbnny Lamont

Voice Ens

Chapeau Rouge
Peppy de Albrew
Frances Maddux
Marian Davis
Galll-Galli

Godoy's Tango Bd
Dick Gasparre'irpr'
Club Europa-^
Joe Lynne

The

Week
Canterbury, M.
1st half

Jack Stanford
Alda & Dorot
2d half (12-14)

Ward #

New

4

Victoria

Teddy Joyce
Kit Kat

Bd

Palladium
'Cafe Collette'
E. & D. Waters
Vic Oliver

Naltto Tr

Tracy Hay
Forsythe

Seamon & FavrtU

.

^. CJab.

KInema
half

1st

(9-11)

ValU6re & Page
Powell & Brett

& Kloff
2d half (12-11
Tonlo & Val
Moran

Co as booked
Premier
111 n ton Bros
Sax & Royen
G Richards 4

<

'

Grand

Cotton Bd
Val Rosing
F Lindsay Co

M

&

11 Nesbitt

RJtltm.afl

Jack Mason Rev
Lido Girls Ore
Cocoanut Grove

Isabel

BroWD

Cotton Club
C.

C.

Rev

Jimmy Lunceford O
Croydon
Charles Eckels Ore

DelmonlcoV

Al B White
Frances Hunt
Dorothy Van Alst

Sam Robblbs Ore

Hotel Pierre

.

Charles Barnett Or
Commodore Hotel
Isham Jones Ore

1

BDGEWARE ROAD

Ted Weems Orcb

Jack Denny Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
Rublnoff Ore
Kelly's

Jeanne McCaulcy
HIggens & Yarnell
Evelyn Thawl
Glory Fortune
Rita Renaud
De Lopezz Boys
Claire OBgOod
Lbulne Sterling
Joe Capella ft Ovrh
Kings Terrace

Eddie Jackson
Sid

Tomack

Henry Lawes'
ft Olsen
Ore
Waldorf-Astoria

Alexandria

Milt Splelman

Cordoba

.Maurice

:

^armen
E. Madriguera Ore
Wash Sq. Club
Frank Farrell Orch

Weylln Hotel
Michael Covert Ore
Wivel Cafe
Amy Atkinsan

La Salle Orcb

Blackhawk

Earl

Partello

Gwen Gordon
.

Barrett
Deerlng Davis
Louise Brooks
Freddie Bernard
Sheila

Martha Raye
Barbara Blaine
Miss Harriett

Henry Busse Ore
'

Club Leisure
Luclo Garcia
Billy

Meagher

Joe Mannl's Orcb
Betty Chase
Jack Sexton Jr
•Sugar" Harolds Or
Club La Masque

Johnny Mangum
George Oliver
Billy

Richards-

Jean LaMarr
Edna Leonard
Eddie Morton
Al Garbell

Club Royale
Lee Morse
Billy

Maronl's

Rolando

Gray

Molly Sun
Al'x'nd'r

&

Sw'ns'n

Joan Andrews
Fritz Miller Ore
College Inn

Julia. Lyons
Dorothy Henry
Deronda ft Barry
Enrico D'Alba
Eddie' Deerlng

Countess Borlslie
Slgnor Barsonl
Art Buckley
Bob Tlnsley Ore
Club Alabam
Phyllss Herry

Patsy McNair
Gloria Starr

Eddie Roth Ore

^ Drake -Hotel

Slavlc Ballet

Stanley Hickman
Blltmore 3
Frances Wilier
Harriet Lindgren

Ruth Lee
The Crusaders.
Earl Burtnett Ore

Edgewater Beach
Esther Todd

DeRonda

ft

Darry

Yiddish in Philly

Verdttta

Philadelphia,

Buchanan
Bob Wyatt

Virginia

.

Ma,urle Moret Oreb

April

9.

Arch. Street theatre is having its
rush of Jewish offerings.

usual,

April

.

and May are the big months

home of Yiddish drama.
Current attraction is 'The Rabbi's
Temptation,' With Aaron Lebedeff
and Leon Blank, and on the 16th

for this

Club Minuet
Adcllna Dossena
Sylvia Lee

Harry Mack
Harry Moon

Julius Nathanson in 'The Organ
Grinder' is booked. Molly Picon is
another underlined offering,
Al Schwartz handling the press
work and getting results.

Phyllis Noble

Trudy Davidson
Frank Sherman
Mural Room
(Brevoort Hotel)
Earl Bstes

Edgar Rice
Stan

Orch

Rlttoff

Jarbe Sis

Kaufman-Hart Play Done
'Merrily We Roll Along' is the

"Opera Club"
Edwlna Mershon
Lawrence Salerno
Tom Gentry Orcb
Jose Rlvas Orcb
Pierce

ft

S.

Harris

.

Swift's

Gale Page
Stanley Mbrner

Abbott Girls
Richard Cole Orcb

Lewis

81s

out to Palm Springs, Cal. to write.
Cast requirement calls for a score
of speaking parts and double that
rium&er of atmosphere people."
'Merrily' is the second collaboration of the Kaufman-Hart combination, their first having been 'Once
iii "a Lifetime.'
New play is first
completed on Sam H.. Harris' production schedule for next season.
.

Paramount
Phil White
Julia Gerlty
Sony a Raye.
3

of the new play which George
Kaufman and Moss Hart went

title

Palmer Bouse
Lydla & J.oresco
Roth & Shay
3

Wynne Wayne

ft

Neecee Shannon
Marge ft Marie

.

have

to

chorus girl designate her agent arid
to agree to pay said agent 6% commission for 10 weeks and. to authorize burlesque, manager to dieduct the commish to forward to the
agent.

Vaugbn

K-0 Club
Billy Brannon
Half-Pint Jaxon
Ore
Casey
Ed
Leon La Verde

Wade Booth
Lenore Lynn
Marian Garner
Earl Hoffman Orch
Chei Paree

all chorus girls to. ascertain
whether or not they are qualified
before requiring the employer to
give them a standard chorus conAsked that some provision
tract.
be inserted in, contract pertaining
to vaude acts, who do not take part
.in, the show and therefore .should
be exempted from necessarily joining the artists organization.

by.

Want paragraph added
Snyder

ft

Virla

George Oliver

Imperial 8

.

Rick

week notices to performers in New
York and two-.week notices elsewhere. Want One. week notices for
all midwest towns.
Another suggestion was a fourweek apprenticeship to be served
.

Margo

Earl Rlckard
Hal Kemp Orch
'Sklnnay' Ennls
Cafe deAlex

'

-

Club New Yorker
Jack Rees Ore

EA ST, H AM

Albee

Dominion
Sherry Bros
Kit Kat Rest
Bradley's Ladits
6

Rugger

,

Blmlo Tanner
Red Ingle

.

Hausten & Harden
Leata Lane
Ruby Wright
Hotel Pennsylvania
Don Bestor Ore
Baron & Blair

Carmody
Honey Burns
B'way Jones Ore

Hillcrest 4
Florette

.

8 Evans Co-eds
Hotel Gotham
Jimmy. Mattern
P Van Steeden Ore Beuvell & Tova
Hotel Lexington
Frankle Masters Or
Jack Little Ore
Congress Hotel
Hotel Lincoln
(Joe Urban Room)
Lester Lanin Ore
Art Kasse)
Fro Grimes
Robert
Royce
Hotel Gt. Northern
Cherie & Tomaslta
Ferdenando Orch
Coloslmo's
Hotel McAlpIn

ohtclalr
Hotel
Harold Stern Ore
Mario & Florla
Hotel New Yorker
Charlie Davis Ore

Vivian

CLAPTON
Rink
Fyne & Furley.

Ralph Hoi bejiL,

Virgil

Coburns Ore
Gordon Keith
Club Kentucky
Joan Miller
Frankle HIers

of April 9

H,

(9-11)

Raglnsky Ens

Eddie' GarrFlorence .& Alvarez

Llla Lou
-Allyn Reece

Lillian Lorraine

Phlllpoff

Bismarek Hotei
(Walnut Room)
Dick Cunllffe
Parker Glbbs

Lillian Fitzgerald

Radio Rogues
Jimmy Savo
Saxon Sis
Holland & June
Eleanor Powell

wants the contract to specify cities
such as Chicago, Detroit and othThis is
ers, as employment bases.
to-do away with the present contract clause which allows only one-

Lee
Gaines

CHICAGO

Rot 1 .- Andrews Orch
Hlyw'd Restaurnnt
Rudy Valiee Orcb
Eddie Peabody
Moore ft Revel
Beauval & Tona
Mickey Brantz
Iris Adrian

Casino de Paree
Gertrude NleBen

Rev
Fagan

Nutsy.

Ami Pavo
Maidie Du Fresne

Nlcollna

CITY

.

Bhythm Boys

.

NBA. Meeting squawked about
^naming of New York .as the sole
base of burlesque operations and

Nat Harris Ore
Russian Kretchuim
Kuznetzoff & N i
Jack Wick

Algonquin Hotel
Blanche & Elliott
Cookie F'rchlld Ore N Morton ft Boys
Springtime Revels
Jack King'
Ambassador Hotel Joe Venutl & Orcb'
Dubonnet
Pancho's Orch'
Max Fisher
Barney's
Wm. Freibel
Bal Musette
Joe Fejer Ore
Millard & Anita
El Chlco
George Marchal
Pierrots
Tanco & Lorca
Madam Georgette Las AJedas
Adcllna Duran
Mme Yvette
Orlando- Rlcarde
i.eop BedpT.)
A. B.C. a
A pache Ore
Pilar Areas
Beaux Art*
El Morocco
Luclen' La Riviere
Jos.; C. Smith Orch
Thomara Doriva
Menendez Ore
Clara Larinova
Inez La Vail
Essex House
Clothlel Berryessa
Glenn Gray Ore
Norman Astwood
Golden Snail
Siltan & Marl
Maurice Shaw Orch (L'Escargot D'Or)
Lopez's Hawilans
Marie
Louis Rabetand
Blltmore Hotel
Paul Whlteman Or Gov. Clinton Hotel
Jack Fulton
Enoch Light Ore
Robt. Lawrence
Ha-Ha Club
Boy Bargy
Danny Healy
Peggy Healy
Jack White
Florla Armstrong.
Jerry Bcrgan
Ramona

Eddy Duchln Ore
Frances Maddux;

Joe Williams
Great Hadja All

Billy Severln

Metropolitan <13)
Spices of 1934
Valencia (18)
Casting Stars

.

Card In
Eleanor Powell
Harry Rose

Royes & Dee
Marlson 4
Hengler Bros

Casino Town Club Oene Marvey
Jerry Lester
Nan Blakston

Howard Woods Ore

^=B

Harry Savoy
Jimmy Durante

Arthur Warren's

Stanelll

Hlnda Wassau
Don Redman Ore.
Ben Pollock. Orch

2d half (17-19)
Joe St. Ongo Co
Jonn Abbott
Hibbett & Hartman
Fields & Georgle

1st half (13-16)
Madle & Ray
Joe St Onge Co
Whltey & Ed Ford
Buster Shaver Co
Carr & Martin
Jane ft Kath Lee
Carl Fred Orch
-JKrank-Convll le==-=-^
A LTIM ORE
Howard Woods -Ore
Century (13)
2d. half (17-19)
Duponts
Helen Bach 3
Gordon, Reed &- K
Robert Halliday Co Stngln' Sam
Ray Hullng & Seal Hale Jerome
Burns & KIssen
Louise Gay Co
Mattlson's Rhythm
BOSTON
Orpheum (13)
(13)
^ Paradise
24 Hale Girls
Chappclle & Carlton

Roy Smeck

Leatham

.

.

Capitol

Rest ct rant La Rue

Charladies

Cardlni

Independent

Loew
NEW YORK

De Marcos
Emll Colman Ore

Mme.

ft

cessions from, stagehands, musicians and the performers; Suggest,
a cash deposit or. bond to be posted
by managers not' belonging to the

Cliff Clifton
'/Ara
Llla'

for

mer months should mean some, con-

.

X. Cugat Ore

Hotel

Plaea

Hippodrome

Radneff

Duponts
Co BUI Aronson

1st half (13-16)
Frenchm'n
Hudson Wonders
Charles Foy
CHICAGO
Virginia Watson Co Wesley Eddy
Palace (18)
Gae Foster Girls
(Two to fill)
D & E Barstow
(Others to nil)
half
1st
(6-9)
Pat Barnes
DENVER
Barry & Whltledge Marcus Sis ft C
Orpheum (8)

Herman Tlmberg

&

Don Aiphonse Ore

Alexander & Mose
'New Trlx Sis
Wall'ce Blllie Bennett

Regent

Mattieon Rhythms

half. (11-13)

(Three to come)

Mlll'n

Pola Negri

Whitelaw

.

WOL VERH'MPrN

Capitol
1st half (9-11)
Co as booked
2d half (12-14)

Masterslngers

(6)

& P

Edgard Bergen Co
Lew Parker Co
Colby & Murr'y Rev

Arno
Radio Rogues
Chas Melson
Lynn Burno Co

Hyman

LEITH

(IS)

WASHINGTON

(7-10)

Herbert Lyne
Sandy Derson

ROCHESTER

Stamm & Grange
Rome & Gauf.

.

SHEFFIELD

Crazy Quilt Rev

Marty May Co

Stanton
N Stevens
Prltchard Co

Ann

Carlocians
Tilyon
1st half (7-8)
Bird Land

booked

'

Chrlssie

Earle (13)
Gilbert Diaz
Mary Plckford Co

-

June Carr

sis

PHILADELPHIA

Rltz

2d half (10-12)

Al- Verdi

Johnny

ELIZABETH

De Guchi Japs
Jerome & Ryan

Raymond & Ann

Co

.

Simon

Hornby Ens

(6-9)

3

2d half (12-14)

& Richards
Petit Palais
Joe Lynne
Place Plquale
Dario & Diane
Marlon -Chase
H Rosenthal Ore

Warner

George. Prentice

Prospect

.

&

Leatham

.

Kate Smith Rev

.

Wing Wah Tr

Victoria
half (9-11)
Wall'ce

Chrlssie'

Bubbles

Adair

Halg & Escoe
4 Brownie Boys
Rlngle Bros & R
Donald Stuart
Danny Malone
Young &. Younger

New
1st

Whitelaw

&

Tess Gardell
Hippodrome
Pork Central Hoit>I
Swan & Leigh
Bob Lloyd & Betty Ozzle Nelson Ore
Harriett Hilllard
3 Van Strattons

EfDINBURO

WACO

Waco

Hopkins
Barn

ft

Josh Medders
Vllliige Nut Clul>

Iva Stewart

Buck

Snmovar

Lee Murray Co
2d half <17-19)

Wm

(13)

Andy

'n'

Majestic (18)
.Student. Prince

(6)
'

6

Joe Morris Co"

half (6-9)
Seller & Wills
.1st

1st

Marbro

1st half (13-16)

Gay Boys
Suter
& Kover Rev Ann
Edgar Bergen Co
Madison

Robblns

HOUSTON

Paramount

SAN ANTONIO

Keith's

Whitcy & Bd Ford
Miles

Worth (18)
Broadway Gambol

Amos

Dunn

Village

Johnny Hale

PATEKSON

Van Horn, Inez & L
Betty Boop
Clark ft McCull'ugn

(13)

DETROIT
(13)
& Lyon
2 & L
Eddie White
FORT WORTH

Harriet Hoctor
Paul Gefrltz
.

Hippodrome

Michigan

(13).

Jack Murray Ore
Tie Toe Clnb

Ward

into the

drink Herk'a
to
his signaturing agree-r
ments with the actors without consulting the midwest managers, but
the midwesterners Anally agreed
that Herk was justified.
several
suggested
they
But
changes in the present .contract
with artists, also a number of genThey want the
eral suggestions.
burlesque season defined as from
Sept. 15 to May 1, and that sum-

ready

meeting

Anthoyn Trlnl Ore
SOrel
Ann Lee Patterson Beth ChalUs
Needa Klnkald
Eddie Ray
Bruno & Manon
Geo. McGulre
Earl. Jack & B
Frances McCoy

SOUTHAMPTON

The New Show'"

Harris

Chernlavsky

P

Paradise

They came

lesque Ass'n.

hlood

Charlotte Murrie
Taft GriU
Geo fl'a II Orch'
Tavern, B'hlyn

ft

1

Herk, chief of the National

Minor ft. Root
Surf Club
Jack Myers. Ore

Cross

week

got together

and also

,

Regie Hotel
Vincent Lbpv* Ore

Tuscany Hotel
Bela Loblov Ore
Vanderbilt Hotel
Joe Moss Orcb

LaValle

NTG

of April 9

Lloyd -Fam

.Daniels

(6)

Kramer Hardy & R Milton Berle
Angus & Searle
Norman Frescott
Manhattan Nights

Stanton

ft

W
& L Adams
Georgle Price
CHICAGO

NEW BRUNSWICK

Palace

BRIGHTON

U

DALLAS

,

BROOKLYN

Gilbert

Buffalo (13)
Pert Kelton

Paramount
In Tour Hat

Bebe Daniels
(6)
Ben. Lyon
Swan ft Lucille Co- Johnny
Fog'arty
Eddie White
3 Swifts
Co
Buster Shaver
Harmony Darlings
Lewis & Ames'
Evans Girls
Long Tack Sam

(Two

Week

Lamb &
Maldle & Bay

Radio Rubes

Chicago

WOOD GREEN

Hugh Ormond

Lazarln
(13)
Belllt

BUFFALO

&

Machll

Phil Harris Ore
Val Olman Ore

Provincial

Uptown

Metropolitan (13)
Thurston

Proctor's- (13)
'Crazy Quilt'

O'Neal

Ray

NEWARK

.

1st half (13-J6)

Wm

Yorkers

New.'

'

Roxy Ens
Audubon

&

.

ChicagiDt

Midwest buiiesque mariagers met
In rpundtabie discussion last

Felicia

Madle & Ray
Ted 'Cook

BOSTON

Barstow

Ates
Paul Garrits

Monroe Bros

Joe Wong
Ghrlstensens
Hjh.rry Burns. Co

'Mario

Student Prince

lc hards

ft.-'

Brett
Elof

•

Martha Raye
Elaine Arden

AUSTIN

Trojans

4

Gillette

LINE GIRLS

St.

J Johnson Ore

Benny Bubin

BROOKLYN

(6)..

M

2d half (17-19)

H

ft

Ina Ray .•
Jerry Cooper

Page

(6)

Kotfe

..

ft
ft

Powell

Koran

"

..

Holland

Palace

B'way Boys &
Lillian Gurglss
Geo Campo ft: Prtitr Fred Brezln
Joe" Peanuts

Rosemary Deerlng
Conrad Thlbault
Park & Clifford

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

:

2d half (12-14)

Valliere

PECKHAM

Nichols Bros'
Oriental
Ralph Olsen ft Co

SUlly

& B

Lillian Gurgles
Fred Brezln'

NEW YORK CITY Chanoy ft Fox
Paramount (18)
Doris Roche

NOW

.

KInema

B'way Boys

»t

j

Albert Sandler 3

Paramount

JACK POWELL

Vercell Sis

B Thomashofsky

Palace
Beglna Zuchenberg
3 Accordlan Kings
Ethel Bennet
Penslow Co
Jack Silverman
Tarano & Hardw'ke Charles Ore
TOTTENHAM
Jim Joseph's Ore
Palace
PalalB Royal
6 .Sherry Bros
Georgle Tappa
WEST HAM
3 Ambassadors
KInema
Edna Sedgwick
1st half (9-11)
Peggy Strickland
Tonlo & Val
LoDinis Sis
Larry Kemble
Leah Ray
Co as booked
NItza Vcrnllle

Palace
Fred Rider Bd

(13)

Sally Baud".

STREATHAM

•':

DETROIT

Hack & La Rue Co
Hues Elmer & A
Betty Boop

-

Palace

L

ft

Kirk

Mills,

H

ft

(13)

La'mbertl

U

Buddy. Rogers

Buddy Bogers Bd

1st half. (13-16)

(13)

M.

WASHINGTON
Betty J Cooper

PITTSBURGH

COLUMBUS

Oretanoa

.

Rand Co

Sally

Harry Savoy

'

Val Rosing

Dave Jones. Co

Tony Wons
Keenan & Phillips
Ruth Barnes
Funny bones

Rae Samuels
Frank Buck

Lee Murray Co

Cotton Bd
F Lindsay Co

Joe Phillips Co
Senator 'Murphy

Tito Gulzar.

WANTED FOR

.

Claude Lester
Howard Rogers
Margie Clifton
Co as booked

Grange

Delivery Boys

Gypsy Nina

Fulace (18)

(12-14)

KILBURN

APPRENTICESHIP

.

Wm

'

Carlisle
'

Jack Stanford.
Alda & Dbrst

Loew'e (13)
Olympics

S,

•'

CLEVELAND

2d. half

PROVIDENCE

Ririiacs

STRATFORD
Broadway
E Franklyn

ft

Empire
& Brown
Brooklns & Van
Lucari ',& McShane
Murray & Mooney

Albee
Ralph' Holbein

Dorits

Gypsy Bd

Zfljn'a

Savoy-PlnEa
Freddie Martin Ore

Malson Royale
Sennet's Pub
Antobal Cubans
Gertrude Moody
Marlborough House Joe Sullivan
Vivian Vance
Pat Whalen
Michael Zarln Ore
Frank ft. Francis
May fair Yacht Club
Slmplon Club
Walker O'Neill Ore Frances Langford
Fiske
wight
D
King's. Jesters
Mori's Rest
Farmer Ore
Eddie Davis Ore
Sherry's
Moulin Rouge,. Mm Harry Bush Ore
Larry McMahon
Mario & Flarlo
Connie Lang
St. Moritt Hotel
Eleanore Gardner.
Frank Morey
Leon Belasco Orcb
Martin Trlnl Orcb
Leroy
Marenrlte
Gypsy Nina
Old Roumanian

Sherry Bros

6

Super
Hlntonl Bros

P

Leon A Eddie's.
Chas Drew Bd.
Ron Perry Orch

Pavilion,

ILFORD

(April 13)
(April 6)

&

Mon'negro

Rich'dson Ore

Tower
3 Accordion Kings
Penslow CO
Tarano ft Hardw'he

Palace

4 Paulettes.

Palace (6)

51

nOLLOWAY

Alfredo Orch

Kingsley .& Forde

NEXT WEEK

•NEW TfORK CITY

«

'

VARIETY

Tuesday, April 10, 1934

THIS

,

.

•

Pearl Trfo

Rain bo Gardens
Aronson
Shannon Sisters
Lafayette &L* Verne
Countess E v Loscn
Bill

Keller

Field

ft

Gaylene Sisters.
Dorothy Thomas
Jules Stein Ore

Samovar

Bydner

Terrace Garden*
ROrho Vincent
Alnsley Lambert. R
Clyde Lucas „Qrc^.,
Via Lago

Bobby Graham
Crane Russell
Zlta

<):•

Marcell*
Hou'sh

ft-

Jack

Wanda Kay
Al Handler

Bd

225 Club
B.B.B.

Henry Bcrman

Art Carroll

MarJe

Harry Sosntk Orj'li
Hi-Hat Club
Sunny Gner
Yvonne Nova

Don

ft

Elliot

Kuby Abbott
Madeline Tliomop
K«>rnnn<Io

Ootty Mycrp
Mile Burton

9.

ritzy new- playground is to be
ready for opening. May
Project to include beach, club30.
house, 165 -foot pool with heated
modern
water,
renewed daily;
lockers and dressing rooms, and

Will be known as the Sportland
Beach Club, and managed by
Arthur M. Oberfelder, who last winter backed a chain of stock theatres
in the middle west.
.

61s

Lyle Smith Orcb
Alice

Denver, April

A

built here,

games.

Karyl Norman
Leoq Lavarde

Dawn

NEW DEN VEIL PARK

( >i<

i

SWING GIRL FAILS
Buffalo, April 9.
Dixie Fisher, of Chicago, of the
trapeze act of Fisher Butterfly Girls
on the Hagenbeck Wallace circus
was injured at the opening show of
the Shrine indoor circus here Saturday when a part of the rigging
carrying the apparatus of the act

She fell more than
gave way.
twenty feet suffering an injury to
buth ankles.
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Inside Stuff-Legit

Inside Stuff—Pictures
Trade Mark Registered

FOUNDED BY 8IMB SILVERMAN

A Canadian Government officer-specially set up for the. purpose—has
been wondering for the past 12 months why the film distributors in the
Dominion
have not been sending in reports on film revenues—or have
W4
these civil servants been wondering? More than a year ago the DeSUBSCRIPTION
partment
of National Revenue decided to Impose a 12%% royalty on
tt
..
Pprelga.
....
•••
Annual.
imported pictures and the new office suite was estabM Cent* rentals for allcollection!
Single Copies
of the tax. New York producers got all worked
lished for the
120
over
the. matter and held a meeting at which It was decided to inup
No. 4
Tol.
terview the Dominion Government. Col. John A. Cooper, president of
the Motion Picture Distributors of Canada, and Henry Nathanson of
Regal Films had a talk with Federal officials and the tax was called off.
But nobody remembered to notify the new Government branch that
the idea was washed out and, so for a good 12 months, the staff has
just been sitting and sittlngr^waiting for the pic distributors to admit
how much they would like to contribute to the coffers. The film rental
royalty office still carries on and nobody seems to mind.
?ABIKTX.

Weekly by

Published

Ins.

Sid Silverman, President

New lots

West 4Bth Street

.

.

.

. .

..

.

City

.>'..

An editorial In the Indianapolis News of April 3 read: 'Katharine
Cornell, who played a brief engagement at English's, was pleased that
people thought enough of her art to ask for an opportunity to see and
heat* her.
Those who had that satisfaction would have been glad of
the chance to convey their thanks for a kind of entertainment that Is
all too infrequent.
For three performances of "The Barretts of Wimpoie Street' every seat in the theatre was sold, chairs were placed la
the orchestra pit and standing room was accepted* by some.
Conditions were practically the same
'Candida,' with which she closed
her engagement. Thus it is shown that while some very talented
actors and actresses are out of employment in New York, this part of
the country welcomes the best in theatrical fare. The touring ventures that have gone on the rocks have been, for the most part, offensive to theatre patrons. Give the country a chance to see something
fine and what happened at Miss Cornell's engagement will happen again.
When such an actress appears a large portion of the state responds.
With paved roads, it is easy for the residents of the neighboring cities
The hundreds that greeted her at .each performance repreto come.
sented to a considerable degree an imposing percentage of nonresidents
of Indianapolis who are eager to see something good in the theatre:
,

Biggest laugh of the campaigning for. votes in the recent Screen
Writers' Guild election occurred when Gordon Rigby tried to get J. Theodore Reed, prexy of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
various candidates, including Oliver H. P. Garrett and
to cast votes
Otto H. Kahn rarely turned a profit in any of the theatrical ventures
Agents and. managers with offices Ralph Block.
when Rigby walked. Into office of Horace Jackson at which he hacked. When money was made, however, it waB placed in
occurred
incident
around Times Sq, told that rentals
get Jackson to cast his ballots. Reed was in Jackson's what he called 'the waiting .list', of projects and persons he desired
would be upped. Putnam building Paramount to
to
markup, Rigby turned to Reed and asked aid. He was not opposed to the commercial theatre, but thought
up around 15%. Space In demand. office and after Jackson did the
if he had voted.
When the. Academy prexy said no,. Rigby handed him public was taken backstage top much.
Although among the leaders of the Metropolitan Opera, he defended
Combination of the Rlngllng-Bar- the ballots. Then Jackson stepped In and introduced the Academy
num shows gave head jobs to 17 president to the district captain, who beat a hasty retreat without the and backed Oscar Hammeretein, Among the theatre ventures which
he .financially aided were the New Theatre (later. Century, now razed).
men from the Ringling outfit and Reed votes.
Century opera, company, most of Morris Gest's importations. Including
It from the Barnum setup.
Northwest Allied enlisted the Governor of Minnesota, Floyd B. Olson, the Max Relhhardt tour; Dlaghileff's Russian Ballet, Moscow Art' TheKeith theatres were open to all in its fight against the film code; In Washington on a relief fund mis- atre, Civic Repertory, Philharmonic orchestra and Boston Opera Commen in uniform after 6 p. in.. Be- sion, the governor appeared before the national recovery review board panyi
cause of the cold weather those who and attacked the code: "Codes should be administered by people hired
Kahn, too; was patron to the lesser people of the theatre, including
desired were permitted to sleep in by the Government and not those entirely representative of the indus- actors, writers, musicians, painters, .directors and producers. He got a
try,' he asserted.
'There should be a body somewhat like the interstate kick out of 'finds' developed in that watyv
the seats all night.
commerce commission to consider all questions involved in these codes.
Buffalo woman sought to tie up Then there -should be some representatives of the people in such a body.
Although "Let 'Em Eat Cake' flopped and 'The Dark Tower* Was. someIndependents should be recognized because there are 13,000 indepen- thing of a disappointment,. George S". Kaufman, who' collaborated in the
the silent version of 'Little Women'
made by Paramount.; Claimed the dent theatre owners in the country, whereas there are only 4,000 houses writing of both shows, got a break anyway. Prior to the opening of
controlled by the producers and their allied organizations.'
dramatic rights: She lost.
of that, attraction to
'As Thousands Cheer', Irving Berlin traded 6
Kaufman for 6% of the latter's share of 'Cake'.
James M. Cain had a terrific time getting The Postman Rings Twice'
Toronto theatregoers walked on
Recently Berlin repaid Kaufman for his share of the 'Cake' loss and
an act wearing U. S. military uni- oyer with the picture people because of censorable matter in the story. received
at the same time a check for .his share of 'Cheer' profits, with
cornis.
Actors were returned sol- He originally submitted the story under the title of "Barbaque* to several
other, payments periodically due for the life of the revue.
diers.
Canada thought the Yanks companies, who in turn, forgot it after the Hays- office pinked it as
Kaufman usually invests in shows he playwrights. He had a piece of
were taking too much credit. "Later screen production. The title was changed and a couple of more pro'Tower*, which by virtue of picture rights money, proved profitable.
turned against film with the ting.
ducers had similar experiences, after getting enthused over it, in nixing
Melodrama, written In association with Alexander Woollcott, will shortly
the yarn after a Hays conclave, with Metro finally buying it without
open in London with Basil Sidney in the parts he originated here.
The. Mimic World,' musical, was submitting it to the organisation.
carrying three chaperons.
Girls
Now Metro to trying to find some way to use the story, Its basic plot
•Whirlwind' with Lenore Ulrlc opened in Newark Monday (9) under
ooutd accept dates only if chape- or. some of the material to which the censors will not object, with the
the direction- of Wee & Leventhal, which captured the star by paying
roned: by one of the trio. Cramped possibility a new story will have to be written around the title.
her a record percentage of the gross. Show will play other spots on the
their style.
George Raft has a staff of four bodyguards with. him. Became some- W.&L, rotary stock circuit.
Play was Originally called 'East of the Sun', tried out at Jackson
B. Si Moss took oyer the Broad- what embarrassing last»week while Raft was at the Paramount, N. Y.
way theatre, just relinquished by Correspondent for a Buenos Aires paper wanted an Interview with Raft Heights last Summer by Morris Green' and Frank McCoy. Latter staged
Universal.
and got into the theatre to see the actor- Two of the- tough lads con- the present version.
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fronted the newspaperman with questions about his authenticity and he,
English Variety Artists Ass'n •not; believing tfeey had any authority, broke away from them and tried
Leonard Sillman of 'New Faces' at the Fulton, N. Y„ exhibited temalarmed by prospective influx, of to get up .the elevator.' .All four .ganged up on hirn^ forcibly maneuvered perament which nearly caused a rumpus back. stage. He used the wrong
American acts.
Advertised
in him to the Bidewaik and got his identity straightened out; Numerous words to stage hands and musicians and was tipped off that unless
Variety that foreign artists would apologies from everybody later on.
he squared matters he might sudden tly discover that the, crew and orbe refused admission by the Govt.
chestra 'might not report for duty'.
Actor apologized and restored peace.
Attorneys for the Paramount trustees have put in a slip for some exLewis j. Selznick bought out the pense money in anticipation of a creditors' meeting. April 16. Root,
half interest In Select pictures. Clark, Buckner
Ballantlne's bill of $18,266.66 is for .expenses and dis&
Eddie. Dowllng; Whose 'Big Hearted Herbert' is current at the BiltKukor took a profit of about $600,000. bursements Incurred, from April 19, 1933, to March 31* 1934.
more, N. Y<, was feted by the Penn Athletic Club Thursday <4), 1,600
For the three months' period of the equity receivership the Root firm being present. He went to Philadelphia in the private car of President
B. P. Schulberg, who quit Par to
originally asked for .$126,000, referee In. bankruptcy cutting it to $100,- Leboutllller of the Long Island railroad.
A congratulatory message
go to U. A., quit U. A. and eventu- 000:. and recommending court approval
on that. Total bill on which from President Roosevelt aboard Vincent Astor's yacht was read to the
aly back to. Par.
[Justice Woolsey's decision is awaited amounts to $208,000.
gathering.
,

;

.

50 YEARS AGO
(From

Clipper)

Canadian Council on Child Welfare, Ottawa, Subsidized by the Cana-.
Nicholas Soussanln, who collaborated in, directed and produced "House
dian Government, has issued a "white list" of films designated as suit- of Remsen', was a stage director in Russia, current show being his debut
able for juvenile consumption.. British pictures head the list of-41-fea- as a manager over here. He Is the husband of. Olga Baclanova,
tures with a total of eight current releases. 'Henry Eighth' is not among
Couple has been here about five years, coming over, originally with
them. Among U. S. film producers, Columbia has provided seven ap- the Moscow Art Players.
proved features, with Paramount and Fox six each; Metro, 6; Universal,
'Catherine
the
each.
Monogram
Radio,
one
and
Warners
4;
UA,
and
2,
Passing of H. T. Parker, the Boston critic tor the 'Transcript', was
Great' Is one of the council's choices that created discussion.
the fourth death among Hub reviewers within a year. William Greenought of the Herald died recently, and Nick Young of the American died
Attacks on fhe Theatre. Owners' Chamber of Commerce being made
by its offspring, the Independent Theatre Owners' Association, and by last summer. Katherine Lyons of the Traveler passed last season.
Allied Exhibitors, are failing to get a rise out of Charlie O'Reilly.
U. of P. Mask and Wig club's .*Easy Pickings' will play New York
qhortllngs from Harry Brandt, once an O'Reilly pal and brother of
matinee, and night Saturday (14) at Mecca Auditorium. Heretofore the
Billy who once was also a president of the TOCTC", that the TOCC-hasn't
annual Manhattan appearances were at the Metropolitan.
held an election In the past six years and that the TOCC is keeping on
|

Emerson gave up his permanent minstrel shows In San Francisco and went on tour. There more
than a year.
Billy

Popular theatre treasurer in St.
Louis, took a- benefit. Primrose and
West bought a private box and set
their lithographs against a floral
background.

|

its books exhlbs who have united with ITOA—all such things are depFrench opera quit In New Orleans recated by .O'Reilly.
an intermittent season. Plenty
Joseph Jefferson O'Neill who covered the disaster for the New York
of grief.
World in which 1,000 women and children were drowned or burned to
Minnie Hauk and her concert death on the excursion steamer. General Slocum in. 1906 Is technical adcompany in a railroad smash in viser on 'Manhattan Melodrama' at Metro.
O'Neill «cdver,ed the story from East 138th Street pier and watched the
Texas, but no one hurt.
harrowing scene, as the hull burned to the water line in the treacherous
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Knight waters of Hell Gate.
acquired 'Over the Garden Wall;' It
AH directors of Metro were re-elected Thursday (6) at the annual
was one of their most successful
meeting of: the stockholders. They are Nicholas M. Schenck, J. Robert
offerings;
Rubin, Felix Feist, David Bernstein, Major Edward Bowes, William
Touring company blew up In Pon- Braden, Leopold Friedman, Messmore Kendall, Arthur Loew, David.
tlac, Mich.
Last night's receipts Loew, Jesse T. Mills, C. C. Moskowltz, E. M. Saunders, E. A. Schiller
and David Warfield... Profit and loss statement of Metro was released
were $7.
In advance about a month, ago.
Nate Salsbury took over the manNewspaper reporters and critics In Kansas City are hot and boiling
agement of Buffalo Bill's Wild West
Planned to float a captive balloon over the way they haye been treated lately by some of the stars passConstantly advised by wire and telephone of the screen
-over, -thcshow. grounds. as_ an At- ing through.
names* adventT^nd^sk^^
tractor.
views, the policy of some of the picture people to fall to show has the
Forepaug's white elephant ar- newspaper boys steaming. Some are taking it out in printer's ink.

The aggregate seating

after

seats.
I

Paramount, when' 'it releases 'Scarlet Empress', which, though completed, for some time; has not been previewed, yet, will have no mention
of -Catherine the Great, in its advertising and exploitation, hot wanting
to 'confuse opus with English picture of that name and released currently.

|

Film Board of Trade secretaries are not going to double

rived and was hustled to Philadelphia for the opening. Not so very
white: Beat Barnunrtrin.

in

brass.

Each is being instructed that with the first check she receives from the
Code Authority her services are solely in a grievance and zoning board
capacity and the film board dissolves in her territory.

.

Louise Lattimer, who recently started at Universal on the Coast, is
one of the 1,000-to-one shots. Miss Lattimer was ticketed as the result
Of a test sent from New York intended to plant an actor whom she
assisted. Execs signatured the girl and passed up the male candidate.

A film previewing committee of the Daughters of the American Revolution is now postcarding members monthly with a grading of pictures
and= suggestionsf^Films™are=listed^aS^to ^entertainment^nd^ production,
"
value, elements of vulgarity, if suitable for adults, etc.

Coast agent, deciding to drop one of his writing clients because he
thought he didn't come up to scratch, called the_scrlbbler
up and asked
"

It

Major Interests refuse to seriously regard Allied Exhibitors' statement
will make Its own pictures for its own members.
Allied on previous occasions had production franchises via Tiffany,

hint to come to the office.
tKO a~nd "Universal release.""
Before scribbler got to the agency, one of the 10%er's outside men
to
An Australian weekly grades plqsure reviews with letters, AAA being
stay called in that he had placed the scenarist with a studio, and at $100
he
had
more a week than
ever been previously paid,
highest possible grade and BBB lowest Only film in past year to get
the triple A rating was 'Design for Living' (Par).
With the Rockefellers placing a $10,000,001 valuation on their InvestThe 23d St theatre was turned
Theatre tie-ups via artists, et al„ with likker ads leaves some skepsack Into a church and rededlcated., ment in the two Radio City theatres, It figures that It eoet approximately $1,000 per seat to construct the two houses, aoeordtas; is eapaefty. tical, fearing reaction on drys and some of the feminine patrons.
VUllure as a theatre.
:

Henry Irving back

in
his cleanup.
Was
over for another season.
finish

town
to

I

—

.
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No Review

Ducat Distribution Chief Topic

As

Washington, April

Armed with comments

of

9.

New

Equity Ruling on Clive
Nips Coast 'Journey's End'

York theatre patrons, Consumers'
Hollywood, April 9.
Recovery
Advisory Board of the
Ruling by Equity, through its
Administration is prepared to pre- local rep, Charles Miller, that. Colin
correcfor
demands
sent specific
tomorrow (10) Clive was ineligible to .play in an
tion of ticket abuses
E. E. Clive production of 'Journey's
when hearing on revision of legit End' at the Playhouse, resulted in
Adcode resumes before Deputy
the revival being abandoned. Rul-.
ministrator William P. Farnsworth. lng was based on the alien actor
Ticket distribution methods are regulation, which prohibits an imof
topic
chief
expected to be the
port from appearing in a production
discussion, since labor squabbles within six. months after he has
have been thrown out automatical- closed with another play.
S.
Hugh
Gen.
ly by the order of
With advance advertising out and
Johnson requiring creation of in- rehearsals under way, local Equity
all
relations boards in
dustrial
members were notified of Clive's
idea
Mediation
coded industries.
ineligibility and instructed hot to
had been scheduled for further dis- appear with the English actor.
cussion, a result of labor's refusal
Playhouse went dark Thursday
managers'
to subscribe to theatre
weeks of
night (6) after
proposals, but now outlook is that 'White Cargo/
discussion on this issue will be confined to composition
definition of duties^

and

of board

Last

the

of

schemes presented two weeks ago
Pembertori and Philip
Wittenberg, consumer board says
will submit detailed comments
it

by Brock

'Dodsworth' for

Manhattan theatregoers on efficiency of present brokerage system
and

Idea.

Secret

Results of poll of theatre patrons
New York Friday (6) were held
confidential by the consumer outfit,
but will be revealed tomorrows
Blanks were handed out in New
York houses asking patrons' opinion
of the reasonableness of the premium and whether the location of the
seat and ease of acquiring pasteboard" made the fee worthwhile.
Similar poll may be taken in other cities to get consumer reaction
to two-for-bnes, throw-aways, and
other cut-rate devices, although no
in

detailed

arrangements

had

been

concluded today.
Little

headway has been made

during past 10 days in reconciling
conflicting points of view on other
proposed code changes, but general
compromises are expected to -be
reached latter part of this week.
Several minor subjects remain in
the air,, with only one important issue—limitation of rehearsal time
actually ironed out.
,

ASKS CHANGE IN WALES

THEATRE PADLOCK LAW
Albany, April

9.

Manager or producer, and not the
theatre owner, would be held re
sponsible for improper plays, under
an amendment to the seven-yearold Wales theatre padlock law introduced in the Legislature by Assemblyman. Herbert Brownell,

Jr.,

New York

His
City Republican.
bill
exempts owfiefs of theatre
buildings from penalties of the
Wales law, provided they file with
city authorities the name and address of the producer, and if the
producer is within the jurisdiction
of the court and may be reached
by the authorities.
'To penalize the theatre owner,
who has nothing to do with the
production of the play, is a palpable
injustice,'
Assemblyman .Brownell
said.
'The law should concern itself with the producer of the play
At present the license commissioner, by threatening to padlock a
theatre,
may intimidate theatre!
owners in cancelling the producer's
contract at the slightest hint, of
legal action against the play.'
Brownell amendment is supported
,

one

or

Show was withdrawn

Actors'

Fund Home Plans

LA

Abandoned by

after one

performance.

Agents

6-Wk. Vacation

Lean

Actress Can't

managers' organization here), have
been abandoned temporarily beof reports from the east that
Out cause
the Actors' Fund is not in a position to expand.
are
conditions
When
such
-vine
remedied matter may be revived.

Part; Rest of Cast

Forces

Her

Replacement of an actric
a .run -of- the -play contract prior to
the show's opening is the unusual
hearsals of 'Are

You Decent?'

open at the Ambassador, N. Y„
next week.
Cast trooped to Equity's offices to"
straighten- the matter out, after several players refused to rehearse on
the

grounds

that

FIGURES TO

Fischer

Alice

member her

EQUITY

suspension was six weeks also.

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT
SET FOR
Texas

stands

ROAD SHOWS
of

the

Interstate

Circuit will Play a number of legit
attractions, "continuing the policy of
booking standout shows as this

business had been so poor from the
start that the reopening for Easter season. Already booked by Rob
Week with 'The. Late Christopher O'Donnell are 'Ah Wilderness' and
Bean' occasioned considerable sur- 'Mary of Scotland,' both with the
original casts, headed respectively
prise around town..
While the management refers to by George M. Cohan and Helen
the closing on Saturday as 'end of Hayes.
Possibility of high grosses in the
the first season/ there is little likecircuit's houses was> brought out by
lihood of resuming in fall;
.

-

Hollywood, April

9.

Jo Swelling has gone east for a
six weeks' vacash.

While enroute he
for

will

write a play

Molly Picon, also going east,
which will go into rehearsal while
the writer is in New York.

Bhimberg Back?

being read by George Abbott,

Molly Picon's Play
GOLDEN GLOVE PLAY
Harmon and Ullman

will

start

pronto on the production of 'The
Cheese Champ,' pugilistic comedy,
with Hugh O'Connell cast as the
milkman who goes golden glove.
William Schorr will stage.

have such power.

survey brought
fewer answers than expected, about
1,000 questionaires being filled out.
Under the surveillance of Robert
K. Straus b^the NRA Compliance
Board, N. Y\, .a corps of girls suddenly appeared in theatre lobbies
and sought permission to enter theManagers had not been adatres.
trial

.

to

drops under
is

Cut in salary
such weeks. Move

$9,000.

effective for

by the manager was

gratuitous, his

apparently being to *etter
the morale of the company, players
having .become, uneasy because of
the several plans to slice salaries
and dismissal notices. Latter were
cancelled, but the cut went in two
weeks ago. Last week, with attendance better, «egular salaries
were reported paid.
object

Manager called upon Frank
more at Equity's office and
sented
'Sailor*

indicate
figures
to
did not break even

the gross went under $9,000.
,

Gill-

prethat

when
One

of the previous agreements with* the
cast had set the cut figure at $8,000.

Burr's office expense was included
in the data presented. He conceded
that there was a profit on operating
the theatre when the takings were
nine G's but stated he did not care
to put any further coin into the
production account.
Although the figures were re*
garded as high, Gillmore accepted
Burr's claims as given. He wrote
the 'Sailor' cast outlining the details of the manager's explanation
and suggested that the players continue on Burr's terms.

No Longer

Legit

Junior Leaguers

Some

NRA

of the girls were from the
others being Junior

offices,

Leaguers.

Seemingly

they

were

more interested
shows than

in looking at the
in distributing the
questionnaires, with the result that
hit

they came in bunches Instead of
spreading out. A dozen appeared
at the Music Box ('As Thousands
Cheer') but only three were permitThat happened, too,
ted to enter.
at theatres where other successes
are spotted.
Slips handed out carried the Imprint of the Consumers Advisory
Board, which has been delving into
alleged ticket abuses.
Theatre-goers were asked 'Did
you pay an excessive premium for
your tickets today?'
Slips went on to state that the
wants to eliminate unfair
ticket speculation and four questions were set forth under the. signature of Mary H. Rumsey, chairwoman of the CAB,
Questionnaire: presumed that the
average person did pay big prices,
as indicated by one query:. 'Do you
consider the location of your seat
and the ease with which you obtained
your ticket justifies the
premium you were forced to pay?'
.

NRA

'

No

Identification

No attempt was made to obtain
the Identities of persons filling out
the slips, nor were they asked to
name the agency from which tickets
were, purchased. At future surveys,

however, such information will be
sought by the CA.
Majority of replies indicated that
tickets were bought at the box office.
Straus at first was disappointed in the results, but later felt
that the system was workable.
9.
April
Chicago;
Flfst 20 returns 'examined were box
Randolph street, the show busi- office ticket buyers, then two agency
ness rialto of the midwest, is finally sales were recorded, both of those
clear of all legit theatres. Former- answers stating that gyp prices had
paid. Those returns were from
ly the street of five ace legit thea- been
today it is entirely under the Music Box, 'Cheer' being among
tres,
motion picture domination. For the the limited number Of shows which
past' few years the Apollo and the- command excess premiums.
It appeared that most persons
Garrlck were the rear guards of the
asked to fill out the slips refused
legit business, but they have now
questionnaire came back
been taken over by Balaban & Katz and one
with a message: 'I think the. govto. be converted to films.
much in
Through the years the picture ernment is meddling too
private business.' Majority of rebusiness has gradually crept up on

Rialto of Midwest; Goes All-Fdms

Good Try, Anyway

It is

be able to make complaints without
according to the
inconvenience,
If violations of
plan's sponsors.

Courtney Burr has agreed
vised of the stunt and there were
show Equity the box office state- hasty messages between the showments of 'Sailor Beware,' Lyceum, men and. Straus before the situation
was in hand.
for any week that, the gross
N..

lines.

Chfs Randolph

with the possibility that it will get
fall production in New York.

Code will make it mandatory on
managers to permit surveys of audiences at any time. Theatre-goers
who. feel they, have been gypped will

,

them the cues. Miss
a veteran of the legit stage,
had rehearsed for about two weeks
and apparently was unable to re-

padlocked because 6T *an liidecewt

immoral play.

policing of the ticket field and has
the advantage of being costless.

Friday's

1

Randolph street legit theatres and
has taken them over one by one.

Philadelphia, April

9.

Best rumor of the week around
town is that. Leonard lumberg is
due back in show biz.
Blumberg, former general" man-

ager for the Shubert freres, is supposed to have annexed a sugary
bankroll for a stab at legit
production oh his own, with the
angel a Philly cloak and suiter.

local

plies

were from

visitors

to.

New

York.

:

B.&K. Oriental was formerly the
site of the legit Colonial; the B.&K.
Katharine Cornell, whose split week United Artists was formerly the
Texas attracted takings of Shubert Apollo. The Woods is now
in
Scan Krasna's Play
She appeared in 'Barretts operated in grind pictures by Jones,
$33,000.
by the League of New York The
of Wimpole Street* and 'Romeo and Linick & Schaefer. Garrick is beatres and the National Council of
Hollywood, April 9:
ing remodeled by B.&K. to open
Preedom from Censorship. Under
Norman Krasna, who wrote Juliet.*
Apollo
with pictures by May 1.
the Wales law a theatre may be 'Louder, Please,' has finished a new
or

oh
system of -checking;
charged by agencies for
wili be inserted in
Although
the revised legit code.

Broadway shows

will

failed to feed

.

Holy Week and

New

prices,

the rules, which limit the premiums
at 75 cents (over the box office
price) are proven, agencies involved
will be disciplined by the Code Authority, which under the new pact

re-

listed

,

laid off

a Flop

.

which interrupted the

si

,

Company

Bway

Hollywood, April 9.
the first trial of the check-up, which
a Coast branch of the was made Friday (6) night was not
Actors' Fund home, long discussed skillfully conducted, the system is
by The Agents (legit agents and expected to develop into an effective

MisS Fischer had a different idea
about the attitude of the other play
Definitely set for "Dodsworth' to ers, being quoted as* saying that
suspend for six weeks during the they were jealous because, she might
summer. It will ring down June 30 run away with heir part and register
the hit of the show. .She is said to
and resume Aug. 13.
Belief is that the new dramatic be the sister-in-law of Paul N. Tur
smash Will run well into next season ner, Equity's attorney.
despite the lay-off and despite being
*Decent' players went into a hudquartered at the Shubert, a house dle with Frank Gillmore and Paul
of musical comedy capacity. Lay- Dulzell of Equity and the gist of
off was arranged to. permit Walter their remarks was that the chances
Huston, who is starred, to appear in of the play would be jeopardized
the Central City, Colorado, presen- unless another actress would be
tation of 'Othello!'
permitted.
Equity officers there'Dodsworth's' production nut was upon conceded the point and Zan$50,000, including heavy rehearsal nah Cunningham was engaged to
costs when the show opened in replace Miss Fischer.
Investment will be
Philadelphia.
Because of the terms of her conpaid off in another two weeks, which tract, however, some points in the
will be the show's ninth on Broad- discussion will' be. arbitrated. Con-.
way.
tract called for Miss Fischer to reSuccess of the show is a burn-up ceive $125 weekly and 5% of the
for several managers who refused gross if the takings exceeded $3,000
Max Gordon's proffer to buy in. weekly. Management was directed
the to pay her two weeks' salary, since
producers rejected
Several
script, but Gordon picked it as a she. rehearsed more than the progood thing. Entire profits go to bationary period of seven days, She
him and Marcus Heiman, who Is then claimed, at Turner's reputed
ERPI suggestion, the percentage participartner.
silent
Gordon's
backed the show to the extent of pation, even though out of the cast.
$26,000, in return for which it has There is no precedent for such a
50% of the picturlzed 'Dodsworth,' .case, and hence the agreement to
to be filmed next season, but does arbitrate.
not participate in the production
Show is being presented by Albert
earnings.
Bannister and George Miller.
Only Broadway hit that temporarily closed down and successfully
resumed was 'The Barretts of Wimpole Street.' Latter laid off at the
height of the run at the Empire and
St.
resumed for a total engagement of
47 weeks. Period of the 'Barretts'

Trenton, April 9.
Trenton's stock company, the
State Players, unable to. make a go
of it after 24 weeks of trying, will
fold on Saturday <14). Final play,
be 'The
will
ironically enough,
Party's Over.'

on

for

Fischer,

of

is expected to express opinions of remedies, already advocated.
Whether other schemes will be put
forward, is not known here, although it is believed the Shuberts
will come forward with still a third

season

to

.,

to endorse
alternative, ticket

Having refused so far
either

Trial Survey

it.

critics similarly passed up a
piece; called 'Marilyn's Affair.',

.

,

Cost to Be Included in Code;

the p.m. daiiy haa no notice

on

S3

Price Checkup on Legit Ticket

Refusal of a critic to review'
a play is unusual, but that
happened when 'One More
Honeymoon' opened at the
Little, N. Y.
Robert Garland
of the N. Y. World-Telegram
walked out of the house and

Code Hearings Reopen

Legit

VARIETY

Code 8e«sion
Managers and ticket men are in
Washington today and the .code
session

there, will

devoted to tickets.

be principally
Although ad-

by William P. Farnsworth,
deputy administrator, to propose a
vised

plan of control, it was stated the
ticket men had not done so. Same
=(formerly-the-01ympic)~will=go-pic- "thTrig^appTies"^
tures by May 15.
failed to agree on a system other
Today in the entire Chicago dis- than the rules devised by the CA.
trict there are only seven legit theToday's conference will be the
atres and only fhe are. in active final open hearing on the rewritten
use.. These are the Selwyn, Harris, code. It will be placed in flnal form
Erlanger, -Grand, Blackstone; Illin- by Sol. A. Rosenblatt arid Farnsfew years ago worth, with Philip Wittenberg exois and princess.
there was the northside Chateau, pected to sit In as code attorney for
the southside Empress and Nation- the Code Authority. Code in final
These are now all picture form is not expected to be comal.
pleted for about two weeks.
houses.

A

^CITI^ATE

5*

Take Ribbmg, Do a Song and Dance

Emporia, 12; Wichita, 13-14.
Katharine Cornell, Louisville,
EVansvllle,

By JACK PULASKI

allotted vbiroadcasting hour.
Dais had a horde of celebs introduced by the master of toast-

masters, George Jessel, whose kldr

ding with Eddie Cantor drew

much

S.

HELER'S STOCK
CO. FOR CLEVELAND

Cleveland April 9.
Cleveland, without any legit since

10;

Nashville,

9;

11-12;

Memphis, 13-14.
Walter Hampden, Lincoln,; 9;
Omaha, 10; Sioux City,. 11; Minneapolis, 12-14.

'

y Maryland/

Philadel-

.,

the real story for a long time.
Truth is that .1 Wanted to be a

to' tell

manager and Sam wanted

to

be an

After listening to him to(Contir.ued-on page 63)

TOP HATS OUT
FOR NEW YANK BALLET

PHILI Y

Philadelphia, April ,9.
Philly'had one of Its most exciting and glamorous premlereB in recent years on Friday (6) night and
it wasn't the opening of a show,
either^ Occasion was the first presentation *. of the American ballet,
Union Pacific,' written by Archibald

MacLeish, Chicago poet, and given
by the Monte Carlo Ballet Russe.

New York- was

heavily represented
at the premiere and a near-capacity
house greeted the affair. More top
hats than Philly sees In a year's
time and twenty curtain calls after
the ballet, which was second on the
program: MacLeish, Nicolas Nabo
kofT, who wrote the music; Albert
Johnson, who designed the settings;
Leonlde Massine, director and principal dancer, and Eugenia, Delrova
and Tamara Toumanova, leading
women dancers, were particularly
honored.
.

Omaha

9.

Ibsen's 'The Master Builder' has
been selected as the; production in
which Eva Le Gallienne will appear
in Omaha, April 24, under the aus*
pices of the Omaha Drama League.
Play will be given at Tech high
auditorium at $2. top, 76 cents under the top asked by the same organization for Katharine Cornell.

ittsburgh,

A Shubert-backed civic' suminer
light opera company, similar to the
Louis,
present organization
is a. possibility' here for next season. Last week Mrs. Frank Weber-

man,. sponsoring the idea, appeared
before the city council to outline
the idea, and told the city fathers
they Would be asked to provide a
in
site for the outdoor project
Schenley Park. Mrs. Weberman is
the daughter of Max Koenigsberg,
one of the organizers of the St.

'

with: hiih because he still loves her.
She refuses, but goes, riding with
Stokes. The party never comes off,
fo!r

Laura

killed in a' smash-up
Letcritically Injured.

is

and Stokes
ter in

Stokes

her handbag discloses that
the father of one of their

Is

Remsen demands

children.

whether

it

Vivienne,

.

Clyde> the
daughter.

is

the

to

know

son,,

:

1

Younger Element Sticks

To Guns but Won t Name New

often

and

come home when

he

pleases.

Slate

.

Elena
Dr. Anton Krug.

.

,

:

.Lily

Cahlll

..Maurice. Colbourne

. ......... ....... ....... . .Mary
Rogers
........
Einll *
iHendrlk Booruem
.
Jlerr Krug. ..........
.Thomas. Louden
Frau Lucher. ........
Cecilia Lofius
Countess Von Stainz.
vs.. Sydney Mather
Count Von Stainz...
.Lambert Lurking
Potty., w...
Lionel Pope
Bredzl *.........«, * .
'...Julius
Kallnay
.'
Jansci
orris Nussbaum
fitrup
.....Harold Wohe'
, . . .

llse.

»

*

'i

''

.

~.

TorUnl

Kocfoed
Webster

...BJorn

Police Inspector

.:. Alfred

Chef

..Joseph

Rudolph Maxl

Allen

von Hapsburg
Barry Jones
Baroness von Krett, ..... Cynthia SherwoodGenera! Hoetzler.
Frank Jflngdon
-Tallsz.
George Henry Trader
Illlan

,

Sophln

Justina

'.

Kocppke.,

Wayne

William R. Randall

Throughout the years there appeared little if any change in the
furniture in the Remsen Hying
room, director paying no attention
to such detail, which counted in
making the story, -unconvincing.

After a two- performance session,
in Hamilton, at which citizens of
that community paid top. prices for
the privilege of viewing dress rehearsals, the Colborne- Jones, production of Bob Sherwood's 'Reunion'
in Vienna' opened here fPr a twoweeks' stand prior to embarking on
a Canadian tour with entry into the
United States at Boston for such
points as were not present on the
Lunt-Fontanne road rou^e.
;

Although

Broadway

a

two

hit

years ago and a current Lunt-Fontanne success in London, Canada
had never seen this much -talked -of
tale of poverty-stricken Austrian
aristocrats. The
flicker of that
name, has whetted the provincial appetites, advance, sale was good and
first-night audience capacity;
Piece is a press agent's push*
over in Canada. Author went overseas with the Canadian Black

MG
.

!

.

Watch and

his sister Is in the cast;
Clssie Loftus and Lily Cahill have
assured Canadian followings; Will
Rogers' daughter, Mary, is in the
cast; tales of the Lunt-Fontanne
success in London are. drifting over;
and the box office draw of Messrs.
Colbourne and. Jones, femme-lurers
here, is powerful. 'Reunion- should
make -money for author and producers.
It's the biggest Venture, in point
.

of expenditure, undertaken by the
Colborune-Jones actor- managership.They're using the Theatre Guild
production.
Costuming and Aline
,

Bernstein's

sets

lend

hefty

aid.

for much of. the dress- Leonard Loan is listed as co-diPerhaps the. most glaring fault rector... Reported, that as many of
is near the close.
Clyde was on the Theatre Guild cast as are at
trial in Boston, but he and hi$ sis- liberty are in the Canadian verfor the purpose of investigating the
ter arrive back in the Remsen home sion.
'Corner* -situation, that .the Council oh Long Island almost immediately
Thomas Louden is splendid, as the
futile
father and
Lionel
Pape
would defer action on the matter after the acquittal.
until further evidence .was present.James Kirkwood comes back to 'throat-tightening irt'the ex-general
role
In which he swears undying
ed.
Instead the Council ruled with the stage again as the- much harloyalty
to
his
prince.
and
Violinist
ried Remsen,
Francesca Brunlngno further consideration.
accordion player for the musical
Committee,
after
interviewing is Laura and later the grown up background to the seduction scene
Vivienne, the most likeable charr
members of the' 'Corner' show, acter, sans romance. Albert Van ia're reputedly the original Theatre
which, was frankly a road show up Dekker made Stokes the strongest Guild players.
the royal and
to its date in Washington, said that of the parts. Ben Starkie attracted j! Barry. Jones,
roistering7 ruffian; complete, with
as far as -could, be determined attention as the youth, Clyde.
'House of Remseh' could have red wig as carrying out the further;
'Corner/ which played Philadelphia
iHapsbUrg tradition for *hPnpV and
the following week, was' a stock been better.' Even so, such a heavy
'epilepsy/ is handicapped, by temHowever, it had been stated play is not In tune with Spring.
outfit.
iperiament and physical limitations.
Ibee.
by the road cast that it could prove
At times, his. pangs .and passions
that the Philadelphia date was
seem only words and lack flesh and
played on percentage,- regularly
blood actuality.
Nowhere is this
more evident than in his spanking
booked. Also that the stock; which
Drama In two parts presented at: the of FraU Lucher 4-nd his face -slapplayed that stand and in Boston Playhouse
April 2 by George Bushar and
ping
scenes, were
of
Elena.
H"-.
John
had not selected which house it
Tuerk; written by Dan Totheroh;
spoiled by too obvious punch-pullby Melvyn Douglas.
would use until but several days staged
Anne Bronte...
v.

Younger element In Equity, which the company had been promised by
exhibited its organization by nom- the committee appointed by Equity

.

RoyJl Alexandra, Toronto'.

At. the
12.60 top.

Istein.

or

.

Equity's

VIENNA

,

:

,

.

ing.

.

!

.

,

,

-

performance will also' be given at inees.
Session did not consider naming
TecTi high at $2.
These two presentations wind up an opposition ticket, but should that
the legit season in Omaha, bringing eventuate the Paine, nominees put
to four the total of legit road shows up. by the group on the regular
Which have hit town since January, ticket would, also be on the independent ballot.
Understood that
the. group plans placing more of its
members on the Council, which prior
to opening.
Engagements
could be done by writing in addiThose angles might have led the
tional candidates at the time of
committee to make a different reelection.
port to the Council, it was contendHelen Chandler and ..Bramwell
.Point of that move Is that the
ed.
Had that been so, -cast of the
Xtetcher,, 'These Two'.
Estelle Jayne, "'AirThe^Kiftg'a': gr6up^beUe.v.es^-it^canT ,atta ln-its.- Ob- roatf ^Corner^would-=have=-been^en^
surely
Jectives
through
the
more
Horses'.'
titled to file claims for a week's
roadway Inter Council than through election of of- salary. But because the committee
Dorothy Knapp,
ficers of its Pwn choosing, because
lude'.
made its report- without waiting fen"
Ernest Truex,' 'Jig Saw'.
actions of officers are subject to the
the claimed additional evidence, the
Henry. Stephens, 'Wife Insurance'. Council's okay,
players involved burnej. _up and
Jack Hartley, Rex Ingram;. Al F.
Rotary
Stock
stressed their complaint to the inWatts, Harry Bolden, 'Stevedore'.
'Juliana Tabern, 'Peace Pri Earth'.
Rotary stock was discussed at dependent group.
Claudia Morgan, 'Are You De- lost week's meeting, but it was
Rotary stock, too, is expected to
cent?'
Some be an issue at the legit code hearing
tabbed unfinished business.
Kilian, 'Stevedore.'
complaint was made over Equity's in Washington today (10)., and
l&bot, 'Jig Saw/
..~ JQ'Connell,
Lee Donnelly, Council having ruled on the 'Danger- group may send a rep: esentative to
yy'ian
llWevy.
George, ous .Corner' dispute last Tuesday. the hearing in opposition to the
Gladys
Linlly. Lywf^jnky
It was claimed that the deputy of syBtem.
Way/
.

"'

i

V

REUNION

PWA

inating six of the incoming Council
and. .a vice-president, held another"
meeting- last week for the purpose of
discussing issue's which their representatives'; will be instructed to
Inclarify when elected' to office.
dications are that this independent
group within Equity will continue
Walter Hampden comes in April as such because its views on at least
1Q for one performance of 'Riche- some problems are opposed to those,
Group has no
lieu,' a modernized version of the. of Equity's officers.
play by Bulwer^Lyttpiv Hampden's single leader, being led by the nom-

'

/

Stokes
Frederick W.
says it is Clyde and from then on
cago American drama critic and
Arthur Remsen merely attempts to
be a provider, abhoring the boy, who
manager of the paper's amusement
until he is 19 is placed in boarding
department, is now associated with
schools and then to Harvard.
the Gerson-Hampton publicity and
Clyde suddenly returns home,
promotion service.
greeted by, hls~ sister Vivienne
•New tag. .for the firm will be.
warmly,
but coldly, by Remsen. Boy
Gerson-Hampton-McQuigg Service.- Louis association.
has been dismissed from school for
will be asked to help in the
McQulgg was for five years with the,
having had an affair with a trollop
theatre
outdoor
construction
an
of
who claimed to be hearing motherHearst daily.
and privately subscribed funds will hood.
Clyde learned there were
provide the rest. Mrs. Weberman others who .had the girl's favor*
*but and refused to make amends by
sounded
she
that
had
reported
Future Plays
marriage.
Since she was not yet
a number of prominent civic and
social leaders and that they had IB years of age, the charge of se'Marching Song' by John Howard received the proposition enthusias- duction is placed against him. In
perhaps the play!s best scene, the
Lawspn. bought by Group Theatre tically.
boy declares Remsen acts like he
for Fall production.
Councllmen were sold on the idea wasn't his father and walks out.
•Invitation ftp a Murder/ by Rufus and intimated they would gladly He gives himself up to the police
He
King, sponsored by Ben Stein..:
sanction the park site If no objec- and is tried but acquitted.
'The Milky Way/ from the script tion can be found under terms of comes home at Vivienne's urging
of 'The Cheese Champ/ by Lynn the Schenley estate grant. No pos- only, to say goodbye because he is
Boot and Harry Clark to be pro- sibility of the project materializing sailing for Europe.
On the day of the acquittal.
duced by Sidney Harmon and this
summer,
local
committee Stokes appears in the Remsen home
James R. Ullman.
chiefly hoping to get the organiza - after a long absence in Europe. He
•The Failure* by Stanley Bruce tion perfected for a big Bplash in sets Remsen straight: about the
being produced by Jack ,Blue.
1936.
children and proves that he patented Vivienne, not Clyde.
But
that wrench does .not dissipate
Remsen's love for the girl, while he
awkwardly bids the boy to write

'

'

'

Same goes

Legit

Omaha, April

Chicago, April 9.
McQuigg, ex-Chi-

OF TOWN

PLAYS

-OUT
a success possibility,
Three authors are concerned- in
Nicholas
Including
writing,
Spussanln, new as a manager. Tale
IN
seemed to have enough material,
Toronto,
rll 5.
which might have been play wrightMaurice
Colbourne
and Barry Jones prefor
ed into much better stage fare,
sent three-act comedy by. .Robert E. Sherthe theme is not hackneyed.
WOQd. Directed by Maurice Colbourne ar.
Two kid players appear in the Leonard .Loan. Settings, by Aline. Bornsen'

.

•

,

.

first act,

.

McQuigg Joins Gerson

.

Arthur and Laura Remsen,

.

.

.

they being the children of
supposedly an entirely, happy couple.
It is Laura's birthday and Arthur
has arranged a surprise patty. Into,
Leslie;
comes
that
atmosphere,
Stokes who had been /engaged to
her before she '.'married Remsen.
Husband, behind, a curtain, hears a
conversation between Laura and
Stokes, who asks .her to go away

^

.

1

. . . .

'

'

"There's a story around that we cal czar, Elmer Weiner is publicity
dissolved because I insisted on hay- director and. Bill Blair treasurer.
ing an Irish lawyer. (Capt. Dennis
O'Brien). Well, I've been wanting

.

.

'

:

against the hall as being unfair
competition.
^
One of partners in his.'. Hanna
about
spoke
stock effort is George Maschke, Jr.,
Cohan followed and
his split with Harris when they ex-box office ticket man and nephew
were associated in producing: of Maurice Maschke,. town's politi-

.

.

Its

.

Same Lawyer

the

at

. .

For a moment Joe Guild for three years, is directing.
Humphries appeared with the Alice Relnheart and Gage Clarke
honor guests, kissed them both on head, the repertory company, which
the cheek, then held their arms also, consists of Richard Pursell,
Stanley MarlPwe,-' Frank. Canlan,
aloft for the photographers.
Although the dais had its theme Water Fenner, "Helen Pa'yton and
Harris, Dili McMasters,
Cuff/
the
'On.
song
'The Mill Burned
Heller, first ci*ashed. ipto the local
changed it
Down/ He. was referring to his field by booking the' Jessel-Gantor
mining venture vaude show into the. Cleveland Pubgold
California
his
lic Auditorium, Where it ran up
which went Up in smoke. By
speech Harris scored the hit of the such a box-office record ^that rival
Wise guys attempted to theatre manager's .filed a protest
evening.

,

presented

acts

.

phia.

,

And- out who wrote Harris* address,
friends claiming he did it himself,

the lives of the gifted novelists.
Several plays about the Bronte girls
.were presented in. London last season,, but apparently failed to attract
the attention of American showmen.
staged by the producer.
It remained for the new manVivienne Remsen (as child). .Joy Lange agerial team of Bushar
and Tuerk
Clara Collins
Leota Diesel
Clyde Remsen (as child) ...... Raymond Ro« to turn the trick with Dan Tother-:
John Hendricks ph's version of the Brontes. Its a
Marsteri.
Mabel Crooks. .............. .Julia Bruner very good job.
Melvyn Douglas,
.Karl' Swenson
John Crooks.
. ...... . .
who is currently appearing in the
Harriett Laflgdon... ........ Ellen E. Lowe
Houston Richards sparkling -No More Ladies/ blosCharles Lanicdon
James Kirkwood somed fis a director, with indicaArthur.' Remsen.
.Francesca Brunlng tions that he knows
Laura, Remden
wfrat it is all
....Albert Van Dekker
Leslie Stokes..
His wife, Helen Gahagan,
Edgar Stehll about.
Dr. Mansfield
.Ben Starkie plays Emily Bronte.
Clyde' Remsen
Vlvlenne Remsen ....... Franceses. Burning
Perhaps there is too much travail
......Virginia Curley
Lona Banner..
in 'Moor Born/ Two deaths upon
the stage in the same play left the
Impression is that this play has
(Continued on page 56)
too much trouble in its story. There
are flashes of dramatic power but
hardly
emerges
strength
such
Remof
'House
rate
the
enough to
In .three

Henry Miller theatre by Nicholas Souesanln; written by latter and William J.
ferlmah In association with Marie Baumer;

.

December, is finally having
iltmore, L. A.
«Bi
one theatre brought to life by Saul
'Reunion in Vi
/ Royal AlexD. Heller's stock company, "with andra, Toronto.
prospects of two more stock comHouse,. BosBallet Russe,
panies springing up before June.
ton.
Heller, formerly owner of a hotel
Hour/ Selwyn,
•The Shi
theatre ticket bureau, and show pro- cago.
moter, has taken over the Hanna
'Anni / G.Q.h;, Chicago.
and reopened it. with: 'Men in White.'
'Take a CKarice/ Mayan, L. A.
Cowles, ex-film scenario
Albert
•Men in White/ .1 Capitan, L. A;
executive, and director of Theatre

%

HOUSE OF REMSEN

Drama

.

-

Nixon,

'Richard
Pittsburgh,

early.

of the laughter.

.

on

(Week April 9)
Eva LaGallierine Rep. Ft. Worth,
9; Oklahoma City, 10; Tulsa, 11;
.

Testimonial dinner to two pals
and' former- partners, George M.
Cdlian and Sam H. Harris, at the
Astor Sunday (8) under auspices
of the Jewish Theatrical Guild of
America, proved the most diverting:
affair' pf the season. Expert handling of the event both on the dais
and during the show which followed
held the guests without a walk-put.
Speeches went on the air, all being
limited and completed within the

.

'
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Current Road Shows

Cohan and Harris at Guild Dinner

actor.

.

-

.

1

MQOR BORN

'

.

.Edith ^Barrett
Grace Francis
Beverly Sllgreavea
Frances Starr

,

.

Martha
Tabby

. .

Charlotte Bronte
Emily Bronte..........
Helen Gahagan
Branwell Bronte... .,.»;.;.... Glonn Anders
Rev; Patrick Bronte
Thomas Flndlny

Christopher

Arl Ing

Alclnc

"pTrTTf^WTTteHW'^inM^aTi^
be quite interested in this drama Of
three famous literary damsels, the
Bronte sisters, but the impression
is that this earnest effort will be
not mp_re_th_an that, because it will
hardly lure more "than a limited
"•

.

"

clientele.

ing.

Lily Cahill also errs in this

*
of
respect;
Both are top a'
hurting each other.
It is the cold Mr. Colbourne as
Krug who turns out to be the. much
more sympathetic character, his denunciation of his rival as 'a victim
'dT^a'nTeirce^ve^glm
mcnt' bringing the biggest laugh- of
the evening.
Miss Cahill has lost her jitters
anil is now more, stately in the Elena
role.
She does a good job. Cecilia
f.Cissre) Loftus has a comic part of
which she makes the most. Will
Rogers' daughter, Mary. Is sincere'
in a small bit as the psychology student from Pennsylvania, but is in
the first act only and has little opportunity to show what shf> fin do.
Pier^ should do well at " M Cana-

Sunday columns .have ao fre-'
quently contained items about plays
based on the Brontes that the
critics rather looked forward to
'Moor Born.' Their reviews expressed disappointment, the play
being limited to a few episodes ifi dian stop*.

"

'

••

McStay.

LEGITIMATE
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'Biog with

L

AGce Brady

A.; Pic

Mob

Los Angeles* Aprli

9.

With two holdovers in town, Alice
Brady in 'Biography,' at the Biltmore had fair sailing up to Friday
./g) when Olsen and Johnson moved
into the -Mayan under Fanchon &
Marco auspices with their musical,

$8,000 in

Shows
These

Fails to Flock In

BOSTON GOES PLENTY
FOR OPERA, BALLET
V

did
Hub's
first comes along.
Tremendous advance
two week stay, but made sale for Ballet Russe at Boston
around
$8,000.
Opera House, opening tonight; to
money at
Duffy's
remain four days. Prices strong,
At El Capitan, Henry

•Biography'
'Take a Chance.'
not come up to expectations on
of.

'Men in White' held fairly strong
garnered
in its fourth week and
'White
$4 600; plenty satisfactory.
Cargo* folded at the Hollywood
weeks
to its
three
Playhouse with
Final Ave days disappointcredit.
cutting
ing, probably occasioned by
of orchestra floor to include reguThis was
lar admissions at 40c.
done to offset the abolishment of
the 40c service charge passes, but,
to help the box office.'
it failed
House went dark with nothing in
sight.

Week

Estimates for Last

'Biography,' Blltmore (1st week)
Picture mob did
(C-l,666-$2.76).
not respond to Alice Brady's Coast
stage debut as might have been ex$4 lower floor opening
pected.
Helped swell initial week's take,
which was just, so-so after Monday
After this week opus goes
night.
to the Erlanger, 'Frisco;

A

too, top at $3.60, like pre-depr.esh
days. Looks lika a gala glorification of the dance.
Metropolitan Opera Company, at
same spot, all last week, did a sellout, turning; away thousands, many
fruitlessly flashing eight bucks for
unavailable seats..
Hub peacock
paraders were in their element, and
the operas got plenty attention. For

a change local sponsors won't have
to dig down; for, the week's venture
came out better than even, which
is gorgeous compared to previous
seasons when sponsors had to cough
up plenty to make good.
Jane Cowl's -Sweet Bells jangled'
moved out after a profitable week's
stay at Plymouth.
'Dark' TOwer'
at the Hollis grossed $4,300, good
margin of velvet, and remains an,

other week. New show this week
will, be 'As the Moon Rises,' opening at Shubert Saturday night; this
being a revival of Franz Lehar's
'Men in White,' El Capitan (4tW 'Gypsy Love/ with Ethelind Terry,
week) (D-l,571-$1.65). Matinee trade Leonard Ceeley, Joseph Macaulay
holds strong and Duffy production in cast. Story is announced as modwill remain at least two more weeks. ernized by Kay Kenny.
Fourth stanza, at around $4,60.0,
Next Monday's openings will be
showed a little profit.
'Potter's Field/ all Negro play and
'White Cargo/ Hollywood Play- cast, by Paul Green, at Plymouth
house (3rd week) (D-l,152-$1.66). and 'Her Majesty the Widow,' with
Last five days of third week not so Pauline Frederick, at Hollis.
Lucky if take hits $1,000.
forte.
.House has several deals on fire, including a Toni Wilkes production of
.

.

.

.

.

'Mourning Becomes Electra,' tentatively set for May 9, and another
of Leon Gordon's plays, 'The Piker/

Mayan

'Take a Chance,'

(1st

.

CORNELL SWEET

week)

Its been several
(M-l,492-$1.65).
years since Olsen and Johnson have
appeared here with anything rer
'Take a
sembllng a production.
Chance' got away nicely, with pros r
peels of several heaithy weeks. Figured first stanza should hit around

MO, CINCY

,

$12,000.

Cincinnati, April 9.
Katharine Cornell's report ory did
$19,800 at the Shubert last week at
top.
Figure,
exclusive of
$2.50
Federal and Ohio tax taps of 10%
each, is biggest for theatre since
•Of Thee I SingV in January, '33.
,
Best biz was on 'Barretts of
.

Lederer's $8,000 Finale

San Francisco, April 9.
'Candida'
Street/ with
Lederer and 'Autumn Wimpole
next, and sorry returns on 'Romeo
Crocus' bowed out of the Curran
and Juliet' which was offered Tuesafter four weeks, first two of which
day- night and Saturday matinee.
were Very big, but latter two slipped,
.

.

.

.

Francis

Miss Cornell was" joined here yesstanza taking $8,000.
terday by her husband Guthrie
House now dark awaiting Duffy's -McClintic,
producer
'Yellow
of
•Men in White,' which Is due in Jack/ current on Broadway.
They
from Hollywood.
left
boat today for Louisville,
final

.

by

ANNUITIES
STRENGTH

SECURITY

PERMANENCE
The reason the following prominent
people carry ANNUITIES in the company I represent:
(Arranged Alphabetically)

BAER

"BUOS"

JACK DKMPSEY
W. C. FIELDS
WTLIJE HOWARD
JOHN CHARLES THOMAS
BIIXY JONES and
ERNEST HARE
LITTLE BILLY
BEATRICE LILLE
EVERETT MARSHALL
J. HAROLD -MURRAY
"BABE" RUTH
WILT/ ROGERS
"CTflC" SALE
V1VIENNE SEGAL
•

'

<

HASSARD SHORT
NED WAYBCRN
BERT WHEELER

Two*

(Casey

Algonquin hotel.
'I
Myself
(Pearson
and
Baruch) National.
'Picnic'
(Arthur Beckhart)
Fiske Bldg.
'Lady
From
The
(Nathan Zatkin) Little.

Little)

'Are

and

You Decent' (Bannister

Miller) BijoU.

('Milky
'Cheese
Champ'
Way?) (Harmon, and Ullmart)

Broadhurst.

'Jig

Saw'

Guild.

roadway Interlude' (Hamnief stein and Du For) Forrest.
4

Phflly Biz

Okay;

J.

KEMP

Fifth Ave., New York City
Phones Murray Hill 2-7838-7839

561

f unfilled

9

MGM 6TUDIOS
CITY. CALIF.

.

added

.

$21,000.

'Sing and Whistle,' Forrest (9th
week) (C-l,067-$2.75). Final week;,
mostly' out rates with takings estimated at $3,000; 'Broadway Inter-,
lude' follows next week.

'The Perfumed Lady/ Ambassa(C-l,166-$3.30).
dor (5th week)
Doubtful after, this week; using
cheap ticket schemes; rated under
$3,000.

1

'Bay Tree

-

'Casino Varieties' started fairly
well at the Casino, getting $21,000
with its vaude-revue type of show
at pop prices.
New productions were topped by

predicted $26,000 in ten performances at the Garrick, better than
the Wiggers have had in three
years. House again goes dark and
may stay so for the rest of the

takings rose to $11,000; best gross
v
since opening.
'Wife Insurance,' Barrymore (1st

week)

(C-l,096-$2.76).

Independently; written

Presented

by Frederick

'Moor Born/ which approximated a Jackson; called 'School For. Huefair gross of $8,000 in Its first seven bands' in England; opens ThursMonte Carlo Ballet Russe had a performances. 'House of Remeen' day (12).
'Yellow Jack,' Martin Beck (6th
good week at the Forrest, climaxed looks doubtful at the Miller, while
Held to
by the premiere Friday night of the 'Brain Sweat' was suddenly yanked week) (D-l,214-$2.75).
new Archibald MacLeish ballet, at the Longacre, despite favorable eight performances, but takings
again improved;
quoted around
'Union Pacific/ Upstairs trade was notices.
$11,000.
fine throughout, with downstairs
next
Incoming card slated for
Other Attracti
spotty, but the $15,000 claimed by week includes 'Stevedore/ 'Civic rep.
the management was highly satis- (14th Street), 'Are You Decent/ Am'Casino Varieties,' Casino; vaudebassador, and 'Broadway Interlude,' revue drew good notices; quoted at
factory.
'The Green Bay Tree/ second Forrest.
$21,000 initial week.
company, and on the cut-rate list,
'Ah,
Wilderness,'
Guild
(28 th
Gilbert
and Sullivan revivals,
received swell notices at the Broad week) (CD-914-$3.30). Played extra Majestic; first week with 'Mikado'
and reported a $7,60" week, which matinee (Easter) ; * takings around drew capacity at week-end, with
Is okay, although not up to some $12,000; standout comedy well: out gross
nearly $13,000.
of the Wee & Leventhal figures at in front.
'Peace on Earth,' 44th Street; did
the house the past few months.
'All the King's Howes,' Imperial well, on 14th street, but started badly
Queenie Smith in 'Every Thursday.' (11th week) (M-l,468-$3.30), No here.
only got about $6,000 in Its second added performance last week, but
'Four Saints in Three Acts/ Emand last week at the Erlanger, but got share of holiday trade gross, go- pire; slated off Saturday about
that, too, was profitable.
$8,500; not enough for musical.
ing to $12,000.
This week finds only the Forrest,
Drunkard,' American Music
~The
Are You Decent,' Ambassador,
Broad and Erlanger occupied. 'My
Hall; revival with beer.
Maryland' is at the Forrest at $1.60, Postponed until next week.
Grand Opera, Hippodrome; pop,
Cheer,'Box
'As
Thousands
Music
Lawrence, Shubert, Lawrence preGrand Opera,. Broadway;, pop,
senting. Two weeks are scheduled. (28th week) (R*l,000-$4.40). A B big
previous
nine
performance
Erlanger has 'The Party's Over' as
with Blanche Sweet, and 'The weeks; gross nearly $30,000.
Green Bay Tree' lingers at the
'Big Hearted Herbert,' Blltmore
Broad. That house gets 'East of the (16th week) (C-991-$2.76). Laugh
Sun' with Lenore Ulric next week show steadily profitable, though
and the Forrest has 'As the Moon moderately paced; about $6,000.
Bert
Rises' looked for April 23.
'Brain Sweat,' Longacre. Suddenly
Lytell in 'The Second Man' follows withdrawn ^Saturday; played four
season.

.

;

.

.

'ANN1NA'

with the rest of the troupe making
the jump via rail. McClintic. will
tour with the company for several
weeks.
'The Party's Over' at the Erlanger. days.
Shubert goes dark again until
'Dodsworth,' Shubert (7th week)
Estimates for Last Week
April 23, for week of Mme. Jeritza
Ballet Russe (Forrest). In for one (CD-l,387-$3.30). Played 10 perat $3 top.
for season's top drama
week only. Good business with formances
money:
takings went to $27,000.
$16,000 upstairs big, doing the trick.

Dinehart's 'Alley Cat

No

(C-923-$3.30).

improve as much, takings
around $28,000. 'Mikado/ first Gil- $11,000 week; good money at this
bert and Sullivan show at the Ma- house; played nine performances.
jestic,
attracted
attention
and
'The Wind and the Rai ,' Rite
climbed to capacity on Saturday,
(ilth week) (C-918-$2.75).
EstiSome of the other attractions mated
around $6,000, which was top
failed to find favor, however. Repaced Engpeat of 'Four Saints- in Three Acts' money, for .moderately
lish show.
is weak at the Empire, and 'Peace
'They Shall Not.
/ Royale (8th
on Earth/ spotted, at the 44th Street
after playing four months at the week) (D-900-$2.76), Announced to
Philadelphia, April 9.
close but holding over with admisCivic theatre, got very little money.
last
week's
Legit business in town Easter
Excellent business drawn to Madi- sion scale reduced;
of $11,000 best figure since
week was generally pretty* good, al- son Square Garden by the circus did gross
not appear to affect the good shows opening.
though not noteworthy.
'Tobacco
Road,'
St.
48th
(19th
pushed
the
weaklings
but may. have
'Easy Pickens/ 46th annual Mask further down and several will slide week) (D-969-$3.30). Three extra
matinees; in 11 performances the
and Wig production, got close to its out this week.

'My Maryland' this week.

'Easy Pickens' (Garrick). One week
Hollywood, April 9.
only and $25,000 for the ten perAlan Dinehart and his wife left formances, which is rather better
New
for
than
the last couple of seasons.
here by plane Friday (6)
'Green Bay Tree' (Broad, 1st
York.
Dinehart will try to get a Broad- week). Fine notices and capacity
by end of the week. Between $7,way production of his play 'Alley 500
and $8,000 reported.
Cat,' which is going into the Pasa'Every Thursday' (Erlanger, 2nd
dena Community Playhouse nest week). Died in second week. Unmonth.
der $6,000. 'Party'r Over' this week.

$12,000

N. S. G. IN PITTS.
Pittsburgh, April

9.

'Follies,'
Winter Garden (16th
Seven weeks on a legit-less diet,
week) (R-l,483-$4.40). Nine per- apparently weaned Pittsburgh away
formances last week; takings not from the $3.30 fare and as a result
materially Increased; gross approxi- 'Annina* took It on the chin for
mated $28,000.
plenty at the Nixon last week. It
'Her Master's Voice,' Plymouth was house's first show in almost
(26th week) (C-l,042-$3.30). Three two months, but b.o. draft of Jeritza,
matinees last week sent takings to together with all the ballyhoo of a
around $10,000 mark; slated to tour circus, couldn't attract more than
soon.
$12,000, which means plenty of red
'House of Remsen,' Miller (2nd all the way around.
week) (CD-944-$2.75). Drew unfa<3ot away to a, good opening, but
vorable notices and business weak; dropped to nothing next night when
got less than $3,000; may stay third Lawrence Tibbett, In concert, at
rights.
week for picture
Syria Mosque, drew capacity at
'Mary of Scotland,' Alvin (20th 3,800-seat house, and after that just
week) (D- 1,387 -$3.30). Easter week eased along' without getting anygross one of strongest since open- where in particular; Even the mats
ing, over $26,000 in nine times.
were off, quite unusual because It
'Men in White/ Broadhurst (29th was figured Jeritza would be' an
week) (D-l,118-$2.76). Expected to afternoon draw with the femmes.
last through. May; run drama aver.

I

'

'Shining Hour'

Tops Loop's Legit

Trio at Fair $5,000; 'Curtain' $2,
Chicago, April 9.
Some perk-up in the legit business as new plays head for the loop.
'Anniha' with Mme. Maria Jeritza
opens for a. two-week ride at the
Grand tonight (9) and indications
are good, Another two-weeker is
'Richard of Bordeaux' with Dennis
King, which opens oh April 16 at
the Erlanger under American Theatre Society auspices.
Cort is closing 'Curtain Rises' on
April 21 and on the next day brings
in 'Big Hearted Herbert.' 'Elizabeth
^Sleeps :Outr«loses-at the Studebaker
April 14 and on the next evening

Estimates for Last

Week

aging $11,000 lately.
Born/ Playhouse
'Moor

(2nd

week) (D-896-$4.40). Critical opinion divided; notices mostly mild, but
first week's gross of $8,000 indicates

'Annina,' Grand (M-1,207; $2.75). some interest.
'New Faces,' Fulton (5th week)
Opens tonight (9). Advance sale
(R-900-$3.30).. Not big, but earngood.

'Elizabeth Sleeps Out,' Studebaker ing profit; $10,000 for intimate re(C-1,250; $1.50) (1.2th week). Had vue, which should stick Into .warm
a good stay at cut rate prices. 'Af- weather.
'No More Ladies/ Morosco (12th
fections, Ltd.' that replaces was formerly known as the 'Alarm Clock/ week) (C-961-$2.75). Good chance
Cast headed by James Spottswood of holding over through summer;
and Percy Helton. Doing around picked up with field last week and
grossed $i2,0oo:
$2,00 at present.
'One More Honeymoon,' Little
'Shining Hour,' Selwyn (C-1,040;
Trying
$2.20) (2nd week). Figure a four or (2nd Week) (C-630-$2.75).
five week stay. jQnly fair for the t^.o^jtor^ojaes^to^Jceep- going ;^estl=^
$5,000, but, mated under $2,000.
first week at around
Pursuit
of
Happiness/
Avon
perking.
(27th
of
signs
some
comes 'Affections, Ltd/
'The Curtain Rises,' Cort (C-l.- week) (C-830-$2.76). Holiday mati'Shining Hour* had a fair first
Cut-rates nee' did not help, but business betweek at the Selwyn. Notices are 100; $1.50) (13th week).
pres- ter later in week; estimated around
mixed and so is the response. have kept this one going with -Big, «fi. 0OQ.
.Showing-same pick.-up and may. Last .j^pjaiisJftjniojfe-ojit Aprll^LAbove
'Roberta/ New Amsterdam (21st
to replace.
four or five weeks. Conrad Nagel Hearted Herbert'
line week) (M-l,717-$3.30).
the
red
20th week
to
close
but
too
of
much
$2,000,
as star is accounting for
was biggeBt grosser since opening;
for comfort.
the money.
close to {30,000 in nine performOther Attractions
Grosses are still in the alley as
Uniform,' Blackstone. ances; tied for lead with 'As Thouin
'Girls
far as the total take is concerned,
pace in the loop. sands Cheer/
with the shows merely going along Probably the best
'Sailor
Lyceum (29th
Non-pro show can keep going indef.
without showing any real profits.
.

CULVER

week)

matinee, but business up. Taking*
estimated over $11,000.
'She Loves Me Not,' 46th St. (26th
week) :(C-l,413-$2.75). Drew big
money again; one. extra matinee last
week helped gross improvement to

Lamp/ Elliott
'The Shattered
(4th week) (D-874-$2.76). Getting
cut rate support, but doubtful after,
this week; estimated under $3,000.
'The Shining Hour,' Booth (9th
being week) (D-708-$3.30). Had another

'Ballet Russe' 15G,

cost

JOHN

Attendance on Broadway

indications of the record Holy Week
and Easter Week saw leading attractions registering hew high gross
marks despite the fact that, business
on the holiday itself was not so hot
and rain, interfered, twice. Saturday,
was. wet, too, up to curtain time for
the sixth successive week,
Best. /mark., of the. season for a.
drama was scored by 'Dodsworth/
two added matinees pushing the
gross to. $27,000.
Earlier leaders,
playing one extra afternoon, accounted for 'Mary of Scotland/ topping $25,000, and 'She Loves Me Not*
bettering $21,000.
Among the musicals ^Roberta*
went to $30,000,. establishing a new,
high in its 20th week. That tied 'As
Thousands Cheer' for list leadership.
'Follies/ like the other musicals, inserted a holiday matinee, but did not
'

(Theatre Union)

New Run Marks

Create

.

'Stevedore'
14th Street.

you no more to own Insurance which fits your case perfectly
than to buy misfit Insurance;
It will

and Dodsworth'

'Roberta'

and

.

Boston, April 9.
showmlnded if quality

:

week

Rehearsal

in

VARIETY

•

,

COOK PLAYERS' TWuTE'
FAST AT $8,000, BALT0
Baltimore, April

9.

Spring legit revival got away With.,
colors last week.
Charles
Emerson Cook Players at Ford's
smackoed for nearly $8,000 with
'Men in White* at an 86c. top. eves.,
40c. mats.
Meant, virtual capacity
all performances and standees last
three.
Hold over currently. Next
week, 'Pursuit of Happiness/
Inltialer. lor JiKee . &l Leventhal.
..

flying

.

.

series at the

Maryland struck an

impervious snag in Cook outfit
'Dangerous Corner' started on ap«
proximately even terms and wat
accorded equally ardent notices, bill
couldn't build. However, closed to..
$4,000 at $1 top, plus help from the

&

W. L. 'courtesy passes/ According*
to Len McLaughlin, Maryland mgr.,
This week,
that's an oke figure.
Pauline Frederick in 'Her Majesty,
The Widow/ Next session, 'Double
,

Door/
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MOOR BORN
Vaude Theatres Drop

All Paris

(Continued from page 54)
observers of the press cold, yet the
first nighters politely enthused.
Play displays how and why Char-

Stage Shows, Presentation Houses

Paris Legit

Telephones Temple Bur

Back

Political

Emily and Anne Bronte
lotte,
Out there in the
parsonage on the
wind-blown moors, it seemed curi-r

started to write.
lonely..Yorkshire,

SMl-CMt

Doldrums;

in

Tension

Tough

Still

-

May

100% Films

follow;

Likely

ous that these three sisters should
Write poems for their own diverMoney is needed for an operation on father's eyes and to send
away their, ailing brother, Bramwell.
Emily resents the. idea of publishing'
the poems until the necessity for
raising funds is realized; and then
assents only when Charlotte selects
pen names.
Reviews of the volume and. the
novels, which really 'made* the
Brontes, are frequently mentioned
and the guess of the' commentators,
was that the authors were, male.
Play makes no attempt at romance,
and there is but slight indication of
Charlotte's, excursions to Brussels.
At one point, when the possibility of
marriage and children Is mentioned,
Emily bitterly says something about
,

sion.

NOT HER CLOTHES

Paris,. Mar. 31.
Last refuse of vaudeville in Paris

—except the

circuses,

pacity for acts,

is

.

rocks and
whose ca- Someone Buys Pari
Sends Mary McCormic the Bills

limited as to kind

and quantity—threatens

disap-

Paris,

March

31.

pear with negotiations among big
Somebody has been buying a lot
film, exhibitors to get rid of their of clothes lately for Mary McCormic, now singing at the Opera
programs by common consent.
Cpmique, but Miss McCormic not
Only three important houses now. only didn't order the clothes but
using stage, shows and vaude in didn't receive them, so she has filed
Paraare
Alms
with
connectiona complaint with the French police
mount, Gaumont -Palace and Rex. against Jane Doe, known in this
Excessive expense is argued by country as Mme. X.
these
to
get
originators of move
In recent days Miss McCormic
three theatres in an agreement to has been flooded with demands for
drop the acts.
payment for clothes she never
Gaumont Palace.and Rex are. both bought, and shops have complained
Gaumont operated, and -that con- that although someone saying she
cern is ali for economy now; Both was Miss McCormic ordered the
houses are hard to fill these days. clothes, they were always refused
Vaudeville bills there have been' of at the two addresses the woman
inferior quality, but have helped gave, in; the Avenue; Kleber and the
Avenue Hoche.
keep the public interested..
Woman who does the buying is
Paramount, although not Using a
show equal to those of the Francis small and dark, and she always has
.

'

•

A. Mangan
standard a

days,
little

has kept the the clothes altered to fit her.. Bills
higher than the have been going to Miss McCormic
at the Comique.

others.

Straight vaude has completely
disappeared from Paris, and the big
international acts don't come here
any more, unless they are of the

:

.

Bronte

'the sexless

sisters.'

The Reverend Bronte fails to
recognize the genius of his daughters and instills in them the idea
that Bramwell is the genius of the
family.
The youth is a sot and
opium

who has one good

eater,

painting to his credit but whose
claims to authorship are -visionary
and whose conduct is a pain In any
locality.
The devotion of Emily is
almost a passion wltlw her, and
that's the only warmth about that
odd female, except, her love of the
cold, wet moorland.
Bramwell expires in her arms, as she holds him
upright after a day of drinking at
the inn with his grave-digger companion. Three months later Emily
passes out but her. wish to credit
Bramwell with the authorship of
her
later
famous
TVutherihg
Heights' is not followed.
Miss. Gahagan's
bitter
Emily
makes one wonder what happiness
life had for her, except for the
chilly adoration of her brother.
Frances Starr is the warmer. Charlotte, who, at least, had mingled*
with normal people and tasted some
pleasures of civilized contact. Edith
Barrett is Anne, whose timid little
pieces' turn out to be lengthly
rhymes. Thomas Findlay as the
pastor-father and Glenn Anders as
the dissolute brother are the male
principals In this short cast play.
'Moor Born' seems to be for the
.

.

circus type, or can be. fitted into a
revue. Only house using a variety
bill is the Alcazar
(formerly the
Palace) which at present is showing
only A.. K. singers and. patter
specialists in a 1900 revival.
No. agreement has. been reached
Paris, March 31.
yet. among the three big exhibits for
Doumergue Government has ficanning the stage shows. Parahold
the much disnally
decided
to
mount is said to l>e holding out, and
Exhibition of 1937* Did
the. others do not want to .drop cussed Paris
money was comtheirs unless it can be made unani- not say where the
ing from, but implied it would get
mous.
Jacques Charles, who runs the the coin, somehow.
Ibee.
few..
At the same time 12 architects
Par productions, will leave for. the
designs in a contest for
United States in May with a show submitted
construction of a new permathe
for the Chi exposition and according
nent exposition hall, to supplement
to present plans, the Paramount
(YIDDISH)
the now ageing Grand Palais on the
Theatre will continue with straight
.Comedy .drama In three acts and live
Champs Elysees. New building is scenes
by H. Kalmanowltz; presented at
vaudeville acts after his departure.
to be of steel and to cover a mini- the Yiddish Art Theatre, New York. $2.75
His specialty has been modest
top.
of 24 acres.
Motel Shapt
Nathan Goldberg
scenics, with a line, brought here
Bella ...................... Bose Goldberg
from England.
Julius
Leon Kolker
Frances ...
Jeanett Deutchman
Hymie
................... Anna Hollander
Paris at one time was one of the
Visas for Jewish
Slmohe Bair
Qua Goldstein
Foivel
Isidore Hollander
..
best vaude cities in the world.
Goldl'
Sarah Krohner
of

SET FOR

1937

'

.

;

ALL

A

IN

LIFETIME

.

No

Vaude Acts

French

resorts.

*

'

Order

Rochet

Ben

London, March

31.

German Consulate here has received definite instructions not to
Issue any visas to acts of Jewish
persuasion, regardless of national,

*

ity.

act consists of a troupe,
with one a member of the Jewish
race, they are to be definitely boycotted, according to the order.
There are several instances of
dance teams, here from America,
advised, rather deliWho have been
cately, riot to venture a German
date, although agents are frantically looking for talent and mate-

Even

Mary McCormic Ogled
For ReiAardt

'Bat'

Paris, March 31>
Mary McCormic is dickering with
Reinhardt, who has asked her

Max

to take the lead in his 'Fledermaus'
'The Baf production at the Theatre Pigalle. Seems likely the deal
will go through.
This will be the third change in

'Fledermaus'
leading
role,
was first taken in November
Lotte Schoehe. Incumbent' is
Jacqueline Francell. Show is going
on longer than was expected at
iflrst, and since Reinhardt is planning a new prima donna, it seems
that he feels the piece can continue another month or so at least

Llbkln

rial

if

There's probably a lesson of some
sort in the history of this play. It
opened in a small 300-seater in the
Bronx early this season and despite
the fact that this has „ been the
worst Yiddish legit season in some
years, has lived through and is now
stronger, after a 27- week run, than
when It started.
Radio is the
reason.
Play has a cast of more or less
unknowns and is none too good, but
it got a fair start up in the Bronx
because of the small house. Then

Stops All Dutch

Shows

Paris, March. 31.

.

In New York, Julian T. Abeles,
attorney for Collett D. If tiff, owneroperator of the Hollywood Country
Club; Hollywood, Florida, made a
motion to punish Miss McCormic for
contempt of court arising from the
breach of contract and injunction
^^^ulFTruTf istaFteTT Itgalnst^the- diva=
Latter had allegedly walked out on
"•

,,

a Hollywood

(Fla.)

engagement

to

accept London, bookings.
Huff substituted Sophie Tucker.
— at $2,600 a week.. Miss McCormic
was slated in at $1,500 a week.
Two weeks' difference in salary
totals $2,000, for Which Attorney
Abeles is petitioning the N. Y..
Supreme Court, also asking for his
own counsel fees plus solicitors'
fees In London attendant to similar
action.

One

The Hague, April

Henry

Stern.

$2.75

top.

With a better title, a bit more
care in casting and some Work on
the script this could have been
turned Into a hit;, as is it will hard-'
ly do,
It's a one-set small, cast
colored show, which will help considerably because it could run along

Of the biggest

French shows

be brought to America for years
being readied by Jacques Charles,
who
puts on the stage shows at the
Queen Mother was made public.
She Was to appear next night in a local Paramount, working with .and
special gala at Theatre Royal, for. through the William Morris agency.
9.

arrived here from
Paris, just after the death of the

La Argentina

to

close,

including

theatres,

cin-

to

is

casting

rib

Was

stopped.

Until

-

A

picking up the play a good proposiMost Negro plays thus far tried tion. 'Un Soir de Revillon' (?New
on Broadway, have -been either Year's Eve') will come back to the
straight musicals or dramatic. This

Ambigu

after the holidays.

is a comedy and with a funny
Among the other openings anIt
has .an Octavus Roy
'infernal MaCohen last act switch. Which is a nounced is Cocteau's
Champos
pip and sends customers away chine' at the Comedle des

one

idea.

guffawing. Unfortunately, the first Elysees, April 10,
two acts are slow, too slow, even,
for the fine third act to help*
Henry Washington used to be a
LIKES
hard working Southern colored "boy,
but he decides to stop working and
wait for his brain to think up 'a
.

PRAGUE

PLAYS

AGAINST HITLERISM

projeck.'
His wife and son Work
hard for years while he's 'thinking,'

.

Striking new play,
6. Si,*
it pretty tiresome.
Henry Washing- aimed against Hitlerlsm, national
perfect casting and a peach socialists and brown shirts, in deof a character actor. Rose McClen- fense of democracy and humanity,
don, a more capable and experienced had its premiere in the Akropolls
actress, went up in her lines opening
Theatre of Zistov-Prague. Drama,
night, but gave the impression of
having the makings for a good written by Kamil Holy, a general
portrayal
When forgetting her in the Czechoslovak army, received
nervousness. Rest of the cast is a favorable reception.
VlnOhrady Municipal Theatre, in
none too well chosen, seeming
rather Harlemish Instead of South- a similar spirit of defense of libern,
which they're intended to eralism, presented Shakespeare's
portray.
Kauf.
drama, 'Richard in,' and in its
(Closed Saturday
Review theatre program declares, 'This his(7).
printed for the record).
toric play, dealing with the activities of tyrants, was chosen for performance because of its European
affinity in a present period when
arbitrary power in Europe has been
seized by remorseless personages,
and to give expression to the
Shakespearean optimism
of the
hope for the final victory of the.
good over evil and of right over
might.'
Ferdinand Hart, a refugee from
bone of the Idea is music and danc- Germany, .fills a leading role in the
Billy Hlggins as

ton

is

Show

ing.

—

Vinohrady performance.

.

Show

called a revue, but will
an elaborate floor show.
Charles says Pabst is installing two
revolving stages and an advancing
is

really be

stage, according to plans he. sent

according to Charles. of the Folies Bergere. Charles is a
being assembled and believer. In toe dancing, and is workrehearsals will begin immediately. ing up several numbers of this type.
CompanyL:wlll^consigt_of SSjjo^JjjT Only male number will be the
troupers, all French and-9i% pretty Mangffils, acr 6batlc~~dancer"s Who
work virtually nude. Most of the
Plans to sail May 16.
girls.
Charles' ambition is to give them costumes are being made by Zanel,
something really Parisian—^in fact, who does those of. the Paramount
a little more Parisian than the real stage shows,
-Music—will, be-entirely.. Frpnnlyjai.
Parisian, so they'll know they 'regetting the real stuff. No big-French large part of it old. Works of the
names are planned Just the regular men who composed the biggest
run of Parisian artist, with the em- Parisian song hits of recertt years
phasis on the femme angle. Charles will he used: Jean Lenoir, Borelcounts on modified stripping to help. Clerc, Fred Mele, Mlreille, Mahieux,
Title is 'Ca, e'est Paris.' ('This Is Maurice Yvain, Jose Padillo, MoParis.')
After the girls, the back- retti and Sylvlano.
peclally for

Cast

cabarets..

music was allowed,
-aTfa^OT^one ^ day-^all^radio^broad -=
In cafes

the same reason.
Another revival is 'Maltre de
Forges,' ('The Iron Master') at the
film version of this
Ambigu.
went the rounds earlier in. the season and got publicity; which made

much

on a moderate take.

over. Customers will be seated, at
tables.
which many authorities were InPabst Blue
Show will
Dancing will, be about fifty-fifty
vited, including the Spanish MinRibbon hall' at the Chicago exposi- ballet (toe) and plain strip; Among
Royal decease, however,
ister.
caused all places of entertainment tion, which is being remodelled es-. those already engaged is Kamarova,

emas and

trade which replaces the. Parisians

during the holiday season.
The old standby, 'Cyrano de
Bergerac,' has Just been revived at
the Sarah Bernhardt for pretty

Being Brought Over for Chi Fair

the

by

BRAIN SWEAT

Comedy In three aots and Ave scenes by
Charles Brownwell, presented at the Longacre April 4 by James Montgomery and

60-Person French Floor

importable to Germany.

Death of Queen Mother

*Whlcl.

—

deal of

To German Consulate

ments for American acts: dropped
but there was always room for 100
to 150 U. S. acts per year in several
Paris houses until very recently.
Only acts now going over are for
revues and for floor, shows in

Is

mediate pickup was scented in the cabinet, which kept the town free of
theatre and it was built to a. hit.
street lighting and coincided with
So much so that the show, has now
been, brought down to Second ave- the .first days of springs Films are
nue and put on at the Yiddish Art, doing fairly decent business—partly
best house oh the street.
because people like to be able
Play, is rank melodrama of the
old-fashioned sort, but has consider- barge in at any time on a continuable appeal to the class: of audience ous performance but legit, after a
Intended for. It does not masquer- boomlet which .augured moderately
ade as art, being frankly melo and, well, has settled back close to ths
as such, okay. Story of life of a doldrums.
New York Jewish family before and Political situation, though outWall Street debacle.
after the
Pappa, who's been furnishing the wardly still calm; is getting indough* Is laughed and sneered at creasingly tense again, and with
his
own
family
when the dough the Government cutting the pay of
by
He goes away, its. employees In an attempt to
stops coming.
makes good on his own and event- balance the budget, real trouble la
ually there's a get-together, amidst expected soon by everyone.
This
considerable weeping all around.
reacts severely on the theatre, for
Nathan Goldberg and Isidore Hol- which people are not in the mood,
lander are best in the meager cast, seemingly;
the rest being just about acceptOpenings have been pretty well
able. But there are only two cheap
sets and 10 actors in all, and they've suspended on account of the Easter
put it over, whereas the lavish and holidays, when most Parisians go
costly> arid artistically worthwhile out of town. Right In the midst of
Yiddish stage productions have them; however, the Capuclnes is.
flopped this season without ex- putting on a new revue, *Mitzl«
ception.
Kauf.
Mttzou,' opening today (81), in the
hope of catching the out-of-town

and despite the fact that everybody
By EDWARD HEYN
in town laughs at and ridicules him.
Prague, March 81.
Finally he gets his idea, and although everybody thinks he's gone
Plays,, both modern, and classical,
mad, puts it over, for a net gain but clearly directed against existof $9,000 overnight.
But nothing happens during the ing dictatorships and terrorism, ars
running in several Prague,
......... Torila Polland first two acts except a build-up for now
..........Mottel Brand the finale twist. That makes a good theatres..

mum

ace American
Quite a number
acts played there regularly. During the past few years, require-

a tieup was made, with a Bronx
Paris, March tl.
radio station, play was chopped up
Legit here profited less than it
into a series of IB minute broadcasts and for over six weeks went had
from the political
out over the air that way, with the
same. cast, as on the stage. Im- truce ushered in by the Doumergue

the

funeral, broadcasting has been ordered cut down and no merry tunes
are to be played. Later in the week
cinemas will open again, but all
entertainments are to stop again on
the day of the funeral.
Argentina returned to Paris and
is coming back here after Easter,
when national mourning will be

over and conditions normal again.
That is the procedure of several
other troupers also.

is

Arnold Marie, former prominent
stager in Hamburg, now residing in
Prague, read Freuchen's play, 'Osarak the Eskimo,' at the Unitarla
Hall. Metro film of the same name
has not shown here.

Back Together
London, March

it,

now

—

31.

Wilson, Keppel and Betty, who
have played steadily here for two
years and are booked here till the
6lHi"-lJf^934r=rank"as--tops^among=
American, importations. But they*
have had plenty of tough breaks.
First Jack Keppel was out of the
act for six months, due to appendijcHta^and-then. Betty Knox cpntracted some internal trouble, necessitating a lay- off of 16 weeks, At one
time, the act only had Jack Wilson
playing, with the other two reorulted locally. For the first time in six
months, act is now the same outfit
as originally came over.
,

.

,

,

.

. .

LITERATI

Tuesday, April 10, 1934
Poem* Custom Made
South Carolina has started something by naming a poet-laureate,
A poetRutledge,.
Archibald
laureate Is more high class than a
colonel, thus giving South Carolina
the edge over Kentucky.
Poet-laureate idea originated in
England. Best poet in the realm
was given the title, -which be held
until his death. His job was to dp
on anything important that
ft poem
eame up. The king could do. no
wrong , and the poet-laureate's
verse could not be bad. That's why
go much poet-laureate verse has
been handed down as literature.
South Carolina's poet -laureate
He will
will adhere to custom.

No

Repeats

There are a
orders- for

the

bit over 20,000

new

Charles

Dickens book, 'Life of ChriBt,'
although it hasn't been sent
to the printer yet.

Schuster

But Max
a

wearing

is

face.

Guggenheim Awards
Nine writers were awarded Guggenheim Prizes this year, as against
six artists,
two composers, two
workers in the theatre and 21
scholars.
Each get $2,000 to enable, them to study abroad for a
year, with no strings attached.
Writers to get ^he award are
Conrad Aiken, Kay Boyle, Albert
Halper, Alexander Lalng, George
Milburn, Isidor Schneider, Leonard
Ehrlich and Younghill Kang. Last
two also received the award a year
.

•What's the use of building
this up?' Max is wailing.
1
can't sign the ..author for his
next two books.'

1

Competish in Sports
All- America. Sports magazine
its sixth monthly edition.
'spring" a poem oh whatever lire, It is a wood pulp fact and fiction
flood, bank robbery, Flag Day cele- mag, edited by Nat Flelsher, pubbration or other big event that may lisher of the King, devoted to wrescome along. Birthday party of the tling and boxing. Publication is
Governor's kid also included.
Smith's
opposition to Street
sports magazine, which has a circuRushing Topical
new.
lation of about 60,000,
Books of topical Interest now get Flelsher mag climbing close to the
Book publishers 30,000 mark.
rush printings.
All- America started as a. ?0have found they can profitably
cash in With topics still In the cgnt magazine, but with the April
issue dropped to 15 cents, same
headlines.
Smith pubTypical example .Is Dana Bart- price as the Street
Latter's publishers said to
lett's novel, 'Crack Up.' Author got lication.

The

is

now. in

.

&

,

agOi

.

William Grant

and. Pro-

Sti

fessor Douglas Moore, of Columbia, get the music awards.
Theatrical folks are Angha Enters,
dancer, who wants to study in
Greece, and Charles Norris Houghton, former head of a. little theatre
in Princeton.
ital

Morrow

list

was

set

A.

J.

Best Sellers
week ending April 7, as reported by the
American News Co., Inc.

est Sellers for the

Ficti

'Anthony Adverse' ($3.00)'
•Oppermans, The' ($2,50)
'Anitra's. Dance' ($2.50)
.

.By Lion Feuchtwanger
.By Fannie Hur.
.;By Phyllis Bottome
.;,;......,..»......
.

($2.50)

.

book prices, something
Ushers have sought to avoid..
tail

P.
N. to Meet in Scotland
Scotland has been named as the
gathering place for the 12th international P. E. N. congress, to be
held this summer. Dates are June
16 to 23, with the sessions, to be
divided between Edinburgh and
Glasgow.
Writers will attend from about
40 countries, with Germany again
expected to stay out. The Nazi
members did not like something the
International P. E. N. body did last
year and remained away.
,

evening sheet. About 12 men got
their walking papers.
Hugh Bradley, who wrote for the
Post's sports department until going over to the magazine field a
few years ago, is in as the new
sports editor and is reorganizing
this adjunct of the paper.
Baseball writers on the sheet,
now covering, the metropolitan
teams in the south, were also
given tickets, but are being allowed to work their way north
with their respective assignments.

....

.v.

.

.....

.

.

.

.

;..By Lauren Gilflllan
, >
later
...... ^By Eri

.-. ...

:

.V,

. .

.

....

'

-Ficti

•While Rome Burn's- ($2.75)
..
•Robber Barons' ($3.00)
•New Dealers, The" ($2,75)
•'•-.

:'106,000,000

Guinea Pigs'

.. .

.

:

.

.

....
.... .By Alexander Woollcott
...By Matthew Josephson
•..'"."> Unofficial Observer
By Arthur Kallet and F. J, Schli
-By Louis Adamic
...By Romola Nijinsky
'.

.

;

. .

($2.00)

•Native's Return' ($2.75)
....
•Nljinsky' ($3.75)

.

.

. . .:'.

.

"i. .

,

Reviews

Vacash

$2.50)

and the May selection of the LiterNot Fit For Laguna
ary Guild, despite the fact it's pubLibrarian of Laguna Beach, Call
lished now, early in April.
had. several requests for
It's a story of Gettysburg; the
at ter*s Village' so ordered
'Mad
during the Civil

fornla,

H

two

Hervey Alien

;>,,.......; .By

;

.

•Private World*.* ($2.50)
'I Went to Pit; College' ($2.50)

'Magnus Merriman'

<

,

.....

Remember' (Coward-McCann;

order to get the Bartlett
Columnist's Book Plug
story out as soon, as possible.
New York World-Telegram* in a
Harper's also doing a rush job tie-up with Coyici-Friedei has aron George Seldes* 'Iron, Blood and ranged a big plug for George
Book deals with muni- Ross' gastronomic guide, 'Tips On
Profits.'
tion makers, something with which Tables.'
About 60 of the restau
the Senate is concerning itself jusi rants mentioned in the book have
now.
been founded up to participate in
a full page ad, With the book pubBargain on Printers' Code.
lisher going on the nut for a tiny
Increased cost bf book manufac- piece of it also.
engendered
ture, which will be
Restaurants get small display On
when the printers' and binders' the page, with quotations from the
code goes into effect, has alarmed book on each mentioned.
has
Committee
the publishers.
Whole thing Works as a double
been appointed, consisting, of John buildup for the 'Telegram,* which'
Ben bow, Henry Hoyns and Alexan- has Ross' column, by the same
der Grossett, to endeavor to do name, as a regular feature.
some bargaining.
Claimed by the publishers that if
Post Shakeup
the new schedule of the. book
Another shakeup on the New
manufacturers goes into effect it
practically cleaned out
York
Post
will necessitate an increase in rethe pub- the. entire sports department of the

57

•

back a

•pell in

•.

VARIETY

Kobler entered the Lenox
Modern History
Hill hospital Saturday (7) to reHistorical novels have a tendency
cuperate from a bad cold, also to
to be heavy and hard to read:
lose a badly run down! condition.
however, has
Publisher of the N. Y. Daily MacKihlay Kan tor,,
&
one out that's
Mirror figured a hospital's seclu- managed to turn
digestible, strong and one
sion his only sure way of con- easily
airmail
having
a fine film.
36 burning oyer Flelsher
his theme from the Army
Office staff and editors that could be made into
valescing.
most of their sports are not permitted to bother, him It's good writing and deserves a
difficulties and showed it to Wil- corralled
place, on the shelves., Book is 'Long
liam Morrow. Everything else on writers.
there.
the

i

life,

copies.

in /the

town

War. There's a minor love intrigue
Canvendish's novel to give the harrowing, war scenes
added strength by way of background. Details/ are gruelling and

When Mary

arrived, and librarian read one of
them oyer, there were some doubts,
so books were burnt. At, least so
says Alfred King, the publisher.

horribly believable, despite the age
of the subject. Author has recopT
structed the scene of the terrible
Worlds*
Hungarian
slaughter that took place with
by
novel
Worlds/
Two
•Man of
seeming accuracy, giving all 6f. it
Ainsworth Morgan, now writing for freshness- and. a realistic quality
films in Hollywood, has been bought attainable generally only by books
by Palladis of Budapest for publi- on current subject matter.
cation in Hungarian.
Any number of men could play
Book is on sale in Great Britain, its central role in films, but itl seems
Grayson.
published by Grayson
a perfect fit for a Walter Huston
type.

Two

"

.

&

What
Kelcey

Is

Allen,

Kelcey?
critic

the

of

Women's Wear

Daily, has been
ducking jury duty for years on the
premise, that he's

a newspaperman.

Last week, however, Supreme
Court Justice McCook ruled otherwise and now Kelcey 'b" in the box.

Random Gets Proust
Random. House has bought

all

U. S. rights to Marcel Proust from
Seven- novels in
A. & C. Bonis.
the series, have already been published by the Bonis and Bennet

Bi

Criticisms;.

ite

important
several
are
There
angles to be considered on 'Anitra's

Fannie
Dance* (Harper; $2.50).
Hurst's newest novel met with an
onslaught of adverse criticism from
the book reviewers on the New
dailies, in spite of which it's
well into its eighth edition and a
definite best -seller.
Answer to the big sale is supposed
to be that the book was not serialized prior to publication, as is usual
with Hurst novels', if that's true,
as is also claimed for 'Work of Art,'
by Sinclair Lewis, there will be a
healthy movement to keep 'name'
novels from being, split up into
chapter printing in 0 the future.
Book is not as bad. as some of

York

the New York reviews would have,
one believe. It's hot good writing,
but a good Btory* It's interestingly*
though perhaps Bomewhat brashly,
told; It will make a fine film, which
}s. perhaps another: thing that is
the matter with it from a straight

writing standpoint.

Miss Hurst may have become
camera conscious, but she has not
forgotten how to spin yarns and
that Is the real answer to the eight
editions in three weeks^

—

Technocracy Waves
Willard Hawkins, editor of Author and Journalist, Denver, has
Plays
taken a crack at the present social
About a year ago Don Marquis
system in a booklet published by
play
the Rocky Mountain 'Division of the sat himself down to write a
Continental Committee on Tech- about Henry the Eighth, but by
British
finished
the
was
the
time
it
nocracy ('Castaways- of Plenty,'
film was released, and Don could
50c).
Hawkins has written it in parable not get his piece started, although
sold fpr production. So he's put it
than
more
pages
form, taking no
necessary to point put the short-? in book form. Entitled 'Master of
comings of the present-day system. the Revels' (Doubleday-Doran $2),
'

;

He

takes

three

men

of

different

it

makes

exciting reading.

It's called a novel in play form,
them on an island away
from steamship travel, and in the which is a good idea since it's too
Intention is to continue selling the 95 pages tells of their troubles in long for stage use. Hasn't been cut
volumes separately as at present, living as they had been accustomed or altered, Marquis figuring that's
'84 Writers' Faculty
v.
up* to the producer. Makes better
Hervey Allen, Julia Peterkiny although next Fall a complete four- to.
reading this way and shows a lot
Walter Prichard Eaton, Bernard volume set Is' contemplated in a
of possibility for stage production,
DeVoto, Gorham B. Munson, Ray- new edition to sell possibly at $10.
Obvious Mystery
mond Everett and Theodore Mor- Book would then get the title
An
unusual twist in 'Death of a the sympathetic and satiric Marquis
rison yriU compose the faculty of •Remembrance of Things Past' as Ghost' (Crime Club; $2) has the treatment making Henry an unthe ninth annual writers' conference originally entitled by the French- reader aware of the murderer almost usual character.
•Shining Hour* (Doubleday-Doran;
at Breadloaf, Middlebury, Vt, the man.
immediately, although proof is not
last two weeks In August.
there and finding of the clues a $1.50), by Keith Winter, is current
Chatter
Broadway. It does not fall into
on
This convention brings together
tough assignment.
reading-lamp
of
category
Laird S. Goldsborough, news edi^
each year a number of men. and
Rates as a fair mystery book, the
While finely
women who desire advice and aid in tor of Time, back from a European though not for film use because a drama, however.
is dependent
theatrically
written,
it
the various fields of literary en- trip.
obvious.
bit too
Due to press of work in Washinga good deal on stage histrionics for
deavor.
Between covers it Is
ton, where Robert Wbhlforth Is
its effect.
assisting the Senate Investigation they will spend summer at He- not so strong.
N. Y. Dailies Employing
his book lena Rubinstein's country home In
The City News Association, for of the munitions industry,
has been delayed but Greenwich, Conn. Another case of
European War Impends
years regarded as a barometer on •Tin Soldiers'
out. by the expatriates being chased back, by
employment conditions in the New King says, book will be.
Is there a war brewing in Europe T
fall of the dollar.
There are those on this side of the
York newspaper field, reports that end of May.
feature
Finley,
George
of
Mother
Both Arthur Stringer and Phil ocean who don't believe It, but
jobs are markedly on the upgrade.
King Features, died last Stong have gone to the West Itir Leland Stowe essays to prove the'
Since the first of the year 12 of editor of
week In New York.
dies..
its own staff have quit for better
theory. Does so in a little book en-'
assistant
Was
who
Rapport,
Sam
Annette Vim giving up her place titled 'Nazi Means War* (Whitlesey
A year ago the CNA was
Jobs.
Marple as advertising on Long Island and will move back
like a CWA camp, with every un- to Alan C.
House; $1.50), Which Is full of
Marple's to the city.
employed reporter huddled around manager of Harper's, gets
spine-chilling data.
Alec Waugh is in with corrected
job following latter's resignation.
its doors.
Stbwe is the New York Herald
to
addition
Beatrice Atlass,
proofs Of his new book, 'The Bal- Tribune correspondent in Paris.
serving as New York rep for Bruce liols.'
Morris Script Service
He spent some time in Germany
house,
publishing
book
Humphries,
"bought
Farrar
has
Rinehart
the
&
service,
Augmenting its script
the all Faith Baldwin titles and reprint gathering facts. Doesn't advance
William Morris agency has added a will cover the drama for Trend,
any theories, but in straight Jourrights,
Including
Some juvenile nalistic style reports what he sawliterary agency with Mrs. Sewell mag.
Engfemme
Robertson,
E.
Arriot
Mead. Also children of ten learning to throw
forbooks, from Dpdd,
was
She
charge.
Haggard in
novels
English
admits
novelist,
"Earth Moods,' by Hervey Allen, hand grenades; secret gun drills on
mer editor of Delineator and han- lish
publications, the past few years have been dull. from Harpers.
for
contacts
dles
the outskirts of cities; armies In
Story, the mag, has upped the
monthly, weekly, etc.
'Anthony Adverse' sold for Ital- battle formation everywhere, and
now
and
yarns
for
paid
price
ian translating, making it Sweden, millions of guns in hiding and ready
This is' apart from the Hollywood
be
to
and Broadway scripting which Jim writes checks for $35. Used
France, Germany, Denmark, Hol- for use. The facts and figures .are.
Geller and Ruth Morris handle, or $25.
land, Italy and England besides the quite convincing.
George Milburn going back to U. S.
the radio scripts under Harry
Oklahoma.
Spingold and Bill Murray.
Renee Carroll and Alex Gottlieb
Modiste's
Cass Canfield, Harper prexy, received royalty checks on 'In Your
There seems to be the makings
throwing a luncheon for E. V. Hat' Tuesday (3). Each got $1.64.
Mitchell East
of . .a., pictu re.^ln ^Lojy:e,_l Ipn or „ and
the
Coast,
from
who's
back
Lucas,
=-John---Mitehellr-wester-n=editor— of
^=Ncxt^Marl^H;cllixrger—book'^-will'
Deceive (Macaulay, $2), by Howard
to England.
New Movie Magazine, arrived in on his homeward triphave
bo titled 'The Ten Million.' Farrar Rockey. It will require plenty of
the remFarrar & Rinehart
New York yesterday (9) from the
Rinehart figure it for May.
cleaning, however, for the book is
Seldel
Henry
Doc
of
iniscences
Hollywood office of Tower mag
A. L. Jack Wooldridge, 57, news- tojd from the loose angle affected
Canby, the Saturday -Review of
azines
paper and fan mag writer, died by
authors.
'modernist'
alleged
He'll spend this week in New Literature editor,
April 2 In Loa Angeles after a Un - YiivoH » now slant oh tho backstage
iXork for con f erences wlu rTo^i'^'fOTt-'ftg^^
gcring illness.
Survived by Dor- scene in a gown- shop and offers
became the head of Macaulay's.
staffs of the Tower mags.
othy
Wooldridge,
his
also
wife,
a plenty of. events.
Helen GtQ.ce Carlisle getB a tea
As reading matter the style is
tomorrow (Wednesday) from her fan mag writer.
First Serial
Jim Mitchell, L. A. Examiner's fairly good, and the Incidents hold
Marilyn Herd's serial 'She. Wan ted publisher.
(Thelma Hollywood reporter, oh indefinite Interest in spite of somewhat stilted
Lewlsohns
Ludwig
a Baby* first chapter story in Photo r
Chiefly for the rental
f IJlnesH, telling.
Two Spear) due back frpni France this leave of absence been:
play mag in several years.
libraries.
Abroad for some years, Is recuperating at Vldal, Calif.
week.
pic offers already.

Cerf's house
those.

now willhave

all

of

types, casts

.

U.8. Novel Bought in

London

Stanley Rinehart had to go to
England to pick up American publication
rights of an American
novel, *Fire In the Night,' by Ray
"*
Otis.
Otis, Chlcagoan now living In

mond

New Mexico, couldn't sell his
In New York, so gave it to

yarn
Gol

lancz in London. Rinehart liked It.
and bought It for this side after

reading

it

over there.

Mi ley to Sports
Jack Mlley has been taken off.
the general assignment staff of the
N. Y. Daily News, tab,, for sports
writing.

Mlley

isn't

specializing

on any

particular branch of sports, News
giving him special assignments, as
well as allowing his gag style full
swing.

.

.

Brown on Wet Goods

.

Ned Brown,, sports editor of the
old N. Y. World, who took an un
successful .try. at mag publishing
with his shortrliyed International
Sports, is editing a new monthly
called Wet Goods, which serves
elubs and stewards and bartenders.
.

Wet Goods is published by the
Numedla Publishing Co.
Rush Anti-Nazi Yarn
Doubleday-Doran is rushing the
printing of 'To the Vanquished' by
A.

R. Wylie.

I.

Figured for June,

which

will give Miss.. Wylie two
oh.,tho ,current--season 6-hit.Book is being serialized in the'
Saturday Evening Post and is sup
,

.

posedly the reason for the Post be

ng banned in Germany.

J

"temerson's

N6w "Mag

T. Z. Temerson,- who
the mags Broadway and

was in on
Hollywood

Movies, has formed the Norwood
Publishing Co. and will get out

new
.

film

fan mag.

Periodical

will

probably

known as Movie Humor.

be

-

.

.

:

'

.

'

.

.

.
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Goff. Mark, Brlgga B., Detroit.
Goldberg. Geo^ Celestial K., Bag fhore
Park, Baltimore. Md.
Golden Neal, WOR. M. T.
Goldkette, Jean. Book Tower. Detroit.
Gonzales, Aaron, e-o David Hlllman,
Hollywood. Calif.
Gonzales, S. N„ UO B. 4th St. aanta

Bands and Orchestras
Week

C

of April 9

.

Ana, Cal.

Goodman, Al. NBC. N. Y.

Permanent address

bands or orchestras

of

without charge.
is department,
No charge is made for li
hotel,
For reference guidance, initials, represent:

'

.

.

H—

P—park* C—-cafe, D H-—dance hall, B-—ballrobnV, R
large
ible, street addresses
As far

T—theatre,

—restaurant.
cities

i

,

Sllvertown,
160
Wadaworth
Goodrich
Ave., N. Y. C.
Goodwin. Hop, 96 0. Church St., Wait
Chester, Pa.
Gordon, Herb, Ven Eyck H., Albany, N.Y.
Gorrelt. Ray, 404 Madison T. BIdg.. De-

publi

be

will

troit.

Graham,

are alto

Pleasant

Grayson,

HaL

Pt

Pav.,

Jenkllnson

Paul,

-N.- J,

Grass, Chef, 2040

included.

Kennels, Larry, 801 Keenan BIdg., Pitts*
burgh.
Kentner. H„ Ben]. Franklin H., Phlla;
Kerr; Chas., Adelphla H., Phlla.
Kibbler.
Red, Recreation Pier, Long
Beach, Cal.
Klefer, Bert, 447 R. R. Ave., Pen Argyle,
Pa.
Koestner. Jos,, N. B. C. Merchandise
Mart, 222 North Bank Dr.. Chicago.
King's Melody. 63 Mueller St, Blnghamton, N. Y.
King. Hermle, Kings, S. F.
Ktna, Wayne, Aragon B. R,, Chi;
Kline, M„ 6466 Spruce St. Philadelphia.
Knapp. Orvllle. Cafe de Paree. L. A.
Knefsel, E., " Blltmore H„ Atlanta.
Knights of Melody. Bdgewater H„ Point*

Aaronson, Irving, Jefferson H.,
Abranos, Dave, Brown Derby K..
Agnew, Chas.,, MCA. Chicago.
Albert; Don, Shadewland NC,
tonlo. Tex.
Alexander, Dan, Lyndhurst. Pav., Snyder's Lake. N. X.
Aladorf. U. J;, 08 Liberty St.. NewbUrga.
Alvin. Danny, 100 Club. Chi.
Aaronson, Irving, Carter H..
teh.
.. 912 E. 8th St..
Amldon.
Andrus, Bud;: WE8G, Elmlrs, N.

Arand, Henry.. 648. Broad St., Newark.
Aristocrats (Wm. Hughes). 404 Blandlna
St.. Utlca. N. T.
Aristocrats (Jack Kelly), 214-45 42nd
Ave., Bayslde, N. T.

KVL

Corona, Denver..
Grand H., Santa Monica,

.

Connecticut. Collegians, Green Lantern
Inn. Saratoga, N. T.
Conrad, H.. 1088 Park Ave.. N. T.
Conrad, Lew. Bradford H., Boston,
Cook, Arthur. Commodore H., Toledo, O.
Cooley, Frits. Maple View, Plttsfleld,

Mass.
Cooney. Bernard, KWG. Stookton, Calif.
COtt, FrAnk, Sleghlory C... MontebellO,
Quebec.
Coyle, L. Hi, 210 B. 10th St., Easton. Va.
Craig, Francis. Hermitage H.. NaeevJlle.
Crescent Orch., Armory. Mlddletown, N T.
Craft. Charlie. Frolics Club. Chicago.
Crawford
"Buzz,"
2119 Pennsylvania
Aye., N. W., Washington,
^Cuga^ Xavler. Waldorf-Astoria Root.
Culien,"
ton,

.

8215 No. 6th

Brooklyn. N. Y.
DeForest Don.

Dltmara. Ivan,

Mlecha.

Waldorf-Astoria.

Boulanger. Chas.. Ocean View Park,. NorVa.
Ray, 21 Beacon St.. Hyde Park,
Mass.
Boyd. Tommy. Sacramento H.. Sacramento. Calif.
Boyle. Blllv. Copley-Plaza H.. Boston.
Boyle Marian. KHQ. Spokane. Wash.
BrahdVn Singing Bd.. Painter's Park.
Lanstnc.
ten.
Brashln. Abe. KJR. Seattle?
Rreeskln Daniel. Karte'T.. Washington.
Breuer. Ted, Charles Inn. Burdln Lake,
'

Bow Icy

1

C

Elklns.

Walled Lake

B..

De-

7tb

ft

Broudv Dave. Grant T., Pittsburgh.
Brown. Murray. Follies and Club Royale.

CM.
Brownngle. T.

022 0th

Harrisburg

St..

Pa.

Bryant. W.
Haute. Ind.

H..

1526

Terre

S.

Buckeye
Akron O.
Bunts. Howard. 5420 Brush
.

J.

F

Ohio.
Felton. Happy, Paradise Ship, Troy, NiY.
Ferdlnando. Angelo, Gt Northern H.,
N. Y. C.
-Ferko, Joa, A.. 600 W.
Phlla.. Pa.
Ferrort, Chas., Poll Palace T.. Bridgeport,

Conn.

Ferry, Jack, Rafter's, Phlla.
Feyl, J. W.. 878 River St.. Troy,
Fields, Al. Billy Gallagher's C,
. C.
Flo-Rlto. Ted, MCA. L. A.
Fischer, Carl. Majestic D. H„ Detroit,
Fischer. C. L.. 2122 Walte Ave.. Kala-

Venice

H..

Band-

'

BKO

N. Y, C.

Greenwich Village. Dayton, O.

Casale

140

Pine

St..

Mich.
Fogg,
Me;

.

Beacon

St.,

Portland.

.^Fiink, Larry, Paradise River Boat, Troy,

WIlllamsDort.
.

174

Forbsteln. t,eo. Warner-FN Studio. Burbank. Calif.
Friary, George. Rockland. Mass.
Fried. New Powell Inh^ Colonle, N. Y.
Freeman. Jerry. Paradise R.. 40th A
B'way. N. Y. C.
Frleso, J. F,» Strand" T.. Stamford, <^»nn.
^Frost, Jack. Station WJAR, Providence.

Furilett,

Pa'.

Casey. Ken. Gray stone H..
Cassldy. -D' li.. Vancouver

Ich.

Flnston. Nat. Par. Studio. Hollywood.
Fltzpn trick. Eddie. N.B.C.. S. F.
Fleck, Bill, Bowery, L. A.
Foard. Don. 1410 Reed Ave.. Kalamazoo.

Drake Hotel, Chicago/.

Calloway.. Cab. 700 7(li Aye.. N. T. C.
Caperobn. Fred, '401 B'way. Camden. N.J
CappO; Job.. Lakeside Park. Dayton. O.
Carlln. Herb. Guyon's B. R.. Chicago.
Carberrv. Duke. Walpole. Mass.
Carr, Ftahk. Hilton H.. Lubbock. Tex.
Carr.' Jlinmy. Slr'Thos. Llpton C...W. 88d
St.. N. T. C.

Casa Nov

mazoo;

Frank.

Vanity Fair, Chi.

G

Y..C.

Vancouver

Gaines,
Charlie-Ross
Hawkins,
6028
Haverford Ave.. Phlla,. Pa.
Cavallnve. John.. Murray's Patio. New
Galvln, J. J., Plaza T., Worcester, Mass.
-" =Garber,iJati,vTrlanon^B w R^=Chl.
Cavato. Eta. Flotilla Club. "PltFsburgT?:
Gardner,
O.
C,
1527 N. 24th St.. Lincoln,
fzzy, -602
Blackstohe BIdg..
Cervone.
Neb.
Pittsburgh
Gaspare. Dick, Lido Country Club,
Charles'. Roy. Golden Pumpkin C. Chi.
Long Beach, N. Y.
.Chesney. Roily, Broadway Country C,
Gates.
Hal.
KGER.
Long Beach, Calif,
Denver.
Gates, Manny. Alcazar H„ Miami.
Chlo-E-Revelers. Station. WJBO. New OrGaul. Geo., Washington, D. C.
,
. Jeans.
~Gj»ylordJjChas. i .J,a Boheme, Hollywood.
Chrlstenspii.^Patir, ^-^nthOTiy-HTrHSairGeldt. Al.« 117 fc. ~T J".: ~Ave„ Aflanllc
Antone.
City...
Christian, Tommy. Palisades Amus. Pk>:
Gentry. Tom, Opera Club, Chicago.
Louisville.
Geruten, Roger, Gov. Clinton H.. N.Y.C.
H. J.. 1831 N. Ormsby Ave..
Christie.
4
Gervln. Hal, 1026 Gough St., S. F.
Palisades. N. J.
^
Gerun, Tom, Club Forest, New Orleans.
Church. Ross. Buckeye Lake P., BuckGibson's Blue- Devils, I. O. O. F., Balleye Lake. O.
room, Baltimore.
Clarke. Bob. .1660 Roxbury Rd. ( ), CoGilbert. Peggy. Tlvoll C. L. A.
lumbus. O.
Gill. Emerson. MCA. N. Y. C.
Clarke. Herb. L,. Mi'nlclpa] Band. Long
allien. Frank. Detroit Yacht C, Detroit.
6 each. Cal
Ginsberg. Ralph, Palmer H., Chi.
Ooakley, Tom, Athens C. Oakland. Calif
Glaser, Ben, Embassy Club, N. Y. C.
Coleman, Emll, NBC, N. T.
B. C.

^Haven.^CDnn.^—

•

.

.

:

•

C

Parker, Dud. 280 Hart St.. B'klyn,
Parker, Ray, Jeffery Tavern. Chi.
Parnell, Chas., Hartford B. R., San Ber*
nardlno, :CaL
Paso, George C. Rosevllle, O.
Pasternack. Josef. NBC, N. Y. C.
Pearl, Lou, Club Shallmar, Chicago.
Pearl. Morey, 263 Hunting Ave., Boston.
Pedro. Don, Bdgewater Beaoh H;. Chicago.
Peerless Orch.. Monmouth St.. Newport

Scranton,

Wrl

villa

.:

Ky.

H

Pepdar, Paul, Muehleback. K.

To-

Pfelffer's Orch.,
ledo.
.

'.-

Phllbrlck's Orch.,

Dos Moines,

Lowd. Howard G„ 4106 3rd St.,
W.,
Washington, D. C.
Lowe, Bfrnte. Nanking Cafe, Des Moines.
Lowe. Sol.. Manchester T„ L. A.
Lowh, Bert. Park Central, H., N. T. C.
Laury. Paul, Schuler'a Grosvenor B. R..

la.

Store,

.

Plcctno, A.. 800 N. 8th St.. Reading, Pa.
Pierce. Chas., Midway Gardens, Cedar
Ind.
Plpp's Orch.. Sullivan's., Edmonton. Caa.
Pollack. Ben. c-o MCA. N. Y. C.
Pontrelll, Pete, Paris Inn, L. A.
Powell, Walter ft Rudy Bundy. care
Leddy ft Smith, 226 W. 47th St., N. Y. C.

'

.

Lake,

.

Mansfield. O..
Clyde.

Lucas.
Morrison H.. Chicago.'
Ludeke, Frank, Davenport H., Spokane.

Wash.

Mo.

;

Peterson,.
Ind.:

.

:

C,

Muehlbach, K. C, Mo.

Pettis, Jack,

N. y.

.

ton.

Prado, Fred. , American House, Boston.
Price, Larry, 8115 N. New Jersey 8t.#

.

Luncefbrd, Jimmy, Cotton C, N. Y. C.
Lund, O. M., Coliseum B. R.. Tacoma,
Luse. Harley. Wilson's B. R., L. A.
Lyman. Abe, CDS. N. Y. C.
Lynn, Sammy, 2006 Wichita St., Dallas.

Indianapolis.

Q

Quaw. Gene. MCA. L.

M

.

Bd„

Huntdngton,

W. Va.
lnserillo, Vic,

Texas. T, San Antonio, Tex.

Irwin; Don. Sul Jen, Galveston.
ISemlnger, Bill, Hagerstown, Md.
Isltt, Doug.. Butte, Mont
Iula, Felice, Rivoll T.. Baltimore.
lula, Rufflno, City Park Bd.. Baltimore.

Ralston.

Macdonald,

Coliseum,

Peters-

St.

ton,

burg*
;

Marineau, Al, Spokane H„ Spokane,
J., 3007 8d St. Ocean Park,

Major, F.
Cal.
.

New

Malono, Samuel J„

Yorker C, Hot

Ark.,

Maloney,:R. B,. 806 Elinor St,
Tenn.
Manthe, Al., 807 N. Francis, Madison,
Wis.
Marburger. H.. Roseland B. R.. N.. I.
Marlngo, Joe, Italian Village, L. A.
Mahew, Nye, De Witt Clinton H„ Albany, N. Y. C.
Maroff, Gypsy. Park Central H., N. Y. C.
Marshall. Red, Hacienda la Ramble. Wilmington. Calif.
Marshall Saxy, Riley's Lake House, Saratoga Lake, N. Y,
Martin, Freddy, Savoy-Plaza H.. N. Y. C.
Martin, Nat Lum's R, N.Y.C.
Masllm, Sam, Seneca H., Rochester.
Mason, Bobble ( Iss). New .China R..
Youngstown, Ohio.
.

\

Masters, Frankle,

Chi.

Read.
McDowell, Adrian, Town

Plttsfleld

McGay,

J.,

McQowan.

Ray, Huston, Tourralne H., Boston.
Rodriguez, Jos.. KET, L. A.
Rapee, EmO, Radio City Music
N. Y. C.
Rapp, Barney, Lowry H., St. Paul.
Rasmusscn, P.. 148 Graham Ave., council
Bluffs. Ia.
Ray. Alvliio, NBC. S. F.
Ray. Joey, C. Ballyhoo, L. A*

Read: Kemp, 580 Ashley Blvd., New BedMass.
Reader, Chas.. Montmartre C. N. Y. C.
Red Domlnos, care of E. K. Nadel,
W. 66th St.. N. Y.
Redman. Don, c-o Rockwell-O'Keefe*
R-K-O BIdg,. N. Y. C.
Reese, Gardner. 1010 Broadway, N. Y.
Relsman. Leo. 130 W. 67tb St.. N. Y.
Relyea, Al 'Buddy.' New Harmony H„
Cohoes, N, Y.
Renard, Jacques, CBS, N. Y. C.
Rendleman, .Dunk. Del Monte, Birmingford.

M

.

a

<

ham, Ala.
Rennle. Guy, Hotel Weylln, N. Y. C.
Reser. Harry, 161 W. 46th St. N. Y.
Reynolds, Lou, 600
— Central Ave., Ala-

a

meda. Cal.
Rohde, Karle, .Colonial BR, Boston.
Rich. Fred, CBS. N. Y. C.
Rlckltts, J.

Rlnes, Jos.,

Phlla.

A

Country C;

06 Sylvan

Roanes'
Mass.

Spring-

St.,

Philadelphia.
Jordan. Art 6241 Norwood St., Phils.
Jones, H. I.. Nashold's B., San Diego.
Calif.

Jones, Rogan, KVOS, Belllngham, Wash,
Jones. Isham. Commodore H., N, Y.
Jorgensen, Ruth. 1286 Sheldon St. Jack-

C

.

eon, Mich.
Joslln.
Chas..
Beach, Calif,

Silver

B„

Spray

Long

.

n-

1221 E. 83d St.. L. A.
MCA. Chi.

Edwin

81

Roberts, Joe. Auditorium Hotel, Chicago.
Robblns, Sammy, McAlptn H„ N. V
Roberts, Miles. 8 Sheldon St.. Pro v.: R. L
Robinson, Johnny, Venice BR, Venice*

C

Oscar.

4520

Camas

Phila-

delphia.'

Meyerlnch, Herb, States Hofbrau. B. F.
Meyers. Al. 6200 Girard Ave., Phlla,
Meyers, Louis, Zenda B., L. A.
Meyers. Vie. c-o Dave Trepp, Seattle.
Miles.. Dusty. The Roof. Kenosha. Wis.
Miles, Jack, Showboat, Troy, N. Y.
MUhoIIand, H. I.. KG A, Spokane;
Miller, Gladys. KOMO, Seattle.
Miller, Jack, Press Club, Montreal.
.

Miller,

N..

121

Williams

Chelsea,

St.,

Loew's State. Syracuse.
Milan, Bert, Eastwood Park, Detroit.
Mills. FlOyd, 786 Fayette St., Cumber,

Phlla..

i

H., Lido Venice C, Boston.
Al, Swan'ee B. R., Washington.
Kardos, Gene, Roseland B. R.. N. Y. C.
Karln, Paul, Cinderella B. R., Long
Beach. Cal.
Kaasel. Art, MCA, Chi.
Katzman, Louis, 1780 B'way, N. Y. C.
Kaufman, Wr,~"28 "Nr 10th St., Lebanon,
Pa.
Kay, Hcrbie, MCA. Chicago.
Kaye, Mickey, EdgewOod H., E. Greenbush. N. Y.
Kayser. Joe, Muslo Box, Chicago.
Keegan, Ross E„ 22 Gold St., Freeport,
Kalis,

Kamas,

L. I.
Koller, Leonard, Bal Musette C, N. Y. C.
Keller. Wm. R., 4116 61st St., Woodsldo,
L. I., N. Y.
Kemp, Hal, Blaokhawk, Chlcage>
Kennedy, Clem., KTAB, B. F.

Md.

.

Milne. Del.
land, Ore.
MinejT-Poyle,

Mass,
Mlnloh, Ed.,
Pa.

Washington

Port-

Ave,,

Scran-

ton,

Mlsheloff, Sol, Commodore H., N, Y. C.
Mitchell, Al, 4 Reed St., So. Norwalk.

Conn.

Mohrman, Mabel. KJR,
.

Seattle.

Mpjlca. Leon, Wilson's B.

Morton—Fran..
Wash.

Italian

R„

I..

Phil.

King Edward H.. Toronto,
The Farms. Colonle. N. Y,

Rosenthal. Harry. 1650 Broadway. N Y.C
Roesman; Harold. Bagdad C.. Miami.
Roth. Eddie; Club Alabam. Chicago.
Rothchlld. Irving, Follies Bergere. Chi.
Royce, Glgl. Rendezvous B.: R.. Santa
Monica, Cal.
RublnolT. Dave. 1501 B'way. N. Y. C.
Ruhl. Warney. Michigan Tech.. Hough*
ton, Mich.
Russell.
reensborow
.

Sachs, Colman, GunterC., San Antone.
Harry, NBC. N. Y. C.
Sampletro, Joe, KOIN, Portland, Ore.
Sanders, Joe, MCA, Chicago.
Sanderson, Bob, Peter Cooper R, 130
30th, St., N. Y. C.
Sannella, Andy, Bruno's, 80 E. 40tb St.,
N. Y. C.
Sans, P., 215 RIdgewood Ave,. B'klyn.
Santaella, Salvatore. KMTR, Hollywood.
Saratnbl, Fred, Pagllerl's, N. Y. C.
Sarll. Jean, care Owl BIdg., San Antonio,
Tex.
w
Salter,

A

.

St.,

—

1102 Middlesex St;, Lowell.

HOi Prospect

San Aa>

Roky, Leon, Syracuse H.. Syracuse.
Rolfe. B. A,, 111 W. 67th St.; N. Y. C,

Romano,

HCigh-Ho Club, Washing-

Pete,

D. C.
Messner. Dick, Plcadilly H„ N. Y.
Meyer, M. F.. 026 Broadway, Brooklyn,

ton,

N. Y.
Meyer,

.,

tone.

Homanelll.

Memphtsonians. 02 S. Main St..
Meroff, Ben, MCA, Chicago.
Mesale,

Lowell,

B..

Francis H., San Fran-

Cal.

ldgefleld

St.,

Miller. Vic.

Kahn.^Herman, _Capltol Ti., Newark^ N.J.^
Kahn, Roger W„ 1607 B'way. N. Y. C-

Commodore
St.

Rogers,
S..

Meeker, Bobby.
Melia, Wm.,
Park. N. J.

land,

Kahn, Harry, 6210 Gainor Road,
Pa.

Chateau Laurier,

JameB,

Mass.

Joy, Jlmmie. Variety, Hollywood.
Joy, Jack, KFWB, Hollywood.

Penn,

Roberts,
cisco.

Detroit Country Club, Derrolt.
Looe, care R. W. Kahn. 1601.

McVeas, L.

.

Johnson, C. Small's -Paradise, N. Y. C.
Johnson. Gladys, KTM, L. A.
Johnson. Johnny,' Kenmore. Albany, N.Y.
Johnston, Merle. 151 W. 46th St, N.Y.C.
Johnston. O. W.. 45 Grove Ave., Otta'TS.
Jolly Joyce's Syn., 015-17 Walnut St.

H., Boston.

N. J.

McGowan, Bob. Montmartre. L. A.
Mclntyre,

C. Kosciusko,

Elks
Rlttenbaud, J., u: Artists T., Detroit
Rlzzo, Vincent, Sylvan la H.. Phlla
Roach, Tommy, 43 S. 12th St., Newark,

B'way. N. Y. C.
Jackson's Jazz, 18 Chestnut St.. Gloversvine. N. Y.
Jaffy, Gilbert, Lelghton'a Arcade, L. A.
James,
Donally,
Brown Palace H„
Denver.
Jansen. Edward, KVI, Tacoma,. Wash.
Jehle. John, 75 Drlggs Ave.. Brooklyn.
Jenkins. Polly, and Her Playboys, WCAU,

WOL, Washing-

Studio; Culver City,

•

Maurice, Jack, Majestic B. R„ .Long
Beach, Cal.
McCllster, Boh, Traylor H.. Easton, Pa.
McCloud, Mac, core Paul Cohen, 64 West
Randolph. Chi.
McCoy. Clyde, Drake H., Chicago.
McDanlel. Harry. Edgewood Inn, Albany-

Milwaukee.
McEnelly, B.
field, Mass.

,

MCA,

KYW,

Maupln, Rex,

M-G-M

Cal.

Y. C.

Springs;

Station

Jack,

D. C.

Radln, Oscar,

Mack, Dave, Paris Inn, L. A.
Madreguera, Enrlc, Waldorf-Astoria,

.

Detroit.

St..

Burson. Be'nnle. McFnddert's' B.. Oakland.
Del Mnr. P.. -Galveston.
Bush, Henri. Gotham H.. N. Y. C.

Loma.

R.,

Balboa, Calif.
Holden, Callle. Laguna Beach. Calif.
Holman,' Bob, Cafe de Paris, L. A.
Holmes, 'Wright Martinique H.. N. Y. C.
Hoist, Ernie, Colony C, Palm Beach.
Hopkins, Claude, Roseland B. B'way and
60th St. N. Y. C.
Hornlck. Joe, NBC, 9. F.
Houck, Kurt, Roosevelt H„ L. A.
Hueston, Billy, 16G8 B'way. N. Y. C.
Hyde, Alex, care Wm. Morris, Mayfalr
T. BIdg.. N. Y. C.
Hyde. Doc, Southernaires, o-o Moss-Hallett. 1660 B'way, N. Y. C.

Innls,

i
Beach Country C,
.,f r' ^Aarpn,
Miami
Beach.
Feldman. Joe, 1063 E. 98th St.. Cleveland,

Mllo, Brockton. Mass.
Mass.
Burke's Canadians.. -New Constant Sprint

Burtnelt. Earl.

Hogan, BUI, MCA. L. A.
Hogan, Tweet Chanel Lake, III.
Hoagland, Everett Rendezvous, B.

.

tone.

BurTse. Chick. Ariiesbury.

Lido

.Earl, Casa de Alex. Chi.
Hoffman; L. G., 78 Ernst St, Buffalo-

,

Farmer, William, Slmpton C., N. Y. C.
Fay, Bernard. Fay's. Providence.
Farrell. F„ Inn. 4 Sheridan Sq., N. T. C.
Feeney. J. M.. 226 E. 11th St.. Oakland.
Fabello. Phil. Albee T,. Brooklyn.
Fagan; Ray, Sagamore H.. Rochester.
Famey, Jack; Blue Willow Inn. San An-

-.Burh

.

HofTman,

B'way.

.

Calif.

Burns. Jimmy.
wloh. Ont

Island.

Eddie, Marden's Riviera, Engle-

Ellington. Duke. 700 7th Ave.. N., T. O
872 Van Nostrand Ave..
Jersey City.
Blwlng. H., Virginia B. R.. L. A..
Iippel, 5786 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.
Epplnoft, Ivan. MCA, Chicago.
ErlckSon, Harry. Saltalr Beach Co.. Salt
Lake City.
Esllck, J., New Madison H.. Seattle.

C,

Culver City. Calif.
Hobbs, Frank, St Catherine H„ Catailna

C.

ttr

troit.

Casa

Lelghton'a,

Paige, Ray, Station KHJ, L. A.
Pancho, Ambassador H.. N. Y. C.
Parisian Red Heads, 22 W. North St,

.

burgb.

Elm wood Band,

..

'

Eda'.

H„

.

.

.

Hlte. Les, Cotton

Eddie-Burteon, Al Demonlco C, N. Y.
Edmunds, Glen, Elk's C, L. A.

Edson.

I.

Hauser, Ernest, Majestic T., San Antone.
Jess. Rainbow B. R., Denver.
Hays, BUL Cathay Tea Garden, Phlla.
HaymeB, Joe, Empire BR, N. Y. C.
Hector, Chas. R., Tourralne H„ Boston.
Heldt Horace. Hlllstreet T.. L. A.
Broadway,
1610
Fletcher,
Henderson,
N. Y. C,
,
Ml Ion
Casino,
Henderson,
Gordon.
Beach. Cal.
_
1610
Fletcher,
c-o Taps,
Henderson;
Broadway. N. Y. C.
Maurice, Maple Beer Garden,
Henri,
Brooklyn; N; Y.
w
Henry. Tal„ care NBC, 711 6th Ave..
N. Y. C.
Hewitt. Al., NBC. Boston. Mass.
Hill. GeOrgle, Tlvoll T.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Hlmber. Dick, RItz Carlton H.. N. Y. C.
Hlnes, Earl, care Ed Fox. Grand Terrace.
Chicago.
Hlrabak.
1128 GoUman St., PltU-

Hawkins,

y

Chi.

Indianapolis;

I.

.

.

Jackets,

WON.

Owen, Delos.

Levant, Phil.. MCA, Chicago.
Levey. Harold. NBC. N. Y. C.
Levin, Al, 476 Whalley Ave., New Haven.
Levltow, Bernard, Commodore H„ N.Y.C.
Lido Orch, Suite 66 Loew BIdg., Washton, D. C.
Llppman, Sid, Cocoanut Grove, L. A.
Little Jack Little. Lexington
, N. Y. C.
Lofner. Carl, MCA, L. A.
Lombard, Carmen, 824 Chauncey St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lombardo, Guy, Hollywood C, Galveston.
Lopez. Vincent, St. Regis H., N. Y. C.
Lorraine, Carroll, Royal Tavern,- Chi.
Lowe. Maximo. Shoreham H.. Washing-

.

Yellow.

Beaoh, Buckeye Lake, O.
Osborne. Will, CBS. N. Y. C.
Orlando. Nick, Plaza H.; N. Y, C.

C

LeRoy. Howard, Vanity Fair, Chloago.

'

N. Y.
Hatch, Nelson,
111 Tea Garden, Toronto, Can.
Hatch, Wilbur. KNX. Hollywood.
Haney. Ad., 26 Capitol St, Pawtucket

L. I.
Original

Luna Park, Coney

Clayton,

Lefkowltz, Harry, Casley
Pa.
Leftwlch, Jolly. Oceanic
Beach, N; C.

Harris. Phil. Palais Royale, N. Y. C.
Harrod. Bud, Yoeng's R.. 1607 B'way,
N. Y.
'Sugar* Harolds Orch.. Club Leisure. Chi.
Hart, Ronnie, Little C, Hamilton, Ont.
Hartley, Bill. Van Rensselear Inn, Troy,

E.

N..T.

,

Seattle.

'

wood, N.

Lake

oritz,

folk.

Collegians,

KOL,

.

.

F

R.

Madison T.

Dolbler. Geo., Cafe de Paree. L. A.
Domtne Orch., 22 4th St.. Troy, N. Y.
Donnelly, W. H.. 280 Glen wood. Ato.-. B.
Orange. N, J,
Dooley, Jordan, Mi Ion Inn C, San Anyone.
Dooley. Bllly^, Westminster H.. Boston.
Dornberger. Chas.. MCA, N. Y. C.
Dougherty, Doc.. Adelphla. H.. Phlla,
Dowell, Boots, Cotton C. San Diego.
Duchln, Eddie, Central. Park Casino,
N. Y. C.
Duerr. Dalph, 11404 Orvllle Ave.. Cleve.
Durso, Mlk«. 151 W. 64th St., N. Y.

St..

N.Y.

B'wav

,

1

Oppenheim, W.. BenJ. Franklin H.. Phlla.
Original Calif Melodlans, % Silver Cloud
Social Club, 80 Walker St., N. Y. C.
Original George 8, Dancelahd, Jamaica,

C

Astoria, L.

Harmon, Dave, Plaza, H., San Antone.

L. A.

.

Bbir,

Oakland, Calif.

.404

.

'

Haverhill

.

irmlngHancock, Hogan, Jefferson H.,
ham.
Handler. Al, Via Lagb. Chi.
Harris, Henry, c-o H. Moon, 4186 St.
Catherine St.; W., Montreal.
Harris, Phil. Palais Royale,. N. Y. C.
Harknesa, Eddie, 2610 Van Ness Ave.,

'

'

Paul. 4268 Archer Ave.. Chi.
Bernle. Ben, : MCA. Chicago.
Perrens Freddie. OBS. N. T. C.
Bestor, Don, Pennsylvania: H„ N. T, C.
Benford. Jack. Jack * Jill Tavern, Portland, Ore.
Bfssett. Billy, Royal York H., Toronto.
Black, Frank, NBC, N. T. C.
Black. Ted. 1610 Broadway. N; T. C.
Blumenthal's Orch.. Sovereign H.. Chi-r
e*go
Bob'e Suhnyslders. 80
f
Lawrenre, Mans.
Bonelll.
Mike, St.
Placid, N. Y.

West-

Held, in.

Pitta-

Berlin.

Portland,

Denay, Jack. Statler H., 'Boston.
Dewees, Lowell. 1200 Jackson St., Spring-

J,.

Ave..

KLX.

Del..

Bentley. Billy;
Calif.
Bercowltz. Abe. KQW. Portland. Ore.
Berge. W. B.. 67 Grand Ave.. Englewood.

Penn

St.,

Gflllf*

Dennlker-Klng Orch., Harbor Inn. Far
Rockaway. N. Y.

MCA, Chi.
KXO. El Centre.

6440

King

Francisco. Louis.

a

Detroit.

.

J..

.

Delany, Jack.
jDelbrldge,

•

W.

Hammond, Jean. Sky Room, Milwaukee.
Hammond, Cheatlne. KIT; Yakima, Wash..
Hamp, Johnny. MCA. Chicago.

Noonan. Jimmy. Lido C. Chi.
Norman. Jess. 1770 Green St..

N. Y.
Lanln, Howard CBS, N. Y. C.
Large. Rolph, Rlohleau H... Quebec, Can.
Lawe. Bernle. Pattls C. Des Moines. la.
Lefcourt Hairy, 27*10 Newtown Ave.,

.

De

wood

Del.
Belasco, Leon. St. Morltz H.. N. T.
Bolton's SyncOpatero. Box 1863, West
Palm Beach. Fla.
Bennett. Dave, Station WJJD. Palmer

Berger.
burgh;

rooklyn.

Ore.

Baum. Babe. 220 Rose St.. Reading. Pa.
Bannen, Al, Regnatz R., Cleveland,.
Baxter; Phil. WDAF, K. C.
Bcban. Walter. NBC. B.F.-.
on.
Beckley.'T.. 102 B. 8th St. WU

N,

C

0 llr'

O'Brien, Tom, Saranao Lake H.. Saranae
OJConnell. Mark, 818 W. 08th St.. n!t.c!
Lake. N, Y,
O'Hare. Husk. MCA. Chi.
O'Hearn. Travo. LeClalr H.. Mollne. IIL
Olsen. George. 1618 B'way. N. Y. c.
OJ"«. Ouy. Eagles Aiid.. Seattle Wash.
0 P'*en» Ole, Commodore C> Vancouver,

Landry. Art, 46 5th Ave.,
. Y.
Lang. Sid. Paramount. Cbl,
Lange. J. V.. 27 Abbott St.. Lowell. Mess.
Lanln, San), care CBS, 485 Madison Ave.,

.

S.

Bartnett, Chas., Roseland B. R., N. T. C.
Barton/Herbert, 545 Fifth Ave;, N. T. C.
Basils. Jos,, 65 No. 14th St., Newark,
N. J.
Bauer. F. J., 67 Ormond St.. Rochester,

Rouse. Chicago.
Bennett, Ralph.

N. Y;
^
HaenschOn. Gtis, 60 W. 60th St.. N. Y. C.
Haines, rWhltey/ Tavern Inn. .188 N,
Bend St.. Pawtucket, R, L
Hall, George, Taft H., N. Y,
Hall, Sleepy, MCA, N. Y.
Hallett. Mai, care Chas. Shrlbman,
Little Bldg.n Boston.
Halstead. Henry. Muehlebaoh H., fL C,

JDavls, Billy, 8220 21st Ave.. Bklyn, N. T.
Davis. Meyer. 18 D. 48th St... N. T. C.
David Chas., New Yorker H.. N. Y. C;
Davis. Eddie. Moris R., 144 Bleecker St.,
N. Y. C.
De Costa. Vincent 86 Pineapple St.,

Phlla.

St..

St George

Conn.
_Daugherty. Emery, Jardln Lido, Arlington
H.. Washington. D. C.
^Davldge, Wm., 182 Pacific St. Brooklyn,

Ocean

N.Y.C.

A.

..

Nolan, Bob. Fisher T.. Detroit
i.

MCA, ChL

Del,

N. Y.

Island.

Haefely, Geo., Luna Park, Coney Island.

Hamilton, Geo., Airport Gardens, L. A.

Dantzier. T., Westward Ho H.. Phoenix.
D'Artrl'e Orch., 61 14tb Bt^ Norwich.

Balrd. Maynard. Crystal T... Knpxvllle.
Ballew, Smith, MCA, New Orleans;
Barnard, B.v 880 W. Morrell St. Jackson.

C,

Ell,

St.,

U.

Alfred,

Newton, Ruby, WEEI, Boston.
Nichols. Red. RItz Carlton H.. A. C.

.

Mo.

.

^Dantzlg.

75th

Newman.
wood.

C

La Ferara, Vinton, 1821 Grant Ave.. S. F.
Lagasae, F.. 618 Merrlmao St.. Lowell.
Mass.
Lampe,

W.

.

;

Baltl

Haas, Alexander, 254

Ingham.

Naylor. Oliver. Walton H., Phlla.
Neff. Art 6228 Spruce St., Phlladelphl
Nelrbauer. Eddie. Frolics C, Chi.
Nelson, Ozzle, CBS, N. Y.
Nelson, Tom, Roosevelt H..

Be" C*.

Lampbam,

Dahl, Ted. Lelghton'a Arcade, L. A.
Damskl, Henri. KJR, Seattle.
Dancer, Earl, KHJ, L. A.

,

Bachman. Lew. 211 N, Central, Chi.
Badger, Rollle, New Sherbrooke H.. Sherbrooke, Que.
Bain, Jack, Victor C, Portland.

Ct.

°

-

Culver

City, Cal.

Ambassador H., N. T. C,

H,. Canan-

dalgua, N. Y.
Cummins. Berate, MCA. Chi.
Cummins, Leo. WTIC. Hartford.

olnea.

Barth, Henry

south Boa-

,

Cu minings, Johnnie, Webster

'

Cal.
Bartel, Jeno,

Beverly Wilshlre H„ L. A.
WEAF. N. Y. C.
Gurntok. Ed.. 86 Reynolds Ave., ProvtGreen, Johnny, CBS. N. Y. C.
Greenough, Frank; Blltmoro H„ Santa
Barbara, Calif.
Grofe. Frede, 105 Norma Rd., Teaneck,

.

Cisco.

Park

J.

M„

Tutwlller

Nash, Len, Len Nash's Barn, Comptoa,

.

Grler, Jimmy,
Griselle. Tom,

...
dence.
Guttenion,

c

Kozala, Jim, Station WliFL, Chicago.
Kratzlnger. Bd. World's Fair. Chi;
Krausgrlll, Walt 847 Claremont BIdg.,
S. F.
Kroll, Nathan, Vanderbllt H., N.
Krueger, Art, WISN, Milwaukee.
Krumhole, G.. P. O. Box 404. New Bedford, Mass.
Kyser.Kay. Bal Tabarin, S. 7.
Kyte, Benny, Station WJR, Detroit

Gross, Prentls, McBlroy B., Portland, Ore.
Greer, Billy, 1002 Main St. Davenport, la.

.

Tacoma, Wash.

Mich.
Barangoes.' Dan. C Alabam. Chi;
Barrier,
Harry. Casino Gardens.

N.

Nappl,

:

Knutson, Erllng. President H.'. K.
Kostelanetz. Andre. CBS, N. Y. C.
Kogan. Harry. NBC.. Chicago.

Green. G. F., 101 W. 65th St. N. Y. C.
Green, Jimmy, Beach View Gardens O.,
Ohlcago,

:

Armbruster. J. Li. B. A. C.. Buffalo.
Arnbelm. Qua, St. Francis H.. San FmnAsh, Paul, care MCA, Chicago.
Atkins. A. P.. 8814 6th Ave.. Des
Averlll. Bud. Boos Bros;, L. A.
Axt. Dr. Wm.. M-G-M Studio.

Wheeling,

St..

W. Va.

.

Arkell. Lee.

U10 Grand

Conley, Ralph.

bapy, N. Y.

.

Quebec

Claire,

a

•Cal.--.

Cole, XCIng, Solomon's D. H., L. A.
Cole, Richard, Palmer House, Chicago.

^Muenett,^ Lewis Arcade BIdg., .Huntlng*>
Murphy, JFranols, DeWltt Clinton H..

L. A.

Gardener 8poka..e,

Mollno, Carlos, Congress H„ Chicago.
Moore, Carl, care Kennaway, Chi.
Moore's, Dlnty, Washington Arms, Msmaroneck, N. Y.
Moore, Pryor. Schaber's C, I*. A.
Morey, Al, Worth T„ Ft. Worth.
Moret. Maurie, Moroni's, Chicago.
Morris, Glen, sliver Slipper, Baltimore.
Mosher, V., 8187 10th Ave. S., Minneapolis.

Moss, Joe, 601 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

— SchararC;
...

F.T^4=B'wayr"Bu«alo;=NF^

t-^-

Schlll, J., Arcadia B. R„ N. Y. C.
Schubert, Ed., 84 Arthur St., Lawrenee,Mass.
Schumlskl, Joe. Station WCFL, Chicago.
Schwartz, U, J., 810 Court St., Fremont,
'

Ohio.
Scoggln,
•Scott,
field,

Chic,

L.

W.,

ShadQWland, San Antone.
1)00

Dllbert^ve^ -Spring-,

O.

Frank,

Scott.

284

President

St..

Brook-,

lyn. ,N. Y.
Scottl, Wm., Statler H., Boston.
Seldenman, Sid, Mayflower H..

Selvln,

Ben, care CoL

Recording,

Ave.
Setaro, A., Paramount Studio, Hollywood.
Severt. GJno, KHJ. L. A.
Shaokley, Geo.. WOR. N. Y. C.

(Continued on page 60^
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PENNY ROULETTE

Hash and Rehash
Coast;

Fans Take to Game

By Joe Bigelow

59

VARIETY

Some East

Fla. Hotels

t>...

Made Few

in Lieu

Friends in Best Season in 5 Years

Los Angeles,

New game

"Manager of Midget Village, concession at next summer's Chicago
World's Fair Is suing last year's manager for JloioO.O, claiming- latter Is
conducting a, whispering campaign among midgets to effect that the
'concession would not receive a, _perm.it -to operate this summer.'—-Prom
Vamtot.

A man must

stoop pretty low to whisper to a midget.

6crewy Correspondence From Screwy Correspondents
You-Knpw-Me, Ala. Owner of the Can theatre exhibited plenty of
mind in an emergency the other night. Film caught fire,

—

:

presence of

stall for time while the boys were patching it up, the mgr. ripped
and ran it through the projection machine. Next
day he was arrested for showing a dirty picture.

and to

off his celluloid collar

—

Hollywood. Lola Loploo, ingenue, after three, years on the studio conlist, Eoi it ..in the neck from Metromount yesterday.
When it caine
time to pick up MJs's Lboloo's option all the boys at the studio suddenly
developed lumbag6 and couldn't bend.
tract

Hit Or, Miss.—rAl Falfa, blackface single No. 2'irig at the Loew Gross
(vaudfllm>. finished the lagt two bars of 'The Last Round-Up r with a
klsserful of ripe tomato at the Friday night *how: At the finish he .stole
his usual bow and said: 'My friends, 1' have en Jcyed the vegetables you

my way

have thrown
I

would appreciate,

it

of chance supplanting
the banned tango is; springing up
.'oft beach midways. ,Qani'e. is. similar
to roulette, being played with chips
for which a cashable receipt is
given to the player when he is
ready to quit;
It is far tougher on the suckers
than tango ever was, as the large
Wheel is electrically operated and a
cinch tp manipulate.
Payoff on
the receipts is always in even dollars and anything between is kept
by the house.
So far, -it's- the only gambling
game on the beach pikes, and the
proprietors are staying; undercover
as much as possible, hoping to
make a .bankroll before the gendarmes step
and stop them.
Chips are a penny, with a few
1

.

at Sc.

very much, but as I am npt strictly a vegetarian
if Pne of you gents' would ^ toes, me., a sirloin' steak Atlantic Cifj

Whippets Set

Oh, Minn.— Six downtown first run houses all triple featuring are
causing plenty "of anxiety about the future. Rialto', running short of
product, is starting to use discarded pictures off the Shelf. 'The week
pf April 26,' announces Manager Ed Lenihan, 'we are going to play the
;

.

shelf.'

Pretzel Bend, Mo.—Lilly Hippo, 430-pound fat lady with SeUs-Flpto,
quit the show en route to try her. luck at a hew racket.. She's now a
in a cannon factory.-

gun moll

New York—-Trigo Nometry. who heads the statistical department of
the Rational Broadcasting CP., decries .the dearth of ideas for new styl$
surveys., 'What^ is radio without surveys? Nothing, absolutely nothing,'
says Mr. Nometry. 'Why* only last ..week I was making a telephone
checkup on the results of a radical change in the Sudsy- Wudsy Soap
program's institutional sales promotional announcement. Instead of asking the public to tear off and mall in the top of the Sudsy-Wudsy carton,
they asked them to tear off and mail in the BOTTOM^ Well, the first
number I called was a lady who lives on West 76th "street. A man
answered, so I hung up.
.

.

Man. And.

in

while traveling on t;alhs and ships sylvania.
Crack trains were provided, with a
are scouting for indications of the
special- recreation ..car that included
future.
gymnasium and a supervising
a
January and February proved the
hostess for travelers, A three-piece
best months for the .hotels. It was
March; however, which -was best for band, provided concerts and- dance
.

.'

;

music. These bands were 'supplied
business, generally, according to priThe beach hotels through -co-operation of the Miami
vate estimate.
dropped, their rates in Mar'chi and Biltmore hotel in Flojrida. It's .the
first time that railroads have gone
this had to do with spreading the
in for anything like this, and suctourists' cash around.
cess assures a. repeat for the coming
It is estimated' that $5,000,000 was
newly invested in Miami real estate year.
ive De Lux. Trains
during the crasPn just past. More
00,000 passed through- the
betiing machine.-}" on Florida's three

There are five trains so fitted out
City Commission leased the Muwith recreation cars. Since, during
nicipal Auditorium to the -Atlantic pony a* 4 seven dog tracks. That's the past season the t atns ran in
Kennel Club, which will conduct. arourtd $8,000,000 more than the two sections, it meant that probably
10 or more hostesses were employed.
whippet races frbm June 28 to year before.
This recreation thing on the trains
>tl
Sept. 9, for a total rental of
was started last year. It was later
Pari-mutuel betting will
$165,000,
.lorida ever had been favored
taken over by the Atlantic Coast
prevail.
with a good-will boost of lncalcuLease .'calls for two down, pay- •abel value, from an advertising 'po- Lines. The hostess o, each train
ments. Pf $25,000 each, April 15 and tentiality point, this was done the arranges card games and. other
June- 28. From June 30 to July 9 current
season
when President events for the travelers.
The hostesses are picked for spethe. contract calls .for payments of
Roosevelt favored Florida as the
$1,500 daily; from July .10 to July
base for his present fishing trip in cial Qualifications. Generally' they
ar)
29, payments' of $2,500 daily; "from
cultured persons,
-he Florida
Coming
southern waters.
as this
July 30 to August 14, payments of
Special, for instance,, has its recteadi£ at the close of the current sea$3,000 daily, and a $2,000 payment
Mrs. Wright
sen, -the President's trip climaxed tiiri car in charge
on August 16.
Townsend of Westchester* society.
Florida's first lap on ilj comeback
.

.

'

;

just bors^

the greaic^t

In this manner the railroads hope
keep, the Florida traffic boomljng,
comparison to thei ships.' that -ply
coastwise to Florida and back.

heights,, after

to.

already .vas beginning to be
considered as the most brilliant
season in five years.
Tall: is that certain beach hotels,
went back on an understanding
with the railroads and shipping men
in charging the high rates they, .did..
It is handed out that the hotels and'
railroads iind. shipping' people had
come to an understanding of co-!
operative business promotion among
\

In

There is no doubt tb,at this .experiment has helped increase, traffic
on the "iailroad and should cut ift'on
the shipping business. TranspPrtatlbh rates on bdth waysf of travel
are about equal.
If anything, tho high rates, wtilch
;
the heachv hotels., of.
w-ida »-eaet
coast" charged this past eteaSttik may
encourage, a goodly portion o£ tourists hitting fpt the \rest tf6ast:>f the
high rate, bugaboo of the .east coast
The west coast
hotels continues.
j

:

"

'

T

No Code Against

on

of Florida
'

Question No. 2, from Tom Collinjs; Greenpolnt—Why is the saloon. on
'toy corner called The Counterfeit?
Answer No. 2—Because you can't pass it. (Editor's 'note: This sort
of thing can't gp on. Maybe We!d better call the whple deal off.)

How

It

Has Coast

Happened

CVakiett and 99 other American publications, allegedly unmoral, have
been banned by the Austrian, .government from sale .on newsstands in
Vienna;—-news item.)
Johann Doakedburg, Minister of the Vienna Foreign Office Vase iss
iss ger-paper. Variety ?
Doakesburg*s. confidential secretary It iss der ger- show paper, Herr
Doakesburg; "If jss der.ger-hou'se organ from der ahcrobahte.
.Doakes—It sess here, "Lady' Gets $6,200 In New Haven/ Isss dot
'

'

idge
*

Los Angeles, April

9.

.

Contract bridge as a business
has reached the stage here where
.

,

operators of clubs are squawking
about the competition of rival club
If it were any other
conductors.
business there'd be a code to protect it, the squawk ers say, but overlooked in Washington when codes
were drawn up, it's the one industry
she gets.. $5,200 that hasn't any pact for fair com-

—

—

.

nicht immoral?
Sec—Yah! (In Vienna

a yes^mah

is

a yah-man).

If

'

New

Haven,. she iss no lady \<
petition.
der -review on d]er Vinter Garten it sees, 'Mile. Flfl, grinder
During the last year clubs where
She. could do persons, singly, in doubles, or lh
"(VPt l§ dot :gr index ?), shiver jr a' inean load pf snakehips.
a cooch dance to the "Blue Danube >'
fouYs', 'can play for' table fees of
Sec. Ach,' der 'Pliie Daiiupe'l
60. cents each have mushroomed all
M^ing fun and chokes mitt der. 'Plue Danupe,* hah? Veil, over the city;- in private houses
Doakes—
%
vedo somedin$,-abQudt idt. D/er^ger-paper Variety iss'ge-barred!. Yah? made oyer for .tne; purpose; in
Sec—Yah "
hotels, or in exclusive clubs.- Fees
tis'ed to', be 75 cerits fbr afternoon
Evolution of*, a'""rJ.ew» Item
or evening play. ? .The current-. 60"c
New Ydrk^Haf old B. Fraftkli'nyi former theatre operating chief. 'for rate, is but one end, of the. price cut
RKO, Is entering "the motion picture producing business on his own. He. ting.'rtiade iiecessary through com-,
is lining up ax schedule of featured.* Production starts in three weeks. petition.
v
bridge
business... got
Cohitra:ct
Will release through a major, distributor.
Chicago-^Harbld B/- Franklin has decided to prpduce a'play instead inte .:the industry, class locally,
"TJT a picture. He. is lining up a lot of stars for ihe"caatT Hasn't decided when tourname'nt bridge was 'introon what play it will be, but says it will be a smash. Has engaged Max duced at the clubs. This is the
pastime of playing duplicate bridge,
Gordon as his office boy. The Shuberts will take tickets.
hands as the other
Holly wood.—rHarold B. Franklin has changed his mind about produc- having the same
money prizes
ing a play-instead of a picture. He will produce both. He'll produce fellow and getting
for the' best comparative scores on
the play, and then the picture. Or vice versa.
-the hands held during the eve(Tuesday)
tomorrow
Europe
New York—Harold B. Franklin sails for
or lousy. No squawkCecil B. ning, good
to engage stars for the play and picture hp will produce.
ing here about holding poor cards.
DeMille, who will, direct tbe picture, is making the trip with Franklin
evening's competitore
Half- the
to carry his luggage.
hold the Bame hands as you do, andParis—Harold B. Franklin is here to engage stars for the big ice car - with yarbprough_ hands all night
=
nival spectacle and show he will produce at the-HippPdromei New York,
"you 'can^wln "the^ddugh-^lf yPu'fe"
He intends to take over the Radio City Music Hall, where he will install good.
a No. 2 company to catch the Hippodrome's overflow.
Tournament bridge went like
Philadelphia—Report here is that among the plans of Harold B. Frank
Wildfire, for there is no chance of
tin' is one involving a gigantic stage-screen-radio-burlesque enterprise
losing any more than the initial
that will
outlay of 50c entrance fee, and
.
Boston Harold B. Franklin announces he is
yet there's a possibility of copping
Bigger clubs
Wllkes-Barre-^-Harold B. Franklin.
the prize money.
Altoona Harold Franklin.
stake up to $20 a couple, for the
Walla Walla—H. B. Franklin.
winners, $5 for seconds and $2 for
Jersey City—H.B.F.
thirds.
Sucker Play Flops
Petro'grad—H..B.
When introduced, most of the
MoscPw H.
elubs turned back almost all of the
Sronx, N. Y.—Wuts.
In.

Doakes—in
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is

more zealously native

than the east, but that shouldn't be
.drawback, and. the Clearwater

a,

-

.

-

•

t.ian.$.

.

1

reasonable rates.

northward. The Empire of the Sun
The railroads especially extended
has enjoyed its best season in five
years,
But the fancy room rates themselves the current year for
running up to $175 a week with tourist trade, even more so than the
which all but the Miami city, proper,, boats. The' Florlda East Coast Railof Florida's east coast flogged tour- way has been supplying special
ists and, regulars alike has marred recreation facilities and entertainthe outlook for the coming year; ment on its better trains to Florida
This was done in coFlorida may be coming back', but it. and. back.
with other roads, the
is anybody's guess what the season operation
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Poto-?
of 1934-35 will bring.
'mac, Atlantic Coast Line and Penn.Sensitive Florldians at home and

trip to

than
onebunt

themselves ahd for FroVida,'. with the
beaoh hotels reported acquiescing to

-

9.

'

.

SAM 6HA1N
poking an anxious face

•'.

Atlantic City, April

Code .Question Box
Beer Replaces Pix
(This department .each weekjcill answer a limited number of gues-.
Dubuque, la., April 9.
Hons pertaining .to the Motion Picture; Code. There seems to. be an unIowa,
nabe pix house, is having
dercurrent of skullduggery in the picture industry, with a lot of people
claiming the oode is Greek to them. It is not only Greek to this dept.,- its seats yanked- find interior trans-'
but Scandinavian also. But thif;dept. will answer any and all questions ferred into a dine and dance -spot.
'Transformation is under Iowa's;
just the same.)
\
Question No: A from .Pete. Glyph, Second -Run Pictures Corp.,. Holly-- beer tavern, law, Which -makes it
Wood, Calif.—Now supppsin' a guy jwalks in a studio and asks for a job obligatory to issue license irrespecas a gaffer, see? The scale for gaffers'' is $1.63 per hour. Understand?! tive of feelings of immediate neighWell, the guy gets the; job as. a ^gaffer, and then they find, out he's
a sprinkler fitter. The scalp for .sprinkler fitters is $1.16, or 47c less
for gaffers. Get.lt.? All right; /; Now "if that happens, how can a
legged Lucy Stone Leaguer scoVe yfrotri- first base: oh a" sacrifice
after three men are out?
..\
Answer No. 1— Youse is a viper.

is

.

smothered With onions.'

For Summer

By
Florida

,-

Gubs

Beefing

district is stated to have the finest
state, which is'
mag-

a

beach In the
net

entrance fees In prizes, figuring on
popularizing their spots for straight
play where- the operators' take is
But it didn't „, work that
way. Town went nuts on tournament./ It was cheap, and the
chances of copping big were bright.
Now the club operators have
found, that in running., the tournaments for advertising purpose to
popularize their 'places they've built
up a Frankenstein.
" City's
bridgers want tournament
stuff, and shop around to find "the
spots where the prizes are the
heaviest,
The few clubs in 'ex^
istence a year, 'agp would be able
to take care of the- club players
today 'and cut on the right ^ide,
but- with -everybody .opening up, the
originals are beefing;.. It's mtnny

Mexican Roulette

velvet.

Mexico

;

.

'

:

-

golf all over again.' '.O'ne minny on
a. block was a cinch for dough—
fof awhile—but six on a blocfe and
it;jspelled sheri

Mex

style

City, April *.

roulette Is enthusing

sporting Americans. Play consists
of shooting a red dart from an air
gun at a revolving wheel which
spins on the wall. A .ni
Is al-

M

but there's no way
it will be at the time of

ways

hit,

telling

what

.Gll'iOting.

Customers are allowed to shoot,
so games, on the up'n Up. pay ofTs
the same as in regulation roulette.
U. S. gamblers aver they like .the
air gun game better than they'do
the pocket yariety and assert It's
squarer, as they can't, find, any wiy
of monkeying with -it.
-

.

MARRIAGES

Case in point was a. tournament
Tdtti McNiiilty. to fielen FaheT in
last Saturday night! -pp- Baltimore, April 3V Groom is radio
-

staged

erators advertised prizes, of' $20, $6
and $2. Half hour after the tiihe
to start the deals the take was only
$7.50.
Club owner announced that
due to the slim take tbe prizes

would have to be only $10. As they
throw in coffee and sandwiches, all
for

the four bits, the arithmetic
here shows where the operator got
off. that night.
' A l-Oppotitio n==Now^= =
This particular club runner, who
conducts tournaments at two house
clubs and one In a swanky, downtown private spot, had an alibi for
the poor attendance.
Within the
previous three weeks, players who'
had been attending his tournaments
had ail gone into the contract
tournam'ent business on their own,
and are now operating in competition with him, he says.
'And it's the same with every
other club in town, he moaned.
-r

--

-

I

—

singer.

Mrs. Ruth Rogers, to Stan T,nurel,
April 1,.
non-pro.

Agua

Caliente.

<?

is,

Mrs. Blanche Sternberg Skeath
to Herbert Withersppon, New York,
April 4. Groom was former basso of
Met. opera.
Alberta Vaughn to Joseph Egli,
Yuma,- Ariz., April 8. Groom as an
artha,
assist ant- casting directo r^
Sleper to Hardie Aibright, Hollywood, April 7.
PhilGertrude
Edwards
of
adelphia to Julius E. M. Curley,

M

Philadelphia, March 31. Groom is
director of publicity for. Warner
Brothers.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Mischa Auer, eon,
Father la *

April 3, Hollywood.
film actor.

"

.

TIMES SQUARE

VARIETY

60
East

-

annrewr j.yi

i

i.ui.1

fall.

'Will

:

,

....

im- against, each other in court, Kathryn
Ray and husband, Martin de Alzaga,
burled the hatchet and contemplate
a second honeymoon;,
Alice Fay back from coast.
Hiring unemployed musicians by
the city's churches proposed by Rev.
Edmund Wylie of the Park Ave.
Presbyterian Church, as a relief
measure.
He has. already set an
example with a concert scheduled

'

.'

.

:

.

.

.

•

1

.

•

'

,

would be immune from punishment
for bawdy p!oy if he had previously
with the authorities the

and addicrs
ble,

name

of the legally responsi-

producer.

Dorothy

Knapp,

once

prize

beauty, -lands a spot In 'Broadway

dise.'

V

Kathryn Ray was denied the application for temporary alimony and
counsel fees pending her trial for

separation from Martin de Alazaga
Thursday (5) by the N. Y. Supreme
cout.

Eddie Dowllng guest of honor at
a banquet given him by the Democratic Club of Philadelphia Wednesday (4).
American Federation of Labor
a considering issuing a charter to

Interlude;'

Actors' Fund
took in
$14,276
during Mr.rch. Paid out $385 more
than that Sam Scribner, treasurer,
reports.

Ganna Walska postpones

for.

second time her projected concert any recognized taxi union.
Gloria Swanson arrived In New
at Carnegie Hall. > Now it's the
~"~
York Thursday (6), preparing for a
grippe.
Madison Sq, Garden in a jam trip to Norway.
Carmela Ponselle reported imwith Regional Board. Fired an
usher and he claims it was because proving at Medical Arts hospital
of his activity in the employees where she has been for gall bladder
trouble. (Left hospital Sunday (8).
union. Garden must prove other
Reports from London that C. B.
wise^
Another case against a
Cochran and Noel Coward are disBrooiclyn house.
Seeing they're doing it anyhow, solving their partnership.
Community house theatre opens
Congress considers a law permitting
newspapers to print the results of its second season at Spring Lake,
N. J„ July (2). Priestly Morrison
lotteries.
•They Shall Not Die* will not be will direct.
Berkshire Playhouse, Stockbrldge,
-pulled by the Theatre Guild, but
Mass., "opens its, season July" 2.
Will be kept on at lowered prices.
Lew Brown, associate' producer at
S. Hurok announces season of
Fox, has opened office at Fox's N.Yi
headquarters to conduct search for

_

.

Sunday

i
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RKO THEATRES
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Max

and

Ann Pennington and Ann Seymour engaged to appear at New
Wonder Bar night club in Union
.

City, N.

may be

.

Fleischer.

Nanette
Suit brought against
Guilford by Dr. Joseph Safin for
$1,034, principal and interest of a
fee promised by defendant for reducing treatment In which she lost

in Billy Arnold's produc-

hearing on the Wagner Labor bill
at Washington. Nathaniel Doragoff,.
of IATSE, to which 306 is attached,
charged that $900,000 have been disbursed without adequate accounting, including $7,500 to Salvatore
Spltale, one of the Lindbergh kidnap intermediaries. Said $415,303
was spent for 'rehabilitation' with
no accounting and an attorney was
given $75,000 by Sherman, though
He had apparently rendered no
services. Doragoff

was former

finan-

secretary but said he had rer
signed when the surety company
cancelled his bond after a 'sus-

cial

:

"V

irgil

Thompson

W„

LeRoy. NBC, Chicago.

Shield,

N

After
Jacques

SWlkret

Jack.

Theatre.

A rile. Play land

Slmmonds,

necessry

campaign
to

Lewisohn

in

certs

to raise

continue

Stadium

conthis

summer.
Truex will direct stock
White Plains this sum-

Ernest

company

at

Company

mer.

to headquarters at

Contemporary Theatre Club.
In an audience granted 100 mem-

Sherman

denies.
to do the music
.

.

If he gets hitched.
April
Dwlght Deere Wlman and Bill
Brady together for a drama next
season; 'Too Many Boats.' from

Ave*.

South
Bend, Ittd.
Simons. Seymour. MCA. Chi.
Slssle. Noble 'lBOO B-wav. N. T. C.
er'
ace
^° ne Beaob,
Cal
SlnglnK Sherwoods, KFAC. L. A.
S Iroplon C, N. T. C.
.
I' T:..
Smith,
Beasley, Rosemont B„ B'klyn.
SmUh, Curtis. VUlaRosa. Houston.
Sm
Joe< Parodlahs, Wagner's Acad,
,.

^

.

emy. Pblla., Pa.Smith. LlRon, Saint. Anthony

8an

Antonio. Tex.

^Smelin,

S..

W- Buchtel

190

Ave., Akron;

Syhithe, Jackson, Brant Inn, Burlington,
Ont;
Sorey, Vincent, WINS, N. T; C.
Souders, Jack, Senator H„ Sacramento.
Sosnlck, Harry, Edgewater Beach H.»
*

Chicago.

Southall,

care

Ceo.,

San Antonio. Tex.

Mundy Auditorium.

a

Windsor, Canada.
St. George. Geo.. 210C Belmont Ave.. N.T.
Stafford, Jesse. Sweets B.. Oakland. Cnttf.
Stanley; Julian, 2055 Wlnnejnac Ave., ChL
Stanton. Morrle. Club Minuet, Chlcngo.
Stall, Manny, Dempsey's Grill, L. A.
Stelner, Max, Rndlo Studio, Hollywood.
Steed. Hy„ Station WMBC, Detroit.
Stein, J., Rainbow. Gardens, Chicago.
Stern. Harold, Montclalr H.. N. Y. C
Stone; Marty, Radlsson H.. Mlnnenpoll
Story. Geo., Wong's C, London. Ont.
Straub, Herb. Buffalo Broadcasting Corp.,
Buffalo;
Strlsaoff. Vandcrbtlt H.. N. T. C.
Suss, Johnny, Cnmeo BR, Chicago.
Sweet, Al, 20 Qulncy St.. Chicago.

Sweeten, Claude,

Telller,

15.

.

Teppaa,
Teeven,
Mich;

KFRC.

Roy.

F.

S.

H„

Ray. Fairmount
J. J.,

Thompson,

.

own

End
Park,

-

Mayor La

take, charge of

funds

West

645

Shliicret, Nat. IBS E. 24tb St..
Slert. Solly. Palace H.. S. P.

•

for

(8)

,

«

Spector. Irving. WQRO. Albany, N. T.
Spltalny. Phil, Park Central' H.. N. Y
Spor. Paul. Paxton Hotel. Omaha. Neb.
a three year absence
Spotts, Wally. Rlvervlew Inn. Rend Inc.
Cartier, returned Sunday- Pa.
SprlnRer,
Country Club Garden,
a dance recital at Guild'
Flint. Mich.
Springer. Leon, 134 Livingston St.. Btclyn.
Guardia has agreed to - St.
Clair Jesters. Prince Edward H„

Cat.'

bers of Foreign Press Association
yesterday (9), Pope Pius described
newspaper correspondents as 'loudscore for the Harvard presenta- speakers of mankind.'
Angela Joyce, formerly 'Miss Engtion of 'Bride for the Unicorn/
land/ suing Lord Revelstoke for
Original musical score, used In
for breach of promise.
Dublin, is not available for. the Har- $500,000
Mildred Roberts, showgirl, granted
vard presentation. Play comes to
a $3,000 verdict against. Henry C.
Broadway in the fallMurphy,
sued, by girl for false arTheatre Guild turns back all but
four plays, retaining only 'Jig Saw' rest.
Cella Villa, daughter of Pancho
for current production and' 'Porgy,'
Villa, arrived In New York yester•Races' and 'The Sleeping Clergy- day
(9) to see premiere of 'Viva
man' for next season.
Villa,' picture depicting her father's
Rowland Stebblns may take life.
'Tight Britches' down to North
Samuel Insull called 'wrecker of
Carolina to. try 'em on. Play written Chicago opera* by Mary Garden in
about that country.
a Paris Interview. 'Knew nothing
John (Nick) Forhan, son of the of music*
banker, disturbs his parent when
Toklo police orders departure of
his engagement to Alice Faye Is re
show known as American .Revue
ported.
Dad says he can roll his Troupe headed by A. B. Marcus by
picious robbery.'

Russell, C-o H. Moon, 4180 BL
St;.
Montreal.
Shube
Theatre! Bite*
J8?Z*\
v? ud Pa.
iPhiladelphia,
_Shrea8ley. Eddie, Vienna Gardens. World's
Fair, Chi.
fihepard, Chaa.; KFI, r* a.
Sheridan, .Phil, Davenport H.. Spokane

18 pounds.

B. S. Moss building a picture
tion, 'Shadows of 1934', which opens theatre at 207th Street and B'way.
Thursday (12).
First of a planned chain.
Alan Dinehart and his wife arRestaurant and hotel men agree
rived In New York Sunday (8)
that beer has aided business.
Harry Sherman of Projectionists from the coast to arrange for the
production
of his new play .'Alley
Local 306 on the grill in the Senate
J.,

S.

F.

C33 Glenwood Ave.. Buffalo.
Regent T., Grand. Rnpida,

.

Dud,

2020

So.

Redfleld

St.,

Phlla.. Pa.

At'Virginians,' Venter T.
N. J.
Miami Beach
Tlloft. Andre,. Surf
TInsley. Bob. Coloslmo's, Chicago.
Tobler, Ben. Flagler H.. Fallsburg,
Tolland. Ray. Detroit Leland H., Detrol
Trace. Al, Hyde Park C, Chicago.
Tremalne, Paul, Village Barn, N. T. C.
Trevor, Frank, KOIN. Portland. Ore.

Thompson's
lantic City.

C,

.

,

Paramount

Anthony,

Trinl,

H.

Grill,

N. T, C.
Trinl, Mike, Moulin Rouge, Bklyn, N. T.
Man.
Turcotte. Geo.,
00 Orange St.,
Chester, N. H.

Turnham. Edith, Topsey's Roost,
gate. Calif

V
Charles Clifford's novel, with Owen
Coast
Davis doing it into a play.
Vallee,. Ernie, Stevens-Qlrard H., Phil
Sidney Salkow now holds a leash
Valloe, Rudy, 111 W; 57th St.. N. Y. C,'.
Van Cleef, Jimmy. 41 Paterson St., <?ew
on 'Tourists Accommodated,' which
Petition to probate a purportedly
John Golden planned for this sea- destroyed will of the. late Daisy Can Brunswick, N. J.'
Victor. James E„ 622 Fifth Ave.,
son. W1U get another summer try
field Moreno, oil heiress and wife of
Vis' an. Rob. 0211 LlnWood Ave..
out before Broadway.
Antonio Moreno, screen actor, was land.
Vogel, Ralph, 2502 Coral St.. Phlla,
Galen Bogue has 'The Hopefuls' denied by Superior Court Judge
Voorhees, Don; NBC, N. T; C.
by Richard Flourney. If he can get Charles S. Crall. Petition was made
Hal Skeily it will be given this by the deceased's brother, who
spring.
asked that he be appointed executor
About 4,000 holders of liquor liT. L. Tally recalled to the dallies
Waldman, Herman, MCA, Dallas.
censes fail to apply for a renewal that he launched the first picture
Walker, Ray; 201 St James PI., Brook*
Some of the places have shut show in Los Angeles just 32 years lyn. N. Y.
Warlng's Penna., care J. O'Connor, Han>
i

.

.

W

.

already;

ago.

Jim Burrows, .veteran magician,
Poisoner ended the film career of
died at the monthly meeting of the
Society of American Magicians at Pascha, St. Bernard canine actor.
President
Roosevelt's,
mother
the Hotel McAlpln Sunday (8). He
had just completed a demonstration writes Mrs. Lois Sheldon, chairman
of motion picture committee of L.A
when he collapsed.. Heart failure,
Peggie Heggie, night club hostess, Federation of the W.C.T.U., praising
acquitted in alienation of affections her efforts, towards national censor
suit for $50,000. brought against her ship of pix.
by Mrs. Sadie Walsh, wife of George
Zeffle Tilbury, 65, stage actress,
Walsh, of the Yacht Club Boys.
has filed suit in Los Angeles against
Club Richman designating one Richard C. Withers, driver of a car
night a month to be named 'Dr. which srtuck a machine in which
William K. Smith Night,' in recog- the actress was riding, for $10,000

»

nition- for hls^ work in ouring showfold in Hot Springs Sanitarium,
proceeds to be donated ,to a larger
headquarters for Dr. Smith.
Resignation of Dr. Ernest Gruen
new talent.
it
Margaret lllington Bowes be- ing, editor of N. Y. Evening Post
queathed entire estate, formerly val- r renounced by publisher J>. David
'1
MMHIIKIh
ued at over $10,000, to her husband. Stern.
The Mask and ,Wig Club of the
Major. Edward Bowes,
John Drew Colt, son. of Ethel U. of P. to present 'Eatsy pickins,
Barrymore, has deserted, the theatre musical, at Mecca Temple April 14.
John Ringllng cites long list of
for radio.
Panic
was averted Thursday cruelties charged to his wife In the
86^ ST. Wed. to Friday*! night, April 5, when fire in the sub- divorce suit pending In Sarasota,
basenient of Carnegie Hall was ex- Fla.
April 11 to 12
tamer
Mrs. Charles H. Sabln named ditinguished while the hall packed
"COME ON
/
rector of the board of the Motion
with 2,200 people.
MARINES"
/
Claiming that real estate tax as-* Picture Research Council April 6
with
st
81 ST.
sessment was too high, Carnegie Hall ;by Mrs. August. Belmont, president
(chord Arlen
obtained an order from Supreme of Council..
and
M
Mme. Schumann-Heink to appearCourt Justice Cohn for a review of
HOMMTW
'TWO At ONE"
at concert in Carnegie Hall April
with. Jenn PnrJter
the property's valuation.
for
Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi
Alfto Tedesco, Met tenor, sued 23
for
by his son-in-law, League.
$50,000
R. C. Music Hall host to 275 memBenedetto Gaetanj> of- vaudeville, for
Ktfd. Overt — Second Week
alienating the affections of his wife, bers of Congress, and their families
Norma SHEARER
Maria Rosa Gaetani, daughter of Friday (6) as guests of RCA. Those
Tede soo. Decision favoring Tedesco present were part of Legislative
i^..^. Robert Montgomery
IBWWr:
=Fariim^Jnvited^o=attendx^02nd=
was handed down Friday- (6)?
^«RTFTI
Herbert Marshall
Vivienne Butler presented dance Cities Service Radio Concert.- Group
recital at Town Hall April 5, with under direction of Representative
In I*er«on
|5Ftt
irV*
Pflljl Whltemore musical numbers than dances. Sol Bloom for tour of all points of
PAI
Oicli.
lfl I* man
Several more men arrested Thurs- interest in the city.
License Commissioner Paul Moss
day, April 5, 'for Speculating in
circus tickets around Madison Set started Sunday (8) cleaning out
Garden.
Men were charged, with Tslot machine devices in Coney
LOEW'Sli/WYr.
tffM0N>FRI,
disorderly conduct .and fined $2 each, Island and. city-controlled resorts.
IOAM.T.NOOM]
All beach resorts crowded Sunday
with •exception of one .man. doubtful of pleading guilty, who was fined (8) due to unusual spring weather.
JIMMY
"Sehnolzle"
Attorneys for Max Baer went
$5 for wasting the court's time.
DURANTE
Roger .Wolfe Kahn states his plans Into supreme court yesterday (9)
LUPE VELEZ In "PALOOKA"
will In no way be changed by his to ask for further details In the
with STOAUT ERWJN
father's death: he intends continu- assault charge brought against him
In Person— Sophia Tucker— Sc Oths.
by Shirley La Belle.
ing In the music fU>ld.
Extra! Laurel ft Hardy Comedy
Because of the lack of funds
After a week of bitter accusations
J,
.

fiNew York Theatres

Shaw,

forced to tliscontinue his radio
broadcasts after next Sunday (15)
from his Detroit station.
Helen. Kane, charging that her
Boop-a-doop* Idea is being Infringed on, went Into Supreme
Court yesterday (9) .to press her
action against Paramount-Publlx

(8).

O. Routes

(Continued from page 68)

Father Charles E. Coughlln

.

for last

and

Catherine

i!U.u

Russian drama next

port vodka directors.
Legislature passes the law pere
mltting track betting. Will take
Some of the 15% tax lor the agricultural fairs.. City lottery bill now
oh the Are.
Pawling, N. T., fighting a nudist
peal for alimony pending trial.
camp just outside the city limits.
Howard Thurston at the White N. Y. syndicate has acquired a site.
House Easter Monday,, picking rabActors Fund matinee club held
bits out of Buzzie Dall's sweater an Easter Parade in the St. Regis
and doing other tricks. for the presi- Wednesday (4). Big society event
dential grandchildren;'
.with .many dinners preluding..
Police drive against specs at the
First opon trolley cars on Broad?
circus netted 16 steerers and 27
way April 2;
Finding slot machines seized by peddlers of pasteboards, some getN. Y. police doing business in Jer- ting big premiums; Steerers got $2.
sey, order goes out to dump them each for disorderly conduct. Ticket
Machines handlers, got a scolding. Took an
in the ocean in future,
seized last year sold to a junkman encore later in the week.
Estelle Taylor, former Mrs. Jack
at the police auction and unbroken,
Dempsey, filling in at Simplon club
parts used, for replacements.
Actors' Dinner Club served: 26,824 while looking for a play for Broadmeals the iirst Quarter of this year. way.
Hugo. Mariana, of NBC in aliOf these 19,141 were on the cyff.
Guthrie McCHhtic went to Cin- money jail at the instance of his
She
cinnati Thursday to join Katharine former wife, Nella Barbu.
heard he was leaving on va concert
Cornell.
Palais Koyal, nitery, advertising tour and crashed down to protect
Phil Harris, who won the Academy the alimony she is suing for. Out
award for his two reel comedy; 'SO when he filed a bond.
Mrs. Rudy Vallee lost a point
This is Harris*.' Award was to the
Y.
in
the
N.
Supreme court
pic and not the player.
Wednesday (4) when Justice McHelen Hayes will quit the Guild Laughlin refused
her motion to
June 2 to go back to Hollywood strike out the crooner's counterAnd films.
claim for an injunction to restrain
Thomas Nazzaro, Boston, banker, her from suing in California. Her
suing Jules Brulatour, husband of original suit was filed as a resident
Hope Hampton. Charges, film man of N. Y.
failed to live up to his promise to
While the passage of three measbuy $5,000 Worth of tickets for ures in the State Assembly this
'Manon' and spend a like sum for week to end 'bootleg betting,' the
expenses in return for the. diva's .bookmakers .see great hope for a
castling' in the recent Boston opera repeal of the anti-betting laws.
experiment.
Annual benefit for St. Francis
Volly Endriss, radio singer, suing Hospital staged at Morosco theatre
the L. I. railroad over bliczard de- April 11, where 'No More Ladies'
lays..
Wants $600 because she is current;
missed two broadcasts and suffered
A bill authorizing a nationwide
from' shock and exposure..
lottery and conducted by veterans
Clyde Beatty disciplined Sammy, has been placed before the House
his bad lion, at the Garden Thurs- Ways and Means Committee. Hearday (3). Sammy got his shortly ings are set for April 11.
The Wllliamsbrldge Reservoir in
after his outbreak in Cleveland, but
it helped
Dexter Fellowes' scrap the Bronx is. to be converted into'
an outdoor sports arena, with a
'book to take an encore.
Katharine Hepburn back from seating capacity of 100,000.
Schrafft's restaurant began servthat round trip to France. Tells
ship news men she Intends to come ing liquor in their establishments
*
back to the stage, and hopes to be April 6.
Edward Raquello has adapted a
better than in 'The Lake."
Bill in Albany would change- the- play from the Polish By. Bruno
atre padlock law. Owner of house Winawer, tentatively titled 'Para

filed

the Dailies

This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as published during the week in the
Variety takes no
dailX) papers of New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Hollywood and London.
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R.

News From

IT, S. Circuit court overrules the
Federal Tax Board, of Appeals and
sustains Sidney Blackmer in deducting $1,687.10 from his 1927 income tax return as a business expense in entertaining drama critics
and producers. Drama cricks hasten to alibi.
Fritz! Scheff wins her right to retain her home in Waterbury, Conn.
lye
Transfer, of the mortgage will
her more time.
Betty Randolph and Paul Sweinhart swapped hard luck stories in
the Supreme court last week (2).
Referee reserved decision on her ap-

.

.

damages.
Anya Taranda, one of Earl Carshow 'girls brought to the
coast for a picture,, is confined to
her apartment with the flu, and
will not be able to return east for
a month;
In L. A. to attend-a confab of Boy
Scout leaders, James E. West,. chief
..

roll's

.

of the Boy Scouts' of
America, asserted the 'good moving
pictures made so far outweigh the
possibly bad ones.'

executive

Mrs. Wiliard Mack,

known pro

fesslonally as Beatrice Banyard,
owes an additional $67 on her 1931
Income, according to a U. S. lien
filed in Los Angeles.
dressmaker hailed Mary Miles
Mlnter Into L. A. court after the
former actress reportedly went Into
the woman's shop, grabbed a dress
and left, hurrlendly. Both claim
'

A

ownership..

Fay Temple Mack, N. Y. stage
who has spent two years in

mersteln T. Bldg.,

N.

Y.

.

C.

Warnow, Mark. CBS. N. T. C.
Warren, Bill, Rainbow B. R„ L. A.
Watklns, Sammy. Gibson H.. Clncy.
Watters. Lou, 1007 101th Ave., Oakland.
Webb, Chick, Cafe de Paree, N„ Y. C.
Weber, Thos.. Breakfast C. U A.
Weeks, Anson, Sul Jeb, Galveston.
Weeks, Ranny. Coconnut Grove, Boston.
.

Weems; Ted, MCA, Chicago.
Weldhoeft, Ad, Zenda B. R.. p. A,

Weldner. Art. 44 Wawona St., S. F.
Wein, Walt, Watervllet Tnvern, Water*
vllet, N. Y.
Welch, Roy, Fulton-Royal, Brooklyn.
Werner. Ed.. Michigan T.. Detroit
Wesley.. Jos., 317 12th Ave., Milwaukee.
North
Weston,
Don.
Richmond
H..
Adams. Mass.
.

Adame

Wetter, Jos.. -017
Pa.

Ave.,

Scranton,

.

Whldden. Ed.. 125 Dlkeman St.. B'klyn.
White. Lew. 41 W. 40th St.. N. Y. C.
Whiteman, Paul, Blltmore H., N. T. C.

New

Whityre, Everett.

Hartford, N. S.

Wldden, Jay. MCA.. L. A.
Wilkinson. Raul. Dupont
Wilmington. Del.
Williams. Griff, C. Edgewater, S.
Williamson. Ted.. Isle of Pal
Charleston, fl; C.
Willis, Earl, Club La Masque. Chicago,
Wilson;. Clare, .-Madison Gardens. Toledo.
Wilson, Meredith. NBC. S. F.
WlnebrenntT. W. S,. 207 Frederick St.,
Hanover, Pa;

Wlneland.
Hollywood.

It..

Wolke, Charles,
Wlttenbrock.

Al..

ayfalr
1808 T St..

Cal.

New Haven.
Wolf. Leo. Sky High Club. Chicago.
Wolf. Rube, care Fanchon & : Marco,
Hollywood.
Wolohan. Johnny. El Pntlo B.. B.. P V.
Woods, Chuck, Alamo C, San Antone.
Wray. Roily, KFOX. Long Beach. Cal.
Wright. Joe. 410 MIUp Bldg.. S. F.
Wuhderltch, F.. 1S87 E. 10th St., B'klyn.
Wlttsteln.

Eddie,

.

V

actress,

a Los Angeles hospital bed, will be
Yaw, Ralph. KERN. Bakersfleld. Cal.
able to walk again in two weeks,
Young, Marty. 4300 Pershing Dr., El
^=^^=^=^ --.^--^-^
according t5 her physicians. Frank ^Paso;~—

—

Young, Victor,
Fay and Barbara Stanwyck have RKO
Bldg., N, Y.
cared for the girl during her con

^

c-o
C.

Roclcwell-O'Keere,

finemeht.
Zahler. Lee. Dnrmour Studio. Hollywood.
Telephoned threats to kidnap
Zollo, Leo. UenJ, Franklin H„ Phlla.
Brady were probed by Beverly
Zooper's Arnblnn Knights. Kecgo Harbor,
and the Los Angeles po Cass
Lake, Mich.
lice.
Legit producer, Daniel Young
Wells, took out a $25,000 insurance
policy for. Miss Brady's appearance lywood her Intention of divorcing
Nick Stuart.
at a L. A. theatre, and this motl
Omar Kiam, N. t. and Paris stylvated the threat, officers believed.
Alta May Wooden, dancer, has ist, accompanied by Mme. Beehesit
filed suit for divorce from Thomas and Arthur Levy,- his asMstanti,
R. Wooden, non-pro, In Los Angeles. have arrived on the coast to work
Sue Carol has announced In Hoi for Sam Goldwyn.

Alice

Hills, Cal.,

.

. '

I
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Broadway
Bob Weitman

ferririg.
with political
in
Washington.
Ted Nicholas put the top down
permanently on his roadster the
By Han* Bermann
first day of spring.
most finished.
Charlie Olson eases results of forfrom
Cynthia .White
Walter
Supper with Ufa..
mer toe holds in wrestling by changCaribbean vacash.
Arnold Fanck with Terra.
ing shoes every half hour.
After
Margaret Young
Inertia grips critics, with Walter
Lent Rlesenstahl back in Berlin,
pneumonia.
of
touch
Whitw.orth of the News on the sick for another film.
jry. Brbcher is writing new mate-, list and Corbiri Patrick of the Star
preparing .'Mozart's
Itala-Fiim
rial for Milton Berle.
withdrawing from athletics.
Life, Love and Sufferings^
tor
Universal
an
Grosz
left
Idea of personnel at Indiana Roof
Carl
Paul
Kemp
for lead in 'Charley's
to grow beards during appearance Aunt.' R. A. Stemmle megging.
rt berth in the Fpx dept.
Jennie Godacfc, Harry Romm's of House of David band discarded
Olga Tschechowa in Vienna workwhen the boys began shaving after
sec!, had her nose, bobbed.
ing u n der Willi Forst's direction.
the second day.
Alex Woollcott requires three
Total of German radio listeners
secretaries. 1;o handle his mail.
rose another 90,000 in February, to
5,364,557.
katherine Brown west on story
Early in. April the first tone-flim
matters with RKO studio execs.
London
program to be broadcast will go out
Maurice Bergman and Jack 110frPm Berlin-Witzleben.
Inerney talking of buying a boat.
Reichsminlstry of Propaganda and
Buddy DeSylva- interested- in
laid up with cold;
Jimmy, Savo for his next musical..
Gladys Calthrop appendicitis vic- Public Enlightenment celebrated its
first anniversary March 11.
James Fitzpatrick,' travel shorts tim-.
Messter medal awarded to three
Europe
in
from.
with', the
producer,,
Radcli
Hair frequent diner at German talker pioneers, Dr. Jo Engl,
missus.
Josef Masolle and .Hans Vogt;
Marc Lachmann back from- the the Ivy.
Clarice Mayne
Emil Janhings to attend releases of
Mediter-;
cbast and' due to stay around broadranean cruise.
'Black. Whale- in Vienna,' Amsterway indef.
Rllly Parker, took 15 acts up to
Monty Banks sails this week. with dam, Copenhagen, Stockholm .and
Oslo..
Bedford Reformatory for a show Raymond Griffith.
Two gold watches,' gifts from Emil
i.
Thursday (6).
Peggy Worth threatening to sue Janhings,
were among the spurt
Dick Watts goes to the, Balkans -all over -the place:.
prizes at the Berlin six-day bike
towards, the.. end of the month -for
Reilly and Comfort entertaining races.
a couple of weeks.
at debutante party.
Werner Krauss, Paul Hartmann,
Louise Henry, signed by. Metro, is
Amy Johnson;. doing weekly air Kaethe Dorsch and Gerda Mueller,
the daughter of Dr. Jesse Helihan,
(

Ward

'

of'•

';

new play

Mojfehouas's

Is al-

.

.

,

.

,

•

Hollywood
Tom

,

1

"

-

.,.

..

•

,

;

.

1

.

..

.

'

-

.

.

;

articles fqr, the pDaliy Mail.
physician to the prbfesh.
Josephine Bigelow and Emmett
Hugh Percival,, British production
Puck went on strike against Ger- supervisor for Columbia, out.
son'a spihach> the other day* Henry McCarthy in from HollyArthur Wood, and off to Russia to do a
arid
Deitz
Howard
Schwartz working on a musiealiza- picture.
tion of Three' <2brnered Hat.'
Reg Connelly's wife recuperating
Sophie Tucker sails April 26 for in South of France
after serious
London, accompanied by Ted Sha- motor smash.
piro, Jack Yellen and two dogs.
Dorothy Fox, wife of the., maestro,
Alice Scully all oke again, the
Frank Scullys recoursing back to making quick recovery from appen.

;

:

-

•

:

-

their Woodstock, N. Y., retreat.
Snooty Plaza hotel has opened

dicitis operation.

a

George Rhodes Parry, Palladium's
supper room with Emil Coleman's manager, taken 111 suddenly, with
pneumonia suspected.
music and the dancing DeMarcos.
Anatole Friedland in Atlantic
.'Palooka' changed to 'Schnozzle
'City recouping from recent.' heart the Great,' as former title has no
ailment; feeling almost 100% again. significance over here.
Joe Fernandez, formerly of the
.Latest
Jack Donohue and June
San Soucl, has opened Mpn Paris to tour inis'Gay
Divorce' in the Ason east B3d with Gene Fosdick'a taire and Luce parts.
;

:

'

music.

Two more
sino

'

Ann

Perm's attack of measles gave
Sibyl Bbwhan chance to play Par's
Astoria, Finsbury Park.
Josephine Trix robbed of $50 from
her dressing room while appearing

and the Caalmost as many
has vice-presi-

partners,

have

will

bosses as the

Baily resting at Caliente.

Jim Cruze considering European
-

vacash.

family will
Europe.
Clark Gable, vacationing at Pyran
feed and dropping in on the newsmid, Nev.
papermen.
Betty Compsbh has sweated off
Margaret Chute, London, jour-?
10 pounds.
nalist, visiting Paris for a few days
Herman Spltzel hitting for the]
dp
Hollywood
before leaving for
to
Orient
sobn.
series of film interviews for PearFreeman Bernstein- has returned
son's Magazine.
Shanghai.
to
I*. E. Frederickson, erstwhile ediVincent Lawrence is off. Paris'
tor of defunct American Women's
staff.
Club magazine; teaching Mary Gar- writing
Madeline Fields celebrated. her
den to make waffles in her Rue dii birthday
April 1.Bac apartment.
Charlie Chapliri celebrates, his 45t
Brigitte Helm givirig press party birthday April 16.
at George V for 'Gold,' film she
Davidson,
Jo
made in Germany with Pierre Blan- b.b'ing
the studios.
char for Alliance CinematographCharlie
Lang made
ique Europeene.
member of a U.S.C.. frat.
Jack Brehany managing tile Fox,
at Palo Alto, for F-WC.
Dick Calkins and frau in town
.

.

NBC

dents.

Those Max Tlshman striped pants;
out 6f the mothballs for Sunday
airings, are a sure sigh' of

.

Balham Hippodrome.
Ben Blue taking nis stooges over
to the Palladium, fo mix with the

at

,

morning
spring.

Larry Cowen dug up Brooklyn's audience before opening.

original flag and led parade Saturday (7) celebrating Brookly a cen-

'Unfinished

Symphony'

in its fifth

leading

German

legit stars, to

Theatro Odeon, BuenoB Aires;

the
in

June.

German-Polish
Following
the
economic treaty, Polish delegates
are discussing problems of GermanPolish film exchange with Berlin
authorities.

o

'

>

Iwan Petrpwitsch

:

,

.

.

talking animated cartoons.
^

Mr. and Mrs. Lbu Wiswell (Zelda
Sears) head for England soon;
Ruth Chattertpn's mother has
Sportsman's Show at municipal gone east to join her daughter.
Audi toriu nit'
Homer Bassford of the St. Louis
brief Star-Times here for pic purposes..
Billy Sunday coming
evangelical campaign;
Ben Lunday has taken over 10.0%
and Nick
W. A. Steffes- to Washington for ing offices of Dave Kay
"'

Rees

\

:

.

'

Review Board

Stuart.

.hearing.

Morrie Abrahams of Metro film
row's champion, bowler.
Spring football practice under way
at University of Minnesota.
Joe Blllo and his Chicago orchestra at Aragon, new dance hall.
Policemen's annual stag show at
auditorium a complete sell-out.
A. G. Bainbrldge directing cleanup of town from home, sick bed.
Billy Reuss, Shubert treasurer, a
liquor salesman during off -time.
Genevieve Naegle, former 'Blossom Time* prima donna, singing at

v

.

Ainsworth Morgan

over his

fell

and dislocated two

kid's toys,

v.er-

tabrae.

James Angel, president oi
Yale university,- guest of Will RogDr.

,

ers at Fox.

June Knight back from her sojourn at the Miami, Fla., Bath and
Tennis club.

Nat Gladstone closed, deal to represent Max: Hart's clients here tor
picture work.
Kenneth Fitzpatrick, Paramount'*
realty manager, cut and bruised in
a polo game.
R. J. Cadman named branch manager of Independent Film Distributors here.

in the lead of
Majestic-Films produc- Curtis hotel.
Johnson and Dean, colored m. c.'s
directing. Music,
Dick Powell going on European
by Franz Lehar, has been adapted of the ofay floor show at the Vanity vacash after his four weeks of eastFair, St; Paul.
by Fritz WenneiB.
personals.
Bee Kluczny,. secretary to RKO ern
Lewis Stone takes six months .off
off! ca .manager, to. Mayo Clinic, for
sailing his new yacht into southern:
medical attention.
Atlantic
waters.Paris
Carlton Miles, former Journal
Dwlght Franklin,
expert
on
drama editor, trying to have play pirates, is tech advising Metro on
By Bob Stern
produced on Broadway.
'Treasure Island'.
Screen
Fanny Singer, of National
King
Levinsky, with his manager.Raymond Griffith here..
Service office staff, rushed to Asbury
sister, are in .'town threatening to
Cine-Or new producing concern.
hospital for emergency operation.
the talkers.
Charles Delac back from Russia.
No steps taken yet to organize crash
Marjorie Shuler coming here April
Bart Curtis to Switzerland to lead local grievance board under code, 23 to write picture stuff for the]
band.
holdout of independent .exhibitors Christian Science. Monitor.
Edith Sitwell in Paris working on impeding action.
Linton Wells, foreign corresponda new book.
George Knoblauch, local night
with Hearst's INS for years, is
Lacy Kastner motoring In Italy club .m. c'.j who weighs 287 pounds,, ent
ogling pic writing contracts.
with Mrs. Kastner.
leaves June 16 for Hollywood to
Leonard Praskiris off Paramount's
'Design for Living* in fourth week take a screen test..
writing staff after completing dialog
Emil Franke and Bill Bison of on 'Here Comes the Groom.'
at Elysees Gaumont.
Gustave Schwab of Minerva Films Orpheum and Seventh Street theaBing and Everett Crosby have
tres, respectively, lead move to start deputy sheriff
back from New York.
badges for Lbs AnParis jockeys giving gala at local Variety Club.
geles county. And guns, too!
State. Liquor Commissioner deCirque d'Hiver May 6.
Harry Rapf's son, Maurice, has.
.Eddie Lewis of local Morris office crees that local liquor, stores can't written two plays to be produced
advertise cut prices In newspapers by the Dartmouth drama Society.
back from N. Y. eojourn.
Jack Payne playing 40% Ameri- any more to timulate booze uales.
Claude Blnyon's dining room ceilWith George Olsen's orchestra ing in his. new 11 -room house
can music at: local appearances.
', Nina Tarasova preparing two reVal and Ernie Stanton units In matches the champagne glasses.
early sight and Mary Pickford in
citals in Paris and two in Rome.
Robert Florey has left for ShangThirty copies of 'King Kong' person a possibility. State (Pub- hai to join Fred Jackman in ob(Radio) going to Paris nabes March llx) going in for stage, shows on taining stock, stuff for a Warners'

'Paganlni,'

tion. E.

W. Emo

-

.

.

.

•

.

week at the newly opened Curzon
•
picture house in Mayfair.
has license
Owen Moore doing a- show at the
Was stymied during
•ri' everything.
.Paramount
Astoria, and if satisfacthe initial early Dec. rush for legal
tory-will go into the Plaza.
llkker selling.
Gregory Ratoff submitted to the
Irving Verschleisser. has leased the
Mecca Temple ballroom and kitch- Palladium, with management claimens, spot to be known as the Mecca. ing they' never heard of him,
-Enid
Stamp-Taylor anticipated a
Temple Casino.
v
Harold Traxler, of the Rogowskl son; when 'a daughter, arrived, she 23.
christened her Robin anyway.
Ernest Hemingway seen oft at
press, where Variety, prints, is a
.Ritchie turning down $100,-: boat train by Jimmy, Mbntparnarae
proud popi a son, seven pounds, May- 000Bob-for Jeanette MacDohald to do a barman.
ing arrived April. 3.
picture, in Germany. Wants $160,000.
Lotte Lehman back from Amerirestaurants
Lots of downtown
Father of Adele Tatale, one of the
packed 'em in Passover Eve^ fbr four Mangean Girls, died in New can .trip, praising New York opera
Seder services conducted by rabbis York after a. trip to South America. and radio.
Abel Gance megging 'Poliche* for
engaged for the occasion.
Bedouin .Arabs giving audition beReg Coysh, assistant mgr.: of the fore George Black outside the Walls Films Crlterlum, with. Constant
Banff Springs hotel in the Canadian of Jericho, but no bookings material- Remy and Marie Bell,
Rockies, appointed acting manager izing-,
Move to give free outdoor film
Government expense
.of the famous CPR hostelry,
at
Vrlna Troupe of Jewish Players shows
William Fass and Al Stefanic of back here after several years and arousing picture trade.
the Paramount -foreign traffic de- opening season at Fortune theatre,
Helene Tossy, back from Canada
partment, both became pappies. on April 2.
tour, cast for lead In 'Maltre de
the same night, April 3. Both girls,
Elmer Rice's 'Counsellor-at-Law' Forges' revival at Ambigu:
itoo.
Societe dEditlon et de Location, d«
comes from .the Birmingham ReperSue Morgan, -Varusti's switchboard tory theatre to., the '-Piccadilly Film s- boosting its capital and incorpbrating for 600,000 francs.
muggess, slapped those Irish. Sweep- April 10,
p.pundfe.
for
eight
stakes bangtails
Henri Garat set to play in revival
.Carol Coombe is daughter of Sir
In American copper,- that is approx- Thomas. Melrose Coombe, chairman of *Un Soir de RevelllPn' ('New
imately 42 slugs.
of Boy .Scouts Association of West- Year's Eve') at the Ambigu.
Walter Guzzardi of the 5th Ave. ern Australia.
Pasquall,- of Reinhardt's 'Flederrestaurant (old Deimonicp's) has
Marjorie Dash,, daughter of Irwin maus' cast broke a leg in autPmobile
cabled Jimmy Walker' a $2,500 Dash, one of the ace pupils in the crash. Leo David replacing.
official
as
weeks
for
10
offer
weekly
'Mandarin,' operetta by Romaln
second term, at- the Royal Academy
greeter of the eatery,
Coolus and Szule, due to follow
of Dramatic Art.
Charlie Pettljohn is so happy ov«$r
•The Mask arid the Face' being 'White Horse Tavern* at Mogador.
"i
his debate on block booking with a revived at the Royalty, April 9, with
James Worth marimba band, dosCambridge exhibitor that he'shav- Jeanne de Casalis in role created ing season at Chez Florence niterle,
.)ng an especially edited copy of the by Athene Seyler.
sailing Wednesday (28) for New
"
George Grossmlth taking Over York.
minutes mimeographed.
The Arnold Van Leers, looking Baliol Holloway's role in 'The CounGeorge Thill, French tenor, makfor a nice, quiet spot for themselves try Wife, while former Joins Shake- ing film debut In 'Songs of Paris/
and Arnold, Jr., moved underneath speare Festival season.
produced
by Films .Artistiques
a five-room apt,, occupied by seven
Tom- Webster renewed his con- Francais.
ambitious saxophone players.
tract with Dally Mail for five more
Cocktail party at Casino de Paris
Certain eastern college is exerting years, Is at present en route for to celebrate 200th performance of
much effort in building up football month's holiday in the States.
current revue and renewal of Cevile
Adafter a disastrous '33 season.
Almost certain John Maxwell will Sorel's contract.
vance sale for one of its important be the next president of the KineLudwig Lewlsohn and Thelma
games last year totaled $4.10. Gross matograph -Renters' Association, in Spear 'planning to spend summer In
through box office was $12$. School succession to Sam Eckmari, Jr.
Helena Rubinstein's country home
lost $610 on the game.
Gracie. Field's picture, a ' Basil at Greenwich, Conn.
Dean, production,, is a flop on its
Jean Kelm, export sales chief of
-West=End..nr.e.-release at^ the' Rialto^ =Gaumont-r^touring-==--Sw:eden-=-with=
First week's grosses around $3^000.
Folke Holmberg, representative of
'Catherine the Great,' after eight Svehsk'a
Film in. France.
weeks at Leicester Square theatre,
By Bill Kiley
John Ford's Elizabethan play, Tis
koos to Marl tie Arch Pavilion, April a pity,' openining at Charles Dul2, for second West-End pre-release,
lin's Atelier, Replacing *RIchard III.'
Joe Nager a father.
Cecilia Nono.-.'girl of the Stavisky
-Adaptation-by-Georges-plllement^.
Frank Gladden dofrri from Chi.
case, booked by -Hyams Brothers-for
National film museum at TrocaEd Resener sporting new set g/ Trocadero picture theatre as freak
Producers
upper unappers.
attraction, but police, put stop to the dero officially opened,
asked to file copies of films there,
Rae Samuels entertained at Va- booking.
rienty club luncheon.
Suyuel to eight years' romance is which then become open to all for
Carl Nlesse comes but in front ..Of the pending wedding of Eddie Pola reference.
style
attending
M'istinguett,
his th<-f.M-^.s w jth the return of kviii- and
Latter is
Marjorie Merton.
shlnp.
ballet mistress, and daughter of Pro- luncheon in same hotel as AngloArnerican Press Association weekly
Acq Berry back homo after con-ssor Friedrioksen.
-

tennial.
Petit Palais reopened;,

.

.

1
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Sam Wood and

.

Dan. Dbherfcy just oyer a dose

•

gastritis.,.
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CHATTE

up with grippe.
buy that car this

laid

George Ross will
''';...-.'
veek.
....gob Garland, off on- one of those
'cruises.

MES SQUARE

I

-

.

.

'

.

'

'

bigger scale.

Harriet France and

;

.

-

,

.

i

.

.

,

j

'

.

1

-
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Selling fast..
in.

.

'Autumn Cro-

penciled In at Met for April 16.
High gold prices and new strikes

cus,'

near Klondike

steamers going

filling

Mary
the

McCall

Virginia
Bernard,

agency

to

P. Kilroe, from. Fox's h.o.
legal department, at the studio to

Beer taverns thrive.
Al Gillis tripping to Chi soon.
Club Victor enlarges floor show.
Marc Bowman in from Wenatchee.
Doug Kimberly up from LA and
back again.
Joe Cooper handling publicity for
Sheffield exchange.
State liquor permits cost only
Frances Lederer,

joined

Eward

By Dave Trepp

four-bits.-

have

Meiklejohn &
handle stories.

Seattle

.

.

picture.

Inloes

north.

Juneau,
Harold
Schaffer
to
Alaska, to work on Bob Bender's
staff of Alaska Empire, Gov. Troy's
.

:

arrange music publishing contracts
with Sam Fox.
Katherine Kelly (Mrs. Richard
in from Eugene, Ore., in.
connection with wlndup of estate of
Edward G. Rowland, producer.
Rupert Hughes back from- his
N. Y. trek via the Canal.
Mrs.
Hughes (Patterson Dial) sold twoshorts to Red Book while east.
Harry Conn reported paying skipper of his yacht a bit extra monthly
because the latter salutes the owner)
graciously each time he goes aboard.
James K. McGuinness foregoing a.
looksee at the opening of his play,
.'Leaves From Autumn', In London
because Metro gave him a new con-

Eckman)

.

,

tract.

^Florlne McKinney,

daily.

In

the

legit

Skipper Mill's and stage, show to 'Take a Chance', is on- a four-week
Empire, Victoria, B. C, for a week release from Metrd and won't be in
'Merry
Widow*
or so.
previously
as
.

Roxy

displays

theatre,
signs:

closed

herb,

"We do our

still

part.

NRA.'

Ann Sothern fell on the stairs
leading- to- her dressing room at
Columbia, but was able to go on
With her picture through the fid
.

State liquor stores a go so far.
in a dozen leading
towns.

Opened Saturday
Larry

skedded.

McCann

.

at.

of a cane.

Paramount

organ during Myrtle Strong's week's
:

vacation.

San Francisco

Longacres track readying for second 60-day season with pari-mu-

By Harold Bock

tuel meeting.

Byrpri G. Shrader and Harold A.
Zell moving biz from Spokane to

Lou Halper around.
Lloyd Yoder back after a week

Seattle's film row.

^Al=Wilson-to=hahdie-seafr-.sale=and^
cashiering for San Carlo Grandopera at civic aud here.

Bob Robinson
Herberg
some years with
--Maxine Jolly
von

back with Jensen-

organization after
Fox -West. Coast.
landed six weeks
contract for her cabaret show, at
Golden. Fan night club, Butte, Montana, Now in the copper camp.
Dorothy RobertB, Kathlyn Bess-,
ette, Georgeene and De Henri, augment Club Victor floor show, coming up from S. F. and L. A. for

month.

_Lios_

in

Angeles.

Dlnty Doyle got a passport and
came over from Oakland.
Downey Sisters added to Gus Arnh«im's band at the St. Francis.
Baseball games with higher prices
doing business that's from. Dixie.
Ellis Levy. bought a pooch for- his
youngster and the kid can't get near
It

for the ole

man.

Lincoln Dellar, manager Of Don
San Diego radio stations, in
town for a few dayB.
Bob Allen suing for $15,000 dam(Cpntinued on page 92)
Lee's
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Portland
By

Bill

OBITUARIES

Bead*

Will Maylon here with 'Jazzmanld
'

'34'.

of

Hal
(Continued from page 61)
ages after a cab crash, in whioh

Ned Lyons makes quite
Dan McGrew\

By

Hal'

HECTOR TURN BULL

a,.,

,.

Sam White and Johnny Grey back York when present school term ends.'
to the Metro lot after confabbing
has inaugurated 85-minute
with Gene Austin : "" screen story plane service between here and N.Y,
.for latter.
George Choos guest of Neville
Competition managers /.squawked FleesOn's mother during his stay
to the health board about Cliff here.
Work's animal display in the Golden
Pittsburgh Civic Playhouse plot.Gate lobby.
ting,
a six-week summer stock
Jeiinisoh Parker spent two years season.
-wishing for a yacht trip and when
Bill Beck at wdrk' again after hoshe finally Went on one, slept all the pitalizing a week as result of motor

TWA

•

"

£tccid£Tit*

it.

tafford's
Harry Kalmine and Ben KalmenClub Tivoll with Jess
band and cafe Coq D'or with Jack son going through Masonic initiaWinston's band and Jeanne Orr tion rites.
Dick Powell slated for a.- week here
.opened this week.
Dick Arnold, Fred Dempsey and on his personal appearance swing
Ben Turner in town with the Rob- this summer;
Mort Blumenstock, in for only few
bins, Feist and Berlin music catahours, rushing back home at news
logs, respectively:
,

,

Norrlses cele- of mother's illness.
Art Levy chair maning Variety
brated their silver wedding anniverr
May
society gathering' at Club's annual golf tournament
eary with
."'
7 at South Hills' C.C.
their peninsula home.
Jessie Bradley on from New YorK
That Arch Bowles-Bob Kimic.vs.
Walt RoesnerrHorace Heidt golf to spend week with her husband,
tourney wound up with Bowles and 'Annina's' musical director.
Bob Kllngensmith named sec'y for
Kimic the champs, five up.
Claude Sweeten acquiring the movie code boards here, pending
code committee's confried forehead and schnozzle by national
week-ending with his brother Owen firmation.
Earl -Roeser and Harry Harris
at the latter's. ranch up the valley.
Wedding bells are being tuned up back from Florida, former with a
spill on
for Henry Maas, NBC commercial broken ankle, result, of a
traffic manager, who announced he the beach.
would marry Ethel Mossey, rionG.

.

,

.

,

•

pro.

With summer drawing on Har-

Montreal
rison Holli way. is polishing up the
"epaulets on' hi$ admiral's uniform:
Hugo Strickland in town with
Archer 'Saturday Night' -ing.
Tom
more Bryan Foy Alms.
Six-day bike grind starts. Sunt
Carl Lafemmle, Edward Laemmle; day.-(IS).
Manny Lowenstein. and. Joe Weil
Bob Grannary picked orch for
up from Hollywood over the week- beaches.
end for the Tanforan races, the
Joe Bourdon hew manager of the
theatre situation, and a sniff of the Imperial.
fog.
.Stanley grill cabaret reopening
Claude LaBelle held a lottery after fire.
number ' lor three years and five
W. D. O'Hearn marries Miss M.
'

'

'

dally

George Weiss,, district manager
for Warners, visited the burg last
week,

\

;

Stewart- Holbrook

writing
Column for Oregonian.

Cohen

Steve Andolino slightly injured in
Chronicle has sent Paul Smith,, auto accident.
financial editor, on a junket around
Johnny Harris, after five weeks
the country for eoupla months.
in Hollywood, back east.
Bob Kerr blew Into town with a
Jerry Blanchard: headlines, new
list of the best eating houses and floor show in Plaza cafe.
spent the week visiting 'em all.
Karl Krug moving family to New

The Charles

here from. Los

gerous

Betty Grable on a leave df absence
from Jay Whidden's band to fly to
Hollywood for picture work;

through

MGM,

Angeles.
hei

•was' severely injured.

way

Ellas, of

Allan Ririehart elected president
the Junior Chamber of 'Commerce.
Maury Foladare, Liberty boss,
changes the policy again. No more
.

of

;

...

split week's.

Ruth Doyle nominated secretary

';

.

'

.

MAURICE ABRAHAMS

By Joe Wagner

Lewd photo

„•

and toured the country for many
years with

dispensers around.

Colbourne, in town.
Director Victor
Patrick J. .Shea, local musician
Jackie and conductor, deadi
Beery,
Fleming,
Plenty of fake money .flooding
Cooper, Nigel Bruce, Otto Kruger,
Corey Thompson taking short Island.
Sue Collins, Dorothy Peterson and„ holiday to Quebec City.
Hans Hansen commutes to Jack-,
Lewis Stone.
Harry Bailey, manager Fox ex- son Heights.
Cops busy with policy rackets and
change, transferred to Toronto.
slot
machines.
Marathons of all kinds out in this
Haynes Trebor editing the North
province under law just passed by
Shore Journal; 3
Quebec legislature.
Polan Banks is writing Joan
By Arthur B. Waters
Locking manager in the ice-box,
'

.

,

.

^

'

Atlantic City soon.
to work to show business unless
Harriet Weiler now leading lady couple of hands reinstated
at- Prin
at the Playhouse, stock theatre.
cess theatre. Both houses operated
The Schartz boys./Al and Morton, by same company.
advertising these
specializing In
days.
George Wcigand now in the b.o
Mexico City
of the Erlanger following death of
'

y D. L. Grahame

;

Joe Feldman, Earle manager, and
Joe Penner doing the nitc spots after

Balbazoo

script writer,

mann on

a

has

Clu.ty

arid

wife, vacationing > here<:

"

..'
.

Club

crowd

angling for Oliver Nay lor to. open
Terrace Gardens this summer.
Larry .M&clie'y's latest is a pingpong table on the second floor of
the building occupied by the Ar"

.

cadia.
Kaj'e,

,

formerly

production

manager at the Mastbaum, is moving to New- York where he is now
manager of the Academy.

..

circuit successfully revived
'King of Jazz,' which played, here
four years ago.
Lady playwright in letters to the
papers pans a dramatic critic who
panned her play.
Revue kidding Diego Rivera's N.Y
adventures, presented by Rbberto
Soto, Mexico's fattest actor, floppo
U. A.'s 'Three Little Pi£s,' short,
Has
a record breaker here too.
played first run and nabes for nearly
four,

months.

LETTERS

Mall to

ONE IS8FE ONLY

Boyd Warren

Com p ton Helen
Dorann James
Dorroonde Jack

OnU

Aar

*

Miller Margie
Mnrtlncz Santiago
Martin Nlta

Zukor Dave

stay.
.

Nabe

tJ's

:

for

ork

Curly Smith's ork at Hotel Gib-

Netherland Plaza nite club has
August weather. Plenty, sun, a
Paul Pendaryis' band and femme
and everybody happy.

J. Howard Rebel', prominent lawCurrent stage smash is 'Andy'
and Art Alliance head, getting black wrestling bear, upsetting the
plenty of space in the dailies on 'big, strong fellas' before capacity
^^th.e latren5th ,pf_.hjs_biasts. on thea- ,cmwflkJn,thj^lVs^
trical subjects.
Brewers of Chihuahua- staTC popular filling ground for U.S. tourists,
burned by three cents a quart pro
duction tax legislature demands for

When Sending

on

little rain,

yer"

VARIETY Address Mnll Clerk.
POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING or
CIRfTLAK LETTERS WILL KOI
RE ADVERTISED
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN

Rudy

beer.

All local stage houses closed for
four days during Piaster as vacation
for thespians and help.
Cinemas
had field all to themselves and
cleaned up.
Tiajuana and Agua Caliento sports
circles alarmed about race tracks in
prospect at Los Angeles and San
Francisco next season, figuring that
California courses will cut heavily
into their American patronage.

accordionist

parading

TANNER

Tanner,

home

in

(IB).

JOSEPH T. DOYLE
Joseph T. Doyle* 61, died of %
heart attack in New York Marcfe
27.
He was a vaudevlllian, specializing in hard shoe dancing,
Formely teamed with Molly Grain*
ger, he latterly appeared as a single.

Widow

survives.

FRANK GALLAGHER
Frank Gallagher,
York, April

band of the

6.

48,

died in

New

He. was the husWebster,

late Lucille

actress.

While

known

non-pro
in

he

was

profesh

the

well

around

^roadway.

LEE MEARS

Marie Hayrfes, 77, died at the
Lee Mears, 60, director of Meara
Amltyville home of the Actors' Sandusky Orchestra, died of a heart
Fund April 3. ^he was the widow attack at hi§Jiome in Sandusky on
"
"ffiadS
"lfei'
Ralph
Howard^
Sh"e
of
April L
He was. "a^member" of debut in 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' in Sandusky's famous Great Western
1881 and from there went to Oliver band of the 'gay nineties.'
Burial
Doud Byron in "'Across the Con- in Sandusky.
tinent.'
She was later in the original cast of 'Seven Days' and had
JAMES BURRO Wf.
played In a number of important
James Burrows, 65, -who had
Broadway productions.
toured' vaudeville for. more than 25
Survived by a sister, .Hattie
years with a magical act,, died of
»
French.
heart failure at the meeting of the
Society
of
American Magicians
STEVE WESTERN
April 8.'
Steve Western, 85, former sharp
He lived at Valley Stream, L. I.
shooter and rider, with the Buffalo
Bill Wild West show and later operBENJAMIN S. DODGE
ator of his own wild west, show,
Benjamin Sanford Dodge, 67, vetdied at his home in New Philaeran
Shakespearean,
actor, producer
delphia, O., March 30, after a week's
illness.
Western a native of Rou- and playwright, died April 2 followmanian was a picturesque char- ing an operation in Hollywood. Inacter.
He Is survived by- 24 terment was.rriade in Los Angeles.
^

Kentucky
Jake Gellman,
Tschudl, ex Albee

Another
film row;
.

1

Dunne visiting Florence
Arthur Lake, now in their sec-

ond stanza at Fay's.
Brooklirie Country

Al

Russell Wilson.

leader, divorce defendant.

Byron (Bike) Kauf.

the staff.

Josephine

his

MARIE HAYNES

Empress, lone burly, adding stunt
nights.
--Variety, club addressed by Mayor

More American stylo restaurants. son supplanting the Sammy WatQuinn Ryan, radio manager,- and klns combo, which had an 8-week

comedy

made

SALVADOR ROMAN

Sunday

Cincinnati
By Joe Kolling

Cool and sunny.

shows a day.

six

Edwin Booth, Richard
Lawrence Barrett and
He retired some

.

.

Harklrts.

Mansfield,

Milton Nobles.
years ago and
Rochester.

Salvador Roman, 68, night club
impresario in New Orleans for. a
score of years, passed away in
Baton Rouge, Ala., April S.
Crawford's next.
Salvador's was the late hangout
Lawson Paynter is chief columnist
for theatrical folk in N. O. for a
of .the Island News.
Glen Cove has the drunks clean- quarter century. He made and lost
ing and washing police cars.
fortune, having been a good guy
Ellsworth Gelwicks Is head man who couldn't say 'No.' A famous
of Queens Newspapermen's Club.
chef, his blending of Italian and
Maspeth dumps got another load Mexican dishes made his- name a
of scenery from Charles Frohman's
byword to epicures.
warehouses.
Survived hy wife and two children,
Interment in New Orleans

p.a. trip to

J..

artist,

Jack Heinz back in Forest Hills.
Ridgewopd Grove pulling them in.

including

J.

61, actor and
died April 3 in Hollywood.
He was a member of the Hollywood
Troupers' club, retiring from pictures four years ago. He served i*
the Spanish-American war.
Surviving are his widow and twt
daughters.

James

Long Island

for 'Treasure

Krausmann's nitery was taken for
Jay Emanuel sporting the latest a grand, missing $12,000.
Joe Lightstone in court defending
for employing minors under 16
Nancy ICelly and brother Jimmy Suit
at the Orphe.um theatre.
here for bookings.
Leslie Powblggen, Capitol treasAll the exchanges out on the street
urer,
marrying Isabel Dutrisac,
in the balmy weather.
daughter of. Hector Dutrisac, lessee
Irving Blumberg back from his
of His Majesty's.
honeymoon in Bermuda.
Good
chance that 'Reunion in
Exhibitors shining up the golf Vienna,' Barry Jones
opus, booked
clubs. for spring tournament.
His Majesty's April 16, may hot
Mark Wilson due for the annual into
play locally. Stage hands refusing

——
;

,

JAMES

BELLE and HERBERT

Wallace

Jimmy

.

.

,

sartorial effects.

Austin, colored enter,

.,

.

•

iH.

prominent in cabaret circles
and for her phonograph recordings
under the name of Mattie Hitef died
in Atlantic City April 4 after a short
to a nervous breakdown.
illness.
She had made her
He worked chiefly with Para- there for the past 14 years. home
Surmount, and is perhaps best known viving are her husband,
Harry Aus.
as the adapter of 'The Cheat,' from tin; a daughter, and a
sister, Mrs.
a German source; He also was Arlene Palmer of New Y.6rk
City.
connected with Fox for a time and
had been drama critic of the

river,

.

Island,'

Mrs. M.
tainer,

LOUIS ALTMAN
Herald-Tribune.
He married Blanche Lasky,. sister; Louis Altman, 46, stage electrician, died April 2 in Nashville. Suf.
worrying Larry. Hickam, Port- pf Jesse L: Lasky. She died three fered a
heart attack about 9:00
land liquor czar, because of cheaper years ago.
a o'clock at his home and died in the
booze prices.
Survived by
ambulance.
Out of town exhibitors visiting brother.
He is survived by his brother,
film row last week were:
Mrs.
Myrtle Buckmiller, Baker, Ore,; N;
Oscar Altman, manager of the
John f. dillon
A. Rhodes, Woodland, Wash.; Carl
Princess Theatre in Muffreesboro,
John Francis Dillon, 60, veteran and
Porter, Salem, Ore., and Claude
two. sisters.
Smith, Tillamook, Ore.
film director and actor, died April 4
in Beverly Hills, Cal., from a heart
HUBERT CARTER
Suffered the attack, at a
attack.
Hubert Carter, 65, Shakespearean
Dallas
dinner party, and was rushed to. a
died upon his arrival and dramatic actor, died in London
hospital,.. b.
By Raymond Terranella
March 27. He started with Osmond
there,
Tearle and appeared under several
Interstate dickering with Roxy
Dillon, who lived in Santa Monica,
big managements abroad.
for a Texas, tour.
Cal., entered the theatrical profesCarter played for four years in
Jim Manning, out of Chi, daddy sion as ah actor in stock, later
'Chu Chin Chow.' He also toured
of-Tropics night club.
Town pulling hard to land Texas identifying himself with pictures. America and. the Continent giving
Worked for Kalem, Famous, Nestor^ Shakespearean recitals.
Centennial fair in *36.
Freddy Bergin and bunch new •Universal, " Keystone, Lubin and
musickers at the Baker.
more recently with First National.
M RS. H. A; SEA RLE, Sr.
Tom Mix cheering up orphans
Survived by his widow, Edith
Mrs. H. A. Searle, Sr., 57, member
and cripples while here.
Hallor Dillon, former actress, and
of a prominent Council
luffs famFrank Buck, who spent
sister' c: KayHallcr.
hood hereabouts,, due in.
ily,
died
Monday, April 2,
Bill Hogan and band, .out of Los
Topeka, the home of her son, DonAngeles, to reopen Adolphus dance
FRANK KEMBLE
Don is now manager of
ald A.
floor,
Michael J. F. Zonnevylle, 80,
at Topeka and was formerly
A hot night club, outlawed by the known on the stage as Frank WIBW
manager of KOIL here which her
city hall, is now the site of a
Kemble, died at his home In husband originally owned.
funeral home.
He
Mrs. Karl Hoblitzelle In Little Rochester, N. Y., last week.
Theatre's one-night stand at Den- ran., away from home at an early
HARRY R. CHAMBERS
ton for 'Biography' repeat.
age to become an actor. Later he
Harry R. Chambers, 61, stage
Josephine Hutchinson of the Le specialized in Shakespearian roles manager of Loew's Metropolitan,
Gallienne group entowning for five
Brooklyn, and before that of the
days to shake a slight illness.
Orpheum there, died last week of
Mr. and Mrs. George Hassell,
IN LOVING MKMOIIY OF
a heart attack.
their daughter, Mrs; Virginia NelSurvived by his
son, and George Del Rigo, of the
'Student Prince' company, okay
former Maude. Eilet,
again after slight auto accident invaudeville performer,
coming to Dallas.
Died April 13, 1931
children.
of Grievance and Zoning committee
of the code board.
Vancouver, Wash., just across the

days after he gave it up it won a
McGrath.
- thousand berries for the new owner. J.
Eddie English appointed local
News gang creped his desk as ges- manager, Fox.
ture of sorrow.
Leon Edel running local column
Metro has a full company up from Ne.w York.
around the Oakland waterfront all
Ernie Rawley, ahead of Jones-

week shooting scenes

MATTIE HITE

Hector Turnbull* 49, prominent In'
picture writing and production' line
16 years ago," died at New Hope,
Pa., April 8, of a heart attack. He
retired some three years ago due

its'

cocktail

terrace.
Cliff Boyd missed prize dough at
annual Cincy dog show when Gleam,
his five-grand chow, dropped tail
during judging.

Milwaukee
Abe'Zetley has opened the Legion,
last of. the dark nabes in the city.
Robert Henderson opened a fiveweek dramatic revival at the Pabst
with 'Peter Ibbetson'.
Funds for the newly formed EnTertfflnTn^t^=ATttstst==iAssociationr
union of club and st£g talent, were
raised with benefits last Week at
Pick's Club Madrid, roadliouse.
Freaks from 'Century of Progress'
unit took over closed restaurant
here and drew $3,800 first week at
15 cents top.
Rival freak show,
opened six blocks away, also cleaning up.

children.

Funeral

services

and burial

in

New" Philadelphia.

C

"

JOHN

E.

MANN

John E. Mann, 76, at one time
with the All-Star Minstrel Co., and
it-h^Ken.fcv^J5ainli.v-. and',-ftlso_krifl Wh_.

CHARLES
PATTERSON
as a scenic artist, died April 1 at
Charles C. Patterson, 66, died Brattleboro, Vt.
April 1 at the Actors' Fund home,
Eriglewood, N. J.
IRVING J.
He had been on the stage since
Irving J. Marks, 39, brother of
childhood, one of his earliest en- Ben and Joe Marks, d.'rd in New
gagements being with Oliver Doud York, April 6. He is survived by
Byron in 'Across the Continent' hiu widow and three children
Buck Herzog is new theatrical some 50 years ago. For many years
advertising manager of the Sentinel, With the Castle Square
stock Co.,
WILLIAM E. ALEXANDER
The Sentinel and Wisconsin News
William K.. Alexander; 73. pioiver
have split, with Paul Block taking Boston, and in other stock comover the Sentinel and Hearst retain- panies. He had also played vaude- In amu^enic'it ilelcls, died at hjs
ville engagement*
(.Continued on page 63)
ing the New*.

MARKS

.

;
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OH FAIR MAY

Balto Spot

By

Cohan and Harris SHOW

Doomed
City Engineers
Baltimore, April

Because of

alleged, fire

9.

in

me

night, it seems to
that had he
broken into the cast, it would have
,

Toronto, April

Approximately

lot,

Stated; that the original permit
it specific that the building
should not be altered, but in view,
of fact Carlin has since surrounded
with inflammable walls, and
it
erected
balcony and several
partitions, it now Is held to constitute a violation of the city's
building code.
The necessary alterations demanded by city constitute a virtual rebuilding.

made

Chicago, April 9.
Ringllng Bros.-B. & B. show may
paps up Chicago this year because
of the World's Pair holdover, Ririgllng show learned Its bitter lesson
In 1933 when It took a terrific beating at the «gate trying to compete
With the Century, of Progress.
Ringllng officials had flured that
Past few years the Green Palace
the World's Pair mobs would help
the circus gate but. the actual effect and the 104th Regt. Armory have
was vice versa. Ringllng show due,: beien splitting the town's boxing
and rassling bouts. Armory washed
In town early In August.
up in flames several weeks ago, so
the fist-flinging and body '-slamming
..

DOWNIE BROS. SHOW

settos appear doomed;

OPENING IN MACON
Macon,

Ga., April

Fair

73% Commersh

for over 20
been held in Chicago. Decision is
outcome of negotiations of H.
up, he used to tell Terry McGovern W. Walters, general manag * of the
(whom he managed); they can't Canadian National Exhibition, and
asked
he
hurt us.' Harris said
Charles Ross, attractions manager
George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart, for the C.N.E., with American and
who were also in California, about Canadian outdoor-amusement asso-

introduced

Jessel

writing a Bpeech and they an- ciation heads.
"Let him eat caker ('Let
swered:
Canadian National Exhibitions
'em East Cake,' produced by Harris concessions are some of the juciest
was. a flop).
plums of the outdoor amusement
'The mill burned down' con- field and this Is 'Centennial Year'
T wired Irving for .Toronto, celebrating its 100th
tinued Harris.
Berlin needing more money and birthday as an Incorporated city
he answered he didn't like the title; hepce, the Chicago snubbing.
also to use Postal telegraph. So I
wired George Cohan for a touch
and he sent back word that he always knew I'd make good out there. No Closing Date for
Again I telegraphed George asking

Among

these are included The /Flying
Brocks, Carlos and Etta Carreon,
9
from Ringllng Brothers,, with "their

manage and. jumping

horses,

and

Micky Larkin who does a head
slide from the top of the tent.
Ella Harris, prima donna, not
only rides horses, elephants and
does aerial stunts but carries the
lead in the chorus with which the

show

closes.

In the group of clowns with the
show are Bobo (Chester Barnett),
Shorty Hinkle, Roy Leonhart, Toby
Johnny Bossier, Tommy
Tyler,
V
Hanniford, Minert De O'Orto.
Rodney Harris in director of the
band, Dixie Starr and Jack Hoxie
Davis,
Larry
feature western riders,
elephant trainer; Marion "Shuford,
equestrienne; Theresa and Pedro
Morales, flying trapeze; Tona Scala,
acrobat; George Hanniford, equestrian clown; Oscar Lie Wande, Jr.,
Ernest De Espa, ^Tony Lamb, Milt
Bobbins, Bob Behee, Jiirimie Davis,

The Scotch McLeans, Jasper Davis
and Harry Mack, director of publicity.

^
'

a loan of
'Come home,"

$300,000.
'

'

He

replied:

gone

Chi Fair;

Want

Park Spot Burns
,

DBUXENBROD GOES TO WORK
Canton, O., April 9.
Duke Driikenbrod, sideshow manager of the Hagenbeck-Wallace cirspending the off
been
cus, who has
season with his parents here leaves
<14) for Chicago to ready his show
for the opening of the Indoor season
at Coliseum.
Jack Elkins, talker with the H-W
sideshow for several years will
be with him again.

to Get

Summer

-.

-

Conway

bigtime entertainment gratis.
.

cntcUS EOTJTES

paid, for

—

Downie Bros.
Ga., 9; Nuran, 10; If arietta,
11; Toccoa, 12; Grler, 8. C, 13; Gartney,

1. IfIIH.H.ER
V T

I

Ranch.

O N

Attendance strength was. principally at the matinees, school vacations explaining the capacity afternoons. Several matinees were sold
out an hour before the band struck
up the entrance parade. Saturday
afternoon was somewhat, affected by
rain, but the higher priced seats

were virtually

orothy a

I

NT SB If ATI©* ALJ

S^t

•

Shoes for the Sto& an&
SHO WFOLS'S 8flOESHOE^IliJ-BlQADWi.T«»%

1 0-The

self as being unafraid.
stuff by entering
'Sarasota last winter.

Husband of Beatrice

Lillie,

inal

Fred Bradna was kicked in the
thigh by a horss during Thursday's
Parade' had
(5) opening spectacle.
stopped for a flashlight. Director
was knocked down and was carried
from the ring, later returning to
No injury other
hand.le the show.
.

than a bruise.

Dexter Fellows and Frank W.
Braden are again with the. Ringllng
outfit as story men, with" Roland
Butler general press agent and William L. Wilkins contacting p.a. Ora
Pox is general p.a. with the Hagenbeck-Wallace.
ing^

general

in

of

.

Joe Young,
York, last

New

- Wife
of Howard Thurston
in Queens, N. Y. April 8.

also havRoselli

Floyd King is
the Barnes show.

Lester;

p.a. "for

Human

Fly'6

Fall

Otto Klepmke, German who does
human fly stunt In the show unde. the name of Merkel, fell into'
the fireman's net held by razorbacks
who just managed to catch him.
He calmly went aloft again and
completed the stunt.
.

Hugo and
grammed as

Victor Zacchini, prothe Hugos, are now

billing with their dual
The Otari troupe
cannon stunt.
was the number one turn and is
now billed second.

top

.igiven

Braden figuring on a stunt with a
honey bear took the animal, to his
hotel room, but never again.
The
animal wrecked the joint and the
p.a. got no sleep.
Bear ate up hisrubber stamp and bit his hand.

IN

AMERICA
lyers

altese Cross

PAT VALDO
<MFFOKD C. FISCHER

to

RINGLING BROS.-BARNUM and BAILEY CIRCUS

Mother of Ralph Schlosser, asdirectdr WUU King Vidbr.

other

.

(SeflMon 1034)

Tliroucli

(BcRtfon 1031)

sistant

writer,
at 73.

.

a

and Famous

Thanks

Robert Peel, 36, died April 6 in London after an appendix operation.
Survived by widow and a son; who
will succeed to title.

Mother, 84, of Courtney Riley
Cooper, died April 6 at home of her
daughter in Denver.-

outfit,, staff

Tex Sherman, Rex de

and Alan

RINGLING BROS.-BARNUM and BAILEY CIRCUS
Booked

~

~

s

~ FIRST AMERICAN "APPEARANCE

^

The Internationally Famous

17-CRISTIANI-17
ing the most novel and unequaled feats of horsemanship.

Knpn^d
died

TliroOffli

A\onu<»

<!«*«

he,

a

Featured With

ir

died^n: Glendaler Gal>r^Aprll-4.-Su rvlved by husband and son.

Showed

Great Otari Troupe-10

Their

other, 63, of Julia Wallis, actress,
Minnie Wallis, theatrical
agent, and Harold (Hal) Wallis, director, died April 4 in Los Angeles.
Burial in Glendale, Cal.

la Beatty?.
,

ost Astoundi

Europe's

all Sold.

Reported around the circus 'thai'
Dprothy Herbert will emulate Clyde
Beatty and dehut shortly as a wild
animal trainer. The equestrienne la
not known to have heretofore handled big cat?, but has expressed her-
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(Continued from page 62)

home. ln Memphis* April 3. At an
early age he joined a roller skating
and bicycle act and later toured
the country with "a picture outfit
when they were, in their infancy.

Macon,

14.
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b\isiness. Easter week takings
more than
same week last season, according to Samuel W. um per tz. general
manager of the big top.
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CEEATORE FOB OTTAWA

Mj New Assortment o< GREETING
CARDS Iii Now Ready. 8 1 Beautiful
CARDS and FOl-0ER8. p«lear Post-

the

ment
show

Chicago, April 9.
No closing date on the World's
layed because appearing, in
Fair this year will be announced.
restaurants, Armour On the perthat
Jessel
had
He said
Varieties.'
Fair officials want to leave themhaps list are two firms which were been* complaining for months that selves open for any emergency
high up on the' exhibits last year.
he is the only member of the Guild besides figuring that the closing
Chrysler Motors and Atlantic- &
and
night,
Sunday
radio
on
the
date announcement is bad business.
not
Chrysler had an exhibit,
Pacific.
Want people tp start coming as
as the affair was being broadcast it
while A. & P. had a two-hour show was jessel 's opportunity*
soon as the Fair o^ens, instead of
With George- Rector, Harry Horlick
waiting around for a later date<
In Walked Jessel
and Paul Ash orchestras and Tony
Fair discovered that last year, when
Sarg's marionettes. Both discussJessel walked in at that moment the November closing: date slowed
ing possible return this year.
and retorted by calling Cantor a up the June and July business, the
Introducing
In
people .figuring that they still had
Creep Joints
coffee salesman.
Cantor he added: 'In a moment of plenty of time to make the show.
•New angle for the Fair this year weakness President Roosevelt con- As a result the real business was
is the dancing pavilions. There was_
to see a comedian, and that's done in the closing months only.
sented
ho public hoofing at the Fair last
all he has been talking about for
season and the sponsors have the past six months. He is hated
caught upon this fact as an. enter- by all the tea dealers in America,
Circuses, Carnies Flock
tainment setup for this coming
but beloved by everybody else.'
summer. Firms which .will have
Cantor told about Rubinoff show-,
Eastward This
free dancing pavilions are Thomping him a collection of four dozen
Hiram Walker and Swift, pairs of fancy pajamas, then going
son,
Thompson and Walker are about to sleep in his underwear. To the
Chicago, April 9.,
while
orchestras,
local
set with
Circuse and carnies figure that
honor guests: 'Cohan and Harris'
Swift is dickering with several are two greatest yes men on Broad- that they are going to concentrate,
names, from Paul Whlteman to way—they never say. no to those in their efforts this summer entirely
Many bands are need. They are the Broadway fed- east of the Mississippi. The farm-r
Qzzie Nelson.
headed for the Fair season in Chi- eration of charities.'
ing states are being passed up as
cago but all of them want to 'double
Otis Skinner referred to them as thoroughly n. g. with, few signs of
between the Fair and some loop 'Damon and Pythias of our profes- any clear mazuma.
cafe.
sion'. .> Victor Moore called them
Circusea and carnies figure that
George Marvelous Cohan and Sam the real pick-up in. money has been
Henry Ford is spending $2,000,000 Handsome Harris. .. Col. Theodore In the industrial sections, particU*
on his exhibit at the Fair this year Roosevelt thanked them for what larly In the Atlantic states and the
and besides is looking over the "en- they have done for the. general southeast.
coin appears to
A. Farley, post- circus owners to have been most
tire entertainment field for an at- public. .James
and Bernard S. prevalent in these sections. This is
traction to be handed over to the master-general,
public free of charge. Latest re- Deutch, president of the Board of a universal notion in. the outdoors
ports indicate it will' be the Detroit Aldermen, also spoke.
field at present and likely to result
Show was run off smartly with in an overcrowding of tent outfits
Symphony for one show a night for
a three-week stay. Whether the Lou Holtz and Harry Hershfleld in one section of the country.
the
m.c.'s.
Cohan
and
Harris
Fred Waring band will be brought
out to the Fair grounds is still in in song and dance were the headInside laugh
Jack
Injured
liner's, plus iron hats.
discussion.
Standard Oil of Indiana, burned came when Cohan Insisted on knowBaltimore, April 9.
by the terrific free publicity secured ing whether Harris saw 'Manny'
Jack Conway, 45, vet rodeo* rope
by Sinclair OH on its pre-historlc Cohen on the coast and the answer artist and bronc buster, is in a serimonster exhibit last year, Is going r,was no.
ous condition in Mercy hospital reIrving Berln sang 'E&ster Parade' sultant from a gang fight in an east
into show business itself at the Fair
Will use a regular from 'As Thousands Cheer,' and one side eatery Saturday (7).
this summer.
Booked of the best laughs was its parodied
wild-animal training act.
According to physicians, he's sufthrough Zack Terrell, the circus version 'Pessach Parade' with Can- fering from skull fracture and conagent, Standard Oil will use an ani- tor and Jack Benny in costume cussion of the brain.
No visitors
mal training act consisting of some (Cantor doing dame).
permitted;
According to police,
35 Hons and tigers with Allan King
Lester Hammel and Abe Last- Conway was en route west from
handling the whip. Also an ele- fogel ran the show.
New York to join up with a rodeo.
phant act under the direction of
For years Conway was with 101

Estrella Nilson.
Standard Oil is building an alfresco theatre to Seat 2,600 people
and expects to do from four to Ave
shows daily.. Company figures the
live animal stunt as an advertising
of
association
through
tie-up
Each act will have a title
ideas.
tying it in With the gasoline, such
as elephants for power, tigers for
get-away.. For instance, the entire
presentation Will be called the
Standard Oil 'Live-Power' show.
Ottawa, April 9.
It's all due ~to -radio which has
The directors of the- Ottawa Fair made the commercial firms of this
have gone back to Creatore's Band Country entertainment-minded and
as the main musical attraction for has trained the public to expect
the exhibition this year.
gratis entertainment from commerCreatore's last appearance at the cial Outfits.
But this is causing
Ottawa Fair was in 1930.
plenty of worry among the regular
concessionaires who fear that the
Fair visitors are not going to spend
any money Or time on profit-operated doo-dads when they can see
tZ6
Wd St.. New lork City

cir-

,

Holly-

.

Mansfield, O., April 9.
Pfre of undetermined origin- razed
an amusement park pavilion at Casino park here which was a landmark in Mansfield theatrical, life,
carrying in its wake a loss of
concession equipment
in
$26,000
which was stored in the building
'during the winter.
The two-story pavilion housed
stock company productions which
flourished in the early years of this
century. In recent years it has been
used for storage purposes and a
bathhouse.

RihgUng-Barrtum and Bailey

New
cus at Madison Square Gar
York, is running ahead of last season, at which time the outfit was

.

opened
the
Weinberger
Bill
(Continued from page 1)
Opening its 1934 season with
by saying the dinner was
two performances here today, Standard Brands., ITord Motor Swift evening superb showmen. Cantor
two
Downle Brothers- Circus, will fill a & Co., General Motors, Hiram for
pinch-hit .as m.c Jessel being deweek's engagements In Georgia and Walker, Wilson & Co., Thompson
'Casino

added many new features.

1933

"Get the

Harris:

wood.'

get into bigger stands in Charlotte
April 16.
Charlie Sparks, owner apd manager of the show, has revised his
entire, show for. the season and has

OF

both.'

for

9;

.

THIS

YEAR AHEAD

9.

midway

8/00

HZ

CIRCUS

been all over with me. „W« had a moguls are expected to gather in
amusement
lot of laughs and put on a lot of this city November 21-29 for a
has .been condemned by the mushows, but we've still got the same series of joint conventions Which,,
nicipal Engineer
lawyer and I'm sure he roots for "us
years, have heretofore

;Carlin rs Park, burg's

63

MEET TO TORONTO

Outdoor Association to Snub Chicago. This Fall.

(Continued from page 64)
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BACK AGAIN—TWO A DAY

OPENED CASINO THEATRE, NEW YORK
APRIL 2, NOW IN SECOND BIG WEEK

GEORGE
GERTRUDE NIESEN
LUCILLE PAGE
The De MARCOS
EUNICE HEALY
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EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION
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PASSING OF BlfAY AND 42D
London Think Depression

B way

Is

Over;

FAMOUS

Also Optimistic, Paris Glum
1

BEV

(

inaugurate a
being transferred there,
Is
the author's new works to
be staged in future; also some
of- his books will be muslcalized
Saville.
the
t
and produced'
Similar policy with Wodehouse
plays was tried some years ago by
'

also

Tom Miller and Basil Foster.
'Dark Horizon,' new play by
Leslie Storm and Edgar Jepson, replaces at Dalys.'

Groups of four or more
together and rent one of the

They have- all the class of
sions.
address, Imported
a. fashionable
bric-a-brac and mountain, view, and
it only costs them around $50 per
month each.

'Why

To-nightr Tomson
now. touring,
musical,

Brothers'
finally goes to the Palace, after being pencilled in first at the Savoy
Tomsons
land then at the Gaiety.

have asked the Palace management
to allow the show to stay out of
town for a couple more weeks, der

<Continued on page 14)

,

local Boys and Girls

May Hake

Good, but

Minne. Gives 'Em Jce

SHAKESPEARE

AS TAB AUTHOR

Any More

UPTOWN TREND
Passing

of.

Broadway and 42d

thus ending Its third-of-a-cehtury
reign as the undisputed amusement center of America, and perhaps the world.
Amidst the recent natural drift
of show business in an uptown di-

up Times Square and

its

side streets as far north as 63d,
the peep show boys, Army and
Navy store merchants, sidewalk
pitchmen and proprietors of hot dog
'palaces'- have quietly slipped
in.
where once the theatre in its hey-

(Continued on page 59)

are walling over the huge Jnmjy In
talent cost in the past two months.
Can't figure the Increase to the exact percentage, because they can't
count that high.
Present rate for Mex talent has
been established at $10 per selection,
Miss Bara (Mrs. Charles Brabln) or side, which means about $20 per:
did a little theatre bit three years platter. This is terrific when comago, her last acting spot. Lowell pared with previous prices for the
Sherman will direct .'Bella Donna' open-range crooners. Before the first
if picture engagements permit,
of the year the recorder would head
'Caprice/
Theatre Guild play, for Haymarket, where he could pick
opens May 7 with Virginia Valll, at up performers who would reeord all
the same theatre.
week for. a fin, or even a chocolate
milk shake.
Now, however, the talent has been
wised up by the local dealers who
serve as contacts for. the recorders.
Result has been a .sort of a- "union'
among' the Mexican singers and the

U^A. WORLDS

resultant $10 scale for recordings.
This high price fixing haft wiped
out the former free-for-all rglee
clubs in Haymarket. The crooners
previously used, to gather f n the
Square evenings to wang guitars
Paris, April 16.
and yodel Mex love songs for- the
America Is now the undisputed pennies the onlookers would care to
musical center of the' world, and toss them.
the radio is chiefly responsible for
But with real coin now In the
this
development, says Vladimir offing the talent has deserted the
Golschmann, conductor of the St. Square. They have all become artLouis Symphony orchestra, who ists and plenty temperamental.
recently arrived here on vacation.
Use of fine symphony orchestras
with famous -leaders and soloists
in radio advertising Is how this has Leisen Faints
been done, says Golschmann. Also
praised practice of: American Bchool
Irate Chorines File
teachers of familiarizing children
*
with music on the program of a
His Panties
children's concert before it is broad-

HUSK CENTER?

When

,

AUDIENCE R IOTING

concession at the English Village
in the World's Fair this summer.
Angle is to produce the original
Globe theatre of old London town
Paris, April 8.
and do Shakespeare for the muggs
Some gentle rioting by the audifrom Grand Rapids. In order to
get turnover at the' box office ence won a promise of 8 weeks' back
Shakespearean plays will be sliced pay for the cast of 'Ah, Vrai Alors'
are ''off* of their own home towners down to 40 minutes* running time.' (translated 'Duck Soup,' "Banana
,as
entertainers on screen or In Should do 12 shows a day," at that Oil' or something similarly slangy),
jlesh-and-blood.
rate.
burlesque show how being played in
Hitherto such presence had been
Is under the direction of B. Iden the FoHes Bergere music hall of
layed up, but it was found that
Payne, professor at Carnegie Tech's Havre, French port.
not, only it didn't bring in the cusIn the middle of the show the
drama 6chool, and Institution's Bard
tomers, but, strange as it may seem,
chorus stopped doing its stuff and
Specialist.:
seemingly kept some away.
the best little, looker in the mob
numb'ov of Minneapblitans/
,
stepped Up and announced that the
boys and girls, have made good oh
show was over unless a pay check
screen, but they're no magnets for
Ford's Edison Film
came, through pronto.
Minneapolis, April 16.
departments: here, no
longer stress the presence of any
,Minneapolitan in picture or stage
show attraction because apparently that's a box office detriment. Results show that localities apparently

GETS CAST PAID

Publicity

,

To Cop

cast.

Hollywood, April

;

A

local showhouses.

J,

PERSEVERANCE WINS *
^ _^,Zanes,vHle,. P., April 16.

Detroit, April 16.
Henry Ford has made a 12 -reel
subject, 'Life of Thomas A. Edison.'

company

were

picketed

Audience started

road shows.

will

be

called

towns when he starts to campaign
the eighth congressional district for
the Democratic nomination to Con']

yelling. 'Shame.'

sonlans with audible' comment by return to their seats and the cast
Francis Jehl, who worked with Edi- accepted the manager's promise,
son.
show then going on.
Offers have been made to give
Before the performance closed a
the film general distribution, but collection was taken up for cast and
for no decision as to whether or how. chorus, so that eating could begin
Film is owned by Ford.
immediately.

1929, to April 3,
this year, a nearly five-year
stretch.
Union projectionists are
In the booths and union deckhands

and. musicians

cigars.

C. E. Wharton will take a variety
troupe through stageshowless small

during

.

^Biif

No Roadshow

16.

All is peace at Paramount following the 'attack by 66 girls on Mitchell Leisen 'to remove his trousers,,
although for "a couple' of days it
looked as If 'there would be a court
sequel.
Girls
descended
Director
on
Leisen bent' on taking off his pants,
following' the completion of filming,
of 'Murder 'at the Vanities/ Chorines had previously remonstrated
at removing .so many clothes for
one of those Earl Carroll scenes and
went after* the megger, avowed to
show him" what' clothes -removing
really meant.'
Director' 'lashed his mitts back
and forth* and 'struck several girls
In
the face before they finally
floored him,, but Xeiaeja had. fainted
'

Kenton, O.,
Vaude will oe used here for goodwill purposes in a political campaign—instead of the usual 6c.

;

continu-

ously from May,

of

Vaode for Votes

'Thousand regrets, messieurs- et gress.
mesdames,' she said, 'but we've been
Tour will begin
going 8 weeks without seeing a sou. August primary race.
and we're getting hungry.'

What the local labor sheet "de-" N0 Tdlsposition-has=been made,—with Wd^a^gTc^^froTn^th^orchestra
'scribes as 'the longest parade in only showings to date being the made for the backstage Sodr.. They
"history* was ended last week when private ones for Ford himself.
routed out a scared manager, who
-the Zanesvllle Theatres, Inc., ca11m Was made by the Metro- said he had no money at the mopitulated to the union locals.
politan Motion Picture Co. and is ment but would sign a. note. .After
The four theatres owned by the a series of shots of various Edi- dickering, the audience agreed to
T

16.

With a spot on the commercial
stage in view,. Theda Bara is hav
ing a try at a little theatre pro
duction of 'Bella Donna.' It opens
May, 21 at the Little Theatre of
Beverly Hills.

day reigned supreme.
Now, that they're in, the hot dog
and. flea circus gents aren't so quiet
about it. Their companion in ringChicago, April 16.
ing 42d street's death knell is burNo more soliloquies for Ham- lesque, which is a form of show
Instead of going through the business, but not the kind of show
let.
street .has boasted
entire 'to be or not to be' recita- business 42d
tion, he will just say 'aw nuts' and through nearly two generations.
The famous block connecting
Anthony will
go into his dance.
Seventh
and
Eighth
avenues.' whose
Rohave to cut out that 'Friends,
mans, countrymen' harangue and
Because
get something snappy'.
Shakespeare is going tabloid. That's
the scheme on foot for the legit'

San Antonio, April

,

rection,

:

Not

THEOA BARA'S COMEBACK

Ends 33-Year Reign
Recording companies hitting into
as
Ex-Champ Vamp in Little Theatre
town to pick up Mexican and SpanWorld's Show CenterTroupe
ish talent for foreign language discs
Legit Doesn't Live There
Beverly Hilla, April 16.

street, New York;- -as the world's
most" famous thoroughfare, Is now
men. get practically complete. The street is;
man- shortly due to go 100% honky tonk,

.

j*Bill'

Texas Moon; Ask $10 for Recordings

00% H ONKY TQNK

BACHELORS

London, April 16.
HILL
summer being in. the
several shows are being Take Advantage of Swanky Spots
Feeling
lined up for the West-End.
for Homestead?
Is that the world depression is on
the wane and there will be pienty
Hollywood, April 16.
this
"With
London.
of visitors in
Those empty Beverly Hills manin mind, managements are launch-,
sions are becoming home addresses
tng several big attractions..
of Hollywood bachelors.
Peter Hadden, Limited, latest for groups
having Houses are tough to rent to fam"company,
producing
these days, because of the high
launched the P. G. Wodehouse re- ilies
nick, number of servants required
vival, 'Good Morning Bill,' at Dalys,'
to keep them up, and the general
and finding It successful, has leased all
flash that must go with
4he Savllle, where it intends to sucharound
establishments;
policy.
Despite

offing,

Wodehouse

Hex. Crooners Quit Basking Under

K-

the

—

Windsor, Vt., April 16.
State Prison has found It necessary to repeat its minstrel show.
Performance, originally given for
three days, broke all attendance
records this year, and pn each night
more than 150 persons were turned
away. Show will be presented at
some date later in the month.
This year's show, the 18th annual, contained a cast of 3C Inmates.

'

'

dead away.
Later, it is reported, he struck
several' girls when they tried to
apologize; Two of the girls, Jeannette Dixon and Katherihe Hankin,
were particularly bruised.
Injured gl "s and the director
'

'

.

were

summone

"

to

the

office

of

Henry Herzbrun, studio attorney,
and the thing was patched up. it
cost Leisen a bouquet of flowers
for each of the 65 femmes involved.

.

..

.

'
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Confidence

Talent Scouts See B'way

Holly wood, April
,

Ruby Keeler, on learning that
the radio police had failed to
nab the burglar who broke Into
her home, remarked:
1 wish Al had been here.'

Stage-Think Musicals 10 Yrs. Behind
Hollywood talent scouts coming
roadway
all
to
plays are impressed anew with the
manner in which the legits have
cinematic
the
pace with
kept

.

.

.

•

DEF WAITED

Ben Hecht as Producer
On the Receiving End
Ben Hecht, one of film producers'
severest critics, is. sticking out his
chin by turning producer himself.
will

:

his remarkable ability to play
the xylophone with his feet never
weary an audience."
Direction

and

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Mayfair Theatre Building

New York

WiH Rogers Opens
<

RKO

screen tester, and Florence
Browning, of Metro.
Each, broadcaster is being .as-,
signed a topic,, so that collectively
a general slant on the Industry wiH
be afforded .people who listen in for

.

the series.

Raft and Lombard Have

I

ing.

Century resumes production
Zanuck's family is
in September.
accompanying him.

Another Par Dance Pic

..20th

For 3-Week Stand

Hollywood, April

San Francisco, April
.

2

'

HERE'S THAT -BENGAL'

in; another Paramount picture based
Par Revives Champ In-and-Outer on a dance.
New- one Is 'Rhumba,' story by
For Next Year
Guy Endome. Wesley Ruggles diHollywood, April 16.
rects.
Paramount's champ in-and-outer,
'Lives of a Bengal Lancer,' is. again
Hollywood, which may be lengthened up for production after if had. ap
Moeller Weakens
if the actor wants to continue.
parently been shelved for good. It
Before accepting the part, Rogers is listed! for production on. next
schedule.
year's
perMoeller, Theatre Guild ditwo
saw
Philip
York,
New
flew to
Picture had its first starting date rector, has consummated a deal
with
conferred
iformances. and
three years ago.
Radio Pictures. Idea is to
With
Eugene O'Neill.
make one this year and two each,

|

|

I

I

|

|

Sedgwick'

I

Hollywood, April

'Mutiny' Sequel

Part

public notice in the New York
responsibility
disclaiming
for the debts of his wife, -Ethel Van
Eeuren, discloses a marital rift in
the Amedee J; Van Beuren (RKOVari Beuren Pictures) household.
Notice states the wife left his
were married
bed and board*

)•••••••
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James Gleason. Latter is tied up at
Fox, and Paramount can't get him.

AT LAST
First

Carrillo's

Term

Jack Oakle

is

tin

Hollywood, April

oh scripting.

WB

the picture

Shorts

Hollywood, April

First starring film,

is

out of the way.

LIL HARVEY'S

NEXT

plant.

Actress had just finished what,
she regarded as an unsympathetic

Ann

hosp.

SAILINGS
April

light.

25

(Paris

to

New

'Whom

the

directs*

Al Rosen Sued
Los Angeles, April

16.

Complaining that Al Rosen had
been paid commissions to which the
agent waa not entitled, Francis
Martin, screen writer and director,
has brought suit to recover $2j520
in Superior court.
.

'

Charges specify that writer secured own job at Paramount, on
which percentage had inadventently
been paid, and that Rosen hadn't
complied with all technical agency
requirements.

Zeldman's

'Zest'

Hollywood, April 16,
produced by Bennie
F. Zeldman as one of Universale
leaders on the new season's program, is being scripted by Doris
Vernon hospital, Mt. Vernon, jt. Y., Anderson.
suffering from pneumonia.
Writer has Just completed screen
Another Par executive, Montagu play Of Vicki Baum's original, !l
Gowthrope, comptroller of the com- Give My Love,' for Zeldman.
pany, has been in the same hospital
since before Christmas, when op9
erated on for appendicitis. He conPreparing 'Hideout
tracted pneumonia and recently
went home to recuperate but had a
relapse and is now back, in the

Caldwell scripting.

at RKO

Bondage,
and was Inclined to view her spot
in the Warners picture In the same

|

is

Gods Destroy.' Walter Lang

16.

star,
I

days.

York)

'Zest,'

to be

.

Hollywood, April
Albert Hackett and Frances Goodrich are scripting 'Hideout,' an
original by Mauri Grashin.
Film is for Hunt Stromberg's pro-:
ductlon.

COL. 'MYSTERIES' WEST
Cab Calloway and orchestra, Joe
Hoffman (He de France).
Hollywood, April 16.
TAKES 'HOWLING DOG*
21, (New York to Holly- =^ iC.olumbia!s^oiie-r.eeL,'Minute^MyjB_, April
"
Burbank, Caj., April 16.
wood) Howard J.. Green and wife terles,' formerly made by W. C.
Warners will produce 'Case of the
(Virginia).
Bray in New York, have been
April 21 (New York to Paris) .transferred here, to be made by Howling Dog,' Liberty magazine
mystery, by Erie Stanley Gardner".
Columbia direct.
Leon Belasco (Champlain).
Ben Marksoh Is adapting. Sam
Studio has eight ,to go on the
April 14 (New York to London)
Sidney Lanfleld, Paul and Grace present year's schedule and will Bischoff will supervise.
start two this week under the titles,
Hartman (He de France).
Colored Team for Cantor Pic
April 13 (New York to Los An- 'Murder Madness,' and 'The Stolen

WB

J

|

Hollywood, "April 16.
Following his return to the stage
in a revival of his play 'White Cargo' at the Hollywood Playhouse,
Leon jSordon has received an offer

from British Gaumont for a threeway contract .to act, direct and
write.

He

Hollywood, April 16.
Walter Cohnoll; is to. get star
billing at Coluihbia henceforth.

2 PAB-ITES LAID UP
Warners has signed Leon Errol to
Given up by his doctors when
in two Technicolor musical
oxygen had to be administered
shorts isoon to get under way.
Ralph Staub will direct.
Miles Gibbons, Paramount story
board executive, now is -given a
chance of recovery. He is at. Mt.

,

Then

B-G Seeks Gordon

'School Days'

:

|

Ei-toI's

WB Assignment

Human

Gus Edwards has a

film and radio deal on. The film Ip
to come first, for Monogram.
Edwards' radio variety show, will
.Play. up the 'School Pays! Idea after

16.

Hollywood, April 16.
Hollywood, April 16.
Lilian Harvey's next at Fox will
Bette Davis has accepted War- be 'Lovetlme*, a musical, directed
ners 'Housewife' assignment, after; by Paul Martin with John Stone
having held off in a tiff for several producing at the Fox western

role In 'Of

Edwards' 'School Days'

the other prizefight

Sani Hellman and Francis Mar-

For tho first time in his film
career Leo Carrillo is under a*term
contract*. Metro signed him up after

Bette Davis Balks,

'

Contract— mugg.

Kruger Optioned Also by Metro

Accepts

Star Walter Connolly

Fox

Up

.

finishing 'Manhattan Melodrama.'
Same studio took up its Option on
Otto Kruger.

• t • # •
.i

I

the next two years.
Guild stager has neen approached,
before by Hollywo6d, but refused.

Harry Green flrew a contract at
to act and to write dialog.
Studio also took up option on

16.

'Here

U

A

INDEX

directs

Hollywood, April 16.
Metro has bought 'M«n Against
the Sea,' sequel to 'Mutiny on the
Bounty/ which it will produce mount, although he's been here 20
Stories are by Charles years.
shortly.
Seeks Laughton
Notdhoff artd James Norman Hall.
'Mutiny* has a trio of stars in.
Universal City, April 16.
Wallace Beery, Clark Gable and Gleason Tied
Universal is negotiating with
at Fox,
Charles Laughton to play in 'SutRobert Montgomery already set.
Frank Lloyd directs, and Carey So Frawley in 'Is Zat So?' ter's Gold.' Laughton is in England,
William Anthony McGulre will
Wilson and John Farrow are
Hollywood, April 16.
scripting.
William Frawley will play the supervise.
part In la Zat So?' created by

Times

in 1929.

Edward Sedgwick

Cornea. the Groom,' with Jack Haley
Sonya. Levien, oldest writer in
and Mary Boland in the leads.
point of continuous service on the
It's Sedgwick's first job for Para- lot

Authorities' are contacting relatives in Denmark before >urial.

Van Beurens

Harry Green to Dialog,
Also Act on Fox Pact
Hollywood, April

Karl Dane's Suici

little film activity.

'

;

4 fix

,

j

16.

George Raft arid Carole Lombard,
teamed in 'Bolero,' will be together

16.

Will Rogers opens in 'Ah Wilderunder the Henry Duffy
ness'
ausplces~at the Curran April 23, for
a limited stay of three weeks.
Then he goes to Hollywood for a
four-week stay at the El Capitan

I

-

Hollywood, April 16.
Karl Dane, 47, who gained fame
In 'The Big Parade' in 1926 shot
and killed' himself in his Los Angeles
apartment Saturday (14) because of
despondency over his lack of work.
He had been teamed with George
K. Arthur in. a number of pictures
before talkers, but since he has had

LiMan Messenger

tton department;

Hollywood, April 16.
Darryl Zanuck. has set. May ,7 as
his. departure date for New York,
the first leg of his two month's vacation in Europe and Africa. Zanuck expects -to. look in oh United
Artists exchanges in London, Paris,
Rome, Vienna, Cairo and Capetown
In Africa, Zanuck joins an ex
pedition for some bjg game hunt

'Frisco W3derness'

-

I

.

.

six-year-old ciaiiri
against Metro, was dismissed yesterday (Monday) in New York
Supreme Court by Justice McCdok
for lack of evidence. Delf claimed
Metro engaged him for four months
at $760 a Week as a shorts director,
but. never went through with the
alleged agreement.
Case dates back to the time
Metro was making shorts in the

More

.

ERFI

WILL MAHONEY

Pelf's

Fox

.

The series starts, to[broadcasts.
backing.
morrow (18) via WEAF, New York.
Hecht "wants Lee Garmes to «pme
Others are Helen Hughes, perfrom- the Coast to photograph his
home office
of
directpr
This week (April 13), Shea's, Aim. Garmes, former cameraman, sonnel
help for Universal; Mollie Grill,
- <
Buffalo.
contract director for Fox. of. the
Fox publicity departthe Detroit Free Press said: is now a
ment; Tessie Michaels, - publicity
"This comedian is so widely known
woman for United Artists; Gyten
and established as an entertainer
par excellence that he needs no new
Heller, stylist for Warners; Sarah.
Route
Zanuck's
encomiums. His' songs, agile legs,
Lyons, of the paramount xUstribu^
with

6 YEARS

Then, too, the element of existing
contracts stymied certain young
people for Hollywood earlier in the
season; now these same people may
be available. 'Some film companies
only like to sign 'em when they're
hot after it; others wait for months.
No Talent Paucity
Hollywod talent scouts, whether,
casting directors attached to the
studios or Coast agents scouting east.
for anything bri behalf of the
studios, aver .there is no paucity of
hew talent. They point to every
film company, in the past two sea
Reties Baxter for
sons as direct proof of constantly
upcoming new faces which have
Yearly
Years;
been added to the already established cast names and thus given
step
ultimately
Hollywood, AprU 16.
an opportunity to
out on their own.
Warner Baxter's new two-year
The summer stocks are voted the starring contract at Fox calls for
faces,
newthese
for
best nursery
four pictures annually.
which then come to Broadway and
Current pact has not ,yet expired,
ultimately Hollywood.
studio exercising ts option on him
several weeks ahead ^f time.

Charles MacArthur, Hecht
produce a picture independently

With

FOR TRIAL, LOSES OUT
Harry

.

An air department, quietly being
organized for some time in the Haya
formally debuting thi$
office,
Is
Week with a series of broadcasts
extending Into June. With this arm
.set the propaganda machine of the
major industry is regarded as
strong on all fronts and in a position to meet all attacks as well as
to disseminate favorable publicity.
Hays' own secretary, Julia Kelly,
among those in' the opening
is
.

i

Hollywood,
Paramount adds four to its writDavid
ing, staff and drops three.
musical
standards, but- aver that
Boehm, recently at Metro, is scripts
comedy is as. old-fashioned as it ing 'Big Broadcast of 1934/ which
was 10 years ago. Some of the Barney Gtlazer produces. Harry
revues notably are panned for being Hervey returns to the lot to collab
outmoded.
with Henry Myers on 'Mississippi.'
Among the legits that are lauded Marjorie Klein is working on conare the 'Dodswbrth' and 'She Loves tinuity of 'Son Comes Home.' Jack
Me Not' type of dramaturgy with Jevne gagging 'Here Comes the
their many, scenes and constantly Bride.'
\
staccato
arid
settings
shifting
on 'Red
script
Finishing
dialog, patently patterned after the
p. Schulberg, WilWoman' for
film idea of fast -moving action and
Norliam Lipman is off. Same for
scenery.
ma Mitchell, who was working on
On the matter of new talent for 'Ready to Love,' and Stephen MoreHollywood, the talent scouts follow
house Avery,, who was collaborating
one another in and each feels he
with Jack Cunningham on 'Pursuit
will Unearth something which his
This is of Happiness.'
^predecessor has missed.
because each company has different

people.

SPELLBINDERS

Par Adds 4, Drops 3

east

'standards and different requirements. While all are looking for
juves and ingenues suitable for
stellar buildup, certain companies
also want to augment, their stock
groups of players with certain other

HAYS' FEM AIR
16.

.

is

geles) Louis Calhern (Santa Rosa).

holding the offer in abey-

Pearls/

Adaptation of the shorts is be
April 13 (London to New York)
meanwhile negotiating with
Ing handled by " Harold Shumate,
Paramount for a contract to act. Charles Morrison (Berengarla).
ProApril 12 (London to New York) Lambert Hillyer directing.
Gordon is on Metro's writing staff,
but currently is scenarizing for Edr Ben Blue, Mary Lynn & Co., Reggie duction of the one reelers Is under
Irving Brlskin's supervision.
(Champlain).
Hammersteln
Small.
ward
z2
ance,

I

I

|

Nicholas Bros, (colored) have
been signatured for Eddie. Cantor's
next picture for Sam Goldwyn.
Booking by Herman Bernie by
arrangement with Herman Stark- of
the Cotton Club management.

ES
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SOUND ENTERS NEW
FEMME NEWSIE SCRAMS
Hollywood Looker Nearly Wrecks
Labor for Male Competitors

Factor in Split of

Sheehan-Brown
Hollywood, April. 18.
Jack Yellen is innocently in the
middle of a split between Winnie
Bheehan, Fox production head, and
Lew Brown, composer^- producer. As
the situation currently stands the
breach is such that it doesn't" look
like Brown, will have any more eel-,
ltiloid chores at Fox. He is the producer of 'Stand Up and Cheer/
which is about to be generally re.

leased.

According to the studio angle on
the matter, the controyersay arose

.

sides.

It

was oke with newsboys on

the other corners, except that she
was getting their business.
Men, including plenty of film
people, would drive around the block
to come up on her corner so they

could get a

femme

smile with every

sheet; Femme, however, solved opposition difficulties by going off
with a man in his car.
.

-

.

This message was presumably induced by the hews that Tellen had
been signed by Fox. Coast, reaction
was that Brown, through his edict,
was presuming to run the studio,

Tarzan' Too Hotcha,
Prods. Say in

Move

Sustaining

for

credit

upon

'Cheer,'

Brown maintains he

did

which
the

all

Hollywood,. April 16.
A jury of producers sustained, the
Hays office verdict, that Metro's
'Tarzan and His Mate' was too
:

work.

hotcha in -spots and should be re-

Jack Yellen, song and material
writer, is now in New York and
slated to sail with Sophie Tucker
April 26 on the Berengarla for. Lon-

Device

material.

know the difference.'
Hollywood, April 16.
P. S. it- wasn't a Col pic'Sound in pictures is entering a
ture.
of development which
concerns recording and reproduction,' according to Major Nathan with sound, or grit their teeth. Why,
Levinson, chief sound engineer for when an audience hears an oxygen
Warner Brothers-First National, bellows pumping, for instance, and
studios.'Introduction of
new the very breathing of a patient on
'phase shift' device which allows the operating table in a hospital
greater naturalness in reproduction, sequence, the emotional reaction is
permitting the recording, of finer tremendous. And when the exaggradations of sound, voice, music, gerated klunk of a comedian being
has been, found technically practi- hit on the pate by a ball is on the
cal.
Whether its installation in sound track, a scene like that gets
theatres at this time would prove twice as hearty
guffaw as when
popular is the question.'
the comic got hit the same way in
Major Levinson is. also working a silent pic,
on a third dimension effect in sound
-Naturalness so far as. recording
at Warners' Burbank (Cal.) labora- all
sounds; synonymous with a

—

hew period

'

tory.

edited,

ire of

censor boards.

Appeal went to a producer board
of. W. R^ Sheehan, Ben
Kahane, and Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
who,- after viewing the picture,
agreed with Breen. The objectionable scenes were refilmed.
consisting

Harry Carey with Circus
Winston-Salem, N. C., April 16.
Harry Carey, picture star, joined

Barnett Brothers Circus here Thura
$300,000 Indie Pic
day (12) but will not appear with
the show until it plays Beckley,
W. Va., today (Monday).
Universal City, April 16.
He is getting his act arranged
U. S. Navy Department has
and accustoming himself with the agreed to cooperate with Phil Goldshow until it arrives in West Vir- stone by supplying submarine, and
glnia. He will remain the rest of diving
data and equipment for.
the season.

Leagues Under the Sea/
Otis Garrett is handling the technical end for Goldstone's $300,000
indie venture.. He will gather fish
footage and ocean bottom scenes
from along the California and Mexican coasts, with possible trips to
the Black Sea and Japan for more
sub- surface background;
'20,000

ROACH READIES PLAN
FOR BRIEFIE PROD.

Hollywood, April 16.
Hal Roach has completed the
current year's slate on -'Our Gang*
Decides to Take
and Charles Chase series.
Currently closed, studio is ex'Dressing' for Riv, N.Y.
pected to reopen within two weeks
with three Laurel and Hardy twoExercising its right to pick three
reelers, an L. & H. feature and two from the Paramount program this
Thelma Todd -Patsy Kelly shorts.
year, the Rivoli, N. T., has reached
"Either' Roach' of Henry Ginsberg Out its hafid for the Bing Crosby
will go to New York soon to ar- talker, 'We're Not Dressing.' It will
range the year's product with go into the United Artists house
Metro home office.
following
'Looking
Trouble,'

UA

current.

junior Actors Elect
Hollywood, April

16.

Junior Screen Actors Guild, made
up mostly, Of extras and bit players,
elected new officers for the ensuing
year.'
Office-holders
are
Lee

Riv under its deal
one more from Par.

is

entitled to

Phelps,

pres.;

Edwin

and Aubrey
Sixteen

Tom

Florence

vice-presJ;
vice-pres.;

O'Grady, first
Wix, second
Baker, treas.,

Blair, sec.

members were

elected to

the board of directors.

Avoyaging

Hollywood, April 16.
Al J bison and Ruby Keeler will
shove off for New York by steamer
via the Canal as soon as she completes 'Dames' at. Warners.
Vacation will be limited by next
picture, date for Miss Keeler, not
yet

set..

Doran's Play Plans
D. A. Doran

is

back

in

New Tork

Coslow Treks Abroad

after spending several weeks on the
Coast clearing up personal matters
Hollywood, April 16.
following his resignation as Fox
Sam Coslow left here Saturday
-story-editor-=and -looking^the^talent=
4)- foi- New- York on first lap of
situation over,
a vacation to Europe.
,.,.He is interested in picking HollyParamount gave the songwriter
wood talent for a play for fall pro- a six weeks' leave.
duction.:
.

CORTEZ'S MINOR OF.

Alice white aebs

Hollywood, April 16.
Los Angeles, April 1,6;
RichaVo
Cortez
•Alice White is the film guest >jsta"r
underwent a
minor operation at the Cedars of tonight on the Shell Show over the
Lebanon hospital Saturday (14).'
Columbia-Don Lee network.
lie is
tal

e

xpected to leave the hospi-

Tuesday

(17).

of picture making, asserts Levinson.
James Cagney's picture, just finished, introduces this specific im.

'

provement.
'Engineers and technicians have
improved sound enormously,' says
Major Levinson. 'The person who
could help the: improvement along
mostly now, would be the actor. If
the actor or actress would; become

a

.little

microphone-conscious and

play to the microphone as earnestly
as they do to the camera, there

would be better
better pictures.

performers

and

Picture

player

dramatic sketch.

will

star

in

a

;

.

scene, is inadvisable, and that is.
don't hear the birdies
chirping in every park sequence or
The local committees will be reas many automobile sirens as you'd quired to keep pastors informed of
normally hear, in a street scene the character of current shows.
from life.'
Each Sunday the clergy will warn
Pointing out that improvement in parishioners against offensive films
processing of sound recording in the being shown. Father Kelly declared
film lab is equally as Important as the campaign will be continued unimprovement in the technical re- til a general improvement is evicording of sound on the set/ Major dent.
Levinson says lab technicians can
make or break the work on the
The Industry according to its
sound track. No. matter how care- spokesmen is taking the Catholic
fully sound may be recorded, if crusade seriously.
In major ranks
not properly treated in lab, the it is figured It will serve as a tonic
sound can be ruined to the point for certain producers who ocof unintelliglbility. Inversely,, sound casionally overstep the line, whereas
recorded can be improved to an ex- it is deemed as one of the' surest
tent by careful .lab doctoring.
It means to curb sensational quickie
Is invariably up to the laboratory
producers.
to preserve all the fine striations
Nudist pictures, the majors opine,
photographed on the sound track, will be the first to go down under
he adds.
Catholic fire.
This
sound
authority
recalls
August, 1926, when 'Don Juan' introduced sound, to a palpitant pub- Metro Does English,
lic."
Not so thrilled; however* were
sound engineers responsible for the
French Versions of
great experiment. The. 'Don Ju%n*
and shorts program started off with
a speech /-by Will Hays and when
'Widow' Concurrently
the film arbiter began his speech
'My friends...' without a hitch on
Hollywood, April 16.
the sound track, he knew he could
Metro
doing English and
go out and eat, that everything was
French versions of. 'Merry Widow'
okay.
simultaneously
with
production
Englirtton's Ideas
Speaking of the new blimp, Bill starting Friday (13).
Ernst Lubitsch is directing and
Englinton, RKO camera department
Maurice
Chevalier
...and
Jeannette
head, explains the recently perfected device was. first used by Radio MacDohald play in both versions.
French
script
was
adapted,
by MarIn production of 'Of .Human Bond-

why you

.

'

,

'If a mixer advises a player, at
a point to please raise his or her

voice, the player usually says, *but
that's not the mood of what
saying.'
But if a cameraman told

Fm

a player he was out

Albany, 'April 16.
In attempt to 'reform' but 'not
injure' the theatres, the Most.
Rev. Edmund F. Gibbons, bishop
of the Albany Catholic Diocese, has
ordered, an intensive campaign, to
begin May 6, to persuade people
not to attend Improper film shows.
To further this crusade, the bishop
has created the Albany Diocese Association for. Clean Movies.
Local -committees will be formed
in every community and 60 priests,
will be commissioned to make addresses not only, in churches, but
in the parochial schools as well.
The. bishop's order to the priests
includes this statement, 'In your
communications to the parish and
local committee, and to the man-;,
agers of the theatres, lay stress on
our purpose hot to injure the showhouses, but to reform them; not to
deprive the people of recreation, but
He said
to make it wholesome.'
the 'screen. ..of today is working
havoc to. the morals of the nation.'
Rev. James E. Kelly, who has.
been named chairman for the cru'The campaign Is not
sade, said:
directed against local exhibitors, in
any Instance, but is a move to impress film producers that Catholic
people will not stand "for continuance of the type of show, which
has become so prevalent today.'
to

'

ike Technique

of.

camera

range, the actor wouldn't think, of
debating the issue. There are few
players who possess good microphone technique. They still have to
.

accustom themselves to the sound
device.
'Technically,

.

-

we have been improving sound right along,' says
Major Levinson. 'improvement in
sound is gradual, not radical.. We
have consistently, since the inception of sound, improved its quality.
We can record sound more efficiently now than we could even six age.' *We find this improved cammonths ago because of steady im- era box has three salient advanprovement In equipment and electri- tages/ points out the camera chief,
cal circuits.
We are now able to 'it is lighter than anything, we've
more faithfully photograph and re- had so far; it is easier and faster
produce a greater portion -of the to operate; it is more, quiet/
audible spectrum, or sound range.
'The most significant progress
•We have better microphones how; sound has made within the past
the new dynamic microphone is year/ says Carl Dreher, head of the
more generally used. In handling sound department at the same
a large crowd on location, we can studio, 'is a widening of. the freget a wide sweep and all necessary quency range, introduction of ribmicrophones, and
effects by use of a concentrator. bon
a finer
On tjje beach, for instance, we can- .technical grasp on the part of
take this concentrator- out into the theatre managers and projection-^
iats.
Projectionists who had no ear
surf and get only the surf noise In
front of the concentrator, but. not for leveling of sound have- been
too much to drown out the dialog. succeeded by operators with a distinct
aptitude for correct sound
Inside the studio,, we use the conbalance.
centrator on street sets.
'4,000
'Approximately
theatres
'Motion pictures may be an indushave installed the new high-fidelity
try, a mere business/ says Major
Leylnspn, „whose sound direction of and wide-range reproducing equipment-in^.thelr-houscs^ says J!)reher'Fugitive' and 'Gold Diggers' won
'A1T key houses are equipped with
second and third place, respectively,
this improved sound reproduction
in the Academy of Motion Picture
apparatus.
When an exhibitor
Arts and Sciences awards this year,
opens a. new theatre, the only
'but artistic, scientific and technical
equipment he can now buy from
advancement means -more to the the major
manufacturers in the
sound department of a major studio new type, of
high-fidelity, wldethan just turning out satisfactory rrmrre
equipment.'
rushes for the day.
The ribbon microphone, which a
'Sound/ he thinks,. 'makes for fun- yenr aero was Introduced. Is able
nier comedies, heightened dramatic tn nick
up sound at considerable
scenes. You can make people laugh distil no«\. explains Dreher.
'While
',

••

.

Jolsons

comedy.
Projectionist decided he liked
the comedy short and, instead,
omitted, the second and fourth
reels of the feature, telling his
boss,
'The customers didn't

IMPROVED MIKES

Then there fs 'the new camera
Metro had protested JOe Breen's blimp, already in use, affecting
recommendation for elimination and sound to the extent of keeping out
changes. Hays representative stated the whir of cameras and every vesTellen authors that certain scenes would bring the
tige of the mechanical background

don engagements;
all of Miss Tucker's special stage

1

Jack (Columbia) Cohrt
knows a Louisville exhib who
wanted to hasten the turnover,
so ordered his boothman to
omit the programed two^reel

-

Hays

and negotiations for future pictures
With him were dropped.
Brown's side of the argument is
that Sheehan is trying to take

Campaign for Clean Pix

Wasn't, Eh?

It

Makes for
Naturalness Through
Keen Gradations -— Blimp
for Muffling Camera Whir
Boosted by Engineers

the number, of papers generally dls-.
posed., oi on her side of the intersection, and getting plenty In tips be-

when Brown

sent word from the
east that there wasn't; room for
Tellen and himself on the -same lot.

Intensive

Hollywood, April 16.
Louise Dodds, Holylwood's only
woman newsie, has done a scrambola. from the corner of Vine street
and Hollywood boulevard.
Shift
Girl, who looked like a Beauty
contest winner, was selling twice

cel

Achard, and Andre Hornez di

the French lyrics.
Included in cast of the French
film are Marcel Vollee, Dahiela
Parola, Emlle Dellys, Emil Chautard, Fifl Dorsay, Yola D'Avrll and
Lya Lys.
;

John Barrymore's 'Hat'
Holly wood, April

16.

Barrymore wlil do 'Hat,
Coat and Glove* at RKO.
George
Nichplls
will
direct.
Francis Edward Faragoh Is scripting the German play by WilheJm
Speyer,

Lou Tellegen Recovering
Hollywood', April

1.6,.

Lou Tellegen will be in the HoljyWOod=hosp tal=f in other^JJL^day s^rfi-^
covering from a severe intestinal
i

illness.

lie has been in the hospital two
weeks, his condition at one time
serious.
Drs. William Branch and
A. E. Belt are attending_hlro.

has not entirely replaced the
It
former condenser microphone, it
under move Intricate conis- used
ditions-

i

-
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Major Producers Attack

Of

Indie

Squawks

Tbesfry, April 17, 1934

Pars

Financial Mentors, Shaping

Integrity

Reorg.,

in

Hay Favor New

Personnel

Changes In. the management setup of Paramount are in the wind,
according to downtown Indications,
The first sign of any coin for re- as creditors and trustees prepare
ceivers, lawyers and others since for a definite reorganization plan
Paramount went into .receivership for. Paramount-Publix. The changes
Jan. 26, 1933, came yesterday .(Mon- which will strike at the secondary
day) when an expense bill of position on the operating, end mostly
$18,266.56 was allowed Root, Clark, may come before a plan is finally
Buckner & Ballantine, attorneys for submitted on the. recommendations,
of creditors.
the Par trustees.It is certain that Adolph Zukor
This .covers expenses and disbursements by the^'law flnri from and George J. Schaeffer remain as

Par Lawyers' lSG's

"Washington, April

16.

Slashing out in a vigorous counter attack at ciitica of the film
code, seven major producers Friday
previous
their
abandoned
(13)

AMPA'S

;

reservations already
sold, and now certain of SRO, the
aloofness and submitted to the NBA AMPA's Naked Truth feed on Satreview board a. strongly' phrased and urday night (21) expect to raise
voluminous, brief supporting the $10,000.
code, backing up the Code Author-

With. 1,000

'

denying complaints and.
charges of independent exhibitors.
•The code of fair 'competition for
the motion picture industry is not:
designed to promote or permit monopoly or monopolistic practices or

and

ity,

.

to eliminate or oppress small enterprise,'

the group, including Fox,

BOB MURPHY

Quittner Continuing

One. of the

His Suits, Court OK's

He

many

opinions:

'The Jack Hylton Band, and Bob
Murphy, with Dick and Dorothy
combination seems to be getting
something of an institution, for it
is back again at the Palladium and
doing, if anything, better than ever.'

Can Sue as a Paupet

.

.

KAO'S 1933 STATEMENT

SHOWS 642G NET LOSS
Net loss of $642,493 for the Keith
Albee-Orpheum Corp. and subsidiaries is shown for 1933, after
depreciation,

amortization, Interest

and discount, loss on Investments
and capital assets, provision for loss
of affiliated companies and an item
of $14,853 applicable to minority interest In

Gross

a subsidiary company.
for
year
income
the

amounted

to. $13,612,674,

$11,818,889

was from

of .which
theatre admis

Id

Stuff'

were increased during 1933
through adjustment oh account of
being the elimination from the cortsoli*
1933)
of Orpheum Circuit and subsidiary
and affiliated companies, and the
writing down to a nominal value of
the
investment in Orpheum,
plus adjustment of minority interest in subsidiary company and dis1,

squawkers have extended. their 'successful reign* over a. long term, the
majors charged that most of .the
complainants are regular participants and supporters Of Congressional, legal and other assaults on
major producers and noted they re- count on bonds retired. As a result;
peatedly have claimed that 'the combined surplus increased from
death knell of the independent ex- $6,013,409 to $7,211,466, while capr
hibitor was at hand. Characterizing ital surplus was upped from $8,323,as 'old stuff* the complaint that ma- 937 to $9,342,154.
It is noted that On Jan. 27, 1933,
jors have plotted to 'annihilate the
independent,' the majors satirically Orpheum was placed in bankruptcy

KAO

.

'

remained TOat 'thgsS mnle" witnesses
have achieved numerous resurrections from thir own pronounced
doom.'

Competition
tors^ is

among

'cut-throat,'

big distribu-

majors ^aid,

that "lEe "KiytTncaT TSIg
eight' act in concert and pointing
out that annual production is BOO
features, while average houses can
exhibit only 150 to 250 illms. Added
that competition is so Intense that
salaries have skyrocketed, calling

"denying

(Continued on page 46)

Reason

Milwaukee, April

16.

:

=

to onst the Milwaukee film censors board on the part

the non-partisan council was
seen today with a resolution being
introduced asking the censors' be
forced to make a monthly report of
activities to the aldermen.
The war on. the censors has been
waged for two' years. The mayor,
a Socialist, has the power of appointment and! for ..two years the
opposing party chiefs have warred:
on the budget appropriation for the
board. Due to a Socialist majority
in the council, the fight has been in
of

EXTENDED
Detroit, April 16.

At the request, of George W.
Trendie, Willard C. Patterson leaves
Warners to handle operation of
Par's Detroit theatres with Trendie.
With Warner's approval, Trendie

not un-

may

ing certain individuals from the
Creditors particularly are
ranks.
stated to be opposed to continuing
certain officials who have operated
in similar high positions, or. nearly,
prior' to the company's financial
upheaval...

Other than, these new. develop-ments in the attltule of the credand the trustees, according to

itors

.

satisfactory progress is
for financial reorganization of the company and as hasbeen previously indicated such re-

accounts,

being

made

organization
fore the

Loew

may

be fully had be-

summer.

in Active

Charge

Of Pofi Houses; Vaude

vain.

Recent elections gave the anti-.
Socialists a majority of one in the
has appointed Patterson city man-, council and now the demand Is
made that each month the censors
ager for Par's Detroit houses.
The idea apparently is for Pat- report how many pictures they have
terson to handle physical operation seen,, what rejections they have
and Trendie Jto devote, his. time to made and how many attended the'
financial matters and leases.
At screenings. Censor^ draw no pay
Warners, Patterson has been in but can crash gates of theatres on
charge of the Philadelphia W. B. their little gold stars.
According to^he opposition alderterritory,
numbering around 124
theatres,
comprising the former men, the censors have failed to preMastbaum and Stanley houses. He vent the showing of a single objechave
also has been in charge of Warner's tionable picture since they
been appointed.
labor relations.
With Patterson Joining Trendie,
the Par Trustees have decided to
extend the- management deal for De- N. Y. EXHIBS
troit with Trendie until July 16.
That's In accordance with an underLICENSE FEES
standing which the Trustees had
with Trendie on the original deal
an ordinance
of
Introduction
that on A pril 16 the trustees could
decide whether they want to m»ke which would double and treble
a partnership deal with Trendie or costs of theatre licenses In New
York city will be met with stiff exextend the management deal.
ill
Trendle's original deal on man- hibitor opposition this week.
agement had until Aug.. 16 to go. In will be contested on the ground
thus extending the 'management that the new fees amount to taxadeal, Par continues to own the De- tion and that r\s such are illegal
are
already
exhibitors
troit theatre 100% and leaves the because
question of a partnership deal open. heavily burdened with taxes.
Any partnership for Par's DeTop license now costs $500. It is
troit houses therefore may not ma- stepped up to $3,000 under the proterialize for a couple of months and posal.
permits the Trustees time to conHouses of 600 seats and under
sider the. situation from all angles. which now are paying $100 would
The Detroit theatres have not be assessed $300. Up to, 2,000 seats
been doing well hut the last week they would pay $600 instead of the
or so seem to have caught on.
present $150. Over 2,000, the license
Herschel Stuart is mentioned as charge jumps to $2,000, while for

Into Capitol, Hartford?

I

:

OPPOSE

UPPED

With Loew

Hartford, April 16.
officially in control

Of the Poli-New England theaters,
during the past week Loew's men.
have, been through the chain, checking and making changes in personal.

In Hartford Loews let out Charles
Brennan, manager of the Capitol,
and the house is temporarily in
charge, of Louis Cohen, formerly
assistant manager. The Palace, remains in charge of Charles Benson,
who has been with the house many
,

years.

Reported Loews will inaugurate
vaudeville at the Capitol which has
been 100% film for the past year.

PANTAGES, PORTLAND,

(

DEFIES

NRA BOLDLY

Patterson's likely successor at War-?
ners.

theatres, of 3,500
the fee is $3,000.

chairs

charged union employees and engaged non-union men at a lower

and over wage

scale.

Ruling on an appeal by" the- op-

erators'

Whether the

NRA

Will

Wash Up Film

union,

the

regional

labor

board of Seattle held that the men
employed at the opening of the theatre were discharged illegally.
It
ruled the discharged men should be
paid scale wages for the period of
two -weeks and be returned to their
positions.

Boards W.U Be Settled Very Soon

John
Stillej manager of the
Pantages, declined to make any
statement.
Answering a direct
question whether wages were being
increased and the discharged men

Showdown, on the washup of Film being raised by proponents. They
Boards of Trade is slated to come point out that when the Eagle re-emplOyed said, 'no/
G. G. Speck, business agent for
among major companies within, the leaves the business the film indus- the operators^ local, said It was now
try will be without a network which
next few weeks. Already fight lines it took 10 years to weave.
up to the federal attorney-general
are being drawn, with, the NRA on
As long as FB secretaries remain whether, steps would be taken' for
the other side, and with the declara- identified with fllmdom, even in ca- prosecution under provisions of the
tions of FB opponents that code pacities as grievance and zoning N.R.A.
'

-

costs in the industry of $360,000
yearly are nearly three times, the
amount ever expended by the
ahd^the investment= of=$11^641>627-in? boards when-they-were -functioning
that company was written off,
full strength, along with eompul*
The accounts of the Orpheum Cir- sory arbitration.
cuit and subsidiary companies have
Compromise on the issue seems
heretofore been included in the con- out of. the question right now, .as;
solidated accounts of KAO and at each sic|e is. adamant in its stand
-JOTrrrira?; -"'thW'cbTiSoimiiitea^sn^ that "the' board's have outlived their
cits amounted to $12,657,120.
The usefulness, and that .the boards will
$1,015,493 added to the KAO com- always be essential to the industry.
bined account for 1933 represents
The Film Boards have financing
the excess provision for loss of Or- until July 1, 1934;' appropriations
pheum in the last consolidated ac- thereafter are indeterminate.
counts over the amount of investThe status of the
as to permanency is also an important issue
ment therein now written off.
i

Portland, Ore., April 16;.
The Blue Eagle of the N.R.A. Is
now being openly defied by the
Pantages on the advice of W. C.
Bristol, attorney for the theatre in
refusing to conform to the decision
of the regional labor board in a
controversy between the theatre
operators'
and
motion
picture
union.
The controversy arose several
weeks ago when the Pantages dis-

.

ing,

-Commenting, .that- Instead of
out of business, the indie dated accounts (as of Jan.

driven

Different

is

.

serted;
•sipns'and $l,793,786 from rents, con'This ability, not merely to sur
cessions, etc.
vlve, 'but to thrive, is tribute to the
Expenses, including film service
healthy competitive soil of this in
and production expenses, artists'
dustry.'
This board can either salaries, other salaries and wages
come to the conclusion that the and operating overhead, amounted
complaining witnesses, thrive on. op
to $12,208,551.
presslon or that their unsworn l
Surplus accounts, except operat-

Hals were not truthful;'

A

it

likely that- outside manpower
be brought, in addition to elevat-

Bd.—But for

Censor

handed that

It. is

'Waiikfee

A new move

.

-

Would Oust

,

"

'•''

affected.

'The Performer.*

_

operator would be even, more striking. A careful examination of every
section of the code leads to the. irrefutable conclusion that the motion
picture code overwhelmingly concerns itself with and solves, the
small operator's problems.'
Asserting that .the bulk of the
indie howls were old stuff and. dealt
with familiar bleats that they are
being ruined by major competition
the producers submitted facts showing how some of the star witnesses
had expanded their theatre hold
ings during the last three and a half
years and noted that while majors
have been afflicted by receiverships
none of the kickers has folded up
Accusing the complainants of mak
ing 'lurid misrepresentation' of their
business situation, the producers asr

.

.

,

"Warner Brothers, Paramount, UniClaiming inability to pay court
versal, M-G-M, United Artists and
RKO, asserted, terming. most of the costs which would.be involved, or'td
Indie testimony wholly 'irrelevant' give security therefor, .'but believing*
and charging that the complaints
to the redress of an
ranged from 'misrepresentation to he is entitled
appeal,. Edward Quittner has
ekillful ^evasion.'
Emphasizing that only a minute talned permission f rbm the Circuit
part of the testimony involved, the Court
of Appeals to s\*e as a- pauper
code and that indies had singled out
liability or
but 8 Of 270 sections, the majors without incurring this
of printing the record.
behind
the
expense
support
unqualified
threw
the disputed trade practice proStep was taken in behalf of Quittvisions and said the code repre- ner
and Middietowh Combined
sented 'many months, of harrowing Buildings Company, Inc., though
negotiations' and 'great sacrifices' denied. for the corporation by the
by large producers and distributors. courts, as a. preliminary to appeal-;
Indies'! 89,5% 'Edge'
ihg from the adverse opinion below
fair trade, practice pror iti Quittner;* $6,t>00;000 trade re-i
'If the
were entirely eliminated straint action against the Hays ofvisions
from the code, the affiliated dis- fice, Paramount, Netco Theatre
tributors -and producers would be Corp., Adolph Zukor.
Sidney R.
reinvested with many rights they Kent and Sam Katz.
voluntarily surrendered and would
This case was tried over a year
be the sole, beneficiaries of. such. acago, Quittner asking for triple damtion,' the reply said. Excluding genages :on allegations that he was
eral provisions, 89.5% of the clauses
squeezed out of business in Middlewere drafted for the benefit of in-'
town, N. T., where he had three
dies, the majors maintained, while
theatres, following refusal to sell
99.9% give them, rights they never
which later built in
Added that out to PUbllx,
enjoyed previously.
opposition to him.
only 4%
clauses are -advan-.
Although the. Q, of C. opinion pertageou's to large djstribs and 2.2%
mitting. Quittner to. sue as a pauper
to big exhibs.
'Even this mathematical picture notes that the attorneys for him,
does not reveal the full protection Graham & Reynolds, are said to,
which the code affords to the inde- have a contingent interest in the
pendents,' the producers stated, If proceeds of a favorable outcome, it
the Importance and quality of the was held that the statute on pauperprovisions were weighed,- the balr ism was 'not Intended to compel
ance in favor of the independent pauper lawyers to represent them.'
,

AprlK 19, 1933, when Par swung is, but It is figured that additional
from receivership to bankruptcy, up top manpower is necessary. Forto March 31, this year.
eign end is also okay. The other
departments look most likely to be

i

NRA

boards, the strategic part of the In-

dustry
is
agreeable.
Through
spokesmen over the weekend, how-

HAYS' COAST STAY INDEP

some or. these" "cities already'
secretaries have been appointed
the Code Authority to
berths.
The Film Board quartermasters have instructed these to
resign and accept the Eagle job as
soon as they are certain of the
XRA's terms.

Roadshowing of UA's 'House of
Rothschild' at. the. Geary has 33ob
on leave of absence from
United Artists theatre to handle the

Will Hays' stay on the Coast will
everrit-insists-that-thertFB-strUc- be=indeflniter^=i-^^^-^.^=
ture must be continued in at least
Expected he will hot return east
nine cities. These are given as Los until some time in May.
Angeles, Seattle, Denver, Memphis,
St, Louis, Chicago,. Cleveland, BoSr
oman's Leave of Absence
ton a nd Wa shington.
San Francisco, April 17.
In

FB
by

.

,

NRA Doman

publicity.

Roily Lloyd, of Herman Cohen's
house staff batting for Doman

UA

in latter's absence.

PICTURES
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VARIETY

AT&T EASING OUT OF FILMS
Par to Produce Again
Possible;

Now

GHENT PROBE

at Astoria

Talking

Of Divorcing Fox-WC from Fox

Over

It

Paramount is mulling giving film
production eastward in Astoria another trial. While Emanuel Cohen
is in New York on' product set-up
for the coming year, Par higher-ups
are discussing eastern production

Pay Off Hurd, Prior
To Photog Merger

plans..

cal

659,

,

IATSE, reached a
'

'

;

Paramount plant at Astoria, Long

Island, largest in the east, is nowbeing tenanted by Erpl, which, it is
also reported, may be interested in
framing some kind of a deal with
Par. to make pictures which that
major would release.
Studio, built for Paramount in the
old silent days, and at the beginning carrying the bulk of Par's film

against, regulations of the local.
Herb Aller temporarily takes

Hurd's spot, but known negotiations
for the American Society of Clnematographers to absorb the cameramen's local are nearirig completion,
and deal only awaits the official
approval of international president,
William Elliott, of the IATSE.

bers of the Standing Extra

CANT FINANCE

PROD.

tee

is

Government probe of the. American Telephone &. Telegraph Co.'s
meanderings into film biz control is
fmmi
A resolution for such a
probe, is in preparation to be sub
mitted to the U.

Commit-

today (Monday).

Purpose, of Kent's; visit,
how film code machinery,

is

to"

pee

how opthrough Extra Committee,

erating,

Washington,

functioning in handling code vio-

lation

squawks by

bit

and atmos-

phere players.

MEEHAN'S KAO

Senate.

Indications of this have aroused
many reports, none the least of
making, was reopened following
which is that the apprehension
sound and thoroughly equipped. In
abo'.it a possible government in
the first year of talkers Par turned
ve.'j ligation is what has Impelled the
out a batch of sound pictures there,
phone company to clean up Its film
then went back %o Hollywood enbiz affairs privately.
the
ago.
couple
of
years
tirely. A
The settlement of the arbitration
company again split the product befight over Vitaphorie with Warners
tween Astoria and Hollywood.
is handed as a direct result of such
When Par went into bankruptcy
feeling on. the part of A.T.&T.
Erpi walked in under a deal with
Another move that is in the offing
Par cancelling an equipment debt.
Is for. Electrical Research Products,
A heavy mortgage is outstanding
Inc. (Erpl)—A'.T:&T; subsid—to deagainst Par on the property. Forelist from financing film production
closure was stalled under a deal
How soon or if Roxy ( L. Roth- In the future.
with Par calling for a. part payment
That Erpi would' turn, over its
of back interest and an agreement afel) moves into the Roxy theatre,
business to some film company or
to knock it down in installments.
N. Y. operating control was not another electric like RCA is just one
Par's shorts production in the
definitely decided on Monday (16). of those reports.
There is no ineast, under Lou Diamond, .has been
centered since Par gave up the As- The tenor of the downtown thought dication alt the present except that
toria studio at the headquarters of still persists that some conclusion of Erpi will remain in the talker
equipment biz and as an affiliate of
Paramount News in New York.
the situation one way or another the A.T.&T. and Western Electric.
tending towards reorganization, of
All of which strongly indicates

up to Sidney Kent.
Kent's administration of the

tion will be

STILL AZIZ
.

f

.

'

with. Fox Film, after reorganization,
or will .operate as ah entirely dis-

REVIEW ON 'LAUGHING'
Metro is demanding a second review of its feature, 'Laughing Boy,'
by the New York Censor Board.
Although feature is now banned
Metro is confident the gate will be
opened possibly before the end of
the week.
In Chicago reports are the pic-'
ture is also having censor trouble.
Company, however, belittles these
saying that the worst that can happen to it there is to be pegged for
'adults only.'

While no reasons are

officially

made known for the New York attitude, neutral film men expressed the
belief that 'Boy' is held up not so
much" for sex reasons' as for possibly being interpreted, as derogatory to. government officials.
Picture was endorsed by Hays
moralists as fit for screening. Metro
claims all other censor boards have

oked

it.

and separate

tinct

firm,

must be

ironed, out.

Skourases'
It is understood that so. far as
salary goes,: for the Skourases, the
thing's
okay,
but among other
things still to be determined la
whether Skourases get a 6 -year
termer or one for 10 years. The
Chase Bank, largest creditor of
F-WC prefers a 6-year contract for
the brothers hut the latter want a
contract for 10 years, according to
accounts.
Additionally the Chase, people
would like a cancellation clause in
the agreement with Skouras, which
the latter are reported as opposing.
Chase as the largest '.creditor in
F-WC tops only Fox Film as such.
.

of the Mike
and with the ap-

On recommendation
Meehan

interests

RKO, a

proval of

separate

company

company treasurer
counsel and
have been appointed to Keith-Albee-Orpheum, chief theatre subsidiary Of RKO. As a result, William Mallard, general counsel for
-

RKO, and Herman

treas-

Zohbel,

urer, are relieved of certain duties
Prank
in connection with KAO.

Alstock has been
to J. R.

named

assistant

McDonough, on KAO.

These

are

KAO

administrative
which the Meehan

the

posts in
that the A.T.&T., of its own accord, forces desired shifted. The identity
taking steps to sever its financial of the new officers of KAO-* have
affiliation with film company, hold- not been made known officially thus
ings and. activities. Whether in ap- far.
The changes are in accordprehension of the coming probe or ance with what the board of direcseemingly is whether Hayden, Stone otherwise is open.
It
is
said,
company will stay in the financial however, that the phone company tors, okayed at the last session of
the
directorate,
around a
picture with Roxy and Herbert L.
is disposing of its Loew stock hold- week ago.
Lubln. Some $900,000 is necessary
ings as speedily as the -market can
The change does not affect the
for the Roxy theatre reorganization,
absorb same.
standing of Mallard and Zohbel' in
Among other points which are be- safely
The one thing to be gathered from the parent firm. Both retain their
ing thought about is how to effect
these activities on the part of the respective posts in RKO, and will
a reorganization plan that will not A.T.&T. seems
to be that the prob- continue as officers of RKO.
jeopardize the junior equity holders
able aim of any government inIt is likely that O. R. McMahon
oh the properties besides taking vestigation, so far
as can be con- may be in charge of the
care of the stockholder end, if pos
jectured, would be toward a sever- treasury.
McMahon has been asslble. The junior equity amounts to
ance of the A.T.&T. and its sub- sistant treasurer of
and KAO,
around $1,600,000. Halsey, Stuart sids from
commercial interest and anyway. Alstock, however, one of
company is sitting on that part of control in film
business.
RAO's chief statisticians, Is known
it.
Whether the U. S. Senate will con- to have been devoting much of his
A. C. Blumenthal is still as much
duct the probe on its own through time and work to
matters
in the picture on a possible takeover
a committee or whether it will rec- lately.
as others and if the Rothafel deal ommend
that the Interstate ComYounflman Mentioned
doesn't
materialize,
the Blumey merce
Commission handle it reGordon E. Youngman, assistant
angle may. It's one of those situamains to be decided after the reso- secretary or J. Miller Walker, who
tions.
lution is presented.
This resoNeither Fanchon
Marco nor lution most likely will come through occupies a similar position, may get
the
new counsel job, from account.
Harry Arthur (operating for How- Senator Clarence Dill
of WashThe
people are working
ard S. Cullman, the receiver) have ington.
along co-operatively In the. Meehan
a bid in. for the spot.
In the government's aim to sepa- matter and it. is generally
known
rate the public utility functions of that the
people are satisfied
the phone company from the purely sufficiently with the
operation
Council
commercial
interest
which
the to let the. Meehan forces move- alA.T.&T. holds in the amusement biz, most as they please. However, the
the likelihood Is that the film- biz Meehan faction
Censorship But Pix
having asked only
will then be consldered»as an entity for the
two administrative changes
by itself for possible consideration
Clean, It Sez under the present Communications noted must indicate that.lt is fairly well satisfied with the general
Commission set-up.
setup as it goes.
Boston, April 16.
As hear as can be gathered, the
Some 600 New England social and present storm against the phone
civic leaders attended a luncheon company reached a climax recently
STAYS ON
Saturday (14) at the Somerset hotel before the
Hollywood, April 16.
Review Board and
to hear Mrs. August Belmont and that subsequent private sessions
Percy R. Kent, brother of Sid
to launch a 'drive' for better films. held for inquiry purposes revealed Kent, who resigned sometime ago
Stephen P. Cabot, head of the New a most unusual control of the film from Pox West Coast as v. p. in
EnglaM. Jteanch"- ot jMotioy ;Plctjire biz through the phone company and charge of real estate, has recon-ResearctTcouricil, was in~5harge7~"~ "its suTisIdsT
Recent obser vatlCBS" sidered— and -returned - to^hls^desk
Mrs. Belmont said the Council made before the board by independ- Monday (16).
didn't want censorship, but stood ent film and theatre men are refor research, and education of pub- ported as having made a deep imlic and film producers alike.
She pression on the Washington officials. interest. At one time, according to
scored the block systejn of. bookThe ramification of phone com- what's to lked_abp;utjhe^^^
ing and urged hearers to guard pany control of the film biz has. only company held
a working control of
ohildren against debasing films.
now become actually uncovered, and Loew stock. One time its interest
Dr, A. Lawrence Lowell called reliable information would have the in ,Fox Film
amounted roughly to
the industry a powerful one, and phone company holding a substan- around $16,000,000.
The Paramount
one that can have a very great ef- tial stock interest in Paramount. connection is one not generally
fect on character of people.
That's in addition to its Loew stock known.

the spot will come at an early date,
possibly within the week.
There was a huddle of the people
interested with Roxy on the takeover over the weekend. The rub

Fox

company, from a. $.15,006;600 loser,
has brought the company, up into
the money.
This F-WC thing is one for almost immediate disposition by the
Chase Bank and FWC-Fox authorities. The Chase Bank and the
Skourases are close to. an agreement on the future position of the
Skouras brothers in the Fox- West
Coast picture; That the bank will,
conclude an agreement with
Skourases which is. not.
Kent Is entirely unlikely.
However, the question whether
F-WC will remain affiliated directly

TAKEOVER

MGM AFTER 2D CENSOR

to Kent

Have Also Speeded

Sett 1 ement Negotiations
Indications are. that certain interwith Warner Bros.—Tele- Kent Talks Xtra Code
ests in the FoxrWest Coast Theaphone Company Disposing With L. A. Comm. Heads tres situation and Chase Bank are
of Much Loew StockLos Angeles, April 16.
angling for an entire separation of
Sidney Kent, member of the Code
Also in Par and Fox— Authority,
F-WC from Fox Film, even, after
who arrived here Sun- F-WC
reorganization. But the effort
ERPI Continues as Equip- day (15) from New York, was due looks to
be doomed and, if anyfor conferences with Mrs. Mabel
ment Company
thing, the final say-so oh the quesKinney,.- chairman, and other mem-

Hollywood, April 1$.
Photographers, lo-

international

While some opposition within inent with Howard Hurd on his
high Par circles is said to be halt- contract as business representative,
ing a quick- decision, majority- opin- paying off a total of $12,000, with
ion is declared to be in favor of small amount in immediate cash.
committee
enexecutive:
the move, and it will probably be The
deavored to make settlement for
okayed before Cohen shoots back to the past three months and finally
the Coast in two weeks or so.
met his demand for about half the
It Isn't indicated Just how much salary due on the remainder of his
production would be handled at Ast contract.
Many members placed the blame
torla, but probable that there would
losing the
be some kind of a split of the Par for the cameramen Hurd,
claimstrike last summer on
program to b%. released for 1934-35. ing he called unauthorized walkout

Up

Film but Final Say Is
Said to

.

7

Chase Bank Reported Desirous

is

.

KAO
,

KAO

.

RKO

Fox

Film
Chase also

stockholder..

However;

is the .largest.
Fact that the Chase, Bank people
are talking turkey with the Skouras
boys indicates that a reorganization
plan is on the tapis for F-WC and
probably nearlng submission.
The Chase end Is in the hands of
Herman Place and Edward R.
Tinker. Tinker is regarded generally as opposition to the present
Fox Film administration. He was
president of the company for a couple of months or so before Kent
came in to clean up things. Tinker
also is responsible for the Skouras
boys coming in on the F-WC situa-

tion.

Next two weeks may see a wlndup
whole thing and likely that

of the

KAO

another

30 days
reorganized.

will

see

F-WC

It is known, to be
the Chase
Bank'B idea to eventually ease out
of its film situation and with the

F-WC,

reorganization ot

&

Will have
direction.

RKO

made

1

its

the Bank
next step in this

.

RKO

Probe Extra Wails
Hollywood, April 16.
Compliance
and. Grievance committee of the
Extras Code- Committee Wednesday
heard 57_ complaints filed
(11)
producers
against
studios,
and
First meeting or the

others by extras.
All complaints. were acted on, but
only 18 will get their side of the
story before it will make decisions
on these particular squawks.
Thirty-four were dated prior to

March 10, when code became effec*
^tiv.e,^soLco.mmlttee- re ferred the
to

m

a ruling on
whether committee can handle
them. Two complaints did not belong under code, and were sent to
the State Labor Commission, and
another ~ two were held over for
Sol

Rosenblatt

for

-

more interpretation.
Committee was made up of Mabel
Kinney, chairman, and head of the
Rxtras Committee; M. H. Hoffman,
Charles Miller, Fred Schuessler and
Larry Steers.

MP

Henry Ford

KAO

Opposes

Flirting

Of His

Must Be

PERCY KENT

NRA

.

'

.

;

'

Still

Is

With Idea

Own Newsreel
Detroit, April 18.

Another 30-days' trial of a local
newsreel will decide whether Henry
Ford will start the same idea on a
national scale. If the newsreel goes
national It will probably be distributed gratis through Allied and other
Independent houses.
Ford had a similar, distribution
tie-up^ Tvith ^Allied- -a --couple—o£~
years ago when he distributed a
two-reeler of his new car; At that
time 6,000 prints were used throughout the country.
Wit h the cost estimated at $750,000 a year iTls"TeTl^liat"fhe "cosf^
is considered worth while to Ford
for the news value to him In getting a direct plug in the title and
an Indirect plug of. himself at ail
.

_

newsworthy occasions.

4

.
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Incorporations

Loewy Radio add G.E. Among 12 Most

Formed as

linneapolis Boards

Indie

NEW YORK

\

Albany.

And Pathe A

New

All

T.K.C. Theatre Corp.; theatrical business, pictures, plays, etc.; capital stock,
Isldor Mi200 Bhares, no par value.
Ocean parkway; .Julius
2236
Racer,Celler, 340 Seventh street, and Aubrey
G. Haveh, 121 South Elliott place, all of

B

Active Stock; Loew, Radio Pfd.

'34

Highs for

Brooklyn.

•

,

Fair Deal Enterprises, Inc.; plays,
vaudeville, oneraa, etc.; capital stock,. BOO
shares, no par value. Frieda Brandcl, E.
Louis Gothelf and John V. Loddy.

were largely offset by subsequent
Best that can be said is
sellroffs.
that stock exchange securities were
marking time, awaiting Roosevelt's
in
reaction to contemplated changes
and
stock exchange control bill
in
pending
now
measures
other
Washington.. Dow- Jones industrial
it
averages closed at 105.04 where
was up 1.44 from Saturday a week
Friday.
ago, and 0.06 higher than
less
Rail averages .showed even
.

gain over previous

were

in last half

14,800
9,000

RKO

3%
7%

3%

Wat.

roa..:

8

P-F-L
16,000 P-FiL

....

efts,

54.

54

54% 54

5.4

55

54,000 Paf. TP. ... 65 , 54
•'
64
<Stfa. 54%
41,000
04%
181,000 "War. Bros. CO
:

-

CURS

100 Trans.6,100 Tech.

while
from. Friday.

.

..

-%

+ %
+ %

65

in grain

York.

80„

Inc.,

-

Lawrence,

Steeplechase' races,

"John

I.;

;..

capital

operate
stock,'

'B.

New

$1,000. 'S. Cantor, H. (X
'Green, air of 1776 Broad-

capital stock,
Blele'

Prod.-Exhib Confab

market

X..

etc,

Cowdln, 60 East 4 2d
York; Albert Francke, 62
Meadow Lane, Lawrence, and Robert L.
Hamlll, Longwood Crossing-, Lawrence.
Realart Distributing: Corp.; pictures;
$225.
street,

2%
0%

.

New

Boeka way-Lawrence Steeplechase Ab-

-1

54%

Corp.;

vaudeville, etc.; capital stock, $1,000.
A. 9, Levy, Herman J. Tart and Aaron
B. Tart, all of 25 ^Vest 43d street.

.

.

2%

10%

64

Radio

lersteln, 820 Fifth avenue, an4 Louis P.
Brardy. 1450 Broaflway, all of New York.
Hollywood Plays, Inc.; pictures, playe,

~

+
-

New

general radio
business; capital Btock, 20- shares, ho par
value. - Henry H.. Cohen and Sylvia Wol-

'

.

Lafayette street,

all of 2

Anipiex

#
7% — ft
%

'.*

BONDS

7,000 Gen. Tile. . 10% 10% 10%
1 tWO Loew's . . .101% 101% 101%
llioOO

Kamenow,
York.

day— Q.02,

off 0.03

Wide open break

Mecca Temple Casino, Ino,; restaurant
Chas.
business; capital stock, $20,000.
Betty
Levlne and
Albert
Blutsteln,

.

way,

and M.

New

York.

s

Amusement

Anrn

hour sent stock prices

securities,
Corp.;
capital stock,

pictures, vaudeville, etc. ;
200 shares, no par value.

Hollywood, April 16,
the Michael
of
committee
Wheat
Executive
o'clock today (Monday),
Greene,
fared MPTOA accepted the offer of Louis York.-:
sold off 4% to 4% c while corn,

tumbling 1-5 points shortly after 2

R.
all

Anne Hardis*

Redbuvn and. Martin. Cv
of .292 Madison avenue, New

-pictures,
Corp.;
Theatrical
L<;oneR
vaudeville, etc.; capital stock, 100 shares,
no par value. Sarah Usw'ald, Jas. Oliver
Plunkett and Michael' Breesler, all of
'.

*'

comparatively worse, selling., down
Other grains affected by this
4c
prices
big drop in corn and wheat
as was cotton, Tape was three minutes late at one: time and though
prices came back a little jrom bot-

'.

'

Mayer for an exhibitor-producer
confab for Monday (16) noon at the
Exhib
Wilshire. hotel.
Beverly
leaders held a preliminary meeting 200 Fifth avenue, New York.
International Artists Representatives
among, themselves in the morning Inc.; capital stock, 200 Shares—100 preline ofy argument and ferred, at ,$50 arid. 100 common, no par
to. organize
Oliver
Jas.
TJewald,
Sarah
for discussion with the Value.
matters
.was
there
30
..minutes,
last
in
torn
Plunkett and Michael Bressler, all br
group,
200 Fifth a.veriue, New York.
nothing' impressive about rallying producer
B.

Week

April

(Par).

—Tarzan
—

(WB)

ganization, the Minneapolis griev -

ance and clearance and zoning
boards formally have come into

1

being.

(18).

Rialto—'Lost Patrol' (RKO)

Moreover,

World*

TelL.

Hall— 'Stand Up and
(Fox) (19).
'Looking Fpr Trouble*
(2d wk).
1

(UA)

—

Week April 27
Paramount— Witching Hour'

sion.

4

he other. Northwestern Allied
States* memher on the boards, O..
A. Lee, Minneapolis independent exhib, was' not present, but M. A.
Levy; Fox exchange manager,, acting chairman at the. first meeting,
dec'lftred that Lee intends to serve,
but that absence from the city preOn the
vented, his attendance.
teffes, president
Other hand, W.

Strand—'20 Million Sweet•hearts* (WB).
RiaHo—'She Made Her Bed'
Roxy
(WB).

—'Journal

Of

A

Crime'

Hall— 'Glamour'

'Music
(2&),

...

(U)

';.

Rivoli— 'We're Not Dressing'
(Par)

of Northwest Allied States, expressed 'confidence' that Lee 'Will
have nothing to do with the boards.'

(26).

$2 Pictures'

also declared that the action at
Dllley 'automatically expels' the latter from the independent exhibitors*
organization.

He

'House of Rothschild' (UA)
Astor (6th week).
Viva Villa' (Metro) Crlter-

.

MPTOA

power

representative who met

(2d ;week)i

Three Withdrawals
members
prohibiting
Through
from serving on the boards, Northwest Allied States at first did suc-

It. .& G. Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.;
theatrical business; .capital stock, $6,000.
Sidney L>. and Mildred K. Grpasmari, 1030
.

Ed
include "
producers.
better than With
Vin- East Genesee street,' and' Fannie G.
most other issues. Radio preferred Kuykendali; president; Walter
Fred Wehren- Byer, 281. Fellows avenue, all of Syracuse.
B which earlier had gone up 2& cent, Jack Miller,Mike
Nell Parker Productions, Inc.; pictures,
Coirierford,
'berg, O. C. JLanv
.(Continued on page B6)^
Amusements fared

vaudeville,

stock,

capital

etc.;

ceed in thwarting their organization
and caused considerable delay.

$20,000.

Charles Williams, Sidney Lust and Nell Parker, S. Philip Cohen and. Belle
Jaffa, all of 291 Broadway, New York.
Jules Michael.
Four Nails, Inc.; pictures, vaudeville,

personnel

.

(Par).

(Par).

the boards'

.includes two members of Northwest Allied States. One of them,
Everett Dllley, Notthfleld, Minn.,
theatl-e operator, participated in the
opening session, disregarding the
Northwestern" Allied States' resolution forbidding members tb S6rve on
the boards under penalty of expul-

ie
•

ivbli

.

.

His

(4th wk).

Roxy—'111

16.

major encounter with

Hero'

.

Mate' (Metro).
Modern
Strand 'A

.first

Northwest Allied States the industry.' code has emerged, victorious.'
Despite apparent efforts of the- in-:
dependent exhibitors to block its or-

20

Pa ram o u hi—' Wharf
Capitol.

York.

chVft

4%.

01%
15%
21%
38%

Minneapolis, April
In Its

(Subject to Change)

.

Ellz.
capital stock, JG.pOO.
SatUen, Celia Cartoon and Maxwell A.
Kurtz, all of 154 'Narnau street, .New

NAS Members

Runs on Broadway

Baths, Inc.; operate bathing

Scovllle's
pools, etc.;

02% + %
10%
A
„
22% - %
33%,- %
5% 5y4 -%
-1
2t
4 300 Pathe A... 21%. 20
7% 8%- J4:
8.000 RCA V.: .. .8%
ioaOO Raaio B... 82% 20% 31 A +1%

'

utilities

4% J\k

400 Con. Film.

1,000 iSnat. Kod. 03
... 10%
4 2<K> Fox
7 800 Gen. Elec. 22%
10 000 ioeWs ... 84%
5%
6,500 Par. ctfs; , .

earlier rallying tendencies

week and

HWtb.Low Last

Sales.

New TorkA

1st

all of

.

621 Fifth ayenue,

Yesterday's Prices

Although ind us trial averages
scored an advance arid amusement
group forged ahead impressively on
whole
heavy volume, market
tended to drift off towards close of

Blockade Colapses; 2

NRA

O.K.

Three

FOR

Northwest

members

—

originally

Allied

named

States'
to the

Joseph Friedman, Jack
Complete Indie
Heywobd and Fred Hplzpfel—revalue. William Ryan; 48 Mehzel avenue,
MUSIC; CRIME
Maplewood, N. .J.,; Hilton E. Roberts,
jected their appointments following
980 West End ave'nueV New York, arid
the organization's decision hot to
Virgin' After Delays
street,
President
Betty
Band,- 1617.
MPTOA Votes Nix on ASCAP "Brooklyn.
They then were reparticipate.
Complications) Also Crime Pi
OKLAHOMA
placed in Washington by Dllley,
Oyer Money
Oklahoma, City.
F. E. RolQff, Mapleton, Minn., and
Davenport Recreation Club, Daven
Hollywood, April 16.
After weighing the code frpni all Eddie Tuhstell,; Minneapolis indeCapital,. $B0Q;. Irico>.MPTOA, in the closing session, port, Oklahoma. McElroy,
April 16.
Hnllvwood
Is not
yW
.Martha Mc
Ho
porators, p. W,
participating, .In its pendent exhibitor, who
V
*
^Scinn., Unanimously passed a resolution Elro'y and Iva McElroy,^ all of Davenport. aspects.
After a week of. discussions
of Northwest Allied States.
dp pbsmg the Cutting bill in CoirAssociation, Inc., Ard- creation, the- most powerful of in- member
Rodeo
Ardmore.
among creditors, 'The Broadway Y gj.^. caiii«g on the United State's more, Okla'. Capital stockj. $10,000., InLee .'was one of the original .apMr.s.
Harvey,
F.
dependent leaders, in pfoductloh as pointees.
C.
Virgin' went back inter production to join the Berne convention- and corporations,
Florence Randolph, and- Raborn. wllkes,
Friday (13) for tyro ho(irs' ";, ork *e International .Copyright Union... t
well as exhibition, are satisfied the
Dllley was not present at the
all of ArdmoEe.. ."
Resolution calls on all exhibitors
maining to finish the picture. Indie
Southwest Distributing Co., Oklahoma majors won't dare Invoke their, meeting at which Northwest Allied
to generate opposition to t»ye bill, City, Okla. Capital s^ock, $12,000. Inftlmrng stopped the pteviQus Sat
took its stand against the
States
claiming Its' passage dangerous- via corporators,' ,W. W.. Jackson, Earl "W. strength as long as small enterwas stated at the
urday (7) when Cliff Elfelt, the pr.6
strong possibility of added music Bentley and Henry JV,; Miller, all of prises are in the Washington spot- ndustry code. .'It
dueer, ran out of what it takes.
meeting that he already had. signed
n theaters" and other -places Oklahoma. City.
^
Through -Phil Gdldstone, who had of amusement through foreign
light..
the code, but Steffes was instructed
ho finjinciai' interest in the picture, mU8 i c publishing societies operatAnnouncement yesterday (16) of to apprise him ot the resolution
VOICK-HAWKS AGENCY
request him to witha release was arranged with Will- Ung similar ...to the American .Sov
permanent standing committees, adopted and to
Hollywood, April 10.
Composers, Authors, and
iarti Pizer^ state' rlgnter, .'In New ciety of.
draw his assent. /But Dilley, who
Resigning from' the. Joyce- Selz< through which the Code .Authority
T^-Goidstpriealsb^ined^t^^
has been a promiment member of
unanimous hick' Agency, A.. George Volck has
on,
from
now
wjll largely function,
for necessary raw .^ock
Northwest Allied since Its incepresolution at producers to the -eftenperceritery with
comtiany. td go ahead -previously, as fect tnat pifetureg based 6n the formed a new
which' give the majors two for evefy tion and -wrho is one _ of the terriHawks.
successful small-town
stopping the film would have meant nves an(j exploits of criminals be William
single Indie representative drew tory's most
Corp.
Hawks-Volk
Called
the
ard
crew
directed
discouraged/ Measure was
salary losses to technical
independent exhibitors, decided to
philosophy instead of the usual fire
the adpictures exploiting
at
east.
'stay put' on the code and to sacrifrom the indies.
Refusal of Harry Weber, agent, ventures of Dlllinger and other
fice his Allied States' membershi
NDISNAIXT" JOHNSON'S CH0EE
current hoodlum; h'eadliners.
'As long as w.e have representav in order to serve on the b&ards.
to permit William Bakeweil, his clit
Hollywood, April 16.
two hours was
ent,. to work V
The local grievance board con-,
ticin and a hand on the inside- there
Nunnally Johnson has been loaned
MOEfi EITfpROS. SH0MS
cause of the stalling, as all other
sists of M. A. Levy, Max Stahl,
isn't a chance of the ifnajor com
itz ..Bros! have been optioned py by 20th Century to Sam Goidwyh to
creditors, and Bakewell also, were
United Artists* exchange manager,
us,'
on
oyer
anything
putting
and
panies
Sheekmah
with
work
Arthuir
Educational to make six more
willing to let the picture finish.
unaffiliated distributor; Emil
leaders' replied
Pizer is to pay the trustee $7;600 shorts jn tjie east, following comple- Nat Perrin on the Eddie Cantor one of the exhibitor
Franke, Orpheum manager, affiliwhen sounded on the set-up in the ated exhibitor; Dilley, arid Emstory.
within 10 days after delivery of tion of WuMr first recently,':
committees.
new
a
at
andbeen
vacationinghas
Johnson
'Broadway Virgin' negative,
Joe Rivkln acted for the Ritzes
mons Abeles, local attorney, imwe.
'We are in a. position where
his Miami winter home.
like sum in .60 and-SO-day notes.
on the deal.
partial member.
can find put in advance so that if a
On the clearance and zoning
fast one is "attempted^ we will have
board are Leo Blank, Warner exi
block.'
our
own'
build
had" time to
manager, national affiliated
change
ChadwickY Quintet
This sentiment was also reflected
distributor; Ben C: Marcus, Columin" indie production ranks w;lth ah
bia exchange manager, flrst^run
yarning:
added
Hollywood, April 16.
John J..
distributor;
unaffiliated
.'Anytime they do anything- we
Chadwick has contracted
manager,
Friedl,. Publix division
don't think is for the best of .all
with state right exchanges to
first-run affiliated, exhibitor; F. E.
liave
a
going
to.
they're
concerned
duce five pictures. First is to be
Rploff, first-run unaffiliated exhibfight on their hands. We think they
Nina Wilcox Putnam's story, 'Her
unaffiliated
know that and will ' not want to itor;. Lee and. Tunstell,
Excellency; the .Governor,' starting
subsequent run exhibitors, and Anr
combat'
of. such
in
any
engage,
adapt
Branch
is
May li Houston
attorney, imparlocal
Rahn,
drew
old
is
nature; because the NRA
very one in the industry may be cials Monday (16);
ing.
tial member.
Contrary to bills piling up when enough in the film industry, at least,
Chadwick will also make |Ro- taxed to support the NRA. PendThe board voted to recommend:
mance of an Actress,' Owen DaviS ing instruction from Washington appeals from board rulings, to the to prove that the Code Authority Mrs. Mabel M\ Deitz, secretary o£
of
last
resort
the
inde
isn't
the
play, and, 'My Old Kentucky Home,' the Code Authority is. holding up CA commence/ codists point out that
Minneapolis Film Board, as secthe
story of Stephen Foster, composer, mailing of bills to theatre owners litigants who Want official stenog- pendents.'
retary. A tentative budget prepared
Eagle Not A Gag
since, if an interpretation among raphers and transcripts must pay
by James Madison.
that it would post the
indicated
Administrator
of
Divisional
Aides
the cpdists following the govern- for them out of tneir own pocket.
to function,
As for reports that a big item for Rosenblatt observed at the same boards $560 a month
ment's latest mandate in financing
and this amount will be assessed
formulas is true, some 3,000 thea- the boards will be barrister protec- time that fllmdom seems to be
N. Y. to L. A.
against distributor and exhibitor
the
to
fact
that
the
Eagle
awaking
at
the
same
time
the
CA
be
tion,
stated
tres outside the code will have to
Whether the local
participants/
Alice Faye.
included in a revised tax table, and that the only lawyers who will isn't just another set of convention
Louis Calhern.
Film Board will disband was conthe burdens ot the many of the enter the cost scene will be those resolutions, and that the U. S. Gov^
sidered 'problematical.'
Jack Robbihs.
is
really
the
Indusernment
running
desire
retain
to
on
comlitigants
whom
8,000 official signers will be
Eddie Cantor.
One such Government official
try.'
paratively Jessened.
^ their own
-.
==Fred-Kohlmarr^=
"^ChargW ^lngnev^red^l^ne^A7 Under th^^new^govenimelit""rul-" terseijrdeeiared:
S. R. Kent.
Labor: Willard Patterson, Leslie
'The Code Authority is not and
principally from, major .spots, that ing, as interpreted by the codists,
Howard J. Green.
Charles C. O'Reilly*
the $360,000 estimated for the Eagle every item of assessment has to never will be another Hays Organi- R. Thompson,
Legal: Austin Keough, J. Robert
budget is extravagant are. only mak- first ineet with the scrutiny and zation. The sooner all concerned
Rubin, H. McKay.
them.'
this
out
the
for
so
that
find
better
government,
the
okay
of
to
pub
more
eager
ing
the
codists
L. A. to N. Y.
f bft I'.rnnmittAP.ci tn nrhip.h, from Grievance; Harold Barefoot, B.
^ielyvrevea-K theif^-aseess mont tabile-l^lwg^—wUL_haarfi-J
George Ctikor.
now on, the CA will refer all matters H. Cochran, Nate Yamins.
and substantiate their contention with Washington.
^-Zoning-^—Goor-ge- J.. .Schaefer, Mk
Howard- Estabrook.
that the budge-t^as-IsT^ia-^-'reck - if aii-ican-be taxed It is figured in-the-Tarlbtra^lassiflcattons-^or-iniO'Reilly.
Jean Dixon.
currently full. 33% can be reduced tial threshing before final presenta H. Aylesworth, Charles ,C.
bottom.'
Code Compliance: S, R. Kent, Ed
S. Charles Einfeld.
Amo.ng economies which the CA in the present per theatre assess- tion, include:
David O. Selznick.
Finance: S. R. Rent, H. M. War- Kuyken'dall, Nicholas M. Schenck.
And by the same token, it
will present is that of furnishing ment.
Charles C. MoskoVaudeville:
Eobby Crawford.
Second hand is declared, if code costs lower, a ner, Nate Tamins.
the field quarters.
Mrs- Guy Lombardo.
Robert Rubin, witz, Sam Dembow, Jr., Leslie R.
be
J.
Production:
furniture is being installed in most corresponding reduction will
Loretta young
f these offices, it was said by offi- made Jn bills for the last half of '34. Harold Barefoot, W. Ray Johnston. Thompson,

H'way

etc.

;

capital

stock,

200

shares,

boards

no par
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M. A. Lightman

second

Memphis

replaces

of

Walter Vincent

In the third vice-presidency spot;
Ben N. Berinstein of Los Angeles
was named fourth v.p., to succeed
Love B. Harrell of Georgia, and A.
Julian Brylawslti of Washington,
D. C, returned to the post of fifth

Fred S. Meyer remains secretary
and Walter Vincent treasurer; Fred
St. Louis remains as
Wehrenberg
Urge AnlkDuaU* Proviso Be chairman of of
the board, and Edward
Incorporated in Film Code Qi Levy of New -Haven,, Conn.; con
as general counsel.
Want Deluxers to In- tihues
Only pther business transacted hy
crease Scales Pronto, the board was the naming- of Jules
H. Michael of Buffalo as chairman

—

Nabes

to

Follow

Suit-

15%

Increase of
Cancellation Asked

10%

p£ the convention grievance board,
to replace Lewin Pizor, unable to
come to the Coast because of illness,

convention proper swung into ac

URGE WOMEN'S CO-OP

Tuesday morning for a two
hour session, with most of the time
consumed by the reading of the an-

in the afternoon, with
the evening being given over to
the 14th annual association banquet
in the Ambassador hotel.
BanqUet. was- attended by more
than 1,000, with every branch of the
industry represented.. Will Rogers
was. toastmaster, and aside from
razzing everybody and everything
introduced President Kuykendall,
Dr. A. H. Glanninl, who counseled
a common sense business attitude
oh the part of both exhibs. and producers; Walter Vincent, with a
repetition of his humorous attack
on the production chiefs; Will H.
Hays and Jack tVarner.
At the Thursday business session
decision was reached to extend the
convention through Friday arid part
of Saturday, so that the delegates
could get down to some real busi

MPTOA Highlights

were toured

Los Angoics, April

The Eastern Slant

gation.

MPTOA

convention

may

have registered high with Hollywood but repercussions in
the east were extremely mild
over the week nch Major cir.

cles attributed to mob enthusiasm the speech notes that
producers should divorce thereminding that such
atres,
theatres today are carrying the.
financial burdens of the organization.

The

convention

attitude,

which would jack code canfrom. 10% to 15%
was seen at the same time as
cellations

,

riess.

Labor

tion.

a mere reiteration of MPTOA
smoke during the code fight in
.Washington.

roblem*

16.

Mack Jackson of Alexander City
comprised the entire Alabama deleAbout 15 of the visiting exhibs
got up early to attend the weekly
sitting of the L.A. Breakfast club.
Beri. Berinstein introduced Sol E;
Gordon as Col. Cole of Texas.
Former back-east friends of exhibs had a great time displaying
California hospitality.
Lester Retchin of the .Howard,
Chi, was delayed a day in his auto
trek to the confab.
Fred Wehrenberg is a Vet at the
exhib cbnventlpns^— hasn't missed
one in years.
Mike Comerford stopped off at
Tucson for some sunbaking, with.
Tom Sorerio, so they made him a
.

deputy

sheriff.

Dave Palfreyman was

tied

:

every day in > meetings of various

...

sorts.
session was largely de'Women exhibs settle technical
a discussion of labor
problems by leaving them to their
nual reports of President KUykeh
He
led by Jack Miller,
Hollywood,
chief operator,' according to Mrs.
dall and Secretary Meyer.
body to avoid arbitration
Walter Griffiths, see. and treas. of
xlendihg its session two days
Commend Roosevelt
the Theatre Owners of North and
wherever possible, asserting that it
the lavish entertainment
South Carolina.
been us
A resolution commending Presi- would be far better to leave such
Most neglected girl of the meet
program cut too heavily into the dent Roosevelt's constructive ad 7 matters in the hands of Spl Ros
was Mrs. Fr6d Meyer, wife pf the
prob
the
submit
recovery
industrial
to
than
towards
vances
enblatt
Thea
Picture
deliberations, Motion
sec.
association
some
of
ac
lems to the adjudication
was adopted as the first official
tre Owners of America's. 14th an
Wisconsin delegation laying claim
Kuyken college professor or others unintion of the convention.
•to the largest representation out-,
an end dall's report covered generally, the formed as t - the real nature of the
nual convention came
side of California, tried to cinch the
late Saturday (14). Upward of 400 problems and troubles of the exhib
subject in dispute.
argument by claiihlrig Walter VinThere were 11 resolutions pre
cent of N. Y. as one of their group.
registry* and itor, while Meyer discussed more
delegates were
The first
Canadian delegation comprised
Chicago, April 16.
organization difficulties, and sented and adppted.
largely
this number was materially swelled
getting
Robert Alderson and Walter Miller;
the
with
is
locally
progress made
covered block booking,
Picture industry
by the npn-members who accom
Welcoming addresses were made second urging- that the government involved in federal Investigations. of the Rex, Alberta, and Mrs, W. N.
the Brighton, Toronto.
panied the conventioneers.
by Mayor Frank L. Shaw of Los be supported in its Code of Fair Two such governmental investiga- Welsman, of
Charles Alden had to flit back
Angeles and Hon. Carlos Hunting
Competition for the industry.
tions got going last week, t no start- to Globe, Ariz., before the final ses r
These are the outstanding devel
exhib group slon. . Aside from being an exhib,
ton on behalf of Gov. James Rolph,
third related to better co
insurgent
The
the
by
ed
opments of the convention:
Response for the organization operation with, the patrons in fa headed by. Fred Guilford and Ed Alden is the Republican postmaster
Jr.
Exhibitors are unqualifiedly pp
was made by M. A. Lightman, past cilitation in selection of pictures, Brunell, the other started by the holdover in the mining community.
Mrs. Grace Nus'sbaum accomposed "to dual billing and demand president, and Mike Comerferd and the fourth urged a petition to complaintB of the neighborhood
panied her brother, E. M. Lightman,
before introducing the Code Authority for a more Astbr theatre.
that a clause banning this practice spoke briefly
from Memphis.
Kuykendall
drastic provision in the non-theaFederal Trade Cpmmlsslpn inbe included in the Picture Code.
The four Nasser boys George,
Standing committees for the con- trical clauses to eliminate unfair vestigators held an ppen meeting to
Al, James and Dick— made up a
Advance in prices, is urged as vention were named just before the competition.
hear the stories of the insurgent large portion of the San Francisco
necessary to the continuance, of the noon adjournment
to
urged
were
State organizations
group, taking two days for the delegation.
exhibition. This advance, it is sug
In the afternoon the delegates, co-operate fully with the Code AuWhile visiting showmen were at
Other Trade Coriimisi
gested, should be led by the deluxe members and visitors to the con- thority in suppressing cut-throat testimony.
National lot,
the Warners-First
v
sion field men stepped Into town
with the neighborhood vention were hosted at Warners* competition
theatres,
Leon Leon and George Weiss of
the
bring
and to
the film records of
subpoenaed
and
their
followingpromptly
took charge of the ColumWarners
houses
The sixth
studio, where a buffet luncheon was chiselers
line.
into
of
complaint
the
on
exchanges
headall
convention
bia dispensary at
lead as soon as the downtown scales followed by a tour of ,the studio, the
sought to navy the government the Astor theatre, which is squawk- quarters, and were they lavish?
are hoisted to a figure which Will screening of a, new pic and intro
prohibit the practices of rrdlo com- ing that It can't buy product. House
Mrs. Wllllngham Wood, convenpermit the lesser houses: safely to duction of stars.
At night Uni panies in securing large public audue to tion delegate, Is the only woman von
is being held up on service
approximate the price levels re
yersal City entertained with a buf
ditoriums for the free presentation its stand for 10c admission prices, the board of directors of the Southceiltly vacated by the leaders.
Theatre Owners Ass'n,
eastern
fet dinner, dance and entertain- of broadcasts to the detriment of
local film contracts.
by
outlawed
pictures
which covers Georgia, Alabama,
ment.
It is urged that fewer
taid entorttinment- sThe theatre
Several exchanges have already Florida,' arid Tennessee. Likewise,,
Mayer on 'Tolerance'
be made by the producers to. the
owners demanded that the pro turned over their books to the gov- she owns the only theatre in her
end that more care and time will
Louis B. Mayer was the principal ducers give more serious considers,
ernment agents. However, others town, Washington, Ga.
permit the production of better fea- speaker at the Tuesday morning tion to the need of a larger turn
Will RogerB is the small town exhaven't such records locally and
tures.
He spoke at length on ber of pictures for presentation to have been told to write to New York hlb's best friend at the box office,
session.
avoidance
the
averred Mrs. William A. Collins, opbetween
the
Closer co-operation
'tolerance' of the. producer problems the family trade and
offices for the necessary books
home
erator of Elvln, Mo., picture house.
exhibitors and the Better Films and urged a better understanding in sUch pictures of unnecessary bits
Speaking before the exhibs, Louis
of between producers and exhibs. To of dialogue or action such as freFederation
the
of
Council
B. Mayer was trying to make clear
paving
accept
as
urged
is
otherwise
Clubs
Women's
this end he extended an invitation quently now blot
ON
STAYING
his idea of tolerance. 'For instance,'
the way toward the resumption of for the theatre men to sit at a. table able material.
he said, 'I have the greatest respect
Hollywood, April 16.
weekly 'family nights' in the nabe with studio execs to talk over some
Score charges were denounced
for M. A. Comerford, even though
President Ed Kuykendall he Is a Democrat. That's tolerance.'
houses particularly..
and it was agreed that should the
of the misunderstandings.
(18),
Wednesday
till
here
stays
Vaude is headed for an early
Cecil B. DeMille addressed the producers fail to eliminate this virWant 15% Concessi
adto
Francisco
then goes to San
comeback, believes James J. Mcexhibs, .explaining by means of tual duplication of the seat tax the
It. is demanded that the present
exhibitor meeting, with Gulnness, general manager of the
an
dress
to
petitioned
be
Mullln and Plnanshi circuit of Bosclause permitting, the cancellation charts and sketches how pictures government would
similar talks In Salt Lake and Den
Other speakers force termination of the practice,
ton. Bases idea on recent return of
of 10% of the product be amended are put together.
ver following.
M&P's Scollay Square.
at this session were Miss Thomas G.
Sex Films Out
to provide for a 15% concession.
Returns to Los Angeles later for variety togeneral studio banquet for
At the
The Code Authority is to be peti Winter of the local Hays office, who
Association pledged itself return east via Canal boat.
The
the delegates, every person at the.
tloned to so revise the non-theatri- based her talk on the welfare angle not to exhibit sex-hygiene pictures
speaker's table, with the exception
to the
cal clause as to completely elimi- of pictures aB they relate
films purporting to be such arid
of Ben N. Berinstein, general chairhome and family life; Edward Levy, and
nate, unfair competition.
members were exhorted aggres- music taxes on the theatres by man of the convention, was introGovernment Is to be petitioned to with a discussion on liability of sively., to oppose such displays when ASCAP and might aileo- impose tax- duced.
When a crowd of exhibs ganged
forbid large audiences attending theatres to patrons; Joe Breen of made by 'outsiders.'
ation for the "enenT of foreign the Paramount lot, a star actress
free radio broadcasts., in public the Hays office, on clean advertisIt was agreed that the
composers oh all places where and a director ducked into a coning, and Lawrence Cobb, Californiaauditoriums or other places.
should give such reasonable aid to music is publicly performe-\
Several exhlbp
venient doorway.
Demand is made that the pro assemblyman, who spoke pri future the
as might be requested.
The meeting went on record as spotted them and burned,, especially
ducers give, greater consideration to legislation as it might affect the
A resolution aimed at the doml opposed to the productlpri of pic an owner of 43 theatres. He vociferthe production of pictures of a type Industry.
of regional boards by the tures based upon the lives ol! ously voiced .his compliments to
nance
Wednesday afternoon was given
lady and vowed he was going to
suitable for presentation to the en
New York home offices was adopted criminals where such pictures the
over to visits' to the Fox and RKO
cancel her off his contract picture,
tire family.
in principle but the actual text, was flaunted or glorified such criminal
list.
It is demanded that score charges lots, and at night major studios sent back to committee, to be softaction on the screen.
Every out-of-town exhib who
be eliminated as unjust and unwar- combined in throwing a banquet and ened.
registered lasted 18 holes in the Fox-West
A resolution to the effect Resentment
was
entertainment, followed by dancing,
ranted.
stands for clean, against the showing of non-edUca
Coast golf tourriey drew a cup for
on one of the sound stages on the that the
It is agreed: to give such reasonefforts.
Mrs. Charles Muehlrequesting
his
and
advertising
uniform
tional pictures in city auditoriums
as may be re- Fox lot,
able aid to the
(Continued on page 58)
the producers to refrain from sala- and other public buildings erected
$15,000 Party
quired of the exhibitors.
cious advertising or exploitation with th© taxpayers' money, and
It Is declared that the New York
Producers had 1,146 people at the was also sent back to committee to
HOLT'S VOODOO YARN.
such showings were declared to be
executives of producing and distrib
joint studio entertainment of the be changed so as to indicate the
Hollywood, April 16.
unfair competition. The Code Auuting organizations must be pre
delegates and the Motion Picture exhibitors' willingness to co-op
make
to
petitioned
Columbia
has signed Don Taylor
will
thority
be
vented by the government from at- Producers Ass'n Wednesday night erate to that end.
such decision and order a cessation as technical director on 'Black
tempting to Influence the decisions on the Metro stages. Party cost in
A resolutlc i on the labor ques of such practice.
Moon,' voodoo tale pf Haiti starring
of local clearance and grievance the neighborhood of $15,000 and
tion was not presented, the recomJack Holt.
boards;
served to aid Louis B. Mayer and mendation being that this be left
Taylor, author and zoologist, is
Milwaukee in '35
Some of these demands, such as Irving to celebrate their 10th anrii to the incoming executive commit
recently back frpm trips iritp the
the
be
to
host
Milwaukee
will
are
pictures,
the fewer and better
versary at Metro.
tee for further deliberation.
hinterlands
of Haiti arid San DoWisconsin delein. 1935.
more or less standard at MPTOA
Thursday morning business ses
viewed voodoo
A resolution was endorsed that MPTOA
gation had clear sailing, arid after mingo, where he
conventions, but there was much stori Jwas devoted largely to talks
^MPT-OA^petitlon^Code^Authorlty^to. putting on a strenuous campaign, ritos^ln^dlsgUise^while Jnajdng^in^
"
maTte^
TT^inow
Speakers ThcTuWd^thVTTon. Frank instruct zoning boards to predi
for the New York
vestlgations
won the honor without opposition.
largely centers upon the lntroduc
P." Collier, presiding judge of the
gardens.
cate their rulings on the admission
executive committee for zoological
tion of the- N/RA since the last cpn
L. A. county superior court; Sheriff
charged by the various the ensuing year comprises Jules H.
prices
vent io
Gene Biscauliz of L. A. county; W. theatres.
OPERATION
MEYER'S
Michael, Buffalo, for New YorkRe-elect Xuykendal)
L. AinswPrth of Fond du Lac, Wis.,
Oppose Cutting Bill
Hollywood, April 16.
New England zone; Sidney Lust of
3 u;ml
o f directors Monday eve^ •secretary, of the Wisconsin and
secreMilwaukee
Meyer,
Fred
S.
unanimous
The
convention
went
Lam,
C.
Washington,
eastern;
O.
ng jo-elected _Ed L._ Kuykendall Northern Michigan MPTOA; Morunderwent an
gan WalsH, San Francisco, exhib- ly on record as opposed to the- Cut- Rome, Ga., southerns Jack Miller, tary of ...the. MPTOA,
lis Assoolatibtt 'pre^sident;"as 'well as
abdominal operation Friday (13) at
retaining most of the other officers. itor; Jack Miller, Chicago indie ting bill, which provides that the Chicago, central; Charles E. WilUnited States join the Berne con- llans, Omaha,, midwest. Rep for the Cedars of Lebanon hospital
•Vl'iwTO.
Comerford of Scranton, leader, and Walter Vincent,
member after collapsing from overwork at
P.n
u:is re- fleeted first vice-presl- treasurer, whose Jocular remarks vention for international copyright. Western division and one
Discussion pointed oUt that such to represent affiliated circuit houses convention* Reported today (Monkept the convention in howls.
\V
S. Buttorfield of Michiday) as convalescing satisfactorily.
additional
named
later.
will
tmpofw
be
•<•<•
Columbia lots action would

Friday's
voted to
problems,
Urged the
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•SPITFIRE/ $4,600,

Trumpet Blows' Slow

at $13,000;

Q«t

This

Man

Is

Mine

$4,500, So-So;

'Journal of Crime' Placid in

L A.

'

any day now and his appearance is
supposed to suggest a shift in policies or possibly '"the closing of a

..April 16.
..

.

..

.

A
is of it in
Trade, whatever there,
-J
....
to circus and; opera optown, due
position seemed to centre around
the Chinese which will almost equal
its initial stanza take of around
showing 'The .House of
$26,000,
Rothschild' with the other houses
just keeping in the swim and letting
it go at that.
Paramount has nothing of draw
ihg consequence on the stage to
help things along for 'The Trumpet
Blows' with result this Raft opus
will be lots behind in take of his
previous one here.
•Bottoms lip' got underway at the
State on Saturday to fair take with
the Ruth Chatter ton "Journal of a
Crime' rather a weak sister at the
two Warner houses. 'Tliis Man Is
Mine' in for single stanza at RKO
is break, for the house.
Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 65$1.65) 'House of Rothschild' (20th
Century) and stage show (2nd
week). Looks like a cinch $23,500
for the second stanza which is
heavy patronage and back to the
days of '29. First week take crept
close to the $26*000 mark which is
best house has had in many and
.

many a moon;
Downtown (WB)

.

"Wonder Bar,' Frisco Sock, $27,000;

looking for Trouble/

Tacoma, April 16..
was stretched out into a
week at the Music Box, holding

a very

with

—•Bottoms Up* (Fox) and 'One|
week.. Is Guilty* (Fox), dual, will do nice
$4,600. Last week, 'Murder Jh Trinidad' (Fox) and 'You're Telling Me'
which is In for possibly the entire (Par) combo, $2,800 in live days.
week.
Music Box (Hamrick) (1,400; 263fc)—'Spitfire* (RKQ) second week,
Estimates for This Week
Last week $6,100, big.
- good, $4,000.
usic Box (Hamrick) (1,400;
Pantages (S&M) (1.800; 16-25).—
36)—'Spitfire' (RKO). Getting solid
•Laughing at Life' (Maj) and vaude.
support, running full week for ex- Might get by for $2,000. Last week
pected $4,600. Last week 'Harold 'Sensation Hunters' (M) and vaude
Teen' (WB) three days, slow, $900; fair, $1,800.
then 'Nana' (UA) six days, good,
Oriental (Hamrick) (2.600; 25-35)
$2,600.
—'Last Round-Up' (Par) and 'Sucto

looking

lair b.o.,

go

to

places

Roxy easing along with
,

May

$8,000

'Nana*
full

„

Tuesday, April 17, 1934

TACOMA

Full
Week
13,300

for

'Caroli

SSES

C

.

i

house or two. It's pretty generally
felt there are too many operating
now.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol Livingston) (850; 10-16)—
•That Way' (U) and 'Party' (Fox)
dualled: $1,000, good enough. Last
week, 'Lazy River* MG), and 'Midnight' (U), pair of mild busts, $800.
(LTC) f750; 10-16)—
Colonial
'Trinidad' Fox). If it holds all week
should get all right $900, Last week,
'Love Birds' (U), pretty good,

$1,-

050;

Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-15-26)—

Moulin Rouge' (20th C). Should
gather moderate $2,500. Last week,
'Me' (Par) and good. short program
did pretty well $2*400,
.

rpheum (LTC) (1,200; 10-16-2540)— 'Crime* (WB), first, half and a
•

pic change with 'Hollywood Prer
mi'ere' unit last half should go up
to swell $ 2, 5 00 per last half strength.
Last ^eek, 'One Night' (Col) took
about $1,300 on a three-day holdover, first half, with Blackstone unit
and .'Success* (UA) pushing the
take oyer to a $3,100 for the week,
f^ice going.

26-35)— cess' (RKO) will reach $2,000, aver(J-vH)
(1,800;
Looks good for age. Last week, 'Gallant Lady' (UA)
(Fox).
week, anticipated to strike $2,200, fair.
Last week 'Olsen's Big
$3,300.
Moment' (Fox) and 'Smoky' (Fox)

Roxy

'Carolina'

.

split;

fair $2,800.

Blue Mouse. (Hamrick) (660; 16Girlp in a Boat' (Par)
and 'Heat Lightning' (WB) dual
first half; 'Sitting Pretty* (Par) and
'Man of Two Worlds' (RKO) dual,
last half. Estimates run to $1,600.
Last week 'Last Roundup' (Par)
and 'Long Lost Father' (RKO) dual,
first half; 'Mandalay' (FN) single-

26)—'Eight

ton,

last

v

for

half,

around

$1,700,

gocd enough.

WITH MAH0NEY
ON STAGE $18,000, BUFF.
'WHITE'

Radio Show Gets $11,000
Portland, Ore., April id.

a

light once, over all around,

Warfleld

Is

the,

a cleanup with "Wonder

which

expected to run. up
the biggest gross in the past year
or more. House also has its first
stage show under the Bert Levey
banner with F. &M. bowing out in
favor of its own Orpheum.
Instead of 'Wonder Bar' for a second week, breaking a Warfleld poI«
icy, it will be moved across street
to the Fox St. Francis, as was
tide' last. week.
Orpheum, which came crashing
through to the socko tune of $18,000
Bar,'

is

'

'

on last week when Guy Lombardo
was the draw, is finding it slow
this week which is for only
days. With El Brendel In person,
F. & M. has two.' plx, a return of
'All Quiet on the Western Front*
and an arty German-made 'Waltz
Time.'
House reverts to Friday

Buffalo, April 16.

Mixed takings are the order of
week at the Buffalo box offices.
Grosses were up and. down last
week and things seemed headed for
about the same results currently.
There are continuing rumors as

Openings after this stanza.
Francis Lederer in 'Man of Two
Worlds' not smashing any records
at the Golden Gate. Lederer just
completed fouV weeks in the legit
'Autumn Crocus' at the Curran,

the

.

In Portland It's Fisting

-

State (Monroe) (600; 10-15-26)—
'Hi, Nellie* (WB). First real break
this house has had in a long time.
Probably will take $1,000 as a reLast week, 'You' Fox) only
sult.

(1,800; 25-36-40-

'Carolina,'

full,

.

San Francisco, April 16,
While the rest of Frisco is getting

'Spitfire'

this

.

,

to the future of the Great Lakes,

first

two weeks of which were

big,

but definite, developments are ex- but then dropped.of Lederer in for
bows at matinees
first two dayq,
pected before the end of the present giving a spiel on world peace which,
management had to to promise him
week.
along with distribution of his peace
Estimate for This Week
literature before he would make
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-65)—
But biz n.s.g.
the personals.
•Men in White* (MG). Will MaParamount, too, is not up to par
honey-Pert Kelton on stage. Looks with 'Melody in Spring* the Lanny
Inall
round.
show
like a strong
Ross pic, splitting the billing with
Last Three oh a Honeymoon.'
dications point to $18,000.
Ross
week •Spitfire' (RKO) and Olsen probably responsible for drawing
band and Ethel Shutta! Comment from among radio listeners, and
Good plenty comedy names such as Rugon the picture divided.
$20,000.
gles, Boland and Pitts in the two
Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 26-40)—'Wild films, but sum total is light.
Probably around
Cargo' (RKO).
Geary/ reopened after long darkLast week "Wonder Bar' ness, showing as a roadshow UA's
$6,000.
(WB) in 2d week dropped off from 'House of Rothschild' at $1.65 top,
making
figure
to
$6,300,
estimated
and Arliss drawing his usual class,
nearly $20,000 for the two weeks' after a dignified campaign.
run.
Estimates For This Week.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 26-36
Fox (Leo) (5,000; 26-35)— 'Lets
,

'Journal of a. Crime* (WB).
Nothing to shout about this week.
Looks as though Chatterton is a fair with $600.
Only outstanders In the burg are Al
blanko and this one will be lucky
Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-26-40)— Pearce on stage at Broadway and
to touch an even $5,000. Last week 'Scandals' (Fox) looking for a good 'Men in White' (MGM) at United
'Jimmy, the Gent* (WB), not so enough $3,100. Last week, 'Riptide* Artists, Pearce has been here twice,
forte for $5,800.
and attendance each time was big.
(MG) a lemon,, $2,500.
Fishing season Just opened, and
Hollywood
(WB) (2,756; 25-36-40"
everybody and his wife hitting for
65) •Journal of a Grime' (WB).
_
f
the streams. Makes it tough for
Hollywood Is no different than *IIf nnnor Kat* llnillllJkC
week end biz.
Downtown as far as Chatterton is ff OmiCl
Music Box Is still doing startling
concerned, possibly, just little- less
biz with 'Spitfire' (RKO).
First
interested. Will bring home about
Providence Average;
J
week, saw records broken. This is
$4,800. Last week Jimmy, the Gent'
the first winner for the Hamrick for
(WB) Cagney. draft seems to have
dwindled a bit as $6,300 shows.
'Melody' Near $6,800 quite a spell. Spent considerable
money ^on the pic.
Los Angeles (Wm. Fox) (2,800;
Pantages is giving a break to the
15-25)
'Manhattan Love
Sortg*
„
„ 16
Providence, April
hungry-reusing a lot of local talent
(Monogram) and 'Bombay Mail* (U)
in their stage show each week; But 50)—'Cat and Fiddle' (MG) and Be Ritzy* (Col) and 'Cross Streets'split.
Trade perked a bit here
Stanza off to a tepid start, but in
unit.
Neat (Maj), split, with big vaude bill.
Follies'
'Greenwich*
reaching the $4,100 nriark.
Last <jieations point to a fairly good week still fighting Johnson's Blue Eagle, show,
around Lew Ayers
indications
with
although the battle is rather silent.
in the former a better
week 'Wine, Women and Song*
Last week '66th Street' than usual draw for the Fox. and
look
$12,000.
Estimates for This Week
(Chadwick) and 'Crosby Case' (U), all around. A couple of stands
of
Progress
Re helping to $9,600, fair. Last week
(WB)
and
'Century
breaks
nice
as though they will get
just so-so to tune of $3,900.
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 25-40) vue.' Bid well at $13,000.
•Love Song* (Mono) and 'Mystery
Orpheum (Bdwy) (2,270; 26-35 after several tough weeks* Enter- —'Show Off* (MGM) and Al Pearce
Century (Shea) (3,400; 25)—'LoBt Liner* (Mono), Split, with Dixie
40)— 'Bedside* (FN) and 'Nana* tainment fare sizes up okay as a and. Gang on stage for six days.
Patrol'
(RKO) and Honeymoon' Lee billed as Mrs. Bing Crosby In'
(UA)j split. Great titles for mar
whole. One holdover, "Wild Cargo,' Radio troupe popular on the coast, (Fox). Another double bill headed the former got
$9,000.
t
and
On
their
last
two
appearances
quee but not so hot in getting them at the RKO Albee, second- week
Geary (Luvle) (1,800; 60-76-$lto part with the- coin, will do about holding up better than anticipated. here it was necessary to call in the for about $5,000. Last week 'Mas
sacre' (War) and 'Goodbye Love'
$4,200.
Last week house had sec
The outstanding grosses look like marines. Good for big $11,000. Last (Par) far under anticipated figures $1.66)—'Rothschild' (WB). Road*
showing and getting class trade.
ond run dual bill.
'Wonder Bar' at the Majestic and week 'Wonder Bar* (WB) second
Pantages (Pan) (2,700; 35-40)— •Melody in Spring' at the Paramount. week splashed more black ink on the at $5,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 26Lafayette
26)— 36-40) 'Man
(Ind.)
(3,400;
Til Tell the World* (U) and 'Keep Nice start at the Majestic, and ledger at okay $6,800.
of
Two Worlds'
United
Artists
(Parker)
(Chad
'Wine,
Women
and
Song'
week
(1,000;
'em Rolling' (RKO), split. If house everything pointing to a busy
(RKO) and stage show. Francis
and '16 Fathoms Deep' Lederer
followed the title idea of topper of House anticipating in garnering at 26-40)—'Men in White' (MGM), as wick)
not the matinee idol in
this bill it might increase take as least $8,600, almost double of what far as plx are concerned, will get (Monogram). Looks about average Frisco he has been in other townB
now it is pretty low at $2,100. Last the usual gross has been in the last the most attention. Will do $6,000, at $6,000. Last week 'Rainbow Over and take is fair at $11,000, not what'
big. Last week, second for "Riptide Broadway' (Chesterfield) and 'Once
week 'Success* (RKO) and 'Honey few months.
Biz fell off after two
(MGM), came home with $4,600.
to Every" Woman' (Col).
Steady days of Lederer personal.
moon' (Fox) seemed to be a secret
Estimates for This Week
Last
Paramount (F-WC) (3,000; 25-40) takings at $6,600.
as far as selling or getting them in
week, second of "Wild Cargo' (RKO)
Fay's (2,200; 16-25-40)—'Countess
was concerned, a low of $2,060.
saw the wild animal plo sink to a
of Monte Cristo' (U) and vaudeville
Paramount (Partmar) (3,696; 30 with Vaiiessi headlining.
very light $8,500 after good opening"
House
40-55)— 'The Trumpet Blows' (Par) playing up the stage show and getweek.
and stage show, This Raft opry ting response, the boys in the town
Orpheum (F & M) (2,400; 26-36just another picture with house apparently liking the girls in the
66)—'All Quiet* (U) and 'Walti
having tough road to hit $13,000, revue, 'Broadway to Bio.' Indica
Time' (UFA), split, with El Brendel.
Last week .'You're Telling Me' tions point to $7,500, great. Last
heading big
stage show*
(Par) and return date of Mills week
Honeymoon'
on
'Three
Former pic a re-lBsue and latter a
Bros, on stage, okay at $14,950, sprinted to a nice $6,400 with the
foreign film and neither powerful
though more than that was calcu- aid of vaudeville.
'Let's
Ritzy/ Sophie Tucker, $19,<
at the b.o. Week will run only six
lated upon
Loew's State (3,200; 16.-26-40)
days, house going back to Friday. y
RKQ (2,960; 25-36-40) 'This 'Looking
Off' at
for Trouble' (UA) and
openings, and okay $9,500 looks like'
Man Is ttfne* (RKO). Not going vaudeville. Stage show not so hot;
the total. Guy Lombardo's band on
strong for this one at all, may come pix will have to do all the work;
stage-last week was best sock the
through with around. $4,500. Last present indications point to ho more
Orph has had in more than a year
week third and final stanza "Little than $9,000'. Last week 'Men in
Boston, April 16.
Pleasing, but set ij slump. Under when $18,000 rolled in, with: '9th.
Women' (RKO), just little less than White' (MG) was another film that
Public schools shut for a week's prairie fire, week with 'Riptide* Guest' (C) the film. Biz so good
figured, but great for end of run at did the pulling for a rilce $11,600.
vacash this week should help all (MG), and lucky to get $14,000, Charlie Caballero, manager, was
$6,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 16-26-40)— spots some, and particularly Keith's which will be velvety. Last week, pinched for jamming 'em In the
State (Loew -Fox) (2,024; 30-40
'Wonder Bar' (FN). Not likely to with 'Wild Cargo'. After peak biz the Norma Shearer picture banged aisles and the Orph particularly
66)— 'Bottoms Up' (Fox). Started break
pushover at $19,000.
such a pinch Is not only, a pleasure
any records, judging from the here and there for some time, b.o. the b.o. as
off at fair clip but will not reach
8tate (Loew) (3,000; 80-40-60)— but a distinction.
present pace, but looks, like the best activity in general has shaved down
any startling take proportions at bet in town, anyway, at $9,00.0, which to average. High spot in new qual- •Men in White' (MG). Getting crick
Paramount (FWC) (2,400; 26r36around $11,000. Last week 'Rip- is practically double Of what the ity Is 'Men in White' at State, with raves all round, and build-up looks
•Rothschild' still do- to give It socko drive rest of stay. 40^-'Melody* (Par) and •Honeytide' (Metro) second week stretched house has been averaging week after brisk going.
moon* (Fox), split, going light at
from live to seven days, went over week lately. Anticipated gross may ing fine at Majestic at roadshow $13,600.
Met (M&P) (4,330; 30-50-66)—. $11,000, With Lanny Ross pulling$14,000, which is marvelous for a be better if the breaks are not too top.
some and comedy names pulling
holdover week here on straight pic tough,
Surprise of the week is the crud- Trumpet Blows' (Par), and stage few others. 'Telling Me' (Par) and
l>ast week 'This Side of
Fll-lum just one of those
policy.
A show.
Heaven' (MG) and 'Gambling Lady' ity of The Trumpet Blows',.
'Show-off' (MG), split, good for the
United Artists (Grauman) (2,100;
disappointing ballyhoo for George things, more for wonder than for laugh crowds last week at $13,000.
(WB) was lukewarm at $6,800.
praise. Odd angle is that principals
30-40-65).
'Looking For Trouble'
16-26-40)— Raft's in person here next Friday. all rapped as artificial, and only one
Paramount
(2,200;
St. Francis (FWC) (1,600; 26-40)
(20th Century) (2nd week). Held 'Melody in Spring* (Par) and 'The
Estimates For This Week
singled for genuine honors is Kath- —•Riptide' (MG). Moved in from
oyer four days on this stanza and House of Mystery'.. (Mono). Lahny
Majestic (Shubert) (1,690; $1.66 erine DeMille. in her first screen Warfleld after big week; there and
will come home With around $3,700
Ross' popularity in these parts is top)— 'House of Rothschild' (UA> •bit' seen locally. Reviewers name holding the screen alone instead of
Last week Initial stanza oke at aiding. Picture received tepid no(3rd week). Doing grand eve biz, her as a comer. Some local reason usual dual policy^ Good draw with
,$7,000
tices, but flying start is enough to with mats off. Last week, meringue for pride, as her ma is Boston
Francis prices two bits lower than
assure house of getting at least $6,- sweet at $16,6*00; this week, ex- blooded.
Film poor advance for those of the' Warf and«$10,000 is
on the week; oke. Last week pected $16,000, hotcha.
Raft's coming himself this weekend. likely. Last week's 'Nurse' (WB)
KNEE-DEEP IN HUMMERS 800
'Death Takes a Holiday' (Par) and
Keith's (RKO) (4,000; 25-35-40) Show will be rabbit-footed to get and 'Trinidad' (Par), split, fair at
'She Made Her Bed* (Par) didn't do —'Wild Cargo* (RKO). Beautifully fair $24,000. But last week, house
$6,000,
Lincoln Has Plenty Musicals 'That so good at. $4,900.
,
t
Building to corking had splurge with 'Wonder Bar* ^United Artists^ (1,400; a5-35_- 40V
ballyhooed.
._ - - Way',-. Party, Dual , $1,000,
RKO - Albee - (2,500;- 15-26-40)— $T6;000r "W"VKirr«tonrstanza
good"
Pretty
'Trouble'
(UA).
'Wild* Cargo' (RKO) and 'Glamour' for 'Spitfire' (RKO).
Paramount
(M&P)
tough
(1800; 35-45
Awful
1«
t
4n»nin
a
Last week, second of
Lincoln, April 16.
66)—'You Can't Buy Everything* $8,000. (UA),
Holdover week
.
(U) (2d)
eek)<
poor, $4,000.
'Nana'
Musicals come into town this i ol'ng v De tter than expected. House at $6,000.
and
'Harold .Teen' (WB)
(RKKO)
(4,000; 26-B0-6G) (MG)
Boston
week in almost every spot, &o
Warfleld (FWC) (2,700; 35-45-65)
looks to do at least $5,200; so-so^ —'Let's Be Ritzy' (U) and Sophie Nice 8,500 in prospect. Last yreek,
grosses of proportion, proportion;
First
week ;bill showed swell Tucker and show on stage. Just Tou're Telling Me' (Par) and' "Heat --'Wonder Bar' (WB) and stage
ately speaking, should center around strength making .the hurdles at
Big news is this Lightning' (WB) got less than ex show* _ Warner pic is top of the
fair, at $19,000.
Crime'
of
'Journal
with
Orpheum
th~e~
town and setting best "attendance
$8,200.
spot, after one more week of flesh, pected, just fair at $6,500.
and last half vaude with Gene MorTremont (Isaacs) (l,6O0.; *6-30 records this year, likely _to hit
RKO Victory (1,600; 10-16-26)— goes double-fllmer, with Bart-Grady -40)—
gan's Holly wood premiere and the
Film moves to the. St.
Still going $27,000.
'Narcotic' (indie).
Alive' (Cameo) and 'Ninth out as assistant manager. Last
State, which gets the 'Hi, Nellie,' •Found
Francis at end of the week. Not
$7,800
Got
week.
and
swell
in
second
(Col)
Guest'
•Ninth
this week,
'Scandals' for the Stuart, Guest' (Col); dandy bill for
'Rippicgoing big for •Fifty Million Frenchmen' on stage, first, and likely to equal that this much lower was last week's
'Moulin Rouge' for the Lincoln, and action house. Rabble
week. Has 'em talking somehow, tide' (MG), which hit a swelftfant
off, at $16,600.
swell and au
the Capitol's 'I Like It That Way' it, opening day being
(Loew) (3,000; 10-40 and curiosity fills the hat with high of nearly $26,000 and was
Orpheum
Looks
final
tally.
for
well
guring
re the hummers.
moved to the St. Francis.
60)— 'Show Off' (MG) and vaude. shekels.
Joe Cooper is expected in town like $3,200 at least; big.
66)
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PICTURE CROSSES

Tuesday, Aprfl 17* 1934

HEPBURN $2,700

Chi Gross Total Slips

on H.O. Rx;

Best Fiaur* in

Ho-hum Birmingham

Birmingham, April

len White

lightning's
Chicago, April 16.
Flock of holdover pictures is
keeping the grand totals of the loop
under average. Three of the ace
into
B. & K. run spots are going
Second and third weeks for their re'Wonder Bar"
spective pictures.
at
days
seven
second
its
into
beads
the McVickers and will go three

New Haven

TatroF 14G Slays 4th Wk;

a few pennies over previous weeks.

Grosses

Haven, April

Telling Me* (Par),: away
runs downtown, weakness pectations, below $30,000.
Radio City Music Hall (6,945;
is keeping people away
Actually the business 60-85-99-$li65)— 'This Man Is Mine'
this week.
Lent (RKO) and stage show.- Stirring. n.O
isn't as good as it was during
if,
but
here,
atover
dust in particular
when there were stronger
be
will
$70,000
possible
hitting
tractions.
Last week, second of Frank
Belated spring weather is hurt- okay.
personal and 'Wild Cargo'
on
Buck
on
notably
extent,
ing to some,
nice (RKO), not quite $60,000, close to
(16).
Sunday's
matinees.
weather kept people out of doors; danger.
Rialto (2,000; 40-65-75-85)—'Lost
while Saturday (14) and yesterday
(Monday) rain kept, patronage at Patrol' (RKO) (3rd week). A honey
the
home. Between the two and the of a business grabber arid on
either
on
week looks like $14,000, good
attractions
third
lack of strong
a first
stage or screen, Broadway is held for most any picture on
week here. May stay four, Second
down quite a bit this week.

xcept for a couple holdovers and

of

(Fox), $7,600, disappointing.,

16.

WOK

second

.

.

New

Panic at B.O.; This Man' Mild 70G;

16.

Estimates for This Week
Alabama (Wilby) (2,800; 30-3540)^'Gallant Lady* (DA). Same old
story that was washed up here long
ago; 'Jimmy the Gent' (WB) latter
Weak
half week, probably better.
Last week 'Carolina
at $5,500,

and Poor Fare No

Bway Holdovers

•Spitfire' will probably take the
lead this week, with the Alabama
Ritz,
week,
split
playing
a
naturally, will not gross what the
Alabama does,, but the take will be

Leading Town, $30,000,

VARIETY

.

shows

Rite (Wiiby) (1,600; 25)— 'Spit(RKO) Taking in a pretty fair
amount of cash, $2,700. Last week
Hips /Hips' (RKO), $1,800.
Strand (Wilby) (800; 25)— 'No
More Women" (Par), Worthwhile
'Riptide' finishes
•weeks/ anyway.
competlsh. oh current subsequent
Last week 'Suzanne*
at $1,200.
Utter 18 days at the United Artists run in central bouse..
With a neat money score* whije " After, closing nine-day run at (Fox), $900, lisJat.
Empire (BTAU) (1,100; 25)—
••Wild Cargo' shifts into the Roose- Strand (nabe) about three Weeks
velt following a stay at the rival ago; 'Elysia* repeats, now for three Dark Hazard' (FN). Business ha?
Warm weather
picked up here.
RKO Palace.
days at same house. "
seems to be a break, $2,500. Last
Present plans for the U. A. call
Estimates for This Week
week 'Hi Nellie' (WB), pretty fair
$18,300,. orchids.
for a run for 'House of Rothscild'
Paramount (Publix) (2,348; 35 $1,800.
Aside from the roadshow pictures, Week was
coming in on April 26. Picture had 50)—'Trumpet Blows' (Par) and
40-56-75-85)
(2,200;
Rivbli
•House of Rothschild,' which con(UA).
been originally scheduled for an 'Twin Husbands'
Fair
Trouble'
(Ches).
For
tinues at capacity at the Astor, and 'Looking
opening on April 6, but much worry week-end indicates oke $5,600. Last
a
"Viva Villa' which opened big at Opened mildly but building to
sevcaused
of
picture
type
the
over
'Melody in Spring' (Par) and
week
there's little to holler $28,500 week, riot, big but okay.
Criterion,
the
&
eral postponements as Balaban
Lightning' (WB). Pleased at
'Heat
orie more week and 'AVe re Not
Better;
Only
about.
Katz cogitated. However, the results $6,700.
week of 'Lost Dressing'. (Par) comes in, opening
third
Rlalto's
on business in other, towns and the
Poll's (Poll). (3,040;. 35-50)— 'Men
Wednesday (25).
Patrol,' in view of the low. operatpublio reactions at these showings in White' (MG) and 'Coming Out
RKO Center (3,525; 25-40).—
ing overhead here, the second run
have cleared many of the doubts in Party' (Fox); Standing 'em up to
days, and
Jolson's 'Wonder 'Scandals* (Fox), four
of
engagement
the B. & K. attitude towards the tune of swell $11,000.
Last week
Believed In You' (Fox), three
T
good
fairly
a
outfit
and
releasing
State
the
the
at
and
with
Bar'
flicker
'David Harum' (Fox) and 'Success
basis of how .'Scandals'
On
a
days.
the
at
.'Riptide*
lor
house
for
third week
set on using their U. A.
After upat Any Price' (RKO).
this doubleton probably will
Capitol is the best that the grosses opened
the film, the Arliss picture will final- and-down week, closed with nice
Last
not even get $10,000, blah,
Early talk of hold
show.
ly, hit the loop.
$8,700.
week 'Spitfire* (RKO), a full seven
very
ing up the picture until late in Oc
$14,000,
get
will
36Patrol'
Roger Sherman (WB) (2,200;
days, close to embracing $12,000,
is
this
of
tober thus goes out the window.
strength
the
nice, and on
60)— 'Spitfire' (RKO) and 'Harold
time.
Arthur best In a long 26-35-55-65)— 'Sing
Quiet loop currently is being led Teen' (WB).
entitled to a holdover.
Slow opening, with
Roxy (6,200;
by 'Men in White' at the ace Chi- only an average $6,300 in vi ew. Last
Mayer will keep it a fourth week and Like It' (RKO) and stage show.
Denver, April 16.
Pars
cago, where things are not so week 'Wonder Bar' (WB).
if he can rearrange bookings.
but not more
Died
helpirig
with
reviews
along
Nice
sailing
are
First runs
amooth. That big arena hasn't been middle of week but closed strong every house above par with ex- She Made Her Bed' Is scheduled than mild $21,000 expected.
Last
happy lately. The heavy overhead lior a good. $7,600;
week 'Constant Nymph' (Fox),
ception of the Denham which is next.
continues while the low admission
Is
College '"(Poll) (1,565; 26-40)— doing average. .Rainy and disagree
$25,600.
Shearer draft at the Capitol
„
eat
Oriental
and
at the State-Lake
and 'Three on
Btrand (2,900; 35-55-75-85).— 'As
the strongest this house has enable Sunday, but that made no dif
House 'Show-off' (MG)
into the flagship's grosses.
(Fox); Not too brisk ference to the crowds.
Orpheum joyed in a good long while. After the Earth Turns* (WB). Story of
must evidently wait until the Honeymoon'
for opening three days and will
$260 under best a second week of $45,000* it is hold- the farm isn't what the doctor
World's Fair to again get a glim at have to step to reach a fair $4,400. opened Friday only
and
lap
third
the
on
ordered for New Yorkers and only
Friday Huffman had since he took ing up well
grosses of $35,000 and over.
week 'Riptide' (MG) and 'Sing house. Evening price boosted to will get $30,000 or better, good. The $15,000 is the answer. Last week
Fast release will bring 'We're Not Last
and Like If (RKO). On second
makes no dif Metro ad campaign on the picture 'Gambling Lady' (WB) a little
Dressing* (Par) into the Chicagd week,, just missed $4,000, which was 65c but apparently
Mills Bros, was one of the smartest and most better, $17,000.
crowds..
ference.. to
mr
this Friday (20).
below hopes.
State (2,300; 35-66-75)—Wonder
getting plenty of credit for huge effective from this company.
Estimates for This Week
Sullivan on
business.
•Wonder Bar' and Ed Sullivan on Bar' (WB) arid Ed Jolson pic,

Poll's looks to lead the

•Men in White.'

town with

Gable draw

is

pro-

fire*

.

nounced, but will fall considerably
short of his previous 'Happened
One Night.' 'Happened' is offering

.

...

.

t

,

.

—

Denver

.

.

.

,

,

:

.

.

.

Chicago (B&K) (3,940; 36-55-75)
•-'Men in White' (MG) and stage
show. Gable getting plenty of ex-

ploitation in this town^due to It
Happened One Night' now current.
House holds to $30,000, good gross

N. 0.

WAKES

UP; 'WHITE'

Estimates for This Week
a personal is helping to fill the
Aladdin (Huffman) (1,600; 26-40) State, a pretty consistent business(UA), getter among the Broadway houses,
Great'
the
—'Catherine
Last and looks $20,000 or more, very
Headed for agreeable $4,000.

$12,000, 'SCANDALS' 11G week •Palobka' (UA) did only
average, $3,000, a surprise,, as it
was looked to go abov» at begin
New Orleans, April 16.

nice.

Combination of
and the popular N. Y. Daily
New's Broadway columnist should
stage.

ture

take the takings to $20,000 ot above,
'Palooka'
week,
Last

elegant.

(UA) rode over $17,000.
•Sing and Like It.' Indications are
ning of week, House was full of for only $21,000.
tractions are accelerating returns youngsters. Saturday and half of
This Man Is Mine' got off to a 'Men in White' Hypo
in all downtowners. Topper is 'Men. dialog was lost with their yelling
Hall and
However, they mild start at the Music up $70,000
In White' at Loew's State, which arid applauding.
will be fortunate to ring
For Cincy, $13,000;
will hit a corking $12,000. Another ran the gross up very Bio wly, at a
the week,, about what was exon
127.800.
heavy grosser is George White's dime each.
picture.
this
McVickers (B&K) (2,284; 25-36- 'Scandals' at the Saenger.
Denham (Hellborn) (1,500; 15 pected from
Bar' 7iG,
(2nd
(Par)
'Wonder Bar' (WB)
Paramount, Rlvoli, Strand and
65)
Blows*
'Trurnpet
Orpheum has 'Wild Cargo/ show- 25-40)
week). Will make it a three- week ing an upturn from recent pale Somewhat off around $5,000. Last Mayfair are also not going places
etay to good grosses all along the weeks.
Tudor has a local girl, week 'Melody in Spring* (Par) did currently, but the Palace is a little
the
April 16.
been
witta
Cincinnati,
Finished opener to powerful Dorothy Dell, in 'Wharf. Angel,' well above average with $6,000. better than it has
line.
Cage gals along flicker laries are
$23,900 and Indicates easy $16,000 drawing her friends and admirers. Picture opened two days early be- Buck pic, 'Wild Cargo,' helping
'Tarzan and
not bo busy as last week; product
for present session.
cause of a couple of weak films the there; maybe $14,000.
Estimates "for the Week
is.
His .Mate' (MG) to follow, likely on
Saenger (3,568; 40)—'Scandals' week before, one of which was
Strand looks to «»only $15,000 on also is behind, 'Men In White'
April 26 or 27.
Musical coming in for yanked. 'Melody* promptly pulled •As the Earth Turns' and brings in take topper with $13,000 for Albee* s
(Fox).
Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 26-35-40) favorable comment and will do the house out of the dumps, and 'Modern
tomorrow- night best figure In several months. 'MelHero'
b.o.
with
placing,
^'Heat Lightning* (WB) and vaude. $11,000 in eight days. Last week aided by a clever, exploitation by (Wednesday). Rivbli will .riot hold ody in Spring* is
Those picture costs are making it- 'Journal of Crime' (WB), moved Manager Louis Hellborn, kept Up 'Looking for Trouble' more than two aid from Disney's 'Bad Wolf.'
tough for the house to get. across after Blx days, and got but $5,000. the business for the nine days, al- weeks after a first seven days' take 'Wonder Bar' is holding over at
the overhead. Vaude costs are beLoew's State (3,218; 40)—'Men In though dropping some at the close of $28,500, though this is over ex-, Keith's, where it did best '34 gross
Denver (Huffman) (2,500; 26-35- pectations and strictly okay here. during first seven days.
ing held down to below the picture White' (MG). Gable is tops among
opposish under way.
Baseball
rental.
This week continues on the film lads the femmes go for 50)—'Men in White* (MG). Good Next on the books is the Bing Crosgood steady pace to $15,000. Last and the skirts are flocking in droves $11,000 for medico heroics. Last by picture, 'We're Not Dressing,* National League starts Tuesday
week 'She Made Her Bed' (Par) to the tune of $12,000. Last week week 'Riptide' (MG) got $10,000
taken from Par under UA's deal (17). Opener is always a half holiOrpheum (Huffman) (2,600; 25 picking four Pars this season. It day for diamond bugs In these
and vaude slid somewhat to $14,100. •Looking For Trouble' (UA) got
(WB); opens Wednesday (26),
36-60)—'Gambling
Lady'
parts and all seats have been sold
Palace (RKO) (2,500; -35-55-83)— $8,000, nice.
*Wild Fanchon & Maroo stage show.
•Crime Doctor' (RKO) and vaude.
35)
Orpheum
(2,400;
The Paramount, on top of the in advance.
Smacko
$20,000 with Mills Bros. Roxy Gang's disappointment, with
House needs plenty of consistently Cargo' (RKO).
Animal picture
Estimates for This Week
good shows to pull it out of the neatly set here and $7,000 will be Important aid. Last week 'Spitfire' 'Trumpet Blows' (Raft) is bringing
35-44)—
(3,300;
Albee (RKO)
trough of despair. Has sunk to a welcome. Last week 'As. the Earth (RKO) dropped the house to an more blues; will be lucky to gross
•Men in White* (MG). Book and
mean position lately due to brutal Turns' (WB) was thankful for average week with $9,600, >
stage success of Sidney Kingsley'a
Paramount (Huffman) (2,000; 25- $32,000.
vaude bills which had no right to $6,000.
drama, plus Gable and
I Like It That Way' into the hospital
Tudor (700; 80)— "Wharf Angel' 40)—'The Poor Rich' (U). About
ask for the top prices in the loop.
after other names a hypo for $13,000.
Some bettering this week and it's (Par.) perfect for this town as $3,000 seen. Last week 'The Lost Mayfair last night (Monday)
You,' which Plenty nice.
Last week 'Death
demonstrated so at the register the New Orleans girl, Dorothy Dell, Patrol' (RKO) closed with average a week of 'I Believed In
(Par) pulled up
$0,600.
Holiday'
okay,
did
Takes a
with good $18,000. Last week 'Wild nee Dorothy T)ell Goff, debuts In it. after getting away* to a poor Start.
to $9,000i no mourniruj.
Estimates for This Week
Cargo* (RKO) star ted. oft with an Likely $3,000. Last week T Believed Business picked up later in the
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-44)—
Week and closed with $2,600.
explosion of fast exploitation but in You' (Fox) grabbed $3,000.
Astor (1,012; $1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—
week). •Melody In Spring* (Par), with 'Big
slipped off at the end of the week
(6th
(UA)
Rothschild?
Notices not
strength, Bad Wolf as the short.
to finish at $22,800, much better
superfine
Maintaining
forte for the feature, but lotsa
than usual.
selling eight weeks in advance, and so
the Disney. Start looks
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,600; 26-36a run over the summer virtually, raves for
"Wild
46)— 'Wild Cargo' (RKO). Moved
Last week (4th) takings like $8,600, good. Last week
certain.
early speed,
in here from the Palace but just
were $22,500, while for first five Cargo' (RKO) dropped
a mis; laced booking. B. & K. has
days of this, week gross was $17,900. but fetched a sweet $13,500.30-40)^
(Libson)
Keith'i
(1,500;
other pictures ready which would
Capitol (5,400; 36-76-86-$1.10)— 'Wonder Bar' (WB) (2nd week).
have done a better job. Down on
'Riptide' (MG) (3rd week) and Paul Hot
Last week
$7,500, mammy.
thie repeat run to $4,000, box-office
After a
Whiteih'ari on the stage.
$12,000, tops for this year.
malnutrition. 'One Night' (Col) fingood second week of $45,000, the
(RKO) (1,394; 35-44)—
Lyric
ished good four- week stay in loop
Shearer picture will get about •Coming Out Party' (Fox), Opening
to neat $6,400.
$30,000 on its final seven days, good.
pace $5,500, nice. Last week 'RipState- Lake (Jones) (2,700; 26-36
'Tarzan and His Mate' (MG) opens tide' (MG) continued first run
and
(Chesterfield)
40)
'Quitter'
Friday (20).
after week at Palace, $6,000, okay.
Brooklyn, April 16.
Gang. Plenty of exploitation but no
vaude.
This week will, hit close
Criterion (876; $l.l0-$1.65-$2.20)
Capitol (RKO). (2,000; 35-44)—
Pic is dud. Mebbe $18,- —'Viva Villa' (MG).
Last
to $12,000, pleasant profit.
If it's riot one thing it's another. business.
Premiered
week 'Love Birds' (U) held to Last week it was the Brooklyn cen- 000; mild indeed. Last week, 'You're Wednesday night (11) and with 'Glamour' (U). Edna Ferber, auas Constance
$20,000.
This
it's
(Par),
week
Telling Me'
tennial celebration.
$12,100, good.
doing very nicely. thor, rates same typeLukas. Might
reviews
good
Fox (Corico) (4,000; 26-35-50)— First five days with standing room Cummlngs and Paul
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700; the food show at the 13th Regiment
$6-45-66)
(MG) (3rd Armory; Also the balmy weather .'Constant Nymph' (Fox), and stage sold evenings, a big $11,600. Metro hit $4,000, gad.
'Riptide'
Grand (RKO) (1,025; 25-35)—
week). Goes out oh April 18 (Wed) at Coney Island. These things tend show featuring. Joe Frisco. Going has the house for 10 weeks.
five-act
after good profitable session, .finish- t6 drive potential fllmgoers away good and $14,600 possible. Last
Mayfair (2,200; 35-55-G5j>— *I Be- 'Wharf Angel' (Par) and after fa
r
Ascending to $3,600
V'ceU. 'Two Alone' did $13,000, satis
ing the second week to fine $15,200 from the box office.
lieved in You' (FoX), Did better bill.
s t-jvee k of. jvaud^..fac
tory.,—
1
„
andUhe-last days of- the. third .week, -The Fox . alone, is doing a. good
$9,500 but ou t last vorabI e -Ht ar-t. r-.la
-expected—
than
00";
25-35-5(0
of Monte
Albee (RKO) ("875
'Looking for business, maybe $14,500 and a tie-up
to $7,000. anyhow.
with 'I Like It That Way' (U), film pollcv with 'Countess
night
'Wild Cargo' (RKO) and vaude. In the successor.
Cristo' (U) and Joe Howard headTrouble* (UA) follows for a one- with Namm's store helping.
region of $16,000, weaK. Last week.
week stay and then comes 'RothsPalace- (1,700; 35-50-66-75)— 'Wild ling for $3,300,
Paramount is feeble with Raft on 'Lost Patrol' (Radio) did $18,000.
Family (RKO) (1.000; 15-25)—
ehild* (UA).
Buck
Cargo'. (RKO) arid vaude.
the screen in 'The Trumpet Blows,'
(2,(Loew)
Metropolitan
Loew's
Trinidad' (Fox) and
in
which got poor notices from the 400; 25-35-50)—'Catherine the Great' picture doing better than average 'Murder Guilty'
(Col J, aplU, $1,700,
scribes, and Roxy and his Gang, on (UA-> a-nd- vaudev- Uriinsplrlng-RtaPfo for this theatre and possibility good •One TsH. S. KRAFT AT U
Last week average, aaine as hittt.- week on
the stage, of little import at this ,fare. Pic a help. $17,000 for week, of topping $14,000.
(Col)' and
Hollywood, April.16;
'Voice In the Night'
nothing,
(Par)
Dame'
meant
'Good
time. House will probably produce no
Last week,
shakes.
great
'Ninth Guest' (Col), divided.
II.
Kraft" is due in tonight only $18,000. The Met is also down
under $11,000.
'Palooka' (UA), $17>000.
26-36)—
(Inrl)
(1.200;
Strand
(Monday) to do a script at Uni- the river.
Paramount (3,664; 35-55-75-99)—
Strand (WB) (2,000; 26-35-50)—
vaude.
and
(Mon)
LineV
•Mystery
versal for Edward Lud/wlg's direcEstimates for This Week
'Jimmy the Gent' (WB), $7,000, mild. 'Trumpet Blows* (Par) and stuge Hoverjjjg around $2,200, which was
Interested
many
fans
show.
Not
in
tion.
Bar*
(WB),
'Wonder
week,
25-35-50Last
Paramount (Par) (4,000;
last week's take on 'City Limits'
week
Last
lucky.
and
If
$32,000
did
$11,20
week
final
sooorid
and
Kinsston-Harris office arranged 65) 'Trumpet Blows' (Par) and
0^
Roxy arid his Gang and 'You're (indie) and five ae.tfl.
the job..
stage show featuring Roxy and his ok*.

according to recent figures at the
flagship. Last week was a bad disappointer all down the line. Bebe
Daniels and Ben Lyons couldn't help
the box-office and with 'Journal of
Crime* (WB) let it flutter to slight

Ideal!

Roxy

will do

under average with

weather and palatable at-

,

_

—
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londer
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.

—

:

.

.

.

1

Roxy Gang, Trumpet/

$18,000,

Poor

Brooklyn N.S.G.; 'Nymph' $14,500, Best—
'Wild Cargo' Around $16,000
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OMAHA MIDDLING

IHen

in White,'

Buddy Rogers Band

Community Dram* and Local Exposition

'Spitfire; $8,500,

I;

Pittsburgh, April 16.
the front
to

swimming

Peiin

again this week with. 'Men In
White' and Buddy Rogers on stage,
and swell getaway should make it
a cinch for nifty $26,0oa, best here
since Joe Penner's record-breaking
Incidentally, it'll be only
the second combo policy bill— other
was Penner—to turn a profit for the
house, top.

which made a pile of dough
earlier in season with units and
sHiff pictures, continues to slip and
Pitt,

,

also pull down shutters before
long; Charlie Withers" show, Broad-

may

to HIcksvilkV and 'Hold That
will be lucky to come, out of
with $6,600. Nice campaign behind 'As the Earth* Turns' at Warners but tedious story of farm life
<toesn!t pack enough to get it over
and a dubious $4,500 is in. pros-

way

Girl"
it

,

Estimates for This

(WB)

Week
25-35)—

(ljoO;

'Heat Lightning' (WB) and 'Sing
and Lilie If .(RKO). Double features, figured house's only chance,
haven't clicked as expected and
.

early for summer
like $2,000. this week,
plenty in the red. Last week 'Success' (RKO) and 'Line -Up' (Col)
f.-ite

vill

fold

Looks

season.

about the same.
Fulton (Shea-Hyde)

25-40)— 'Cat and
Opened Saturday

(1,750;

15-

(MG).
may.
stick 10 days.. Either that or 'Coming Out Party' (Fox) will linger
only four days to get house back
to its regular Thursday opening.
Last week 'Forgotten Men* (indie),
brought back after it had been dayahd-dated months before at Davis
Fiddle*

.,,

(14)

and Regent, n.s.h. at
Penn (Loew's-UA)

and

$3,800.
(3,300;

25-40-

profitable at $18,000.
Pitt (Shafer) (1,600;

15-25-4J0)—
•HrUd That Girl' (Fox) and 'Broad-

CBS' Radio Show,

,

in

White

Legit Helps Pic

To

Balto

'

,

(WB)

ploitation.

(1,200; 15-26-35-50)

(UA) and 'No
More what

Rouge*

More Women'

(Par).

Roxy, Seattle, Renamed

house likes but will hardly pull
Last week 'Six of a. Kind'
(Par) and 'Mystery of Mr. X' (MG)

this

Music Halt $14,000

$4,500.

feeble at $3,800,
Little (Franklin) (299; 30-40)—
Viktorla und Ihr Hiisar' (Kinema-

trade)

and.

'Dr.

Hauptman

Hicksville* unit.
House
after getting teal
dough earlier in season. Current
layout looks like $6,600. Last week
'Avenger'' (indie)
and 'Dancing
Honeymoon' unit fell off to $6,500
after good start.

badly

von

.

For Har' at 5th Ave.

'Men in White* at the vaudfllm
Century sprinted right from the barrier lift"; by Friday night ushers
were riding herd and the ropes
stayed up right through Saturday
and Sunday. Rep of legit play,
which just closed (Saturday, 14) a

smash fortnight

in stock at Ford's,
helping plenty at the wicket.
Stanley slashing week-end nights
Seattle, April 16.
Roxy theatre here will be, re- prices from 55c. down to 40c, the
cristehed Music Hall and opened town standard for. week-day eves.
clipped the afternoon tariff a
May 4 with "House of Rothschild.* Also
dime, now two-bits. Kids, 15c. all
It will be Hamrick's ace house.
Jensen-von Herberg closed the times. Reduction took all exhibs by:
surprise, most of whom were lookspot two months claiming reason
forward to a huddle in near fur
was lack of major product. Ham- ing
ture to hike admish: a notch.. But
rick will put. his ace bookings here,
that boosting plan is deemed all off
and so will have no trouble on- that now. The new
rates make the big
score.
swariker the lowest-tariffed firstEstimates for This Week
runner in the loop.
Blue Mousj (Hamrick) (1,000;
Estimates for This Week
is

Newark (Adams-Par) (2,248; 16- 25- 36)—'Sing arid Like It' (RKO).
in the dumps, too; at $8,000.
Indicated $2,000, is poor. Last
Warners (WB) (2,000; 25-40)-^ 99) 'You're Telling Me* (Par) and week, 'Harold Teen' (WB), mildly
'As the Earth Turns* (WB). Lower Paradise Club Revue' not sq> hot at $2,300.
Last week 'Melody in
price scale helping a bit here of $11,000.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,800; 16Spring' (Par) fair at $12,000.
late but not yet enough to pull
25)—'Eskimo' (MGM) and 'Man25-35
Proctor's (RKO)
(2,300;
house into money class. Closing of
dalay* (FN) in for six days, dual,
40-65-60-76-85)
'Bottoms
Up'
nearby Davis shortly may help,
(Fox) and 'Crazy Quilt Revue' on should reach $4,000, good. Last
however.. 'Earth' had nice cam
right but not great at all week, 'Convention City' (RKO) and
paign behind it but unlikely to stage. All
Last week 'Fugitive Lovers' (MGM) dual, four
prove much, of a b.o. dent, Maybe and maybe $14,600.
'George White's Scandals' (Fox) days, slow $1,600; 'Design For Liv$4,500.
Last
week.
'Registered
ing* (Par) and 'The Showoff' (MGM)
okay
at $16,000.
(FN),
Nurse'
about $4,250.
Terminal (Skouras) 1,900; 16-25- dual, also four days, good $2,000,
40)— 'Keep 'Em Rolling* (RKO) and for fair $3,600 for eight days.
Fifth Avenue ^Evergreen) (2,400;
'One Is Guilty' with 'Murder on the
Campus* (First DIv) and 'Hips, 26- 40)—'Wonder Bar* (FN), Big
LEGIT OPPOSITION

—

—

.

Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 2635-40-66-66)— 'White' (MG) and five
acts.
Stage fare pleasing 'em, but

a business way. Outstanding box-

in

office pictures like 'Wonder Bar' and
'Riptide,' with the cream of the
luminaries in their cast;, good for
$15,000 to $20,000, perhaps, in cities
of comparable size, do well to hit

the 10 grand mark here now; A
first-rate stage show plus a good
picture may reach the $12,000. level,
while $4,000 to $6,000 grosses are
the rule for run-of-the-m'ill "offer1

'

ings.

The

reason, for this dreary state
of affairs isn't hard to find. Pubwelfare department statistics
made public show that, following the termination of
.wbfk,

lic

just

CWA

:

the number, qri relief now has attained a new high level for the entire depression, approximately 22%
of all families in the city requiring
municipal aid in order, to sustain
themselves at this time.
Estimates for This Week
Minnesota (Publix) (4,200; 25-36Fredrlc March
40) 'Death' (Par).
somewhat of a card here and this
picture has been winning critics' and
customers' praise, but title and gen-,
eral subject matter are too.great 'a
Will do well
box-office handicap.
Last week,
to reach $6,000, bad.
'Riptide* (MG), $10,000, good.
Orpheum (Singer) (2,890; 26-3640 "Wonder Bar' (FN). Town pretty
well fed up on musicals, but this
.

;

one

showing real socko qualities

is

ahd

down

beating

the

prejudice.

Critics praised it and customers are
spreading boosts. About $10,000 in
sight, big.
Last week, 'Spitfire'
.

(RKO),

$6,000,

fair.

State (Publix) (2,200; 25-35-40)
•Harold Teen' (WB). Another musiand this one without cast names.
Prestige of cartoon strip may be a
little help with kid trade, however,
but picture will be lucky to breeze

cal

through to $4,500, fair. Last week
'Party' (Fox) and unit show, 'Laugh
on stage, $5,600, bad.

It Off,'

World

(Steffes)

.

(360;

25-36-60-

'Henry VIII* (UA). Third week
still holding 'em out most of
arid evening. Looks like about
Last week, sec$2,800, very big.
ond, $3,000, immense.
75)

and
day

Uptown (Publix)

(1,200;

25-35),

'Christina' (MG). Maybe $2,000, fair.
Last week, ;!One Night' (Col), $3,000,
big,

Lyric (Publix (1,300; 20-26), 'Bed'
(Par). Not so hot at around $2,500,;
Last week, 'No More Women' (Par) r

good.
(Publix)
15-25),
(1,100;
(Fox) arid 'Going Holly(MG), second runs, split.

$3,200, pretty

Grand

'Carolina'

wood*
Probably around

Last
$1,600, fair.
'All of

week 'Heaven' (MG) and

Me' (Pax), loop second runs,

$1,100,

fair.

Aster (Publix) (900; 16-25), '66th
Street' (WB), 'Gallant Lady' (UA)
arid 'Eskimo* (MG), loop second. and

in.

achieved

very

strong

topping

of

$17,000.

third

runs,

Around

$1,000,

fair.

Last week 'Suzanne'

(Fox)

split.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,500; and 'Sbris of Desert' (MG), split,
25-36-40-55-66)
'Man Is Mine* second and* third loop runs, $800,
(RKO) and Ozzie Nelson orch head- light
ing vaudeville. Just fair week in
sight; pic no help.
Fair, $13,000.
Last week, 'Spitfire' (RKO) and acts 'Men in White' (MG) and vaude.
achieved smacko $17,000.
Pic is only draw and looks like

—

'

.

.

•

len in White

;

WASH. HOUSES
BUT GABLE

.

,

—

.

,

•

—

Minneapolis, April 16.
•Wonder Bar' easily leads the field
currently, putting the Orpheum out
the box-office race.
front agairi
Things generally are pretty blah

Chalk off a towering $19,600, Last week, 'Trouble' (UA) and
Spitalny's ork heading the acts

'em

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 26Hips, Hooray* (RKO) split. This campaign, plenty of exploitation
No
house got into the habit of beating and Increased adv. space, starts it 30-36-40-60)—'Glariiour' (U).
off merrily, anticipated to net $14,- names, of appreciable appeal, but it's
the Capitol, which is news for New
ark.
How long it can keep it up. 000. Last week, "Riptide* (MGM), luring. An oke $4,600. Last week,
This week looks like good at $12,200 for first seven days; 'SorrelP (UA) snagged like sum.
is" doubtful.
Montreal, April 16.
New (Mechanic). (1,800; 26-30-36a good. $4,500. Last week 'David $14,700 for nine-day run. Big.
Crlx
Exhibitors not enthusiastic about Harum' (Fox) and> 'It 'Happened
Liberty (J-vH) (1,900: 16-25-35) 40-60)— 'E n e m i e s' (Fox).
shows currently, although usual One Night' (Col) great at $6,600.
—'It Happened One Night* (Col). Shrugged it. House will slump to
mediocre $3,300. Last week, 'Man-,
week-end biz'started out satisfac
dalay' (FN) jogged out with cheertorily.
Quebec's only legit house,
ful $4,600.
His Majesty's, opens Monday (16)
Stanley (WB) (3,450; 15-25-35-40)
with 'Reunion in Vienna' which
—'Wonder Bar* (FN); Will slide
won't dent any film house receipts
out With striashing $20,000 in the
and there is a six-day bike race
kick:
Press unanimous, in commenstarting Sunday nii.dnlte (15), otherdations, helping factor. Last week,
wise no counter-attractions to meet.
'Harold Teen* (WB) sarik under a
Palace, with 'Death Takes Holi
woeful $3,800 in four days.
day' (Par) and *I Like It.That Way*
'Spitfire/ $15,1
(Par) should hold up to average at
Capitol has 'Men in White
$8,500,
(MG) and 'The Poor Rich' (U)
SPLIT BIZ;
Gable in first and Everett Horton
St. Louis, April 16.
'Melody in Spring* (Par) got $13,000
in second have big local following
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 25-36-55)—
What with nine new films at the
BIG, $32,000
with resultant $9,500 likely. Loew's
should top the. town at $10,000 for six movie houses they're going to 'Spitfire' (RKO) and 'Keep 'Em Roll'Dark Hazard' (WB) and, vaude split, the take several ways again ing* (RKO), good $16,000. Last week
this week, with the usual results— 'Scandals' (Fox) and 'Coming Out
Washington, April 16.
musical prez, above average.
With crowds overrunning town
not a large amount of profit for Party' (RKO) around $10,000.
Estimates for This Week
to see cherry blossoms in annual
State (Loew's) (3,000; 25-36-55)
more than one or two* arid probably
His Majesty's. (CT) (1,600; 50- not any for some.
'Men in White* (MG). Nifty $18,000 bloom, all houses are putting forth
$2).— 'Reunion in Vienna' (legit)
Hbuse with the best chance of expected. Last week 'Riptide' (MG) plenty of exploitation on an unusually imposing lineup of pix. ReJones-Colbourne combo always does piling up the biggest total of black (2d week) got $12,000.
Missouri (Skouras) (3; TOO; 25-40) sult is that everybody, outside of
^reasDJiabiy^^eJl^heicei^jSpod Jfor figures in^lioewis^tate.jyjbiere^'ilen,
Tugitlve"-Llrl>era^
Foxv^which-ihas='^Meri^In=White,Hs
$8,000.
in White' opened to' big business
60)—
'Death with every indication it will con- On Marines' (Par). So-so $7,000. splitting up the profits and nobody
Palace (FP) (2,7<M);
Takes Holiday' (Par) and 'I Like it tinue for one week, if .not for two. Last week 'Tou Can't Buy Every breaking any lecbrds.
'Men in White' opened above
gross Looks like a very big total there, thing* (MG) and *Let's Be Ritzy*
should
(U)
That Way'
Amos. *n' Andy in person, who hold
around average at $J,600. Last week possibly $18,000. Rave reviews, a (U) about same figure.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 25-40)
house record, and looks like it will
and big ad campaign, arid Clark Gable
(Par)
in
Spring'
•Melody
and
build.
'The
Ghoul*
(RKO)
'Social
RegRecord was made inauguat
•Wharf ATigel' (Par) not so good
are' combining to do the trick.
ister* (RKO).
Poor $6,000. Last ration week, so there isn't much
$6,600.
Katy Hepburn will get the Fox a
Capitol (FP) (2,700: 50)— 'Men in few dollars of profit, though it won't week 'Sin of Nora Moran' (RKQ) chance of beating that, however,
White* (MG) and 'Poor Rich' (U) be anything like she did for a neigh- and 'Ever Since Eve' (Fox) about Credit goes entirely to pic, as vaude
carries no names. Gable is getting
ditto,
Locally popular stars in each may boring theatre in 'Little Women.'
Shubert (Warners) (2,000; 26-40) the femmes, and local Loew office
yield $9,000. Last week 'George
Estimates for This Week
—'Gambling Lady* (WB). Nice at did plenty of direct mail exploits,
White Scandals' (Fox) and 'Coming
Ambassador (Skouras) (3,000; 25- $14,000. Last week "Wonder Bar' tion to land medical crowd.
Out Party' (Fox) did nice biz at
Estimates For This Week
35-50)
'Trumpet Blows' (Ba*) and (WB) (fd week) obtained $10,000,
$10,500.
Fox (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-60)Loew's (FP) (3,200; 65)-.. 'Dark stnge show.. Fair $12,000. Last w«Jr nice holdo^*r figure.
.

Anyway

indisputably the flick that's luring

TO MONTREAL P1X

•

fight

Gets $10,000

'

to

much

kt Har

!,

Kopenick' (Kinematrade). Germans
don't seem to be able to make good
Probably will
after a long trial.
be showing English films soon. This
Last
one about the same, $500.
week 'Eines Prihzen Junge Liebe'
(Ufa) same figure.
15-76)—
Loew's State
(2,780;
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-35-60)—
'CBS Radio
'Spitfire' (RKQ).
A bad one for Show-off* (MG) and Doing
well
Hepburn and won't be profitable for Show' on boards.
should scrape $15,000.
house.
An $8,500 is brutal after enough and'Riptide*
(MG) was swell
'Little Women.'
Last week 'Death Last week
Takes A Holiday*. (Par), pretty at ever $19,000.

way

Shoes,

.

55-60-75)—'Men in White' (MG)
Capitol
and Buddy Rogers on stage. Femme —'Moulin
appeal in both sections of bill and
should have ho trouble picking up
excellent $26,0,00,. maybe better. Best
here since Joe Penner's smash, session.
Last week 'Riptide' (MG),

slipping

16.

What with a- wild animal show, a
hospital yarn, a gambling story, a
mystery thriller, a comic travesty,
and a top musical on the calendar
Hazard* (WB) and stand-out vaude theatre row should keep up its Now in eighth week. Around $6,000.
should top town at $10,000. Last gratifying business of the past two Last week, same film, $6,300, big.
Music Box (Hamrick) (960; 25week 'Show Off* \MG) and vaude weeks.
faded to $8,000.
all
grosses 36)— 'Spitfire* (RK),. (2nd week).
Last week with
Princess (CT) (1.900; 50)— 'Love- cheery, but Orpheum had to call in On way to. $3,500, fair. Last week,
(UA),
'Bondsman*
and
lorn' (UA)
George Givofrr-visitng on a lay-off same film, $6,200, bjg.. Third week
Outlook Is for $6,500. Last week week—for a one night stage show unlikely;
repeat 'Moulin Rouge' (UA) arid to gets its: total .up near normal.
Orpheum (Oldkriow) (2,700; 15'Jungle' "(Col) $$.000.
Givot doubled the night's biz and 26)—'I Believed in You* (Fox) and
Imperial (Ind) (1,600; 50-$1.60)— donated bis own /cut to charity.
'Two Alone* (RKO) dual, at lower
French musical (2nd week) got
price,
policy. This house has the
Estimates for This Week
$2,500 after. $3,000 last week.
seating .capacity and is going out to
Brandeis (Singer) (1,200; 20-25- use it.
Cinema tie Paris (France-Film)
Anticipated to garner
60)— 'Tempete' (3d week) 35)—'Wild Cargo' (RKO). At the $4,200. Last week, 'Three On a
(600;
last minute booking, found itself a Honeymoon' (Fox) and 'Registered
$1,500, same as last week.
double-bill partner in 'Sing arid Nurse' (FN), two good program
Lke It' (RKO) which may be a, plxes, liked, kept building arid big
superfluity as the animal picture at $4,800, with admish up a dime;
Will get
will be the whole draw.
Paramount (.Evergreen) (3,106;
$5,000, yery goodi Last week 'Won25-35)— 'You're Telling Me* (Par)
der Bar' (WB) kept house -grindr and stage show. Expect to collect
ing 'em in with six. shojKs a day. okay $6,500. Last week. 'Come On
$5,500, grand.
Marines' (Par) with stage, band
Orpheum (Blank) (2,976; 25-40) and organ* $6,200, fair.
—'Bottoms Up* (Fox) dualled with
•The Crosby Case* (U). With some
neat tie-ups on the first should
brlrig. a better than average week
at $7,300, good. Last week 'I Like
with 'Let's Be
It That Way (U)
Ritzy' (U) were weak","' but a onenight vaude show with George
Givot bolstered the gross and let
Newark, April .16.
No records show sighs of crack- the house come out average,. $7,000.
Paramount (Blank) (2,765;, 25-40)
ing this week and it looks- like a
humdrum affair. But no money is -r-TvIen in White' (MGM) double
likely to be lost, and that is some- featured with 'Coming Out Party'
Can look to Gable to the
thing. Loew's with 'The Showroff* (Fox).
$19,500,
and the 'CBS Radio. Show' on the- whole draw. $7,600, oke. Last week
stage, should creep in ahead with 'Scandals' (Fox) plus 'Lazy River'
$16,000, and Proctors, with 'Bottoms (MGM) a good week at $8,000.
World (Blank) (2,100; 25-35-)—
Up' :.nd the 'Crazy Quilt Revue* on
Baltimore, April 16.
the stage, should not be far behind. 'Gambling Lady' (WB) with 'Ever
Still plenty mazuma. being spilled
Since Eve' (Fox). Should keep the over the tills, but the field this week
Estimates for This Week
of the last two weeks. narrows down to only a pair of
steady
pace
Branford (WB) (2,966; 15-65)—
Last week 'Mystery smackoes, with the rest just in also$4,000, good.
'Gambling Lady' (WB) and 'The
X' (MGM) with 'Countess rans. 'Wonder Bar' at the' Stanley
Will do fairly of Mr;
Poor Rich' (U);
of Monte Cristo' (U) proved a satenough at a little better than $8,000, isfler the week through to bring in is living up to ail expectations, in-.'
terest in piece being amplified by
Last week 'Lazy River* (MG) arid $4,200, nice.
opening night presence of Jolsbn and
Let's Be. Ritzy' (U) the same at
a week of advance, wide-scope ex$8,200.

len

pect.

Davis

Omaha, April

Poor

Mine. Has Everything but

Hurt Omaha

-

Last week 'LookFor Trouble* (UA) got nice
with Jimmy Durante in
person as the big. reason.
Earle (WB) (2,424; .25-35-40r60)
'Death Takos a Holiday* (Par)
and vaude.
Laridt Trio getting;
radio fans, but despite nice reviews
pic won't better $16,000. O. k., but
riot big. Last week 'Gambling Lady*
(WB) was boosted by Ozzie Nelson's ork on stage to very good
beautiful $32,000.

ing

$22,000

—

$20,000.

:

Keith's.

(RKO)

(1,830;

25^35-60)

—'Catherine the Great' (UA). Pic
was yanked Holy week just before
opening, so campaign was badly interrupted.

Looks

like $10,500,

which

but nothing near record,
Last week 'Wild Cargo'
(RKO) didn't do so well on second
week. $6,000, fair.
Palace (Loew) (2,363; 26-36-60)—
!Nana* (UA). Papers swamped with
Anna Sten ads and. plenty of advance build-up by critics. Looks
like only $12,000,. however, which is
below average for house, which
plays top pics right along.
Last
week 'Riptide' (MG) got oke $9,000
for second week.
Rialto (U) (1,863; 25-35-40-50)—
JGlamaur^(U.)^^RPJiaitipj]i^
reason for what looks like only fair
$4,600.
Last week revival of 'All
Quiet on Western Front* (U) held
up nicely to net oke $6,000.
is

nice;

money.

Met (WB)

(l,5'83j

26-40)— 'Won-

der Bar' (WB). Back on main stem
after nice week at Earle and heading, for good $5,600;
l^ast week
'Wharf Angel' (Par) so-so with $4,000.

Cplumbia

(Loew)

(1,263:

25-35-

40)— 'She Made Her Bed' (Par).
Satisfactory $3,500. Last week 'Sin
of Nora Moran* (Maj.) light with
$2,600.

:

.

.
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822T N. Broadway
Francis" R. Stout,
Clearance and
Attorney
Zoning
M. Avery, RKO, SALT LAKE CUTY
Grievance Board
1508 Davenport St

Bldg

62 Zoning-^Grievaiice Bds*

Army Under

Film Industry's Field

.

D. V. McLucas, UA. T. J. Walsh, RKOv
Irving Sdhlahk, UA
Ralph Branton,
Harry David,
Capitol Theatre
ot men on 62 Zoning and
Capitol Theatre
Bldg., Des Moines
observers' name appears
Bldg ,
F. Kennedy,
•

;

The first complete *nd finally corrected list
Grievance Boards follows. The Government
last on each hoard.
-

AXBANT

John

.

Columbia

Dixie. Terminal

WBEagle

Bldg

Tjou Lazar,
Abe Stone,

Collins.
17 N6. Illinois St
.

'5401

PHILADELPHIA

Wayne

West

& O. R«. R.'
CLEVELAND

FallB

.

fudge David Wan"'

•

ser

Set-up

|

2711' Troost
J. E. Fontaine, -Par
Dr. Paul Lux,
H. C. BlBsell, Col
Bldg

Inc
Joseph

62 Blue Eagle Boards Or

Clearance and
Zoning
Chas. L, Walker,
-

Fox
Jack Rue, U
Lou Marcus,
62

.

Jos.

Cheshutt St John
Theatre,
Harry B. Salter, Strand
Toole, Utah
State House Com- Joseph H. Rayburn,
mission, Trenton,
Asst. State
N. J.
Director
Gillette,

CWA

\

.

Boop' and 'Popeye the Sailor,' W J U lng 0ver the helate.d
produce the new color cartoons in
Blue Eagle machinery, by

Clearance and
BAN FRANCISCO
Zoning
Grievance Board.
Percey Bloch; Par C. CH. Muehlman,
Harry Welner, Col
Leonard SchleSlnger, Barney Rose, U
Theatre
WB, Earle
Cliff Work;

WB

Alslna,'-

Famous Theatre

•

I

Lawrence,

Rlalto Theatre

1218

which took the
to recruit is for

the first time finally complete in
Paramount Is going in for a color ever y -detail. Part of it is now funccartoon series as opposition t0
tioning in the field and all indlcaDisney's Silly Symphony which is
tipns now. are that it will be movIn Technicolor.
Max Fleiscber, producer of all of ing 100% in its digest of thousands
'Betty
Including
cartoons,
ot dispiites and clarifications,
Par's

B, F. Thatcher,
Capitol Theatre

Plzor,

A picture army
NRA four months

Par's Color Cartoons

West Second

South St

Col.

|

tre

Jay Means,

Grievance Board

*

St

Pa

Scranton,

Lewen

.

:

-

M. S. Landow, U
M. B. Comerford,

Jonin^
Luca8
WB
lp

"a

6th St

-

RKO

Real Neth,
KANSAS CITS
ftu i Te ssler, U
39 West Broad St.,
Grievance Board
Rodney Toups,
Columbus, Ohio
Ward Scott, Fax
Loew's. Canal
Joe J, Marx,
Troy
W. B0njamln. U
s. Rampart Sts
So-Lo Works,
Frederick W. Maua
Lehman,
[Harrv. McLtoed,
Madison Rd. & B. Lawrence
Glen
State,
«rt.
Mainstreet Theaat.* Charles Thea.,
J.

Nicholas

Grievance Board
F. L. M'cNamee,

Clearance and

.

214

Carter,

608 Canal St.
Bertrand Klern,
2019 Magazine St
Herbert J. Schwartz,
901 Canal St

Eureka,. Utah
M. a; Keyser,.
Keyser Stdrasre-Co
pr; B. U. Browning
.

Epstein,
Epstein Theatres,:
Inc

Norman

.

"

Williams,

Park Theatre

Sam

Grievance Board
Q Uy Brown, RKO
Houston Dii vail, Col

-

William Benton,!
Congress T., Saratoga
Ijon,
Chas. Wilson,

C, E.

&

NEW ORLEANS

Clearance and
A. C. Zarlng,
Zoning
Zarlhg DeLuxe
Ralph Flelow, MOM Victory T., Dayton Thea
Paul Richey,
Nate Sauber, U
Jr.,
Hubs,
W.
Prank
Seeds|
cjp Russell
JoBeph Shure, RKO
"
.

Broken Bow, Net

Williams

I

Marcus,
WB M.Hmboyd
T.,: Ft

.

Z.

George LahdtB, Fox
Martin .Solomon. Col
Jack Flex,
Loew's Palace T

Kenneth

Clearance and
Zoning
Maurice White.
Allan Moriz, Col
Ike Llbson,
Palace Theatre
W. A. Keyes,

Theatre

Bhepard
Atty

IGoo. S. Sterling,
|c/o^jpay, Stoddard

Z^nlriR

All Theatre,

Lexington, Ky.
BW> Irwin
S, Roeenbaum,

R. Halllgrai
Johnson,

CbarleB

NRA

C. B. Hulsh,

Lyric Theatre;

Clearance and

Elliott.

Ben

Grievance Board
JB.

The

.

Cinecolor.

[

Tnere

May

1.

have been ^many false
Back in December it was

starts.
Joseph Barcelona,
mag.
Golden Gate The«ven promised this soldiery would
Peoples Theatre,
Louis Linker,
atre
Baton Rouge, La
Clearance and
Majestic Theatre AarOn Goldberg,
be reitidy for action by January 1.
|W. H. Alexander,
Zoning
Brldgeton, N. J
25 Taylor St
There have also been many discrep201 Barrone St
A- C. Bromberg,
Ralph LIBeau, Par
Chas. Segal,.
Ai C. Scales,
Mono
ancies in the lining up of the boards.
Arcadia Theatre
Ackermann, Cleve- Harry Taylor, Col
465 California St
CITT
YORK
R. B. Wllby< Par
Elmer Rhoden,
land, OhioMilton Rogasner,
Clearance and
Grievance Board
Names that seemed positive
Nat M.. Williams
Fox Midwest
Clearance and
Iris Theatre
Zoning Board
iMllt Kusell, Par,
various sectors, were partly re*
Rose Theii. Inc.
Zoning
Feck Baker,
331 West 44th St Raymond Rau,
G. C. Parsons, MGM
Thomasvllle, Ga
Electric Theatre
Frank nre\vy
Integrity Trust
versed the following week because
Harry Thomas, F. D
Floyd St. John,
State
LeGraw,
Roy
Nat Lofton,-- Mono Fred Meyn,
Co
Mono
1270, Sixth Ave.
of disqualification, declination or
Life Ins. Co
AveStrong
2612
Not Bolt.
M. Bowles,
John O'Connor,,.'
PITTSBURGH
Webber,
B.
other reasons.
Palace
Theatre
JD'.
Clearance and
Fbx-WC, 26
RKO, 1270 Sixth
Grievance Board
Mary Lue Theatre Ave
John Huebner,
ZortnR
was not
lor St
regimentation
Final
Ben Kalmlnson,
Wllkle,
E.
H.
So
130
State,
MGM.
Hanlon.
V.
Harvey,
Louis
Geller,
J.
H.
J. W.
B. M. -Stearh, UA
Kansas City, April 16. | neared until the New York situa1423 Baltimore Sti 14.76 Broadway
Marlon
116 Hyde St
W. W. Anderson,
M. J. Cullen,
knottiest in
I tion—which
the
formerly
Martin G. Smith.
proved
Hasser.
Tower,
Col
ANGELES George F. ThompGeorge
the
LOS
The
of
Penn
Opening
Loew's
519 Main St..
rank MUler;
New Fillmore
Grlevnnce Board 'I son, Atty., 62 Van
a t re
and for a long time
Toledo
the Pantages.' added another first- the country
Augusta,. Ga
derbilt Ave.. New Dr. C. E. Herman,
Thea
J. J. Mllseln, MGM
as futile—suddenly
i rtwi, frt Wn district,
was regarded
iFra.nk Gross,
b
I
Oscar C. Lam,
Tork City
district
Howard StubblnB.
New Carnegie The- Morgan Walsh; Bldg run f
house to the downtown
Cedar Theatre
Rome, Ga
compromise. Now
Golden Gate
Mono
atre, Carnegie, Pa
_
Clearance
and
Jerome M; FriedVltchel Wolfson,
W. W. Chabln, Pub- With Us combination policy It wlu
Lou Halper.
Aaron M. Jaffe,
Zoning
ork has advisory boards augCitilander. 8
Capitol, Miami
lisher, S. F. ArBen Berinstein,
Plaza Bldg
Wolff.
RKO
stage
iRobert
where
house
be the only
zens Bids
Willis J. Davis,"
gonaut
menti ng the standard zoning and
1914 S. Vermont
Clearance and
mis. Big U.
Leo
A
bra
DALLAS
Buckhead Theatre
SEATTLE
Ave
Zoning
630 Ninth Ave
grievance bodies which exist in the
shows can be seen regularly.
Grievance. Board
lva G, Maxwell,
Grievance Board
B. Bernard Krelsel- t)ftvld Locw
J, J. Maloney, MGM
Citizens &\Ju, R. Bickel. MGM.
v.
p.,
Neal East,
operating company, styled the Re- J other 31 picture territories Into
mann, i 1024 Hello- l6 40 Broadway
James Alexander,
|claude Ezell, Mono
Southern Natl.
Paramount Dlst.
trope Drive
Mono
wot Company, has a ten^year lease which the U. S. is geographically
Harry Shiftman.
Karl Hoblitzelle,
Second.
Bank
2413
Corp,,
lne,
Harry
Clearance an.
15.60 Broadway
on the property. 'Should Ladles divided.
Majestic T.. Bldg
BOSTON
Zoning
Edward Rugoit,
I
Behave' was the opening picture.
Roy I- Walker,
-The job of the arniy is as big as.
N. Walton,
Grievance. Board
303 West 42nd St Frank Harris,
Carroll Peacock, Par
Lampassus, Tex,
Columbia Pictures
Mainstreet this week, Is also pre- ltg creat loil| lt ls being emphasized
Harris Amus. Co
Thomas B. Spry,
Willlaih C. Riter, Col Laurence Bologlana
Second
S. E. Tlseft,
2419
Corp.,
Moore.
Alex
S.
Sullivan,
I
1566
Broadway
Jack
senting a stage show, 'T he New ln
neadquarters. It took some
2112 Jaclisori" St
Ave
Vista Amus.
Herman Rlf-kin,
Buena
Alfred
FoXtWC
E.
Judge
Torters,' with George G4vot teaClear:' lice, and
Al Rosenberg,
sessions in New Tork of the
Mono'.
Co.
U
Russell Rogers,
Steers, IOCS Glen
Zoning
Fox Pacific Thea.. tured. Accompanying picture isj
Joseph H. Brennan.
Supcrb.a T.> San.
wood Rd., Bklyn Jos. Weiss,
.Authority and its Immediate
Jj 0
Hilgers, Fox
c
Inc., 4637 Unlverr
Loew's
Capitol Thea..
J
Diego
N. Y,
•This Man of Mlne.^
,slty Way
committees to clear up the recruitMcKeesport, Pa
Martin Toohy. Leroy g
Harry Hicks..
ADVISORY
O'DonneU,
Thfs Week's EstimateB
t Pawfu'kpt
B 7 R, J- ^n^n'-i?
Samuel J. Horvltz, John Hamrlck,
U
&
2488 W. Wa3hing-|
ing.
COMMITTEES
lnt
Blue Mouse' Thea.,
Georgf r; Fa*rnuV
33 Vandergrlft
tort St
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 26^0
JERSEY
Harold- Robb,
Now, it is declared, it is. the task
1421 Fifth Ave
0 Beaco.i
Banco-, St
<5t
o
Bldg
Hanes,
'The
and
(RKO),
Mine'
60)—
of
'Man
3U
g Hftrwooa st George T., Pasadena
Jennings,
Judson
T.
and
Clearance
PORTLAND
of the Eagle field forces to. get
Park
Clearar-e and
strong
i
S c 0 tt,
Opened
Pau
Public
tab.
Seatle
Zoning
Yorkers'
New
Grievance Board
W. C. Mathes,
and
Zoning
to the meat of the
down
Varsity Thea
Library
Fox,
Lee,
week-end,
Joe
«. n
Powers,
Fox
C. F.
458 S. Spring St
and held nicely over the
It. C. Cropper, RKO L
c Tldball
Clearance and
the film formula.
444 West 56th St Howard Mapes,
Tim O' Toole, Col
MEMPHIS
which gave house a good start for actually interpret
2 4 0 3 No. Main St,
Zoning Board
E. M. Schnltzer, Col
925 N.W. 19th Aye
Martin J. Mullln, 00
Grievance Board
Last week 'Won- Until now> it is pointed out, the
pretty.
ft Worth
Lamb.
Ave
A.
$14,000,
Seventh
E.
729
Parker,
J.
J.
Scollay Square
X Don Jacocks, WB,,
J. F. Lucey,
°,
RKO- Dlst. Corp., der Bar* (WB) drew big crowds, code has, In most clauses, been just
road1003 S. W.
ft
Max Levenson, 294 Capt".
James Rogers. Col
Petroleum VJ*--222£S:
Lucey
2312 Second Ave
321 West 4 4th St f
way.
Washington St
over the week-end but slowed up so much Inactive paper and ink.
L
Co
L,. J. McGlnley,
Harry Hecht,
Guy Matthews,
« RBnTn^'cst
Charles Hodgdon,
Got $12,600, okay.
C
d St
All during the summer this army
DENVER
Universal Pictures the latter part.
35 Lexington-Avo..
Columbia Theatre;
f.°.?„£- Ruffin,
S?, r?£
Wakefield, Mass
William
Board
Grievance
Corp;, 2421 Second
Midland (Loew) (4,000; 26)
And, as it enPassaic, N. J.
must function.
The Dalles, Ore
Frank Lydon,
ienn Ado
Covmgton, Tehn
uovmgton.
Earl Bell,
Ave
j. Rettig,
i ph
Ashby Dickson,
•Looking for Trouble' (UA). Oakle- counters knotty issues it. Must take
Hamilton T., Dor. Jack Lahgan, U
y"
Frank Newman,
Ormont Theatre.
State Senator,
"ifJSSffi
Chester, Mass
Tenn
Tracy fan support orrly, but. $11,600, careful note so that, a clear picMemphis, Wnn
j_ Finals Par
Evergreen State
Eaat 0ran g e> N j,
Portland, Ore
Last
it ls on.
days
six
Burns Ellison,
the
BUFFALO
for
fair
Clearance and
Amus.
Co
Leon Rosenblatt,
Clearance and
ture of what has transpired, can
Federal Thea. Co.,
Grlevunce Board
Zoning
Skinner Bldg
Lyceum, B'way at
week 'Men in White (MG) garnered be forwarded to the Code AuthorZoning
Sidney. Samson, Fox
3830 Federal Blvd
G. VonHerberg,
F. Wllllnghairi,
38th St., Bayonne, Louis Amacher,
$12,400, fair.
Jack Berkowltz,
|j. Glenn Donaldson,
Metro
Liberty Thea.
N. J.
MGM
ity.
Newman (Par) (1,800; 26)
Attorney General's W. E. Slpe, U
Mono
I
James
R. Beale, Col George Endert,
MANHATTAN
In the high code rostrum the
William H. Cadoret,] Office
'Trumpet Blows' (Par) and 'Harold
Howard Waugh,
Uptown Theatre
Al Flnkelsteln,
BRONX
Clearance, and
Century T., Roch-|
Sidney Nutt,
George Raft can claim work of the field men will. In most
(WB).
Skinner
Bldg. John Dan'z,
Teen'
671
ISLAND
8TATEN
Zoning
ester
Princess Theatre,
Embassy Theatre most of the credit this week as he cases, be finally judged. With such
Wash
Seattle,
WESTCHESTER
Joe F. ABhby, RKO
J. H. Michael,
Hot Springe, Ark
O. J. C. Dufton,
Andrew Saso,
Clearance and
1365 Main St
Wayne Ball, Col
is well liked and the gals go for judgments, which Will be held In
A. J. Suzore,
3356 Laurelhurst
Music Box Thea
Zoning Board
llto'n Guggenhelmer Rick Rlcketsoh,
3415 Summer
Drive, Seattle,
him in a big way. Expected to draw open session during the hot months,
tre
Moe Strelmer, UA,
ISO Soldiers Place
1718 Curtis Drive Hoyt Kirkpatrick.
Wash
Philip Blumauer,
Last week 'Gambling precedents will be established and
729 Seventh Ave
$9,000, good.
Clearance and
J. B. Noble,
Hoyt's Theatre,
WASHINGTON
Capitol Theatre
Jack Bellman,
Lady' (WB) and 'Sons of the Des- work of administering the code -naZoning
Westland Theas.
Ft. Smith, Ark
Grievance Board
Wm. Cutts,
Hollywood PicEdward IC. O'Shea. Inc., Denham Bldg Frank Sturm,
ert' (MG) about the same.
Robt. Smeltzer,
Kenton Thea
tures Corp., 630
tionally will be made easier.
Metro
Henry. A. Goodrldgo,
National Bank of
Galanty,
A.
(1,400; -26)—
Sam
(Rewot)
?Bert Haney, chair
Pantages
Ninth Ave.
Dave Miller, U
936 E. Colfax St
The personnel of the field force
Commerce
Col
man, Port Com
Nate Blumberg,
•Should Ladles Behave'. (MG). GlitVincent J. McFaul, Ed J. Schulte,
mission of Port- Carter T. Barron,
MILWAUKEE
RKO, 1270 Sixth
and will also be dependent upon its perSlied'e Buffalo T ]
Casper, Wyo
Loew's Fox Thea- tering like a new silver dollar
land,
Ore
Board
Grievance
Ave.
.Charles Hay man,
Iciarence K. Gould
a bright spot* on Twelfth formance. While the army starts
tre
making
ST.
LOUIS
Shermah,
Sam
Sussman,
H.
Lafayetto Square
First National
Herman A. Blum, street. Flowers for the ladles and out as permanent, from the standGrlevan.ce. Board
Metro
Rome Theatre,
ol Ralves, Rlalto,
Bank Bldg
Little Theatre,
B. B. Relngoid, Fox
L. George Ross, Col
Pleasant ville,
East Rochester,
DES MOINES.
a snappy show for all. Hard to point of initial recruiting, charges
Baltimore, Md
Barney .Rosenthal,
D. E. Weshner,
N. Y,
N. T.
Grievance Bonra
Premiere Pictures, Edmund M. Toland, estimate but a good guess is close in posts will he made according to
Fred Meyer,
Jack Stelnman,
Irving L. Price, East E. J. Tllton, ;WB
Attorney, 937 In- to $5,000, fair.
3214 Olive St
Alhambra Theatre Daly Theatre,
the stamina and ability of country's
Aurora, N. Y.
Louis Patz, TJ
vestment Bldg
Lefo Hill",
Plerco Bltker,
Bronx, N. Y.
Royal (Par) (800; 26)— 'Come on lieutenants.
Dr. Peter C. Corhell, H. J. Cavanaugh,
Clearance and
Ambassador Bldg
2346 North 3rd St William Yoost,
Liberty. Bank bldg
RKO Orpheum
Marines' (Par). Opened well SatZoning Board
David Nelsoh,
Clearance and
841 9th Ave.,
CHARLOTTE
of
Clif L. Nlles,
share
its
getting
Berger,
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Rudolph
and
urday
Welleston Thea
Zoning
N. Y. C.
Grievance Board
Ahamosa, Iowa
MGM.
Management
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Smith,
BROOKLYN
the small change;.
Frank Bryan,
Dr. Arthur A. Mor R. T. L. Levlne,- U
Sam M. Flax,
Robert Burnett,
QLEENS AND
hopes to get $2,000, fair. Last week
Warner Bios., 311
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Liberty Fil
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H. J. Fitzgerald,
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'The Road to Ruin' (lnd) garnered
change
6th
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North
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Clearance
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H.. B. Everett,
John J. Payette,
Clearance and
$2,600. good.
Tom Snxe,
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642 North 6th St William Scully,
Uptown (Fox) (2,040; 25-40)—
B. J. McCarthy,
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MGM. B'way,
RKO
•Coming Out PaTty' (Fox) and radio
Carolina Theatre
Newport Theatre;
Garrlck Theatre,
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N. Y. C.
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broadcasting from the stage. Radio
Norfolk. Va
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Clarence D. Hill, Col
Herman Gluckman
A..
H, Blahk,
Carolina, IMneIndianapolis, April 18.
Harold W. Evans; Lau'rl'tz Garman.
George- Fisher,
Capital Film Exshow drew the fans curious to see
Capitol Theatre.
hurst; N O
Avalon Theatre,
National Thea
Loew's State
change. 630" Ninth
their favorite local artists in ac- .„ James Cagney demonstrates once
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.Paul .Rousseau. ..
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Joseph O. Rhode,
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sluff; will hit the $7,000 mark as a
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Emll Frank, RKO
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30 Rockefeller
result of the swift pace It's getting
Everett Dllley,
Corning. Ia
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Grand Theatre,
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DETROIT
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Brooklyn. N. Y.
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Philadelphia, April 16.
were,
A batch of pictures thatnotices
laudatory
highly
given
should give the downtown sector
some box office activity this week,
but the opening pace Of several of
the-highly- regarded ones was considerably under expectations.
Estimates for This Week
Aldine (1,300; 40-56-65)— 'Catherine the Great' (UA)._Fine notices
EaTTir
an"craTT61j!fd~~$^
week, 'Looking for Trouble' (UA).
Not so forth with $5,000. Single

week.
Arcadia (600; 25-40-50)— 'Six of a
Figures for around
Kind' (Par).
Last week, 'Good Dame'
$2,200.
(Par). $2,000.

40^55-65).— 'Death
Boyd (2,4.00;
Takes a Holiday* (Par). Great notices and $15,000 likely. Last week,
$11,000
ln Its second
(MG),
•Riptide'

week.
Earle (2,000; 40-55-65)

— 'A

Sank ern Hero* (FN) and vaude.

ModMary

Plckfbrd being featured arid getting

of attention from
Big $25,000 figured al-

amazing amount
the dailies.

most
Off'

sure.

(MG)

Last week, 'The Show
and Bill Rose revue,

—'Scandals'

$15,500— nothing reiharkable.

Fox

(3.000;

30-40-60)

(Fox) and stage show. Should do
better here than In first-run
Opened Thursday and
at Locust.
may get $22,000 for eeven days
.'Murder Jn _TrjnidadL„(Fpx) flop ped

much

$11,000 in "five days.
Karltdn (1.000; 30-40-50)—'Cross
Country Cruise* '(TJ), Only a mild
Last week, 'She
$3,200 Indicated.
Made Hor ;Bed* (Par), weak $2,900
Stanley (3,700; 40-55-65)— 'Men In

Doing two days
White' (MOM).
over usual six-day week and will
get $15,000 for that
Cargo' tomorrow.

Stanton
River'

time'.

'Wild

30-40-55)— 'Lazy
look very
Last
Maybe $5,500.

(1,700;

(MG).

Doesn't

promising.
week. 'Crime Doctor' (RKO). Just
under $7,000 mark. Pretty fair.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100:

25-40)— 'Bottoms Up* (Fox).

20-

Noth-

ing remarkable, but satisfactory at
Last week the return en$4,500.
gagement, for a fifth week of 'David
Harum' (Fox) was okay, $3,600.
-

.Circle

(Katz-Feld)

(2.000;

25-40)

—•Gambling Lady* (WB), Attempt
made to bolster program strength
by giving a big play, in all wdf) to a
Joe Penner short, but Stanwyck .«fltl
is no magnet in the feature, and the
week's.Gheckup won'J:. bc^better.UiillL
a moderate $4,000. Last week 'Siiiiflre'

(RKO) was a

(Ii.oappointm<'nt

This Is good, but not outBtanding.
Indiana (Katz-Fold) (3.1.00; 20-2o(Par)
Spring'
in
40)^'Melo(lv
dualled with 'One Jh Guilty' (Col).,
Slight pickup la $3,800. still light.
at $5,300.

Last week 'Lost Patrol' (RKO) and
'Sing and. Like It* (RKO) - on dual
was had news with a take of

bill

only $2,000.
Lyric (Olson) (2,000; 20-25.-40)—
(Continued on page 50)
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B'way's Big

of Anzac Film Probe Seen,

Summer?

[GTC Preference Share Holders

London* Paris and Broadway
aren't in accord. London sees
the' end of the* depresh, ac-

rvBion

Form

monetary exchange advantage
a flock of European

will bring
tourists to

New York

this

Par Takes SaaPs 'Oiianga'
For Foreign Market Only'

M-G Loans

Sydney, March

19.

Miiss Allan

To Dean

End of the film probe is in sight
at last. Trade is wondering what
the outcome will be.
Predicted that the government
will take a hand in controlling the.
film industry, and will appoint a
board comprising representatives
of distrlbs, city, nabe, and country
exhibs, with a government chair-

16.

Metro has loaned Elizabeth Allah
Basil Dean for his filming of
'Java Head' to be directed by J.

Walter Ruben.
Cast includes Anna May Wong,
John Loder, Edmund Gwenn, George
Curzon and Herbert LOmas.
Metro may get distribution rights

:

man.

to the picture

in the trade,; government control
wanted and film folks are not
kidding themselves that the outlook is rosy for the future.
Has been mentioned that a Royal
Commission may result, following
overtures made in some circles
Counsel for. a leading exhib stated
before the Commissioner that unless
Western Electric supplied data in
relation to sound equipments, be
would press .for a_ Royal Commis

in.

return.

I

any

hostelries.

releasing

arrangements

for

America.

He

Optimistic

is

.'•

holding up on that
.

uritll

after the. picture has been released

London

abroad by Par.

(Continued, from page 1)
spite a good press on its debut at
Manchester;
'Magnolia Street* has not got
over, and will be pulled April 14,
being replaced by Gilbert Miller's
'She Loves Me Not,' due- around
April 30. There will be 10 Americans In the cast, with four native
Howard Lindsay, author,
players.
staged it for London.
When 'Conversation Piece' finishes at His Majesty's theatre,
which will not be for some time, it
will be followed by a new musical,
Sydney, March 19,
being written by Frederick LondsParamount; Warners, and M-G
dale and Guy Bolton; also under cannot settle their fight, over terms
the Gilbert Miller aegis. Miller has with G. T. Latter says it is okay
still another musical due soon in for films and has signed contracts
conjunction with Ray Goetz. 'Men With Fox, Gaumont-Brttlsh, B.I.P.,
in White.* also sponsored by Gilbert British Radio, RKO, and several
Miller, is due the latter part of May, indie distrlbs.
Columbia, also has
(with no theatre set, but Robert gone over to G. T„ with 'Lady For
Douglas has' been, cast for .the Alex- a Day' booked into ace 'theatres' as
ander Kirkland role.
a start These contracts ,.give G. T
•Good-Bye, Again,' another Am- sufficient releases for a long while.
erican importation, will be. in the
remodelling
proposes
General
West-EndT but not for sometime. several of its. second-release theatres
Show is first of series to be pre- into first-release spots within the
combo,
producing
sented, by. new
next month. British and American
Lynn-Steeie-Foster. Goes on tour attractions will be screened.
for 10 weeks before coming in.
May fair, Adelaide, opens Easter
trya
after
Law,*
at
Counsellor
with 'Aunt Sally,' (G-B)i to be
out in Birmingham, comes to the followed by 'Red Wagon.- Empress,

More First-Run

is riot

FASCIST FILM

.

BODY FORCES
I

Rome, April

7.

Foreign reps of picture, producers,
in

.

a get-together

officially called

the government, agreed to
rentals from 6 to 10% below
tract'ual

terms.

Pic

Houses for G-T

5-M COTS

sloh.

Federal Tab
Federal government has. kept a
close tab on the squabble in New
South Wales and, at a later stage,
may take a hand In controlling the
Some Senators are
picture biz.
strongly against foreign film interests because of the recent upheaval in connection with the taxslug fight.
Felt here that Arthur Loew did
not handle ..the situation dlplo
Had
maticaliy during his visit.
Loew stayed a 'little longer, after
stirring up the battle, perhaps the
feelings towards foreign distrlbs
would not. have been so bitter.
Q. TV officials emphatically state
that they will, not bow to the dic-

Paris is gloomier; attached
to the same story from London
is an add under the Paris dateline that tourism's floppo has
kayoed the swank Gay Paree

to

by
cut

con-r

..

called by the Fascist
Federation of Film Producers and
Exhibitors, which is a corporate
body and under direct control of the

Meet was
,

.

.

has been formed by

with, losses.

Committee wants to press for deon how these profit and loss

tails

accounts are. worked but.

.

:

Sydney, will change Its name to
New Arte and "will open with
'Damaged Lives.' (Col.). Theatre
will be used mostly for arty pics.
Lyric, Sydney, will be switched to
Ambassadors, and theatres in other
states will be remodelled later.
Switch idea is believed to be an
outcome of the film probe where
witnesses stated that there were
not sufficient first? release theatres
G-T. intends
in the capital cities.
practically eliminating all. secondraising a bankProspects of strikes and. disorders McQueen-Pope is
run theatres and going solely for
this
star
In
film
the
present
roll
to
growing
beginning May 1 are
higher grade shows, now.
greater since the publication of vehicle.
Within the next month. Sydney
Premier DoUmergue's economy de'will have 11 theatres playing first

decision of the probe.
New M-G theatre in Melbourne,
on the site of the Auditorium, will
open in two .weeks; meantime

S.

AFRICA AGAINST
G-B'S

RHODES PIC

London, April 7.
Gaumont-British contingent sent
make a film on
to
Africa
over to
the life of Cecil Rhodes Is encountering plenty of tough opposition.
While the Rhpdeslan government
is very amenable to the project, giving all facilities at its disposal, the
Union of South Africa Is definitely
opposed to the idea.

Number of
down toward the end

of April

and

not reopen,

FRANCIS SIANGAN BACK

Plan Four-Version
Film of

summer—George

Arliss,

who

is

will make
arrival.

one film In England on

FOOTAGE
UP 20% DURING 1933

BRIT. FILM

London, AprH

8.

stop,

TO PARIS REX HELM?

I

'

t

of this kind.
Intention is to

ishing.

Yarn

is

an

original

by Leo Birin-

skl, who has just turned in other
orig. to Walter Wanger, 'House of

All Nations.'

UA

Robert

Donat,

signed for

title

Swap Deals

rltlsh
player,
role in 'Count of
Monte -Crlstp* which Is slated for
shoting by— Reliance % (U A - - -unitjParis, April 7.
around May 1 is on his Way to the
Universal is getting another bad States and expected, in New York
break In Its French distribution. [Friday (20). He goes to the Coast
After dubbed "Back Street' copies sometime next week.
Donat's assignment marks first
went out the day the riots broke,
between
of
stars
gave "S. O. S; Iceberg* for first run Interchange
to a new. showcase called Club d' Ar- foreign companies affiliated with
United Artists, as Donat conies by
tolB.
About a week later the place way of London Films, U. A.'s proPrior
closed, announcing that it was to ducing affiliate. In London.
put In a new production unit and to this, Sidney Lanfield, director of
reopen bigger and better, but so far 20th Century (UA) went to London Films for the megging of 'Sons
It's still dark, and creditors are beo' Guns.'
ginning, to worry.

ITs Tough Break

U

|

.

|

make versions in
English and German, and

Swedish.

possibly also a French', with all
the foreign casts assembled in
Stockholm. Grieg's music will be
used.
It Is a big project for Sweden.
special company is to be formed to

,

A

Harry Stangenberg, legit
finance.
director, and Arvld Engdahl, agent,
are the sponsors.' Warner Brothers*
Stockholm branch has" been approached for distribution.
Role of Peer Gynt will be- played,
by Lars Hanson, former Metro
player in Hollywood and at present
engaged at the Royal Dramatic
Theatre in Stockholm; with Tutta
Swedish picture star, as
Rolf,
,

Solveig.

,

First of

Gynt'

Stockholm, April 16.
Filming of Peer Gynt, Jewel of
Norwegian" literature, will at last
Tancred
take place in Sweden,
Ibsen, grandson of Henrlk Ibsen,
who wrote the classic, has lined out
a synopsis for a talker, which will
be rehashed by Ragnar HyltenCavalUus, scenario writer. Exterior
scenes will be taken in Norway
with the exception of a few to be
Interiors will be
shot in Africa.
Svensk Filmindustrl'a
taken
in
studios at Rasunda, near Stockholm, which will be enlarged and
made over in several ways to meet
the demand for a big production

Depression havoc in de luxe hotels
Total footage of British film pro
here has been terrible; Claridge, on
registered under the Act of
the Champs-Elysees, once a favorite ductions
all but news
and where some XJ. S. film execs 1927, which includes
still

Teer

For Stockholm Prod,

and
when in Paris, has come reels, educational, scientific rose
commercial advertising films,
to putting a sign In front anpre
the
1933
over
in
about
20%
nouncing $2.60 and $3 rooms.
Footage of foreign
George. Y, show biz hangout, ceding year.
American, remained
keeps goink l&rigely because of that films,- mainly
same.
the
about
film
16.
April
for
the
Paris,
alone. If it were not
British proportion pf total foot
while and theatre mob this hotel would
here,
demise
Vaude's
age rose from 21.7% In 1932 .to
threatened, isn't accepted as prac- be. virtually deserted.
Output of British
lh *933.
24.2%
been
has
damage
Paramount
serious
Most
tical by local showmen.
feature films was 1,131,650 feet, a
theatre alone, on the Boulevard des done to postwar developments. Real
Meurice and record production for the industry.
Italiens, will probably always foster oldtimers like the
British film industry will attempt
presentations, they claim, even if Crillon, with solid clienteles, look
to turn out over 200 feature pictures
on a modified scale, for reasons of mournful but they're still alive during 1934 at a cost exceeding
beneath that old cemetery atpolicy.
£ 4,000,000. New studios are under
Former Jacques Haik 3,200-seater, mosphere, and rake in regular till- stood to be opening at Hammer
the Rex, two blocks above the Par, fulls of francs.
Plaza- smith and Elstree, and extensions
Armbruster,
Frederic
which went up In Haik's $5,000,000
are being planned at Twickenham
owner, blames high taxes
floppo, is due to reopen shortly. Athienee
Plaza was. started in and Cricklewood.
Theatre cost $1,500,000. it is re-, for crash.
Gaumont British leads the list
and enlarged in 1920. Late
ported hoi-e that Francis A. Mangan, 1913,
with plans for 36 films.
Sherry used td live there, and
now in the States, will come back Louis
Ford, John D.
Edsel
and
Henry
to resume management thereof, also
Rockefeller, Jr., and Nick Butler Donat, Lanfield Start
producing the stage presentations,
used it as regular Paris headas in the past.
quarters.

1

this

releases.

Galles.

Must

quoted in the open market at. $2.00.
Included In the special trust fund
are a number of big banks and important financial groups.

down

'

negotiating to make a series of pictures here, and Clive Brook, who

8.

First of the big Paris hotels frequented by Americans to break under the strain which all of them are
Athenee, one
playground in February, is planning feeling is the Plaza
of the highest grade hostelries,
to have as little as possible at stake
Which has closed down. Permanent
when and if the trouble breaks.
de
theatres will close guests were .moved to the Prince

Big Week
Week of April 6 British internaMangan, now in New fork after
tional Pictures has three of its films
Paramount on the Coast
given West-End pre-releases con- being with
for
several months, denies anything
^fcu rrently^ _^
___ ___
admitEmpire has 'Crime on the Hill;' definite on the- Rex, although
going to Paris some time
starring Sally. Blane; 'Love at Sec- ting he's
month.
next
ond Sight,' starring Marian Marsh
Is at the Carleton, while 'Happy,'
with Stanley Lupirio, Will Fyrfe and
POLISH 'STAMBOUL QUEST'
Laddie Cliff, debuts at the_PJftza.
Hollywood, April "16.
Script of 'Stamboul Quest' is beArliss, Brook Due
ing rushed by Metro for early proTwo Hollywood stars are due here duction. Richard Schayer is polIP's

^

Paris, April

crees slashing civil servants' pay.
Entire amusement trade, recalling the socks it took when the Paris
population took the streets for a

this

shares In G. T. C, offering to buy
their holdings at $2.60 per share,
this despite fact these shares are

.

proposed by Metro had nothing to
do with the current film probe.
Secretary said that the action by
his department had no bearing on
any question, apart from the regulations under the Theatres and
Public Halls Act.
M-G's plans have been returned,
but may be amended and re-submitted for approval. Company will
probably alter its plans to meet
with the requirements provided for
by the Act and re-submit at an early
date, although it may wait for

forming

Companies

fund are also heavy stock-holders
in the parent company, G-B., mean-*
ing that activities', of both companies are of great Interest to them.
Also understood from semi-official
sources that Ostrer Brothers are
eager to retain control, and are cirPeference
holders of
cularizing

TROUBLE AGAIN

Chief Secretary, has Issued a
statement that the rejection of
plans for a hew Sydney theatre

of

•

PARIS EXPECTS

sure.

a number

.companies, who hold over 60!% of
the Preference shares in G. T. C.
Object is to examine the inner
workings of the circuit.
Of the 62 theatres owned by G.
T. C* only about 16'play vaudeville;
the remainder operate as picture
Shareholders claim Gauhouses.
mont-British rents its product to
the G. T. C, which is a subsidiary
company of G. B., without definite
charge. If profit accrues on week
it is split in certain proportions between the two companies, and if a
loss both companies are debited

.

Exhibs* squawks on
rentals had forced the call for a
get-together and foreign reps were
asked to cut 26% all' down the line.
U. S. reps at first insisted on no
slicing at all,, but finally comprotates of any foreign organization, mised.
Piccadilly, produced by Sir Barry
and this, too, is the decision of
Jackson.
Opinion
other Australian exhibs.
'Jack ft JI1V Howard & Wyndhere is that the whole affair has
harns' musical, which' has been
been a huge -mistake and no good
touring the sticks to good money
will" result in any, way;
for the last five months, may also
•
Quota Sure
be seen In the West-End.
^ A new show, claiming originality;
against
chatter
With so much
well-known
by
a
written
has been
foreign distrlbs, opinion is that it
author under an assumed name.
appears a certainty government will
Story was submitted to Constance
protect Australians in every .way
Cummings, who read It while crosspossible. A quota for locals looks
T.
ing over here and likes It.
Paris, April 16.

government.

brook,

,

cans.

for Brit Pic

London, April

London,

Revelation that Lord Beaver*
Charles Gulliver and WilParamount has arranged a deal liam Evans are quietly buying up
with Bill Saal, purchasing the for- all available Preference shares of
eign rights to 'Ouanga,* a chiller General Theatres Corporation has
made by Saal on British; territory caused a lot of comment in financial
with an all-British cast. It comes circles. Since story broke, shares
into the U. S. as an English quota have advanced 25c.
Position now Is that a trust fund
picture but Saal has not yet made

sum-

mer, Instead of the usual European migrations by Ameri-

GORRICK

Fund

Investigating Trust

cording to the following story,
but Broadway claims that the

Metro's Sydney Theatre Nixed
IC

Cable Add!***: VARIETY, LONDON.
Telephone Temple Bar 6041 -GO I

NEW

M

TAX COTS

CAIRO ATTENDANCE
Law

Cairo, April
establishing a tax of

6.

10%

on motion picture and theatre tickets in Cairo

was published

in the

Egyptian
Officiel of the
Government. Consent of the .capitulatory powers had been pre-

Journal

-viousiy^obta^ed^to-the-4aw»--GQV>-=.
ernment has the right -to extend it'
to Other parts of Egypt.
Receipts taken, during the. first
few days of operation by the cheaper second-run houses catering to
the native trade fell off to some degree. Stated, that the managers are
considering shifting the burden of
the tax on cheap seats to higher
priced ones, or. possibly carrying it
themselves if there is a widespread
drop in attendance. Lower class
patrons usually pay about 16c for
admission.

IANDON
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NAZI NIX ON FOREIGN PIX
Favorable Decision to

Am. Tri-Ergon May

Paris, but Continues Nazi Biz

To

Wm.

Fox's

Ultimately

Keep German Films Out of the U. S.

Paris, April 7.
Jannings Set
Market
Tells Filmer»
Despite e"hbrmous difficulties of
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is representing the
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these suits. Among these are Ben-,
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.jamin ReasSj Daniel. G. Rosenblatt,
teroiis demonstration.
it is now doubtful whether he will objection to quota and tariff re
Jack McCurdy, for Columbia, had Felix S. Cohen and David L. Podell.
Directed, however, not against
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members of the
They are still, the feature film, but against the a hard time getting 'Lady for a Day', The first three are
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Fox representative has been very standing pat, ^tl companies being tiresome and longwinded advertis- placed, but finally cameafter dic- IUviss & licckor. Louis Nizer, of
with General Theatres,
sick practically right from the time out with the exception of Radio, ing films which delayed the prescnPhillips & Nizor; Arthur B. JKrJm
erlng with the Fullers, for a spell.
tation of the chief film.
and content to remain out.
he first arrived in Australia.
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VIVA VILLA

tains the same natural pitch of the
early dramatic progression.

Metro production and release. Stars Walby Jack Conway. Suggested by the book bjy Edgcumb Plnchlri
and O. B. Stade; adapted by Ben Hecht.
Musical score, Herbert Stothart; musical
consultant, Juan Agullar; camera, James
Wong Howe and Charles Q. Howe. At tbe

Along with the montage credits,
the skilfully orchestrated score by
Herbert
Stothart,
blending
the
native Mexican melodies with this
own synchronization, does much to
enhance the visible-audible presen-

lace Beery. Directed

Criterion.

N,

Y„

twice dally,
,

commencing April

10.

Running

mine.
Sierra....

Teresa
Don Felipe....,

Roslta
Villa's

Carrlllo
.'.Fay Wxay

Looking for Trouble
20th Century production. United Artists
Directed by William Wellman.
Starring Spencer Tracy and Jack Oakie,

Stuart Erwln

Emlllo Chavlto
General Pascal

Father

Madero
Bugler Boy
Calloway....
Don Rodiigo

release.

George E. Stone
J6seph Schlldkraut
Katherine De Mllle
..Frank Piiglla
.Henry B. Walthall
., David Durand
Francis X. Bushman, Jr.
........George Regan

with
Cummlngs,
Constance
Featurlrig
From
ATllne Judge and Judith Wood.
original story by J. Ft. Bren. Screen play
by Leonard Praskins and Elmer Harris.
Film editor, Pete Frltch. Art directors,
Richard Day. Joseph "Wright. Musical di-

.'

-

rector,

'Viva Villa' is a corking western.
not a $2 picture but okay box
office which, even if the native
American market from the femme
stance may not go for it as solidly as the production investment
warrants, augurs much for ultimate
profit from the Latin market, notably the Mexican fans.
It's a big, impressive production
which on the spec alone compels
more than passive attention, although there are many opportunities for captious commentary to
offset "its virile- masculine appeal.
One negative aspect is the brutality which, realistic enough perhaps,

bound

to "deter

femme

interest.

At the Rlvoli,
Alfred Newman.
week beginning April 11. Running

N. ,Y.,
time, 77 mlns.
Joe Graham..

It's

is

'Look for the Silver Lining'

perhaps by Its abnormal
'"'
masculine appeal.
'Looking for
(UA).

Farce

Musical
31 Mins.
Strand. N. Y.

18 Mins.

•

bit

-

'.•'.•

:

,

Too much of a piti^'foi'-.the
phone company^ and-^ditionally suffers from
overpacked plot and' certain dialog.'
fallings.
Tracy ajad, OallP
tops.

M

Believed

in Voti' (Fox).
idea, but lacking punch
plot and direction.
Subprogram release that will serve
In a shortage.

Some

..Spencer Tracy
.Constance Cummlngs
• .Jack Oakie
Casey. ...............
organ Conway
Dan

In

Mazle

'As the Earth Turns' (WB).
No one .in cast for the .box.

Ethel.

. . . .

•

/

....... .........i..Arllne
• • .Judith
.

Pearl

'.

Max
Martin .. .

Judge

Wood

J 6seph

Bauers

Franklyn

Ardell'

Looks doubtful, This film' may
have been intended to be the saga
of the lowly lineman, the phone
equipment repair man. However,

what the film actually does is present an attempted good-will panegyric in celluloid for the telephone

company. It's a blatant utility plug.
But that won't affect its reception
so much as a hodge-podge plot and
certain banalities of dialog.
It's useless to describe the. plot
because It's too involved. Suffice to
state that the plot cares all in one

In general also it nullifies the intent of the total structure^ which
sets out to make Beery's Villa ap-.

office

and padded a

but

little,

interesting screen entertainment of farm life in Maine.
'Trumpet' (Par). Weak contribution to the Mexican cycle.
Stars Raft. Story, action and
direction too. unconvincing f-. r

U.

S.

'This

Man

Re -telling

l«

Mine' (Radio).

In modern, sophisti-

cated trappings of the eternal
triangle.
Better-'than-. average
programmer fdr the-iirnore enlightened audiences..
'Sing and Like- IV (RKO).
Entertaining
comedy.;.- ZaSu
.

pear as a somewhat' sympathetic
Pitts best name for:^riitarquee
and quasi-patriotic bandit.
but not big enough.
To American cognizance Villa is a" for a double romance, a fire, a bank
'Fighting
Ranger*
(Col).
newspaper legend that's synony- robbery, an auto crash," a murder
Bona- fide, genuine .and bromous with lawlessness, bloodshed and the Long Beach earthquake.
midic western. Action guarand general guerilla villainy. De- Enough for a serial. Tracy and
Erspite the confidence which Stu
Oakie are the heroes. Arline Judge
anteed to please those that like
win's Johnny Sykes enjoyed (he and Constance Cummlngs are the
this class of picture.
plays a counterpart of the real John heart interest.
The girls play as
The Moth' (Snowmen's).
W. Roberts, intrepid Hearst corre- telephone operators and the boys
Poorly made and acted..' Only
Villa are the linemen. Oakie handles the
traveling
with
spondent
for the smaller- doubie-billers.
through all his campaigns), the laugh .assignment very well.
American Hearstiari press pictured
Among the dialog gems, are such
Villa as a bad 'un. And so Conway- cracks as one lad makes to another
Hecht- Metro's endeavor to some- about 'cooling his can in jail' and
what glorify this' Mexican .ma- having 'quicksilver in his pants.'
Warner Bros, production and release.
rauder, is a rather free 'n' easy, 'Additionally, there's a flash, of a
Features Jean Mulr. Directed by Alfred E.
catch-as-oatch-can version of his
Looks like the makers Green. From book of same title by Gladys
call house.
torical actuality which leaves riiuch took every recipe of plot making Hasty Carroll: adaptation by Ernest PasAt
cal.
Photography, Byron Hasklns.
that is wanting.
and rolled them into one.
Running
Strand, N. Y„ week April -.11.
Despite the explanatory fore
It's doubtful whether the Tracy- time, 73 mlns.
word that it's a very free biogr Oakie combo can lift the thing Jen
.Jean Mulr
raphy, the new historical, evolu
Stan,.
...Donald Woods
ordinary destiny. Shan.
JEmlly Lowry
School Teacher
themselves with above an
.

1

"

AS THE EARTH TURNS

1

tions

concerning

the Catherines, Henrys," Christinas,
and :Rothschilds has created a
I
cinematic standard which has edu
cated the fans to expect authenFox production and release, featuring.
ticity in basic salient facts, even Rosemary Ames, Victor Jory, John Boles.
if obviously colored perforce with Directed by Irving Cummlngs. Story by
Wm. Anthony McGulre. Wm. Counselman,
Hollywood fol-de-rol.
At
screen play; Barney McGlll. camera.
apart May fair,' N. Y., commencing April 10. Runcharacterization,
Beery's
from the basic screen material, lets ning time, 00 mlns.
Rosemary Ames
Merrill
Pancho down too much. His Villa True
Victor Jory
Crowl..
is
a hybrid dialectician, neither Jim
John Boles
Michael Harrison
Mex nor gringo, with a vacillating Pamela Banks......... ....Gertrude Michael
George Meeker
accent th-vt suffers alongside- of Saracen Jones.
Leslie Fenton
Storm
Leo Carrillo's charming dialect or Russell
Joyzelle
Vavara
•
contra-renegade version as Joe'.
the
Jed Prouty
organ Wallace
done by Joseph Schlldkraut as Pas- Oliver...,
Luis Albernl
cal.
Both impart an unction and Glacomo.
a style to their cruelties that
There might have been something
makes Beery's boorish Villa show
made Of this idea, but apparently all
up too sadly.
There are a number of other fine hands slid it over the easiest way,
performances which further .handi- with the result that the story lacks
It started out to be a
cap not only 'Beery but George E. buildup.
Mex pseudo -expose of the professional
of
the
Stone's conception
Stone makes agitator. Had it held to that line
ghost-letter writer.
might have come of the
something
his Emilioh listen like a Hester
street peon. On the affirmative side effort. Instead it goes blah.
Victor Jory, as the radical, should
the effeminate correspondent of
Francis X. Bushman,. Jr., and the have been made the lead man, but
exceptionally worthy gentle .'Christ instead it's mostly tossed to John
fool' characterization by Henry B. Boles, who is not given anything to
Walthall stand out histrionically. do. There is some good photography
Edwin also is somewhat lacking in in the first reel; the sort of night
shines, but genspots, although satisfactory in the stuff in which Fox
eral camera work is too often soft
main.
arThe two principal femmes are without being correspondingly
well handled
FayWray as the tistic. Sound better than th^ dialog
.

BELIEVED IN YOU

•

.'

'

by

sympathetic aristocrat

who

is

bru-

It

records..

Villa;,

one of Villa's casual 'brides* whom
the sotted Johnny Sykes abracada
ritual in
bras .in mock-marriage
order to appease the requirements
for ceremonials by both principals
Patently the cutting, editing and

re-modifications for benefit of Mex
sensitivities
Governmental
ican
have done the sum total little good
Villa here is a compromising brigand.
The vacillating aspects of
Beery's assignment indicate an inmid-production
and
tra-studio
editing that is somewhat confusing
Yet, apart from all these capmai.ifestatiohs
there is no
tious
denying the mass-movement im
pressivehess of the production in
The handl'nj of the mob
toto.
scenes on field of battle and in. supplicating humbleness was no mean
task.

negative, -^ienime^ ^ajpectSj

apart from the corporeal brutality
on Pay Wray's person, are general
In that it's essentially a man-apThe scene where Villa
peal film;
decrees that his vanquished mill
be
(Schlldkraut)
opponent
tary
devoured by~"tthts, after he has
been smeared with honey, is like
not for sensitive auditors.
Film runs 112 minutes, too long.
There is a midsection anti-climax
which sags too dangerously after
having teen pitched hlflft dramatically. The necessity for a renewed dramatic crescendo is as a
cinematic hypo and never quite flt

wise

Ollie

.

-

Janney
David Landau

DOROTHY STONE

'SEA SORE'

Mayfair, N. Y.
Van Beuren- Radio
16M-5-6
'Thin farce developed to carry
A three-reeler which could easily along specialties by Arthur Tracy,
«haye been held down to 20 minutes East and Dumke, Baby Rose Marie
or so and in. that, running time have and Martin's Mariners. Monte ColVita. Not.

-

contained everything of production lins carries the comedy thread. He's
and entertainment importance the. steward on a boat, but has a false
release shows. Nothing more than cap front when he goes to see his
mild on. Its comedy, eubjeot must girlf the daughter of a police capdepend on Its musical numbers and tain.
background- to pull through, which
Police charter the boat for their
is

Just about all it does.
excursion.
Collins steals the cap'Look for the Silver Lining,' from tain's uniform, and the captain has

the. show 'Sally,' with Dorothy' Stone to steal a dancer's fans. Specialties
as -Sal, forms the back round, with .are supposed to. be offered' on the
action opening in a mythical king- excursion. Baby Rose Marie is ap-

dom

in Europe and* the film cutting
back to America. Gus Shy plays
the Grand puke who,, broke in
America,, becomes a dancing waiter,
while Miss. Stone does the checkgirl who blossoms forth as a stepper
.

.

escapes in the tumult, He hides
with Rosemary Ames. She is broke
and about' to be evicted, so she falls
for his bunk and goes to the city
with him. Her crowd all gets evicted there and Jory is pinched, for trying to sell a picture at auction. She
slaps Boles' face when he kids the
painting and goes along with Jory
When she gets a suspended sentence, she insists on -serving her 10
days because Jory goes to jail.
Boles offers to back her crowd for
six months to prove that it is not
their poverty which is holding them
back. They all fall down, and when
she hears Jory making love to another girl, she heads for the docks,
but is checked from jumping by
recollection of his preachings and
goes back, to her studio. Her first
book is taken by a pair of enthusiastic publishers and she admits
failure to Boles, who .does not col
There's the hint that
lect his bet.
in time he'll slip the ring on her
finger; which is supposed to be a
more artistic touch than the old
fashioned clutch.
Several spots where the story is
entirely too talky, and it never de
Miss Ames
velops much action.
does well in her first lead assign
She's not powerful, but
irient.
strong enough for her part. Boles
has to walk through, since there's
nothing else to do, and Jory gets a
chance to show just what he could
have done with better opportunities
-

Chie,

parently performing on a battleship,
Others are on a Catallna Island boat
and oh some craft in New York's
East Hver.
Just a patchwork that doesn't
rajxk very high.
Chic.
-

herself.

Miss Stone does a couple of num- "MANAGED MONEY'
bers with Stanley Smith- that please, Juvenile Sketch
in -addition to a big dance number, 20 Mins.
with a male ensemble. This por- M*yfair, N. Y.
tion is given a garden .party backEducational
ground.
Gertrude Niesen out in
One of the "Frolics of Youth' sehere for a couple of songs,- agreeably ries,. -Intended chiefly for juvenile
sold.
appeal, but carrying, interest for
On the finish, when a revolution adults through the work of Shirley
breaks out, Shy and his former res- Temple, a tiny youngster who
taurant day friends board a plane troupes admirably.
Junior Durkin and his pal go into
for an escape.
They display bor,

silver as reprise of the desert to look for gold to pay
'Look for the Silver Lining' comes their tuition at a military school.
They meet a crazed prospector who
fade.
Char.
has. .plenty, but when they get it
home it proves to be pyrites. The
'GOING SPANISH'
prospector blows himself through
Musical Comedy
the roof fooling with chemicals in a
With Bob Hope and Leah Ray
laboratory, and the shock restores
32 Mins.
his memory. He's the. head of the
Rivoli, New York
school, so the boys go cadet, anyEducational

rowed royalty

up for the

Mediocre

Rates

stuff.

mention how.

only because of Leah Ray, whose
singing and acting is the one good
point of the piece.
She proves
worthy of bigger and better film
consideration.
This girl singer is
known on both coasts through her
radio work and club engagements
with and without the Phil Harris
band.
Bob Hope, male lead, from vaude,
and more recently from legit, gets
..

One of two smart bits of business
and the boys in turn in good performances,

but

who makes

the real

no break
ter, locale

lous kind

the

it's

little

girl

Chic:

hit.

in this short. The chatand action of the ridicuwhich impels little laughone of those hashed out

Plot's,

ter.

creations

that

can't

take in real

amusement.

Shan.

."William

-

Mark Shaw
Mil Shaw

.Dorothy Peterson

TRUMPET BLOWS

anyone does, but numerous others
in the cast are albo tip-top on
George Shaw
their assignments, -notably Donald
Paramount production and release starAdolphe
William Janhey, David ring' George Raft and featuring
What 'As the Earth'. Turns' may Woods,
with Frances Drake under-lined.
Landau, Dorothy Peterson, Dor- Menjou
by Stephen Roberts. Screen play
Directed
lack in box office, it makes up in othy Appleby, apd Arthur Hohl.
by Bartlett Cormack from original story

Doris.

.

Dorothy Appleby
..Arthur Hohl

'

'

entertainment. In
of
the
spite
The casting is excellent, but
fact that it could hay© been edited among those picked to do 'Earth
more closely to take out; the slack, Turns' there is none who will stir
a breeze at tho box office. With a
it is the sort of story when told as
few more pictures, and good ones,
here told, that commands atten- Miss Muir is very likely to bring a
draft, however.
She's a distinct
tion and favor.
Picture's running time stands at type for whom parts must be carefully chosen.
73 minutes. This is longer than it
'Earth Turnfl* includes a number
should
take
to
screen
'Earth of clever kids, who are woven into
Turns,' even If its tempo appropri- the action and steered along with
tender
effective
simplicity
care,
ately should parallel the tediousand understanding.
ness with which the earth revolves
Settings and the many exteriors
from one season into the next for form
a compelling background for
a backwoods farmer. The director, the story. Photography excellent.
Alfred E. Green, has given the picChar.
ture much of its beauty by pacing
it that way; the wry. things happen for a farmer, yet there are
stretches where detail Sould have
been held down.
(FRENCH MADE)
,
Paying only minor attention to
Paris, April $.
,

by Porter Emerson Browne and

J.

Parker

Adaptation, 'Wallace Smith.
Harry Rlschback.
At the
RunParmount, N. T., week April 13'.
ning time. 08 mlns.

Read,

Jr.

Cameraman,

George Raft
Adolphe Menjou

Manuel Montez
Pancho Gomez)
Senor Montez S

'

Frances Drake
Sidney Toler
..........Edward Ellis
Chato
Nydla Westman.
Carmela Ramirez.....
Douglas Wood
Senor Ramirez
Lillian Elliott
Senora Ramirez....;
.'. Katherine
Lupe
De Mllle
,
Chullta
Pepl Sancho

Vega

.Francis

-

Police Inspector

Grandma Albrantez

McDonald

......Morgan Wallace
Gertrude Norman

.

'

TOBOGGAN

.

the fields and a' farmer's' toll, adap0. M. L. Production, Gaumont Francotation and direction stick closely to Film
Aubert release. Produced by Pierre
the people concerned in the story Geoffroy; scenario and direction by Henri
from the point of View of their Decoin. Starring Georges Carpentier and
troubles, emotional conflicts, loves, Arlette Marchal. Cast Includes John Andersson, Francois Descamps, and Raymond
etc.
Cordy. Presented at Rex, Paris. Running
It may appear a little unusual to :ime, 00 minutes.
expect desert heat in Maine over
phe summer, but the ;!story's laid
Value of this film lies largely in
there and that's that.
So far as the long, fast and furious fight sethe heavy snows of th& winter and
the struggle of poor.^farmers are quence by Carpentier and John AnConcerned, Maine Is okay, how- dersson, middleweight champion of
ever.
In one. shot^' IhV license Europe. Picture also reveals Carp
plates on a car looked ^suspiciously
like
Minnesota, which; 'it would as a good natural actor, and may
seem, would have been a more fit mean a career for him .in talking
pictures. He's still in fine physical
ting locale.
and, stripped to the waist,
Three families' form the nucleus shape
has lots of sex appeal.
of 'Earth Turns,'
all
neighbors,
He's used in his own character,
and something to complain about
in each.
Two are old settlers, one with a thinly disguised name in a
a dependable household, the other story about a fighter who tries to
headed
by
shiftless,
a
lazy make a comeback and flops. Arfarmer. Third consists of a Polish lette Marchal, long in films here but
family from Boston lured to an at lately grown somewhat too thin for
tempt against the soil by an ambi- the screen, plays a girl whom Carpentier takes away from an apache
tious son.
.

Gets off to a nice start with the
and assassinated by
from the mines and
and Katherine DeMille (Ce- men coming them
yellow for giving
Jory calling
cil's daughter, who manifests much
Lat- up a strike. They are beating him
talent) likewise stands out.
when the state police arriye. Jory
ter's s. a. personality registers as up

tally assaulted

^—ihe-^

Talking Shorts

'Viva Villa' (Metro). Glorified
western
starring
Wallace
Beery. Not a $2 picture but
strong b.o. fodder, handicapped

a

..Donald Cook

Johnny

Abel.

tation.

Beery

Leo

...

,

Miniature Reviews

.

$2.20 top.
time, 112

^
Wallace

Pancho Villa

Tuesday, April 17, 1934

'

'

.

With a powerful one-two and makes
Pivotal
love
story
is
built his own.
She pushes him into the
Around the Polish lad and the sim attempted comeback, fight for the
ple>..patient daughter of one of the sake of the dough, and
when he's
other families. It reaches the de- licked she ambles with, the prosired
conclusion- after- numerous ducer, who made -her- while, the pug
misunderstandings,
delays
and Was training.
other drawbacks, not the least of
Cinch for an inexpensive remake,
which surrounds the interrupted because
not only the fight sequence
farming ambitions of the Boston but some
training shots and an
hero turned farmer. On this bustup' 'a discontented sister of the opening sequence showing Paris
shantytown, can be used with the
heroine breaks away and also goes
original
soundtrack.
Old silent
to Boston.
The boy "returns, how newsreel stock shots of Carp
in his
ever,- in time for a happiness fade
great days are used as reminisout.
cences, with his voice in French exJean Muir gives a striking per plaining them to the girl. French
formance as the farmer's daughter, version is a possibility for the sake
whose sympathy Is with the farm, of the fight, Carp's name and genuand the struggle of her boy friend ine Parisian boxing atmosphereStern.
She holds the picture together, if shown.

Paramount's addition to the fastmounting cycle of Mexican pictures,
and a weakle. Bull-fighting, banditry and love are clumsily woven
into an unconvincing story and
neither acting nor direction help.
This is one the boys can all alibi,
by simply pointing fingers at one

another,

almost

.all

departments

having fallen down in one spot or
another. From Paramount's standpoint,, the bull-ring scenes (edited
out for U. S. -consumption and to be
re-installed for showing in Latin
countries) will save it, the foreign
rights probably bringing in enough
healthy returns to make up losses
picture will incur in the home
stretch.

George Raft is cast as the matafearless
and wilful.
He
struggles hard with the role but
dor,

never completely manages to make
it, except for one small sequence in
the bull-ring towards the end of

—and

the picture

that's too late.

Raft has been educated in the
United States and comes back to
Mexico to the ranch of his brother,
Adolphe Menjou, a Mexican bandit
who is going straight. Both are in
love- with the same girl, both get
into fights— over the girl and other
items, both accuse each other of
cowardice, and go out to do daring
things to prove otherwise and both

—

act pretty stupidly, and mighty unconvincingly pretty nearly all the
time. Raft, of course, gets the girl,
and Menjou goes off with the two,
arm in arm and
a wry smile on his
-'

face.

Not only Is story weak but diais bad and casting hopeless.
Hard as Raft tries, Menjou's assignment is not much easier. Hard
log

to see the suave
Mexican bandit.
kind of bandit,

Menjou as a tough
Almost any-other

—

perhaps but not
Mexican.
Then there's Frances
Drake. She was Frances Dee when
Paramount imported her from England not so long ago. She ought
to go places in films but hardly
when cast as a Mexican dancer.
(Continued on page 32)
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numbers he clutched his
microphone frantically, as though
afraid it would run away and leave

VARIETY

21

his three

NEWSREELS

him stranded. Same nervousness,

Variety

Show

Niteries Like Casino

De

may account for the adenoidal
quality he gave his numbers. When
he stops being afraid he ought to
be oke for picture houses.
Tilttle
number,
Parker's
last
•4Both reel houses are conspicuous- Dutch Miss,' leads directly into anIf the Luxer continues to use as
a Dutch
much of the Pathe output as it is ly lacking in <spot news and their other production number,
This is a nitery and has been remore short of the travelog type, 'Canal
notable
is
plate
effect
that
doing currently there'll be little left programs, with few exceptions,
show.
the
also
on
is
viewed as such before, but this secatand
(Ideal)
decor
stage
Gypsies'
for the Embassy except some origi- smack of lethargy and the library.. for its good
exMarco revue, a ond revue of the Casino de Paree,
Fanchon
New
The Thayer story has been on tractive costuming than fordoitshighnality In special program arrangmerits variety theatre considwell staged combination of comedy, N.Y.,
This week the Luxer is pro- front pages for the past two weeks ecution. Holland and June
ing.
number about novelty, songs and dancing, could eration as one reason, perhaps, why
jecting 96% of the Pathe clips in the and Thayer has been granting all ly effective dance
highly touted comeback of
the
in this number.
along
two^thirds
minutes
68
its
than
shorter
be
same fprm as they are being shown kinds of interviews, but evidently it
Block and Sully, advertised after clocked Friday evening, but they vaudeville has been slow in stagat the Smb. Plus these It has all of was: too much effort to reach him
ing its return. A spot like the
all these years as Eddie Cantor's
seem to prefer them long up here.
the other reels from which to draw. for the screen.
Casino de Paree (not forgetting
latest discovery, get the next to
As a result there are views of the
Wesley Eddy is the master of New York's 'Hollywood, Paradise
Dillinger has left a wide swath closing
romp
and
assignment
on
there
Japanese conflagration, among oth- in the past two weeks. Possibly the away with, it.
right
He's
Through no fault ceremonies.
Palais Royal cabaret restauand
presence,
ers which are not at the Emb. Par- reels are waiting until he is caught, of their own they've been over- bearing, poise and stage
brings home too forcibly the
amount got its crews out in time figuring there is enough in the shadowed by Burns and Allen. Now plus being there also on vocals^- rants)
economic reason why two-a-day
to catch a few pf the last flames. vaults to identify him then.
they suddenly seem to have ar- thenics, but he gets a little irky by vaude at $1.66 hasn't much chance
The subject, however, covers thorfor. applause and
much
so
gushing
debend.
They
around
the
rived
when a similar high-grade assortNew" Friends of Germany battled
oughly first aid- treatments and
audience soaping. Eddy is the type ment of acts, plus girls in various
ins New York, copping columns in serve recognition, but why it should
ruins.
ca- who'd like to have everyone bow stages of dress and otherwise, plus
the
dailies about the fighting. The come at this moment in their
Universal chartered a plane to
prob- themselves to death.
a table d'hote dinner plus two dance
Luxer passed this up entirely and reers and not previously will
follow the Nourmahal.
It got a
ably remain one of those mysteries
M. c. handles himself well other- orchestras can be had for $1.50, $1.75.
birdseye view and the talking re-, the Emb confined it briefly to peace that make show business what wise, down front or further back in or $2 sans the likker, of course.
porter made up for the inability of scenes, dodging all action, and im- it is.
His
orchestra.
stage
the
direction of
When a spot like the Casino ofthe cameraman to locate anyone mediately going into reasons with
Line of girls in hideous yellow
songs, one an Italian favor- fers Jimmy Savo, Frances Williams;
looking -like the President aboard. Samuel Untermeyer why the Nazi wigs that don't fit, close the show, brace of
ite and the other Eddy's conception
Eleanor Powell, Holland
also obtained some strike stuff in boycott should not be abandoned.
with all the acts coming out for of 'Last Roundup' are both sockful. Cardini,
filler
being
allowed
much
is
Too
and
June. Hinda Wassau, Al Siegel's
Detroit, which was devoid of sensaminute bows: Entire show
last
genuine pair of pipes. Saxon Sisters, Lolse Reese, Edtionalism by the time it reached the to bloat reel programs. Repetitious takes 50 minutes, which, added to The boy has a
parachuting,
reforestation,
iceOscar Lorraine totes the comedy ward Gale, a line of Bob Alton girls
Lux screen.
the overture feature, hewsreel and
Pathe obtained the outstanding bergs and animal, acts are all right trailers, totals to 2 hours and. 25 burden together with the novelty showing plenty of thisa and thata,
team of Kirk and Lawrence, while a not to mention two crack dance
clips of the programs in views of occasionally, but not when handed minutes.
Kauf.
pigeon act, 'Birdland,' offers addi- bands in Ben Pollack and Leon
Dr. Wirt in action in Washington out in such large doses as currently.
'
(Snooks) Friedman, that's too tough
tional variety.
and of a special treatise on world Reel houses sometime may realize
evolution in
population.
Latter is an unusual that a few news highlights cannot
Two acts stand out on the show, competish.' It's an entertainment
subject.
With diagrams it shows carry the show. And another thing
the fine acrobatic dancing team of cabaret-music hall
too much silent stuff cam
Chicago, April 13.
how humans of the entire universe There's
Sunshine and the equally which may be filling the alleged need
and
Ray
could live in Texas and stand on ouflaged as sound because of the
Good all-round show at this, the fine adagio quartet of Dorothy Mar- for variety entertainment;
Staten Island. At the Emb Pathe off-screen reportorial description highest-priced spot in town. But tin and Co. Routine of the latter
Instead of two-a-day it's two-afollowed this with an argument for Audiences are getting wise to this questionable whether good enough offers a few new slants in adagio nlght (plus a two a. m. supplementtreatment
whereby
a
crew
can
go
birth control and crowded condl
pressure
of the work but is much too long for best ary show) that just about satisfies
withstand
the
to
out,
as
in
the
silent days, with all
tions which got a laugh.
Both
effect, this causing some repetition all the gastronomic, bibulous and
State -Lake and Oriental where bet
entertainment needs of any mortal.
houses, incidentally, led off with of its economic conveniences. Some ter shows are dispensed for half of where it doesn't have to exist.
Wirt while he was disclosing his al weeks it would be conservative to the Palace prices.
Billy Rose, who entrepreneurs
Team of Ray and Sunshine is as
estimate that 50% of the reel probasis
leged sources of information.
It wouldn't be a bad idea if the surefire as they come in a smart this show (on a percentage
grams
come
in
from
the
silent
street
To prove that better times are as
Palace got itself a show producer routine of acrobatic dancing. Some with the syndicate which underand
have
the
sound
track
ridged
on
good as back again, Pathe got some
light of their precision work Is actually a writes the Casino de Paree in the
and
dress
acts,
shape
the
to
in the home office.
Waly.
members of Congress to say so
them properly. The Palace is now picture, and the progressive bit reconstructed Gallo theatre on West
Mirth instead of applause was the
playing up the 'big time vaudeville* toward the wings in which the girls 54th street and 8th avenue) has a
fit
audience reaction.
line in its billing. It must liven up are on their feet and hands bent basic pattern into which he can
Pathe took advantage of a French ming festival from Australia. All that line with top entertainment backward, faces looking up, should the shifting talents. Hal Le Roy.
train wrecked by a landslide to re
the reels were on the job for the Just fair or good shows won't do be the takeoff. This is a very clever for instance, came in as an added
call the Storm King highway acci
Monte Carlo auto race, a subject the trick. They've got to be better portion and would close them starter over, the weekend.
dent a week ago, which neither of that has been projected so often to get a couple to spend $1.66 for a stronger.
Whether it's a Volstead or- postthe theatres caught.
regular reel attendees know every pair of tickets when they can go
or whatever the
Gae Foster girls have one nifty Repeal evolution,
While Universal contributed the inch of the course. France's steeple
to the State-Lake or Oriental for
circumstances, instead of the timeChicago hockey game, Paramount chase offered something different as 40c a ducat. It's a competitive sit- number toward the close in which honored Sunday nights at the Palrubber
large
and.
toss
bounce
they
went to Ohio for a swim meet and a riderless horse came in first.
uation and must be met as such.
ace or the Winter Garden (or the
balls around in unison.
Pox chipped in with another swim
Waly.
Los Angeles Orpheum's now hisGood solid acts down the line
Universal has a very clever trailer toric Monday nights), Rose has
with the possible exception of the
headliner, Pola Negri.
Doing a on next week's picture, 'I'll Tell the brought the same thing back all
ley Sisters and a brunet pianist rolls dialog sketch two-act that's lacking World.' It leads off with a three or over again, only this time it's on
off different dancemania material punch.
Scene takes place on ship- four-minute idea of how news is Sunday midnights. From 12 bells
large gathering of paid patron- against a 'full' drape setting.
board represented quite simply and gathered, put into lead and finally at the witching hour onwards of
Char.
age broke into applause at several
Fred Craig, Jr. follows this flash to the point by a railing in 'two' into the reader's hands.
Sundays there is a parade of the
who's who in show biz, that's
points during the Music Hall's with his backward and upside down and a couple of ship cabin doors in
around Broadway, extemporaneousstage show Thursday night. Which figuring, only three months or so the rear. Girl and man meet at the
after he has played the State, a rail and tell each other they've been
ly strutting his or her stuff in a
Is another way of saying that the block away.
galaxy of benefit-type talent which
noticing one another for the past
Music Hall this w.eek has one of
Baltimore, April 13.
Comedy end is -held mostly by three days.
has resulted in turnaway trade alcouple of Song interits
brightest and best presenta- Johnny Burke who handles his
the second week it
series of most from
the
polations
Miss
Negri
inaugs
in the midst
week
by
Current
tions.
familiar monolog to unusual results of much talk about 'living for today the top Metro and United Artists' opened. (The first was highly dubiLeon Leonidoff and his indus- against the current
layout, while and taking life as you find it.' Man screen product that this house will ous until suddenly it caught on
trious army of technicians have ahead
are the Four
ton Boys and invites girl to cabin, but she re- project from now on. The crowd and how!)
fashioned a series of opulent eye- the
Do Re Mi girl trio, doing a fuses. He goes into his cabin and that filled the lower floor to overThe Casino grosses $30.000-$35,000
dazzling tableaus that spontaneous- combo
act.
Familiar singing with Miss Negri is alone.
She finally flowing initial show, opening day, a week regularly as clockwork. Joe
ly evoke appreciation and wrist
the usual mikes in front of both turns as to go into her own room came obviously to glim 'Men in Moss and Jacob Amron at their
exercise. First is a butterfly-andgroups.
Hollywood
restaurant in the same
warmly
to
stayed
but at the curtain turns sharply to White' (MG), but
flowers novelty which is operated
That mike business is getting to the right and enters the man's reception the stage show. It has Broadway belt hit between $20,against a pitch black stage. Girls
awkward stuff and telling on acts cabin. Doesn't mean much either been a long time since a vaudeville 000 and $25,000 with similar regwear black costumes with a. strip be
that use them. That's because the way and particularly doubtful at layout of proportionate ability has ularity.
of radiumized color down the torso way
the acts that utilize a mike play the box-office.
The Hollywood's net is said to
been clasped bosomward with the
and one leg. Headgear is radiumMore hope for the gate receipts warmth this mob displayed. It's be better than the Casino's because
ized to resemble the flower above for the mike instead of the audithe gravy isn't cut up so much dethe stem. Bizarre formations are ence. It's backward showmanship lies in the appearance of Pat Barnes, good fare on tap.
Maxellos
close.
spite
the larger single overhead
possible through obliterating the
who hit the stage here with a neat
Opener, DuPont's familiar jugStage end runs to around an hour vaude turn.
second leg in blackness.
Barnes is a name gling. Deucing, Gordon, Reed and through Rudy Vallee's combo at a
Unseen men robed from head to which is long enough considering through his extensive radio work King. Better sartorially than most $4,000 guarantee. "Vallee's end avertoe in inky tights provide the si- all things. Other usual screen fare and that he means much was tap trios, but acts of type have been ages over $6,000- a week, since he
Shan,
lent hydraulic lifts for the butter- rounds out,
demonstrated by the reception he unleashed too frequently hereabouts. shaics 50-50 on every dollar after
flies, who seem to propel themdrew and the trouble he had in get Fact that their entrance comprises $17,500 intake weekly. That alone
selves through the air.
ting away at the finish. Barnes has four solid minutes of challenge dan- would indicate a gross of over $20,Usual newsreel separated this
an excellent comedy radio sequence cing brands is at outset.* Midway, 000 weekly.
N. Y.
John Steinberg, who handles his
first nocturne from the subsequent
in his presentation of a commercial pair of the boys display versatility
Plenty of material in the current dramatic script
and lengthier presentation called
with sound effects via clarinet and guitar, but not for usually excellent kitchen at- the
Edwlna Paramount lineup, but it's none and finishes with a wallop on his long.
•A Day in the Country.'
Soon revert to challenge work Casino de Paree and is the general
Eustis, a singer of sweetness and too well assembled and the blend impersonations of audition hounds. again, and the constant repetition major domo front and back as well,
vocal altitude, is the individual
Dick and Edith Barstow opened would dull the glow off any act's has also seen some exceedingly
fancy gros 3es at his spot. The Parastandout in what is otherwise a just doesn't jell. Best impression and brought the small supper show capabilities.
regimentation
of
groups rather is made by B. A. Rolfe, portly guest mob up to the edges of their seats
dise and Palais have likewise enSingin' Sam treys. He gave 'em joyed some fancy gross Incomes
than individuals. An old-fashioned conductor, in the overture, while in with the toe-tapping on the stairs.
both old and new chants and had each woek, and are building after
silver cornet solo by a feminine
Regulation
vaude
also
the actual stage show Block and
from Barry to bend till he creaked to effect an
tooter is tic :d nicely in keeping
some
rather indifferent biz in reand Whitledge with no change in 'off.*
with a Victorian picnic motif, Sully carry off whatever honors material and
cent weeks.
a continued succession
Scenically arresting in its several there are.
AH combined, offering names like
Hal Jerome's mild-mannered comof laughs.
Finishing
was
Herman
phases, the picnic was a colorful
Buddy
edy style took awhile to gather mo- Vallee,
Sophie
Rogers,
Rolfe has the. rostrum for ten
excuse for the Rockettes and the minutes and occupies it sagely. He Timberg and company, which means mentum, but once the mob caught Tucker, Lou Holtz, Sally Rand, Phil
Timberg and five stooges. Lot of
ballet to disport blithesomely.
up with his droll chatter thev leaped Harris, Johnny Johnson. Eddie Peadeviates from custom by entering
orohestra via the stage, parking himself, about showmanship in this turn that keeps eh masse into his pocket.
Music
Kail
pit
body,
Gloria
plus
an
assortment
of
leaser
eschewed the heavier works alto exact center of the pit mob- and it moving for a neat windup.
Picture, 'Crime Doctor' (RKO). Gray foils aptly, but might be more acts and chorines whose epidermis
gether in favor of a medley of conducting while facing the audisprightly for contrast to Jerome's gets tangled up in youf soup, may
light
pops.
Together with the ence. It's a pretty good idea and Also Amos 'n' Andy short. Business studiedly relaxed style.
have more than casual bearing on
usual Leibert organlude and Ra works out neatly, especially since small first show Friday evening.
Closer, dance flash, Louise Gay this-here vaudeville comeback *ItGold.
Man Is Mine.' this he whistles the chorus in one spot
dio's
'This
Abel.
and Relss Bros. All preceding turns uash.
rounded out the program. Land.
and blows a trumpet solo Of 'The
had unfolded in two, so this was
Chocolate Soldier' for his finale.
accorded full and utilized it with a.
N.
Y.
Not
mentioned
anywhere,
but
flaming crimson drop and border.
N. Y.
maybe that's a tieup with the film
little more like proper turnover Takes 17 mins. and could be conPittsburgh, April 13.
feature 'The Trumpet Blows' (Par).
Opens with name
is now in effect here.
Instead of densed a bit.
It's apparent that the operators of
Friday the thirteenth no bugaboo
Show
starts in regulation manhaving to declare a vacation to take trio essaying a burlesqued adagio. here. Penn getting its best
this spot look to 'Wild Cargo* the ner by the line of girls
opening
in a rather
in the show, Friday night it was two Oke Idea, but stretched over-long; since Joe Penner's record-breaking
Frank Buck picture to take the neat routine.
They're in long,
house over the hurdles. The stage fluffy white with blue trimmings hours and 38 minutes, comfortable. the attendant dialog being invari- week.
couple of reasons for this,
end is just five acts and all familiar, and look well. Park and Clifford, A show can even be tiresome in ably delivered at a full stop.
Clark Gable on the screen in 'Men
However, Friday (change day) night better than average hand-to-hand that running time but this Week it's femme pianist Interludes here with in White' and Buddy Rogers on the
when caught the attendance being acrobats, follow, but linger just a rather entertaining all the way .'Three Shades of Blue'; then Miss stage, and it looks like' one of those
through, including from both stage Gay inserts a very nice session of happy combinations.
as meagre as it was indicated that mite too long.
Individually,
toe terplng.
Stage compressed to they're not so. forte in this territory.
_ k the ..operators' theory isn't working
Show has become pretty much and screen.
Film spools are unwinding a com- one for a song and rhythm tap by Gable didn't mean a thing at Stan'
but just as it should. Bfz was aWay regulation vaude now and the
off and the week looks like under Slate Brothers, following in one, edy gangster picture with a satisfy- Relss boys. Finale, pair of unbilled ley couple 6f weeks ago in 'It Hapaverage.
carry out that impression. Breezy ing amount of laughs, 'Sing and men toss around Miss Gay in novel pened One Night.' Rogers when he
Of course, there's the rub that the slapstick and legmainia is okay, Like It* (RKO). While the type of radium-lit routine, a la adagio. In played the Stanley in person some
Buck film took a two-week fling at but may have been seen around in picture for this house and its clien- taking bows, whole quintet stalls time ago likewise exerted little b. o.
the Radio City Music Hall and
many Broadway houses of late. tele, it wouldn't have been a pick out front while one of the Relss influence.
— -enough- te^eat-the -ginger out ~ot .the. too
Together, however, they pack a
That- wpuld explain. the_aQ-so _ re- for the Music Hall, which turned it Bros, plays cheer leadec and invites
current week's b.o. for the same action they got from the audience. loose so that the hooking here could plaudits for _each_ peri Qtmer. Point- strong femme appeal and preponless, and most of mob grew impa- derance of women in audfence at
film in a house that's hardly five They deserved better.
be made.
blocks away from R. C. It all counts
Those projection machines are tient and walked during the spiel- opening show seemed to bear this
Mike announces NBC as presentout.
It may be just one of those
la the final analysis.
ing Frank Parker, who follows, carrying a familiar short subject ing.
For opening, Ann Prltchard's again in one (New Acts) with again, 'Three Little Pigs' (UA), and
Mickey
Mouse
one-reelcr, unaccountable things and probably
•Dance Sophisticates' registers han- considerable radio rep, seems to it still gets the laughs, even though 'Camping Out,' and Metro news nobody will be more surprised than
management
it week develops
the
dily.
This shapely blonde dancer need more stage experience before everybody and his brother must complement the stage and screen
(Continued on page 63)
surrounded by Jack Goldie, the Sib- hell mean anything.
Throughout have seen it at least once, Another features.
Schmper.
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biz houses. Best of these was with
Park Gags
Western Union, 6,000 postcards goBefore the park season goes Into ing out to as many persons who got
operation try arid contact the tin- telegrams in reg course of biz, with
type man. Supply him with cutouts the adv. on one side of card stating
of your regular stars, mounted on a that the 'Wonder Bar' cast uses
dull ground and with theif heads W. U. to 'keep in touch With widely
cut off to permit the sitter to place separated families.'
On the other
his head where the lithographed, side of card Ruby Wires Al Jolson:
head should be. If you can get a 'Seattle is going to have' the biggest
three sheet of some coming picture, premiere opening in the history of
it would be a good idea to supply
the city for your new marvelous
will appeal to the
one

Nice

.

.

of these."

It

smart Crackers who will show their
own faces on a poster ad for Gable
or Raft and think it a hot number.
Leave the lettering in on this.
Last year one park man made a
nice cleanup With a cutout of Joe
Brown; with his mouth open. Golf
.

fans paid to try and loft a ball
through the open mouth from a, distance of 20 feet. Other stars can
be tricked to make a similar appeal.
If there are not many golf fiends,,
try having them toss tennis balls.
It's anything to get your stars before the holiday makers who. are
playing hookey- from the theatre.
Most concesslonnaires will be glad
to display a banner for the- weekly
change in return for an occasional
.

,

:

He announced that
flat rate.
the curious might call up the
theatre to see 'if their names, are on
has a
Telephone
..girl
the board.
duplicate of the list at the switch-,
board and can make her voice sound
genuinely regretful when she tells
a caller-upper that he's. not due for
a ducat. Tells him a little- about
the show to convince him that it's

on a

...

:

-

'

;

was 'Looking for Trouble*
and found it—^when he thought up

Rochester,

The copy read, the
atre, and playdates.

star; title, the-

Work

he gets busy,

W. Buchanan
relations man

Taylor, general public
in London, can' canter over the line

an easy

who
new

leader.

He's the same chap

recently got out a booklet for a
hotel with John Drinkwater

writing the copy.;

Now he sends a booklet of 24
for Lyons tea shops,' the
Fully a
plus, of London.
before pur own American Leyear
picture.'
gion began, to ask the whereab outs
of Elmer, the phrase "Where's
George?' became popular in EngReversing the Call
Several managers are using the land. Taylor capitalized on it with
series of sketches, changed weeka
idea of the name-in-the-lobby for
for the Lyons newspaper ads.
free ticket Idea to get them down ly,
Each; showed a missing George and
to the house, but one house head
explained he had gone to 'Lyonch,'
figured; that this might riot get
coined Word for lunch at Lyons.
everyone down, arid there might be a These were
so clever, that a booka chance to reach the listless.
let was made up of some of the best,
Town is too small to have a tele- and
an enormous edition was
phone toll service, subscribers being grabbed
the
Lyons' patrons. The
by

change of posters.
One manager with a late run is
planning to post paper for 'Wild
Cargo* in a shooting gallery. Certain
upturn in
vital spots on the animals are a real loss arid a slight
ringed, with the cigars going to the the average is reason to believe that
marksmen who hit those spots. the gag is pulling them down in
drop past
can't
evening
if
they
the
reto
be
r
Will
have
24
sheet
Bated
newed now and then, but it's a pre- during the day.
Gives from 50 to 60 chances to
ferred position and worth the cost;
If it's a big go, the shotgun, man plug the picture to people who call
Lots of spots up .andjwho might get sore if they,
will split the cost.
around an amusement park where had to answer the phone at an in
'the posters can be worked in. And convenient moment.
Picking a tactful girl, she has es
they'll pay.
tablished friendships with a lot of
the women patrons who call up
Gauged to Fit
every day to find out about the pic
Edgar B. Pearce, manager of the ture, the house changing daily. Orie
Blscayne Plaza, Miami Beach,, and big advantage is that no time is
his publicity man, Truman Moulder, lost waiting for people to Come to
worked out a stunt to fit 'Blood the phone, since they do. the. calling.
Money* recently. The picture seemed
to call for no extravagant publicity,
Tpo Many Cats
but they wanted to call attention to
Rochester.
They worked up a nice business
it.
Edmund Howard, p a. for-Loew's
with 5,000 pieces of stage money,
overprinted in red.

When

—

ad- a swell stunt to call attention to the
A week
vance the cashier slipped one or two film of that name..
His mind ran to Friday the 13th,
in every bunch of change calling for
paper, money and. also slipped them black cats arid blondes, so. he put
Laundries, an ad in the paper asking for 200
to the silver shovers.
bakeries and others, put one In each black cats delivered at the theatre
pay envelope, and a cleaner put a at 10 a. m, on the 13th. He figured
bill into the pocket of each suit on getting maybe a dozen from
cleaned. A bank was promoted for which to ->ick a. few to be held by
a showing of stage money with a a couple blonde usherettes, for a
card reading, 'For safety, use one photograph.
His troubles began later. First
of our safety deposit boxes. For
excitement, see George Bancroft, the Humane Society and numerous
Bills were given restaurant other animal protectors were in his
etc.*
hair
to make sure the cats had
cashiers and put into hotel, letter
proper handling. Then he got more
boxes.
for. .Theatre
Two men, one dressed' as a cop cats than he bargained
and the other as a gangster, paraded lobby threatened to become a threeranged circus with frightened and
the beach handcuffed together.
felines
snarling
aching
for a round
ability
of
the
Nothing outran the
picture to make good, so they cdme, with the nearest rival. Owners all
and 'Were satisfied. Overbooming wanted, their pets used and finally
would probably have had a reverse the blondes balked at the idea of
getting clawed by armfuls of angry
effect'.
in

;

pages

Chllds*.

possible; In the press book with a
Circusihg 'Cargo*
nice black ink arid surfaced paper
'Wild Cargo' IS just about what a
the black and white yields sharp
manager wants to make it. He can
contrast. Iri the newspaper several
play it with his hands in his pockets
things may happen. The varnish in
arid the pockets will be empty. He
the ink may be too thin and permit
can go to: work and bring home the
the pigment to spread Just enough
The cut may bacon with comparatively little efto blur the outline.
pick up dirt, which fills the lines fort.
Orie good stunt will be to get
and gives an even more unsightly
vacant store windows. These can
blotch, or the ink may be too light
and give a grey and- white instead, be turned into cages by pasting
glass.
of the strong black and white which strips of black paper on the
The paper used for film rolls will be
is the Only excuse the reverse cut
just the thing, if it is obtainable..
ever had.
In a pinch the lines can be laid on
Theoretically a white letter on a with
and
asphaltuni
varnish
.

...

black ground Is the more distinct. scrubbed off afterward. These cages
It can stand but, if properly done, house
cutouts from the posters, and
but even then practice overlies the- each animal should be spotted. A
ory iri7that the eye has been trained dozen of these along the street leadto read the black letter on the white ing to the theatre will have a strong,
ground, and has to readjust itself to selling effect.
reading in reverse.
In even the small towns a perIf the ads look attractive in the
ambulator, more or less on the lines
press book, let them stay there. of
that in circulation for the larger
They
are
they
belong.
That's
where
edition,
resulted
in
new
demand
a
dates, is in orders A boy riding iri-.
newspaper pages..
arid, will probably be followed by not for the
side With a lion roar can give the
others. It's a smart:. Capitalization
necessary sound effect. Not necesof a widespread idiocy.
sary to rig up a loudspeaker. Make
Long Distance
One reason it's mentioned here is
Harry Black, of the Rialto thea- the roar out of a heavy, pail and a
that every sketch rates a smile and
stout cord arid a small boy can beat
about half of them are better than tre, Glenn Falls, N. T., vent to Troy, the zoo at feeding time.
George is absent from the 60 miles distant, for his centerpiece
that.
Dress the lobby with cutouts and
Had
the
Cargo'
display.
for
'Wild
a
front, end of a piano going downfoliage, and don't get/, so noisy it
stairs, steps out of his frame in a idea he wanted a stuffed tiger arid interferes with the show inside.
picture gallery, is missing when the there was no furrier iri Glens Falls, And the manager who does not contwins arrive. Same gags can be tied so he sent down to Troy and made tact the schools Is simply tossing
into Elmer with the suggestion he's the borrow there".
money .away. If it's a small town
He set this on a pedestal with a run,
at the theatre. Well done, they'll
contact the schools in the
title in illuminated letters in front,
mean coin.
backed it with palms from a local smaller towns. Even possible to
florist and a couple of very, large get the local boards to send the
children
down in the school bus.
Donuts and Radio
candles similarly obtained from a
Don't stop .hustling until the last
department store. Extreme backing.
Hartford, Conn.
Warner Brother's State theatre in Was a sort of organ pipe effect con kick is extracted from the possibilManchester has secured a hook-up trlbuted by the Chevrolet agency. ities, for every exploitation gesture
with radio station WTIC that will In the center was a congratulatory will mean more money.
mean- business, prestige arid good telegram from Frank Buck, With the
publicity. Twice a week the State house's return message of thanks
Window Values
theatre, sixteen miles from Hartarid self- congratulation on being
Sometimes a campaign report will
ford, and four merchant's are broad- able to obtain so important an atCasting on remote control from the traction for its anniversary week, state the number of windows used
It may sound imtheatre. The broadcast being in the Anniversary, incidentally, explained for a .picture.
morning, the city's population is in- the presence of the candies. It al. pressive, but it means nothing unvited to attend the shows and fol- served to. form a display that' was less those windows were of real
lowing the broadcast are served worth the trouble of going half way value. And a window card has no
doughnuts 'arid coffee by one of the to New York for the main .figure. value unless it Is conspicuously
The Black is not the sort of chap, to re- placed arid is attractive enough to
advertisers on the hookup.
catch the attention of the passerby.
cost for the half hour is estimated gard
the fact there were no tigers
to be $600 a month but costs the
On one occasion a Times Square
in town as a sufficient alibi.
State only $60 a month through the
house boasted it had window cards,
co-operative plan.
It is possible
in 80% of the stores iri the district.
Imitation
Good
that the Travelers Insurance ComA checkup proved- the statement to
State, N. T», is putting out a card be correct. But a person deliberatepany, owners . of the broadcasting
station, will attempt tie-ups In other for Ed Sullivan's appearance there ly looking for these displays somethat follows the usual- line of the times had to look twice to spot the
nearby towns.
'Dear Friend, Sorry I missed you,-' card, lost in a maze of other adthat was started on the rounds a vertising. It Was declared that 128
Reverse Letters
dozen years ago; Gloria Swarison's windows had been procured. ApThere seems to be a tendency to being the name signed to the first parently the figures' were correct,
revert to the reverse letter for the- note, done in Imitation, of Sullivan's but fewer than a dozen of the disatre ads and, forgetful of past re- own fist. It's an exceptionally good plays had any possible' sales value.
sults, managers are going for the imitation of a hand-written card, The others did not bring iri "enough
gag because the ads look so nice in being in a bluish black, instead of to pay their own slight cost..
the press books.
the giveaway dead black.
wjndow -display is 'not' good If
What really counts is what looks
Put into restaurants, drug stores, It is merely tossed in among a lot
nice in the newspaper and smaller soda bars and cigar counters In the of other displays. It has no value
than 12 point letter is going to be vicinity of the State and good if it is set so far back that the text
difficult to read. Sometimes it's im- enough to get attention.
cannot be read. It is worse than
useless if some nearby object kill
:
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over the store.

all

Lobby

Omaha.

Lincoln.

Unconsciously,. George Monroe at
the State theatre here, stumbled
onto as neat a stunt in front of his
theatre as he'd ever thought out.
Late in getting up the art for the
front on the opening day, his artist
did the pencil sketches of the players in the picture 'I Believed in You'
right in the showcases. Passersby
stopped and blocked, the street.
After focusing at'tentlon on the
house in his manner, quite a large
number bought the pasteboards;

Boosting 'Bar'
Seattle.

^iggest campaign^j^c*_V,TUSb-C ai.
=

,

The

department of the
Blank theatres under the direction
publicity

City Manager Joe Rosenfleld
functioned on all four last week to
put over two pictures With the same
gag. A laundry was persuaded to
take a half page using material
from 'Men in White* in its ad, and
a brewery went for as much on
'Bottoms Up.' And both ads landed
in the daily with "the highest rate.
of

'

New Haven Gags
Erie Wright's plug for 'Riptide'
at Poll's was a Contest on the team
of Shearer and Montgomery. Idea
was to name five previous pix in

which

two " players "had '"appeared.
Catch lines were run in
newspaper giving leads to titles,
and prizes were Oakleys...
At the College, Ben Cohen tied
minute hookup Northwest broad- In with local sports page for a gag
castr Society editress who .knows on 'The Show-OnM. stunt was a
the. elite spelled 'en,. ,Ethered over contest to name outstanding showoff in every line of sport—-baseball,
KJR,
For first time locally sound- R'xes football, etc. Oakleys went to com-,
were shot in theatre lobby to' be posers of ten best lists. An addithrown on screen during the show- tional prize was given for the best
ing this week of the film.
Many list of three nominations for 'The
•Mips mnde with stores and other biggest show-off in N«w Hay^n.'
Annie,' which means for almost a
year, launched for 'Wonder Bar* by
the Evergreen circuit. 'Hollywood'
opening, with kleig lights, and radio
blurbs
society notables, on a' 30-

"

:

1

.

A

Denver.
All equipment of the Folly theatre will be sold at auction as. the
result of a judgment secured by

years, left
California.

to spend

six

weeks

In

Doctor's orders.

Play, it up.
picture of Durante's
schriozzle in the window of a perfumer with an allusion to his
capacity for enjoying the odors will
be worth a dozen' cards just stuck
into as riiariy different windows.
Unless they can be made to really
work,, window' displays only represent a loss of the cost of
material.

Charlotte, N. C.
Harry- Hoyle, Jr., joined L. C.
Sipe company, chain theatre operaddress
ators, as manager of Carolina theabeing installed in the Denver thea- tre, High Point, N. C.
tre.'
Work started on new theatre
Openings in the Denver territory:. building at Burlington, N. C.
Olathe theatre, Olathe, Colo., by W.
Real Wonder Bar
A. Smith; Rio theatre at Redcliffe,
Bronx, N. T.
Baltimore.
Colo., by John A. Greve, and. the
Murphy out as manager of the
'Wonder
Bar' showing at Warners'
Isis. at Broad waU- Neb., by A. W. Bronx theatre..
Successor is John Stanley got a good plug out of a
Wilkinson.
The Auditorium at Hampel, former assistant manager tleup management
effected with
Hayden has been closed.
of the Gotham.
Hutzlers, loop department store.
E. W. Ward, owner and manager
R. Blborii, formerly in charge of
Window dressed with excessories
of the Silso theatre at Silver City, a number of local houses, Is
the the store's 'repeal dept.' carries,
N. M., has been elected mayor.
new manager of the Central the- modernistic bar, shakers, liquors,
atre.
multi-glassware, flossy decorations,
Canton, O.
Stadium theatre closed for the etc., and was largely placarded
trand here will go dark soon for 'summer/
'Wonder Bar.'
Lined up, back
complete renovation.
Installation of a stage, policy at against bar, were life-sized cut -outs
Opera house at Shelby, dark since the Apollo similar to that at the ol the 'Bar' cast, blow-ups of the
1930; will open about April 16. Has Harlem Opera House proved too six name troupers. Grouped around
been acquired by W. R. Malone and much for the latter. Opera House rest of space were window models
Francis Bushman of Akron.
has gone back to straight pictures. hung with new creations which
J. J. Scholer, manager of the
were billed as gowns worn in the
Ohio theatre at Sandusky, has reSan Francisco.
pic by the femriie names.
placed 'Dinty Moore, who has: been
Charles Wuerz, last with Foxtransferred to St. Louis.
West Coast in Long Beach, is now
Getting Attention
Temple, Toungwood, Pa., has been at the Orpheum 'for Fanchon &
Manager with a lively imagination
reopened with straight pictures.
Marco, ; acting as assistant to'
is having plenty of fun with his
W. W. Clark, has disposed of his Charles Caballero, manager.
newspaper ads, and so are the painterests in the New Grand, Wellstrons. The. other day he ran a twoville, O., to the Liberty Amusement
Hartford.
Co.
Louis Schaefer, manager of the column cut of a passionate kiss, but
Allyri, to Paramount, New Haven. there was a one- inch circle of white
Portland, Ore.
Walter Lloyd, manager of the Par, Where the lips met. The White space
"llofi ^arringto^, -^or b couple -of
.won Attention out of =ihe ordinary
years assistant manager of the LibCharles Brennah, manager of and gave the, cut the display value
erty, transferred to the Fifth Ave..- Capitol, Hartford, released
of a much larger area. Another cut
when
nue of Seattle. W< K. Hughes now theatre taken over by Loew. Tem- was sawed in two, to get It down to
replaces.
porarily replaced by Louis Cohen, a two-coulmn space, with a footnote
to the effect that the other half of
assistant manager.
the cut would be run the following
Omaha.
....
evening—which it wasi — Plenty of
Blank's Tri* State Theatres Co.
Newark.
acquired the Rivoli, Hastings, from
In
Warner -organization Sam people saved the first, ad to see if
the Monroe-Garvin interests.
Ed Goldman from Central, Jersey City, he would make good, and they were
fully sold on the title.
Forrester will manage the Hastings replacing
Ralph
Reed
at
the
On another occasion he printed a
house,
Central here who resigns. .Tosenh
tint block in place of the cut, chiselCharley Schlatter, publicity man Steinen
replaces
Obldman
at
at. the Paramount the past
five
Central, J. C.
(Conlinued on page 60)

R. G. Edinger,

who

holds the mort-

gage.
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Doubled Up
Artist in

off completely.

One window with the card of still
down front is worth a dozen
average displays. Take time to ensure prominence. Hook It, if possible, to the merchandise on display.
well

cats.

Pictures were tame affairs.' Cat
Was the Candy
owners were pacified with passes.
Larry Cowen, publicity -advertis- Howard wiped his furrowed brow
plenipotentiary
at
Sydney and went in to view the film.
ing
Cohen's Fox, Brooklyn, last week
arranged a tleup with Namm's
Lobby Show Fulls
Store, and got Alex Oumansky, proIndianapolis.
ducer of the stage shows at the
Manager Marcel Cohn of the
Fox, to put on a special number.
has moved his stage show
Namm's furnished plenty of candy Indiana
to the. front of the house to draw
passed
out,
girls
it
and the line
the crowds for double feature
half of the group tossing it from in
bill.
Ballyhoo consists of fashion
the stage, "the other contingent going up the aisles handing it^ to parade of ten girls wearing gowns
furnished by local department store,
patrons.
Oumansky had a special song and Rolla Clark, who eats lass,
number, 'Sweet and Lovely,' written nails, Ash hooks, and plates. Entire performance is staged in the
to fit the candy-distributing idea.
Tieup with Namm's included ad-*- lobby of the theatre. Indiana is
vertising In all papers and displays finest de luxe house in the state.
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Over-Seating

No Worry

Trailer

of Theirs,

ES

Co/s Bkptcy

VARIETY

SS

Expect Zoning System Blowup as

Screen Service. New
York, independent trailer company,
has filed bankruptcy schedules with

Supreme

Sez Minneapolis City Council

liabilities

of $57,428

and

Big Chi Nabe Houses Cut Admish

assets, of

$10,020.

same as liquor stores.. After a hot
Minneapolis, April 16.
committee .voted to recomLocal city council's attitude re- fight the
..lend the permit which passed in
garding permits for the
the council 16 to 10. Work on this
tion of hew theatres is 'Let the new house will start this week.
New neighborhood houses also
The aldermen
beware.*
builder
are to be constructed within a comhave taken position In .granting' li- paratively small area bn the north:
censes, that they are unconcerned side, the council granting the perabout the town already being over- mits without any compunctions.
Slander Action
seated and they are content to al r
Sudden scramble to build new
low as many new houses to be built theatres h>re and in the suburbs
can be financed.
Is leading to strange situations. For
When. Art Johnson, RCA repre- one. thing it has resulted in a $5,000
Harry
sentative here, sought a permit for slander suit instituted by
Avid. Both
loop, Dickerman against Leo
a new 320-seat house in
plaintiff and defendant are indeWhich is expected to be opposition pendent neighborhood exhibitors
for W. A. Steffes' highly successful and both are seeking permits to
sure- sea ter 'fine arts' theatre, the build new theatres on the north
side in comparatively close prox
World, Steffes and Theodore Hays
imity ta each other and to their
pf Publix appeared before the lipresent houses.
cense committee to oppose it. They
In his complaint filed in district
argued that if the house is operated court, Dickerman
alleges that Avid,
Johnson
as
theatre,
as a newsreel
in attempting to poison the minds
stated, the project probably would
labor
of city
council members,
fail, as it has -done in other cities,
union officials and business men in
and that, in addition, the theatre the vicinity, against him, spread a
would add seats to. an already over false report that he,
Dickerman,
seated situation.
would not build even though he ob
Aldermen replied in effect that
tained the permit, but merely was
they weren't concerned about the trying
to prevent Avid from build
project's success or failure and that,
ing In order to "protect his present
failed, the grief would be
it
tf
two theatres.
Dickerman claims
Johnson's. A majority of the comthat he has owned the property on
mittee also expressed the view that
Which he Wishes to build for three
the
nothing
for
was
overseatlng
years and Is ready to start excava
council to worry, about, but that it
tion as soon as a license is granted
Was up to the builder to beware
In the meanwhile, the council la
The aldermen were willing to allow holding
up both permits temporar
an unlimited number of theatres i.ly
.due to the absence from the city
and even were satisfied to have one
of one of ,the aldermen of the ward
right next door to the o^heir, the
in which it is proposed to build. It
is indicated that both show houses
may be authorized.
,

•

.

Principal creditor is Film Service
Laboratories, listed for $22,000.

ioago. April 16

Likely that an entirely
ing

Ex-Theatre Manager,

setup

will

houses at least seven

.
;

new zon-

go into force this

tection.

Exhibs are

move and

in

insist

a howl over this
they be permitted

coming season as

Cashier Sentenced

On

Ticket Charges

rearranging

local theatres start, to remain in the first week if they
prices
and release are willing to charge the- first week

Release system which
schedules.
in force for a number of
years arid which has proven satisfactory to all concerned in being
junked, due to the serious epidemic

has been

Spokane, April 16'.
Harry Culbert and Ruth Reilly, of price slicing.
former manager and cashier, reLarge neighborhood circuit houses'
spectively, of the Granada, pleaded are particularly responsible for this
guilty to petty larceny charges in shift in releases by cutting prices
Grand larceny and moving their rating on the zonSuperior court.
charges against the two were re- ing setup. B. & K., for instance, is
duced at the request of James involved in a campaign cutting of
Lyons, owner and operator of the prices at its big nabe arenas to such
Granada and the complaining wit- prices which necessitate the shiftness.
ing of their houses from a 'C* week
Culbert was sentenced to serve a of release to the first week of genyear in jail and Miss' Reilly was eral release where the price setup is
given a six-month sentence by 25c at night and 15c matinees. HowJudge W. A. Huneke. The two ever, this ihoving back pf the big
Were alleged to have worked the houses puts them right on top of
ticket racket, reselling the paste
other houses which had always been
boards to Involve a shortage of $690 In first w ee^- Now the circuits are
over a period of time at the box demanding that these smaller houses
office. Miss Reilly and Culbert both move back from first week to secwaived the right of a jury trial.
ond week in order to give the big
.

admissions. Entire situation is teetering at present and. likely io result in' the smash -up of the Chicago
release system, which has always
been looked upon througtou.t the industry as the most equitable release

system anywher
irliman Carry!
Special .Screen Service, indepen
ent trailer outfit, will continue operation, with Charles J. Hirlimari
steppirig in to head the company
following decision of Sid Blumenstock, president, to give up.
Hirlimari was interested with Blumensto.ck in the company.

Lewi
Hollywood, April 16.
an Angel' has been
bought from Lewis Foster by Fox.
Author is on the lot to develop
ire

'Faith

It

of

into film, shape.

'

THE FAMOUS

CANINE COMEDIAN

PETE
THE ORIGINAL

"OUR GANG" DOG
"Fate seems to be a remarkably Intelligent and well trained animal.- His activities are out of the ordinary and be has
an nmuMnff air -of boredom as If the
ituntB ho goes through to smoothly were
not his Idea

of dignity

and canine

Itar-

dom."— PROVIDENCE JOURNAL.

Announcements have, been made
of plans for the construction of two

new

theatres within a block of each
other In one of the city's suburbs.
One of the companies planning to
build claims that the other is just
'bluffing* and Is trying io stop its
project to prevent added competi
tion for several of its other nearby
theatres.

No

For Open Dates Write or Wire
1560

New York

Broadway

2-a-Day 'Rothschild'

In Pitt; Plan Indef Run|

CHAS. V.YATES

ittsburgh, April 16.
After yanking 'Rothschild* from
the Penn with a view to roadshowing it here. United Artists vetoed]
the idea of a two-a-day engagement
and it goes into the deluxer May 4
at regular prices.
Arliss flicker, however, will stay]
here only a week and then moves
two blocks down to the Aldine for
an extended run at the same scale.
Aldine, a Loew house, has been
closed for several years save for an
occasional roadshow picture, arid
entire theatre will have to be done
over for 'Rothschild' run. Minimum
of four weeks figured.
Last picture to play the Penn and
then move down to Aldine for run
.

.

|

1

|

ml

BEN BLUE
WARNER

BROS. COMEDIES
Dir. JOE BIVKTN
LEO MORRISON. Agency

|

was I'm No

Angel.'.

WIDE RANGE* emphasizes
the recognized leadership
of

'SERVICE'

Western Electric

in

sound

recording and reproduction.

* WIDE

RANGE,

as applied to

sound

recording and reproduction, was origin-

Western Ejectric and is by all tests
unmatched in quality and performance.

ated by

Electrical Research Products Inc.
1

VBA€E*t1CW*
Broadway
Now
560

York City

A

Subsidiary of

FANCHON & MARCO,

Inc.

250 West

57'" Street,

Northern

M

New

Electric in

York, N.

Canada

Y.
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VIVA VILLA PACKS EM
RIPTIDE . . 3rd BIG
.

IN!

WEEK CAPITOL
Giant Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Hits March on Broadway!
36 hour weeks! Millions . . with new leisure. . . race
to the theatre for happy hours of entertainment!
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer snaps into action! "Viva
Villa!" hailed with critical cheers, storms into the
.

Criterion as

A two-a-day

attraction.;

At the

Capitol;

Shearer's "Riptide" sweeps into a third
capacity Week, winning an honor that has been accorded only six pictures in fifteen years.

Norma

Put your ear to the ground! More MGM triumphau
Read more about them on this page!

are on the march!

Villa!"
New York Echoes with Cries of "Vivaimmortals
of
Its world premiere it the Criterion Theatre on Tuesday, April 10
^. "Viva Villa t" has already thun-

Given

dered t<Ta place among
the screen. Critics bespattered their
Siges with "vivas!" and rave 'reviews,
or instance: "Truly magnificent I-Win. Boehnel, World-Telegram,...
"Mexico's 'Birth of A NatTonf

Rose Pelswick, Journal..."Thrilling
as a bugle calll"- Regina Crewe,
American . "Past, furious, compelling!"- Hordaunt Hall, Times .
"Hearty, exciting!" Dick Watts, Trib.
M-G-M's "Viva Villa!** stars Wallace Beery in cast of 10,000 at the Criterion, B'way ft 44th St. Twice Daily,
2:50-8:50. 3 times Sun ft Hols* 2 :50. .

NORMA SHEARER'S "RIPTIDE" — 300;000 people stormed
through the doors of the Capitol Theatre to see Norma
Shearer. Robert Montgomery and Herbert Marshall in
"Riptide" in the first two weeks of the engagement. Now,
in the third week, box: office lines are still trailing down
Broadway.
If the Capitol schedule permitted we believe this fine
actress in this truly great emotional drama, could run
as long as "Abie's Irish Rose!" Congratulations, Miss
Shearer!

5:50-ft:50. (Extra Hidnite Show Sat.)
Mats. 50c to $1. Eves. 50c to 92.

JOAN CIAWP OIO'I "»A0II MclW'-Holly
wood btucee with happy advance cheer* for
•-'Sadie McKae." Faaetnatlng Joan Cnwford
and Francbot Tone ara tha leade In thle Vina
Palmar aortal from Liberty Magaalne.
iVl

OWC

-re

THC

ho U.V wooo paktv

m
"HOUTWOOD MOTVTha
marry seaaonl You'll aaa

It

pay-off of tha
vary toon I

"TARZAN AND HIS HAT!"
CAPITOL FRIDAY, APRIL 20

[fin.

THI ORIGINAL TAIZAIMHorious romance, primitive and unashamed. ..aa
Tarzan's mating cry booms through
the jungle! The eager young lovers
who defy the terrors Of a green wilderness, are Maureen O'SuMvan and
Johnny Welssmuller, stars of "Tarxan
and His Mate."

VIVA METRO

—

For aheer excitement, you'U find "Tarian
and Hla Mate" to ba your moat vhrld
movie experience. It lcavee yon gasp lug I
Adventuree and thrllla rain on tha screen
In these brand-new aaplotts of the ona
end only Johnny WolasmuUer. Among
ether hlgh-llghts of tble'Pdgar Bice Bur*
rough* Jungle

thriller,

w* recommend

tha

Incredible eplaode at the aecret Xlaphant
Burial Ground; Tarias'a elaih with the

raaoNMnsnoMUO.

ferocloua "Lion Tooth hten" and tha fight
with tha crocodile la tha Cryttal Lore

1HI M-O-M UONl Watch
for Clark Gable, Wn,
Powell and Myrna boy
In "Manhattan Malo*

Pool.

drama."

-

GOLDWYN MAYER

I

ad appears in New York
newspa pers. Read it joyfully as
LEO MARCHES ON!

This

'
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Harold Aute*

•

A

;

^%tf^V
Richard

Chesterfield

Sally Blane, Henry B. Walthall;
a. Girl.
Thorpe. Rel. May 1.
In L6ve with Life. Dir. FrankAStrayer. 6? mlns. Rel.
Ity

Park—3 Men and

Dir.

Lois Wilson.
In the Money. A prize fig liter arid his- affairs'. -nith women
Skeets Gallagher, Warren Hymer. Dir. Frank Strayer. 66 mins. Rel.
Nov. 7. Rev. Jan. 9.
Marsh.
Marian
Man of Sentiment. How an old man holds a family together.
Owen Moore. Wm; BakeweH. Christian Rub. Dlr Rich. Thorpe. 67 mlns
Rev.- Nov, 14.
Rel Sept. 16
Marian Marsh has a hectic love adventure. Betty
Notorious But Nice.
Compson, Martan "Marsh. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. 71 mlns. Rev. March 6.
Murder on the Campus. ..Mystery, with a college background. Shirley Grey.
Charles Starrett and J. Farrel McDonald. Rel. Dec. 27. ReV. March 13.

Tlr. -Richard Thorpe.
Rei. Dec. 23. Rev; Dec. 27
72. .mlns.
Dramatic romance. Sally Blane, Charles .Starrett.
Ir;.- Richard Thorpe. .79 mlns: Hel. March 16.
Littlefleld,

6tolen Sweets.

?

First Division

0ffice8:

«dg.»

New York.
and Monogram

N.

V

Releases Also. Allied. Chesterfield
Beggars In Ermine Lionel Atwlll, Betty Furriessr Dir. Phil Rosen. 70 mlns
Broken Drean.s. A father's devotion to his young son. .Randolph Scott.
Martha Sleeper. Beryl Mercer, Buster Phelps. Dir. Robert Vignola 6t
.

mlns. Rel. Dec, 1.
y Appointment Only. A ptiysician couidn t make up his mind which ot two
women he loved the frost. Lew Cody." Sally O'Neill. Marceline Day
Dlr Frank
6. mlns.
trayei
Rel. Nov> l:
A millionaire, ailing and tiring of wealth, falls }n with two
Ity Limits.
hoboes and enjoys life for a time. Frank Craven, Sally Blane, RayWalker. Dir. Win. Nigh. 70 mins. Rel; May 1.
rbss Streets. Young doctor, jilted by the woman he loves, ruins his career,
until daughter of same woman falls in love with him. years' later. Rel.
Jan. 22. Dir. Frank Strayer.
Dance. Girl, Dance, Musical of
small-time vmidevillian
oeconu a night club star.
Gloria Shea. Alan Dinehart.
,
:

A

Ada May.

Eddie Nugent.

ir

Frank Strayer

C9

mins.

Nov

Rel

Eat 'Em Alive. Jungle super thriller .66 mins. Rei. Feb- 1.
Forgotten Men. Collection of Uncensored war film, taken from government
archives of 14 waning nations. Rel April 1.
French production of a de Maupassant story. "Dubbed in English. A
village paragon who lost his virtue.
65 mins.
Rev
Rel. Dec. 26.
'

He

Ian S
Couldn't

Take

Inside- story ot a process server

It.

his summonses
E. Stone.
Dir.

Ray Walker.

and gets his man.

who makes good with

A Broadway stage, star is faced with blackmailers on the eve
of marriage to wealth and love. Anita Page. Allen Vincent. Alan Dine
Dir. R. Thorpe.
hart.
69 mlns. Rel Oct 1
In the Money.' A goofy family, suddenly broke pin their hopes on a Shake
spearean-mlndcd. prize fighting champ. Skeets Gallagher, Lois Wi'.son
Warren Hymer. Sally Starr. Dir. Frank Strayer. 67 mins. Rel. Jan. 16
Lawless Valley. Western horse opera. Lane Chandler. Rel.. May 1.
Manhattan Love Song. Screen adaptation of the Cornell Woolrich story, In
.

Dir.

Man

ot

Leonard

Rel.

Fields.

May

Dixie Lee, Robert Armstrong.

30.

Playboy

Sentiment.

tamfly'f wishes

.»

.

Fox

-

.

:1

;

European Film. 154 West 65th.
Foremco. 1660 Broadway.
Garrison Films, 729 Seventh Ave.
General Foreign Sales. 729 7th Ave.
Gloria Films, 630 Ninth Ave:
H. HcTherT. 729. Seventh Are.
Jewish American, 630 Ninth Ave.
Klnematrade. 723 Seventh Ave.
Madison

Picta., Ill

West

67th.

Protex Trading, 42 E. 68th.
Edward Rlccl. 66 Fifth Ave.
Palestine-America Films, 189 2d Ave.
Quality Picts.. 630 Ninth Ave.
Scandinavian Films,; 220 W. 424.
Ufa, 729 Seventh Ave.
Worldktno. 1601 Broadway.

BERNHARD CHANGES

Have Lived.

musical comedy romance drama form.

son marries a poor gin against his wealthy
Marian Marsh. William Bakewell Owen Moore. Dlr

Rlc.ard Thoipe
Rel. Nov. 1
68 n.lns.
Murder on the Campus. Mystery with college background. Shirley Grey
Charles Starrett, J. Farrel McDonald. 69 mins. Rel. Feb. 6.- Dir. Richard Thorpe.

PITTSBURGH STATUS
Pittsburgh, April

16.

\

WB

;

-

.

%

Frank Strayer.
Hollywood inside

Dir.

69 mlf.s.

Rel.

May

May 13*
Charlie Chan's Greatest
ReV

15.

•

•

...

Warner

Oct.

'

Case. Another adventure ot the Chinese sleuth.
Heather Angel. Dir. Hamilton MacFadden. Rel. Sept. 15

t)Jand.
10.

Coming Out Party. Original done by the Lasky -unlt. Frances Dee,
Raymond, Alison Sklpworth. Dir. John Blystone. Rel. March 9.
March 20.Constant Nymph. (British Gaumont. British-made Version of a frustrated
.

85 mins. Rel. March 23. Rev. April 10.
love:! British cast.
David Haruni. The old York State Hbss' trader. Will Rogers, Louise Dresser,
Evelyn Venaole, Dir. Jas. Cruze. Rel. March 2. Rev. March 6.
Devil Tiger. Wild animal yarn made in Asia. Marion Burns, Kane Richmond, Harry Woods and natives. Dir. Clyde. E. Elliott. 60 mins. Rel.
.

Rev. Feb. 13.
Country boy licks New York. George O'Brien. Dir. Geo.
Marshall. 75 mins. ReL Feb. 9. Rev. April 3.
Frontier Marshal,. The. Familiar theme of the unknown cleaner-up. Johp
Wayne. Dlr, Lew. Seller. 66 mlns. .Rel, Jam 19. Rev. Feb. 6.
Heart Song. British made with Lillian Harvey and Mady Christians In the
Erich Poinmer productldn. Din Ffederlcu Hollaender. ReL April
cast.
•Feb. 16.

27.

From an old stage hit by the late Paul Armstrong
George O'Brien, Mary Brian. Dir. Geo, Marshall.. 72 mins. Rel.- Feb. 9.
Hold That Girl. Original story. James Durip. -Claire Trevor. Dir. Hamilton
MacFadden. 65 -mins. Rel. Feb. 16. Bey. March 27.
Hoopla. Talker version of The Barker, stage play made as a silent. Clara
Bow, Preston Foster, Rich. Cromwell. Dir. Frank Lloyd. 85 mlns.
Rel. Nov. 30. Rev. Dec. 5.
Novelty story with puppet sequences. Lilian Harvey, Gene
I Am Suzanne.
Raymond, Plccoli Marionettes, Yale Puppeteers. Dir. R, V. Lee. 99
mins. Rei: Dec. 22. Rev. Jan. 23.
Original story. Rosemary Ames, Victor Jory;
I- Believed In You.
Dir. Irving Cummlngs, Rel. Feb, 23.
(British). Based on the story by Marthe MacKepna. Herbert
I Was a Spy.
Marshall, Madalelne Carroll, Conrad Veldt. Dir. Victor Savllle. 83 mlns,
Rel. Dec: 16. Rev. Jan. 16.
Heir to the Hoorah.

James Dunn,

Sally.

Rev. Dec.

-

Claire Trevor,

mlns.
Mr. Skltch.

Rel. Oct. 27.

From the

Claire Trevor.

Jas. Tinllng. Bel.

Rev. Nov.

Cummlngs.

Dir. Irving

14.

Will RogerB, Zsbu Pitts, Rochelle
Pallette. Dir. Jas. Cruze. Rel, Dec. 29

story 'Green Dice.'

Hudson, Harry Green. Eugene
Rev. Dec.

ir.

19.

Mad Game. The. Spencer Tracy,

27.

Murder In Trinidad. Mystery story, from Vahdercook's" novel. Nlegel
Heather Angel. Dir. SOI WurtzeL 74 mlns. Rel. April 6.

My Lips Betray. Lilian Harvey's second U. S. release, but the first made.
From the play by John Balderson. Lilian Harvey. John Boles, El BrenDir. John Blystone. 70 mlns. ReL Nov. 10. Rev. Nov. 7.
de'.
Olsen's Night Out. El Brendel's first feature, Barbara Weeks, Walter CatDir. Mai. St. Clair.
70 mins. Rel. Nov. 17. Rev. Jan. 9.
lett.
Orient Express. Mystery on a railroad train. Heather Angel, Norman Foster.
Dir. Paul Martin.. Rel. Jan. 12. Rev. March 6.
Power and the Glory, The. Jesse Laaky's 'narratage' story. A man's career
Spencer Tracy. Colleen Moore. Dir. Wm. K. Howard
in flashbacks.
ReL. Oct. 6.
87 mlns.
Scandals. Staged by George White on the lines of his revue, Rudy Vallee,
Alice Fay, Jimmy Durante. Dir. Geo. White, Harry Lachman. 80 mins.
Rev. March 20.
the novel by Fredk. Nebel. Wynne Gibson, Preston
Kenneth MacKeiina. 69 ihms. Rel. Jan. 26.
Smoky; From the novel by .Will James. Victor Jory. Irene Bentley, FrancU
Ford. Dir. Eugene Forde. 66 mins. ReL Pec. 8. Rev. Jan. 9.
Springtime for; rjenry. From Benn Levy's stage play. Otto Kruger, Nancy
(Lasky proCarroll,. Nigel Bruce, Heather Angel.
Dir. Frank Tuttle.
Rel.

March

Sleepers East.
Foster.

duced)..

Stand

Up and
Dir.

22.

From

ir.

Rel.

May

Cheer.

25;

Muslcai.

':.

Warner Baxter, Madge Evans, Sylvia Froou

ReL, May 4.
the'story, 'Odd Thursday.'

Hamilton MacFadden.

Warner Baxter, RoseToo Many Women. From
mary Ames, Rochelle Hudson. Dir. Jas.. Flood. 79 mlns. Rel, May 4.
Los Angeles, April 16.
of Gold. From Kathleen Norrls' novel. Bally Ellers. Norman Foster.
Exhibitors In the now widely Walls Dir.
Kenneth MacKehha. Rel. Oct! 13
episode serial. Dir. Harry Hoyt. Rel. May 15.
separated northern and southern Wild Gold. John Boles, Claire Trevor, Harry Green.
Marshall.
•
Rel. May 11.
sections of California got together
Studios: BurbanK.
First National
last Week at the Motion Picture Worst Woman In Paris, The. Lasky production for Fox, Title Is .expianaCalif.
New York N, Y
tory. Benlta Hume, Adolphe Menjou. Helen Chandler. Dir. Mont a BelL
convention and
Bedside. Comedy-drama ot a women's doctor. Warren William, Jean Muir. Theati- Owners
75 mine. Rel. Oct. 20v Rev, Nov. 28.
Allen Jenkins. Dir. Robert Florey. 65 mlns. Re). Jan. 27. Rev .Mar. 13;. formulated plans for a state- wide
Dramatic expose of the cut-rate drug racket. Bette organization. State, by reason of
ig Shakedown, The,
R.K.O. Bl
Freuler Associates OfficeNew York,
Davis. Oharios Farrtll, Ricardo Cortez. Dir. John Francis Dillon. 64 geographical conditions, has, never
mlns. Rel. Jan. 6. Rev. Feb. 3had a united exhlb front, although Kiss of Araby. Original. Saraha story of British army and Riff, with love
Convention City. The hilarious lowdown on big business conventions. Adolphe at times both territories have had
Maria' Alba, Walter Byron. Claire Windsor. Dir. Phil Rosen
interest,
Menjou, Dick Powell, Mary Astor, Guy Klbbee. Dir. Archie Mayo. 69
Rel. April 21.
strong individual organizations.
mlns. Rel. Doc. 30. Rev. Dec. 27.
for the man
Plan, calls for a working board Love Past Thirty. A woman's struggle against the lure of youth
Dark _Hazard.
racer, Genevieve Toblh,
she loved! Aileen Pringle, Theodor von Eltz, Gertrude Messlhger, Phyl- Edward G. Robinson as a whippet
tJ
"G l'en da Fa rreTr.TTDIr."-AI Gr eenr' 60"fflirs-^ Rglf^F6lJr^r^ReVrF6ttr27r=^ of=possir>ly=six^niemberBr==three=wf =°"^lis~Bairy?=Diiy~Vltr"Mo^
Fashions of 1934. Story of a style stealer set against a lavish background. whom will be from Southern Cali- Marriage on Approval. Novel. The conflict .between the old generation and
Wm, Powell, Uette Davis, Verree Teasdale. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. 80 mins. fornia, and three from the northern
the hew in the realm of love and matrimony. Barbara Kent, Donald
Re). Feb 17. Rev. Jan. 23.
Dillaway. Dir. Howard Higgiri. Re). Nov. 20.
territory.
Meetings will be held
Female. A drama of a woman who does her own hunting. Ruth Chatter- at least every 60 days, alternating War ot. the Range. Tom Tyler western. Dir. J k P.
toh, Georae Brent. Ruth Donnelly. Laura Hope Crews.
Dir. Michael
Rev. Dec 12.
Sept.. 22.
between Los. Angeles and San
Curiiz/ __fi2_mins.. R?l. N ftv.„.n.„.^Rejv.lNov^ ^
Whi»n * Man Ridel Alone. < Mo narch.) T om Tyler d ocs a modern Robin Hood
Havana Widows. Two girl's In Havana searclilrig .for suckers. Joan ^Iondeli.'t Fntirc *9c? r
with a gold mine. Dir. J. P. McGowan. Bb ffiTTi^. R5Vr-Decr2Tr-~
Glemla- KarreH, Guy Kibbee, Ruth Donnelly, Frank McHugh and Allen
Dir. Ray Ehright. 64 mins.
Rel. Nov 18. Rev. Nov. 28,
Jenltiuh.
Gaumont-British 0ffice: 226 We8t
ladys Lehman's 'Intimate'
k.
Journal of a Crime. Drama by the French playwright Jacques Deval, and depicts the effect of a murder on a wprnan of fine instincts and delicate
(BRITISH MADE)
Hollywood, April 16.
sensibilities who kills an unscrupulous rival.
Ruth ChattertOn, Adolphe
Gladys Lehman Is scripting 'Inti Channel Crossing. Drama. Matheson Lang, Constance Cummlngs.
ir. MilMenjou, Claire Dodd. Dir. William Keighley. 65 mli.s. Rel. March 10.
ton Kossmer. 68 mlns. Rev. Oct. 31.
Mandalay. Adventure in the Indies. Kay Francis, Lyle Talbot, Riccardo mate' at Patamount for Al Lewis
production.
(Continued on vaisa 29>
Cortez. Dir. Michael Curtlz. 66. mlns. Rel. Feb. 10. Rev. Feb. 20.

Woman's Man

story.

1

John Halliday, Marguerite de

Dir. Edward Luddy. 68 mins.
Boy Scout adventures in wilds of Central America.

Motte. Wallace Ford.

Young Eagles.

.

Ever Since Eve,

Theatre set-up In East Liberty
changing in wake of Joe
Bernhard's flying visit to town last
week for conferences with Harry
Kalmine. Most Important change Is
shift of 3,600-seat Enrlght, long a
white elephant, to double feature,
second-run policy with three
changes weekly. House of. late has
been playing second-run, flrst->run Jimmy and
district is

Mystery Liner. Noah Beery, Astrid Allwyn. Dir. Wm. Nigh. Rel. Dec, 19,
Notorious But Nice. Driven from the man Bhe loves, a gir, finds solace in a in East Liberty, singles with two
loveless marriage with the king' of the underworld
Marian Marsh
Betty C6jnpsoh. Donald Dillaway. Rochelle Hudson Dlr Richard Thorpe changes weekly.
As result, Cameraphone, another
Rel.. Oct. 16
mins
house, will assume Enright's old
A father with the wanderlust returns home long enough to
ultter. The.
straighten out the affairs of his how grown-up sons. Barbara Weeks, policy.
Move Is looked upon as a
Billy BaUpwell. Charles Grapewin. Emma Dunn, Glen Boles. JDir. Rich
direct effort to cut in on stiff comard Thorpe. Rel. March 12.
petition Liberty, indie-owned, has
Broadway.
Musical
romance
ot
Inbow Over
an ex-musical comedy star ot
twenty years before who makes a sensational, overnight comeback In been giving circuit of late with
a Broadway- night club. Joan Marsh. Grace Hayes, Frank Albertson
duals.
Lucien Littlefleld. Dir. Richard Thorpe. 72 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16.
Regent, right across street from
Road to Ruin. Tnnocent girl finds shame through ignorance and neglect of Enrlght, will continue with twin
modern parents. Film on modern youth. Helen Foster, Paul Page, Nell bills,
first-run. House has been unO'Day, Glen Boles. Dir. Mrs. Wallace Reld and Melville Shyer. 53 mins
der this policy for months now, dayRel. Feb. 17. Rev. Feb. 20.
and dating with Davis downtown,
Sally O'Neill. Creighton Cha
Ixteen Fathoms Deep. Sponge diver thriller
Rel. Nov. 17.
ney
Dir. Armand Schaefer. 60 mins.
but latter house is folding ThursStolen" Sweets,r~ igiriVresisure insurance salesman falls for heiress and wins day night (19), leaving field to Reher via determined, rapid line, of cha'tter route. Charles Starrett, Sally gent. Ehright scale, however, will
Blane, Johnny Harrdn, Jameson Thomas. Dir. Richard Thorpe. 73 mins.
be 16 and 25 cents, as against ReRe!. May 1.
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi. College muslcai comedy romance. Based on. the gent's 25 and 35.
lamou? campus fraternity song. Buster Crabbe. Mary Carlisle, Sally
Starr. Florence Lake. Ted Flo.RitO and band. Dir, Edwin L. Marin. 73
Rel Dec. 16
mlns
CALIF. STATE ASS'N
Texas Torr.ado.. (Kent.) Texas Ranger cieans up- the rustlers. Lane ChandDir. Oliver Drake. Rev. March 6.
ler.
Throne ot the Gods. Travel in the Himalayas. 65 mine. Rev.. Dec. 27.
Widely Divided pxhibs Plan Method
Twin HusUands. Crook comedy drama. John Miljan, Shirley Grey, Monroe
of Joining Their Forces
Owsley.

•

1

Virginia CherrlU. George

Wm. Nigh. 64 mlns. Rel. Jan. 1.
House of Mystery.. An archeologlst returns to America from the Far East
with a curse on his head for Ms stolen wealth. Verna Hille, Ed Lowry;
Dir. Wm. Nigh. 61 mins. Rel. May 30.
1

——

;

ultter, The.
Newspaper, business in a small town. Chas, Grapewin, Emma
Dunn. Dir. Rich.. Thorpe. 67 mlns. Rel. Feb, 5. Rev. March 20.
Rainbow Over Broadway. Musical romance.' Grace 'Hayes, Joan Marsh. Luclen

-

—

.

.

1

,
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*

v
i

(German). Sensitive study of psychological^dll^e^jfeti'«'Vi^H^«t&-Ber6 ^.
ner. Dir. Paul Czlnner. 93'ihins. ReL Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 6.
(rages de Paris (French). Adventures of a girl who wants to be a star liv
Jacquelin France!). Roger TbevHle. Dir. Fedor Ozep. 82 mins.
Paris.
Rel Dec. 23, ReV., Jan. 9.
story of adolescence. Robert Lynen.
Poll de Carotte (Red Head) (French);
Dir. Julien Duvlvier. 96 mlns. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Dec. 20 and May SO.
Savage Gold. Commander Dyott's thrilling adventures with savage hunters.
Comm. Dyott.. Dir. Commander George Dyott. 67 Ins. Kev. Aug h.

——

;

,

..

Massacre* ,Drafna of 'the modern Jthdlan and his conflicts with the white men.
tabulations are cQnipiJed
Richard BarthelniessY &nh~ Dvorak. Dir. Allen Crosland. 70 mlns. Rel.
Tom' Information suppji
by thV
Janv 0.3;. Rev. ;Jah«. 23-'
rama of the romantic side of a nurse's life In a metrovarious production companies- and-' Registered Nurse.
Bebe Daniels, Lyle Talbot, John Halliday. Dir. Robpolitan hospital.
checked up as soon as possible after
ert Florey. 73 mlns. Rel. April 7:
release.
Listing is given when redrama
based oh ah original story by Ann Garrlck and:
Streets.
Love
Side
ease dates are definitely set. Titles
Ethel Hill. Aline MacMahon, Paul Kelly, Ann Dvorak, Patricia Ellis.
are retained for six months. ManDir. Alfred E. Green. Rel. May 19.
agers who receive service subse- Son of a Sailor. Comedy of a sailor who gets .into a funny situation oecause
of his habit of telling romantic stories about himself. Joe E.- Brown,
quent to that period should preJean Muir, Frank; McHuglv Johnny Mack Brown and Thelma Todd
serve, a copy of the calendar for
Rel.. Deq. 23. Rev, Dec; 6.
Dir. Lloyd- Bacon. .70. mlns.
reference.
Twenty Million Sweethearts. Musical romance taking place behind scenes of
The running time as given here
a broadcasting studio. Dick Powell, Pat O'Brien, Ginger Rogers. Allen
is presumably that of the projection
Jenkins, the Four Mills Brothers, Ted Florito and Band. Dir. Ray Enright. Rel. May 20.
oom showings and can only approx;
imate the actual release length in Very Honorable Guy, A. Comedy from the story by Damon Runyon about a
guy who always kept his promises. Joe E..Bjrown, Alice White, Robert
those states 'or communities where
Barrat, Alan Dinehart, Irene Franklin. Dir. Lloyd Bacon. 62 mlns.
local or state censorship may result
Re.1.- May 26.
in deletion*.
Running time in the Wonder Bar. .'Dramatic musical spectacle laid amid the gay revelries of a
reviews as given in 'Variety' carry
fashionable Parisian night club. Kay Franciaj Dick Powell, Dolores Del
Rio, Al Jolsoh; Ricardo Cortez, Hal LeBoy;. <3uy Klbbee, Hugh Herbert,
the actual time, clocked in the theRuth Donnelly. FiB D'O+say, Dir. Lloyd' Bacon.- 84 mlns. Rev. March 6>
atre after passage by the New York
Changes, The. An epic drama of a family 'through tour generations.
World
state' censorship, since pictures are
Paul Muni; Aline MacMahon. Mary Astor. Donald Cook. Margaret Lind
reviewed only in: actual theatre
say. Jean Muir. Patricia Ellis. Dir. Mervyn LeRoy. 95 mlria. Rel
Nov. 25. Rev. Oct. 31.
showings.
While every effort is made to hold
Offices s 444 West 66th St.
this list accurate, the information StudloT Fox Hills,
Hollywood. Cal..
New York. N V.
supplied may not. always be correct, All
Men Are Enemies; Hugh .Williams, Helen
Geo. Fitzeven though official. To obtain the
maurice. 79 mins. Rel. April 20.
fullest degree :t>f accuracy, 'Variety* As Husbands Go. 'When Ladles Meet' with the sexes reversed. Warner BaxHelen
Vinson,
Warner
Oland.
Dir.
Hamilton
McFadden.
ter
65 mlns.
will appreciate the co-operati
of
Rel. Dec, 29. Re«: Jt»n.'..30.
all managers who may note, di
Berkeley Square. From, .the stage play ol (he same title. Turn back the
ancics.
years type of play.- Leslie Howard. Heather Angel. Dir. Frank Lloyd
87 mlhs. (roadshow time). Rel. Nov. 3. Rey v Sept:. 19.
Bottoms Up. Breaking into Hollywood with a flctitlou,s pedigree.
Key to Address
Tracy, (Miss) Pat Paterson,- John Boles.. Dir. David Butler.
Acme, 56 East 14 St.
Rel. March 30. ..Rev, March 27.
Amkino, .723 Seventh Ave.
Carolina. Front Paul Green's stage play of last season. Janet Gaynor, Lione.
Bavaria Film. 489 Fifth Ave.
Ir.
Henry "King. 82.
Barrymore, Robt. 'Young Henrietta Crosmah.
Blue Ribbon Picts., 164 W. 66th.
mins. Rel. Feb. 2. Rev. Feb.' 20.
Capital Flljn>630 Ninth Ave. Change of Heart. From .the story, Manhattan. Love Song. Janet Gaynor,
Du World Flims, 729 Seventh Ave.
Farrell.
Blystone. Rel.
Dunn,
Ginger
Rogers.
Dir.
John
Chas.
James
G.
Embassy PlctS., 729 Seventh Ave.
-.''
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WE'RE NOT DRESSING

and

CAROLE LOMBARD

GEORGE BURNS

&

GRACIE ALLEN

ETHEL MERMAN & LEON ERROL
Directed by norman
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r

t

if

Bina
*
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/

it's

a

PARAMOUNT PICTURE

it's

the

best

show

town

in

Blue Moon
May JL_i.
r >
Shejtemitid* Me of You while
It s\Jw$t o Hew Spanish Custom
s

I

"Goodnight,

tiUh lady and
£fh'd Merman-^6 &s to town with
tovi&fy

.

PICTURES

Tuesday, April 17* 1934

West

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

of the Divide. Lone Star western.
Dir. R. N. Bradbury.
inside story.
guerite de la Motte. Dir. Edward

Woman's Man. Hollywood

Hollywood, Calif.

29

John .Wayne, Virginia Brown Faire.

John Halllday, Wallace Ford, MarLuddy.
•;

Par* m mint
raraiDOUnx

Studios: Best Marathon St.,

!

B&K Seeks Cut

w

B

^°*i N.
f/'Y.
w
New York,

Alice In Wonderland. The Carroll story visualized. Charlotte Henry and most
of the Par, stars. Dir. Norman McLeod. .76 mlns. Rel. Dec 22. Rev.

(Continued from page 27)

Comedy drama;

lr
Jack Hulbert, Cicely Courthetdge.
Jack Hulbert. 71 mlns. Rev. Aug. 4.
Ghoul, The. Thriller. Boris Karloff. Dir. T. H. Hunter. 73 mins. Rel
Jan. I. Rev. Jan. 30.
Orders Is Orders. Comedy of American making film In British army. Jam.ec
Gleason, Charlotte Greenwood. Dir. Walter Fordo. 70 mlns. Rev. Aug. 18.

Palling for You.

VARIETY

.

Dec.

27.

All of Me, From the stage play, 'Chrysalis.' Fredric March, Miriam Hopkins,
\
Geo. Raft. Dir.. Jas. Flood. 70 mins. Rel. Jan., 26. Rev, Feb. 6.
Bolero. Story of a gigolo who started In Hoboken. Geo. Raft, Carole Lombard, Sally Band. Dir. Wesley Buggies. 83 mlns. Rel, Feb. 23. Rev.
'

Feb.

20.

Come On

Mn i»atS<*
lyiajesuc
Charming Deceiver, The,
Constance

RKO

Bldfl.,

Radio City

N-w vork

city

made.) Romantic drama of Cinderella type.
Dir. Monty Banks. Rel.

ritish

(

Offices:

Cummings and Frank Lawton,

Dec..8.

Curtain at Eight. Story of a murder mystery by Octavus Roy Cohen. C. Aur
brey Smith, Dorothy MackalU. Paul Cavanagh. Dir. E. Mason Hopper.
72 mlns. Rel Oct 1. Rev. Feb, 13.
Morning After, The. A merry mix-up of International Bpy systems. Ben
Lyon and Sally. Eilera. Dir. Allan Dwan. Rel. Jan. 1,
•In of Nora Moran, The. Woman is framed to shield the higher-ups. Zlta
Johann, Alan Dlnehart. Paul Cavanagh, John MHJaO. Dir. Phi] Goldstone. Rei. Dec. .12. Rev. Dec. 19.
Unknown Blonde.'. From the hovel "Collusion.'' The divorce racket. Edward
Arnold, Helen Jerome Eddy. Dir. Hobart Henley. ReL March.
Made Me Love You. (British made). Farce comedy of the taming ot
a spitfire wife. Thelma Todd and Stanley Lupin o. Dir. Monty Banks.
Rel. Nov. 24.
-

.

'

:

Culver City,

ces: 1840

%M~*m**.

metro

.

Calif.

.

New

Broadway,
York, fif

V

Jean Harlow as a harassed picture star with Lee Tracy net
man. Franchot Tone,. Frank Morgan. Ted Healy, Una Merkel;

Bombshell,

publicity

Dir. Victor Fleming.
arid the Fiddle, The.

Cat

98 mlns.

From

.

Bel. Oct, 13.
the successful' musical play by

Jerome Kern

Ramon Novarro, Jeanette MacDonald, Frank Mor
Charles Butterworth, Jean Hersholt. Vivlenhe Segal. Dir. WI1
K. Howard. RelJ Feb. 16. Rev. Feb. 20.
Chief, The. Ed Wynn as a simpleton of the gay 'nineties. Dorothy MackallL
William (Stage) Boyd, Effle Ellsler, G. Henry Gordon. Dir. Charlet
Riesner, 68 mins. Rel, Nov. S. Rev.. Dec, 6.
Dancing Lady. James Warner Bellah'a Saturday Evening Post story. Joau
Crawford, Clark Gable. Franchot Tone, Fred Astalre, Winnie Lightner,
Ted Healy. Dir. Robt. Z. Leonard. 90 mlns, ReL Nov. 24. Rev. Dec 6
Day of Reckoning.: Based on Mbrria Lavlne'e story, 'Hall of Justice.* Richard Dix, Madge Evans, Una' Merkel, Conway Tearle. Dir. Charles Brabin.
70 mins. Rel. Oct. 27: Rev. NOV. 7.
Inner at Eight. From the stage play. Alt star cast headed by Marie
Dressier and John Barrymore. Dir. Geo. Cukor. Roadshow length 110
mins. Rel. Jan, 12. Rev. Aug. 29.
Eskimo. Love and hate In the Iceland*. Native cast. Dir. W.
Roadshow, length, 120 mins.. ReL Jan. 13. Rev. Nov. 21.
Fugitive Lovers. Robert Montgomery and Madge Evans as the lovers In a
story most of whose action takes place on a transcontinental -bus. Nat
Pendleton, C. Henry Gordon; Ruth Selwyn. Dir. H. Boleslavsky. 84
and Otto Harbach.
gan,

Ham

°

.

mins. Rei. Jan. 6. Rev.. Jan. 16.
Hollywood, Marion Davles chases a radio crooner to the studio.
Marlon Davies, Blng Crosby. Dir. Raoul Walsh. 75 mlns. Rel. Dec. 22
Rev. Dec. 2G.
Her Sweetheart Christopher Bean. The Broadway play by Rene Fauchois and
Sidney Howard. Marie Dressier, Lionel Barrymore, Helen Mack. Dir.
Sam Wood, 90 mins. Rel. Nov. 17. Rev. Nov. 28.
Hollywood Party.
11 star musical film.
ReL April IS.
Laughing Boy. Ramon Novarro In the title role. Based on the Pulitzer Prize
winning novel by Oliver La Farge. Lupe Velez. Dir. W. S. Van Dyke.
Rel. April 20.
Lazy River. Story of the shrimp fisheries among the Cajuns in the Louisiana
bayou country. Jean Parker, Robert Young, C. Henry Gordon. Dir.
George S.eitz, 77 minsv' Rel. March 16. Rev. April 10.
Meet the Baron. Jack Pearl brings his radio characterization to the screen

Marines. Marine corps rescues a shipwrecked girls' seminary.
Richard Arlen, Ida Lupino, Roscde Karns. Dir. Henry. Hathaway.. 64
mins. Rel. March. 23. Rev. March 27.
Cradle Song. Dorothea Wieck's first Hollywood Production. Mother loveoi
nun for a foundling in a Spanish, convent. Evalyn Venable. Sir Guy
Standing, Louise Dresser. Dir. Mitchell Leisen. 78 mins. ReL Nov. .10.
Rev. Nov. 21.
Oeath Takes a Holiday. Death takes a holiday to learn of life. -From the
stage Play. Fredric March, Evalyn Venable. Dir. Mitchell Leisen. 79
mlns. Rel. March 30. Rev. Feb. 27.
Design for Living. Adapted from Noel Coward's play. Fredric March, Gary
Cooper, Miriam Hopkins, Ed,. E. Horton. Dir. Ernst Lubltsch. 90 mlns.
Rel. Dec 27. Rev. Nov. 28.
Double Door. Thriller story of a dominant old maid. Mary Morris, Evalyn
Venable, Kent Taylor. Dir. Chas. Vidor. Rel. May 4.
Duck Soup. Marx Brothers' nonsenslcallty. Raquel Torres, Margaret
moht. Dir. Leo McCarey. 69 mirs. Rel. Nov, 27. Rev. Nov. 28.
Elaht Girls In a Boat. Love In a girl's school. Douglas Montgomery, Kay
Johnson. Dir. Rich. Wallace. 86 mlns. Rel, Jan. 6. Rev. Jan. 16;
Four Frightened People. Mixed quartet in the. jungle. Claudette Colbert, Her-r
bert Marshall, Mary Boland, Wm. Gargan. Dir. Cecil de Mllle. Rel.
Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 30.
Girl Without a Room. Americans In Paris. Chas. Farrell, Chas, Ruggles.
Marguerite Churchill, Gregory. Ratolt, Walter Wolff. Dir. Ralph Murphy.
72 mlns. Rel. Dec, 8. Rev, Dec, 12,
Golden Harvest. Story of the middlewestern farms and Chicago wheat pit.
Rich. Arlen, Chester Morris, Genevieve Tobin. Dir. Ralph. Murphy. 71
mins. Rel. Oct. 22. Rev. Nov, 7.
Marlon
Good Dame. Walter Huston on a carnival lot. Sylvia Sidney.
Gerlng. 72 mins. Rel. Feb. 16. Rev. March 20.
Hell and High Water. Waterfront story with a D„8. Navy backgrounding.
Rich. Arlen, Judith Allen, Chas. Grapewln, Sir Guy Standing. Dir.
Grover Jones and Wm. Slavens McNutt. Rei.. Oct. 27. Rev. Dec. 19;
His Double Life. (Dowllng.) Light comedy. Lillian Glsh, Roland Young.
Dir. Arthur Hopkins. 63 mins. ReL Jan. 12. Rev. Dec. 19.
I'm No Angel. Mae West original. Mae West in tights as a lion tamer.
Cary Grant, Edw. Arnold, Ralf Harold e. Dir. Wesley Ruggles. 87. mins,
ReL Oct. 13. Rev. OcL 17.
Lett Roundup, The. Western with a Zane Grey title and a hew story. Rah'
dolpb Scott; Monte. Blue, Barbara Adams,. Fred Kohler. Dir. Henry
.

tions In film- .prices at its

two ace

loop houses; the Chicago and Orient-

Barney Balaban hopped into
New York, last week to effect some

al,

In

slicing

and

least,

in his Dlea.

&

Chicago rates,
to. back hinl

the^

has; figures
.

..

K. Chicago flagship

is

paying

straight $6,000 on pictures, which
at present grosses represents about

a

of the take each week.

20%

Also.

&

K. will try to straighten out
prices
the Oriental, where
film rentals are the same today at
40c. admission as they were at 65c.
B. & K. and the exchanges have
had heated discussions over the
Oriental situation, B. & K. figures
it should get a reduction, due to the
The exchanges,
clipping in price.
however,, have, commitment conB,

.

.

tracts which call for a number of
pictures, at stated prices for the
Oriental arid loop, and are Insisting
K. stick to that original
that B.

&

agreement. The exchanges contend
that they have made a deal with the
circuit an,d cannot he interested in
what B. & K. wants tb charge at the

Hathaway. Rel. Jan. 26.
Lone Cowboy, The. Western with Jackie Cooper as the hero. From a. Will gate.
James story. Dir. Paul Sloan. 68 mlns.. ReL Dec. 1. Rev, Dec. 6.
Melody in Spring. Radio singer at home and abroad. Lanny Ross, Chas.
Ruggles; Mary Boland. Dir. Norman McLeod.. 76 mins. Rel. April 20,
'

Rev. April 3.
Miss -Fane's Baby

Going

Farcical play. Dorothea Wieck, Alice Brady.
ReL Jan. 12. ReV. Jan. 23;
the Earl .Carroll stage production. Murder
backstage. Carl Brlsson, Victor McLaglen, Jack Oakle, Kitty Carlisle
Dir. Mitchell Loisen. Rel. April 20:
More Women. Flagg and Quirt as deep sea divers. Edmund Lowe, Victor
McLaglen, Sally Blane. Dir. Al Rogell. 73 mlns. Rel. Feb. 23. Rev.
Is Stolen.

Dir. Alex, Hall.

No

March

FAVOR
POUCY

INDIE EXIOBS

.

67 mins.

Murder at the Vanities.

FLEXIBLE PIC

From

-

6.

Pseudo-physical training yarn to display winners In
Par's international beauty contest. Buster Crabbe, Ida Lupino, Toby
Wing, Jas. Gleason. Dir. Erie Kenton.. 77 mlns. Rel. Feb. 2. Rev.
Feb. 13.
ich,
She Made Her Bed. Show lot story about a brutal animal trainer.
Arlen, Sally Eilers, RobL Armstrong. Rel. March 9.
Sitting Pretty. Backstage story smartened up. Jack Oakle, Jack Haley,
Ginger Rogers, Thelma Todd, Gregory Ratoff. Dir. Harry Joe BrownJimmy Durante, Zasu Pitts, Edna May Oliver, Ted Healy and his
80 mins. Rel. Nov. 24. Rev. Dec. 6.
stooges. Dir. Walter Lang. 70 mlns. Rel. Oct. 20,. Rev. OcL 31.
Men In White. Picturlzatlon of the successful Broadway stage play of hos- Six of a Kind, The humors of a share-expenses trip. Chas. Ruggles, Mary.
Boland, W. C. Fields, Geo. Burn^, Gracle Allen, Alison Skipworth. Dir.
pital life.
Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Jean Hersholt. Dir. R. Boleslavsky
Leo. Carey. 60 mins. Rel. Feb. 9. Rev. March 13.
No release set.
Brlce production of the stage musical. Jas. Dunn,
Mystery of Mr. X. Based on the Crime Club novel by Philip MacDonald. Take a Chance. Roland
Dir. Lawrence Schwab. 80
Cliff Edwards, June Knight, Lillian Roth.
Robert Montgomery, Elzabeth Allan, Lewis Stone.. Dir. Edgar Selwyn.
mlns, Rel. Oct. 27. Rev. Nov. 28.
Rel. Feb. 23. Rev. Feb. 27..
Night Flight. Air story of a. South American flight from the novel by Thirty bays a Princess. Obscure actress plays at being a prlncesB. Sylvia
Sidney, Cary Grant. Dir. Marlon Goring. Bel. May 18.
Salnt-Exupery. John Barrymore, Helen Hayes, Clark Gable, Lionel
Barrymore, Robt, Montgomery, Myrna Loy. Dir. David O. Selznlck. 89 Thundering Herd, The. Upper elasB western with the usual Ingredients.
mins, Rel. Oct. 6. Rev. Oct, 10.
Randolph Scott, Judith Allen, Buster Crabbe, Noah Beery, Ray Hatton.
Old Hannibal.- May Robson as a Wall Street manipulator. Lewis Stone, Jean
Dir. Henry Hathaway. 57 mlns. Rel. Nov. 24.
Parker. Dir. G. Riesner. Rel. Jan. 26.
Tlllle and Qua. Keeper of a Chinese resort and her brother, an Alaskan bad
man come back home to claim their Inheritance, a battered ferry boat.
Operator 13. Based on ; the last novel of the late Robert W. Chambers.
W. C. Fields and Allison Skipworth handle the comedy with plenty of
Marlon Davles, Gary Cobper.. Dir. Richard Boleslavsky, No release set
opportunity. Dir. Francis Martin. 67 mlns. Rel. Oct. 18. Rev, Nov. 14.
Prizefighter and the Lady. Max Baer, heavyweight contender, and Myrna
Blows, The. George Raft becomes an amateur bull fighter. Geo.
Trumpet
Loy in the title roles. Prlrao Camera, Jack Dempsey, Walter Huston.
Raft, Adolphe Mehjou, Frances Drake. Dir. Stephen Roberts. Rel. April
Dir. W. S. Van Dyke. 90 mlns. Rel. Nov. 10. Rev. Nov. 14.

Search for Beauty, The.

;

&

.

.

.

.

.

'A

flexible

policy,

shifting

from

double features -to singletons acproduct, Is being inaugurated by numerous' indie operators who figure it is often a waste
to book a second feature when an
unusually drafty one comes along
which can get by on its own.
Double feature houses watch all
product closely, noting what lit is
doing at the box offices ahead of
them, so that they may know which
ones have a chance of getting by
without another feature.
cording- to

•

;

.

.

The

flexible policy,

jumping from

double featuring .to singling, is a
break for the distributor, who does
not have to argue against the theatre overhead of a second feature
and because of that stand the brunt
of greater chiseling on rental.
The exhibitor is In a much better

13.
Queen Christina. Greta Garbo as the seventeenth century queen who was
position with Warner Bros., which
brought up as a boy. Lewis Stone, Ian Keith, Elizabeth Young. Dir. Way to Love, The. Chevalier, Incognito, finds romance with a French car' this season struck at dualing by innival troupe. Ann Dvorak, Ed. Everett Horton, Minna GombelL Dir.
Rouben MamOullan, 90 mlns. Rel. Feb. 9. Rev. Jan. 2.
sisting on nothing but percentage
Norman Taurog. 83 mlns. ReL, Oct. 20. Rev. Nov. 14.
Rip Tide (Opposing Forces Within Woman). An American girl marries int*
English nobility and suffers disappointment and disillusionment. Norma We're Not Dressing. Comedy of shipwrecked Royalty. Blng Crosby, Carole deals and refusing to sell any house
Lombard, Burns and Allen, Ethel Merman, Leon Errol. Dir. Norman charging less than 15c. admission.
Shearer, Robert Montgomery, Herbert Marshall, Mrs. Pat Campbell
Rel.
April
27.
Taurog.
Dir. Edmund Goulding. Rel. March 23. Rev. April 3.
Little fear is felt for public apathy
colony.
6adle McKee. Based on the novel by Vina Delmar. Joan Crawford, Franchot White Woman. Tropical story with a brutal v hlte Tt ng' of an islandWt.iker.
or confusion in shifting between
ickford. Dir. Stuart
Chas. Laughton, Carole Lombard, Chas.
Tone. Dlr, Clarence Brown. No release set.
dual and single bills because of the
66 mlns.' Rel. Nov. 3. Rev. Nov. 21.
8hould Ladies Behave; From the stage play, 'The Vinegar Tree.' Lionel
W. C. Fields, Loan very fact that people are closely
Barrymore, Alice Brady. Dir. Harry Beaumont. 89 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1 You're Telling Me. Fields as a small town garage man.
Marsh, Buster Crabbe, Adrlenne Ames. Dir. Erie Kenton. 66 mins. shopping for film even among the
Rev. Dec. 19.
.

8howoff, The. Old stage play of a conceited man wKo~makes good. Spencer
Tracy, Madge Evans. Dir. Chas. Riesner. 78 .mlns. Rel. March 9.
Rev. March. 20.
..'^
L __.__ ...^
Sons of the Desert (Hal Roach). Laurel and Hardy attend a fraternal convention. Dlr, Wm. A. Setter. 65 mlns.. Rel. Dec. 29. Rev. Jan. 9.
Tarzan and H|s -Mate. Further adventures of the characters created by Edgar Rice Burroughs. Johnnie Welssmuller, Maureen O'SulHvan, Nell
Hamilton. Dir. Cedric Gibbons. Rel. March 30.
This Side of Heaven. Domestic drama from a novel. Lionel Barrymore, Fay
Bain tor, Mae Clark, Una Merkel, Tom Brown. Dir. Wm. K. Howard.
78 mins. Rel. Feb. 2. Rev. Feb. 13.
Turn Back the Clock. Story of a man who relives his past Lee Tracy, Mae
Clerk, Peggy Shannon. Dir. Edgar Selwyn, 80 mlns. ReL Aug. 25:
Rev. Aug. 29.
Vlya Villa, Wallace Beery portrays the famous Mexican character, Pancho
Villa.
Stuart Erwln, Fay Wray, Leo Carrlllo. Dir. Jack ConWay. Rel.

^

..

'

Rel. April

I,

Rev. April

10.

D«J—
-I.*., I
JrnnCipal

Office: 1270 Sixth Ave.,

New

York, N. Y.
Jaws of Justice. Kazan, the dog, In a melodrama of the Northwelt" Mounted
Pollae, with Richard Terry and Ruth Sullivan. 64 mins. Rel. Dec. 15.
Ferocious Pal. Kazan, the dog, in a thrilling mystery-melodrama of the
sheep-raising country. Ruth Sullivan and. Robert Manning. 60 mlns.
Rel. Feb. 1.
Fighting to Live. Captain, the dog, and Lady, his mate, in a story', based
on a true incident In their lives. Mary Shilling and Gaylord Pendleton.
60 mlns. Rel. May.
Office: R.K.O. BIdg.,
Studios: Hollywood,
R.K.O.
Radio city,. n.y.c.
Calif.
^

Radio

dual billers. Frequently, also, It Is
felt that many miss certain pictures
In the first runs and watch for them
the- double billers, riot carina;

among

what the other (second) feature, is.
This is indicated to some extent by
the calls dualers get inquiring' what
time a certain picture goes oh.

REBUILD HIPP,

April

Women

'

.6048 Sunset Blvd.,
R. K. O. Building,
MohOfffam Office:
Hollywood, Cal.
Rockefeller. Center,. N.Y.C.
Lionel Atwell; Betty Furhess. Dir. Phil Rosen..
Beggars In Er
Broken breams. From Olga Prlntzlau's story; 'Two Little Arms:' Martha
Sleeper, Randolph Scott, Buster Phelps. Beryl Mercer. Dir. Robert Vignola. 68 mins. Rel. Nov. 15, Rev. Nov. 28,
He Couldn't Take It.. Story by Dorc Scharg. Inside story of process serving

monogram

^= =™racketT^Ray^Wfflkerr^Virginl^
:

Granger, Paul Pbrcasl. Dir. William Nigh. Rel. Dec; 11; Rev. March 27.
Western Btory of a man accused of the murder of his paL
.Dir. Paul Malvern.
56 mins. Rel. Jan. 22. Rev. Feb. 13.
Mystery Liner. Noah Beery, Astrld Alwyn. Dir. William Ni h. 62 mlns.

Lucky Texan, The.
John Wayhe.

March

16.

Rev.; April 10.

Western scrap about water
John WayrieT-TStrritrNT-Bradbu^

Riders of Dest iny.
stuff.

Dec.

;

pacifist goes to War and becomes a great aviator with a lust
of Aces.
for killing. Richard Dix, Elizabeth Allan, Ralph Bellamy. 78 mlns. Dir.
J.

.

His Life, The. Criminal lawyer, deserted by his wife, sends to the
chair the man who- stole her. Otto Kruger, Una Merkel, Ben Lyons.
Din Geo. B. Seitz, 74 mins. Rel. Deb. 3. Rev. Jan. 30.
You Can't Buy Everything. Stbry of a domineering old woman. May Robson,
Jean Parker, Lewis StOne. Dir. C; H. Reisner. 72 mins. Rel, Jan. 26.
Rev. Feb. 6.
In

Rel.

A

Ace

rights,

with some big flood

12.

Lone' Star western. John Wayne, Nancy Shubert.
Dir. Armand Schaefer. 63 mins. Rel, Dec. 16. Rev. Jan. 9.
Ixteen Fathoms Deep. Sponge diver's romance. Sally O'Neill, Crelghton
Chaney, Russell Simpson, Maurice Black. Dir. Armand Schaefer. 69
mins. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev.. Jan. 23.
Sweetheart ot Sigma Chi. College musical. Mary Carlisle, Buster Crabbe.
Dir. Ed. Marin. 80 mins. ReL OcL 1. ReV. Nov. 14.

Sagebrush Trail, The.

.

Walter Ruben.

ReL Oct

20.

Rev. Nov.

Nov. 7.
Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men. A woman reforms two of the men In her
life, making a gentleman of the rowdy and a rowdy of the gentleman.
Wynne Gibson,. Charles Farrell, William Gargan, Zasu Pitts. Dir. Mark
Sandrlch. 73 mlns. Rel. Nov. 3. Rev. Oct.. 24.
Allen Corn. Talented young musician realizes after a series of disappointing
love affairs that love and a career won't mix and chooses career. Ann
Harding, John. Boles, Margaret Hamilton, Arnold Korff. Dir. Edward
H; Griffith. Rel. May 25,
Ann Vlckers. From the Sinclair Lewis novel. Irene Dunn, Walter Huston,
Conrad Nagel. Dir. John Cromwell. 75 mlns, Rel. Oct, 13. Rev. Oct. 3,
Blind Adventure. Adventures in London during one foggy night. Robert
^^--.-Apmstrongi=Helen-rMack,^oland=YO.ung,J^
Schoedsack. 63 mlns. Released Aug.; 18. Rev, Nov. 7.
Chance at Heaven. The rich city girl who dazzles the country boy and marries him only to send him back to his small town sweetheart.
Joel
McCrea, Ginger Rogers. Marlon Nixon. Dir. William Seiter. 72 mlns.
Released Oct. 27. Rev. Dec. 27.
Crime Doctor. A famous detective; jealous 6f his wife who no longer loves
-r^^Mmri»lans-the-*er-ifect-«ame, on n Kruj^ Tfflrr-n
orlev. N}) s AftQl"r.
Judith Wood. Dir. John Robertson, Rel. April 27.
Deluge, The. Odd story of the world after a second deluge. Peggy Shannon,
Lois Wilson, Sidney BlaCkmer, Matt Moore. Dir. Felix E. Feist. Rel.
Sept. 16. Rev. Oct. 10.
Finishing School. A young boarding school girl becomes Involved with a
young doctor. Ginger Rogers. Frances Dee, Bruce Cabot. Billie Burke.
Dir. Wahda Tuchock and George Nicholls, Jr. Rel. May 4.
.

,

.

(Continued on page 31)

Hipppdrome, largest in Newport,
which was

Ky., opposite this city,

14.

A beautiful Russian spy fails In love with an Austrian spy
but they place duty to their countries above love. Constance Bennett,
Gilbert Roland. Dir. George Archaln baud. 72 mlns. Rel. Nov. 10. Rev.

After Tonight.

—

JnaWPOBi'T

Cincinnati, April 16.

.

M

destroyed by Are early Friday (13),
is to be replaced by a modern theatre,

announces Raymond G. Frankel,

of Frankel Enterprises,, owners.
House seated 1^876 and had onefloor plan.
Blaze believed due to

faulty

firing.
Loss estimated at
$100,000, said to be covered by Insurance.
Charles Mervls, mgr., detected
burning smell after night olpuing

and summoned

police

and firemen,

wTid^seafclTetl^

before flames shot through ventU
lating shaft.

Waxman'a

'Blonde*

Waxmall Has butm/'u
as advertising consultant on 'Un-

known

Blonde,', an Indie made dealing with the divorce racket.
Picture has been booked for a
first run nt Harry Brandt's Globa>
New York.

Tuesday, April 17, 1934

VARIETY

30

TK«

WKole WorU

Is

Waiting For

CARL LAEMMLE
has the honor to present an inspired
production by

FRANK BORZAGE
With Fred Kohler, Alan Hale, Mae
Marsh, George Meeker, Muriel
Kirkland, DeWitt Jennings, Hedda

SULLAVAN

Hopper, Catherine Doucet, Bodil
Rosing.'

From Haris Fallada s

great

novel. Screenplay by William

Anthony McGuire. Another
ln"a^fel^iec<rby"

'

"

UNIVERSAL

WHAT NOW?
1

witli

DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY

J

)

.

PICT

Tuesday, April 17, 1934

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
Flylnfl

Down

to Rio.

VARIETY

Countess of Monte Crlato. Drama. Fay Wray, Paul Lukas, Paul Page, Carmel Meyers, Reginald Owen. Rel. March 19. Rev. April 3.
Cross County Cruise. Comedy-drama. Lew Ayres, June Knight, Alice White.
Dir. Eddie Buzzell. 78 mins. Rel. Jan. IB. Rev. Jan. 23.
Devil's Payday, The, Drama. Nils Asther, Gloria Stuart. Dir. Max Marcln,

March

Rel.

In the air above
Dolores Del Rio, Gene. Raymond, Ginger Rogers, Fred
Dir. Thornton Freelahd. 89 mlns, Rel. Dec.

Bio de Janeiro,

E$

Rel. June 4.
Crosby Case, The.

(Continued from page 29)
Musical extravaganza which takes place

'

.

Embarrassing
Dir. Ed.

Astaire. Raoul Roullen.

Wynne

Drama.

Rev.. April

6.

Moments.
Laemmle.

William

Gibson,

Hollywood, April

May

Marlon

Morris,

Ixon.

14.

Buster Phelpsi
respondent,' MG.

William

.

"

10.

Dir.

claimed His Head,' U.

Spencer

'

'

'

.

Edward Ludwig. 'Man Who Re-

Kurt Neumann. Rel. May 7.
Alan James. Rel. April 16.
Keep 'Em Rolling. One man's life-time devotion to his loyal army horse. Honor of the Range. Western. Ken Maynard.
Win. Wyler! Rel. Aug;. 3.
Walter Huston, Frances Dee, Robert Shayne, Frank Conroy. Dir. George; Her First Mate; Comedy. SummerviUe-Pltts.
.'''•'
Archaihbaud. Rel. March 2.
Rev. Sept. 6.
Nov. 27.
obert Wooisey, Ruth Horse Play. Comedy; Summerville-Devlne.
Hips, Hooray. Musical girl show. Bert Wheeler,
Ettlng, Dorothy Lee, Thelma Todd, George Meeker; Phyllis Barry. Dlr
Rev. March 13.
Mark Sandrlch. Rel. Feb, 2- Rev. Feb. 27,
ir. Harry LachMusical.. Rodger Pryor.
I Like It That Way.
marriage,
disappointed
In
romance
of
people,
12.
two
Rel.
Feb.
A
modern
man.
Were
Free.
If I
who meet and try to find happiness together in their way. Irene Dunne. I'il Tell the World.
Lee,Tracy, ioria Stuart; Roger Pryor. Rel.
Cllve Brook, Nils Asther. Henry Stephenson. Dir.' Elliott Nugent. $6
April 16.
mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Jan. 9.
Invisible Man* Mystery-drama. Claude Rains, Gloria Stuart, Henry Travers,
Little Women. Talker version of the Louisa Alcott story. Katherine HepUna O'Connor, Dir. James Whale. 70 mlns. Rel. Nov. 13. Rev. Nov. 21.
burn. Joan Bennett, Paul Lukas. Frances Dee. Jean Parker. Edna Mae
Chester Morris, Aljce White. Helen
Kind for a Night. Comedy-drama.
Oliver. Dir.- Geo. Cukor. 117. m.ns. Rel. Nov. 24. Rev. .Nov; 21.
Twelvetrees. Dir. Kurt Neumann. 78 mins. Rel. Oct. 30. Rev. Dec. 12.
Long Lost Father. Story in a London nlte club. John Barrymore, Helen
Knight, Nlel Hamilton.
Rel. Jan. %9.. Rev- l_adles Must Love. Musical. Broadway story. June
Chandler.
Dir. Ernest B.,*Schoedsack.
62 mlns.
Nov..

16.

Nat Pendleton,' 'Thin Man,' MG.
Lona Andre, 'Merry Widow,' MG,
Robert McWade, 'Operator
MG.

Collier.

3.

Comedy-drama.
Rel.

Studio Placements

'

Glamour. Comedy-drama. Constance Cummings, Paul
29.
Rev. Dec. 27.
Wyler. Rel. April 9.
Goodbye Love. A butler and his master, both become Involved with gold Gun Justice. Western, Ken Maynard.
Dec. 18.
diggers. Charlie Ruggles, Verree Teasdale, Mayo Methot, Sidney Blackmer, Phyllis Barry. Dir. by H. Bruce Humberstone. 66 mlns. Rel: Half a Sinner. Drama. Joel McCrea,

31

;..

.

'Marie'.

=

Fox.

,

:

"

.

Romero. 'Thin Man,' MG.

(^.aesar

Rasch's. dancing: girls,

Albertina

'Merry Widow,' MG.
Eily Malyon, 'Family Man,' RKO.
Marguerite Namara, 'Thirty Day
Princess,' Pjatn

'Whom

Scott
Destroy,'

Charles

Xie^iereri scriptlhg

'Movie

MG.

Queen,*

scripting
Ralph - Cedar,
Fashioned Way,' Par,
Sally O'Neill; Dir. E. A. du Pont. 60 mins. Rel. Sept. 26. Rev. Dec. 6.
P4ut Lukas, Wynne Gibson,
Let's Be Ritzy. Comedy-drafiha. Lew Ayres, Patricia Ellis. Frank McHugh, Give My Love,' U.
Isabella Jewell, Hedda Hopper. Dir. Edward Ludwlg. Rel. March 26.
Allen Rivklii and R. J. Wolfson,
Little Man, What Now? Drama. Margaret Sullavan, Douglass Montgomery
scripting 'Dolly/ MG;
Dir. Frank Borzage. Rel. May 21,
Ray Walker,, Dorothy Lebaire,
-

".
Feb. 27.
y.
V
Lost Patrol, The. A detachment of British soldiers' lost on the Miesbpptamlan
desert are attacked by unseen Arabs with dramatic results. .'Boris KarDir.
ioft. Victor McLaglen, Wallace Ford. Reginald Denny, Alan. Hale.
John Ford. Rel. Feb. 16. Rev. April, .8..'
Man of Two Worlds. An Eskimo', hie illusions shattered by a. glimpse of London civilization, returns to his dwtt people and is brought back to reality
by his Infant son.' Francis JLed'erer; Eilssa Land!, Henry Stephenson,
Walter Byron. Stem buna, J. FarreU MacDonald, Sarah Padden. Dlr
J. "Walter Ruben.
92 mins. Rel. Feb 9. Rev. Jan., 16.
eanest Gal In Town. Farce comedy" love In .the beauty paijlbr. ZasU Pitts,
61 mins
F.1 Brehdel, Pert Keltbny 'James Gleasdn. Vpir. Rich. Schayer;
Rel. Jan. 12. Rev. Feb. 20.
Idshlpman Jack. Annapolis story. Bruce Cabot, Frank Albertson. Arthur
Lake. Betty Furness. pir/ Christy CaMnhe.- 70 mlns. Rel. Sept. 29
Rev. Nov. 21,
m
Of Human Bondage. A poignant story of a mad who faces life aB a partial
cripple. Leslie Howard, Bette Davis, Reginald- Denny, /Reginald ShefDir. John Cromwell* Rel. June .1/
field, Alan Hale.
Rafter Romance. A story of Greenwich Village. Ginger Rogers. -Norman
Foster, Gea Sidney, Laura Hope Crews. Robt. Benchley. Dir.
Selfer, 76 mlns:. Rel. Sept. L Rev. Jan. 16..
A famous woman beauty, specialist decides to go on
Iflht to Romance, The.
a spree, and becomes involved In a serl.es, of. exciting, adventures. Ann
Harding, Nils Asther, Sari Marltza. Irving Plchel. Dir. Alfred Santell
67 mins, Rel. Nov. 17, Rev. Dec. 19.
Ing and Like It. Gangster backs a Broadway show and makes sure of good
reviews by furnishing special- 'escorts' for each, reviewer. ZasU Pitts,
Pert Kelton, Edward- Everett Horton, Nat Pendleton, Ned Sparks. Dir.
William Selter. Rel. April 20.
Son of Kong. Further adventures of Carl Denham, the ^director who brought
King Kong to civilization*, this time with the Son of Kong. Robert Arm
strong. Helen Mack, Frank Relcher, John Marston. Directed by Ernest
B. Schoedsack. 69. mins. Rel. Dec. 22. Rev; Jan.. 2
Spitfire. A powerful story which deals with a beautiful mountain "witch"
whose naivete, temperament and personality Combine wickedness and
immaculateness. Katharine Hepburn, Robert Young. Ralph Bellamy,
Martha Sleeper, Sidney Toler, Loufb Mason, Sara: Haderi. Dir. John
Cromwell.. Rel. March "30. Rev, March 30.
/
Stlngaree. Notorious Australian bandit of the; "Robin Hood" type with
Irene Dunne* Richard Dix, Conway
flair for the esthetic things of> life.
Tearle, Mary. Boland. Dir. W^liam Wellman..-; Rel. 'May, 25,
Strictly Dynamite. A poet becomes -a. gag writer for a famous radio comic
Jimmy Durante, Lube Velez, Norman-Foster, Marian Nixon. Dir. Elliott
Nugent. Rel. May 11.
Success Story; The ruthless rise to power and wealth bf a boy of the New
York "telement district'. Douglas Fairbanks. 'Jr.,-. -Colleen M.oore, Gene
vieve Tobln, Frank Morgan. Dir. J. Walter Ruben, Rel. March 16.
'

•

'

'

.

;

.

'

.

:

'

.

Wm

•

'.

-„

.

ir. Wm. Selter.
Comedy. Slim Summeryllle, Zasu Pitts.
Love. Honor and Oh, Baby. Comedy. Slim Summervllle, Zasu Pitts, Lucilie
Gleason, Veree Teasdale, Donald Meek. .Dir. Eddie Buzzell. 63 mlna
Rel. Oct. 16. Rev. Oct, 31.
70 rains.
Madame Spy. Drama. Fay Wray.
Rel. Jan.: 8. Rev; Feb, 13.
Chester
Midnight. Drama. Sidney Fox. Henry Hull,
Ersklne. Rel. Jan. 22. Rev. March 13.
Myrt and Marge. Musical. Myrtle Vail, Donna Domerll. Eddie Foy. Jr.. Ted
Healy, Grace Hayes. J. FarreU MacDonald. Dir. Al Boasberg. 66 mlns;
Rel, Dec. 11. Rev. Jan. 23.
Only Yesterday; Dramatic love story, John Boles, Margaret Sullavan. Reg
Dir. John Stahl. 105 mins. Rel. Nov. 6
lriald Denny, Billie Burke.
*
R«v..Nov. 14..
Saturday's Millions Football story, ftbbt. Young, Leila Hyanis, Johnny Mack
Brown. Dir. Edw. SedgViick; 75 mins. Rel. OcW»,; Rev; Oct. 17.
Strawberry Roani The. Story of a wild horse and his conquest Ken. MayDlr; Alan James. ReL Oct; 26. -Rev. Dec, 12.
hard,.. Ruth Hall.
Poor Rich, The, Comedy. Edna May Aliver, Edward Everett Hbrtdii.
Ed; .Sedgwick. Rel. Feb. 26.
Uncertain Lady. Comedy-drama.. Genevieve Tobin. Edward E. Horton. Dlr
.Karl Freund. Rel. April 23.
Rel. Feb;. 19
Ir. Alan James.
Wheele of Destiny. Western. Ken Maynard.
Rev. April 3.

Love Birds.

.

r

'

'

'

-

Studio*.

Burbank,

Man

Is Mine. To preserve her marriage a young wife virtually hurls
her husband into the arms of his first love. Irene Dunne, Constance
Cummings,- Ralph Bellamy, Kay Johnson.- Dir.- John Cromwell. Rel

April
Alone;

13.

'

.

•

;
'

•

'

•

'

.

v

Frank Buck's expedition Into the Asiatic jungles -to capture
wild animals. Frank Buck. Dir. Ai-mand Denis. Rel. April 6.

Wild Cargo.

United Artists OWc " ™utZV&%:y.
;

Advice to the Lovelorn. Romance, and adventures of reporter who edits the
agony column and eventually exposes the drug racket.' Dir. Alfred,
Werker. Reh Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 19.
Blood Money. The bail bond racket with a love angle. Geo. Bancroft, Frances.
Dee. Dir. Rowland Brown. 66 mlns. Rel. Nov. 17. ReV. Nov, 21.'.
Broadway Through a Keyhole.. Walter Wlnchell's story of Broadway. Constance Cummings, Russ Columbo. Paul- Kelly. Dir. Lowell Sherman.
90 mins. Rel, Oct; 13. Rev. Nov. 7.
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back. Further adventures In crime solution; Ronald Colman, Loretta Young, Warner Oland, Charles Butterworth, Una

(No

Merkel.

date, set;

The story of Russia's greatest, ruler. Douglas FairElizabeth Bergner, Flora Robson, Gri ths .Jones. Dir. Paul
banks,
Czlnner. 93 mlns. Rel: April 13: Rev, Feb. 20.
Firebrand, The. Tlte love life of BeAyenutoS Cellini. iFredrtc March, Constance
",
;
B«im#4;FrankvMorga^. FafcT^jr.yri^No date-set^
y
Gallant Lady. An unwed mother who pays the price of- silence In order to be
near her child. Dir. Gregory La' Cava. _. Ann. Harding, CHve Brook.
Otto. Kruger, Tullio Carminati. 82 mlns, Rel. Jan. 6. Rev. Jan. 23
Ir
Laughton.
Henry Vllf (British made)., Henry and his Six Wives. ,' Chas. '•-';•
Alex.' Korda,'. 93 mlns; Rel. Oct. IB.
Rev. OcL 17,'Mouse of Rbthschlld, The ((20th !Cent.). Strong drama of .the great' flnancial
George Arllss, Bbris Karloft, Loretta Young. Dir. -Alfred Werker.
house,.
Rel. April 6, Rev. March 20.
94 mins.
;?
Looking tor Trouble. Thrills In the lives of telephone linesmen, with a Couple
of love stories, on the< side.; Spencer ^Tracy^ Jack Oakie, Constance Cummings, Arllne Judge;' Dir, Wm. Wellman, 77 mlns. Rel. March. 9.
Moulin -Rouge. A talented wife proves her -ability by a clever Impersonation
ruse. Dir. Sidney Lan field. Constance Bennett. Franchot Tone, Tullio
Rel. Jan. 19. Rev. Feb. 13.
Carmiiriati; 70 mins.
Nana. Adapted from the Zola novel with Sam Qoidwyn's new star,' Anna Sten.
Phillips Holmes, Mae. Clark,. Lionel Atwill. Rich. Bennett.- Dir. Dorothy
Arzner. 87 mins. Rel Mar. 2. Rev. Feb. 6.
Palooka. The son of a prizefighter follows in his father's footsteps. Dir. Benjamln Stoloff. Jlmmic Durante, Stuart Erwln,. Lupe Velez, Rel. Jan. 26.
Rev. March 6;
Roman Scandals. A town simpleton transported in a dream back to .the
grandeur that was Rome. Dir. Frank Tuttle. Eddie Cantor, Ruth
Rel. Dec. 29.
Ioria Stuart. 91 mins.
Ettlng.
Sorrell & Son, An epic of the iove between father and son. H. B. Warner,
— Pe t c-r ~-P6Tir OseT^Hugh^W-'ll a m sf=WlnKred-Shbtter.«Dir.--Jack^Raymondi=
1

^Catherine the- Great*
Jr.,

•

;

.

•'

:

1 i

Uel: April 20
I

Musical.

_'_, ..iiyn.

-,2ft. ..

Mall.
Jan, U.

City,

John
Jan.

ces: 730 Fifth Ave., v
New Vork. N. V

Universal
Boles

V.

Cdmuud Low

cluction.

Dir. Ed.

I

n

.E:-

Marin: "Rel.

Rel

—

Ja'nT't:

'ar

Ann
Groom,'

the

Andy Devine, Russ

Brown,- Lois January,. Ear le Eby^
'Loves of a Sailor,' U;
Jean Bart, scripting Man Who Reclaimed His Head,' U.
Herbert Cbrthell, Grady Sutton,
Sylvia Picker, ,Fred KeiSey, Otis.
Harlan, 'Beau Bashful,' Doane-U
'

•short.
•

Alphonse Martel, A Ramsey
'World Moves On,' Fox;

Hill,

Harry e. Bradley,

'Gall It Luck,'
.'•''.
Ned sparks, 'Marie Gallahte,' Fox.
v Goodie '.Montgomery, Fran-k Craven, 'Loves of a Sailor/ Zeldtnan-U.
Matt McHugh, 'She Loves Me
Not/ Par; Warren Doane short, TJ.
Barbara Leonard, George Barbler,
Sterling' Hollbway, 'Merry Widow,'

•Fox.

.

.

.

MG.

•

-H...B.

-

Warner, Barry Norton, John

Rogers,. Gerald Rogers, Desmond
Roberts, 'Grand Canary/ Fox.
Howard Hlggin, tech adviser,
'Cleopatra,' par,
C. Henry Gordon,. May Robson,
fed Healy,. Henry Wadsworth,
Irene Harvey, 'Co-Respondent/ MG.
Marian Clayton, 'Barretts of Wim•.

.

-

pole.Street/MG.
Anderson Lawler, Lois January,
Earl Eby, 'Loves of a Sailor/ U.
Joan Blondell, Glenda FarreL'

'Princess of Kansas City/ WB.
;17.
Paul Porcasl, 'Family Man/ RKO.
> Gala musical with, backstage locale.
James Cagney, Joan
Frank Darien, 'Murder on the
Dir. Lloyd Bacon.
129 mins.
Ruby' Keeier, Dick Powell.
Blackboard/ RKO..
Dances by Busby. Berkeley. Rel. OcL 2. ReV. Oct.. 10.-'
Elinor Werselhoest,
lack Moon,'
right
headdrama
a
murder
committed
In
crime
with
Headquarters'.
A
From
Col.
Dir.
Pallette.
Lindsay
and
Eugene
Brent,
Margaret
George
quarters.
George Barbler, 'She Loves Me
ReL Dec. 2. Rev. Njy- 21.
William Dleterle. 63 mins.
Gambling Lady. Based on the drama by Dot-Is Malloy of a gambling lady Not,' Par.
Jam Duggan, Tammany Toung, J.
who is such a sport she is willing to sacrifice her/lOve to save her husband from a murder charge. Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea, Pat Henry, 'Old Fashioned Way/ Par.
Lew Cody, 'Thank Tour Stars,*
O'Brien, Claire Dbdd. Dir. Archie Mayo. 66 minfe.' Rel. March 31. Rev,
April 10.
Par,
Kalmar and Ruby writing next
HaroJd Teen. Hilarious comedy romance which brings to life on the screen
the characters of Carl Ed's comic strip. .Hal LeRoy, Rochelle Hudson, Wheeler and Wooisey yarn, RKO.
Patricia Ellis, Guy Klbbee. Dlr: Murray Roth. 66 mlns. Rel. April 7.
Lanny Ross, .'Mississippi,' Par.
Judith Allen, 'Old Fashioned Way/
Heat Lightning. Thrilling romance of deBert love and hate, based on the
Broadway stage hit by Leon Abranis and George Abbott. Aline Mac- Par.
;
Mahon, .Ann Dvorak. Llyle Talbot; Preston Foster. Dir. Mervyn LeRoy.
Alden Nash, dlaloging 'Arabella,*
.63 mlna.
Rel. March 3. Rev. March,' 13.
RKO.
HI, Nellie. Comedy-drama of a newspaper *fove' columnist. Paul Muni,
Slim Summervllle, 'Afterwards/
Glenda FarreU, Kathryn Sergavat Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. Rel. Jan- 20, RKO.
Rev. Feb. 6.'
Cherie May, 'Cleopatra/ Par.
House On 56th Street. Drama of a gambling lady. Kay Francis, Rlcardo
George Wagner, preparing ori
Dir. for
Cortez, Gene Raymond. Margaret Lindsay and Frank McHugh.
Sid Rogell's production, Col.
/Robert Florey.- 68 mins. Rel. Dec. 23. Rev. Dec. 6.
Ainsworth Morgan, adapting 'She
I've Got Your Number. Rowdy, rollicking story of the telephone trouble hunter Was a Lady/ Fox.
who. finds it. Joan Blondell, Pat O'Brien. Dir. Kay ErirlghL 67 mins.
Nlles Welch, 'Whom the Gods
Rel. Feb. 4. Rev. Feb. 6.
Destroy,' Col.
Jimmy ths Gent. Hilarious comedy romance based on the story by Laird
Robert Graves,
ittle Man, What
Doyle and Ray Nazarro, which reveals a heW kind of racket, that of Now?'
U.
Dir.
Jenkins.
Bette
Allen
Davis,
digging up heirs. James Cagney,
Zeffle Tilbury, shbrt, RKO.
~
ftflchael Curtlz:. 67 mins. Rel. March 17, Rev. March 27..
" Andre
Frank
Moran,
Cheron;
Kennel 'Murder Case. A drama depicting the unusual solution of an unusual
murder.' William Powell, Mary Astor, Helen Vinson, Ralph Morgan and Georges Kerebel, 'The World Moves
gugene Pallette. Dir. Michael Curtlz 7.6 mlns. ReL Oct. 28. Rev. On/ Fox.
.

:

;

'

-.

•

.

.

dt.

31.

Jimmy Cagney bats 'em around again. Jas. Cagney, Mae Clark,
Leslie Fentoh. Dir. Roy Del Ruth., 67 mins. Rel. Dee. B. Rey. 'Jan.. 2.
Merry Wl<res of Reno. Comedy-farce of .the Reno divorce mill in action'
Klbbee, Glenda Farrell, Hugh
Margaret. Lindsay, Donald W'oods, Guy
*T
«
—•
«—
Herbert, and Frank McHugh
Lady

Killer.

.

.

—

Rel.

May

—

•

12,

til

7(i

bulta? Ejl.ssa l^afidl Nii>
mlns. Rel. Dec. 18. Rev

Robert Graves, 'Caravan/ Fox.
Yola D'Avril, 'MerTy Widow/ MG.
John DafTPw; «I Give My Love/ U.
Paul Harvey, Murray Kinnell,
'Charlie Chan's Courage/ Fox.
Ray Walker, 'Always Honest,'
1

.

,Pdx>

•

Modern Hero, A. Based on the hovel by Louis Brornfleld; opening with the
Rich Brothers, six shorts, Educ.
gay romance of circus life and carrying the hero through tremendous
Paul Porcasl, I Loved an Actress/
'
flnancial' battles to a captain of Industry. Richard Barthelmess, Jean Par.
Mulr, Marjorie Rambeau, "Verree Teasdale. Dir. G. W. Pabst. Rel.
Ted Healy's stooges, short, Col.
April 21.
Sidney Blackm,er, 'Afterwards/
Smarty. Comedy of the wife who wanted to commute between husbands, RKO.
Joan Blondell, Warren William. Edward E. Horton, Frank McHugh and
'

4

'

'.

.

Claire .Dodd. Dir. Robert Florey.' 64 mins, Rel. May 26,
Upperworld. -Drama by Ben Hechit dealing with a millionaire's adventures
with a chorus girl. Warren William, Mary Astor, Ginger Rogers, Dickie
Moore. Dir. Roy Del Ruth. Rel. April 28.

,

.

.

==^^Dlr.=FrediNewmeyerT^2^ins^^c*.JVIaxcJ^

Crl

Thy Daughter.

a silent.

75 mins.

Should Listen/ Par.
William Selter directs,

triple.

67

love

mins

mystery story, British made

^

'

:

— Remade

(Exploitation.) Warning to parents.
Rel Jan. 15. Rev. Feb.. 20.

-

—
from

Film Parade, The. (State rights.) Old clips and new material assembled b>
Rev. Dec. .27.
C>2 mlns.
J. Stuart Hlackton
Glgolettes of Paris. (Equitable.) Gold digger Story in Parisian locale. MadgcDir. Alphonse Martel.
69 mlns.
Rev
Uellamy, Natalie Moorhead.
Oct. 17.

(Continued on page 32)

Marian

RKO.

George Stevenson directing
American Harem/ RKO;

'

Edna May Oliver, Buster Crabbe,
Mary Carlisle, Reginald Denny,

Billie Burke, Grant Mitchell, 'Ara-bjila/L BJCO>_
=li===____

„

Marjorie Klein, cbllabing wlthT
Adele Rogers Hylarid, on untitled
pic,

Rural story in a foreign setting.
:

Edward Everett Hprton,

.

Before Morning. (Greenblatt.) From a stage play. Police official cleverly
traps a murderess. Leo Carlllo. Lora Baxter. Dir. Arthur Hoerl. -66
mlns. Rev. Nov. 21.
Big Race, The. (Showmen.) Race track story. Boots Mallory, John Darrow.

story.
Rev.' Dec. 6.
(Helber ) Edgar Wallace
Inal at Large.
British cast. 74 mlns. Rev. Dec. 27.

Hayden,

Julie;

RKO.

Nixon, 'Arabella/

Miscellaneous Releases

.

VA'm
*'i

Clark,

OeL

(Duworld.)
Dawn to Dawn
Jan. '9. ——^
Rgv" -

!•

11

Comes

;

Mae

BlondelL

Enlighten

The.
Wilmor.

Tandlollcjht.

Schcrtzinger.

,30.

C?.t

W'y

Here

Rogers. 2'

Footlibht Parade.

(Goldsmith-Hollywood.) Carnival background for a
Boots Mallory. Vincent Allen. Dir. Howard Hlggin.

..I.tgy.

Bombay

.AHhor

<

,

Carnival Lady.
Calif.

eioved.

By

•

.

'

'[•

Black

Ke©,' M.G. :.Hamilton,
..Neil

'

fall

—

^^WvUtav

Warner Brothers

Calif.

As. the Earth Turns. Epic In the romance* of. American life and a revelation
of the character of the New England farmer taken from the story of
Gladys Hasty Carroll. Jean 'Mulr, Donald Woods, Dorothy Peterson
Dir. Alfred E. Green. 73 miris. Rel. April 14.
College Coach. A football story with a new twist. D(ck Powell, Ann Dvorak
Pat O'Brien and Lyle Talbot. Dir. William A. Wellman; 77 mlns.'
Rel. Nov. 4. Rev. Nov. 14;
Disraeli. Political drama Of England.- George Arllss, Joan Bennett .Dir. Alfred Green.' ; 88 mlns. Re-rel. Dec. 16,
Easy to Loye. A frothy farce. Adolphe Menjou, Genevieve Tobln, Mary
Dir. William Keighley.
A'stor,' Guy Klbbee, Edward -Everett Horton.
61 mlns. Rel. Jan. 20. Rev. Jan. 16.
Ever in My Heart. War. theme story, but Without conflict .-angle. German-'
American husband and an American wife. Barbara. Stanwyck, Otto
Kruger, Ralph Bellamy. Dir. Archie Mayo. 70 mins. Rel. Oct 28.

An orphan girl and a: young, boy who escaped' from a reformatory
in love and try to escape the inhuman farmer, who keeps .them
enslaved on his farm. Jean Parker, Zasu' Pitts, Tom Brown/ Arthur
Byron, Nydia Westman, Beulah Bondl, WllHard" Robertson, Emerson
Tracy, Dir. Elliott Nugent. Rel. Jan. 5, 1934. Rev; .April' 10,
Where Sinners Meet. An eloping couple have' a break-doWn in their car arid
spend the night in an unusual hotel where' the host, a philosopher, shows'
them the error of their way. Cltve Brook, Diana Wynyard, Reginald
Walter
Owen, Billie Burke, Alan Mowbray, Gilbert'. Emery..' Dir.
w
Ruben: Rel. May 18.
/

Two

'Always Honored,' Fox.
Minna Gombell, 'Thin Man,' MG.
'.T'urnian, 'Sadie Mc-'
William G. '"

-

....Rev,.

This

,

Pan

Sott R. Real, assistant to Edward Sloman, 'There's Always Tomorrow.' U.
I&uhert Donat.
Cristo.'

Edward

Ferdinand

'Count

of..

-Mxinte--

Small...

Gottschalk,

'Little

Man, What Now?' U.

Sam Hardy,
Milton

'I

Give

My

Love/ U.

Krims,

additional di'ilog,
•Affairs of a Gentleman/ U.
Wanda Perry, Dorothy D es,
•Lfivc-s

nf a Sailor,*

Zeidman-U.

>
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THE MOTH
Showmen's Pictures production ana
.

Wilfred

TRUMPET BLOWS
(Continued from page 18)
Does one dance, a rumba, Impres-

.

i

.

De as a vaude producer and his many
Mille, Sidney Toler and Edward years of experience in the studios as
Miss De Mllle, espe- writer, more recently as director,
•Ellis shine.
'Sing

.

Nydia Westmari

material.

In for

is.

and Like

was

It'

right

up

his

alley.

bit but not allowfed to do any-

thing.

.

Direction is spotty, except In the
Photography
ring sequence;
A short tune
In the picture's opening sequence,

bull

.

and production A-l.
by

'Pancho,'

is

MAN

THIS

Bad to production and 'release; Starring
Irene Dunne. Directed by John Cromwell.
Anno Morrison Chapln's play, 'Love' Files
In the Wndow,': adapted by Jane Murfln.
Cameraman, David Abel. At Music
New York, week April 12. Running
.

-

Cheaply

produced

and

poorly

acted, 'The Moth' is the kind of picture that has^two strikes on it at
the beginning. In story, it Is banal.

.

MINE

IS

.

'

Rainger and

Ralph

cute and might have
Kctuf.
been expanded.

Leo Robin,

. . .

(Continued from page 31)
Dee Kay.) Sex education story. Jean Lacy, Qlen Boles.
Dlr Jack Towniey. 63 mlns.
Her Forgotten Past. (May fair.) Society girl marries her chauffeur then weds
a lawyer believing her first husband dead. Monte Blue, Barbara Kent.
Dir. Wesley Ford. 66 mlns.
Rev. Nov. 7.
Her Splendid Polly (Progressive). Studio "girl Impersonates a star in .Hollywood. Lillian Band, Beryl Mercer. Theo. von El tz.- Dir. Ralph Black.

Guilty Parents. .(Jay

60 mlns. Rev. Nov. U..
Hired Wife. (Pinnacle.) Man hires a bride to get a fortune and falls In love
with her. Greta Nlssen. Weldon Heybuni. JJlr, Geo. Melford. 60 mlna.
Rev.
March 13,
\_.
Story, starts out to introduce Nat
Love Paat Thirty. (Monarch. )L Beauty parlor rejuvenation for a faded flancs*.
Pendleton as the leader of a gang
Atieen PrJngle, Theodor von Sits, Phyllis Barry. Dir. Viri. Moore. 60
of kidnapers who live in luxury, but In casting, it's poor as they come.
Ins.
Rey. March 13..
are about to expand operations to
In adaptation and in direction, it is Marriage op Approval. (Monarch.) in which a girl get's married In the first
take in safe-cra,cklng. As the bunch
reel and finds' it out In the last. Barbara Kent, Donald DUlaway.
Dir.
is disemboweling a bank safe the no better.Howard
Higgln. Rev. Jan. 9.
Prom the outset the story drags
tough leader hears someone on a
Neighbors Wives. (Syndicate.) Domestic murder problem. Dorothy Macfloor above singing, a sentimental badly, with most- of the, members bf
kalll, Tom Moore.
Dir. Francie Natteford. 56 mlns,
Rev. Oct. )?
mother song which touches him and the cast acting ill at ease* if- not
brings tears for the first time since actually suffering. Some of the per- Public Stenographer. Title tells the story. Lola Lane, Wn, Collier
Dir. Lew Collins. ReV; Jan. 30.
formances make the picture look
being gassed in a prison riot.
Secret
Sinners.
(Mayfair.)
Chorus
girls
and
a
song
writer.
Carroll. Nick
Sue
amateurish*
as
the
Sylvester,
Fenlmore
j,
Stuart
Ir. Wesley Ford.
68 mlns, Rel. Oct. 20. Rev. Dec. 27.
script calls the gangster overlord,
Sally O'Neil not photographing
goes up to Investigate and finds any too well and handling lines Ship of Wanted Men. (Showmen.; Crew of refugees fght'over a girl rescued
In mid -ocean.
Leon
Waycoff. Gertrude Astor. Dir. Lew. Collins. 66
that Annie Snodgrass (ZaSu Pitts) poorly, does an impetuous young
mlns. Rev. Nov. 21.
is rehearsing the number for the lady who has overdrawn on her in-,
(Protex.) Anna Sten's first German picture,
njgrllsh.
Union Bank Little Theatre group. heritance arid runs out on her Trapeze..
65 mlns. Rel. Feb.:. Rev. Feb. 20.
mother
song
He decides to give that
family after some bad publicity has
Racket.
(Showmen.) Familiar gangster, frameup.
to the world and looks up the big- made- it possible, for the executor of What's Vour
Toomey,
Noel
Francis.
Dir. Fred Guiol. 6b mlns. Rel.. Jan. 1.
gest producer in t^wn who's doing her father's estate,, to cut .her off
March 6,
a new show to force the girl and entirely.
Having more than a
Face,- (Helber.)
British made crime story
the song into it.
guardian's interest in the girl, how- Whitebook:
All-British cast. 66 tnlns^. Rev.. Dec. 6
Treated
for
gentle
burlesque ever, he gets a young man in his
Wine, Women and Song. (Chadwlck.) Lllyan Taehman's last picture,
flavor, the. picture picks up laughs employ to trail her.
stage story. Lllyan Tashman, Lew Cody. Dir. Leon D'Usseau.
Path leads to New Orleans and
quickly in the- first reel ..and. lands
Rov. March 27.
them in " fair volume throughout. the Mardi Gras. Meeting up with
The satire becomes rather rich when a girl of criminal inclinations, the
Foreign
Films
the timid big time producer, played young heiress nearly gets into
by Edward Everett Horton, is trouble, again, but after a while
slow movement ol foreign dims, this Hat coverF one
forced to star Annie Snodgrass and she's cleared and starts to show an (Note:
vear
of
releases.)
her. rotten singing' at a gun's point. Interest in *the young man who's
(Most it these available with English titles.)
Gangsters take over everything been tailing her for the sake of
Berlln-Alexanderplatz (Ger)
(Capital).
8trong crime drama. H elnrlch
and run things as they choose, even those back home.
George. Maria Bard. Dir. PhD Jutzl. 90 mlna. Rel. May 1. Revj, Ma> 16.
Paul Page, detailed to spy on the
forcing a proverbially tough critic
Viktor Janson
80
Dir.
(Ger.) Operetta.
Bettelstudent, Der. (General.)
to cheer the bad show and thus im- heiress* activities while in New Ormlns. Rel; Oct.. 15.
leans,
is
in
the
best,
of
those"
the
press his fellow reviewers arid the
(Bavaria). Musical. Karln Hardt. Dir. Franz
Christ),
le (Ger)
audience.
Boys, of the revolver cast. Fred Kelsey, as a dick, also BlondeSeltz.
16.
Feb.
76
mlns.
Rel.
brigade also force specs to sell his usual self,- despite that the story
.Broken Shoos (Russ) (Amklno). Child reaction to politics. Anti-Hitler. Dir.
tickets to' their Opening- instead, of offered him' little, opportunity.
Margarita Barskaya. 80 rains. Rel. March 16. Rev. April 8.
Char.
to other shows by talking prospecChalutzlm (Hebrew) (Acme). First talker made In Palestine. Dir. Alexntive customers Into such a. buy.
Ford.. 70 rhihsr. Rel. March 16.
The direction is smooth an! the
de Carton, La (Sp) (Fox). Drama of marital relations. Antonio MoCludad
Fighting
dialog .crisp.
Miss Pitts proves
reno, Catailna Barcena. Dir. Louis King; 70 mlns. Rel. Feb. 16.
Ideal as the ham actress, while. HorColumbia, production and release.
Star-*of Thorns (Kinematrade) (Ger) (Dubbed Eng.). Biblical drama.
ton and Pendleton are cinches in ring Buck Jones. Directed by George B. CrownRobert
Wlehe. 70 :mlns. Rel. March 15.
the parts, for which they were Seitz. Screen play by Harry Hoyt. At
Running Cruz Y La Espa'da, La (Sp) (Fox).. Historical romance: Jose MoJIca.
on double feature bill.
picked. Miss Kelton does the wife TIvolI
time, 00 mlns.
Frank Strayer. 75 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1.
of the tough gangster who won't let Jim.
Ruck Jones Deux Orphelins, Les (Fr) (Blue Ribbon).
Yvette
Costume melodrama.
.Dorothy "Revler
her return to the stage because she's Tonita. ......... ....
Guilbert. Dir. Maurice Tourneur. 90 mlns. ReT. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. .16.
Thunder
.Frank Rice
a lady.
......Bradley Page Oos Noches' (Hoffberg) (Spanish)
Cougar
Ir
CarMuslcaL Conchlta Montenegro.
One drawback, it may be consid- Dave
.Ward Bond
66 mlns. Rel. May 1.
los Borcosque.
ered, Is the manv times which the Rose
Mozelle Brtttone
Paddy O'Flynn Dream of My People, The (Jewish) (Palestine)., Silent travelog of Palestine
picture permits Miss Pitts to sing Bob..
Kelso.
Art. Mix
with
by
Cantor
Rosenblatt.
Jos.
Fox.
60
mlns.
Rel.
Feb
15.
records
Dir.
Char.
her awful mother ballad.
.Frank LaRue Orel Tage Mlttelarrest
Petfleg Barnes.'. ,
(German) (Capital). Fast German farce with nil Capt, Wilkes.
John Wallace
. .

impresses as eventual star

cially,

a

Katherine

roles

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

'

.

almost too* daringly, how-,

sively,

ever,
In smaller

re-

Features Sally O'Neil, Paul Page,.
Duncan
Fred Kelaey.
Lucas,
Directed by Fred JJewmeyer.
Renoldo..
original story by Joe O'Donnell.
Based
on
served
empresslon. It, has. also,
to
At TlvolU N. Y.. April 10, on a double
phasize what good judgment It was bill. Running time, 04 mlns.
to give Howard J. Green, the superb Diana' Wyman..,. ... ............ Sally ONell
George Duncan ................ . Paul Page
visor, this partciular Item.
.
•»•••#• ,.,.,'Vfelfred Luca.
Gale.
John
JPor Green the production is his "Detective Bloke.
Fred Keteey
,
.Duncan Renaldc
first as an associate producer at Don.' Pedro. .'.
Datfgert
.;. .Rae
•.•*•••••••..»•.•»»•
Marie
RKO. Considering bis background
...Nina Qullherd
Aunt Jaiie. ..... . . , • • »
lease.

Tuesday, April 17* 1934

'

Hall,
time,

..

.

75 mlns.
,Ireneu_I>urine
:
Ton! Dunlap
RaJpli Bellamy
Jim Dunlap,....
Fran Harper ..».....',. Constance Cummlngs
.Kay Johnson
Bee' McCrea.
.'.Charles Starrett
Jud McCrea
Mqrt Holmes........ ...... Sidney Blackmer

'

.

.

;

.

..

'.'

.Louis Mason
....Vivian Tobin

Slim
Rita

-

.

Should

please

generally.

made and

It

is

Language

represents deluxe
qualities,
throughout.
production
Theme is one that will strike home
with the married women particuwell

.

larly.

-

Picture arouses an emotional tension.
Active hostility toward the
snippy feline impersonated by COn r
stance Cummlngs', general impa-*
tience with the masculine 'stupidity
exemplified by Ralph Bellamy, and
partisan sympathy for the wife>
played by Miss Dunne, are all
strongly, brought out.
John Cromwell's direction is- from
the brain and heart Jointly. Story
.lis
simple in Its mechanics. There
is little action in the sense of physical movement. Clashes are mental,
and emotional, although in the end
the husband hands the. siren a. black,
ring for her eye.
Character played by Miss Cum-'
.mings is of a born coquette. The
word coquette i$ a polite substitute.
She is a huntress by Instinct. Her
-purpose in breaking up the happy,
married life of one of her own former flames is sheer catty .malice.
She is a thoroughly detestable female, and it is a. tribute to Miss
Cummlngs' performance that audi-

.

The

,

'

.

Ranger

. .

.

''

.

. . .

-

.

.

.

Dir. Car) Boese.
80 mine,
Rel.. May 1.. Rev May 23.
cast.
Ein Gewisser Herr Gran (Ger) (Capital). Spy drama. Hans Albers. Dir.
Fast
moving,
shbot-'em-upper
Gerhard Lamprecht. 70 mlns. Re). Feb. 16.
from
the
regular
western
batstory
Elne. Llebesnach't (German) (Capital).
Farce. Harry Lledke. Dir. Joe May.
('My Heart Calls You')
ter, to the red warm plains' griddle.
Rel. May 1.
82 mlns
Rev May 23.
(GERMAN MADE)
Nothing that hasn't been done' be- Elne Stadt Steht Kopf (Ger) (Capital),
(With Songs)
Gustav Gruendgers.
fore, but leaving nothing undone
mlns. Rel. Jan. 16.
Berlin; March 28.
about hits the bullseye in target- Eihes Prlnzen Junge Llebe (Ger.) (Ufa). Romantic comedy. Willy Frltsch.
Clne-AUianz production handled by Ufa.
Starring Jan Klepura, Marta Eggerth; ing 'Fighting Ranger" for exhibitors
Dir. Artur Robinson. 80 mlns.. Rel. March IS;
featuring Paul Kemp, Paul Hoerblger, interested that way.
Glad
(Norwegian) (Scandinavian). From Bjornson'S novel.
Theo Llngen, Htlde Hlldebrand, TrUde
Frank Rice shows a certain radio En John Gutt
Brunius. 80 mlns. Rel. Nov. 15.
Heeterbberg, Hllde von Stolz, Anton Im
influence in this.
He uses Joe. Enemies of Progress (Russ) (Amklno). Last of the Czarlst generals. Din
kamp, Fritz Soot. Directed by Carmine
Penner's tonality and
his
.

...

Mein Herz Ruft Dir

ences, will loathe, her.
As a starring vehicle for Irene
Dunne the picture is not precisely
what £ star might order. It would
be unfair to state that Miss Dunne
•is secondary to other characters,
but the fact is that, the three feminine roles are of about equal importance.
In general, however> it Gallone. Script by Ernst Mariechka; music,
..may be asserted, as a truism that Robert Stolz: camera, Frledel BcmvGrund.
Jnobody was ever injured by being, At Gloria Palast. Running time, 85 mlns.
part of a well-done production. Miss
Jan Klepura In an all-star cast
Dunne is never negative or passive
and she mixes a hiee reasonable supplies first-rate entertainment

...

one

;

'

ness with an understandable yen

for getting even.

Kay Johnson, who hasn't been
seen much the last year or tWo
.

t

turns in a peachy performance that
ought to get her some attentioh
She has a flair for sophisticated,
lady-like humor.
In a small bit
Vivian Tobin also shows herself
clever character comedienne.
Bellamy, as the pushover for the
babe stare and the romantic gushlness of his' own ex-sweetle, fills the
requirements well.. Sidney Blackmer, the ultimate master of the
flirtatious
vixen, mingles laconic
wit with soft- voiced menace; Lots
of smart lines scattered through the

and seems predestinated, once more,
to international consumption. Pic
ture carries plenty of requisites, for
success, without adding anything
new to the type of film featuring
I

phrases.

The

director also

of

remem-

bered cowboy songs are fairly popular on the air so he had Rice try
that, as Well.
Buck is the same old Jones that
draws the kids and some of the old
folks.
To them it doesn't matter
what he does, just so long as he Is
up with the final bell. So he does
it in 'Ranger' once again.
There's all kinds of shooting.
When there Isn't sufficient humans
around bad boys just color the air
and noise up the sound track. Before he dies Buck's screen brother

No
singers as developed of. late.
getting around it: occasions for
singing must be supplied; Carmine
Gallone did excellent work in veil
ing this necessity as much as possi- knocks a half dozen off their horses.
Thereafter it gets into the wellble.
Background Is an opera company known rut. of vengeance, with Buck
on the road, or rather on a boat quitting the Rangers just long
enough
to roilse, out the killer band
from Montevideo to Monte Carlo in Mexico.
There are
fist
As first Item the tenor sings from fights thrown in for goodsome
measure
the mast top t0 collect cash for
and a little of the customary Weststowaway girl he found In his cabin ern romance
with
Dorothy
Revier
script for laughs, and Blackmer Opera in Monte cables engagement as a seriorita on the ehd
opposite
handles a nice quota of them ex- is off; again it's the tenor who has Buck.
Waly.
to help the hopeless manager out
pertly.
Essentially
a
smart
modern Of the pickle.' He sings to the pre
drawing-room re-write On the eter sumptive. director, who turns out to
nal triangle, 'This Man Is Mine' is be only the secretary, eventually
forces his. way: into the Casino
-Ideal production and release.
for the more discriminating audi
Dlreoted
where he knows the director, to be, by Charles Hutchinson. Story by Captain
ences. Kids won't care for it, no
Jacob Conn; continuity and dialog by
Land,
and sings to the crowd. Finally, an Adrian
i will hillbillies.
Johnson. At the Ideal, N. Y., two
open-air performance of 'Tosca' is days on double feature, April 11-12. Runstaged outside the m.c. opera, which ning' time, '66 xnins.
Mother.......
.Barbara Bedford
Before The
is playing the same inside.
IT
The Boy..;;.
v. ...... .Maurice Murphy
long the stale show inside Is empty
Father. ......i.
.Robert Frazer
RKO production and release. Features and the crowd out on the street The
Brooke. . ...
.Edwin Cross
. ,
ZaSu PHts, Pert Kelton, Edward Everett
Stowaway and' the tenor supply the
Horton. Nat Pendleton and Ned Sparks,
Associate -producer, Howard J,- .Greed; Dilove angle.
Better than, average indie jungle
Based on. story
xected by- William Setter.
Commonplace
plot Is unlmpbrt
picture that ought to do okay on
"So Tou Won't SIntf, Eh?' by Aben Kandel.
Not geared, for higher
Adaptation by Marlon Dlx and Laird Doyle. ant; backbone of the picture, out- split bills.
At Roxy, N. Y;. week starting Friday; side of Kiepura's voice, is the than that, so okay.
April 13. Running time, 60 mine..
amount of comedy presented by
There's a rather melodramatic
ZaSu Pitts set
Annie Snodgrass
which
Theo
among
of
three,
story
wound
around the jungle
Pert
Kelton
Ruby
Adam Frink..... ... ward Everett Horton Lingen plays himself into the front action. A woman has lost a divorce
,Nat Pendleton line.
Fenny... ..
Double 'Tosca' at the end is action and her child is taken away
.Ned Sparks a culmination of the vocal, as well
... ..;....... \
Toots.
from her. Audience, is given to un..........John M. Qualen
Oswald.
derstand ~that=she^was wrong.ed^by„
TBb^ro'ifiBigr7 . . ,v;yv;t> «t. ."Bieimra^'earig- ^Sithe^humoristic^slde.^s^^^;
..<. Stanley Fields
Kiepura's voice needs no com- her husband so that when she kidButch
ment. Perfect sound reproduction naps the child it's okay. Takes the
lets
even
softer
it
appear
more
and
child, with the aid of a butler, Into,
'Sing and Like It' Is the kind of
picture that gets the. laughs, but it trained than it actually is. Marta the heart, of the. Mexican jungle
will probably have some trouble Eggerth, co-starring, is left some- along the Rio Grande and boy grows
what out. in the cold by script and up there. Hunters, find them' and
./ getting people to come In andjaugh.
~
having no cast names which are direction. Paul Kemp, ihanager of force a reconciliation.
Just a frame to hang some wild
sent from heaven to any exhibitor's the road show, supplies all the
box office. ZaSu Pitts is the nearest tempo required^ .Paul Hoerblger as animal shots, of course, some of it
the forgetful opera director and pretty good and some obviously
to draftiness the cast contains.
Several thrill shots, howA* rather original comedy idea Theo Lingen as His secretary are a phoney.
ever, of snake fights, a bear and
forms the basis for the picture and grand couple.
Robert Stolz's music is of the best panther fight, etc. Acting is honotably
gives Miss Pitts and others,
Puccini
goes
quality,
but
hummlsh, and hone of the film is
Pert Kelton, Edward Everett Hor- operetta
the finale and pretentious, but then nobody claims
ton, Nat Pendleton and Ned Sparks, him one better for
Berman. that for it, anyway.
Kuuf.
ileal opportunities to make an im- does Kiepura more justice.
.

;

;

:
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SING
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Beresnyeff.

86 mlns;

Rel. Jan. 16.

Rev. Jan.

Es Wlrd Schon Wleder Besser (Ger) (Ufa).

16.

Dolly Haas,

Dlr

65 mlns. Rel. Jan. 1.
(Fr.) (dubbed English) (DuWorld). Murder mystery.
Fejos. 60 mlns. Rel. March 1. Rev. March 20.

Dir.

Farce.

Kurt

Gerron.

Fantomas

Lehman's Tochter (Ger.) (General). Melodrama. Hansl
Kar] Heinz Wolff. 82 mlns. Rel. Oct. 15.
Frau Von Der Man Sprlcht (German) (General). Mady Christians. Melodrama. Dlr Viktor Jansen. 75 mlns. Rel. April 16. Rev. May 2.
Frauleih Falsch Ver.bunden (Ger) (Capital). Musical comedy. Trude Ber-

Frau

—

Dir. E. W. Emo.
liner.
70 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16.'
Frechdachs, Der (Ger) (Ufa). Romantic comedy. Willy Frltsch,
Horn. Dir. Carl Boese. 75 mlns. Rel: Jan. 1.
Frochard, La et Les Deux Orphelins. See Deux Orphelins.
Galavorstellung, Die (Ger) (General).
Mystery comedy with music. Max
Adalbert, the Fratelllnis. Dir. Fredrlcb Zelnik. 87 mlns. Rel; Dec. 1.
Qefahren Der Llebe (German) (Madison). Sex drama.. -Tony Van Eyck.

Dir. Eugen Thlele.
65 mins.
Rel. May 1.
Rev.; May 2.
Qlueckszylinder, Der (Ger) (Capital).- Boarding house romance. Felix Bressart, Charlotte Anders.
Dir. Rudolf Bernauer. 76 mlns. Rel. March 1.
Qrpsse Attraction, Die (Bavaria) (Ger.).
Drama Is show biz. Klchar.
.

Tauber. Dir. Max Reichmann. 70 mlna Rel. Aug.
Hell on Earth (Ger) (Garrison) (dialog in five languages).
8*0. mlns.
Dir. Victor TrlvSs.
Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Feb.
Heltseher,. Der (Ger). (General).
Farce. Max Adalbert.
Rel. Sept. 1.
.

1.

Horrors of war.
6.

.

Heute Nacht Eventuell (Ger.)

Musical comedy,

'(

HL W.

Ema

80 mlns. Rel. July 1.
Hoohtourlet, Der (Oor) (Ufa). Romantic comedy hi Alps. Otto Wallburg.
Dir. Alfred Zeisler. 70 mlns. Re). Jan. 16.
Horizon (Russ) (Amklno). 'Jewish search for home.
Lev Kuleshov. 61
mlns. Rel. May 10. Rev. May 16.
Ich Glaub Nio Mehr an Elne Frau (Bavaria) (Ger.). Life Ot a sailor. Richard
Tauber. Dir. H. Reichmann. 80 mlns. Rel. Oct, 1. Rev. Oct. 24.
island ot Doom (Rubs) (Amklno). Two men and a woman on a desert 1st
Dir. Tlmonshenko.
90 mine. Rel. July 16. Rev. Juiy 18.
July 14 (Protex) (French). Sentiment to musle. Annabella. Dir.
76 mlns. Rel. Oct. 15. Rev. Oct. 24.
Lachende Erben (Ger.) (Ufa). Farce. Max
Max
Rel. Nov. 16.
77 mlns.
LaubenkUonle (Ger.) (General)
Farce.
ObaL 80 mlna
May 16. Rev. June 6.
Laughter Through Tears (Yiddish) WorldklnO). From a Sholbm Alelchem
novel. Dir. G. Crltcher. 78 mlns. Rel. Nov. 16.
Rev. Nov. 21.
Lockende Zlei. Das (Ger:) (Bavaria). Musical.
Ichard Tauber.
Reichmann. .65 mln6. Rel. June. 15. Rev. June 20.
Llebe Muss Verstanden Sein (Ger.) -(Ufa). Comedy drama with music.
.

Hans

Sfelnhoff.

Rel.

March

16..

''"EiettUTO^to*^
Geza von Eolvarj. 75 mlnS. Rel. rune 1
Rev. June 13,
Luegen auf Ruegen (Ger) (General). Farce. Otto Wallbur
Jansen. 80 mlns.' Rel Dec. 15.
LuStlgen Muslkanten, Die. (General) (Ger.)
Dir. Max Obai.
80 mlns. Rel, May 30.
-Meisterdete(alv^_Der.„aGet)_ (13aynria"L..^Mystery satire. Weiss Ferdl..
Frank Scltz. .75 mins. Rel, Feb. 1.
Melo. See Harold Auten.
Melodla Prohiblda (Sp) (Fox).: Musical fantasy. Jose Mojlca. Din
Strayer. 70 mins. Rel, March 15.
Milady (General) (French). Sequel to Three Musketeers. Dir. Henri
mant-Berger. 120 mlns. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 12.
Mirage de Paris. See Harold Auten.
Ralmu.
Mile. Nltouche (French) (Protex). Charming love story.
David. 90 mlns Rel. Nov. 16.
:

(Continued on page 62)
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EXECS' SALARIES
Refined Ice Men, Nattily Garbed,

Washington, April 16.
"With the outlook for. enactment of the Roosevelt communications
this session admittedly discouraging, there is practically no
chance that Congress will approve radio legislation of any importance before ad journirtg. A number of measures are pending, before committees in both House and Senate, but all appear certain

WOi

Fight Mechanical Freezers

bill

^

to die with adjournment.
Revised to meet certain, outstanding .objections but still containing the features most unsatisfactory to broadcasters, the Dill communications bill remains a center of controversy despite .word that
President Roosevelt desires to have it become a law this session.
Similar Rayburn bill, differing in many details but embodying the
same major provisions, was strongly endorsed last week by Chairman Eugene O. Sykes of the Radio Commission.
Passage of the Rayburn measure through the House, is distinctly
possible,, but the legislative jam in the Senate undoubtedly will
prevent final action in such, event. There is little chance that, the
Dill bill will come up for serious debate.

Half a dozen minor measures have been informally okayed by the
House Merchant Marine aiid Radio committer but their prospects;
of becoming law likewise are slight;
At the best, their sponsors
hope only for House acceptance of the measures!
Senate Clogged
Legislative situation. in the. Senate precludes passage of any controversial legislation not specifically requested by President Roose-velt, while the desire to bring about early adjournment probably
will result in some Administration proposals being abandoned.' With
the end of the present session, all unfinished legislation expires
and will have to be reintroduced and given new hearings ih the next
Congress.

CBS

President at 34 Is Comparable to Irving Thalberg, Same Age, of Films
as Outstanding Youthful
Money-Maker Salary Exclusive of Dividends from

—

CBS

NBC Red

(WJZ)

$1,036,321.

for

March grossed

$1,-

524,904.

NBC PAY LOWER

POLICE CHIEF

With the stockholders estimating
profits

of

at least

$5,000,000

will be garnered this year
sale of

network

operations of the

facilities

CBS

from the
and the

Artists

Bu-

SUES FOR

ties.

LIBEL

:

•

Networks have yet to make substantial headway with that phase
of the manufacturing and distribut•

ing business whose products appeal
directly and exclusively to the male
Of accounts coming
consumer.
within this narrow classification
CBS this season has only had two.
White Owl cigar and Barbasol,
while NBC's current representation
in this category are Mollee, Gillette
and the Edgeworth and Dill's

brands of tobacco.

Major Impediment in cracking
this class of prospect, say the webs,
has been their inability to cite
much in the way of past experience.
Distribs of merchandise of
strictly
male appeal invariably
want to knov when approached by
Jietwork salesmen what accounts of
like nature have in recent years
used radio and with What success.
Since that type of business has
constituted a negligible percentage
of the total income, the webs have
been hard put for examples and
when it comes to mentioning outstanding; successes the count stops
at one, and that one is a client
that hasn't been on the air in over
four
years,
namely,
Interwoven
Hosiery. Network reps even hesitate, to. quote this case for fear of
a rejoinder to the effect that merchandising statistics have shown
that the majority of wives do the
sock buying for their husbands.

radio support of 19 Ice
dealers located in various parts of
the country.
These dealers have
pledged themselves to appropriate

enough funds to. back a 13-week air
campaign in their respective locali-

reau
and CBS-owned stations,
William S. Paley stands to. take in
as president of Columbia around
$276,000 for 1934. This coin is exKansas City, April 16.
clusive of what he will collect In
Suit for $260,000 damages was
cf the web's
dividends as or
major stockholders. Paley's status filed here yesterday by ex- Senator
as a money er aer 'rom the angle
James A. Reed, attorney for chief
of youth has its parallel in pictures.
He, like Irving Thalberg of police Robert J. Coffee, against
of Metro, is only 34 years old.
the Midland Broadcasting Company,
Paley's salary arrangement with Remington-Rand, Inc., and the Cothe CBS board of directors was reBroadcasting Company as
lumbia
vealed In the executive payrolls for
both that network and NBC re- result of the presentation of 'March
leased by the Federal Trade Com- of Time' the night of April 6.
mission. Paley's contract calls for
Expo
Bring Ether
Another suit for libel -will proba guarantee of $40,000 a year plus
be filed. against the magazine
2%% of the profits up to $600,- ably
Shows to Chicago Airway 000
'Time' for an alleged libel puband 5% of the network's ear
lished in the magazine from the
ings above
contents of which the dramatic presFrom N. Y. Radio City What the$600,000.
other CBS officers
claimed to have been,
were down for In 1932, during entation is
which the 10% and 6% cuts, since taken.
Chicago, April 16,
Suit filed Monday asks $100,000
returned, prevailed, was disclosed
Chicago network offices, particu^ by the FTC to have been as fol- actual and $150,000 punitive damlariy NBC, are anxiously awaiting lows:
Edward Klauber, executive ages. The petition contains only
one count, and is based on the
the return of the- World's Fair hul- v.p., $30,913.52; Lawrence W. Low- statement that the 'acting chief of
v.p. in charge of operations,
man,
labaloo, figuring it as a lifesaver as
.police is an 'e-convlct.' But two

Male Articles Appeal Advertised
Little

claimed to have already en-

tion

listed, the

'

that

.

But

Ice dealers of America are going
air to sell the housewives
of natural ice as
a preserver of food flavors oyer the
frlgidalre. As part of the comeback
campaign the icemen involved
go in for new and gaily decorated
trucks, good-looking delivery men
uniforms with Sam
and' natty
Browhe belts and so forth.
Directing the movement is
Eastern States Ice Association,
wholesaler's organization, with home?
Organizaoffices in Philadelphia.

on the

oh the advantage
successive
For the
month, CBS in March, toppedNBC's income from the red
(WEAF) loop! Breakup of the
NBC March figures gave the
red $1,332,482 and, the blue
fourth

CBS

Stock Holdings

Bests

Guy L. Andre, secretary and manager: of the ESI A, has arranged with
for the recordof a musical series. These will be
sold to the ice dealers at $10 a program or $130 for the series. Each
dealer will do his own contracting
for time with the station he selects
in his particular community. Andre
estimates that he will have at least
76 dealers lined up for the drive before the advent of summer.

WCAU, Philadelphia,

on Ether Network

NBC RESTORES

May

far as

showmanship prestige

$17,269.42;

Hugh

Kendell

Boice,

Is conv.p., in charge of sales, $30,639.18;
Expect the importance of Sam Pickard, v.p. In charge of stathe exposition to bring back to Chi- tion relations, $16,980.67, and Mefford R. Runyon, treasurer, $6,744.60.
cago those sponsors who deserted

cerned!

I. D. Levy, also a v.p., was noted
York, particularly as serving without compensation.
NBC, those who
Wages
wanted to be located in Rockefeller
NBC's list of officer salaries for
Center. Those clients were all hot 1932 as filed with the FTC follows:
and eager to have their programs M. H. Aylesworth, president, $47,600;
announced as originating in Radio Richard C. Patterson, Jr., executive
City.
v.p., $22,600;
John Royal, v.p. on
With the Radio City thing, how- programs, $22,800; Frank E. Mason,
ever, already wearing off, the Chi- v.p. on press relations,
$19,000;
cago execs figure that the World's George Ehgels, v.p. In charge of
Fair is the final shot to not only the NBC Artists Service, $19,000;
bring back such deserters as Ar- A. L. Ashby, v.p. and general counmour, Plough, Welch, but also bring sel, $17,100; Nlles Trammel, v.p. In
hew imports to Chicago, particular- charge of the Chicago division,:
ly those -firms which will have exr $14,250; Frank M, Russell, v.p. in
hibits and shows at the Fair. This charge of the Washington branch,
takes in such outfits as Standard $14,250; Don Gilman, v.p. In charge
of the Pacific division, $11,400; Roy
Brands, Ford, Standard Oil.
Not only will the shift be caused, C. Witmer, v.p. In charge of eastern
by the exploitation value of the Fair sales, $9,500, and Mark Woods,
but by the move of star attractions treasurer and asst. to executive v.p.
In the cade of NBC there
to the loop. Demonstrated in the $7,125.
certain return of the Plough Mu- were two 10% salary reductions in
Since he had
sical Cruiser show to Chicago due effect at the time;
to the return of the Vincent Lopez just come in only one affected Pat-

the loop for
in

the

case

New

"NBC

of

alternative causes of action are set
forth, one for libel and the other
for slander. This was done because
the technical status of suits filed ae
a result of radio broadcasts has notbeen dealt with extensively in court
decisions, The way is left open for
the court to determine whether allegedly untrue and malicious statements over the radio are to be
classed as libelous or slanderous
within the meaning of the law..

2/3 OFF

RATE

With the hew rate card which
goes into effect April 23 NBC reinstates the one-third charge. This
arrangement makes available to advertisers the stretch between midnight and 8 a.m. at a third the gross
rate, or the hours between 6 and 11
p.m. NBC abandoned the one-third
level in November, 1932,
Added on the new rate care are
Louisville, Ky., and Charlotte, N. C.
.Basic rate for each town Is $190 for
the hour, $120, half Tiour, and $74
per quarter hour.
,

Cot. Pinchot Cnt Off

By KDKA but Matter
Amicably

Adjusted

OFFERS 50| PRICE

^Pittsburgh, April 16,
Threatened radio tempest stirred
up here last week when Governor
PInchot's speeech was cut off by
Chicago, April 16.
has disappeared and everyThough Alka-Seltzer- has a long body, happy. For a time there were
Barn Dance reports of complaints to Federal
time hold on the
Radio Commission, but Pinchot said
show over NBC, the click of that he had no intention of filing any
product with the program has pro- protest.
duced a long waiting list of clients
Pinchot, who is running for U; S.
Boyer Acc't
waiting to take Over the sponsorship, Senate, was scheduled for simulof the hill-billy show the moment taneous address over
and
the Alka-Seltzer group wants to lay WIP, Philadelphia, relayed to both
from Single
off.
stations by wire from Harrisburg.
Harry O'Nell here for the United Although WIP carried the speech,
terson.
orchestra.
to Basic
didn't, officials claiming that
George. McClelland's annual sti- Remedies Company has a standing
poor
pend with NBC when he quit ae v.p. offer for the show of exactly 50% It was canceled owing
Chicago, April 16.was $22,600, according to the FTC more than Dr. Miles laboratory is transmission.
Shepard Denies
paying at present.
Starting 26 weeks ago on a oneA. T. & T. executives here said
release. This figure made him highstation plug oh
in Dallas,
that as far a., they knew the transest man on the NBC payroll next
the Boyer cosmetic account shortly
mission was all right at time of the.
to Aylesworth.
'
Boston, April 16,
moves to a basic NBC hook-up.
Mgr.
speech, although theey said there
Irving Thalberg at one time Nelson,
John Shepard, 3rd, denies he will
Show was known as the Boyer
had been some trouble jyith the
resign the presidency of Shepard earned $700,000 annually from Mer
Society Tatler and ran for 13
For
testing prior to time set for adthat
tro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
reaching
Stores.
Report
has
been around
weeks on WFAA, success promptdress. Pinchot. and his represents^
income while still in his twenDenver, April 16.
ing the account to add the Texas that he would step aside on the ties. Louis B. Mayer of the same
A. E, Nelson comes in as man- tives here said they felt
network of WOAI, KPRC and mercantile end in. favor of his corporation but an older man earned ager of
KOA, the NBC station here. was. .merely protecting Its own inbrother in order to devote himself
WFAA.
around $800,0.00 salary annually.
Nelson formerly had WIBO in terests in canceling the speech
exclu^vel^_to broadcasti
^""Sh6w=^ill^t)rig'itiatettin==-Chicago=
poor and deflIn addition W^hisT^^ank^^net^ ^Ealey-may^pr.may^o.tJieJh^ri^-^ Chicago, the station .which the Fed - when_-reception was
and hit. the air on Sunday after_
work and local stations, Shepard is est individual in broadcasting but eral Radio Commission summarily "riitely staled* lhey had nd-ffiteintion~
noons.
much occupied lately with member- it seems probable his income from abolished by giving its wavelength of filing a protest, although rumors
in other circles said there might be
ship on radio code authority com- salary and bonuses is unquestion- to another, WIND, Gary-Chicago.
JOHN HOYAI IN FRISCO
ably the largest. Millionaires conone.
mittees.
JSaji Franc'ifco, AprilJ.6,
nected with radio include John
In order to fihow its good faith,
John Royal, NBC vice-prez who
Caldwell to Chi
"Shepard,— 3rdr Powell^CrosieyrLeon
station told Governor Pinchot —it
was due to arrive last week-end but
G-B-S ADD
and I. D. Levy, Robert McCormick,
would carry his speech the followChicago', April 16.
didn't, is now scheduled for today
L. B. Wilson, Don Lee, William R
Chicago, April 16.
Nate Caldwell joins the Ruthrauff ing nifiht, whic) it did...
(16).
Grieg-Blalr «fe Spight, exclusive Hearst.
& Ryan agency horc in charge of
He'll spend several days here with rep outfit, has added
Omaha,
the radio department.'
Station XEW, Mexico City, which
Don E. Oilman, Western v. p.. be- to its station Hat.
Niles Trammef and Fred Weber
He moves over from the Hays calls itself 'The Voice of Latin
fore the pair head for Los Angeles
Brings the representative line-up bark from Dallas on a meeting with MoFarland agency where he served America;' has installed a 50,000to look over that situation.
to 19 stations.
over the new contract.
in the same capacity.
watt RCA-Victor plant.

h 26 Wks.

WFAA

Hops

Show

NBC Web

BOOST ON WLS SHOW

KDKA

WLS

KDKA

KDKA

Rumor

WFAA

,

Ex-WIBO,

NBC

'

Denver

KOA

KDKA

.

K&B

WOW

WOW,

'

WFAA

'

.

'
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Banker

Artistic

Inside Stuff-Radio

O

1

Air line

Execs of * firm manufacturing Juvenile ahoea were on the
George M. Cohan's recent crack on the radio that many of his ether,
know What he used to do before he went on the air, brings
to showmen, who have been discussing this phase intensively,
that it's not at all surprising. One recalled that 10 years ago he raved
about Al Jolson arid what a wow he was at the Winter Garden, to
which the father of this then young theatrical man observed, .'What are
you raving about Jolson; if you want my idea of great comedians we
had 'em in my tlme-i-Weber and Fields, Mclntyre and Heath, Ada]

home

.

i

'•'>.

fans today!
roadway ite
'Another
:

put on the rave- about Cohan, Cantor and

still

ir performers, whereupon his-. 12^- year-old son broke
Jessel as
his. observation, that Joe Penner is .his idea of a great come_dian.
The ether fans know no traditions and fear no idols! That

ith

the very eclat that it needed.
Execs Were quick to sense the
connection and
'girl
friend'
passed the info along to the
agency on the account.
Agency dropped the idea, of a

i

.

I

a|

it's

brand new generation *>f theatre-goers is evidenced by the experience
of the advertising agency which first sponsored Jblson-^it was beseiged
by letters' wanting 'to know who was this g>uy who was .giving imitations
of Harry Riehirian and Geo'rgle Price; '(Those in the trade of course
ichmari as his idea of someknow that it was Jolson who picked
body best suited" to succeed himself as a song delineator .and if was
Jolson who personally tutored Richman his every- manner of song sales-

Show and immediately
engaged itself in putting together- a .musical affair, but

|

./Tradewaxs,*, jne., tfa,-$tRcfenc%. organization whichAs suggested
has been investigating the network's operations the past year, the. NBC
time salesmen have been put on a commission plus salary basis; Tyadeways advised introducing the commission idea on the ground that it
would serve as an added stimulus to the men in the. sales .department,
to. i%;%Von .the net business,. .with
Commissions; will range from
the clip depending on whether it's a new account,' a renewal;.. etc;,vNet-'j
work's account has been split up. among' the sales staff that' the fcien
win be able to start approximately from- scratch.
Understood, that Tradeway^ in its report ort the NBC Artists Service
and program ^ depar tment will lay stress on thief, need -of a reorganization
and a better co-ordination of the network's, facilities for producing .and
submitting program ideas for. prospective commercials. The Tradeways
finding will suggest, that the, development of production ideas and their
saie to prospects has. become as equally important as the selling of net^
work" time. the creative end of the former function, the survey Will
point, out,; lias been badly cramped through the' delegation of this job
to a' single person in the program .departirient.' Report will also intake
.

'

,

general meeting to discuss' its radio shoW Is held every Thursday,
the Plough Co. In addition to the company's, salesmen and advertising agency reps, Vincent Lopez,' Jinimy Saphier, and the Three .Scamps
attend. ->The whole thing is talked over, the' preceding program on NBC
the night before, as well as the one coming up. Sponsor is .expected to
be on the air again in' the fall with the game program.
.

:

Nebraska-

NBC

•

NBC

h Trade Pact
Lincoln, April 16.
.Representatives of 10 ether links

"'

this score

between ..the

.

Co.*

the

been
Need
«eeo.. has
na» ,pwn

aomrtmirtharah*^aons
HS^*^**

I

l

i^

orga11 | ?e

.

.meet
.

: .

(

.

]

Johnny

the

problems

KFAB

,

'"waT'-'Gillen,. Omaha,

present;

WOW,

vice

president; Arthur iC. Thomas; NqrWJAG, secretary- treasurer.

<

....

to

whlqh confron t them,
Lincon,
Dtrka

1

.folk,
<p iclc

.

Boston's municipal' difficulties were aired over Yankee network chahDearmoritv" Shenandoah, la.;
nela during the week of April s,' with alternate .broadsides by ^f ormer|
NF^ an^ j£arrjr Johnson, Clay
Mayor James M. Curley and Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield.
I Center,
KMMJ, are listed on the
Former mayor severely Criticized the actions of his successor. Mayor board of directors.
Mansfield replied in a half-hour studio broadcast over WNAC. two days
A constitution and by-laws Were
of urttwu
^
defended his actions and acbused 'his predecessor
ic^ci
In which
wii.v.1* he
uo ucwuura
later i«
drawn and
ttuu a program
wi. ttuuviuoo'
activities
gtiwu ,of
.

.

^

.

.

;

WOR

WNEW

k

in'this

f
orri» rt
-hnn* interests are aDout
about
whose,
territory,,
Hame and llsteners, too, should

m KF'5]a

;

felt for

»^

.

.

radio interests,
Missouri Valley Broadcaster's

association.

I

is

.

Nebraska and Iowa Were called
together here last week (ID by
Dirks, vice president and genDee
broadcasts
their season's
eral manager of "the Union Holding
jolson concluded on Kraft
to organize
in

Both-Al Jolson and Eddie Cantor .flnaled
'and hied HOlly woodwards the following day.
Thursday and departed for the Coast and Ruby Keeler (Mrs; Jolson)
the next day (13). V
Cantor flnaled on Chase & Sanborn Sunday and left' Monday (16)
Fred Kohlmar, who's been
start on his next Goldwyn- UA picture.
talent-scouting for Goldwyn, specifically for the Cantor pic, the past
few weeks, accompanied Cantor', as did the two oldest Cantor daughters,
Marjorle and Natalie, and Jack Robblns, Metro's music publisher, who
was ihvited by Goldwyn to come west arid assist in selecting the song
Bobbins may spot Walter Donaldson on. the Cantor fii
material,
although Charlie Tobias and iMurray Menchner already have gone; out
to do some song material for; the filtousical;

.

Shots
carrying a play by play description of the opening game in
Phillies
and the Giants today, but no
the
League
between
the National
announcement for publicity was made by agreement With the baseball
promanagement.. :Phil Thome is subbing, for' Lewis Reid, as
gram director, while Re^d vacations. > Ralph Kirbery, NBC's 'Dream
Singer', is leaving the networks temporarily for a commercial series in
Cleveland. ... .Henry Burbig has contracted to 13 shorts of his 'Hysterical
Tales of Unnatural History'. ...Bill Whitely goes on NBC sustaining
April 30. . .Lillian -.Roth's mother was operated on last week. .. .Harry
Salter got a 26 -week contract from Hudson-Essex following his first
program. .. .Larry Murphy, fjormerly with- the Round the Towners quaras vocalist. ...
tet has. jplried ArtliUr \Yarren s orchestra on'
'Roses and Druhjs' will leave thi alrwaVes on June 3, for the summer ....
Tn)jmas Meighan auditioned for an NBC commercial from Hollywood
..Beechnut has renewed Red- Dav}s for,'.the fall. .. .Connie Gates goes
off the Mark WarnoW show and Evelyn MacGregor takes her place.. "...
Arthur Boran. starts as. master *>f- ceremonies at the Cocoanut Grove;
ApH^SO"; ..;M4^*U '{Bouse^'Co^'-is using its 'Showboat cast in bill[Wrd ads nationally; f $i!ii:,'TiiriliH*, feob» coftihtereial for Horton's Ioe
Cream on WOR! April 20.. ..-.Andy^ Stella Is ibaqk in rt|.dlq.'. .Howard.
White's place in ;the Landt Trio and. White was filled '^n by Molly KllngeS
last week, -White, being ill. . v„Venida has changed agencies. going, fron*
Gumbinner to Donahue -and Co. Account goes off the air May 6.

CBS

•

:

,

Sustained Multiply

NBC

is adding to its list of sustaining dramatic shows, three starting.
'Tales Of Titans', histprical drama/'hafl gone back on the' air again,; while
a: new series adapted, from 'Alice. In prchestralia', by, Ernest La Prade,
of thp
press department, Just began last Friday. Another series i
'Stories of History'.'

v

ways of effecting co-dpera-tidri:
and program departments;

the Program

'ipg

A

by

.

sales, talent

,

'

r

note of better

.

.

manship, delivery and lyric interpretation,)

"

this will be

graphed direct quotations from- artists. 'Who' have something to say. Approximately eight different artist 8 quotes will be sent out each week.
No 'ghosting' Will be allowed, the Words, must come direct from the stars.
(Oh yeah?)

Without including the girl proposed by the banker. Program
when auditioned clicked so
banker
smoothly thai the
couldn't press the issue without making the cause, of interest too obvious*' Show as auditioned got the okay.

:

.

.will inaugurate a new series of press retitled 'Quotes of the Week', and will contain para-

Columbia press department
leases,

script

'

,.

Quoting Performers

..

.

.

—

,

fit

.

News

Nellie fterell

Executive committee of the Group Broadcasters, headed by A. A. Cormier, general manager of WOR; was in session two days 'last week, putting heads together on the question of a mutually co-operative method
for rendering Improved electrical transcription services to advertisers
and agencies. What is' eventually hoped for by the executive committee
is a method, covering the entire, field in three phases
the production of
transcriptions, sales for spot use and: sales for group use. In addition
the group Wants to clear up the Independent field in the sense of ending
irregular rates and discounts, clearing the e.t. field of all chaos.
Iso
at the meeting Were John Shepard, 3rd; of WNAC; Arthur Church,
•KMBC; Harry Howlett, WHK;.I. R. Lounsberry, WGR.

program would make a better
for the product; adding that
he knew a coming young soprano Who Would give the show

'

Rehan and, others.'
Thus these:: old-time minstrel, burlesque and variety players are as
outmoded as some of the famous stage names are to the younger radio
'

By

verge of signaturing contracts
for a kid sorlpt series, which
they regarded as a natural for
the product, when the banker
on the. board Interposed an obHe vouchsafed the
jection..
opinion that a class musical

fans want tp

-

.

»

'

'

I

:
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.

.

,

.

.

I

Just. Talk;

.

'

^or^^m^lnome^^^, we^elleSmentel
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Jesse Jones, owner

esSlisS

publisher of the Houston (Texas) Chronicle
:

'arid

.

.

"

m

-

« -

«^« a ^

"

"
Curley came., back_wlth_ an attack on Mansfield In a similar half -hour
eet regularly the second Wednes
broadcast frorii WNAC. Saturday^
,
...
v ,
^
a n
^ ^,
,^
„^ 14
l* ew Yoi'k and el S** of George Olsen men are^^with Miss Shutta while
Mayor Mansfield's economy program resulting in the discharge of Q r two exceptions per year to get
:Doh
Bestw auditioned for a girl singe^.
broadcasts^from
tb#
tfoad,..
he
.
together always in Lincoln.
city employees, many of them appointed by Curley, was the issue.
^
'
.Dave Casern, of WOR, has gone in for speech!last "week at NBC.
.J
Missouri Valley organization
£ r th
°n
n tl>I S con c e
adl
In no uncertain terms hi the Pittsburgh territory tertds to tie in strongly with, the]
Mopping up for.
_ f the like.
,»
^f_
5 singer
-1,°_ ^
^ Seth
S®f Par"
^ f' ^'.Y^
Bethman,
Rotary,
and
with
. . .Darl
" ~
^
are those old Joe Penner shorts which Warners is reissuing. Almost NAB and wants' to d'O the same Kiwanis,
everywhere they're being billed above the feature; .That's true this thing locally the larger group ac- ker- while the latter was commercial, has returned to New York, plus ft
Before radio he was known as Barott
regionally.
Present beard grown while touring.
week at the Warner, Pitt, where: feature flicker is *As the Earth Turns.' complishes
Few days ago Warners shot: one. of them into a siriall-seater in nearby stations affiliated are KFAB and Charles Darlington Von Bethman. .Ken Lyons has left George Lottman and Is in the press agentmg business for himself ... .Frank Novak
New Kensington, Pa., for a sirigle dayj Picture was 'Big Shakedown,' KFOR, Lincoln; KOIL,
Omaha; KFNF, Shen and Zora Layman have two commercial auditions set through Rockwellpoor grosser every where. When 'figures tame into- main office execs and
band, capable of doubling into four
asked for a recount— couldn'.t believe their eyes. House had done in one aridoah,. Ia.; KMMJ, Clay Center; 0'K,ee.fe, Novak has an eight-piece
6
woodwinds, and 2. iriarimbas. .^Leitlt
day what it usually averages in four, the credit going to the Penner WJAG, Norfolk;' KGBZ, York, and other .combinations, 7 strings,
|KGKT, Scpttshluff.
Dee Dirks Stevens and Betty BartheU are both getting CBS- comriiercials . :Jack
two-reeler.
estimated,, there were about .25 sta- and Loretta Clemens sail for London itt June at the' end of their commercial series for a summer's engagernent' at the .Kit Kat Club. .. .Ishaitt
Columbia reportedly does not like th<£ :pbliby' of' Wallace Butterworth tions eligible, for .membership.
Jon es, and his orchestra open in AtlaritiQ- City^
on <SyrUp 'of Figs'- program. 'This;.. CBS commercial stanza presents r the
dens on Jurie 2%.. . Blubber,' Ber|;mari, Harold Stern and" Betty Queen
situation of Butterworth preseritirig' and binding" up NBC. radio celebs
move frqm WOR. to NBC with their Van Heusen. collar, commercial. .»
over the rival- web. However, there seems little CBS "cari d(6 about the ADta-Sehzer Sponsors
Edith Murray gets a new program on CBS May:!.
riiatter -since, the advertiser Wants it tha,t way.,
Nellie Revell' over NBC and JBob Taplirig'er over CBS have' been preIndie
Over
Gossip
J'-NBC listeners aind CBS periformers 'to CBS
senting NBC pert ormers
I
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KSTP

News

'

-fans respectively

on a sustaining basis.

Morton- Downey Is getting $3,500 weekly for his two-week engagement
Chicago, April 16.
at the Paradise Club. Downey, did his .first radio broadcast- for NTG
irst client has been found for the who has the show at the Paradise now;-' Club is gettirig a. Columbia line
new Consolidated News Radio Press ... .Nicolina returns to' the air on .Nfec May 3 arid Will' be known as the
Bureau, Which is the service owned Royal Gypsy of Songi . .'Jack. Lyons .auditioned for NBC.' He's a' bariby Stan Hubbard, Earl Anthony, tone. .. .Fran Frey, formerly with. George .Qlsen, and Nan Blakstone, are
Guy Earle. Alka-Seltzer through organizing a band unit. t .Vocordians, novelty quartet, join WOR's susthe local Wade agency has signa- taining staff..,. Irene Taylor flew to Dallas last'- Thursday night; cantured to go on Hribbard's KSTP celling a Week at Proctor's' in Newark, to be with her mother, Who is
transmitter up in St. Paul six times seriously ill.
.Doug Cbnnah shifted from the. news to cOpy desk in' the
weekly -for 10 minutes a crack.
CBS press department. . . .Peter Van Steeden arid Kathleen Wells have
Deal set by Ray Linton out of the been given a third sustaining spot on NBC Wednesdays. . Ybry. prolocal
station gram, ended last night on WOR. Account has moved over to Badger,
Greig- Blair- Spight
representative office.
Browning and Hersey. ...Dorothy Campbell, NBC hostess away two
months for her health, has returned to the job. .Eddie Garr celebrated,
birthday Sunday, April 15, and A. A. Cormier, WOR, Saturday, April
Air Sales Mgr. his
14.
.Kate Smith may play oh the west coast after all, a higher offer
Chicago, April 16.
coming from the Pacific Coast theatres after the songstress' business i
Herb Sherman has been ap- .Texas. .If the, .deal is ..c onsumma te d:. she, w il ljopen _the_fi.rst _wej'.k Ji n^JMay
pointed sales manager ot. WJJD,
Emil Boreo and George Beatty auditioned for the Rudy Vallee prothe Ralph Atlass station,
Gordon Baking
gram. ... .Irving Rubine, p.a., is how with Jay Faggen
.

'

.

.

Ambng

'

the radio accounts which
'

&

Coe now direct kre the
as well as the E-Zee Freez Radio

Donahue

l

Programs On C B S {iatid:-NBC >".
i-^.a_
^
Fall radio, prb
programs, over local stations'. Flrm .also 'is wprkirig 6'ri
gram for San trd Baby Products. pohahue ,j& Cbe Is Well knowri in show
and
Loew's
biz circles as this Arm ''handles'' the'^ad 'icco^rits'-'of-.'botU
United Artists. Among the newer officials in D. & C. is. Raymond Spector, f6rmer Gumbiner Advertising executive, who has directed arid created a number of broadcasts. He is a vice-president of Donahue & Coe.
Verilda
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KFRC, San Francisco musical director, found a new
use for his violin bow the other night while directing Jeffrey GUI's song
program on the Don Lee chain. While Gill was in the middle of a tune
Sweeten's dog, resting peacefully In a studio corner, spied Ed FitzgerClaude Sweeten,:

.

.

pooch rounding a corner and let out a yelp probably heard from
Caliente to Vancouver.
Nonchalantly Sweeten reached oyer, conked the barking pup soundly
on the, head and, went on flddljng_ Without missing ajiote.,
ald's

.

Sherman

Agua

.

Eddie Cantor's Greek dialectician stooge' on his air program is Harry
He was
Sherman comes to this indie sta.Einstein, a Boston business man, whom Cantor developed.
clubbed Park YokarkoS (Park Your Carcass), David Freedmari, one of tibn from WBBM, Where he was
Cantor's scripists, has given Park Yokarkos a first name, Heerzechair. top local salesman.
Cantor-is going into the personal, management biz avocationally. He
is sponsoring Block and Sully, George Price and Einstein- for radio
J

.

Co. has renewed its

WOR

Wild West Show.

|

|

commercials; also Frances Arms. Cantor had all of them with him
on his farewell Chase & Sanborn broadcast Sunday (15).

Piikini'*
Rr«>»1r
ixuuihi » orcuit

f

Hollywood, April 16
Harry Jackson's orchestra has
WCAU, Philadelphia, got censorship conscious with a dog food show. been' replaced as the background for
Squawked at a recorded IB -minute episode on how to house-break a the NBC 'Hollywood on Parade' by
nuDoy. Claimed that the Red Heart dog food episode was not in good Jan Rubini's combination.
Rjibml Initials April 30.
.Jart**
I

I

Elder Michaiix will appear in a talker to be produced in Washin
I' theme. Deal is also under way to _bri
D. C, based on his 'Happy
Morton
him to New York, with his congregation, for an appearance
'Our Times' dramprogram department
Goldman is now in the
atized from Mark Sullivan's, book is being submitted to a new auto
account. .. .Will Osborne has been renewed for 26 weeks.... J. G. Gude,
Columbia press head, went to Chicago for the opening of the new Schlitz

Am

WOR

series.

:
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RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

Air

(Merchandizing and Program Tieup»)
typical
Cohan gusto.
leaves the audience
And there's no
highly pitched.
middle about the fellow's popularEither
ity, according to the mail.
he's the greatest commentator (gets
carte blanche, with ho censorship),
on the air, or a hut!

OUTSTANDING STUHTS

Show always

BURLESQUE 3TATI
WKBC, Birmingham
•BOBBY BENSON' TIE-UP
HECKER CO.—CBS
Birmingham.
has developed a cunning
lor the usual phonograph program. This Is a stunt
show running IB minutes under the
It's a mythical
title 'Station IOU.'
transmitter located in the mythical
Populahamlet of ClaHanopolis.
tion of the burg is 302 and the station is supposed to have five watts
Justice of the Peace, a comic

WKBC

alternative

'

York— Mass

New

Production,

Real Results—Some
Examples of Blah Blurbs

baseball broadcasts over the web
Up until last year Shepard carried
tho games as a part of his public
service to the listening audience
Sponsor this year is the Penn

^*wtr£

CATCH-AS-CATCH-CAN

of listener.

Tobacco Company, which would
seem a natural for this type of audi
Radio fan publicity has become an
ence. They will plug a brand new
organized industry In New York City.
to New England called the Kentucky Club Pipe Tobacco. Ah an With the standards of veracity and
nouncer will handle the ad copy, the quality of material sprayed over
character, presides. He plays pho
not come too frequently,
nograph records with plenty of which will
the broadcasting landscape by proleaving Fred Hoey t j the running
Tele
noises.
squeaks and ungodly
game. " There also is fessional publicists somewhat lower,
phone calls start coming in from account of the between the sponsor if possible, than that prevailing
Imaginary listeners^ They pan the a gobc tie-up is noted as a pipe among the fan publicity hokum
and the and Hoey. He
station
the
program,
smoker and his collection of pipes, manufacturers of motion pictures.
justice. ...
.
is one of the best. During a broadAs fitting into the broader aspects
It's a novelty Idea that could be
any cast he always has four or five of radio showmanship the average
almost
expanded or adapted by
before the game so when he publicity whether paid for by -ln>
loaded
station. Value consists in injecting
has.
to
all
he
smoke
Urge to
dividual performers or by organlza.
some humor in the midst of dull hasisthe
touch a match to one.
stretches of programming that need do
mass pro
During, a broadcast of one of the tions.is characterized by
a light touch.
games between the ductlon methods. Radio editors have
pre-season
Braves and the Red. Sox a special to flounder through vast accumula
Bobby Benson at Circus
line was leased to St. Petersburg, tions of mimeographed releases that
New York.
Fla., and the game piped to the bed- contain
everything from stupid
Hecker H-O, Inc., took the lead side of Walter 'Rabbit' Maranville. jokes attributed to this or that perr
Benson
Bobby
Ing players in the
second baseman of^toe^Brayes^whoj fonner( useless statistics, imaginary
serial (CBS) to last Wednesday is recuperating from a broken leg
and downright
matinee's (11) performance of the which he received in training sev- biograpnical data>
lies.
Ringling Bros., Barnum and Bailey eral weeks ago.
the
truth-telling
of
matter
In
the
Circus at Madison Square Garden
the
in
each
of
up
set
were
Mikes
and staged a stunt that garnered dugouts and the players, managers radio press releases, are seriously
for the cereal packer heaps of at
and officials of both teams paid open to challenge. Excessively imand
kids
the
tention from both
their respects to the 'Rabbit.'
aginative or pushed and strained
adults in the audience. Four mem
to make a story from a. very doubtbers of the H-Bar-O cast, each on a
Showmanship vs. Red Tape
ful germ the result is the same;
horse, took part in the parade
New
York.
print
around the ring which introduces
NBC rule which limits a pop if the stuff gets Into public
the act, billed as the International number to a single plug a night the editor, is passing on to his readCongress of Roughriders. Announce- served to take the edge off the ers untrue Information.
gang's
Benson
Bobby
ment of the
Expeditions to Russia conceived
comedy script which Fred Allen had
presence was made by the eques
set for last Wednesday night's (11) in a press agent's brain, absurd rejust before. the pa
.

When

By CECELIA AGER
George M. Cohan gets

is

a popular vocalist.
an accomplished pianist.

Revels
Russia.

Program's hookup with the circus

was ballyhooed

the

In

WABC

local

an

two
appear

for

cast' 6 ring

days- prior to the
ance. Both the station and the cir
cub box office were queried by phone
as to whether Bobby Benson- himself would actually be on a horse In
the roughriders' parade.
Cast members who participated in
the stunt were Billy Halop, who
Slays the Bobby Benson character;
larle Pankow, Florence Halop- and
.Eddie Ragge. Hecker will likely re
l$at the thing before the circus
.

.

Sulls out of its New York stand
tingling show is scheduled to leave

the Garden April

29.

.

Showing Off Talent

WINS
menage

New

will

.

unveil

York*

Coming— But Where?

talent

its

recital
concert
at the Town Hall the evening of
May 2. Occasion will be the first
•f its kind involving a station in
the New York area. Affair is un
_,_der_ the -direction of Vincent Sorey,
the outlet's staff conductor, and
Marie Fleugel, manager of the
WINS Artists Bureau.
Artists tabbed so far for the concert event are Olga Vadlna, gypsy
folksongs,
Joseph
Mendelsohn,
baritone,
Islal
Benson,
English
character actress, Bernard Partonchl, concert cellist, Mario Renzl,
tenor, Imerio Ferrari, basso. Nina
Jfarlni, harpist, Ami Yardley, lyric
soprano, Sis and Harry Harding,

in

a.

Palmollve
printed

.

.

tive

•

New York.
Box. theatre

distributed

an attrac

one -page program announce

inent on the two -broadcast, presen
tation of the stage operetta, 'The
Rogue Song.' This sketched the
theatrical antecedents of the libretto
and score, mentioned the cast, al
luded proudly to the Palmollve inaugural program, "Vagabond King.'
It was a readable little folder and
one that might inspire curiosity to
hear 'The Rogue Song!' However,
there was one important omission.
There was no mention of the sta
tlon or the network on which the

.

program might be heard!

>

Vex

Rltter, William Clark, tenor,
Metro Froslnl, accordionist, Rodoltb
Ducal, Spanish tenor, Lea Karlna,

First

—y~~

in

Concert

io

Shopper's

Throwaway
Pittsburgh.
daily Show

Walt Framer, KiQV's

Shopper, also putting out four page
publication weekly for use in naborhood theatres. Framer's radio program is sponsored by Harris department store and so. is his publication, which carries only Harris

schedules.

With a Whoop

advertising.

of talk, as Introductory announce'
msatt, and concludes show with preof next nlte'e topics.

W«w

Commentator is former newspaper
Man, with lets of news experience
throughout the' country, and takes
the air from his study in a local
aotel, with solicitation for phone
calls after each broadcast.
Both
Dalton and the. announcer wind up
the program with loud tub- thump
ing for Roosevelt and waving the

WEVD picked on the radio columnists of three New York dailies

telling

liked

about it

in his
Frank Knox To Divulge Nature He tilted back in his chair
Theatre Guild dressing room, put
a Republican.
his dainty feet on the make-up
and
himself
Frances Langford has noticed table to balance
wane. chuokled. His self-effacing Japanthat torch songs are on the
The Varihtt
ese valet smiled.
Cohan charm
Rehearse 35 hours for one .hour sobbie giggled. The
and two minutes to go before

of

honors never offered,
trifling items dressed up like real
production.
with
tie-ups
stereotyped
hews,
superstitions or holidays are all
William Shakespeare and William
part of the stream of fiction.
Ralney both first saw the light of
Mostly Waste-Basketed
day on April 28,
Most of the stuff goes into waste
General Stotesbury Introduced to
Some of it sneaks in as
baskets.
filler.
All of it, the occasional Jimmy Kemper by mascot.
smart stunt with the rest, suffers
What Friday the 13th means to
from the torrential volume of the
material. In the sheer bulkness of radio stars.
radio publicity releases as sent
through' the malls in fat envelopes
Vincent Lopez says it's an olda disrespectful attitude Is inevitably fashioned year. Feminine attire is
encouraged.
reverting to the bustle and puffedYet by far the most dangerous shoulder and the most popular of
tendency Is the use of sheer fiction all drinks is the old-fashioned
offered as fact. That discredits the cocktail.
-r
press agent and the personality in
Gaol
equal measure.
Jerry Cooper received an lnvita
Appended herewith are some tion from an up-state nudist coltypical specimens of radio publicity, ony to be guest of honor at a Sun
They provide a fair approximation day tea.
of the more cock-eyed side of the
'No can go,' he wired In reply,
Of nothing to wear.'
radio fan publicity picture.
course there Is another side to the
official
an
yarns,
Factual
story.
Bergman tells all, confesses he
nouncements, day-by-day spot news likes audience in studio.
has Its uses and Its merits. It's
those brutal gags, the pipe dreams,
Lawes Okays Oun Permits For
the extravagant nonsense and time
NBC Sound effecters.
wasting-fooling- nobody blah that
deserves and gets the raspberries.
Dave Rublnoff goes to the coast
of

Some Examples
via Sante Ft but ships his violins
Duey Is Longing For His
via Northern Pacific fearing the
desert heat may warp the instru
Physician Recommends Patients ments.
A fan in Dutch Guinea, sent Ben
"Listen to Clubwomen's program
Alley a stamp worth several hun
Ben, after dispbs
Birds Profit From Food Scattered dred dollars and
ing of it, turned the proceeds over,
By Radio Star.
to a local charity.
Jimmy Saphler who. manages the
Smallest adult singer on air re
Three Scamps has an album with
veals her problems.
more than 200 different photographs
of the boys. He calls It his 'scamp
Graham McNamee is godfather
album.'
and namesake of the young son of
"
"Lennie" "Sayton "played ofi "aH Joe^Whiter? NBC -Irish- tenor.-— Rer
Phil

"

|

wife

sponsor's

the.

waltzes.

Cohan chuckled,

Throwaway is a supplement to
Philadelphia,
Neat showmanship being applied the ether show talks and services
by WPEN to program of Ham Dal a dozen' houses, with weekly program
of each house printed on ln.ton, political newsy of the GBS
Only takes in the>. Indie
side.
ehain. Dalton. fire-eater t ype, plen
tjr
pro-administration and draws houses,
neaps of mail daily, with members
average of 10 notes a second, with
Current Radio Evils
of Congress prominent among fans.
out a wrong note, In the com
New York.
BID. Bally, announcer, uses resume
position 'Nola.'
...

—

—

program a comedy hour when he
was told that there'd have to b§.
more waltzes on his broadcast be-

jack Arthur Crusades For the cause

Indiana Farm.

Finnish soprano, Remy de Varenne,
French tenor, Robert Gels, baritone,
William Miller, tenor, and Ida
Dewey's Down South Singers. All
appear in WINS' regular broadcast

Politics

and

Beauty

Plan

Finer Things in Song.

.

nouncement over

They all agree that
the sponsors will have to be
They can all illustrate
stopped.
their point with stories fro» their
own experience. Stories so fantastic to the boys steeped in the
principles of show business that if
each one of them hadn't been up
against the same thing hlmsef ^.in
radio, they'd sound like gags. One
of the boys just walked out on his-

artist instead of

She

to That

Interference.
to-

gether with the reBt of the boys
talk
for a heart-to-heart and the
the
turns to radio, he always hears
same complaint— sponsor trouble.
sponsor
from
suffering
all
They're

.

jections

M. Cohan Has

No Sponsor Trouble-He Saw

,

Bristol-Myers program. Continuity
was framed around the Idea of an
announcer who. had developed a
maniacal phobia against "Wagon
Wheels' because of its insistent
repetition over the air. As part of
the sketch's tag situation the band
on the show had been plotted to go
through with a special arrangement
of the number,
At the last minute ti.j producers
of the Bristol-Myers program found
that "another commercial scheduled
for the same night had previously
put in a bid for the song, which
barred the Fred Allen troupe from
using it. Argument failed to budge
the NBC program execs and there
was no alternative for Allen but to
go through with the sketch minu?:
the orchestral interlude,

,

Jingle-Writing George

-

trian ringmaster
rade started.

,

^

Few

Yankee Network's sales department has found a sponsor for the

.

Material-James

,

ganized Business in

erchandising Baseball
Boston.

IOU

Raw

^

Radio Fan Publicity an Or-

.

Station

Sell

in a speech
E P Hi James, NBC's sales promotion manager,
last Wednesday (11).
before the Technical Publicity Association
selling taw materials as the
asserted that radio is as capable of
Problem in either case, as he saw it. was practifinished product.
p
prest|get good wlll and a consumer de^
cally the same,
broadcasting
mand that the raw material manufacturer sought,
could garner it for him;
and
nickel
1
st
such
as
materials,
v
What the maker of raw
1,
1,^:
averred James, is a trademark. There
tlles, has as ft rule to sell,
the eventua [conmake
can't
radio
why
James,
said
reason,
Is no
dealer
and
manufacturer
product
sumer as well as the finished
in the injanc^of food,
conscious of this trademark as it has done
concern broadcastdrug and auto brands. For the raw material
but smooth tbe,
medium
educational
ing can serve not only as an
the
way in two directions, the consuming public and
any other class
as
fan
loudspeaker
avid
a
as
is
himself
finer, who

with

flag
|

Can

Dragonette Fans Protest Plan To
to deliver -the closing song and
dance of the outlets eight-week Shorten "Locks.
series on 'What Next in Radio?*
One of the chatter lads took the
American concert star turns down
topic quite seriously, another mixed Metropolitan offer because of for
his solemn pronunciamentoes with
Influence.
eign
the garden run of funpoklng at the
medium, while the third attempted
Mary Small, the 11-year-old NBC
to make it an all -comedy monolog.
finger, might have been a concert
(Continued on page 41)

cently Joe asked the. youngster his

name.

'Graham

was

McNamee

—

curtain.

Cohan has no sponsor

Himself,

It's all down on a piece
trouble.
of paper -that he won't. Cohan in
radio is like Cohan in the theatre,
head man for anything he does.

But he knows what the boys mean
it's the same as having an angel

—

around your show.
^
Those guys who. walk around
with a pencil In their hands well,
a guy has to make a Job for him-

—

self,

Cohan

and so sums

realizes,

up the usefulness the

pencil-Jotters'

Mind, the fellows .who
services.
work for the stations know what
It's
they're doing and do it well.
.

the busy-body representatives of
the agencies and sponsors he's
talking about. He's seen them in
other broadcast rooms on his way
in and out of his strictly hands-off*

own.
It

gage

_

...

gets him,
artists,

then try to
estions,

why

radio! will
artists,

proved
stifle

en-

and

them with sug-

instructions,

prohibitions

nd other personality-depleting devices. W? y engage a personality if
you can't get full value from him—
and you can't, if you try to change
his style, the very style that made
him outstanding, the very style
that made him a name that sells,
and therefore a name you want to
hire.
It's pla:.: bad business to

Cohan.
Artist knows,

what he can

and.

should do, and what he shouldn't

—that's

how he became an

artist.

So long as he doesn't offend against
good taste, give him. freedom, says
Cohan. Left alone, he'll give *be
best results.
Radio's comparatively new to
Cohan.
He went into It on his
own terms, boss, writer, star of his

own —programs,— solely- ^responsible^
for" them— because it's, his way not
his name to anything he

God- to sign

hasn't written.
His tag on anything. may not please the other people, Jbut it doesn't go on till it
"pTeases""TiIm.'""" ITi hls'namc; he respects it, he'd going to protect it.
Radio material should suit the
Virginia Rea prefers domestic
character of the man it's devised
—
—
interest.
Edward MacHugh. in a week of for, Cohan believes. As for himself, ho has no voice, he says, and
broadcasting and concertizing war
So he writes
bled 195 ballads for a total of 780 he can't tell Jokes.
Jlnffles.
That's what ho can do.
a month or 10,140 a year.

father White,'

A

the answer.

mountain boy's fancy turn s to
Minnie as Spring slips in.

K

GENERAL MILLS—

SCHLITZ PRESENTS

With George Arliss, Ronald Colman,
Fredric March, Constance Bennett, Tullio Carminati, Jack Oakie,
Rupert Hughes, Vivienne Segal,
Abe Lyman Orchestra, Al Neuman Orchestra, Beatrice Se vara ,
Betty Crocker! Armida, Royal S.
Cppeland, David Percy,. Teas GarHoward
delia, Donald E. Davi

Drama', Singing,
30 Mins.

Chatter, Guest 8tar*

Band

15 Mins.

'HOMICIDE SQUAD'

Interview*
15 Mins.

With Ted Athey, Mark Dani
Melodrama

Sustaining

80 Mint.

COMMERCIAL

WJZ, New York

COMMERCIAL

COMMERCIAL

Tuesday, April 17, 1934

NELLIE REVELL

RIP LASHER
With Guy Robertson

Henry Busse

20TH CENTURY PICTURES

..

;
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K EX, Portland, Ore.
'Help! Help! Don't shoot
ai shot
Rip Lasher comes td the kiloSchUtz about a year to
rings, out, sirens eoho into the night
decide on a program with which to. cycles a complete stranger, and for
air, and another Homicide Squad
make its air debut. The brewer's, that reason it seems a reasonable
drama swings Into action.
choice, authored an.d .produced by hunch that myriads of radio listenThusly, each Friday night at 9 IS
Ted Scherdeman. dishes up a va- ers will think they're hearing: Walp.m., do the crime-thirsty listeners
One person could
ried and diverting half hour, even ter Winchell.
in the area of 6,000-watter KEX rethough. the program idea involved scarcely be closer, in style, manner,
Claney.
ceive their potion of authentic police
vocal pitch, and the essentials of
isn't exactly original. ^Vhat Scherdrama, thrills. Homicide Squad Is a
60 mins.
deman' has done is to. add a facet or personality than Rip Lasher is like
snappy,
fast-moving
half-hour
two to the 'March of Time.' Re- Winchell.
COMMERCIAL
dramatization, based upon, actual
suits of his initial effort (13) were
Very little Is known to the Broad- The latter, of. course, is of more flies cases from the Portland Police
_....,.,_„
New York.
WEAF,
That load of names guaranteed. of a mixed flavor. Some ingredents way crowd about Lasher, but that than normal assistance through his Department. Idea back of series is
Indicates that Lasher is about unctious delivery of the lines allotQeneral Mills and 20th Century Pic g- 1 Vtcnff
while 22 years of age. It is also said ted him. The script may or may to point obvious moral lesson, as
only cases where convictions have
tures a large listening audience for oth a £eI1 sa£ly flat.
that he la an ex- stooge for Win- hot have been his own mike-literary been obtained are used. Police deWhat was unquestionably one of the
contribution, although it is more
'The Program of the Week,' with chell.
likely that Miss Revell authored the partment co-operates 100% ln<. matmost ambitious undertakings in Henry Busse dealing out expert
It is hard to say whether Lasher
continuity In toto, seeing to it that ter, of divulging details of cases.
radio showmanship to date. There samples of dansapation for the in- is good
Production formerly broadcast
or bad. Probably he's In
have; of; course, been several pro- termissions, is divided into five between. It does appear that, he is it conformed with the personality Oregonian'a 1,000-watter
on
and character of her subject.
acts.
One
dramatizes
what
is
supManhattan
to
grams hopping from
Sunday evenings. New sponsor renot being himself, always a good
to
the
posed
be
'Laugh
of
the
There is a good-humored, au- quested the five-fold power KEX
Hollywood and back again: and sevWeek,' the second, the 'Song of the rule. However, not. knowing what thoritative conviction to her style set-up, and
his own personality Is like it is improgram
shifted to Frieral Instances of a radio advertiser
Week,' the third; the big news of
of address as she puts Benny
On weeks of change,
shooting the bankroll on one vol- the week( the fourth the 'product possible .to affirm that the idola- through the routine interrogatoriea day nights*
more than 500 telephone calls were
trous imitation of another is pre?canto eruption of stars.'
of the week* and the fifth any one
ferable. His copy is delivered, In the which she enhances with a rather received, as well as numerous letof
the
following
items,
the"
three
distinctive
'dress.
This, particular enterprise repreters, voicing, opinions and asking
racing tempo with the racy idiom
sents a tie-up between the Minne- 'book of the week,' the 'play of the fashionable at the moment.
Miss Revell tops off with a reci- info on where program could be
His
week' or the 'personality .of the
tation on 'Courage.' Harold Levey's heard. Present set-up how running
apolis miller of wheat flour and the
week.'
This was an excerpt from diction is fain On the inaugural orchestra accompanies, all combin- smoothly, with listeners
apparently
program
he stumbled several times,
20th' Century studio observing one
The Shining Hour,' playing; simuling Into ain above par quarter hour. satisfied with the fish-day crime
year in the field of motion picture taneously in New York and Chl- cue- bit Guy Robertson, twice.
She was caught last Tuesday after- club airing.
production. This tie-up brought cago.
"Venida probably is watching the
2:45-3 o'clock.
Abel.
Two principal characters are DeEnactment of the dramatic bit copy closely. And a wise precaution; noon at
George Arliss and Ronald. Colman
tectives Frost and Berry.
Ted
to the microphone for the first time. would have been highly effective if *°r casual slurs oyer the air are
Athey, former legit character actor,
n °t the same as little digs burled ROMANCE OF MEAT
It also delivered moat of the big- in' the direction some one had given
plays Frost, while' Mark Daniels,
text. Lasher made a crack about
thought
to
the
subjects
of
tempo
Dramatic
Sketch
baritone
soloist
on
other programs,
gest nan.es on the hour program.
arid voice shading.
Some of the a New. York daily losing $7,000 15 Mins.
portrays sleuth Berry.. Script writGeneral Mills' part of the program
packages packed the deftness of weekly and likely to expire. Rumor COMMERCIAL
ten by Dave Drummond,. short story
originated in New York;
line reading that it takes to make mentions Lasher as an applicant for WEAF, New. York
writer of same vein for past fifteen
One result of the two-way deal moving radio drama while others a, columnist Job on that particular
Faced with the problem of over- years.
was the duality of commercial plug. came through as a jumble of so daily.
coming two factors that have done
Production under care of Archie
All things weighed, the Venlda heavy damage to the butcher's till, Presby, program director of KGWFirst 15 minutes were identifiable many shouting and shrieking voices
program
is
The
no
great
awkward
shakes.
handling
of
the
conToo
with General Mills. Ditto the final
the Institute of American Meat KEX. Technique of series is unique
little
production
thought and prepa- Packers has turned to radio as one in that first portion of program reThis negligent
stretch^ But the heart of the pro- trols didn't help.
ration.
Guy Robertson from 'All hopeful way out. First to deliver lates the crime being perpetrated,
gram, the middle half -hour, spoke manipulatlon of the studio dials
marked also the orchestra portions the_,King's Horses' sang a couple of a hefty sock to. the meat -business with all attendant heavy-breathings,
lengthily Of 20th Century Pictures
songs from that show. They hap
of the show.
was- the anti-fat fad, and then along padded footsteps, muffled cries, etc.
and never alluded to wheat. This
Dramatization of the news item Pen to be show numbers, of little
the depression and the house- Then commercial is inserted at halfmust have been somewhat conf us selected was neatly carried out. It appeal as solos. Robertson has a came
wife out of necessity had to cut way point, leaving listeners well up
ing.
dealt with the setting of a new al- nice voice, but didn't shine as more down the number of meat days a in the air for the final fifteen minPrimary criticisms of the program titude record by. an Italian aviator, melodic songs would have permitted week. In due time the family got utes, wherein blundering Frost and
would' be that the gathering to- *Iad the author stayed closer to him.
away from the every-day meat officious Berry track down their,
Venida la plugging a wave set habit and even with the Improve- man, always to Success.
gether of the various threads was| horne ^ e might have come upon
Which comes in bottles, First pro- ment of conditions the swing back
A touch of eastern showmanship
not- auite as smooth and ftdroft as several Items far more colorful and
offered
eram
free
premium in the to the old diet has been slow. The has been added by agency handling
editing.
a
With the 'March of
rtS>-JH\
S£ occasion required and that
the TimB out of the way
could form of a clgaret lighter guaranteed articles of food substituted for meat account, in that visitors are per, He
mechanical switch- oyer s from Coast borrow a leaf from its mode of to work. Three- 10c cartons or one have themselves become the habit; mitted in studio to observe show if
to Coast were poorly timed. Seemed preparation and pick an. almost up 25c carton, together with a dime
For its propaganda purposes the they obtain free tickets from office
cover
like SO to 45 second gaps between to the minute bit of news for trans- to
postage
brings
the packers' institute has chosen an odd of sponsor (credit concern). NewsProbably a dish. To persuade the consumer to papers -are used to plug show, as
each. Radio audiences now are ac- lation to the mike. He could also lighter to anybody*
customed to letter-perfect engineer- try to emulate this air classic's Bood bait for those Venida seeks to get back to using more meat the well as placards ..in lobby of downadroitness at building suspense and reach. And it Is the cheapness of abattoir men have resorted to dra- town Oregonion building, directing
ing miracles,
the product that may be the best
matizing the old adage, attributed passersby to the studios on the 7th
Rupert Hughes performed superb- background.
For the song of the week the asset Rip. Lasher has. He may be to every warlord from Hannibal floors.
ly as the master of ceremonies on
While some parents have been
SchUtz frame elected Gordon and okay for the sub-strata, even while
the Hollywood end. ...His copy, self- Revel's 'Love Your Neighbor* from unable to meet regular Broadway down to Napoleon,, that- an' -army vociferous In their abuse of the
travels on its stomach.
And the
written, was suave, unctuous, so- the picture* 'We're Not Dressing.' columnist competition.
bold realism with which;
army elected to "carry out this rather
~
stories are handled, still, as a whole,
Nature of the product was not theme is George Washington's
phisticated, yet simple. As a radio Dialog that cued into the number
own.
listeners within 600 mile radius
Offering the It's a highly dignified
personality he is distinctly there. was several notches below the made clear enough.
method of the
of
^igaret
lighters
Portland
men
approve of the program
to
well
as
as
smart
interpretation
that
the
girl
Indeed,
since
Arliss
and Col
selling this, but what
evidenced by satisfaction of
women suggests that both may be institutional
may be okay, for insurance will as
man are scarcely available it may warbler gave the melody and considered
sponsor both in biz and demand for
purchasers.
Land.
likely turn out amiss for tom-tombe stated that Hughes is the net Verses. The 'laugh of the week*
smacked of a chestnut out of the
ing the virtues of the animal tissue. tickets.
residue of talent possibilities devel- 'Arkansas
Traveller.'
Program makes use. of the narraoped by the show.
Plug represented a mixture of ALICE REMSEN and RAY
CHRISTINE KENDRICK
tor and interspersed dramatic bit
HEATH
ERTON
Tess Gardell
(Aunt Jemima) moods,
„ though
fairly
effective.
From
b
device.
Only this one goes overly Soprano
opened the performance. She seemed straight copy readng it turned to 1'^'*^. \,,ia '" ^.'.r? 0 *
15 Mins.
heavy
on
the
narrator.
The
draCastlea
in
Air'
the
to be too far from the mike. David a dialoged narrative of the foundmatized interludes are short and Sustaining
Percy followed Vith 'Why Do I ing of the Schlitz dynasty and the 15 Mi ;
few between. In the installment WIP, Philadelphia
Sustaining
Afternoon soprano heard WednesLove You?' pleasantly rendered. brew that 'made Milwaukee fa- WJZ, New York
caught they had anything but verThe ..closing commercial
Throughout the eastern portion of mous.
By no means new to the air* Miss similitude and sparkle. Episode had days over WIP, Philadelphia, with
went poetically mellow with the
the show- Abe Lyman's music was nouncer, swooning a la David an- Remsen and Heatherton with Bill to do with Benedict Arnold's flight Sarah Lewis accompanying at the
Ross
piano.
Straightaway stuff, okay,
richly melodic and a. fine support over the smooth amber glow of
a after he had been exposed as a but not memorable.
the rWireea piand accompanying have
"*
The writer stretched hard
If anything, there was too little of beverage, to the obbllgato of violin, nice little romantic interlude Tues- traitor.
A typical sample of sustaining
day and Thursday mornings at on the historical facts in Order to filler
it.
United Artists' musical con- 'cello and oboe.
Odea
in
the hinterland. - Pays eff
10:15-10:30 am. He's Jim the gringo perk up the narrative with sex ap
ductor, Al Newman, did a good job
prestige and thrills for the local
and she Rita from across the Mexi peal. Limned as the siren was Ar In
Galll-Curci. Kills ah awkward late
in California also, so this depart- WHITNEY BOLTON
nold's wife, Peggy, but what her
can border.
Theatre
Gossip
Land.
ment was 100%.
They open with a 'border' song coquettishness had to do with her matinee niche.
15 Mins.
Jack Oakie saved himself from a Sustaining
and ring in 'Rio Rita,' 'CariOca,' a husband's sellout of his compatriots
LARRY FUNK'S ORCHESTRA
brodie with a self-deprecatory gag WNEW, New York
couple of other Spanlsh-Mex pops wasn't made clear.
_
Dance
Music
about having gotten paid in ad
Increasing number of newspaper- plus 'Thousand Goodnights,' comPlug makes capital of the fact 15 Mins.
vance.
men are taking a whirl at the air- bining everything into a pleasant that the meat industry has been Sustaining
Fredric March and Con
stance Bennett handled neatly an waves. Increased prestige, possible quarter hour of romantic song, in- co-operating with the NRA and WAAB, Boston
terspersed
with just enough of a that, during the past year the pack
sponsorship, are sufficient motives.
excerpt from 'The Firebrand.'
To one who knew him when, it
Whitney Bolton is a well-informed Pk>t' thread to keep it going.
ers' payrolls have taken a Bubstan
Outstanding was Ronald Colman,
seems hard to realize that the
Abel.
Squarite whose personality
tial boost
Odeo.
whose splendid voice sprayed a mil- Times.
smooth dance rhythmns emanating
is- agreeable across the. kilocycles.
from the Club. Barclay nightly over
lion parlors with the same sort of
He dwells pretty much on actual
the Yankee web are under, the diappeal he exercises from the screen. news items (or publicity releases) GRANDMOTHER'S TRU N
BOB HARING'S ORCHESTRA
rection of Larry Funk.' The same
He combined chattiness with dig- of the current theatre and film, With Nelda Stevens, Eva Taylor
With Arthur Lewi
Larry Funk whose four Or five-piece
Music, Narrative
Band, Songs
nity and addressed himself spe- worlds.
It's good fan stuff.
band was known by^ several names
15 Mi
15 Mins.
.
Land.
cifically to Great Britain, and South
while playing over. NBC not so
Sustaining
Sustaining
America, where international hookmany years ago. One of them beWMCA,
New
York
WEAF,
New
York
ups also were bringing the pro- to have used her rather than CopeHaring is the Federal Broadcast ing the band of a thousand meloMidweek sustaining filler on NBC
gram.
land as the pivot Of the Institu- is a pleasantly meaningless program ing Corp.'s (WMCA) house maestro dies, the name by which the band
k
Equally authoritative in poise was tional appeal. She should have been that hardly deserves to be panned, and officiates at divers periods is now known.
There is nothing tricky .or stagey
I
Arliss,
past .master at curtain built up more and better, and. the yet equally is guilty of the stereo- through the week.
On this quarter-hour evening ses about, the band. It is one of the
speeches. It was a curtain speech Hollywood angle brought, out. Dry typed duplication against which
that he gave to the radio audience as. dust, Copeland can convince only radio Ig seeking to extricate itself. sion, 7:45-8 p.m. Wednesday nights, better dance units that's easy oh
the ears either at home from the
and he culminated with a gay anec- on the strength of his medical de- Outwardly it may seem novel, that he has Arthur Lewis, warbling the speaker or
at the Barclay.
With
pops in an okay baritone voice,
dote exquisitely, timed for an ap- gree and senatorial toga, but Holly- of a lady sentimentalist supposedly
manifesting distinctive delivery and such smooth rhythms and arrangeplause-ringing'
exit.
During the wood and slender graceful beauty rummaging through a.n ancient a generally pleasant style. It's
ments it'$ too bad the vocalists do
hamper
in the attic and fishing out
Hollywood end of the, hour various are synonymous in the minds of songs and ditties of the Old South sustaining quarter hour and highly not measure up to the standards of
the band.
current or pending 20th Century re- womankind. Direct target of the wnich the talent hereupon lenders' palatable.
Otherwise, it is good
Abeh
entertainment.
leases, notably "House of Roths- program, and General Mills is. to
Essentially it's the kind of probreak down, resistance to wheat duction idea that gets trotted out
child,' were mentioned frequently.
HOLLY
SMITH
DANCE
TIME IN DENVER
Just an excuse for 'Sing,
Of the Other performers, Tullio bread as fattening. A Hollywood regularly.
It's Good for You'
Herbie Kay, Vic Schilling, Donnelly*
together,
Carminafi surprised with his slng- beauty expert was an inspiration, stringing some songs
30 Mins.
Smith Orchestra
Land.
Armida was attractive, Vivi- but she was snowed under the gen- Neither good nor bad.
Sustaining
Sustaining
eral set-up that should have high
enne Segal likewise.
WBT, Charlotte, N.C.
KO A, Denver
This new musical script act made
This broadcast from three of the
Which leaves the three commer- lighted her,
SLEEPY HALL and Orchestra
Its. debut as the second new show popular night_clubs of Denver is be- J-30-M ins..„
„- —
^.„.„ c laJl __splj&le.rs _fg^'th^ja st._.__ _pjp^ld
-JF eHy_ c r^ker, jfo
to
be"
atfded
to
the-WBT pfogram-ln ^Hg""tttlCeTT"by^airth§^we sT"coas£ sTa-^
Davis, president of General*~MiHs, eraTMills broadcaster, is an experi- Sustaining
a week's time by Holly Smith, who tions of NBC, Who ordered it after
begged indulgence for the advertis- enced spieler and a good one. She WJZ, New York
just joined the station as pro- hearing it once. There is never a
When NBC or any other chain has
ing in a neat little speech. But in delivered the talk to induce women
duction
manager.
'Let's
Get dull moment, not even a second that
view of the growing disinclination to ask their local baker for a free picks up any band by remote control Friendly' is the other new Smith some band is not playing, due to the
containing flour propa- that in itself is some warranty of spot.
three-way hookup devised by KOA
to credit endorsements from Senator booklet
:J-Worth,
Sleepy
Hall
currently
is
at
ganda^
heir
T-hifr-sheWy
slightly-similar to the engineers. Announcers at each spot
Royal S. Copeland, whc.is the
0 1
n Syracus °' other, features chatter and songs by has ear phones, and for practical
y
This
60-minute all-star show
to the late Alfred W. McCann. as
SSfe
, la
S
J
f
n
Smith; It -has the professional "touch purposes might-just-as-well be talkr
the big league professional endorser WWdTToT-be bad. It could not fall g^''^ ^J n NBC
If£?' llnk outlettlne
ft£ and should meet
with success With ing to each other on the phone. The
of the advertising world, he was hot to achieve some, perhaps big, re- Jhrwgh WJiT
a southern audience. Supporting hookup is so sensitive that one can
the prize package General Mills may suits, it emerged on the air quite
H
e's on an early afternoon inter- Smith are Bo Buford, pianist, and cut in with a word or two at any
different from its original member- hide for 30 minutes and belies his Thorpe
suppose,
time, and is not missed— and neither
Westerfleld, guitarist
Program is based on the song, does it gtim up the broadcast.
Far better seemingly was Beatrice ship and scope. If anything, It was 'Sleepy Time Gal' theme song by
Selvlra, beauty consultant to United overboard on big names and weak dishing forth a palatable medley of •Sing, It's Good for You', Informal Broadcast and the fast manner In
(Continued on page 38)
Abel.
on big moments.
continuity.
Land.
sprightly dansapatioa.
It was a major mult not
Artists.
I

Nellie Revell's afternoon series of
Interview broadcasts rates among
the best in that field of ether presFor Hiss
entation If not tops.
Revell manifests a keen sense of
audience values in not making it
the commonplace puff-blog of the
guest star.
Instead she presents her subject
humorously, novelly and interestingly, as in the Jack Benny gabfest.

WABC, New York

WABC, New York
It took
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Station

Goodman Ace and some gay

Station Out of All L. A. Dailies
Charges Code Violations

Guy Earl

Los Angeles, April

16,

Earl, owner of KNX, Is. continuing his" fight, with blasts to the
Radio Code Authority, against local
stations donating free time to newspapers which are tied in with air
spots in the supply of news bulle-

Guy

Crippled

War

Veteran

Among Those

Pressing

For Baseball on Air

cronies decided to imitate the
rest, of radio, and make a telephone survey. Idea occurred
and was carried out about
night.
Per10:30 p. m.
sons picked at random from,
the telephone, book were asked
radio
name their favorite
programs. Replies ran something like this:
1. Who cares?

6.

Aw, nuts.
Go jump in the lake.
You must be crazy.
W^o wants to know?
So's your old man.

7.

Rudy Vallee—rl

2.
3.
4.

tins.

Philadelphia, April 1?,

Meanwhile mention of KNX's proPhilly baseball
grams is out of the logs of all the
Los Angeles metropolitan dailies, their guard this
with the Los Angeles Times, leader WIP to air local
in the fight; coming but Friday. son WIP, outlet
with a twoVcolumn. editorial
((13)
defense of

its policy.

Earl's latest blast opens up an interesting phase as to just how much
a, station should .donate to a paper

moguls

may

'lower

season and allow
games,
recognized as exerting greatest efforts to broadcast
local sports events, receives thousands of letters asking, for the games
to be aired, and this year one
particular message from a war vet
may turn the trick- where other
.

news tie-in. After pointing
that his station, had turned
down the Times because of exces- means have failed.
sive demands he states that the
Correspondent, former U. of P.
paper nevertheless spends money student marched, overseas during
and war-time hysteria, convinced that
for billboards, electrical si
other types of advertising.
those who slapped him on the back
Earl stresses that free broadcast- and called him 'saviour of democing Is* on the surface, rate-cutting racy' would at least call him friend
and therefore a violation of the when he. returned, if he did. Two
code.
years later found him back, hopeHe illustrates his. peeve against less cripple, and friendless. He is

for its

out

_

.

this free use of radio for the benefit
of newspapers by describing a typical day over KFAC, the Herald-Express (Hearst) tie-in station. ..Part
of his letter to the. C. A. follows:
'At 7 a.m. the. station has nejvs

still In a. service hospital reconciled
to fact that he must spend his days
He
'in a bare, impersonal room/
loves baseball, and his letter asks
wliy the crowd that had. cheered
him would not help him now to
and stock market quotations, the forget temporarily his pain by al
stock quotations crediting a finan- lowing him to listen to the airing
cial, house.
At 8:45 they haVe a of a ball game.
daily feature which is .called an inJerry
Shibe,
A rs
This Nugent, P.hilys boss, evidently subspirational talk and prayer.
program is rotated among the scribe to theory that radio deschurch advertisers/ who take a regu- criptions would, keep the crowds
lar contract space in the Herald- away. Arguments that Prima Beer,
Express.
Advertising solicitation with Pat Flanagan in Chi ha$ done
to church advertisers is made on the great job in pulling them in' from
basis that- they will be given free the sticks, falls on unresponsive
radio publicity through the paper ears.
,

.

.

tie-in.

'At 9:15 Hazel Blair Dodd puts on
a program featuring the HeraldExpress home economic department;
It weaves in the names of the various food, market and department
store advertisers of the day in the

Herald-Express.
prices of product,

Names

of product,

etc., 'as

mentioned

in the. advertising are mentioned in
detail.
At 10:40 there is the first
news broadcast, under the present
radio agreement.' At 2 o'clock Hazel
Blair Dodd is on the air again with
a 30-minute program publicizing by
name the various, advertisers in the

Herald-Express!
'At 4 o'clock the Herald-Express.
Is again on the air.
At this time
there is a short travelog featuring
one of the travel, steamship, or
transportation lines advertised in
the Herald-Express. Sometimes it
is
one of these advertisers directly, speaking, and sometimes it is

publicity prepared by such

This

vertiser.

an ad-

followed by the
lost, and found advertising of the
day in the Herald-Express. This
advertising is. solicited on the basis
that there will be publicity in the
newspapers and broadcasts on the
air for the same fee.'
He further states in regard to
the 'L. A. Examiner's tie-in with
is

KF vy'B

'At 9:45 they go on with the present radio news. At 10 a.m. they go
on with the Prudence Penny program.
This is a feature, talking

about home economics and publicizing advertising matter in the morning edition of the Examiner. It is a

NBC NIXES RALSTON
THEATRE BROADCAST
NBC won't pick up a commercial
program from any auditorium in
New York outside

of its

Own studios

Ralston Co. ran into this policy last
week when it sought to get the net
work's approval on
tieup the
client was arranging with the Roxy
theatre... As part of the theatre's
ballyhoo and sample giveaway of
Ralston's Rye Krisp it was planned
to broadcast next Friday's (20)
program with Madame Sylvia in the
presence of a Roxy audience.
Web held that not only was its
policy against originating a sponsored program from an audience
attended source outside, its owrilayout involved, but the fact that it
would be a paying audience made
the situation more complicated. Re
Mme. Sylvia broad
cast was a mere incidental to the
Roxy's regular performance met

joinder, that the

with the. statement that such was
NBC's policy and there .woukl be no

modifying

NBC
Mme.

it.

which has
management,

Artists Service,

Sylvia

under

also books theatres.

5.

8.

And Other

Don Shaw on

.

went
(Monday)
Hedges in as
NBC-operated outL. McCarthy as relations

department,

relation
into

tosses

William

bri

Expected to Shrink manager

and C.
manager of the network's associated
lets

guess.

Hartford, April 16.

Baloney.
Go peddle. your papers.
You've got a nerve.

Formal announcement has been

made

will go
that WTIC. Hartfor
time on April 29, operating between seventeen and eighteen hours
a day.
The station, owned and
operated by Travelers Insurance
Company, is a 50-000 watter and
has been, operating on half-time
since its inception some years ago.
Sharing its time previously 'with
of Baltimore, WTIC will
swing up, on the dial, a few notches.
Whereas WTIC has been used
mainly as an advertising media for
Travelers Insurance Company, with
a loss of $350,00*0 being shown each
year, the announcement of full time
Scott Howe Bowen has set up an will most likely bring a hew influx
individual station selling organiza- of business, cutting down the huge
full

,

Regional Sales

s in

WBAL
••<

Bowen Set-Up

-

Both will
Withycbmb's,

stations.

Donald

Withycomb holds the title
eral manager of station relations.
To take up his new post Hedges
leaves the management of KDKA,
Pittsburgh, to which he had been
transferred from WMAQ, Chicago,

another

NBC

operated outlet.

McCarthy comes from NBC's Padivision where he has been

cific

servicing as assistant to Don Gil-,
man, v.-p. in charge of that territory':

NBC has merged the operations
and local sales departments.
Under the new. sales
setup an advertiser can deal for

Of its national

either his-

hookup or transcription

needs with the same NBC sales rep
Travelers station operates with a who in turn will do his reporting
staff for a small town to a divisional manager concerned
studio, although its headquarters with every phase .of time selling. In
compare with those of. any major the eastern area Donald Shaw will
GB
studio in .large cities.
More than head up this co-ordination of netwhere on a exclusive national 175 men and women are retained work, spot broadcasting and local
-by the station.
basis..
selling.
Shaw has heretofore funcBpwen's plan is to divide the
tioned as eastern sales manager
country off into territories,- each
with his authority confined to netembracing not more than 10 stawork facilities.
tions, and to assign a man to speLloyd Thomas, who formerly was^
cialize in the selling and servicing
in charge of NBC Local Sales Servi-,.
of a particular territorial group
ice, remains in an advisory capacity;.
Same territorial designee will also
He will engage himself with mat-,
be acquainted with the selling deters of. transcription policy and deWinston-Salem,. N. C, April 16.
tails, and story of the group plan.
WSJS will carry the Chesterfield velopment. Staff of salesmen he
Group Broadcasters, Inc., has be- program three times each week had working under him will now
gun to extend its affiliations to through Columbia. This will be the direct their attention to network
areas outside the basic territory. first time this station has carried a facilities selling as well as local
Allied to date with the GB are 27 cigarette program other
than the time and report to Shaw. James
stations.
They are WADC, Akrtfn; Camel.
McConnell, who operated under
WBAL. BaltiD.ore; WLBZ, Bangor;
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company Thomas as sales manager of local
WNAC, Boston; WICC, Bridgeport; located here specifies in its radio service, now becomes Shaw's asWGR-WKBW, Buffalo; KWRC, contract that local station carries sistant.
Cedar Rapids, la,; KYW, Chicago; Camel programs so directors, all of
Another division at NBC that has
WSAI-WLW, Cincinnati, WAIU, whom live here, can get program undergone general operations reColumbus, O.; WHK, Cleveland; easily; No other cigarette program vision is. the sales* promotion departKSO, Des Moines; CKLW, Detroit; carried over CBS has ever been sent ment. With the latter department,
WDRC, Hartford; KMBC, Kansas through this station previously.
now divided into four bureaus, Jo
City; WOR, Newark; WIP, phila
seph. Mason' will head the merchandelphia;
dising group; Paul Winchell, the
WEAN,
Providence;
WHEC, Rochester; WMAS, Spring Hennings, Glover Set;
marketing group; Paul Hauser, the
field,
sales promotion group, and W. C.
Mass.;
KWK, St. Louis;
WSPD, Toledo; WIBX, Utica;
Jack
Vacations Roux, direct mail and trade paper
WOL, Washington, D. C; WMT,
advertising. All bureaus will funcGeorge B. Stbrer,
prez, tion under ID. P. H. James,
Waterloo, la.; WKBN, Youngstown,
whose
has appointed Frank Hennings,
title of sales promotion manager is
and WCAE, Pittsburgh..
general program director. Prior to
slated to be revised so as to contaking over this assignment Henform with the new setup of his dinings headed the station's artists
service.
He replaces Harry Carl- vision.
son, who, however, will likely return to the
payroll in an'NOVA' IS
other capacity.
30-Word Brick Spiels;
John T. Adams, WMCA's executive v.p.-, has gone on another vacaProtest against Dr. Lyons tooth
MHin. Pontiac
paste billing its combo on the red tion. Recent appointee to the sta(WEAF) link Sunday nights as tion's publicity staff is Herbert B.
'Phil Lewis and his Casa Nova or- Glover, who up to three months ago
Chicago, April 16.
chestra' has been lodged with NBC was CBS' special news features
On May 1 Bulck will Start an inby Rockwell-O'Keefe, Inc. Latter manager.
tensive
announcement campaign
booking office avers' that the~"words
plugging its new cheaper., model car
.'Casa Nova', as coming through the
to sell at $600. Will be 30 -word anloudspeaker, sound enough like Casa
nouncements,
running six times daily
Listeners
Loma to confuse the average lison some 75 stations throughout the
tion .which, will supplement the retailing of time on stations in Group
Broadcasters, Inc,y on a combina>
Former division will
tion basis.
memdevote itself to servicing
bers who are not represented else-

loss.

;

,

tremendous

:

CAMEL TOWN HEARS

SHOW

CHESTERFIELD

1

.

,

'•

Adams

WMCA

CASA L0MA THINKS
TOO CLOSE

WMCA

Dramas

Wrong

.

Casa Loma band is under
Rockwell-O'Keefe management.
April 16.
Batoning of the band in the denRyan Chi Expo Guide
After a short session, as a comtifrice's stanza was taken over by mercial for
the Bunte Candy Comfor Thompson's Lewis several weeks ago. Program pany on a <16cal shot the Barnacle
is produced by Sound Studios and
Bill Kid show with Cliff Soubier
Chicago, April 16.
Quin Ryan goes on the air. as comes under the direction pf the shifts to a sustaining program.
Candy firm discovered that the
the World's Fair Guide for the John Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency.
show appealed to the adults or to
R. Thompson restaurants starting
the very young children a'nd entireMay 26. Six times weekly at 6:45 Ferguson Quits
Chicago
ly missed the middle group of chilp. m. Ryan will tell the great midr
dren for whom the show had been
die west about the exposition.
to Head N.Y.
intended.
Through
the
Mitchell-FaustChicago, April 16.
Dlcksoh-Weiland agency locally.
R. L. Ferguson of the local sales
JOHN
tener.

On

WGN

cleverly-planned, publicity program
of department store specials for the
day, market specials which are advertised that day and publicity on
national food advertising which is
carried
the paper that day,
names of stores, names of products
and prices are given.
At 10:25 Miss Holmes goes on
for the Examiner, talking about
the delights of pleasant homes arid
staff here for NBC goes to New
ives the names and addresses and
York this week to become manager
prices of homes being advertised for
FINK STABS
of WINS.
sale or rent in the Examiner. At
Jimmy Grier's band has been
Ferguson was previously com11:25 the. Examiner goes on the air,
spotted by Lehn and Fink, to furin
J5.^^M ^l^i^LPist^nJ^f^n(l adver- nish the music for the Hall of Fame mercial manager for
tising in that day's "paper o7n^tftc1HfT
Clncju.
...
At 6; 45 the Examiner again returns programs which originates from
Hollywood. Nat Shilkret will conto the air with another advertising
at
tinue to head the combo when the
program, and a little before 10 p.m.
shows have New York as their
Los Angeles, April 16.
goes on the air with their second
source.
I'frter
deLima,
formerly assistant
news broadcast.'
First-picture name that Grier will manager of the^Gplumbkv-.Actiiits.
play with on the series is Clark Bureau, New York, today (Monday)
Ruth Etting Winds Up
Gable, who's "sot for April 29. Fol- becomes manager of the Thomas
Ruth Ettinrr and Johnny Green lowing week (6) it will be Joan Lee Artists
Bureau at KHJ and the
Wind up their series on CHS for Crawford, and Fanchot Tone, arid
Don Lee Coast network..
Oldsmobile May 11,
the week after (13) the point of
Succeeds Ted Braun, who goes in
Date marks the end of a 13-week origin comes back to New York the
radio agency business on his
contract.
with Jascha Heifitz the attraction. own.
'

Local, Natl Sales
Reor

WTIC Runs 18 Honrs So
Class Station's

Hedges East

Depts.;

NBC

WINS

IEHN &

WLW

;

,.-

'.

..

.

DeLima

—

.

;

KHJ

nation.

On
of

April 20 Pontiac sets a series
One-minute dramatized announce-

ments for its new models. Both
campaigns being placed through the
Campbell-Ewald agency.

Paint's Participation

Plugs on 20 Programs

Chicago, April 16.
Detroit White Lead company set
on a series of announcements in
NESS MANAGES
household participation programs
for its product, Synthecote. To run^
Hollywood, April 16.
John Ness has left the post of on some 20 stations in the midwest
promotion manager of the Los An- and east for a 13-week ride.
geles Times to become manager of
Placed through the local Henri,
KMTR.
Hurst and McDonald agency.
©wena----Dresden i==-formeiily--fiHingthe spot, now. gets the title of gen.

KMTE

eral

CBS

manager.

True

Emil Grough Heads East

Gets

Story's.

NBC Show

Court,

of

Human

Relations moves from NBC to Co.......cHitfi Franctaflo..' April.JJ
lumbia.
Initial broadcast of the
Emil Cough, Hearst Radio Serv- script serifs on' CBS I« set fof Mil
ice- director, loft for New York
last 4 with 8:30 t
9:15 p. m. 10 ST. the
wc-f-k, planing to stick around the time.
Eastern offices- of his organization
Hookup calls for 35 .stations coast
for a time.
to coast.
Program will get a reMeanwhile leaving the Frisco of- broadcast at 11:30 p. m. EST. for
fice in charge of 01 lie Tuttle.
the' Pacific area releases.
.

( ,

RADIO

VAIWTY
MR.

Radio Reports
(Continued from page 3ft)
which it Is .conducted are the results of a plan devised by Walter
Campbell, station announcer and dl-,
'

rector of program at

KOA,

Program opens at the Broadmoor
country club, ' with 'Campbell hanr
Clarence Moore is
dling It there.
Gosmpolitari hotel, Vance
Graham at the Brown. Palace hotel,
while Julian Riley handles the star
tion end. During the short opening announcements; the three spots
are cut in for Ave seconds, each,
after which they get down to business> and each spot is given from
three to five minutes two or three
times during the half hour.'
Continuity is written /by different
announcers, giving the programs'
However,
variety of .treatment.
more- attention should be paid to
insure a more careful announcing
of the vocalists. Folks want to know
who they are listening to> and. a
great deal of the value of the broadcast to the dance spots is lost.
Otherwise the continuity leaves
nothing to be desired, and the method of handling, with something doing every second,' even though the
bands are. in different spots, is of the
tpp order.
Program hits the air at 11.30, not
too good for Denver itself but. Just
about ri lit for the west coast.
Rose.
the

at.

,

-

COMMERCIAL

hot sound as good when he works
with the trio! He sings too much
here, as a matter of fact, orchestra
should be given one of his spots.
Band, called the Fro-Joy, dishes
up a pleasing brand of syncopation,
with a trumpet player standing out
Unit is not as.large, perhaps, as several others heard here, but it does

With Monica Leonard, Dorothy
Sherman, Billy Rose, 3 Shades of
Blue
3Q; Min's.
.

COMMERCIAL
';enectady
WG\
This new supper-hour broadcast
boasts the biggest array of talent
used on a local commercial, with a
dance orchestra, the 'Piano Pals
(Monica Leonard and Dorothy Sherman), Billy Hose, and the 'Three
Shades of Blue' in the' linerup. Spon r
sor is the General Ice Cream Corporation, which has fired several
Fro-Joy shots over WGY in the past.
Program, primarily popular mupacks quite a kick for a local.
'
^.Ose does the most punching, leading with solos and countering with
harmony, as one of the 'Three
Shades.'. He has a high tenor, handled in a manner which indicates
training
that
the
average pop
warbler lacks. In itself, the voice
is not a great one— tone is rather
metallic and volume only fair but
Rose queezes a lot out of it. He
takes a high note smoothly.
For some reason, Rose's voice does
'

—

WGY, Schenectady
Faulty fr6m the angles of both
entertainment and merchandising.

Basic" idea of script- writer, and his
treatment of it, appear ill-adapted
to a morning broadcast, particularly
to one sponsored by a furniture

..'

-r

bination David Buttolph first organ-

an

NBC

sUstalner.

Piano

Pals fill several solo spots and also
furnish some of the accompaniments. They are a competent duo
for pops.
In. keeping with tempo of the
program, Chester Vedder high pressures- the announcing. Advertising,
is strongly worded, but. there is leBS
of it than is customary on a
shot—for which listeners should be
..

>

WGY

'

grateful.

Stanza Unwinds on Friday night,
so that sponsor .may. cash in on
Jaco.
week Tend cream trade.
,

FRIDAY FROLICS
Mario Gerard, Walter Ahrens, yelDale Wimbrow, Jack
vetones,
•Douglas,. George Shackley, conducting
Comedy,, Songs;
30 Mihs.
pathetically misplaced
crossfire intended to pass for comedy eliminated, this late Friday ever:
nfng stanza would shape up a% swell
package of entertainment. In Marie

With the

Gerard and Walter Ahrens it has.
a couple of ear-tickling voices, and
the- Same qualification goes, for the
harmony laid down by the mixed trio
For the
billed as the Velvetones.
batonier of a studio combo George
•'

Shackley does handsomely by the
latest melodies from, the Tin Pan
Alley mill. Musically, the program's
producing hand show that it has the
nimble touch for radio fare of this
type.

who with

their chatter interthe way of a good
musical show are Dale Wimbrow
and Jack Douglas. If anything they
reveal an exceptionally unhappy
faculty for picking the worst in nonsense material. During one of the
patter interpolations on last week's
(13) program Wimbrow cracked, 'We
better pick another joke book; the
one we're using is not so hot.*--* This
was one line, at leaet, that must
Odec.
have gone over solidly.

Pair

.

get

New York

1

Soridra Lee,

storGa

Vance Campbell,

:

baritone,

WWSW,

same

Pittsburgh,

and another local ork
planning a summer beer -gar-

band

leader,

doing chief,

'

own announcing and accom- den;
Charles Wakefield Cadman's only
Wednesday
paniments on
air appearance during recent visit
and Saturday mornings.

his

WMCA

'

Joe McElliott, CBS phbtog, learned to home town was made over
through a cprrespondr KDKA, Pittsburgh, on weekly Varl-.
eties program.
ence course.
Sidney Rose, violinist, filling in
doing a musical tab
Perkins
'Ray
were
touch
appealing, if a comedy
Billy Artzt.. Will for Billy Catlzone on WCAE, Pittsgiven the tiffs, they might be en- this summer With
burgh, staff while latter convalesces
cast
the
with
hinterland
tertaining. As is, the dominant note tour the
recent appendix operation.
from
DeMarco
Shirley Howard,
of irritability may leave a dark including
They're telling Stephanie Diaand Lew
brown taste in the mouths of lis- Sisters, George Givot
White. William K. Wells writing mond, actress and announcer at
teners at 10. a. ni.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, that her new
Players, unnamed, play their roles the book and Artzt the score;
Arthur Boran goes into the Park hair bob makes her a dead ringer
well—too well, in fact. It is refor Claudette Colbert,
ported that Gene O'Hare, who had Central's Cocoanut Grove April SO.
Darrell V.-.- Martin', radio ed PittsEnric Madriguera exits from the
some experience in stock and. who
burgh 'PostrGazette,' now being ofonce did an interesting Song and Waldorf Astoria June 17.
Gertrude Ramsoy, E.P.H. James' fered for engagements by
Story Man over WGY, doubles as
Artists Service Bureau.
author and 'Mr.' 0'Hare's sense of former secretary, now' taking, notes
tenor,
Henry Patrick,
showmanship ought to tell him that from Edgar Kobak, NBC's new gen- joining
the Meyer Davis unit at th
a -program sponsored by a .furniture eral sales manager.
hotel, Philadelphia.
Bill Card, his health fully re^. Bellevue
company should have a happy,
W_CAU's new Columbia shows inhomey atmosphere instead • of a stored, back at NBC contacting trafCarllle
and London, the
clude
drab, depressing one. New furniture fic for the program department.
Leon Belasco offered 26 weeks Knickerbockers, Pete Woolery and
would make little difference in a
the
Canadians.
house like that peopled by 'Mr, & with the Armour show in Chicago
Philly is Thelma
Singing?
click
in
Mrs.'
but elects to stay on at his current
Kessler, who is scheduled for two
Broadcast is loaded down with stand, the, St. Mofitz.
after only three: weeks in
direct advertising, some of which is
Don Bestor will make the Holly- sponsors,
Jaco.
dragged into the dialog,
wood trek with Jack Benny this town.
Helen Grey, arousing comment for
summer!
unusual personalties interviews
NBC listened to something last her
HOUSEHOLD MUSIC BOX
via W-FI weekly.
'newsical.'
a
week
tagged
Theowith
Candelori's Orchestra,
theatre
the
Norbert Conway,
auditLoned with the
Lahg
Don
dore Ernwood
ticket czar, rumored backing Lou
organ for NBC's program board.
15 Mins.
Para- Gresc In a new kind of band venall abpiit it

•

'

.

WWSW

WHAT

.

WQR, Newark

ludes

lotte Shallenberger,' singer' for
station.:

.

Sketch pictures a man and wife,
of rather 'raspy' dispositions, in a
'adventures.'
of household
series
well nevertheless.
The pair (presumably in their late
Trio harmonizes smoothly, albeit twenties y, with their minor, disr
voices of present group do not blend agreements and open quarrels, are
as perfectly as did those of the. com lifelike, but they certainly are not
ized for

RADIO

15 Mins.'

Sustaining

FRO-JOY FilOLICS

& MRS.

Sketch

i

in.

.

"

'.

.

B. A. Rolfe's stay at the
mount,..N. Y., is for two weeks.

COMMERCIAL
WCAU, Philadelphi

Candelori's unit,
flows in delightful

a salon

outfit,

is

style, bUt the
badly marred by the vocal-

izing of

Ernwood, whose spasmodic

show

:

>

swing of the
at the Gates, Brooklyn, this Friday
'

*

(20).

.

.

.

Tony Wons

.

cast.

Murray

Edith

ture in Philly.

Altho Joe Moss lost his chance
now making a
Abe Lyman for a local spot.
Loew .circuit. Opens with
Bob Lightner may get the call for

.

This quarter-hour, also carried by
WABC, features a weekly presentation of tunes by popular composers,
the idea catching on through a draw
Show reviewed
for mail requests.
(9) featured melodies composed by
Powers Gouraud, director of the air

an elevator

didn't like the idea of
building
pilot in the

CBS

shutting the door in a columnist's
face and set himself to deliver a
poke that didn't- come off. An adjutant of the mikester intervened.
Walter Winchell discovered Dr.
M. Sayle Taylor is the <VoIce of Ex-

tendencies to ring off pitch are perience.'
Billing of Martha Lawrence of
Gouraud's tunes were all
grating.
very much French in genre, which Martha & Hal, WGY, as 'the Southallowed a' monotony to creep in, ern girl' is on the up and up: Her
since the repertoire was limited. home town is Petersburg, Va.
Roger Sweet, .WGY. tenor, in a
Best of. the group was the' hit from
Gay Paree in 1927, 'Je T'Aime Troy hospital for a spell, suffering
Means I Love You,' while the latest, from an infected tpoth.
Waldo Pooler's Franch-Canuck
'L' Amour. Oublie,' may have some
Eddie,'
possibilities. One thing in favor of character in 'Joe &
the* program idea is that it prevents sketch, is, modelled after one he obthe show from including the pop served in a Bangor, Me., paper
songs which, are murdered on most manufacturing factory, of which he
then was personnel director.
Could have been'
ether efforts.
On and off the air, the
better choice than Gouraud's music,
since the program, picked up too bunch are kidding Announcer. Chet
much sophistication to suit the ad Vedder about a cow he has on his
vertised product, which happens to farm at Niskayuna, outside Schenectady.
be a money loan service.
Cheerio (Charles K. Field) askShow is spotted nicely on Monday
early -morning
listeners
to
evenings, and altho.it can't. arouse ing
a furore of excitement, it. serves the write him about local stations
which announced the shift.- of his
purpose of -holding a select audi
ence. Pace is. smooth and direction 'Musical Mosaic' from Tuesday to
Friday night at 6.30 p. m., over
good.
and the NBC red network.
.

:

WGY

WGY

WCAU

wire.
a hotel band andJan Savitt setting records by
turning out a complete disc series
in two days, with a new unit, and
vocalists for the Ice Asso.
.

Jack Steck, WPEN children's
program
director,
into
booked
Woodise Park for the summer airings.

Philly Morning Ledger's fold-up
sends a radio department to the
Philly Inquirer on short-wave radio.

Dlx
dramatizations
Dorothy
show of the WHAT outlet still holding up as the town's best produced
script act.

.Rudy Vallee played a dance date
for the Democratic Party at the
Philly Convention Hall last Friday eve.
Mannle Casks,
public relations man due for a trip to Plne.

WCAU

.

hurst next week, with boss Leon'
Levy.

.

WEAF

Trying to check up on his supper hour audience.
Ernest Cutting, former musical

EDWARD MacHUGH
'The Gospel Singer'
15 Mins.
Sustaining

WJZ, New York
Edward. MacHugh,

troduced
'the

gospel

comes from WBZ, Boston,
an NBC hookup. His is a ro-

program

NBC

of

new

Friday
talent.

Mjyric

Soprano

W1W Staff Artist

,10:15)

both as a singer of operetta and musical comedy roles
and as a concert pianist. She first came into prominence in 1927
when she was engaged for a European concert tour that included
concerts before the royal families of both England and Sweden.
Two years later Ziegfield discovered Eer possibilities and engaged
her for a starring role in "Showboat . Eminently successful
performances in such Broadway productions as "New Moon" and
'Lena Rosa" followed.
In 1931 she captured the hearts of Londoners through her spectacular work in "Viktoria and Her Huzzar"^ Later she was
again starred in London in "Casanova" and with Noel Coward
in "Words and Music". Last summer she returned to New
York to sing in a revival of Noel CowardlsJ.'Bitter Sweet."
brilliantly

£

to

a symphony orchestra

interlude.'

• .

talent and production facilities cover
the gamut of radio entertainment. . •

Martinsville,

1

•>

.

Penn

THOMAS STOKES
Political
I-

.

Nancy Martin, New

;

Comment

15 Mins.

From the sound of footsteps

Pennsylvania

Gospel songs make no com- W. Va., gal who made good in big
promise With their subject ; they're city, has landed here first com
out-and-out church numbers laud- mercial on KDKA, Pittsburgh.
Son born to the Jimmy Murrays.
ing the Deity. It may be somewhat
surprising t6 the tin-pan alley stu- He's publicity director and sports
dents to find so much swlngy mel- announcer for WJAS, Pittsburgh,
Frank. Mullen, in charge of NBC's
ody in these numbers. They're all
more or less spirited and infectious Farm and Home hour from Chi, a
and ,by no means of the 'Abide with Pittsburgher.
Jack Bruce's band, formerly on
Me', school of slow, dirge-like music;
Detroit
to
That in itself is good- showmanship^ KDKA, Pittsburgh,
assuming that it's not mere accident where they'll air over WJB.
Ernie Hoist's ore
tra slated to
that MacHugh ferrets out comnostHuntley
William
replace
Lloyd
at
Abel.
tfons of this character.

,

Sustaining

WJSV, Washington
l-^Stokesr-Washington-politiealfcor
respondent of the New York WorldTel ear ram,- pinch-hit in the absence
of Columbia's regular spieler on
Most
statesmanship, F. W. Wile.
of the Washington boys are mature,
make,
good
ftPd
authoritmive,
Stokes belongs in that
speeches.
category.
Additionally, he has a liberal
trend of mind which makes his remarks likely to appeal to the more
reflective adults. No need to point
the moral that broadcasting can afford to attract the higher elements
Land.
of the. citizenry.

New

afternoon

1

A versatile artist of the first rank, this Chicago girl has scored

editor.

hotel. Pittsburgh/ shortly,

KDKA

and

also on twice-daily.
periods
Hal Ray nor, who writes; most of
Joe Penner's songs, in Pittsburgh
visiting his in-rlawK. In private, life
he's Rev. Menry Scott llub,el and
his wife was formerly one t>f the
Deuel=--Sistersr-of""the^Shuberts=revues.
Ruth Johnstone, staff pianist at
WCAE, Pittsburgh, has resigned,
her. post going to Gene Llewelyn
also a member of station's. So-and-

So trio,
+
Chauhcey Parsons, after a couple
of months on KDKA, Pittsburgh,
back

to

England

Alan Kent

the announcer.
into
Charles, 6, and George, 4, sons of
bust, mellifluous baritone, with a George Olsen-Ethel Shutta, travrepertoire of strictly sacred songs
eled alone to Toronto to visit their
hence the billing which undoubt- pa.-ents, away on tour.
edly fills a vital necessity for a cerArthur Boran picked up for additain type of conservative radio tional five weeks on Colgate house
audience.
party.
God-fearing, churchy hlnterlandEddie Peabody on Pure OH every
ers, as well as. the more urban dis- Saturday will be guest star on Maxciples,
mUst react generously to well Show Boat this Thursday (19).
MacHugh 's type of sacred oaf Honing.
There was one manifestation
of this via a little dedicatory poem

which somebody in Wilkes-Barre
had written to MacHugh and which
preceded his Thursday a.m. (10-

Birmingham,

WBRC. was second. The poll was
made by Andy Smith, 'News'. radio

is

—

CARLISLE

Tom Da Hey, WAPI,

has been selected as the most popular radio announcer in town but
has resigned, Chuck Wright of

director of Broadway reVues, is
directing 'Air Breaks,' recently-in-

singer,'

MARGARET

Alabama

Chicago.

Lawsons Sisters, former harmony
team at WCAE, Pittsburgh, plotting a comeback.
Daughter born to the Frank Mul-

loys.
He's p. a. for WCAE, Pittsburgh, and mother is former Char-

Melvln

.

Stickles,

WDEV, Waterbury
make a

A

.

engineer
at
is soon to

Vt.,

trip to the altar.

shows that WCAX<
Burlington. Vt., has nearly as many
listeners in northern New York
State as it has in Vermont.
Paul Pelton and his orchestra are
being sponsored over WSYB, Rutland, 'Vt.,. by the-*M. H. Fishman Co.,
survey

chain store operators:
ly

William Bartlett, heard frequentover- WDEV, Waterbury. Vt.,

formerly a leader in New York City.
Ill health forced him to retire nnd
after a ..few years in Vermont's
mountains he has entirely recovered.

WCAX,

Burlington,

Vt.,

tries

a

frequency test program on the first
Monday of each month with the en-,
glheer doing the announcing.
PIttsford,
-Vt,,
merchants are
sponsoring a weekly community
program over. WSYB, Rutland.
Byington piano school (Farmingtoh, Conn.) students coming down
.

to

WicC's New Haven

studios for

a matinee stint.
Florence Simmons. New London,
latest soprano at WICC, Bridgeport.
Now that WEVD's 'Union Assembly' is transmitting through WICC
Friday nites, it means that the
Bridgeport station's ou.tletting for
four kev watters: the. others are
WOY, New York; WABC, New
York; una WNAC, Boston.
'Voice of Fashion' (Alma Dettinger.) ^vacationing .from. ,\VICC^
Bridgeport, but returning as authoress of 'Throe Bachelor.-.' new script.
Jack At wood' is f>ut at Yankee
network. He was production manager fur WAAH, At wood received
his notice several days ago but
wailed until Shopard' returned from
the Kouth and took the matter up
with him on his return but to no
avail.
Going to and' coming from
Palm Beach Shepard stopped off at
Washington to sit in on the broadcast code board hearings.
WEEI finds business for the first
(Continued on page 41)

—
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89

C.A. Meeting

Members of Radio Women's Club

May

HERE AND THERE

2

May

STORY, FIGHT

Wallace
and
Moore
Aubrey*
agency, Chicago, has Julian. &
Kokenge shoe company account of
Columbus, O.

Washington, April 16,
Next session of the broadcast code authority has been
postponed from April 26 to

Not Well Acquainted with Sponsors

BOTH WITH

2.

ed Heart
Bob. Becker show
Inability of various members
renewed on
dog food
to be present is the reason.
questionnaire on the again stressed that this survey is
WGN, Chicago.
'do fans know spon- not a test of program popularity
a test of the radio listensors?' was distributed in PhiladeU but rather
in
Kapp
phia at a meeting of the. so-called ers' knowledge of the product beTimes Square.
Women's Club of the Air with 89 hind the show.
conspicua
is
and
L.U
Clara
addiAn
housewives answering.
the
Keith -Beecher orchestra
the
tional .10 blanks were discarded by ous case of. being well known to
Paramount club, Chicago, set for a
Varibtt because returned with only housewives and almost unknown to
wire.
and
Myrt
group.
public
general
the
two or three answers.
As the first Women's Club tally Marge and 'Rise of Goldbergs' hold
Kansas City
Lombardi Quartet,
groups.
in Variety's survey these 89 re- fairly high in both
vocal group, made its initial, broadLeadership varies hardly any
plies have been separately tabunight. InSunday
over.
cast
Amos
public.
and
housewives
lated from an additional 72 replies tween
cludes Rose Ann Carr, Latonia
have
obtained from other Phlladeiphians, ri' Andy lead both groups and
Nancy Crawford, and
Barhett,
although despite a few instances Maxwell Show Boat, Boake Carter,
rl
Gladys McCoy Taylor, with.
for com
of discrepancy in familiarity the Eddie Cantor, Ed Wynn
Rpemer accompanist.
housewives are not much different panidns in the vanguard.
been
Inc.,
Edward
Variety's survey ends with this
from working girls and menfolks in
George E. Halley, has been ap
next designated exclusive representative
the matter of reaction to commer- tabulation and will be followed
pointed Chicago representative for
the sur
cial identification of well known week with a summary of
for stations KFI and KECA, Los
KMBC, Kansas City.
vey which has included the followprograms.
and
Beach
Miami
Philadelphia: Angeles, WIOD,
besides
cities
It is, however, worthy of reflec- ing
J, T. Ward, general manager of
Burlington, WFBR, Baltimore. All of these arc
tion that housewives belonging to Hartford, Providence*
tyXiAC, elected president of the
a radio club for women should not Albany, Canton, Charlotte, Bir- NBC affiliates.
Nashville Booster Club.
mingham, Minneapolis, Indianapo
the
to
attaches
be better acquainted with the bank
significance
Trade
Moines.
rollers of favorite programs. Jt is lis, Fort Wayne and Des
-incidents in view of NBC's recent
Robert Frazi , film player, is
invasion of the station representa- airing the part of. 'Theodore Roosevelt,' in the hew 'Romantic Presitlve field as a spot broker.
dents' series over KMTR, HollyPetry recently signed two other

BAER

Variety's
proposition,

NBC Stations

Em

.

:

.

.

Name

.

39

VARIETY

WGN

Petry

!

'

WDAF

|

,

|

|

and Rutlnauff-Ryari
CBS,
agency arc all trying- to' sell some,
client on the broadcasting of the
Baer -Camera fistlvities June 14.
Camel was among- those approached
by CBS about taking on the round
round version.
Ruthrauff -Ryan's idea is to precede and follow, the fight with a
series 'in which Baer would,
scri
be cast as the hero. It would be
on a schedule of three 15-minute
evening periods a week, with April
30

date.

starting

the

Scriptppro-

grams Would originate from Baer's
training

camp

in Atlantic City.

1

|

Program Sponsor

Identification

NBC stations, WJR,
WGAR. Cleveland.

Detroit,

wood.

and

,

PHILADELPHIA
Radio Exec in Frisco

Consisting entirely of housewives, members of the
Women's Club of the Air, questionnaires distributed at a regular weekday meeting.

GROUP ONE:

(89

V

Amos

Andy

,

.

.

Sponsor

Wrongly

Not

Named

Named

Known

'Rise of Goldbergs'

...

•••••••

>•«••••
Ed Wynn
Lu *& Em
Rudy Vallee
Myrt arid Marge
.

•

Clara,

••••»«••

•

*•

• «

Jessica Dragonette ....
Metropolitan Opera

Jack
Phil

Benny
Baker

Joe Penner

Burns and Allen

Wayne King

Orchestra

Easy Aces ....
'Edgar A Guest
Will Rogers
Paul Whiteman, >•»••••»
Bing Crosby
'March of Time'
Harry Horlick ..... .••»•••
Casa Loma Orchestra
Olsen and Johnson

i

• • • t

.

I

• • •

I

34

28
44
48
65
65
64
67
63
63
66
72

I

77
75
83
86
89

Amos

V

Sponsor

Wrongly

Not

Named

Named

Known

Andy

66
62

Eddie Cantor

Maxwell 8hbw Boat

Rudy Vallee
..Boake. Carter

W

.

Ed Wynn

39
38
Myrt and Marge
35
Jack Benny .........
35
'Rise of Gojdber
35
Joe Penner
.•••»?•« 33
Burns and Allen
•*•*••••***« «»-• 32
Bing Crosby
18
Metropolitan Opera
17
'March of Time' .....
17
Casa Loma Orchestra
16
.*•••*•••*••••• • • *
Will Rogers ....
14
••••••
4 » • •••*•••«
Paul Whiteman

Wayne King

Orchestra

.

13
14

57
54

,

"

,

•

»

--Variety, April 3rd,
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Easy Aces

1
6

MISSES SHOWMANSHIP LOCATION

Co**'

52
37
54

63

9

1

old parlor

34,

3

14

Olsen and Johnson
Harry Horlick ......»••••••••••«•»•••••
Edgar A. Guest ....,..........«.••••••<

&

Ruthrauff & Ryan agency, stations. Announcement campaign
with RCA Victor studio here doing will ultimately encompass 6<0 stations,
the disc work.
local

32

4

i

Jessica Dragonette
Clara, Lu and Em

times
the transmitters five
hit
weekly.
Sterling brewery, Chicago, ready
Gail
and
through
placed
Account
recorded
one-minute
ing a series of
announcements to hit on 10 mid Pletsch agency with A. T. Sears
Through the Son doing the contacts with the
west transmitters.

17
16'

53
54
55
55
62
63
65

<

Confidential:

For Variety Only:

KSO spotted, your dope sheet on local radio showmanship and had some 500 Des Moines listeners surveyed.*
56% say KSO is favorite station. 6% admit love for
rival station. 38% are bigamous, love us both.
^

we

Now, Variety, get a load of this: These listeners list
94 favorite programs of which* 16 are produced locally.
13 of 16 local favorites are KSO-produced shows.

KSO local shows received.,
,.604 votefL
AH other local air shows got. ...... .....
17 voter
We wouldn't have believed it, either. Here's a thought,
.

Fels-Naptha Adds

WGAR

Home

Shows

For

*
16.

From "RADIO SHOWMANSHIP RATINGS"

i

*

Chicago, April

VARIETY GOES "HAYWIRE" at
game

5
8

1
2

.... -59

(26).

DYE'S MOB-. PLUGS

Avlo Dye starts a series of one-,
this week
Coffeyville, Kansas, WBCM, Bay minute announcements
stations, KMOX in St. Louis
Cityi WGES, Chicago, and WHBIfc] on two
Will
Ind.
Evansvllle,
WDBF,
and
Anderson, Indiana;.

non-pro.

Sponsor

Sponsor

sales, repre
sentative for WLBF, Kansas 'City,
KFBI, Abilene, Kansas, KGGF,

I

REPLIES)
Correctly

week before

named New England

16.

|

Questionnaires answered by 15 salesmen, 11 stehog
raphers, 1 photographer, 1 porter, 3 managers, 5 newspapermen, 1 Xray technician, 9 clerks, 5 accountants* 5 students, 1 laborer, 1 telephone
girl, 3 lawyers, 1 waitress, 1 librarian, 1 messenger, 1 florist, 1 singer,
1. press agent, 5 housewives.

staff.

Kaspar- Gordon, Boston, has. been

G. Martin is transferring from
A. H. Saxton's technical department
at NBC, returning this week-end to
the plant department of NBC in
.New York,, where, he was formerly
located.
Being replaced by T. B. Palmer,
who leaves Hearst's KYA. Another
change in the technical staff will be
an addition this Saturday (21) when
Lester ,Culley, plant man, will be
married to Elizabeth Fankhahel,

GROUP TWO:

(72

Martin to N. T.
San Francisco, April
<x.

W.

7.9

.-.

Sleininger have switched
|

production

W.

74
72

3

, .

&

"

35

5

Free

to roomier space in Chicago.

CBS has three accounts slated to
switch from daytime to evening reStarting the 2nd
lease in May.
Easy Aces again gets a night time,
hearing with Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 8:15 EST the
schedule. Same May 2 evening will
unveil the Bi-Si-Dol stanza with
Everett Marshall and Jerry Freedman's ban : in the 8:30 to 9 slot,
while Abe Lyman is set to tajke a
parallel segment on the Wednesday schedule, beginning May 1, for
Latter^
Phillips Dental Magnesia.

White Owl. Latter'a Blnger-wife,
Ed Voynow hopping around the two programs how follow eacfi
Mona Lowe, was with him.
midwest grabbing up business.
.Other on Columbia's Sunday matAt NBC, Don Gilman entertained
[ihee listing.
Philip Fox, owner of KDTL, an NBC
Al Short has moved back to ChiBi-Si-Dol will fill the spot made
affiliated station.
NBC
join
cago front New York to
vacant by Fletcher's Castoria. the

.44

9
8

•••

;

12
20

1

?6
68
54
54
45
52
40
40
34
24
23
22
22
22
20
17
15
14
13
10

•

Don Lee network, and Paul Rickenbacker, production chief of KHJ,
who came up: to oversee the Guy
Lombardo show from KFRC for

Sponso)

Sponsor
Correctly
..

Maxwell Show Boat
Boake Carter
Eddie Cantor ....

Ray Black moving the
San Francisco, April 16.
service
press
Anthony -Hubbard
In townl during the week were a
from the Grieg-Blair-Spigtit
bureau
number of radio execs Including
offices, Chicago, to quarters in the
C. E. Wyle. sales manager of the
heart of newspaper row.

REPLIES)

•

Los Angeles, put on a spe-

cial program to celebrate the station's 12th anniversary April 13.

BREWER'S WIFE SINGS

Talent
.Mary
WOWQ'S -biggest spring commercial, the Berghoff Hofbrau hour, it
on
stations
of
list
the
Cleveland, to
which the soap maker is using local being a sort of family conclave since
the brewery. Sotalent.
Contract is for two quar- her husband heads
has done other proter-hour spots a week over a period cialite soprano
however, Con r
of 2C weeks, with the Collegians grams for the station,
nie Beaver is accompanist.
trio furnishing the entertainment.
spotted
also
Detroit
Account has
for this campaign.
J. D. Fonda, former assistant advertising manager of Pennzoil and
Fred Hughes is latest to join recently conducting radio surveys
WOWO, Fort "Wayne. ITh^Ii^k for- on the Co.mt. 1* at KT1.T. T.os
AnpelPs.
merly with Coca Coin'.

.

*

.

Send a bird dbg out here to investigate Des
Moines local showmanship. His tri costs you nothing,
-.
— .- — .U.
<
if we're all-wet

Variety.

Fort. Wayne, April 16.
Berghoff will headline

'

.L

FeTs^TTa^

LOWPOWN ON DES
in

KSO

,*oes
-Kfiui for. certified, ropy
of survey.

-.

MOINES

savvies types of shows Des Moines wants. Orighad Des Moines Register and Tribune for angeL
still sponsored by newspaper, now makes own
sugar and spends. good share of it for shows and -stunts
Does a brodie now
i.that Des Moines goes for in big way.
and then but moves so fast no one cares. (Periner,
Baker, Harris, Duchin, Lopez and other blue names do
KSO no harm);
inally

18
bo wever,

—

KSO,

VARIETY
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X

NASTY MAN
HOLD MY HAND
MY DOG

LOVES YOUR

DOG

SO NICE

MUSIC By

RAY HENDERSON

SWEET AND SIMPLE

JACK YULE
and IRVING CAESAR

SIX

4

WOMEN

(Me and Henry the Eighth)

WAITIN AT THE GATE FOR KATY

BABY TAKE A BOW
BROADWAYS CONE

HILL-BILLY

OUR LAST NIGHT TOGETHER
CHEER!
AND
UP
STAND
v
—
LEW BROWN
WE RE OUT OF THE RED
LEW BROWN
I
SHE S WAY UP THAR • I'M LAUCHIN
THIS

IS

MUSIC By

and

JAY CORNEY

CAROLINA
words ey

LEW BROWN
music ey

JAYGORNEY

SAM FOX PUBUSfilNa CCU*4«*
v
NEW yOftK^O W. 4S»h 9T.VCtBVELAND- THB ARCAWI^ CKlCA60«e4 E.'JACK&ON

BVO.

•

LOG ANGELES

4-30 30. eWAVf
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Chas. P. Hughes

Radio Chatter
Neal

KOMA,

Barrett,

Lightly

named

Chim

Taken

in N. Y.

JACK PEARL SHOW
PLUGGING S. B. TEA

make NBC broadcasts from president of the Oklahoma City AdWednesday
rands'
Standard
Charles P- Hughes, who sold 'The
there through KGW.
vertising club at the annual election.
with Jack Pearl
idea to the Cam- night spot oh
California and Mexico beckoningSeries of lfi -minute lectures by First Nighter'
members
staff
undergo
Seattle,
will
Steden
KOL,
Van
two
and Judiciary, de- pana Corp., has advised NBC that and Peter commercial billing with
for vacation. Wen Niles, announcer, members of bar
(Continued from page 38)
every Wednes- he will bring suit for infringement a change of
and Ivan Ditmars, musical director, livered- over
broadcast.
2
May
the
be
30%
subject:
1934
to
day evening at 6 o'clock,
three months of
use
answering with two- week trip.
be
if Palmolive soap continues to
tag will
Gelatine
Royal
better than thai for corresponding
KOL, Seattle, Installs new con- The relationship of the Bar to the
the playhouse background on its tab dropped and the packer's tea. brand
triplicate Public.
months in 1933.
console^—complete
trol
avoid
To
plugging.
amateur
for
assigned
whose
youths
Three,
the
amplired
on
range
one
wide
web's
that
fast
on
a
new
affair
equipment,
pulled
operetta
confusion with the food combine's
radio transmitting sets have been a
.
Yankee web. Home from the train- fier, last word, et al,
Tuesday
basecoffee brand, the label will be
New entertainers on KOL, source of fun, found real use for (WEAF)
ing camps and opening the
the Seattle: Williams sisters, singing them in the flooded Wichita valley Hughes contends that program idea changed from Chase and Sanborn
hall season here last Friday
from trio; Jay trio, two brothers and a area Thursday and Friday. The
Tea to Tender Tea Leaves.
play
of
a
air
version
local NBC unit had members
the
singer.
city of Leedy, Okla., was of setting
both teams make their first off- sister; Frankie Ayres, ballad Prindle. little
completely cut off from the outside or musical show within an imagined
diamond appearance. The Yankee New radio characters: Don
wave
short
the
infor
and
Anderson
him
except
by
Frank
world
created
theatre was
as Little Hector;
net is broadcasting the games.
radio communications between these troduced through the 'First Nighter'
Madame Booboo.
Fogarty to Chi
Vic Whitman, who is WEEI's as
youths. Elmer Fields at Leedy, with stanza.
Charley, of Charley and Willie,
station W6BKN, was sending out
with
Both NBC and Ben ton and Bowles
journeyed to New York Friday
calls and relief informaemergency
following the close
Fogarty,
John
charge of the
North Carolina
Nick Parkyakakas to team up with
tion from Leedy. They were picked agency, which has
Warren Hull in a new air act which
up by Ernest Neff at Rocky with Palmolive session, assert that they of his current week's engagement
serithey auditioned for Mprt Mllman.
at
claims
Earl Banks
will transare not taking Hughes'
at the State, New Yor
is starting station W5BB4, and
"WBT, Charlotte, N.
Cordell with W5ACI. They relayed ously. Hughes, they point out, can fer his base of radio and personal
a new Ionized Yeast series on Mon- them to
stations
and
no more copyright a program idea appearance operations x to Chicago.
days, Wednesdays and Fridays. The
Insuring an unCity,
Oklahoma
at
transcripNorthwest
were
Pacific
NBC's Chicago division has the
than any one else, even if he
program is a five-minute
interrupted communication between
tion.
of the show within a tenor slated for an extensive build,
district and the outside the creator
Marie Davenport was forced to the flooded
'playhouse* design, which, they say, up under the billing of 'The Fireside
Mischa Pelz, musical director, and miss one of her Betty Moore pro- world.
P. W. Ward, Jr., KVOO, Tulsa, they are prepared to refute. Ben- Minstrel,' as well as guest appearliyrori MacCamley, office manager, grams because of the serious illr
announcer, now heads the orchestra ton and Bowles agency holds that ances on several commercials. From
KGW-KEX, answered call of the
ness of her mother.
ril
which
has been recently reorganized the plan of Palmolive's Beauty Box Chicago Fogarty's new Sustaining,
opened
season
AP
Charfishing
WSOC,
wild as
S5oinan/ mystic .of
Both report fine ride to and lotte, N.
making personal ap- and opens this week at the Club Theatre does nbt impinge on the time will be 10:15 p.m. C.S.T., Or
6th.
from, but no fish in lake.
pearances this week in connection Royale in Tulsa.
'First Nighter' scheme of breaking the spot following Amos 'n' Andy.
Daryl McAllister, WKY, OklaJames F.. Gillespie, the tenor's
Seventh Infantry Band of Van with the Charlotte Veterans of Forthe show up into acts and that
Frolic and Circus. homa City program director, who
couver Barracks presented special eign Wars Springsalesman for WBT, recently completed an apparatus to Hughes ha. as much basis for his manager, will settle down with him
Hitch,
Hubert
music
They figure on remainif in Chicago.
half -hour program of band
have
would
Palmolive
marching
as
of
claim
effect
join
sound
produce
to
resigned
has
N. (J.,
ing there at least for the' duration
in commemoration of Army Day Charlotte,
Firestone Tire and Rubber men, had his first opportunity to it tried to take credit for being the
Officers of the Barracks made ad- the
use it during one of the daily radio- first to air a tabloid version of an of the World's Fair.
dress—over I£EX, Thursday night, Company.
Freck Radio and Supply Company playlets sponsored by the John. A. operetta.
April 5th.
presenting Frank Luther, and his Brown Company. He had to speed
Foster M.
rooks of Brooks and
It's the fourth year for 'The First
•Race of the Nations'—endurance Sylvanians
over up the mechanism, however, because
weekly
twice
on NBC.
JPierson KSO Des Moines, married
dance marathon being held at local
the script called for the sound of Nighter'
Asheville, N. C.
ienjfte
Loretta
M.
Mayer of Louisville,
broadcast
to
Coliseum,
WBT,
Ice
dancing girls.
Al Garr, soloist on several
each day of week oyer both
Earl Hull, WKY, Oklahoma City
Charlotte, N; C, programs, is also
and KEX. Sizable crowds in at- a star halfback on the gridiron. He announcer and engineer, emerged
tendance so far, with usual set-up is warming up with the Charlotte from his winter hibernation at the
plant on West 39th street He
that goes with such carnivals. Bob professional 'Bantam' team in spring
(Continued from page 35)
announcer, work- DI*£LCtiCQ«
announces sports results every night
Tomlinson,
ing the remote, was mistaken for a
Bufort and Bill Elliott, per- at 6 o'clock.
Occasion as a whole didn't come
Bo
other
dance-weary, contestant the
formers on WBT, are man- and wife.
the heading of either en
under
night, a kind lady asking if he
Eleanor and Jim series over
llghtenment or diversion.
TJT OLA BRAZIL'
cared for some warm milk.
Asheville, N. C;, have comJo Ronson, radio ed for the
programs
of
schedules
state
six
the
the
Daily Eagle, had the first
in
pleted
Brooklyn
May primaries
San Francisco; April 19.
AND HIS
lick at the mike, and his threnody
Oregon are causing much activity and have been, renewed for an adstudios. As- ditional six presentations at the reDwlght Edwards Co. is sending dealt with the 'unprogressive dulCALIFORNIA ORCHESTRA
around the
pirants for office are battling for quest of several sponsors who par- its Airways Coffee for a twice lards' running the broadcasting
business and the terrible apathy of
time allotments, with the. result ticipated in the first series.
Mayor Arthur H. Wearn, Char- weekly ride on the NBC western the listener who scowled and mut(happy, according to Carey Jen
with a tered about the, programs but did
nings, sales manager) that many lotte, N. C, has joined the Fore- network, beginning May T
SUNDAY, 8:80 p. m.-t p. m.
sponClub,
Old
In
ac
Kiddie
hours
be
Cole
most King
pair of quarter
nothing in a militant way to. change
applicants are unable to
sored over WSOC, of that city. The Brazil.'
conditions. Real tragedy in radio,
cepted,
WED.,
appeared at one of the kidfor the show which is thought Ranson, was the Indifferent
Cast
Al Pearce and Gang coming to mayor
8:80 p. m*
in the special studios
handled by J. Walter Thompson attitude the broadcasters took toPortland—April 16th for one ^week's die meetings
• p. m.
the Charlotte Dairies,
ward bettering the sustaining class
at local Broadway theatre— at the plant of
to Jose Ramirez, tenor; Ned
relief
sponsors, and spoke to the young- agency,
comedy
For
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Des
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casts, where Interference' of all
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ARDEN SUMMERING

about four months ago as columnist
on the World Telegram, took a
puckish course in his- contribution.

Ad eline Dudley Parsons, WOCElizabeth Arden brand of cos
chatterer, was -married on
April 1 to George R. Sullivan. Dor- metics to due for a summer ride on Radio, he bubbled, has made life
othy Fay, Lon Saxon and Paul Sppr, CBS as soon as the account picks a more worth living for the sponsor
radio artists, supplied the music for band.
who has cherished stage' or screen
the candlelight ceremony.
Among the combos given a hear ambitions. It allows for this playKSO, Des Moines, got a call from ing todate for the spot to Don boy outlet and also helps lighten the
the Economics Laboratory, Inc.,
drudgery of the daily office routine.
twin cities, manufacturers of Soilax, Bestows.
Cook also, cracked about air comics
at 12:30, sent their salesman by
and old joke books and how his
plane at 2:30, had an audition at
living room set helps relieve the
JOINS CHI NBC
KSTP at ft: 30 and the contract at
boredom of unwelcome dropper-
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Honoring the Des Moines Tribune,
which won third in the N. W. Ayer

GILL

WABC

Frl.,

It Midnight
Mod., 11:80 P.M.

lnners.

Chicago, April 1ft.
For the signoff the boys for a
Wynn Wright come* In to Join chorus of good nights.
They were
contest, the NBC production department lo- joined by some girl who also yelled
typographical excellence
station KSO, owned by the Register cally.
into the mike 'Good night, mother!'
4th Year for W. K. Kellogg Co.
and
Tribune, gave a 16 -minute proIt was all so ducky.
In
on
J
formerly
Wicker
was
Wright
Ireene
by
Material
All
gram in which managers of the Detroit.
Mnsle by ALLAN GRANT
mechanical departments of the
Baseball Ground- Breaker
N.B.C.—WJZ 6:30 Daily
paper were commended for their asBaltimore.
sistance in winning' the award.
As a forerunner to WCBM's
KOTOS STTCKS
General Mills (Wheatles) has
broadcast of all the home games
again contracted with
played
by
the
Orioles,
burg's ball
Los Angeles, April 16,
to broadcast from Des' Moines all
club, the station will air a pep
Hinds Honey and Almond Cream meeting and interview today
home baseball games of the Chicago
(17)
broadcasts
its
Coast
continue
will
be
White Sox and Cubs. There will
with half a dozen sport scribes on
ISO baseball games from April 17 until May when It will, probably hand to query management of team
CLEVELAND
to Sept. 30. 'Dutch' Reagan will swing- back to New York.
on its view of chances to snag the
NBC
handle -the mike and- has been- In
s
BponTWf 'wlU continue using- pic '34 ' gonfalon.
Monday
_
Chi. getting acquainted with Sox
Friday
Couple of club's hurlers will also
11 P.
r " M.
ture names to head the programs.
Nightly
Saturday
and Cub players and parks.
be present to perform, one, a
pianist, another, a warbler.
Peter Molyneaux r editor and pubTHE CROONING TROUBADOR
lisher of the Texas Weekly, now doing m nightly broadcast for WOAI,
San Antonio, and also serving as
the station's editorial advisor.
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POBTXAND HOFFA
JACK SMART
raWINDELMOBE
LIONEL STANDER
MINERVA PIOUS
EILEEN DOUGLAS
XJSNNIE HAYTON'8 IPANA
TROUBADOURS
Material by Fred Allen and HarryO

^
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Management "Walter Batchelor

K.'X 'ft'

OBO^SOBOHv
Woaneadays, t-10

WEAF
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|
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KSO
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WEEK OF APRIL

Su (Sunday):
B. T. BABBITT
l:SO-Sn-WEAF

ACME LEAD
8:S0-Sn>WAB6

Mary Small

U:S0-W-F-WABO
•Henri. H-Mc
A. C. SPARK PLUG

A.

Wax)
1:30-Sa-WABC

'Cookoos'.

'Lazy Dan'
Irving Kaufman
• lackett

*Campbell-B

AFFILIATED PD*8
(Louis Phlllpe)

8 :15-M-W-F-W ABC

<

Edwin

(Feenamlnt)
Gershwin

(Blue Jay
Corn Plaster.
4:15-Tu-F-WJZ
Wade Booth
Dorothy Day
Neodhaih, L ft B

7-Su-WABC
.

Freddy Martin
Job. Katz

Aft P

9:S9-M-WEAF

BAYER

Harry Horllck
Frank Parker
•Paris

0:SO>Ba-WEAF
Frank.

Peart

ft

ARMOUR

Munn

Virginia

Rea

Ohmah & Arden

•:30-F~WJZ
Baker
H HcNaugUton
Mabel Albertson
Leon Belasco
N. W. Aye*

Bert Hirsch
Haerischen Oro
•Blaokftt
^

Phil

BISO»0L

t-Sn-WABC

.

HECKEB H-O
WABC

ARMOUR

+ JESTER

'Evening In Paris'

Kath Carrlngion

BORDEN
.

Jane Ellison
•Toung & Rublcam

10:45-gu-WABC

18:M-Su-WABC

^

BRISTOL-MYERS
0-W-WEAF

•

Ruthrauff

10:80-Th-WABC

CREAM WHEAT
B-Bu-WABG

CALSODENT CO.
1S-F-WJZ
R Sherrls

•Thompson

OAMPANA

8:30-9 P. M.
C.8.T. ^
WENn
SotIIm

Irene .Wicker
Allan Grant
•N. W. Ayor

Gertrude Nlesen

Brno Rapee
•KatK

S:S0-M-WEAF
H; Firestone, Jr.
Richard Crooks
Lawrence Tibbett

Betty Winkler
Gene RoURe

Daly .Orch.
•Sweeny- James

First

Don Ameche

7:80-Th-WJZ
Romantic M'l'dles'

Ted Pearson
•N. W. Ayer

ALIAS "BOTTLE"

B Sagerqutst Oro
•Aubrey Moore

Julia Sanderson

THE ARMOUR HOUR
Every Friday Evening

CHICAGO
»:80-9 P.M. C.S.T.

E.B.T.,

WJZ

Station

West 44tb

St.,

New lwk

City

.

Eastman

CENTAUR

•

(Fletcher's)

S:S0-W-WABC
Albert Spalding
Conrad Thibault

RwMeam

9-Tli-WEAl

Don Ameche
Bob White
Virginia Ware

OHARI8

1:15-W-WABC
Parsons
Raymond Paige »
•John I* Butler
CITIES SERVICE
R-F-WEAF

Louella

-

.

At Prima Rainbo Gardens

ft

NBC—CHICAGO—NBC

Gil

Page

King's Jesters

OUTEX

9-f-wjz

HENRY

•J.

REX COLE

Cole M'talneere

•Maxon

BURBIG
"A Gay Young Blade"
GILLETTE PROGRAM
Monday. Wedne Bday, Friday
0:45 P.M., "WE AlT
dole Direction
.Ben Rocke Productions.

JANIS
VIVIAN FOLLIES"
"ZIEGFELD

CBS, Mon.-Frl., 18 Midnight
Sole Direction

HERMAN BERNIE
1610 Broadway
Nov* York City

COLGATE-PALM
9- Sa-WEAF

(Colgate Dentifrice)
.

'C'lg'te

(Armour)

Bob*

Ho'se P'try'

Donald Novls
.Frances Langford

Arthur Boran
Don Voorhees

(Old Gold)

10-W-WABC

Don Ameche.

Ted FJorlto
Dick Powell
•Lennon ft M.

Betty Winkler
Art Jacobson
Carl Brlckert
Louis Roen
•Blackett

LOUDEN P'CKING
(DoRgle Dinner)

GENERAL MOTOR
(Che vrolet).

.

MANHATTAN
SOAP

(OldBmoblle)

9:15-Tu-F-WABC
Brad Browne
•Young & Rublcam Ruth Ettlng
Johnny ,_Green
10- Tn-WEAF
.

(Palmollve Soap)
•Student Prince*

Gladys SwarthoUt
Theodore Webb
Frank Mclntyre
John Barclay
Peggy Allenby
Leona Hogarth
Georgia Backus
MlhefVfi" Pious
.

Nat Shllkret
•Benton-B
10:15-dall.v-WEAF
(Super Suds)
'Clflra

Lu & Em'

Louise Starkey
Inn belle Cnrothere
Holen Kins•Bent on -H

•B. B. D.

&

B:45-Th-WABC

'Stamp Adventures'
Reginald Knorr
Carl Boyer
'Matteson. F. G.

10-Sa-WEAF
ToUng Oro
Campbell-B

Victor

_..

O.

Frank Parker
Don Befltor
'Kays MacFav!

Jack Arthur

—

DeMarco Sis
ll:80-Th-WJZ

Harriet Lee

Peck
J. W.

GULF

b-su-wjz
M,- Cohan

Revelers
Pickens Sis
Al Goodman

•CoMI

Warwick

Kennedy

MARROW

(Oil Shampoo)
l:15-To-Th-WABC

.

a co.

CO.

10:S0-W-WEAF

GENERAL TIRES Edward
10:30-F-WEAF
Jack Benny
Mary Livingston

(1

Joan Marrow^
Bob Nolan
Eddie House
•Placed direct

3-Sll-W.lZ

Bar X

R.'infh"

.U-M-W-F-WABC

Cooking Close Ups*
•Hutchinson

FABST

9-Ta-WEAF

Ben Bernle Oro
•Matt-Fogarty
PLOUGH. INC.

10-W-WJZ

Vincent Lopes

MACFADDEN

EDDIE

to the site now
radio station
occupied by* KGW.
change, it was
this
In developing:
determined that it was feasible to
two radio stations on
operate
separate frequencies from the. same
site.

The Inairumental
»

QUAKER OATS
ft B
RALSTON

•Fletcher

8-F-WEAF

Mme
'

Sylvls of

Hollywood

showboat hour

Martin Gosch will feed a radio
column oh short wave, matters ex-

•Federal

thur8day, april 18
NBC Ceiit-U-Coatt Network
WEAF, 9 t» 10 P.M. E.8.T.

A

MET. LIFE CO

•U.

...

Adv. Corp.

S.

STAND. BRANDS
ft Sanborn)
8-Sn-WEAF

(Chase

Eddie Cantor
Rublnoff
(Baker's)

(Royal Gel)
Jack Pearl
Cliff Hall
Peter Van Steeden
Kathleen Wells
8-Th- WEAF
(Flelschmann)
Vallee and

His Conn. Tank*
Walt. Thomp.

•J:

STD. OIL (N. T.)

M-WEAF

8-

Socony Sketches
Arthur Allen
Peiker Fennelly
Kate McComb
Isabelle Wlnlocke
Ruth Russell
Robert Strauss
Getcheli:

S.

STERLING PROD

F-WEAF

9(Phillips

Mag)

Walta Time'
Ahe Lyman Ore
Frank Munn

STAB,

FEAST

Irma Glen
Earl.' Lawrence

B. J. REYNOLDS
(Camels)

loVra-Tha-WABC

Casa Loma
Connie Boswell

2:80-Su-WABC
Abe Lyman.
•Blackett

SUN* OIL

6:48-Dnlly rWJZ
Lowell Thomas
•Roche- Williams
.

SWI FT

Walt.

Thomp-

TA9TYEAST

•:15-Sa-WABC

Vincent Calendo

^

Donahue

ft

Coe

RITCHIE
(Eno Salts)
8-Tu-W-WJZ

'Eno Crime Club'
Spencer Dean
•N. "W. Ayer

scHxrrz
10-F-WABC

Henri Basse
•Stack-Goble

SILVER DUST
7:30-Tu-Th-8a-

WABO

SINCLAIR
9-M-WJZ

Oene Arnold

•Stack-Goble

TENN. CORP.

(Lomn Plant Food)

Bill

0:30-Tu-WEAF
Ed Wynn
Graham McNamee
D.on Voorhees

•rTanff-Netzger

TTDEWATEB

l^^^-CTydoD^. _^
t :30-M-W-F- WABC
Jimmy Kemper
Hummingbirds

Robert Ambrustei
T^ennen Mitch

UNDERWOOD

8:30-Th-WABC
Alexander Gray
Nicholas Kempner

Mary Eastman
•Marschalk

TOBACCO

Childs

Mac McCloud

Best)

9:80-F-WEAF
•Half tt'r for Men'
Plo Malone

Pat Padgett
.Toe

White

Josef

Bonlme

of April 13th

NEW YORK

AManager
RUDY VALLEE
Personal

James Melton
Artz
•Fletcher-B

Billy

WASEY. PROD

HENRY
BUSSE

WABO

AND HIS MUSIC

WM.

R.

WARNER

(Vlnce Mouthwash)

e:80-w-wjz

John Chas. Thomas
M. Daly

Wm.

Warwick

•Cecil.

12-M-Tn-W-Th-F
8-.15-M-WABC
8:15-Tu-WABC
Voice of Rxp'rlencf
•Erwln /W asey
B. L. WATKTNS

9-Su-WJZ
Tamara

NOW
CHEZ PAREE

Davis Percy
Men About Town

7:4ff-W-WJZ
Irene Rich
•Kastor_
WESTERN CO.
(Dr. WesfTthp'ste)
8:80

Chicago
Broadcasting

Ni Stiy

CBS

-M-W-F-WBAT

•Frank Merrlwell'
Donald Brlggs
DoloreB Glllen
•J. Wal t;. Thom pson

GREEN
JOHNNY
HIS ORCHESTRA

7:15-Dnlly-WEAP

OLDSMOBILE PROGRAM

WHEATBNA

'Billy

Bachelor*

Raymond Knight
Davenport
«:45-M-W-8a-

Alice

and

CBS—Coost-to-Coost
Toes, and Frl., 9:15 P.M.

BRUNSWICK RECORDS

WABC

4:45-Tu-Th-WABC
Happy Minstrel
Bing Crosby

T:30-TQ-WEAT

S.
(Dill's

Week

LOEWS STATE THEATRE

Cleo Mayfleld

East and Dumke
Johnny Russell
Carolyn Rich Orch

U.
O.

1

7:SO-Su-WABC

•McKee-AlbrlKht

.

(Venlta Shampoo)

WARD BAKING
8 45 -8u- WABC

Family Theatre'
Cecil Lean

12:15-8u-WJZ
Baby Ros e Ma rie

10:8Q-SurWEAF
ft BUdd
Studio Or & Singer
•Wm. Bsty
Croot
RIESER CO.
TEXAS CO.

8:16>Sn-WEAF
Ted Black

Ed Sprague
Stanley Andrews

'

.Karl Schulte

Stoopnagle

Rip Lasher

8:4R-Dally-WJZ
'Little Orphan A'
Allan Baruck
Henrietta Tedro

WELCH GRAPE

WABC

*J.

HOLLYWOOD RESTAURANT
NEW YORK

•Blackett

8 dally e*. 8a-9n

(Vlgpro)
'Garden Party*

11-Ta-Th-S-WEAF
Edna Odell
Phil Porterfleld

CO.

•Blackett

8-W-WEAF

•J.

WANDER

Shirley Pell

7:SQ-Su-WJZ
Joe Penner
Harriet HUllard
Ozzle Nelson Ore

Rudy

_

•

Featured Nightly

(Ovaltlne)

Mario Chamlee
Coe Glade

7-Su-WJZ

BED

George Gaul

8-Su-WJZ

(Sparton Products.. Robt T Haines
Blaine Cordner
•J. Walt. Thomp.

Scamps
Joey Nash

EVERY SATURDAY
WJZ—9 9:30 P.M.— NBC

ft^Sa-WABO
ft Drums'

Elizabeth Love

Dick Hlmber
Frances' Langford
3

PURE OIL PROGRAM

Rosea

.

REAL SILK

Told'

6:4I5-Dnlly-WEAF

UNION CENTRAL

>

Harry Kogen'

Chas. Prevln Orch
Charles Lyons
•Erwln- Wasey

10-F-WJZ
Paul Keast
That Should •B. B. D. ft

•Stack-Goble

McC.-Erlck.

Joe Parsons
Cliff Soubler

8:80-8u-WEAF

Gardner

Jtyliat

j^'i^^-GBest Star

.mX^WeLi. house coffee

Sklppy"

•Lake-Splro-C

'Stories

Be

'

Sullivan

(Liberty Magazine)

niCALTll PROD'TS Fulton Oursler
(White Cod)

Phillips

Walter Wicker
Bess Johnson
Irene Wicker
Lucy Glllman
Fred Von Anion
Jean McGregor
•Hutchinson

8-Su-WEAF
'Talkie Plo- Tims'

Churchill

Betty

Walt. Thorn p.

S:4d-Tu-Th-WEAF
Ti

Mixed Chorus
Ford Frlck

.

Leah Ray

Irma

8:45-M-W-F-WJZ
Babe Ruth

9:30>Tn-WABO

•Betty, ft

Phil Harris

10- 30-Dally-WJZ
Today's Children

(Throughout)
(Saturday)
Greta Stueckgold
Andre Kostelanetz

Meredith
•Hays MacFarland June
John Goldsworttay
GENERAL MILLS John
Stanford r
6:30-Dally-WABC
Gilbert Douglas
'Jack Armstrong,
Murray Forbes
All American Boy
•N. W. Ayer
4-Dnily-WJZ
LORILLARD

Frank Hazzard
•W, S. Hill

PILLSRURT

Ed

LUXOR

Minneapolis Symp'y
Eugene- Ormandy

Duey

Rosa Ponselle
(Wednesday)
Nino Martini

Refrigerators)

Thomas'

CUM ALINE

12-Th-WEAF
Harold Stokes

R

Newell-Emmett

(Grunow)

Cayallers

•Lord

Rublcam

GENERAL
HOUSEHOLD

Grantland Rice
Jessica Dragonette

Clark at Lawrence, Chicago
AL BOKDE, Personal Rep;

ft

ft

(Monday)

•Molasses 'n* Jan'ry
Gus Hflenachen_
•Ben ton -Bowles
10-Sa-WABC
Byrd Expedition*

•Toung

Borl

Nat Shllkert

LIGGETT-MTERS
(Chesterfield)
9-M-W-S-WABC

Annette Hanshaw
Conrad T'hlbault
Muriel Wilson

Jack Daly
•Roger? ft Smith

Lu'crezla,

•Ruthrauff

(Maxwell)

Ohos Wlnnlnger
Lanny Ross

Johnny. Gqss

rchestra

10:3O-Su-WEAF

Rublcan

•Toiintr ft

Bin Tin Tin'

M.C.A. Presents

(Hind's Cream)

Frances Lee Barton

7:45-Sa-WABO

8-Ts-WEAF

.

LEHN * FINS

ll:lfl-Th-WEAF

CHAPPEL BROS

.

•Blow

ft

Marjorle Johnson
Wm. Stickles Ore

Don Voorhees
•Youn* A

Ethel Shntta
Walter O'Keefe

Allen
•J. Walt. Tbcrnp.

Wasey

•Erwln.

K

PHILIP MORRIS

Phil

Bobby Dolan Oro
•J. Walt. Thomp.
LARTJ8
(Bdge wor th)
GENERAL FOODS
10-W-WEAF
(La France)
Cob Pipe Club
Corn
(Washing Powder)
Virginia
of
»:80-Sa-WEAF
•BBDftO
'Beatrice Fairfax*
Burns

Jean Paul King.

WENB

Permanent Address. LAMBS' CLUB,
ISO

ML

Thru

9:80-10 P.M..

9:S0-W-WABC
Guy Lombardo

Gene Arnold
Lullaby Lady

ft

Leo Relsman'a Ore

8-F-WJZ

O.

ft

V

(Nestles)

Wayne King's Oro
•Stack-Goble
IiAMONT-CORUSB

GENERAL CIGAR

10-M-WEAF

Coast-to -Coait

D.

B..

Nell

10-8-M-WABC
8:B«-Ta-WEAF

LADV ESTHER

S:80-Sa-WABO

•B..

Edward

PHTLCO
1t48 dally ex. 8a8a-WABO
Boake Carter
*F W. Armstrong

Frank Crumlt

CARNATION MILK

8:80-Sn-WJZ
Ohman and Arden
•Side ner.

•Blackett

GEN. BARING

Don Ameche
Sally Ward

Bdd|e Duchln
•Lord ft. Thomas

PERFECT CIHCLE
Arlene Jackson

Arthur Hughes

S:80-8tt-WABC

•:S0-Th-WABC
Fred Waring

.

WJZ

Just Plain Bill

FORD MOTOR

.

Jsmes Waters

9:30-Tu-Th-Sa-

l:15-Dally-WABC

W. Ramsey

*K.

Carlton Brlckert
Cliff Soubler
B Sagerqulst Ore
(D.D.D. Ointment.)

Gold'>

of

f<Rlse

KOLYNOS

Wendell Hall

HARRY
McN AUGHT ON

KEX

OKAY

8PARK8-W-CO.

7 :48-Dmlly-WEAF
Gertrude Bars;

Ramona

7:45-Sa-WEAF

Nlghtei*

•

Peggy Healy
Jaek Fulton
•J. Walt. Thomp.

FITCH

Li.

Federal radio, commission had ap
proved the application of The
Oregonian Publishing Company to
move the B.OOO^watt transmitter of

Freeman Gosden

Al Jolson
Deems Taylor

Wm.

June Meredith

Cowboy

Charles Correl

KRAFT-PHEN IX
lS-Th.WEAF
P Whtteman Oro

FIRESTONE

S:S0-Bu-WJZ
Grand Hotel'

Ann Seymour
Art Jacotaon
Don Ameche

in

.

:

Show"

Biff

•Death Vall'y Days'

Keenan ft Phillips Gale Pave
•Needham. L. ft B. Harold Stokes Oro
KELLOGG
PEPSODENT
8:S0-Dally-WJZ
V-Dsily-WJZ
The Singing Lady
Amos 'n' Andy

Walt Thomp.
EX-LAX
9:S0-M-WABO

The

stations

PALMER HOUSE clusively to the Philadelphia Record
ll:30-TU-Th- WABC
10-Tn-WJZ
and New York; Post.
Tony Wons
Ray Perkins
(Floor

Angelo Patrl
•J.

KGW

NBC

KEX

Josenb Bonlme Ore
•McC.Hrlck.

SON

ft

Wax)

Portland this week
do the daily matinee

will

broadcast from

.

.

Joseph Bell
Whitney
Edwin.

Walt. Wlncholl
•J. Walt. Thomp.

JOHNSON

Dayne

W
Lonesome

He's,

Scott Perkins New job.
San Francisco, April 16.
Scott Perkins, has joined the
that territory.
Graf Brothers Titan recording labs
Most of Pearce's hour is now as production manager and prexy
sponsored, Schilling's food products of local sales, coming from, the radio
being the latest, going for two agency biz which he entered last
quarter hours weekly on the variety year' after leaving NBC as a proprogram.
ducer.
Graf Brothers are installing new
Brunswick equipment in the. labs
FOE
SITE
which have been featuring a flexible disc.
"Portland, Ore., April 16.

Tim Frawley

JERGKN'8
•:80-Sa-WJZ

Will Osborne
Pedro de Cordoba
Hellwlg

and

9-Th-WJZ

Most'

•Direct

-

Marley

CHICAGO

4-Sa-WEAF
of

Parker,

(14),

10-M-WJZ
Walter Damrosch
John B. Kennedy
•Cecil, Warwick
PACIFIC BORAX

INSTITUTE AM.

Romance

the

PACKARD

MEAT PACKERS

(Kremel, Etc.)

10-F-WEAT

NEW IOBK

8:80-Tu-WJZ
Conrad Thibault
Lois Bennett
Harry Salter

Chas. Bggleston
•Blackett

•Blackman

avail.

he's finally landed and big.'
at KFRC with his machine
Which can .create any effect from
sandstorm to a crying baby, and
San Francisco, April 16.
as far as sound piz are. concerned,
Al Pearce's NBC Gang opened a Warners can. have 'em.
at
Northwest
the
10 weeks tour of

.

Wir Fornum

and Carney was

Now

Al Pearce Touring

Margery Hannon
Karl Hubel

Graham McNamee

WABO

'Thompson

NETWORK
COAST-TO-COAST

WJZ, NBC

Ten

Virginia

11.45-M-W-F-

PACKING

Gam ble)

ft

Al Trahan
Saxon Sis
Lennle Hayton

Duey

Cadets Quartet

OXTDOI.

.

S:45-dj01y-WXAF
11a Perkins*

CORN PRODUCTS

M

|

(Proof r

8-M-W-F-WABC

H Barrett Dobba
Dorlo ft Kn'bocker
Quartets
Wilson Oro

MMIta
tfttlta WJZ

Jeannle Lang

Three Rascals
•B. B. D. A O.

CONT. BAKING

Phil

G

ft

Bunny Coughlln
Dave Grant
Gordon Graham
•B. B. P. ft O.

HUDSON MOTORS

R.

ft

Bunny

Jack Whiting
Jack Denny

10-Sa-WEAF

Emmet Gowan

.

WABO

9:S0-F-WABC

Stander

Lionel

OXOL

5:45-M-Tu-W-FDave,

HUDNUT

Beatrice Allen

.

Jan Garber Ore
•Hays McFarland

Mock

Jos Koestner's Ore
•C. D. Fr ey

Henry Gurvey
Harry Swan

Fred Allen
Portland Hoffa
Jack Smart
Lionel Stander
Eileen Douglas
Irwin Delmore.

9:30-M-WEAF

Thru

Alice

Allan Devltt
Georgia. Backeu
Blaine Melcbolr
Adele Klein
Bill Shelley

•O'Callaghari

|

ft Th omas
HOUSEHOLD
9- Tu-WJZ
A Guest

Bernard
Walter O. Samuels Adele Ronson
Edgar Stelhl.
Leonard Whltcup
Joe Granby
McCann-Erlck
Walter Tetley
Tito Gulzar

NORTHWESTERN
YEAST
8-M-WJZ

•Lord

Edgar

Curtis Arnall

BRILLO

9:S0-M-WJZ

Theodore Webb
Joseph Pasternack

•Gotham

along;.-

both as a drummer and as a
He tried to
sound' effects man.
crash the Hollywood studios but to

.

NAT*L SUGAR

*..

HOBLICK

WABO

ft

•Hellwlg

•Brwln-Wasey

Chef
6-M-Tn-W-Tb-

Felix

.

HOOVER

•Mystery

spiels.

came

ies
out,

ho

Olngef
Virginia Baker
Lyn Murray

B:S0-8u-WEAF
Edward Davles

'Buck Rogers'

W hite

•Bill

9:4S-Sn-WJZ
Dr H Bundesen

(Pepto Maiigan)

tliSO-W-WEAF

WABC

John McPherson
0:40-Tu-Tlt-WABC
John McPherson

BREITENBACH

sports from hockey to baseball,
Jean Paul King handled the straight

CO.
10tl5-M-WrF

H. J. HEINZ CO.
10-BI-W-F-WJRE
Jvsephine Gibson
.

.

MUELLER

Capella
Chicago
Joe Koestner

C Wheeler Orch

4

Le w

16.

week

this

one-minute

72

Betty Moore

R. B. DAVIS
(Baiting Powd.)
0 a.m. rW-F-WJZ
'Mystery Chef

10:30-Su-WABO
45 Mlti. in H^lywa*

Mark Warnow

11:45-W-WABC

.

•Blackett

•Maxon

Carlson

BENJ. MOORE

.

series

agency. RCA Victor studios here effects machine that would -revolutionize silent pictures.
did the discing..
But when he got It finished JolAnnouncement series carries a
tie-in with .the various stars of the son, "Warner Brothers and. the talk-

Dwlght Latham

Karl Heube
Dolores Glllen

2-Su-WEAF and

•Redfleld

Doris Loralne

EVERY FRIDAY EVENING

Howard
Guy Bonham

Jack Doty

12-W-F
Gene Arnold
McC-Erlc.

Nat Shllkret

.

•Stack-Goble

of

San. Francisco, April 16.
21 stations
For 20 years Harry Carney
throughout the midwest Plugs are crashed the cymbals in Coast picrecorded and being placed through ture houses and spent all his time
the local J. Walter Thompson between, shows working on a sound

Shirley

Wamp

a

SOUND EFFECT GADGET
GETS CARNEY A JOB

announcements on some

WEAF

EDNA HOPPER

Company

Shell
starts

William Edmonson

Helen Trent'
Lester Tremayns
Virginia Clark

CRAZY CRYSTALS

Milt -Watson
Claire Ma jette

CALIF.

MOLLE CO.
9:80-M-W-Th.

Roxanne Wallace

John Barthe
•Hrwln-Wasey

Minerva' Pious
Jack Parker
Ipana Troubadours Frank Luther.
Theodore Webb
Vivian Ruth
Lennle Hayton
••Tn-WABO
•Benton ft Bowles Little Jack Little
B. L. BRUCE CO. •B., B„ D. ft O.

PHIL
IOBK
NEW,
?. YORK
9:80-10
10 P.M.
E:.8.T.

H-Bar-O Rangers'
Bobby Benson
Florence Hnllan
Billy Hallop

OIL CO.
10:30-W-WJZ
Jack Denny
John B, Kennedy
Franklyri Bauer
•Tracy-L-D

<Ipana)

THE

WE AF

Nell O'Malley

Stars

Chicago, April

MILLS

(Carpets)
10 :&0-Ta-ThOrch ft Singers
•B. B. D. ft O.

6:1S-Dally-WABC

CONTINENTAL

(Sal Hepatlca)

T

MOHAWK

S:lB-DaUy-WABC

BOURJOIS
8-Su-WABC

•F. Presbrey

Mao ft Bob
•Wade

Clarence Wheeler

Louts Katzraan

W

Everett Marshall
Jerry Freeman
•Blackett

BAUER * BLACK CalTorke

AMERICAN OIL

Marx Bros

C. Hill

•Erwln Wasey-

Barn Danes
Ridge Runners

Geo.

;

With Sports

10:XO~S*-WJZ

WLS

7:80-M-W-F-WJZ

•Wm. Bsty

(Monday);
Sa (

(Friday)

BARBA'SOl

Hn-W-Th-F-

Princess Marie
*Blackett
.

BOYLE

8.

(Floor

0-W-WJZ

WABC

M

Win. Wlrges
•Peck

McConnell

fid

F

One Min. Plugs

Shell

(Alka-SoltzerV

Pearl Pickens

16

Tuesday, April 17, 1931

DR. MILES LAB'S

Bill Mitchell

This Department lists sponsored programs oh both net
arranged alphabetically under the advertiser's name.
Where one advertiser
All time is p. m. unless otherwise noted.
has two or more programs they are listed consecutively.
An asterisk before name indicates advertising agency

(Wednesday) ; Th (Thursday);

.

Arthur Basler

Carson Roblson
John Mitchell

COMMERCIALS
account.
Abbreviations:

.

.

RABID

VARIETY

42

.

WOODBURY

8J80-M-WABC
Jininiy

Grlpr

•Lenne n-M

WYETH CHEM
(Jad Salts)

l:S0-Tn-W-Th-F-

WABO

Joe Parsons
Radio's

CHICAGO

'Easy Aces'

Goodman Ace
Jane Ace
Mary Hunter
•Blackett

WRIGLEY

7-DalIy-WABC
*Myrt ft Marge'
Myrte Vail

Ponna Darheral
rEleahor^Rella-^-^
Vincent Coleman
Karl Huebl
Helena Ray

Ray 'Hedge
Dorothy Day

Low Yolce

SINCLAIR MINSTREL
Every Monday, 8 P. M..

LITTLE JACKIE

ELL EI

Mon., Tnes., Frl., 4:15 P. M.
Wed. 4 to 4:30 P. M.. CST

Sst.-4:30=-P^- M.,-NBC==i =
;

Management NBC, Chicago
Per. Bep.t

HERMAN BERNIE

New York

.

City

Geho Kretzlnger
Reginald Knorr

Way
WORCESTER

Karl

Frances Hooper
(Salts

Toothpaste).

6:4B-F-WABC

Zoel Parenteau's O
Carl Van Amberyf
•Fnllpr ft Smith

YEASTFOA1W

8:80-Su-WJZ
.Ten Garher Ore
•Hays McFarland

RAY PERKINS
Palmer House

Cushman's Sons

CHICAGO

BAKERIES

WOR

NBC
Direction

BEDf.ET

BROWN

>

.

RADIO

IteBday, April 17,, 1934

43

VARIETY

CHARLOTTE, N.
Through Associated Ad-i
Direct. one year.
I
Carolina Office Supply, Charlotte*
vertistag Service.
one-minute announcement*
Pendleton Woolen Mills, sponsor- N. C, 52
except Sunday, beginning April
ship of baseball games; Pacific Coast dally
WBTlocally.
Placed
7.
Through
account.
local
tfn.,
League,
Mills Auto Service, Charlotte, N.
Gerber & Crossley .agency. KEX.
announce- C., 62 one-minute announcements^'
13
Motors,
Burnett
Adver
Oumbiririer
C.
lawrence
by
except Sunday, beginning April
ments, month to month, announce- daily,
Using Agency, WTIC.
nouncements, placed by J. Walter ments on baseball broadcasts, local 5, 1934. Placed locally. WBT.
Bvencer Shoe Stores, Inc.; six anOlds A: Whipple Company, five
Wednesday.
WFI.
agency,
station.
Monday,
Thompson
(Crane & Crane Clothes),
through
Mayo's
Sold
nouncements,
account.
anAdver- weeks; 6:30-6:4.5 p. m„ Monday,
spot
continuation series
Toothpaste,
Wrigley
Charlotte, N.
KEX,
Friday, placed, by Broadcast
transcrlp
electrical
semi-classical
WTIO.
houncements, indefinite period, Ditising. Inc.
Cab Co., announcement Of 52- one-minute announcements,
Broadway
tion program. Placed by Charles W,
WFI.
rect.
Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays,
away,
and
home
at
game
Charles B. Knox 'Gelatine Co., Inc., Hoyt Company- Inc. WTIC.
every
on
Placed lom.
announcements on baseball season beginning April 8, 1934Manchester Co-operative Program
13 weeks, announcement 7:30 p.
WBT.
cally.
Wednesday, 10 a. m. Thursday. sponsored by Watkins Brothers,
broadcasts, local account. KEXHigh
Don Leon Coffee Co., one-minute
Advertising Inc.; J. W. Hale Company ; Mohr's
ur iture
.,
Federal
Tomlinson
by
Placed
April
began
100 times,
Point, N. C„ series of one-minute
Warner Brothers State transcriptions
igency, Inc. WTIC.
Bakery;
WednesPlaced through Russell Comer
9.
Tuesday,
announcements,
"13
m.
8-8:30
a.
weeks,
weeks,
13
Company,
theatre,
five-minute
Flint-Bruce
JRose Laird Co., 26.
City.
Thursday evening beginning
Saturday in Thursday, organ recital. Placed dl Co., Kansas
16. Through day and
Tuesday, x Thursday
Ford Motor Co,, announcement programs starting April
April 17, 1934. Placed by Houck
Badio Bazaar, 9-9:30 a. m. Placed rect. WTIC.
Through N. W. Kelley, Nasori & Roosevelt, New Co., .advertising agencyV Roanoke,
April 9-23.
General Ice Cream Company, 13 daiiy,
WTIC.
WEEI.
direct.
York;
Inc.
Son,
&
Va. WBT.
to Ayer
Bocony-Vacuum Corporation six weeks, 6:45-7:15 p. m. Monday,
Van Heusen Collars, 16 15-minute
First National Bank, 13 announcedance proannouncements, 7:15 p. m. Placed New England Network/ Ayer & Son, ments, staggered times, began April programs, starting May 1. Through
N. J.
gram. Placed by N. W.
Jacobs, Inc. Peck Advertising agency; New York.
Through Bozell
by J. Stirling Getchell, Inc. WTIC. Inc. WTIC.
2.
French Lick Springs Hotel Co;
Man-Kind, indefinite period, MonWEEI.
Water), four weeks, starting
^
Corn Products Refining Company,
Products, (Pluto
Co., Dietene, one
Petroleum
Foods
Eastern
Shell
day, Wednesday, Friday in WrightDietary
Tuesdays, Wednesdays*
April 10,
7:45-8 p. in; Monday and
daily, except Sunday, four 10 announcements started April 13. Thursdays, -five minutes, health talk.
viHe Clarion 6-6:30 p. m. Placed by 13 weeksl
9-9:15 p. m. Friday, minute
Grant & Wadswdrth and Casmir, Wednesday,
weeks, bold Packing Co. Announce- Through J. Walter Thompson CO., WOR.
Placed by E.
program.
popular
n
three
Sunday,,
WTIC.
Inc.
New York. WEEI.
ment daily, except
Pioneer Ice Cream Brands, inc.
Hellwlg Company.
AnWilliam Filene's
months, began April 6. Sendol Co.,
E-Zee Freez, 13 :weekS participa(Horton's), 23 weeks from April 20
Larroioe Milling Company, extend
23.
Announcement daily, nouncements, starting
8:30-9;
nights,
Friday
tion in Mixing Bowl 10-10:30 a. m., series 2 weeks, 12-12:15 p. m. Tues^ cold remedy:
Sept.
21,
to
These WEEI.
Tuesdny, Thursday, Saturday. Placed day and Thursday to New England except Sunday, one month.
(Continued on page 44)
Leicandos Cleansers & Dyers, 24
three on Sea Baxter's home-makers
Network. Comedy script ^and quar- broadcast.
9
April
started
nnnouncements,
Zimmer-Keller, Inc
C.

three months.

ments,

^

WRAX,

New

Business

Shell Eastern Petroleum, spot announcements, for indefinite period.
Direct. WFI,
Gar Wood Oil Burners, weekly
spot announcements. Direct. WFI.
U. S. Gutta Percha Paint, spot an-

KGW.
—

—

•

HARTFORD

C,

OMAHA

.

.

BOSTON

WOW.

.

&

»

WOW.

NEWARK,

WOW.

;

W

WTIC

:

.

tet.

WOW.

Placed by

THE

" jlew Method Laundry Corporation,
weeks renewal, Tuesday, Thursday/Saturday in Radio Bazaar, 99:30 a. m. Placed direct. WTIC
ifewtori^Robeitson Company, 13
weeks, Tuesday Thursday, Saturday
in RadiO"Bazaaf7-9^9 :30 a. m. Placed

13

INTERNATIONAL

BUFFOON

,

WTIC.

direct.

Company

Outlet Millinery

.

„

-

13 pro-

i

grams, Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday
in Radio Bazaar,..9 -9: 30 a. hi. Placed

eye cos-

Rucker, Nickels
Eddy,
metic. Transcription announcements. Cambridge, Mass; WEEI.
Through
Pillsbury Flour Mills Co., Min13 times, began April 9.
neapolis, 30 five-minute programs.
Scott* Hpwe, ,B6wen, Inc.
Advertising
Hutchinson
Mid-Continent Petrol&um Corp., 52 Through
one-minute transcriptions, between Co., Minneapolis, starting April 24.
-R.
J
Through
4.
May
April 5 and
WNAC, WEAN, WORC, WMAS,
WOW.
Potts & C6., Kansas City.
WDRC, WICC, WFEA, WNBH.
Maybelline Co., Chicago, 13 anP. F« Petersen Baking Co., 58 an
nouncements, April 8 to June 30 nouncements on 'Merry-Gp-Round,
Through Scott
Through' Earl. Allen Co.' WOW.
started April 9,
Co., Chicago,

MaybelUne

WTIC.

Through

.

.

Psychidnit, Inc., Moscow, Idaho, 13
five-minute transcriptions. Through
by Julian Gross. WTIC
Bob Roberts & Associates, San Fran
Rackliffe Oil Company, 52 weeks,
WOW.
9:15-9:30 p. m. Friday, senn>.classi- cisco,
White Eagle Oil Corp., Mob'.loil
cal electrical transcription program
1613 announcements between April
Placed direct.
Scott, Howe, Bowen
Through
30.
Oakite Products, Inc., 13 weeks,
J. Stirling Getchell, Inc.
10^10:30 a. m. Tuesday, Thursday, Inc.KOIL.
t
Saturday in Mixing Bowl. Placed by and
Pennzoil,' Inc., .48 announcements
Radio Broadcasting Co. WTIC
Through Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc
Chrysler Motors Corporation New
WOW.
.YorX
Dodge Division, 18 announcement
Nebraska Clothing Co., 15 minutes
Placed by
daily except Sunday.
daily, except Saturday, began April
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc. WTIC
of music from. World
Coleman Lamp d Stove Company 2. Program Co. KOIL.
Transcription
26 announcements Monday, Wednes
Fur Co., three an
CadwaTlader
Clarion
WrightviHe
day, Friday in
except Sunday
Placed by World nouncements daily,
6-6:30 p, m.
began April 11, for one year.
Broadcasting System, Inc. WTIC
Butternut
Gallagher,
Paxpon &
Gillette Safety Mazor Company,.!*
three
programs,
15-niinut6
announcements, Monday, Wednes- Coffee, 15 week, began March 28.
times pet
day; Friday irt WrightviHe Clarion,
and Jack r dialog.
Jimmie
Talettt,
Placed
m.
7:29
and
P.
6-6:30 p^ m.
twa announcements, daily* exA
by World Broadcasting System, Inc. Also Sunday;
April 2-27. ROIL/
:'
cept
wTic
Goldstein^Chapman Co., four an
weeks,

Howe, Bowen, New York.. WNAC.
World ..Radio Corp., 365 condensed

.

'

-

•

WOW

.

PILOTING
The "Fastest Show on the
Air"

The Terraplane

C

weather

.

SATURDAY, 10 P. M.
WBAF-lNBC
Dir.

CHARLES MORRISON

KOm

.

,

'

'

'

•

..

WNAC,
Ryan, Inc., New York.
WEAN, WORC, WMAS,, WDRC,
WICC, WLBZ, WFEA, WNBH.

BARRIE
of the

"The Sweetheart

Blues"

:

30-10

Inc.,

'

52

.

WTIC

'

'

WNAC.

NEW AMSTERDAM

anseven
9.
April
started
Through Chambers & Wiswell, Bos-

Show,

Sportsmens
nouncements,

"

WNAC.

ton.

-

NEW YORK

.

.

IRENE

:

•

W.

H.

Kastor,

''

:

:

Chicago

:

.

•

-

"ROBERTA"

'

began Aprtl 2. Through
Charles .Golden, Inc., 26 programs 36 tunes,'
World Broadcasting Co; .KOIL:
CHICAGO
6:30-fr:45 P. M. Wednesday and Fri*Tire Cd., announceJaap Battery
Hers Is a beauty enhanced by an air of day, semi-classical elect#e>l /tranDodge. Brosi- Corporation; Series of
freshness. Combined with a lyrical vojce
ment daily. tar five days*, began 10 .two-minute
an T
dramatized"
scription program. Placed by World
Is the flair to Invest a song ;with emo«
126^: Announcement daily, for nouncements dally except' Saturday
March
Inc.
^System,
tlonal meaning ahij deliver It with sales- Broadcasting
j>egan April 9. Through and Sunday;., (Ruthrauff ^and Ryan
manship deluxe. The reception that the
Capitol Motor Car Compdyvyk Ina, four day&
^COIL.
Inc..
Jacobs,
oV
Bozell
caught
girl received at. the' performance
agency >.- -WLS.
indefinite' peridot;, daily artnofcnceV'
i.
would Indicate that the hub of The
A. Y. McDqtiald Co., 15-mlnut?
Uhited Remedies (Germania Herb
ments, 1 p.- m. Tuesday, Thursday,
Passing Show of 193 V is Oracle Barrle.
Monday, transcription; April 1< 8,. ;15, ^22. Tea, Colorbak, Acidin'e) , Chfcdgo,
m.
5:45, - p.
Saturday,
Sole Direction
Boz^H'oi Jacobs, Inc. KOIL- series of 30-minute .programs daily
BERNIE
Wednesday/ Friday. Placed by Julian Throtigh
Nehraska PoieVr Co., ftve-minute except Sunday, at 7 :00 'a-ni. (He'ath
Gross, -y7TIC,
1619 Broadway, New V6rk
>>'.V'/Wednesday, in April. Seehoff agency, Chicago). WLS.
Auto Tire Companyy. Inc., indefi- skit, each.
Through B^eli & Jacobs, Inc. KOIL,
United Remedies (Peruna) Chinite period;: 11 pi m. Friday aniannounceT
•Variety'. Said
Bat above oil It's got a little bundle
of smash personality In Oracle Barrle.

NOW

John W. Murray, Inc., 54 five-minprograms started' March 23.
Through Ingalls Advertising, Bosute

ton.

Frenchmen"

"Three's a Crowd"

•

.

Furriers,
daily for 300.
Sunday, semi-classical- elec- nounfcements
ginnlng -April ,22.,^ KOIL.
trical' transcription prograou Placed
an- Through
Gillette. Razor Blades, two
by World Brbddcaating System,, inq; nounceinents' dttiiy,. except Sunday WNAQ-'
!•'•
"v

Scott

,9

Late Features ot

"Fifty Million

First Church of Christ, Scientist,
three 15-minute programs, started
April 15; WNAC.
Paramount Bakery, 26 16-minute
programSi started April 15. Through
David Malkiel Advertising agency,
Boston. WAAB.
times,, be-.
French Lick. Springs Hotel Co., 26
announcement, started 'April 10v

:

;

.

COLLEGIANS

"8,

April

started

reports,

Through Harry M. Frosyi. WNAC.
Penn Tobacco Co., all home baseball games of Boston' tlraves and
Red Sox (except Sundays)-, started
Through Ruthrauff &
April 13.

.

TRAVALCADE

ORIGINAL

WOW

...

&

:

<2y

-

.

•

Manaownent

Pergonal

'

'

WTIC

.

'

SEGER ELLIS
ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE,

:

.

.

w

;

,

:

'

HERMAN

ftKO

Bldg., Radio City,

Inc.

New York

•'

'

'

.

>

nouncement;

ROY FOX
AND

HIS

WTIC.

Placed direct.

PHILADELPHIA ^
Cape May Beach Corp., five-min-:

ute weekly, with Carlile and London;
piano duo; 10:30 to 10.45 'p.m., lor .13
weeks; Direct WCAU.
PenzoU Co., two five-minute transcrlptibris weekly for. six weeks. Resumes in OCt. for i6 additional broad(Ruthrauff "'& Ryan agency)
casts.
.

BAND
CAFE de PARIS

LONDON
BB

C.

WCAU.

.

Socony-Vacuum, 13 spot announce-

Co.,

KOIL.
announcement

ment dally, April 3-9.
Storz Bfewlng^ Co:,

'

.,

.

6th

.

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Presents

iLEON

WPEN.

ARMOUR PROGRAM

M„ FRIDAYS
WJZ.
MON., FRi* WABC, 12 MIDN1TE
0:30-10 E.

Const-to-Conefc
Morltz

Hetcl,

HERMAN

Co.,

cago).

WLS.

Illinois

Bottled Gas

Company

Ben

<>t

Chicago for Dri-Gas has,, taken five
15-minute programs at 6:45 p.m. on
Saturdays. Company has also contracted for eight additional broadcast
after the above series, the time to
(Wade, agency,
be arranged later.
Chicago)'.

Renewal. WAAW.
Kellogg Sales Co., Pep, three minWilson, twice-weekly
Edgar
Sunday, one
programs, for eight weeks. Placed utes daily, except
month, beginning April 16. WAAW.
direct. WPEN.
PORTLAND, ORE.
spot
I. N. Simon & Son (seeds),
Dwight-Edipards Co., 15 minutes,
ann"»nflements .— Direct.. WRAX.
Park Electric Co., weekly pro "tlunst^ptioh,^^
wards Dependable. Coffee. Through
gram, for 13 wee"ks, Direct.
anR. Ham, San Francisco
Ernest
spot
Co.,
Kosciusko Products
nouncements on Polish Hour, for 2b KGW.
Gillette Safety Razor Co., one-minweeks. Direct. WRAX.
Through
Garber Eagle Oil Co., renewal for ute transcriptions, 36 times. KGW.
agency.
two months. (A. B. Landau). WRAX. Ruthrauff & Ryan
Protective Diet League of CaliL. Dubrow & Sons (electrical aptran15-ml.nute
(Kelfood),
Friday
fornia
each
pliances),, half-hour
weekly, 2G timos
evening, for indefinite period. Direct. scriptions, once
Through J. W. Eccleston Advertis'
WRAX.
.
^
^
m
half-hour ing & Sales agency, Los Angeles
Swynstun,
Theodore

WPEN.

.

,

He* York

BERN1F

New Xork

Monday
products.
S.

Rco. Motor Car Company, Lansing,
series of .13. pne-m-nute. an-

GEORGE

nouncements daily, except Saturday
and Sunday,, at 1:00 p;ni. (Maxon

CIVOT

agency, Detroit). WLS.
National Tea Company, series of
15-minute. programs daily, except

tour witfjj condensed
version "New. Yorkers"

On

Bole. OlractloB

HERMAN BERNIE

.

DENVER

1619 Broadway. New. York

Faultless Starch Co., 26 15-minute
transcriptions, three

a week.

KOA.

Barteldes B€ed Co., seven one-minute announcements in connection
with the weather report.. KOA.
Davis & Shaw Furniture Co., 28

one-minute daily announcements in
=

©5nTiein:ioTr^ttt^temr)^^

Doran Coffee
four daily.

Co., 28

time signals,

KOA.

Crazy Water Crystals, three 15
minute programs weekly. KLZ.
Golden Eagle Dry Goods Co., 26
16-minute programs, three a week;
.

KLZ.
Cramer Foot Comfort

HARRY SALTER
7

KOA.

Store,

And His Orchestra
wiTrt his campus cnom
•

spot announcements. KLZ.
Miller Groceteria, three 15-minute

.

CONRAD THIBAULT
LOIS BENNETT
HONEY DEAN
and

MIXED VOCAL ENSEMBLE
'•

26

programs, KLZ.
at 7 p.m.. for Ukranian KGW.
Honeymoon Cosmetics, 15 minutes
Farmers Dairy Association, 15WRAX.
Direct.
& Sons, spot announce- mi ute program every Wednesday, daily, one year. KLZ.

Alioto

Bole Direction
Boclce Prodnctlons

THE GREEK AMBASSADOR
OF GOOD WILL

WLS.

Mich.,-,

Opitz.

WRAX

BELASCO
1610 Broadway.

Cream

Motor Co., Ford dealer, anone month;
Freedmdn Co., five minutes on nouncement daily for
Direct. Through Buchanan Thomas agency.
Sundays, for four weeks.

direct.

H.

Nightly St.

WlLBERT'S

FLOOR WAX

.

CURTIS and ALLEN
Palace Theatre Bldg, New York

Sole Direction

WJZ
10:45-11 A.M.
Mon., Wed^'Fri.

.

.

JACK CURTIS

Clemens

Harding
Raymond Rosen (refrigerators),
WGN.
week, four weeks. Sunday. Brothers, series of 16-minfour announcements weekly, for 14 program each
Dodge
(David Werman agency) New sponsor for one of the Big ute
Monday,
weeks.
programs
musical
broadcasts.
Club., daily
Brother
WPEN.
and Friday at 9:30 p.m.
„
Beaumont Ho.hmnn Co. Wednesday
Ive Through
J. Mansfield, (racing news).
(Ruthrauff & Ryan agency). WBBM.
Placed
WAAW.
weeks.
five
minutes daily for
Ice

MONT)!

ON TOUR WITH
GREENWICH FOLLIES

Jack »n Loretta

WAAW

.

STIIX

programs

..

!

'

NORTON

.

dally,,

.

.

.

.

cago, series .of 15-minute

except Sunday; at 3:15 p.m.
(Heath Seehoff agency, Chicago).
Monday*, Wednesdays, Fridays, April WLS.
Through Buchanan
9 to May 7.
Dr. Miles Lab., Elkhart, Indiana,
Thomas' agency. Renewal. KOIL.
for Alka-Seltzer, has contracted for
Storz Electric Co., two announce series of 15-minute programs at one
KOIL.
12.
ments daily* April 5 to
and Fricommercial^ p.m'., Monday, Wednesday,
Cleveland- - Studios,
day, with Uncle Ezra as talent
photographers,' announcement- daily (Wade agency, Chicago). WLS.
began AP«1 2
one.', month,
for
Company
for Red
Jo/in Morrell
vr
WAAW.
Heart dog food has entered continuWims'eti-' 'System, announcement ation order for 13 weeks for three
renewal.
Third
daily tiil forbid.
five-minute programs weekly. (Henri
Through Earl Allen Co.
Hurst and McDonald "agency, Chi J
Nichol: Manufacturing Co., Bulldog

ments. (J. Sterling Getchell) WCAU.
Psychiana, Ina, 13 five-minute
(Bob Cleaner, announcement daily, began
transcription^, twice weekly.
March 26 for one month. WAAW.
Roberts and Associates). WCAU,
cow
Co.;
Miner AnftrBloatirig
Mabetline Company, 13 weeks, spot
Scott,
muzzles, three minutes daily, except
announcements, one .minute. (
Sunday, began March 26 for one
Howe, Bowen). WCAU.
Rudolph Wurlitzer (musical in- month. Through Buchanan Thomas
struments), 15-minute musical pe- agency, WAAW.
Signed
Eterno Manufacturing Co., burial
riod weekly, for. 13 weeks.
Vaults, announcement daily/ except
direct. WIP,
March 26 for one
Phila. Medical Research, tout talks Sunday,' began
weekly, for- four Weeks. Placed di month. WAAW.
Charles Murnan Co., rug cleaners,
rect. WPEN. ,
except Sunday,
Magen Stove Co., half-hour for announcement daily,
began March 28.
eign language program weekly, for for two months,
WAAW.
Direct. WPEN.
;
five weeks.
halt-hour
..

NETWORK

Phillip's:

Petroteum

HUDSON-ESSEX Program
NI»C-WJ2!
Tuesday NlghtA, 8:30-9
1

^

7

MUSIC— NITE CLUBS

VARIETY
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Squawk

Is

Bway

Nite Spots

concert stand) goes nite club after
the fashion of theJCasino de Paree
Andy Reborl takes
in New York.
it to rip out the seats, and put in

NOTES

•:

last of the

will write tunes for the

Cantor picture at United Artists.
Pair currently at Metro on! 'Operator 13.'

will be reunited in

Mel Snyder in 32d week at Gibson Hotel, Cincinnati, establishing

Cleveland, April 16.

Seats have been torn out of old
Terminal burlesque house, making
way for a long bar and dance floor,
with promoters^ plotting, to make it
Cleveland's first Casino, de Paree.
'

ASCAP's rate committee last week new record hotel,
and was told that the counter offer
Eric Charrel is importing Werner
Syndicate of nltery and burly
would be taken under advisement.
owners is backing the
Billy Rose; part owner of the Ca- Heymann from England to do the theatre
sino de Paree, attacked the $4,800 score for Fox Film's 'Gypsy Melody.' project, slated to open before May 1.
publishing.
the
will
do
Fox
Sam
Temporary name for It is the Holrate, as arbitrary and unjustified.
lywood Frolics, and a, two-bits miniHe averred that as an AA ranking
Tom Barry, back from Palm Is mum Is planned.
writer in the Society, he Was interWarren B. Irons, manager of
ested in seeing that the organiza- land club, Miami, and touring Loew
Jack Hauser, formerly of spot during its burlesto days,, retion got all that. was coming to it, circuit.
is
Edward Flanrilgan
but added that in these cases Three Hauser Boys, his accompan- malnd.
*
st
ASCAP was oyer stepping itself
owner; George Young,' who manImposition of such fees without
ages Roxy. burly,. its general manBuddy
orris is doing Chicago ager, and Nick Pinardo, angel of
rhyme or reason, declared Rose,
would not only incur added ill will and Detroit by plane in a lodkover Backstage Club and a dozen other
for the Society but Involve it in a o f the Wltmark and Remlck branch niterles,- is reported to be putting
Jwarnp of lawsuits. Tactics of the offices
up majority of the capital.
|

.

'

I

.

•

'

|

rate committee, he said, has already
been responsible for considerable
dissension in the society itself.
Rose's Compromise
As for his own spot, Rose said the

the

mob was

rather inaudible, in the din. Later
billing.
Floor Is rectangular in shape, the pair muslcks a heated tempo
seating. 360 nicely, with right side via sax and banjo. Georgle Akers,
table elevations.. "Dance si>ace *very a dramatic baritone, pipes a pair
pops, one of which,. 'Wagon
$mple, bandstand. raised prominently at front center, Decorations, re- Wheels,' was a natural for the mob
main the same,, starlit ceiling effect, to seize and sing back at him with
dimmed lights, and gives off an inti- lampooned gestures.
if the bookers routed a fanmate atmosbhere for a large room.
No cover at any time here, but dancer into this spot, she'd tear it
And that's the most
tariff rates a minimum at $2.50. wide open.
quintessent
and minute criticism
Cuisine good, but not the best in
town, while the liquors rate bkaj' that can be accorded this nltery.
Scharper.
at fair prices.

twb weeks

with Freddie Ahlert's arrival on the
Coast

|

After a so-so season this hostelry
opened up. wide to admit Lew
Pollack, the song scribbler, and an
ace talent force; Pollack was given

finally

maybe

pals..

Most legitimate artistry uncorked
was Ginger Warren's two chores, a
snake-hippy strut and a rhythm
tap; Marcy Sisters have a harmony
chanting opportunity, but were
:

.

Song-writing team of Ahlert and

Turk

deservedly, but

a flock of

Philadelphia,. April 11.

,

|

I

WALTON ROOF

around newspaper ads and heavy

I

1

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Chicago, April 16.
Auditorium, class opera house and

1,

Broadway's four major dine and
MUSIC
dance spots, the Hollywood, Paratables
for
an
dise, Palais Royal and Casino de
May 15.
Paree, are battling with the AmeriMai Hallett and orchestra are
'.Ballet Russe,'
Authors
can Society of Composers,
booked for the Casino at Harbor legit shows.
and Publishers over the new music island, near Wilmington; N. C
license fee of $4,800 each assigned
them by the rate committee of the
Giis Kahn and Walter Donaldson
performing, rights combine. In each
next Eddie
case the revised tax represents a
Resboost from $360, or 1,350%.
taurants have until May l to pay.
With the exception of the Casino
de Paree, the nite spots have declared that they will not consider
paying anything above the old fee.
Management of the Casino de Paree
has offered to "'.compromise at the
rate of $1,800. Yermi Stern, representing the Cafe de Paree, appeared
before
proposition
this
wlth

Tuesday, April 17, 1934

LOOP AUDITORIUM 0. H.
GOES CASINO DE PAREE

Heavy as ASCAP Boosts

Rate of 4

-

.

Vincent Travers' band stays,, and
does the usual excellent job. Unit
has tremendous local following for
dancing. Floor show opens with a
tap trio in Young, Blair, and Page
for a fast start. Helen. Ware, neat
r ed -headed soprano warbler, works
the mike for a good job, with the
society dance team of Stillman and
Gurney getting trey spot.
Duo
works very smoothly and reaps an
encore hand. Beck follows with an
.

Harry Langdon bit which
leads into a wow comic drum busi-

okay

Florence Robinson, doubling

ness.'

from the Earle theatre, taps her
way completely into the Only showstop of the nite which leads her into
an uncanny mimicry of Tom Patrl
cola.

HYMN

Seattle, April 14.

.

.

Show takes oh a torrid aspect in these parts.
with Thais, a fan dancer who out
Dorothy Roberts brings spice and
Sallys Sally Rand.
Although the pep in her song number, followed
act. gets, plenty of word-of-mOuth with some peppy tap. steps, too.
publicity, it rates scanty applause, She's a vivacious redhead. Kathlyn
notwithstanding. Bessetts proves really sensational
execution
good
Lillian Gordon, a blues vocalist, in a fast tap dance, With her shiminning mery dress flaring about.and adding
lends the right seventh
touch, and Clark, and Eaton, an to the fast- tempo: impresh.
This
adagio pair,, pick up the action with act woke 'em up, and in the encore
a flash turn. GOnsuela Gonzales* a she demonstrated again how to
peppery Spanish songstress,, makes Sll&lCG
l0£?«
a big-noise entrance next, but flops
Georglne and De Henri have their
badly because of poor second offer- own 'Carioca' with some hot heading.
Repeats feature the Stllman
to-head positions, and in second
Gurney team and Thais. Whole half of show are swell in adagio
show takes over 60 minutes, but the variations.
Georglne also does
time flies. Another week, with Pol
solo acrobatic routine for returns.
lack continuing as an informal m.c,
Biz continues big at this night
should hand this room the bouquet spot, being the most consistent in.
for the best nite club entertainment town:
It's been hard to put nite
in town.
Of course .the ensemble clubs over here, but this one is
Trepp.
.
finishes the works with chorus ar- over.
rangement Of 'Angela Mia,' with the
.

Harold Flammer, who resigned
March 21 as v.p. and gen. mgr. of
TO SNIFFER
G> Schlrmer, Inc., has reacquired
Teddy Powell, tne bankman, has
the publishing business of Harold collaborated on 'Schnozzola' with
Pending establish- Dave Oppenhelm and Ira Schuster
offer of $1,300 was extremely riea- Flammer, Inc.
/wsonable, since it represented an in- ment of permanent quarters the for Kornhelser- Schuster publication
Schlrmer house will continue as
crease of 400% over* the Old rate.
While song reminds of Jimmie
Rose scored the Society as trying selling agent for the Flammer cata^ Durante there is no cinematic or
take advantage of the four
-to
other hookup along those lines.
Broadway restaurants, particularly
D a * e Bernie has the band assignIn view of the fact that ASCAP has
Campbell -Connelly have: taken
assessed a $60,000,000 hotel like the mient at the Chateau Cresta, dine
Tom,my Rockwell's subsld. com'
Waldorf Astoria only $1,500, and is and dancery located in the Park pany's song, 'Little Dutch Mill,' un
collecting around $500 a year from Avenue belt.
der the imprint of Select Publica
such Broadway houses as the CaplLike his former partner composer at the piano.
J »V Gorney and Dan Hartman tlons.
tol, which, he said, has done as high
Up to date, since Philly's niterles
Rockwell also has a subsld music
as $100,000 a week. Casino de Paree are writing the lyrics and music for pub venture under the Select label have suddenly gone Broadway, this
has been grossing around $35,000- 'Lottery Lover,' Fox picture, on the
spot is fast regaining all the old
Coast.
clientele;
the show it, tops in towrt.
$40,000 weekly.
J. R. Lafleur
Co., Ltd., London, Pollack has lots of local friends,
Mills Blue Rhythm band booked music publishers, have taken over and .should do lenty of biz.
Gosch.
for three, weeks at the Kentucky the British rights to some of Irving
Business
hotel, Louisville.
Will make the Mills' subsld company's catalog,
as Exclusive Publications,
first- colored aggregation to fill the known
Mt.
Rathskellar
Inc.
spot during the Derby furore.
1

Club Victor, Seattle
Williams Sisters are holdovers at
Lieut. Gov. Vic Meyers' popular
Club Victor,- where floor showpolicy is to change monthly. Clark
Beldln, m.e.T has been 'holding over*
for the past Ave or six months and
still gets returns with his eccentric
dance numbers.
This, week he
goals 'em with 'Flying Trapeze/
Each half Of show runs 30
minutes. It moves fast and is quite
Other talent this month
hotcha.
and X. A.
S. F.
imported from
Williams Sisters open in clever
song trio, voices blending nicely.
They are knoWn on the ether waves

.

.

.

,

1

.

.

I

.

(Continued from page 43)

'Horton's Varieties of 1934,' Slim
Cavaliers
Timblln,
Green
Bros.,
Quartet,' Vee Lawnhurst, Warren
Hull. WOR.
Eastern Nu-Enamel Co., 13 weeks,
starting April 9, Monday, Wednesday, Friday mornings, and Tuesday
and Thursday afternoons, Ave minutes each, 'The Cheer-Up Club,' recorded. WOR.

'

Portland's 'Cafe de Paree*
Portland, Ore., April 16.

One of Portland's theatrical landmarks, the Columbia, is being remodeled Into a new sort of entertainment enterprise a beer hall
and lunchroom" with ,an orchestra
and floor show. Extensive strucRoyal
tural changes are In .progres, and
the opening date will depend upon,
Baltimore, April 16.
Located in the uptown Mt. Royal the speed of this work.
hostelry, this spot has been opened
Columbia Gardens^ is the new.

&

New

fit

right in the teeth of the threat of

—

Inside Stuff-Music

approaching summer and when the
heat waves come this crunchingly
close room is going to be well-nigh

—

name.

Hawaiian Princess' Grief
unbearable. Management professes
San Francisco, April 16.
plan to bridge the summer months,
More troubles piled up for Alice
but It's going to be difficult. Rapid- Kamokila
Hawaiian
Campbell,
ity, with which the place has ostenAmerican Gold Buying Co., 16
princess operating the Kamokila
sibly caught on probably due to
week>
day&
current
S6Ven
the
caused
which
has
club,
*
trip -hammering the press with inwntpw
police payoff investigation, when
sistent advertising.
Purolator six minute announceFar nOrth of loop district, palp- American Society of Authors and
ments a week for three weeks reably drafting in the main from Composers cracked down.
corded. .WNEW.
northslders,
and,
judging
from
ASCAP filed suit in Federal, court
CyateQ Patent Medicine, 26 weeks,
capacity mob in attendance nite against the princess, asking $250 for
16-mintite recorded sketch, 'News(Saturday) visited, patronised main- each time 'You're Gonna Lose Your
v en t ure s» Thursday nights.
S^P^ivJ^-**
ly by fledglings—college lads and.
WNEW.
Girl' has been played on or before
younger, with their equally youthFeb. 24.
ful drags.
u
" The^ club orchestra, directed by
Room
is
uncomfortably
low
-ceil
ANGELES
LOS
inged, with sheetings of billowed Wilt Gunzendorfer, went out last
May Company; KFAC, nightly, exsatin packed up. around the eaves; week-end, Incidentally, being recept Saturday, 7:30. to 7:45, 'Wunder
walls are quietly toned blue. Band- placed by an Hawaiian musical
Hour,' Dr. Clnton Winder, giving ad'friendship*
deal
M.
Frank
Jerry
Vogel's
with
Cohan,
Under
George
stand is poorly placed, converging group.
vice and counsel.
Crumit Songs Co., of which Vogel is general manager, has brought out too far 'onto dance floor. Seats 225,
Horton
.&
Converse,
'Doctors
The
copyrights having reverted to Cohan with no couvert, but an ace mini12 Cohah old-time songs.
Eddie Davis takes command of
dramatization,
TuesCourageous,'
Cohan
ceded
28
years
of
the
first
after
original
copyright,
protection,
mum week-ends. Food and drink the Paramount, New York, pit this
the
(National Adday, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
moderately tariffed.
them to Vogel's company for publication.
vertising agency). KFAC.
The elght-membered ork, Gene Friday (20).
Besides the dozen, Vogel's company (F. B> Haviland Co. selling agents)
King's Outfitting Co., 11:30 p.
Smith's, dishes an attractive grade
to- 7 a. m. daily, records under title has issued two new ones by Cohan, 'Indians and Trees' and "What A
of
dansapatlon,
but on direct
'King's All Night Serenade.' KFAC. Man
A Singing Thrill
proceeds to analysis the floor talent
i a tt e r
dedicated to President Roosevelt, with
rates n.s.g.
Brezee Funeral Parlors dally ex- th
President's Warm Springs (Ga.) foundation
SHIRLEY
It
would take a callous-skinned
cept Sat. and Sun., 8:30-8:45 a. m.,
temperament to work Smoothly
"The Molle Girl"
Sat. 7:30-7:45 p.. m., male quartet..
.
.
„
_
<
Fo1, some reason the bottom dropped out of the sheet music market against the inattention with which
KFAC.
Heard via NBC and. supreme because tine sings suColonial Dames, daily except. Sun. in the past week. Nothing's selling commensurate with ltd ether plug the mob. rewards any efforts, anyhow. And what was tougher, those
preme songs. For Instance:
10:45-11:15 a. m., Bess Kilmer's popularity.
who did bend the ear- 'n'- orb catHousehold Hints. KFAC
"A THOUSAND GOOD
called and travestied
but
NIGHTS"
England is unique because of its fealty to record names. For a time the hoofing, although everything
two Inebriates
"RIPTIDE"
Marlon
Harris,
Lewis,
Whlteman
a
vogue,
Ted
the Boswell Sisters had
YORK
did undertake to essay the hoofing.
IN THE MOON"DANCING
Bing Crosby for whom there, is a great demand
Brutal breasting, that sort of re7. J. Fox, Inc., 13 weeks, Tuesdays and' the rest; now it's
LIGHT"
and* Thursday, 11-11:15 p.'m., start- because not only of his disk recordings but also the talkers which have ception and response, and the man"MOONLIGHT WALTZ"
agement
didn't
appear
to
make
any
Crosbjr is due for
ing April 12. Through Peck Agency, been percolating Into England in recent months,
"I'VE HAD MY MOMENTS".
effort to stanch it, rather letting the
WEAF.
some British personal appearances as soon as he can get away.
"HOT CHOC'LAtE 80LDIER8"
larking youths enjoy; themselves as
=^.-^ULJL^<!!^
this unusual Joy>lty towards disk names is the
they=.elect6d^.Also,-=ihe-=manager,:
George Combs, jr., doubles as emsee
baseball resumes, starting son (colored) who had enjoyed some vogue in America but which had and his single entertainment under-,
m.,
p.
Through Ruihrauff & become antiquated with conditions and the like for some time. However, taking, a crooned ditty, snags by far III 799 SEVENTH AVENUE
April 17.
abroad, they remember Henderson and, as a result, he is going over on the largest slice of applause. Un- III • • •
Ryan. WEAF.
•
an English music hall tour.
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.
MEET YOUK FAVORITE STAB OF BTAOB AND SCREEN
Phonograph disc makers are still trying in vain to tie up some radio
Dixie Shoe Shop daily spot anAT MIKE FRITZEL'S
nouncement for one month. Placed commercial program into a home platter. Hay.; tried every type of deal
to get name programs, such as' the Fleischmann or the Ford shows, but
WSJS.
locally.
Bowen Piano Company, daily spot either .the talent or the sponsor steps in to queer the picture,
announcement for one month. Placed " Talent cost is the usual sticking point with neither the disc maker
WSJS.
locally.
America's Smartest Restaurant and Sapper Club
nor spon30r willing to shoulder the charges for the Job, even on record
Delaware 166ft
011 Fairbanks
11
e
In simultaneous recording the
the broadcast wires.
Ptaced So^Sy!
fo? o ne month
returns.
demand
upped
unions
musicians'
^gj S>
Joe Morris' petition for a lift out of class C was turned/down for the
fourth time by the publishers' ranking coterie of the American Society
of Composers, Authors & Publishers. In his argument Morris pointed
out the inconsistency of his position, in light of the fact that the writer
(Charles Tobias) of two of the Morris hits of the- past year, 'Valley of
the Moon* and 'Good Night, Little Girl,' had been advanced by ASCAP'S
writer classification contingent to AA.
Morris also called attention to the fact that hosts of numbers In his
catalog of 2,450 copyrights are In constant use over the air. As a double
AA sharer Tobias' dividends from the Society almost equal those of the
Morris firm.
At- -the last revision of ratings Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble was
among those given a boost. This firm went from B to BB. Among the
writers raised was Peter DeRose, from BB to A.
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Most Played on Air

ASCAFs 1st Qr. Plum Record $650,000;

To familiarize the

Reopening of

Many
4

__-

.

the

Theatres, Niteries

——

—

;

:

American Society of Composers, Victor
Authors and Publishers last -week

rest

of

w

45

AH Other

Foreign Recordings Sold in Japan

New

York, the following is the
compilation for last week.
Plugs are figured on a Sate ele ,
urday-through-Friday

Finds Jimmy

Beethoven s Symphony Tops

country tenth the tunes

most on the air around

VARIETY

Nite Club Performers

regularly^

Only the chain stations are

A

Burn Over Bookers'

bright

Tokyo, March 23.
young chap named Lud-

wi
yon Beethoven, said to have
Rodgers Successor
listed as indicative of the genr
a reputation in Europe and elseeral plug popularity.
where, slipped one over on Tin Pan
Commissions
50-75%
Data obtained from Radio
In His Texan Cousin
Alley last year and copped top place
Log compiled by Accurate Reamong the bestrselling foreign
porting Service.
Cleveland, April 16.
split
recordings released in Japan. His
tbiB constituting the amount
WEAF
Chicago, April 18.
bookers' ex- No. 5 symphony in C minor (four
against
in
move
Jump
As
a
members.
the
up among
WJZ
Victor phonograph has located
orbitant commission, local night 12-inch discs in album) recorded by
royalty check figures -was about 36%
WABC
title
Jesse
club entertainers organized the Felix Weihgartner and the London
above what they were for the final and recorded the yodelihg
28
'1,000 Good Ni
Rodgers, cousin of the late Jimmy
Cleveland Performers* Association Philharmonic Orchestra, was Coquarter of 1933.
23
m< M n
'True* •
sellto protect their rights..
lumbia's most popular importation.
Represented in the society's gar- Rodgers, who was the top disc
20
Certai
'Without
late Rodgers
George Wallace, dance teacher Same composition, engraved by the
nerings for the initial three months er in the catalog. The
19
'Dancing Moonli
himself, Berlin Staatsoper qrchestra under
of his
booker
recordings
theatrical
ra1,200,000
over
sold
payoff
and
by
a
the
were
of this year
18
'Wagon Wheels' .........
which ran from
was elected president..'
Richard Strauss, took third place
dio stations on the 4% tax on com- famous 'Blue Yodel,'
18
'Oughta Be In Pictures',
the re
Complaint of the hoofers and for Polydor, which gave first place
mercial business as- well as sustain- part 1 to part 14 to supply
17
'House Is Haunted'...
of the local to the No. 9 symphony in D minor.
part was eimi
some
Each
that
in
crooners
is
demand.
peat
boosts
hefty
the
fees,
and
ing,
16
'Hate Myself
variations in
bookers take from 50% to 75% as Same orchestra, with Oskar Fried.
license allocation passed up to ho- lar except for slight
oulevard Broken .....
Also ask
their cut from salaries,
Foreign pop songs got little
tels, restaurants and night clubs arrangements.
16
Dreams'
for a minimum of $3.50 for tap- tentlon in Japan last year, and
Victor last week in San Antonio
with the advent of repeal. Another
16
' ...,,••....••»•••'•
'Ripti
Re
$4.50 for among
new
find.
and
night,
of
the
sides
per
dancers
10
spelling
made
them the leaders were
factor responsible for the
15
.
Shoulder'
'Else's
new
this
warblers.
during the cording outfit hopes that
mostly oh records with European
of- the society's income
'Somebody Cares' ......
hole left
about 250 nitcry tango band instrumentation, Cohas
Cleveland
January to March stretch was the Rodgers will make up the
14
'Waiting For Katy'
death of Jimmy
entertainers, and association al- lumbia's best six importations were,
reopening of a large number of the- in their sales by the
13:
'Cocktails for. Two'
Rodgers.
ready has 'recruited about' 100.
Beethoven No. 5 symphony; 'Espana
atres throughout the country.
13
'Dream of Me Darling'.
Both are of the hillbilly categoryCani' and 'Nina Rosa,' recorded by
Compared to the dividend checks
13
•How Do I Know Sunday'
last
i933,
of
quarter
Fredo Gardoni, Manuel Puig and
first
for the
13
of YoiiV..
'Reminds
Me
of
BENEFIT ensemble; *Un Soir de ..Rifle' and
week's divvy meant an increase
12
Mill*
Water
'Old.
'La Violetera,' recorded by Orchesover 100%. For 1933 the society took
12
'Infatuation'
basis of the
de Danse Alexandre; 'Blue
tre
in $2,600,000. On the
12
'Funny To Everyone'
Danube Waltz' and *Fiesta,'
garnerings f or the first 1934 quarter
12
Perkins!..
Polly
'Pretty
ASCAP incorded by Fredo Gardoni; "Torna
it is estimated that the
'Why Dream Those
Songwriters Protective Associa- a Surriento' and 'Chanson Italienne,*
come for the current year will easily
Dreams'
tion will stage a. benefit, show for recorded by Orchestra Napolitain,
go over the $3,600,000 mark.
ittsburgh, April 16.
American authors and dramatists and 'The Forge in the Forest* and
booked
Fred Waring's orchestra
at the Casino de Paree the night 'The Turkish. Patrol/ recorded by
here for last Friday night at
of May 22. All funds taken in On the Casino Orchestra.
lOaiidmasters Lead
:;4,600 by group of local dance probest importations
six
that occasion .will be turned oyer
Victor's
Pitts
moters failed to show when
to the relief coffers of the Authors were, *Ti-Ohi-Ohi-Oho' arid 'Boh
burgh backer withdrew and pro
Before
League of America. Handling the Coeiir de Paris,' recorded by
moters couldn't forward transpprta
About
'Lonier
rchestra;
event's details are Lilian K. Braun, Seller's
and percentage of guarantee
illcox, Sundown'
'Good " ight, My
for the SPA, and Luise
Picked Canadians tion
agreed Upon.
by Don ^
recorded
Love,'
Laifly
of the Authors League.
Dance had been generously pub
Among the SPA members slated Bestor's Orchestra; 'Jeannine' and
licized, with Waring even going so
Toronto, April 16.
recorded by Boston
to take part are Irving Berlin. •Monterey,'
far as to send his own advance man
George M. Cohan, George Gersh- Manara; Bach's 'Grave' and *Le
Result of the coincidence of the
of
ahead
weeks
of
couple
town
to
win, Jerome Kern, Sigmund Roni^ Dodo,' recorded by Rosoor; ConAmerican Bandmasters' Association
calling
crowd,
engagement, Local
berg, Deems Taylor, Cole Porter, certo In G major for two violins and
convention here with the 100th
themselves Masquers' Club, but in
Ray Henderson, Harold Arlen. 'cello, recorded by Rpsegen- Chambirthday of Toronto as an incorpor
reality three or four fellows enRudy Vallee, Mabel pion, and 'Blue Danube Waltz' and
Hill,
Billy
Songwriters' Protective Assocla
ated city, 18 bandmaster-composers
dance
in
exclusively
gaged almost
Wayne, Fred E. Ahlert, Hoagy 'That Goes on for Days and Days,'
is demanding that the stand
tion
will conduct renditions Of their own
promotions, had agreed to forward
and
selected
writer
Isham Jones and Al recorded by Nobel's May fair Or80
between
Carmichael,
played
by
contract
ard
numbers as
fares and part of the
chestra.
musicians of Canadian military railroad
publisher be so revised as to accord Good hart. Gene Buck will m.c.
guarantee previous to Waring's de^
Polydor's hest importations were,
bands stationed here.
the former protection in the event a
Beethoven No. 9 Symphony; Ravel's
Visiting conductors include Ed- parture.
publisher goes bankrupt. Writers,
was
neither
Thursday
last
When
Concerts
by
recorded
'Bolero,'
win Franko Goldman, of New York;
as represented by the SPA, want a Loblov's Tuscany
band
0?Connor,
John
under
Orchestra,
Lamoureux
Captain Taylor Branson, of the XL forthcoming,
clause inserted Into the uniform
manager, wired Pittsburgh
No. 6
Beethoven
Ravel;
Maurice.
stipulating that a copyWidow'
B. Marine Band; Captain William leader's
agreement
Set for
was all off, explainHungarian
Liszt's
Symphony;
Stannard, of the TJ. S, Army. Band; newspapers It
right cannot be disposed free of
plenty
Understood
detail.
estate, and
Rhapsody No. 6, piano -solo by
Lieutenant Henry Peterman, of the ing in
had royalty by a bankruptroyalties are
Hollywood, April 16.
Alexander Brailowsky, and 'II jaut
Naval Academy of tickets, at $4.40 a smack,
States
United
also that the writer's
disposed of.
Metro is bringing Bela Loblov's. encore' and 'Avec une p'tite femme,'
Band; Phillip Egnor, musical direc- already been
to be considered as preferred among
hotel,.
two tunes from the French talker,
tor of West. Point Academy; J. J.
the claims that may arise from a gypsy band from the Tuscany
11 est Charmant.'
Gagnier, of the Grenadier Guards
New York, for .'Merry Widow.'
bankruptcy.
Also coming here for the picture
Band, Montreal; Lieutenant Charles Court Confirms Nuisance
Jap Themes Continue
Publishers aver that they see no
Benter, Of the U. 6. Navy Band;
Is Sam Fiedler, soloist with the NBC
the
bankof
In recordings made here there
insertion
the.
reason
for
Farrar
Art
Against
Studio will was a continuance of the swing
Arthur Prior, and Nathaniel Shilruptcy protection clause. They point orchestra at Chicago.
16.
April
local
Pittsburgh,
Verdi's
Chico
de
kret.
toward Japanese themes worked
out that the case of Sammy Fain also use
Free concerts will be held at
Cocoanut Grove, owned and oper- vs. Watterson, Berlin & Snyder pro- gypsy combination.
into foreign musical patterns, with
Massey Music Hall and. the Arena ated by Art Farrar, band leader, duced a decision that securely esforeign-style' orchestrations and inShow comes off Friday and his mother, first of town's night tablished the writer's royalty right
Gardens.
strumentation; At the same time,
Date
Edgewater
Sosnik's
(20).
spots to have both its beer and in the event of a publisher's bankthere was a swipg away from voices
Chicago, April 16.
booze licenses definitely revoked. ruptcy. Court, at that time, held
trained in foreign style and the
Harry Sosnik band has been geisha came into their own.
Order handed down in open court that a referee In bankruptcy may
season
summer
last week> licenses having previ- not dispose of a bankrupt publisher's booked for. a solid
These young ladies sing in
IN
ously been temporarily suspended copyrights without stipulating in the at the swank Edgewater Beach falsetto. An 'expert' geisha songpending a full investigation.
stress, to a foreign ear, sounds like
transfer sale that these copyrights hotel.
around
looking
BILL Grove is in a residential district are
Swift & Co. still
a brass band in a small room. Most
subject to the agreement on
and neighbors claimed it was a nui- royalties that the publisher had for a^ radio idea to utliize the Sos- popular of all was Victor's star,
nik ork.
operating until all hours of with the writer Involved.
Katsutaro, who was represented on
Slgmund Romberg, as prez of the sance,
Police officials also
the night.
five of the company's six bestSongwriters Protective Association,
made liquor buys after
Columbia had two, Fumisellers.
(Wednesday), claim they
appears
tomorrow
Saturday midnight, when al alcokichi and Koume, who were on two
before the House copyright and
hol sales are supposed to" Stop uneach of the six best: ShiffieKa" and
patents committee, in Washington
live
Kyozo, Polydor stars, were repretil the following Monday morning
to speak for his organization on
sented on three of that company's
at 7 a>-v in this state.
the Luce-Cuttings copyright meas-.
best four.
tire. Latter bill, has to do among
Japanese translations of theme
other things with relieving British
songs from the Ufa pictures, 'Der
writers of the necessity of having
Revive Whiteman Co.
KOngress Tanzt' and 'Bomben auf
to publish their works here before
Monte Carlo,' were the only foreign
becoming eligible to an American
civic tunes which got into the best-sell-,
mands of the church
Jack Bobbins is reviving the
Milwaukee, April 16.
copyright.
ing class last year when translated
betterment societies.
clubs
British authors contend that this previously dissolved subsld, Paul
night
Wisconsin
uin faces
is
Many of the side-street dumps into Japanese.
restriction has caused them ..un- Whiteman Publications, Inc., and
legalized,
newly
the
of
result
a
the
Foreign recordings enjoy com-,
as
and
repeal
with
of
sprang
up
-company
that
necessary expense and hardships. reinstating it as a sub
It 'blue law,' the first on the statutes craze for fan dancers have copped paratlvely little sale in this counThe Englkli law grants an Amer- the Metro-Robbins business.
legitimate night club try when compared to Japanesestuff
of
the
the
standard
much
specialize
in
Under
will
days.
hoop-skirt
since
ican the right of copyright without
these also now feel the language records. It is a rare imhis specially authored for Whiteman. legislature's ruling, no hard liquor business, but
publication
of
preliminary
effects of the police powers, with portation which will sell more than.
Domenico Savlno of the Robbins
work.
anywhere in the state fan, vampire and bat dancers being 3,000. Even the poorest recording
staff, now in Italy on his annual can be sold
six month sojourn abroad, sails for between the hours of 1 a. m. and ruled out as 'immoral.'. These hide- by an established Japanese singer,
Broadway around May 1 bringing 8 a. m.. meaning the end of the late aways have been cheating the cur- however, will, do that much and
Nelson Doubles
few law by Incorporating as 'private real hits have been claimed to sell
back -with him the stuff he's been
Baltimore, April 16.
spots.
clubs' and demanding that patrons more than 400,000.
on for the Whiteman unit.
working
Ozzie Nelson ork, currently at the
While tf.2 beer can be consumed, show a membership card and sign
Hipp, supplied the dansapation Frimost of the club Owners have reg- the register. Now police have
Calloway in Paris
day (13) for the Loyola College
B$lasco's French Vacation
istered complaints they can't expect stopped this practice too, through
Junior Prom.
Paris, jVpi;il_16.
stein .alfl~fr.om_.the~gti^
=^^OJDn^Bolaa<2o^sails_=iA.pj:lL=2i..on: to ,h it ..ihe_,nut.Jat_ a_dime a
"Went direct fr'dnrihealre To ballCano^v^^
"CSF
strict ruling on private clubs;
vaca- with" baiids; and floor shows.
room after final stageshow nf flay the Champlain for an 18-day
Among the smaller clubs to fall piloted by Joe Hoffman, American
A
county is especially
Milwaukee
tion in Paris with his family.
Was booked for $850 net.
p.a. for Irving Mills, manager for
brother, Jacques Dallln, is a well hard hit, with both the sheriff and by the wayside, with the new drive
Frolles, the Callowayites, plays two concerts
known composer in France.
chief of police making a drastic are the Lambs, Midnight
in here at the' Salle J'leyel concert hall
YACHT CLUBBERS BACK
Belasco orchestra remains at the clean -up of night clubs, cafes and and a half doz<-n or more 'holes
the 23d and .24th and then eraMori.tz and on the Phil Baker, bars to enforce the 1 -a. m. liquor the wall.'
Yacht Club Boys arrive TlnnsThe only place admittedly still in barks April 25 for America.
dny (19) in New York aboard th.o radio program in the lender's ab- curf'Mv and the 12:30' a. m. music
Calloway has been in lingland,
floor shows and
"ot even a piano may tinkle the black with
ban.
K, S. Manhattan from London. They. sence.
Schroeder coming here, via a week at Abram
Hotel
is
th i
in any night club' after 12:30, ex- 'hands
mediately plunge into the makiMimm's Carlton cafe, AmsterVan
whleli
hostelry,
downtown
ing of a couple of sborls fur- ParaRosita and Ramon back in New cept on Saturdays, when the closing swanky
dress shirts who dam, followed by a week of concert
York from Hollywood where the hour is K't for 1 a. m. The officials-, caters only 'o thp
mount in the east.
arid onc-nitchtors throughout the Netherdancing
quit
the
to
willing
clamping
are
are
1<
near,'
lion
nii.ire
wiilj
in a Spnni-*
Then they hie westward to open learn worked '"'
lands.
dniiki ' nf 1 a. m.
-lit in doferencp to the comlid on
for Warner T
at the Clover Club. Hollywood,
largest dividend
attributed
Blum in the history of the organFor the first quarter of
nation.
1934 the society collected over *800>of
#00, with approximately $650,000
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BURLESQUE — VAUDE

VARIETY

46

Majors

Of

Further Unit Production

attention to the President's known
feeling that stars are paid unreasonable amounts.
Analyzing almost the entire code,
the majors stressed that only 8 of
270 sections had been criticized and
that only 16 of 399 pages of transcript delated to specific provisions.
These 'scrambled and inaccurate
references to a few sections' are hot
sufficient to. permit the board to
pass -final judgmnt on the indie
complaints, producers said, calling
for 'a fair, exhaustive and scientific'
e^Lteiin«L«:lon for monopoly charges.
Myers-Brandt 'Repudiated'
Testimony of practically every
wltness waa knocked down by
ana}v iB Qf prlnclpal statements,
while brief- charged that Abram F
MvGra and Harry Brandt have beer
repudlated. by the fact that 7,737
subscribed to the
exnibsr have
_
in die
neitner indie
at neither
agreement, and- tthat
Voice spoke, for any substantial
Brief
nuiriber of theatre-owners.
professional
casually- with
dealt
agitators and reviewed tactics of
the indie faction during^ code nego-

Feared; '34 Possibilities Bright
DIXIE

All unit production in the east,
all oyer, conies to a
within the next two
standstill
weeks. Likelihood is, that with the
possible exception of a few isolated

and probably

BURLESQUE

Confab With ParentTeachers and Get By

Manager

„

,

,

shows, there won't be any more
producing activity until next fall.
The bookers have been so informed
by the producers, who say they
want to gamble oh hot
don't
weather conditions, with chances
profit, or
against their turning
even regaining their investment on
units sent out between now and
next August.
in unit
One factor in the h
production is the defeat handed the
producers in their attempt to have
the vaudeville section of the Motion
Picture Code altered. Fact that during the summer months even the
stage show spots operate on
cut salary basis makes the. code requirements even tougher than ordinarily, and precludes chances for
successful unit staging, the producers aver.
In view of the production letdown,, speculation is now rife within
the trade as to the chances, of the
unit stage show next season. Opin
ion is divided,: but the majority is
convinced that the unit show as
presently conceived will supplant
regulation vaudeville to ah even
'34r'35 than this
greater extent

i(.

i

*^
..^^"f^^/^JTS.
in A « an ^a n
playing
1

W'^JJlTS
^
Burlesque

^

y e
and blue noses in a better
than any pne ever believed possible
i

in

.

the south.

At the Lyceum at Memphis the
management promised the ParentTeachers Association that boys and
girls under 18 years of age would
be barred from buying tickets provided. the ticket seller had a way of
knowing the proper age of the kids.

.

HAZARDS OF TOURING

independent
The
through
respective
agents,
Accident Delays Lombardo organizations, have joined hands
Orchestra Four Hours
with the RKO artist reps in a mutual fight against proposed licensSan Franclso, April 16.
Repeal caused a great upset ing,- bonding and finger-printing of
last
around Marco's Orpheum
all New York agents by License
Saturday's opening day when Guy
Lombardo's band was delayed en- Commissioner Paul Moss. Maurice
route from Los Angeles by a truck Goodman gets a $1,000. retainer to

Freak

-

of beer.
At Visalia a truck of suds stalled
on the tracks, mired, and overturned. Choo-choo was flagged in
time but it took five hours to clear
the track during which time Lornbardo chewed his nails. Train
which was due in Oakland at 8:50
m. didn't arrive until 12 : 40, four
hous late. Lombardo's outfit ferried
over here, arriving at the Ferry
building at 1:10 where police escort
rushed, them in 15 cabs to the the
atre with five minutes to go.

'Scandalous attacks upon the integrity* of the code authority and
Divisional Administrator Sol Rosenblatt were denounced as the ma
jors insisted that the President's
order approving the code guarantees that the pact will be admin
istered in a 'fair, impartial and just'
fashion
Indie kickers have anticipated
majors said in
their glevances,
noting that so far grievance and
Boston arid Cleveland go straight clearance and zoning hoards haven't
films within the next three weeks, func tioned.
Related how careful
vaude- consideration was given to several
and the balance of ithe
.

Cut

RKO Time

To Three Wks.

:•.

o^

time goes

that
Recordof the units in vaudeville me?. There is. a, Poss^lty
season
theatres
and picture
»•«•
„.„„__ this
t,. Y
-.
i y in the 'necessary' spots, these
* presents many conflicting angles, ] on
-g lgtlng
New
Palace,
f
the
Q
con
'33-1

nominations

«-*

that

majors

At their own meetings early last
week the Loew and RKO franchise
.

;

Probable Test Case
Commissioner Moss has warned

Undersells Str.-Filmers

agents that the deadline. for 1116.
cense applications is May 1, after
Spirited battle is being waged by whlcft date ftny non . llcen sed agent
the Capitol theatre in an effort to
It is underbe proseCuted;
units.
control put over raude and stage
gtood thfi procedure xo be flowed
effort

the code authority can be demon 34 results York; Albee, Brooklyn, and Palace,
but on the whole the
*
by 'mathematical
oni y
rated
of vuiwbvi
— but strickery,'
*
indicate the superiority
o to
r-~
Chicago, and amounting
clearly *«.*.»v»»*v*/
vicihij
bald, explainpro<
trickery' producer's
units over regular vaudeville. The three weeks of playing time,
ing that jobs were distributed »on
RKO time now comprises 13 basis of 'genuine economic division
big name units drew business,
27,
April
closing
Boston,
hasn't
weeks.
which is something vaude
^osing^week later, in the industry.' Admitted large
done for a long while. The draw- and Cleveland,
have mQgt
hack, however, was that in too *umi er the RKO time dropped to said this is entirely justified by the
£
many instances the name units big fllx weeks
amount of money at stake,
business failed to meet the differHeavy competition in Brooklyn
In analyzing Abe Myers* testience in overhead. But those favor- and Chicago necessitates the con- mony producers presented^ exhausthese
ing units contend that the sltua- tinuatlon of stage shows in
tlye stu<Jy of Dlock D00 king, relattion can bp adjusted, thanks to. ex^Slln* Mstbry of distribution methods
perlence gained both by the bookers
'the fact that
the World's Fair attendance, and and concluding that
and producers this season.
is bringing in Ken Murray for a block booking is and always has
The non-name type unit was not 10 weeks' run as m.c. Milton Berle been a universal custom of the busiplayed to a great extent away from had that job last year.
ness leads to. the presumption that
Palace Out of Red
the Interstate circuit, therefore its
it is a fair method of doing busiNew York Palace will keep going
remains -problematical; But
•

counsel.

Vaude

Ads

„
Albany, April
.

>n .electing members to
give adequate representation to all

^^tE^s^^^ l-^'S^^

|

-

:

.

and

as

agents

the

represent

holders agreed to contribute $500
each to pay the lawyer. Later in
the week,, the 30 indie agents in
organization
newly formed
the
voted to contribute USO^The $i50
extra .will be allocated among the
RKO and Loew agents, who originally gave $10 apiece,
"When taking the case, Goodman,
Band dashed on stage minus Mrho was the Keith and Keith-Albee
makeup and in street clothes and general counsel for years, expressed
was unpacking instruments just as the opinion that the present New
the curtain' went up. Lombardo York employment agency laws apmade an explanation for the cus ply to bookers and booking offices,
tomers, and got the week started- off but not to agents. It has always
to big biz.
been customary, both in the show
business and at City Hall, to regard
agents as 'personal representatives'
and therefore exempt. But ComBoost
Biz
missioner Moss ' contends agents
are intermediaries in getting emtherefore
In Albany's Capital;
.actors,
for
ployment
classify as employment operators.

RKO

S l?S:^« r
yllle

'

,

(

season.

v;

.

Pay Goodman

License Fight;

tiations

Summer May

.

RKO Reps in

Loew, Indie Agents Join

(Continued from page 4)

Autumn; Summer Slough

Until

Vs. Indies

Tuesday, AprU 17, 1934

i

!

,

c

.all

wm

House has engaged an ad agency
and is buying large newspaper
space, some days ev n more than
the first run fllin houses.
Only other stage show in^wnl*

tej

.

.JJ

through Goodman

^

^g

^

is

retraining from applying for

matter
under tne

Ucensed

j

^nts

settle(L

exlatln g
$25 yearly

w rcoupt'o?na^%rnouM IZ^^tyXL^^

I

.

j

.

f

Ig^^'^Sg^c^tSS

|

must pay a

8h °WS

tentions of raising the annual fee
Current^ weerbeginning with a
$100.
Sunday midnight show, the Capitol to
has the Carroll 'Vanities' tab, a feafor]
cents
35
at
short
and
ture film
matinees and 50 cents nights. It is
underselling the Palace, Hall and]

whose

BACK TO BURLESQUE
IN CLEVELAND ESSAY

first-run Aimers,
nigfct tariff is 40 cents top.

Strand,

downtown

|

status

of the fact that in the last

consensus of opinion is that the in Viewmonths it has emerged out
three
" T |of
show, in the event more
non-name o..»...i
uyii-uwuv
the red, something the former
playing time and shorter"jumps can big timer had been unable to acProfits
over
towers
cost,
the
down
compllsh for two years.
bring
the slapped-together Vaude bill in since Feb. 1 have been running
a week
entertainment value. And theatres from $1,000 to f 4,000
preferring names can play the non
noi avautiuiw »v «"»
and pernaps "n^avaWe
name units and add names at their makes it
majoi
1t doubtful that the major
discretion.
vn aiscreuon.own
rkO houses, particularly those
short
on
operating
Producers
situated in the middle west, will
weather.
bankrolls— and that probably takes keep going through the hot
present-day vaude pro- Most of these spots^ have been on
all

—

—

[

«

i

^

J^ft

|

i

I

in

.

diet of units
ducers—say they can't exist unless a fairly consistent
a certified amount of playing time season.
is available.

They

don't

all

know how

any one circuit can guarantee a
satisfactory route, but they're still
praying for a get-together by the
:

major booking,
Four units now are in production
offices.

.

Chic Sale headlines
In' New York.
one of .them. This is set to open in
on the Interstate's four
weeks May %1. Harry Puck- and
Harry Romm are collaborating on
a unit, unnamed as yet, which will
Emlle Boreo and The
feature
Riinacs, latter, a rhumba band.
Jannette Hackett Is also staging a
minhle revue, this one to headline
Clifford and Marion, while Al Gross

Dallas

.

.

man

is

in the throes of casting for

These probably wash up producing for the season.

one.

NVA's Cincy

Benefit

Cincinnati, April 16.
from first public
affair to be given by Variety club
of Cincy ; a supper dance. May 19,
in Pavlllion Caprice of Netherland
prez,
Moritz,
S.
Allan
Plaza.

NVA

will benefit

,

^^res'on^TOOOmttenaancer^ickets
at $2, and music by Paul Pendarvis'
band.
Club was formed last November
and has 100 members.

PERSISTENT

Riv, Hempstead,

m

Back
Fall

to

Again

Exhibs were accused of having
Philadelphia, April 16.
made it impossible to employ other
Shubert, Max Rudnick's burlesque
licensing methods, brief pointing
Announced to re,
closed^
house,
break
attempts
to
ou t that previous
there
custom onen Within a few weeks, but
away from this 'established custom'
seems to be some doubt about that,
failed because theatre-owners com
competitive
plained that- disastrous
~
vi V an
bidding was required to obtain
adequate supply of films. Repeatproducers
ring usual arguments,

Frank Cummings; producer who
gave Joe Penner his

first bureslque
Job here at old Band Box seven,
years ago, is^ returning to field after
two years' absence, with a new burly
stock troupe at the Savoy, former
Management claims making reno- home of Yiddish plays,
Troupe ^opening Friday (20), with
vatlons and will have a refrlgeratKay LaRue, Ruth Darling, AI
ine system for summer continuance.
Douglas in cast,
Previously it was announced that Flatlco, George
five vaude acts. William
the Shubert would go into the backed by
of producer, ia
brother
Cummings.
week,
this
starting
wheel
Columbia
old'
and closing announcement came as director and Jim Morrison,
tlmo character actor, stage manager,
a surprise
House has a two-bits price scale,
threatening to give competish to
mation about board's imminent de- Roxy, only other burly theater in
mlse and indefinite continuation town. Ren Hershberg and Morris
I

,

block-booking does not result
ln discriminatory, leasing, does not
bre . em _ t exhibition
exhlbltion time, and does
'pre-empt'
not require exhibs to 'take bad pictures in order to get good ones.'
Emphasized that films most fre
quently rejected are those 'which
public groups have endorsed for
their fine dramatic or educational
sslIcL

,

.

1

was handed

out.

JVhen report will reach the White
values/
House became uncertain as added
Outlook for report on hearings time was afforded for analysis of
Scarcity of units sends the Rlvoli, remained confused at the end of volumlnous' testimony and exhibits,
Hempstead, L. I., Into straight pic- the week as board members. cdhr Prior deadline, April 15, was pushed
tures starting Tuesday (17), a full tinued to disagree about the stand backwards
without any specific
month ahead of the time it usually to he taken and conflicting infor- limit.
adopts the summer policy. Previthe
vaude,
ously, when playing
house adopted the straight pix for
the hot months around May 15.
Rlvoli has been the official breakin and showing spot for the units
previous to their embarking on the
RKO could have had Joe Penrier on a route at $5,000 flat a few weeks
four Interstate weeks booked by
Charles J. Freeman. -House has ago, but turned down the comic who has since hung up new boxofilce
been very successful with the units, records wherever he's played for Loew and Warners.
RKQ booking office favored booking Penner at $5,000, but J. R. Mcso much so that its manager, Matty
Fox, preferred adopting the straight Donoiigh nixed it for the reported reason that he couldn't see paying
picture policy early rather than re
$5,000 to a comedian who got only $950 six months before,
vert to five acts of vaudeville.
But as unfortunate as the turndown proved to be for RKO, it has been
Contract between the Rivoll and Just that lucky for Penner, foi\ instead of $5,000 straight, Penner has
the RKO booking office continued been grabing as high as $13,000 a week for himself on percentage dates,
throughout the months the house Splitting six independent days in Wilkes-Barre.and Scran ton last week,
played the units, RKO collecting Penner grossed $9,000 for himself. In both towns each day's business
lts-5% booking, fee, although It had .vtfth P^nnef jwas equal to the^^^theatre's^average buslness^for .three, days..
nothing to do with the booking of
the shows. Fox performed the lat
Loew booking office has disqualified Harry Romm as the Romm, Bester task himself.
try, Meyers & Scheuing agency's Loew rep, beoause Romm is also an
RKO franchise hblder, and has designated Walter Meyers in his place.

Pix; Units

.

Kaplan managing it. Frank Cum*
mlngs is husband,...qf^BUlie^Bajlhja,
once the leading burlesk queen here,,
but two are reported to have separated.

f

NBA SAVES BUELEY

,

State,

Howard

Closes

'

to

to be decent.
Rev.| Moock of Trinity Episcopal
church and local NRA official who
put forth plea that 25 or 30 enter
talners would be thrown out of emp i oynl ent if licenses of houses are
»onnaiiari swung
awn no- city
r>\tv council
crimen bal«
balcancelled,
ance In favor of the shows.
However, a few days later Times,
~ran one of
uau;, !-«.••
iuu«u dally,
conservative .local
the daringest plxes of almost nude
gai 'now at the State: with only a
flounce or a ribbon bow at the im-

shows after promising

I

.

pprtant exposures.

—

I

BEIDGEPORT'S THIRD CEDfPBridgeport, April

16.

Hurtig & Seamon's burlesk at the
~™ way Max Wilgone the
tl „ 0
rUlin has
Park
makes it
It all started when Romm applied for membership ln the Loew agents' ner's did twice, which
agents'
in
row this season, at
RKO
a
is
an
muffs
grounds
three
on
the
he
hirti
down
association, which turned
n—ii
•
Connecticut's only unSouthern
association member.
-

Boston, April 16.
Old Howard closed its season
Just like a fall guy, the Majestic
weeks ahead
three
(14),
Saturday
in
try.
third
the
can take It. For
the usual spring date.
the past year house opened Satur- of
Announces reopening Labor Day.
day (14) with stock burlesque. Of
Only burley house now left is
course with a fan dancer as added
Minsky Park, doing four a day.

Seattle April 16.
Bialto theatres
continue burlesque

Palm and

permitted

Inside Staff-Vaude

Uticaj April 16

attraction.

Cleveland, April 16.

Close Philly House

ness.'

'

.

.

.

^

l

dressery.

Understood Joe Hurtig dropped
being tossed at stage names from
While the big money gravy
$5,000 4n the short-lived venture.
outside fields, the regular vaudevillians' salaries continue to shrink.
Some talk about 'Blyaia,' Bryan
An example is James Barton, who plays the RKO Palace, New York,
to ttio Pai h
next week for $3,350. A year nsro in the same theatre Barton drew Foy's nudie pic, coming
for a bripf stand
|3
is still

|

—

—
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LONDON MATERIAL LIFTERS
«—

1

1

'

1

'

—

-

1

1

'

i

$8,000 Loss in

The two-a-day. vaudeville bogey
on Broadway, which nobody has
overcome in four years, is still \mconquered the indie Casino, latest

—

RKO's own
into

idea of a unit goes
Cleveland, this

the. Palace,

(20). House will play
of 12 girls staged by Bebe
and six acts, booked by. Bill

Friday

a

line

Barri

How-

and yesterday (Monday) it was. de- ard in New York.
clared that only a miraculous spurt
Besides the line, the acts will inin business can keep the policy
clude Buster West, Peter Higgins,
going.
Dick and Edith Barstow, Paul GerLast week, its second, the Casino
rjtts, Gracie Barrie, and the Four
slumped to a $13,000 groBs for a Trojans. Ensemble will work beIt had held
Joss of about $8,000.
show intact. tween the vaude turns.
over the first week's

was

$1,000

on a

Yesterday marked the opening of
a new bill consisting of George' Jes*
,eel,

.

Frank and Milt Britton band,

Cohen's Colored

June Knight, Lester Alien, The DeMarcos, J. Harold. Alurray, Eunice

Lose Best Bits Day After
Open i n g Native Gag
Stealers Catch AH Palladium First Shows 3 Sailors, Diamond Bros., Gar-

—

Par Books Jessel

•

—

ner,

Wolf

&

Latest Victims

George Jessel opens at the Paramount, New York, April 27, five
days after closing at the two-a-day
Hakins, Casino up the street. He has four
Par weeks all told, set by Lyons &
Lyons.
,

'

Salary, $3,000.

$6,000 in

Harlem

Initial

t

he third

on Broadstraight vaude
way since the Palace went comPrevious flops were Arbination.
thur Klein's at the Broadway and
Warners' at the Hollywood. .Casino
venture was operated by Haring. &
Blumenthal, Jack Shapiro and Har r
ry Shiftman. They intended to. open
try to fail

Localized showmanship as practiced

up daily.
These are just a string of brain
stealers and copyists, who attend
in droves on. the debut of the Ameri
cans at the palladium and Holborn
Empire, and Immediately get busy
on a lifting.; campaign* which is
proving a serious hindrance to the

by Sydney Cohen has changed

house,
burlesque
one-time
the
Apoilo on 125th street, in the heart

imported talent.
Biggest sufferers
date have
been the Diamond Brothers, who
have, had everything lifted, from
their act, including their plank bit;
the Three Sailors, whose prime
comedy bits are now being done by

Harlem, into a winner from a several stealers, and Garner, Wolf
The house is now known as and Hakins, of whose .act a copy
loser.
was born a week after their, arrival.
a downstairs hite club in conjunc- the New Apollo and operates enAnother act to suffer is Ben Blue
tion, with the variety show, but tirely colored.
Oiily the manager
He opened at. the palladium recent.with/
it.
through
went
never
and Larrv Cowan, who sits in a ly with his best, bit being a comedy
This, unfortuconsultant spot on exploitation, are restaurant scene.
nately, was already dpne in one of
outside. the pale.
jthe Palladium's 'Crazy', shows about
Fox Orpheum's Return
As an all-colored amusement a year ago. With the Palladium
place., the house which was once audience having a very retentive
Gives Bert Levey Agcy.
fortunate if drawing $2,000 weekly memory, it was at once recognized
them, which meant the thing
4 Wks. in Bay District as a Mins" -Weinstock burlesque by
was no longer a novelty.
spot and stripper athenaeum, now
U. 3. Acts Helpless
averages around $5,000 weekly and
Acts have no redress, there being
San Francisco, April 16.
Return to stage shows of the Fox sometimes, even reaches to' $6,000. no system of registration over here,
Orpheum, Oakland, and awarding of That's at a scale running from 10c and with the Variety. Artists Federation not in; a position to COpe
booking contract to Bert Levey
The Mlnsky scale for with the situation.
to 30c top,
gives that office four weeks in the
A further danger has arisen in
Bay district, three of which are in the teasers was $1.10 top, and that
downtown Frisco. That's <a situa- limited, trade practically to whites another quarter. It has always been
a fact that certain bands here copy
tion unprecedented in local vaude only.
annals.
When the Minsky - Weinstock the styles of Americans, which they
Three Frisco houses are Warfleld r managei.-ent, which had held the get from the records, a long time
which Levey commenced booking spot for three years, ran up a rental before name bands make their debut
this week; RKO Golden Gate and deficit of around
Cohen in London. Bands are now c'oncen
$40,000,
trating on pinching material from
Joe Leo's" Fox.
Oakland' Orph,' moved in himself.
Figured that
which started seven acts of vaude Harlem had a colored population American comedy acts, working
this week (14) makes a' total of estimated to run from 300,000 up- these as part of band entertain
A most brazen case was
some 16 acts required each week' by wards and his theatre being in heart ments.
Levey in Frisco and Oakland, and of same, the all-colored spot was that of a band at the Palladium recently lifting about five minutes of
since he has more dates coming up decided on.
It was recalled that
in the NqrttTrest, gives his office Percy Elkeles had Instituted the all- comedy situations from the Three
better than six weeks on the Coast. colored show idea in Harlem years Sailors' act, and following close
after the appearance of this act at
Number of changes' wrought by ago.
the same house.
the recent .breakaway of Fox- West
The Apojio_ was built ground 20
One. thing, is sure, no American
Coast froni Marco's stage shows at years ago, originally' for Hurtlg" &
the War field has Levey booking, Semon. That firm ran the spot for turn can play a return date in LonPeggy O'Neill staging and Bert Cat- 17 years, until Minsky-Weinstock. don, with the same act, for after a
with so many pinchers
ley leaving F&M to go with F'-WC followed, with the burlesque. as left while,
around, the novelty is gone. What
in
Miss off by H. & fj.
capacity- of producer.
they will have to do is to get a
O'Neill using a line of girls, as in
30,000 People—-$6,000
new vehicle on their, return trip;
the past, while Fanchon has still
The unusual way that the. Apollo otherwise, stay home,
another line going .into the Orph,
where Ai Lyons this week began the has taken on under the. Sydney
assignment of musical director. Cohen policy can be gleaned from
Hermie King has landed, the band the fact that when nearing a $6,000
gross, the spot plays to maybe 30,job at Oakland Orph.
John Dahlinger and Ken Dailey Q00 customers. That's around 10%
are handling the Levey office here. of the Harlem population, if some
estimates are okay. However, feelof

?

,

1

•

'

.

ROXY HAS A NEW

'

RKO

ing

Dixie Personals

is

DEAL

•

•

i

—

•

.

,

tnat the colored population

of Harlem may run close to 400,000 or 500,000 and the Apollo draw

to Ease

Facing Cut

Dembow

Sam

if

*

,

Paramount,

permanent committee of thijee, have,
been made, by the Code Authority tor
study the vaudeville problem with
the object of easing up the present
vaudeville section, of the Motion
Picture Code where it pinches. AdRosenblatt
anministrator
Sol
nounced last week that changes,
sought mostly by the vaude pro-

made by

be

not

will,

the

NRA.
The

report of the temporary committee,
investigated,
which
the.

the

wm

situation,

be studied, by

committee of three.

standing

Dembow and Thompson were mem-

bers of the original committee. With
Moskowitz, they Will bring the various vaude factions together to
possibly alleviate their troubles as
far as is possible .without departing
from the letter of the Code.
But as no actual' changes in the
Commencing' this week in Brook- Code or its form are possible, it is
lyn, and for the balance of his Par- unlikely that any concessions can
be gained by the producers in the
Publix stage bookings, S. L. Rothr.
way of reductions in chorus layoff
afel (Roxy). goes on a straight per- salaries and lesser minimums dur60-50
with
centage basis, splitting
ing break-In and 'showing* engagethe theatres on the gross after op- ments. This relief was particularly
erating .expenses are paid. Original sought by the -producers.
salary
Grievance B'd For Vaude
straight
Rothafel
a
deal gave
When the committee, has comof $5,000. The Roxy gang unit was
pleted its report, tne Code authority
payrolied at $10,000 a Week.
Disappointing business last week will be expected to set up a grievwith the Roxy Gang at the Para- ance board to handle vaude code
mount, New York, prompted, the matters exclusively, separately from
circuit to: ask for' a new deal. Rdtti- the picture code Boards which -will
afel agreed to the. percentage ar- not have jurisdiction over vaude.
rangement as against straight sal- But while handled separately, the
ary. Understood he wanted to. play vaude code enforcement and supervision remain. under the Motion Picon percentage originally, anyway.
Following Brooklyn, Rothafel has ture Code Authority.

WITH PAR

;

Thompson, Dembow and Moskofour more weeks on the Par-Publix
two witz are the active theatre operatDetroit
and
time Buffalo,
weeks in Chicago. So far he has ing heads of the three major vaplayed Boston,' New York, and riety circuits; and all are familiar
On the grievance
with vaude.
Brooklyn.
board, which takes over arbitration
duties later on, there, will be repre-cnt'ition from all phases of the
vaude buslness^-aetors, indie and,

—

ALEX RUIOFF WFN
6 M0S. TO 3 YEARS
Alex Ruloff was given six months
to three years iri the Welfare Island,
New York, penitentiary, by Judge
Bohan in General Sessions last

circuit operators, indie and circuit
and
producers
agents,
bookers,

.chorus.

Block and Sully's Salary

Uped $500

week.

The dancer was convicted on
charges made by 11 actors that Ruloff had taken money from them on
the premise he would book them
abroad, but failed, to deliver the
bookings.

BOONEY'S INDIE

WEEK

'Broadway Gambols', unit headed

Of

1 Air

Because

Appearance

Another Illustration of the magic
of radio as a stage-salary-raiser is
to be found in Block and Sully, currently playing the Paramount*, T«Jew
York.

Team for the current week is getting $1,250, a $500 increase over its

by the Pat Rooneys, set for the
State-Lake, Chicago, week April 27.
Deal set by Larry Puck in New

last salary. Reason was Block and
Sully's one broadcast on the Eddie

York.

Cantor program two weeks ago.

Helen Hayes' Next

Agents on One-Man Schedule;

Crowding Continues

Birmingham, April 16.
may be rating under 8% when caAmos and Andy next month will pacity biz is on
hand.
But even
An 'or else' order against crowdturn South again for personal ap- that's something.
ing on the floor has been delivered
pearances,
beginning at Loew's
Peculiar thing about the Apollo by the booking office to the RKO
State May 7-9. Several other dates policy
is that it has to take catchagents through their reorganized
in Dixie are pending.
as.-catch-can on films and under its Artists Representatives Association.
The. pair returned North several combo
show and films it often spots Thej)rder to keep^ moving and stop
^€ek^^ago--af teF^iat'sHn- Georgia pic tures couple
dT^ears" old or Tinore ciutlVring^up""lHe=bdpking'"TJtrai! tWSJ
and Florida.
from the majors and from the in- was described by the circuit execs
dies haphazardly altogether.
Mat- as the alternative to cutting down
ter of fact, the Apollo probably has the number of franchises, with the
East
Conlins
its order in now to the majors four
proviso that if less drastic measyears ahead to get films, indicating ures ..don't work, cutting Will be
Hollywood, April 16.
Jimmy Conlin and Myrtle Glass what the all-colored stage end must necessary.
^ill head east shortly to resume mean to Harlem.
The 80 odd agents doing business
stage work.
Show has a line of 16 girls, a with RKO under the 30 franchises
Conlin has been on the Coast for stage band with specialty acts. outstanding are devising a schedtwo years, working in pix. Team Changes T'eekly under supervision ule limiting all offices to one man
also did some radio work while of Clarence Robinson, colored pro- on the floor at a time. This is the
here.
'ducer.
usual procedure following booking

Head

•

Charlie Moskowitz of ..Loew's and
Leslie R. Thompson
RKO, as a

vaude

50-50

_

A-A

—

-.

ducers,

London, April 7..
With American invasion now. in
full swing, new English acts are be.

sel,

show.
Casino, represents

NO PROTECTION

ing lined

Healey, Collette Carday and Robbins Trio. Holdover acts, are Jesthe DeMarcos and Miss Healy^
Also holding over this week are the
Bobby Connolly girls, and the Connolly production numbers from the

'

England

•

First week's loss
ross of $21,000.

—

r—

Up Code Without Making Changes

Own Show

For Palace, Cleveland American Acts

'

Sunday <2£)
after ah unsuccessful three weeks'
try with big-time variety bills. Closing' notice was posted last week,
to bite the dust, closes

Staging

•

On Permanent Vaude Bd

Second Stanza

RKO

•

Dembow, Moskowitz and Thompson

Casino Folding After This Week;

Took

r

Helen Hayes will close in. 'Mary
of Scotland' by June 1 to start for
the Coast.
Metro will star her in
'Vanessa.'
William K. Howard will direct
under supervision of Walter Wanger.

orders to cut, and occurs
about twice a year.
But in addition to the one-man
rule, the booking office now requires
all agents to 'do your business and
leave.'
Loitering and social stuff is.
office

barredr

w

-"="

Silent

i

^'^^==--=

Treatment U.G.
office has

RKO's booking

been
about cutting down the
agents for about a year now. For
a few. weeks last fall the bookers
tried the silent treatment on some
agents refraining from booking
their acts on the supposition the
boys would depart of their own
volition;
but some RKO officials
objected to this method, so it was
called off after about two works.

Champ

Fish in

Vaude

Chicago, April

16.

Helene Madison, champ swimmer,
Is

now

in vaude.

Morris Silver and Sammy White
have Hju il t=an^ac fcr-arou nd=th earnermaid, using

a,

quartet

known

as the

Four Brummels.

talking

Kibbee's 'Herbert'
Burbank, April

16.

Guy Kibbce

Is set for the title
role in 'Big Hearted Herbert,' current In New York.

Comedy by Sophie Kerr and Anna
Steese Richardson has been bought

by Warners for

pix.

>
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HARRY
ROSE
Broadway 's

Tuesday, April 17, 1934

EDDIE

PEABODY
By ED SULLIVAN

Jester

Thanks

A
APPEAR!

Columnistt Personal Index:

My most

enjoyable week, from Friday, the 13th, to Thurs-

day, the 20, at Loew's State Theatre ...

Loews

State 'New

Week—April

favorite

ED SULLIVAN

Mas-

Harry: Rose

,

i

13

.

.

.

.

a most

for

pleasant engagement

The greatest gal tap
The most amazing card trickThe greatest banjojst, Eddie Peabody
ster, Card)
The most unusual night club novelty, The Golden Girl
Broadway's most tuneful rhythm tri
The Tic Toe Girls
The most exciting -comedy knockabout team, Mackie
.
Broadway's most romantic tenor, Gene
and Lavelle
Marvey
The most charming night club chori
Cath"Cackles" O'Neal .
band, Ruby
eri
. The finest stage
Zwerling's State Senators . . The greatest Broadway manThe nicest audiences, those at Loew's
ager, Al Rosen
State, any day, any show, any year.

ter of Ceremoni

York

dancer, Eleanor Powell

This

My

.

in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

His

Dawn Patrol Revue

,

.

ED SULLIVAN'S

Now

Playing:

....

Dawn

Patrol Revue

.

.

.

"Broadway After Dark"

IN

EVgRY ART THERE

with

Dawn

Week

ALWAYS ONE SUPREME

ED SULLIVAN'S

—Playing Return Engangement and

CASINO DE PAREE

NOW
This

IS

"BROADWAY AFTER DARK"

Patrol Revue,

Doubling; from

NEW YORK

.

.

FOURTEENTH WEEK

IN

(April 13),

LOEWS STATE, NEW YORK

Thanks to BILLY ROSE

ED SULLIVAN

THREE

Presents

TIC-TOCS
Now

RUBY
ZWERLING

N. T. G/s

GOLDEN

appearing with

ED SULLIVAN'S
Dawn Patrol Revue

and

His State Senators
take extreme pleasure in

GIRL

MACKIE

"Broadway After Dark"
AT

Dawn

LOEW'S STATE
NEW YORK
This

Week—April

Patrol Revue

13

LOEW'S STATE
NEW YORK

and

TRIPLING
22 Continuous week*
at the Cocoanut Grove and Club
Tic- Toe,
Park Central Hotel,

This

Week—April

Appearing

STATE,

New York

Also appearing at NTG's

PARADISE CAFE
Now in TENTH WEEK

at

NEW

LOEW'S
YORK,

ED SULLIVAN'S
Dawn Patrol Revue

with

13

Personal Management

MAURICE GOLDEN

LA VALLEE

"Broadway After Dark"

"Broadway After Dark"

assisting

to

his

Dawn

Patrol Revue one of the
outstanding successes of
the Vaudeville world.
P.S.—Starting

my

7th year

April 30

LOEW'S
STATE THEATRE
New York

Also appearing at the

PALAIS ROYAL

GENE

O'NEAL

ED

make

SULLIVAN and

CATHERINE
'CACKLES'

ED SULLIVAN'S
Dawn

Patrol Revue

"Broadway After Dark"

LOEW'S STATE
NEW YORK
This Week-^April 13
Doubling from Joe Moss

HOLLYWOOD

RESTAURANT

nightly

A R VEY

'Broadway's Romantic Tenor'9
Appearing this week—April 13r-LOEW'S STATE, New York
with ED SULLIVAN'S Dawn Patrol Revue, "BROADWAY AFTER DARK"

Now 22nd week

at the

HOLLYWOOD RESTAURANT and

continuing

Thanks

to

JOE MOSS

'
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NEW ACTS

customers to the theatres they've

a magic show, it's got everything
and has it staged' in zipping order.
Only bad spots come With Blackstone's sojourns down the aisel of
the theatro with a handkerchief
style of m.c.'irig is working hard trick and a bit later with an DON HUMBERT and RITA
this week and looks responsible for electric light that has ho visible Singing, dancing
keeping the show together. On his means of support and no attached 10 Mins.; One
behalf he lands tellingly with songs current. It's a good show for those G. p. H., N. Y.
and gags. His song is 'Broadway whose, pews border on the lucky
Don. Humbert formerly did a
Iiullabye,' a good pick under the aisle, but the rest of the house
he's with a
circumstances and in tune with the just has to wait for him to get singing single. Now
good-looking brunette, Rita, And
theme of the show. From then oh back onstage.
The show opens with a rain of throwing everything in. except gags
it's pie for Rose and his sustained
clicking makes it easier for the rest ducks, geese and rabbits put of and the kitchen sink.
He has a pleasing enough tenor
of the troupe. Especially for Sul- everything that comes on the stage,
ing himself on a
livan, who found Rose's help quite even a black sheep coming out of voice, accompany
real
handy in the microphone- moments. a meaningless ball of silk. He has guitar, but does riot show anywhile
Mackey and Lavelle mop up the several big disappearance tricks, Strength until he hoofs, once off to
stage with their, full dress suits in but scores soundly with, an 'Alice singing and last to get them
and
piano
at
the
Rita
is
applause;
into
'Blown
bit,
They
Wonderland'
routine.
in
mayhem
a strenuous
knock each other silly four times a Eternity* and the spectacular 'saw-, also chiming in the choruses of
day, but there's nothing in the' NRA ing a woman in half with a power Humbert's numbers. She also de r
livers an Hibernian piece alone.
code against that. Cackles O'Neil, buzz saw.
Deuced here and over nicely with
Show thrives on word of mouth
blonde kicker from the Hollywood,
ads* and will probably build from this downtown audience, but it's an
lg next,, and pretty quiet in comthe mild opening. Unit, composed act strictly for this type- of 'neighparison.
is
16"
menagerie,
a
on
and
borhood.
people
of
Tic Toe Girls, femme trio, are
somewhat early, which tends to de- heading into Chi and goes irito
They re- Canada for opening April 21. Kid
ter them at the start.
cover quickly, however; Redhead; Long and Frank Merrill are ahead, MONROE BROS. (2)
blonde arid bruriet, for contract's and Forrest" Creighton is on the Trampoline

played.

sake.

Sullivan bears the 'name* clasthan most. He is
a column writer on the Broadway
subject with a dally by-line in a
paper whose circulation tops 2,000,-^
600 every day during the week.

arid

UNIT REVIEWS
Ed

Revue

Sullivan's

(STATE, N. Y.)
When a non-actor name,

'

foreign
to stage work, goes thespian,. he or
else
little
delivers
ordinarily
Abe
but the monicker for billing purEd Sullivan, the Daily
poses.,
roadway columnist, is an
News'
exception that proves the rule, for
Sullivan at the State this week is
'

,

.delivering

.

-

a show, and a good one,

along with himself.
A few years ago- it would 'have
been strange, indeed to figure a
newspaperman as headliner timber

a high pressure theatre, on
Broadway or any other street. But
Broadway columning has changed
all that, as evidenced by the per-

for

sonal appearance all

been making of

some

that

the. boys have

plus the fact

late,

have really attracted

sification better

.

With Sullivan at the State are

a group of clever specialty .people,

largely from the "hite club field;
most of them; in fact, are doubling

here from the Paradise and
wood cafes and Casino de
Sullivan works through the
alternating at the mike with

Holly-

Paree

show
Harry
regular m.C;, and
as well as coming

Rose, the unit's
doubling in bits,
out in 'one' by. his lonesome to dialog a. few feet of film. Latter is, a
repeat for Broadway, Sullivan having used it at the Paramount a few
months ago.
Distinct individual specialty wal
lops are delivered by at least five
of the turns, making it difficult to
find enough of an edge^ between 'em
to single anybody out for top hon;

Eddie
arid
have the edge
when caught, although they were
ideally spotted, and that may have
had lots to do with it,
Broadway seems now to have
M "covered- Peabody, a feat in
which »it is seven or eight years
banjo
The
behind
California.
buster from the Coast appears to
have finally landed down here, He
banjoed the main stem peasants
Eleanor

ors.

Powell

Peabody seemed

to

:

f

'

in his first nurn
then brought on a 16-string
harp-guitar that must be tough
enough to carry, let alone play
Then a fast one on the fiddle and
back to the banjo for an Imitation
of a pair of them. Finally, Peabody
had Sullivan joining in on another
banjo in a piece which, forturiateIv. required but two positions on
the frets.
Miss Powell, who had
scored on her own account earlier
In the bill, teamed up with Pea
bo^v to climax the unit.
"luby Zwerling and the State's
pit band are on the stage all the
way. Tables in front of them in

into submission
ber,

;

customary theatre manner of

the

.

suggesting a nite club.
Harry Rose with his aggressive

.

.

All

their lyriris are; .special

the act in form is remindful
Four Golden .Blondes. MaurGolden produced both acts. The

of the
ice

Tic Toes* telephone number is the
strongest reminder Of the earlier,
turn. They get kinda blue now and
then, but manage to stay on the
safe side on the whole, arid as an
unusual trio of girls they are apt
to do as well in vaudeville as
they've been doing on the floor this
season,
The Golden Girl from the Para
dise. brings/ her gilt- painted self out
onto the apron for poses arid a
couple of. acrobatic tricks under a
series of changing.spotlights. Maybe
her baggage didn't arrive on time,
for when caught she had nothing on
except a loin cloth and the paint.
Cardini a cinch, as usual, in his
10 minutes of palming. Gene Mar
vey, well set. up ypung singer, was
on too long, a mistake that would
be fatal ordinarily, but on this occasion the audience didn't seem to
mind. He's a comer.
They rang in an uncut reel on Sullivan, which pied up his narrative
at the start, but he made the best
of an embarrassing- situation and
came out of it nicely. As at the
Paramount, Sullivan is tossing in
visiting celebs at each show.' At
the performance viewed here, he
brought on Abner Silver, the song
writer, and Tony Canzoneri, exlightweight champ. Also, but not
in the celeb class, a Miss Martha
Meers, announced as a NBC 'star.

—

•

.

Barney.

show.

SPICES OF 1934

under a new name.

Their poise,

assurance, age and general familiar-

BROOKLYN)

(MET.,

7 Mins.; Full (Special)
Academy, N. Y.
This team looks like an. old act
ity with a novelty's requirements
stamps them as vets. May. be the
Monroe and Graiit team that was
caught way back in *20,
Monroes are on in tramp outfits,
one of them alternating into femme
.

a
Paprika, of this event
couple of semi-riude tableauxs that
are remindful of an intermission
closer at the Irving Place. Other
wise it's just Count Berrii Vici's
girl-band stretched to double the
ordinary running time and including some good, fair and indifferent

HOWARD WOODS and'ORCHESTRA

(11)
19 Mins.; Full (Special)

Loew's Orpheum, N. Y.
Sounds like a ballroom aggregaDown to cases
tion gone stagey.
they offer no new .wrinkle but what
they play they play well.
Maybe,
that

makes them

eligible for

what-

ever Is left of the vaude time and
they look okay for unit work. Usual
showing off of soloists and impersonators among the lads, but there
isn't a dancer to be seen in the lot,
riot even Woods, who does do a
couple of soft shoe twists towards
the close, but not enough to mention at length. Well received here
when caught as, the closer of a 5act layout.
The boys also sing together, in
the opening number and later in a
crouch down front, before the mike
that is constantly before the band.
Lighting is simple but the stage
setting is piain so the lighting enhances little. In the second half
of the band's work they [offer numbers as certain name bands would
play them. Smart thing about this
end of the barid's work is that they
close with "a Calloway brass.- Shan,
"'

'

FRANK PARKER

for the twisting bouncers Singing
somersaults on the trampo. 8 Mi c; One
Their attempts for light laughs via Paramount, N, Y.
pantomime and. the false playing of
Frank Parker is one of the ace
a trick mouth organ "were usually
specialists.
NBC tenors, on several prominent
at this downtowner.
The good Ones are Joe Besser arid successful
programs, although most easily
In the opening frame here..
Bobby 'Uke' Henshaw; the fair
Identifiable with Jack Benny. This
Harriet Cruise, ' Bordine arid Car-

and Mary and Bobby; the inMile. Caroline and Paul
Sutton.
Sam Critcherson, straight
for Besser; and eight posers make
up the rest of the cast.
For b. 6., however, this unit is
all there. Flash: is its middle name,
with the nudes and Mile. Caroline,
fan dancer, acting as a more powerful drafting agent probably than
of the show's entertainment
all

clothes,

and

roll,

different.

'

Serkowich's Network

Of Press Agents
Start With

Wm.

to

Morris

Is presumably his .first 'in person.'
appearance on a stage and, though
an unfortui.ate one, should, not.
discourage
m.
Night caught Parker was obviously nervous. His two fists closely entwined around the pedestal of
his microphone he sang, his face
carefully turned
everywhere ex-

When he

Publix cept at the audience.

did

Ben Serkowich, former
qualities combined,
let go of the mike for a few eloBern! Vici's band was never orie and
exploiteer, has established cutionary gestures, they reminded
to attend strictly to musical qualan advertising and publicity agency of high school auditoriums, which
ities, for in this is where it is most
was worse than the mike hugging.
Serkowich's Also there was an adenoidal
deficient.
For noise, yes—as Miss along unique lines.
qualCruise has learned by this time. idea is to -give headllners and per ity about his three numbers' which
She's introed as from the air, the
is not at all evident in his radio
Count telling the auditors they'll sonalitles a nation-wide service, so send-outs, so probably directly
recognize her from her theme song. that while touring and away from traceable to the same nervousness.

RKO

'

.

Nobody tumbled, so Miss Cruise
Miss Meers sang one song and In- had to do. her own convincing.
dicated the superlatives may not be She's from Chicago. Warbling in
front of that brasti section is murmisplaced at some future date.
Show is naturally- limited to der and the lark made hardly any
metropolitan booking, due to the more impression .going off than she
preponderance of doubters in the did on her incognito entrance.
cast.
But it's good entertainment,
At different times the band plays
with or without the Sullivan name, Ravel's 'Bolero' and Tchaikofsky's
and the name should get some busi 'Overture of 1812.' Yet if the Count
ness wherever Sullivan is known, had gotten his introductions scramwhich means most anywhere in the bled it would have made no differvicinity of New York:
ence, for both numbers sounded
Bige.
alike.
But for both, tunes there's

He

a

neat appearing young
there will be- no cessa
man and wears clothes nicely.. On
tion of the exploitive work.
To broadcasts with Benny
he has been,
this end Serkowich will have a net- known to handle a few lines hero
work of affiliated press agents and there with ease. He'll proboperating locally in all principal ably make' the .grade when he geta
more accustomed to a sea of faces.
theatrical centres.
Kauf.
First to designate Serkowich as
special exploitation, counsel is the
William Morris agency. While not
joining that organization Serkowich
will exploit their headllners and
plenty of- flash. With the 'Bolero' will headquarter part of the time
Harbro, Chicago - - - Week Mar. 16
the six posers arid Bordine and in the Morris offices.
Riverside, /Milwaukee, Week Mar. S3
Carroll dance appropriately on the
Ambassador, St. Louis, Week Mar. 80
(ORPHEUM, LINCOLN)
cut-out stage over the bandstand,
while for '1812' finale Moscow is
Lincoln, Ajpril 12.
in Madison, Wis.
burned
and. bombed In this same
Blackstone the magician is In
Chicago, April 16.
stage section.
these three day s on straight perIt is on the upper deck, IncidenCapitol in Madison, Wisconsin
Now at
centage at the Orph, and there are tally, where a good part of the more returns to vaude this week, play
those who think heV have made colorful action of the unit takes ing five acts on Saturday, Sunday
place.
The tableauxs are staged
more money if he'd taken the out up there, as is the first semi- and Monday booked through the
With Oriental, Chicago, and
right figure offered him by LTC adagio dance by Bordine and Gar- Billy Diamond office here.
Tower, Kansas City, to Follow
First show has Roscoe Ates as
Anyhow, he came in following the roll in gilt coating". Previous to this
Chicago Rep. FRED ROSENTHAL
milking of this town by th.e they are in
headliner, with Evelyn Brent' to
inanimate

New York

is

Just Finished

BLACKSTONE

.

Vaude

'WHITEY' ROBERTS

(

TED COOK
\

WEEK
ORIENTAL THEATRE
CHICAGO
7TH

j

B.

&

J

K.

RIVOLI,

'Georgia Minstrels.'

However,

for

pose for
an
first 20 minutes of the
their 'coming to life' gets

about the
unit

and

TOLEDO

follow.

a hand.

One

of the tableaux

is

a foun-

tain affair, with six girls posing in
flesh^colored ge-strings and bras-

A

iers around Mile. Caroline.
She
comes, down to the stage for. a short
routine' that can be duplicated, if
not bettered, by most chorus girls/
The customers, see very little.
Henshaw is on early in the show
arid- clicks easily with the instru-

mental,

vocal

and

N
D

(HUDSON WONDERS)

comedy

light

His uke stuff catches quickly, same going for-, the 'imitation of
auto horns', and birds.
Besser's hoke never missed at
work.

General Executive Offices

"

LOEW BUILDING

ANWEST
N EX
ISO

BRyant 9 7800

46™ ST*

NEW YORK

catching, Critcherson foiling
exceptionally well.
Mary and. Bobby. are. on for a couple of fair hooferies, while Paul
Sutton does an a. k. cowboy in a
portrayal of 'The Last Round-Up.'
Combination of weak delivery and
the fact that the tune has been so
overplayed got this stanza very
little in the way of applause..
this

BOOKED SOLID
This

Week

(April 13) Roxy,
irection

New York

SIMON AGENCY

For Healy's Stooges

CITY

.JHollywood, April

16.

stooges, Howard,
Fifio
and Howard, are booked for a week
San Francisco,
at tne^ Warfield,

Healy's
.

J.

H.

LUBIN

GENERAL MANAGES

stpftng^Frrda^
office

agon ted.

Trio returns to Hollywood,
to start a short for Columbia.

ie

MARVIN

H, SCHENCR
BOOHING MANAGER

KIRK and LAWRENCE

Sherwood's Job
Baltimore, April

16.

Eddio Sherwood, quondam Vaurlo
warbler, and for past seven years n
local nitery impresario, has been
appointed ASCAP rep for this territory.

"Jztsta

Couple of Eor3e Lafts"
Variety, April -JO

"Klrli

and Lawrence

ROXY,

is.

ft

NEW

Direction

unique type of turn that will appeal

to all."

YORK, THIS WEEK (APRIL 13)
IlARKY NORWOOD and MATT KELLY

.

.

'

.

"

'

.

a

''

|

.

Tuesday, April 17, 1934

VARIETY

50

Mon'negro ft Dorltal
Mori's Best
D'Amselle ft Boy
P Zam'a Gypsy Bd|
Fisher Gls Eddie Davis Oro.
Savoy-Plaza
ISLINGTON
Moulin Rouge, B'kn Freddie Martin Ore
Hall
Blue
Larry McMahon
Seamon ft Farrell
1st half (16-18)
(Continued from page 23)
Sennet's Pub
Connie Lang-.
Hutch
Rlngle Bros & R
Eleanore Gardner
Gertrude Moody
ing out the center, to explain that
Max Miller
3 Harmony Kings'
Frank Morey
Sullivan
Ukulele Ike
Joe
expected a cut for that space
-had
he
2d half (19-21)
Martin Trlnl Orch
Pat Whalen
Jimmy Savo
Lewis ft Lawn
but he had not received It and would
New Wonder Bar Frank ft Francis
(April 20)
Falls
Co as booked
the reader please use his imagina(Union City)
Reading ft Boyce
KLLBUBN
Slmplon Club
tion and see Sylvia Sidney and
Ann Pennington
Vic Oliver
(April 13)
Grange
Ann Seymour
Estelle Taylor
3 Loose Screws
Fredric March in a scene from
Selma 4
Bernard ft Rloh
Trocadero
King's Jesters
'Good Dame.'
Peel ft Curtis
Gale Tracy ft L
Numerals in connection with bills below indicate opening day of
Farmer Ore
Plerrotys'
The idea back of it all is to get
Lily Lido
PECKnAM
Anona Winn
Sherry's
show, whether full, or split week
the people turning regularly to his
Jimmy Burns
Tower
Hobb Wilton
Oro
Bush
Harry
Noel
Sherman
advertising space to see what he
•3
Paul Freeman
Virginians
,Marl6
ft Flarlo
Billy,
Arnold'
Elizabeth
RuBty ft Shine
hag been up to now, He runs a
Ernie Golden Ore..
Maurice.
Florette
CANTON
Madte & Ray
St. Morlti Botel
freak at least three times a week,
CLAPTON
SHEPHERD'S BUSH
Herb Williams Co
Loew's
Old Roumanian
Leon Belasco Orch
and they all look for his gags. It
.Rink
Pavilion
Rlrnacs
2d half (24-26)
B
Thomashofsky
Marghrlte ft Leroy enables him to take a smaller, space
Mlntonl
Brps.
Juye's
Buddy,
U
Terry's
Rogers
Valencia (20)
Reglna Zuchenbei'g Oypsy Nina
<
3 Dancing Aces
STREATHAM
and still get niore attention.
INDIANAPOLIS
Vercell Sl#
Ethel Bennet
Gautler's Toy Shop
Poter White
Palace.
Loew's (20)
Jack Silverman
Roy SmeckSt. Regis. Hotel
YORK CITY Peter Higglns
EALING
Apollon Rev
3 Virginians
Charles Ore
Schools Again
Edgar Bergen
Buster West Co
Palace (20)
B'way Palladium Rusty ft Shine
Ore
JERSEY
CITY
Lopez
Vincent
Jim Joseph's Oro
Grade Barry
3 Swifts
James Barton
Ralflnl Bd
Minor ft Root
Loew's (20)
Florette
Just about now is the time to get
Palais Royal
(13)
Gracella & Theod're Joe- Penner Co
(Four to fill)
EAST HAM
TOTTENHAM
Surf Club
ready for the high school graduaRae Samuels
(13)
Klnema
Georgle Tapps
NEWARK
Palace
AKRON
Jaok Myers Ore
Frank Buck
tion stunts, though most schools
Ann Prltchard Co
1st half (1G-18)
3 Ambassadors
State (20)
Hlntonl Bros
Charlotte Murrle
COLUMBUS
Freddie Craig Jr
Edna Sedgwick
Hugh Ormond
will not close until late in May or
France ft LaPell
3 Dancing Aces
(20-23)
1st
half
raluce (20)
Taft GrUl
Peggy, Strlokland
Eton Boys ft Dp Re
Meredith & Snoozer Mounsey ft Clark
Peter White
in June. One of the best and most
Buddy "Rogers V
Sally. Rand Co
Loomis Sis
Johnny Burke
Co as hooked
Jean Sargent
WALTHAMSTON Leah
Gee Hall Orch.
lasting /appeals is made through
DETROIT
BALTIMORE
Ray
Maxellos
Stuart & Lash
2d half (19-21)
Granada
Tovern, B'klym
The
Cwurtesy. at,, graduating, time.
Century (20)
JFox (20)
Nitza Vernllle
Academy
Bernlce Emily
Co as booked"
Powell ft Brett
Qrc
Murray
Jack
Arthur LeFleur Co 3- DeLdng Bros
Ina Ray
Bobby Gillette
boys and girls are getting through
1st half (20-23)
EDO
ARE
ROAD
Birch Co
Jerome Mann
Jerry Cooper
Tic Toe, Club-.
Monroe .Bros
Radio Aces
PITTSBURGH
Grand
their school days. They should be
Co as' booked
Harry Burns Co
Machll ft La VBlle
CrpsS ft Dunn
Melissa Mason
Dillon & Parker
Penn (20)
Selma 4.HAM
WEST
theatre
thatthey
of
the
reminded
fill)
Mills
Kirk
H
ft
Phil Harris Ore
(One to
Johnny Burke
60 MiU'n Frenchm'n Peel & Curtis
Klverla
Tuscany Hotel.
may carry away the good will en. Betty Jane Cooper
Val Olman Ore
(13)
Chas Ahearn Tr
PROVIDENCE
FINSBURY: PARK
1st half (16-18)
Bela Lobl'ov Oro'
Lathrop Bros
Puradlse
Sally Rand Co.
gendered through various stunts
(One to fill) ',.
Loew's (20)
Empire
Co as booked
Vanderbllt. Hotel
HEMPSTEAD
2d half (24-26)
during the year.;
BOSTON
Chappelle ft Carlton 'New Crazy. ShowNTG Rev
2d half (19-21)
Blvoll
Marie-: & Pals
Joe Moss Orch
Orpheum. (20)
Andrea Marsh Co
Dave ft J O'Gorman Hugh Ormond
The best gag; if a motion Camera
Downey
Morton
(13-1.6)
half
1st
Bros
Hopkins
Stanley
Valentine Vox' Co
Ward .&
Chas Carrier
Bob Murphy
Mounsey & Clark
J Johnson Ore,
is available at a reasonable price is
Eddie Miller
Aunt Jemima
Foster -*: Batle
Tommy Mack Co Nlchol ft Martin
Co' as booked
Village Barn
Felicia Sorel.
motion picture of the graduating
a
Nn,t Haines Co
Wills
Seller &
Jones- ft Thomas
WIMBLETON
Ann .Lee Patterson Ahthoyn Trlnl Ore class, to be shown the following
Jane & Katherine L
WASHINGTON
Syd Railton
Palais de Dance
Beth Challls
Needa Klnkald
Kitchen Pirates
Fox (20)
Ernie Gerrard
week at- the theatre and then careNeuman
Paramount, New. York
Eddie Ray
Bruno:. ft Manon
fill)..
of
1934
(One
to
Spices
Olivette
ft
Barrlch't
Wheeler & Yvonne
Geo.' McGulre.
Earl, Jack ft B
fully sealed to he, opened 10 years
PARK and CLIFFORD
Andy & Irving
Frances McCoy
WOOD GREEN Johnny' Hale
Boxy, New York
hence, tf. this is. not' possible,.' at
Carson Sis
Palace
Iva Stewart
Josh Medders
least arrange for the still of the
BIBDLAND
Archie Gordon
BUck ft Bubbles
Netta Carlisle
Klt-Kat Bd
Fox's, Brooklyn
class to be made Into a slide, with
Teas Gardell.
Nino ft Negri t
TOM, DICK and BARRY
perhaps stills' of the class officers,
Village Nut Club
Park Central Hotel
the' faculty' 'and the; junior class.
Chas Barnett Ore Cliff Clifton Rev
Marbro (13)
YORK. CITY
Provincial
Prepare" a tactful slide to give the
N.utsy Fagan
-Broadway F.oUles
Paramount (20)
Petit Palais
By XjEDDY & SMITH
facts, and show this layout oh the
Zlra Lee
Medley ft Diipree
Gloria. Swansori
Joe Lynrie
Llla Gaines
screen.
Johnny Woods
Paul- Draper
Li la Lou
The Vh-gils.
of April 16
'4 .Franks
note of congratulation, enclosJ. & E Torrehce
Allyn Reece
Gordon Keith
Chas 'Slim* Timblln Lewis ft Ames
Lee
Paul
Cross & Dunn
Edlnbnrg
ing a pass good the first week of
NOTTING
HAM
Lawes
Henry
Jbley Coburn Ore
Gene Gory
Mattlson Rhythms
'It Happ'd 1 Night'
Brooklns & Van
Hippodrome
BROOKLYN
Alexandria .ft Olsen vacation is always a good stunt.
KANSAS CITY
2d half (17 r 19)
Place Plquale
Oriental (IS)
Melyln
8
O
Alfredo
Orch
Milt
Sple.lmah.
Ore
Paramount
(20)
Mntnstreet (13)
The home addresses may be ob80 Mll'n. Frenchm'n
Flfl O'Orsay,
Darlo ft Diane
6 Sherry Bros.
PORTSMOUTH
Block ft Sully
Waldorf- Astoiiq
New Yorkers.
Audubon,
tained through the school secretary.
Ralph .Olsen do
Marlon Chase
Shaw ft Weston
'Hippodrome
Frank Parker
Maurice Cordoba.
NEWARK
1st half (20-23)
Some theatres have been sending
Hal Sherman
Rosenthal Ore
H
Connie
Graham
Alexander
ft
Mose
Park
Clifford
ft
Mar
go
Proctor's
(80V
Rogers & Wynn
Aron & Broderlck
Don Alphonse Ore Carmen
these letters for 10 or 12 years.
Co as booked
BUly Bennett
Jack Sidney's Co
BOSTON
Welcome Lewis
Francis ft Marian
Regent'
Trlx.
Sis
Plaza
Hotel
Do something to tie the ..theatre
Diaz
Gilbert
Metropolitan (80)
Peplto
X. Cugat Ore
Joe Peanuts Co
1st half (16-18)
Charladies
Kavanaugb
Stan
De
George
Marcos
Raft
H. Mad'rlgue'ra Ore into the commencement week pro(Two to fill)
Sully ft Thomas
Co as booked
Nbyes
Dee
&
(13).
Davis
(13-16)
Benny
Co
let half
gram and eventually the appreciaEmll Colman Oro
Ted -Cook
Wash Sq. Club
2d half (19-21)
Karlsdn 4
Crazy Quilt'
- 5 Cracker Jacks
BUFFALO
Alton Girls
4. Carlos
Van Strattons
Restaurant La Rue. Frank Farrell Orch "ve pupils will be sending their own
Kramer Hardy ft R NEW BRUNSWICK
Buffalo (20)
DALLAS
Co. as booked
Stanelll
children to the theatre because they
Arthur Warren's O
Keith's
Weylin Hotel
O'Neal
Roxy Gang
Melbai (24)
LEITH
SWANSEA
had a friendly feeling
lBt half (21-22)'
Al VerdiRltz Tower.
Michael Covert Ore have, always
CHICAGO
Frank Buck
Capitol
Empire
Smith Rogers ft E
for the house.
Maye
' Roye. ft
Chicago (20)
Majestic (20)
1st half (16-18)
Layton ft Johnstone Nat. Harris Ore
Wive! Cafe
(Two. to fill)
BROOKLYN
The community theatre that' does
Follies
Harris 2 & L
Withers'
Russian Kretchuna Amy Atklnsan
4 Carlos
Cottrillos
1st half (14il5)
Albee (20)
Joe Peanuts
DETROIT
Kuznetzoff ft N
not work the school angle is losing
.Co as booked
Victor Moreton
Jack Wick
Milt Dill Co
8. Slate Bros
Ralph Olsen Co
Michigan (20)
Samovar
2d half (19-21)
4 White Flashes
ope of its best bets;
Lillian Lorraine
Mitchell & D
(Others to fill)
George- Camp.o
George Olsen Bd
Co as booked
Tracy ft Vlnette
Mm?. Nlcollna
Ami- Pavo
Val Irving
(13)
Radio Rubes'
Ethel Shutta
NORWICH
Hllto S
Radn'eff
Maldie Du Fresne
Flying High
Gilbert Bros
Oriental (20)
HOUSTON
Got Attention
Haymarket
Simon Phillpoff
Tex McLeod
La Salle Orch
PATERSON
Welst & Stanton
Frances Arms
Metropolitan (20)
Douglas
Pemherton Alma Victoria
Selling a paint store the idea of
Keith's
Marty May
Buck 'ft Bubbles.
Jarl Renee ft V
1—
CHICAGO
1st half (20-23)
using sortie picture stills to get atJ Sidney's Samples
Eddie White
Reynolds ft. White
Larry Saunders
Madison
CHICAGO
Mlchon Bros
tention to .an urge for a spring
Bismarck Hotel
Neecee Shannon
4 Blenders
1st -half (M-1B)
Chicago (13)
Bert. Walton
(Walnut Room)
touching up, .an exhlb persuaded .the
Cabarets
Marge -ft Marl*
Olympla P Winners Louise Gay Co
Harriet Hoctor
Russian jRevels
dealer to fill a' window with cans, of
Blackhawk
I & Neecle Stevens Goss ft Barrows
ANTONIO
Paul Gerrlts
SAN
Virginia Buchanan
a certain 'brand of paint. He letGene Gory .Orch
Seymour SI
...Harrison ft. BJmo
Radio Rubes •
Majestic (20)
Bob
Wyatt
2d' Half (24-26)
tered a large card with a Joint apGeorge Beatty
'Men In Whiter
Amios 'n* Andy
Earl Rlckard
Maurle Moret .Orch
N ft E Perez
Vernon Rathburn
peal for the paint and his incoming
Algonquin Hotel
Bl Morocco
Bernard ft Henry
Prospect
Chez Paree
show And set' this in the center,
Club
Mlnnet
Peplto..
1st half (13-1$)
Cookie F'rchlld Ore Jos.
Smith Or.cn Henry. Busae Ore
with the stills down closer to- the.
Smith Rogers .ft B
Jack King
Joe Jackson Jr
Menendes Ore
Sylvia Lee
glass.. To get Attention for -the sign
Earl Hlnes Orch
Club Leisure.
That Quartette
Tvohhe Nova
Bal
Musette i,,
House
Essex
2d half (17-19)
Violet Garlsen
he Used/, the old .overturned ink
Heiiry Mack
Lucio Garcia
Millard ft Anita
Glenn Gray Oro
Large ft Morgner
Sid Marlon
Adellna -Dosseha
George Marchal
bottle gag with va variation.
Gilbert Diaz'
ELIZABETH
George Prentice
Got, Clinton Hotel Billy. Meagher
6 Colleglates
Frank Sheruian
Pierrots
Mary Plckford Co
took ah empty can,' part of a
Rltt
joe Manni's Orch
Chflstensens
Tilyott
34adsm Georgette
Enoch Lights Ore
Ross ft Edwards
1st half (22-2*)
supply furnished for display purMoral
Room
Sis
Watson
(21-22)
1st half
Betty Chase
Mme Yvette
WASHINGTON
Will Osbbrhe Rev
HaClub
Ha
(Brevoort
Hotel)
Co
Bomby
poses, filled it with sealing wax,
Lavler
Jack Sexton Jr
Jack
Leon Bed or*
Earle (20)
1st half (14-17)
Healy
ROCHESTER
Danny
Or
'Sugar'.
Harolds
(One to fill)
Earl
Bates
waited until, the wax Was almost set
Apache Qrc
Olvldo Perez
'Let's .Cheer*
Jack' White
Keith's (20)
1st half (14-15>
Edgar Rice
and put. it on a shelf above the card,
PHILADELPHIA Ray Hullng. Co
Beaux Arts.
Club' Boy ale
Jerry Bergan
Swan ft Lucille
Stan Rlttoff Orch
E Ritchie
Grace Hayes
Earle (20)
permitting the wax to run out on,
Lillian Fitzgerald
Luclen La Rivtero
Clyde Hager
Lee
MorseJaros
Sis
Reed & Lavere
Adler. ft Bradford
Duponts
Roth-Andrews Orch
Thomara Dorlva
the shelf. and some of it to drop on
Buster Shaver Co
Racket Cheers.
.Ruth Ford
Chester Fredericks
(13)
Nut
ouse
Clara Larlnova
Marty May
Nellie Nelson
the card where it would not ob*
H'lyw'd
Restaurant
Bobby pincus
Ferry. Corwey
Nelle Kelly
Inez La Vail
Szlta ft Ann Is
Moe
Lee
Ethel Sheppard Co Honey Fam
the lettering. The result
scure
Rudy
Vallee
Orch
Nelle Kelly
Ozzie Nelson Oroh
Clothlel Berry essa
Dprothy Wahl
(13)
Jo-Jo
BOSTON
Sddle
Peabody
looked as though the can had acci.Landt 3 ft White
(13)
Norman Astwotfd'
Fritz Miller Oro
Crystal 3
Geo
DeCosta
Keith's (20)
Revel
tfqore
ft
Fredericks
Chester
Virginia Lee ft R
Slltah ft Marl
dently been overturned and dozens
Ames & Arno
Harry
Sherman
De Guchl Japs
Beauval
Tona
ft
.College
Inn
Maurice Shaw Orch
Radio Rogues
of people dropped into .the, store to
Jimmy Lane
Chaz Chase
Mickey Brantz
Lopez's Hawllans
8 Evans Coi-eds
warn the proprietor that one of .the
Iris Adrian
"Opera Club"
Jimmy Matterh
Casino de Paree
Mathea Merryfleld
cans had fallen, proving that the
OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE N. V. A.
Beuyell ft Tova
Edwlna Mershon.
Frances Williams
Marlon Martin "
idea- took hold.
Or
Frankie
Masters
Lawrence .Salerno
Hal LeRoy
Drucllla Strain
The wax was made of four parts
Tom Gentry Orch
Jimmy Savo
Gene Marvey
PARAMOUNT BUILDING
Congress. Bote)
Jose Rlvas Orcb
plaster of parts to one part robin,
YORK CITY Jay Mills Co
Saxon Sis
Jerry LeBter
Room)
(Joe
Urban
Tills Week: Wm. Phil Brick:—Phil Neely
Pierce
Harris
ft
Novella Bros
Roxy (20)
Holland ft June"
one-fourth part yellow beeswax.
Hotel Dixie
Art
Kassel
Sunklst' Ens
Eleanor Powell
Lewis & Van
.Enough dry color, was stirred-in to
Palmer House
Robert Royce
Art Kahn Ore
Charles Melson
PHILADELPHIA CaTdlnl
Mildred Bailey
Van Cello
Cherle ft Tomaslta
,give the proper shade while the
Lydia ft Joresco
Lynn Burno Co
HInda Wassau
Fox (20)
Hotel Edison
Roscoe Ates.
Young Worth ft
Stone ft Vernon
rosin and wax were melted in a
•Melody Mad P'r'de' Leon Friedman Ore Raginsky Ens
Donatella Bros ft C
Blaine Arden,
Coloslmo's
TRENTON'
4 Calif's
Edward Gale
Johnny
Perkins
(13)
Wesley
Eddy
water bath, in this case a double
Julia. Lyons
Capitol
Hotel Gotham
Larry Adler
Ben Pollock Orch
12 Aristocrats
Sophie Tucker
Gae Foster Girls
boiler.
Dorothy .Henry
Chauncey Parsons
1st half (20-23)
•Melody Mad P'r'de'
DENVER, COLO. Terrell ft. Fawcett Casino Town Club P. Van Steeden Ore Deronda
ft Barry
The effect of a wider flow can be
Abbott
Girls
Nan Blakston
Qarl. Shaw
CHICAGO
Ruth Petty
Orpheum (10)
Hotel Lexington
Blnrlco D'.Alba
Breez Fletcher
'Obtained by turning the caff over
(Three, to fill)
Jerry Co
Palace (20)
Jay Mills Co
Jack Little Ore
Eddie Deerlng
Paramount
.on a sheet -of cold glass, breaking
SAN FRANCISCO Allan Calea Ore
Rae Samuels
Z& half (24-26)
Danny '& Edith
Countess Boriska
Hotel Lincoln
Phil White
Goss ft Barrows
Central Pic Casino
Orph«un> (20)
Barbarlna ft Pal
(13)
overflow and joining it to the
the
Slgnor
.Baraonl
Poncho's Ore
Julia' Gerity
(Three to fill)
Sunklst Ens
Duke Ellington' Bd Eddy Duchln Ore
D ft E Barstow
Art Buckley'
contents- of the can after it is in
Edna .Rush
1st half (W-16)
Hotel Gt. Northern Bob Tlnsley Ore
(18)'
'Al Lyons
Pat .Barnes
Eddie Garrplace, using a soldering iron or anyMiss Harriett
Neil Castanoll
Barry & Whltledge France & LaPell
Mills Bros,
Florence ft Alvarez Fordenando Orch
Pearl Trio
thing that can be heated..
Club Alabam
Brooks ft Phllsoh
Sylvia. & Bettlna
Pola- Negri'
Herculean- 3
Hotel McAlpln
Chapeaa Rouse
Charles Foy
Sunklst Ens
Sunklst Ens
Herman Tlmberg
Trudy Davidson
Ralnbo Gardens.
Sam .Robblns Ore
Peppy de Albrew
Virginia Wa(son:Co
CLEVELAND
(13)
Eddie Roth Ore
LOE ANGELES
Bill Arohson
the Bugle Plows
Frances Maddux
Hotel Montclalf
2d half (17-19)
El Brendel.
Paramount (19)
Pnluce (20)
Shannon
Sisters
Hotel'
Drake
Marian Davis
PasqUall Bros
Ccntury-.of -Progress Jeanne Devereaux
Bebe Berrl Co.
Harold Stern Ore
Reading, PaLafayette &L' Verne'
Galll-Galll
Al. Lyons
Slavic Ballet
I & Neecle Stevens
(12)
4 Trbjaiis
Mario ft Florla
from the skies was part of
Countess
E.v
Music
Losen
Bd
Tango
Godoy'e
Stanley Hickman
Neil Castanoll
Arthur. Tracy.
Sid Marlon.
D & E Barstow
Hotel New Yorker
Keller ft Field
Dick GaBparre's Or
an exploitation stunt by Paul E.
Biltmere 3
Patty Mlddleton
Flying High
June' Knight
Paul Ghrrltts
Gaylene
Sisters
Ore
Charlie
Davis
Glase,
general
manager
Frances
Wilier
of all WilKentucky
Club
Dorothy Thomas
Hausten ft Harden Harriet Llndgren
mer & Vincent theatres here, to
Joan Miller
Jules Stein Ore
Leata Lane
Ruth Lee
Frankie Hlers
boost 'The Trumpet Blows,' featurWright
Ruby
Crusaders
The
Samovar
Vivian Carmody
ing George' Raft, at the Embassy
Hotel Pennsylvania Earl Burtnett Ore
Honey Burns
Karyl Norman
theatre.
A bugler in an airplane,
Edgewater Beach
Don Bestor Ore
B'Way Jones Ore
Leon Lavarde
flying oyer the city; the plane carBaron ft Blair
Dawn Sis
Esther Todd
Jackie Hughes
CHICAGO
Club New Yorker
YORK CITY Sam Hearn
rying
a 'big-lettered banner clearly
l-yle Smith Orch
DeRonda ft Barry
BUly Severln
Long Tack Sam
State Lake (13)
Hotel Pierre
Capitol (20)
Jack Bees Ore
Art
Carroll
Alice
readable
Rydner
from the ground, played at
100 Voice Ens
Jack Denny Ore
Paul Ash
Dick Hlmber Orch
Paradise (20)
Club Rlchman
Harry Sosnlk Orch
LOS ANGELES
intervals in the flight. As the motor
Hotel Roosevelt
Pat. Herihing
James Wellington
Casting Stars
Terrace Gardehr
Orpheum (11)
Jack Mason Rev
Rublnoff Ore
Irene Beasley
had been .'silenced' and the bugle
James Melton
Burns ft Klssen
Harry's
T.
Bar
N.
RomeVincent
Ore
Lido
Girls
Cropley ft Violet
Edythe LaVan
3 Pickens Sis
Kelly's
peoTalent ft Merit
Don Pen Held
Alnsley Lambert R effect amplified, thousands of
Lcola McDowell
4 Albee Sis
Commodore Hotel Jeanne McCauley
Beauvel,& Town
Al Trnhrfn
ple heard the trumpet notes from
Germalhe LaPierre Clyde. Lucas Ore
Bhebe Bruce ft B Isham Jones Ore
Bast ft Dunike
Jans ft Lynton Rev Tyler Mason
Hlggens ft Yarn ell
Harry Harris
the skies of the plane flying low.
Gene Sheldon Co
Jim McDonald
Boulea^trd
Tin Pan Alley
Isabel Brown
Evelyn Thawl
State
20
Al
Wagner
Moran
Victoria
ft
Haines
Pepper
&
(\3-23)
1st half
Glory Fortune
-Fnhton 3
Al Sanders
Cotton Club
Billy Meyers
Million: Dollar (12)
Verne Buck
Enoch Light Orch Joe
Rita Renaud
John Fogarty
Eadle Hayes
Elmer Schobel
Scott & Lambert
HOLLYWOOD
C. C. Rev
Mary Davis
De Lopezz Boys
Lewis ft Moore
J09 Buckley Orch.. Crane Sis
Chinese (Indef run) Petch ft Deauvllle
Aida Ward
Do: Re Ml 3
i== ^l.oji.JehiiURfl.^Go.
C6dy^ft=Ratli biirn^ ^Jlmmy^Lunceford-O CJalrs „Osgbod
- ^ sVexn.on^ralg^^
=(Gontinued-;from-page-ll')— =^=—.Artr DirksomGambarelll=
-=-Hl»Hat=eiub
Lou ise" S teril n g
Borah Mlneylch Bd Jack Powell
Gwen Lorry
Parriah ft Skinner
Edith Murray
Croydon Hotel
Joe Capella ft Orch Sunny Gaer
Barney Gugle
'Jimmy the Gent' (WB) and 'DancBROOKLYN
Jdh Rublnl
Cookie Bowers
Bobby Gilbert
Charles Eckels Ore
Jimmy Cassldy
Stuart Woodbrldge
Kings Terrace
ing Honeymoon' unit on stage. Cag2d half (24-26)
Gates
Effle
Burton
Delmontco'e
Floyd Townefl Ore
ney is -popular In this house and,
Cortellls Circus
Sid Tomack
Rick .& Snyder
Al B White
1st half (20-23)
Kaye ft Dunn
Rioh'dson Ore
Ruth Barton
Via Lago
with the aid of the stage half of the
Blanche ft Elliott
Cortellis Circus
4 Radio Aces
Dot Meyers
bill, will crack through for a strong
Leon ft Eddie's
N Morton ft Boys
Kaye ft Dunn
Bobby. Graham
Harry Rose
Springtime Revels
Crane Russell On
3 Heat Waves
$7,000.
Last week 'Countess of
Chas Drew Bd
K-B Club
Virginia Wntsoh Co Harry' Rose
Zlta' ft Marcelle
Joe Venuti.ft Orch Ron Perry Orch
Monte Cristo' (U) and Rae Samuels
Orpheunt
nilly
Brannon
Jack
Houah.
Virginia -Watson Co
Dubonnet
unit on stage cUd $7,250, plenty okay,
Molson Royalr
1st half (20-23)
Week of April 16
Half-Pint Jaxon
Wanda Kay
2d half (24-20)
Ore
Joe
Fejer
latter's
strength here.
5 Olympics
due
to
Ed
Casey
Ore
Antobal
.Cubans
Al
Handler
Bd
Enoch Light Orch
2d. half (19-21)
Antorla D, ii.
MlUnrd ft Marlln
La Verde
Palace (Loew's) (2,800i 25-40)—
El Culco
Mary Davis
Marlborough House Leon
Wack
Rlngle Bros ft ;.R
225 Club
Vaughn DeLeatn
Earl Partello
Do Re Mi 3
'Looking for Trouble' (20th Cent.).
Neuman
Harmony Kings Tanco & Lorca
Vlylan Vance
3
John Lee ft. 3 Lees Art Dickson
George Oliver
At
Qarbell
Wheeler & Yvonne
A good pic liked by the men. but the
Las Ajedas
Michael Zarln Ore
Mann Robinson ft M Edith Murray
Dominion
Kdna Leonard
Adcllna Ourau
Canterbury M. .11.
Mnronl's
women are needed to do better than
2d half (21-20)
Mayfalr Yacht Club
Terry's Ju.ves
Billy Richards
Bobby Gilbert
Orlando Rlcarde
1st half (10-18)
Pllcor ft Douglas
$4,300, only fair. Last week 'Men in
Art
West
Verdittn
Rolando
ft
Ore
O'Neill
Walker
Victoria
A.
B.C.
New
4
Lewis ft Lawn
Metropolitan (20)
i Kent "Waves
White' (MG) all right $5,000.
Jean LaMarr
Owen Gordon
Dwight Flske
Pilar Areas
Ralflnl Bd
Co as booked
Dave Jones Co
Ross ft Bennett
Palladium

Mrs J Hylton
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There's a rub that may hitch any possible Warrter-Meehan amalgamation or purchase of the Meehan preferred stock interest in Keith-

Albee-Orpheum
Meehan, interest

ischer, veteran legit actress, denies that her

;

Thursday

15 YEARS AGO

KAO

actual control. It is understood that the Warner, attorneys are cognizant of this fact.
However, this does mean that a deal is not possible between the
parties.
The question arising is how much is to be paid by Warners.
It is also not altogether a far cry that the Warner angle may be an
exchange of stock with Meehan. The RKO people are stated not to be at
all adversely Inclined to the Warner people stepping in, since among
other things control of KAO would not be disturbed.
It Is also said that there was a time when Meehan would have disposed of his stock interest in
for $1,500,0.00. His interest in such
stock being variously estimated to have cost him maybe twice this
amount. However, it is generally felt that Meehan considers his stock
interest to be worth above that first figure today. At the current market
price, Meehan's 26,000 shares of KAO preferred would run under

In

amazed; Pooling deal.

World Film was after Ethel Clayjumping to Paramount, and

tort for-

Selzhick was trying., to stop Constance Talmadge from Joining First
.Nat. Neither succeeded.

Federal Trade Commission ordered that no titles be changed on
reissues without due advance notice
to the trade.
Jazz; bands were getting increasingly popular as vaude acts.

Irving O'Hay was back from
France with a Captain's bar on his
Planned to return to
shoulder.
vaude in the fall. Went. In for afterdinner entertaining instead, and a
success.

Tommy Gray

back, too.

Business' so good vaude houses
were planning to run further into
the summer;

At a benefit In Boston the Wilton
sisters had a song about a girl who
vamped the army but finally married
a gob.. Gen. Edwards, Commander
of the Department of the Northeast,
hopped onto the stage and said it
was all wrong. The army never^ lost
Out to the navy,
John,

and

contended.

Lionel

Barrymore

opened In 'The Jest.' Arthur Hop
who had the show, announced
$10„860 for the first four days and
$17,000 for the first full week. That
was at $2.50 top, with an extra fourbits on Saturday.

kins,

Y,

Steve Cochran, manager of the National, Washington, spoke at the
open hearing on the legit code last week at the capital, protesting vigorously against what he regarded as unfair practice on the part of the
local musicians' union. He was so wrought up that he collapsed in the

no secret with RKO.

Additionally, the
serenity *with which
views the Meehan intercession in
affairs,
on the
end/ would serve to indicate that at the .right time, the
Whole thing will be smoothed to everyone's satisfaction.

KAO

in a deal to take
the leading picture houses
Cleveland, and the: trade was
all

withdrawal from

the Ambassador, N.

-

The Warner-Meehan thing

Marcus Loew
over

(19),

.

»

$1,000,000.

Clipper)

.

differences with Dmitri
Ostrov, the stager. Report that one or more players In the cast objected during rehearsals because she did not feed the cue lines, is untrue, she says, also that she ihad observed that perhaps the others were
piqued because she might run away with her part;
Miss Fischer was given a run of the play contract calling for salary
and a percentage^ of the gross. Upon her leaving the cast, the contract
Was modified,. Miss Fischer to receive compensation weekly and a percentage of: the gross; dependent on the volume of business.
Albert Bannister, who is presenting the. play, wrote Miss Fischer in
•appreciation of her co-pperation' in agreeing to the contract change,
and. said, 'I do not hold you at all responsible for this situation and I
am grateful, to you. for enabling me to straighten out the matter without
unpleasantness.'

KAO

(From Variety And

You Decent', which opens at
was for any other reason than

the cast of 'Are

theatres, according to observers, in that while the
ln
is large and important, it does not represent

is

RKO

RKO

hotel corridor outside.
Manager stated that he agreed to use a minimum of seven men in
the orchestra for visiting legit attractions, and When he opened a season
No other major theatre circuit faces a film product supply problem of stock the union demanded the. pit crew be retained, on the grounds
for the new season such as does RKO. Receivership having disaffirmed the agreement covered the house as a ieglt theatre, regardless of the
film deals that have extended beyond the current season, plus the un- type of attraction.
Partial compromise was made, house paying, for
certain vaude policy of
which causes continuous policy changes in four musicians over a period of 20 weeks, but riot using the orchestra
some of its theatres, haS
literally in a spot for the new. season's during the time.
film supply.
Cost
the house was
to be $8,800.
The only certain product for the coming season looks to be the
company's own pictures. Both the United. Artists arid the Fox film
The night session of the hearing on the legit code at Washington was
deals have been okayed by the receivership only until the close of the devoted to ticket discussions; It was enlivened by a humorous monolog
current season. The
firm- has no deal with Universal outside of by George Haight, one of New York's young managers, who attended
what was rendered to the circuit as a result of a certain exchange of the hearing mostly to observe the union situation. He suggested that
things with the Roxy theatre., This exchange, which gave
four instead of regular pasteboards, legit theatres might use Chinese launpictures from U, runs out at the. close of this season also. The Columbia dry tickets, putting 'Chinks in the box offices and the treasurers in the
deal also expires this season.
laundry/ Talk ran for about 10 minutes after it was proposed to pep
The additional rub is that Fox Films on its own gave
notice a up the meeting with a few laughs.
year ago. cancelling its arrangement with RKO. The original Fox franHaight. is of Petter & Haight, which presented "Double Door'.
chise had. about two years to go. Cancellation was in accordance with 'Wednesday's Child' this season. It was back stage expense that he
agreement between the two parties.
blamed for the show's limited engagements.
Any constructive reorganization of the Roxy theatre may see a shift
of the Fox product from Radio City, as the Fox. deal will depend, on
roadway productions. He
Jock Whitney is an occasional backer.
terms which are. offered and the Fox people feel they should be open may have had some winners; but shows with which his name is assoto whoever can offer the best income for Fox.
ciated usually end in the red. Last season he was reputedly the angel
for 'Walk a Little Faster*. , His latest was 'The Pure in Heart*, estimated
The Rldders' New York Journal of Commerce, haying already installed representing a loss of $41,000 despite that it was a. straight play.
the reporting system of reviewing films, instead of the orthodox critical
Shortly before ?Heart' opened at the *Lpngacre, N. Y., it was decided
attitude; report a 20% increase in film advertising .through theatres' to employ a revolving stage and settings were made to conform. Costs
supporting the. idea of the newspaper's reviewer voicing the audience included $7,000 'or rehearsal expense and $2,400 for hauling. Show played
reaction instead of his own personal opinion.
four, days, with the players paid two Weeks' salary..
How it will work out in the Rldders' out-of-town newspapers hasn't
yet been determined.. They are trying it out in six of their string of
Program for 'Wife Insurance/ which opened at' the Barrymore, N. Y.,
16.
The hinterland critic, it is feared, opposes the idea on general prin last week did riot bill the presenter. Langdon Productions, Inc., Is
clples of ego and desire for. the perpetuation of the. personal opinion. named as the owner, Langdon being a character name in the play. Head
The Rldders' N. Y. Staats-Zeitung and any pf their other German pf the corporation is Kermit Rosengarden, in the office of Arthur Beckdailies will probably not essay this film reviewing idea for the obvious hard, who staged the play.
reason that the Germanic requirements necessitate expert opinion as to
Leblang's, which guaranteed Equity that salaries would be paid, may
whether or not certain, films are suitable for the German temperament, be Interested In the production.
•

RKO
RKO
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RKO
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RKO

RKO
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William Jasle, attorney who wed the widow of Joe Leblang last year,
Sunday last week for his daughter, Pearl, who is entip marry Ira Walsey.
Many .of the couple's friends who reside
in the Asbury Park-Deal, N. J., section, were on hand.
Attendance was closed at 1,300. That's a lot better than the average
matinee trade on Broadway last week.

Following the. four days of strenuous entertainment in connection
With the MPTOA convention in Los Angeles, which, necessitated a two
day extension in order that the delegates could accomplish some bus!
ness, general feeling is that future convention programs will be laid out
so that business matters will come first, with the closing days for the.

held a reception

gaged

:

social angle.

Business sessions at L. A. were restricted to around two hours dally
for the first three days, due to bo many studio parties and other enter
tainment. Result was that many of the exhibs departed for. home before
the convention got down to actual work.

50 YEARS AGO
(From

Clipper)

'They Shall Not Die' folded at the Rpyale last Saturday (14) having
played one week more than planned. Ticket scale was lowered to $2.20
top and $1,000 was cut in salaries. Drama based on Scottsboro case
had- more ..than 80 persons on the Stage/ including extras, and needed
$9,000 to break even. It .failed to better that average despite unusual
.

Public utilities would wean away from fllmdom some of its outstand- attention drawn to play.
ing lobbyists in their effort to withstand the heavy barrage of adverse
attacks starting with the InSull case, traveling through Washington,
•Love Kills' is an addition to the spring list of new plays. It will be
and now partly centered in the Albany-Thayer trouble.
presented by Percival Vivian. Cash bond covering salaries was posted
Utilities' scouts are currently active in the business. One outstanding with Equity by Ida Lublenskl
rllch, a Brooklyn writer.
picture strategist with probably the most complete record of all film
legislative contact men Is admittedly on the fence.
The first step in
operation.
territory
of
inside
company
out
Yesterday (16) under the
the negotiations has been recorded with a private meeting in WashingBoston actors broke from the ton during the past two weeks. This picture man is drawing about original deal Trendle was to have put up $50,000 for stock rights in the
Publix-Detroit subsidiary on a partnership deal, at the option of the
Complained the $40,000 a year and the utilities are reported having raised that ante.
Actors'
Fund.
trustees and Paramount. Trendle's management deal was for 10 months
money all went to New York. They
Italian government Is annoyed at one of the major U. S. picture com- with a partnership option in favor of Par on April 16.
came back. Still back.
panies and has unofficially requested it to change its representative in
Avoiding creditors and an alimony chasing wife, a comedian has
Clipper ^remarked, that Wiring's Rome. No action taken yet so the government may make it official,
theatre, Hoboken, was the place which it claims it doesn't want' tP do". Sheer matter of stubbornness on started working In a short, on the q.t. He. has asked the studio not to
where new singers tried their voices the part of the U. S. firm. Rep is a recent replacement of an Italian make his presence on the payroll known, as he has had so many salary
and old singers tested their songs. who was very friendly with the government and is neither Italian nor attachments of late he" can't remember what a pay check looks like.
Actor was not given a contract, so his salary could be paid him whenHobOken still a spot.
American. Fascist government claims it doesn't want to interfere in
American business or its policies in Italy, but figures that when an ever convenient. Publicity department was not officially informed he
Lottie Beaumont's Mastadons was American is not employed there the employee ought at least, to be a was on the lot, so no stories will be sent put.
the title of a female minstrel troupe, home boy.
Arguments -were heard Wednesday (11) r in U. S. Circuit Court of
beating Billy Watson's Beef Trust
to the idea.
Overhead operating expenses of the Academy Research Council ls Appeals, Philadelphia, on the appeal of the electrics from the. recent
$800 a month, financed by the various. Coast production companies. lower court decision in favor of Tri-Ergpn on the flywheel patent.
The old Van Amburgh circus was This takes care of the salaries of Gordon Mitchell, the manager, secreRegardless of the Circuit court's, decision, looks like the case will go
old at Amenia, N. Y. Adam Fore tary, rent, telephone and other incidentals. Aside from this the produc+ higher, particularly If Circuit court upholds the lower court's ruling.
paugh bought the two elephants ing companies have established a fund of $1,500 for expenses in con- It's problematical when Circuit court will make its finding public, and
the cats' and a wart hog. Smaller nection with research, to. be reimbu sed periodically as the. funds may not be for a rnonth or longer.
operators bought the remainder. diminish.
Reported the stuff brought 'fair
Industry's moral codists report what shapes up as a record period
Also the. producers agree to put up' more cash on a ,pro rata basis for
prices.'
for non -shearing. Within a stretch pf 12 days during the past month
any particular research project that is handled by the*cpuricll.
21 features got through the Hays mill without a scratch.
22nd,
One of the lions in the Miles Or
Mishap with ^the sound equipment at the N. Y. Pararnount Friday Metro's 'Tarza'n' picture. Went before a jury with the verdict ordering
ton show broke out of winter quar* evening
(13) delayed the show there for 20 minutes and caused the re- out an underwater sequence on the. ground that it conveyed the impresters at Norrls, Mich., but was caged
running of 'The Trumpet Blows' frorii the beginning after one bad reel sion .Maureen O'Sulli van (playing, opposite Welssmuiler) was naked.
before any damage was done.
had been screened. Sound for the' first 1,000 fee.it of the picture was so
Sam Goldwyn is understood to have rejected the entire batch of screen
bad at the supper show the audience protested. Screening was stoppel.d
Barnum and Fprepaugh in a bill and
an impromptu organ recital staged for about 10 minutes then a tests of something like 16 girls recently made in New York. The girls
lng.war-in.-Phlla„. .TheyjQpejied only
wxand-test- was" run, and-another organ ^recital-before_ the, picL.w^^tai^ed jvere J>.elng Jested! for the new Cantqr^fllm. So far no public indication
a week apart. Paper eveywhere.
v
whether the producer has changed his
for the second time.
on any dTThe: testsr The
tests took about three days to make.
Charles Frohrrian, who had spedeal
whereby
estimated
$50,000 in film
A
film
companies
can
save
an
cialized in minstrels, branching out
The standard .1,000 feet for a reel length Is advocated by the Society
shipments annually becomes effective this, week as the result of negotiawith an opera, 'Trip to Africa.'
tions ovr a long period between Arthur Dickinson- of the Hays ofneeand pf Motion Picture Engineers, rather than the 1,700-foot reel being advocated
by some technical branches, in fllmdom. Matter will he threshed
Express
Agency.
Railway
"Dan's
succeeded
Tribulations'
Instead of paying full fare both ways now under all conditions, film out, so far. as the society is concerned, at its convention in Atlantic City
'Cordelia's Aspirations' at Harrigan
& Hart's. Continuation of the 'Mul- that is borrowed from one exchange for any special purpose may be April 23-26.
ligan' series, but theme was getting returned to its origin and film that Is refused by the exhibitor .can travel
Harry Cohn deprecates all the Dupont buy-out talk of Columbia and
written out and play' Is scarcely re- the rails at the reduced rate.
sez that even if he were offered 10 millions he'd go nuts if he sold out
membered In connection with Harand
on
exhad no other business to occupy him. The Columbia prez Is east
that
trustees
figure
the
Par
Detroit
situations
is
on
the
Inside
rigan. Not a single song hit in the
tending the George W. Trendle management deal, thus keeping that setting next season's program.
four offerings.

Na

C. D. Hess, who managed the
tlonal theatre, Mexico City, took
to coax companies.. Booking
for a string In other towns. Told he
often had 800 English-speaking peo
pie in one audience.
Added that
flowers were 50c. a barrel all year.
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Plays on Broadway

Plays Abroad

Hays Out

WIFE INSURANCE
LA BETE NOIRE
'('THE

tically

THE STOOGE

tions; written

Paris, April 8.
..Comedy in 3 acts and 11 scenes by Steve
Paaeeur, presented by Edmund Sayag- at
the Ambassadeufs, Paris; stage managed
by Francesco Mendelssohn; gets :by Nina
Tokumbet and Andre Bell. Revived March
withdrawn previously
having been
29,
Francdle*
In cast:
after opening intent.
Roaay, Jean Serrate, Yvette Andreyor,
Mario Al'ene, CarnlUe Francois.. Ijouls
Foy. Jean Ayme; Andree Doris, Suffel, tiff would be most monotonous were
Pierre
Roanne,
Gabrlelle
Helene Terp'se,
fact that there is a
Aasls, Marcel Meral. Georges Andre Mar- it not. for the
Leon M.
carefully selected cast.
tlit, Gette Any, Jannik Leonnec. Germnlne
A-lbert, Rehs Stern, Ravenne. Llsette l<anLion, who presents the show, even
vin.
pUt himself In the role of the bardefending
rister representing the
Everybody connected with this newspaper. More than justified, too,
show has aparently done every- giving one of the .best performances
thing in his power to wreck it, and of his long career on the stage.
In an entirely different, manner,
as far as Paris' is concerned the

of

1934

Town

_

Comedy In thrM **** prwented jU th*
Barrymore, April 12,. by Langdon Producby Fr»*«r16k Jackson; Btaged
by Arthur BeckharA.
.ujta unaae
Marlon Langdon.,...
Gregory ^ngdon.....;. Kenneth MacKenna
'.. 77..,. ............ ..Helen Huberth
Lulu
Diane Chadwick.v, ........ Illlan Emerson
Walter Abel
Morgan Chadwick
Leonard Drummond.. ......Harvey Btepnena

charged With having mur-

his .fellow-prisoner^, after
learning sufficient of his life to impersonate him.
Entire action takes place in the
courtroom and the evidence against
him is so convincing that even his
wife voluntarily goes on the stand
to say she now believes him to be
an impostor. Then the twist.
Building up of long string of
damning evidence against the. plain-

dered

BLACK BEAST')

Taesdftf, April 17,

. .

Beverly Hills, April

Dangerous Dan McGrew
Portland, Ore., April 16.

11.

Teagi-oomedr In tare* acts by Claude
Blnyon and Joseph L. Manktewlc*, presented at the Threshold Theatre. Directed
by William D, Russell; settings by Ray

Dangerous

Jerry Fletcher, Valerie
Stevens, Ferdinand Munler, Jack Knock*,
Leo Chalzel, Fred. Plsano, Peggy -Green.
Peter Taft; George H, Reld. Ellas Laearoflt,
James Wade, Katharine Johnson,
Elisabeth Wright, At Castro.
Vernol;

In

Dan

McGrew

every night, a bullet through his
black heart, on the. stage of the.

cast:

American theatre here, and he will;
die every night as long as patrons
swarm the old playhouse as they
the opening presentation,
did
critical
Stooge, comparatively new mondid perhaps tone the notices but
which is quite some. And If every
none were box office. Show is light- icker for the fool characters of the' performance is halt as good as was
tragic
develshow world, Is given a
weight and slated for a brief stay.
opment with comic implications in the initial showing, the crowds
Wife Insurance' isn't a hot show, this play by <31aude Binyon and should be turned away from lack of
literally or otherwise. Its sponsors Joseph L. Manklewicz, appropriroom.
however, thought It might have ately billed as a strange comedy;
Doubtful if. anyone saw the play
drawing, powers, because done In
Central figure, Intensely and im- ^Dangerous Dan McGrew' before,
London (under the title of 'School pressively played by Jerry Fletcher, for there is no such play. Ned Lynch
Nothing British a juve newcomer, is presented as a wrote the lines from the poem by
for Husbands').
unconscious sabotage may prove Nigel Playfair is leading counsel for about the play, so mention of its mild pathological case who .cqnsldr Robert Service, and he did a masterMalcolm Keen con- origin not set forth.
successful,' but it is nevertheless at the plaintiff.
ers himself an entertainment genius. ful job.
tributes a fine characterization as
bottom a good play.
Author may have intended a farce He is persuaded to leave a small
Everything went fine except for
This is the second time -Withiri a the long-suffering, nerve-racked sol- but the tempo is too even for that town grocery with his guitar and
one minor; Item opening night, and
few. weeks that the piece has been dier and Frances Doble, as the type of performance, While the become a vaude stooge because
that was when, the pistol of -Memcretried out. First time it was taken doubting wife, Would give more
Setting taste- nature has made him a pathetic phis' Harry Spotswood, youthful
role if she did not give laugh content is wee.
off after the flrst night, something dence to the
ful and the players, a polite crew
He believes he. is destined hero of the first two acts, failed to
which had never happened before the impression she Was admiring known on the Broadway stages. No clown.
Through a function, and he did not shoot Danfor a great career;
intensive
in Paris, and. the conversation that her ankles throughout the
the play had series of devastating experiences gerous Dan as He was supposed to*.
novelty,
so.
attempt
at
Half-a-dozen
resulted around town was deafen- court proceedings.
dialog.
oh
entirely
with fellow stooges, he is finally But the audience was quite recepare admirably to depend
ing, especially in view, of Passeur's more character roles
enacted.
Two married couples and a phil- disillusioned and sees, himself as tive, and since the gunshot was not
high rep.
supposed to be fatal to the villain
.A little more closely knitted, this andering author comprise, the cast, the laughing stock He is.
For the revival, the opening was
theatrical in addition to a maid who has little
Eventually he assumes managerial at that point anyway, the scene was
held on Holy Thursday, just before play would he a good
J.olo.
States.
the
gamble
for
Leonard post for the girl who has, strangely, reenacted and 'Memphis' Harry got
Hlghgrade
holidays.
to do with the story.
-the Easter
helps
him
from,
the
first
and
loved
a shot at Dan before he died.
Drummond is the writer whose adclientele that such a piece requires
Jack Cassldy as 'Bert' Iiigalls, a
vice to young husbands >is to: flirt put her over big in motion pictures,
always leaves Paris at this time
and, even without the black eye the
with their wives send 'eni flowers thus satisfying his unbalanced van- young British adventurer in the gold
stole
('WILD FLOWER')
previous opening had given it, a'
and candy and thereby ensure their ity and purging himself of the am- fields of the Klondike,, almost quite,
bition which goads him implacably. the show from Lynch, but not
long stretch of empty houses were
continued interest and affection.
Budapest, March 26.
First showing, with play still for Lynch more than enacted his.
bound to follow.
Musical coqaedy in three: acta* with book
believe their -wives
Both
husbands
Michael
music
by
overboard
on
and
has
the
stooge
part.
unmerAnday
Crude,
by Ernest
Spinelly, who took an
Elsemann, at the Andrassy-ut theatre, are casting too attentive eyes oh the pathological side for popular
Jassamlne See and Marie Hoy
ciful panning In the original verMarika Roelck.. Elsie Raffay, Drummond Who is about to elope
Budapest.
making it dif flcut- to handle important p arts as dance
sion,; is replaced in the neW cast
Eugene Torzs, Dczso Kertesz, Xiily Berky, with Diane Chadwick.
Gregory entertainment,
reconcile the love of the normal girl, hall girls, -with great ability, and
by Francoise Rosay, who does an <3eza BorbB, etc;, in -cast.'
Langdon however, .1* unduly sua Well played by Valerie Stevens. Girt Dorothy Blakely makes a stately
Passeur has. apexcellent job.
picious about his Marlon, who has justifies her devotion by lines which looking 'Lady known as Lou,' over
parently done a' certain amount of J
sound plot, plenty of fun, an at
to dinner on the. eve^ make her what might be termed a whom most of the shooting takes
rewriting, but he hasn't finished 1 tractive score and a capital part for Drummond:
.which she knows her huBband love stooge.
nlng
thei
place.
the job yet. If anybody takes
MarU£a Roekk, with plenty of occaand so be
There are three acts, and five
piece for Broadway and it is a s ion to show what she can do in the must go to Philadelphia
Good direction by William D. Russtrong possibility, in spite of every- 1 way Cf dancing, comedy, burlesque, absent for at least five hours. that sell, and performances, ably handled scenes. Best of these is the last,
Marion gives Drummond just:
professional cast in which Jack scene in the barroom of the Malathing—he'll have a chance to do it | sentiment and singing, this new
by
He Knocke, Leo Chalzel, Fred Plsano, mute saloon.
over again, speeding it up and operetta promises to be a hit, and time in which to capture her.
fails. She also easily convinces him Peggy Green, Ferdinand. Muhier and
bringing out more sharply some of deserves it, too.
Although it was the flrst preseh*
that eloping with Diane would turn Peter Taft top the support, bring tation of the play, the Lynch playgood] without being any thing exception
.-•
his excelelnt satiric ideas.
and when that flightly out the power and pathos which ers presented it with, great effect,
adapter will do worlds for It.
lally striking, «Wild Flower* is as out a flop
midnight,
Idea is fantastic, but there Is \s6oH as an operetta can be. Story dame walks In on them at
and cbstumings were nigh perfect.
the authors got into the structure.
nothing to prevent skill from mak- J lB about a confirmed, woman hater comes to realise the idea of going
Comedy is chiefly in the lines There is so much dialog that there
ing it convincing, and it is full of
Q i8 suddenly confronted by a away With the man was probably rather than in situation, and dialog cannot be many hisses sent at the
the kind of satire which should go. twenty-year-old daughter, a country wrong anyhow.
many
spots
bluntly
in
villain, but the crowd at the show
too
blue
is
Last act is devoted to the hus except for little theatre class audi
Scene is a new kind of .hospital f or 1 hoyden, of whose existence he knew
on opening -night had a swell time
neurotics, invented by a woman i nothing. Little wild flower converts bands becoming somewhat steamec ences.
the regardless.
on
Over-emphasis
marriage
possess
doctor With radical Ideas. Her pa- her father to women and
up again but find, they still
nymphomania of a femme stooge Js
Singing waiters, with a new coltlenta are ail millionaires or poor {and, incidentally, finds a husband their wifes, whose supposed In- also a matter to be modified, for lection of old time -ballads, went
It's all conducted fidelities were nothing more than
intellectuals, and she makes them f or herself, too.
over with the crowd as never before*
potential larger audiences.
forget their identities by letting w ith a great deal of fun and .the conversation. Then the villian exits
But with these elements properly and Professor Turtle, with his
them be known by numbers only, necessary touch of sentiment, sea- reminding the boys not to forget handled, piece would seem to have magic, tries some new tricks. Some
Marika about flirting with their mates.
giving them grotesque uniforms, J soned with good dances.
excellent picture possibilities, since of them work. Jean Anthony, pianthe
in
herself
the
from
MacKenna,
isolating them completely
Ilka Chase, Kenneth
Rbekk introduces^
they need hot disturb the innate ist deluxe, has a. small part in the
world, and having them drilled like j a0uble capacity of prima donna and Walter Abel, Harvey Stephens and strength and dramatic., power of the climax of the play as
well as leading
*'"
recruits. Ah essential part of her J a dance instructress, as s*} 6
Lillian Emerson are the participants, play.
the patrons in. singing.
Juno.
cure is transferring their hatred {ranged the dances. and studied them so the impression was that the play
on should have been more diverting.
of the world 'to herself—reverse
ith the actors, not an easy job
English on the transfer of affec--] the tiny stage of this theatre.
Jftee.
tions by the psychoanalists— and
Rest of the cast was well cnosen
to this end she calls herself the and *Wild Flower' is probably in for
Frisco
to Life
a
ror
chance
Good
Colonel and makes them stand at a long stay.
ausattention while she insults them, screen musical in the GermanCIVIC
jacoot.
Hence the title— she makes herself \ trian style, too.
San Francisco, April 16.
.
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Broadway's single premiere

last

a spot to woo spring
The nice weather
praises.
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GETTING Pin.

their Taete noire.
Her certificate Of cure
:

to get

it.

She awards

it

London, March

31.

Farce comedy in three acts by Arthur
Macrae, presented by Leslie Henepn and
theatre,
Firth Shophard at the Aldwych
n ^-—produced by Leslie Henabn.
Mary Brougb
».
?£££
osaUnoV Atkinson
M l«» Benbpw
Benbow.
Miss
^^Tirree
yJ3S]SS
Mrs; Parry
•iv.^
Compton
• *
Christina.
Reginald Gardiner
Teddy
JaclcB(awkins
Marquis of Tore.
Harold Warrender
Peter
.Joyw Barbour
Eleanor
Marchioness of Tore..... Henrietta Watson
Denyo Blakelock
Pat Swanson.,;

after giv-

ing marks on a pbint system, and
She gets her clients used to the
injustices of this world by taking
away their points in the most Uhfair ways she can imagine.
Comic possibilities of this idea'
are obvious. Passeur gets them out
Later he
well in the first act.
drags, but he could step it up.
One of the customers has irresistible sex appeal and the Colonel, thought impregnable, falls for
Lovers of farce comedy should
him, He, however, falls in love enjoy this piece, which is replete
with another customer, that making With witty dialdg. Story concerns
the complications, In the final scene an actress and her family. She had
completely divorced her husband, who was a
the' colonel" becomes
neurotic and puts oh a mask and philanderer/ and is. being courted by
costume herself;
Entire action takes
a Marquis.
Production -is spoiled: by Wobbly place at her country home. near
stage-managerial Cambridge and the humor is dp
sets, general
carelessness and continued failure mestic. She is surrounded by her
of the cast, to know their lines. family, and the situations strike
Muffing of lines was one of the rea- home to those familiar with the
sons for the initial flop, too. Stern. actual life of a stage luminary when
not In the public eye,
Consists of a running series of
•

.

• • •

.

(

LIBEL

London, April

3.

play In three acts by Ward Dorane;
presented by Leon M. Lion at the Play-

New

house, April 2.
Sir Mark Lbddon

Lady Loddon.

.

. . .

Thomas Foxley.

bound to appeal. ......
_
With a cast heacled by Fay
.Malcolm J£cen Compton, supported by Lady Tree,
Brough
Mary
Gardiner,
Doble
.Frances
Reginald
Aubrey Mather and Henrietta Watson, play can..Nigel Playfair
pleasantly enter...Leon M. Lion not help but be

. . . . ...

.Mark Dlgnam
George Herasby
Major Frank Brampton. .Matthew Forsyth
Patrick

Km lie

Buckenham

James Carew

and

eventually,

becomes

a

of Parliament, marrying
the girl who waited for him. She
bears him a son. Suddenly a daily
newspaper publishes an announcement that he is an impostor who
had been imprisoned during the
war with the genuine herr. He
promptly sues for libel and is prac-

Member

JoJO

taining.

,

Humorous
cela.

PWA

Show

New

New
Madrid, March
costume

drama.

In

28.,

prologue

by Enrique Jardiel PphPresented at Maria Isabel theatre.

and three

SPOKANE
TOO SHALL FOR OPERA

THEATRES

-

ANGELINA

.Antony Holies

Flordon

This play is an English counterpart of 'The Trial of Mary Dugan.'
It is the play-writing effort of a
local barrister, operating under a
j>&n iiame.^ Story-is strong and ,unorigihal, but cleverly concocted and
with a surprise twist at the end
that, cannot possibly be foreseen by
Whole
the ordinary theatre-goer.
thing will prove intensely absorbing
to mdst folks, but seldom moving.
A shell-shocked officer returning
from the war succeeds to a baron•etcy

family bickerings, trivial enough in
themselves, but so human they are

.

.'.

Sir Arthur Tuttlngton
Sir Wilfred Kelllng

IN '35 Frisco's legit theatres are
combing the cob webs out of their
whiskers after a long Rip Van
16.
April
Pittsburgh,
city Winkle and are beginning to perk
before
again
Appearing,
council last week, Mrs. Florence up again.
Weberman, sponsor of proposed
Columbia has Alice Brady openoutdoor civic opera company for. ing tonight (16) in 'Autobiography'
Pittsburgh, was told she would be and lias several others set to
given full cooperation by munic- follow.
Curran gets Will Rogers
now in 'Ah, Wilderness' April 28 with
are
Engineers
ipality.
scouting around for possible site. advance sales already coming in
With Mrs. Weberman when she heavily. Following that Duffy has
outlined plans to council was her •Men in White.'
father, Max Koenigsberg of St.
Louis, one of the founders of a
similar venture there.
Civic and 'social leaders are" bet
IN
hind, movement here, and while it's
too late to accomplish anything
this summer, sponsors hope to get
organization perfected during next
Spokane, April 16.
year and go ahead in *3B.
will be asked to help in conSan Carlo opera company could
struction of outdoor ampitheatre
auditorium large
find
not
Nothing to report that venture
enough here, so cancelled Spokane
has backing.
on the western itinerary, making
the second show to pass the city
within a month..
Rachel Crothers Informs
Walter Hampden did the same,
with his repertoire of classic drama
Biz a few weeks back.
Haven About

READY TO OPEN

INDOOR FIREWORKS

has gained
such a reputation that her clients
are willing to go through anything

acts,

Haven, April

16.

a lecture at Tale,
uncorked a few
an interview. Playwright
took a poke at the Little Theatre
movement throughout the country,
Here

to deliver

Rachel

Crothers

gems

Cast Includes Isabel Garcea, Julia Lajos, referring to the activities as being
^AlfonBO^Twdelar^Jose^sbertv^Aiitonlo^Mui 'merely ^a^hobby,^and^contrlbuting
rtllo. Rafael Lopei Somoza.
little

Jardiel Poncela went to HollyWood to do the funny Spanish commentaries on old-time, shorts and
became so fascinated by. the idea
of handlebar mustaches, hoop skirts,
checked breeches and villains that

(Week

or nothing to the legitimate

April 16)

'Annina,1 G.O.H., Chi.
'Biography/ Erlanger, Frisco.
Eva Le Gallienne. Shubert, Kan.
sas City.
'Every Thursday/ Maryland, Baltimore.

'Richard of Bordeaux,' Erlanger,

Chi.

Take • Chance/ Mayan. X* A.
The Shining Hour/ Selwyn, Chi.
the yard - long - and - yard'A good playwright win be given
Walter Hampden, St. Paul, 16-17
Wide bow ties, the wasp-walsted
stage
legitimate
hearing
the
on
a
Madison,
girdles
18; Milwaukee, 19-2L.
of
womenfolk (with the help
in
a
without
teaming
with
or
'Yoshe Kalb/ Minneapolis, IT;
and hoops), and a cast assuming the
Winnipeg, 19-20.
sobooV sb
(Continued on page 60)
The

collars,

John C. Wilson, manager of Noel
Coward's interests for several years,
is going into production on his own.
Partners in the company, besides
Wilson, are Coward, Alfred Lunt
and Lynn Fontanne.
First project of the company Is
to produce 'Shining fiour,' currently
on Broadway,. In London la the
autumn with the same cast as has
Then
it currently in New York.
Wilson will put on 'Ringmaster,'

new Play by Keith Winter, author
of 'Hour,' in New York and London.
Coward's plays the past few seasons have been presented by Max
Gordon, though. almost all the
financing and casting was arranged
.

by Coward.

'Kalb' in Seattle
Seattle, April 16.

With one exception Seattle's .first
foreign language drama will be
Maurice SchWart* in Toshe Kalk*
on April 2£b mat and evening, at the
Metropolitan.

Exception was a play in Chinese
a few years ago, where the pantomime was so effective the general
public went for it as a novelty.
•Kalb' goes

on In Yiddish.

Advance sale indicates oke bis,
Kent Thomsen, Met mgr.'

reports

Fid sees or

buto

_

^

Baltimore, April !«.
and professional stage.
Florence Reed goes with Charles
In the matter of drama, schools,
Katharine Cornell, New Orleans',
Players for top part
Cook
Emerson
opinexpressed
the
Crothers
BirmingMiss
16-17; Montgomery, 18;
in Thoroughbred,' in stock prez at
ion that they can only offer thestudy ham, 19; Atlanta, 20-21.
They fan to give
'Men in White/ El Capitan, I* A. Ford's, woek April 30; also for the
of theatre art.
following week (May 1) in, a piece
•My Maryland/ Forrest, PhiUy.
the student proper training because

'Angelina,' which he ealla the teachers are academic, rather
of 1880/ And it's a hit.
than of practical experience in the
fierce villain, the skyscraper theatre.

he wrote
a 'drama

Current Road Shows

in

NOEL COWARD'S MGR,
WILSON, TO PRODUCE

yet unselected.
Miss Reed did the play for Cook
outfit back in January, when the
resident group Was camped up at
Ford's engagethe Auditorium.

as'

will enjoy a full-week sponsorship from local Shrlners.
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CODE
Toronto, April

C&J.s
16.

Sequel to the closing of the Empire, burlesque spot, and the recommendation before the board of
police commissioners that the license of the Roxy (hurley) be revoked, morality squad last; -week
waged further war on Toronto's
theatres by turning its censorial
eyes on the Royal Alexandra and

Dick La

demanding changes and deletions

in
the Colbburne-Jones legit production of 'Reunion in Vienna.'

was passed in England by
Lord Chamberlain for. British

Piece
the

consumption, but Canadian digestions are upset, judging from the
flock of letters of protest pouring
into Mayor Stewart's office and upholding the moral traditions of this

ChurchesV
Cash registers are ringing merrily
at the Royal and biz has jumped to
capacity, but the management is

eight days with
'Sweet Bells Jangled,' which opened
in Philadelphia and was withdrawn.
Award was against Selden Bennett
of the new managerial firm of

Settle

Retire; His

Summer season

City, April 16.

of open-air opera,
1th an ensemble of 100 and a large
being
symphonic
orchestra,
is
talked here.
Venture is to be known as the

Audience thought it was a
first.
Play is laid ena hospital and most

gag, at

'Sailor,'

Washington, April 16.
conomic warfare in the legitimate
theatre was threatened at resumed

too,

has

Son

Serious impasse was threatened
when labor chieftains refused to
subscribe to arbitration and warned
they will walk out if code sets up
an
Industrial
relations
board.
Equity, stagehands and musicians
entered strenuous protests against
the managers' plan to establish tribunal to pass final judgment on
labor disputes, and challenge was
accepted by leaders of managers'
faction.

Ticket mess seemed hopeless, with
Philip Wittenberg and Brock Pem^
berton sticking by their plans and
brokers demanding continuation of

(Continued on page 64)

LEGIT

Jeritza s Prior

There is
communication between the

offices, other than routine business messages.
Johnny's trip abroad is said to
have been at J. J.'s request and it
is expected to bring the young man

two

COST GOVT.

Curtails 'Annina'

closer

Government* through

its

employ-

ment relief arm, the Civil Works
Administration, has expended $80,-

shows given gratis in
high school auditoriums of
York. Original sum set aside
for that purpose was $28,600. De- lected any plays. He asked La Marr
spite
curtailment, 12 plays are to luncheon, and at that time the
scheduled for continuance through agent says he suggested 'Sailor
000 on legit

the

New

CWA

spring.

Beware,'

Scope of bookings has been extended and now includes Civilian
Construction Camps in the Bear
Mountain district. There are five
such cantonments, one of the
shows being sept around the CCC
'circuit' weekly.

thought he could secure for Burr.
La Marr says he then went to Harris, who said he was no longer interested in the play and was about
to sail for London to look over "The
Green" Bay Tree,' which he later
presented over here. La Marr then
induced Brandt & Brandt, play
brokers, to turn the script over to
Burr, although before that was accomplished La Marr avers he. had to
give the brokers a sales talk on be-

for the

shows

Is entirely

devoted to actors' salaries, so that
the transportation and other expense entailed comes from allowance moneys on deposit in the several camps. Shows are met at Suf
1 era, traveling thence to the camps

CCC

of the

trucks.

Women members

shows are quartered

in

a

men assigned to officers'
cottages during the week.

hotel, the

.Shuberts will

close

'Annina'

at

Kansas City Civic Summer Opera,
the end of the Chicago run Saturand It is planned to run from June N. T.
day night (21) and reopen it in New
15 to September 1, with a change
Young Shubert was given virtual York next October.
of bill weekly. Under consideration directional charge of 'Hold Your
Mme. Jeritza, starred In the
now are 'The Vagabonds' for the Horses' after it opened in New operetta, forces the closing because
opening with 'Robin Hood,' 'Rip Van York early in the season. For a of prior contractual obligations
Winkle' and 'No, No, Nanette* to time J. J. took the reins in the abroad. She leaves next week for
follow.
'Follies,' just after it started try- Vienna where is set for a season
Prices from 25. cents to $2.00 will ing out.
He withdrew, however, at the State Opera. Shuberts had
prevail and on the site chosen, a when Lee engaged John Murray a hard time getting the show
natural sloping bowl,' 15,000 seats Anderson *to re-stage the show, started hence the short five week
can be placed. Amplifying system Johnny not figuring.
season prior to folding away for. the
will be used to carry voices and
Principal activities of J. J. in the summer.
music to the distant persons in the past have been in Shubert muaudience.
sicals and his son is figured to be
David Gorscii, for many years his successor in that department.
prominent in music circles here, He has a year more to go at BILL BRADY, JR.,
and at one time a member of the Harvard before securing a lawyer's
Rayina Park Opera company: in degree, .but it is now doubtful
AGAIN
Chicago, is supervising the promo- whether he will return to college,
tion.
although having a year's leave, of
and
William
Brady,.
Jr.,
absence.
Dwight Deere Wiman are. rejoining as a legit production firm. Duo
Miss Beatty Sails
was among the younger successful
After rehearsing eight days with
managers and, while Wiman has
'Broadway Interlude,' which opens
been active since their split two
Thursday (19) at the Forrest, N. Y.,
seasons ago, Brady kept in the
Roberta Beatty accepted a part in
background, mostly.
the London 'She Loves Me Not' and
Baltimore, April 16.
This season Wiman teamed with
sailed with that cast Saturday (14).
Vagabonds, oldest little theatre Tom Weatherly in presenting the
Show is being presented by Ham- group in the country, will fold at comedy standout, 'She Loves Me
mer-stein and Du For.
T
Understood conclusion of current season, its
> ot,' Weatherly also being assothe latter have filed a complaint 18th, unless the campaign
that gets ciated .with the Brady-Wiman office
with Equity, under the rules, that underway
today
(16)
nets
the in the production of the several
stipulate two weeks' salary being needed capital.
First intimate revue
'Little Shows.'
•du c eith er=w.ay=a£ler^eiiaai=4^^--^--. ^^rgjirii zat ion. will try
j!o_ralgg^ the_ of that name established the 15. and
rehearsal.
money by hawking 400 double subscriptions for next year's series of past previous 'Little Show' was the
six
plays,
approximately $4,000. cause of their split.
THOMAS' STOCK STOPOVER
Campaign skedded to last 30 days
While Wiman is currently ocBaltimore, April 16.
and unless the amount needed is cupied with the London 'She,' it is
Frank Thomas, Jr., will play orig raiaed, club will dissolve, according expected that another 'Little Show'
le
in
Charles Emerson Cook to Chester Morrow, prexy.
will be among the summer offerings
i.i-yers'
'Wednesday's Child' at
Group's own 200-seat theatre, with the rejoined B. & W. stamp.
'.rd's, week April 23.
with lease yet to run, was taken
Other musical show managerial
At conclusion he will plane out to by the Vags three years ago on a duos who have separated during the
"llywood, where he's due on RKO four-wall basis. All interior equip- past two
seasons include Schwab
t
May l to commence filming of ment is property of the thespic and Mandel, Aarons and Freedloy
»inie piece.
group.
and Schwab and DeSylva.
J
.

'

WIMAN

.

BACK TOGETHER

OLDEST III THEATRE

GROUP NEEDS MONEY

j

of participa-

spring of last year La
Marr says he proposed that Burr
become associated with Jed Harris,
who then had ..the script of 'Sailor,'
which he figured was 'right down
my alley.' Agent brought the pair
together, he alleges, Burr agreeing
to provide the backing for their proposed production activities.
Although the deal fell through, Harris
and Burr had provided that La
Marr should receive 10% of the
Ami's profits in return for his promotional endeavors.
Burr later decided to produce on
his own; but had not definitely seIn... 'the

$80,000

in

association- with his
uncle Lee. Specific purpose of the
present Journey is to secure novelties for 'The Family Album,' revue
tentatively scheduled to follow the
'Follies' into the Winter Garden,
into

memorandum

tion.

Money

Slimmer Contract

His cordial relations with Burr are
his reason for not obtaining a
written

CWA

offices.

continues to hold forth.
little

-

Le Marr was reputed on roadway to have a piece of the show.

CWA

FREE

code hearings last week when., animosity over ticket and labor problems flared despite pleas for tolerance,
Several factions fought bitterly about proposed amendments

Spot is
across the street from the Shubert
theatre atop which Lee Shubert
Johnny,

corporate owner
ask $25,000 damages.

Productions,

'

That J. J. Shubert may adhere to
resulted in the assigning of inspec- his reputed resolution. to withdraw
tor Thomas Sockett of the morality from active production at the end
department to the Royal to view the of the season is indicated by the
Sherwood opus. The guardian of increased activity on the part of his
civic virtue refused to comment on son Johnny. Young showman went
the matter, but confessed that his abroad with Lee Shubert recently,
modesty had not been shocked. He it being his first European trip for
admitted purpose of buying
did, however, discuss the play with the
Before leavCharlie Williams, company mana- production material.
ger, but refused to comment, claim- ing he told friends he would not reing that he had 'an official report to turn to Harvard.
J; J. Shubert is maintaining ofmake out.'
No prosecutions against the the- fices in the. Sardl building, where

Kansas

doctor in the house.

of the characters are doctors.

.

TALKED IN KANSAS CITY

the Lyceum,
N. Y., which La Marr claims is due
under a verbal agreement with
Courtney Burr, producer. Proceedings filed against: the Burr-Court
the season's hits,

to go out between curtains
and ask whether there was a

NO BOARD WANTED

To Replace Him

looks like a sell-out. Front-page
and editorial prominence given to
the controversy has the block-long
queues lining.
Press of epistolatory complaint

OPEN AIR CIVIC OPERA

week and stage manager had

to the pact.

Latter half, however,

(Oontimied oh page 63)

,

action aimed to collect 5%
profits of 'Sailor Beware,'

tirely in

J. J.

situation may
hurt the legit house reputation.
Only backstage complaint Is that
the story might have broken earlier

week.

by Wednesday

berton Stick by Plans
Unions, Including Equity,
Vs. Mgrs. on AH Counts

•City of

in the

It

(18)— Wittenberg, Pem-

Bennett and Traube who produced
the show, starring Jane Cowl.
Rules call for a minimum of two
weeks' salary,, that applying after
a probationary period, of seven
days. Arbitrators decided that both
the. manager and actress were right,
but believed she should receive
some measure of remuneration.

murmuring that the

Richard La Marr,
agent formerly with the Max Hart
office, has retained attorney Philip
Wittenberg to represent him ih

Stage hand at the Broadhurst
theatre, New York, where 'Men
in White* is playing, was hurt:
during a performance last

.

Burr

on

Not in the Script

Tells
Unions
to Actress Farnsworth
He'll Write Labor Clause
Dorothy; Raymond was awarded
one week's salary by arbitration
Himself If They Can't

Award

rehearsing

53

Man Sues Courtney

For

Legit 'Viewing'

Salary Arbitration

after

VARIETY

DEADLOCK

IN

Having Cleansed Burlesque, Toronto
Censors Tackle

-

rights

for

which

he

half of Burr.

romi
During the casting and rehearsals
Of 'Sailor' La Marr was much in the
picture, and there Were a number
of conversations as to his interests
when and If the show clicked. La

Marr claims that Burr assured him
that, although he would not assume
.

NO DECIS0N ON
'CORNER' ARGUMENT

STILL

Status

of

Corner' are

by

additional claims for
of the road

members
company
of.

by

salary

show

still

'Dangerous
being investigated
appointed
by

committee

a

Committee reEquity's. Council.
cently ruled on- the question of
-

~

.

whether 'Corner' became a rotary
stock show after closing a tour in
Washington, decision being in favor
of. Wee and Leventhal, the managers:
That automatically ended
claims of the company for an ad-

the full 10% as
promised in the deal with Harris,
he-would 'take care of my end," or
5%.
After 'Sailor' proved a surprising'
click and was piling up profits, La
Marr on a number of occasions attempted to secure the money he
claims due, he says. None of the
contacts with Burr were successful,
but there were several payments to
him, amounting' in all. to $475. This
responsibility

of

money was in cash, secured at the
Lyceum box office on orders from
Burr, with one payment made by
Julius Harris, acting for the manager.

On

the last occasion,

when a

set-

ditional

week's salary.
Players,,
however, contended they were not
compensated for extra performances
during the tour.

tlement was sought, Burr offered to
pay La Marr $25 weekly for 62
weeks, the agent states. He claims
he indignantly refused the 'take it

In substantiation, players charged
that letters were received, by them
from the management to the effect that a maximum and minimum
salary was stipulated, regardless of
the number of performances played
weekly, that being an evasion of
Equity's salary requirement for performances added to the regulation
eight times weekly.

or leave

sought

it'

to

offer.

settle

When
the

counsel,

matter,

the

manager denied that the agent had
any claim, explaining the payments
to La Marr 'because I wanted to
stake him.'

New

Title for 'Album'

•Life Begins at 8:40' is the new
'Leventhal vehemently denied title for the Shubert revue that was
the firm had sent any such letters to have been 'Family Album.' Ira
and offered to give Equity $6,000 if Gershwin is credited with the novel
an y^-Gould^be^nr^du ced^
title^&\!dicJLjm.,Wal te r Pitk in's book^
Committee ordered the letters be 'Life Begins at 40.'
shown, if. in existence.
David Freeclman is writing matePlayers
aver that some agreements with rial for the revue.
W. and L. were made out to cover
the ninth performance when playing Chicago and other Sunday'
MORGAN ON B'WAY.
stands.
They explained that tlic
Hollywood, April 16.
contract of a. .$100 actor was made
Jed Hawis wants Frank Morgan
to read $89 and that the larger sum for
'Red and White Room', on
was paid regardless of whether the Broadway this fall.
show played eight or nine performIf Morgan can get a leave of abances in any one week.
sence from Metro he'll do the* part.
J. -J.

,

FRANK
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through brokers, Fowler said thea-

Legit Code In Deadlock
(involved.
He maintained brokers
(Continued from page 53)
While Wittenberg ate necessary, claiming 85% to 90%
r
of Broadway audiences are from out
x, ta
..fl^iui,,,
v
>.i
his
outlined several modifications of
of lown and live ln h p tei s
came
scheme, only
KleIn conten ded efforts, to induce
from Shubert and Erlanger inter- pa trons to do business at the box
ests.
This plan showed, but a few office have failed and 'the theatre
rely on those ^ok e re_ who
differences from present system, must
establ shed an
™"g;Brokers squabbled among them- have
*J
selves and fought back aV

existing system,

,

.

j

W |^I>^ ^^^^t
^^'^iE^J^^^I^l
«J™

.

°^onShces

in the

any

Said

lie;*

plan

tres discriminate in placing tickets.
Declared 'big three' disposes of 95%
of desirable seats, on which they
have a corner, but insisted members of his brokers' association'

handle the major part of business
and claimed club trade is more im-'.
portant. than hotel demand.
Adoption of either Wittenberg- or
Pemberton .plans would perpetuate
monopoly, Fowler protested, and
would put all- penalties on rokers
without penalizing theatres
,

'

;

tionately.

Proposals, to give either the .C. A.
or a subsidiary bureau final power
to decide punishment was vigorously attacked, Fowler ^declaring
ideas are illegal, and violate the
'due-process' clause of the consti'If a man's business is at
tution.
stake there should be some tribunal
that these offenses are tryable be-

preventing

isclbse means for
days failed to
patrons from dealing With .broker
establishing harmony, with Deputy
is fallacious and will 'bring ruin.*
Farrts
Administrator William
'

,

lawyer said 'take away from the
and "'broker-manager factions, to get theatre its outlet and you're going
together during the next! week and
start the theatre on the .down
NRA rep to
report their progress.
and unemployment on
wl " road again
he will
unions
n «^«
notice
ce. on
served not
the uproad.' Added theatres he repf
if.
write the labor clause himself
represents
4cp
e p resents do not want to do busithey fail to work put details byl hess with speculators; they have
Wednesday (18),
been proven to gyp the public.'
Smith's Suggestions
Protesting the Wittenberg central
t
Concrete suggestions for clearing Dur eau idea, Klein said plan is
up cut-rate problem came from cumbersome and would; not allow
Lester L. Smith, spokesman for 'free play, of tickets.' Contended a
stock managers' association, who manager must have right to put
First ducats where he wants them. Pemproposed two. amendments.
would make distribution of tickets berton 'library' scheme would 'bring
entitling .purchaser to seats .with a havoc/ discourage patronage, result
small payment an unfair trade h n delay i n seating, He said, noting
practice unless pasteboards clearly English theatres with their system
have just as much trouble with brbr
stated fee for .service would be im
posed; second would prevent rate-, kerag'e problems, as Americans.
Film code was given hearty pats
cutting unless sign was displayed in
lobby telling how cheaper ducats pn back when Klein ipalled for creation of code authority 'with teeth'
might be obtained
Major change proposed by Wit and said picture pact is a 'remark
tehberg consisted of elimination of able document' which should serve
Legit code is unr
former idea that all tickets be dls^ as a pattern.
tributed to r.gencies by a central wieldy because code bosses lack
bureau set up by Code Authority, power, he said, declaring that 'the
Numerous less important alterations only constructive good the Code
were presented. Shubert plan de- Authority did was lost' when Wash,
scribed by William Klein, counsel, ingtbn refused to uphold its deci'

^W

.

fore which knows competent evidence,' he said. He nixed the idea
of having trial by committee of
brokers; and preferred having managers constitute a trial board with
right, of subsequent appeal.

,

.

-

.

.

from box offices.
Broker contingent again failed to

come forward with alternative program arid contented itself with
,

sniping at suggestions already urider consideration.
Sharp attack ort Pemberton and

'begin

I

perfect' and reis '95%
ceipts have bounced 33%, he said.
Pemberton's library scheme was

method

right

of supply in order to accommodate
Wittenberg
public. Kicked against any proviup a broker bu- sion which would force brokers to
reau of three members named "by contribute to administration fund
the Code Authority and four by the
'During the past year the theatre
enforce- regulations
Government to enforce
hag stag g ere d ou t s6mewhat,' Rfffand dish out punishment.. Brokers t
asserted. 'I don't believe this
Would be forced to obtalp. licenses lndU g try can stand any exP ense
and post bond; bureau would
they've
QV er the current expense they've,
over
alcharges; theatres
v V v.»v.^w would —
service viiu.1,™,
m
operated in
nave opei-aiea
We
we -have
today.
got. today,
got
lot tickets direct to agents; patrons
pas1 four yea rs and
red mk foj
would be entitled to receipts show- con t contribute a penny or pyi
pyraing. amount .paid brOkei'S; brokers mid our losses:
I don't think we
Would be assessed 1% of ticket should be burdened by the expenso
value fpr expenses of hureau; li- of setting up this code machinery
office
cense fee of $25 for
Bond costs to meet Wittenberg
would be imposed..
requirements would be excessive,
Authorizing bureau to hand out McBride reps sai
while proposed
right of appeal,
penalties
i7v.»«.<wv>° without ..p...
Pullman
—*.*r- — license
excessive. jrumnan
fees are tJAueseivc.
ncense iees
Wittenberg proposed violators be sy stem is liKely to go wrong, he
or
suspended
up
to
$1,000
fined up
added, relating experience on New
to 90 days, with theatres refusing York-Boston rail trip when, one
to honor any tickets sold by a sus- drawing room was sold three times.
pended outfit during period of sen-:
fail to see how either plan
•I
fence!
changes the present plan except by
Brokers would be guilty of viola-, objectionable
Raftery
features,'

the

revised,

set

,

,

^

.

.

.'

'

operating without li1*
tion for:
cense; 2, selling at prices in excess
of scales fixed;.' 3, possession of
not_ pr6)iei*ly

identified;

tickets
=i
r
ref u^ET'to^r^eTrVceTpf arRT57 pay'^
ment of gratuity or commission to
4,

theatres contrary to code and regulations. Theatres could be punished
for selling to unlicensed brokers or
receiving gratuities.
Shubert- Erlanger View
Contending he represents virtually all New York theatres still
being operated by persons within
the industry, Klein demanded that,
wishes of Erlanger- and Shubert interests be given great consideration
because of tremendous investment

is

sad duty to
board of gov-

from us what we have earned by
sweat and blood/
Union defiance drew fiery retort,
from Dr. Henry Moskowitz, who de.

,

dissatisfaction
Declaring that

with this method.
mistakes and expense are ;serl6us
weaknesses, McBride testified London is considering adoption of hard
tickets and use of American disNoted that saltribution system.
aries of employees in»London agencies are far below New York scales,
said transactions are delayed by
:

.

cumbersome "system, and stressed
that London .business is over by

'sometimes when we
was the yielding of
to force..' Said that
'usually the strong body takes, advantage Of its position and calls it
collective bargaining,' and charged

who

said

yielded,,

it

Weaker persons

.

that where parties are hot equal in
strength 'it is difficult for the rule
of reason to prevail. In this industry the manager is the underdog.'
Unions have failed to cp-operat
or respect pledge to try and help
osts,
cut burdensome production

Moskowitz'
effort

We

,

.

We

,

Manforced to arbitrate I'm going to do son.
hattan business is transacted in a
Sparks flew between A. C. Haylike the other labor organizations
hurry a few hours before curtain
local musicians' union head,
arid ask for something for those I den,
rises.
letter charged
that he arid Cochrane when
Commenting
represent.'
Protest against possible regulabeen 'tricked' into signing a
had
he
at
defensive
has been forced on the
tion requiring houses using cutand said he
contract
burdensome
every Washington conference, the
rates to advertise fact in lobbies
by musicians
IA chief said stagehands would call has been 'domineered'asked
if Cochwas entered by Mathew Zimmer^years. Hayden
for
40-hour
increase,
general
wage
his eyes
man of Public Service agency, who for
week and straight contracts. No rane read the contract with he had
said practice would hurt their busiand shouted that
tice
that .10% boost throughout closed
ness. Related valuable financial aid
to a reduction in the Nawill be asked also came agreed
country
of cut-rate outfit, noting how sevorchestra when Cochrane
tional
from Fred J. Dempsey, secretary
eral productions had -been financed
Pair was told to do their
treasurer, who protested managers kicked.
and added employment afforded.
bargaining' outside as
have, been trying ever since code 'collective
Complaining that 'there have been
rapped for order.
Farnsworthwas signed to 'take away our work6 p,m. while greater part of

no-

new

ideas yet,'

Pemberton at^

tempted to clear up misunderstanding about his plan. Said he did not
intend to have agencies issue orders
on box offices, but to issue their
own tickets. Would not cause congestion, he remarked.
Argument, that, public will not
support low-priced productions—
advanced by users of cut-rates, who
psychology requires
public
said
maintenance of $3 and $2.50. scales
was countered by Pemberton's re-

.

ing conditions^
'I

~

-.-

am

I'

,

—

.

,

-

-

|

I

|

my

presenting
testified,
4
sheaf of ietters written Elliott. n
to. arrange for negotiations
and reviewing attempts to work
out agreements with stagehands.
Stressed that Joe Weber kept
pledge and agreed to contract
vision in nearly every, case.
'What co-operation have we got?'
Moskowitz asked. 'They have preferred to pick us off one by one.
we. have yielded because, of
army officer warned Farns worth When
our weakness and impotence, they
that steps under consideration will
called it collective bargaining,
lead to destruction of organized laa period of nine months we've beei
bor .and place American unions in
We'v
tryirig to get some relief.
same position as those in Germany, been trying to negotiate for ecllec*
Italy and England.
tiv€- bargaining.'
-'We have not benefited by this
Dempaey's 'Big Stick'
have not put more men
code.
Manager-union animosity was reOn the other hand, this
to work.
vived by Milton R. Weinberger,
code has been used as an instru
counsel for League of New Yorlc
mentality for breaking down exist
who icomplalned. Demping contracts,' he declared, terming Theatres,
threatening to use 'the big
Musicians Federation a 'powerful, sey was
stick,' and charged musicians went
law-abid
trustworthy,
dependable,
fingers
their
'with
code
into
irig' union.
Pleaded for equal repr
Challenge .was thrown down when crossed.'
sentation for managers on C.A., notbad
be
'It
Will
shouted
Anseil
Gen.
that in many industries rib labor
for the government;" It will be bad ing
representatives, participate in code
for labor; it will be destructive of
The stage is the
administration.
the principles on which unionism is
industry where 'labor sits on a
based. We cannot and will not con- only
a majority of
must withdraw from the high throne with warning
sent..
that 'we
said,
code and no longer be a part of it.' members,' he
inherit anywoiVt
managers
meek
Almost Identical tack was taken
you follow Gen. Johnby Elliott, who warned Tf I'm thing unless

1

.

my

to

first,

,

1

the ihaijAgers 'proposal

ernors, that Equity withdraw from
the Code Authority,'
Equity leader said actors have
earned their advantages 'through
arduous efforts and strikes and
said 'we cannot and will not submit to: any board. With plenary
powers- which has the right to take

probably a little it selfish,'
Elliott' admitted, 'but I believe in
cannot go
collective bargaining.
on record as saying 'I'm in accord
ance with the proposition.'
Warning that Operating expenses
of labor board would be prohibitive
was given by Dempsey, while Elliott, declared IA will not submit to
letting a New York group handle
cases in other cities. Both officers
emphasized that the IA is. built on
mark that low-scale stock in Balti- theory of local autonomy and said
more last week did $6,800 business, each local would have to decide for
while Wee & Leyenthai, With throw- itself...'
aways and similar devices, took In
Casey Wants No 'Outsiders'
only half as much.
Refusal to permit international
Constant overcharges are re- officers .settle the riiatter was
Pemberton
Survey;
in
recent
vealed
voiced by John F. Casey of New
said in condemning present system York Local No. 1, who said present
and Wittenberg and Klein schemes system of negotiation has worked
continued, urging postponement, of
difficulty
and
elasticity
for lack of
new system until next season. De- of enforcement. Ticket committee perfectly for 47 years, and maintained, there is ho "need to bring in
claring question of gypping has
head said neither system would Qutsi c^
.been—yery„muchj.mag,nifl^
=
-^in^llfy ^si^^
Tnls cc-^e'- fiaFn^Fpu't one"
putes.
ticket distribution has been "better
agreed 'partially with brokers' Con- man to work or given one bit of
under code this season than at any
tention that resale should be al- assistance.' Casey said, testifying
time and that violations of the type
should
commission."?
but Said
that only 321 of 1,600 members of
now going on cannot be prevented. lowed,
split.
his union were employed at the
Rivalry between the 'big three' be
Union- Mgr. Scrap
'We
peak of the current season.
arid similar brokers cropped up,
The union-manager scrap tar- settle our own differences. We are
when Henry Fowler, representing
on.
includfounded
is
fireworks,
the
of
thing
nished
plenty
the
NRA
associabrokers'
ticket
York
New
trying
tion, said plans now advocated are ing bitter disputes between Steve You are experimenting and
cigar in a fine Havana Cochrane, manager of local Na- we have done it for 47 years. When
'a
like
_
wrapper and with poor filler. Chal- tional, and A< C. Hayden, local mu- you try to put arbitration in a situlenging claims that McBride. Tyson sicians' leader; Dr. Moskowitz, Bill ation of this kind I'd stop and
and Postal-Leblang sell the major Elliott, and others, Both groups think.'
Terming the idea 'staggering,'
portion of pasteboards distributed appeared inflexible as complaints
.

'

who

McBride,

.

recommend

.

house-cleaning

kicked by William
England's
related

if

adopted <lt"wiirbe

.

within' if they wish to revive patronage.
Trying to counteract Fowler, L.
box office, continuing present
| at
Erpremium limits and involving li- E. Bergman, representing the himexchange, introduced
langer
was
wrinkle
New
1 censing by C. A.
Rosenblatt's 'personal
penalty idea which provided for self as- Sol
broker' before asking that- the presfines of not less than $1,060, payunchanged. Existing
able in three days; if not paid, C. A. ent set-up be:

trade secrets. Called
purchase from other brokers were would respect
claiming brokers should
voiced again as major complaint for resale
call, on any source
to
permitted,
be
against, present control method

As

their

Frank Gillmore. advised Farnswort
.'that

and added that in lush rided the idea that arbitration Is
days managers refused to consent 'inconsistent with collective barl
to poritract revisions.'-.-- AH -iuriion gaining,' and said that the system'
speakers protested creation of pro has benefited both workers and em-,
posed arbitration board would nul ployers in other industries, 'if it's
lify
collective
bargaining, which inconsistent with the principles of
organized labor, why has organized
managers scoffed at.
Spearhead, of, union counter at labor tplerated arbitration in some
?
tack was Gen. Samuel T. Anseil, at the most important industries
counsel for musicians, Who admitted he queried.
Ccuntercharge that unions have*
that certain Industries and Jabpr
groups need 'discipline,' but con- clubbed managers into un £ air agreetended they do not include either ments, was made by the C.A. leader,
suffer

:

.

scheme Would

.

:

.

for

'

.

could revoke license without apresult
Wittenberg plans came from Klein, peal. Second offenses would
who raised the objection against the in immediate revocation. Brokers
writing to
Idea of discriminatory distribution would have to agree in
among brokers. Adopting argument these provisions in order to obtain
used last fall by Divisional Adminr |a certificate to dp business
First blast from the brokers was
answer
istrator Sol Rosenblatt
fired by Attorney Edward C. Raf
to pleas that block booking be out
(O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery)
tery
lawed by film code; Klein protested
con tended^ 5% of
that 'no law can say to whom we of McSride's, who
by agents are handled
shall sell. It can say we can't sell all ducats sold
and Tyson,
Postal
Arm,
his
by
any
as
below cost, but that's as far
in last three
industry has gone, If laws can't These three agencies
sold 2,922,750, pasteboards at
tell whom you are to sell to. how year
gross of $12,914(366, he said. Paid
can a code?'
$67^596 in rent, with average em
eef Over Police Fee
ployment of 217 persons and $1,141,Principal beef of brokers was di- 397 salary load.
rected at proposals to levy a small
Raftery Wants C.P.A.'
for
provide
funds
to
fee on agencies
Raftery protested proposal to let
policing the industry. "Other kicks
brokers' accounts,
were directed at cumbersome phases C. A. examine
said power should be delegated to
of proposed speculation-remedies,
wh ch
accountants
public
of
Arm.
to transfer or

Demands

;

.

essentially the same .as method sions in ticket cases,
Essence of Klein's, plan was simiused, but provides stiffer peri- I
arid would require clubs to lar to present system, retaining
comply with code in order to get provision for holding 25% of seats

ducats- direct

"

.

was

alties

were hurled back and forth, with
tfarnsworth frequently bagging the
gavel and ordering witnesses to
stick to the" subject anjj respect
rules of procedure.
Presenting series of letters passed
between 'stagehands and managers,
C.A, speakers complained IATSE
has refused, to cprisider pleas for
revision pf contracts, but commended attitude of Joe Weber a~d
leaders of Musicians' Federation for
Unions
willingness to co-operate.
came back with argument 'that
whenever efforts are made to cut
costs,
stagehands and musicians

the stagehands or musicians. -RePemberton scheme, instead ..of marks were endorsed by heads of
preventing, would make possible scenic artists, chorus and actors
buys, Fowler complained, and would Equity, stagehands, and other lesser
'revive and centralize this vice in union: groups.
the hands of a strong, agency.'
Remarking that proposal would
Pointed out theatres can't sell tick- vest final power' 6f adjudication of
ets through the box office alone arid labor disputes in a single board,
insisted provision must be made for Gen. Anseil sai
T don't think that
resale or transfer.
can be fairly denominated media
tion, conciliation or arbitration. I
Fowler's Johnson Check
Fpwler displayed a check given do not agree that we need any su
Newman's by Gen. Hugh Johnson preme court of industrial relations
or
mediation board of any kind
for tickets to 'She Loves Me Nbt,'
for musicians.
The moment you
but made the fatal admission that
create the power to pass, judgment
the General was. soaked .an 83c
Demand that this on labor disputes you *ave taken
service charge.
away the power of collective bar
evidence stay in record was, made
gaining, which is the very basis, of
subsequently by. Pemberton.
unionism.'
Denying that brokers are- re- all free labor
'Lacking Faith'
Fpwler
ills,,
theatre
all
sponsible for
ut
Affirming his .support of I
demanded 'clean shows to revive the
adding he is 'lacking faith'
theatre' and said managers should
from Johnson's organization, the retired

.

now

Tuesday, April 17, 1934

Engagements
Percy Wararri, Jeari
Esther Dale, 'Picnic'
Peggy Browne,
'

the

Mo.ph

Clement Wilenchick and Margaret
from the. Sea.'
Jack Daly, Ray
TeateS, Gene May Brown, Susie
Sutton, Arthur Bruce, 'Stevedore.'
Cora Witherspoon and Gertrude

English,' 'The Lady
Dodsbn Mitchell,

Saw/

Flynn, 'Jig

Kathleen Comegys. Ivan Trleand Charles Laite, 'Pursuit of
Happiness' ([London Co.)..
O.ult,

Julia Barker, 'Zlegfeld Follies.'
Sally Starr, 'Broadway Interlude.'
Claire Carlton; 'One More Honey-

moon.'

Fred Leslie, 'Picnic.'
Jay Fassett, Franc Hale, Horac
Casselberry; Carletbn Young, Eric
Kalkhurst, Walter O. Hill, 'Late
^Wisdom.-'"
Estelle Jayne,
Horsos.'

—.^-^..—~

'All

the

—

.. ~.,
r r

King's

Roman Bohnen, Rose Kearie, MaiHone, 'Lady From the Sea.'
Helen Marshall, Clayto
;

.'Beggar's Opera.'
House,
Billy
Horses.'
Nicholas Joy, 'No More Ladies.'
Neill O'Malley, 'Stevedore.'
Joanna Roos,' 'Picnic'

Charles

W.

Hlnton, 'Lady

the Sea.*

Bryant

.

.Washburn,

(Biltmore, L. A.).

From

'Memory,t

:.

,

tECITIMATE

Tuesday, ApriJ 17, 1934

Shows

Top

'Annina' Disappoints at $3.85

'Uve

Dps

In Chi, $12,000; 'Hour

to $8,000

What

So

well,- in. fact,

Boston, April

May'

('The

16.

did their Work well.
that it seems folly

Hubert

St.

tie),

'J ig&aw'

hotel.

(The a tre
the

Sea'

(Nat

Zatkin), Little.

Myself (Pearson and Ba-

'I

ruch), National.

BAY

TREE'

WOW

$8,000 IN

.

PHILLY

.

auspices.

Estimates for Last Week
'Anni
/ .Grand (M-1,207; $3.85)
(2nd week). Just a fortnight for
this

Mme.

one.

it's

price is
der $12,000 for the opening session,
brutally below par.
'Elizabeth
Sleeps Out,' Studebaker (C-1,250; $1.50) (12th and
final week).
Had a good long jcun
as the first of the Horace Sistare
stock ventures. Varied from top of
to

$3,500

$1,800

:

minimum.

'Affec-

tions Ltd.' now in as second on the
stock season; play was formerly

known

as 'The Alarm Clock.'
'Shining Hour,' Selwyn (C-1,040;
$2.20) (3d week). Picking up trade
on good reports. Price right also
for the better shows. Conrad Nagel
and Violet Heming names counting.
Up to $8,000 now, very okay.
'The. Curtain Rises,' Cort (C-l,100; $1.50) <14th week). Will make

weeks and call it a run. 'Big
Hearted Herbert' next on the Wee

it 16

and ..Leventhal list. Around
and still on the right side.
'Richard

of

(D-1,318;
(16)

$2,000

ordeaux/ Erlanger

$2.75).

Opens

tonight

with subscription backing.
Other Attractions

Uniform,' Blackstone.
Going along on low cost hookup for
non-pro show. May stick until the
Fair gets going.
'Girls

in

MINNE. GIVES

HAMPDEN
SHOWS

$8,000 IN 4

Minneapolis, April

At

16.

top, plus tax, Walter
in
repertory
grossed
$8,000 for four performances

$2.50

Hampden
around

at the Metropolitan.
Balcony and
gallery were capacity and lower
floor two-thirds to three-fourths
filled at each performance.
It was the first legit road attraction here in several months and
one of the few this season, Which
.

it

L

3 of 4

no go.

A. Legits

probably will wind up.

Lincoln, April 16.
Walter Hampden doing 'Servant
In the House' for the mat and
TRichelieu' for the evening show in
his day here at the Liberty was
the first of the roadshow units to
take on the scarlet flush at the b.o.
In after Cornell had socked the till
with more coin than was optimistically expected, Hampden took brodie
on his mat and was only fair in the
eve.
Understood take was just over
$2,000.

Eva- LeGalllenne is next and last,
doing 'Hedda Gabler,' April 23, one
show: Florence Gardner is the local
'

handler.

Finish Out of the

Red;

Los Angeles, April 16.
The. four legits functioning last
didn't fare so well,, although
takes in three instances were sufficient, to take care of all expenses
and leave a little over.
Olsen and Johnson's first week
In the locally produced 'Take a
Chance,' at the Mayan, was somewhat of a disappointment, with
the comios figured to hit an easy
$15,000 on the stanza, but^ winding
up the initial seven days to around

week

'My Maryland,* playing the Fora $1.50 top, started tamely
but came back with a rush later in
the week, with $11,500 reported and
a good sale for this week. Next
Monday (23), 'The Moon Rises'
(Lehar's 'Gypsy Love' rewritten)
comes in at same scale, and other
operettas are planned if trade war^

$10,300,

rants.

Broad fared very well with 'The
Green Bay Tree' after a disappointing start. Last week, its second,
saw $8,000 in the till. Erlanger, on
the other hand, didn't

then, maybe, something else.
EdAlice Brady wound up two weeks langer gets ..'The Second Man,' with
'Biograph*
at
the Biltmore, Bert Lytell, next week.
running about neck and neck With
Estimates for Last Week
the first stanza. Show moved on
'My Maryland' (Forrest, 1st week).
to San Francisco* where hope is
held out It will stay three weeks. Result of steady climbing after poor
'Men in White* continues to start is $11,600. Okay for a $1.50
average biz at El Capitan, with top. Two weeks only.
'Party's
Over*
1st
(Erlanger,
another week certain after the
Week). Bad notices and not the biz
current period.
that this cut-rate, 40% -pass tax
One week was aplenty for the house
was
getting, $6,600.
This
first American presentation of 'Rob
week is last and then 'The Second
Roy,' and the Scottish drama folded
Man.'
at the Hollywood Music Box after
'Green Bay Tree' (Broad, 2nd
Saturday night.
week). Went out to a whale of a
Estimates For Last Week
trade; $8,000 or a little better in
'Biography/ Biltmore (2d week) second and final week.. "East of
(C-l,666-$2.76). Two weeks proved the Sun' current.
disappointing to producers, who*
figured on Alice Brady's draw.
Final stanza around $8,000. House
goes dark until end of month when "Rich, of Bordeaux'
Helen Morgan moves -in with

'Memory.'

'Men
week)

along steadily, this Henry Duffy
production garnered around $4,700,
plenty oke.
'Rob Roy,' Music Box (1st week,)
(O-965-J1.10). Out and out flop,
with the take not reaching the $800
mark on the week. To the storehouse.

'Take a Chance,' Mayan (1st
week) (M-l,492-$1.66). Olsen and
Johnson show has started to build
and outlook is for improvement on
With $10,300 fbr
second week.
.

initial

much

seven
profit,

there

days,

wasn't,

but show managed

to

keep out of the red.

COOK PLAYERS' S0CK0
BALT0 WEEK AT $5,200
Notwithstanding

16.

com-

heated

'Come What May', by Richard
Flournoy, being produced by Hal
Skelly.

a smashing

Charley Abra.mson.

Currently,
piness/

$8,000

'The

session.

of

in

'Her

Widow' did around

Hap-

Wee &
."

Thursday.' 'Double Door' was origskedded,
but
mid-week
switch was made because 'Thursday' was topped by a name, and
figured
firm
succession
of
b.o.
luminaries would groove Its play
inally'

Seattle

Not

S. H.
For Dollar Opera

Seattle, April 16.
Dollar opera for Seattle isn't so

judging from advance sale to

series more quickly.
'Door' opens
next week.
Three- day season of Met Opera
at Lyric stood 'em back to the wall,
per ;iisual. Session turned bit of a

San Carlos Grand Opera company prom^and marks 12th consecutive
opens for week at the Civic, April
23.
Sale only fair thus far.

year the guarantors did not have to
dig.

;.'

Eased off stop this week;.
week) (CD-914-$3.30).
with field last week but still in the
revivals,
Gilbert and
Sullivan
money, with the gross quoted over. Majestic; current bill 'Pinafore'
$10,000,
and 'Trial By Jury;' business good.
'All the King's Horses/ Imperial
'Peace on Earth/ 44th Street;
(12th week) (M-l,468-$3.30). Mod- taken off Saturday (14); uptown
erate grosser among musicals bet- repeat flopped.
takings last
tering even break;
'Four S»nts in Three Acts/ Emweek about $9,500.
pire; also' closed Saturday;- repeat
Are You Decent?' Ambassador another flop.
Pre(C-l,166-$3>30).
(1st Week)
'The Drunkard/ American Musie
sented by Albert Bannister and Hall; revival.
George L. Miller; written by Crane
Grand Opera, Hippodrome; pop
Wilbur; opens Thursday (19).
prices.
'As Thousands Cheer' Music Box
Grand Opera,
pop
.(29th week) (R-I,ti00-$4.40). Revue prices.
smash out in lead. last week, with
other musicals dipping; grossed
$26,500.

'Big Hearted Herbert/ Biltmore
(16th week) (C-991-$2.75). Expected
to

through season and

last

is

Berkshire Playhouses

a

Yank Hay Repertoire

-

'Broadway Interlude/ Forrest (1st
week) (CD-l,067-$3.30)i Presented
by Teddy Hammerstein *and Denis
Du For; written by Achmed Abdullah; opens Thursday (19).
'Dodsworth/ Shubert (8th week)
Dramatic leader
(CD-l,387-$3.30).
has paid off production nut and is
aimed for big net; rated around
$23,000, unaffected by last week's

Pittsburgh, April 16.

Legit reason wound up here In
anything but a blaze of glory, with
'Richard of Bordeaux' at the Nixon
taking it plenty on the. chin at
$5,600.
Road isn't just dead. Last
couple of sessions here would indicate that

It's

positively petrified.

Everything was in favor of *Botdeaux/ too, but they wouldn't go
for it. Notices were, little short of
raves,, publicity breaks before and
during the engagement exceptionally generous and Dennis King, its
star, was hailed to the skies, but
the mob simply wouldn't come. Got
the. usual Nixon opening, which
means a full lower floor, but after

.

downward

it

night (19) for four performances
of University of Pittsburgh Cap
Gown Club's revue,. "Hello,
Again.' After that, there's a succession of amateur rentals which
will keep the house going until
around the end of May.

and

trend.

'Follies/ Winter
Garden (16 th
(R-l,483-$4.40).
Off somewhat but finished strongly, with
gross estimating around $25,000.

Week)

'Her

:

was brutal.
Nixon is dark the first three days,
of this week but relights Thursday

Ma-

-

surprise

moderate
possibility;
With $5,500, Brutal summer
grosses, but profitable; .over $5,000.

Chi 'Affections' Cast

$4,000

Leventhal at the Maryland at an ace topi plus. 40c Vcourtesy ^ pas ses.' _ This week a local
Save,
Queenle "Smith, ifl "Every

for

week)

:

-

Master's

Chicago, April 16.
After 'being set for the top spots
Horace-- Sistara's-^second^ stock
production, 'Affections, Ltd,/ both
:

"in":

James Spottswood and Percy Helton won't show. Play ran in New.
York under the tag of 'The Alarm
Clock.'

ney Howard, Eugene Q'Neil, Paul
Green, George Kelly and Maxwell
Anderson will be Included in the
regular
season*

eight-week

subscription

Voice/ Plymouth

June

1,

when

pic--

ture version will be released in New
York; estimated around $10,000 last
week.
'Moor
Born/
Playhouse
(3rd
week) (D-896»$3,30). Bronte drama
letting- _ class d raw^_moderate1 y
paced but may improve; last" week
approximately $7,000.
'New Faces/ Fulton (6th week)
(R-900-$3.30). Intimate revue making some profit at moderate grosses;
last week off; $8,600 approximated.
'No More Ladies/ Mbro^co (13th
week) (C-961-$2.75),
Dipped to
about $10,000 which affords neat
profit; should be summer holdover.
'One More Honeymoon/ Little
n

Complete cast of 'Affections' has
Billings, Oscar O'Shea, PhilDakin, Frank McNeills, Walter
Wilson, Victor Sutherland, Sidney
Slon, Frances Kennedy I., Frances
(3rd week)
(C-530-$2.75).
Using
Kennedy II., Marie Swanson and two-for-one tickets;
small cost show
Beverly Younger.
estimated getting around $2,000.

Jimmy

lips

Stockbrldge, Mass. April 16.
Repertoire of American plays instead of the customary stock program will be presented at the Berkshire Playhouse, opening its seventh
season July 2.
One play each by Marc Connelly,
George Kaufman, Philip Barry, Sid-

According, to F. Cbwles Strick(26th week) (C-l,042-$3.30),
Run land, director, new plays will not be
comedy off, but still profitable, with eliminated, but will be added for a
last week's gross estimated around
possible one or two- week extension.
$8,000.
'House of Remsen/ Miller (3rd
week) (CD-944-$2.75). Costs little
ROCHESTER STOCK'S 'LIVES'
but Is getting little; last week about
$2,500; may hold on.
Rochester, April 16.
Mary of Scotland/ Alvin (21st
Emily Graham added to the Lyweek) (D-l,387-$3.30) i Only 'Dods^ ceum Players for 'Private Lives.'
worth' topped takings among the
Others in the cast will be Richard
dramas last week;, this former Hale, Elaine
Temple,
Florence
leader grossed $20,000.
'Men in White/ Broadhurst (30th Shirley and William Whitehead.
week) (D-l,118-$2.75).
Expectant
Of lasting until

Pauline Frederick
jesty, the

initial

Pursuit

•Roberta/ New Amsterdam (22nd
(M-l,717-$3.30>;
Musical
hit, slipped after record
Easter
week, but very good money
It was known that New York
at
$24,000
last
week.
was packed with visitors and it was
'Sailor
Beware/ Lyceum (30 th
apparent that they had dispersed.
week.
Lower floor
Locals who entertained guests were prices (C-923-$3.30),
range
now
to $2.20; business
out,
stepping
of
wearied
likely
weakness for early hit .off, but said to be
explain
which might
profitable;
around
$10,000
last week.
early in the week. Late winter and
'She Loves
e Not/ 46th St. (26th
spring brought in no real clicks at
(C-l,413-$2.75).
Should
Broadway needs fresh week).
all to date.
successes to tone up the pace in hold over through summer;, off like
most others last week to. about
all seasons.
$15,000.
last
factor
in
Probable leading
'The Perfumed Lady/ Ambasweek's slump, however, is Indicated
Withdrawn Saturday (14)
to have been the New York state sador.
income tax period, deadline for as expected; about five weeks;
which was I ;bnday (16). Percent- touring.
'The Shattered Lamp/ Elliot (5th
age of tax for the average citizen
Cut rate
(D-874-$2.76).
is 3%, nearly as much as the fed- week).
state levy was boosted deal, extends to this week, but Nazi
eral tax.
money;
small
getting
by. decreasing the. exemption and drama
adding a 1% emergency tax which estimated under $3,000.
'The Shining Hour/ Booth (10th
had to be put on the line in full.
It is the first time the state tax week). (D-708-$3.30). Holds steadily profitable pace; reaction after
figured so Importantly.
Two leader^, 'As Thousands holiday still okay at around $9,000.
'The Wind and the Rain/ Ritz
Cheer/ $26,600 and 'Dodsworth/
$23,000 were not really affected last (12th week). (C-918-$2.76). Modern
week, but grosses for nearly all ate colli right along, but some
other shows were under the normal profit; cut-rated. With gross apspring level;, some figures diving, proximately $5,000.
Royale.
They Shall Not
/
Vaude-revue 'Casino Varieties' did
well enough at night, but afternoon Withdrawn Saturday played eight
attendance was very »vea}c.. It weeks; attracted attention but ended in red.
folds Saturday.
'Tobacco Road/ 48th St. (20th
'They Shall Not Die' closed at
(D-969-$3.30). Not much
the Royale Saturday,, at which time week).
from pace previous to
change
Ambassador,
'The Perfumed Lady/
'Peace on Earth/ 44th Street and Easter; takings around $9,000, ex'Four Saints in Three Acts' took cellent.
'Wife Insurance/ Barrymore (2nd
the veil. Latter Were repeats and
Opened
(C-l,096-$2;76).
both fared badly; ^Yellow Jack' is week).
announced to close this week at the middle of. last week; notices mild
and
so are chances to last.
Beck, with others probably sliding
'Yellow Jack/ Martin Beck (7th
at that time. Only new show, 'Wife
Insurance' at the Barrymore, last week). (D-1,214-$2J5). .Final week;
dropping to around $7,000 last week
week laid an egg.
Next week 'The Mikado' will notice went up; spotty attendance.
Other Attractions
take the. boards for the second time
'Stevedore/ Civic Rep theatre
at the Majestic. New shows listedStreet);
written by Paul
to come in but without definite (14th
bookings are; tLate Wisdom/ 1 Peters and George Sklar; presented
by Theatre Union; opens WednesMyself and 'Every Thursday.'
day
(18).
Estimates for Last Week
'Casino Varieties/ Casino; some
(29th changes in bill and people; listed to
Guild
Wilderness/
'Ah,

Ends Pitt Season

White,' El Capitan (5th
(D-l,671-$1.65).
Clicking

in

petish on all sides, legit stuck
strongly last week. At Ford's, at
85c top, the Charles Emerson Cook
Players pulled but with a sweet
$5,'200 on.h,o, 'Men In White' after

'Late Wisdom', by Nathan Sherman, to be produced by Mark New-,
man.
'Love Kills' by Ida Lublenskl ErHch to be produced by the author.
^ ^Ifir^liLdl^gttadL.by jFred_J^rendeen, produced by Harry" Cort and"

so

scheduled week. $5,500 reported.
Lenore Ulric is current at the
Broad in 'East of the Sun.' Next
week she'll do 'Pagan Lady' and

that

Future Plays

make out

well with 'The Party's Over,' although it was held for its second

in

Baltimore, April

hot,
date.

Philadelphia, April 16.
ree legit houses open last week
in two of them,
although nothing eensational.
rest at

0.M $16,300

'Pursuit
of.
Happiness/
Avon
(28th week) .(C-S30-$2.75.
Slipped
to about $4,500 but engagement
slated through .May with London
date to follow.

v

and good trade

trying

Jeritza. is

That steep top
scaring them
way. Un-

hard but

Tax Worst

,

Guild)

Guild.

_^Lady From

Alibis, State

Reaction to Easter week's flourishing business Was apparent all
von
along Broadway last week.
performances,
added
discounting
the decline in grosses ;was more
than expected. As usual showmen
looked for reasons, finding some
tangible answers;

(Arthur Beckhard),
Barrymore.
'These Two' (Casey and
'Picnife'

Three openings give this Weekend an unusual spurt of life. Saturto try to tempt $3.85, per ducat from day evening (14) 'The Moon Rises'
the public. Due mostly to the price opened at the Shubert; being Le'Anniha* is taking a brutal brodle har's very old 'Gypsy Love' done over
as to dialog and lyrics. But both
at the Grand Opera House.
latter need more tinkering to get
Question of legit prices seems tang. Revival stays here two weeks,
settled with the dive of .'Annina.' and is then supposed to go to New
And demonstrated by the opening York.
Tonight, Margaret Hewes offers
of 'Affections Ltd.' at the Stude- world premiere
of 'Potter's Field,'
baker tonight (16) at 7 Be top. Range Paul Green drama of negro life in
for this stocH company Will be 25c, South, with' Negro cast at the Plym50c and 75c; This will do away with outh. Program has it billed as a
cut-rate, ticket gag which Was sell- symphonic play of the Negro peoing tickets stamped $1.60 for' half ple.'
price.
At the Hollis this evening Wee &
'Shining Hour' is showing signs of Leventhal show Pauline Frederick
life at the. Selwyn.. Perked up nice- in 'Her. Majesty, the Widow.'
ly and will go into the profit secComing is Walter Hampden for
tion without any trouble. 'Richard one Week At the Colonial, May 7, in
of Bordeaux' comes into the Er- a repertory of four plays, ?Hamlet/
langer tonight for a two-week, stay 'Macbeth,'
'Richelieu'
and 'The
under American- Theatre Society Servant in the House.'

They

theatres.

Legit B.O. Takes Big Dive;

Plenty of

'The Milky Way* ('Cheese
Champ'), (Harmon and Ullman), Cort.
Hopeful'), (Hal Skelly).

3 Boston Openings

55

(Percival Vivi-

an), .1755 Broadway.

'Come
Chicago;

During the past three years the
legit managers here have gradually
educated people to stay away from

B way

in Rehearsal

Kills'

VARIETY
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2 Gomedie Francaise

Itinerant Street Fair with

Fires ; Little

School-on-Wheels for Kiddies

Best Bet in Paris
By

.

Show

Biz

-Tod

on Hand So
iven

Away

Being

it's

_

Paris, April

8.

Four hundred thousand

bottles
free in
producers' section of this

,

I

at Paris Fair

of wine, will be given

away

-M

J the wine
a month.
No depression can cramp, these year's Paris ;Fair, an annual indusr
Paris street fairs/. which provide the trial, and agricultural exhibit.'
Reason for the generosity is that
recreation of the real people of
There is always one going French wine, especially cheaper
Paris,
on iu one quarter of the town or grades", is still a glut on the niaranother, and the troupers, butchers ket, despite opening up of America,
and proprietors of "the various con- Trade .thinks it is better to give
cessions live in covered wagons and away /a little to stimulate business
move from one section of town to. than to cut prices. Paris Ameranother, camping on the street ican colony will attend fair as a'
Where the fair happens to be tak- unit to get theirs. Fair runs May
City has provided a 9 to 24.
ing place.
"school on wheels for the kids of

to last

Is

.

these concessionaires.
Foire du Trbhe, also known as the
Bans
II
ingerbread Fair, Is the biggest of
all of them and brings in a number
Public
Alter
of attractions from out of town. Its
size is partly due to the fact that
of
End
East
the
at
Modernistic
place
takes
It
it
town,. where the crowds are thickest,
and partly to its appearance at the
Rome, April 7
Easter Day
beginning ot spring.
showed his dictator's
Mussoli
the carnival made a killing.
hand in the domain of the theatre
Name Tradition
further•performances
Name Gingerbread Fair comes by forbidding
f th « new opera by Mahpiero with
from the tradition that hunks of
Opera The
"bret tQ by Pirandello
gingerbread, baked in the form of
f
Changeling Son' had
Fable of the
,
„
little pigs, are sold at this fair...
,A
spectacular flop at its opening
Swell thing for a boy to do is to
ar * ™*, »»
these pigs,

Opera

Duce

Shochiku

chorine?
Natural tendency toward upholstery here is getting a big boost
through the Mae West fad, which
is
only just getting the beauty
Of H. Betlit Revue specialists
to the point of writing
to
the newspapers. Maurice de
Waleffe, greyhaired and plump conTokyo, March 23.
Chief booker for Shochiku The- noisseur who picks 'em in French
atrical Co. took a trip to Shanghai, beauty contests, Is hailing Mae as
caught 'Hello, China,' Henry Bellit at last Counteracting the nefarious

U

£A

•

.

revue* and cancelled
weeks of time.
Shochiku
Understood

Co.

round-trip

to one of
blow his
me » ts
with brown gingerbread bodies and *>
+
jouriy _an_^tempt
pink sugar snouts. , Girt picks out
I

,

-

-

sugartner^t^

it in
tradition comes down from the
die ages, when there was a pig
ket on this spot.
Name Foire' du Trone comes

five

Influence of

for

|;veia^T«,OM-TweeK!
glnce flr3t

geU QUt and that
due to Weaiher
to

wa g

(M

Direct

Sibyl

Revue

claimed

play Nagoya and Osaka under auspices of Shochiku.
Police stepped in and stopped the
;
Italian
Yokohama, Hotel New Grand cabis
the
aret after three nights. Talent was

k

3

Crown Prince

Harris into

i

l^^^Und

|

wm

BERLIN OPERA HOUSE

TAKEN OVER BY REICH

w

WHITE' SOCK
BUDAPEST LEGIT HIT

'MEN

,

|

I

|
1
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restaurant, will act as relief to

Roy

Fox.
Martlnus

.

THEATRES GO VAUDE

.

.

.

MODERN ARK

2ND SOVIET THEATRE
FESTIVAL

,

,

|

Vienna

H0YTS IMPORTING
ACTS; FULL SEASON

,

Sydney, from overseas include, Elsa

night.

Simultaneously a musical festival
negative record will be held at Leningrad.

This is the first
Stralia, Leon & Lucette, and Clarfor O'Casey oh the Continent.
Following Sydney, acts
rie Collins*

will tour: the entire Hoyt circuit,
covering a period of several weeks,
Play
'SinjinV
Charles -Munro, gr.m., .stated that
London, April 8...
good acts will find ready booking
St. John Ervine has finished a
in Australia providing salary conlay called, 'People of Our
ditions are reasonable. Hoyts will new
play acts In all of its ace city Class/
Author describes play ad very
houses, with the possibility of a full
'
English.
season over the nabe chain.

New

Meller Revue?
Madrid, April 7.
Reported that Luis Calvo,' producer, has sighed Raquel Meller to
star in a musical revue for a farewell tour of Spain.

Following the Spanish tour, the

company would move on

to France.

Vienna
Posthumous Jerome

.

500.

W.

S.

Robinson,

who

operates the

and
Theatre
has taken over
from March 26. Bookings will be
that
week,
but
all Southern acts for

Royal,
Royal,

Chatham/

Croydon,

all acts are cancelled,
with Robinson doing his own book-

after, that

ings.

2 LONDON SUBURBAN

,

de.

Jack Harris and band go into the
Band,
Cafe de Paris April 19.
which comes from the Mbnselgneur

.

|

.

is

Poulsen, head of the
show will have a four weeks' fun Cafe, is confident London's nlteries
at the Paramount houses, to be fol
are in for ,a very prosperous sumlowed by a similar engagement of mer, and feels with his recording
four weeks oyer the Hyams circuit, and vaudeville dates Fox will need
These two engagements are on a support.
percentage basis and were booked
by Foster's agency. An orchestra
Southern Out
is included in the. show, but unde
Lewlsham Hippodrome, which
cided
whether the Mills Blue
Southern took over from the
John
Rhythm band or the Fletcher Hen Loughboro Trust and began operatderson combo.
ing as a vaudeville' house, has
C. B. Cochran was also interested
changed hands after a fortnight*
in the C. C. revue, but the Palla
Southern is out, he and his co-dl*
dlum, In view of having previously
rectors having lost around $10,000.
booked the Ellington and Calloway
Opening bill had Cicely Courtcombos, through Irving- Mills, who
and grossed,
headlining
neidge
is also sending over the Cotton Club
-around $8,500, but overhead wa»
show; got the preference.
nearer $10,000. Next week, with Florence-Desmond headlining*- grossesfell to $3,000, with overhead at $6,-

at the Royal Opera House bere,.L alnment set a bad moral precedent,
Duce,
the'
the
included
of Italy and all the
Newspapers in New York last
fcore with the
week" carried stories to the effect
from Roman aristocracy
new work in P atience unti V the third the Marcus show, had been ordered
pre-revolutionary name, Place du
act. when the tempest was let loqse, to leave j ap an, government there
Trone (Throne Square) of the Place
Catcalls- whistles, groans, moans no t extending visas of the troupe.
fl«
e l* Nation which is at one end of \
rattling of keys were heard an Gompany
?, J^;?*^":.!™^:!
go 0n to China.
the mile-long carnival grounds. This over the house, The Duce, sitting
has heavy significance this ^year, retiredly ln the shad ow of a box,
in
for
with revolutions threatening,
wa t ched tne p and6 monium amus
1793, during the Reign of Terror, edly
Crown Prlnce &ot up and left
when beheadings were the thickest, before the end .of the show, whether
U
to
they moved the guillotine down
ith the opera or
diS p leasure
the Place du Trone-to get it out of tng pubUc no one knows<
sight of the West End crowds. Place
PIrande n 0 frantically applauded
Beriin, April 7.
that
was. outside of Paris limits at
frpm a DOX( whUe Malipiero from
Municipal Opera House, position
time.
another box hook his head at the
of which was described as none too
Squawking on Take
IN
antics of the public.
rosy of late, has been taken over
Duce told the opera management
Despite crowds of thousands that
flock dally to the ^nivaVs^eal is not. to repeat the opera until the j*
arising this year that, actual cash memory of the first night had been artistic and technical staff of the
intake is less than usual. This is forgotten. Piece may be given an
house.
The Relchscabinet has
Budapest, April 8.
only relative, however, since other other chance later in the season, granted necessary funds.
'Men in White' at Vigszlnhaz 1b
Paris amusements are suffering however,
Under its new title of 'German the best production seen here for a
much more. Yet the owners of the
Opera House,' the management will long time and the first uncontested
most popular stands wheels of forbe controlled by the Minlstry> of hit of the season at this theatre.
tune at which the prizes are two
redecoration
After
Propaganda.
First-rate staging and direction
pound bags of sugar or bottles of
house is to open September 15. Wil are largely responsible for the sucwine, because gambling for money
helm Rode, opera singer and for cess. Excellent cast,
With Arthur
is f orbidden^-cbmplain that kibitzers
some time member of the staff, has Somlay scoring
another triumph in
are more numerous than players
been appointed intendant.
the part of Professor Hochberg and
house
this
between
Every kind of movable outdoor
Competition
'London, April 8.
a young actor, Istyan Somlo, cast
attraction ever invented, is: used
Two more important theatres' in and the State Opera in the city re- only In minor parts up till now,
here: Ferris wheels, ticklers, auto suburban London are; going over to ceives a new angle. Latter belongs
making himself, conspicuous by
Prussian
State
and
hitherto
popuvery
galleries,
to
the.
shooting
races,
vaudeville.
They are the Hippoheld the artistic; lead uncontestedly. capital rendering of the character
lar because French universal mlli , drome
Golder's Green, and the
of Dr. Ferguson.
tary service makes the boys proud streatham Hill, Streatham.
of the way they have learned to
Houses specialized in playing pre
handle the rifle; medical wax mu- We3t End productions, and were
seums, hootch dancers (old style), DOO iced t> y p arne il & Zeitlln for
Sarassarii
ircus From Europe to
wei &ht years. Laterly bookers were Howard
woman-gorillas,
dwarfs',
SEPT. 1-10
S.
.
oh One Boat
lifters, iron jaws, Indian fakirs who & wyndhams, but difficulty of get
speak Parisian argot, and two- ting shows proved too much of a
The Hague, April 7.
Moscow, April 1
headed boys.
headache.
Festival
Sarassanl's
is billing its
, circus
Second Soviet Theatrical
FirstTclass acrobatic numbers are
Policy will be twice hi
and
is scheduled to be held in Moscow last performances in Rotterdam and
occasionally seen, and sonde of the opening date is May 21
getting
ready
to move on to South
include
program
to
Sept.
1-10,
Europe
out
of
finest acts to come,
America.
A
ton
Dutch tramp
in
dif
20,000
"12
opera, ballet and drama
these street fairs,
in
originate
steamer has been chartered for the
ferent theatres.
whose people are generally 100%
'Juno' Flops in
trip -and is being prepared to take
opera,
Shostakovich's
new
trouper.
Vienna, April 6.
Izmailoya,'!
the
new the. mixed cargo aboard, which will
•Katerina
Sean
'Juno and the ballet 'Flames of. Paris' and "The. make it look like Noah's Ark.
Paycock' was a. flop here.
First Lady with Camelias,' a new clasThis is Sarassanl's second trip to
play to open at the Ralmund Thea sical production by V. Meyerhold Latin America; former visit was
tre after martial law ln Austria was are included in the program.
An made on two German ships.
ended.
additional program is being drawn
Play folded., after three, perforth- up for foreign tourists- who will be
Production of
AnceSr-grdssihgT^lOO^hrst^night^fSO, desirou8-Ho^see^two c=shows^each »
on the second and $25 the third day.
Play
irst vaude acts, to play Regent,
.

management

7.

uiar vaudeville, policy by presenting
the entire Cotton Club revue, direct
from New York for four weeks
Theatre will pay $10,000 a. week for
the show. After the month of Au
gust, a condensed version of the

etre tch the Tokyo
to six Weeks and then

which

i

is

looking
around for several spots within
close proximity of' London, and exof
roadpects to have a string
houses before the end; of the year.

For the month of August the
Palladium will depart from its reg

.

engagement

Opening attraction

Bowan.

Same

from Harlem

London, April

falled

Company wiU

|

of Queen "iSlizabeth. It is being turned into a high-class roadhouse, and will feature imported

home

.

"oni^'one

week

11c

mid

mar

organized,

is

•

attractions.

A. B. Marcus Show is still doing
Played to 145,000 persona first
three weeks,, two shows a day, gross

shQw

Garbo and Dietrich.

Cotton

well.

^Z^i
„JS-

which the show

Road-House. Chai
Gordon Hotels,, which, own the
Dorchester and May fair hotels, and
pf which lr Francis Towle is head,
has bought the Great Foster hotel,
Egham, which is 20 miles from London. Hotel is one of the English
historical spots and was once the

forfeits
the entire

Hn^T
^"e.^^
with

>

and contrasts violently
operatic tradition, which

the pig that look's, the best to heir,
and the <butcher. writes her name oh

tickets

its

company, which it advanced.
Marcus Show

.

.

for

Five-Week Booking

P

.

.

.

Too

.

Command Show

For Air Rights to

:

.

I

Paying PaDadium $1500

brass-helmeted Paris firemen
dashed to the scene both times
quickly enough; to prevent much
London, April 8.
damage.
NO UPHOLSTERY
First blaze took place in dressing
Growing friendship', be t w e e
has been Fischer Picking Only Skinny French George Black, of General Theatres
room of Marie Bell,
AtGals for U. Sir Trip
out of town, for two weeks.
Corporation, and the British Broadtributed to short circuit in. actress*
casting Corporation has resulted In
Paris, April 7.
she had left
radio set,; which
the arrangement to broadcast the
Girls In Jacques Charles' 'Ca, annual Royal Performance at the
departure; Miss
plugged in oii
Bell is one of the Comedle Fran- e'est Paris', French unit for Chi- Palladium May 8.
ShoW is in aid
mostly cago Fair, will have that old slim of. the Variety Artists Benevolent
does
caise
troupe who
screen work, and. is now appearing silhouette, if Clifford Fischer of the Fund and Institute.
in Sarah Bernhardt^ legit role in a local Morris office has his way.
Due to unfriendliness, the program
Fischer is- crossing the current was not relayed last year.
ng version of Sardou s 'Fedora
trend by picking them so the bones
at the Paramount.
Understood B.B.C. is paying $2,^
Second fire took place in a small show. Result is that most of the BOO for the broadcast, which is bi
applicants to represent pure. Pari- gest money ever paid by this oroffice, on second floor,
sian talent in Chi are Russian, Ger- ganization
for
any -broadcast.
man, Polish and Hungarian, for Money is to be handed over by the
who ever saw a skinny French Palladium management to the fund,
but

FREE FRENCH WINE!

ROBERT STERN

Paris, April 8;
far the biggest and most
cessful amusement event in Paris
this spring is the Foire du Trone,
-monster street carnival -which, fills
a mile
tip the Cours de Vir.c
long and about 300, yards wide. It

By

Damage B. B. C.

Paris, April 8.
Fire broke, but in Comedle Francaise two days running last week,

.

Weak New

Plays-

William Hurlbut's 'The Bride,'
which was produced in America in
1926, had its London premiere at
Piece rethe Strand, March 28.
vealed its vintage -by its. dialog.
Papers were ruthlessly over -critical, not only of the play, but the
acting.
As a matter of fact, the
majority of the audience regarded
the play as interesting, and it would,
be difficult to find performers more,
competent to enact the fou&. principal roles. Piece not likely to survive in' face of adverse, criticism.
Embassy theatre at Swiss Cottage, produced 'The Drums Begin/
2.
Play w£s produced in New
York last November and ran a little
over a'week.
Press comments here were not
very favorable, either, and as this
is a try-out house, the piece will

April'

probably, fold after its allotted fortnight's stay.

Repertory
single

Players

Sunday

presented

performance

a
of

'Flowery Walk' at the Piccadilly,
March 26. Story concerns a married woman who_runs away to her

Tov^rT^^^Toildw^I^n^r^augh^

ter, who rescues her in time and
brings her back.
Vienna, April 4.
At St. Martin's, the Shop WinJerome K. Jerome's posthumous
mystery play, 'The Soul of Nicholas dow, a new Sunday night producing
'Love-ln-aoffered
Snyder' will open here at the organization,
Theater der Junger end of this Mist,' which Unfolds the story of a
months Wolfgang Heinz will pro woman who returns to her husband's house after a great, many
duce.
Play wa,s shown for the first time years to discover a caddish young
making overtures to the
in German at Nuremberg in 1928 man
German daughter of the house.
and
throughout
since
Not much chance for either of
provinces and in Switzerland. Cer
man adaptation is by Erich Glass these try-outs.

.

LITERATI

Tuesday, April 17, 1934
Philly Ladgera Pass. Out
Plenty of grief in Philadelphia as
of the passing of the Morning and Sunday Ledgers. Estimates
on the number of men thrown out
of employment vary, but 400 Is
probably conservative, inquirer and
Evening Ledger have absorbed but

Some

Diff

* result

Difference between a
book
by a President and an ordinary writer is the attention to

by the publisher.
Day 'On«Qur Way,' by President Roosevelt, was. published
last week, all book reviewers
got hasty notes, .from John
Day to the effect that in one
spot the word 'party' was used
detail given

a few members of the staffs.
Henry T.. Murdock moves hack
Philadelphia Ledger,
drama desk to his old assignment,
He also conducts a
E.L, drama.
move column In the E.L. under
the title of Ollie Wood. Eric Knight
will now be regular movie critic of
the E.L., thus overlapping in some
ways on Murdock's duties* Odell
Hauser, who has been doing E.L.
drama this year, has apparently not

from

the

when

'property'

was

intended;

and regretting the typographical error.

.

Sam Laclar will
placed.
cover music for the E.L,
This arrangement leaves the Inquirer untouched, 'With Linton Martin, doing drama and music, and his
wife doing the movies.

been

Sam Schwab, m.e. of the P.L.
will be Sunday editor at the Inquirer, and Jay House will go there
as columnist. Most of the P.L. edir
.

,torlal force,
yet, with a

however; unplaced as
few of the older ones

reak for Expatriates

Waverly Lewis Root and

Howard

Fentress' of the

Tribune Paris

May

Chicago

edition' are starting

vacation-in-Ameriea
year's
season, leaving Wednesday (4) for
a month each In. the U. S. Root will
ill
stay east, but Miss Fentress
visit her parents In. St. Louis.
Exchange situation is such that
even Paris newspaper salaries, paid
in francs, and very low, permit a
trip to America, especially since
workers on local. papers can usually
Wangle special rates from steamship lines, In general, it is cheaper
for Americans abroad to go home
this summer than to take a trip in
this'

.

VARIETY

Journalism In Pari
Proving that news makes newspapers even in France, the Stavisky
and accompanying, scandals are effecting changes in the Paris newspaper situation. Chief beneficiary,

Best Sellers
Best Sellers for the week ending April

American News

Leon Bailby's new venture, Le
Jour, which was haying tough sledding until the 'affaire' broke and
gave Bailby, one of the shrewdest
is

'Anthony Adverse'
'Oppermans, The*

Politicians involved.in the scandal
Left Wing and Bailby. is

'Dr. Arnold!'

So he opened up with a
campaign, New York World
As a
style, socking right and left.
result Le Jour's circulation is now
reliably
reported around 600,000
hich,
(there's, ho A. B. C. in Paris)
though still behind the leaders such
as the Petit Parisian and the
Journal, is not bad for a beginner.
Paris Soir also has been cashing
in; though with a different method.
This paper, by adopting tabloid
methods 'although remaining normal,
size, rose last year to the biggest
evening circulation In France, and
the scandal has given it a chance
to consolidate its position.

While Rome Burns' ($2.75)
•New Dealers, The* ($2.75)

neglects .entirely the political
angle, treating the story merely as
a juicy hunk of news, and emphasizing the mysterious slaying of
It

-

—

the mag. He was also an old fixture at Butterick. Prior to taking
the reins oh Adventure, Corcoran
edited the old Everybody's Maga-

story a week for the Sunday edition
of the New York Mirror, tab, Off
the assignment.
Miss Harris has been doing the

zine.

special, stories

on films and

people for about
'Adverse' Agai

a

film

year.

Leads

Remarkable

selling strength of
Is again Illusreturn to the head cf
most of the country's "best seller

'Anthony Adverse'

trated

by

lists this

Its

week.

It

Harold P. Denny is now filing
dispatches to the New York 'Times'

had moved down from Moscow.
George and Bea Kaufman

gave a
second notch for a couple of
good-bye dinner for Bennet Cerf
weeks, but now seems- to be firmly
and Harold Gulhzberg.
entrenched again.
Thorne Smith and family in SaraFor many months, now, 'Anthony'
sota, Florida.
has been the top seller throughout
Find Unknown Chekhov Yarn
Charles Brackett lives in SaraUnusual break gives Whit Bur the country. About- two months ago, toga, N. Y., and likes it.
Bett a scoop for the May issue of a concerted drive, headed by SinIrvln S. Cobb is eating batter and
Story.
Friend of his, scouring clair Lewis' "Work of Art,' managed rolls again.
through old volumes in the Moscow to dislodge the Farrar & Rinehart
John Wexley has finished a transpet
weeks.
Then
three
weeks
for
two
Library found an unknown short
lation of Maxim Gorki's 'Philistines,'
story by Anton Chekhov. It was ago Feuchtwanger'a 'The Opper- a play.
rushed through for publication In mans' marched to the head of the
William McFee and the missus
class,
but
during
the
week
past
English for the first time.
off on a West Indies cruise.
Story was not known to exist, by Hervey Allen's tome once more outFanya Foss editing a volume of
any of the Chekhov collectors or distanced all the other books.
poetry for the Hew York John Reed
commentators, and is not included
Club, the aggregation Of scribblers
in any Chekhov bibliography, makNew Authors League Officers
with radical leanings.
ings it that much, more of a literary
eor
ge
was
elected
presiCreel
Latest Irish scribbler to get a
G
rarity;
dent of the Authors League.' Other showing here is Patrick Kirwan.
new officers are Will Irwin, first
Sidney Fairway, listed as the
vice-pres.; George Barr Baker, sec- author of Till Passion Dies,' is
Perkins to Japan
Bert Perkins, head of Fairchild ond vice-pres.; Owen Davis, third really Sidney H. Daukes.
Hervey Allen leaves Miami soon
Publications In Europe, has left for vice-pres.; Arthur Guiterman, sec,
for his home in Maryland.
Japan after a two- week stay in New and Luise Slllcox, treas.
Marquis James has gone to Texas
League also has a hew board of
York to look over the silk manufactures there and write some spe- directors numbering ten.' They are to pick xip some data for another
cial articles for his papers, After a George Creel, Will Irwin, George volume on the life of Andrew Jackfew. weeks of general coverage in Barr Baker, Arthur Guiterman, Ellis son.
the Far East he will return to his Parker Butler, Cass Canfield, Don
Mike Gold completing a. new
Paris and London offices.
Herold,
Charles novel, his first since 'Jews Without
Orson Lowell,
Mrs. Perkins, who. was in New Scrlbner and Lyman Beecher Stowe., Money.'
Norman Burnstine, editor for AlYork With her husband, has gone
fred H. King, collecting anti-Hitler
back to their Paris home.
Graham Switches Publishers
cartoons, which his boss le considCovici-Frlede has taken Lewis
ering for publication as a book.
Norma Abrams on Pix
Graham's newest book, "The UnWilliam Henry Chamberlain, who
With Kate Cameron, N. Y. Daily slnkable Mrs. Jay.'
Book was represented the Christian Science
News pix critic, on vacation, Norma written by Graham
(Lou Goldberg)
Abrams (Mrs. Jack Miley), was in collaboration with Ed Olmstead, Monitor in Russia for many years,
doing a new book oh that land.
brought in to assist Wanda Hale and both
scribblers will get their
on film coverage for the paper. name on the
T. S. Stribllng, the Pulitzer Prize
jacket.
It marks
Miss Hale is ordinarily Miss Cam- Graham's
novelist, will do a novel oyer the air
departure from Macaueron's assistant.
for the Columbia Broadcasting Sysley's.
At-the=rend=of ^the^cu rren t^week.
tem.
•
Miss Abrams goes back to the News' ^epvici-Friedels^-rushing-the-tome'
Flora Merrill, w"K6 did ''Flush' of
through, hoping to get it on the
city room on general assignments,
Street and Broadway.'
WImpole
market within six weeks.
Lack from England.
Broadcast Switches Owners
Random House to introduce two
Broadcast Weekly, Coast radio
Corse Pay ton's Biography
British poets here, Stephen Spender
mag, has changed hands and is now
Will W. Whalen Is writing the and W. H. Audefi.
the property of the James H, Barry biography of Corse Payton, 'AmerAchmed Abdullah back from CenPublishing Co.
ica's Best Bad Actor.'
tral America in time for the openPlan of the new owner Is to conWhalen wants some additional ing, of his play, 'Broadway Intersiderably increase the size of the data,, the reminiscences to be sent lude,' and the publication of a new
publication.
O. J. Nuseer ie the to him at White Squaw Press, Or- novel, "Her Royal Highness,' in
new editor.
tanna, Adams County, Pennsylvania.. Cosmopolitan.
to

:

;

'

.

'Native's Return' ($2.75)
'Life Begins at Forty' ($1.50)
'100,000,000 Guinea Pigs' ($2.00)

.

.

,

($2.60)
($2.50) v.....................

.By Phyllis Bottome
.... .By Fannie Hurst
..By MacKinley. Kahtor

By Tiffany Thayer

.

real

'

feel it's

By Lion Feuchtwanger

'Long Remember'

are all
Right.

,

generally^argood idea to place retail
book competition on an even plane
and thus woo back again the interest of the small book seller.
It is said Macy's loses $160,000$476,000 yearly on its book department, charging that off to general
merchandising exploitation on behalf of their other departments. An
idea of the great advantage to the
publisher may be gathered from
'Anthony Adverse,' which sold 44,000 copies of its first 160,000 via
Macy'a.

>By -Herve» Allen

($3.00)
($2.50)

'Private Worlds'. ($2.50)
'Anitra's Dance' ($2.50)

in the business, his chance.

.

lisher,

as reported by the

7,

Co., Inc.

icti

going on pension.
Philadelphia Ledger, which was
98 years old, had fallen off very
Judge Prince in February as he was
badly in daily circulation. Down
about to make embarrassing revelaunder .40,000 at last count. Real
tions as the most zoftig angle.
surprise was .decision to scrap the Europe.
Paper hired, a couple of retired
Marvel of the age, to Europeans, Scotland yard detectives to make an
Sunday Ledger, which was sup.-,
posed to be a mild money-maker. is a certain line's offer of five weeks Investigation,, with an account of
Curtis-Martin people are doing inclusive tour to New York and their doings written by its star crime
everything they can to throw old back, hotels, rubberneck wagons to reporter. Dropped the probe, saying
Ledger circulation to- the inquirer, Grant's Tomb and bellhop tips in- It had been successful, when three
but it is figured that Dave Stern's cluded, for 2,600 francs. This was gang chiefs were arrested, on susDemocratic and lively Record will $100 in the old days, and still is to picion of the slaying, and thereget most, with' the New York. Times those whose pay originates on. this after devoted itself to gangland
side.
Formerly it would just about revelations.
and Trib also cutting in plenty.
Passing of the P.L. gives Phlly .buy a one-way trip in tourist third.
This, has been the final blow, as
There
just two. morning papers.
far as circulation is concerned, to
are three afternoon sheet s, In cludthe Intransigeaht, rival evening
G.&S. Buys Adventure
ing the News ((tab), and the latter
Adventure Magazine has passed sheet, which Bailby used to own unis going to start a Sunday paper from Butterick control.
Mag has til a clique of bankers took it away
Within a few weeks.
been acquired by Popular Publica- from him. Intran is still getting
tions, the Goldsmith, and Steeger. most of the town's advertising,
May Stifle Macy's Underselling
publishing outfit, and Is the first however.
The book publishers' NRA code purchase ever made by them. PopuGood old Temps is. taking adembargo against under-pricing by' lar mags were their oWn creations, vantage of ,the scandal,: too, in its
retailers on books is generally faIn the hey-day of its career, Ad- conservative "way, by running verr
vored by the publishers, even venture was said to have had a' cir- batim reports daily of the hearings
though it. will probably hit the R. culation in excess of 400,000. Phe- before the investigating committees
H. Macy department store In New nomenal figure was never touched —columns of them and putting out
York the hardest. Macy's haB long by any other pulp. Present circu- posters to advertise the feat.
made it a practise to sell the latest lation reported as around 60,000.
fiction and other publications at
William Corcoran goes over to
Radie Harris Off Mirror
cost or less,' and, while their large Popular Publications as editor of
Radie Harris, who was writing a
turnover was
break
the pub-

a
for
the pubs themselves
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'Robber Barons' ($3.00)

y Alexander Wbolicott
.

.

.By Unofficial Observer
By Louis Adamie
.By Walter B. Pitkin
.

Kallet and F. J. Schlink
..By Matthew Josepbson

By Arthur
......

Book Reviews
Socialist's View,

An

Amplified Tyler
per cent richer in anecdote
than the condensed version published in the Saturday Evening
Post' is the boxed display alone on
the jacket of 'Whatever Goes Up*
•iffy

(Bobbs

George

C.
Tyler's reminiscences of his theatrical life. It also has the advantage
Merrill,

$3),

on Hitler

One of the most significant titles
of the year Is the one chosen by
Ernest Toller for his autobiography,
I

Was a German' (Morrow

;

$2.75).

one of the: world's outstanding dramatists and poets, is one of
the Jews exiled by the new regime
Toller,

in

Germany,

Written, with a lot of strength and
of a preface by Booth Tarktngtoh.
Written in collaboration with J. C. poignancy, the book holds attention
Furnas; Tyler taps a rich vein to throughout. It is not as strong a
make' interesting reading for the denouncement of the Hitler regime
general reader, and fascinating ro- as some recent books have been,
mance for a lover of the stage, notably 'The Oppermans,' but it
whether lay or professional.
leaves room for a lot of thought,
Co.'s rise Toller is an ardent socialist, giving
The story of Liebler
and fall is the history of the con- the book a bit of a different view.
a
temporary stage. It's told with
The story of a young man barely
tang that will be relished by ail who In his thirties, with gray hair and
appreciate good writing. Tyler tells an amazing record, of accomplishhis
early
grippingly,
of
simply, but
ment and activity behind him, the
adventures; of his riding the crest book is intrinsically an important
of the wave; of his drop, into the addition to World literature.
market
the
stock
trough when
crashed and the fading road put a
Another Western
period to their success story.
King seems to have gone Westward Ho in recent publications, the
*33-'34 Pictorial Review
With picture books coming more lastest being 'The Last Pioneers,'
and more into fashion, Funk and by. Melvin Levy ($2,50), a story of
Wagnalls enters the parade. 'The the winning of the west.
The chief character is Herman
Roosevelt Year, a Photographs Rec-

&

Merro, a Russian Jew, who comes
to America by Way of Alaska and
evenually establishes himself as
a cinch seller.
Pare Lorentz, motion picture edi- a hotel keeper In a mythical town.
forms an Intimacy with Paul
tor of Life, did the editing and se- He
gradulected about 400 photographs of Dexter, banker and Harvard
attorney
events in the U. S. from Jajruary, ate, and 'Mike' Delea, an
who founds his fortune in defending
1933, to March, 1934. Makes a h'.ne'
by 12 size page and plenty of pages. scarlet women.
This oddly assorted trio, with
Titles and comment are crisp and
intelligent, and picture selections Merro as the active influence, run,
the
town in characteristic 'ring^
tinged with an acute sense of
fashion, but the panic of '29 finally
humor.
Walt Disney and his pigs man- gets them. Chiefly localed in the
age to garner two pages; Mae West plank sidewalk era of the west, it
gets herself a page, and Sally Rand has life, color and action.
ord*, is In every way a good job and
at the price ($2.76) ought to make

.

it

.

.

given attention. These, it seems,
axe the threea important theatrical
items of the first Roosevelt year.

.

is

.

Queer Circus
According -to the publisher's
who wrote 'The
Love Trapeze' (Macaulay $2), has
.traveled with a circus, but there's
a flock of laughs for kinkers In her
yarn of the high traps. Probably
blurbs, Lois Bull,

Character!
Leane Zugsmith's newest book,
'The Reckoning' (Smith & Haas,
$2.60), Is her best novel, but almost
defeats Itself by the over- careful
characterization and analysis Of
personalities.

It's a strong story of New York,
poor, unimportant boy is convicted Of larceny. In trying to free
him an ambitious young lawyer, a
school teacher, a wealthy woman
story which has a gymnast doing and several other characters get inthree' forward triples
and two volved, and the course of life for all
double backs in the course of a of them* is changed. It's a trick
seven minute turn is far from which one resents somewhat,
but

A

will not affect the value of the story
for the general reader, but any

authentic.

'—-

~~"

beautifully dofie.
Miss Ziigsmith,
however, dwells so much on the.
air trio,
character portrayals—and does them
handing in her resignation to the
so well—that the story itself is
circus manager instead of the.
overshadowed.
troupe. And all through the story
Story Is a bit too tough and
the same girl does the catching for
realistic for film use, but it could be
those triples.
14-year-old girl
adapted
into a very fine play.
does the Lietzel act, making 110
roundoffs in a swing, and when she
Prize Play Award
gets her growth She runs It up to
Dramatists' Guild has arranged
200 turns.
Tale is the usual triangle, with an informal dinner for next Monday
two queens of the air vieing for the night (23), at which the winner of
love of the same man. Not so. good the Rol Cooper Megrue Prize, will
be announced. Prize award was
for pictures.
established by the late playwright
for the best play of the year.
Beaucoup Mystery

Another
the

ine,

giggle, is

member

having the heroof'

an

.

A

Special program for. the dinner
Dorothy L. SayerS of late has been
moving up rapidly in the list of is being arranged by Mare Connelly, George S. Kaufman, Moss
yarn spinners.
With her newest
Hart, Morrie Rysklnd and Russel
book, 'The Nine Taylors' (HarcourtCrouse. Chairman of the arrangeBrace; $2.75), there should be no
ments committee is Lodewick
more' doubt about her right to first
yroom.
rank^conslderation^-^It's^prjQbably: "
Only the date of- the -dinner is-,
one of the best detective stories of definite, place
to be decided upon

the year.
this week.
Miss Sayers is not as spectacular
as Van Dine, or others of that
Dixie Sportmen Get Mag
school, nor does she write AmeriHubert F. Lee, who publishes
canese as well as. does Dashiel Ham- Dixie Business in Atlanta, Is planmet. But she can figure out mys- ning a new sports publication, for
tery yarns that are plenty involved Southern circulation only.
To be
and. yet logical.
known as The Southern Sportsman.
'Nine Taylor*' ought to be a big
Lee also editing the mag, which
.

seller.

makes

its initial

appearance

May

i.

.

-

.

Going Places

Did You

By Cecelia Aper

noble, Irene

still

Dunne

moss -covered

banks,

softly singing and strumming a
ukulele. Miss Parker,, if nothing is
done to stop her, may yet revive
ukuleles, too.

in

"This Man Is Mine," but she is loosening up. She says 'jake' once, and
saying it, makes it sound like a
'Lazy River' atones somewhat by
swear word; > Bhe smashes a. glass
presenting Irene Franklin.. Though
In temper, but smashes it against
she's got to play a 'Cajun' and speak
destruction
its
where
fireplace,
the
with a French, accent and wear a
will catise the least untidiness; and,
honest,
most revolutionary of all, she cpn- ribbon in her cutis, the personlikeable, warming Franklin
what
for—
dislike
fesses an ardent
\
cannot be dow
world coming to?-r-her ality
this
is
mother!
Play No Favs
'This. Man Is Mine' would have
Sweet, the way the Music Hall
you sorry for Miss Dunne because
iter husband walks, out on her. Oh, dreams of its ballet corps as a bed
only temporarily. Catch any man Of flowers, of the Rockettes as little
getting away from capable Miss girls In ruffled rompers; And very
Dunne forever^—but just the same wise, too, of the Music Hall when
sorry for her. it feels itself getting imaginative
it would have
dancing
of
its' troupes
Sorry for her, when, she always about
goes; about telling him how much maidens, to remember to discipline
she loves him' and makes him tell it Its flights of fancy so that—as this
back to her, when she takes away week each troupe is allotted an
The Rockettes can't
the books he's reading, coyly rum- equal share.
ples his. hair, and sits down on the lord it over the. ballet, corps; and; the
sofa beside him for a nice long ballet corps has nothing on the
homey chat She likes to talk things Rockettes. It's just as good to .be
out, Miss Dunne, and anything she' thought of as a flower as it is to be
The ballet corps has
likes to do, though she's only a a little girl.
the. attention-compelling advantage
little woman, gets done.
She's bold, -even daring, in this of a black stage lit up with radium
picture because she's pretending to paint costumes, but the Rockettes
close the show.. Nice work, Music
belong to that country club set
but beneath it all it is to be feared Hall.
that she is the clear-eyed, levelAs 'Tropical Flowers' the terpsies
headed, silent sufferer of yore, ex- Of the ballet corps conceal their
pensively suburban in a series of lovely faces and mask their litheladylike costumes shot through with some figures in black tights, extimid allure, the sort of clothes that pressing themselves only with Vashops advertise 'for young matrons' dium flower headdresses and green
and which are bought by just stems down their bodies. Results
—spectacular effects, amusing, formatrons.
Constance Cummings,. before she mations, fascinating developments
makes her entrance, has it said of and, best of all, hearty audience reRadium paint butterflies
her that she's a *man-eatv.r, glam- sponse.
orous,- anC. fascinating.' And then and tropical, birds wafted about the
she has to come on. And in a darkness by black clad adagio dancbeige cloth coat with full puffed ing partners, enliven the scene, but
sleeves of summer ermine and a the winking radium paint moon that
large white straw hat. But despite ascends for the finale enlivens it
her billing and her own helpless much too literally.
ness with clothes she's of the
The Rockettes, who've been bidln'
opinion that chic is attained from their time and practicing just in
startling,
unrelated
detail—Miss case, wait until the last scene of

|

,

—

,

'

.

—

4

'

—

..

Cummings

creates a characterization that registers, even If it does
lack subtlety. She reveals a new
sense
of
humor and progress
toward being an actress.

presentation, 'A Day in the
Country,' to come forth smart, play-

the

but all together about
it, and. prance about in white cos
tumes brightened with red-bound
ruffles.
On their heads they wear
little somethings that may be either
sunbdnnets or baby-bonnets. Be
fore they wound things up so nicely,
the choral ensemble had been dlscovered riding somewhere in a|
country coach, dressed in bustles
and mad hats, The choral is very
gay when it gets where it was going, which turns out to be a Caf*
in a Tree. Dancing ensues.

ful, gleeful,

.

nice having Kay Johnson
back to see how welt she's looking
in her new banged coiffure that
gives her face a becoming roundness, and to hope that by next time
It's

she remembers that she must not
use too much lip rouge, for too
much makes her. mouth look un-

happy and bid.
Vivian Tobin

I

I

has the smallest
but the best dress, a white
mousscline that with a little pleat
lng-edged cape to cover its bare
Guessing Game
back, and a skirt .that swirls out
Dance Sophisticates, according to
dramatically at the bottom °pro
the Palace annunciators, open the
vldes 'This Man Is Mine' one frock bill this week. Now what, what
can
with pictoral line.
Dance Sophisticates be? Well, it
turns out Dance Sophisticates are
a lot like plain dancing folk—given
A New Threat

role,

:

.

to challenge dancing, rhythm outof pictures' wistful 'is
bursts with arm swinging, toe balImmeasurably enriched by Jean let, taps,
whirls and forte finishes;
Parker in 'Lazy River,' or, for that but they, keep
their act free from
matter, by Jean Parker in anything. acrobatic
strainings, they set their
Miss Parker brings to that group, stage wlth simple draper i e8 f silver
C
which, one fears, will always be clothi they pay marked attention
to
with us, a new, Impetus; a fresh at- their lighting; tn^jTw^r
eve
tack that should fire the whole wist
ning dress, and they want so to be
ful movement with new life, and charming, casual and debonair.
bring about a revival of casting in
Ann Prltchard, guiding spirit of
terest in that gentle, soft-spoken
the organization, enters In a white
body which bodes no good for any satin bias cut Empire gown dls
one save that group.
tinguished by a drapery of crimson
It's Miss Parkers black hair that crepe
twisted
high across her
constitutes the threat.
Heretofore shoulders In front and caught in at
the
wlsties
have always, been the waistline in back, then flutter
blondes Or redheads. Miss Parker ing free down to the edge of the
shows, that brunets can be dear, skirt. Next, a white chiffon frock
timid little things, 'too, which opens shaded to deep blue at the bottom
the gates to a flood of new young With darkening feathers, worn with
ladies who, but for pioneering Miss a chic white feather casque, snugly
Parker, might, have been safely fitted, interestingly severe, and very
Last, alas, an above
catalogued as potential 'modern becoming.
sirens and menaces who'd the-knees costume of white, satin
girls,'
never give anyone a bit of trouble. with white chiffon accordion pleated
Miss Parker in 'Lazy River' has inserts, that shows why Miss Pritch
a quaint old mother, Maude Eburne, ard looked so much better in long
Who is quite a character and is skirts.
The Sibley Sisters, smiling youngabout to lose the old family homestead to a villain who's half Chinese sters who dress their hair with ap
-besides.- —And - there's -Ruth- Chan- propriately-girlish^bangs;=and^have
ning, who undulates off a river boat to wear men's dress clothes throughin Sadie Thompson get-up, and out the act tailcoats first, then
about whose means of livelihood white mess jackets—display a nice,
there's not the slightest doubt. Sur- easy, feeling for rhythmic breaks in
rounded by such people, Miss their tap routines. The taller sis
Parker's dovelike nature is all the ter's work has style besides.

The ranks

,

fW

|

.

...

:

—

more

noticeable,

until

at

last,

dressed in a girlish sweater and
skirt and her hair coiffed in oldfashioned ourled bangs to drive
home the full measure of her innodiscovered
cence—Miss Parker
reclining decently In a canoe which

Know

Teasing again, the annunciators
That means a
flash Do Re Mi.
fenitne harmony trio that clusters
close to a mike and gives out
a trio
sweetly blended chirps;
harmony, too plaid
dressed
in
printed chiffon flounced in swirls

—

.

Among

Woman
EVE 8ULLY

The Beet Dressed

ill.

.

.there's

a

The Alton-Dare Dancers are refreshingly dressed this week. at. the
Paramount. Their first costumes are a symphony in blue and white.
The dresses are made with full white skirts dotted in blue with matching
berthas.
Stockings and slippers are blue with silver crowned sailors
oh the heads.
A number called 'The Little Dutch Mill' is a delft china platter, with
the girls forming the painting; The dresses are yellow shading to greens
and blue; Aprons and caps are white. In this number, the original June
Knight wears her well known white bridal outfit lined with red. Mies
Knight handles the long train like a veteran. The girls for the finale are
in white satin with chiffon sashes at the back of mauve and cerise.
Eve Sully with her partner, Jesse Block, were a good sized hit. Miss
.

;

.

a red redingote over white. The taffeta coat
full sleeves. Perched smartly upon her head was a small
White hat topped with a red bow. White slippers were worn with sun
"The Trumpet Blows' (Par) was the picture and
tanned stockings.
showing George Raft at his worst. Frances Drake was a keen disappointment. In 'Bolero' she promised much, but didn't come through in
this picture. The bull fighting scenes were too ridiculous. Miss Drake
as a cabaret dancer wore short black pants and bolero elaborately
embroidered. A white frock was made with full sleeves and wide belt
with lacing. Two black tailored suits were shown, both with white
collars.
Another cloth dress had plaid trimming.
Sully looked stunning in

was made with

lot

:

Dorchester House in London,
including Fred Astaire, Harry
Warner, Arthur Loew, C. B.
Cochran, Jack Buchanan, De
Courville, Mitzi May fair, Charlotte-Greenwood, Max Gordon,
Sam Sax and Lee and J. J.
Shubert .now Jay Thorpe has
.

More Telephones

. .

introduced a drumstick, dress
after the popular lipsticks. .
Helen Jacobs and Elena Friend
have collaborated on a new
book. ..suggestions to be made
by Christopher Morley... Arthur Garfield Hayes is building a home at Sand's Point...
Irene Rich's daughter Frances,
who is studying sculpture
abroad, has a bath tub on
which she collects autographs
. .Grace
Perkins' portrait has

.

'Looking For Trouble' at the Rivoll ia a
for Jack Oakie.
It is another, telephone story, not unlike the Pat O'Brien opus seen
several months ago. Constance Cummings is the feminine lead and as
an operator in a telephone exchange wears several workaday outfits; all
simple cloth affairs with one outstanding with Its silver mesh trimming.
A couple of small hats set off her blonde loveliness.
Judith Wood; the menace; wore a nice negligee and a sporting ensemble. Arline Judge, also of the exchange, did her wisecracking in

been done by James Montgomery Flagg . for fear his prudish daughter might suppress a
brilliant manuscript, a great
American author left it in a
vault' until she dies.., Alan
Dlnehart and his new wife attended 'Men in White' Friday
was
night... Rita
Welman
.

there, too, in

an exquisite mink

wrap. .Dorothy Mackaill and
Eileen Percy are seeing the
Miss
town
around
sights
Percy is buying for Be be Daniels' Hollywood dress shop...
in spite of illness, Vina Delmar is completing her new
.

of the Week:

(Paramount)

of applause around for Sam
Harris' speech at the Cohan
and Harris, dinner last week
..Charlie Morrison threw a
party for the Jimmy Walkers at

.

Women

the

is

.

stein is very

Tuesday, April 17, 1934

that

writing Mack
Sennett's life...Channing Pollock may go to Egypt. . .a lowdown on radio salaries is being prepared for a national'
magazine, by Morris. Markey
Cobina Wright is considering a night club on top of
of
Center.;, one
Rockefeller
the strongest boosts for the
Hay diet is Sophie- Tucker's
claim that it has improved her
voice. . .Kay Francis is eo superstititious that she won't
lease a house unless the number adds up to 13. . .Dennle
Moore will do her part in the
picture version of 'Pursuit of
Happiness'. ..the little daughter of Sol and Bonnie Bbrn-

Gene Fowler

by

wanders

Noble, But Looser

She's

LAKES

TO THE

VARIETY
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. . .

simple frocks,
Sullivan's Vaude Flyer:
Ed Sullivan, one o£ our nicest columnists, is taking another flyer into
Sylvia (Mrs, Ed) probably wants
vaudeville, this time at the State.
another bracelet: These sojoUrns into the fbur-a-day are tough tor
spotlight.
the
Eddie, because he hates

The show surrounding the Daily News Dawn Patroler is a hodgepodge of cabaret entertainers. Elinore Powell from Casino de Pafee
Later she appears in an evening
is in her jet pants with white top.
frock of French blue.
Catherine O'Neil does a high kicking number, in blue chiffon made
long and full. There is a pink sash and diamond belt.
The Tic Toe Trio are oddly enough a redhead, a blond and a bruhet.
white
Their gowns are different in color and mode. One is a black and
Is the
print worn with a three-quarter coat and black fur cuffs. Another
the
palest of pinks, made very plain but for diamond clips and buckle;
other is black net with ruffles.
Beverly Bayne took a bow in a gray tailored frock and Katheryn
ParBons* another guest, was In a brown frock dotted in metal.
'Wonder Bar*, viewed for the third time, still remains the favorite of

.

novel, 'Bright Girl.'

this season's pictures.
itler Play Plenty O. K.
•The Shattered Lamp' at the Maxine Elliott deserves hearty support.
.

at the hem, sashed in the. predominating color, and decorated still
further with clusters of cherries on
each young lady's shoulder.

Farmer's Daughter
There's a suspicious look to the
apple blossoms in 'As the Earth
Turns,' the first bunkless picture, a
certain contrived air to Its rustic
vistas,
The farm products appear
to have sprung full-blown from the
the night before, the
soil only
farmers' daughters to have been
transplanted from a different life
intact save for the loss of their
lipsticks.

by an excellent cast,
Shannon as the mother is doing the job beautifully. Katherine
Stewart remembered for her nice work in 'Tonight or Never' adds magirl, wears a pale
terially to this splendid cast. Jane Bramley, a slip of a
plain coat.
blue frock In a plaid design arid then a print frock under a
Leslie Reade's play is splendidly, done
Effle

mascaro, and applies

It

with metro-

Mulr, the head fiarmer's
daughter, has given up her high
heeled shoes and her Curling irons,
too, but though sWs always finishing up household chores, her hands
stay soft and white, her cotton
dresses fresh, and her. blonde hair
sleek and tidy in its becoming knot
at the nape of her neck.
Miss Muir's remarkable neatness,
despite her dish-washing, stove-,
polishing, bruise -bandaging, cider
making,, clothes-ironing activities,
may result from the fact that she's
always seen completing these tasks.
If, perhaps, she took on just one of
them, say the ironing, and went
right through, with it from begin
hing to end, her hair might then
get rumpled, her disposition, too.
As it is, she Is so sweet and un
selfish it's almost more than one

can bear, and were it riot for the
fact that Miss Mulr has a natural
sweetness that jibes with the an
gelic role she plays, there might
be serious trouble maybe, who
knows, a revolution.

—

pupils,

every studio

but

can't

skill.

wives, but they

Mulr

does,

lieve

it.

and she makes you be-

A little height in the
arrangement, of her hair might
prove a becoming change.

to her head.

Thinking Lady
Poor, battered Greenwich Village,
going along quietly as
the abode of lady school teachers
for lo, these many years, is suddenly hooted at as a menace by .'I
Believed In You,' and has the most
dreadful things said about it.
that's beeri

Jean

brilliant

have Adrian. Miss Michael
wears very dressy, shining garDorothy Peterson, Clara Blandick
which add up to nothing, and
and Sarah Padden are farmers' ments
coiffure smoothed close and flat
don't, like it; Miss

politan

Highlights
(Continued from page 7)

man of San Francisco grabbed first
femme honors with 97; Mrs. Mary

Clark, also of Frisco, was ..second;
Mrs. Sol Gordon finished third, and
Mrs. Ed Levy fourth. Fred Wehrenrenberg of St. Louis went, around
the course with twjb clubs for his
first game of golf and won the Jean
Harlow trophy.
While
here,
Walter; Griffith,
opened his fourth house, the Casall
cade at Morresville, N.0.

nice of 'I Believed In You' to
at Greenwich Village;
else has long forgotten tt, rather loyal and oldSort of keeps the old traschool.
ditions' up. But the picture's really
important service it has one-^-ls
of
Its introduction to the
It's

get

mad

when everyone

—

Rosemary Ames.
Miss Ames knows first of
how to listen when she's spoken
Ed Levy and the Missus adjournShe appears to be thinking it ed to Caliente for a month.
to.
over, she seems capable of actual
Harry Nace of Phoenix,
thought.
Next, she has definite was the last exhib to register.
her
style of
John Francis Miller, former Bufown, good style.
She can wear dramatic clothes, falo, N. Y., exhib, now residing in
dashing clothes, and subdue them; L.A., renewed acquaintances.
Arthur Ungarman of Chi plugged
her way with her black fitted frock,
buttoned straight up from hem to around In the golf tourney in 162
strokes, but he still got a cup.
throat and finished with a band of
Hector M. E. Pasmezoglu, recentwhite ruching at the heck and ly pf St Louis and now of Los
wrists, Is a hint. She's young, looks Angeles, visited- the confab;
Maninteresting, has sincerity,, is soft aged theatres in the Missouri city
spoken. Her make-up is bad at for 30 years before retiring year
present, failing to make the most ago. He was one of the organizers
,

But 'As the Earth Turns' ac
complishes one important thing, be

IsideT^eepingT'p^

of^heT^idrigeraye^^

and that Is proving all needed flattery for her mouth. But
mothers' contentions to their young It will be better next time. It's al
daughters that they look better and ways better the second time in
prettier without make-up.
Miss Hollywood, for if Hollywood under
Muir, in whom the most of the pic- stands anything, it's make-up.
Gertrude Michael, for instance, is
ture's bunklessness seems to be
centered, not only looks more ap- handsomer with each new picture,
pealing without the usual make-up even if she doesn't pick up tricks
than ever before, but infinitely about costuming. That takes a
more fetching than Porothy Ap- long time, and often it's never acClothes sense is prl
pleby, who, though living way down complished.
on a farm, too, somehow has ac- marily an Innate feeling. Adrian's
cess to lipstick, eyeshadow arid brought tt out In some of his more

cities,

ofr-the-Natiorial^Exhibitors'^League-^
of America.
Plans to enter production on. the Coast.
Chicago
visited
Boris. PetrofC
friends.

Celebration

of

Jack

Miller's

birthday- ran into early hours, with
Walter Vincent handing over J100
of Consolidated to pay the wave.

Mike Shea was reported considerably better in a wire received
at the convention by Jules H.
Michael.
Arnold Schaak, Coast indie exhib
left the sessions early to motor (<>
Chicago.

.

—

.
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Stock Market

Why

*

Q

.

AIE

II

Young

P.A.'s Die

S9

VARIETV

Hash and Rehash

A new

kind of press -agentry
has evolved around Broadway.
Unless a p.a. can 'make* the
Broadway and radio chatter
columns regularly his. value is
minimized, as the mentions in
these cols, are deemed impor-

Speculators, beYork, Thursday.
(Continued from page 6}
new high at 32%, closed at lieve' "that Washington wanted to
81%. Loew's, which has been leader know location of silver in anticipa-

points to

of group, sold down to 33% and
closed at 33% Where it was off
on day. Radio common managed
Pathe A, up
to hold close to 8%.
to 21% during day, closed., at 21.
closed at .16%.
Fox
Amusement group' ploughed ahead
to new highs for. year in numerous
instances and tabulations for week

tion of possible, legislation for this

metal.

General

%

"
'

A

orders reported

inghouse reported at annual, meeting that orders booked for first
quarter this year nearly 57 3& ahead
of 1933;
F. A. Merrick, president,
said trend of company's business
seemed to be definitely upwards.
Frank W. Lovejoy was named president of Eastman Kodak Company
by directors while W. G. Stuber,
who desired to step down from active duties as president at age. of 70,
was made chairman, of board of

Showed Loew's, Radio Corp. and

.

lectric

up 50% in quarter ended March 31
compared with 1933 Quarter, West-

Electric were among 12
most active stocks on big board.
Amusement group averages scored
an advance of 1.36, as compared
with a small fractional increase for
previous week. Loew's, Radio Preferred B and Pathe A all displayed
tendency to go ahead of group directors.
report
Keith - Albee - Orpheum
as a whole, and all- three hung up
new tops for present year.. Radio showed net loss of 4642,293 for 1933
Preferred A also scored a. neat ad- compared with $2,477,348 for 1932,
vance but did not act as well as Keith pfd. on stock exchange broke
Radio B, long rated a, favorite with two points early in week but retraders In this group.
Of course, covered to old. high Wednesday
Radio B and Pathe A were aided, while B. F. Keith bonds went
by persistent demand for preferred through old resistance level after
stocks during week on big board. issuance, of report and soared to
Amusement Hens were features of new high at 72, where it was up.
bond market Saturday, and all ex- five points.
Brokers' loans climbed to above
cept three of film company bonds
a billion for first time in more than
Went to hew highs during week.
Other amusement issues to. show two years, Attributed to governctiylty
advances inoluded American Seat ment securities, market
ihg, Fox A, M-G-M preferred, RKO, Stock exchange seat price jumned
Paramount certificates, Eastman $40,0.00 to $140,000 during week,, iri
Kodak, with a 3% -point net gain, dlcating belief that some of sharpest
Universal Preferred, and Madison teeth in exchange control bill will
Square Garden, with %ths net gain, be extracted before it is passed, if
after it reached a new high at 6 It is acted on this season at all.

General

•

.

:

.

.

..'

,

,

.

Eight amusement company
Universal Preferred
46%,. a new .1934 top, on pushed up.to_new high levels for
year during wtek ori great activity
1,800 shares of trading for an 8
Club
point advance. Common stock, listed Loew's 6's joined the Century
on curb, Which has not been quoted by hitting the 100-mark on Thurs
and
Friday
this
oh
It
bettered
day;
in weeks, appeared

Monday and

demand on Thursday and
again Friday, and made a net axl
..-

;

ter of

a

points.-

M-G-M

time?
(Alexander Tairoff of the Moscow
Kamerny Theatre, producing 'Anthony and Cleopatra,' will embel-?
lish Shakespeare by adding some
George Bernard Shaw and Alex-;
The Ham arider Poushk!:
(pictures), now stands.
Tairoff
dialog.
mersteln. Republic followed. Ham-, thinks the additional material will
mer stein's success on a. street which improve the Shakespeare script.-^—
was then .considered quite 'Up- news Item).
other
showmen
town,' attracted
If Moscow, can do it, then why
and theatre builders, and eventual- not Hollywood? Here is how a
ly the entire show world, to 42d. Hollywood switch on the 'Romeo
street.
night scene
arid Juliet' balcony
Retrogression of the street is. vir- might read:
tually clinched so far as the legitiCast
The
mate theatre is concerned.
Jlmmie Durante
Romeo.
block once had ii theatres devoted,
... .Mae
West
....
Juliet .
to legit. Houses are still there, but
Time? Sometime^— anytime; baby*
Only Place: $4,40 (show, $1.10).
with catch penny policies.
one survives, with legit.
Enter Romeo

'
,

:

,

.

Savings banksr holders of

10%

12%

.25%

.18?4-

80

20

36%

2!>%

07
6

72

2614
.6%

21

-

.

—

;

;

•

Wash-

0%
.15

4%

.2%-

16%

„

14:

4%

8%
*

60,800
1.600
22,000

18%
86%

20

47%

Paid tbls year,

7%

11%

2

8%
e%

8

8%

13
72
302

16
85
86
,20%=

87%

..

.•

t

•

..
..

...

(1).

•

• • •

pref. .......

•
•

. .

• , .

..

• •

Radio,

• •

..
••
..

•

Warner Bros

Do

6'eT,

41

18%
40%

«4%

.

13,000
077,000

RKO

debs

Warner

16

23%

21%

22%

28

80

32%
84%

34%

30

t35%
t97
6.

5%

18

7%
8%
7%

8%
26%

40

46

.24%
87%

.88%

27%

29%

•'•

• •

,

3%
7%
t2»
80%

20%
10%

2%
6%

« JO%
*72

_,,

.**^.*m>
'41.... *, .......

..•102

6*0.

•...»,

'89. ......

'

.

8%
2%
4%

10
67

99%
92%
61

'Midnight part
Belonging to a man and, by the
Ijouse,
which also is bank-controlled, has way,
What lousy English this guy
'Roberta,* on© of the season's musical winners. Balance of the block Shakespeare wrote.
O, my dear Schnozzola, be some
is nondescript.
The Street may be, the scene of a other name.
What's in a- name?. Put it out
battle of burlesque shortly.
Republic arid Eltlnge have been stock in lights on
The marquee, and you'll find put.
burly for several seasons.. With the
My own, it packs; the nation's'
Apollo having a similar show, there
should be contest over drawing theatres
Tighter than a miser's grouch
business.
Wallack's, furthest West of the bag..
That which we call Durante's
one-time legit- house -was the first
schnozzola
to. adopt a cheap admission \ picture
By any Other name would cast
policy, which, has since occasionally
been used by the Liberty and the as large a shadow.
Ro.—I hear ya, babe. It sounds
Harris, With the Selwyn trio off
to me
the. booking lists and the others sold
Like you artst on the well knoWn
down the rlveivthe Lyric is the only
house not definitely disposed of as make,
Ju.—^What stool pigeon art thou,
to policy. It, too, has used the cheap
admish picture policy and is avail- mooching in the dark,
That tunes in on a private party
able for any tenant with ready,
roof

1934 high..

3%
7%

29

+1%
+8%

+ %
+ %
+ %
+2%
+%
+4%

+ %

37

40%

30%

»04%

60%

.

....

..

...

m/t

~

N. Y.

.1 >

0%

theatre

the

r

—

drew the spenders.

'

.

.

.

£4%
+ %

—

.

,

—
—

thou hurt?
Ro. No, I ain't

libit.

am

But

I

mortar-fled!.

(Cut)
right Sayings Dept.

(This column,

you can catch

if'

pay one

dollar (86c.) foV all
the bright sayings Of children that

it,

will

-

it

prints.

3NT.o

Off -color, stuff, please.)

From' little six and three-quarters
months old; Wllh0lmina^Snoo'nanpe'ep, daughter of the noted Broad-

way columnist t 'Just. a. minute,
daddy. If you force me to continue
.

,

listening to

you talk
.

about',

your-

1 Will have y ou" prosecuted uh-.
1
der the Child I^abor Law.'

self,

.

'

Can't Take It
Pussy Willows, Ar.— Wilije Nipup,
next- to-closing on the tworact pill
at ithe. Patace theatre^ Mas stopped
from stinging' 'The House Is Haunted' after the. opening show. Manager said it reminded blm too much
of his balcoriy during Holy Week.

Most of the ticket agencies deserted 42d street some time. ago.
One or two still stick, but the bulk
of their sales is accomplished by
telephone. If 42d Street is through
10%
+ % it
72
may establish that thoroughfare
+6
102
+2% as. a deadline for shows,- indicating
97%
+4%
64%
+3% the several theatres further south
64- -.+4%= may ^too i-be -materially affected.-65
+3%
53%
+3%
88%
+ %
40%
+4%
•4%
+2%
Mt. and Mrs, George Weltner, son,
in New York, April 13;
Father is
assistant to John Hicks, head of
Paramount's foreign department.
Mr. and Mrs. Merlan C. Cooper,
son, April 16, at Honolulu, Mother
is the former Dorothy Jordan Of
•%
films; father the Radio Pictures
producer.

%
t
+1%

FRISCO TRACK BETTING
San Francisco, April

16.

An- unprecedented Jump in dailyis being handled by the Tenforan track since it reopened Its
spring Season a. week ago.'
bets

.

.Where;- last
Tatoforan
season'
struck an average "of sonie '$'14)000
a day,- the current stanza has
started amazingly heavy. Last Saturday the turn over under the recently legalized pari tnutuel betting
system was approximately $110,000,
with some $60,000 turning wer last
Monday. The bangtails lay off on
Sundays.
This spring season looks so good
it may be extended beyond the orig.

=

'

inal 30 days.

MARRIAGES

Ro.—'TIb
Schnozzola,
to
and
Lee Bennett, radio singer, to
prove it ha-cha-cha-cha!
Louise Keyes, non<-pro, in Chicago,
Ju.—My eyes have not yet drunk April 6. Bennett is with the Jan
10 seconds of
Garber orchestra.
That profile, yet who could muff
Hal LeRoy to RUth Dodd, In Roit?
Greetings, Schnoz; come up and chelle Park, Ni J., April 12. Groom
is dancer and bride musical comedy
park the body.
Ro.—Methinks this part was actress.
wTBt<P*W Douglas^Fairbanks
^Arllne~Nussbaum=to-JulIan--Madlr==s

—

,

BIRTHS

r

..

PARI MUTUEL JUMPS

line?

rent.

+2%

6%

49%—
61

49%-

N. Y.

PRODUCE EXCHANGE,
New

6%

J%

.24%

OVER THE COUNTER,

*

4%
25

22

+3,%

+ ;%
+%

1 10-share unit of trading.

Bros.

Far-Pub „

87

4%

8%

Roxy, Class A». .»«»». .»«.»«»<
De Forest Phono*. ........

7,600

'16%

6%3

J%
t22%

+ %
%
-%

Id
-•-92—

26

Bid.

%
%

29%

20

16%
88%

to

*97%
...*..
Pathe 7'e, '37...
Par-Farn-Lasky 6's, "7.
.. *64%
,•.-•54.- ^
28% ~5l0;00O~ Y&r-VBM-T^g\i9^tBirt'tr'
.. »55
260,000 Par-Pub 6%'s, '59. . ......
28%
. *54
28
.887,000 Par^Pub 6%'s, '69, ctfs...
89
.
30
04,000 Par-Broadway 6%'s, '51...

66
64
40

.

30%
'1«%

t80%

pfd.....

Gen. Ttaea. Eq.
Keith 6's, '43.

Loew

6%
4%

t46%

Westinghouae .,,..;;„„,
1084 hi

Last.

6%
4%

• i

•• •

pref

l/ovr.

• •#' ..
•• • ..
,.«>, »••• ..

pfd.

RKO

New

1106,000
20,000
169,000
42,000
.
^83,000

.

6%
4%

..126%

• « •

Pathe Exchange.,,..
Pathe, Class A.
Radio Corp....,

300 Columbia Plcts.... ...... .,>•••..
7,900 Technicolor
1,000 Trans Lux (10c.). ......
1,600 Universal Pictures...
.
Vi,*

24%

80

High.
«.«.».«.. , ..

'

*180 .Universal

'

.

the

..
a-.

600 Madison Sq. Garden......
600 Met-G-M pref
Paramount ctfs...........

43,400
12.400
27,200
140,700
60,400
81.800

10%

JW

.

>*»

1%

.80%

Issue and rate.
American Seat..,
Consol. Film t ... .»
Columbia P. vtc,

toe*
Do

A

.

Fox, Class A
........
Gen. Elec. (606.).........
200 Keith pfd. .;.*.'...........

.1%

'46%

—

,

8.100
88,800

.2%

•4%
22%

first

-

week ending Saturday, April

Jfl4,e00

.

.

'

.

-

i.

Consol... Film Pfd.
(60c.)*.
a,l^ '^aalma^'Kb'dak '(S)'.'^-...'

70

doo,

build!

,.

.l*et

23

—

—

.

veranda!

.

;

STOCK EXCHANGE

93%
17%

man

takes it.
Jit.—This balcony',8 no place for
story conferences.
I'm here to be amused amuse
me!.
Ro. Okay, sister.
ings) Irikadlnka-dee,
inka-dc
a,
irika-

Romeo, and he falls backwards lpto
a box of mortar.)
Jit.
She speaks, yet I doh't hear a
My gawd, I hope I didn't
drown the big-nosed chump.
word: What of it?
Ro.— (Emerging', covered with
Maybe the. sound track is on the
mortar)
Where's Clayton?
fritz;
Am I a mugg?; She must be Jit.. Schnozzola, forgive me. Art

What a

—

Frolic''

Sales.
2,000
1,200
5,000
r8,100

.

-

ington seen by many in Senate's
action in inquiring into speculative
position of silver market in New for 1934.

31

What, a woman! What a

Moves

—

1933.

"XPA

Banks'.

*

3%
2%

—

a Than that takes
His time-^-an' I'm a

like

,

The

.

Low.

Than twenty cancellation clause's.
Then kiss me quiclt, and put
some Encrlish on it.
Ro. —Don't rush me,
You
Jit.

:

..

'

7%
6%

will

thine— er, eyes

In

.

'.

«•

for

..

Jit,—
double crosseiv. hey?
Until last week three other the255o.— He jests at schnozzles, that think you'd better scrarn.
atres on the block were Open, for never, had a bugre.
But watch your step. DeMille Is
legit bookings.
They were; the SelBut, soft!. What light through building a
wyn trio Appllo, Times "Square and yonder window breaks?
Bathtub set beneath this balconyi
Selwyn. Apollo is now. slated for
east, and: Mae is the But on the
.It is the
stock burlesque, while the Times West!
Other hand, for what you've pulled
Square and Selwyn are aimed for
Arise, fair. West, and see your on me,
third-run pictures at pop prices.
Methinks I'll push you in. (Shojes
lap dissolve.

-

Indicative of better times ahead
for amusement companies was National Screen Service's in declaring
40c dividend, paykble l£ay l' to
stock on record April 20.
L'as|t
previous dividend was 26c, January,

teh.

»

.

:

'

Summary

peril

—

•

•

of administration deciding to 'crack
down.'
And unless grain, market
gets a real injection of Inflation
medicine, sagging prices for' corrt,
wheat and rye loom for immediate"
future. This is vitally -important to
Wall Street because seldom is a
strong forward movement generatedwhile grain prices are taking the
breath-taking drops that featured

inflation in

thee,

a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayerite,
On the Paramount lot, they
murder thee.
Ro.—Alack! There lies more

•

experts believe background
advance in stock prices is being
formed as result, pf easy money arid
inflation together with hope that
backbone Of New Deal has been
broken. There always is the threat

Trend towards

upon it
The Battle, of Bunker Hill.
Ju. But if hiy kinsmen see

.

Some

past week.

Whydonchacumupanseemesum-

For stony limits cannot hold the
hero out.
When the script says you gotta
go—you gotta go...
And' remember, rid nite club floor's
too small
•For -Busby
stage

.

Pre

for
'

what rough skin you

have.

I

high by a quar-

its old

point.

Gjraridiha,

B 'way

mortgages on the properties' are
blamed for the latest deals which
may wipe 42nd street off the show
then on Saturday it crashed through map. Bowery and Pry Dock banha
to 102 for a net gain of 2%, Pathe attempted to operate the theatres, nerts.
She's talkin* to herself.
7s hit a new high at 97% Saturday, but are understood to have decided
See how she leans her hand upon
and a net gain of 4%. Keith "6s. the properties should not go further her: er, cheek,
In
the
red,
and
signed
the
houses
also had a new top at 72.
O, if I werst a glove upon that
over for burly .and films.
Par Very Active
meat-hook,
When reports of the* transactions dainty
that^-er,
That I might
Paramount' issues' also were, in were received) showmen sharply
demand' Saturday. Para- criticized .the banks, saying the. cheek,great,
Ju.—What a neck for. nighting,
m'ount-Famous'-Liasky'6s climbed to moves constituted a peculiar idea
necking,
ror
mght
mean
what
a
I
54% and showed a net -advance' of in conserving property, values.
Bo. She speaks!.
3%. Certificates of same soared to Banks did not actually foreclose on
Oh, read that line, again, fair
Para the theatres, -which were operated
54, for a net gain of 4%.
one; for. thou art'
'mburit-Publix '6%s; in extremely ac
under
mortgagee^in'-possession
As glorious to this night, being
five trading Saturday, Jumped to 55j arrangement.
Therer was always
and were up 3% Oh week. -Certin the- possibility that lt the theatres o'er .everybody's head
4-b is one of my smart, gags .to
cates. of same went to 54, and closeo earned enough
to pay mortgage In- th$i muggs, in Alleiitown, Pa,;.
All were new 1934 terest
•for' a net of 3%.
and taxes, possession would
Jit.
O, Schnozzoli., Schnozz'ola!
highs.revert to the original owners. Latmost heavily ter now *ee' little chance of that Wherefore, art tJiw xisfr
Warner .Bros.
Deny thy agent,-"'and 'refuse thy
traded in amusement bond)* in ever coming abtrut ori this already
studio's billing.:
week, spurted to- new. high: at 6.4% shoddy block.''
Or, if thou can't take it,, tell me
on tremendous volume Saturday
About two' years' ago' there, were
where liens- were, up 2%, points on plans to rebuild, the block, south you. can be had,
And Jil no longer pash for. Paraweek. Sinking spells Thursday and side of the street to be graced by
Friday were all that prevented these modern -structures and' broadcast- mount.
Jto.— (Aside!) Shall I hear more,
bonds from making better showing ing studios. " Old-' American. Music
shall I tip my mitt?
RKO 6s neared year's peak on Sat- Halfthe originai house in the block, orJit.
'Tie but thy moniker that
urday- when volume was Beari^r as was-, razed as the first step
in that is. my enemy:
great as hud been for all previous project, which suddenly fell
.Thou art thyself, though not a
through.
days of week. It touched; 40% for
Metror Gold wyn-Mayerite,
Sole Glory Left
a net of 4%. .Paramount-Broadway
And what's Metro -Goldwyn-May^
Only glory left to 42d street is
6%s and General Theatre Equip
er? It Is nor hand, nor foot,
New
the.
Amsterdam
theatre
where
ment bonds scored fractional ad
Nor arm, nor face, nor any other
vances, former closing near its high once the 'Follies' held forth and In

a. 1% -point gain
Technicolor/ also on curb, was in

vance of 2%
ferred bested

—

.

(Continued from page 1)
most easterly point is a corner of
the triangle called' Times; Square,
came into being as a show street in
1901." In that year Willie Hammerstein built his noted Victoria music
hall on the site, where the Riaito

to

wound up with
heavy

From. Fox billing sheet: Elissa
Lahdi, Frank Morgan and Joseph
Schildkraut 'Sisters Under the
Skini'

42d and

liens

during week.

went

tant by. the clients;

By Joe Bigelow

Or the topmounter in an Arab son, in Los Angeles, April 10.
act.
(Shimmies up)
Madison is an actor with ParaHow earnest thou hither, mount studios, and bride Is nontell me, and wherefore?
profesh.
•

tumbling
Ju.

—

Ro.—Don't
you know

double talk me, lady;

I didn't

Traver this far to analyze
tion.
Jit.r—

.

R0

I O'tTj

Infla-

the orchard walls
ard to climb.
trjck photography
hese walls.

are

Jane Hlnton to Howard Smith,
Bride is
in Los Angeles, April 10.
a dramatist, and groom is scenario
editor

of Twentieth- Century.

Peggy Rich to Eddie MaxwelV
Bride Is
did April 11, in Elkton, Md.
showgirl, groom vaudeville singer.

¥
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East
Fire destroyed the

home

Damage

of A. C.

estimated

M E * SQUARE

iCM-m.M -num

wijfi

aum

in

i

1.

Mi

News From

Blumenthal at. Larehmont, .N. 'Y.,
House had
early Thursday (12);
been unoccupied except for two servants since the estrangement of Mi?.
Blumenthal from his .wife, Peggy
Fears.
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Plays Abroad

the Dailies

This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as published during the week in the
New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Hollywood and London, Variety takes no
news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

daily papers of
credit for these

at
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$250,000.

Drucilla Strain, cabaret dancer,,
arid wife cf Charlie Teagarden, for-:
mer. trumpeter in the Paul Whiteman orchestra, appeared before Referee Gavagan Wednesday (11), asking for a divorce from her husband,
;

with infidelity and
Case uncontested. Decision

charging him
cruelty.

reserved.
Alice Faye awarded $400 compensation and $25 a week for a month
for a facial disfigurement, she .suffered in an automobile accident in
1933 in Greenville, Dei, while traveling with the Rudy Vailee orch.
Award by State Compensation

here
in January seelting to restrain her
from sailing to Europe to fill an engagement on the ground that she
had signed to appear at the Hollywood Country. Club. Hollywood, Fla.
Justice McCook had granted an injunction prohibiting her singing
elsewhere but declared he could not
from
McCormic
Miss
restrain

Campaign

play,

Alfredo Salmaggl and his Chicago
opera company to give a season' of
weeks in Philadelphia starting
April

23.

Molly Picon arrived in New York
Hollywood Friday (13) to
make preparations for a road tour
of Yiddish operettas.
Despite the interceding of the
American Embassy, Tokio officials,!
refused to extend the passport visas
of the A; B. Marcus troupe sched-uled' to be deported- Sunday (15)
when their passports expired. Marcus show heads to China.

from

.

to raise $500,000 to in-

sure three seasons for the PhilharSociety- will be
closed April 30 with a dinner at the
Waldorf-Astoria.

monic-Symphony

I

Eric Pommer, Fox Film producer,
who arrived from Europe Tuesday
(10), left for Hollywood Thursday
to start on 'Music in the Air.'
Plans have, been announced for
the Timothy Ball Playhouse to be
erected in Maplewood, N. J. Frank
Carringtoh, formerly of the Pasa-

Non-profit-making organization.
•Yellow Jack^ will be withdrawn
from the Martin Beck April 21.
John Martin, dance critic of the
N! Y. Times, to give lecture on 'The
Modern Dance' April 21 at Rebel
The East Side Jewish Playhouse Arts Studio.
Charles C. Carey has leased the
had its name formally changed April
11 through an arrangement, with Cliff theatre, Sea Cliff, L. I., to open
Maurice Schwartz; new name, Yid- May 30 for summer stock of 14
Gordon Pitts to manage.
weeks.
dish/Folks theatre.
Eddie Dowlihg sold 'Big Hearted
Pola
Chicago from

Herbert' to Warners for $35,000.
'Counsellor-at-Law' has premiered
at the Piccadilly, London, under
management of Sir Barry Jackson.

Proposed city lottery bill, proceeds
was to go for relief, killed

of which,

Thursday

(12) in the State Leglsla

'jea^See, ^glrt,' suffer

ture,

'•'

.

through production
CWA at St. Marks'
church Sunday. Stated actors workhad since been engaged by legit companies and many
actors forced to retire because of
old age had been placed as drama

results obtained
of plays by the

ing for

.':

Community Playhouse and
Newark Art theatre, will direct.

..
"Negri flew to
here Thursday (12).

the insistence of the local police.
John K. Winkler, writer, arrested
for second time Friday (13) at
Westport, Conn., charged with beating: a woman. . Also held on other
charge.
George Junkin, director of the
drama department of the Department of Public Welfare, outlined the

husband, a theatrical contractor, for Instituted suit for $100,000 against
conspiracy to supply false evidence Mrs. Edna Severy lor alienation;
against her in. a divorce suit and
asking half that from Anna G. BaUman, ac tress, charging alienation In
that she persuaded Abramowitz to
procure a divorce. Also charged
several with conspiracy, as having
Two suits filed by Jordan Dietz,
framed her to obtain testimony one for $60,000 charging love theft
Wants the custody of her child.
and another for $20,000 for asserted
Maria Savage, who insists she's false Imprisonment, have been .disthe oldest chorus girl, has ended her missed against Douglas Fairbanks
47th year as an operetta chorister. Jr., in the Los Angeles superior
It's her 26th season with the Met.
court. The actions accused the actor
pianche Yurka, Nellie Revell and of pirating the love. of Dietfc's forothers spoke at a meeting of actors mer wife and having Dietz .'detained
and writers Saturday (14) at the and questioned in the district attorNat. Republican Club. In opposi- ney's office.
tion to censorship.
Edgar Ulmer, picture director, diJuilliard Foundation gives $40,000 vorced by his wife in Los Angeles.
to the Met; continuation fund.
Sid Grauman chairmanshlped a
Marc Connelly and Frank Elser testimonial program for William
making a. comedy out. of the latterts Andrews Clark, jr., founder of the
tale of the. Erie canal, Max. Gordon L. A. Philharmonic orchestra and
Maybe 'Low Bridge.'
to stage.
for years its sole guarantor.
The Night Remenihers' pushed
Harry Langdon owes Helen Walton $21,078 back alimony, according
hir the
Palisades Park; founded by
to complaint filed in the L. A. supewill open its 25th season
.

.

dena

.

1
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I
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19
separation from her husband, Moe May
NBC will broadcast relay from
Solin'sky, charging non-support.
stratosphere balloon sent up by
for
rumors
divorce
again
Once
daughter, Isabelle, as result of an
Army Air Corps and National
automobile accident at. Harrison, Tommy Manville .started when his Geographic society, probably in
N. Y. His wife, Carlotta Monterey wife, Marcelle Edwards, left for the June.
testified in his behalf.
Verdict for coast.
Pauline Frederick revives 'Her
At the trial Monday (9) of five Majesty, the Widow.' Now- in
plaintiff for $3,200.
Hal LeRoy; dancer, married to members of a group charged with Boston and to come to B'way May
fraud,
"mail
$200,000
a
engineering
Ruth Dodd of musical comedy April
3.
operated on the 'endless, chain
12 at Rochelle Park, N. J.
Repertory Playhouse association
actor,
Skouras
Theatres
Corp.
to go to Putney, Vt., for a rehearsal
has idea,' Theodore C. Packard,
brought suit against Harley L. turned Government witness and re
season similar to the Group. To
Clarke of Fox Theatres Corp. for lated tale of role he played as work on three plays.
the Sheldon
$100,000.
Plaintiff charges money mythical 'president' of
Fred E. Kohler, describing himread a self as a prbducer, was arrested
is due for operation of a theatre at Hosiery Co. for which he
prepared script to act as 'front' for Sunday (15> on a charge of grand
114 East 104th street.
against: him by
Mario Chamlee, Met tenor, to the racketeers.
~.
larceny brought
B
George Arllss in from Hollywood Marjorie Stern. Miss Stern charges
make concert tour of Europe this
en route to England. On Saturday she pa id Stern $74 on a promise of
summer.
Channlrig Pollock lectures on (14) he took part -in a radio broads a commercial radio job and pubDoes Modern Literature Represent cast celebrating the anniversary of licity. Miss Stern's was only speciLife?' under auspices of Williams 20th Century Pictures.
fic claim of 20.
Theatre Guild will roadshow its.
College forum.
Mayor La Guardia and former
Annual diner of the Dramatists' 'Ah, Wilderness' and 'Mary of Scot- Gov. Smith appointed to honorary
Guild to be held at Keene's chop land' next season.
committee sponsoring Triumph of
Bertha Kalich improving at Medi- St.Patrick.
To be presented at
house April 23. The Roi Cooper Megrue prize awarded for the year's cal Arts hospital.
Carnegie Hall, April 29, under
Cella Villa, daughter of Pahcho patronage of Cardinal Hayes.
beat play to 'Men in White.'
Monday
York
New
in
Arthur Tracy in Supreme Court
Brandt Theatres Corp. has taken Villa, arrived
five-year lease on the Times Square (9)5* rom El Paso, Tex. in connection again yesterday (Monday) (16) in
theatre for a grind film house. with the picture dealing with her his alimony action. Mrs. Tracy has
House one of the last of the legit father's life. Three-month permit applied for Increased alimony, pend
theatres on West 42nd street to granted for her stay for personal h ng trial of her separation suit,
change to pictures. Apollo, also on appearances with the picture.
Maxine Elliott severely bitten in
42nd, may go burlesk.
Hundreds of drug stores not re- leg by a pet monkey Sunday (15)
Mary McCormic, currently ap- newlng their liquor licenses because at her residence at JUan-Les-Pins,
pearing in Paris, held in contempt of the regulation prohibiting display France.
Children from orphanages and
of court Thursday (12) by Supreme of spirits to be sold on prescription.
hospiK attended
Court Justice McGook and directed
Max Baer,
to pay fine of $369 to Collet D. Huff, charge brought against him by performance of the_ circus at MadiYesterday (MonSq. Garden
son
limited
Shirley La B,elle,: has been
to two questions out of proposed list day.)
Coney Island drew 250,000 Sunday
of 25 which he planned asking Miss

Eugene

O'Neill,

^ou^ Kirkwood

Beatrice
divorced James
in. L. A.
Divorce decree against Fidel La
Barba, boxer, in favor of his wife
was obtained in Los Angeles.
Suit seeking $775 from Zasu Pitts

sued for $28,000

by Louis Gans and

brought

Kirkwood

his

.

for alleged services performed has
been filed in the Los Angeles supe
rior court by Lulu D. Wooleseri,

governess.

Thieves

ransacked

the Mallbu
beach, Cal., home of Natalie Tal
madge of clothing and Jewels valued
at $5,000.
Clair Edwards; owner of a Holly
.

de£ndant^as=

|
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RKO THEATRES
86

T

"

ST.

Wed.

UXMCTM

Friday

to

AprU

18 to 20

1 BELIEVED
IN YOU"
with

81" S T.

RoMtntry Am*f

— and —

"Once to
Every Woman"
with

Fay

Wray

La

(15)

Belle.

With the close of the Metropolitan
Announced that the morning and
Sunday public Ledger and the opera season, Sunday (15) several
morning and Sunday Inquirer of choristers Joined the Hippodrome
company^
Philadelphia will be merged April
16.

John Fields, former actor but acting as a night watchman, taken to
Bellevue hospital suffering from
submersion after being rescued
:

from Hudson river.
Bill
by Assemblyman
•

Herbert

Browhell, Jr., proposes city Commissioner of licenses license sidewalk
cafes.. Ban placed on such estab-

lishments last summer, by Borough
President Levy although never en-

Mrs. Evelyn Keast, known in
vaudeville as Betty Gray, taken to
Bellevue hospital Thursday (12)
suffering from contusions and possl
ble rib fractures, result of a beat
ing she.received from two men who
broke into her home.
Peggy Rich married to Eddie
Maxwell of vaudeville Friday {13).
at Elkton,

Md

Famous Authors Pictures Corp
granted a N. Y. charter. Jacques
Kopfstein president.
Albert Bein has completed 'Let
Freedom Ring,' new play based on

SPORTING LOVE
London, April

'

3.

-

Musical play written and produced' toy
Stanley Luplno, presented by Laddie Cliff
at the Gaiety theatre, March 31.
Cast:
James Croome, Arty Ash, Peter. Miller,
Guy Vaughan, Ewart Watt, Irene North,
Basil Howes, Gllly .Flower, Vera Bryer,
.

:

Laddie CUtt, Stanley
Luplno, Harry MUton, Marjorie Browne,
Jenny pean, William LOrrlnier, Eileen.
Munro, Wyn Weaver, Henry Carlisle 'and
Arthur Rigby,

Jr.,

Peter Miller.

Serious

.

tainment

comment on
difficult.

is

this enterIt's

a very

funny musical.
Stanley Lupino, author and star,
the story in this program
notation:
'Dear Audience, please
do not try to discover the plot of
this show.
This, only leads to insanity, and we have enough crazy
people behind the curtain without
having them in front. This book
was adapted from a MSS. discovered
during excavations of an old Roman
tells

track. The .original script
in the British Museum. The
discovered it is in Brixton
prison.
The original author was
burnt at the stake.'
Every possible bit of horse play
was incorporated within the limit
of time, prescribed by an evening's
performance. The selection was excellent and a choice was culled
from sure-fire hits. This is sur-

speedway
is

now

man Vho

.

rounded by witty dialog, not too
catchy music, and interpreted by
singing and dancing comics of both
sexes.
Frothy entertainment, with
better than an even chance of success,

Jolo.

('GROTTO RAILWAY')

After portraying the role of a cop
per in a picture, Allan Pomeroy,

Hollywood actor, went home and
caught a real thief ransacking.
Assertedly hurrying to KFI to
broadcast with John Barrymore,
Carole Lombard and Russ Columbo
were tagged by Hollywood coppers
'

for speeding.

Lya Lys filed a voluntary bank
ruptcy petition in Los Angeles list
ing debts of $8,935 and assets of

Budape3t, March 25.
Play In three acts "by Alexander Pai nga.
with. music; by Bela Relnltz, at the Magyar
theatre,
Budapest.
Cast: Maria Lazar,
Etelka Dan, Imre Raday. Julius Kabos, etc*
Directed and staged' by Alexander Hevesi.
.

.

Poetic legend of our own times,
strongly reminiscent of 'Liliom,' and
written with imagination and. talent.
It flopped just like 'Liliom' did, when

first performed in Budapest, 'Liliom,'
however, was revived with great
a recent divorce, Joan success at a later date and same
London and her ex-spouse. Prof fate may be in store for 'Grotto
Charles Malamuth, are collabing on Railway/ It was much appreciated
by connoisseurs and got. good press
a play in Oakland, Cal
although the public wouldn't
A horserdrawn tank sprinkler was notices,
go for it.
appraised for Santa Monica, Cal
Background is a Budapest amusecity officials for $15, but Hal Roach
ment
park, with the driver of the
to pay $30 daily rental to use
grotto railway engine as the hero.
" 5-s a P ro P^
dreams! of becoming a real en-,
John Barrymores "are yachting In He
gine driver some, day; he is in love
northern California waters, with the with a suburban vamp and ignores
actor doing some big game hunting Jbhe faithful and loving little candy
on the side.
seller who is within his reach.
In.
William Tannen, 23, stage actor a psychologically interesting dream,
and son of Julius Tannen, was fined scenes of which fill the whole of the.
$500 and placed on probation for second act, he realizes the mistakes
two years for driving an auto while he has made.
On waking; the
intoxicated in Los Angeles.
course is cleared for a happy end.
While Vince Barnett was preparThis is a very insufficient account
ing a meal in Eddie Branstatter's of the colorful and striking dream
rancho house on the edge of the scenes and of the scenic railway
MoJave desert, the building caught background which form a poetic
fire ahd burned at a loss of $5,000.
whole. The way in which real life
Hearing on the peltion for mone- and dream are blended is very
tary support brought against Mary eleven Staging and capital directAstor by her parents was brought ing of Dr. Hevesi brought out the
to a quick close in L. A. when the effect fully, as did the acting, espeactress agreed to giye them $100 cially that of Kabos in the part of
monthly.
the grotto railway boss and of four

$350.

Despite
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|
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fNeu> York Theatres!

:

Garces), with whom he elopes. Gal
repents and papa: and the Villain
stage a shooting duel wherein the
villain is wounded.
General's wife
then reveals her affair with him,
much to the husband's discomfiture
and disgust. In the end all is forgiven and the villain scrams for the
Transvaal war.
Frequent reference to present-day
events in the form of prophecies
take the play out of the antique

BARLANGVASUT

.fetS^

{

l

eral's wife (Julia Lajos) in favor
of Angelina, her daughter (Isabel

CWA
liquor;
was statement made by
Chairman Mulroohey;
class.
Alfonso Tudeja, as the villain, and
Norma Talmadge gets a Mexican
Jose. Isbert,- as the general, stand
divorce from Joe Schenck. George instructors at institutions.
Jessel claps hands for the reporters.
Grand Kimball,, radio singer, de- out in the work of the cast. Zlff.
Mrs. Abrani Abramowitz in a flock fendant in divorce suit brought by
Wants $100,000 from her Mrs. Maude Kimball. His wife also
of suits.

.

WestcKester Playhouse at Mount
Kisco, N. Y., will open, fifth' season
June 18 for 16 weeks. Day Tuttle
and. Richard Skinner to operate.
Leighton Rollins opens his sixth
summer stock season at Bar Har-.
Jbor, Me., in July.
Rachel Crothers, in a lecture at
Yale University, Wednesday (11),
declared that New! York critics, are
'just and honest;' and that they are
'generally reluctant to denounce any
production.'
Alma Gluck sailed Wednesday
(11) tor Russia to attend the May
Day celebration in Moscow. She
will be followed by her violinisthusband, Efrem Zimbalist, April 21,
who is scheduled to appear in Moscow, Leningrad and Karkpff.

I

^

.

.

'

,

Jacobi.
Emmett Flynn, erstwhile Holly- different dream figures.
director, was sentenced to
serve one to five years in Sari Quen
n
«
prison
for
walking
out of a
Grace Lumpkin's novel, 'To Make
Cal.,, Jail after he had
My Bread,' which was awarded Riverside,
been arrested for drunkenness,
et6 W. 72d St.. New Cork City
Gorky prize in 1932.
L. A. superior court has approved
Paul Whlteman sued for $50,000
My New Assortment of GREETING
Betty Furness lias with
Beautiful
CARDS Is Now Ready.
ghost the. contract
'
J>y Albert Zugsmith; alleged^
_
Bnd^FOtDERS?=Baxedv-Poi.t™
CARDS
hls'rMetror
"wFKef of™WnTfema;ri's^b"obTc" on
paid, for
Richard Wagner, musical comedy
diet, 'Whiteman's Burden.' Affidavit
modern literature;
filed In Supreme Court charges that producer, has Joined the staff of the
Declaring that members of the he wrote nearly. all of the book and Meglin Kiddies studios in HollyTheatre Amusement Union were be- was fired while writing the last wood.
ing discriminated against, nine em- paragraph.
ployees, of the Tivoli, Brooklyn,
London company of 'She Loves
walked out: charging that one of Me. Not' sailed for London Saturmembers George Jordan, day (14) to open at the Adelphl
their
I N M T I T. O.t.1 O M mjfL
All
ATI
cleaner, was discharged for union April 30.
Regional Labor board
activities.
John Nicholson, producer, recovtrying to settle the dispute between ing from throat ailment which sent
the
Street
strikers.
Hill
him
the
Lenox
hospital
three
to
manager and
Annual award of the Theatre Club weeks ago.
Fire destroyed the Penhy Arcade
will go to Sidney Kingsley for his

forced. The bill is proposed to avoid,
the recurrence of any such order
In the future.
In an address at Temple UniApril
Philadelphia,
10,
versity,
Channing Pollock denounced the
modern trend In literature and the
i
drama'7'--deelafing- that=a"J poor==fisht
was taking the place of the hero in

,

wood

DOROTHEA ANTEL
M

.

i

One

Norma SHEARER
Robert Montgomery
in

In

M,G-MV"RIPTIDE"
Person—Paul Whlteman
and Orchestra
.

Friday
Johnny Welssmuller
-

5Ttt

An101

In

*

TABZAN

His Mate

«.

.

.

four,

Columbia Amusement Park in and the action well paced.
North Bergen. N. J., Thursday (12)Story is about' General Marclat
Jose Isbert) who is cuckolded by
'Reunion in. .Vienna/- current in
Toronto; on Thursday (12) had to; German, the villain (Alfonso Tu«
alter several lines in the play on dela). Latter throws over the genof

«

Protests against the restriction of
religious radio stations were sent
to Congress by the Holy Name
Society of Long Island city, especially protesting the curtailment
the
Paulist
of
Fathers station
wLWL, which has started a nation
wide campaign for. support of a new
amendment to the pending. communications bill granting small stations more time.
Hotel and restaurants that have
not renewed their liquor licenses by
April 14 will be promptly dealt with
by police if they attempt to sell

sailing.

.

Board, as she was ah employee.-

'Men in White,' medal
given April 24 at Astor Hotel.

who had sued Miss McCormic

(Contlnued from page 52)
hard-working, hard-acting looks of
their 1880 predecessors are enough,
to keep the audience amused, Ttf
top off the atmosphere Poncela
acked it up with plenty of gaga,
Using A-l two-line verse through*
out, he kept the laughs well spaced,

1.

MILLER
INTERN

Dollar

ON

.

Shoes for
Stag* and
**SHO WFOLK'S SBOESHOT-ISSI BROADWAY

1
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Broadway

CHATTE

Mrs. Frank Case in California.
Charles Braekett talking about a
flay.

•MP Club Issued identification tags
io members.
Every able male playing golf at employing motives from

i

-

.

.

.

for several days.

Sam Dembow,

Jr.

expected back

.

In about a week after soaking up
tome of that California sunshine.
Booze prices gradually dropping,

Sammy

Gaumorit releasing six films in
April.

dian, left $36,000.

Lou Metzgar over and looking
a tie-up.

around' for

;

ture business wjjl receive invitations
to dine with Gov; Laffoon On May 4
and view the darby the following
day,
Benny Holtzmahn stays behind

about six weeks to wind up some
personal business for Eddie Cantor
and then follows the comedian to
Hollywood via the Canal.'
Elsa Maxwell has' the Park
avenooers coming over to the
Casino <le Paree Tuesday nights for
a series of charity shindigs she has
booked Into the Broadway nitery.
Paul Yawitz collecting for his
gin-brand plug in a series of ads;

.

.

Roly

;

.

.

:

.

provincial
spot's license.

Started at the old Biograph.
Paramount will hold its national
sales. Convention in Los Angeles
June 18-20 at the Ambassador hotel.
Grace Adele Newell, Jeanette
MacDohald's singing teacher, with
the actress on the 'Merry Widow'

Rowland Brown trying to dispose burley

of a couple,
here.

of.

film scenarios over

Blanche

Mrs.

Chicago

wife of
Strictly vaca-

.

Friml;

International

dickering

'Ten Minute Alibi' closes at Haymarket April 21, followed by a Ruth
Draper season."
Sybil. Thorndike's naval son engaged to marry Patricia Chester,
Master of Shanghai.
Jack Barty back from Hollywood,
and claims they have not yet discovered he is a comic
Richard Tauber bidding good-bye
to. Germany for good and ever.
Cannot stand the new regime.
Max Gordon due here for opening
of 'Three Sisters/ HammersteinKern musical, due at Drury Lane.

arrivals.

Sherman trading

Joe'

of molars.

British

,

f

London productions.

picture*

on the Coast, found Broadway just
Arthur and Eve Moss writing a
the same. Back via the Canal with book oh Napoleon. Say they have
the missus on Saturday (21).
a new angle.
.

of. latest

Max- Kester appointed gag writer
of British" Broadcasting Corporation.
Marion Harris considering a picture offer from Gaumon,t- British.

with Maureen O'SulIivan for one

.

Repatriated Marc Lachmann bonerts about being back on Broadthat he's raving he ll never go

.

Arthur Loew over from
just a quick look-see.
Sachs convinced the film
J.. L.
biz is worse than legit.
Sibyl Bowan taking a week off;
tired of working and doubling.
Martin Beck around, getting, a
load

_
Qua Shy at Pyramid Lake, Nev.
Young, 'Mail & Empire'
Sam Coslow heading for Europe;
screen-scribe, back after, a Broad- Arthur Johnston for Broadway..
way bout.
Edgar Ulmer willed a $150,000
Evelyn Gill; who won that Paul library by an ''uncle In Budapest.
Whiteman' .audition, back in town
Mr. and Mrs. John Gentile,
and warbling.
..
Rye, N. Y.. making their home here.
Show biz so bad that Morley
Leon Gordon working, on the
Plunkett of 'Dumbells Revue,' now 'Showboat of 1934* script i Death
selling insurance.
Valley.
Picture rights to Winifred LugrlnClive Brook goes to England for
Fahey's 'The Bride Ship' have been six months oh completion of 'Sour
sold to Paramount;
dates Grapes' at RKO.
UA cancelling all Canadian transStella Bailey, Par 'Search for\
on 'Rothschild' and will
Beauty* contest dinner, has hied
Canada roadshow the flicker.
back to New York.
Roxy management doesn't know
Lionel BarrymOre celebrating his
it, but the police have asked the
25th anniversary as a film actor.
government to cancel the

local.

.

Abel Gance now cutting 'Pollche'
French Tobis.
Marcel L'Herbier making film of stooges.

for

,

Hollywood or any other place again.
Sixty Kentucky colonels in the pic-

come-

Scottish,

Shields,

tion.

whether to. go on that, skimmed milk
Mrs. Norman McLeod dropping
and banana diet, or join some nudist over from London for a few days.
colony this summer.
Helen Vanel's mask dances, given
Bregoff
has
Rubien
of
firm
&
Law
lh private studio seances, making a
dissolved, Abner J. Rubien continu-' stir.
ing at 1450 Broadway while Bregoff
Martin Beck, Constance Ciimmoves to 521 5th avenue.
mings and Benn Levy among Paris

way

call

Harry Richmah signed for Monseigneur Restaurant for month of
June.
Palladium's gross on Easter Monday, was $6,400,. new record for
house.
Kimberly and Page to tour own
unit, and signed Dave Burns with

here.

Hon!-:

.

him the elusive Richard
Arlen oyer here.
They

Rudolf Frlml, here.

Jane Heap back from London.
Ray Ventura and band on tour.
Clayton Sheehan arrivlng ln Paris.
Arthur Loew spending a week

*

Green, after eight years

Bobby Howes down With

Mrs.

pleurisy.

.:'

.

J.

Robert Hershon has joined

Harold Pfaffe, g.
tional Pictures for
yachting- in Mexican waters,
out.
Jean Dixon back to the N. Y. *
Leith. Stevens, who is arranger- stage in a Theatre Guild play;.
Is
a.
Melodeers,'
director of The
Hal Roach, James Parrott and

side.

Bernstein's 'Scahdale.*
Iha Claire dodging reporters durbut many still squawking at the ing 24-hour stay here.
existing high scale In some spots..
Maurice Livingstone off to BelIrving Leher, p.a. 'ing on his own, gium for United Artists.
away from Jay Faggen, and .hanLucienne Radisse, 'cellist who
Spitalny, et al,
dling Phil
tried films, back from America.
dividually.
'Casanova,' with Ivan Mosjoukine,
Albert Hirsch can't decide opens April 13 at Paramount.
J.

Howard

Henry King back from a plane

Lupe Velez being submitted for
vaudeville and cabaret dates on this

Paris
By Bob Stern

.

Chi.

man- Schlager agency.
m. for EducaGary Copper spending two weeks
years, suddenly

.

Maurice Bergman is hot pants for
car, but his bank account, he
claims, isn't half, as hot.
Roxy's office at the Music. Hall is
still unoccupied,- but the kitchen
adjoining is In daily use.
Harry Puck receiving from the
girls in the Charles" King unit—
cocktail shaker and glasses!
Irving Mills' private office going
.very cathedral with stained-glass
indows, Gothic cornices, etc.

Hollywood
Howell has returned to

Albert

staging of 'White Oaks of Jalna.'

of

.

a

61

trip to Cincinnati.

'Tales

Hoffmann.'
#reat Neck, Sundays.
Harold Paulsen, Rotraut Richter,
Bob Brown's boy, Carlton, doing
Maly Delschaft, Ellen Bang, Ernst
Park avenoo publicity.
Harry Conn to Washington for Schaah in 'Don't Give In, Suzanne.'
Leo Slezak, Hanna Waag, Sybilie
tne Gridiron Club shindig.
George Lalt hitting the hot spots SchniltZi Wolfgang Liebeneiner in
'Love's Melody,' Fanal-Film producAfter five, years on the Coast.
v
letters
from
scrawling
West's
Pat
tion.
Lenl Riefenstahl for femme lead
,.J»is daughter getting worn out.
Notables escorted through Music and artistic supervision of d' Albert's
Hall are asked to sign a register,
•Tlefland,' Terra production, Alfred
Robert Rlngling nervous when Abel to direct.
Con Colleano misses somersaults.
English Players presented 'You.
Harry Lang and Luise Square Never Can Tell,' 'Candida,' 'Ten
back from that second cuffo cruise. Minute Alibi,' 'Eight Bells' and 'The
Paul McCullough visiting. Ringling Green Bay Tree.'
circus pals at Madison Square GarLuis Trenker's company, at work
den.
hear Pontresina, Switzerland, was
Larry Coweh and the missus are threatened .by a huge avalanche
moving out to Woodmere, L. i., for that came down In the vicinity.
the summer.
Train with; 40 passengers was
Regina -Cre'We Into the Sydenham stopped just, in time, but two railho9p for an appendicitis op. yester- way workers who gave the warn-'
day (Monday).
Ing were killed.
John Steinberg recovered from
stomach ailment which laid him out
•
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Isobel Lubow (Nice, Florio and
Lubow) busted hose during team's

appearance at Pavilion, Liverpool.
Mrs. Archibald Mackay giving lecMarlon Harris sending out 2,600
ture on Eleanora Duse, of whom she wires to her satellites announcing
was a friend.
her Cafe de Paris opening, April 9.
DeJacqueline
and
Guitry
Sacha
Elisabeth Bergher spent brief
lubac. doing Easter window shop- vacation, in Scotland .during Holy
ping together.
Week closing of 'Escape Me Never.'
Eide Norena coming up from
Woman
mayor of "Oxford declined
South of ^France to sing at Paris to officially open new picture house
Opera next month.
on learning Initial film was
No
Marshall Hall and Bianca, pianist Angel.'
and dancer, married at Cannes.
Reason 'Wonder Bar* was held up
Carl' Randall best man.
at. ParamOunfs
Carlton is film
Gaston Ravel, finishing recording rights not valid
English till
of music of 'The Rosary* for Gati- middle of April.
mont film of that title.
Four Yacht Glob boys held over
Percy Noel, Columbia Broadcast- another
week at the Monseigneur
ing System rep,, making quick Restaurant,and return in SeptemParis-New York-Paris turnaround.
ber.
Frances and Rosemary Stack,
David
James,
manager for StoU'a
classic dancers, giving private performance here, prior to London suburban vaudeville, houses, is near
.

._.

'

Tm

m

relative of late David Belasco.
the oth§r .columnists wanted twice debut.
'
what Yawitz asked and received, eo
Jane Marnac signed to play at Lives in a caravan.
Desmond Hurst (Clifton-Hurst
thf> booze company is. concentratPalais Royal in hew Louis Verneuiling solely on ballyhooing. the Sun- Georges. Berr farce. Title not an- Film Productions) to do a film
about Ireland, with Fox Films
day Mirror's Broadway .columnist's nounced.
release.
endorsements.
New night club called Villa Chag- guaranteeing
'Here's How* closed at Savllle
Bill Perlberg, talent-scouting for rin. That's, the nickname of the jail
Columbia, saw 28. legit shows in in Baypnne where the Stavisky sus- April 7 after six weeks, followed by
Wodehouse's "Good Morning, Bill,'
little
more .than two weeks by pects are kept.
crowding in Easter Week extra
Pierre Blanchar of films to play moving over from Daly's.
King Coleman Hawkins, just
mats, Sunday nite benefits of the in piece by Michel Duran at Saint
sundry legits, etc., which is some- Georges, when THomme' closes. brought over by jack Hylton, will
be. put in the Louis Armstrong band,
thing of a record for intensive thea- Title not yet. picked.
tre-going.
Jack Payne's band attracting ca- to. bolster the aggregation.
New Theatre,. Oxford, is latest
Park -Central hotel cross-picket- pacity houses to Rex, 4,000-seater, provincial
doing
,

•

'

:

.

Denny

Curtis

is

this. year.

out

Lew
Woods

.

Goldberg's,
building.

in

a couple

set.

Frederick Irving Anderson has
after working oh hie;
taking a circus returned east
own 'Sophie Lang' yarn at Para-

agency

In

Salter managingRhythm Racketeers.
Fritz BloCki readying' his
play for production.

Bert

the

mount.
S. S. Simons, former major in the.
Confederate army, giving realistic

rebel yells on the 'Operator 13' set
at Metro.
A, former. .Heidelberg professor,
third
ive

now a

refugee from Germany, is

v

a'

beneficiary of Paul Slpane on a pic
he is making at RKO,
Elmer Harris heading for Prince
Henry- Herbel is still the ace Edward Island for atmosphere for
film
row.
chawer
on
tobaccy
his story, 'Inner Silence,' idea of
he 'has sold to Paramount for
Sam Lutz handling the music which
v
a fllm.
catalog here for Harry Engel.
Rex Roselll handling the spectacle

Babe Buchanan, deserting. Ravens
wood for a northside spot.

.

•

for the' Hagenbach- Wallace show.
Barcelona
Biggie Levin oh the recoup and
expected back at his office this week.
By L. A. Farnsworth,
Tod Goldbogen, gagsmith, opening a comedy material headquarters.
Official opening of the spring seaSam Herman brightens a dull day son.
by digging up photos of himself 17
Gertrude Lawrence and Claire
years ago.
Luce In Mallorca.
Max Landau has snubbed New
Max Schmeling training at SItges,
York to return to the loop vaude about half an hour from Barcelona.
agent field.
Willy Fritsch in Barcelona to atEddie Levin has a riding habit in tend" premier of his new picture,
readiness for that honeymoon in 'Guerra de Valses.'
New Mexico:
Arthur Loew and Mrs. Loew spent
Sidney Spiegel and Emil Stern a few days In Barcelona. Loew
back in the loop after a search came here to inaugurate new offices,
through England.
and dubbing studios for Metro.
MCA mob about convinced that Douglas Fairbanks, Sr. and Jr.,
Bill Stein is wedded to the west of left Barcelona after a one-day stay.
the Sierras country.
They passed through on their way
Gardner Wilson Into the loop from Sitges to Mallorca where they
breaking a jump to the coast ahead will rest for a few days before reof 'Century of Progresa Revue.*
turning to England.
Saul Bragin, Goldle Goldflnger
and Abe Piatt Anally got away on
that flivver expedition to California.
Mexico City
Universal exchange celebrating a
By D. L. Grahams
Walter Hyland week for the
booker's ,17th anniversary with the
Police rounding up passers of
company.;
Sally Bursky now doing the bogus American bank notes.
Heiress Doris -Duke vacationing
guardian dragon act to keep people
and eluding reporters.
from annoying Lou Lipstone and here
Spring holidays ended; everybody
John Balaban.
broke;
hock shops doing land office
Fred Guilford and Ed Brunell biz.
each tried to pass the chairmanship
Cinemas report post-Easter biz
I.T.O.A.-Federal
honors
at
the
26% better than It was last year;
Trade commlsh hearing.
stage houses admit slump.
Mexican Bull and Bullock Killers
Union talked Confederation of Mexican Workers and Peasants into adPittsburgh
mitting it as a member.
American sightseers and shoppers,
By Hal Cohen
attracted by bargain prices resultfrom 3.60 pesos per dollar rate,
Magidson Twins now at- the Silver ing
booming biz in border towns.
Slipper club
Miami.
'

.

'

.

.

'

.

in

George Jaffe In bed for several
healthily with
spot
Averaging $6,000 per week," days, with mild attack of flu.
good money for small town.
Ike Llbson at sister's bedside here
Men carrying sandwich boards to for days-previous to her death.
version of Tolstoi's 'Resurrection.' resemble big volume Is stunt adJimmy Balmer framed good and
vertisement to exploit 'Sorrell and
Plays 16 -year- old girl lit first act..
plenty by fake radio broadcast.
Robert and Polly Johnson enter- Son,' currently at Leicester Square
Joe
Feldman's sister, Hilda, »here
theatre.
Women's
taining at the American
Nelson Keyes threatened to walk from New York for a short visit.
Club.
Beatrice Wanger, Emma
Sam Stern has made a flock of
Eames, Mrs. Josef Stranski among out* of 'Why Not Tonight,' before
opening in Manchester, but changed corking caricatures of
audience.
office
Club d'Artois, new film house, his mind when understudy was help.
shutting down a week to install new ready, to go in his place.
Emmallne. Fineberg,. of Metro ofGeorgie Raft, due here May 10,
projection unit.
Reopening with
consider playing vaudeville fice, named secretary for code
same bill: 'S.o;S. Iceberg' (U) and would
or a night spot in London at $6,000. boards.
•Aunt Sally' (Q-B),
management Interested,
George M. Young, currently conPanhandling by Americans in Palladium
Paris has grown so bad that local but visit coincides with *Crazy' sea- nected with Philly roof garden, here
On biz.
American Legion post, of which son.
British
Broadcasting
Company
Ed
Lowry planed it In from Coail
Harold Smith, Hays office rep. is
$2,600 fee to broadcast Royal
m. a Variety Club's annual benecommander, has issued, a black list paying
Command Performance of vaude- to
fit show.
of those who make rounds of ofville stars at Palladium, when all
fices posing as down-and-out vetHershon has turned agent
money goes to Variety Artists onRed
the coast. He's an ex-U saleserans.
man here.
New noiBe has come to Paris, to Benevolent Fund..
Ben
mingle with the tooting of the auto
Kalmenson has resigned from
the grievance board of the Code
horns: the sound of silver (more or
authority.
less) 10 and_20 f ranc pieces clangToronto
Dennis„ Kin^; Ji^or^guestcd_at_a
ing'on sTa^warks^pushcaHs'Wd^anT"
tea given by Carnegie Tech drama,
hard surface, off which people
department.
bounce them to see if they are
Empire burley folds.
Sig Wittman and Eddie BonnB,
genuine.
Catherine Proctor In town.
Mary Pickford eoming home in of U's sales staff, in town closing
Jean Toulout, president of the
some deals.
Artists' Union, writing to Com- May.
N. L. Nathansona back from
Olive and Amdur's Rockets have
munications Minister Mallarme to
closed six-week engagement at Club
protest that no actors nor singers Miami.
Baton -wielding Gilbert Watson Michel, Washington.
are represented on the radio committee which Is to supervise pro- back from Blighty.
Joe Bernhard and I. J. Hoffman
Ernie Guyer, p. a.'ing
grams from the national broadcast"Lost made flying trip for' conferences
ing station, and suggesting that Patrol' (RKO) in Canada.
With
staff here.
radio would be better taken care of
Al Hartshorn, late of the Imperial,
Fah-dancing Renee Landau to
under the supervision of the Beaux how asst. mgr. at the Tivoli.
Richmond, Va., after second enArts Ministry.
Mnzo de la Roche to England for gagement at Plaza cafe.
.

ing itself, the. union, protesting
against '.the waiters' non-affiliation
and the hotel's own pickets (2)
ballyhooing that it more than adeuately' complies with NRA requirements. Odd part is to see the
competitive
picketers
strolling
-

:

.

along.. gabbing

just

to

keep each

other company.

name

artists who specialize in decor of smart cafes; hotel grillrooms
and the like. Every key city hotel
of prominence has opened; sundry
motif cafes, lounges and cocktail
bars to catch the apertif customers.
They run the gamut from early
.Kayhairi.

is

;

WB

'

.

By Hans. Bermann
Paul Wegener
^direct

new Ufa

off to T.enerlffa to
pic.

^rRenafe^uelleT^FioTrsly^lr"alterr-

Educing too much.
Vereinigte

Star-Film

G.m.b.H.,

'

Berlin, in receivership.
Robert Schless, Warner's European representative, passed through.
Molino- von Kluck, German film
actress, killed motoring in France.
Julia Serda as" Princess Metter-r
nich In 'Mascerade,* Willy Forst directing.
Archive for film ideas is the latest creation of the Propaganda

Ministry.

Ufa planning a

—

.

WB

'

film

'Barcarole,'

By M. W. Etty-Leal

-

.

Berlin

The Hague

shows.

which

.

Repeal has been, a bull market for
the Interior decorators and the
.

sawdust to Omar

during fine 'Easter" weather, which
kept other film houses empty.
Mary Garden opening Tuesday
(10) at Opera Comique in musical

in

Trude Berliner, German pic
Amsterdam.
Laura La Plante paid short

star,
visit

here, arriving by plane.
Several, plays by the late author

Heyermahs are still on bills/
At Rotterdam a flower show Is a
big success, which does no good to
indoor entertainments.

Big hotels

In

Scheveningen (sea-

side resort) requested government
to approve of gaming tables.. Last
year were allowed to establish
casinos
with Straperlo
roulette,
claimed to be skill game.
Court
found otherwise, so stunt not
open
'
for this year.

San Francisco
By Harold Bock
Film code authorities

will headquarter in Golden Gate building.
^ Omeir^KOTyDTr-=^oihed=-Neptune=
Beach Outfit as promoter of spe-.
clal events.

Most of the Embassy club's dance
orchestra scramming in favor of the
Montmarte.
Wally Feehan has bowed out of
Rlalto and Chimes, Oakland, and
Into stocks and bonds.
Advance sale already heavy for
Will Rogers in 'Ah, Wilderness,'
which bows at the Curran the 23d.
Bluart Klein, accessory mgr., at
(Continued on page 62)

.
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idney Hill
he started going to
Health club.
Eddie Loughton making his office with Doc Hepburn.
Dave Lipton returned to scene of
his youthful crimes as advance
p.a. for Sally Rand.
Jane 'Anne' Schermerhorn, sbc.
ed. of the Times, uses a nice brand
SIR GERALD DU MAURI ER
of French on occasion.
Sir Gerald du Maurler, 61, actorWm. H. Green, Jr., handling pub^ manager,
author and producer, died
liclty. for Brown Theatres, doing a
By Les Rees
April 11, in London, England, after
little politics on the side;
operation
for an internal discancelled
an'
Broun,
his
adHeywood
a
Recurrence of cold and show
vertised speech to the local News- order.
He was son of the late
business detriment.
Guild four days in advance.
George du Maurler, author of 'TrilEddie Ruben flew to San Antonio, paper
by* and 'Peter ibettsen/ At twentyTexas, to join his wife.
Ella Anderson/ Universal inspecone, he made his first stage appearCleveland
tress, suffered loss of mother.
ance at the Garr.iok theatre in 'The
theatres
Film Board' reported two
Pullen
Old Jew.' He came to the United
reopened and three closed the past
States in 1896, playing in 'Hamlet,'
'Seats of the Mighty,' 'Red Lamp,'
Variety
Blli Shartin, Universal salesman,
'Trilby and 'King Henry VI.' He
comedy hit in amateur benefit pong.
Robert McLaughlin almost, ready became associated with; Frank Cur-,
show*
Maurice Schwartz and Yiddish to launch town's second rep theatre. zon in the management of WyndonePenthouse dance spots being built ham's theatre and appeared there
company at Metropolitan for
night stand.
by three hotels for. summer season. in 'Nobody's Daughter.' After 15
Policemen's stag, .featuring battle
Gwen Wagner, Elyria's only years with the Wyndham theatre he
royal, a complete sell-but at muni- femme
producer,- turning herself
terminated his managerial associacipal auditorium.
into blond.
Numerous installations: of new
George Duffy, local bandmaster, tion and became associated with
track sound equipment to replace: hired an ex-college full-back to be Cllbert Miller at the St. James
discs throughout territory.
theatre, appearing there in 'The
his bodyguard.
Jimmy Shea, Warner Brothers'
Fred Peckham, social registerite, Last of Mrs. Cheney, .and ending
salesman, initiated" into Sioux In- turning master of ceremonies at that association in 1929.
dian tribe in South Dakota.
Wade; Park Manor.
He received knighthood in 1922;
Harry Dickerman of Nor.thtown
Julius Karl's dream of forming
theatre, nab,e, scooped town by get- night club owners' association
blew
CALVERT G. STITH
ting motion pictures of unemployed up after first meeting.
rioting, at city hall.
Calvert G. Stith, 53, for. 20 years
Frank Cummings, hubby of Billie
W. A. Steffes and Benriie Berger. Bailus, making
dramatic editor of the New Orleans
new
come-back
with
of Northwest Allied States back
Item, died in New Orleans April 14
burly, stock at old Savoy.
from- Washington, where, thejr tesBill McDermott, dramatic critic of diabetes.
tified at code hearing;
In his early critical days 'Cally'
Eugene. Orihondy. back at helm of of Peedee, setting out for roundSmith was quite the caustic reMinneapolis Symphony orchestra the-world trip around May 1.
Shooting scrape, in front of Art viewer, but the years softened his
after absence to All guest conducAnders'
Keystone
Club
almost
put
tors' engagements In east.
pen to the extent that, before being
Gut-of-town exhibitors visiting the kibosh on its premiere night.
through Illness to give
Dozen of town's swankiest niterles compelled
Film Row included Ted Melzer, New
up reviewing, he became kindly
Ulm.; J. C. Quincer, Wadena, Minn;, face having liquor licenses revoked and constructive.
for selling booze on blue Sundays.
and Z. J. Canar, Mondovi, Wis.
Survived by wife and two chilRobert L. Buckher and Boris de
University, of Minnesota Play-:
house offering original play, 'Joan Tanko here to see Play House pre- dren.
miere their new drama, 'Red Swan.'
.of
Arksansaw,' .by William F.
"
Sol Comp relieved of $954 of;
GIBBONS
BARTHOLOMEW
Davidson, -S.L, Paul business man.
Parisian Village, receipts in. sticklbbons died
Bartholomew A,
up after boasting .that his Broad- April 4 at his home; in Albany,
way
Friedman,
him
uncle,
Max
sent
to
N. Y. After operating a film the$2,600 as wedding gift.
atre in Syracuse for some time he
By Will
Hughes
Went to Albany about 10 yeaers ago
and continued In show business.
George Baker is trying to find

CH4TTE
(Continued from page 61)
Columbia exchange, hurt his skull
in an accident and it took three
etitches:

Creditors are asking that State
tossed into bankruptcy; place couldn't, get started in
.

location,

Harlan and Janet Milnor, Sandre
band,
Stafford's
Thassain, Jess
Vieki Joyce and Frank McBride
working at Heck Church's new

.

.

.

Tivoll Club,

Carl Laemmle and Joe Weil hurriedly returned tp L. A. and the
MPTOA convention. Mike Naify,
George Mann, Morgan Walsh, Gene
.

Emmick and L.
same pow wow.

Hamin

S.

to

off

.

OBITUARIES

•

.

.

Baltimore
Albert Scharper,

Turnaways at Met Opera series.
Marie Roche off for Hollywood.
Hideaway Cafe adds a floor show.
Been' a banner season for lyceum
spielers.

,

'

.

•
:

Lou Lynn ork
Hi-Hat club,

In the 28th at the

Tom Beck, local lad, in cast of
*Her Majesty, The Widow.'

.:

Max Cohen and Howard Burman
have shuttered their Ukkery.
Lily Pons on for the Met Opera
•

series,

but as spectator only.

Reopening of The Summit inaugs
the suburban roadhouse season.
Clare Tree Major Players close
their season here April 27' with
*King of Golden River.'
Dr. John Ruhrah, U. of Md. Med.
School, .covered stock 'Men in White*
as guest crick for Morning Sun.
Charley Cook and the missus have
camphbred their N. Y. domicile with
.

.

it

;

..

in

Gibb's

mid-week.

-Penrose,

local

:

socialite,

,

ARTHUR

C. MORRIS
Arthur C. Morris, 51, stock actorj
died April 11, at his home, from a
complication of diseases, Hp s^st
appeared in 'Carrie Nation' at*^he
Biltmore.
He is survived by his

Widow, a daughter and two sisters.
Funeral under the auspices of the
ActOrs' Fund.

TEDDY FOX
Teddy Fox, privately Edward
Dixon, understudy for Laddie. Clifl*
for 11 years and stage director for
his new show, 'Sporting Love,' at
the Gaiety, London, died of pneu^
monia in London; March. 29.
At his request the company re»
maihed in Ignorance until after th
premiere.'

LAURA WALTERS
Laura Walters, 40, died April 10th
In Toledo; Ohio. She had appeared
Dillingham and' Fred Stone
in
shows in New York and In pictures
opposite Eugene. O'Brien.' After re•

tirement from, stage she operated
a florist shoiT In New York.
•

MARY
Mary K.

'

'unusual' pictures for the Royal.
Annual spring racing meet will
start May .19 and last for 25 days.

.

By

Bill

Survivors.

Kiley

was

]

Include

Florence

his

Oswald

wife,
ojf

GEORGE STANLEY SCOVILLE
George
Owner of

Scbville,
60j
Stanley'
Scovllle's pavilion and
bath, houses at Coney -Island, died
April 12 at his home in Brookiyn»

JOSEPH

who
Syra-

cuse.

K, LIVINGSTONE
Livingstone; 38; formerly

director of the Community Theatre
of P.oughkeepSie, died April 12, at
the Lenox Hill hospital.

.

with Charles Emerson
Cook Players. Cook and the misses
have, camphored their N. Y. home
with view toward permanenting it
trouping

press agent ;and theatre
handling the Imperial,
Survived by two brothers^
Al of New York, and Charles Spink;
Philadelphia theatre manager.

Chicago.

.

here.

Locally shot reelage of the New
Theatre's trip-to-Hollywood conrtestants was so poor when projected it elicited laffa and was

yanked

a

also

manager,

,

'

view toward permanenting

was

'

Hot Brau he

new

.

.

.

Its.

Tuesday, April 17, 1934

Joseph

J.

J.

DAUBNER

baubner,

formerly

of the William Drake Mc-»
Dowell band, died A **\ 10 at his
home in Elizabeth, N. J.

memb.r

Lawrence Lehman back at the
Fred Sweito in town.
here.
Malns'treet after several, weeks in
Ralph Hitch getting' hitched.
WLLIAM S. SPINK
vAl Jolson in for •Wonder Bar' pre- the hospital.
Fred Dolly up from Louisville.
Mother, 82, of Charles Wakefield
William S. Spink 'who was a Chi
miere at the Stanley. -Warner exTom Beckham and his orchestra
Eight candidates for mayor this
with Cadman, composer, died at her home
ecs present: Joseph Bernhardt, I. J. back at Shi-a-bar Gardens after year.
producer
associated
cago
Hoffman, Frank Cahlll, Herman several months absence.
Cal Kalberbr down from Fort Frank Gazzola, died in that city in San Diego, April 12. Survived
Maier, A. J. BrylawskI, Frank LaConnie White, from the Coast,; is Wafrne.
April 8 after a long illness.
He by son and daughter.
Falce,
C.
E. McGowan, George doing the honors as mistress of
Drivers arriving to tune up for
Crouch and Nat Glassner.
500-mile race.
ceremonies at the Club'Ritz.
Ushers at. Apollo resplendent in
Ken Moyer and band are back
Silver Slipper, after a new uniforms.
at' the
Haven
Golf bug bites Lawrence Thompmonths stay at Coral Gables, Fla.
Lowell Lawrence, dramatic critic son at Loew's.
By Harold M. Bone
George Alabama Florida in town
was the
Jburhal-POst,
of
the
speaker this week at the Literary with 'Cocktail Hour.'
Jack Sanson flirting with grippe, Review- club,
Harry. Wolliford visiting on va.(Conti
from page 32)
Bob Freedmart seeking a new hair
Paul Pendarvls and band closed a cation from Rudy' Vallee's band.
tonic:
Earl Cunningham having to be MoJ Wujaszek x Amerykl (Polish) (Capital). Musical comedy.
29-week run at Hotel Muehlebach
in*.
Eddie
tonsil and
Weaver
restrained
from entering ring at
Netherlands-Plaza.
for
left
Re). Oct. 15.
trouble.
wrestling bouts.
Jack-Pettis' band followed in.
(German) ( rotex). Submarine warfare's cruelty.
Floyd Stuart busy, checking for
Plx operators who practice leger- Morgenrot
Newly organized Variety club
Uoicky.. 80 mins. Rel. May 16. Rev. May 23.
these days.
hitting on high with a large rep- demaine in their spare time, form- Mutter Der Kompagnle, Die (Ger) (Bavaria). Military farce. Weiss-Ferdl*
Al Robbins just can't wait for resentation from the picture houses ing Hocus Pocus club,
Betty Bird. 70 mins. Dir. Franz Seltz. Rel. March 1.
'
that fishing trip.
George Fish wonders what makes
and Film Row at all meetings.
Noe Llatopadowa (Polish) (Capital). Historical romance. Dir.
WarneckL
Is that a new Rolls-Royce S. Z.
Fritz Weatherby now managing his property worth a grand mOre
95 mins. Rel. May 1. Rev. May 2.
Poll Is sporting?
Royal,
succeeding
Thomas this year on tax assessment list.
the
The (Russ) (Amkino). Dir. B. Barnett. 80 mins. Rel. Sept. 15.
Patriots.
Artie Ehehalt On 15th year as Mu
Newspapermen open strictly stag
Howie, resigned. Newman's front
Press club in downstairs of Han- Petterson & Bendel (Swedish) (Scandinavian)! Comedy-drama with musiflu
siclans Local sec.
all dolled up for the summer in a
Dir. Perl-Axel Branner. 80 mins. Rel. Feb. IB.
rahan's beer and eating establishThat Conn. mgrs. Round Table blue color scheme.
Poll de Carotte. See Harold Auten.
ment.
gathering was a. flop.
Sam Horwarth getting used to
Quick, Koenlg der Clowns (Ufa) (Ger). Comedy.
Dir. Robert Siodmak. 80 mins. >Rel. Dec.
novelty of steady work.
Denver
Sam Yaffe" will tour Russia as
Rosier de Mme. Husson. See He, First Division.
By Jack Rose
accompanist to Grisha Goluboff.
Salson In Kalro (German) (Ufa). Musical comedy.- Renate Mueller. Willy
Dave
Trepp
By
Roy Ward enjoys those Shubert
Frltsch. Dir. Reinhold Schunzel. 80 mirts. Re!. Dec. 15. Rev. Deo. 25.
shows more than the audiences does.
John Consentino here checking
Sang d'un Poete <Fr) (RiccI). Jean Cocteau's idea of modern Alms. 60 mini.
They miss those trick suits' of Amity exchange.
Dorothy Williams contraltoes at
Rel.. Nov. 1.
Rev. Nov. 7.
C, W. Kelly. and wife on way to Meves.
Hamptort Howard's around ParaSchicksal der Renate Langen (Ger). (General). Domestic drama. Mady Chriswest coast for her health.
'Three Little Pigs' is name of new
mount.
tians, Franz Lederer. Dir. Felix Guenther. 70 mins. Rel. Oct. IB.
ediCarson Harris is now hews
drinking- club.
Rachel Crothers lecturedv at Yale
Schutzenkoenlg. Der (Ger.) (Bavaria.) Max Adalbert,
ret) Theimer.
Embassy (Joe Dahz) cuts to 20
(11) on 'What I think, about the tor of four free distribution week
Franz Seltz. 90 mins. Rel. April 16; Rey. May 9;
lies.
cents top with duals.
theatre.'
'Tailor (RUss) (Amkino. Drama of Jewish life.
F: D. Morton transferred from
Danny Canh .joins. Cliib Victor Simpletrack.
Wee and Leventhal policy- at
Dir. V. Vllner. 70 mins. Rel. Feb. 16.
Shubert has been life saver for lo- the Denver ERPI office to Dallas band, which is now 12 pieces.,
Uas Olas (Mex.) (Latino). Historical romance.
71
for a few weeks.
Don Julian and Marjorie close- at Sbbre mins.
cal stage and pit crews.
Rel. March 15.
Fred Bezold, Fox manager at Olympic dinner hour departing for Serme'nt, Le (Fr.) (Protex). Heavy. drama of love.
Dlxwell Players Won permanent
possession of trophy in Annual Dra-. Sheridan, Wyo v is still seriously ill S. F.
Rel. March 1. Rev. March 20.
Chester J. Chastek, host at. Club
with heart trouble.
mo Tourney at Yale Theatre/
Der Weissen Berge (Capital) (Ger.). Alpine drama. Luis Trenker,
Jack Krum office, managing for Villa, says he'll run for congress on Sohn nate
Mueller. Dir. Mario Bonnard. 76 mins. Rel. Oct. 16,
Distinctive Screen Attractions. Suc- Republican ticket this fall;
Daniels through- as personal Spy, The (Polish) (Capital).. Drama. '80 mins. Rel. March 1.
ceeds Leo Donovan* resigned.
Joe
Moines
Pes
Herman
Chas. Ernst, manager of Palm at rep. for "a bear and now tryihg to Stored Hat Uris Getraut, Der (Ger.) (General). Lll Dagover.
Kosterlitz. 80 mlhs. Rel. Nov. 15.
By. R. W.
oorehead
Alamosa,- Colo., moved to Denver get midget auto race meet for this
Tannenburg (Ger) (European). Military drama.
ir.
Helns
as booker for J. J. Goodsteln's burg.
Paul. 85 mins. ; ReL- March ,16.
Gladine
Follies
here
houses.
Sweetser,
gal
{race Gannon to Aim board Kanfur Eine Nacht (Ger) (Capital).
Dir. Mar
The Alliance Francaise of Den- Oh visit, Sues local dentist, for ten Tau8end
sas City.
Mack.
Rel.
mins.
Feb.
70.
1.
The Bob Garys have gone to ver will dedicate a chair in the Cen- grand 'cause she says he pulled two. Thoodor Koerner
(Ger) (General)
Historical drama. Dorothea Wieck*.
tral City opera house to Sarah good teeth.
Kansas City.
Dir. Kar) Boese. 80 mins.
Rel. May 1. Rev. May 16.
Hale Cavan&gh, manager Or- Bernhardt
Tochter Der Regiments, Die (Ger) (General). Military musical.
Florence and Amelia DiGaetano
pheum, a caricature artist.
Dir. Karl Lamac. 70. mins. Rel. April 1.
the
school
are
teaching
dancing
in
Milwaukee
Another grievance board meetingTod Uber 'Shanghai (Ger.) (Du World). Mystery pi
organized by their sister, Sylvia,
scheduled for Tuesday (17).
Dir. Rolff Randblf. 76 mins. Rel. Dec. 16.
Tri- State
Theatre
Corp.
has who died last year.
Harry Lotz, of New YOr replaces Trenck (Ger) (General). Military drama. Dorothea Wieck; Dir. Hans Paul
E; J. Schulte, owner of three theleased the Rivoli, Hastings, Nebr.
Lou Goldstein as manager for
and Ernst Neubach. 80 mins. Rel. April 1.
A. H. Blank gave a swell stag atres in Casper, Wyo., is being United Artists, here.
Traum von Schonbrunn (Ger.) (General). Musical.
party for the Tristaco boys at his urged to enter the primaries for the
Wisconsin News has spread its
Johannes Meyer. 85 mins. Rel. May 16. Rev.
Republican nomination for govhome.
Saturday amusements over two Traumende Mund, Der. See Melo, Captain Auten.
Hale Cavariagh has booked Sally ernor.
pages Instead of One, as has been Trols MousquetalroSj^J-ea
(General) (French),
Du ma' s classic wHh songs.
May, date at - the
-R and _ f or a
i
.thesrule-for^the-past^threecyearsi.-— ="^-- Dlr;-HeTOroWmom^
Qrpheum.
Waukesha Beach, Wisconsin's
Fox film exchange sent out special
oldest amusement park, may not Und es Leuchtet die PUszta (Ger) (Ufa). Musical romance. Wolf AlbachRetty.
Dir.
Heinz
Hille.
80
mins.
Rel. Jan. 15.
invitations to preview of 'Stand Up
By Lee Elman
open this year due tp financial diffi- Volga Volga (Fr.) (dubbed English) (Kinematrade).
Adventure of a Cossack
and Cheer,'
culties. Park went into bankruptcy
Robin Hood. 70 mins. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 26.
Madame LaCuta got a divorce
Frank Colcaire used to spell his during winter, with owner of land Wandering Jew (Jewish American) (Yiddish). Terror ot Hitler regime.
ifrbn.
Vernon Schall,. her former name Colkcr.
buying in all equipment on chattel
Ami. Dir. George Rolland. 70 mine. Rel. Oct. 15. Rev. Pet. 24.
Wlo Sag Ich's Meinen Man? (Ger) (Ufa). Farce. Renate Mueller. Dir. Reindancing partner.
Jack Smith goes to opening nights mortgage he got in lieu of rent.
hold Schuenzel. 70 mins. Rel. Jan. 16.
Because workers in offices directly
Business doubled the first week- without a vest
Commodore club waiters best across the river from the Riverside Wenn Die Llebe Mode Macht (Ufa) (Ger). Comedy with music lienate
end after the Des Moines and ParaMueller. Dir. Frank Wenzler. 80 mins. Rel. Nov. 1.
theater, can look into the dressing
dressed in town.
mount reduced prices.
Vlddiab
Vldlehe Tochter (Yiddish) (Quality). Old-fashioned Yiddish rlramn
Ethel Norrls has her bicycle in rooms of the. chorus, request has
Automobile accident at Ottumwa,
Art and Vilnft Troupes. 75 mins. Rev. May 23.
been made to the management of YUkor (Yiddish) (Gloria). Revamp of silent.
Iowa, brought serious Injuries to. mothballs till spring.
Sidney
i>ir
Maurice Sch wart/
Margo Murphey of the News re- the theatre to frost the windows to
Rev lune 6.
Goldin and George Rollnnd; 80 mins
Rel May 16
Joe Levy, manager Columbia Film
keep the peepers at their regular Zwel Gute Kameraden (Ger.) (General). Military musical. Fritz Kampers.
exchange, Des Moines; Mrs. Levy, tiring to get married.
Dir. Max Obal. 76 mins. Rel. Nov. 16.
Jack Hurford getting manly since work.
and a niece, Pauline Hampshire.
.
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VARIETY

COAST PRO FOOTBALL

Variety House Reviews

Eastern. Style Invades
Fall

.10

AL G.BARNES CIRCUS

Cities for

and Winter 8port

Sherman has decided
Hollywood, April 16.
Los Angeles, April 7.
Tried stuff that the
and Garter wouldn't touch.
Six years ago when S. L. Crpnin
Incorporation of the new .AmeriSherman doesn't need: material like can Professional Football league became general manager of the Al
circus, the outfit rated
that.
with the Secretary of State in Cali- G. Barnes than a wild animal, agOpening the first show was .the
little more
Ralph Olsen seven-person dance fornia and the chartering of four of gregation, with small prestige
Would have looked better the eight clubs expected to make among the bigger,, and much older
flash.
interchanged with Joe Peanuts in up the circuit will bring to the white top organizations, in the east
Lot of material .and. enter- coast a regular diet of the post- and middle west. Gradually, there
trey.
tainment in the Olsen act, subtitled graduate type of football familiar has been marked improvement un>Hollywood vs. Broad wa,y,'- but. it's in the east.
til this season the Barnes outfit can
stretched a bit too far. More comCircuit will contain eight or 10 safely be removed from the ranks
pactness and tightening would be clubs from Lbs Angeles, Hollywood, of step -children, and blossoms out
an improvement.
a legitimate outfit in the fullest
Long Beach, San Diego, San Fran- as
Sully and Thomas, with their
sense.
Oakland,
Santa Barbara,
dialog, get along with, no difficulty. cisco,
show tops anything Of its
The
But the dancing is bad, particularly Fresno, Bakersfleld, San Joe, Stock- type heretofore presented in SouthPortland
Sacramento,
and ern California. Opening its annual
the closing sequence. Miss Thomas ton,
R. E. Whittlesey, Los An- visit to Los Angeles with two peris costumed badly throughput the Seattle.
regular turn. Have taken the radio geles, is head of the league board, formances today, with eight more:
bit out of the act and made it the with -Matt Gallagher, southern Calir days scheduled on the downtown
They stalled here for the fPraia sports writer, secretary- lot, followed by four performances
encore.
trouble is that
he's a gagster.

PENN, PITTSBURGH
(Continued from page 21)
every
Into a socko, which it gives
indication of doing right now.
Rogers* snappy act is a perfect
antidote for "serious mien of picture.
Former screen star himself doesn t
count 4s far as the entertainment is
concerned. He's been smart enough
to surround himself with a flock of
A-l musicians and entertainers and
wisely keeps pretty much' in the
background save for a little gagging
and that flash finale of his. in which
he takes a turn at at least half a
'

:

03

.

Star

.

.

.

crowd. A' bit bf comedy injected at
this spot by Poodles Hanneford boxing with one of the clowns and then
a fine, exhibition of high school
horse riding.
In the next to finale spot are the
Import
Clarkpnlans,
sensational
from the Rlngling show, in a series
of flying trapeze stunts that are
windup
The
is
outstanding.
pageant of Rome.
Usual after-show features Poodles
Hanneford,, a. lot. of bareback arid
saddle riding, a femme revue and
the customary vaude type of perEdvoa.
formance.

•

•

.

dozen instruments. The band plays
loudly enough to cover up. Rogers'
musical shortcomings so from' the
front it looks like the real goods.
Act runs only 60 minutes, which.
Is just long enough and. has several
Jirallops, chiefly of a musical na- chance to do the radio sequence., It treasurer;
in the. Wllshire-Fairfax residential
ure; Band is packed with special- would be. better to use it in the
district, outfits stacks up as allBest of regular act instead of the. closing
ists, all of whom register.
Fort Wayne, April 16.
round good entertainment.
bunch is a clarinet wizard who plays
new show boat era may return
showed good business
Cronin
Peanuts
in
Joe
the
a sax and a clai*lnet at the same
monkeys
Those
in. half, a to the midwest streams this summer
bringing
by
judgment
this
trumpet
time to great, returns, a
act must be pretty old by
dozen or more topnotch acts for the from the looks of advance anplayer with a froggy. .Poley McClin- time. No change in the routine but
current season, chief among them nouncements given out by some of
tock voice, and a bird who does ;a. still solid vaude and a pleasant
being Poodles Hanneford, and the the nightery impresarios. Ralph
rac-kerjack Ted Lewis imitation,.
novelty for this type' of house.
(Continued from page 63)
Hanneford family, which gives the Miller, former baseball pro,, who
Rogers carries two gals, Dixie Arren and Brpderick closed the
Dunbar, who was in George White's vaude half.
Have lioked up the atre or th e actors is contemplated, show the necessary wallop to .make entered amusement field this year
'Scandals' film, and June Ray. For- hoke still more arid perfect for this inspector Sockett stated-, Du't several it click.
with a wildwest spot in defunct ball
mer on for couple of dances and audience. The Egy.tiari downing changes were ordered. These in
Among other new acquisitions are. park, is planning to move his headr
okay on both personality and abil- and the operatic burlesque were elude the deletion
aerialists;
bf the word 'bath- the Flying Clarkbnians,
bright new show boat
only peaches and cream for laughs.
wir'e quarters to a
ity,, while Miss Ray appears
dexterous
Escalantes,
.the
room'
from
the-dialogue.
Scene has
once, with Buddy in a song number
•Heat Lightning' (WB) was the
workers; the Canestrellis, equilib- on the St. Joseph river.
Program includes a lot of gilt
made up strictly of; Tin Pan Alley feature. Business excellent first the Princess Elena escaping from rists on the' balancing ladders, and
Outfit show Friday for
titles and plenty all -right.
a vaude show; that her royal lover with the latter say- several hew clowns' including the edges in order to recapture the oldalso carries a. tenor whom Rogers added up to genuine entertainment. ing:. 'I should never have trusted Art
and Mickey time riverboat .glamour. Bigger
Borella
trio
introduces as Milton Munson and
Loop.
her to go into the bathroom.'- line McDonald!
floor shows and name, bands now
gives him. a sentimental audience
must
npw
read:
'I
never
equestrian and then will .be added.
should
Thornton,
Robert
To
been
have
would
build-up that
have trusted her to go into that director, and, Charles E. Redrick,
Indianapolis has had a showboat
enough to send anybody, across.
credit
given
be
bandmaster, must
room;'
for some time now and an agent
Tells mob' boy's from one of those
Baltimore, April 13.
for much of the smooth-running of through here this week said that
ore Changes.
Michigan forest conversation camps,
the performance. Opening day at
Ozzle Nelson's orchestra is handplclted up through' an. audition and
Other changes 'concern produc- tendance reported about 10% above anbther Is being contemplated for
that his reception will determine ed top marquee recognish currently,
the' outskirts.
Several^ boats are
whether he stays or goes back to and though the second show open- tion. In the first half of the third last year's debut, with the outfit already parked along the southern,
act
where
lights
go
down
for
slow
dressed
on
for a $50,000 to $60,000 take
emptifigured
Youth,
comes
the woods.
ing day revealed gaping
which nestle on the Ohio,
Jike-a forest ranger and with all the ness in rear and flanks of lower curtain as. the former mistress en- on the downtown run, plus another towns
and eventually drift into Father
bally was a' cinch.
floor,
outfit stands a chance to ters bedroom, lights must stay up. 10G in the nabe sector.
Harry Hoehle has.a popular over quicken th'e b.o. pace when the In the ballroom scene, the royal lovFollowing the grand entry, a Mississippi.
ture and Hearst newsreel rounds put youthful dance and ether-lovers ers must dance offstage instead of. pageant of gold prelude, a new
Gardens
Berghoff
and
Both
Rio Chatterbox room In' Hotel Anthony
They were standing in the start drifting in.'
of
bill.
'Fiesta
the
spectacle,
through the centre exit.
Couch Grande,' staged by George. Cunaisles at the first show this afterBy reception accorded, act sizes
are to make a- stab at summer
noon and enough waiting in the up as a worthy closing turn, but scene must also be modified. Other- ningham, is offered, culminating in
regimes. Irene Cornell, former fealobby to fill nicely after the break.
some discrepancies in routining, and changes are just as unique.. Um- a. hippodrome parade of the par- ture of Shubert revues, opened at
Cohen.
Spectacle is a riot of
presentation keep it from achieving brage has been taken to the dis- ticipants.
Closes the four-act bill hevelled appearance of Princess color, using a oaridca theme for the the hotel last week and is remainfull force.
in full before a gaudy drop, and Elena's gown after, her first en- dancing ensembles and specialties, ing over before going into Chicago.
N. Y,
City also canvassing to reopen bid
wings that constitute the veriest, counter with the archduke.
The and utilizing 78 performers.
Manage horses, ridden by Ova. Robinson park seven miles from
With 'Scandals' as the .film bid eyesores. It's a 12-piece aggrega- line spoken .by the Princess Elena's
Thornton, John Smith, Rhea Jack town. Miller's 'showboat will ;be In
business was rather better than tion, but didn't impress as ear- father-irt-law r
'Where,
is
your
and Alma Taylor, are put through
usual, particularly at the top of the soothing on a rostrum as Via. air- dress?' is out.. Ditto 1
will not be their paces in the hippodrome track, direct path bf auto trade to this
Nelson directs' throughout
stairs. Vaudeville ran only 63 min- waves.
resort.
arrested in this g. d: hat.'
after
which an aerial display,
utes,' but that does not take into minus baton and vocalizes a total of
Escalante. in
only
.Esther
away
featuring
stepping
,
account the overture, which bit off eight refrains,
Colburhe- Jones duo plan to launch
twice, once giving the brk< full rein libel actions against 'the .anonymous trapeze stunts is offered. Assisting
another five -minute chunk.
IS
Opening and closing ac<ts pulled for 'Road to Mahdalay' and other pseudo critics' Whose letters of pro- Miss Escalante are the Misses Rosethe strongest pats, answer being time introing a male harmony trio, test resulted in cancellation of mary Ganestrelli, Babe Thomasson,
Ray Beebe and Hazel Moss.- Above
that both had action. Pioneers were Three Wizard^, for its only chore.
Maurice Colbourne claimed the end rings simultaneously are
Harriett Hllliard, femme war- seats.
Mack, Larue arid Go., three men and
a girl in fast skate stuff with the bler, duets pair Of pops with Nelson, that 'prurient dirty minds of a JCing Bros, and Jack McAfee and
then flits. She should be given more minute minority complained to the Milt Taylor on the revolving ladWashington, April 16.
tricks showily put together. No bet
ders.
ter than other turns, but it's handed opportunity and the mob obviously morality squad.'
code for parks, pools, and
A novelty act is the carrying of beaches was reported 'about ready
Also, being one of
out with a proper gesture, and rates felt slighted.
.'Reunion' was .viewed on opening
All Ben Amba by his head in the
sit-up attention. Wind-up is a three radio's few eyewashers, she should night
by a high-hat capacity audi- mouth of an elephant, this being to go' today as pressure from the
person carry by one of the .men let 'em see her, not mask her face
industry for early action became
that sent them into the wings to a directly behind the mike. Nelson, in ence, Including Lieutenant-Governor followed by a triple ring display
assuming so much frontage himself, Bruce and Prime Minister Henry of lions, presented by. Capt. Terrell tremendous with approach of the
noise.
Russ, Elmer and Armstrong in demonstrates no reason for it. He Neither of the latter lodged any Jacobs/and performinf horses, sent operating season.
Only two points of any signifitheir
paces
by< Ova
the former Russell and Armstrong hasn't, the voice to goal 'em, and the protest. Mrs. H. J. Cody, wife of the through
cance were unsettled overtime and
act, went over in a nice way, but mob seemed to be disappointed over president of the University of To- Thornton.
Tandem horse riding in rings one minimum wages for 'part time workthey boys have two handicaps of the lack of variety in the 22 mine.
ronto, claimed 'it was an insult to
team,
mixed
Next-to-shut,
comedy
next
La
and
three
come
and
then
pulling their punches in the falls
was
General
arrangement
ers.
ask any woman to sit through the
Verne McClain presents a Bengal
and letting the comedy sag when Ross and Bennett, fairly effective. play.' Canon Cody
refused to com- tigc:- riding atop nn elephant in the worked out to make restaurants
they sing. Mae Questal billed down Girl does a Gracie Allen,: and the
subject to the restaurant code with
here merely as 'Betty Boop,' and chatter is drugged by the mouldy ment. Dean Pakenham of the On- center arena. In ring one educated
raking up a good hand, though her patina of age.- Man's midway aero tario College of Education stated he dogs are introduced by Lorraine administrative responsibility divided
encore is in poor taste. It should hoofing and the pair's closing s. and 'enjoyed the play very much.' Dr. Castell, and in three a similar act between park and cafe authorities.
Code sponsors are Insisting that
be chopped for something less crude. d. scored best.
W. L. Grant, principal of Upper is offered by Lorraine Wells.
Deuce, Harriet Hutchins, bid- Canada College, said that 'Toronto
Activities switch to the air, with overtime be cut from time-and-aHunter and Percival, next to shut,
got the laughs, but. were not cleaner- styled 'single woman' type turn. will make itself the laughing stock exploits on the swings and aerial half to tlme-ahd-a-thlrd and that
uppers, with De May, Moore and Warbles travesties on a film queen, of the artistic world if it meddles ladders with a dozen or more fem- the basic figure for part time
Pretty sound
mes participating. Liberty horses workers be dropped from 35 to 30c
Martin, in their comedy ballroom torch warbler, etc.
with Robert Thornton and John
and Apache dancing getting the best all the way and the audience rel- with the play.'
No complaints registered against Smith astride, are next, followed by an hour.
hand on the show, coming back for ished it.
Curtain-parting
dance
flash,
a
the M-G-M talker version here; feats of juggling by Mons. Otavio
half a dozen bends, and not having
MICKEY KING RECOVERS
mediocre session of adaglb and aCro Town doesn't know it, but -Barry and. the Clarke Sisters.
Then a
to run their legs" off, either.
""
In addition to 'Scandals' (Fox) stuff by three femmes and a man'. Jones intends to come out after the performance by sea Hons," trained
Cincinnati, Aprll l 6.
and the newsreel there was ah auto Act tagged 'Bryant and Young, with final curtain oh last show and speak by Joseph Belvockey, and presented
Mickey King, 26, who fell 15 feet
by Audrey Belmont, Doris Calvert Tuesday (10) while starting her
speed reel to make the 98 minutes Dora Vernon.'
the 'bathroom' line after the play and Shirley Byron.
mlns.
'This
Vaude
clocked
in
66
for the films.
Ohio.
Man Is Mine' (RKO) and Pathe finishes here. He intends to speak
One of the outstanding tricks Spanish web act at the matinee of
For about the changes and will tell the follows, an exceptionally well done the Shrine circus in Taft audi-,
clips complete the program.
some weeks now 'the Hipp has been last -night audience what the au- equihbristic performance on the tprium, Is at Good Samaritan hosgradually aggrandizing trailers, and thor intended. 'People seem to for- balancing ladders by the Canestrel- pital, recovering from head arid
Chicago, April 13
Thesje six people, comprising shoulder injuries.. For several days
get that we have an author to deal lis;
Business continues at an excellent this week is definitely overboard.
Bcharper.
father^ mother artd four youngsters She was semi-conscious. Dr. Robpace in this big film-vaude-presen
with,' he claims;
do some remarkable stunts atop ert Carothers, attending physician,
.tation arena.
Vaude has done its
the. ladders,
with a three-high
job well in rehabilitating the box
pronounces her condition fair.
balancing stunt that is a darb.
office.
But it's now up to the other
This portion is carCarroll.
Bertha: Matlock, a comely miss,
Prank Buck's 'Wild Cargo* (RKO) Jean
departments to manage to keep the
of the makes a backward foot slide down
ried Cut too far.
Some
NEBRASKA FAIR SURE
house .costs down low enough to occupies the screen here this week. chatter ahead has nowhere to go,
a wire' from the top of the big top
allow the ledger to show a profit Therein lies the draft, but on the either.
Lincoln, April 16.
that won her merited applause. The
stage there's an agreeable vaude
That's the problem which B. &
Nebraska
1934 expo will be held
Fact that the Wiest and Stanton Edward Grace Trio, Miss Elizabeth Sept.
bill to go with
must solve.
it.
Although it
2-7. After much dubiousness
Shows all look good in this, house, could be tightened up a little, no- revue ahead includes a lot of l.oke, and the Clarkes, performing in because of the demand of $17,500
just as they appear to an advantage tably in Marty May's spot, it pans blackouts, comedy, talk,' etc. may three rings offer an exhibition of
be having the effect of taking the bareback, riding, with Poodles Han- which must be paid each year on
in the State-Lake.
out as above average..
Lighting, pro
the $250,000 grandstand debenture
Not a new act among the four, edge slightly off May's, efforts ford doubling in the Grace turn.
duction and plenty of musical interPoses plastique in three rings of- bonds, bondholders finally accepted
making up the show currently, but following. However, Some of May's
ludes.
material seemed mostly to blame. fer a pleasing diversion and then pr'j rata payment rather than see
Fifi D'Qrsay is back In town to that's typical nowadays.
Two big productions, Jack
headline, this week.
brings
up the rear Mabel Stark, electrifies with her the fair shut down.
She comes in
Sidney
•with a new routine which bears the Sidney's Samples and act of Wiest snappily.
His company Includes performance utilizing 16 Bengal
rnark^ of her nite club work
Her and Stanton, make the four-acter some surefire talent, including tigers. Miss Stark's act is surefire.
The. Hanneford family has lost
material arid style har beCoTHe' Hite comparaMe-to-the=average=lineup=of ^Annette-AmeSr-WilburiHallr-Birdie^
clubby, lacking the definition that a five and takes about the same time Hall, Stewart Sisters and Hal Men- none of its oldtime class and dex
When Sending for Mall to
Popdles works hard,' and
vaude turn should have. She's to play.
Both turns have, the ken, some of whom have had acts terity.
VARIETY Address Hall Clerk.
completely stopped tonight's persitting on pianos, kissing m.c's and makings of a whole unit.
of their own in the past.
POSTCARDS. ADVERTISING or
shaking her hips instead of offering
Wiest and Stanton, six -people, is
Gilbert Bros, in hand to hand formance with his comedy arid ridCIRCn.AR LETTER? RTU NOT
a straightforward routine. How spotted N.o. 2, while Sidney's and horizontal bar work, are al- ing.
BE ADVERTISED
Three herds of elephants, with a
ever, Miss D'Orsay managed well 'Samples'
This
closes.
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN
leaves ways a reliable opener.
smoothONE ISSrE ONLY
total of 16, are next, presented by
enough at the first show on Friday. Marty May in between. The Gil- ly sold act.
The audience was primed for her bert Bros. open.
Business off Saturday matinee. Dixie Whitaker, Margaret Garner
and welcomed the routine
of
May did 15 minutes Saturday Lately it has been increasing and Shirley Byron. Wire walking Iialfontl
Murtan Nlta
straight songs. Also in the presen
afternoon and a pretty slow and around the supper hour, unusual with the three Escalante sisters in
Norvo lied
tation portion was Hal Sherman uneventful 16 minutes it was. While for this burg, according to local ring one; Philip Escalante dancing Cummin g Don
with Inez King, Sherman still rates some of the material is okay, a operators.
Apparently people are on the Btocl ribbon in center! and
as a top eccentric hoofer and he lot has a tendency to drag badly, shopping around in the afternoons the throe Clarke sisters on ihc wire, Galv.oy William IT Revllla Lilly
brought the show to a rousing finish especially the chatter in connection first,
falling .into
theatres in rinp throe, indicate onrefnl train- ITiiriiion T)
the
Stuart Steve
with his comedy dancing. But the with the encore speech of the girl, around five or so.
Char.
ing, and deserve the plaudits of the Jiiih Chester
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AND

HIS FAMOUS
ORCHESTRA Creator
.

of

a

.

.

new vogue

in

modern dance musicl

Now breaking records
on Pacific coast

Watch

for

Paramount

1

him

in
Pictures!

CAB CALLOWAY
AND HIS COTTON CLUB ORCHESTRA

"His hi-deho-de-ho!"The most amazing personality in the world of music! Returns May 2
from fresh triumphs abroad to tour America!

highness

.

. .

of

RHYTHM BAND

MILLS BLUE

conducted by LUCKY MILLINDER featuring EDGAR HAYES
at the piano, a sensation from New York to Kansas
City — just completed a solid route* of thirty weeks
with Cotton Club Show
!

FLETCHER HENDERSON
^^^m

These attractions
booked exclusively by

AND
and

MILS
ART!
ST S,

799

SEVENTH

AVE..

Uic

NEW YORE

HIS

realm

of

ORCHESTRA ... an outstanding name in the
jazz— with a splendid band that is bigger

better than ever before

1
.

A

ballroom "natural"!

JIMMIE LUNCEFORD
AND

ORCHESTRA ... an overnight rage as a result
syncopations nightly at ihe celebrated Cotton
Club in Harlem and on the N.B.C. network.
HIS

of their

Telephone: Circle 7-7162
CABLE

JAZZ

EXCLUSIVELY

VICTOR

RECORDING' UNITS!

RADIO

STAGE

SCREEN
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A

R. IS

as Characters

Others

For Film at Buckmgham Palace
London, April 23.
Forbes Randolpn has practically
completed arrangements to make a
charity picture here titled *London
On Parade,' with the King and
Queen, the Prince of Wales, Prince
George, Princess Elizabeth and the
-

PUke and Duchess

of

York

to

plot,

which

be

the leading characters.
Picture, will have

a

.concerns a girl of blue-blood,
r

has

who

on evil times.
Facilities have been granted to
Randolph, to make extensive use of
fallen

the filming of Buckingham Palace,
Windsor Castle and the Tower of
London. This la the first- time that
such courtesies have been extended

.

to fllmers.
Picture,

which

is

being*

made

Avidly Reviews
foreign
phonograph
recordings
are released fn
Japan the' Victor company
prints a Japanese translation
under the foreign title.
'Last Round-up' was rendered Into Japanese as The
Last Dance',
.

*

The President
to being the

MAY BE MADE

•

Hurst, young executive
of Clifton-Hurst Film Productions,
will produce, with Randolph and
Louis' Wolfe, head of publicity department at Buckingham Palace,

and bonuses and it is possible that
in the future income statements
will be open to public gaze.

jointly directing.

tions to relate total compensation

porations to report all big salaries

Amendment

requiring

corpora-

were not recommended for AmerU
can family perusal by previewing
groups in Hollywood.
private

projections,

;

.

,

ON

WDAS,

1

Philadelphia, April

23.'

resident Ropsevelt's recent decision' on gold hoarding has proven
to be

boom

for local radio business.

During the last few
Philly
stations have been made much
richer,
firms
with
spending heavy cash- for air ad-

clause before
Congress.

new

bill is

finished in

Montreal's U. S. Tourist

Biz

70%

Off Since Repeal
Montreal, April

these clients.

WDAS,

a small

Indie, has seven different gold firms
"buying time, by actual count. Some
days the program schedule sounds
like the Philadelphia mint, with
every announcer getting gold con-

scious.

Next step

will be for

things are

the automobile club

is:

During the past year there
were 600,000 less cars from the U.S.
figures.

than a year previous.
Visiting
Americans who used to drop in for
weekends during prohibition in the
one of these U. S„ have dropped oft about 70%,

outfits to provide free extractions
for every gold-filled tooth!

;

according to Chamber of Commerce
figures.

Brinkley but state the broadcasting
medico has no connection with the
enterprise at this time.
Brinkley is the Kansas fixemup
who has successively been barred
from the air by America and Mexico.
Proposed 1,000,000-watt sta-

~

flunked the course.

VET BOOKER'S

Warwick & Cecil agency for the
Good Gulf oil program on NBC Sunday night*. Gulfs International air
show will originate from London,
Paris, Berlin, Vienna and Moscow.
Frederick Bate, NBC's rep in London, Is also working out a series
from the British source for: Lehn &
Fink's (Lysol) niche on NBC the
same evening.
.James Cecil made, the tieups for
the refining company series on his
recent visit, to Europe. Gulfs International series will follow Irving
Berlin's stay, on the jstanza, which
means that they'll start coming over
either the second or third week in
July.

ALL-TIME
VAUDE

BILL

Charlie
Morrison,
New York
agent, while abroad two weeks ago
was in contact with Bate- for the
Lennen & Mitchell advertising
agency, which has the Lysol account.
Through Morrison offers of $10,000
each were made to Sir Harry
.

'

'Lauder and Gertrude Lawrence and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., latter as
team, for one program apiece. Other
names mentioned as wanted Were
Noel Coward, Jack Buchanan, Beniamino Gigli and Lunt and Fontanne.
Proposed arrangement for the Lunts
is to broadcast either from London
er for 36 years. The eight modern or in New York after their return to
turns on the list are: Eddie Can- America In July.
'Bate makes his headquarters, in
tor, Avon Comedy Pour (Joe Smith
London and operates
and Charlie Dale), Bill Robinson, and Paris as one of between here
NBC's two EuEleanor Powell, The DeMarcos, Con ropean representatives.
Colleano, Waring's. Pennsylvanians
and Al Jolson.
Of the Four Cohans, selected by
Mr. Lubin as the best all-around
turn vaudeville has ever known,
there is still George M. The Cohans
PIANO!
played full stage sketches which
young George wrote for his parents,
Just what., metamorphosis radio
Jerry and Helen, his sister, Josle, has
wrought oh Tin Pan Alley may
and himself.
They did. comedy, be gauged from Marty
Bloom, vet
dramatics, singinjr
dancing

MUSIC PUBLISHERS

WITHOUT A

and

(Continued on page 21)

and music man, making a comeback
as

Hotels Sense Prosperity;

Talk Boosting of Rates

Married by Air

the Melo-Ar.t. publishing house.
Opening his. business office In
Rockefeller Center, where pianos in
the office, suites are taboo. Bloom
sez it's. a. jjqw biz and radio is the
only plug, hence pianos are not
needed. In
.

a.

publisher's

office.

He

can demonstrate his songs around

COD

tion to be known as
would
easily reach the United States.

23.

vertising.
This city is. getting plenty worried
Ide'a is for public to sell their
gold; in -all forms, - to- the various, over the results of America's prooutfits, with high prices the order* hibition repeal.
Attendant drop-off
of the day.
Some stations are in tourist trade has been terrific.
.cluttered with spot announcements
One
indication
of
how tough
from

-

cabulary.

Attempting to explain show
bia in the argot of Variety, he

com-

mostly in Washington, but some in
his own home in Hyde Park, N. Y.,
Eight present day acts are among
the President since he took offlce
has witnessed approximately 1,327 the 22 named as tops for an all<reels of film. This length is about time vaudeyille program selected
by J. H. Lubin, Loew booking head
(Continued on page 65)
who has been a variety show book-

Randolph is inunaated with offers of all executives above the $10,000
from the biggest in the land to sub - bracket was written into bill by the
scribe to the making, of the picture. Senate. Sentiment in the House is Million Watt Station
Head of one film concern here is largely for such a requirement, alpleading to. subsidize the entire though the lower branch did not
In Cuba for Doctor
.project, figuring this as the best pass on this provision, .Bill now Is
'gesture'. to, attain a keenly desired in conference, where anything may
Brinkley Is Report
knighthood.
happen.
Shooting starts in about four
Suggestion that income returns
weeks, and will take about a month will be made matter of public recHavana, April 23.
to complete.
'J, E. Mojarrletta and Associates'
ord came from White House when
President Roosevelt was asked to is the promotional name behind a
comment on another Senate amend- proposed radio station to be erected
ment which requires publicity of In Cuba with 1,000,000 watts power.
7
BUYERS
statements. Executive noted he al- Mention Is made of Doc Brinkley
ready has power under 1933 law to as possible operator of the station,
PHILADELPHIA open
Income returns and said some.- if and when materializing. Promotadmit, correspondence
thing might be done under that ers
with

GOLD

various trades, as a midsemester examination.
One
was assigned to the show biz
and got the idea of turning to
Variety as an aid to his vo-

.

and
America
his fam-

student of the screen in
today. The President .and
ily during their first year in Washington have viewed a cross-section
of all the Industry's product, including many features which now are
being shot at by crusaders, or
pinked by censors, and others which

Between

First series of international-

mercial broadcasts, with talent in
flye different countries participating,
has been arranged by the> {tecll,

Lincoln, April 23.
Engllsh\course at the University of Nebraska assigned
each student to a flvo-mlnute
talk explaining the 'jargon of

film fan

,

OPEN BOOK

funds of English hospitals, is under the auspices of a
Washington, April 23.
representative committee of the
Government curiosity about fat
English elite, including Lord Derby Incomes of leaders in all Industries
and Sir Arthur Stanley, with the appeared about to be satisfied toformer prepared to advance $160,000 day. Looks like latest revenue law
to start the project.
will contain proviso requiring cor'

No Help

of the U. S. is «Jose

most avid

May 'Remote

0. S. in First intl Commercials

Films

SEES SOME TWICE

FAT SALARIES

to

Desmond

Many

on Theory They Mirror
American Life and Are a
True Cross-Section of. the
People's Modes, Manners
and General Standards

the

swell

To

Mebbe So
When

PAGES
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Hotels all over are reported talking about increasing their rates, following Improvement in conditions
as a result of repeal, which has increased the use of hotel accommo-

So that parents Vfboth could'Kear Tlal;ions^™Upping--==in^tarift8=--maywedding ceremony, the marriage come May 1 and extend all the way
and Doris May- up the line.
Bankers and others holding morthern was broadcast over KVOR.
Couple had agreed hot to be mar- gages on hotels or bondholders
ried until all four parents could hear whose Interest is past due are
the ceremony, and Rev. S. H. Pat- claimed" behind the plan to move
terson,, an uncle of the groom, solved hotel rates up.
the problem by arranging the broad*
Following deprea.slon hotel busicast.
ness was hard hit and many were
Relatives telegraphed from Seattle forced
into
receivership.
Rates
that they had heard all of the 30- were chopped .more than .50% in
mlnute proceedings.
some cases.

the

studios

come

to the
they use.d tp.

artists ho longer
publishers' offices as

as

No More

Razzberries

the

of Ancil Patterson

.

Hollywood, April 23.
Hays office here has put the ban
on the use of the razzberry.
Too mnny lip salutes in recent
films have caused the Producers'
association to notify all studios that
hereafter the berry will be censored
before the films leave Hollywood.
Both, radio networks first put the
binl In the offensive class and forhnrlo artists to use it in programs.

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

Pencil. Oasis

England Haven for Ifwood

Chicago, April
Henrici's

So Think

is in

a

fair

ONE

way

to

ROSS' SALARY

become the autograph hound's

Many Supes, Directors and Writers

PIC BOOSTS

23.

paradise.

Almost any morning

this res-

-r-Tired of Supervisorial System

taurant reveals the boys and
girls crossing over between

Feud

ping each .other off as to what's
doing and what to expect on
both coasts.

transcontinental trains and tip-

Hollywood, April 23.
England, a haven from supervisors. So thinks many a Hollywood
director and writer who is anxious

Bitter

Hollywood, April 23.
Fields has another feud besides, the one with
Baby LeHoy. The second dispute is vith a swan, which
paddles around the lake in
front of his home.
It all started when the bird

own

responsibility.

it's one of the chief reasons why
Hollywood is so anxious to cross the
Atlantic for a Job with some British

company.. None, wants, to stay in
England; only want to do one or
two pictures and then scram home.
Hollywood has heard that the
ritish studios have none of the
.complicated executive red tape with
Which they feel they are tied down
here. There are no supervisors in
England, according to the Hollywood meaning of the word, and
meggers and writers are left alone.
Many old-time directors here
figure if they can once get a spot in
the British film industry it will en^able them to make the story they've
wanted to for a long time. Practically every- old-timer has a cher-

still hissing.

,

B.R.

British pictures right, now aro.one
of Hollywood's chief conversational

NO

hausted.

Carol' is

1

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Mayfair Theatre Bldg.

picked up

New York

FOR G-B AT

off.

James Oliver Curwood story 'The
Lady Killer^* "William Selig has
brought stilt for $60,000 damages

Maire.

him.

trouble.

Pacts Trio

against Warners-First National in
superior court.
Burbank, April 23.
Complaint* cites Cagney picture
Warners used up a lot el ink
renders his property, acquired in over the weekend, handing out hew
1914 "by Selig Polyscbpe Co., valuer contracts, tor Robert Lord, Phil Re|

.

gan and Lyle Talbot.
Lord, a supervisor, has been with
Warners nine years. Regan is cur.

rently playing in 'Dahies.'

Pic

Hopkins Breaks Ankle
J

character,

was

.

chief rea-

son.

RKO BORROWS GRABBER
Hollywood, April 23.
Buster Crabbe goes to RKO on a
loanout from Metro for 'Arabella,'
new title for 'And Let Who Will

Be Clever.'
wniiam Seltzer

will direct.

the actress jumped off a low
dais on the set, and may retard' the
picture; Director Elliot Nugent will
shoot around femme topper as long
as possible.

when

HAT.

TABDLET AT MG

Hollywood, April 23.
Metro has signed Major Herbert
O. Tardley to collaborate with C.
Gardiner Sullivan on adaptation of
Blonde
'The
Yardley's
novel,
Countess.' Larry Weingarten. pro'
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For Lee Tracy

Xtras Just Average

23,

Hollywood, April

„

23.

Kubec Glasmon' has been signed
Paramount to script 'A Son
Comes Home,' an original by Julian

lb.

Josephson, Intended as a' starrer for
Lee Tracy, Adaptation' was made
by Adele Rogers Hylartd and Mar
jorle Klein
Tracy's first for Par under his
new contract will be either 'Son*
or 'One Woman,' also being readied

I

:

'

him by Bartlett Cormack and
'**
Horace Jackson.

for

Home

Garbo Takes Teir

Broadway musical, June 1.
Hollywood, April 23.
The spring departure is to- allow
Mervyh LeRoy and Doris Warner
Murphy to go into the Eddie Cantor
the
four months' honey
return
from
His
picture (Goldwyn) this summer.

Hollywood, April 23,
Greta Garbo's next at Metro is
is effective in moon Saturday (28).
Couple went around the world on set. It's 'Painted Veil,' Somerset
September.
^
Also "in the Cantor film will be the Empress of Britain, now coming Maugham story, Richard Boleslavsky to direct and Hunt Stromberg
Ann Sothern (Harriet Lake) on in from Hawaii,
producing.
loan from Columbia.
I

Columbia contract

I

I

I

|

|

Hellinger's

Carroll Unbuttles

Pinchon Does 'Rhumba'

'Bill'

Hollywood* April 23.
Hollywood, April 23.
Edgecomb Pinchon is at Para'Broadway Bill' has been set as
mount writing an original to fit the
next
release
title
for
Frank
Capra's
from New York by Metro for 'Sadie picture,
George Raft and
adapted from the Mark title 'Rhumha* for
McKee,' will get away, from his type
Hellinger yarn, 'Strictly Confiden- Carole Lombard.
role and portray a doctor in Metro's
Paramount has thrown out a pretial.'
^
'Green-Hat.?
written under thatProduction is slaled lo start next viousIrving
today,
started
Picture
handle.
week.
Thalberg producing and Robert Z.
Leonard directing. Constance BenIRVIN COBB ON COAST
nett, Herbert Marshall and Mrs. Pat
Hollywood, April 23.
Reties Trevor
Campbell have the top spots in the
into town
Hollywood, April 23.
Leo Carroll, stage butler brought

.|

Fox

production.

for climax Of the picture.

Holly wdod, April

Wallace Beery and Robert Montgomery in top spols, and Richard
Rossbn directing. ,
Picture is planned as sequel to
'Hell Divers,' and designed as a
special 'for next season. John Moi k
Saunders sold the original to Metro

Jo Sterling is tossing around a
hunch <m 'Madame Bovary' for Columbiai ldea seems to be an adaptatIon afl an operetta, with Grace
Moore in mind for the sound track early last' year, and screen play was
Only two things in Swerling's prepared by James K. McGuinness
way, how to convince Columbia and and Phillip Dunne, but production
then get the yarn by the Hays of- was set back from original start last
fall to eliminate bad weather defice without too much dusting.

Yardley was the organizer' and
CEDER'S 'KISS' CHASE
former head of the American Black
Chamber, group of experts interestHollywood, April 23.
ed in decoding secret messages. He
Ralph Ceder is back at Paraworked for RKO-Pathe a few years mount to handle direction of a sec;
ago on. an original based on. wartime j>nd unit on 'Kiss and Make Up.'
~~
decoding and spy systems.
He will make the chase sequence

Sloman Directs 'Tomorrow'

Diters* Sequel

,

I

..

.,..12-13

Inside-r-Legit ............
Inside Music ...........
Inside -Pictures .........

—
—
Inside —Radio

.

UeH

Hollywood,. "April 23.
Morita. Bell ,will. produce 'West
Point of the Air* for Metro, with

Hollywood, April 23.
Extras, total for the week, ending
Friday
night
(20), hit the average
FILMS
GEORGE MURPHY'S
level With 4,891, according to Cen
tral Casting figures
Due for Cantor Picture and Joi
Biggest day was Wednesday (18)
Columbia in Sept.
when 1,637 worked'
Biggest mob
was around' 300 dress' people for a
for
a
verge
the
on
been
Having
in ColumMetropolitan
opera
scene
couple of weeks, George MUrphy
bia's 'One Night of Love.*
has signatured a contract with Co
of
currently
Murphy,
lumbia.
Roberta/ is of the former dance
team of Murphy and Johnson {Mtb,
LeRoys Back
Julie Murphy). He will leave the

Hollywood, April 23.
Broken ankle will keep Miriam
Metro has shelved its Hopkins out of 'She Loves Me Not*
time yet.
McGraw story.
with Bing Crosby at Paramount for
Casting difficulties, with no name at least two weeks.
the
actor being obtainable for
Injury was sust? ricd Friday (20)

McGraw

"one pic-

$126,000 for the Job.

I

Hollywood, April. 23.
Career of John McGraw will not
reach the screen, at least for some

J

April- 23.

George Arliss will make

^,
,
to his personal

:

less.

phenomenal

|

cameras.

ture for Gaumont-Brltish, according

|

WB

more

lift

Salary jump in Ross' instance is
attributed to his first appearance, in.
pictures in 'Melody, in Spring' (PaiOj
Prior ,to that he" was. known mainly
[for his. warbling on the Maxwell
'
House 'Showboat' radio program.
Deal with Loew, set by Rockwell-'
O'Keefe through Phil Bloom, call*
'for one week with an. option for a
second.' Following his appearance'
in the Capitol shpw, "which will Include Jack Benny arid the Condba
Brothers,. Ross leaves f6r the Coast
for 'His Master's Voice* for Par.

Swerfing's Hunch

CAROL' PROD.

Money

the

a few months ago.

$125,1)00

London,

'Lady others when financing didn't come
pic- through as promised,

James Cagney

McGraw

DO ONE

ARLISS WILL

around Aug. 20.
Lie Maire probably will leave for
had engaged Maude Adams, Q. P. New. York to handle other Arliss
Heggie and De Wolf Hopper among business matters about May 10.

23.

ture infringes oh his rights to the

Shelve

City

Clifford Brooke had come on from
(the Coast to make the picture and
J

title

'from
flve-year-6ld
Lloyd saw' the
Flay, for the spot.
boy in 'Public Opinion* at the 'Spotlight theatre here.
Actor says he has no. objections
to his three children' going into plcturep at the proper time, but' that
they are yet too immature for the

-.

irection

SHORTAGE MEANS

mS

I

Hollywood, April 23.
Mahoneyphone are offered by •'Will
Harold Lloyd has nixed the sugMahoney, the nonpareil of hoofers,
who has retained the best, of his old gestion that his three-year-old son,
routine.
If the audience .had Its HaVold, j£ ptey"the '^art "o'f, "the
way Mr. Mahoney might be per* actor as a child In 'Cat's Paw', and
forming yet^but even this willing Instead has signed David Jack Holt,
entertainer eventually becomes ex
Jacksonville,

this

I

Kffler'

Charging the recent

>e

year.

The "Buffalo Evening News" said
"New songs and. new tunes on his

He is due here
week-end from the States to
.Plans for the production In the read several stories GB wants to
east of Charles Dickens' 'Christmas make, 'with the final choice left to

topics. Record made by "Henry "VHP
and business done by 'Catherine the
.Great* has impressed Hollywood;

Killer* for the

'So

the

in stage salaries this season
Lariny Ross, gets for his
Capitol, N. Y., date the week of May
f He is in at $2,500, or $1,500 above
his last previous salary for a stage
is

LLOYD DEEMS HIS SON
TOO YOUNG FOR FILMS

WILL MAHONEY

•

woodlan.

Hollywood, April

.

a

of

jumps

appearance at the Albee, Brooklyn,

a plank and let the bird have
Only to. merely stagger his
it.
enemy which, though groggy.,
kept right on hissing.
Fields and the swan don't
speak" any more.

.

lady

course: of

.

ished script, which no studio here,
has ever okayed, that he is anxious
to * see on film.
Holly wood also figures, Englapd is
becoming of greater importance as
film center all the lime, and talent
tiere'wants to get in with a British
outfit while It can, Later, with England building up its own talent, it
may. be more difficult for a Holly-

Snes on

persistent pencller could
here and grab about every
name in show business In the
sit

suddenly, commenced hissing
Fields every time it got a flash
of the comedian after amicable
Fields didn't know
relations.
whether .he bird had caught
one of his pictures or not, but
when
came,
the last straw
Fields ..went fishing one day,
tipped over In the boat, and
as he swa.n to shore .was inconvenienced no end by the
swan pecking at him where it
would. ,ahnoy him the most.
Burned ur, despite the cooling
waves, Fields reached Shore
arid looked around to see the
bird waddling behind, him and

,

One

A

(W.C)

Bill

away from

the supervisorial
system and niake a picture on his

to get

Director is known as a specialist
on chases, having made the chariot
race sequence for Eddie Cantor's

Edward Sloman is returning to 'Roman Scandals/
Universal after a five-year absence
to direct 'There's Always Tomor-

Iryln S. Cobb came
quietly Thursday (19) for a month's
vacation.
Phil Ryan has taken an option on,
Trevor Saturday (21), for another
six months. She goes into 'Always 'Balm of Gilead/ one of Cobb's* SatHonest' and then will be bracketed, evepost's stories, through the Leo
with James Dunn in 'The First Morrison office. Ryan has a feature
Baby', slated for production July 1. in mind.
'Baby', directed by James Tin-

Hollywood, April

23.

Fox. renewed its option oh Claire

ling,

is

Lamar

by

Dudley

Nichols

and

SAILINGS

Trotti.

May

GOLDSTONE'S 'ROBIN HOOD'
Hollywood, April 23.
Phii Goldstone plans to follow his

1

(New York

Egypt) Clar-

to

ence Derwent (Exeter).
April 28

(London

Mrs. Tommy Rellly
(Washington).

New York)
and children

to

April 26 (New York to London),
current '20,000 Leagues Under the
and Mrs. I. W. Crull, Sophie
Sea' with a film, based on the ad- Mr.
Ted Shapiro (Manhattan).
Tucker,
April
23.
Hollywood,
ventures ol Robin
ood.
-York--to =London)^
Following Metre's 'Merry Widow',Se is~bringin^frbm the" east'R." —April- 21- 0New
the cast.
Arliss
George
Mrs.
and
Mr.
'Naughdoes
MacDbnald
Jeannette
from
D.
Seaman, who recently published
Miss Young was borrowed
(Bremen).
ty Marietta'.
a book on Robin Hood, to write the
Metro for the lead.
April 21 (London to New York)
'Duchess of Delmonico' has been script.
H. Bradbury Pratt (Aquitanla).
put back. Nelson Eddy will have
April 21 (New York to Parle)
ESTHER MUIR'S FOREIGN PIC the male topper in 'Marietta*.
Lily Pons, Yehudl Menuhin, Leon
Busby
ex-Mrs.
Mulr,
Esther
Belasco, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Rice,
week for
last
sailed
Berkeley,
Sisley Huddleston, Ernest Bloch,
Hollywood, April 23.
RAMBEATJ'S FIRST
London to do a film abroad. Jimmy
Hollywood, April 23.
Agnes Christine Johnson Is adapt Sam Coslow, Esther Muir (ChamCampbell-Connelly,
Campbell, of
plain).
Mar*
story
sister
of
Ing
'Exoneration'
RKO,
a
at
Rambeau,
Thelma
music publishers, arranged the picApril 20 (New York to London)
by Howard Spellman, studio's story
Jorie, gets her first picture part.
ture deal.
Irwin Dash, Jack Holland and June
She Is playing in *Grand Canary*, editor.
Sam Coslow, songwriter, sailed on
(Mauretanla).
Kenneth MacGowan produces.
the Jesse Lasky production at Fox.
the same boat. Vacation.

row,' with Ellzabetit Young, Dickie
Winslow, Margaret Hamilton, Maurice Murphy and Helen Parrlsh in

MacDonald's 'Marietta'

!

H

Buys Spellman Yarn

THELMA

PICTURES

MIES' CLEAN
AJLPA Dinner Grosses $14,000 for

|

Ul

VARIETY

FILMS DRIVE

DECISIVELY

Olsen and Johnsons dorification

Party to HoHywootfs Stoogery

2 Relief Funds; Mrs.
AMPA

The

The

Urge* Campaign of Ridicule
for Unwholesome Screen
Themes Cites Gangster

Hollywood, April 23.
day Ben Bernie

—

first

reported oh the set tot 'Great
Magoo' (Par) he was so lensshy they couldn't get. a camera

.

fhe program—meant about $14*000
to the two sponsoring film chariRevival of the annual affair
ties.
was under the joint auspices of the
Film Dally and Motion Picture Relief Funds. An ornate souvenir program accounted for additional revenue.
Dinner was replete with laughs to
contrast the serious trade note injected by Mrs. August Belmont,
chairman of the Motion. Picture Research Council. Mrs. Belmont, the

Cycle Campaign— Now
Have

'Going to
Baby' Theme

It's

Result was nothing
shots on the in-r

near him.
but long

a

augural.

The second day the maestro
was more under control. After
flashing him in clpseups in the
projection room someone ven-

NAMES FILMS

.

opinion that the
could be 'Our Ben.'
they had made Ben
put that fiddle under his chin
the. first day, everything would
have been pizzicatto.

tured
Aim's

But

former Eleanor Robson, speaking
from the women's clubs' angle, and
representing the interested laity in
the welfare of film fans, scored objectionable films, along with moral
standards, as a negative influence
Mrs. Belmont did not shade her
meaning in warning the picture

the

Washington,

title

The 'militant Daughters of the
American Revolution have joined
the crusade to. clean up piz.
Taking time off. from usual, busl
ness of praising ancestors and demanding a bigger army and navy,
the DAR convention here last week
nodded approvingly at report con
demning film "vulgarities' and rec

if

AGENTS DODGE

ommending vigorous steps

im

to

prove moral tone of pix.
Fight was launched, by Mrs. Mil
dred Lewis Russell of Hollywood
Louis Nlzer of Phillips & Nizer,. film
chairman of outfit's Better Films
attorneys, replied in equally serious
Committee, who. .contended with
vein.
emphatic *no* that America does not
Los Angeles, April 23.
Comedy newsreel was again in
eluded as also the heckling of the
Probe of reports that certain Los get the type of pictures it deserves
new incoming president of the As Angeles picture agents are main- (jailed for strong public support of
high-calibre features to encourage
soclafcon of Motion Picture Advertaining offices in Beverly Hills greater production of more desirtisers (AMPA) with a clown throwevade able Alms..
away tab ribbing Bill Ferguson merely as a subterfuge to
Attacking block booking, Mrs.
(Metro) as the new prexy. He suc- paying the $100 annual agency 11Russell' asserted 'we can make unceeds John C. Flinh, outgoing chief
required in L.A. has been

mind
men, particularly having
the children of the country. To this
in

CHARGED

FEES,

;

officer, and now secretary of the
started by State Labor CommisCode Authority of the Motion Picmlssloner James J. Creem.
ture industry.
Reports have been made to the
Jack Alicoate, publisher-editor of
Film Daily, was toastmaster, and commissioner that, the
Mayor F. H. LstGuardia was among yet unidentified publicly, have paid
the notables on the rostrum.
the $10 for licenses in Bev-Hllls,
Entertainment was arranged by but are said .to do most of their
A. State laws gov
the Lyons & Lyons agency, some' of' business in
ernlng agents require them to be
it working into the special commercial broadcast program to Admiral licensed in whatever municipality
Byrd's Little America expedition ph they operate

wholesome

arid

.

WEST; HAD 106 TEMP.

—Bobby

Connolly under contract
Warners, left, for Hollywood
to
Sunday (22), although illness delayed his start for a day. Stager
was brought to New York Friday
(20) from Great Neck, L. I., after
a physician diagnosed his case as
.'that of a burst appendix. Drs. Leo
Michel and Norman Taube Instead
from
suffering
Connolly
found
grippe and he v/as placed In the
Medical. Arts hospital, N. Y.
There Connolly established a rec
ord of 106 degrees but the temperature was reduced virtally to nor;
mal by Sunday and he insisted on
starting for the Coast pronto. He
is accompanied by a nurse.
'

«

ture is the greatest single factor in
in the world today.
Should We not see to It that we, in
America, get the kind of plctu.ts
we deserve? Most certainly we
shall have no right to complain of
future standards if we fall to show
Americans how to control this body

To Aid Hecht-MacArflmr

with, intelligence. The National So
clety, Daughters of the American
(Continued on page 29)

Hollywood, April 23.
Del Andrews, recovering from Injuries- received in an auto accident,
Will go to New Yoric May 8 to aid
in scripting the Ben Hecht-Charlie
picture
independent
MacArthur

$1,000,000 SUIT VS.

UA

OVER INDISCREET' PIC

production.
set as

so

mass education

Del Andrews Recovered,

Lee Garmes

r

,

sorship.

BOBBY CONNELLY HIES

so unpopular,

11(1tall(lft
KnMr|iw
/,audience.
booking fk
the
Quoting scores of DAR leaders in
all sections, Mrs. Russell wound up
with statement that the motion pic-

|

under Grape-Nuts' spon-

This is the dinner which originally started out as a testimonial to
Fllnn, but which he switched Into
a dinner for the two charity funds.

films

that a greater
number of good films will be made.*
Also slammed duals, terming double
billing the most serious problem
n6
d contendlng lt ls Wock
j
J

unremuneratlve,

L

CBS

cameraman.
Hollywood, April 23.
TArden Coombs, writer, has filed
Swanson, Roland
West, Joseph M. Schenck, B. G. De
Sylva, Lew Brown, Ray Henderson,
Helen Hallett, United Artists and

Lombard, Hopkins Set
Hollywood, April 23.
Carole Lombard draws the, lead
with Gary Cboper in 'You Belong
to Me' at Paramount. Picture formerly was tabbed 'Honor Bright.'
Miriam Hopkins gets the topper
In 'Intirriate' at the same studio.

suit 'against Gloria

|U. A. Releasing Corp. seeking; $1,000,-

P00

I

damages on

inal,

allegations her orig

•Valiant

used in

.

Sinners,'
Indiscreet.*"

had been

She alleged she submitted her
story to the studio in 1930 and nearly a year later was told that the,
yarn had been rejected, but that
•

A 25G SCRAM

Miss Swanson had taken the riianu

New

script to

Warren and Dubin Toss Off RKOAstaire Tune Offer

York.

,

Jolson Signs at

WB

Hollywood, April 23.
Jolson today signed a new op
tlonal contract with Warners for
.one fllmusical annually, first skeded
for fall production.
Jolson and Ruby Keeler, his wife,
leave in three weeks for London.
Miss Keeler is currently finishing
up in Warners' 'Dames.'

r

Hollywood, April
Rejecting a $25,000 job at

Marg. Sullavan Abroad

23;

Universal City, April

RKO,

23.

Goings and comings of Universal
Harry Warren and Al Dubin are people include departure yesterday
rattling back to New York this week
(Sunday) of Margaret Sullavan fqr
to do a show.
They were offered England. Actress picks up Capt.
the job to write several songs for
and Mrs. William Kurtz in New

Fred Astaire

in 'The

Gay

Divorcee.'

York.
Including three numbers in WarCarl Laemmle returns from New
ners 'Dames,' pair have written 32
York this week. After Confabbing
songs during -the last 13 months, with James R, Grainger, latter de
.they are due. back here. in. .three
parts next Sunday (29) lor-the east;
months.
Another arrival was Jacques
,

|

Loretta, Where Art
I'ress

.

Thou?

photographers were at the

meet Loretta Young in
iC'hicago last Tuesday (17), but no
'Miss Young.
And when the Cen
.itury pulled into New York the
!next morning there were more cam
eramen, plus around 400 stenogs
who had paused for a glimpse on
th<'lr way. to w ovk.
And still ho Lorelta.

'

,

-stat

Ion to

Deval, French writer,

Elizabeth Allen Back
London,

Hollywood,
has been glori-

Won't Look

The Maestro Quivers

Naked Truth dinner

Saturday night (21) at the Hotel
Astor, N. Y., attended by around
1,006 at $6 per ticket— apart from

who came

yesterday to script 'Angel.'

in

At
Hollywood, April

George Arliss
few performers

23.

among the
who seldom
they make for
is

look at pictures
the screen. Belief here is that
Arjiss has yet to see his 'Disraeli,' while It is known that
ho has not yet- taken a peek at
'Rothschild.' Marie Dressier is
another such' legendary, figure.
Arliss carries his noh -viewing practise down to the daily
rushes. When he steps into the'
projection room to look at the
day's work it's generally and
only to check on either costume or makeup over which he
may. have some doubt.
When 'Rothschild* opened out
here recently the star attended
the premiere, said a few words
for radio listeners and walked
into the theatre. But he kept
right on walking to the "stage
door, ih^o his car and home.

last the stooge

fied. The species has been banqueted and made a fuss over.

Ole Olsen and Chic Johnson are
responsible for him coming into his

own.
For apparently no reason at all,
other than laffs, Olsen and Johnson
threw a party for stooges at Sardi's
that brought together, probably for
the first time, an assortment of
goofs, gimps and gazooks unlike
anything that has heretofore been
attempted for pure hoke's sake.
It was the screwiest, sort of a
There were dozens of
funfest.
stooges on hand, and quite a few
who refused to admit they were
stooges. Early during the festivities
'

'

Max Shane

tried

to

define

the

of Stooge but got nowhere.
Olsen admitted .nat stooges were
responsible for making Olsen and

meaning

Johnson a pretty

fair

act.

Lew

laid claim to being the biggest stooge of all, by virtue Of seven
marriages. Jack Osterman refused
to talk until he was given a receipt,
and then accused O and J of being
responsible for the ruination of the
old-time stooge.
George Sidney said he was the
oldest of stooges, because he used
to hustle ice for Van Hoven. Charlie
Chase said he had been in pix for
20 years and had succeeded in 'being
lousy without any help.
Wallle Ford- and Vince Barnett
clowned and cut up. Sid Walker,
goofy stoge, had his hair trussed
up like a wild man of Borneo; another stooge refused to remove his
Hollywood, April 23,
overcoat. There was a Santa Claua
Unknown parties, bent on the de- and a cartoon aimed particularly
struction of the negative shot two at Shane.
years ago by Donald C. Thompson
Osterman butted in to explain why
and showing the manufacture of his new revue was opening next
opium in Slam nearly caught up Friday night. That's fight night In
with the film again last week, but Hollywood, and he didn't want anywere only able to lift a. positive body to see the opening.
which had been made a* few days
And so on far into the night.
before.
The negative had been turned
over to Walter Futter by Thompson for use in a dope expose feature. Futter had a print made, print
and negative stored in separate
IN
racks in his film vault. When he
wanted to run off the print, latter
San Francisco, April 23.
had been stolen from the vault, although only Futter and two emCalifornia District Court of Apployees had access to the film vault peals here has handed down a deAccording to Thompson, who haa cision reversing the Los Angeles
shot photographs and motion pic- Probate Court on charges brought
tures all over the globe for more by relatives of the late Rudolph
than 20 years, he filmed the actual Valentino, that S. George Ullmann
making of opium in factories of mismanaged the screen star's esSiam and smuggled the negative tate.
out of the country.
Appellate court said that ValenHe claims that the negative was tino's estate, which was $300,000 at
stolen from him on three different the time of the star's death, had
occasions, and each time he was been raised to
under
$1,000,000
able to secure Its return In most Ullman's
Ullman redirection.
unusual ways. In addition, he as* signed from the estate management
serts,
threats have been made shortly after the suit was first
against him if the picture was ever brought in Los Angeles several
released, and strong forces have ye^rs
ago by Jean Gugllelml,
blocked him in attempting to nego- nephew of Valentino.
He
for distribution.
tiate ideals
finally arranged with Futter for the
latter to use. the footage in a feaDecision
Reverses
ture planned to expose,- the dope
traffic, with Futter losing his first
In Agency-Actor Case
print to make the situation, even
Hollywood, April 23.
mbrc mysterious. Futter is putting
Reversing a decision handed down
the negative in a bank vault for
by himself last November in the acsafe keeping.
tion for declaratory relief, brought
by the Collier & Wailis agency
against Bruce Cabot, Superior Court

Cody

OPIUM EXPOSE
FILM ODDLY

STOLEN

:

OILMAN SUSTAINED

VALENTINO SUIT

Own

New

Coast Agcy.

Combo

Judge Thomas C. Gould wrote anew
opinion, and held that where an
agent has been discharged by a client
he cannot get a Judgment for
efNew agency merger became
that the only
fective today with Phil Berg asso- declaratory relief, and
suit for
ciating himself with Arthur W. action open would be a
—
damages=in^open^court,^_^
Myrt
S tet5l5ffis~B6rtrAll en berg and
Blum, who operate the Business
Hollywood, April

23.

Management Corp. in Bevorly Hills..
The quartet will conduct a genoral managerial business and give
personal service in business management and representation without
other charge than the 10% clients

April 23.
FOX TIES MTJNDIN
Elizabeth Allen leaves England
Hollywood, April 23.
the ertd of this week for HollyHerbert Mundln stays on at Fox pay for agency representation.
wood. Metro instructed her to reStobbins, who was formerly In
turn for 'David Copperfleld,' in for another six months.
He has been spotted in 'Fun on the insurance business in New
which she has been spotted.
Player has been on. vacation trip| the Air', a radio kidder featuring Voj-k. will devote his entire time
Joe Cook, starting around June 16 to tho affairs of the concern.
for eight weeks.

'APPLESAUCE' AGAIN
Hollywood, April

23.

Barry Connors' old stage success,
'Applesauce,' will be made into a
Dick Powell and
film by Warners.
Ruby Keeler have the lead parts,
and'Lillle Hay ward and F, Hugh.
Herbert are scripting.
Warners want a moder
substitute for applosauce.

—

PICTIBES

VARIETY

Col's

arrow's Findings

Condemn

Codes; Will

Recommend Changes

In Film Code;

Monopoly Slant

opens at ; the

Washington, April 23.
condemning NRA
codes generally and burning up cer-

Hollywood, April

tain features of film pact goes to the
White House from the Darrow

week. Find-

board some time
ings were submitted mysteriously

With a yen
Carl

picture,

to

Jr.,

THEATRES NOT

23.

dove

SO HET UP

deep into Engfllish literature and
week to Senatorial critics of came up with Richard Brinsley
establishment
Johnson's
Scandal,'
Gen. 'Hugh
for
'School
Sheridan's
for their reaction.
classic drama written in the 18th.
Blowoff in Congress appears in- century. Young Laemmle will per-

and amateur dramatic groups, will
and sweeping code be put into screen shape by Ralph
Senators Nye and Boand Eugene Berton.
rah are primed to launch attack as
soon as Darrow recommendations
President
haVe been presented to

anti-trust laws,
alterations.

Roosevelt.

Declaring that his crowd in its
hearings found 'plenty to
Chairman Clarence Dar-

SEE RECORD SO.

Indicated document
will get to President's desk tomorrow or Wednesday (25); White
House said Friday (2Q) that Presi-

Week

last

CAL

Cecil B. DeMille will have to puff
fight for allowance of two

up a

'

claims against Paramount for
Hollywood^ April M.
cehtages of returns on various pic-,
With three pictures starting today tures he produced for Par, totali
(Monday) Fox Is planning to push $183,662, The Par trustees are prefive more before the cameras be* paring to lodge a vigorous attack
tweeh now and May 16 In a splurge against these claims in an effort to

them expunged or a
compromise reached. Grounds on
which objections will be made will
aire 'Always Hon- be filed shortly and the date set fbr, rl
James Dunn; 'She Learned a hearing before Referee Henry K.. iV
est,'
About Sailors,* Alice Faye, Mitchell Davis.
Claims. are against' Par in the'*'
and Durant, and 'Charlie Chan's
current year's product either have
,

•

"

of Cecil B. DeMille ProducOne is for $58,652, aV;
tions, Inc.
leged to he due on the distribution
by Par of 'Ten Commandments.' The'
other is for a flat $125,000, claimed'
to represent a percentage of earnings on 'Affairs of Anatole,' 'Saturday Night,* 'Fool's Paradise^ 'Man-slaughter,' 'Adam's Rib' and a 50%
'Sign of the
of the net .profits
Cross* due DeMille.

name

Courage*.

Radio's raid on professional, the
atres has been decided by the film
code authority to he not as serious

May 1, 'She Was a Lady,* Helen
Twelvetrees*; 'Wanted,' Rosemary
Green, and 'Marie
Gallante,' Kettl Galllen, go in. Set
for May 15 are *Lbve Time,* Lilian
Harvey, and 'Servant's Entrance,'

Ames and Harry

a national menace as It first
Free air shows are not Janet Gay nor.
peared.
a national problem and localities

From

dent Roosevelt has engagement with
Darrow slated early In the week.
Principal feature of report un*

i

Fox Rushes Octet

completed.
Trio starting

throughout the country should regard it as a local problem, with Its
grievance boards handling the mat
ter as' a separate issue.

,'

row

J

Par Producer Will Have to Legally Fight!
Referee Davis on % Claims

to get the

OVER RADIO

sonally supervise production.
Playj still a favorite with school

$183,652

_

Boxy on Broadway

4.

make a costume

Laemmle,

last

as
evitable- with report being used
weapon in warfare for revision of
Industrial Recovery Law, revival of

DeMiHe Vs. Par Over
end

U's Costume Pic

report,

this

Century1

Sisters Under the Skin' are elated
for Radio City Music Hall In May.
'Century' is penciled for May 8.
Whirlpool* (Col) is also the inaugural film for the Casino, N. Y.'s
vaudfllm policy this Friday (27). 'No
Greater Glory,' another Columbia,

May
Bulky

M. H. Dno
"JlOth

!

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

All
Columbia's

'

_

STUDIOS RENEW

the start strategists in fllm-

(

1

-

Other Settlements

During the past week the 'Par
trustees got action on around a
dozen claims; hone^bf them pf any

HEIR TALENT

•

regarded any open break with
great size.
radio as far-reaching because of
Two were involved Infringements
the way In which the two Indusof copyright.. The largest, claim of
exchange
tries are allied through
Harry and Margarita Cort, authors,
Los Angeles, April 23.
of talent and other courtesies,
for $150,000; Claiming Par's picture,
business
'Once a Lady,' infringed a story of
Continued low grosses, with a economies and affiliations,
Suit
theirs, was\settled for $7,600.
lack of sufficient outstanding prod- and professional.
had been pending on this in Los
uct, Is expected to force the shutof
23,
Angeles.
number
April
Hollywood,
tering of the greatest
The other was filed by the estate
piq houses in Southern California
Quiet for a few months, Studios
of Will MacMahon and claimed that
this summer in the history of the
hollering talent shortage again. 'Gun Smoke,' produced by Par, was
are
industry.
As plans for new programs are be an infringement of a. MacMahon
Both circuit and indie houses are
'Guns Aflame.' submitted to
expected to be affected, primarily
ing laid out, executives are start- story,
put Par several years ago. Par agreed
spemore
in the inland towns and
ing looking for new faces to
purchase the film rights to 'Guns
Rosenblatt-Burkan?
cifically the Imperial Valley, where
in coming films, but find only the to
Aflame,' in lieu of the ftlaim, for.
Complaint of this sort is almost even airdome operation will likely
same faces available.
certain to be written into portion of be curtailed.
Next step is to buzz the. casting $500.
Claim of John Colton, playwright,
report dealing with picture code and
office, which starts putting a bee
Chicago, April 23.
changes in code authority are likely
on the agents to dig up some new for $6,600 alleged to be due in conProfit of $95,191 is reported for
with a story written for Par
nection
of
way
one.
as
recommended
to be
Katz corp. and subsid people.
Balaban
some agents and talent and supposedly accepted, though
correcting condition. Indications are
, However,
iaries for the year ended Dec. 80,
technically denies that now,
Par
the
through
have
been
who
that document will call attention to
scouts
This profit .Is figured after
1933.
Rosenblatt's former Nathan Burkan
same talent-yelling before, say the was Settled by agreement of Par to
taxes and charges, including subColton.
relationship and to Code Authority's
studios are only going through the return the story, 'China,* to
sidiary preferred dividends and a
He thus is free to market It elsefailure to- show up for examination.
same old motions.
Total claims against Midwesco provision of $146,361 for Impairwhere.'
C.A.'a
criticize
will
board
Although
_
former Fox- West ment of investments In subsidiaries
Inc.,
claim of $2,113 of the Warnerstand on code inquiry, considera- Theatres,
Coast theatre subsid, now in bank- and affiliated companies.
Qulnlan Co. for fuel oil supplied the
tion will be given to strongly
amounts to $222,977. Total
Profit breaks down into units
N.Y„
Brooklyn Par and a warehouse at
phrased brief submitted by seven ruptcy,
on hand as of 'April equal to $3.65 a share earned on
Astoria, L. I., was reduced 'to '.$936,
major producers. Remarking that cash receipts
amounts to $47,888.32. 26,126 shares of 7% cumulative pre
1934,
while several smaller claims were
statement came in after the dead- 18,
These are official figures as an ferred Stock outstanding. In the
either reduced or expunged. That
line* '.General Counsel Lowell Mason
nounced by F. C. Westfahl, Jr., ref preceding year B.
K. had a net
of James C. Parker, who claimed he
promised 'every bit of information
bankruptcy.
preview
right
to
eree
Deprived
of
the
in.
loss of $993,638.
Was entitled to $7,426 as real estate
and evidence is being weighed, and
Indication that the circuit is close
Balance sheet off year 1933 ateo spot news a week in advance of commission In securing options for
considered in reaching conclusions^
to reorganization comes in the an
shows current assets of $1,007,669, general release the. Embassy Is Par on a theatre site in Schenectady
Majors' refusal to make personal
that
a. final meeting of including $682,944 In cash, as against changing its flag and washing up in 1920, was cut down to $1^000.
nouhcement
appearance was declared 'foolish
creditors is called for May 8 at current liabilities of $1,311,648, In
the only theatre on Brpadway Which
review of the $2,000,000 claim of
business' by one review board atthe post office building in Mil- eluding $309,000 of serial notes due has adhered to an all hews policy. General Talking Pictures arid De
tache last week. Remarking that
waukee.
Beginning this, week the Bmb is Forest and claim of American Trion Nov. 1, 1934.
(Continued, on page 18)
Translux
apeing its competitor, the
At this session, among other
Ergon for an undetermined amount,Fact that Hearst reel is on the scheduled before Justice Caffey
things, the creditors will be asked
program at first gave rise to re- Federal court Wednesday (18) 'ha^
to, consider a possible dividend pay
2-Reel
change
Clyde's
house
would
ports that the
ment on all claims filed and al- Keaton,
been postponed to May 2.
hands. This brought an official delowed. Also, the question of cerOn review of the future rent claim
tain fees such as the following: reShorts Only Set at Educ nial and the announcement that of the Georgia Realty Co., on lease
will
interests
and
outside
Pathe,
fees,
trustee's
ceiver's,
$264.44;
of Keith's Georgiaj Atlanta, against
continue to operate the theatre
trustee's attorney's fees,
$618.88;
Publlx Enterprises and disallowed
Hollywood, April 23.
In addition to Pathe all other
$7,500.
by Referee Davis, Justice Caffey reEducational studio. Js looking only reels and some shorts are being served-decision. This claim is for
two pictures ahead, fieyond' that, shown, it Ti'as. admitted Ihat" if this $674,666.
company's plans are very uncertain. policy, does not bolster business,
Sked
Mull
Two-reeler starring Buster Kea- which fell when Pathe had to go
ton starts this week and an Andy on a regular .news basis, present
JOS.
interests may relinquish the Emb*
Clyde goes in next week;
Hollywood, April 231

dom

doubtedly will be general summary
contending that all codes examined
contain, provisions oppressive to little enterprises and designed to perpetuate domination of big Interests.
Will assert that NIRA clause permitting waiver of anti-trust law has
been responsible and that NIRA
qualification to effect that codes
shall not encourage monopolies has
not been effective in preserving
competition and preventing conspiracy on part of big concerns,

,

.

,

,
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1933

MIDWESCO REORG. SEEN

PROFIT

&

AS NEAR; CLAIMS FILED

.

A

FOLLOWS

EMBASSY,

.

TRANSLUX'S POLICY

A

A

i.

_

,

.

PARSUJEFING
13

OUT OF

FOR

50

Roach

1933-4

13 pictures, announced by
Paramount fop 1933-'34 have not
laterialized and the majority of
this, number will probably be for-

Some

gotten forever.
This is a rather high figure out
of a total of 50 pictures on which
title and! iii most cases, the casts
were announced; When the sales
convention was held last summer,
Par listed 50 out of a total of 66
the company promised to release
during the current year.
Of the 13 shoved to one side or

Henry Ginsberg, v.p. and general
manager of Hal Roach; left. for. New
York Friday (20) to confer on next
season's production schedule.
Ginsberg's talks will be preliminary to final arrangements to be
made on his return here.

TO ATTEND IA CONFAB
Hollywood, April

The

six locals of

IATSE

in

.23.

Hol-

lywood and Los Angeles will send
delegates to the annual convention
overboard entirely, Par is figuring of the IA at Louisville in June.
on carrying two over for the 1934Leaders of the various locals,
and
Heart'
My
'36 program, 'Here's
which Include stagehands, operaorld.' Former was to
'End bf the
tors, studio mechanics, laboratory
latter
JbQ.-^ a, Sylvia. Si dney picture,
workers-and^fllm -technlcians,-cam

W

Cecil B. DeMi.Ue.
Included in the balance of 11 on
which there's no word or plans is
'Great I Am,' (life of the later Frederick G. Bonflls, Denver, publisher).

a

:

'Shoe the Wild Mare,' 'Cloudy With
Showers,' '50 Years From Now,'
•Funny. Page/ 'Handsome Brute,'
'There Were Four Women,'. 'One
Grand;* 'Green Gold,' 'Swift Arrow'
Lancer.'
Last mentioned ha.: been on the
Par schedule annually for several

and

'Lives

years.

of

a Bengal

W. ENGLE AT FOX
AS PRODUCTION EXEC

Should Be a Full House

Cafiente Confab
Hollywood, April 23.
Joseph W. Engle has been ap-pointed production associate at the
'

Universal City, April

23.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., and James R.
Western Avenue studio, wh
Grainger continued their production Fox
Wurtzel is in charge of pro'-j'
confabs over the week-end at Agua Sbl

Kentucky Derby

Caliente.

train.

.

duotion.

Lew

Hollywood, April

23.

IVudential studio.
Due back next week.

!

'

U

I

to Universal*

Delegates' expenses will be defrayed
by the international offices.

Harry Sherman is in New York
on money matters for a series of
independent pictures to be made by

l

'

Engle until three years ago was
Fourteeen other execs, who were
Howard
for
manager
general
with them last week at Santa BarPrior to that he was with
Hughes.
bara, stayed home this time.
Ostrow Joins
Fox in New York and v. p. in charge
Hollywood, April 23.
of production at Metro in Hollywood.
Lew Ostrow leaves Monogram
Gillham Treks East
He figured prominently in the inJune 1, where he has been in charge
Hollywood, April 23.
dependent movement In the days
of production under Trem Carr to go
Robert Gillham, Paramount ad- when that was opposition to General

vertising and publicity chief, left
^^illr" tP^^
eramen and soundmen, decided that Henry MacRae has been handling, Saturday (21) for New York.
Has been on a 10-day look around
delegates should attend from here and action features.

Harry Sherman East

•

:

Lot of eastern film people, including the regiment of film colonels
deputized by General Charlie PettiJohn, are booking on the special

Film..

— ^-

^

-t—

-

hour.

old

Hollywood, April 23.
Ray Griffith moves over frOm the
20th Century offices to Sam Goldwyn to work on the Eddie Cantor

put

film.

I

I

.

Supervisor

Goldwyn

has

V>ocn

for eight weeks.

loaned

23.

Metro has wiped the dust off the
mystery comedy, 'Rear Car,' and
if in motion for a forthcoming

BAY GRIFFITH'S MOVE

picture.

^
Ml

Hollywood, April

Daylight Saving Time becomes eifectlve nationally next
Sunday (April 29) at 2 a.m.
Set your tlckerB ahead one

-'

'BEAR CAR* IN SOUND

the studio.

Daylight Time

:

to
I

1

Previously made silent, 'Car' will
be directed by Harry Beaumont
with Charles Butterwdrth and Una
Merkel in important parts. Harvey
Thew is writing the script

--

.
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VARIETY

RKO PIX-THEATRE DIVORCE
Sid Kent to

r
Pic; Reade's

.

Angle on It for Bway

Chicago, April 23T
After the censor board and the

Merian Cooper's Vacash

police department save their okays

Sets

Fox-W.C; Skouras Bros. Operators,
RKO

to picture, 'Hitler's Reign of Terror*, by Cornelius Vanderbilt; Jr.,

put out by

Theatre

is

which Lloyd Corf igan' directs and
Kenneth McGowan cupes.

.going before the court

to try to obtain an injunction.

All Pioneers will be' made with
three- colored process.
May 15.
Cooper, returns to

new

New York censor board has twice
nixed a license for 'Hitler's Reign
of Terror/ indie .newsreel compilation

of

alleged

anti-Hitler

MAJ. REENTERS

items.

Walter Reade who has the film
booked into his Mayfair, N. Y., for
next Monday (30) is going to open
It regardless and says he will not
resubmit prior to opening; preferring to make a battle of it.
Nucleus of the picture is claimed
to have been shot by Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., in Germany last year on
a private camera. It has been added
to and edited in New York. New
York censor board made several Objections, and never completely
...
- turned

RKO

INDIE HELD,

-

'

16

resubmit
it for consideration.
This, was done
once and requested a second time
when Reade stepped in and convinced- the distrib it would be best
to open it without license.
Reade's idea comes after discussion with attorneys, basing his step

Pictures

is

courts,

reentering that

Out of

1st

Is to

features;
of production, filming to be at the
Darmour studio.
Herman Gluckman will handle
the distribution end. Both this and
the production end will be combined in the one company. Harold
E. Hopper* of Cinema Mercantile
(

,

and neither side cares for
of reaching a compromise.

way

Hollywood, Aprlf
billing

situation

is

23.

giv-

RKO has co-operatively agreed to
sever the advertising and publicity
division of the RKO theatres end
from the RKO picture end. This

all RKO theatres, of which
houses form the largest group,
Robert F. Sisk, who. has been in
under the hew charge of all RKO advertising and

means

KAO

publicity, will devote his full efforts
in the future to the
picture

RKO

end only.

Johnny

Dowd

presently .in
charge of theatre advertising and
Is

Majestic has been idle on the has been under Sisk.
Coast since Phil Goldstone gave up
Indications are that the Meethe production reins four months han recommendations may touch
ago.
slightly on operating problems soon.
One metropolitan theatre director
looks to be blue penciled.
The RKO purchasing and mainteConsolidated Film Lab
nance division which suddenly grew

Loses ITS Biz June 1;

in size

,

Herbert J. Yates and Ralph
added pictures above their normal
yearly output to be of the cheaper Poucher when foriher visited the
Coast.
price.

$75,000.

Meanwhile a definite move is unway at some major plants to
add around 1,500 feet, to their features, as a means of killing off the
der

duals.

Studios which favor the length-

ening of their features figure that
theatres could not stand two pic—tures=of-sueh=added—length— on=-a=
bill and that If they
did that the
missing of at least one full bill a
day would have the current exhibitor proponents for duals
joining, the rabid single
billet's in their
protests against the doubles.
Scheme,
these
producers
say,
wotild also enable the
majors and
their allies in the shorts
field to

market
duals.

product

now

blocked

by

PIX

Kent and the Fox Film, theatre Interests, for Fox F.ilm, and designated for such capacity by Kent.

Herman
Chase bank,

lace,

vice-president of

will very likely

occupy

the high financial, seat in the new
company. Edward R. Tinker, another of the Chase Bank's v.p/s who
has been assisting Place with the
reorganization of F-WC, will probably step out of the theatre circuit
picture, as his work is deemed to be

'34

Universal City, April 28.
completed in connection with same.
Boosting Its schedule over any
Nothing's. Official on this, however.
Universal
Salary which Skourases will re40 features
Included in the line- ceive looks to be about the same
for 1934-35.
amount which they were to have re..are ,six action pictures starring
ceived formerly under their origBuck Jones.
inal contract and before the circuit
Present year's list^ISSdiil^d. 36
v^t. into bankruptcy. A condition
features.
The new program was b.orn dur- of theiVv^'U also grants the SkparVases
a bonus if-aehievlasT'certain
ing a three-day away-from-studlo
confab of 16 executives at the Biit- high Income marks- for the circuit.
more Hotel in Santa Barbara. Carl This bonus, however, from what can
Laemmle, Jr., and James R. Grain- be conjectured would be effective
ger, general sales manager, headed only after interest and a certain
the group.
Execs made the 100- minimum dividend requirement is
mile junket to get away from tele- met by the chain under its new
phone calls and Hollywood influ- setup.
While the circuit has been passence during the discussions.
ing through bankruptcy, the Skour-

DE RUTH MAY FOREGO
ZANUCK TREK FOR JOB

.

HARRY JOE BROWN AT

WB

AS ASSOC. PROD.

and Influence upon the rein-

statement of certain officials may
also get the Meehan group's o. o. It
Angling
Outlets is stated' that the Meehan people
figure it to be inverted economy
that a department which formerly
Hollywood, April 23.
With Consolidated Film Labs los- functioned with a single departmental official and only the half
ing all of Unlyersal's biz June 1,
amounting to 100,000,000 feet an- time of a secretary should now be
manned by several hands and
nually, Consolidated is formulating
a new national distribution system utilizing several secretaries. It is
figured that for KAO, at least, only
to handle release of independent
one man. would be sufficient.
product partially or wholly financed
Otherwise the Meehan people are
by the firm.
Consolidated has.
reported as satisfied with the. thefinanced indies up to 50% with pic( Continued on page 23)
tures going through both major

ing considerable concern to major
producers, particularly on the question of halting indies from getting
into first and second runs, if duals
are to continue, and secondly how
£6 help defeat the doubling up.
Producers are divided on the
means of combating the duals but
are not divided on the opposition
to
indie
encroachment through
double billings of territory heretoand state right channels.
fore sacred to major production and
Consolidated will use those Inrelease.
dies now getting partial support
SOme of the companies, satisfied from
firm for producer setup bethat duals are here to stay, are
sides lining, up new' contacts. Plans
figuring on increasing the production slates for the coming year, the for the -outlet were made recently
by

Talk is of limiting this additional product to around $100,000 negative cost with as many as
possible to Le produced for around

The new

Presently, however, and at the during past three years.
and is readying 1$
Larry Darmour in charge suggestion of the Meehan interests, announces a program of

New

Double

40

FOR

KAO may be
RKO

'••

Runs

TO

make KAO a
now estab-

field

classic.

Indies

0 RAISES SKED

can only be determined through the
Majestic

belief that films of this sort, Co., is an officer
being compilations rather than pro- exec set-up.
ductions, don't net * license permits.
First, picture, 'The Scarlet Letter/ starts in 10 days; Robert Vignola will direct the Hawthorne

To Keep

posedly has increased his preferred
stock holdings in KAO from 26,000
to 29,000 shares, against RKO's 21,.000..
On the Meehan recommendations, also, additional shifts in the
executive setup of KAO are on the

self- ' antained unit is
lished. However, that

Hollywood, April
i

on the

Majors Up Prod.

A week ago the RKO and Keith
Albee-Orpheum executives talked
openly of a possible, compromise,
without defining what that compromise might be. This week it Is
learned that Mike Meehan sup-

100% severed from the rest of

^^mi'^rt^nfi^t^e^^ "£fie~indle

tributor, T awel Pictures, to

upon.

yet undecided,
New York toward the as.
company will be headed by Sid
end of May, exact date to be Set
The Skouras
on S< R. Kent's return from the Kent as president.
brothers get a. 10- year deal as .opCoast.
Company has held Us sales pow- erators. Actual F-WC reorganizawows in New York for many years. tion is imminent.
Not known what title, the Skouras
Program will probably be on a
officers of the new
par: with this year, around 50 pic- boys will have as
F-WC» apart from: acting as gentures.
eral managers. Dan Michelove also
may hold a post in the hew layout;
in what capacity not knqwn. He is
presently liaison officer between

convention in

BOARD CHANGES

That the aim

PRODS.

F-WC Label

—

,

way.

.

the --/Km-

Michelove Liaison; Drop

with

Co-operating

Mike Meehan'* Mores by
Los Angeles, April 23.
Disassociating Film AdFox Convention in N. Y.
Fox Film, Chase. Bank and th*
vertising
and Publicity
Skourases have reached an underPer Usuafc End of May standing on. the reorganization setfrom Theatre Exploitation
up of Fox- West Coast*. A new firm
Sisk Solely Over Films
ame will replace the present F-WC,
Fox Will hold Its annual sales

Back Pioneer Proi

Hollywood, April 23.
Sam Cummings, to open
Merian C. Cooper's extended RKO
at Majestic here, and after, review- leave has caused Whitney- Vandering it a second time by the mayor's bilt's Pioneer Pictures to postpone
its first technicolor feature .until
board and Chief of Police Allman, fall. Original deal called, for Cooper
the film was Stopped and permit to produce three Pioneers annually.
Instead, Pioneer Will make a onerescinded following its first show
reel technicolor nlmuslker short,
on Monday (23)..

Head Reorganized

Hollywood, April 23.
Harry Joe Brown> v.-p.-producerdirector with Charles R. Rogers
Productions, joins Warners July 1
as an associate producer on con-

Brown has been associated with
Rogers for several years, making

probably

ON WB ERPI

Ken Maynard westerns for First
National and Universal, and then
swinging over as associate to
Ratification of the $5,000,000 setRogers when the latter was placed
in charge of. RKO-Pathe produc- tlement between Warners and Election.
He followed Rogers to Para- trical Research Products, Inc.
(Erpi), is Blated to come before. the
mount two years ago.
boards of the Stanley Company and
the parent Warner company today
^
(Tuesday).
There are said to be differences
of opinion among the
and
Stanley lawyers on the settlement
but belief is that chances favor
the

Muds

WB

Another Try at Prod, in the East
will

AWAIT EDICT

tract.

Warners, like Paramount

Warners

ases were collecting no salaries;
only -Spyros Skouras, stationed in
the Fox home office,' was drawing
a weekly salary. In the new deal,
Spyros, Charles and George. Skouras
are acting as a single group.

ratification.

Matter, is and has been cloaked
with considerable mystery but it is

possible that an official announcement may be forthcoming after the
produce Technicolor, the whole program of scheduled board session.
Brooklyn briefs has been turned out in the

full-length features at its
studio under plans, which are going forward. in that direction. Home
office, doesn't confirm.
Without indicating just the features to be shot
at the Vitaphone Flatbush studio,
talent is being contacted for the
picture that will lead off an eastern

east.

Warner plan

to try features at the

Brooklyn film factory is said to be
with a view to comparing producHollywood, April 23.
tion costs east with Bur bank.
Roy Del Ruth may postpone his
Paramount has been trying to detrip to Europe and an African big
cide whether or not it should also
game hunt with Darryl Zanuck if
return to Astoria for a portion of
a pending picture materializes. He production unit.
the
least
one
personality
from
legit
1934-35 product.
At
Not settled
is- scheduled .to.leave .here May-T,.
Has" been -signed and is waiting- for on this yet but majority. of ^ Par
If Del Ruth makes a yarn, he will,
rehearsals.
Other than that, in- higher-ups favor another trial.
join Zanuck abroad later In the
formation is rather secretive.
summer.
Studio Is scheduled to reopen May
Hollywood, April 23.
Darryl Zanuck and his wife, acStudioland in Florida reports are
15, but officially from Warner Bros,
companied by Harry Warde.ll, leave nothing is said about anything but again buzzing. Every
spring these
for Europe and Africa May 7.
shorts.
Program of one and two- recur. This.tufie the name of a proIn the meantime the trio have put reelers for the 1934-35 BeasOn will moter
claiming big picture relations
themselves into the hands of phy r be the same as this, year, it is has been referred to New
York.
sicians, who to date have given slated. Except for a series of color
In major circles no responsible
them nine serum injectbns against two-reelers made on the. Coast to picture Interests are reported contropical jungle diseases.
use up Warner's commitment to sidering Florida.
.

ZUKOR MAY TREK WEST
WITH COHEN IN 2-3 WKS.
Adolph Zukor will try to accompany Emanuel Cohen back to the
Coast in two Weeks or

so, following
completed-confcrences^in.^the^east..concernirig the 1934-'35 setup, question of producing at Astoria, L, L,

and other things.
Zukor plans to remain in I*. A*
for the Par annual sales convene
tlon, scheduled for June .18, and for
the balance of the summer.
Bob Gillham comes back to New
York today (Tuesday) after a Coast
visit,

to

Dill

Pine remaining out there

work on the year

book.

PIC ¥

VARIETY

Price Drops;

Some

Its

secretary of the
of. Milwaukee,
MPTOA, who. collapsed during the
annual convention and underwent
an abdominal operation two weeks
ago, is much improved.
Meyer had developed pneumonia
and his condition, for a. few days,

was
a market In which common
'had to contend with a severe

A Will Not Permit Trade Ass nV
Powers, hd Hays Org.
To Usurp

C.

Los Angeles, April 23.
The condition of Fred S. Meyer

Show Issues Have Net Gains on Wk.
In

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

Fred Meyer Better

Anus. Stocks Remain Unaffected

By Commodity

E *

.(Subject

.-amusement

Week

Heavy theatre

4%- %

(Par).
Capitol

Poll

-

hearts'

RKQ

.

Saving in Pittsb'g

Strength of many amusements indicated by fact that six stocks on big
board rose to new highs during

Oei).

Th... 10%

10% 10%

Par-Pub.

Par-P

War.

.

ctfs.

Bros.

conn

Eastman Kodak, Madison
week.
Square .Garden, Metro-Goldwyn preferred, Pathe A, Radio Preferred B

1,400 TrHna-I^ux.

Despite stiff opposition of theaan opposition that crystallized
in a concentrated postcard poll,
Mayor McNair has proclaimed daylight saving* time for Pittsburgh
again this year. It goes into effect
next Sunday (29) and sticks until
the last Sunday in September.
Protesting vigorously to the plan

-

and Warner Brothers preferred hung
up the new 1934 tops. Universal
preferred* which is not extremely
active, gave worst performance in
group and closed with a point loss.
Film company bonds, like many

800 Tech.

-I

0%.

. . . .

,

vote

against

.

—

MeloSweet-

hearts' (WB) (2nd week).
'Success at Ahy
Rialto
Price' (RKO).

—
Roxy—'No

'

(Col).

.

Rivoli— 'We're Not Dressing'
(Par) (2nd week),
$2 Pictures
'House of Rothschild' (UA)
Astor (7th week),
(Metro)
'Viva' Villa'
terion (3rd week).

and

For a time an tl vote was over-:
whelmlngly in lead until sports fans
and sponsors of amateur twilights
leagues' organized and turned the

so

NRA

.

Million

representation

Hays directorate in such a way
that there, would be ho further ap«
peal would give that organizatqn a
which!
certain autocratic say-so
codists are certain, would eventual*
ly serve as splitting the
and
reducing it to a minimum of importance in fllmdom.
Before this could happen., codlsts
are certain Washington would, .put
its foot down.
Appreciation of this,
according to Authority attendees, is
causing the Authority as a whole to
proceed with caution.
First-class evidence of this situa-

drama' (Metro).

Strand— *2<j

NRA

- -

(U)

Week May 4
Paramount— 'Murder

Vanities' (Par).
Capitol
'Manhattan

to
flooded mayor's, office with ballots.
trailers

it,

lamour'

large

the Authority, assign to it various
plenary powers.
Delegating' authorities
the

a Crime'

(Par) (26).

several weeks ago, insisting it was
costing them a fortune annually,
showmen were told by- the mayor
to show him definitely how public
stood on proposition. Taking their
thousands of
cite,- managers' had
postcards "printed, asked patrons via

FREEDOM FOR

other liens, did not fare so well,

marking a halt to almost sensational
advance of recent weeks. 'However,
both Pathe and Warner Bros, liens
went to-new highs.
With wheat and corn both taking
nosedives on Monday, stock- market
did well to stand up as well as it
id.
Declines were one to" Ave
points, though leaders, only dropped
three points in extreme cases. Most

—

of

Rivoli—'We're Not Dressing*

.

CHI ASKS PRESS

Hall

'

(26),

.

2% - %•
9%

2%

(WB).
Musi

tres,

101% 101%
51% 51% -1
50% 50% -1%
52% 62% 62%
50
30% 50
03% 04%. 04% -i%

Loew'e ...101

P-P-L, .... 62
P-F-L, ctfs. 60%

its

far has proved unable to swing the
majority of votes necessary to have

(25).

Roxy—'Journal

BONDS
7.000
6,000
8,000
0.000
23,000
10.000
07,000

(WB)

(Par).
ittsburgh, April 23.

-%
7%+ %

.

—

Rialto—'She Made Her

+ %

%

.

.

Hour*

'Tarzan and. His
Mate* (Metro) (2d week),
Strand— '20 Million Sweet-

Can't Kill Daylight

M - %%

i

April 27

—*Witching

Paramount

Last chit*.
Sales100 Con, Film.
em Enet. Kod. or.% 05 96%
16
coo Fox A .... 10% 10
28%
5,800 Gen. Blec. 23% 28
0.200 Loew's . . 84% 84
5V
5%
0,100 Par ctfs. .
Btt
22% 28%
3, COO Pathe A„, 24%
8% (W4
0.A00 RCA
88
81% 83
8.000 Radio B.
700
...
8% 8%
VJk
7.400 War.

Attempts by- trade association*
usurp any of its powers will be
the Code
Immediately balked;
Authority. Outspoken' codlsts Monday (23), in throwing this gaunt*
let for. the 'Eagle, Inferred that
even the Hays organization with
to

Change):

to.

critical.

Yesterday's Prices

..'stocks

group received good support and a
big majority of stocks in group
Only six
closed with plus signs.
film issues wound up with losses,
and these were all fractional. Firmness of prices on Thursday and a
show of bullishness Friday aided
market, as a whole. Dow- Jones industrial averages closed Saturday at
106.55, where It was up 1.61 points
from previous week's finish.

Runs on Broadway

1st

something brand new in in-

tion,

dustry politics and one which is
puzzling some of the business and
yet increasing their confidence in
the NRA, was the Authority's quick
repulse of Hays' attempts last week
to have exchange inspections and
delegated to his
responsibilities,
office. Details of this are in another

tide.

1

Theatres, however, figure they've
story.
laid the foundation for a real fight
Rigid definition of the limitations
to get someof secretaries for the grievance and
of amusement stocks held fairly and chief of the Film Board here, where during winter months.
zoning boards is' now. admitted to be
steady considering action of most of
goes, into conference, this week wjith
another Authority barrier to the
market. Tuesday some of this group
powers of trade associations and as
continued to sell down, but most Mayor Kelly on the censorship
CHABEEL'S 'CARAVAN'
a repulse against intrusion into
losses were eut down or turned into problem, both newsreels and otherApril
23.
Hollywood,
gains later in week.
wise. C. C. Pettijohn is also headGrain an Indicator
has signed Phi
Fox
A third wall against trade assoAs was pointed out here last week, ing for town to get in on the meet- for the EngTV'ciation interference is also being
,
Albany, April 23.
dialog version of
shrewd traders don't expect market ing. Two vital matters are to be V"~orfl"~-* r
by the Code Authority. Codists
built
Is diNine questions testing the con- over the week-end, hearing that
to get very far while grain market discussed with, the
Ofa.-vafC' which Eric Charrel
and the
stitutionality, of theis showing such great losses.. Wheat declar^i.p„.;ir
...
„,*.yor, who has recting..
certain associations Intend to have
for
providing
ootn
and corn had been looking pre** y
New York State law
Picture Is being made in
any of their
||vnflftp,£4trict censorship of newsto their lawyers represent
or
tsseble for several days be^
and English simultaneously codes under it were submitted
members hailed before a grievance
4lels by insisting all riot scenes be French
hblding the the Court of Appeals Tuesday (16)
correctingaed Monda^«»eatIona>^by Fox, Charles Boyer
are preparing to make anboard,
Sherclipped.
Harry
by
- * document will call ^f^t.^dil
in the suit brought
spot in. the pair.
other offensive for CA Independence
Ut ' middle
first is to rem<?y« all newsreels lead
op envJo
ket Opetkv*
Ket
man, president of the Moving Pic0 r«n^jurisdiction on
.New at the meeting next week.
of day, break in these commodities from the censorship
ture Operators' Union, 306,
and
There will likely be introduced at
defendants,
14
against
began to loom as threatening. And the grounds of free speech
York City,
doing
L. A. to N. Y.
session a resolution requiring
half an hour before grains closed, a press Newspapers have been
Including the Independent Theatre this
complainant and defendant to
wide-open break developed, with battle w i th Mayor Kelly on this
James R. Grainger.
of ZneScX and Us^lieged every
SwiSs
Hearst
the
personal representation before
Operators.
have
particularly
declining nearly to its limit Uc^g
Allied
Ginsberg.
wheat
union,
Henry
company
_
'4.-u« limit of
nt
j ~* its
Uo Hearst
TTitangt
limit
the
of
courts.
one
plunging
"had
industry
and
$1,0P0,000
pepers. Metro
of 5c and corn
Harry Warren.
Ah A injunction
"When It Is realized that a 2c news clips sliced up last week
4c.
Al Dubin.
damages are sought,
one
is the
discussion -~
corn is
« rated extreme,
~i
ia«- u.ov«^<»"
item for
in cum
break
DreaK *n
Second uem
fcecona
Robert Gillham.
Another important test question
begins to see Just how badly corn posalble reduction in censorship fees
Margaret Sullavan,
submitted Is whether an employe or
wel
^
--«-~ —
per reel
has Coast Code Board Sec
is ta
XU.VHWJ.
w
$3 ««>
cost io
treeem,i wai
rea on Monday,
fared
reels. Present
on reels,
union, which feels aggrieved,
against
Coming week may bring further for the first print anC $1 per reel for
the right to bring an action
bin, r
control
subexchange
equity.
Hears of Split, Quits
the
«.
Since
stock
of
court
i.
on
e
A.
light
addltIonai r
N. Y. to L.
an employer in a
as proposed measures probably win
Sherman previously had obtained
nt Mels are n0t actually
... _
^.if©«»is
John C. linn.
come up both In house. and senate. screened. the
film biz locally feels
temporary injunction in the. Apa
Los Angeles, 'April 23.
Rex'Weber.
Differences in these two measures as that the buck slap per reel is unpellate Division requiring the deJacques Deval.
Resignation of Mrs. Minnie C.
well as opposition both in. Congress fair. Are asking that this be cut in
fendant organizations to comply
Dave Chasen.
and among business men may prove half and a fee of 50c per reel be
with provisions of the NRA. The Kopple as secretary of the Los AnBobby Connolly.
stumbling bjock that actually, will suosmuiea.
order, from which the defendants geles zoning-clearance and grievututed<
sidetrack control for present session
are appealing, restrains them from
ance boards, was transmitted to
Issue
of Congress. This troublesome
interfering with the right of emthe Film
and similar one confronting grain
ployes to bargain" collectively Or John C. Fllnn, secretary of

Chicago, April

23.

NRA TEST PHASE

Henry Herbel, Universal manager next season and hope
,
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trading activity may lift burden off
stocks and grains. Once these are
present,
settled,, or eliminated for
better, sentiment will prevail in

Wall Street.
Trade - .news

employing fewer men than were
working in the booths last August
28 or paying less than the mini-

Code Authority, following a nervous
collapse, brought on largely through,
overwork, and aggravated by a remum wage in force oh that date or ported split in the ranks of the
working projectionists more than
over the secretary-

N. Y. Theatre Employees' Strike

was considerably
(Continued on page 62)

the

.

maximum number

action

strike of ushers, doormen, janiof
tore and other service employee*
the.
against
.scheduled
theatres,
Saturfor
circuits
and
zoning
W-oew and
List of secretaries for
Theatre
boards, completed over day (21) in an effort of the

A

Z-G Boards' Sees

I

RKO

grievance
the weekend includes:'

Amusement Employees Union, Local
was avertAtlanta, Love Harrell; Buffalo, iis, to force recognition,
Mrs. e d at the eleventh hour when theCharlotte.
Jane Holloran;
a little.
way
gave
Emma
operators
Chicago,
tre
a
Griffith;
Walter
after-

A meeting was held Friday
„oon (20) on the matter with the
Code Authority on authorization of
Denver, sol A. Rosenblatt and the theatre
Dallas, Don C. Douglas;
investigation^ at
Duke Dunbar; Des Moines, Dallas me n agreed to an if Local 118. was
Kinney;
least to determine
S.
E.
Detroit,
E Day;
recognition.
Los
to
entitled
race Gannon;
TcWnflas City,
Major Leslie E Thompson (RKO)
SgeTes, Minnie A. Kopple.
C. Moskowitz (Loew). Charles
Memphis, Mrs. Alma Walton;
(TOCC), Abner J. Rubien,
MinneapoO'Reilly
Koenlg;
Mi^aukee
Local 118 and Charles
if^rsV^abe? Diet, New Haven, counsel for
secretary^f the union, atMOna
Levey^
c.
Orleans,
New.
Lander;
Harry
'
Mrs.
tended.
Oklahoma City,
^O'Rourke;
Agreement was reached that RKO
Chas R. Zears; Omaha, Regina
and Loew's would present a list of
Sr lfl^
Abplanalp; Cincinnati, Alice JuerMofgens; Cleveland, Mrs. Georgia
•

a

%en

;

•

PlSburgh Emmaline
Poland! Ruth D^yle;

Fineberg;
Salt

Lake

San
City, Judge F. C. Loofbourow;
.Seattle,
Francisco, Romena Foley;
Washington,
Mrs. R. B. Lynch;
James B. Fitzgerald; Albany, Benjamin Stosverg; Boston, Olive Bur-

service employees- to Rosenblatt
and the union would also submit a
the two
list of its members so that

its
|

.

could be matched, These records
were to be filed with Rosenblatt not
later than last night (Monday), so
that a government agent could be
selected to investigate in an effort
Abramson,
F.
Miss
York,
New
siel;
had
to determine whether the union
Philadelphia,
Miss Lillian Silver;
Miss Llla representation.
Basil Zlegler; St. Louis;
Postponed One Week
Miriam
Indianapolis,
B. Schofleld;
In accordance with this agroeYergln.

to

Union 306 began the
«„ D * nftnA compel the defendants to re-employ
ment, Local
union men who were fired last
its planned
It is alleged they were
one week, t<> Saturday (28). Strfte
after President Rooseagreement was
was projected, on decision ol_v*
reemployment
RKO
union, against the Loew and.
& that approximately 30
g
they
because
not
only
circuits only,
_5mlserg of Ai„e d we re hired in
important
r
have the largest and most
Sherman charges
place8
Greater New York coverage but, it
anfl em p loymen t thus were
as low as
ls claimed, pay ushers
cut In half.
$11 a week;
Admitting they comply with the
Reported feeling on the part of NRA, the defendants maintained
Local 118 was that If the union suc- that it violates the Constitution,
RKO
ceeded in. bringing Loew, and
endIng \htLt Congress had no
c
around it would be simple, to ara.g power tQ enact it ^.hd that it^promu«.
.

.

I

b
L.^

/^^-^

•

|

•

-

the

It

1

*,

was agreed at the C.A. meeting

that if 118 included in Its member
ship a majority of the service em
and
ployees now working in
Loew theatres, the two sides would
agree
wage
a
negotiate
to
sit down
^ment-^and^scale.
event,
It is understood, in such an
that 118 would demand a closed
shop.
While the minimum of $11 in some
RKO and Loew theatres is not un
der the code for ushers, set at $10,
the service employees union' bo
lieves these and others are entitled
a
to a living Tvage. Local wants
minimum of $18 for Ushers, $18 for
cleaners, $24 for janitors and $30
for head janitors, $24 for fire prevention men, and $24 for ticket tak-

RKO

ers

and doormen.

.

ship position.
At the same time Mrs. Kopple was
granted a two weeks' leave with
pay from her position as secretary
of the Independent Theatre Owners
Association of Southern California.

Appointment of Mrs. Kopple as
secretary of the C. A. boards several
weeks ago resulted in precipitating

a near storm along film row during
the past Week, when charges of underhanded tactics and double crossing

were -freely

circulated,

prompted

through the naming of Mrs. Kopple
over Lola Adams Gentry, original
unanimous choice of the board
membership.
Resignation of the secretary will
They
vides 'excessive punishment.'
re-em- somewhat hamper the local boards
dec lare the President's re-em
also declare
as a successor
ployment agreement became 'aca- starting to function,
be named before the
demic' when the motion picture in- will have to
can get down to actual
dustry code was signed last Decem- two bodies
ber and that the plaintiff has no work.
right to sue under the later code.
—Henry—Epstelnj-Bolicitor^geheraLl^^
Out
Lola Gentry
£o r"New York State, submitted to
L^^
the Court of Appeals a memoranLos Angeles, April 23.
dum in support of the contention
local
the
of
Lola Gentry, secretary
that the state act is constitutional.
withNo intervening brief was offered by Film Board of Trade, has
the federal government.
drawn her candidacy for secretary

^

i

a in.
others

board personnel

of hours per

^m

,

Bows

|

of

the

local

NRA

policing

boara

oi
made, vacant by the resignation
Minnie Koppel.
f
request
the.
at
Withdrawal was
Hollywood, April 23.
who wants M»»
Columbia will make a picture C. C. Pettijohn,
tn^
solely with
continue
to
Gentry
based on phoney motion picture
Film Board.
Sid Rogell produces.
schools..

Pic School Racket Film
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VARIETY

PASS MORALS BUCK TO CA
Gov t Depending on 63 Neutral

Bills for

Observers to Check on the Picture
Code; Gets Real
L_

1

'

Washington will know in June
whether or not it will have to reIn declaring
flint code.
open
this, codists and capital contacts
revealed that the Government is depending upon 63. neutral, observers
throughout the country for the most
important lowdown on' the picture
business. These observers; as they

WB's

[

T^—-

——

Screen,

is

Expenses;

Compliance Eagles for

Playlet Trailers

Herman Robbins, head

CA.

Refuse to Barter
Hays Moral Standards for

May

1

Majors

'

1

!

of Nation-

due back from the

Coast today (Tuesday). He went
out. in connection with production
of special playlets tor. use by War-

NO OAKLIES FOR GOBS

Any Easement on Double

—

Washington,

NRA's new code

.

ril 23.

eagles, signify-

Antipathy Indies When Fleet Gets Into N. V.—40,000 ing that the concerns displaying the
Sailors Expected
complied with
Decide Everything Must
emblem
Be NRA, Not Haysian
When the fleet comes In within agreement for its industr make
another mohth the gobs will get their appearance May
Billing

al

Film

Out

DUALS REJECTED

Lowdown That Way
±—— — —

Tells Flinn to Mail

INDIES' BID

.

by
treatment
citizen
Setting jap enforcement and new
theatres, especially the
administrative machinery, Gen.
picture houses. The Blue Eagle has
Johnson announced last week
uniformed
Hugh
its
own
ruled that even
are not to be made, ex- that the bird will not be issued to
The Code Authority became an servants
ruling against
the
are called, report directly to Washin
ceptions
anyone who refuses to sign or to
adult- over the week-end when it
There'li also be no cutpaklies.
ington.
any person held in violation of a
was revealed that it is now being rating for the boys.
both
Industry meniberB refusing
by
settlement
code.
What they think collectively will
for
to
looked
Matters were brought to attento cough up for ah approved code
sides of the war between majors
be sifted. Upon conclusions drawn
the
film code authority af ter
of
tion
plan will be .barred from
involving moralfinancing
independents,
and
the
based
be
New
will
from such sifting
a navy chaplain had Written
the emblem of compliance.
ity and dualism among .rther sore York
theatre owners reminding using
future status of the NRA-'s activity
comofficials
spots. Rejection by the majors of a them of the influx of 40,000 blue
Meanwhile
in the largest branch of the amusereported truce from the independent jackets.
mended the budget drafted by the
ment business.
producers that they would accept
film code authority, and Divisional
Administrator Sol Rosenblatt authe Hays moral codes tor advertisConfidence, Monday (23), was exing, and production on condition the
thorized Secretary John Flirin to
pressed in political circles of the
majors would cease warring against
proceed with' mailing of bills to exbusiness that the Darrow quiz, will
Assessment notices will
doubles brought a sharp retaliatory
hibitors.
have little effect so far as any im T
barrage from the majors that 'we
mediate opening of the code is congo forward to producers and dis-r
The belief in such parts
won't do any trading.*
cerned.
tributors in the immediate future,
is that the Darrow .report may be
Rosy added.
The majors now are looking for
carefully tucked away until, the
the Code Authority to recognize the
Storm of opposition to financing
Los Angeles, April 23.
Government's own field scouts have
codes as those intended to be
Hays
plans for other industries has swept
conferconciliation,
evidence
Last call for
sufficient
accumulated
though
even
NRA,
the
by
observed
oh Gen.STohnson, but the redown
certain
throughout the country to aid ence with respondents' in
not mentioned in the formula.
action to the film, assessments apWashington in determining whether alleged code violation' cases, unindependents are expecting
encourgaging.The budgThe
very
pears
against
charges
pracembrace
derstood to
the code in its present form is
to rule that if induset was termed 'a fine piece of
key. several major picture studios, are the Authority
tical and can serve as the
officially inWork,' Rosy remarking that with
Charles H. Cun- try morals are to be
by
out
sent
being
Now
conducted by
Won't Halt Machinery
is discovering that 'the more than three- score boards the
The
executive, in terpreted this will be
ningham, local
sticks' and the BOO-seaters are its CA would have been justified in
The fact that all 31 field police line with the local enforcement
(Continued on page 26)
best financial bet. By mass com- raising the ante considerably.
centers were only completed over autonomy policy, recently announced
substantiated the
weekend
parison the tiniest seaters are paythe
'Everybody around here is startled
by National Recovery Administrawiseacres' opinion that the machining almost twice as much as the that the. Code Authority did suph
tor Hugh S. Johnson.
ery will riot be deliberately stopped,
deluxers.
nne work in keeping its budget to
cease unand
mediate
to
Refusal
almost before it has started, to de(Continued on page 23)
As the cities get bigger there are
fair practices in cases where facts
cide whether it should be rebuilt
fewer theatres in aggregate. Spots
establish violation, in the judgment
agyi
of 26,000 down to zero boast a total
of Cunningham and his legal counIn code spots the belief is strong selor, Bernard P. Calhoun, will be
of 4,181 houses which are flying the
Los Angeles, April 23.
that if any part of the formula is followed by presentation of comBlue Eagle. Unofficially it is estifilm code mated another thousand could be
opened the entire plan will be sub- plaints- to U. S. District " Attorney
Official inside on
ject to question and the weeks
compliance disputes whiph have had added to this as representative of
for prosecution.
-

ners as trailer novelties.
National Screen recently entered
to produce the
a contract With
playlets, using talent in Hollywood
outside and on the Warner lot.

ordinary

10% THREAT

Broadway

WB

NRA

.

.

Coast

Dist. Atty.

NRA

May Scan Code

'

SMALL TOWNS

Squawk Facts

.

FILM

.

NRA

NRA

NRA

;

OFFICIAL
INSIDE

H'WOOD CODE
SENT TO WASH.

IATSE CHARGES IBEW

NRA

spent in Washington last fall and
winter would have to be repeated.'
if such were to happen within the
next few weeks doubt is expressed
that the industry would ever take
the: Eagle seriously, that the movelikely excite a cycle
of stalling which could keep the
bird on his perch until the expiration of the act, just a year from

ment would

Pierspn M. H^U
Cases will not go to Washington
for preliminary review, as the code
compliance, machinery at first, provided, but will be left to the deciCunningham here and
sion
of
George Creel in San .Francisco as
to sufficiency- of prosecutable fact
Legal precedent was set for this
region last month when four indictments were returned through the

now.
office
attorney's
district
federal
Radical changes in the code of a against asserted violations of the
general nature at this tihie also
petroleum code, which Is part of
might raise" an issue as to the
NIRA
validity of present signatures,
being pointed out.

it

is

setup.

the

ull

Records

items are now regarded as mitigating against an officially sanctioned blow-off until the
Government has obtained the facts

While no cases involving the mb
tion picture code have yet been
filed with District Attorney Pierson,
it is known that' Cunningham's of

in its. own way and until after
those' grievance Slid zoning boards
have been given sufficient latitude

lice is

All of these

whether they can clean up
fllmdom as the NRA now expects
to prove
it

can.

•codists

build

It will take until June,
believe, for the boards to

up a

ca£e

or against
will decide the

for

themselves which
issue once and for

all.

.

Squawks

'

complaints have been
with the Code Authority
understood, and more than 30
of them reported as squawks of
competing exhlbs gobbling up all
the product just to keep his rivals
from getting pictures.
On the minor side are zoning
compliilnts and oxcoas bargains by
(•mrii>r'tition.
lixpoctod that the

Some 45
rcsii:tcrod
it

•>!'

will

.May.

<r<M

unrler

way by

the

blanket.

These little towns are assessed for
while 869 giant theatres, in
the metropolises are donating $40,-

$60,936,
620.

in the bulk on the theatre
list are towns and third-class cities,
with a total of 1,124 houses, which
pay $24,288. Even less tax is paid
by 819 larger theatres in cities up to
which totals
population,
300,000

Next

$22,848.

Up to 500 000 population there are
only 357 Eagle theatres which, com
blned, are paying $11,698.
Only $9,108 is being paid by 228
theatres in territories up to 700,000
pop., while 222 in cities ranging up
to 1,000,000 are being taxed $11,964
s

Look Ahead to Code Control End

Employees
force its

Brooklyn,

union,

members
resulted

Local

118,

to

into the Tivoli,

in

a

misdebrought

being,
charge
meanor
asainst Charles C. Levey, secreQ-lI-_fjpX ,,.^ de...infraptio.n s.._.may:,..b.e
'tary,-by-the- theatre. -Tivoli charged
state courts "as
that between April 6 and 14 Levey
%vell as through federal
threatened the management be-

handled["through

Donald Woods Loaned Fox

Hollywood, April
International

Local .696,.
Theatrical

23.

Sound Technicians,

International Alliance of

Stage

Employees,

fighting for the recognition of
the organization to negotiate for
studio sound men, and battling the
attitude of the major producers who
continue to ignore the local.
Latest move of the organization
is petitioning Federal attorneys to
enforce the National Industrial Recovery Act and the rules thereunder insofar as negotiations between
employees and employers are concerned in the soundmen's situation.
still

The petition, which was forwardWashington several -week? ago,
and referred to Pierson M. Hall,
S. District Attorney for the
Southern District of California for
investigation, pointed out that elec-

U.

..^.

is

IhimtiIs

NRA

Film Boards to Continue Meetings;

Code violations are misdemeanors,
punishable in most cases by $500
fine and/or six months imprison
ment for each infraction. Proce- TIV, BKLYN, COMPLAINS
dure by U. S. District Attorney,
rial! will be to submit the more imAGAINST UNION
portant cases to the federal grand
jury, as a matter of policy, although
the complaints need hot go to the
Efforts of the Theatre Service

jury for indictments but may be
Chicago, April 23:
handled simply on information.
Of the batch of complaints await
California legislature at the last
ing the. start of the grievance board session passed a law which makes
meetings here the big bulk of the any violation of the NRA codes a
squawks concern over-buying on state offense as well, and prosecu.part .of .the competition theatre

the

ed, to

HEAD

To Chi Grievance Bd.

..'..the

,

NRA ANGLE

houses which refused to come under

.

however.

Freeze-Out on Pix
Chief Exhib

carefully going over the records of "SUCK" eases filed and heard;
Including those on-, studio labor
before
Labor
heard
complaints
Compliance Director Ben B. Lind-;
sey, to determine Whether the pur
ported facts justify final resort to
Cunningham would
federal court.
not in any wise discuss complaints,

COERCION;

various agencies here doing everything but pull, in unison, has been
sent on to Washington in the form
of a confidential report from Helen
V. Bary. field compliance officer.
Miss Bary has been sitting in at
NRA headquarters with
local
Charles H. .Cunningham, has attended hearings held by Judge Ben
B. Lindsey on studio labor code
complaints* and has had confer
ences with Pat Casey, head of the
Studio Labor Committee, and Mabel
Kinney of the Extra Standing Committee named by Sol A. Rosenblatt.
Investigator refused to make any
comment on the nature or scope of
her scrutiny except to indicate that
her visit was to help smooth out the
operation of code machinery.

cause discharged employees were
not restored after the regional labor

board had recommended this be
Hollywood, April 23.
done.
Donald Woods goes to Fox on
On April 16, it was charged, the
loanout. from Warners for the ju
Tivoli, an indie grind, was stenchvenile lead in 'Charlie Chan's Cour
bombed.
age.'
Levey, who pleads to the charge
Player's' first film appearance was today (Tuesday), is out on $1,000
In Warner's 'As the Earth' Turns.'
bail.

tion for representation of the craft,
urtder section 7A of the National
Recovery Act, went overwhelmingly
to the IATSE local. This election,
it was claimed, made Local 696 official representative of soundmen in

dealings with the producer remployChicago, April 23.
But, continued the petition,
ers.
Despite the formation of the code Pat Casey, labor contact for the
authority boards the Film Boards major studios, refused to deal with
of Trade will not go out of exist- representatives, of the local, after
ence, though the regular offices and being notified of the result.
Film men are looking
staffs fold.
Charge was made that the Interahead to the possible finis of the national Brotherhood-, of Electrical
NRA jurisdiction and want to have Workers, Local 40, and the employtheir own film boards ready for
ers were coercing men to join an
operation, when and if. Film boards
organization not of th-lr own choosthroughout the country last week
ing, which Is in direct violation of
received instructions to continue to
the National Recovery Act.
hold regular meetings and to keep a
Petition also asks that the conJtlj
organization
.in,
an.
..of
lance
semb
TBEW^of ^ATrgTiSt-=4f=l 933r
Tracr=of
exchange centers.
deal with the proLikely the meetings will be held and subsequent
ducers, be declared illegal and set
in the exchange offices of the presi
that a congrounds
the
on.
aside
dent of the local Film Board, as is
spiracy to evade the National Rethe case locally. For the time be
Further asks
existed.
ing, the Film Board will name one covery Act
the i.onsplracy be
of its members to act as secretary that parties to
violation, of the Fedto take the place of tho regular prosecuted for
negotiations
salaried secretary. Understood that eral laws, and further
negotiate
the Film Board will get a fenunc on the part of HJKW to
steno to handle the <mr-t-p|.;ir1al de- for soundmen be restrained as a
tails.

violation of the law.

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

Lullabye Time in

$14M

DOLDRUMS Di OMAHA
Chi Blossoms
BUT UANA' 0KE $7,750

LA.; Tarzan

'Dressing' $13,000

Omaha, April

Lead

23,

Turns- at the two Warner
getting word of

.

.

.

|

—

houses,

—

be important
Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 55$1.65)—'The House of Rothschild'
(20th Century) and stage show (3rd
week). Just a slight letdown over Lazy RivS* (MG) and 'One Is
,
previous week, coming home to a Guilty' (Ind). Only $3,000 expected,
Last week, second sad.
$21,000 tune.
Last week 'Wharf Angel'
stanza; a swell $23,000.
(Par) and' 'Let's Be Ritzy* (U),
Downtown (WB) (i;800{ 25-35-40- same.
55)—'As the Earth, Turns' (WB).
Looks as though this one will hot
grip them here, and take will not
he over $4,800." Last week 'Journal
of a Crime* (WB). They Just Would
hot go for this one, as $4;200 lndi-

(MG)

(Fox) held despite strike, to

RKO

with $16,500.
(2,950; 25-35-40)—'Glamour'

Getting a fair class trade, and
will wind up with around. $6,500
Last week 'This Man Is Mine
(RKO) Just a drifter and finished
(U).

1

to tune of $4,000.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40
"Tarzan and His Mate' (MG>
Started off at a. good clip and with

55)

—

heavy exploitation, which it has
had will come home with a neat
$14,000, and may hold a second
Last week 'Bottoms Up
week.
(Pox) Just could riot get to first
and wound up with $7,400, giv
Ing house an even break.
United Artists (Grauman) (2,100
'We're Not Dressing'
30-40-60)
Off to $1,600 start, built
(Par).
second and third days anfl had big
week-end, which will bring it in on
first stanza to tune of around $13,
000. Last week 'Looking for Trou
ble' (UA) tapered off with four days
In second week getting around $3,-

base,

—

:

200, fair.

0LSEN-SHUTTA GOOD

FOR $20,000 IN DETROIT
Detroit, April 23.
the first time in years news-

For
paper space on opening day funning
almost two pages. Some of the advertisements are pulling.
Michigan Is doing good with
George Olsen and Ethel Shutta in
person and 'Melody in Spring* on
screen.

In Buffalo; White

Oke 8G

'Scandals

down under

Buffalo, April 23.
a. strong showing
week, with indications pointing
continuance of the same activiperiod.
current
the
during
Great Lakes Is dark, following its

Box offices made

World (Blank) (2,100; 25-35)—
Come on Marines' (Par) and 'I Be-

last
(Fox) make a strange to a
the attractions of ties

lieved in You'
interlude between
the past month

and some better closing Thursday (19), due to rent
ones scheduled. Letdown in pro- difficulty..
Loew's, guarantors on
gram value and the b. 6. takes it on the
lease, are reported to have paid
the chin under $3,600, weak. Last up
rent in arrears and house is
week 'Gambling Lady' (WB) and duethe
to open again shortly, although
Ever Since Eve* (Fox) drew stead whether under Loew management:
ily on the strength of the first. Okay
or otherwise is not yet definitely

W^,,
I

3B) __. Thls

.

(singer)

Man

Is

(1,200;

M ne
i

'

known.

20-25

Estimates

(RKO) and

This Week.
.

for.

Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-66)—

'The Ninth Guest* (Col). Can't com- Good Dame' (Par) and Roxy and
pare with the strong features of the Gang. Roxy started off with good
past several weeks, under $3,500, ballyhoo and takings should run
Last week 'Wild" close to $20,000. Last week' 'Men in
and no alibi.
cargo* (RKO) with 'Sing arid Like White' (MG) and Will Mahone> re(RKO) was in a class with the sponsible, for strong $22,000.
f OU r best weeks of the year and
25-40)—
(Shea)
(2,400;
Hipp
scarcely noticed the strike, playing Scandals' (Fox). Started well and
Over should do business by reason of local
to near capacity all week.
.

I

RKO

$5,500,, tops.

dandy double feature bill headed by
ALL
No Greater Glory* and 'This Man Is
Mine/ Opening swell, pace indicating that house should have no dif •Wonder
Acuity in garnering at least $8,600.
Estimates for This Week

tie-up, due to
Jack Yelleh.

GOOD

IN

3°ck $5,000,
Sweet $3,500

Ray Henderson and

Ought to go $8,000,
Last week 'Wild Cargo' (RKO)
caught on and garnered same figure.
Great Lakes (Shea) (8,400; 25-3650)—dosed. Last week 'Cat and
Fiddle' (MG) and 'Greenwich Fol
lies' dropped sharply to $8,800.
26--^(Shea)
(3,400;
Century

TACOMA

Bar'

'Cat'

Tacoma, April 23.
16-25-40)—'All Men
and 'Bedside*
(Par)
Both ace first run houses revert 'Show-Off*
Are Enemies* (Fox) and vaudeville
Stage show doing most of the to full week bookings, 'Wonder (WB)'. Looks like about an average
nice Bar* getting away to a big blast of week for something over $6,000.
received
Picture
pulling.
Patrol*
(RKO) and
what
'Lost
Box,
for
Last
week
Musio
ballyhoo
at
the
not
notices from cricks, but it's
type for patronage at this old-time looks like the towns top dough, 'Three on Honeymoon* ,(Fox) were
However, vaude island Roxy using 'Cat and the Fid- strong, with 'Lost Patrol' getting the
vaude spot.
good enough to keep things hum- die* with some BRficial exploitation credit. Built all week and closed
Burg is going along so-so. Em- with $7,300.
Last
ming around $7,000, nice.
26)—
(Ind.)
(3,400;
Lafayette
week 'Countess of Monte Crieto* (U) ployment has been gaining a lit- 'Shanghai
and
Madness*
(Fox)
tie with better conditions in the
Wasn't bad at $6,300.
market, prices being up and 'Marriage on Approval' (Freuler).
16-26-40)
lumber
Loew's 8tats (3,200;
week,
average'
another
Looks
like
Tarzan' (MG) and vaude. Looks demand" ditto,
week
'Wine,
Last
about
$6,000.
Estimates for This Week
hotsy-totsy just now; house may
Music Box (Hamrlck) (1,400; 25- Women and Song' (Chadwick) and
swing into four shows daily if pace
(Monogram)
'16
Fathoms Deep'
keeps on; anyway gross will be 36)—'Wonder Bar* (FN) in for en
1
started well and showed steady
around. $16,000 regardless, most of tire week and good campaign help
the biz coming from kids who go ing to anticipated $5,000, big. Last strength at near $7,000.
Last
for 'Tarzan* in a big way.

Fay>

(2,000;

—

,

|

week 'Looking for
was so-so at $9,100.

Trouble*

(UA)

Paramount

(Indle>

nothing

to

'Come

on

a 'big opening week, with the
coin likely to top. $24,000, fat and

for

Circus- had a parade thorugh the
loop on Friday night, and it brought
plenty of parents and children down
town. Theatres were helped nicely
by extra patronage, especially the
family priced spots, such as the
State-Lake and Oriental, where a
family of four can ride in for a buck.
Palace is in the dumps and apparently nothing can save It under
the present policy. Sliding fast and
waiting for the Fair as salvation.
Present picture, 'Glantour,' is getting
good notices all around, town, but is
getting practically no assistance
from the stage end.
.

Aaron Jones opens

Gncy

—

box office Wallop at $40,000.
Last week 'Men in White' (MG),
built Impressively and finished at
excellent $33,900,
Shifted into the
Roosevelt for a hold-over.
McVicker's (B&K) (2,284; 25-36-.
65)
'Tarzan
and Mate'
(MG).
ful

.

—

Away

at the bell and riding fast,
gross to best mark it's
since house recently reverted to 'big picture' policy. Heading for $24,000, elephantine: "Wonder
Bar' (WB) finished two-week- stay,

lifting

touched

$13,800 for final session, fair.
Pictures here showing tendency of
falling off rapidly despite strong
starts, due to powerful loop com-

to

'

petlsh.

Majestic

(Jones)

(1,660;

elsewhere in this issue.) Vaudfllm
policy to follow. With the MajesticJones increases his loop holdings to
four.
Others are the State- Lake,
Rialto.

(B&K)
—Oriental
'Wharf Angel* (Par)
vaude

Excellent

Western Front* Clicks

.-

500, n.s.h.

muted

Party! (Fox), $4,(2,600;

35-44)— day

(Par),
$6,000,
for .theatre's; smallest flg T

Blows'

all

Hollywood, April 23.
creditors f rially in" harstalled 'Broad-?

mony, work on the

way

(RKO)

to $17,000,

'BBOADWAY VIRGIN' SET

.

Palace

'Trumpet

week

(Continued on page 21)

With

Week 'Coming Out

25-36-40)

and vaude.
by

bill._lheaded _

Frances Arms Is" accountingTor the
major portion of the money.: Picking up easily this

Quiet

25-35-

60)— 'Hitler's Reign of Terror'- (InOpened today (23) and closed
show when original perriiits were rescinded.
(News story
die).

after first

Trumpet Blows' Weak, $5,000—Re-Issue

.

Monroe

the.

street Majestic today (23) with 'Hitler's. Reign of Terror,' film of Nazi
events. Jones hoped to keep the picture four weeks and shift the house
to a vaudfllm policy on May 26, in
time to catch the opening gun of the
Fair mobs, but official permits for
the film were ordered rescinded
after the first show.
Estimates for Thi ;Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,940; 35-55-75)
'We're Not Dressing* (Par) and.
stage show: All up to the picture
this week and it's doing a job lifting the register into figures it
hasn't J seen in months.
An allaround winner that carries a power-

(3~,200;

Wre Not Dressing,' $15,000,

(Par) arid 'The Quitter'
bit
'All
Latter feature getting
(Chest).
plenty of razzing from the press
Whatever the house grosses this
week will be on the sheer strength
Cincinnati, April 23.
of the marine picture. Opening riot
•We're Not Dressing' iri front on
bad, week-end biz assuring house
Last 'weekf tne downtown cinema receipts rush
of at least $6,200.
Melody iTspringMPar) and 'House this week with $15,000, three grand
of Mystery' (Mono) was nice at ahead of 'Tarzan,' which
guessers, figured for tops. Flicker
close to $6,600.
RKO Albee (2,500; 15-25-4(V)—'No lads unable to figure the answer and
Greater Glory* (Col) and 'This Man hesitate to chance opinion as to
Dandy bill both who or what the Albee film magnet
Is Mine' (RKO),
for the cricks and fans; opening is. It's biggest money for that theHouse started new week atre in many weeks.
daridy.
'Wonder Bar' held over for third
Wednesday night (18) pulling 'Wild
Cargo* and 'Glamour' in its second week at Keith's, and still velvety,
Nice publicity, tie-ups Such runs scarce in this burg.
stanza.
'Trumpet Blows' is the quietest
boosted surprise opening, pace contihuing over week-end and assuring cage tinkle heard at Palace for lotsa

Marines'

Hagenbeck-Wallace circus came to
town. Started off fast and looks set

Woods and

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-25-40)—
•Wonder Bar' (WB) (2d week). Not
so forte; Just now theue's no likelihood of holdover wee.k mooching
much more than $6,000, if that. First

week's strength, too,
rave about at $7,300.

figure; However, with $40,000
in the offing, there's plenty of hl-

de-ho for everybody's happiness..
Other attraction is 'Tarzan and
His Mate,' which opened Saturday
(21) at McVickers same day the

Juicy.

-

(2,800;

.

Fair $20,000

$7,600,

Orpheum (Blank) (2,976; 26-40)—
'Melody in Spring* (Par) doubled
with 'Upper World' (WB). As
second best offering of the row,, this
bill keeps the house around averLast week 'Bottoms
age, $7,000.
Up* (Fox) and 'The Crosby Case'
(U) would have been sparkling, but
the strike, pushed them
$7,000, unfortunate.

l5-26)T- rVolce in the Night' (Col)
and 'Countess of Monte Cristb' (U)
Providence, April 23.
Just a shade below' previous
split.
Good drawing bills are boosting
week at $8,900i Last week 'Manhattan Love Song* (Mono) and 'Bond- things in town. This stanza should
bay Mail' (U) satisfactory at $4,100. be a real grosser for everyone with
Orpheum (Bdwy) (2,270; 25-35breaks. Most every stand
40)—'Ever Since Eve' (Fox) and the right
off to a flying start, and indica'Palooka' (UA) split. Split first and got
in
bit,
that
the opening flourish will
a
tions
helping
second run policy
,
addition to vaude, which makes take stick
«
around $4,800. Last week "Bedside*
for the week looks like
noise
Big
(FN) and 'Nana* (UA) Just creeped 'Tarzan and His Mate' at Loew's,
over the $4,000 mark, though fig Biz almost as good as the first
ured better.
'Tarzan' picture, and unless there's
Pantages (Pan) (2,700; 25-40)— a slide the gross should be well in
•The Ghoul' (G-B) and 'Uncertain the nabe of $16,000.
Galling getting
Lady* (U) split.
Albee is next in line with a

tougher here, with house being
lucky to hit $1,900. T-.ast week 'I'll
Tell the'World' (U) arid 'Keep 'Em
Rolling* (RKO) as forecasted, $2,100,
and. plenty of red for all concerned.
Paramount (Partmar) (3.R6: 3040-65)—'The Witching Hour* (Par)
and stage show. Off to less than
$2,000 opening day, this one will
come home with around*' $11,00.0
Last week 'The Trumpet Blows'
(Par) picked up toward end and

a top

billed

Fays $1000

nil at $4,400.

Roxy

bright..

m Prov.;

Joy

now

at $7,750,

Tarzan Kids'

Hollywood (WB)
55)—'Ab the Earth Turns' (WB)
Customers that go in like it, and
looks: as though subsequent runs
will get the gravy while here $4,500
Will be lot. Last week 'Journal of a
Crime' (WB) with Chatterton Just

on. This week okay
Last week 'Men in White*
and 'Coming Out Party*

ard_frori»

-

(2,766; 26-35-40-

and they are gobbling the
bulk of the coin. 'We're Not Dressing' at the Chicago, is. costuming
that box office with the prettiest set
of figures' it's seen in a long time.
Reviews are made to order and the
reactions highly favorable. Only the
recent let-dowri in the general gross
level of the houses in the loop is
keeping this picture from delivering

'

I

Chicago,
attractions are

Two

this week,

I

.

finished

'

.

Tarz

Trouble Just That

I

mouth
a very mild start

Los Angeles (Wm. Pox)

tips McV., 24G;

mount.

—

'Witching
playing
Paramount,
Hour' on screen and Century of
Progress unit on stage, slipped considerably below its average for the
past couple of months; 'As the Earth
praise, got off to
and take will not

Dressing' Heads to $40,000;

.

-

.

,

.

though

on 2 Sock B.O. Fix;

This keeps the biz steady
here and $7,750 should hot be too
hard. Orpheum should better itself
on the strength of 'Melody in week, 'Spitfire* (RKO) good, $4,300.
Spring," but the two remaining
Roxy (J-vH) (1,300; 26-36)—
'Cat and the Fiddle' (MO) for full
Fox (Inde) (5,100; 15-25-3o-40
...
Last week would have been brutal week, to anticipated lovely $3,600.
55)— 'Wild Cargo' (Fox) and staff except
attractions,
stellar
for
(Fox> held
show. Headed for *20.000,_ good, streetcar employees strike left the Last week,. 'Carolina'
Last week 'Glamour* (U) and sany town w ithout dependable transpor- only four days, but good at $2,000;
then 'Love Birds' (U) glow. $1,200,
Rand revue, $30,000, big.
.
cut
mid-week,
and
tation three days
for week's gross of $3,200, fair
United Artists (Par) (2,018; 1.5- into all grosses. Blank divisional
35-40-56)— 'Men in White' (MGM). office gave out statement that its enough.
ouse (Hamrlck) (650; 16Looks like $20,000, big. Last week lower town houses, World arid 25)Blue
'One Sunday Afternoon' (Par),
Looking for Trouble' (U) mild Qrpheum, were affected as much as and 'Success at Any Price* (RKO)
$7,500.
20% for those days, but Brandels dual, split with 'Jimmy the Gent*.
Downtown (RKO) (2,666; 16-25- and Paramount, With magnetic (WB) expects a nice $2,000. Last
Men Are Enemies' films, hardly suffered.
'All
35.4O)
week, '8 Girls in a Boat" (Par> and
Estimated at $4,000, mild.
(Fox).
Estimates for This Week
'Heat Lightning* (UA) dual, first
Last week 'Crime Doctor' (Radio),
Paramount (Blank) (2,765; 25-40) half, 'Sitting Pretty' (Par) arid
same.
—'Nana* (UA) and 'The Show- Oft? 'Man of Two Worlds' (RKO) dual,
feaof
double
Fisher (Par) (2,760; 16-25-35-40) (MGM); At advent
last half did week's total of $1,750
'You're .Telling Me' (Par). Maybe ture policy in this house plans were fair,
Last week 'Wonder to run such specials as 'Nana'
15,000, light.
Bar' (WB) in its second week, okay single, but execs" have ..since renounced willingness to part with, the
116,000.
State (Par* (3 000* 16-25-35-40)— twln program policy and it is starid-

rade in general, with a few exceptions, entered the lullaby stage
State with 'Tarzari and
this week.
His Mate* and United Artists with
•We're Not Dressing' led the downtown area while the Chinese in Hoi-,
lywood held strong with 'House of
Rothschild' in Its third week.

-

23.

A return to the doldrums is what
most downtown. houses can look. to
this week as only, program features
are on the books, with the single
exception of 'Nana' at the. Para-

Town; ^Rothsclnlf 3d Wk. 21G
Los Angeles, April

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

"Virgin*

(19;

was completed Thursfilm is now being

and indie

cut.

Company had beeix idle two weeks,
ure in months. Last Week 'Melody
in Spring' (Par) and Disney's 'Big after Cliff Elfelt, the producer,
Bad Wolf built up to $9,600, exceed- failed to supply sufficient finances
ing expectations.
when only two hours' work re*
Keith's (Libsbn) (1,600; 30-40)— mained to be filmed.
•Wonder

Bar'

(WB)

(3rd,

final

weeH)" $5,000, sunny. Last week $7,600. Pix got $12,000 on first 7 days.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-44)—
'Sing and Like If (RKO). Should
okay.
Last, week
scale
$5,500,
'Glamour* (U), pulled after 6th day*
.

Leisen's 'Happiness'

Hollywood, April 23.
Mitchell
Leisen directs Paramount's 'Pursuit of Happiness,' but
goes. to. New. York before starting.,
Stephen Roberts directs Par's
'One Way Ticket,' to star Sylvia
Sidney.

Last week Sally Rand was magic house of no less than $8,500, happen moons.
for about what .may. Last, week 'Wild- Cargo'l
atthe Fox.and^accounted
Rjeviyal of ',Q.uiet , on_ Western $3,000, dull.
—
"
GranlT (RKO)"" " (1,025 r" " 25=35)—
for the theatre, of which (RKO) and 'Glamour' (U) for five Front' big noising at pop Family
•Love Birds' (U) arid five-act bill
she got around $8,000 Sally was re- days pn holdover garnered close to and, stretched for last half.
the
as
by
Use Marvenga, $4,000,
business,
topped
the
sponsible for
$3,500
Estimates for This Week
happy days. Last week 'Wharf Anpicture was not so good. Michigan
RKO Victory (1,600; 10-15-25)—
36-44)— gel* (Par) and Marshall Montgom(3,300;
Albee (RKO)
was second with Ben Lyon and Bebe 'Hell on Earth' (Aeolian) and 'Sing
Daniels and 'Trumpet Blows' on and Like It' (RKO); latter picture We're Not Dressing' (Par). Surr ery headlining, ditto.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—
Veiller Produces 'Ames*
prising the town at $15,000 tempo,
screen with a gross of $22,000.
second run. Off with a bang; spe
heavy figures. Last week 'Men in 'Quiet on Western Front' (U), recial tie-ups with military organiza
Hollywood, 'April 23.
Estimates for This Week
issue.
Fast start warranted full
White* (MG), $13,600, smacko.
Bayard
Veiller Will produce 'Cape
Michigan (Par) (4,046; 15-26-35- tions, etc., on war picture likely
Lyric (RKO) (1,394;. 35-44)—'Tar- week, echoing loud at $2,100. Last Against Mrs. Ames,' Arthur Somers
40-66)— 'Melody In Spring" (Par) to keep gross around $2,800; nice.
zan' (MG). A black feast for $12,- week 'Murder in Trinidad' (Fox)
(Cameo)
Alive'
week
'Found
Last
Shutta
arid
Band
Olsen
George
Roche
and
story, for Paramount.
000, best take for house since last and 'One Is Guilty' (Col), split* $1,on stage. Stage attraction impor- and 'Ninth Guest' (U) was good, December
Garrett Fort is writing Hie .script.
on 'Dancing Lady.' Last 700, average.
tant in gross, around $20,000. Last too at $2,600.
,

~$3d,(M)Q
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|
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—
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EXHIB-STUDIO HUDDLE
Bergner 10G, Ihite
San Francisco, April 28.
Two class pictures, 'House of
Rothschild' at the Geary, and 'Catharine the Great' at United Artists
and the socko 'Men in White' at
the. Warfleld are topping the town.
All in all, It looks like a good
stanza for most of Frisco, with the
Orpheum apparently clicking better
these days, and currently getting
good money, with Duke Ellington's
band on stage arid 'Keep 'em Rolling' the screen fare. Friday is the
new opening day, after six days
Roadshowing at the Geary at
'Rothschild' has been
top,$1.65
drawing the typical Arliss audience,
which means carriage trade, and a
lot of it- This, its second week, is
good and not much below the first.
'Catherine the Great' looks like
TJA's best in a month or more, getting a classy type of plugging and
annealing to the public in much the
style of 'Henry 8 th', which also was
a clicker in Frisco.
'Men in White' has the Gable-Loy
combo and ferns are going -heavily
for it, particularly at matinees.
Nights are solid and with Ted
Healy's stooges, Howard, Fine and
Howard on stage, take is very good.
'Wonder Bar* moved from Warfleld
after high week to the St. Francis,
where -it's maintaining a fast pace.
Golden Gate is finding 'Glamour'
no cinch and looks like Its lowest
gross in weeks, since there are no
Paramount
big drawing names,
last, week with 'Bottoms Up'
and 'As Earth Turns,' former get-

over

ting extra studio advertising.
Fox rather light, with 'Crime of
Helen Trent' and 'City Limits' along
with usual vaude.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Leo) (5,000; 25-35)—'Crime
of Helen Stanley' (Col) and 'City
Limits' (Mono), split, with vaude
and those low prices still helping,
but $8,000 is the best it can do and
Last
that's the lowest in weeks.

saw

stanza

$8,600-

Ritzy*

(Col)

(Maj),

split,

and

on

'Let's Be
Streets'

'Cross

with vaude.

Geary

(Lurle) (1,800; 50-75-$l$1.65)—'Rothschild' (WB) (2d week).
Arliss a class draw, here on twiceFirst week got
daily showings.
$12,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 30-3640)
'Glamour' (U) and stage show.
No names in pic, holding It down
to $9,000, light. Last week, 'Man of

—

.

Two

Worlds'

(RKO) got

$11,000,

slipping after Francis Lederer left,
following two days of personals.

Orpheum (F&M) (2,400; 25-35-55)
—'Keep 'em Rolling' (RKO) and
Stage show, headed oy Duke EllingEllington did two weeks
here two years ago with good but
not big business. This time It's

ton's band.

more
o'

a heap
Last week was a sur-

satisfactory at $16,000,

money.

prise,

getting. $11,600

in

only six

days on return of 'All Quiet on
Western Front' (U) and «Waltz
Time' (UA), split, and El Brendel
heading stage snow.
House is
catching on.
Paramount (FWC) (2,400; 26-3560)
'Bottoms Up* (Fox) and 'As
Earth Turns' (WB), split, former
getting the plugging and quite good
biz, to extent of $11,000. Last week

—

saw

$10,000 on 'Melody In Spring'
(Par) and 'Three on Honeymoon'
(Fox), split.
St. Franci
(FWC) (1,500; 26-3540)— 'Wonder Bar* (WB). Extends
from smash week at the Warfleld
and holding up well at $8,500. Last

week, 'Rip Tide' (MG), moved in,
'also from Warfleld, and clicked well
at
.

same

Par and Swanson Look Short

Votkchild $11000,

Frisco Frisky;

figure.

-'
United Artists (1,400; 25-35-40)—
•'Catherine the Great' (UA).. Pic
appealing to those who liked 'Henry
the Eighth' anu doing well at
$10,000, which is much better than

the $8,000 on Oakie and Tracy in
'Looking for Trouble' (UA) last

$25,000,

BIRMINGHAM HAPPY
•Harum'

Sock

'Spring'

$8,500;
Pretty $2,800

Birmingham, April

With three good

Of

Socks

pictures In

23.

town

everybody should be fairly happy,
provided, of course, the weather
doesn't do loops, It's b.en one
spill after another for the weatherman last two. weeks. 'David Harum'
is going, to wow, while 'Melody in
Spring* should come along for a
stable week, if not better.
Estimates for This Week
Alabama (Wilby) (2,800; 30-3640)
'David Harum* (Fox).. Away
she goes to $8,500. Last week 'Gallant Lady' (UA) and 'Jimmy the
Gent' (WB) on split, $6,500.
Ritx (Wilby) (1,600; 25)—'Melody
Since this is
in Spring* (Par).
probably one of the best radio listening towns in the country, Lanny
Ross will catch a pretty fair $2,800.
Last week 'Spitfire' (RKO) $2,500.
Strand (Wilby) (800; 26)—"Devil
Tiger*
fair.

Who

(Fox)i

cares?

Last week 'No More

$1,000

Women'

(Par), $1,200.

Warfield (FWC) (2,700 36-45-65)
in White' (MG) and stage
show, with Howard, Fine and Howard, Ted Healy's ex-stooges. Gable
and Loy are pullers and film is going
^tO-,sock-$ 25;000^-Laa t-.weekT ^W6nder=
:Bar'
WB) socked 'em to tune of
(

$27,000, plenty big.

May fair Resumes
Hollywood, April 23.
Mjiyfalr resumed production last
week, after a month's idleness, with
The Fighting Rookie,' cop story.
Spcii<T Bennett is directing and

Roso lU-l.sman supervising.
This

is

only

fifth of

Mayfair's an-

12.

M.

Tarz

K.

(BTAC)

(1,100;

C Managers
Barnumesque,
Biz Perks
Kansas

Up

City, April 23.

tertainment'

INDIES ALSO
Hollywood, April 23.
As an antl-cllmax < the MPTOA
convention, leaders of the exhibitors' body met with major and independent producers last week in an
endeavor to establish closer relationship between the two branches
of the industry.
Session with the majors, expected
to develop into a battle of charges
and counter-charges,, prove*3 decidedly mild, with both groups
stating their positions and agreeing
that so many things were in com
mon that there was no sense in
-

'

-

,

in the past in preventing certain
dialog and situations from being Injected into pictures classed as
'family entertainment.' The studio
heads stated they were watching
off -color material very olosely, and
were sure that that type of stuff
would be kept, at a minimum.
With both sides agreeing that
double, billing was a- menace to the
industry,
exhibitors
asked that
majors make general run of pictures
of better grade for box office draw,
and also reduce total number of
pictures on yearly programs.

;

house. Theatre brings in 'Twenty
tomorrow
Sweethearts'
Million
night (Wednesday).
Up in the nice money several
weeks back, the Roxy appears to be
having difficulty, in getting going
again. 'I'll Tell the World' may get
$21,0.00 currently, but that's under
expectations. Rivoli washes up with
tonight
'Looking
for
Trouble'
(Tuesday) after a second week at
$17,000. Blng Crosby picture, "We're
Not Dressing,' follows, it is picked
from the Paramount program under

this

year's

deal,

permitting

this

house to take any four from that
distributor it wants. Fourth week
of 'Lost Patrol,' an unusual little
performer for the Rlalto, may reach
'She Made Her Bed'
$9,500. okay.
1
Is scheduled for Friday (27).
Like It That Way failed to do sufficiently well to be held longer than
a week, and took It on the. lam last
night (Monday) after getting the
'Beggars in
Mayfalr but $7,600.
Ermine,' bought from Monogram, is
although Walter
the successor,

Plan Direct' Reports
Before the three-hour session was
over the producers and MPTOA
leaders agreed to setup of machinery whereby the studios would
get regular and direct reports on
pictures, with audience reactions in
things, and the extra publicity la all classes of houses, complaints and
getting the desired results.
suggestions,
from the theatres Reade was trying to get enough
bill
Its
double
continuing
Newman
Studio heads product from the majors so that he
policy is giving 'As theJSarth Turns' around the country.
%
wouldn't have to go to the independthe greatest publicity, with 'No More admitted, this system would give ent market.
them a closer tab on audience reacWomen' as the runner-up
'Rothschild' continues to assert
Uptown has 'Bottoms Up' and has tions and type of entertainment de- its strength at the Astor, selling out,
given it a Swell advance campaign sired by the public.
but the Criterion, with 'Viva Villa,'
with numerous tie-ups in addition
President Ed Kuykendall of the Is having matinee trouble. Metro
to the billboards,
has the picture booked in for four
Royal has 'Narcotic' and has its MPTOA agreed to appoint a clear- weeks, .with options to continue if
front bedecked with naughty pio- ing committee from his organizatures which are getting the quarters tion to get the theatre reports into
Estimates for This Week
from the curious.
the hands of the producers, and the
$l.I0-$1.66-$2)—
(i,012;
Astor
Estimates for This Week
later also expected to appoint a 'Rothschild' (UA) (6th week), Now
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-40)
^—'Wild Cargo' (RKO). Lots of ad- group to contact the theatre men trying for summer run; got $23,000
and standing
capacity
last
week,
this
end.
to
handle
the
routine
from
vance notices for this one, and the
First, five days of this week
opening was great. Looks like close The two committees would meet room.
(sixth) $17,200.
to $9,000; good. Last week 'Man of three or four times yearly, accordCapitol (5,400; 35-75r85-J$l)r-'TarMine' ( RKO ) and 'The New Yorkers' ing to plan tentatively outlined.
zan' (M-G) and stage show. May
tab with a 40 and 60c scale grabbed
At the major exhib session Uni- top $46,000, okay with NBC radio
$12,000.
oh stage. Last week, third of
Artists
show
and
United
Warners
versal,
Midland (Loew) (4,000; 26)— 'TarThe pro- 'Riptide' (M-G) and Whlteman,
zan and His Mate' (MG). Opened were hot represented.
$24,000, under expectations.
big Saturday and is set for a steady ducers present included Louis B.
Criterion (876; $1.10-$1.65-$2)—
play for around $14,000. Last week Mayer, Irving Thalberg and Eddie
'Looking for Trouble' (UA) $8,900, Mannix of Metro; Al Kaufman of
and consideration had to be given
fair,
Paramount; Wlnfleld Sheehan of
Newman (Par) (1,800; 25)—'As Fox; Sam Brlskin of Columbia; B. to those spots.
the Earth Turns' (WB) and 'No
In a statement issued after the
More Women* (Par). House getting B. Kahane of RKO Pictures: Fred independent producer-MPTOA sesnice play with its double bill policy, Beetson and Joe Breen -of
~ the Hays sion, Kuykendall said in part: 'The
and is expecting to collect close to office.
sentiment was ui- uistakable in that
$6,500 In spite 'of the strong opposiThe following noon the MPTOA
tion.
Last week 'Trumpet Blows' leaders met with trio of Independent the independent producers must be
(Par) and 'Harold Teen' (WB)
encouraged in the making of prodI. B. ChadTrent
Carr,
producers,
about the came.
uct. It was the unanimous opinion
Tower (Rewot) (2,400; 25)— 'Ad- wick arid J. Boyce Smith, When of the MPTOA Executive Commitvice to the Lovelorn' (UA) and stage Kuykendall explained that the exshow.
House opened last week. ecutive group of the MPTOA was tee that Independent production had
Stage show policy going nicely, and against double, billing, three exhib a definite place in this industry bemanagement expects to build up a leaders took issue by stating they cause of the necessity for: new and
big following.
independent ideas in production.'
Week end business
good and will likely gross close to were not opposed to the practice,
Various MPTOA leaders stated in
Last week 'Should Ladles and asked Kuykendall to amend his the confab that they had to keep
$5,100.
Behave' (MG) and stage show, $5,000. remark to the effect the "organizathe independent producers alive and
Royal (Par) (800; 25)— 'Narcotic* tion voted against dual showings.
"~ in Juusiness Xo„,elimmate^the_^thr;eat=
:(Ind). Lots of ballyhoo on the front
Indies AlTeos" U nfaTrnese
of monopoly by the majors, as the
and it is selling tickets. Opened
Thursday, with holdouts, and got a
The independents stated their latter would impose Impossible
heavy play over the week end. Is In position on double features by main- booking terms on the theatres If
indefinitely. Looks like $6,000, good. taining that the attempts of major there were no Independents in
the
Last five days 'Come On Marines'
companies to rubber-stamp duals field.
(Par) -was not unusual enough for
Exhibitor representatives taking
the house of odd pictures, got out of existence was an unfair trade
practice and unconstitutional. They part in the two discussions with the
around $2,000.
Uptown (Fox) (2,040; 25-40)— had no objection, they stated, to ex- producers were Ed Kuykendall, M.
Business Is hibitors in each territory voting for E. Comerford, M. A., Llghtmah,
'Bottoms Up* (Fox).
building at this big residential, and or against the practice, and were Walter Vincent, Fred Wehrenberg,
this week will probably keep them
willing to. abide by those rotes. But Charles Williams, Jack Miller, Jules
coming for about $4,000. Last week
'Coming Out Party* (Fox) and radio several territories had the double Michael, Sidney Lust, Ben Berlnbilling in effeot for V» y«*r<» or more, stein.&hd David Palfreyman.
stage show $3,000, fair.

With the billboards plastered with
paper for every first-run picture In
town except the one at the Tower,
and with the newspapers screaming
with half-page displays, especially
those of 'Tarzan' at the Midland and
'Wild Cargo' at the Malnstreet, the
managers have really clrcused

.

.

.

'

'

H.;

See

(M-G) (2d week);
'Viva Villa'
Demonstrating, lack of femme appeal; good night business but off on
first week, and on
$13,000
matinees;
take a slight toll of Broadway film
On matinees. first six days of second lap, $12,400,
notably
business,
Where attractions are outstanding, all right.
Mayfair (2,200; 36-56-65—T Like
however, there are ho complaints.
last night
The Music Hall, with 'Stand Up It That Way* (U). Out
not so good
and Cheer,' and the Capitol's 'Tar- (Monday) after $7,500,
picture an indie, 'Beggars in
New
zan' are not shedding tears. Both
Ermine'
(Mono).
are doing well. The Hall and 'Cheer'
Palace (1,700; 36-50-66-76)— 'This
Last night
will be near $90,000.
Mine' (Radio) and vaude.
(Mon.) not positive but likely pic- Man Is
May hurdle $11,000 for average
ture Would hold over. Cap and 'TarLast week 'Wild Cargo'
week.zari* may hit $46,000, or better, with
(Radio)
$14,000, best here 4n some
a radio lineup on its stage.
time;
Aspirin tablets are out again at
-56-76-99)—
Paramount (3,664;
the Paramount, where Gloria Swan- 'Wharf Angel' (Par) and Gloria
son is failing to dazzle. -Star is in Swanson in person.
Doubtful of
at $7,600, but house must gallop to hitting $26,000, a big disappointPicture with ment. Last week Trumpet Blows*
get a poor $25,000.
Swanson is 'Wharf Angel,' day- (Par) failed to better poor $26,000.
and-datlng with Brooklyn. Latter
Radio City Music Hall (6,945; 40spot also has the Bebe Daniels- 60- 85 - 99 - $ 1.66)—'Stand
Up and
Ben Lyon personal over there;
Cheer' (Fox), and stage show. Of
Except for the State, which looks stout enough timber to be near
folto ride over $20,000 on 'Riptide'
nice and may holdover.
$90,000,
lowing three weeks at the Cap, 'This Man Is Mine' (Radio) last
there isn't anything Important along week under $70,000.

26)—
War argument.
'Ev,er In My Heart' (WB),
Strand is
Broadway, this week.
^
Producers agreed with the exhlbs weak on 'Modern Hero* and if gettheme is against it, $2,200. Last
week 'Dark Hazard' (FN), $2,B00.
that there had been too much laxity ting $16,000 it will surprise the
Empire

.

nounced program of

May

Leaders in Powwow with Studio Heads
Touch of spring weather inviting
on Future Film Product
to the outdoors a public cooped up
Special Eye to 'Family En- by a hard winter is continuing' to

.

—'Men

'Cheer

,000 at

MPTOA

,

—

$25,000;

Rial to (2,000; 40-56-76-85)—'Lost
Patrol' (Radio) (4th week). Longest holdover house has had; final

——

week may see $9,600, okay. Third
—
week was $12,000.

Rivoli (2,200; 40-55-75-85)—
•Looking for Trouble' (UA) (2nd
Will finish up tonight
week).
(Tuesday) on second week-of $17,First week $28,600,
Not Dressing* (Par)

000, getting by.

'We're

neat,

opens tomorrow. (Wednesday).
RKO Center (3,525; 25-40)—*Wild
Cargo' (Radio) four days and .'Good
Dame' (Par) three days. Looks under $10,000 again. Last week 'Scandals' (Fox) four days and T Believed In You' (Fox), three days,
$9,000.

Til
Roxy (6.200; 26-36-66-66)
Tell the World' (U) and stage show.
Around $21,000 and only luke warm.
Last week 'Sing. And Like It' (Radio) $18,500.

Strand (2,900; 36-55-75-85)—
'Modern Hero* (WB). Out tomor(Wednesday) and
probably
under
weak
$16,000.
'Twenty Million Sweethearts' (WB)
coming in. Last week, 'As Earth

row afternoon

Turns* (WB), $1«,200.
State (2,300; 35-55-75)—'Riptide'
Maybe over
(M-G) and vaude.
$20,000, very good. Picture here direct from three weeks at Cap. Last
week 'Wonder Bar' (WB) and Ed
Sullivan, columnist,,

under

on stage, just

$20,000.

TARZAN' BIG $11,000
IN N. 0^

STANWYCK 7G

New

Orleans, April 23.

'Tarzan and His Mate' turning
them away at Loew's State currently. House will establish a record as to number of persons, but
gross will be around $11,000. Pre.

ponderance of children militating
'Tarzan' turriaway is helping "Good
Dame,' weak sister, across the
street at' the Saenger. Orpheum doing nicely with 'Gambling Lady,
much in the mode of 'Fifty-Sixth
Street.*

•Melody
trifle off

Tudor doing neatly with
in

Spring.'

St.

Charles

showing 'Can't Buy Every-

thing.'

Estimates for the Week
Saenger (3,668; 40) 'Good Dame'
(Par). Title hurting and with State
overflow- will get $7,000. Last weelc
Whlte's 'Scandals' (Fox) drew wel-

—

come

$11,000.

Loew's 8tate

40)—'Tarzan

(3,218;

and Mate' (MG). Stacking them in.
with especial draw from NegroeB in
top balcony and kiddies, will pass
$11,000.
Last Week 'Men in White
1

(MG) got $12,000.
Orpheum (2,4Q0; 35) —r 'Gambling
Lady' (WB). Stanwyck has nice
-follb.wing^here=and=fllm^may^toucb^
$7,000.
Last week. 'Wild Cargo'
(RKO) got close to $7,000.
'Melody in
Tudor (700; 30)
Spring* (Par). Attuned to the seaLast
son and $2,500 is evident.
week Dorothy Dell, local girl, ensnared $3,600 in 'Wharf Anger

—

(Par).
St.

Charles

(2,200;

26)

—

'You

Have Everything* (MG). May
Robson picture will do $2,200. Last
week 'Countess of Monte Cflsto'
(U) yanked after two days and return of 'Palooka' (UA) for few days

Can't

garnered $1,800.

—

PICTURE CROSSES
Moms
Two Jungle Pix Clash in Mpk,
Wows

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

VARIETY

10

'Rotbschild' at

Up,' Raft

on Stage,

$10,000

Break for tat and

Portland Ore.

Fiddle,' $5,

Portland, Ore., April 23.
Last week the burg went to its
'Thte Man Is Mine' (RKO) and
everyone of
Minneapolis, April 23.
Eddie Garr and first dollar opera and
fSurfng
vaude
loop,
This is 'jungle week' lri the
?nd wTrf.>ha. About $13,000, the nine
ax
with the two leading houses, the' ciMr
Cargo' plete sellout. Standing room was
'Wild
Tj>*t
week
Minnesota and Orpheum, going in ?RKOVdfd $16^00
a premium. Al Pearce Radio Gang
Parke^. Broadway
for animal stuff and the like. Maybe (?
M^ropohtan (Loew) (2,- on*the stage of left
was
that
and
the wise boys thought it good show- Ann.
was
what
got
2R-ik-50V— 'Tarzan and His
is popular in
manship to buck 'Tarzan and His
and Jaude. May top plenty. This gang
enough new .acts
Mate' with Wild Cargo," or vice Mate'
pretty good; La™ 'Week Portland and had
versa. Then, maybe again, it's just $20 000
faces t6 brine 'em back in;
and
$17,000.
a coincidence that these films: are
Strand (WB) (2,000; 25-36-60)— flocks.
Next
opposition for each other.
Estimates for This Week
(WB), $6.00.0, beweek the State will have George •Gambling Lady' week
Jimmy the
Broadway (Parker) (2,000: 26-40)
Olsen and his orchestra against low belt. Last
—'Cat and the Piddle* (MGM). Off
Sally Rand and her unit at the Or- Gent' (WB), $7,000, mild,
to good start a,nd wouldn't surprise
pheum. Only get, stage shows here

Pf«^K

I

Smez

25W

,

(M&

.

^^^SBoJSi^itSjSi

Laughing Boy' Struggling for $12,000—
'Rothschild' Holds Up O. K. in Boston
Boston, April 23.
'Tarzan' shapes up sockish for the
giving that house fourth
bingbang week in a row. 'Wonder
Bar' coming back for second whack
after smash week at Met. Going to
do wonders to Paramount currently.
Film's so hotcha it's set to pass into
State,

two more downtown

.

|

occasionally,: but when
usually come, in pairs.

we dp

gross reached $6,000. Last week,
Radio. Gang on the
stage and The Show Off' (MGM)
for six days packed the house consistently and registered the expected

they

if

AL Pearce and

.

the current
•jungling' is that many of the feminine fans are taking a vacation
from the loop. It's a great break
for the neighborhoods. State is the
only downtown, theatre to make any,
kind of a play for the fair- sex's
It has 'The Cat and the
trade.
Principal

with

Fiddle-

of

result,

$10,200.

United

Ramon Novarro and

Jeanette Mac Donald teamed up to
satisfy the skirts* yen for romance:
Fact that: it's a musical, however,
mitigates against any soqkoing.
Comparatively, at that, it should do
the best business in the loop, aside
from 'Jimmy the Gent;' a natural
for
,
W1 the Lyric,

and 'Henry
„ YHL'
.

(Parker)

=

(1,000;

.

—

(Fox) split
rit 23.
Montreal,
_
Coming
„ Out Party*
Current week is eve Of great mov- will try hard

still...

feSt

v^af&Ssln^^
^'*Jti£^1^TMM&
(Publlxy&^
Minnesota

•

%

Artists

26-40}—'House of Rothschild* (UA).
Big things are expected and plenty
push being given to this pic Looks
good for a three-week stand. "Undoubtedly' $10,000. Last week 'Men
in White* (MGM) carried a socko
punch and came home with $5,100.
Paramount (FWC) (3,000; 25-50)
'No Greater Glory' (Col) and

^

this, city

when around

100,000 families vacate premises

^ J^%St

bill

^ ^V^^SfV^tSS

(S»fairFox?.

on an oth e r combo, did usual

biz.

*

•

•

.

.

—

COMPETISH TOO

.

1

TUFF

WASH.

IN

SeemB
Last

$12,600.

slated to get
.'Wild

week

Cargo' (Radio) got good break with
Gpt
schools closed for the week.
satisfying $14,600.-

Boston (RKO) (4,000; 26-50-G5)^'Murder in Trinidad* (Fox) and last
Spot going double,
stage show.
fllmer through summer. Biz off, and
Last
prospects n.s.g: for $1,7;600.
week 'Let's Be Ritzy' (U) and Sophie Tucker show had three tough
days, but squeezed middlin' $19,000.
Passing of flesh likely to throw biz
to Met and Orpheum. Spot is first
local to announce, in many moons,
price slash, effective with new
policy next Friday, top drops from

while Met's prospering with 'Bottoms: Up.'
That's the film Sltuash, so far as
pop -priced houses go. Met on the
in-person side has George Raft.
Otherwise, looks like fajr or less.
Blue skies and baseball drawing
strong, are good, alibis.
V
Estimates for This Week
65c to 40.
Majesti
(Shubert) (1,590; $1.65
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 30-40-50)
top)'— 'House of Rothschild' (UA)
(4th week). Has copped the cream Laughing Boy' (MG) and yaude.
around $12,500. Last week fine at Luqky if house gets $12,000; film no
Last week 'Show-Off' (MG)
help.
$14,000. Stays sure two more weeks,
they say, and mebbee longer. Now and vaude had velvet at $13,500.
State <Loew) (3,000; 30-40-6fc)^
announcing no pop-price release
'Tarzan and Mate* (MG). Sounds
until fall.
Keith's (RKO) (4,000; 25-35-40)-, like horse opera enthusiasm in the
sticks. Critics laud Cedrlc Gibbons
as real star for direction. May do
a second week. Big spreads in pa- $18,000, which is very' good. Last
pers, and headed for big but not week 'Men in White' (MG) smacks
sensational $11,600.
Last week, for $19,0001
Met (M&P) (4.300; 30-50-65)
'Catherine the Great' (UA), came
in
after
interrupted
campaign, Bottoms Up' (Fox) and George
which undoubtedly hurt, and got Raft and unusually good show on
Four
All round gala bill.
stage.
$10,600, o.k., although they expected
'show-stoppers' on footlight promuch. more..
Ed
Palace (Loew) (2,363; 25-36-60)— gram before he is reached.
'Tarzan* (MG). High-powered bally, Smith has laid himself out in this
including rhino in festival parade, one and it ought to be the berries
Last week 'Trumpet
resulting in big $20,000. Last week, at $32,500.
'Nana' (UA), had all the now Blows' (Par) took the count, at
famous newspaper spreads behind $19,600.
(M&P) (1,800; 35-45Paramount
it,
but only got a satisfactory
66)^-'Wonder Bar' (WB). Comes in
$12,000.
Rialto (U) (1,853; 25-36-40-50*)— like a. benediction after prayer,
'Let's Be Ritzy' (U).
Off beaten Having given Met a marvelous $38,^
track of tourists and suffering from 000 week unaided, Aim was wiselyheavy opposition. Looks pretty low regarded as having more on the ball
with possible $3,000.
Last week, than most flrst-runners for Par'Glamour* (U), got nice build-up amount. Looks like $10,500 at least,
but couldn't better fair $4,500.
away up high. 'Two Alone' (Radio)
Met (WB) (1.683; 25-40)— 'It Hap merely riding along on the bill. Last
pened One Night' (Col). Back after week just fair at $6,000 with 'You
five Weeks downtown and tour of Can't Buy Everything* (MG) and
neighborhoods.
Looks like nice 'Harold Teen' (WB).
Last week, 'Wonder Bar
$5,600.
Tremont (Isaacs) (1,600; 25-30 r 40)
returned after a run at the Earle —'Narcotic' (indie). Did so well it
and got o.k. $6,000.
On
is being held this third week.
Columbia (Loew) (1,263; 25-40)— second, it got $7,600, and appears
'Riptide' (MG). Repeat from Palace headed for neat $6,000 currently.
run and headed for nice $5,500; Last Scheduled to give way Saturday
week, 'She Made Her Bed' (Par) next to Evelyn Laye in 'Waltzes
got fair $3,500.
from Vienna.'

grosses badly to some extent curM sie Box (Hamrlck) (1.400; 2540)-'TarzaTi andIHis Mite*
week.
Doubtful nulling power for this big rently and much more next above 3 5)_'Bolero' (Par). In spite of lot
of comp etition, this pic is getting a
house which must cater mainly to Also pix. and stars are not
Raft is. strong in the
big play.
feminine trade, female patrons con- average.
'Gambling Lady burg; Might get by for second week,
Palace with
snicuous by absence and kids, at a
dime a throw, don't make up for (WB) and 'Easy to Love' (WB) may Good £or $4,300. Last week 'Spitfire'
averof
hundreds
a
within
few
Last
get
week got same large
$7,000.
a
fair
second
Maybe
(RKO)
loss.
the
week. 'Death Takes a Holiday* (Par), Age, but under conditions this week D „ pi ay< Ni ce $3,100.
will not likely exceed $7,600. CapOriental (Hamrick) (2,600; 25-35)
$8,000, not bad.
Orpheum (Singer) (2,890; 26-35- itol has 'Mystery of Mr. X* (MG)
'Hips, Hips Hooray* (RKO) and
40)— 'Wild Cargo' (RKO). Manager and 'Meet the Baron* (MG), best of «crosby Case'v(U) combo will reach
Kitiil Franke staged a great expldi- the bunch, but gross not probably aD0U t
Last week 'Last
$2,000.
Loew's 'Be- Round-Up* (Par) and 'Sucoess at
tation campaign for 'this one, but it much above $9,(H)0.
would take a wizard to sell it to the loved' (U) and a big yaude review, any Price* (RKO) diial, managed to
here.
going
tough
Means
get
women.
'Greenwich Follies' is liable to
hold and register $1,900
A pretty fair $8,000 possible from mos t of What's going with a posmale and kiddle trade. Last week, S i Die $10,000.
Princess showing
Wonder Bar' (FN), $10,000, okeh.
'Lost Patrol' (Radio) and 'The Man
State (Publlx) (2,200; 26-35-40)— Ia Mine (Radio) has a program that
•Cat and the Fiddle* (MG). Lackjrf should get the house $7*000.
opposition, is a godsend^ for this
Nabes pretty well most of them in
Novarro and MacDonald no the red
one..
great guns as box office attractions
d*i
tU:« w*«f*
Week
Estimates for This
here, but mean something now. May |
Last
Palace (FP) (2,700; 60)—'Gamreach $6,000, pretty good.
week, 'Harold Teen' (WB), $3,000, bling, Lady* (WB) and 'Easy to
Love* (WB). Fair average pix that
bad.
World (Steffes) (350; 26-36-60-75) will likely gross $7,600. Last week
Washington, April 23
-^-•Private Life of Henry VIII* (UA) 'Death Takes Holiday* (Par) and '1
whamming
Still
week);
(fourth
Show places won about an even
Like it That Way* (Par) did fair
em. Looks good for fine $2,000. biz at $8,000.
break from the Cherry Blossom
Town swamped with
Third week was $2,500, great.
Capitol (FP) (2,700; 50) 'Mys- Festival.
Uptown (Publlx) (1,200; 25-36)— tery of Mr. X* (MG) and 'Meet the visitors but plenty of outdoor stuff
storming b.o.'s.
•David Harum' (Fox). Should top Baron* (MG). Should run to $9,000. kept 'em from
up most of
Last week, 'Queen Last week 'Men
and Vaude
houses picked
good $3,000.
_
in White* (MG)
^
^
_
]
Christina' (MG),* $2,200, fair
'Poor Rich" (U) grossed a nice the tourists and everybody did about
20-25)— $10,000.
(1,300;
•Lyric (Publlx)
average.
is
Cagney
played smart this week by
•Jimmy the Gent* (WB).
Loew's (FP) (3,200; 66)^—'Beloved*
a strong card for this house and (U) and 'Greenwich Follies* revue. | routing 'Registered Nurse' in to the
they like him in this one. Could U^o^s like topping the town at $10,- Earle for nurses* convention hereLast week, 000.
easily hit $4,000, big.
TjLst week 'Dark Hazard*
ntiQ Last
Hazard' (WB) Won't be big because of stout op11 Happen d
P 0811^?'^!1 1*,11!159
and vaude, $10,000, good.
back to main stem after
/pt^ 71 «nn- w\ 'T^oat One Night !

(MGK

Mean-

spots.

Glamour' (U).
nice

:

'

..

—

'

.

I

.

WB

Subscribe to

1

I

-

DnhMM

•Going
lo0

Hollywood
n

(MG).^ second i"Yoo
e
iR

S

?uns.

lSo^S

^pretty
runs split .about
Last week, 'House on 66th
good.
Street'
(WB), 'Eight Girls in a
Boat' (Par), and 'Eskimo* (MG),
second and third loop runs, split,

flrst

$900, fair;

C nema

^

de Paris

'Good Dame'
(France-Film) March-Sidney

*™*

Jwn

fSA^!3r^Sto

I

WB

I

Bebe Daniels-Ben LyoQ,

And 'Wharf

,

(Par) and vaude.
combo is a draw,
Crane 'Spices^ of 1934' on stage getting
with house
U4th week). Still getting biz and word-of-mouth and
crowd| are givrepeat around $1,600 as last fjowplace of
week.
liTwhlW
-r.
I(MG), with no help from stage,
netted beautiful $32,000, near to
Mono's 8 Westerns
house record.
Ear,e <
> < 2 42i: 25-36-40-60)—
23.
April
Hollywood Ap
iionywooa.
«» ^.Registered Nurse* (FN) and vaude.
Monogram 4s preparing to make pi^Sa^ng
on nurses' convention
eight .westerns on its new program, [hare and Joe Penner short* co-billed
and has optioned John Wayne to w ith Grace Hayes on stage. Doesn't
Films are released by Mono look like much over satisfactory
star.

y ff S *T
^^tuSS^C^A
%1.W

iF^ ?pS

mar? Scan^all*^
^ third and secoS
iflfMMMS
3

£

Angel,' 19G;

Brooklyn Very Mild

'

16 Q00 - bo e
as Lone Star Productions.
i
7,T
(Par) also took
Takes^ a Holiday'
Lindsley. Parsons has completed
script on the first, 'Randy Rises * K e jt hf8 (RKO) (1,830; 25-36-60)—
Again,* and Harry Fraser will dl- } -Spitfire' (RKO)> Put. in. late, after
'Catherine the Great' failed to -'merit
rect.
,*

%

.^liX^'J,?^

1

Year

$6.00

I

rooklyn, April 23.
Situation is getting more aggravating each day. More competitibn
now with Minsky's Brooklyn dropsubstituting
and
burlesk
ping
Straight picture policy with a low,
of ten cents from 9:00 a. m. to 1:00
'House of P.emsen'—Favorable
p.-m.
'HOUSE OF REMSEN' (Drama, Nicholas Sbussanln, Miller), Look.s
Nothing extraordinary at any of like screen material, but will require skillful rewriting.
J&ce.
Flickthe other downtown houses.
ers are uninspiring and rated mild
nfavorable
U
weat'—
S
n
Paramount
notices from scribes.
'BRAIN SWEAT* (Comedy, Montgomery & Stern. Lbngacre).
will probably brodie with 'Wharf
Farce of colored life. Very funny, but probably impossible for films.
Angel' on screen and Bebe Daniels
Eauf.
and Ben Lyons on stage for about
Albee will suffer no better
$19,000.
fate. The Met. alone is doing pretty
'Wife Insurance'-^ Unfavorable.
good.
(Farce Comedy, Langdon Productions, Barry
;

6

Months

3

Months

3.00
- - - -

1.50

i

\

Estimates

for- -This-

Week-

^

-

Paramount (Par) (4,000; 25-35
60-65)— 'Wharf Angel' (Par) and
stage show featuring Bebe Daniels
and Ben Lyons. Pic unimportant
Stage show pleasing. Looks like a

more).
Little story sustenance.

For Husbands'.

Play was presented

in

England as 'The School

NEW YORK

Jbce.

'Are You Oecent?V-Unfavbrable
Last week 'Trumpet
'ARE YOU DECENT" (Comedy—Albert Bannister— Ambassador).
Blows'- (Par) and Roxy's Gang on
motivation and action for film purposes, although
insufficient
Probably
$14,000.
stage produced a sad
Kauf.
«*
Fox (Conco) (4,000; 26-35-50)— Idea might be built up for a picture.
«Sing and Like It' (Fox) and stafce
Santley.
'Stevedore'—U nfavorable
Zelda
featuring
show
J^ooks like only $12,000, mild. Last
'STEVEDORE' (Theatre Union-Drama-Clvlc Repertory). Battle of
week 'Constant Nymph' (Fox), the races, black and white, with labor union background, obviously lim$14,000.
grounds. Ahcl.
this for the screen on propaganda and other delicate
its
-50)—

weak

Subscriptions Acceptable at All Offices

iWJgE„IKSJJRANCBl

154

W.

46th

St.

CHICAGO
Woods Theatre

Bldg.

$19*000.

Albee (RKO)

(3,500;

LONDON

LOS ANGELES
6282 Hollywood Blvd.

8

St.

Martin's Place

V

—

PIC TUBE

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

Wharf' $13,500

$18,000,

OSSES

an even break at least. Last week
'Sing and Like If (RKO). and 'Heat
Lightning' (WB) about $1,600.

Philadelphia Sans Enthusiasm;
'Spitfire

ft It

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-36 -6<Q)—
Wild Cargo' (RKO). Men' going
for this one and despite absence of
femme appeal looks like an all right

|

VARIETY

.

11

Tops "Wild Cargo

Tarzan

in Baltimore Jungle Battle

$11,000, best this house has done
Last
flicker in some time.
'Spitfire' (RKO) one of the
season's major disappointments and,
at $7,500, way on the wrong side of
the ledger.

with a

week
Philadelphia, April 23,

Nothing very exciting indicated

New Haven

:

week's downtown picture
house business except for Katharine
.Hepburn's •Spitfire' which looks due
for an $18,000 at the Boyd—a fine
figure but nothing like the tittle,
this

In

announce
Women*
ing 'Melody in Spring* for Wednesday which would give 'Spitfire' only
gross,

a

House

is

single week.

Fox with 'All Men Are Enemies'
on the screen and a stage revue en-

'Melody Mad Parade' won't
get muoh over $i2,500 from present indications and the Earle, with
Orchestra
and
Nelson's
Ozzle
•Wharf Angel' oh the screen won't
'
get over $13,600.
"Wild
Cargo*
comBuck's
Frank
pletes its single week at the Stanley today.' (Monday) and will get
'20 Million
$10,000— disappointing,
Sweethearts' starts tomorrow and
as Philly hasn't 'been very receptlv6
more than
no
lately,
musicals
to
titled

.

a week

is

Warner

Newark

Poli'a (Poll) (3,040;. 35-60)— 'Tar
zan and Mate' (MG) and 'Glamor*
(U). Kids and Yale studes. giving
So-so
this one its biggest play.
around $8,500. Last week 'Men in
White' (MG) and 'Coming Out
Party'
(Fox)..
Heavy sugar at

Revue,

Newark, April -23.
tc have settled into
with ho real
Doctor' (RKO).
The Paramount
in view.
mbney
difference on this one, which was
shop on
radio
figured to cash in heavily on the Newark with a star
New England angle Probable fair |top of "The Trumpet Blows' deserves
Last week .'Spitfire' (BKO) to get more tban it wm it opened
$5,000.
*
Held
and 'Harold Teen' (WB).
k,.iw
™t bo .hot. but started to builO
steady, for. oke. $5,600.
College (Poli) (1,565; 25-40)-^«Thls and should reach and beat $14,000
Man Is Mine' (PKO) and 'Let's Be Meanwhile, 'Wild Cargo' at Prbc
Ritzy' (U).
Headed for moderate tor's started nicely but fell off and
Last week 'Show-Off (MG) probably Won't reach $14,000; This
$4,400.
and '3 on a Honeymoon' (Fox). Not doesn't sound like 'Bring 'Em Back
bad, not good at $4,200.
There is little else.
Alive.'
Estimates for This Week
Branford (WB) (2,966; 16-66)—
As the Earth Turns' (WB) and Til
World' (U). Should see
$11,000 Tell the Last
week 'Lazy River'
$8,600.
(MG) and 'Let's Be Ritzy' (U) okay

50)—^'Earth Turns'

Last week,

Modern Hero" (WB) and yaude.
Mary Piclcford dragged them in.
However, even the fine $24,500 was
said to be a losing gross.
Fox (3,000; 30-40-60)— 'All Men
Are Enemies' (Fox) and stage show.
'A

(2,200;

-

Things seem
the doldrums

35-

(WB) and

'Crime
Disappointing in

'

\

at $9,800.
Capitol (WB)
50)— 'Palooka'

ONLY PITT

Lightning'

BRIGHTON

Pittsburgh, April 23.
Mediocre' $2,800.
lot to
tn hrtneThere isn't a lot
em
prmg v»m
Stanley (3,700; 40-66-65)—'Wild downtown this week and a weak
Cargo* (RKO). Completing week's
stay today at $10,000, '20 Million session, with possibly one exception, is in prospect.
That one exSweethearts' (WB) starts tomor
row.
ceptlon may be Frank Buck's 'Wild
Stanton (1,700; 30-40-66)— 'Regis- Cargo' at Stanley where a. nice gettered Nurse' (FN), $7,000 indicated
Last week 'Lazy River* (MG) away presages a cheerful $11,000,
best this house has seen in some
Dismal $5,500.
time with a straight picture. Preponderance of men noted in the

Week

Last week, 'Catherine the
Great' (UA) went above average arid
above the former week and finished
with $4,000. Picture was evidently
to order for clientele of this

deluxer.
(1,600;

.

Last week, 'Trumpet
Blows' (Par) did average and closed
With $5,000.
'.Denver (Huffman) (2,500; 25-3560)
'Bottoms Up' (Fox).
Figure
$6,500.
Last week, 'Men in White*
(MG) even topped the week before,,
closing with $11,000.
Orpheum (Huffman) (2,600; 2535-55)— 'Glamour' (U) and stage
show with Milt Franklin. Calculated
ai $9,500.
Last week, 'Gambling
Lady' (WB) started the week with
ohly $250 under the best Friday
since Huffman has had the house,
Saturday was close to the record,
and Sunday was the biggest Huffman has had. Oh Saturday the
holdouts were in the foyer 'til 3 and
from 6 on. Sunday the holdouts
were small but steady from 1.15 on..
Five shows were given both Saturday and Sunday. The Four Mills
.Ifros- on _the_ st age _ g et plenty , of
$6,000.

—

.

:

ancf
large
save the audience plenty, not cutting after a song or two as so many
ace acts do. Crowds tapered later
in week, although night crowds still
held plenty strong. Finished With
tfie

they

A^

,

I
|

I

80-40)—

(Kinematrade) and 'Der Hauptmah
von Kopenlck' (Kinematrade) weak
at

L oew;s State (2,780; 15-75)—
'Catherine 'the Great' (UA) and
V0(ie. Nice picture; hardly appeals
at thia house and maybe $13,000.
Last week 'Show Off' (MG) and

1

parting

if

:

.

-

-

.

—

isn't

:

>

I

*G^

;

:

—

'

—

.

'MEN IN WHITE'

NEAT

Telling

'

-

$9,000

'Three
on Honeymoon'
(Fox) Was thrown into the. breach,
but went out abruptly last evening.

gallop.

IN SEATTLE

No meaningful marquee monickers
and

blSeThcss,

$17,00.0.

Paramount (Huffman) (2,000; 2540)— 'Looking for Trouble' (UA).
Abound $2,500. Last week, 'The
Poor Rich" (U), and 'Looking for
Trouble' (UA) Bpllt. went above
;

average, closing with $3,000. 'Trou
blje'. was held for three 'days of the
current week.

unmeritoriousness

pic

of

dumped gross to equally wretched
figure drawn by 'Enemies.'

—

I

.

t

You're.
anywhere near the nut. * 14 000 Ijast 'Paradise
Club Reand
Very Honorable
vue' weak at less than $9,000.
into Warner a day ahead of sched
(RKO)
(2.300;
26^35Proctor's
ule due to the flopperoo of 'As the
Cargo
'Wild
Earth Turns', but not much better. 40-55-60-75 r 85)
(RKO) and 'Frolics of 1934.'. Not
Answer is in a weak $4,250.
Downtown situation should ease equaling the older animal Alms and
up. a bit with WB shuttering the soon fell off after a promising start.

that,

so
concurrently.

.

M^«SJ!f
liSfi
weeK

1

$17,500,

.

Both pix are looked upon by the
locals as sequels to aces of. two
years ago, and that angle is bolster-

ing both. 'Tarzan' will top 'Cargo*
by a healthy margin; animality plus
romance rates higher in public favor here than straight beast-baitciting.
emotional
by
unadorned
Last week the purple schnoz' ing,
Both flicks have been
group here got a lot of exercise panting.
deftly exploited to the hilt.
of
the
showing
trying to stifle the
its
assumes
Valencia
currently
sex pic 'Sins of Love.' /Bunch of
the 'lily* organization femmes and flrst-run status again with 'Dam*
the ministerial association groups aged Lives,' social enlightenment
demanded the Caesarian operation pic. House, is opening an hour
earlier and through nature of piece
scenes be taken from the pic.
and attendant bally, gross will betEstimates for This. Week
k
Capitol (Livingston) C860; 10-15) ter anything house has done
years.
'All' Men Are Enemies' (Fox) and
Estimates for This Week
'His Double Life' (Par) will push
this house along with its usual fair
Century (Loew^UA) (3,000; 25$960. Last week 'That Way'.(U) and 36-40-65-66) >— 'Tarzan
and Mate'
'Coming OUt Party' (Fox) did bet
(MG) and vaudeville.
Off with
ter than fair $1,000.
starter's gun to fast sprint; extra
(LTC) (750; 10-16)— performance reeled off Saturday
Colonial
'Three on a Honeymoon' (Fox). prompted by the lobby lockouts
Fair at $800. Last week 'Murder in opening day.
Gross held down a.
Trinidad' (Fox) and 'Honor of the fraction by swarms of kids throng-:
Range' (RKO) split, $900.
ing in, but it's a cinch for sock-,
Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-15-26) erino $24 000. Last week 'Men ih
'Melody in Spring' (Par) expects White' (MG) and vaudeville soared
Last week far over expectations when pic de r
a moderate $2,300.
'Moulin Rouge* (UA) did better veloped the sweep /of a prairie tbrthan expected at $2,550.
nado after the week-end and
Orpheum (LTC) (1,200; 10-15-25 cleaned up with similar terrific
46)—'Good Dame' (Par) and 'Show $24,000, a figure
as mighty, as anyOff (MG) with four act vaude bill, thing achieved in past two years.
Last
split for $2,300, all right.
Hippodrome <Rappaport) (2,600;
(WB)
Week 'Journal of a Crime'
26r36-40-55-66')
'Wild
Cargo*
and 'You Can't Buy Everything* (RKO) and 'Sweet and Lowdown'
(MG) with crackerjack 'Hollywood unit on stage. All the pic at the
Premiere' on the stage, spilt, took wicket. Drew better critical
recepa very neat $2,600.
tion than 'Tarzan/ but. lacks femme
State (Monroe) (500; 10-16-26)— interest. Men* however,
are rallyWhirlpool' (Col). With this house ing, bulging the walls after
working
Out of the 'newspapers, will have hours and kiting the take
to beautough sledding, About $600, bad. tiful $17,500. Last week 'This
Man
Laflt week 'Hi Nellie' (WB) withIs Mine' (RKO) and Ozzle Nelson
out an ad floundered all the way to on rostrum
shaded good $14,000.
a miserable $500.
.Keith's
(Schanberger)
25(2,600;
Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40)^ 30-35-40-50)
'Melody in Spring*
'Spitfire' (RKO).
Altho Hepburn
(Par). Panned by press, though reno particular b. o. pressure here, deemed by fair draft
always assured
she'll very likely lead this week's
by Ruggles-Boland combo. Happy
softies to a good $3,000. Last week
landing in view at $5,200.
Last 'George White's Scandals' (Fox)
week
'Glamour'
(U)
oke
at $4,600.
was just so-so and had a hard time
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 25-30-35reaching an even break at $2,400.
40-50)— SmalUe finds riding rough,
a^ain through indifferent product.
'Coming Out Party' (Fox) opens today (23).
Dubious, management
seeming primed to yank' it by Friday
and inserting 'Stand .Up and.
Cheer* (Fox). Last week 'All Men
Are Enemies' (Fox) was suddenly
jerked Tuesday (17) night after a
woeful slide to $2,000 in its five-day

.

Seattle, April 29.

|

After nine, weeks of steady biz,
Happened One Night' (Col)
•It
Davis, but not for long.
Harris Doubtful of reaching $14,000. Last passes out at thife Liberty this week.
and
(Fox)
Amusement company is opening the week 'Bottoms Up'
Run surprised, with wordrOf-mouth
Alvln In a few weeks, which will 'Crazy Quilt Revue' just passed at advertising the biggest b. o. sock,
give the Main Stem sector 2,100 nearly $14,000.
although well exploited in the press,
Terminal (Skouras) (1,900; 15-25- too. Eight weeks of 'Jazz Singer'
seats more, exactly 400 more than
closing of Davis eliminated.
40)— Whirlpool' (Col) and 'Success at Blue Mouse was previous run,
'George
with
(Radio).
Price'
at
Any
record here.
Estimates For Thia Week
Sudden decision closed the Or-'
25-36)- White's Scandals^Fox) and 'Speed
Davis
(WB)
(1.700;
Should mean a lit
pheum, where $1,000 weekly rental
Closed for season Saturday nlte J* 1
tie something' here with over $4,500
charge was to begin, this week after
Last
'Heat
Lightning'
week
(21)»
Rolling a long stretch of free rent.
'Em
'Keep
week
Last
(WB) and 'Sing and Like It' (RKO)
Guilty' and
First Sunday, baseball of the year,
lingered for eight days at $2,700, (RKO) and 'One Is
(First
warm
which shows why house had to call 'Murder on the Campus' Hooray' ski-ing events nearby, and.grosses,
weather cut some Into the
Div) and 'Hips, Hips,
it quits.
at but biz is fairish, anyway.
Fulton. (Shea-Hyde). (1,760; 15- (RKO) split. Went fair enough
Hamrlck is shaping up for open26-40)—'Coming Out Party' (Fox). $4,300.
ing of Music Hall first week in May
Opens today (23) but only for three
by establishing new policy at Bjue
days, hbuse^ -going, back to regular
Mouse.
Duals for first time, will be
FEED GUIOL MEGS SHORTS
opening day Thursday (26) with
reg policy at the Hamrlck house;
'Bottoms Up- (Fox). Last week
Hollywood, April 23.
admish reduced to 25c. to 6 p. m.,
'Cat and Fiddle' (MG) at $6,500 for
writing
been
Fred Gulol who has
Music
with 35c. (same) nights.
seven days plenty all right
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3»300; 25-40 the Tom Kennedy series of shorts at Hall (old Roxy) will get the ace. at55-60-75)—'Trumpet' Blows'' "(Par) RKO >has been upped to direct the tractions for runs, with extended
Music
at
Hamrlck's
runs
times
at
of
and '50 Million Frenchmen' unit, last two, following assignment
Raft means less than nothing here George Stevens to direct the feature, Box.
Estimates for This Week
on screen and stage, nameless, Is of Gre at American Harem.'
little
assistance.
for
Prospects
Mouse (Hamrlck) (1,000; 25Guiol launches the first of the re- 35)—lue
$17,500, way in the red, and may,
_
-'Upper, World' (WB), and 'Keep
„„.
not even get that. Last week 'Men mainlng Kennedy pair, as yet un- 'em. Rolling' (RKO), dual, on new
(30)
next
Monday
titled,
White'
In
(MG) and Buddy Rogers
price, policy ought to get a fair
on stage a sweet b.o. combination
$2,300.- Last week, 'Sing and Like>If
arid $20,000 speaks for itself,
(RKO), slow, $2,100.
Pitt (Shafer) (1,600; 15-25-40)—
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,800; 15'Pueblo* Script Readied
25)— 'Gallant Lady' (UA), and 'Hi,
'The Quitter' (indie) and 'Hot Chocv.HoliywoQdr^ApriU.23^ T^ellTe'^^NTr^dulirri^
mt-eX^oT^^34 W^"ag^f^eWo'
Seymour Stern is back in Holly- River' (MG), and 'I Am Suzanne'
units usually all right here and this
one, considerably better than aver- wood after eight weeks preparing a (Fox), dual, last half, anticipates a
age, should do all right at $7,000
Last week, 'Eskimo'
script for 'Pueblo,' Indian story, in good $3,500.
Last week 'Hold That Girl' (Fox) Santa Fe., N. M. Indians needed for (MG), and 'Mandalay' (FN), dual,
six days, big, $4,100.
and 'Broadway to Hlcksville' unit
the filming, which is to take place
weak at $6,100.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,400;
Regent (WB) (1,100; 25-35) 'Lot's around Santa Fe, are busy planting, 25-40)— 'Men in White; (MG). Big
play for Gable helps to expected $9,'Be Ritzy* (U) and 'Madame Spy' so pictur muf;t wait.
East Liberty house, which
(U).
Mrs. Lcona Sterner, backer, is in 000, okay. Last week. 'Wonder Bar'
has been day-and-dating its duals xew York looking after the finari- (FN) big at $13,000, but not enough
e
to warrant holding over.
lt
to be
f
uiiT^?7w.Mn«tnJ
EttS cl *l„ end There 13/ ^pected
Liberty rj-vll) (1.000; 15-35^ 'It
now with closing of latter
to itself
_ u ^^j
and should do all right. Current sufficient wampum to go ahead with HnpiiPnfd Ono Night' (Coi) (l)th
'Pueblo'
in
summer.
the
betters
and final week). Advertising is
outlook is for $1,800, which
'

.

'

*

'

|

Denham (Hellborh)
25-40)\
—
Come On, Marines' (Par). Headed
for

credit for

(299;

audience, indicating flicker lacks •CBS Radio Show* good at over
femme appeal, but if the trouser $15,000.
fraternity keeps up, house won't
Paramount (Adams-Par) (2,248;
have anytning
nave
anything to worry aDout.
about,
5 -99)— 'Trumpet Blows' (Par) and
P nn Tvu ™*> et B1 ° wa an ivode.
Great radio show here is
.- n
f 'Tr
1„
f
a
'o0
Million
Frenchmen' 1looks like

weak combination and

Cargo.*

product

,

(Franklin)

(Blue Ribbon) and
'Tanrienberg'
Der Liebling von Wien* (Blue RibShould do better than the
bon).
waf plcture should
&g
mean something to Germans here,
Last week 'Victoria und Ihr Husar'

-

$2,500.

16-26-35-

.

(UA) and 'No More Women' (Par),

$4,300.
Little

(U).

(Huffman) (1,500; 25-40)
—^Aladdin
'Registered Nurse' (FN). Around

(1,200;

(UA) and 'Heat
Nothing hot here
be in the rut around
week 'Moulin Rouge'

FN)

will still
Last
$4,000.

Last week 'Cross Country Cruise'

here.

(

and

a

Denver, April 23.
Denhani is only house hitting
above normal this week. All others
siib-par. Chic Sale on stage at Orpheum pleases those seeing him, but
apparently neither he nor film strong

.

CARGO'

hot so forte $12,500 indicated.
'Scandals' (Fox) and
stage show, $19,0Q0 in seven days.
Karlton (1,000; 30-40-50)— Sing
and Like It' (RKO). Maybe $3,000.

DENVER

;

.

|

Last week,

'REGISTERED NURSE'

,

.

A

'Wild

latter,

jungle-thrill,
brought *em in

.

.

$11,200.

Earle (2,000; 40-55-65) —'Wharf
Angel' (Par) and.vaude. Ozzie Nelson's Orchestra featured. No more

made

and Mate';

a matter of neither house
Wanting to be scooped on this

'

Trumpet* Plus

.

Roger Sherman (WB)

is

next best

best in several weeks, with nice $7,
500 indicated* Last week 'Trumpet
Blows' (Par) and 'Twin Husbands'
(Ches).
Better than average at
$5,700, with Raft draw credited.

000.

Estimates for This

Quiet;

biz

vaudfllmers,

Just

year's

|

—

round the
and Hipp,

oddly
and,
Century
enough they've strongly conflicting
fare on tap.
Former has. 'Tarzan

.

Arcadia (600, 26-40-50)— 'Mystery
Ought to get
Of Mr. X' (MG).
about $2,000. Last week, 'Six of a
Kind' (Par). Excellent $2,400.
-r 'Spitfire'
40-55-65)
Boyd (2,400;
(RKO). Should get a round $18,000: 'Death Ta,kes a Holiday' (Par)
disappointed last week with $12,.-

draws

Once again the bustling
centering

I

-—

$2,500 IN

Baltimore, April 23.

HO'HUM LINCOLN

(2,000;

.

Estimates for This Week
Aldino (1,300; 40-56-65)—'Catherine the Great' (UA). Ends second yreB'k on Wednesday-- With
about $6,000 indicated. ,,Last week's
$8,500 was well under expected $10,600 figure. 'House of Rothschild' on

than
$13,600 indicated.
w

(WB)

25-40)—
'Spitfire' Leads List of Softies at
'Very Honorable Guy' (WB). Rated
$3,000
weakest thing Joe E. Brown has
New Haven; April 23.
lucky
will
time
arid
be
some
done
iii
Business pretty evenly spread this
Lincoln, April 23.
to crawl through with $4,260, which
Fair is no dough at all. Last week 'As
Local film houses have rapidly
week, with no outstander.
grosses, all around and things in the Earth" Turns a miserable flop gone from the hey-hey of post
that always
the
average
Easter to
general holding steady. Houses stUl and yanked after Ave days to decomes from so-so fan fare. /Spitshy at anything in publicity line that spondent $3,000
fire' is the only catchy pie for this
town on the whole current layout^
costs a few extra shekels.
and it's in the Stuart attempting
Estimates for This Week
to bring the house out of its
Paramount (Publix) (2,348; 35-50)
lethargic conduct of the past three
'You're Telling Me* (Par) and
weeks, 'Melody In Spring" has the
Looks like
'One: Is Guilty' (Col).
che ice, but nothing ex-

.

figured.

Grosses

.

Stanley (WB) (3,400; 15-25-40)—
'Registered Nurse' (FN).
House
has switched to Saturday openings.
Last week's admish slice leveled
week-end fees to a plane commensurate with week-days and isn't resulting in any biz boost. 'Nurse' is
looked upon as pretty pallid proven^
der after 'Men In White' (MG) and
hasn't any nam.. a to redeem it. A
Joe Penner short; 'Gangway'-. CrVB)is
receiving /almost equal billing
with the feature, and probably
drafting just as much.
Choppers
are gathering rust and gross sinking to $7,5.00. Last week, in nine
days, 'Wonder Bar' (FN) eased,
but was sparkling, at $19,600 never.

,

J

(Loew-UA) (1,000; 26—'Damaged
Lives' (indie). Adults

Valencia
35)

Crlx thumbed it, but
approbation, of the city

only.

bears
health

it"

board and women's clubs. Doing
strong curiosity trade, also, and the
Last
presaged Is bright.
$7,000
week 'Riptide* (MG), second run
after a grand session at the Stanley,

nice here at

$3,6.00.

'

1

.

.

..

.

|

.

w

•

helping to Garrison finish,
nearly $6,000 indicated.

Music Box (Hamrick) (950; 25-35)
—'This Man Is Mine' (RKO). Top
billing for Irene Dunne should get
the house $3,500, which is good.

Last

enough

—

-

.

.

1

i

second

of

•Spitfire'

to hold third week.

Orpheum (Oldknow) U.700; 1525— Went dark suddenly, with all
bookings called off. Laat week. 'I
Helieved in You' (Fox), and \Two
Alone' (RKO), dual, did fair, $4.00(),
just Inside.

Paramount

i

$

week,

'tftKOr^gWfl-=^t^$4^

(Evergreen)

(3,106;

25-35')— 'Death Takes a Holiday'
fParj and stage show, headed for
Last week, 'You're
;?ood $C,500.
Telling Mp' ( ar). and stage, slowed

up sotnr>, ;ilthough show was liked
around $5,800.

to

*

..

VARIETY HOUSE REVIEWS

VARIETY

12

apparently let loose some desires
N.Y.
that the standards of radio have
Excellent stage show this week* forced them to, suppress,, 'When
Impresario Spring' Bervlng as the caught here. Boys were fluent with
'hells' and 'damns' on the Capitol
presentation.
the
Of
mainstay
The object lesson to be
Leohidbff combines the seasonal stage.
chord, with a novelty production in gained from that Is: when a radio,
Embellishing the comic feels like cussing, get him a
four sections.
Bi'ge.
'presentation is some nifty art and week, in vaudeville.
-scenic direction which is hot the
»
least of the extravaganza's assets. ,
The vocal choir, Rockettes, LuN. I.
cill
Paere. Caroline Andrews, MarWith 'Riptide' on the screen,, the
garet' JDaumr Dora Rihehart Arschahsky, Tom Barron and the en- Lqew Broadway house doesn't figure
tire ballet combine effectively in to worry much about the vaude end
this evolution of spring from its
blossoming.
full
.
to
....
.
^
awakening
,.
combo
Barron's okay tap dancing was an pretty neat little five-act
He wasn't that the house has lined up. Top
individual, highlight.
billed, seemingly a last minute sub- honorg are s p lit between Borrah
0r
S tU
Minevitch and John. Fogarty, all of
P1ro ra°med
on
TschtdkoWsky. 'Fourth Symphony' the other, three acts being okay
of diversion in
overture was a bit longlsh preced-, their own. Plenty
the five turns.
in<* tv>o etA.ee' unit.
Starts off. briskly, with Joe ^FanA very practical wrinkle is the
backo-nate trailerizing of the ensuing ton's gymnastic turn. That
board to a
nroTam eivlnk the credits as to per- ward leap from a teeter
TtoG* la *«» * breath
Fo?Sf™nl product^
sSw! etc. Somehow the taker. On the other end Of the hill

MUSIC HALL,

«

oTAlE,

.

.

.

,

^

th^stoS

regular
asking for more. There
scarce around the Hall, of late—one customers
ask"for them-and, Isn't ra&h change In. the act
through the years, but for those
besides, the lighting prohibits con
who haven't seen the turn in a
suiting them until after the show
of years there are several
The trailer thus becomes a valu- couple
things noticeable. Fact that the
able embellishment.
one and the young•Stand Up and Cheer' (FoxVfea- drop Is,' a new
sters now wear Indian and cowboy
Abel.
ture.
outfits doesn't make much difference, of course.
has. made the' differV But. radio
N. Y.
ence, Minevitch, with astute show'Tarzah and His Mate' (Metro), manship, has rebuilt the turn to
possible
advantage, of a
take
every
very
is
weeks,
booked in for two
microphone.
He doesn't just exlikelv to hold up its -own end, but
support perimentally wiggle the mike back
it has Questionable stage
as he used to, but carein the NBC Revue unit. House was and forth
fully. works it - U the time to bring
filled Friday night, indicating
7£1
ii Kenft
advance exploitation out special effects on all numbers.
h
Thus,
with
tho 10 boys harmonicatoken
ia*en
had
haa
t.JSS?
n«
^ctUr*
T
picture
campaign on the
^ ^ constant change of
pace, necessitating the bringing of
of
i~
A^nctota
b! *" nf remnants
show
Stage
«™.
K£
rloU8 lnstrumen1 a to the fore In _
of the radio talent;unlt
stead of having the lads march up
and back, he brings the mike to
couple of months ago. There have whichever boy he wants emphabeen some changes in the line-up,

SSs^fiS?

1

CAPITOL,

I

en

i

^*£m

.

^2t2*
^IJT^^^tl^
.

his Impression suffered from the
N. Y.
surrounding show.
A mixed Argentine whip-cracking
Current show is okay, but not as
team Is on early for fair results.
theathis
in
others
good as many
They are unbilled outside, and their
Presentation, which, includes names were indistinctly announced
tre.
four acts, is a slender concoction of by Frohman. Same goes for a mixed
mixed talent, given an illusion of dance team, In a waltz in the middle
quantity and breadth through the of. the presentation and a 'Carloca/
expert manner in which simple col- at the finish.
Twehty-four-girl line is okay in
orful settings provide a background
It takes most three routines, both on the terpslof forced quality.
band
satisfactory with customers. These chore and the costuming. Pit
is
on the. stage all the way ahd
an
developed
have
to
shows seem
plays the show nicely.
audience for the particular shows,.
Fair
biz.
Of late, the big. house has not
been faring so hot at the b.o., but
as in all combo spots and film
.

the fluctuation of attendis mostly due to the grade of
Actually the Roxy
product.
stageshows provide a fundamental
balance In the operation that guarantees a particularly consistent attendance.
Of the acts that show the current
week. Van Cello, the lad with the
houses,

ance
film

educated feet, doing balancing of
an unusual kind, with variously

formed and colored barrels, easily
cops the most satisfying performCello is assisted by
ing bracket.
a girl, Mary McKettrlck, whose job
it is to bring oh the instruments.
He starts by juggling a piece of
rolled cloth through an open barrel
of smaller dimensions than the
larger and fully closed instruments
which he juggles from unusual
angles later..
Elaine. Arden^ who trots on as
a sort of female George Givot, is
a femme, of course, but hardly to
be compared with the 'Greek ambassador.' Her dialect in a monolog
Is delivered here with the "aid of
Wesley Eddy, m.c. Miss Arden's
Chatter, however, -cannot be heard
distinctly in the upper tiers, despite
the mike which is. used.
Her piece de reslstence is a
'hump' action which can becdme
tiresome if used too much, Man
ages to gain laughter, however, and
finishes with a *ong in a husky
sort of singing that's fair enough
However, that posterior clutch

'

^

i

.

whi

.

I

;

I

|

;

.

—

now

Broadway houses.
Smart thing, perhaps,

drill

ner of operation..

aiding in production.
girls did two numbers,
routine and an Oriental se<quencet latter especially good with
tiny Florence Hin Low, Juve aero
dancer, just about tying- up the
Works with .her great work at the
close of the show.
The Lordens, first trampoline act
around here in a g<>uu many weeks,
.

is the manPrices are very
to
Figured that this way a
$L60.
class * clientele may be buijt up.
That may be the only thing that
can do the trick.
In favor of the venture Is a. fortunate film selection for the open^

.

BrdS. bpefied. Unusual to find this
class hoofing turn leaidirig off, hut
tact didn't cramp its style. Didn't
take more than a dozen stomps of
their rhythmic tootsies to tip the

•'

fortunately, theatre or film distributor Isn't permitted to publicize or
advertise the picture, and half of
the proceeds must go to charity.
Despite that, it ought to bring put
a strong representation of the
British colony. If it does, a goodly
portion of the clientele can be induced to come back again.
With the Wales picture is angroup of mixed singers, an octet, other feature, a comedy by Fredworked briefly In only the Oriental erick Lonsdale, .'Leave It to. Smith,'
Bock.
number.
which is pretty poor, but thoroughly
No shorts or newsreel.
British.
A
House out front is decorated with
I
D.
IVLt
i
1 ,
flags, but no signs or advertising
Big come-on this week is Bebe matter. Electric sign reads simply,
Daniels and her husband, Ben Lyon, 'British Films of Distinction.' That
Maybe
07i a personal.
Daniels-Lyon pair means little drop-in biz.
wer e attracting milling mobs Sat- management figures to save money
urday afternoon and look to make by not changing signs, and. maybe
up handsomely for the bad diVe it believes there's no drop-in trade
taken last week by Roxy and his to be gotten anyway and pull might
Gang.
as well be aimed at different
Miss Daniels and- Lyon are popu- sources, such as advertising in
lar with the masses, and Brooklyn British sectors and clubs.
represents a lot of the masses. For
On the face of It, Weighing all the
the first time in a long while the cons and pros, and taking in heed
ropes were up at 1 p.m., Saturday the fact that summer weather- is
afternoon, and the accordian player just around the corner, it seems like
in the lobby had an audience to a venture not destined to. very much
K.auj.
work to.
success.

a conglomeration of familiar

tricks

of other acts,

tifully here.

For the closing and before the
finale ensemble, Lewis and Van per r
form neatly in tails in a couple of
dance routines. Not a particularly
apt closing, number, and. that's
where the current presentation as
a whole does not fulfill even for
the Roxy.
Gae Foster Girls, this week
reaching the total of 40> open and
close

clothed,

as usual fancifully

Wesley Eddy wisely limits his appearance and performance this
Sings a tune nicely and
weeks.

pap
MO INT
rARAWIUUn

YN
n

R'KI

:

otherwise handles his assignment
Picture is /Wharf Angel' (Par)
effectively, except for the continued
use of the palsy- wellsy intro on an Title is the kind ,Brooklynites ought
act and forcing an extra bow for to go for, too, Brooklynites being
curious people.
unnecess'arily.
i.u
ukj turns
one of the
*
Daniels-Lyon twain: has been pro
epot »nd a
10
Uidea wfth a ni« little skit, writ
g**LS
i

S'^L

is

tertdh)7

"

~8hnn.

BROOKLYN

Sloppy show, here this week in
support of 'Sing and Like It (RKO).
Picture has: no outstanding 'name'
draft and needed all the support
But
possible from the stage end.
it is getting very little, if not the

BROOKLYN

m

^

'

|

•

•

,

runway

FOX,

ALBEE,

•Nicely balanced and entertaining
combination of five acts occupies
the stage here this week and pro»
trailer has J h
bQth Jn glimpsea vides ,more than the. usual support
walks for the picture. In this case one
from past releases, the pair
I
^0 what Js ;eprese n ted ag a which needs all the propping it can
broadcaati ng room. Lyon goes on get. Feature is 'This Man Is Mine*
allegedly as announcer, with
the
some com edy lines, plugging arm (RKO).
No particular draft evident Frishi ei da and a cuticle beautifier,
evening at the peak hour, with
tn en
introducing
Bebe Daniels, day
the lower floor less than half filled.
who'll tell what the product, Cutimay get to talking about the
culus, did for her.
Material gets They
however, and build the
laughs. This also goes for the fan vaude show,
business
letters Lyon reads later, while Miss
Consists of Ray and SunShow
Daniels is getting into costume to
Daveys, Three Slate
shipe,
Two
do ^Rip Rita.' She encores with a
Eddie Garr and Winona
number in 'Spanish, passing but' -Brothers,
and Gomez With Paul Tisen orchesgrapes from a

out-

to

stretched hands.

They

close the. show, which totals
under an hour and up ahead
includes
several
high moments,
House is not depending on Miss
Daniels and Lyon altogether, but Is
giving the folks a good, all-around
show from start, to the wire.
Girls open. In a cleverly wrought
routine and back up for Park and
Clifford, hand-to-hand specialists,
Who, however, are oh a little long
and could cut down.
Pops and Louie follow in One,
and Milton Douglas, a singer, who
works slightly in the Richman man
ner, barks out a couple, of songs,
well done, going into a third, 'Little
Dutch Mill,' as part of an attractive
production number in which the
girls form a Dutch tableau.
It
was used at the New York Par a
week previous, with different art
ists, however
In between, the line does an appropriate number, topped by spe-

.just

mob that here was something more
than ordinary ability. Three bends
Unfortunate mechanical handi-|at close, and the bill was off to a
caps faced the Pickens Sisters and fast start.
Jerome Mann deuced for 13 mins.
were responsible for what happened
to this usually dependable sister With male accompanist at piano,
combination. Stage band was too used mike throughout. Warmed up reverse.
At this catching (Friday) there
close behind them and the accom* with ''Caroline,' then immediately
really entertaining in
paniment drowned them out. It into routine of imitations. Mann Was but one the
presentation's 70terlude lii
must have been due to the spotting eschews any satire. in his work; Just mlnute
session. This was the spasm
of the microphones, because, the announces his subject and lets fly. held down by Lew Parker and Co
pounding,
throughout,
-be
seem
to
induced
not
Mann
accompaniment did
moments.
closing
the
and he had to have something on towards
exceptionally .boisterous,
Parker, his three stooges, two of
Wallinglon, who Is best known exhibition to arouse patrons who whom work in the audience, and a
as a straight radio announcer, irked have glimmed enough imitations in blonde milked the auditors for all
the audience by turning comic for past year to have amassed a fairly their comedy was worth and shone
a long solo stretch before the mike full repertoire of their own.
like a diamond in a setting made
Harry Burns treyed and stopped very rough by production efforts.
-Hind in a full dress BUit. The Cantor Influence evidently misled him the show coJd. A much different rer
One turn which always has looked
suit than his last appearance. But much better than it did here is that
badly.
James Melton got enough re- the* comparatively new turn he's done by Zelda Stanley. She uneponse for an encore, grabbing the trouping is so far superior to his corks her usual mimicry of ZaSu
the reception Pitts,_ Helen Morgan, Greta Garbo clajties^gn the_part_ of Danny _pare
applause in the en- quondam routine,
only resounding
_
the cen- Mickey BTaStz and Dave Kraft,
~^tir^hl>uiC TMx7^
and Mae Welt, fiut, set
Beauvell and Tova is in for one with not a little audience-antag- ter of this huge stage with the p a. Two" dance numbers, the buck
onism, he soon won 'em over long system evidently shut off, most rhythm by the girl and the aero
liumber.
Hlmber's band is there on good before half his 17 mins. had expired, of her strength is diluted. To make batic stairs hoofing by the man, are
music but not quite long enough Assisted, and aptly, by a man and her impression even tougher, six both outstanding,
Other act on the show, spotted
of the chorus girls follow soon
on stage tricks, although the latter two femme stooges, unbilled
knockabout trio, Mells, after in pic star impersonations, [next to closing, ahead of Miss DanCloser,
will come with more stage work.
iels and Lyon, is Bayes and Speck,
Joey Nash, singer who must learn Kirk and Howard. Better than ma two of them of the Misses Pitts
the whose chatter, built around econ
Btage presence, is the soloist. Himber jority of similarities, but these and West. It looked as though
omic problems and conditions, lands
threesomes have been a staging was done in the dark.
is an agile director who is bound to maiming
season. Yet these
Bert Frohman, pint-size singer the laughs in pretty good volume
find himself for theatre purposes weekly dose all
Was
Boys close with a comedy novelty
layout.
the
pacing
neverthe
is
and
m.c,
handsomely
He has an excellent musical back- boys got over
the
dance bit.
of
front
In
needed fair In his own spot
ground for a starter, which is some- less by revealing just the
Staging excellent throughout,
shade of superiority over other out- mike and with three of the muslthing.
Char.
clans flanking him, but otherwise!
fits.
Dumke'
and
East
Wallington and
|

m

I

(New

tra

Acts).

Each

is

good

entertainment and when they're all
put together they add up to 54 minutes of fast and above-average
stage fare.

Winona and Gomez,

.

.

.

minimum, and up

"

.

that the Roxy's 7th Anniversary
celebration next week with WarBetty Jane Cooper-, and Lathrop ners' 'Journal of a Crime* (Chat

.

40c.

steep,

Gaumont's six-i-reel
were warmly received, and .Tommy Ing. stanza.
Harris, NBC singer, back after newsreel compilation of the life of
three weeks .a month ago, tapped the Prince of Wales is the feature,
the bells, being forced to several and it ought to be a magnet. .Un-

t

.

.

Line of '12

a

the turnover.

[

.,

.

.

tol.

up

-

Baltimore. April 20.
With •Tarzan and Mate* (MG)
in
,
T OAW Q made
waflp
mins.,
Loews
consuming 107
.

purposes, cleaned

WARFIELD, FRISCO

overlong for what is shown but
h
e
okay tlme^as om
,F" l ^i* ,long.
is abdundantly
film end which f
Three short subjects plus a special
plug and separate subject on the
which
(daily),
'Wortd-Telegrana'
gets wedged in between the Moviea late cancellation of Arthur La tone news, takes up plenty time.
Tour's novelty turn and conse- Also a travelog on Georgia.
Feature, Til Tell the World' (U)
quen tly reduced the vaude running
i„ order *to
«, c t
na in
n get
Howard S. Cullman announces
mlns.
time to 45 m

CENTURY, BALTO.

are chiefly responsible for
the generally bad impression.. Entrusted with the comedy assignment
they fail to draw a single hearty
laugh. Such silence as greeted them
here, is usually accorded only to
burlesque comics who fill the.gaps
between strip numbers at the Irving
Place. East and Dumke's error lies
iri their discarding of harmony singing, -preferring instead to go allcomedy. Their interruptions in this
show are more in the nature of inTeam's
trusions, and pretty sad.
dentist chair 'opera' bit was a flop
at the Music Hall* so no reason why
It should figure to click at the CaplSkillet')

all- British film

encores despite his voice being quite
tired aftec Ave shows a. day oyer
the weekend and radio programs/ to
Mammy and Her Cabin Boys,
which she manoeuvera with Eddy s boot.
colored gal with a quartet of sepia
assistance for a crude gag line is hoofers, did a couple, good routines,
tasteful.
hardly
but were on too long.
The real comedy end currently is
Wal' Roesrier, directing the stage
managed by a trio, Young, Worth band, had a medley of Harlem tunes
and Wile, who deuce. They present that were plenty hot. House's stock

1
®\. ,.
t
i+« hn the deuce, but not much
Capitol's audience is noted forbits apotting posS ibie for him oh this
good nature and patience, and has gho ^ His pleasant personality and
never, previously been the sort to splendid volce made him a cinch
But the entryt
give out audible razoos.
^lso; Fogarty's smart
folks forgot themselves Friday eve- enough no t to dish out too much
ning, so dissatisfied were they, and pour songs and off> which is plenty
proceeded to slip Jimmy Walling-.
Lewis and Moore in the trey are
ton the berry right in the middle of a greyly improved act. There was
a long winded and dull monolog. never an y doubt about the dancing
They weren't so demonstrative to- a1allity of tn6 two DUt they got off
ward, the rest of the entertainment, on a tangent by trying for comedy
but denoted their displeasure by £or a While.. Evidently the effort
keeping their mitts in their pockets was WO rth the trouble involved, be^
moat ot the time.
cause they've now Reached a happy
Richard Himber and his Rltz- med i um
Carlton orchestra, which plays sweet
Joe Phillips Is spotted next to
music, is the replacement for the Shut, a none too gentle assignment,
Don Bestor band, with which the especially after the Lewis and
Wallihgton
NBC unit started but.
/Moore hokum Just ahead of him,
Has
is batting for Graham McNamee. Dut he gets away with it.
Apparently, to make it an even added a g i ri for some dancing and
Kauf.
swap, the artist bureau, tossed in ^urn j s 0 h ay<
* James Melton as extra.
And lucky
the
it did, because without- Melton
show would be terrible.
East and Dumke ('Sisters of the
•

-

and redecorated.
Gaumont-Brltish claims it has
nothing to do with the theatre, except that all of its product has been
booked in and will play regularly.
But G-B handled the pre-opening
publicity and W. J. Lee, one of the
group of men supposedly running
house, is the father of Arthur Lee,
head of GrB's U. S. company*.
Idea of an all-British made film
San Francisco, April 16.
It's a nearly all-new stage setup house in New/York is not a new
here, now that Fanchon & Marco one; B. L Pi tried it a few years
and Fox- West Coast have parted back and lost a lot of money at it.
company. Bert Levey is booking, This "house, however, is consider*
F-WC maintaining their comfort- ably smaller ana the product is.
able stage budget for this ace house, thought to. be a good deal better^
which plays the pick of the major Whether there is enough 6* it is a
Presumihe that all the
first-run product and gets an. ad- question.
mlsh higher than any other house. Gaumont-Brltish product, as made,
Business this week is plenty socko is shipped over and admittedly a
With "Wonder Bar* (WB) jamming goodly portion of it is unsuitable, for
the' house.
this country— there would still be
Pic, with its spectacular scenes insufficient product, to keep the
and lavish production* made it house satisfied for any length of
tough on the stage show, but it time. Some other British product
was satisfactory, its one need being might be found to pad out, but will
a good comedy act to replace some the other companies play with the
of the hot music and dancing. Lee group? And if Gaumont turns
Staged by Peggy O'Neill, who is out a really good picture it's natuback again after some time,- and rally going to try as hard as it can
Bert Catley, former F & M booker, to sell away from 'Itself to the

some being improvements, others Just takeoffs, but all
going over. That's the angle that
counts, and the roughhouse falls
other and dancing tricks got over beau-

m

N. Y.

This 298-seater on 40th street,
just off Broadway, used to be the.
Charles Hopkins, legit, and previous
to that was the Punch, and Judy.
It's been taken over for avowed

-

sized
which may have something to do
Minevitch, In other Words, has
with ", but the big reason for the
lngtru .
, aln
from
n
shortcominge here Beemed to be mental vlrtU oslty on the mouth
that the unit Is out of ts element organs and ff0 „e further to an obdevoted
house
at the Capitol. In a
viously astute study of harmonizing
,to high Pressure stage entertoin- via
In plain
^i re d distortion.
ment, the NBC show is way over Varletese that st
means a swell
its own head, being the weakest to novelty act
occupy the CaRitol stage in a long
John Fogarty ls BO mewhat early
1

WESTMINSTER,

ROXY,

,

,
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class dancers,

with the Tisen. string outfit, closed
the show Friday night as the hit
of the evening and might have done
an encore. It's a 17-minute dance-,
musical flash that should click as
stoutly elswhere.

Garr is ahead in penultimate with
monolog and impressions. He's
added his idea of Rex Weber to the
rep, but it isn't the best thing he
does, Jimmy Durante still rating as
his

tops.

Three Slates, with their slapr
stick and dancing, are .in the middle,
a differerent spot for" them, while

comedy juggling moand his femme partner, are
No. 2.
Davey's chatter and
chiding failed to arouse the usual
laughs, but he succeeded in closing
strong Friday eve.
the Daveys,
nologlst,

on

~

openerr Ray ^a^suiiihiner who

played the Roxy last week, is one
of the cleverest^ acrobatic dancing,
turns- to come around in a long
time. It's only a five-minute routine, but it has plenty.
Sister team
displays the finest kind of form in
dancing work that is heavily acrobatic but loaded with technique and
.

.

•finish.

Phil Fabello and his frenchmen
do an overture this week, an arrangement of pop numbers.- Al-

ways worthwhile, the work
orchestra.

of this

Char.

a

,

.
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PARAMOUNT,

plugged George- White's 'Scandals,'
Palace, Paris
currently previewing here at the
Capitol, and yielded to several enParis, April 18.
requests. Another top-notcher
Jack Payne's band, English outfit
appearance on a speaking stage Fri- coresatisfy
the mob.
to
that is providing the entertainment
After 15 odd years in the;
day.
'Cafe Colette,' a sort of cabaret here this week and did it at the
einema. And the elegant lady wag. entertainment, also has; a radio Rex last week, is an example of how
plenty scared, according to the reputation. Entire thing was con- showmanship can triumph over relstories around the square. She had ceived by/ the British Broadcasting ative musical Inferiority in a stage
gathered herself together quite Corporation, and one of its pride band.
offerings.
WaifOrd Hyden, who
Payne's music is not to be comnicely by the third performance.
A 15-foot cut-out of Miss Swan- leads the musical endy. is the pre- pared with the American topnotchson is stuck high up on the Para- senter* Show is big flash', plenty ers. What he does is riot to play a
Continental
of
melodies,
interspersed
series of jazz numbers that pull the
mount building. There are Tigris
blazing her name In all directions. with some very Weak comedy. •Re- audience out of their seats, as Cab
ception was far. froih boisterous, Calloway does, for instance but he
It's indubitably nice to have so
much prominence and publicity and. showing, they are not taking; so gives them a good show, With
a $7,600 weekly paycheck, but the kindly to most of the B.B.C novel- changes of pace and lots of variety.
His act lasts only 30 minutes, but
responsibility probably was a mantle ties.
Tracey and Hay follow intermis- is sufficient as a program.
of cement around the Swanson
Last Week at the Rex it pulled
shoulders the .first; day. Her per- sion, not exactly an ideal spot, but
formance, is reviewed in more detail got the customers interested in .fine $6,000 a day, which meant that this
ballet work, plus plenty of person-? 4,000-seater had to be fairly full
tinder New Acts.
most of the time, and considering
Meanwhile, it may be stated that allty.
George Robey, is here direct from that the .house has recently dropped
what business the Paramount will
do this week will probably be due the Saville theatre floppo revue, as low as $7,000 or $8,000 a week,
Here's How.'
Booked in at the this isn't so bad. At the Gaumont
to Miss Swanson and the stage show
Which is above average in merit and last minute, and given second head- Palace, Which seats 6,000 and is
Picture is 'Wharf. line honors.. Robey squaked, with really too big for any band, it is
entertainment.
billing
changed
to satisfy, him. having a tougher, time but still is
(Far).
Ansel'
Several splendid turns, on' the bill. Robey can get -away with more dirt doing? fairly well, everything conNotably Paul Draper, A repeat here than any other English comic; and sidered.
Payne has 21 instrumentalists, of
and frequently seen on Broadway. he gave them an earful, haying
His taps constitute: foot-music of them at his mercy... Best number whom three double as vocalists and
symphonic' calibre. If the word and was the Nudist, culled from his last two more as dancers. One of the
vocalists is also a dancer. Two of
revue."comparison
may
be
so
employed.
the
Falls,. .Reading; arid. Boyce found the yocal numbers are sung in
This, ladls creative, approach to
hoofing and the fluency of the lan- it toygh to follow the Englishman, French, aspecially for Paris.
He puts oti nirie numbers alto-,
guage his puppies speak appears to arid also encountered band trouble;
with .crooners'
have no known prototype; .in show a rarity here with band reputed to gether, three of them
be the best in London. House soon and three dance numbers. 'We're in
biz right now.
Money' is an acrobatic dance by
John and Edna Torrence, better, .took to them, however, realizing the
Phil
Triks,
'Hot
Feet'
a tap dance
known around Chicago than in the offering is something different. for Jimmy Dunlop and
'Did You'
Manhattan, have the high-stepping V Gv S. 'Melvin in a couple of char- Ever See a Dream Walking,' cohi;prancing class of blooded quad- acter cameos, was on too late and bination tap and. aero by Triks,
rupeds. They dance withjsllckness di not register as big as on former
Ralph Silvester. Latter
loria

Gaumont

N. Y.

Swanson made her maiden

.

.

;

.

.

.

-

;

.,'

.

.

.

For their two num- occasions;
Tarota, fast Jap juggling, single,
bers the Alton Dare 'Dancers proEger.
vide a spiff ily-blended Introduction closed.
and background. Incidentally, 'the
production efforts this week at the
Paramount show what a whale of a
difference a little thought arid prepaand

•'

assurance-.

,
:

Dunlop and
is

•

also .a crooner.

•

Show

dovetailed

Japs.

'
•

black cere satin and
thatched with blond wlgsf pops out
from behind fringe curtains hanging
under slanty scenic green eyes.
in

.

Routine Is punchy and arresting.
Later With chiffon costuming the
girls are also' well manoeuvered.
Stella Powers hands in an okay
sample of singing during this latter
interlude.

'

,

Alan Cross and Henry Dunn, a
team that suggests Van and Schenck

many ways, got oyer Well, chiefly
with a canrilly contrived build-up

in

Lamb and Bellett,
improving right along

•Flying Trapeze.'

whose hoke
as

they

is

systematically

eliminate

and retain only the best
bits, Were an easy click.
A smart
piece of topical buffoonery is the
man's Sally Rand takeoff, using two
straw fans, It panicked the Parastalling

mount

parishioners.
in the. pit for

Down

them

for

number was

gerian

far overlength,

because Of the lack of solid enterdemonstrates that
It
tainment.
talent
doesn't

is

still

mean

necessary.
$5*000

That
nec-

acts,

but simply acts that can
be depended on to entertain, even
without flash and production.
The Chicago theatre is at present the only house in town capable
of giving the public big sock proNot only by reason of
ductions.
its seating capacity and budget, but
because it has the pictures to back
up its shows. 'We're Not Dressing'
essarily,

'

(Par)

is

the flicker this

week

,

arid

a novelty

;

this

When in doubt what to put on, a
big group of girls, seems to be the:
general maxim. .Here Stoll has but-

grouped them all. He has 36 of 'em.
Not bad lookers and fair dancers.
Su Yee Wonder Troupe of Chinese
plate spinners, acrobats arid tumblers are as good as Any of their

Sisters,

—

eouple of girl musician's in Follies
Land.

nicely.

Jack Doyle, headllner. Is a hopecoming boxing champ. Thus far
has done nothing to rave about, but
has the making of a champion.
Sang three Irish melodies and
changed into sporting attire for
London, April 10.
some shadow boxing.
Boy has
With newcomers arriving more looks and
appeals greatly to the
regularly/ Palladium Is getting the feirime element.
benefit of some new faces, arid
For the cabaret section, pit orseveral returns that made good on
chestra Is used with elevated pit,
previous visits.
first used here in 'Waltzes from
Bill as a whole, this week, is en Vienna,' made to glide along the
tertaining, With the American constage as background for. the suctingent grabbing plenty of
costumes would be okay.

:

.

the opening; bill was. anything but.
It lacked novelty and. punch.
Just
another vaudeville bill. Idea of dividing program into half vaudeville
arid half cabaret was first tried by
John Southern 'at the London. Pavilion, with none too happy results.

ful

PALLADIUM, LONDON

audience every minute she cared to
Leading Off with her Mrs.
stay.
Rublnoff impression, Which is done

CHICAGO
Chicago, April 20.

clean, inFor. two., weeks now Balaban & in 'excellent taste arid a
Katz have harked back, to the days cisive style as she shifts easily from
character, Miss Arms
of.
spectacle
stage
productions straight to
.went
Into
-her ghetto- impressions.
With massed choirs, colorful costumes and impressive sets. It's a Yiddish, Italian and Irish comedy
handled deftly and with a sharp
good Idea. This house can stand bits
folthe top costs' in production and ear for the comedy elements,
lowed by a clean-cut. 'let me tell you
flash. It was. on such a policy that
men' routine. AH comprising
about
the Chicago built its reputation as
best,
and
a
lesvaude
turn
at
its
the class house of the middle west. a
selection of material
However, this week they waver son in keenhand
in delivery.
a sure
somewhat by neglecting to book and
Eddie White is in the deuce this
talent enough to carry the scenery.
show. When caught at the late show
Flash, color, and production were
Friday night he had eliminated most
all fine but there was nothing in
of his Yiddish stories and Wisely too,
front of all that to deliver the en-glnce Miss Arms is also doing that
tertainment punch. Sets, drew ap- type Of comedy. But White doesn't
plause when the curtains parted, need any one type- of material. One
but there was no applause at the of the top story tellers in vaude tofinish.
day, White is ready for a real buildAs, last week, the stage Bhow is up. A likable personality, a sense of
.

.

presented

an eye-

fllllng. river set.
It's sailing time
for the river boat, Stevedores are
busting baggage, travelers are saying their au-revoirs, urchins are
busking for. pennies. Top point in
the .show Is reached', by Emery
Darcy, a singer" with plenty of
Full, rich pair of pipes
promise.
tossed 'Wagon- wheels' at the customers in a powerful style. B.&K.
stage has developed some, of the
top singers in the business. In
'

'

juvenile:

•

:

.

:

.

.

'.

of pipes.

ring.

Business was fair and understood

But there the competence ends.
have to One bad bloomer was the selection
loosen up his purse-strings for some of Handera and Millis as a comedy
big names if he expects big re- act. Not only are they not a comBgtr.
sponses at the box office.
edy act for the Chicago hut there
building.

But

Stoll

will

Broad*

week nar-

50th street is better than the east
side near 46th street is the question. Everything else is on an evert
keel.
AH the reels are getting an
Scoops don't
even break now.

count any more.

.

Everything goes, Stuff that's been
in the vault for years was dragged
out to bloat both programs. And
worse that way than the.
the
.

Emb

Luxer.

There was a time when
:

clips

,

was

28:

news

considered, a pretty good

Later it went up to 35.
Now It's about 40 in the Lux and
about 60 in the Emb; If they were
news clips of bona fide character
it wouldn't matter, but. they're not.
How long this' race for quantity,
average;

longer.

At the rate they are both going
should be called magazine,
Clips;
rather than news, houses.
that could be conscientiously rated
as news are few and burled between
Quantity shows of this kind,
filler.
rather thari well arranged programs
of selected clips, can't add anything
to the present laurels of the newsreel field. Weak stretches are only
magnified.
they

Lux is using Fox and Emb has
Metro tone, in addition to all the
others;
But Fox's story, at the
Luxer, of the army aviation quiz
is the same, even to the technical
flaw of bad lighting, as the coverage under Hearst's trademark at
the Emb.
Attendees at both houses Will also
note some amusing comparisons
and significances since the Emb has
given up the all-Pathe idea. Lux
rises Pathe's coverage of the GlantsPhllly game. It Is from a distance
and the game is difficult to follow.
Emb, under Pathe auspices, passes
up its own work and uses Paramount's views, which are nearer the.
plate, clearer, and, in fact, better, in
every respect.
Luxer overlooked a few good
Universal stories, which the Emb
grabbed. Best among these Was si
tidal wave invading the Seine, an
oil fire In Morocco, and views of a
navy plane which crashed along-*
:

a Minnesota farmhouse.
Ouostandlng subject of the week

side

.

to WashingBoth bouses used Pathe's clip,
which had. the President getting

was Roosevelt's return
ton.

.

Darcy. it has another sure winner,
Harris Twins and Loretta arrive
here with the first half of their
applause. ceeding acts.
dancing and
acrobatic
routine.
Naittp
Family;
four youthful
Continental Six are four men and They did well, as did the' massed
femmes and one male, with former two
male chorus and the consistently
women
adagioists.
Nothing
carrying the burden of. the act, Is new;,
two teams joined into one competent Evans dancers. Boner
a flash wire walking outfit. It's a for a just
here: was made In spotting the colflash.
novelty to have Chinese wire walkGillie Potter, a comedian known ored Eddie South orchestra in the
ing, further enhanced by the use' to radio
fans, is imbued with an air Algerian sequence, when they fitted
of a double wire. Offering, pleases of
superiority Which
percolates, so naturally into the Mississippi
in. opening, niche.
spoiling an otherwise clever mono- picture. , They slowed iip the OriForsythe, Seamon and Farrell is log.
they would have
ental
scerie;
on rather early. Act played Glasthe
down-on-theRellly and Comfdrt, now well es- stepped
up
gow last week, and has gained by tablished In England, can still war^ delta sequence.
its experience.
Excellent dancing, ble a ballad with the
To change sets, the newsreel was
of them.
good singing and great comedy, Rendered four numbers,best
mostly new, spotted following the 'Mississippi'
with the Farrell girl a ton- weight and, In response to demands,
revived number. But at the first show the
of
being 'St. Louis Blues,' which they created newsreel was not enough and the
healthy fun without
ludicrous.
One of the hits of the here.
house was forced to add a Harry
bill,
and deservedly so. Looks a
Cole Brothers followed, which is Langdon two-reeler. This was bad
^einch. for_sojourn here.
again-bad ;spotting,-as-thexe -is -quite for-the .stage_show...that,.follQWejd..
.,.Elsie
and Doris Waters, two a bit of singing in this offering.
Llazeed Arabs fitted neatly Into
comedy gals with a radio rep, held Since Austen Cole died, the remain- the Oriental market place scene
them with some point numbers. ing brother has had trouble in find- and because of the intrinsic TightSome of the material is reminiscent ing a substitute. This is his third ness of the spotting the tumblers
Of the Western Brothers, couple of and about the best.
Boys clown did particularly well at the first
lpcal favorites. Fair entertainment, around, at times getting a little show on Friday.
Leola Aikman
but unworthy of headline honors.
personal, which Is resented, here. did the singing job on thi$ half
Cliff 'Ukelele Ike' Edwards, doub- Also use a, stooge with a strong pair competently, If not especially stirling
from Clro's, came on to
a reception, although it's some
seven..years since last here; Seem*
ingly his picture and recording
work has kept' his memory fresh.
'Sang several well-chosen ditties,

the..

this

over some wit so well executed .that
every gag registered with audiences.
Fox dug up that one about hungry seagulls for the Luxer while the
sister reel, Metrotone, discovered
some sheep and a seal along with a
flock of other dusty bromides for.
the Emb. Cherry blossoms, dancing girls, trout, some more about
'Old Ironsides,' oarsmen, deer, toys,
circus, more about reforestation—
they
were all reviewed.
the audience and a clean-cut style
Proposed method of handling airmake White ripe for the best in
shoW business. White, Izzy Rappa- mail, in the future Is one of the most
port's ace repeat performer, needs interesting clips In its class seen
only some exploitation to make an- In some while. Paramount went to
other show business star, and box- considerable effort to line It Up,
office attraction out of him.
The starting in a plane, with mail carbiz is crying for attractions and riers dropping a projectile overhere is one that's a credit to any board to the net below. From there
part of it; it'll take little to make the mall bullets are put in a pneuhim a box-office magnet. White has matic channel and shot into the
everything; now it's Up to the man- post offic.
All of the Wirt witnesses repuagers and press agents. All he needs
diate the doctor, but none of the.
is a break.
In between White arid Miss Arms reels catch the humorous angles in
came" Francis X. Bushman, the riiari the testimony carried lri dally newsWaly.
who goes way back in show busi- papers.
ness but looks like a 35-year-old

divided Into two sequences, listed
currently as 'Mississippi' and 'Algerian Carnival.' Levee half of the
show was excellent; beautifully
produced and nicely presented.
Offender was the 'Algerian' sequence, which was long and drawn
out.
'Mississippi'

Competition between

way newsreel houses

rows down to real estate. Whether
the west side of the street near

ORIENTAL, CHI

Chicago, April 20.
This house has names to offer
them; names that look good on the
marquee and which satisfy on the
stage. This week there are Frances
Arm* billed heavily as Mrs.RublnBuck and Bubbles, Francis X.
off
Bushman, a Princess Ahi; plus a
name that should be exploited,
Eddie White.
Such a line-up for 26c tells the
story 6f What's wrong With the
RKO Palace and What's likely to be
wrong with the Chicago, if that ace
bouse neglects to hold up its qual-

,

kind, but they have played several
two spots
in the West End in the last
girl pianists.
Theirs is a splendid
few weeks.
novelty employing two pianos with
Bennett and McNaughtoh, alleged
the keyboards backed, up to each
comics, have also been in two reother, One girl solos Rachmaninoff
at the Prince of Wales recentby gingerly bounding from one vues
ly.
They are still doing same junk,
piano to the other arid scarcely with comedian
still full of confimissing a chord in the process. In dence.
accomplishing this physical feat she
Marie Kendall and family, includis obliged to spread her legs from
ing Terry Kendall, who played for
pedal to pedal, one on each piano. Shuberts
some years ago with his
This creates an unintentional com- sister Pat* has a
neat offering
edy situation that detracts from the sort of tintype
family album, which
truly remarkable stunt she is per.Is not a new. idea.
Marie looks
forming. Might be a good sugges- stunning
for an old *un. Act was
tion for the girls to wear black vel- first to
deliver. Lily Morris follows
vet trunks and black tights. This in wrong spotting. Right
of
would eliminate turn's handicap. songs, plenty of action and kind
scoring
Nothing's barred nowadays, so a

week are the Ho lman

.

(Embassy and Translux)

With that picture there is no need
an outlay of Important irioney
a name headllner. Only when and What amounts to triple-featurthe picture Strength occasionally ing for news houses, can continue
Saturday at-r
falls down is the sock draw on the remains to be seem.
stage imperative In order to hold up tendance Was about the same in.
both houses.
the .gross.
first
the
excellent
at
everything.
to
try
Business was
Emb is set
show arid all Indications are for a Balked at the outset from slipping
Loop.
zooming box-office week.
in advance spot news -clips which,
in themselves, would have put the
house over, the management is going to 'experiment for a few weeks
for
for

.

,

NEWSREELS

a

.

is.'

better, moves faster, has more color
than has been true for some; time.
Let the ;peonies fall in the"'proper

Ballet

in

•

registers,

ALHAMBRA. LONDON

rat ion. make.'

comedy

any

Got biggest hand ori a burlesque
number in which, the entire band
boredom in various manners while Silvester sings a ballad.
Drummer gets out hammer and saw
and repairs, his Instruments, one ity.
London, April 10.
bandsman wheels another across
Frances" Arms draws the. top line
Sir Oswald Stoll has brought stage
in baby carriage, and -similar throughoutrall billing and rightly
long-shunned
child— business
back
his
all around.
so, as dehaonstrated by the heavy
vaudeville—to the Alhambra. This
Act; provides most successful pro- reception she drew when her name
return of the prodigal is ho sudden gram that has; been shown here this
was flashed on the annunciators.
impulse';; it comes after Stoll has.
season. Payne is a frequent broad- Always a standard entertainer who
tried most things at this house, in- caster in England, calls
himself
cluding a near-sale of the property. 'King of Radio' and is known to could make good in any theatre or
company;
Miss Arms now fates aces
..With the Pavilion folded, the Gar- Frenchmen, who
often tune in on
rick on its last legs, arid the Vic- London. Did two broadcasts from through her contact with people
over the loudspeaker. Taking the
toria Palace likewise shaky, the Al- French stations while in Paris.
closing position on the vaude linehambra looks like soloing it in the
Stern.
up, Miss Arms stood .on the plat-,
heart of the. West End. This should
form at the foots and held this
be very encouraging to Stoll.. But
'

.

isn't

house of higher rating than perhaps the Academy or the Terminal.
They stretch a meaningless turn to
deadly lengths.
Eddie South's music, was not
suitable In this section of the show,
Irt general, the entire Aleither.
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It's

remarkable

how

this

PALACE,

man has kept a sleek, groomed and
N. Y.
youthful appearance. He's doubling
James Barton is a tower of
from Station
to do a 12-mlnute gentleman-burglar sketch. They strength on the Palace bill this:
remember Bushman, as demon-' week, scoring solidly in all three
strated by the round of applause he departments, his dance, song and
drew pn his entrance. Sketch is the drunk imitation with Which he
Latter is a smooth bit of
suitable for the Bushman style and opens.
audience association^ This is the mimicry that had them shaking the
second burglar sketch in vaude re- screws out of the seat standards,
cently as done by a screen person- and it's not only smooth but WithBeing drunk without
ality, the other one being the Ed- out offense.
mund Lowe act. And this Bushman getting more or less nauseating; to
sketch is better than the Lowe rou- preserve the humor and avoid
roughness is an achievement. And
tine.
Opening the vaude half was the Barton pushes himself over with
excellent turn of the Lee Twins and both feet. Follows with a smooth
Rio and Elliott. Boys are on for rendition of 'HeaV.en On a Mule'
straight and eccentric hoofing,, while ai d then the soft shoe dancing in
the. girls have an acrobatic routine this day and age of taps and chalas their forte. Costumed well and lenge bits. Barton is so different

WGN

that he's a treat. Over solidly and
could have doubled his stay,
show up
muaAcal Accampanirojent ..^Hejlo^.mujih
which is a vital part of their turn. in spite of the fact he "is ?61Toviah"g
This act is a lesson in smart musi- another coniedy turn. Solly Ward,
cal selection.
who's helped out this trip by Helen
More wallop In the stage show Carrington and Adelaide Joy. Ward
with Buck and Bubbles. No ques- has a .nice, dialect, but he needs
It creaks at the
tion of these boys clicking every better material.
time.
Sure-fire as ever,
Princess joints- at times and never slides
Act lacks continAhi, however, was a washout as a over smoothly.
(lancer.
Doing a short danco with uity and it's probable he could get
the line of girls, but not short over bettor in a single. Off to a
enough. Can't dance much but tries hand and back' for a bow, biit rto
urijinif.
to pet by on flesh di«plny.
Ii.'iyc. Kl!i.- find L.-iRue still pally
Picture was 'Wharf Ang'-I' rP;ir).
(Continued on page 63)
Quid.
Business good.
particularly built up by a shrewd
choice .of music. Acts so often ne.

elssi.
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STAND UP AND CHEER
Fox Film production and

reloase,

pro-

by Wlnfleld Sheehan, Lew Brown
associate producer and collaborator on' story
and dialog. Directed by Hamilton MacFadden.
Story Idea by Will Rogers and
"Philip- Klein; dialog, Ralph Spcnce; lyrics,
Lew Brown; music; Brown -and Jay Gorduced

ney;

Dances.

.

Sammy

Palmer and L. W,

Lee;- camera, Ernest
O'Conriell; musical di-

At tlw Radio City
Mu3lc Hall week April 10. Running time,
Arthur Laiigo.

rector,

80 mlns,

Lawrence Cromwell.

.Warner Baxter
Madge Evans
Jimmy Dugan. ............... .James Dunn

Mnry Adams.

Sylvia Froos. ........................ Herself
Himself
John Boles
John Harly ..........
.Arthur Byron
Shirley Dugan ..
Shirley Temple
Secretary, to President
.Ralph Morgan
Boy Scput..
.Jimmy Dallas
Herself
Aunt:- Jemima. .............
Senators. Danforth and Short;
............. Mltcholl and Durarit
.-

,

:

.

.

.

f

...... t
H lmself
...................... Nigel Bru'co
. , .

. ... . .

. . . ... ; .

M IE VIEW *

I

Miniature Reviews

tion.

Fans

will, probably like Dorothy
She is an appealing miss and
a good little actress* The part is
hbkey. Typical Hollywood romanticism about a prostle with a tender
heart who changes her profession
when a young stranger fleeing from
the cops who; want him for murder
comes Into her room and life. She
waits a year for him until he. returns from China.
Aboard the tramp steamer in the
stoke hole the boy friend (Preston
Foster) meets and -likes, the rough

'Stand

Dell.

Picture Is well
box office.
tabbed by title. Prostle goes
softie for sailor with murder
rap hanging over his head.
His
Mate'
Taraan. and
(Metro). Should duplicate first
Welssmuller Tarzan' as boxoffice
and in entertainment
.

rating.
'I'll Tell the World' (U). Lee
Tracy in this one, told unreallstlcally but comically to
an extent. Feasible b.o., but

Land.

not

acterization,
•I
Like It That Way' (U).
production effort and
some good cast names prob:

cannot
handicap of a

overcome

ably'

the'

fiat story:

smith).

Unafraid'
(GoldIndie effort to hero-'
.

a policewoman, shoddily

inize

put forward.- Lucile Gleason
heads the cast.

,

PRINCE OF WALES

',

-

Gaumont-BrltlBtr production and release.
Newsreel compilation, edited by Edgar
Mlddletoni dialog* by Ian Dairy mple: narrator not credited.
For British charity
purposes with permission of official sources.
At Westminster, N. Ti, on double bill,
April 20. Running time. 60 mlns.

,

-

.

"

—

WHARF ANGEL
Paramount production and release.
turing Victor McLaglen,
Dorothy
Preston -Foster, Alison Sklpworth.

FeaDell,

Di-

by William Cameron Menzles and
=George -Somnesr^-Frederlck=:Schlick-=story,=
adapted by Sam Hoffenstleh and Frank
:,

Dialog by Steve Avery. Camera,
Partofl.
Victor Milner. At' Paramount, New York,
week April 20. .Running time, 65 mlns.
Turk ....................Victor MCLaglen
Toy .......... .............. .Dorothy Dell
Preston Foster
Como
Alison Sklpworth
Mom

"Wharf Angel' is poor, stuff for
deluxe audiences. Picture is oldfashioned, drab, lacking In box office
1

draw.

That the story is tpld with enough
smoothness and that the characters
work up a little sympathetic interest is something of a compliment.

chatter dialog which,

is

There

is sufficient interest

in the

Prince of Wales to warrant this
full-length compilation of the major
events in his life. Unfortunately, it
was badly done, so that at least half
of its potentialities are lost.
Editing, job was hot a bad one,
but bad dialog was written around
it and the world's worst narrator
chosen to speak it. He talkB in a
dull,
montohous, indistinguishable
Voice without the slightest tendency
to a sense of humor or humanness.
Film was permitted by Bucking-,
ham Palace for charity purposes
only, as explained by the Prince
himself in an epilog in which this
most popular member of the world's
royal families, graciously and earnestly beseeches people to help the
unemployed and do what they can
to help better the world.

No

publicity of

any

sort Is per-

mitted on the film, which makes it
rather unfortunate, too, since it de-

teriorates from sales possibilities.
But in spite of that, and had it had
an audible and intelligent lecturer,
it would be headed for money.
As
is, it's

limited.

I'LL

TELL THE WORLD

Kauf.

Universal production and release.' Starring LeeTracy, featuring Gloria Stuart,
Roger Pryor. Story by Lincoln Quaeberg
and Lt- Com. Frank Wead. Screenplay by
Dale Van Every and Ralph Spence. Directed toy Edward Sedgwick. Photographer.
Jerome Ash. At Roxy, N. T., week Apr!
20. Running time, 76 mlns.
•

Bro^'-v

Lee Tracy

•

.Gloria

fi?®"
sriggs.

e MJ chaeI
*™?
Ferdinand

y ••••
Harowick
?r

Marshall.

Lee
breaks

:

.Alec Francis

•••• Lawrence

Grant

Willard Robertson
. .Leon
Waycoff
William Von Brlncken
,

Joseph..........

Stuart

Roger Pryor
Onslow Stevens

....

Tracy's advance publicity
prove to have been an

may

effective advance campaign for Til
Tell the World/ That's why the film
is feasible b. o.
As a personality, Tracy has

proved that he

'LET'S PLAY POST-OFFICE'
With Eddie Bruce, Jean Sargent,
May Joyce, Three Roberts, Eleanor
Whitney.
Musical
20 Mine.,
Strand, N. Y.

Vitaphone 7519
Just a fair musical two-reeler, alsufficient pep to do as
Scripted by Eddie Moran and
D. Atyofl and directed by Roy Mack,
the item goes heavily' into production and underestimates comedy.
Four songs are used, of which the
best are 'Presto, Chango' and 'Don't'

though with
filler.

One unexplained dialog point is
towards the finish where a hitherto
unremembered character

in'

the plot

imparts to Tracy that he (Tracy)
has saved the mythical kingdom a
second time. The first time is not
even remembered. Photography is
simple and satisfactory.
Shan.
'

A MODERN HERO
Warner

Bros. production and release,
Richard Barthelmess, featuring
Mulr. Directed by G. W. Pabst.
Marfcey

Jean

.

radio, gets the

brunt of the singing and impresses
nicely,, although the sound is bad,
not giving her voice full opportunity.
May Joyce Is presumably
another singer, and if she's the
blonde girl who sings one number,
okay.

None of the characters is identiso hard to divide credits fairly.
There's one girl who does a cute but
unimportant tap dance and also a
fied,

trio,

two boys and a

girl,

who do a

better than ordinary dance.

Eddie Bruce does most of the
comedy, but has only a few lines.
and Kathryn He doesn't come through at all,

Screen play, Gene
Scola. from novel by Louis Bromfleld;
dialog director, Arthur Grevllle Collins;
camera, William Rees. At Strand, N. T.,
week April 18. Running, time, 70 mlns,
Pierre
Richard Barthelmess
. .
Joanna
..Jean Mulr

traceable to lack of opportunity.
Post-office service bad, so all the
letter carriers are fired and girls
are given the' Jobs. Twenty girls
used in the line and they do most
.Marjorle Rambeau
Kauf.
Verree Teasdale •of the Work.

Mme.

Azals..

'.

,;.

Claire

Leah

.

Florence Eldrldge

'

Hazel
Mueller

Dorothy Burgess

Hohart Cavanaugh 'NEWS HOUNDS'
Young Pierre
........William Janney
Elmer ................. .Theodore Newton With Eugene Pallette, Walter
lett
.Ryan
..J. M. Kerrigan
Flint

... • • . ...

•

•

.Arthur Honl.
.

Aunt Clara... .......... .....Maldel Turner
Peter ...........
Bggelson
Mrs. Eggelson

Ickey Re'iifschler

Richard

Tucker

Comedy

17 Mine.

Paramount, N. Y.

Paramount

Judith Vosselli

Insipid and blah. Runs 17 minutes and forcing for laughs without
getting them all the way.
Syna b.o. star in top spot, a strong cast thetic situations devoid of inherent
of supporting players and a novel humor concern two dumbbell news
by a name writer, studio has photographers sent out to get a
picture of a gangster without knowturned out a picture that won't ing the gent is a hood.
make the grade. Basic, fault is in
Maybe the younger kids can be
the story, variations of which have pursuaded to yield a couple of titters.
Short is a house-clearer.
been overdone in films of late, and

With an ace

director' at the helm,

,

which

Is

Land.

never convincing In this

Beyond that is the fact
EDGAR BERGEN
that it's an unfortunate film for 'Pure
Feud'
Pabst as it is his first American
With Vicki Cummi
version.

directorial assignment.

Pabst, one of the best European
directors, with a. record of

accom-

Bergere
10 Mins.
Strand, N. Y.

Vitaphone 8315
plishment back of him abroad, is
Films are none too good a menoted there especially for his power dium for ventrlloquial turns. Berand camera technique.
Given a gen, one of the best in vaude, doesn't
especially stand out here, since
strong, story, he can make .lt smash there's
no way for the audience to
through the screen. Here he has know that Bergen is talking when
the,
dummy's mouth is moving, Some
a rather weak, .long-winded tale on
a subject completely foreign to him funny lines, however, make it a fair
pne-reeler, with the credit going to
and in a language he doesn't under- the unbilled dummy.
stand.
That may ameliorate his
Importance of the item is in the
case, but it doesn't help the cause two femmes billed as support. Vicki
Cummings is a good looking blonde
of the film.
girl that looks worthwhile f6r picStory is about an ambitious, no- tures
with
some development.
body who builds step by step to Valerie Bergere, veteran; legit actremendous Wealth and then topples tress, is allowed only three or four
lines.
She
steals
all attention in
over. Muni did it last in 'The World
,

-

Changes' arid Edward G. Robinson
prior to that. Now it's Barthelmess,
and he doesn't lend the characterization much authenticity.
Pierre is a young circus rider who
wants to get on in the world. He
sees his chance when the bicycle
era comes along. Builds from that
to automobiles and then to even

more complicated manufacturing
and finance; It's not an unusual
character arid has its moments.
•

Especially so since the author has
him building, via' women. Pierre
takes women and lets 'em go. He
climbs first by getting money from

Then: he marries another to
get her father's money.
He. discards the ladies as fast as he's
through needing them,. The last
one. discards him just as quickly.
None of the characterizations are
too clear, including the central one.
In the book as writteri by Louis
Bromfleld. something of the man's
motivation and mental, activity is
apparent; not so in the .film. Jean
Mulr, the. first girl, who bears
him a baby and then marries
another man, is never explained.
Not one of the characters seems to
function normally which might be
okay if their strange reactions were
explained or built up. They're not.
Another unfortunate thing about
one.

these and is thumbed for an important film career.
Kauf.

I

THAT WAY

LIKE IT

(WITH SONGS)
Universal production and release. Features Gloria Stuart, Roger Pryor. Directed
by Harry Lachman. Harry Sauber, story;
Chandler Sprague, Jos. Santley, screen play;
Chas. Stumar, camera; Conrad, Mitchell,
Qotler, songs; Max Sheck, musical, stager.
At Mayfair, N. Y.; commencing April 16,
Running time, 70 mlns.
Anne Rogers
Gloria Stuart
Jack Anderson
Roger Pryor
Joan Anderson...;....', ^.....Marian Marsh
.

.

Peggy.
Mrs. Anderson

Shirley Grey
,. r
Lucille Gleason
Stuart. ........... .......... . .Noel Madison
Trlxle
. ... «•'......• Gloria
SheaV
Elsie
..Mae Busch
:

Information Girl. ,..t......Meraa Kennedy

The Professor

.Clarence Wilson
is a capable maker
A Pupil
Eddie Wilson
Messenger Boy ,
Mickey Rooney
not fulfill as a celluloid prototype
Harry Rogers,.....,
..John Darrow
of a newspaperman. His effervescent style of acting, however, makes
Costly production work and the
him an. engaging character otherindividual efforts, of a competent
wise, and he pleases mostly in the
cast are negatived by a so poor a
comedy sequences of the picture,
story that- this film wlll.be fortunate
which are by no means few in numto do average business,
ber.
Roger Pryor, on the other
Story is stupidly blundering, with
hand, as Tracy's nemesis and comthe chief character, played by Roger
petitor newshourid, while not cast
Pryor, so irreconcilable that no one
properly herein, proves his right to
only.
will be able to work up a fever
Welssmuller duplicates his first screen development.
about him. One moment he is a
Story is just another newspaper
Tarzan performance, which means fable
dashing young blade roistering
with the most fantastic de- the film would
the girls probably will go strong for tours.
seem
to indicate that around, but the moment he lamps
Tracy Is on a date and he Pabst doesn't .know
him again. Miss 0'Sullivan, never,
the tricks of his sister stepping out, he sees red.
wearing much In the way of clothes, gets Interrupted by a summons ffbm English. All the actors, especially Also he objects to night club girls
the editor of the United Press to
isn't^bad=to;.10LOk-at fr om _the. mas
With the
reportHfor^wOrk=- immediately -and Verree Teasdale and Florence Eld- On general principle..
cullne viewpoint.
trail visiting royalty. ^iTxacy obeys :rldger^crveract^-That=mlght^be-^-= protagonists such-an"assrno^inter-The Culver City jungle and studio grudgingly
and trails an Archduke plained by fact that Pabst had to est can be developed' for a story
"exteriors' were so constructed as to
use a dialog director.
which
centers about him.
through
various
accidents
that
are
look like the real thing, In every
Only place Pabst shows someIt's not Pryoi-'s fault.
He does
department picture is mentioned but not viewed on the thing is in a few scenes in the
technical
early the best he caii. If the story had
screen, until he finally lands In
Bige.
first grade.
Paris. There, while under disguise circus sequences. They're vivid, ac- not been, quite so poor, he might
to elude his competitor nemesis, tive and beautifully photographed. have dragged it over. He's backed
Of the cast Barthelmess stands up nicely by Gloria Stuart as the
Tracy bumps into the royal prinBorrows Hugh Williams
cess, central figure of the plot She out, although he doesn't ever quite girl of his heart, who gets the boots
is traveling as an American. Up to convince. Marjorle Rambeau as his when he finds she's a night club
Hollywood, April 23,
mother
turns out probably the best star; by Marian Marsh, as his sisHugh Williams, borrowed from this moment the plot has an essence
performance in the film, Miss Mulr ter; by Shirley. Grey, as his early
of realism, but here it forks.
Fox, goes into Metro's 'Green Hat
Fantastical and otherwise bur- is not given a chance, to show any- playglrl, with Lucille Gleason conHe'll play brother to Constance
lesquey incidents of royal intrigue thing, Hobart Cavanaugh and Wil- tributing a sound bit as his mother,
Bennett.
are projected with Tracy, Pryor or liam Janney do well in bits. Kauf.
(Continued on page 25)
'

rected

"

common

the

Talking Shorts

handed him, in apparent belief that
newspaper boys' are just dese,
dem and dose birds. Also offside
characterization.
Nobody wins a
queen with that kind of chatter.
Miss Stuart is not particularly Telegraph—Write.*
Jean Sargent, from
regal, but she screens sweetly.
all

.

'Woman

.

.

effective ro-

starring

NJce

•

.

.

novel.

Combination of names ought
to help, but picture is essentially weak on plot and char-

Harvey

-

fadeout clinch,
That's not so hot either, because

Tracy doesn't make an

mancer, especially, for royalty, with

.

and from a Bromfleld

...Nathan Curry
being on the' upturn and having Saldl..'. ........... ,.
rounded: that long-awaited corner,
so 'Cheer's' plot motivation Is basicIt may. be silly, but it continues
ally questionable.
The idea at a to
fascinating, this 'Tarzan'
Secretary of Amusements, a new
'Tarzan. and His Mate,'
cabinet post, designed to take the theme. In
country out of the red, is" open to second of the. Metro series with
debate.
Johnny Welssmuller, the monkeys do
pageantry
Thus, no matter the
everything but bake cakes and the
and the revuesque Interludes, a
false note lingers through the total very human elephants always seem
unscreening. 'What's more, the re- on the verge of sitting, down for a
yet the
vue bits and numbers; against an nice, quiet game of chess;
aimless central plot, are hit'n' miss. picture has a strange sort of power
Bax- that overcomes the total lack of
It's all thin and' sporadic.
logic, and (probably most imporof
the.
Sec
earnestness
as
ter's
Amusements doesn't jell with the tant) it is an extraordinarily beauPicrest of It. Madge Evans, dragged tiful photographic specimen.
doubtless draw business. K
In for the vis-a-vis interest, has ture will
Tarzan Nd. l ended with Tarz and
something to do with being a Big
girl- from England at peace
Sister , to the kiddies. Contrasting the white
in their jungle kingdom.
They're
rather, sharply to Baxter's serious
mien ape Mitchell and Durant as ee again at peace as No. 2 ends, but
in
the
minutes between the two
92
strictly
a
.couple of hoke senators,
they're
fade-outs
almost
in
pieces,
One-to-flll.
There's an overplus of Broadway several times. Trouble starts soon
names, reputedly insisted upon by as the domain of Mr. and Mrs. TarBrown, who; however, also held out zan (Johnny Welssmuller and Maufor Stepin Fetchit for the comedy reen O'SuIHvan) Is trespassed upon
Cavand for that cute Shirley. Temple. by Neil Hamilton and Paul
In the last two respects Its plenty anaugh, a couple of Miss O'SuIHto his credit as Fetchit clicks on van' s heel's from May fair. Boys' are
which
lies
fortune
in
ivory
after
the
the comedy ; ditto the Temple cutie.
Sylvia Froos' is not too happily in a pachyderm graveyard.
There are gory battles between
cast opposite John. Boles in one
duet. That scene shows drastic cut- bands of natives to liven up the proTarzan isn't fighting
ting, with a rainy window effect ceedings when
that .otherwise ..doesn't belong and some jungle beast that is just about
mate. Tarz's stiffest
Indicates that it must have been in- to devour- his
with
a horned rhinocencounters
are
cluded- in connection with something not exhibited. Boles is vir- eros and a giant alligator, respecHis- encounter with the
tually a stooge as. a singer. James tively.
phoney and
Is
obviously
Dunn likewise has light opportun- rhino
well
ities,
but makes milch of these, seemingly impossible, but bo thrill.
provides a real
evidencing good vocal delivery and done that it
battle with the
naturalness in the best spot with The underwater a big kick also.
'gator supplies
the Temple kldlet.
grappling with
Nick Foran (another lor whom Tarz's hand-to-paw
just
comparison,
in
are,
Brown held out) registers with two lions
child's play, even when one Hon is
vocal opportunities and Big Teas
Tarzan's
arm in
with
clOse-upped
Gardell (Aunt Jemima) is brought
his kisser, and the long teeth show
in with an optimistic song.
Miraculously, when the arm is
But 'Stand Up and Cheer' will not ing.
withdrawn it bears nary a scratch
bore. There is enough basic talent
But such slight discrepancies are
to forf end that. Prime shortcoming easily overlooked, since it's granted
Is its lack of cohesion.
that Tarz is a cinch bet in all
Taking the spngs, number, by matches, despite that he always
number, or any of. the scenes, ;Will gives away at least two or three
best explain that.
For example, tons in weight.
there has been nothing funnier on
But for a white man's bullet Tarz
the screen than that penguin who is just another sucker. He is tern
does a Jimmle Durante (the Broad- porarily felled by a slug tossed at
way insiders recognize Lew Brown him by Cavanaugh, who at first
doing the off-screen gabbing and can't make up his mind whether he
the Schnozzola routine).
Sylvia wants the ivory or Mrs. Tarzan, and
Froos* 'Broadway's Gohe HlllBilly'
then decides he wants both. In this
Is well productloned.
Nick Foran animal picture Cavanaugh repre
and Aunt Jemina, backed by Earl sents the species skunk.
Dancer's fast .dancing chorus; regApes,, of both the genuine and
ister with 'I'm Laughing.'' -Boles
prop variety, play a large .part in
and Jemima with 'Out. of the Red,' the picture. One of the real ones,
Boles and Miss Froos' 'This Is Our called Chita,, does messenger service
Last Night Together,' the very win- for Tarz whenever the missus is In
some Shirley Temple-Dunn-Pa- danger, such as being sniffed at by
tricia Lee (a nice blonde looker out
the identical pair of lions that a
of the chorus, by the by), with few months before had made a meal
'Baby, Take a Bow,' and* Lew of Cavanaugh and. Hamilton.
Brown's 'She's 'Way Up Thar' are
Tarzan and his mate spend most
among the vocal highlights.
their time swinging through the
Sammy Lee's dances are' clickers of
branches. Film goes so far as to
too, although that 'knee doll' num- stage' a regulation flying act, with
ber Is reminiscent of Bobby Con- Tarz tossing Mrs. Tarz into ah aerial
nolly's 'Melody' staging for George loop, to. be caught by the .outWhite at the Casino, N. Y.; a year Stretched arms of an aps,' The Tarago.
zans also do some fancy swimming,
The film is highly exploitive and particularly during a tank sequence
with those cast names a. medley of when Welssmuller and a lady swimHollywood, Broadway and NBC- mer doubling for .Miss O'SuIHvan,
CBS^the b.o. allure should be perform some artistic submarine
there.
Abel.
formations. The lady is brassiereless, but photographed from the side
.

help.

starring Richard Barthelmess

'

'

drafter Where the

'A Modern Hero' (WB).
W. Pabst'a first American film,

:Paul Cavanagb
Forrester'

.

a strong

Tracy name can't

'

.

faculty for meddling in the middle.
The mythical kingdom which la the
object of all the Intrigue is never
mentioned, thereby creating a void
in interest.
Also, the much too
much .employed sequence of disconnecting telephones in the mythical kingdom by the two newspaper
boys in order for each to deter the
other from phoning in his yarn, is
overplayed. Finale has Tracy and
Gloria Stuart, the princess, in a

.

'

Martin Arlington.
Beamish.

(Fox).

match its pretentiousness.
'Wharf Angel' (Par). Weak

Mate

Americans now like- to
rpremise.
think of themselves in the light of

1

.

suitor for the same girl (Victor McReturned to San FranLaglen).
cisco (1907 style), there ire complications but- it all ends happily;

.

Up and Cheer

Musical which should do biz
on the cast names and the
sporadic highlights. However,
its intrinsic merits do not quite

nothing else, 'Stand Up and
Cheer' should be very worthwhile
Tarzan and His
for Fox because of that sure-fire,
Metro production arid release. Directed
potential kldlet star in fpur-year- by Cedrlc Gibbons. Johnny Welssmuller
old Shirley Temple. She's a. cinch- and Maureen O'SuIHvan featured. Story by
female Jackie Cooper and Jackie J.' Kevin McGulnnesg, based on Edgar .Rice
characters; adapted by Howard
Coogan in one, excepting in a more Burroughs'
Emmett Rogers and Leon Gordon; camera.
She's, the unofficial Charles Clarke and Clyde De Vlnna. At
jovial being.
star of this Fox musical.
Capitol, N. Y„ week April 20. Running
mlns.
02
time,.
Follies')
'Fox
musical
This
(nee
.Johnny Welssmuller
Tarzan
Is a hodge-podge principally handi- Jane Parker.......
Maureen O'SuIHvan
capped by a national depression Harry Holt....;;..
...Nell Hamilton
It

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

both shown as having an uncanny

does not, however, alibi the gen-

It

eral insufficiency of the picture, both
as entertainment and as ah attrac-

.Himself

...

I

.

.

MG

;

of headlines. Unfortunately, he does

.

—
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Cable Address: VARIETY, LONDON*
Telephone Temple Bar 5041-5048

EMBARGO?
Hagen Floats Stock

Julius

Howard Walsh's New
London, April

'

Columbia

$500,000 Pic Co.

Colbert and March Best Pic
In

-

Tokyo
•

,

.

Month Embargo to 'Clear
Product* —Current Quota
Etads

Tfear

Jilly

Metro.

.

but

lj

Up—

Used

Contingent

Get

Columbia:

Turndowns

agree.

Claudette Colbert seems to leadj
the femhies, with Sylvia ..Sidney
rifijining a/Qldse second. Miss vCol-i
bert jumped ahead with 'Torch
000 .bankroll' and ^formed a 'film com>
.Siinigeri' ^the .kind of a vteepy^ tiirie:
pany> Vogue" Films; Ltd.: Scheduled
story '.the Japanese go for.
producfe pictures in -conjunction
,

I-

VVaJsh's

Company

Howard Walsh. has

*

.

)

,

HAYS OFFICE READY
.1

v

JtemndLa $500,!-

,/ April ,15.

,

,

,

;

:

with.TPat^ a subsfd^ty" of AI.FV
of which William GellV. formerly
with Gaumont-British, is managing

Just as two more major- Ameri!
can producers are barging into thic
French market on~
bigger scale,
the semi*- annual argument oyer film

director.

quotas

•

'

Films will be made- at the NettleWaltOh-on-Thames.
Studios,'
foid
First picture, to be directed by
Monty Banks, starts May 9.

i

for U in 0. S.—Then Back to
Paris for Own Unit Prod.

RKO

*
opening.
Radio Pictures is at last set

is

for its expansion here, though on
a .more modest scale than Phil Reisrrian indicated before sailing back to
the- United States to see .the home

TORN GUNS ON

The

office;

'other

,

—

,

.

,

.

:

Sel

Away from

Own Can. Houses

are responsible for the distribution
Of motion pictures in Canada.'
As to the evils of vaudeville he
could say little, since there are only
two vajide spots in the whole Do
minion*

15.

Harry Warner and Sam Morris Sonii| Flying to London
have purchased the freehold of the
Teddington Film Studios, which
On So. African Film Deal
Warners has had on lease since
1931.
Understood, price is around
$100,000,
Warners intends to spend around
$150,000 in extensive reconstructions, adding more space and two
extra stages.
up: on Warners'
This is a :folio
intention to concentrate on. doing
bigger pictures here, and spend at
least $100,000 per picture, which is

itself short of films.

British producers- prefer to sell
their pictures to FP-Can for. distri-

bution if FP-Can deems the flickers
marketable,- because the Canadian
chain controls approximately 200
picture houses across the Dominion.
Despite the previous patriotic
ballyhoo, present decision knocks
the- inter-Empire entertainment idea

Capetown, April

1

London with

tyhile in

Sonin will lay
start

of

the

out

new

his boss,
plans for the
deal whereby

M-G.

will distribute United Artists'
product in South Africa.

60% more than they have spent

Metro has a deal with the
Schlesingers whereby Metro films
are given second run showing in
French Color Film Union Theatres. First runs go
Into the Loew-owned and operated
Paris, April 15.
Metro in Johannesburg". Whether
Col. Leslie R. Naftzger, New York the U. S. films will
be included in
and Paris lawyer, sailed for U. S the MG-UT deal is not clear lo-

hitherto.

New

i
"

Thursday.

(12). _ to. oxganize_j», Jiold-

ing company for Spicer-Dufay patents in color film making.
Film is invention of French scien
tist Louis Dufay, and Naftzger as
serts it can be used like black and
white film and is almost as cheap
Only, one reel is used for all color
An English subsidiary company is
already* in operation, and the New
York concern, which Naftzger .will
set up, will dispose Of 400 patents
in 40, companies, he says.

cally.

•

•

'

•-

•

-

—

Empire Back to Pix

pire,

music

former

makes a new

hall,

which
a

try today (13) as

the

for
it's

a

ban,

'political'

move.

Artists' lo-

cal rep, has appealed to Minister
Edmond See, asking for a reversal,
but hot considered locally that he
has much chance of succeeding.

Pathe interests, who control the
theatre decided to adopt an allEnglish policy so as not to conflict
too much with their two other
houses on the same block. Metro is
reported to have extracted a fat
guaranty from them for 'Christina,'
for which they anticipate a long
runT=-Advertising^-nut^Is^.consider^.
able, and Is aimed at summer tour-

COL'S

CHINA OFFICE

Columbia, in continuance of its
foreign expansion idea, is opening
an office in China. J. Butler Will
be in charge, with Shanghai as
headquarters.

sions.

several weeks previous.

Col

opened

a

Japanese

office

'Little

Women,'" which

is

healthy

backing;

financial

Incor-

United Artists in New York can- porated in Luxembourg for tax'
understand the ban and is con- purposes,
company expects to
siderably .-Worried by it, since the operate four distinct .film compar
foreign market was figured as an nies in Paris-^a theatre Company,
important ad junct- to the film. Gerfilm pre Jucing company, a dubman, market, is automatically out bing company and a distribution
for 'the film because of its Jewish company, Latter is called SITA.
What worries U.A. is ja
attitude.
Deal calls for Columbia to turn
more' distinct understanding of rea- all its product over to SITA on a
sons for the ban.' Mentioned, but percentage deal.
SITA may turn
not credited by U.A. that the film Is down whatever films it pleases, alfavorable
to
Na- though it must accept a minimum
insufficiently
poleon, picturing all Europe at- of
10 pictures over the year. Up to
tempting to defeat him.
the local group also whether it preAlso, mentioned and this is what
fers to send the pictures out in
U.A. fears, since it may mean sim
original versions, or dub them. In
liar action in other sections of the
the latter event dubbing expense is
world that France banned the flltri
entirely upon to its own end. Deal
In an endeavor not to offend ^Gertakes lh .Col's product for France
many.
and Belgium and, although for only
one yearr carries an option, for another year after that.
While deal is entirely a percenU.S. PIX UP,
tage
proposition,
reported
here
that SITA has put up a guarantee
of $60,000 as minimum.
-

,

no't.

.

1

—

-

•

—

GERMANS
DROP AT THE HAGUE

The Hague, April 13.
Board of Film Censors has issued
report over 1933, showing that
during 1933 America regained the
considerable ground in total of im-

Ufa Nixes 'Cath'

its

Germany, but

ported' reels, it lost during 1932.
Totals mounted from 41.2% of total

in

OK

for

Dutch Distribution

to '47.6%.

The Hague,
On the theory that what goes on
one side of the fence 'doesn't count
on the' 'other side; Ufa >has taken

.

down
Eng-

distribution

'

rights for •'Catherine
the Great' for Holland.

land, France and Italy <made a little
progress, Russia did not import
anything in 1933 and Dutch films
fell in 1933 from 9.3% of total in
1932 to 6.9%.
.

British-made

*

picture..,

staring

was banned' in
Germany because of Miss Bergner's
faith.
Film is deemed likely to be

Elisabeth Bergher

picture house.

LPs Bergner Pic

.

stated

Lacy Kastner, United

tion:reverSed in 1933 and went
from 39.3% of total to 27.8%.

Paris, April 13.
•Queen Christina' (MGM) is the
opening film for ex-StaviSky Em;

"London, April 16.
Universal has taken the United
Kingdom rights to the Elisabeth
Bergner production of 'Arlane,' directed by Dr. Paul Czinner.
Film was made in Paris by PatheNatan in French and British ver•

given

ficially

Germany, which had gained by
America's loss in 1932, saw the posl-

ist trade.

.

reason

Footage of America went up. from

.

he

Fox showcase.
Columbia is taking the opposite
tack from Radio by contracting
with a local, distrib for all its prodr
uct. Deal was made by Joe Seidelman; Col's foreign chief, -while here
several weeks ago and closed via
cable from New York*
Col's deal is with a new Paris
group" named" Compagnie Cineniatbgraphlsque Francaise Luxe. The
group was formed by, J. Berroni
with some Italian capital and
.

unof-

1,620,000 in 1932 to 2,022,000.

23.

Sonin, M-G*s .:South AfriCarlcan head, left here by air- last week
to join Arthur Loew In London.

Paris, April 23.

French censor has banned' 'HouBe
(UA). Although no

of Rothschild'

off its pedestal.

'

w

is opening a dishere for films.
yet. This fol-

dubbing

spotted at the Edouard VII, former

/

RADIO

PIX,

London, April

office

No

dubbing' Is. out for the moment, as;
this involves heavy expense,
considers there is pretty good field
for- original versions at present.
First film released on new basis
Will

IN

company giving

'Sam Eckman, Jr., managing d\its French trade a shot in the arm
Tector for Metro in England, who
is Columbia, which has. made a deal
has. just retired as head of the
with a- new outfit called' SITA.
Society,
Klnematograph Renters
Both are trying to; break through
leaves for New York in about a
at the very moment when a certain
Toronto, April 23.
fortnight for his annUai visit.
of the French trade is argu
group
here,
escorting
been
has
Having closed one theatre
Eckhian
ing that the market is glutted, and
Arthur Loew around London, and brought about the demolition of an- all. importations of foreign films,
was' able to entertain 'him in every other, and instigated police raids on should be banned for six months.
-way but one he couldn't supply
Advocates of an embargo are not
him With a copy of Variety, that had Reunion in Vienna,' although, the coming out in the open. In blaqk
play was acceptable in England to
not yet arrived from New York.
the Lord Chamberlain and met with And white they only put down genno rebukes in Boston, the reform eral arguments to 'prove' that there
Pamela Ostrer Engaged
.(Continued, on page 56)
18 -year -old element Is now leveling its broad-Ostrer,
Pamela
against films and radio.
sides
president
daughter of Isidore Ostrer,
Irt the vanguard is. Rev. Walter
of Gaumont-British, is engaged to"
marry Roy Kelli.no,. ;assistant cam- Creswick, chairman of the.. motion
eraman at the Gaumont-British picture, vaudeville and radio committee of., the Welfare .Council of
Shepherds Bush studios.
Prospective groom is a member sOf Ontario. Most of the blasting is at
quantity
the Kelllno family of acrobats. He films, vaude being a minus
throughout the Dominion, and radio
is 22 years old.
here being government- controlled.
Cleric asserts that motion pic'Lady of the Boulevards' is likely
-influence on
to stay at the Tivoli for four weeks, tures exert a greater
the mental and moral outlook of the
'It ^Happened One Night' (Col) replacing, also for a month's' run. youth of Canada than school, church
Then comes 'HoUse of Rothschild' or home. Calling for stricter cen(UA), expected to -stay 1Q to 12 sorship that 'would shut Hollywood
out of Canada,' he. claims that 'proweeks.
Toronto, April 23.
Will be followed by Gaumont- duction, distribution and exhibition
Greater Carleton, opening of which
British latest super, 'Jew Suss.' are one unholy trinity in the United saw the launching of a, trans-Canada
Canada.'
Lenth of stay debatable, although States and
chain showing British films only,
British pictures are also 'Conhoped it will hold up for six weeks.
has had to close for. .'the .summer
Robert Flaherty's latest for G.-B., trolled,' the- cleric claims.
Spot: handles BIP product exclusive
he
is
now
says
Rev. Creswick
?Man of Aran,' goes into the New
ly, but with three of the major
Gallery April 2.6, and expected to striving to 'bring the forces of well
downtown houses showing British
informed opinion upon those who pictures last week the Carleton finds
stick six weeks.

TEDDINGT0N STUDIO

.

,

MYSTERY BAN

,

Eckman Coming Over

WARNERS PURCHASE

English.

,

'

.

tributing

Reisman,
il
.Visit
Jacques beval, French playwright, lows
le$t for: the. coast yesterday (Mon- Radio export
day) after three days in New York, few months ago, rem which he re:o wfclte two pictures for Universal.
turned all pepped
Immediately afterv ard he returns,
irm has :cho«eh< .this .way Instead
to Paris' to start work on the newly
organized Deval Pictures which ex- of dealing through a local;
over
pects to make three films
because it figures- it will get a larger
there. He will write and direct the proportion of the receipts that way.
trio, then returning to Universal for
No deal with a French house was.
a couple more,
forthcoming which struck' Radio
execs as sufficiently attractive,
proceedings will be modest
first, feeling the way.

"

'

~*"

Radio Pictures

Six-

i-'li;

•

Sells Pix to Local

DEVAL'S PIX
French Chamber Asks

Names

.Tokyo, April
Interview of ,40. Japanese;, cafe
hostesses shows practically every
one of the girls. >uts 'em in - this
order: Fredric March, Gary Cooper;
and Rpixald Colmah. Local fan mags

,

-

ladio Opens Paris Distrib Office;

L

JAPAN'S FAVORITE

15.

Julius Hagen,- head of Twickenham Film Company,, is floating his
public company in< a couple of
weeks. Ooihpahy". will be for $1^250,000, and '.'was due for flotation" over
a year ago, but was' held Up owing
to .economic -conditions.
Hagen figures time is now ripe
for asking >the public to participate.
Entire" fiftlding has 'been- underwrit-.
ten by "a ;flr'm of city 'brokers^

-

Issue;

a good money-ntaker

in this terri-

tory, so the German company outbid others for the distribution rights
to it here.

Canadian Film Trade

Would Estop Sex Pic

Ottawa, April 23.
John Nolan III
When the film trade asks Jtor the
banning of a picture, that's news
Los Angeles, April 23.
.Such has happened in the case of
'D.amaged Lives,' a sexle sponsored
John Nolan, who has been in
by the Canadian Social Service Australia as representative, for Fox
(Jouncll and produced In Hollywood
Film, arrived here yesterday (22),
under the supervision of that or,

hut will be forced to stay over for

ganization.

The M. P. Distributors Ass'n of several weeks to convalesce from
Canada has petitioned the govern- an attack of pneumonia.
Accompanied by Mrs. Nolan, he
ment to prohibit the film In theatres as non-entertainment propaganda.

will stay here until well"
J

make

the journey to the

enough to

home

office.

VARIETY
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GREAT ROMANCE RIDES THE WORLD

AGAIN
Recklessly daring

with love in the arms of
.

.

•

madly loving

•

•

.

the stars

of immortal "Cimarron" unite in another glorious

romance born from

E.

W. Hornung's

vivid tales of

a swashbuckling outlaw on earth's far

frontier.

'

PICTURES
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EXPLOITATION

By Epes W. Sargent

parading, the team and the driver,
Wrote for Tickets
a real sourdough down from the
Bronx, N. T.
north a couple of months, were
Exploiting Frank Buck's Wild
parked around the theatre lobby.
publicity
Cargo,' Harry Mandel,
Driver
dressed
was
atmospherically,
man for the local RKO houses, conNewark had the New York
with parka,
houses and some out-of-town spots of attention.and the cutflt got plenty, ducted an essay contest open to
children only oh the subject, "Why
co-starring the shorts with the
Big biz for the plx, with many
Want to See Wild Cargo.' Confeature.
who saw it saying they were in the Itest began three days before the
Its not the first time that the short
has been sold as important, but It north and witnessed some of the picture's opening, and 50 passes,
filming.
opportunity
awarded as prizes for as many esseems to be an unusual
says deemed the best, were sent to
to educate the public to accept the
the winners in time to enable them
shorts at their star valuation. It Is
'Cargo* Free Show
Contest created
to view the film.
not even necessary to lead off with
St. .Paul.
much interest among the youngPenner If these are not obtainable.
Cliff Rust of the local RKO Orph sters.
Any good short can be boomed up kept
'Wild
biz
Cargo'
pulling
heavy
with
adroit
adstature
to feature
vertising, and in some quarters it. after the first mammoth three days
Submarine "Stuff
should be possible to educate the largely through its 'floating jungle'
Tacoma.
a Dodge truck built up as a large
patrons to regard the shorts as the
Roxy management here brought
boai, the deck of which carried
successor to double features.
Menagerie in- attention to Its showing of 'RipOne trouble is that most shorts stuffed animals.
are indifferently produced' In the cluded a baby elephant, monkeys, tide' very realistically. At the anmatter of story, the expenditure of a gibbon with Eddie Cantor eyes, nual park board marine show at Pt.
money being greater than the use of leopard, anteater, albino deer and Defiance Park on Puget Sound a
brains, but there are enough good jaguar. Driver of the float wore a diver went down to bring up an
ones to form a start, and it would be pith helmet, despite the weather be- octopus before the crowd of 16,000,
But first, when he reached the ocean
a good plan to round up some of ing more apropos for ear muffs.
Rust also had a stooge dressed floor, the diver attached hooks to a
these and go to work.
But the shorts must be handled like Frank Buck even> to the bare sign, planted there earlier, which
like a feature and not merely tossed gams- doing a heel-and-toe stint was then hauled to the surface proon the screen. If there., is a magna through the loop from morn till claiming that 'Riptide' was at the
screen it should be opened with a night. Fellow wore a tan shirt with Roxy. Crowd got a kick out of it.
design slide on the full screen, the 'Wild Cargo now at the RKO Orsame as the feature, and in every pheum' sewed in the back.
Piano for 'Fiddle'
way treated as a second feature
company thumbedInsurance
rather than just one of the shorts down Rust's hunch of having a live
Tacoma.
going with the lqnger length. It tiger caged in the lobby, but Rust
For pre-showing publicity on 'The
should get separate announcement and his aide, Art Steagall, dressed Cat and the Fiddle' the Roxy thea
In the lobby as well as in the news- up the lobby effectively with everpaper work and played up in the greens and stuffed beastles galore.
house story instead of being lumped Steagall also tied in a Dixie cup ice
with the other short material. cream stunt, giving away free plx
There's money in the shorts, but of wild animals to all kinds attendonly when the management shows ing the first two days' shows. More
the same interest it hopes to exact than 6,000 given, color print jobs
from the audiences.
donated by local Dixie representaMemphis.
tives.
Bob Templare of Chicago sucWheeled jungle proved so hey- ceeded L. R. Pierce as manager of
Animating , Jungle
With Frank Buck at it again and hey that Rust turned it over to Emil Orpheum.
Tiger' Woman' going the rounds, an Franke, manager of the Minneapanimated lion or tiger will help over olis Orph for exploitation in that
Canton, O.
the marquee. A simple cutout is city when the pic played MinneJ. Francis Stein is manager of
With the
effective, but with very little addi- apolis the following week.
Windsor, pioneer neighborhood
tional trouble the prop beast can be the two houses splitting all costs on movie house here, operated by the
made to move its jaw, getting many the float, stunt proved a honey all Windsor Theatre Corp.
times the attention an inanimate around.
Rex, formerly the Ideal, Alliance,
has reopened after being comdisplay will attract.

Make Them Continue

Use of the Joe Penner shorts to
capitalize on his ln-person appearances in Baltimore. Pittsburgh and

RKO

—

—

—

BEHIND

The

animation is very simply
worked. The lower jaw" of the animal is made separately and hinged
to the rest of the structure with .a
bolt run through a hole slightly
larger- than its diameter. A cord at
the tip of the lower jaw runs
through a pulley in the upper jaw
and from there to a motor with a
pin on the face of the wheel or with
a turn in the shaft. The play is
based on the travel of the Jaw. If
this is six inches, the pin is three
inches from the axle. If the axle itself is bent the depression is half
the distance of travel. As the motor
revolves the lower jaw drops of its
own weight when the pin is nearest
the head and is drawn up as the pin
.

recedes.

When

it is

furtherest

away

the jaws are closed.

Sown

in Dixie
Baltimore.

pletely renovated
bert.

by W.

J.

Cuth-

Opera house Shelby, dark since
•Men in White,' at Loew's Century 1930, has been reopened by W. R.
last week, was dished an absolutely Malone
and Francis Bushman,
actually unsolicited, plug both of Akron.
gratis,
from .Hutzlers, loop's largest dept.
J. J. Scholer has
been named
store.
manager of WB Ohio Sandusky,

Neither theatre, cast, nor even succeeding
'Dinty'
Moore,
who
flick itself was mentioned, name
goes to St. Louis.
alone getting space, and the idea
Pearl,
Youngswood,
has
Pa.,
could be construed as the store
been
reopened
after being dark
trading in on a w.-k. phrase that
several months.
has been bandied about plenty of
New Grand, West Tarentum, Pa.,
s

late,

what with a two -week

legit

stock run dove-tailed by the flick
•White' showing.
Merchants devoted largest showwindow to a display of men's ap-

has been acquired from W. W.
Clark by the Liberty Amusement
Co, of Wellsville, O.

The

sartorial array

tered

a rosined pin was backed by a black background, against the General Theatre Co.
on the outer circumference of the on which was largely lettered 'Men Action grew out of the former occupancy of the State theatre by
Wheel to press against the string of in White.'
a lion roar for a short distance, this
Loew's has promoted a swimming the Warner interests and the judgbeing timed to emit the roar when meet to be held at the Y, with any ment is said to cover rentals from
the jaw Is lowest. Not much work amateur aquatic aggregation eligi- the time a vacation notice was
and adds greatly to the effect.
ble.
A trophy, 'Johnny Welssmul- served until vacation was actual,
ler Cup' will go to winning team. about. 29 days. Another suit pends
Meet comes off concurrent with on prior rentals.
Shoot 'Em In
'Tarzan and His Mate' (MG), showOther day a local p. a. dropped ing at the Century. A.A.A. approval
Akron, O.
In to protest that another man had has been secured, and any records
Miles Royal, dark several years,
been given credit for an idea he set will be official; latter angle is has been reopened with a dual secpulled. It developed that the story what baits the aqua speedsters.
ond run film policy and 16c top.
had been sent in by a correspondent
The house, located in East Akron,
Who could see the stunt but did not
many years ago operated with a
Barnyard Band
have time to find out who thought
burlesque and variety policy.
Los Angeles.
It up, so he gave credit to another
Fox Wilshire here has a novelty
manager, who had seen and liked
Portland, Ore.
foyer ballyhoo for Mickey Mouse
*-the idea of the real inventor.
Downtown Portland has another
And when we asked why the orig- comedies. A barnyard band, made subsequent run theatre. John Haminator had not sent in the idea his up of miniature figures of the vari- rick reopened the Playhouse with
answer was that it hadn't occurred ous animals used in the cartoons, a 'dime anytime' policy. Harris
to him. That's the trouble with a is mechanically operated, with mu- Stlmpson, Blue Mouse, to the new
lot of users of this department. It sic from a concealed phonograph, theatre.
never occurs to them to tip oft what giving the. effect that the wooden
Walter Segfled, former actor
they are doing, ai»d they do not animals are doing the playing. It's with various legit companies, has
seem to realize that this is an ex- a great flash, and could be dupli- taken over the Old American theploitation department and not an cated in any first class house, where atre.
Segfled also runs the Town
an artisan can be secured to model Hall in Seattle.
•xhibltion of second sight.
It you think up a new idea, or an the figures.
Improvement on an old one, shoot it
Barre, Vt.
In and take credit for it, and take
Lester A. Davis back at the MagGot the Idea

window during

hind a glass
night shift.

ful.

.

—

pride in that credit. Some circuits
Saloon lobby display used for
five orders to their managers not the Metropol
theatre, Shanghai, for
to kick in. They're afraid that the 'The
the space being
managers will get swelled headed turned Bowery,'
a typical Bowery joint
and want more money. It's a mis- throughinto
a
lavish use of sawdust,
taken idea.
beer kegs and a bar, with real suds
But there are plenty of managers being dispensed
who have the permission but lack and was plentiful.by a local brewer
the energy. Kick in with the good
First time the dressed-up lobby
ones.
has been used for Chinese exploitation, and they went for it strong.

'Earth'
Fort Wayne.
•As the Earth Turns' "exploited in
two different veins long before actual playing date at Paramount
theater. A. J. Kalberer first struck
on the woman angle and got

Huskie Hustling
Seattle.

For 'Eskimo* the Coliseum put out

a massive

front, using every bit of

its spacious,

corner exposure to tell
about the attraction. Central fea-

ture was a full 24 -sheet billboard
over the marquee, with plenty of
flash all around, and the valance
widened to six feet, carrying the
one word, 'Eskimo,' in big letters.
An exploitation angle was five
Alaska huskies that won the 1932
sweepstakes parading the streets in
a dog sled put on small wheels, as
Seattle has no snow.
When not

to Detroit to take over

S.

particularly

started a contest for prizes on identification of the states.

The next issue of Liberty distributed carried an insert headed 'More

Prizes for Liberty Winners,' and
and went on with the offer of one or
Parent-Teacher
Film Endorsers to sponsor a morn- more tickets to any resident of the
ing preview of picture. Invitations town who might win one of the
sent out to 'memberships of both prizes, a larger number of tickets
being offered the winners of the top
groups and other civic bodies.
In the ad copy, which was issued prizes. There was also a run-in to
"

spasmodically

opening,

before

the a story of the theatre.

No one could very well object to
more sensational a.tgle was stressed.
Played up the human emotion side an insert tied so closely to the magand the absence of hokum. This azine, so there was no customer
kick, and the agent declared that
method covered field both ways.
the offer had greatly stimulated interest in the contest. He had prerefused an offer of $100 to
viously
Got an Editorial
Ben M. Cohen, of the College, include stuffers, but he felt that
New Haven, worked the Journal- ^his was something that helped. In
"

editorial many sections Liberty handlers will
slips for pictures made from
Night* for a third week. Paper took Liberty stories, but this man hapBut his
occasion to point out that the world pened to be hardbolled.
wanted to laugh, which was why shell could be cracked with the
proper approach. Usually it can.
the pic could hold over.

Courier

a

for

five-inch

when he held

Happened One take

'It

Swim

KEYS

the

Charles Brennan as
Capitol theatre.

manager

of the

Walter Lloyd switches positions
with Louis Schaefer, former coming
for the Paramount, New Haven, to
the Allyn here.

Suits

It won't be long now before the
beach season gets ripe, and the best
time for a bathing suit fashion show
is a week or two in advance. A fashion
show differs from a bathing beauty
contest in that the models are hired
and the ostensible object is to show
the suits and not the girls. This is
more likely to be tolerated by the
stern moralists, and almost any
store will be glad to loan suits for

a display. Many stores Will
give a suit to each model, and frequently the suit will pay the model
for her services, which will help the

.such

Wheeling, W. Va.
Charles A. Felnler, veteran theaowner and manager of Wheeling,
has been adjudged bankrupt by
Judge William E. Baker of the
United States court. At the same
time an injunction was dissolved restraining the Conservative Life Insurance Co. from proceeding in the
circuit court of Ohio county for the
sale of the Virginia theatre.
tre

profit.

Such displays should be handled
with proper impressiveness, with a
brief lecture on _each suit.
The
stage should be dressed up, if possible, with the girls trick lighted.
One good way is to show them first
in a cabinet up stage, in a motionless pose, then having the girl step
Omaha, Neb.
forward to the foots and make one
W. N. Youngclaus, former Lincoln, or two turns up and down, to give
Neb., and Madison, Neb., exhib, has all the details.
Efforts should be
acquired two houses at Columbus, made to obtain a few ultra backless
Neb., from the Monroe-Bard part- models, but there should be a reanership which recently dissolved.
sonable showing of suits such as
Madieon_at Madison now operated most 'nice girls' would be willing to
by John Noffsingfir, former Wood- wear on the beach.
bine, Iowa, exhib.
Good chance to tie up not only to
suits and caps and slippers but to
New Haven.
sunburn remedies, suntan oils and
Walter Lloyd, Par mgr., switched dusting powders.
Build up the
to Allyn, Hartford. Louis Schaefer show with a
short about bathers or
local
'

Par.

Denver.

Top has again been boosted

at

the Orpheum, from 50 to 65 cents,
including tax.
This makes the
third hoist since stage
reinstated.

Co:',

for-

Valencia and
Rialto at Walsenburg, Colo., has
been dissolved. Rick
Rlcketson,
manager of the Intermountain division for Foxwesco, was one of the
owners. The company sold out to
Fox several years ago.
Westcliffe, Colo.,
is to
have a
first

of

the

-

theatre since silent davs. C. L.

Canda

&

Son

to

remodel a store

building.

Fred Llnd has opened up his new
Grand with 301 seats, at Little-

Dark three yearsCora B. Hay has bought, a portsound and projection outfit
and will open a theatre at Mogolton, Colo.

able
lon,

N.

M„

Its

first

divers, and work to make it a real
affair and not mer~ely a girl parade.
It will not only make more money,
but will pave the way for later efforts.

shows were

Walsenburg Amusement

mer owners

theatre.

C. G. Diller opens the Vida, Cripple Creek, May 3.

Some Get Mad
Small town house has been doing
well with a trick stunt whereby free
admissions are given nightly, except
Saturday, to five persons whose

names have been arbitrarily selected.
To make It more interesting,

these names are posted in the morning but covered with a mask of
heavy paper. Promptly at seven
o'clock this is torn off to display the

names.

-

Those mentioned must take

the ticket out of the box office before a quarter past seven.
As a
result there is a heavy crowd in the
lobby at the time named, all of them
more or less intent on going to the
theatre. If they are not among the
fortunate, they buy in, or at least
many of them do.

Only fly in the ointment is that
sometimes a man who has been

down night

after night without re-

Pittsburgh.
sult gets sore and ostentatiously
Harry Kendrick named manager goes
over to the opposition theatre.
WB Enright, East Liberty, suc- Manager
figures it might be a good
ceeding Ted Thomas, who probably
plan to let the other man come in
of

ing of 'Damaged Lives.'
Emboyd may bring in stage shows
celebration

management and supervision of the during its anniversary
former Kunsky houses, now operat- next month.
ed by

was

anxious to land an insert in the
large Liberty circulation in his town
noticed that the paper had just

association

net theatre as manager after a transfers to another spot in Pittsyear as manager of the Paramouht- burgh zone.
Publix house at Biddeford, Me.
Lawrence J. Dandineau exchanges
Fort Wayne.
Lincoln reopens for special showjobs.

Jack Frost

who

Manager

Two-Way on

It is possible to rig

.

Landing Liberty

Most persons object to receiving
'magpies,'
or inserted advertisements, in their magazines. In many
sections the feeling is so strong
against the idea that the use of
the inserts is harmful rather than help-

steadily, except for occasional 10minute rest periods, from 7:30 a,m.
to 11:30 p.m. outside and inside be-

Sandusky, O.
Default judgment has been enfor the Seitz Theatre Co. to

parel, socks, lmen suits, slippers,
shirts, pajamas, et al., all of a blind-

ing whiteness.

tre here staged a four-day piano
marathon last week in front of the
Player was at it
show house.

A. Lynch.

so he can get the opposition's disgruntled.
Since the names are selected instead of drawn for, the manager'
has full control of the stunt and can
Juggle the names around as he
wants. Often he repeats one of the
names, which Is to get the winner
out of the idea that he can let it
ride for a few weeks.

i

San Francisco.
Not
in towns where
Herman Weingarten plans for new
Les Jacobs and Phil Frease have there ismuch good
a large population, but it's
1,200-seater at Coney Island, con- made a deal on their Redwood, Red- been a winner
Tarzan's Home
struction to begin Sept. 1.
wood City, and California, Palto several months.in a 10,000 spot for
Alto. Former bows out of the RedLos Angeles.
For a week prior to opening of
Woonsocket, R. I.
wood entirely leaving that to
Different
Harry Storin now operating Rial- Frease, who turned over the entire
Tarzan and His Mate at Loew's
Woonsocket: former general California to Jacobs.
State, and continuing currently dur- to,
Theatre in a town where almost
ing engagements, vacant corner manager for RKO In R. I.
everyone has a yard of some sort,
gourd contest. Bought
storeroom in the theatre building is
Cleveland.
has
started
a
Trenton.
M. A. j— bensburger is now the
turned into a miniature jungle.
Long-standing labor difficulties half a pound of seed of a type of
Stuffed wild animals, skins, and branch manager of First Division's at Princess, Rialto and Victory sot- gourd which often grows to a length
hunting equipment used by the can- exchange In Cleveland.
tied.
Six I.A.T.S.E. operators, two of three feet, and has hung up a set
nibal races are prominently displayed, with a foliage background
causing passersby to investigate the
inside display as well as the window setups.

Hartford.

Harry
manager
atres

B. Watts, formerly district
of Warner Brothers theIn Elmira, N, Y*. replaces

in each theatre, replace three members of the International 1'rojeetlonists and Stage Employes union,
who have for the past year operated
in the threo theatres.

of prizes.

Each person who registered on

off nights In March were given
Ihrei! seeds,
l'lanting instructions

two

(Continued on page 27)
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Darrow On Code Cross-Picketing of N. Y. Theatres

Hollywood Productions

(Continued from page 4)
filming, op about to start, are listed below alphabetically
Author, C Cameraman)
Director,
Symbols are:

now

(Pictures

;

|>y studios.

'One Night of Love*
(6th week)

D—Victor Schertzlnger
A—Charles Beahan
Speare
Dorothy
i3.
K. Lauren
Edmund North

James Gow
C—Joseph Walker

Grace Moore
Tulllb Carmlnati
Lyle Tnlbot
Louis Albernl
Andreas DeSegurola

Sam Hayes
Bose Marie Gloss
Henry Armetta
Jessie Ralph
the Gods Uestrey'
(3rd week)

D—Walter

A^-Sldney

C—BenJ.

'She Was a Lady'
(1st week)
D—John Blystone
A—Elizabeth Cobb'

Lang

Buchman

Kline

Helen Twelvetreeo
Robert Young
f U BgleB
e Ble
Chan's Conra«e*
$^B e n ^ ec h t
(1st week)
Gene Fowler
C Leo Tover
D George Hadden
Cast:
A Earl Derr Blggers
Jack Oakle
Seton I. Miller
Dorothy Dell
Cast:
Roacoe Kama
Warner Oland
Arllne Judge
Drue Layton

d—
A—

'

Jean Parker
Sidney Toler

D—Victor

C

*

—Ray

Cast;
Madeleine Carroll

-

-

Franchot Tone
Reginald Denny
Raul Roullen
Louise Dresser

Douglas Dumbrllle
Cora Sue Collins
Nigel Bruce

Jose Mojlcn-

C

—Wm.

Norma

Charles Bastin
Geo- Irving
Georgette Rhodes"
Stepin Fetchlt
'Call It Luck'

week)
James Timing
Dudley Nichols
.

Harry McCoy

Valentine

Cast:

Albert Hackett
Frances Goodrich

—James Wong Howe

C

Cast:

Cast:

Wm.

Warner Baxter
Madge Evans

Maureen O'Sullivan

Johnn

Edward

Compton

John Rogers
Gerald Rogers
Desmond Roberts
'The Cossacks'
(3rd week)

D —John Relnhnrdt
A— Stewart Anthony

(1st

—

Jose Lopez Rubio

Jackson

—

C

:

Jose Mojica
Rosita Moreno
Tito Coral

Ernest Vajda
Samson Raphaelson
Oliver Marsh

Cast:

Maurice Chevalier
Jeanette MacDonald

Mona Marls

Una Merkel

Edw. Everett Horton

'Always Honest'
(1st week)

D—
A—

James Dunn
Trevor

—
Cast:

Temple

C

Foster
John Bradford
'Caravan'
Preston

Mae West
Roger Pryor
John Mack Brown

week)

Robert Lelbmann
Samson Rnphaelson

D—Cecil

Waldemar Young

Vincent Lawrence
Milner

C—Victor
Cast:

Mile. Annabella

Andre Daven

(1st

— Louis

week)

King

Cast:
Alice Fnye
Frank Mitchell

Jack Durant

DeMllle

A—Bartlett Cormack

(trench)

week)

Cast:
.
Charles Boyer

Andre Berley
Pierre Brasseur
*8hc Learned About Snllorn

(Oth week)

,

Claudette Colbert
Warren William
Henry Wllcoxon
Gertrude -Michael
Joseph Schlldkrnut
Ian Keith
C. Aubrey Smith
Charles If. Mlddlcton
Clay Clement

Leonard Mudie
Irving Pichel

Dick" Powell

Ruby Keeler
Joan Blondell

D—

Guy Kibbee

Cast:

Chester Morris
'Little

Man, What Now?'
(5th week)

1

D— Frank Borzage
A—Wm. Anthony Mc.Gulre
C

— Norman

Delmar Daves
Barnes
—George

Cast:

Brodlne

Margaret Sullavan
Douglas Montgomery

Hugh Herbert
Ronnie- Cosby
Berton Churchill
Phil Regan
Leila Bennett

Arthur Vinton
Arthur Aylcsworth
Bess Flowers
Pat O'Malley
Claire

McDowell

Cast:

James Cagney
Gloria Stuart

Dorothy Tree
'Madame DuBarry'
(4tli week)

D —Wm. Dleterle
A—Edward Chodorov

C— Sol

Pollto
Cast:
Dolores Del Rio

Reginald Owen
Osgood Perkins
Ferdinand Gottschalk
Verree Tcasdale
Victor Jory

Maynard Holmes
Dorothy Tree
Helen Lowell
Hobart Cavanaugh
Anita Louise
!

When Harry Sherman,

president

picketing evil had ended. No sooner
had Sherman made this 'deal, auto-

matically ending dual operator aspirations to control Greater New
York wheri Allied popped up. This
is also a State-chartered union.
Old State Charters

Claim is that four or five other old
charters issued by the state are in
existence and that if settlement Is
ever reached with Allied, operator
politicians :and trouble-makers may
start up again under one of these
old charters. Just what the charters
are and in whose hands they repose
seems something of a secret.
New York state recently repealed
the law permitting union charters
within its borders, but under the
old ones the unions in whose name
they were issued, can function.
Empire State was the first of this
Sam Kaplan, then
type of union.
head of 306, could have bought off
Empire for $7,000 at one time, it is
.understood, but preferred to fight it
;

Pat "O'Brien

Frank McHugh

Henry 0

Justification.

of 306, settled differences with Empire State ^Operators, a rival of two
years ago, and took its members
into 306, it was thought the cross-

Neill

Arthur Treacher

instead.

Harry

Sherman,

W.

C.

ganizer, Independent Theatre OwnStill pending.
ers of America.

Camllle Rovelle
'Farina'

'Housewife'
(2nd week)

D—Alfred
A—Robert
Llllie

.

<

Hayward

Manuel

Beady

Col. 'Criminal'
Hollywood, April

SeflC

Cast:
Bette Davis

original, 'The Criminal Within.'
Sid Rogell will produce.

George Brent

Loved an Actress'
(1st week)
Ralph Murphy

'I

D—

Cast:

Adolphe Mcnjou
Ellssa Lahdl

they'll

set

up

this

HOW

"grand entertainment" for an

immediate repeat on "Wonder Bar" profits

'Notorious Sophie Lang'
(1st

week)

D—Wm, Cameron
RADIO

Menzles

'Family Man'

D— John

(3rd

A— Harry

—Teddy
Cast:
C

week)

Robertson

Hcrvey

D—
Geo. Nicholls
A— Ernest Pascal
,

—
Cast:

J.

Roy Hunt

Cllve Brook
Diana Wynyard
Bruce Cabot

Ada

Cabell
Irene Hervey

—
—

C

Lynn
— Eddlo

Stanley Theatre
Michigan Theatre
Strand Theatre
Stanley Theatre
Rialto Theatre
Earle Theatre
.

Roger Sherman
Strand Theatre

Philadelphia
Detroit
.

New

York

Baltimore
St.

Louis

Washington
New Haven
Hartford

Starling

Cronjagcr

Cast:

Sidney Fox

Mary Boland
Ned Spnrks
Polly Moran
Sidney Blackmer
Tom Kennedy
'Cockeyed Cavaliers'
(4th

D— Mark

WEEK AT

Tctzlart

Richard Dlx
Barbara Kent
Bruce Cabot
Erin O'Brien Moore
'Sour Grapes'
(4th week)
Worthlngton Minor

C

THIS

week)

Snndrich

A — Ed, Knuffman
Ben Holmes

Ralph Spencer
C— David Abel
Cast:

Bort Wheeler

The ads on the next two pages are typical of the red-fire
flash campaigns planned for the world premieres of this

WARNER

23.

Columbia has signed Harold Tarshls and George Waggner to collaborate on the screen play of their

Green
Lord

HERE'S

Fields

Joe Morrison

new

president .of 306, recently brought
for
damages of $1,000,000
against Allied and its alleged orsuit

week)

Arthur Hoyt
.'Down to Their Last Yacht
(1st week)
D Paul Sloan
Duke Ellington Orch. A Herbert Fields
Marlon Dlx
'Cleopatra'

Boyer
Jean Parker
C. Aubrey Smith
'Pat' Paterson
Lew Ayres
Nigel Bruce
Charles Grapewin
(1st

(1st

John Mlljan
James Donlan
Stuart Holmes
Harry Woods
Edward Gnrgan
Frederick Burton
Augusta Anderson

Cast:
Charles

C

UNIVERSAL
Loves of a Sailor1
(1st week)
Kurt Neumann

Cast:

Katherlne DeMllle

Charell
Melcholr Lengycl

'Caravan'

It Ain't No Sin'
(6th week)
Leo McCarey
Mae West
Karl Strauss

Edgar Kennedy
Tully MarBhcU

D —Wm. Beaudlne'
A—W. C. Fields

PARAMOUNT

Klein

D—Ray Enrlght
Busby Berkeley
A—Robert Lord

Bruce Cabot

C— Arthur Edcson

could spring up to involve and prolong the situation.
At present 306, which is affiliated
with the American Federation of
with Allied.
tussling
Labor,
is
Unions aire cross -picketing and
theatre operators appear helpless
except to try to make it clear the
theatres arje manned by union projectionists and picketing is without

Dorothy Christy

George Barbler
Sterling Holloway

D —Harry Lnchman
A— E. E. Pnramore

A—

week)

D Ernst Lubitsch'
A—Franz Lehar

(5th week)

Ben Markson

under which that many new unions

Betty Bryson
Jacqueline Wells

Ellis

Minna Gombel
Henry Wadsworth
Natalie Moorehead
Edward Brophy
Caesar Romero
"Merry Widow'

Oliver

(3rd week)

D —Lloyd Bacon
A—Al Cohn

Allied is cleared up, there are four
or five other charters in existence

'The Old-Fashioned Way'

Isabel Jewell

Warner
Gilbert Emery
H. B.

'Dames'

Edna May

James' Gleason

•Hey, Sailor'

Contemplation of a washup of the
troubles
business-damaging
between New York operators (306)
and its rivals is doubted by insiders.
Claim is that even If the mess with

Glgl Parrlsh

Nat Pendleton

Roger Imhof

—
Cast:

Harry Seymour

Mess

Aim Hovey

Porter Hall

Barry Norton

(1st

Powell

Myrna Loy

Mnrjorle Rainbeau

Mae Marsh

—

Cast

Hazel Hayes
LuAnn Meredith
Dorothy Drake
Helene Cohan
Jean Carmon

'Thin Man'
(2nd week)

A — A. J. Cronln
Ernest Pascal
C— B. Glennon

Lund

Judith Arlen
Jean Gale

D—W. S. Van Dyke
A—Dashlell Hammett

D— Irving Cummlngs

D—Erik

Katherlne Williams

Desmond Roberts

s

Susan Fleming
'Grand Canary'
(2nd week)

.

Regis Toomey
Gertrude Michael

Toby Wing
Rita Gould
Lucille

Paul Fix
Carlos de Valdez
Hedda Hopper'
Fred Kohlcr

—
—

Bekeffl

Luclen Llttlefleld
Mona Marls
Rafael Storm
Mme. Bonita
Doris Lloyd
Milton Wallace

Jean Harlow
Lionel Barrymore
Franchot Tone
PatBy Kelly
Lewis Stone
Hale Hamilton
Shirley Ross
Bert Roach

Herbert Mundln
'Pat' Paterson
Charles Starrett
Georgia Calne
Gordon Westcott
Theodor von Eltz
Ernest Wood

Donald Haynes
Geo. Meeker

Sarah Padden
John Boles
Tom Rlchotts
Helen Vinson
Frank Releher
Betty Furness
Murray Klnnell
Crelghton Chaney
1 Give My Love'
Molly O'Day
Wesley Barry
(1st week)
Murder on the Blackboard' D Carl Freund
(4th week)
Cast:
Wynne Gibson
D Geo. Archalnbaud
Paul Luk'as
A Stuart Palmer
Willis Goldbeck
WARNERS
C Nick Musuraca

.

Cast:

Catharine Doucet
DeWltt Jennings
Bodll Rosing
Muriel Klrkland

'Vergie Winters'
(4th week)

Cary Grant
Genevieve Tobln
Helen Mack
Ed. Everett Horton

.

Alan Hale

D—Al Santell
A—Louis Bromfleld

Cast:

John Emerson

Tr'ottl

Robert Woolsey
Thelma Todd*
Dorothy Lee
Noah Beery

C—Leon Shamroy

D—Sam Wood
A— Anita Loos

Joseph 'Cunningham

Shirley

D—
A—Stephen

Katherlne Alexander
Marian Clayton
Ian Woolf
Una O'Connor
'100% Pure*
(3rd week)

(4th-

Clftire

Shearer

Charles Laughton
Maureen O'Sullivan
Fredrlc March
Ferdinand Munier

Frank Moran

Philip
Cast:

Judith Allen

Maude Turner Gordon
Margaret Armstrong
Vlnce Barnett
Matt UcHugb
'Kiss and Make Up'
(1st week)
Harlan Thompson
Jean Negulesco

Danllds

Cast:

Walter McGraU

Cast

KUty
Edward Nugent
Lynne Overman
Warren Hymer
Henry Sephennon

Donald Ogden Stewart

.

C—Luclen Andriot
Cast:
Ann Harding

Carlisle

Franklin
Besler
Claudine West
Ernest Vajda

Lumsden Hare

in

Jane Murfin

Hope
Lange

Blng Crosby
Miriam Hopkins

(5th week)

D—Sidney
A—Rudolf

Geo. Marshall

Ed.

—

C Chas.
Cast:

Street'

Dudley Dlgges
Frank Melton
Russell Simpson
Claude King
Ivan Simpson

C—Harry

'She Loves Me Not'
(3rd week)

Whnpole

'Barretts of

Rub
Homans

Franey

Howland
Howard

D—Elliott Nugent
A—Howard Lindsay

lie wis. Stone

Rumann

Schumann-Helnk,
Brenda Fowler
Mnrcelle Cdrday
Barry Norton

F.

1>

June

Wallace Beery
Jackie Cooper
Lionel Barrymore
Otto Kruger
Dorothy Peterson
Win. V. Mong

changes

will
specific

and

.

Frederick

Cast:

(Oth

A—Reginald Berkeley
C—Geo. Schnelderman

Rny Mnyer

Billy
Olln

Louis Stevenson
John Lee Mah'ln

'Wo:ld Moves On*

Instead

Darrow procedure

quarreling with conclusions will be
submitted dimmed during the week.
Darrow hinted that all members
will,
initial
document, but other
sources indicated John F. Sinclair
will continue to be a holdout although it is unlikely he will make
any individual report.
Previously scheduled for submission Saturday (21), report was subjected to last-minute overhauling
following secretive visit of board
members and aides to the Capitol.
Refused to discuss trip but were
seen departing from office of Sena-

Greta Meyer

Robert

Fleming

A—Robert

conclusions.

Continues; Allied-306 Ops.

clauses of all codes examined and
go so far as to suggest language
which should be deleted and that
which should be substituted or
added. Among film clauses likely to
be criticized, in this fashion are
those
dealing with
distributors'
power to designate play dates, per- tor Nye with air of conspirators.
centages, composition of clearance Shortly afterward, Tiews spread that
arid zoning boards, scope of boards' document, would be held up three
authority and limitation on length or four days.
of protection periods.
Board demise was reported imNature of comments on block minent again last week after havbooking is matter of widespread ing previously been confirmed and
speculation.
Several board mem- then denied. Question apparently
bers feel practice should be con- depends 6h President, as does mat-'
demned but are doubtful of legal ter of publication of report. With
powers.
Report may recommend Darrow stating that document will
Congressional- action on subject. be treated confidentially, President
Indie exhibs. want board to endorse Friday (20) observed he wants to
Patman anti-block bill.
read it before deciding whether to
Possibility that minority report make it public.

Christian

(5th week)

FOX
week)
Ford

Shirley Chambers
Olive Tell

Samuel Hinds

Robt. McWade
'Treasure Island'

Clnrence Muse
Eleanor' AVosselhoeft

illuminating

-

Charles Sellon

Jed Prouty
Harold Waldrldge
George Guhl
Rollo Lloyd
Chas. Mlddleton
John Qualen
Hans Joby
Hale Hamilton

Henry Wadsworth

Dorothy Burgess
Cora Sue Collins
Lumsilen Hare"

Juliette

June Brewster

.

I

Zlta

New Sparks
Lew Cody

Reginald Barlow
Francis McDonald
Jay Lloyd
Fuzzy Knight

Jack Holt

C—Joseph

Phillips Holmes
ZaSu Pitts

Daube

Belle

Ripley

Lamar

-Mary Brian

Mills

Fay Wray

D—
A—

Bruce Manning
Garrett Fort

Cast:

Brothers
Willard Robertson

Neil)

-Siegfried

'Private Scandal*
(Oth wceki

D—Ralph Murphy
A—Vera Caspary
C—Milton Krasna

Marlon Davles
Gary Cooper
Douglas Dumbrllle
Katherlne Alexander
Ted Healy
Russell Hardle

Wells Root

—John

Harvey Thew

Cast:

C— Joseph August

j)

Richard Boleslavsky
Robert W. Chambers

many

been presented verbally to the entire board and then repeated in a
wrlten statement'.
Contrary to prior indications, report, will not deal solely with gen-

recommend

Alison Skipworth
William Frawley

1

(Oth week)

contained

and convincing statements, observed
that 'they would have carried a
whole lot more weight if they had attacking

eralized

Ben Bernle

METRO
'Operator Thirteen

'Black Moon*
(3rd week);

Cast;

—

—
—

Robert Young
Scoity Beckett
Rollo Lloyd
Jack Mulhall

A—Clements

'Thank Your Stars'
(3rd week)

Zelda Sears
Eve Greene
G—George Folsey

Cast:
•Walter Connolly
Dorts Kenyon

i>—Roy Wm.

Edwin Maxwell
Robert Warwick

Cast:

'Chortle

Cast:

•Whom

Claudia Dell
Grace Durkln
John Rutherford

Nick Foran

COLUMBIA
<

—

A—

D—

brief

BROS. HIT
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SCREEN AND RADIO COMBINE

A host of

IN

GIGANTIC

famous favorites of

the air teamed with bright stars
of the screen in the fastest and
BROS.'
funniest of
famous musical hits! See what
goes on "behind the mikewhen you hear those big programs go on the air! different,

WARNER

A

dazzling, delirious

show

that

with action and
surprises," says Los Angeles
Heratd- Express. Don't miss
"fairly sizzles

WARNER BROS/

to
in!

'

^

-

„«

V

-

J—

ffl

/

ESP®.-,

Stars-Stars-arid More Stars!

DICK POWELL GINGER ROGERS
4 MILLS BROTHERS TED FIORITO

PAT O'BRIEN

HIS

AND

FAMOUS BAND

RADIO ROGUES THE 3 DEBUTANTES
MUZZY MARCELLINO ALLEN JENKINS
3

And songs by

the composers of "Gold Diggers"

and "42nd

WARREN
& DUBIN
A
First National Picture.

Street"

raiipiiiiii
lltlllllS

mm®,

BP

111

*

Urn?

mm

Mil

lllMlfllllll*

S WE E T
O'BRIEN
DEBU-

HRADHH
L

ROGUES

HEARTS

TANTES

1

MUZZY

MARCEL-

Famous stars of Radio-great favorites of the films
-united for the first time by Warner Bros, in this
different, dazzling, delirious comedy! See what
goes on "behind the mike" when big acts go
Hear delightful Dick Powell sing
on the air
his way to stardom with 4 new hits
.

A

First National Picture

SIZZLES

. .

WITH ACTION AND SURPRISES!
Los Angeles Herald-Express

T
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The

Publicity

Lubin's 'All-Timers 9

Boys Grow Up

(Continued from page 1)

Regarded more as a necessary evil heads called into virtually all im
portant sales meetings where pollthan anything else through the cies, product, and the like are disI

1

importance to show cussed.
Tear sheets which come into thj
business minimized rather than agfrom all over the coungrandized, the publicity and adver- home offices
Anally [try quickly attest to the work be
tising man seems to have
ing done, either through the efforts
integral
an
as
majority
reached his
f the hQme Qfflce airectly or by
the
cog in the wheels that make
the men Jn the fiel(J
Press books
picture business.
once had no place in the theatre.
Since the onrush ot tne nara flguratively spe aklng, except the
aaeconomic
times that followed on
s waste baske t. They were
man manaffer
verslty the importance of tne
lQng consldered a neceS sary evil and
behind the ads, publicity ana ex- ^ frlghtful was te. But they. have
until
grown
has
ploltation stunts
become a functlon of distribution
recognition is now virtually wna n
exnlbltion which can be any
should be. No longer does the ad- thlnff but overtooked> Durm g the
in
remain
man
vertisingrpublicity
past year or so major producers
thankthe rear, doing a job that is
have taken stock on the press book
less and, for many years, has been
years,

E S

their

...

l

i

.

.

ij

the playlet was usually based on
the mistaken identity theme.
The Cohans were the first act in
vaudeville to reach the then unknown salary rating of $1,000. John
J. Murdock paid it to them for a
week in 1902 at the Masonic Temple,
Chicago. Murdock wanted a $1,000
act to open a new season at his the-:
atre and he advertised for one. It
sent every agent in the country
scampering for a candidate. When
Epes W. Sargent, now on the staff
of Variety, asked Murdock what he
thought his chances were of finding
such an act Murdock answered, 'I
had one booked before I advertised
the Four Cohans.'
After starring in every possible
important
all
the
in
capacity
branches of show business Cohan is
now one of the brightest of the
radio lights. Some of his ether fan
mail writers ask, 'What did you do
before you went on the air?'
Members of other and since disbanded all -American turns are still
around, by themselves or with other
partners, and some are still stars.
The Pearl of Bard and Pearl is
Jack Pearl.
Ben Bard was his
straight man. Gus Van, of Van and

—

situation and now are getting out
creditless as well.
sheets which add revenue to both
Formerly ignored by the execu- theatre and distributor. As a retives, whose berths in film com- sult they are being used arid the
panies controlled the admlnistra- exhibitor who formerly threw his
tional and departmental policies, press books away has learned that
within the last few years the looked hig oppositlon( which doesn t do
down upon divisions which vend ^ na ^ | a making use of something he
publicity, write ads and evolve ex-1
ded as uaeless
ploitation have stePP*?* up to- a
Cha n DeveIopment
commanding position. The depresSchenck, is now doing a single.
Mu<Jn ha(J been contributed to ex
sion period has brought out more" ploltation meth ods by chain theatre Ponselle Sisters are both opera
else
anything
than
forcibly perhaps
atlQn
Therg can be no denIal stars.
the value of publicity and adverIn his long career as a manager
Un(Jer the control o£ i arge
£ that
tlsing.
home office departments the mana and booker Mr. Lubin has probably
In that salesmanship in the ex- gers of chain theatres in big. towns, seen
acts.
At
different
10,000
hibition of pictures cried for stress as well as small, were forced to ac- Variety's request he has selected the
and especial push as a result of de- cept advertising and exploitation acts which, in his opinion, repre^
clining grosses the importance of dictates.
sent the best of the 22 types of
If at first resentful, the
the pub-ad departments reached reluctant manager eventually bowed vaudeville turns listed:
realization and is continuing to to the results, especially if his ad.
Comedienne: Jennie Teamans.
gain the spotlight in the affairs of man had run a poor picture into an
Comedian: Eddie Cantor.
the industry. From the studios, even break or a profit through a
Comedy team (male): Bard and
where it is essential to publicize smart campaign.
Pearl.
stars, stories, directors and plans,
large number of publicity and
Comedy team (mixed) : "Joe Hart
down to the independent theatres
-

I

,
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WITH APOLOGIES TO

Walter Winchell
On Broadway
(Trade Mark Registered) Copyright, 1934, by Daily Mirror, Inc.

Knew

Things You Never

THAT

Notv

Till

Barbara Frietchie thought they were
did she Gettysburg that way)

THAT

letter carriers.

(How

those who haven't had the good fortune to hear MR. EDDIE
need only go to the CENTRAL PARK CASINO any
night save SUNDAY to discover why he is one of America's
great entertainers.

OARR

one of the world's finest tapestries hangs in a convent In
Tarrytowh (The Gobelins will get you If you don't watch

THAT

out).
t

THAT

Eddie Garr's hobby

is

focus, the old focus, at

photography.' Eddie is crazy about the
home. (Lay out my tails, Sebastian).

if you send your HEART a dozen pair of silk stockings...
be sure they come up to her expectations. (Doakes now
pitching for Detroit)

•THAT

-

THAT

Eddie Garr

THAT

go to Hollywood and be starred
a good idea, anyway)

will

(Well,

ture.

it's

one-third dry gin, one-third GRAND
juice, one-sixth orange juice,
(Encore, Pierre)

lemon

i

MARINER,

one-sixth

makes what

takes.

it

l

EDDIE GARR

King

role

hit the road
for twenty

weeks.

THAT

the population of Yuma, Arizona, has been exactly the same
for over twenty years. Every time a baby is born a man
leaves town. (Calling all cars, calling all cars)

THAT EDDIE GARR
BROOKLYN,

A

advertising men themselves have and Carrie DeMar.
which return a higher revenue when managed theatres, and if not they
Singing team (male): Van and
public attention is forciby drawn to L ave made a clQ3e gtudy of man
Sehenck.
attractions, the necessity of the
ment problems and operating
Singing team (femme) Ponselle
pluggers and exploiteers has become exigencies
NumeroUs cases are Sisters.
obvious.
known where circuits have taken
Singing single (male): Al Jolson
It may have been obvious through
publicity-advertising men out of
Singing single (femme): Nora
out the history of show business managerial posts because they were
Bayes.
part
be
a
to
that press agents had
regarded as too good to be manaQuartet: Avon Comedy Four.
of that business but until lately the gers. That may serve as a hint of
Sister team: Courtney Sisters.
real credit has not been realized the importance that commenced to
Single dancer (male) Bill Robin
Too often in the past when busi- accrue to publicity purveyors and
ness was good it was due to most ad experts under severe chain com- son.
Single, dancer (femme): Eleanor
anything else good management, petition. With theatre decentraligood pictures, stars or anything zation the teachings, many such Powell.
Dance team (male): Doyle and
at
all,
if
Lastly,
mind.
coming to
managers received has been worth Dixon.
the publicity-advertising end re- Its weight in something or other.
Dance team (mixed): The De
ceived recognition.

THE DECK"

the big musical hit "HIT
played the Charley

THAT when

doing an entire

is

new

act at

THE ALBEE,

this week.

Philip WYLIE'S new TOME "FINNLEY WREN" is full of
whim and whimmin. The tale of a Canarsle Casanova on a

THAT

Simmons, the playground of a nation.

I

:

:

—

Also, with decentralization, the
average distributor has realized that
With the arrival of the depres a continuance of publicity-advertis
pic
lng- exploitation pressure is essen
Bion, the film firms realized
tures would have to be sold more tial, to the end that their pictures

Depression Emphasis

Where

clever advertis
are certain of getting all that's comcampaigns ing to. them. Result has been the
exploitation
lng and
stepped in to accomplish that, the despatching of explolteers into the
Some
results in some cases were astound- field on important pictures.
ing to those heads who in previous of the companies even have men
years had minimized its importance. stationed at various points to super
The Warner cross-country train vise publicity and advertising camstunt on '42d Street' is today recog- paigns, as pictures come into their
effectively.

'"

THAT

last year' Mr. Garr was one of the biggest hits Sid Grauman's Chinese Theatre had. (Paging Mr. Long Tack Garr)

THAT
THAT

The

Eddie Garr studied to be a concert singer (O. K. for sound)

THAT EDDIE GARR
THAT

Marcos.

Dramatic sketch: Eugene Strong,
Comedy sketch: Bert Baker in

the boudoirs of the Hollywood Sigh "Wrens are done in
.. (Knotty but nice)

PINE.

THAT

-Prevaricator.'

Acrobatic act: Rice and PrevOst.
Juggler: Rastelli.

Wire

Band

act: Con Collcano.
Waring's
act:

Flash act:

Jesse

Lasky's 'Red-

THAT
THAT

nized as having been importantly territories, in co-operation with ex
Instrumental in the distribution and' hibltors who are playing the film
exhibition results achieved for that The advertising man and the thea
picture.
tre manager each still think they
That, however, is only one in- know more about exploitation than
stance where publicity, advertising the other. But they will probably
and exploitation justified itself, always feel that way. When a pic
Numerous contests, with national ture does an above average busihookups, stunts and newspaper ness, the manager wants the credit
space, have aided scores of pictures When the picture flops, he blames
which otherwise might not have the publicity man.
gone half as far as they did in
But in taking credit, or trying to
gaining public support.
blame the publicity man, the theaDuring the past year or so many tre manager now recognizes the
turn
actually
been
producers have
value of. something he didn't used
ing out pictures which are designed to pay much attention to the ad
to lend themselves to exploitation vertlslng and publicity man.
And
and, in a number of instances, the the same goes for the higher execuad attack has done the trick at the tives in the home office
box office. At the same time the
choosing of topical subjects which
have been in the public prints, and
Can, Nixes Cavell Pic
are particularly adaptable, to fur
ther exploitation, has brought out
the changing attitude of the pro
Toronto, April 23
ducer-distributor as to the value of
The film story of Nurse Edith
publicity and advertising,
When percentage playing of pic> Cavell, who was executed in Bel
tures was Introduced a few years glum during the war for aiding the
ago, attention was further drawn to escape of British and French sol
the value of ad men and exploiteers, dlers, 'Dawn' is banned in Canada
The more effectively the picture because it might revive wartime
was sold the greater the return to hatred.
the distributor.
Taking film on
percentage against guarantees, it
Start Col. 'Mysteries'
also became apparent to the theatre
and its operator that the ultimate
Hollywood, April 23
should be squeezed out of every atProduction on the first of Co
traction. Here again the value of
lumbla's 'Minute Mysteries' to be
resourceful publicity and advertis
made on the Coast, 'Stolen Pearls,'
ing figured.
Now^" the major distributors
have come to regard is set to start tomorrow (Tuesday)
their publicity-ad departments with with Lambert Hillyer directing from
Harold Shumate's adaptation of the
something almost approaching af
H. A. R:pley newspaper serial.
fection rather than disdain. Not in
Irving Briskin will produce the
frequently the production and distribution divisions now sound out series.
the publicity and ad men and con-

—

-

sider their Ideas seriously.
Previously in distribution any
suggestions from the ad department

were looked upon mostly as pre
sumptivrv Now advice,, is sought
with
advertising
publicity
and

Caldares Joins Bryan Foy

heads.'

vaudeville

O.Q. the very ODD Mclntyre. nominates Mr. Eddie Garr as
of the male mimics" (End of quotation)

"BEST

THAT

Eddie Garr was featured

8)

THAT

there

Take slips to $16,000,
elsewhere.
Last week hardly any better
sad.
at $17,200 for 'Crime Doctor' (RKO).

THAT

THAT

Last week was unnecessarily hurt by the weak choice
of picture, flabby and indie 'Quitter'
(Chesterfield) which let house slip
from average pace to $10,600. Currently rides up to the front to excellent profit at $13,000.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;
Trouble'
for
35-45-65)— 'Looking

(UA).

This one misses.

for a
'Rip Tide'

in

(55).

Perlberg's Index
Bill

Hollywood, April 23.
Perlberg, Columbia's casting

director, Is getting

card-index

of

all

up an elaborate
Hollywood and

Law," a Columbia

the-

Jimmy Walker gave

KEY TO THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

(An

ACE MAYOR)

">

(We

got Sullivan in Wlnchell's column at last)

Eddie Garr was featured in "Hollywood Premiere by

(M

ore

G

arr

M

MGM.

etro or vice versa)

there is a gal in the Winter Garden so dumb she thinks
(Give me a dollar,
is an Italian restaurant.
honey, for the maid in the ladies' room)

BRENTANO'S

THAT

once upon a time EDDIE GARR taught dancing in TOMMY
NIP'S dancing school. (It was nip and tuck with Eddie in
those days)

THAT

Eddie Garr played in stock with Chas. Ruggles and Leon
Errol.

(Quiet! they're rolling)

THAT LOU HOLTZ,
Edwards.

THAT

he of the educated cane,
(Don't lag behind baby)

Paramount

Mr. Harry Young,

Is

Bldg.,

a protege of Goose

New

York,

is

Mr.

Garr's personal representative.

THAT

while Miss America was winning the all-star title in AtlanCity her sweetie married the homeliest girl in Scranton.
you're not forgotten by the gal you got

tic

Slapped

-

"Obey

(Print that!)

THAT ED SULLIVAN, Captain of the DAWN PATROL claims
"GARR BETTER THAN SOME OF THE ORIGINALS."

(When you know

one-week filler between
and 'Rothschild* it lets

the house down to $9,000, anemic.
'Rothschild" (UA) comes In on Wed.

in

Eddie Garr was featured in "Strike Me Pink" with .Timmie
Durante, Lupe Velez and Hope Williams. (The Impostor

45)— 'Men

lift.

Carillo.

plenty irony in the fact that

Is

orchid to our

THAT

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 25-35Holdin White' (MG).
over from the Chicago and continuing pace to good business at $8,000.
(RKO)
Last week 'Wild Cargo'
wobbled around at $5,200 on its
hold-over from the Palace.
State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-3540)— 'Spitfire' (RKO) and vaude.
Good picture and therefore vaude
gets a break, giving house an im-

Leo

away many a

Last week 'Heat Lightning
(WB) managed good $15,200.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-83)—
'Glamour* (U) and 'Cocktail Hour'
unit on stage. It's not the fault of
the picture, which is getting good
and excellent word- of
notices
mouth. House Is to blame for con
tinued slide of grosses, with this
particular unit hardly strong enough
to vie for public coin in competition
with bigger shows for less money
fine.

Hollywood, April 23.
Broadway talent; also authors for
George Caldares has joined the stage and screen.
Plans to make It of common use
end of Bryan Foy Productions.
Will handle western territory,
to all Hollywood casters.

sales

"

picture, with

mediate

EDDIE

act:

CHICAGO
(Continued from page

for

CENTRAL

Eddie Garr played in a dramatic sketch with Marie Nordstrom. ((Hold it for a still!)

'

Best all-around
Four Cohans.

seeking a farce Or comedy drama.

a whipping post has been Installed In the prison yard at
(Paddle your own Canuck)

Toronto.

Pennsyl-

vanians.

is

week marks the fourteenth consecutive week
GARR at New York's swankiest rendezvous, The
PARK CASINO.
this

for nottln)

THAT EDDIE GARR is preparing a new idea for the air and will
be on a Coast to Coast network in September. (AUTHORS
GET IT DOWN ON PAPER)
THAT they tell me even in Heaven the depression'* terrible.
They've given
please copy)

THAT

St.

Phil Offine of the

Peter the gate.

(Hollywood gag men

Simon Agency represents Eddie

(iarr for

RKO.

THAT

this
Bill

mess

of persiflage

fOags for Wars)
t

was roncortod by

Halli?::in

ai>ykutj.".j-:mi:nti

TOf

Garr and
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S.
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RKO Pie-Theatre Divorce

Rosy Orders Bilk
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Exchanges Have Loop on Spot as

(Continued from page. 7)
however, was not accepted, but held
'When
rock bottom,' Rosy said.
in abeyance, In the hope that the
R.
Leslie
Major
of
operation
consider
all the boards to be
you
atre
company could induce him to reThompson, and Nate Blumberg.
main as representative of the bond- set up and administrative expenses
The KAO real estate section holders'' Interests in the. Keith cor- to be incurred, they probably would
have. been in the clear if the figure;
probably will be segregated if KAO poration.
is to be a self-contained unit.
Among the hewer members of the had been set at a million.'
So far there is no mention of the B. F. Keith board outside of those
Notices about the new code emvaude end.
mentioned are Nate Blumberg, RKO blem have been sent by Johnson to
The current dispute between the theatre operator, and Al Reoch. The the. head' of every business estabMeehan people and RKO does not latter has various duties at RKO, lishment explaining the right to dislook to speed up the RKO. reorgani- but mostly observes realty situa- play the bird in order to inform the
zation plans.. From the Meehan tack tions, personnel, purchasing and public of co-operation .'.with the vast
the rub started with the RCA. end in maintenance work. That's over and majority in stamping out unfair
RKO. 'affairs and continues -that above the regular departmental practices and methods of competi-.
way.
heads of certain of these divisions. tion arid that you are giving your
What irks the whole situation- is He's an RCA nominee to the posts employees a square deal ^>y paying
the possibility that the Orpheum he holds.
code wages and adhering to code
people would be left hanging in the
Meehan's investment in KAO. is hours.'
event KAO is altogether disasso- conservatively put at
Simple application cards must be
$2,000,000 arid
ciated from the present setup. Howat. one time the RKO-RCA people filled in and sent to State compliever, RKO looks to have the Orhad the chance to buy that in for ance' directors. Code observers are
operatcontrol,
under
thing
pheum
less than this figure. RKO owns all entitled to a separate emblem for
ing between 20 and 30 of those
the KAO common besides one-third every branch of their business.
houses Of the old Orph circuit. The
of the KAO preferred.
Official Interpretations
around
group
numbers
KAO theatre
Meehan's chief representative and
Uncertainty about Code Authority
67, known to be the. best set of
direct spokesman for him in KAO is
finances was cleared up by a Presitheatres under RKO management.
Malcolm *Kingsburg, who is also dential order and an accompanying
Includes the B. F. Keith .houses.
v. p. of the RKO theatre subsidiary.
administrative pronouncement. by
The B. F. Keith board held a Additionally, recent changes
as rec- the NRA boss definitely providing
board meeting Friday (20). Meeommended by the Meehan interests that persons who Tef use to pay their
han's nominees, Major, I. E. Lambert
placed
Alstock, as assistant
Frank
assessments and fail to file protests
and B. M. Goldberg were elected dito J. R. McDOnough in KAO. That will be considered in violation of the
rectors of this KAO subsidiary
gives Meehan a two-way look at
Such individuals will be
codes.
Maj. Lambert, froni the RCA Victor
everything; in KAO, including Mc- barred from enjoying 'the benefit of
firm, is an old friend of Mike Mee
(Continued from page 6)

6

New

Pic Houses Rid for Product

f

.

.

,

.

han. He was recently also named
as attorney for KAO. Goldberg, who
comes from G}oldma*h-Sachs, was
recently named treasurer.
In all these capacities the two
men replaced William Mallard and
Herman Zohbel. Mallard and fcohbel, attorney and treasurer, respec
tively for RKO, continue In the lafr
They resigned forter capacities.
mally from the B. F. Keith directo
rate at the "board meeting.

Do.iousrh's operation.

its

-voluntary activities' or from dis

;

Mazur Resigns, But—

NRA

Cancel Educ. Series
Hollywood, April 23.
Refused a boost in their advance
price on the 'Battle of Life' series
Horace and
from Educational,
Stacy Woodard have cancelled their
contract with the releasing
ganization.

Presiden t

emblems,
playing
RoOsevelt asserted.
The Johnson order specifies that
any member of an industry may
protest to the Code Authority or the
NRA within 16 days after receiving
notice of an assessment. A 30-day
period is allowed for payment,. but
delinquents will be considered in
violation for failure to pay up in
all cases where protests are over
.

Producers of the natural history
one-reelers had six more to make
ruled.
on the current series of eight.

Another who resigned is Paul M.
Mazur, of Lehman Bros., bankers.
Far Buys Caspary Yarn
Mazur's resignation is entirely perHollywood, April 23.
sonal. Having no direct interest in
Paramount has bought an orig
the B. F. Keith outfit, the banker
inal, 'One Night Stand,' from Vera
is known to have felt he would prefer to devote his time to more direct Caspary, who authored Par's 'The
interests than B. F. Keith. Mazur Night of June 13.'
Miss Caspary is currently at Co
also is a director of RKO and KAO.
His resignation from B. F. Keith, lumbia writing an original.

BIG

Show

Sideline

Biz

Chicago, April

happy season'
Film
ahead with more theatres in
loop than any time in history.
Twelve theatres are bidding for
loop rights., an increase of five oyer

gaging in sidelines to augment
incomes.

,

.

,

,

.

There are theatre Owners
who do bartering, carpentering
and plumbing during, the day
time arid look after their show
houses at night, according to

Added to the,
the previous year.
lOOp importance list are the StateLake, Majestic, Garrlck, Apollo

the survey.

Oriental.

Exchange managers see a heavboosted demand for pictures and
which every release
Will be guarangteed a loop. run.
ily

to initiate action before either the

subsidiary boards did iiot
CA
pass up the opportunity to defend
themselves from attack or appeals
decisions to higher tribunals. Likewise, Rosy held, Johnson order
doesn't prevent persons who refuse
to pay from appearing in response
to charges filed against them.
Care was taken, Rosy pointed out,
not to assess any individuals who
refused to accept the code, so that
no kicks from this quarter are ex
Persons who do consider
pected.
their assessments excessive may
file a, protest with him or. the CA
and early action will be taken.

McGOWAN'S 1-BEELERS

a season h

has always been the wail of the
exchanges and the nabe exhibs that
only a fraction of the releases ever
received a loop baptism and all the
ad plugging that went with it. Nabe
exhibs are figured to prove that
loop showing
pictures with no
starved where poorer films which
happened to get loop plugs managed to pull biz. But the past years
gave, exchanges only six theatres
for loop showings of any consequence, the result being that many
pictures were, passed up by B.&K.
and RKO. They could be choosey.
But no choice possible any more.
All houses will be fighting for pictures, any arid all pictures, to keep
•

>

•

.

alive.
Houses like
their, screens
the Oriental arid State-Lake, which;
spots, are now
weekly stands and so jump their
yearly consumption from some 26
pictures to 62. B.&K. now has the
mount.
Garrlck and Apollo and must get
He will use kids from two to four product for them. JoneB, Linlck
years in the series.
and Schaefer adds the. Majestic to
the ace houses of the loop.

Hollywood, April

Robert

23.

McGowan, who formerly were formerly run

J.

directed the 'Our Gang/ comedies for
Hal Roach, will meg a series of 13
orie-reelers in Technicolor for Para-

.

»•

•

Order was termed consistent with
interpretation on effect of refusal to
STOOGES' COL. SHOET
sign the film code when Rosenblatt
Hollywood, April 23.
pointed out that the previous ruling
did
Rlchberg
Donald
Attorney
R.
by
Louis Breslau will direct « 'Symnot concern privileges of the pact phony in Punches,' two- reel Columbut constitutional rights of indi- bia comedy featuring Ted Healy's
ex- stooges, Howard, Fine and Howviduals.
Richberg interpretation held that ard.
Jack Cluett did the yarn.
npn-assenters while losing the right

MONEY

FOX SETS KENT TAYLOR
Hollywood, April

Kent Taylor goes
opposite Alice Faye

For Sale!

CARNERA

IS

WAITING TO SEE

vs.

WORLD'S HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP
on Monday,

Sealed bids will be received up to noon

weight championship

15-round fight

Long Island City
14,

New

York, N. Y.

May 7, 1934
Max Baer

for exclusive

world's heavy-

vs.

scheduled at Madison Square Garden Bowl

on Thursday evening

Bidders must be prepared to present certified check

1934

for the full

June

amount

upon demand.

of bid

M adison

Primo Camera

motion pictures of the

Squ are ^G ^^

Address

all bids

U

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN CORPORATION
Executive Offices, 307 West 49th Street

New

for spot

Learned

to

Abo*u't Sailors.'

POSSIBILITIES!

THE FIGHT PICTURE THE WORLD

23.

Fox

in 'She

John Stone will produce, George
Marshall directing.

Exclusive Motion Picture

rights to take

23.

Battle cry of the exchange managers this year is, 'the loop is ours'.

Minneapolis, April 23.
Survey here shows soi
hibitors in the territory are en-,

York, N. Y.

VARIETY
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Film Reviews
LIKE IT

THAT WAY

(Continued from page

LEAVE

ors.

end with Noel Madison, Merna Kennedy coming in for mention.
for

John Loder, as the leading man,.|
could be a double for Douglas FairThen there is Merle
banks, Jr.
Oberon as the marquis' wife. She
confirms the promise she indicated
when she had the comparatively
small role of Catherine of Arragon
in 'Henry VIII.'
Looks like a certain bet for both
.

There's rather too much plot
time
the footage and too much
pasted on unimportant, sequences
to the detriment of those essential
some
for
out
also
to the story. Time
Jolo,
ocean.
numbers, lavishly sides of the
musical
nice
staged, with one, a nudist song, conBut not
tributing a novelty bit.
enough to this angle to save the
('ROMANCE OF IDA')
etory as a whole; not that the story
Budapest, April 3,
Is worth saving.
Thalia production, made at the Hunnta
This can be chalked up to expeMl-

IT

Gaumout-Britlsli production and release.
Directed by Walls.
Stars Tom Walls.
Story by Frederick Lonsdale, At WestminRunning time.
ster, N. Y.. week April 21.
70 mins.

Tom Walls

;

Carol Goodner

Mary Llnkley...
Lady Moynton
Lord Trench
Lady Trench
Lord Redwood..-.
Lady Susan Redwood
John Mortimer

Chic.

THE BATTLE
London, April

8.

released
production,
Gargonoft
Leon
by
Directed
Gaumont-Brltlsh.
through
Nicholas Farkas. In cast: Charles Boyer,
John Loder, Merle Oberon, Milee Mander.
Previewed
Fwunnlngr time S8 mlns.
etc
Prince Edward theatre, London r April 4.

This picture was made in France
two versions. It is a screen
adaptation of a novel by Claude
F&rrere. One of the most remarkable things about it is that the director had never before occupied
that post. He was, however, an exIn

ceptionally competent

cameraman.

even the treeffective acting is the
utilization of photography in original ways.
Story is another variation of the

Overshadowing

mendously

Anna Grey
Ayncsworth
Eva Moore
Reginald Gardiner
Veronica Rope
Hartley Power
llan

In England Tom Walls is quite a
comedian and big b.o. In New York
he's an unfunny gent who grimaces
at cameras. This picture of his was
Studios', Budapest. Adapted by Istvan
probably okay in the British Emhaly and Adorjan Stella from a novel by pire; in the United States it's a
Qeza Gardonyl. Directed by ietvari Szekely;
photography, Istvan Elben; music, Sza- mildly humorous and much too slow
belos Fenyes; production supervisor, Erno comedy In a language that few will
presented at Royal Apollo understand. Nobody bothers worryFirst
Gal.
Irene
Agay,
Cast:
Theatre, Budapest.
ing about the English spoken in it.
Paul Javor, Gabriel Rajnay, Elsie Paal,
Ella Gombaszogl, Ida Turay. Julius Gozen, so that, to the average American

Alex Pethes, Gero Maly, Eve audience at least half of it will be
beyond translation.
Story, by Lonsdale, is a good one.
This popular novel has been dra- About a thief who helps
a lady In
matized before this and has now distress. Everything
turns out well,
screen
the
been transferred to
although
the thief almost gets him
rather successfully.
»elf
into
n
a
asty
Jam
Story has a good deal of funny.
Americans might go for it if it
detail and a lot of pep, but is a
were acted by people they knew or
bit old-fashioned bearing the mark
could understand. But Walls means
of the 1900's when the original novel
over here and the support
was written, although modernized nothing
ing cast is even less likely to.
in details.
Kauf.
Irene Agay, in the lead, is very
charming, but she does not pho
tograph well in front view closeups,
on account of a slightly stumpy

Fenyvessy.

—

WOMAN UNAFRAID

nose. She looks better in profile,
Goldsmith production and release. FeaLuclle Gleason, Skeets Gallagher,
and Director Szekely, her husband, tures
ought to know better than to have Lona Andre. Warren Hymer, Barbara

Weeks.
Directed by William J. Cowen.
Story and adaptation by Mary E. McCarthy.
Photography, Gilbert Warrenton.
At Arena, N. T., April 18, on double
bill.
Running time,,, 68 mlns.
*.
Officer Wlnthrop
Luclle Gleason
Anthony
Skeeta Gallagher

Peggy
John

Barbara Weeks
Worthlngton. ...... .Laura Tread well
Eddie
Big'^Biii Lewi's".' .V.V.V.V.V. 'j&Bon Robirds
Mrs.

Mack

'

|

Story of a lady cop who finally
gets the goods on a racketeer no
others have been able to trap. It
Is an unimportant meller type of
story which has been thrown together carelessly and, like the dentist's sign, may promise much but.
still inflicts plenty of pain.
*
Outside of the smaller grinds
which double feature their film fod
der, it will be entitled to no entree
Lucile
uc " e reason.
Gleason, cnwacMr
character actress,
access,
,
^the policewoman.
The impression
»
?£e makes is no more impressive
than the story itself and the part
it carves for her.
Failure to provide more than a
faint love story is among the detri-

—

THE FAMOUS

PETE
THE ORIGINAL
"OUR GANG" DOG

"Pete seemi to be a remarkably Intelligent and well trained animal. His activities are ant of the ordinary and he haft
an amusing air of boredom as If the
stunts he goes through so smoothly were
not hla Idea of dignity and canine star-

— PROVIDENCE

JOURNAL.

CHAS.

V.

YATES

Kazan had

his

bobbed, which lifts the curse, but
the supporting actor waved the
brush too hard for realism. Didn't
appear to be noticed here
Picture is localed in Oregon, with
some nice backgrounds, and the
closeups of the dog .are. worthwhile
Ed Kull, who
photographically.
backed the camera, does not get
press book mention, but deserves it.
Layout suggests the horse opera
theme of the rustler, but it's laid
in the sheep country to give the dog
a chance to get an unearned reputation as a killer. That's most ofl
the plot, but there's a slight love
story woven in that does not inter-

I

|

|

BEN BLUE
Old Gold Bought

CUT-PRICE OPPOSISH

CLOSES ORPH, S'TTLE

|

New

Broadway

their tails.

Torlt

rupt.

Robert Manning and Ruth

tV

Seattle, April 23.
Unable to meet the stiff competi
tlon of cut-throat admission slashes
and handicapped by Inability to
secure good film product, Oscar Oldknow was forced to close his Or

theatre Saturday (21),
Former Fox-West Coast president
had been operating the house here
for the past 10 months.

NIW HIOH PRICIS PMO IN
CASH. MUNO OR SIND TO

more seriously, especially from legal
aspects.
Indlfe leaders don't think it necessary right now to attempt to define
their code except in such general
phrases as 'The pictures we will
to be

will all have
good enough for the family.
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Detroit, April 23,

By agreement

first

all

revising scales upward.
ing the 26c price from

runs are
Elimlnat
11

a.

m

m. with new
m.
Eliminating 36c Sunday morning
price with new price 40c from open
ing until 2 p. m.
Other prices remain unchanged at
a 66c top.

week days
price 35c

No

p.

560 Broadway

A

New York

City

Subsidiary of

FANCHON & MARCO,

Inc.

m

IN

THE PARK

MINOR- ROOT
DANCERS TO SOCIETY

23.

Local independent exhibitors, un
der the guidance of Northwest Al
lied States, have agreed to di«r:on
tinue nickel natinees and give

aways for children.
This comes on top

EDWARD

HOPE

Jitney Mats
Minneapolis, April

1

CASINO

until 1 p.

from 11-6

of action to
eliminate dime minimum adult ad
missions and double featuring
the outlying houses.

DOUBLED FOLLOWING THEATRES

RKO Roxy Radio City, Capitol Twice, Palace Twice,
Roxy, Paramount, Brooklyn Twice; Albee Twice, Also
Warner Bros; Shorts, "Jack Denny's Band," "Ben Pollock's OrchesMusic

Hall,

Original

tra,"

"Ruth Must Be Served,"

X

BONDED
t
OLD GOLD BUYING OFFICE *

make under our code

pheum

SERVICE'

comes

locality if he has any fault to find
with pictures he figures lacking In
ULMER SCRAMS U
morals. Grievance boards have no
Hollywood, April 23.
such
morality,
on
urisdiction
When option time came up, Edgar
not
spokesmen Qlalm, and such will
Ulmer and Universal couldn't agree
be the case until the authority offi- on salary*
cially recognizes one set of morals
So Ulmer, who directed 'Black
for the entire business.
Cat' for U, is now free lancing.
For the time being exhibs who
abide by the code can handle the
moral problem by exercising their
10% cancellation privilege under the
code. If they should not be in good
standing then, code specialists hold,
they will have to play pictures
ments. Skeets Gallagher and Lona whether they consider them moral
Andre are paired for what there is or not.
of this element, but create little
In the meantime the independent
more than passing notice in a sea producers, largely on the premise
of circumstances which unroll in
the NRA specifies no moral
favor of the policewoman's efforts that
code, are admittedly safeguarding
to capture a gangster.
The policewoman is a humani- themselves for the morals showtarian type who brings into her down with the government by eshome a bunch of girls with pasts tablishing a morals machine of their
who are on parole. Some of the own.
WARNER BROS. COMEDIES
Dir. JOE R1VKIN
dirty work which makes her path
This threat has been made in the
LEO MOBRISON. Agency
muddy centers around these girls, past when it was regarded by some
Photography is below average and
more
little
circles
as
their
own
in
the recording frequently unclear
than a gesture to crack a bargain.
Char.
Compromises within the trade now
clearly indicated as out, the indies
are regarding the moral football

|

For Open Dates Write or Wire
1560

wagging

chinery.

'

FEROCIOUS PAL

CANINE COMEDIAN

Lona Andre
Warren Hymer

t

Mary

All they will say when it
to financing morals Is that
'we won't have any $25,000 a year
men'.
Resolution adopted by the Federation of the M. P. Industry anent
morals reads:
•Resolved, That members of the
will be reported to the NRA and not
Federation shall endeavor at all
to Hays.
Code Authority, it is conceded by times
'1.
To produce good clean human
codists, now will have to act on the
interest motion pictures, or pictures
moral issue. Excuse of codists for
of a manly or womanly action type,
delaying this feature of the code,
the tendency of which will be to
which stirred up considerable fuss
uplift rather than to lower the morin Washington during the formula's
als of pictures.
birthday, was that little on it could
'2.
To cater to films for the famand
grievance
until
attempted
be
ily and neighborhood patronage, to
zoning boards were set up and func- the end that patrons shall be glad
tioning.
to bring all members of their family
Now that the field police is fully to the motion picture theatre.
manned and set for 100% operation
'3.
To elevate the motion picture
this week, with several of the in the eyes of the majority, instead
boards hearing complaints, straight- of attempting to please only the enening out morals is an issue so im- lightened few.'
minent that it is likely to get in the
The resolution refers to arbitraNRA threshing mill when the au- tion any disputes arising oyer indie
thority meets next Friday after its pictures with the verdict of a board
present two-week recess.
of three producers, similar to the
A Police Matter
last court in the Hays codes, deThe exhibitor, it is conceded by ciding whether or not a scene or a
to
have
will
specialists,
still will remain In a picture or adcode lawyer
go to the district attorney in his vertising copy.

Hays organization, codists privately report, endeavored to get the
to make it the authority over
film exchanges as to regulations,
Action of the body, however,
etc.
was to sharply record that any infractions of the code by exchanges

CA

Lily Berky,

full face closeups taken of her all
•East Is East' yarn. Japanese mar- the time.
Javor, in the part of the husquis commanding a naval fleet, and
obsessed with patriotism, cultivates band, is pretty good and the entire
a visiting British naval officer, from cast does well
Little more sense of humor and
more
whom he is anxious to learn
To comedy would have done the pic
effective marine maneuvering.
ercompass this he encourages the ture no harm, but it's an improvepictures
Briton to pay court to his wife, ment on earlier home-made
throughout
learns the secrets, wins a victory and will mean good b.o.
Jacooi.
at sea and, with native stoicism, the country.
commits hari karl.
Simple enough, but this gives little idea of the magnitude of the
Lesser production and Principal release,
production. What looked like thou- starring Kazan (dog). Features Ruth Sulsands of Jaoanese people in mob livan, Gene Toler. Robt. Manning. Tom
Directed by Spencer Gordon BenLondon.
impression
the
give
would
scenes
nett: screen play, Jos. Anthony Roach: Ed
that portion of the picture was Kull. camera. Cast also Includes Harry
made in Japan. It doesn't seem Dunklnson. Henry Roquemore, Nelson Mcthe
possible that many Japanese types Dowell, Ed Cecil. Grace Wood. Attime.
Running
Arena, N. T„ April 21.
could be recruited in France if 64
mine.
they were. Of course, some of the
stuff Includes cut-ins from news
Tough title to pin on an amiable
reels, but the most thrilling and pup, but the children know the dog
brilliantly sensational effects were and the name doesn't matter. Not
in the shape of a sea battle that badly done for its class, with a
nothing Jtiitherto shown upon the clear story, good photography, well
ocreen can compare with.
recorded sound and fair dialog.
Charles Boyer, French picture ac
Latter is fully on par with the mentor, now in Hollywood, in the role tality
of
the probable patrons.^
of the Japanese marquis, has, with Should do well where children conthis characterization, placed himself gregate. At the Eighth avenue spot,
In the foremost rank as a candidate where caught, it drew plenty of
handclaps and cheers.
Trouble with these canine cantatas is that the pups Insist on

dom."

Indies Bitter
The widening of the breach in the
any trade association.
direction is indicated by such
Hays
Morality issue was reported ready indie retorts as:
to have come up at the CA session
'How can we submit our pictures
InIt did not, however.
Friday.
to an association some of whose
stead what certain of the codists leading members have gone on recthe
by
feeler
a
as
now regard
ord that we should be out of busimajors was presented and quickly ness? Could the judgment of such
squelched by the Authority. Such men be fair?'
codists
these
by
believed
action is
Just how the indies intend to cento have caused Lhe majors to re- sor their own work is not detailed.
consider, or at least postpone, the They scoff at estimates in the busi-.
moral
Haysian
the
move to extend
ness that it will cost them around
banner over the entire business.
$140,000 a year to set up such ma-

.

(BRITISH MADE)

chism.'

neutral

codists

(BRITISH MADE)

Smith

Therefore we don't need any cate-

(Continued from page 7)
body appointed by the
and strictly unaffiliated with

TO SMITH

IDA REGENYE

rience.

C A

'

for English-speaking picture hon-

14)

Pass Buck to

Sullivan handle this nicely with
Gene Toler not bad as the dog's boy
friend. Rest of the acting is nothing to shout about, but it doesn't
Chic.
annoy.

etc.

EIGHTY-EIGHT CONSECUTIVE WEEKS

IN

NEW YORK

PICT

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

E S

VARIETY

27:

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
Harold Auten

a Broadway night club. Joan Marsh, Grace Hayes, Frank Albertson,
These tabulations are compiled
Lucien Llttlefleld. Dir. Richard Thorpe. 72 mins. Rel. Jan. 15.
from information supplied by the. Road to Ruin. Innocent girl finds shame through ignorance and neglect of
various production companies and
modern parents. Film on modern youth. Helen Foster, Paul Page, Nell
O'Day, Glen Boles. Dir. Mrs. Wallace Reld and Melville Shyer. 58 mlns.
checked up as soon as possible after

offl

5!i
1540 B'way, N, Y. C.

of the World (''Fin du Monde' (Fr). Scientific dream based on Flammarion
novel. Dir. Abel Gance. G5 mlns. Rel. April 15.
Melo (German). Sensitive study of psychological difficulties. Elisabeth Bergner. Dir. Paul Czlnner. 93 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 6.
Mirages de Paris (French). Adventures of a girl who wants to be a star In
Paris. Jacquelln Francell. Roger Theville. Dir. Fedor Ozep. 82 mlns.
Rel. Dec. 23. Rev. Jan. 9.
story of adolescence. Kobert Lynen.
Poll do Carotte (Red Head) (French).
Dir. Jullen Duvivler. 96 mlns. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Dec. 20 and May 30.
•avage Gold. Commander Dyott's thrilling adventures with savage hunters.
Comm. Dyott. Dir. Commander George Dyott. 67 mlns. Kev Aug. It

End

Listing is given when rerelease.
lease dates are definitely set- ..Titles
are retained for six months. Man-

agers who receive service subsequent to that period should preserve a copy of the calendar for

A

Chesterfield

—3

City Park

Men and

In Love with Life.
In the Money. A

a Girl.

Dir.

Sally Blane,

Frank Strayer.

Henry

68 mlns.

Offices: 1640

New

B. Walthall.

Rel. Feb. 17. Rev. Feb. 20.
Sixteen Fathoms Deep. Sponge diver thriller. Sally O'Neill, Creighton
ney. Dir. Armand Schaefer. 60 mlns. Rel. Nov. 17.
Stolen Sweets. High pressure insurance salesman falls for heiress and
her via determined, rapid line of chatter route. Charles Starrett,
Blane, Johnny Harron, Jameson Thomas. Dir. Richard Thorpe. 73

reference.

Rel.

Broadway.
VorU N. V
Richard

Rel. April 18.

prize fighter and his affairs with women, l.ois Wilson.
Skeets Gallagher, Warren Hymen Dir. Frank Strayer. 66 mins. Rel.
Nov. 7, Rev. Jan. 9.
Man of Sentiment. How an old man holds a tamily together. Marian Marsh.
Owen Moore, Wm. Bakewell. Christian Rub. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. 67 mlns
Rev. Nov. 14.
Rel. Sept. 15.
Marian Marsh has a hectic love adventure. Betty
Notorious But Nice.
Compson, Marian Marsh. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. 71 mlns. Rev. March 6.
Murder on the Campus. Mystery with a college background. Shirley Grey.
Charles Starrett and J. Farrel McDonald; $el. Dec. 27. Rev. March 13.
Quitter, The. Newspaper business In a small town. Chas. Grapewln, Emma
Dunn. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. 67 mlns, Rel. Feb. 5.. Rev. March 20.
Rainbow Over Broadway. Musical romance. Grace* Hayes, Joan Marsh. Liuclen
Llttlefleld.
Dir. Richard Thorpe., 72 mine. "Rel. Dec. 23.
Rev. Dec 27
Stolen Sweets. Dramatic romance. Sally Blane, Charles Starrett. Dir. Rich-.
ard Thorpe. 79 mins. Rel. March 15.-

wins
mins.

1.

Sweetheart of Sigma Chi.

College musical

comedy romance. Based on the
Mary Carlisle, Sally
Edwin L. Marin. 73

inmous campus fraternity song. Buster Crabbe.
Starr, Florence Lake. Ted Flo Rlto and band. Dir.

The running time as given here

Dir.

May

ChaSally

presumably that of the projection
mins. Rel. Dec. 15.
•oom showings and can only approx- Texas Tornado. (Kent.) Texas Ranger cleans up the rustlers. Lane ChandDir. Oliver Drake. Rev. Maroh 6.
ler.
imate the actual release length in
66 mlns. Rev. Dec 27.
Throne
of the Gods. Travel In the Himalayas.
those states or communities where
local or state censorship may result Twin Husbands. Crook comedy drama. John Miljan, Shirley Grey, Monroe
Owsley. Dir. Frank Strayer. 69 mlns. Rel. May 16.
Running time in the
in deletions.
la
reviews as given in 'Variety' carry Woman's Man. Hollywood inside story. John Halllday, Marguerite de
is

the actual time clocked in the theatre after passage by the New York
state censorship, since pictures are
reviewed only in actual theatre

showings.
While every effort

Edward Luddy. 68 mlns.
Boy Scout adventures in wilds of Central America.

Motte, Wallace Ford. .Dir.

Young Eagles.

episode serial.
Studios: Burbanx,
Calif.

Dir.

Harry Hoyt.

First

Rel.

May

National

Twelve

16.

^'"Y&SSX.

v.

Bedside. Comedy-drama ot a women's doctor. Warren William, Jean Mulr,
Allen Jenkins. Dir. Robert Florey. 66 mins. Rel. Jan. 27. Rev .Mar. 13.
this list accurate, the information
supplied may not always be correct, Big Shakedown, The. Dramatic expose of the cut-rate drug racket. Bette
Davis. Charles Farrell, Rlcardo Cortez. Dir. John Francis DiUon. 64
even though official. To. obtain the
mlns. Rel. Jan. 6. Rev. Feb 3.
fullest degree of accuracy^.'Variety' Convention City. The hilarious lowdown on big business conventions. Adolphe
will appreciate the co-operation of
Menjoii. Dick Powell, Mary Astor, Guy Kibbee. Dir. Archie Mayo. 69
mins. Rel. Dec. 30. Rev. Dec. 27.
all managers who- may note discrepDark Hazard. Edward G. Robinson as a whippet racer. Genevieve Tobin,
ancies.
Studio: Gower at Sunset,
Glenda Farrell; Dir. Al Green.. 60 mlns. Rel. Feb. 3. Rev. Feb. 27.
c
729
Seventh
Ave.,
«*»
P/Ji^ki*.
^OIUIIlDla
Hollywood, Cal.
New York, N. Y.
Fashions of 1934. Story of a style stealer set against a lavish background.
Above the Clouds. News cameraman against a naval and air background.
Wm. Powell, Bette Davis, Verree Teasdale. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. 80 mins.
Robt.- Armstrong, Rich. Cromwell, Dorothy Wilson, Dir. Roy W. Neill.
Rel. Feb. 17. Rev. Jan. 23.
68 mins. Rel. Oct. 24. Rev. Jan. 9.
Female. A drama ot a woman who does her own hunting. Ruth ChatterDir. Michael
ton, Georce Brent. Ruth Donnelly. Laura Hope Crews.
Before Midnight. Double murder, flashback on solving first murder causes"
Rev. Nov. 7.
Curtlz. 62 mlns. Rel. Nov. 11.
second. Ralph Bellamy, June Collyer. -Dir. Lambert Hlllyer. 63 mins.
Rel. Nov. 18. Rev\ Jan. 16.
Havana Widows. Two girls in Havana searching for suckers. Joan Blondell,
Fighting Code, The. Typical horse opera with mystery angle. Buck Jones.
Glenda Farrell. Guy Kibbee, Ruth Donnelly^ Frank McHUgh and Alien
Dir. Lambert Hlllyer. 64 mins. Rel. Dec. 30. Rev. Jan. 16.
Jenkins. Dir. Ray Enright. 64 mlns. Rel. Nov 1.8. Rev. Nov. 28.
Minneapolis,' April 23.
Fighting Ranger, The. Round -up of killers by a temporary furloughed rar.ger
Drama' by the French playwright Jacques Deval, and deParamount is going out after ad- Journal of a Crime.
out for vengeance for killing his brother. Buck Jones, Dorothy Revier.
picts the effect of a murder on a woman of fine instincts and delicate
ditional
theatres
and reopening
Dir. George B. Seltz. 60 mlns. Rel. March 17. Rev. April 17.
sensibilities who kills an unscrupulous rival. Ruth Chatterton, Adolphe
Menjou. Claire Dodd. Dir. William Kelghley. 65 mlns. Rel. March 10.
Fog. Triple murder aboard ocean liner. Mary Brian, Donald Cook, Reginald closed ones. Present activities and
Denny. Dir. Albert Rogell. 70 mins. Rel. Nov. 22. Rev. Jan. 9.
expansion policy are believed to Mandalay. Adventure in the Indies. Kay Francis, Lyle Talbot, Rlccardo
Fury of the Jungle. Jungle romance wherein South American native girl ex- forecast early termination of the reCortez. Dir. Michael Curtiz. 65 mins. Rel. Feb. 10. *Rev. Feb. 20.,.,.
poses villain for jilting. Donald Cook, Peggy Shannon. Allan Dlnehart. ceivership under which the circuit Massacre. Drama ol the modern Indian and his conflicts with the white men.
Richard Barthelmess. Ann Dvorak. Dir. Allen Crosland. 70 mins. Rel.
• Dir.
Roy William Nelll. 55 mins. Rei. Oct. 20. Rev. March 13.
has operated for two years.
Jan.
13.
Rev Jan. 23.
It Happened One Night.
Girl marries without father's approval and on leaving
Within a month new "houses will Registered Nurse. Drama of the romantic side of a nurse's life In a metrohis yacht meets boy on bus heading for home, developing comedypolitan hospital
Bebe Daniels, Lyle Talbot, John Halllday. Dir. Robromance. Clark Gable, Claudette Colbert. Dir. Frank Capra. 105 mins. be opened by Par at Eau Claire,
ert Florey. 73 mins. Rel. April 7.
Rel. Feb. 23. Rev. Feb. 27.
Wis., and Winona, Minn. The ciring of Wild Horses. Home life of wild horses on the range. Little ro- cuit has just acquired the Orpheum, Side Streets. Love drama based on an original story by Ann Garrlck and
mance and less comedy. Rex, William Janney and Dorothy Appleby. Minot, N. D., and will reopen it
Ethel Hill. Aline MacMahon, Paul Kelly, Ann Dvorak, Patricia Ellis.
61 mlns. Rel. Nov. 10. Rev. March 27.
Dir. Alfred E. Green. Rel. May 19.
Let's Fall in Love. Musical with usual backstage romance with a different next month.
Son of a Sailor. Comedy of a sailor who gets into a funny situation because
twist. Edmund Lowe, Ann Sothern, Miriam Jordan, Gregory Ratoff.
of his habit of telling romantic stories about himself. Joe 703. Brown,
Dfr. David Burton. 67 mlns. Rel. Dec. 26. Rev. Jan. 23.
Jean Muir, Frank McHugh. Johnny Mack Brown and Thelma Todd.
Dir. Lloyd Bacon.
70 mins. Rel. Dec. 23. Rev. Dec. 5.
Man's Castle, A. Story of a roughneck knockabout with depression background. Spencer Tracy and Loretta Young. Dir. Frank Borzage. 70
Twenty Million Sweethearts. Musical romance taking place behind scenes of
mlns. Rel. Nov. 4. Rev. Jan. 2.
a broadcasting studio. Dick Powell, Pat O'Brien, Ginger Rogers, Allen
Jenkins, the Four Mills Brothers, Ted Fjorlto and Band. Dir. Ray EnInth Guest, The. Eight people mysteriously Invited to dinner after arriving
right. Rel. May 26.
told Death is ninth guest and all will die. Six perish. Donald Cook,
(Continued from page 17)
Genevieve Tobin. Dir. Roy William Nelll. 65 mins. Rel. Jan. 31. Rev.
Very Honorable Guy, A. Comedy from the story by Damon Runyon about a
March 6.
guy who always kept his promises. Joe E. Brown, Alice White, Robert
were thrown on the screen, the first
Barrat, Alan Dlnehart, Irene Franklin. Dir. Lloyd Bacon. 62 mlns.
Once to Every Woman. Heavy drama of hospital life centering around big injunction being not to plant until
Rel. May 26.
operation. Ralph Bellamy and Fay Wray. Dir. Lambert Hlllyer. 70 the ground grows warm.
mlns. Rel. Jan. 15. Rev. March 15.
Contest will not come to an end Wonder Bar. Dramatic musical spectacle laid amid the gay revelries of a
fashionable Parisian night club. Kay Francis, Dick Powell, Dolores Del
Police Car 17. Tim McCoy on the police radio patrol. Evalyn Knapp. Dir. until the gourds are ripe, and the
Rio, Al Jolson. Rlcardo Cortez, Hal LeRoy, Guy Kibbee, Hugh Herbert,
Lambert Hlllyer. 59 mlns. Rel. Sept. 30. Rev. Nov. 7.
manager figures that meantime the
Ruth Donnelly, F4fl D'Oreay. Dir. Lloyd Bacon'. 84 mins. Rev. March 6.
Shadows of Sing Sing. Racketeer, racketeer's sister in love with detective's gourds will be a constant source of
son. Both sides objecting to romance. Boy framed by redhots and saved care and comment. Planned to set World Changes, The. An epic drama ot a family through four generations.
Paul Muni, Aline MacMahon. Mary Astor. Donald Cook, Margaret Lindby father. Mary Brian, Bruce Cabot. Dir. Phil Rosen. 63 mlns. Rel. a day in the fall for the gourds to
say. Jean Muir, Patricia Ellis. Dir. Mervyn LeRoy. 95 mins. Rel.
Dec. 3. Rev. Feb. 27.
be brought in, with the idea of makNov. 25. Rev. OcL 31.
Speed Wings. Western with airplanes to break monotony of sagebrush. Tim ing a lobby display.
Rev.
Dir.
61
Rel.
6.
McCoy, Evalyn Knapp.
mins.
Feb.
Otto Brower.
Most of the kids in town are on Studio: Fox Hills,
Offlcest 444 West 66th St.
April 3.
tiptoe, but the contest is not limHollywood. Cal,
New York, N V.
Straightaway." Tim McCoy discards the chaps and sombrero for the speedway.
Anyone can All Men Are Enemies. Hugh Williams, Helen Twelvetrees. Dir. Geo. Fltzited to the children.
Tim McCoy. Dir. Otto Brower. 58 mlns. Rel. Dec. 22. Rev. Jan. 23.
men
and
womenter and numerous
maurlce. 79 mins. Rel. April 20.
en are- on registry. In some sections As Husbands Go. *When Ladles Meet' with the sexes reversed. Warner Bax0fflce9:
First Division
these gourds are already common,
v.
Dir. Hamilton McFadden. 65 mlns.
ter, Helen Vinson, Warner Oland.
but they are novelties in other
Rel. Dec. 29. Rev. J; in. 30.
Releases Also Allied. Chesterfield and Monogram
excitement Berkeley Square. From the stage play of the same title. Turn back the
Beggars In Ermine. Lionel Atwlll, Betty Furness. Dir. Phil Rosen. 70 mlns. spots, and in these places
can be raised to a high pitch as the
Howard.
Heather Angel. , Dir. Frank Lloyd.
of
play.
Leslie
years type
Broken Dreams. A father's devotion to his young son. Randolph Scott, season progresses.
ReL Nov. 3. Rev. Sept. 19.
87 mins. (roadshow time).
Martha Sleeper, Beryl Mercer. Buster Phelps. Dir. Robert Vlgnola. 68
Gives^a variation to the usual Bottoms Up. Breaking into Hollywood -with a fictitious pedigree. Spencer
mins. Rel.^Dec. 1.
dahlia and similar contests, and
Tracy, (Miss) Pat Paterson, John Boles. Dir. David Butler. 86 mins.
By Appointment Only. A physician couidn t make up his mind which ot two getting
far more attention.
Rel. March 30. Rev. March 27.
women he lo*ed the most. Lew Cody, Sally O'Neill, Marceline Day.
Carolina. From Paul Green's stage play of last season. Janet Gaynbr, Lionel
Dir. Frank Strayer. 66 mlns.
Rel. Nov. I.
Barrymore, Root. Young Henrietta Crosman. Dir. Henry King. 82
City Limits. A millionaire, ailing and tiring of wealth, falls in with two
Spring Fainting:
mins. Rel. Feb. 2. Rev. Feb. 20.
hoboes and enjoys life for a time. Frank Craven, Sally Blane, Ray
Observant managers noted that Change of Heart. From the story, Manhattan Love Song. Janet Gaynor,
Walker. Dir. Wm. Nigh. 70 mins. Rel. May 1.
Chas. Farrell, James Dunn, Ginger Rogers. Dir. John G. Blystone. Rel.
Cross Streets. Young doctor, Jilted by the woman he loves, ruins his career, there were plenty of houses in his
May 18.
until daughter of same woman falls in love with him, years later. Rel. town standing in need of a coat of
paint.
He went over to the paint Charlie Chan's Greatest Case. Another adventure of the Chinese sleuth.
Jan. 22. Dir. Frank Strayer..
Warner Oland. Heather Angel. Dir. Hamilton MacFadden. Rel. Sept. 15.
Dance, Girl, Dance. Musical of backstage life. A small-time vaudevllllan stores and had chats with the dealRev. OcL 10.
becomes a night club star. Evalyn Knapp, Gloria Shea, Alan Dlnehart, ers. Then he headed for the newsiSddle Nugent, Ada May. Mae Busch. Dlr Frank Strayer. 69 mins. paper office and tried to land a press Coming Out Party. Original done by the Lasky unit. Frances Dee, Gene
Raymond,
Alison Skipworth. Dir. John Blystone. ' Rel. March 9. Rev.
Rel. Nov. 15.
story with the editor. Apparently
March 20.
Eat 'Em Alive. Jungle super thriller 56 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1.
as an afterthought; though really
Forgotten Men. Collection of uncensored war film, taken from government it was the main object of his visit, Constant Nymph (British Gaum on t, British-made version of a frustrated
love. British cast. 85 mlns. Rel. March 23. Rev. April 10.
archives of 14 warring nations. Rel. April 1.
he sold the editor the Idea of camHe. French production of a de Maupassant story. Dubbed in English. A paigning for spring painting for the David Harum. The old York State Hoss' trader.
Rogers, Louise Dresser,
village paragon who lost his virtue.
Rev. good of the town.
Evelyn Venable. Dir. Jas. Cruze. Rel. March 2. Rev. March 6,
Rel. Dec. 26.
55 mlns.
He took him
Jan. 9.
Devil
Tiger. Wild animal yarn made in Asia. Marlon Burns, Kane Richaround to certain eyesores and the
He Cdulon't Take It. Inside story of a process server who makes good with editor went back to his desk all
mond, Harry Woods, and? natives. Dir. Clyde E. Elliott. 60 mlns. Rel.
his summonses and gets his man. Ray Walker. Virginia Cherrlll. George
Feb. 16. Rev. Feb. 13".
pepped up and wrote an editorial.
E. Stone. Dir. Wm. Nigh. 64 mine. Rel. Jan. 1.
The manager let it run a few days Ever Since Eve. Country boy licks New York. George O'Brien. Dir. Geo.
Marshall-. 75 mine. ReL Feb; 9. Rev. April 3.
House of Mystery. An archefclogist returns to America from the Far East, and then horned In with an offer to
with a curse on his head for his stolen wealth. Verna Hille, Ed Lowry.
throw a theatre party for 10 to*any- Frontier Marshal, The. Familiar theme of the unknown cleaner-up. John
Dir. Wm. Nigh. 61 mins. Rel. May 30.
Wayne. Dir. Lew. Seller. 66 mlns. Rel. Jan. 19. Rev. Feb. 6.
one who painted the outside of his
I
Have Lived. A Broadway stage star is faced with blackmailers on the eve home. The -editor picked it up and Heart Song. British made with Lillian Harvey and Mady Christians in the
of marriage to wealth and love.
Anita Page, Allen Vincent. Alan DlneDir. Frederlch Hollaender. Rel. April
cast. Erich Pommer production.
thereafter the paper got daily men*Dir. R. Thorpe.
69 mlns. Rel. Oct 1.
hart.
is

made

to hold

•

.•'

,

PARAMOUNT THEATRE

'

EXPANSION IN MINN.

.

•

Exploitation

.

r. w
rOX

^k%5i%.

•'

WW

Money. A goofy family, suddenly broke, pin their hopes on a Shakespearean-minded prize fighting champ. Skeets Gallagher, Lois Wilson.

In the

tion,

27.

the first announcement carry-

Heir to the Hoorah. From an old stage hit by the late Paul Armstrong.
George O'Brien, Mary Brian. Dir. Geo. Marshall. 72 mlns. Rel. Feb. 9.
Hold That Girl. Original story. James Dunn, Claire Trevor. Dir. Hamilton
MacFadden. 66 mlns. Rel. Feb. 16. Rev. March 27.
Hoopla. Talker version of The Barker,' stage play made as a silent. Clara
Bow, Preston Foster, Rich. Cromwell. Dir. Frank Lloyd. 85 mlns.
Rel. Nov. 30. Rev. Dec. 6.
asks applicants for theatre parties
Am Suzanne. Novelty story with puppet sequences. Lilian Harvey, Gene
where they bought the paint, and
Raymond, Plccoli Marionettes, Yale ruppeteers. Dir. R. V. Lee. 9»
the dealer pays for the tickets, so
mins. Rei. Dec. 22. Rev. Jan, 23.
the theatre has to pay nothing for
Believed In You. Original story. Rosemary Ames, Victor .lory. John Boles.
what has proven to be a highly efDir. Irving Cummings. 69 mlns. Rel. Feb. 23. llcv. April 11.
fective ad.
Was a Spy. (British) Based on the story by Marthe MacKenna. Herbert
Just another instance of keeping
Marshall, Madaleine Carroll, Conrad Veidt. Dir. Victor Savllle. 83 mlns.
exploilatlon-mlnded all of the time
Rev. Jan. 16.
Rel. Dec. 16.
Instead of just when a stunt Is Jimmy and Sally. James .Dunn, Claire Trevor, Dir. Jas. TInling. Rel. Nov. 24.
needed for a certain picture.
Rev. Dec. 19
Mad Game, The. Spencer. Tracy, Claire Trevor. Dir. Irving Cummings. 73
mins. Rel. Oct. 27. Rev. Nov. 14.
'Tarzan' Bally
Mr. Skltch. From the story "Green Dice.' Will Rogers, Zasu Pitts, Rochelle
Metro's Tarzan rhino tour in ex
Hudson, Marry Green. Eugene Pallette. Dir. Jas. Cruze, Rel. Dec. 29.
'Tarzan
and His
ploltatlon
of
Rev. Dec. 27.

ing a list of coming attractions to
Warren Hymer. Sally Starr. Dir. Frank Strayer. 67 mlns. Rel. Jan. 15. show the householders what they
were to see.
Lawless Valley. Western horse opera. Lane Chandler. Rel. May 1.
As a result a number of homes
Manhattan Love Song. Two orphaned Park Avenue society deb sisters, forced
got a much needed new dress and
to go to work, change places with their servants who go 'society.'
others are in prospect. The manager
Dixie Lee, Robert Armstrong. Dir. Leonard Fields. Rel. May 30.

Man

Playboy son marries a poor girl against his wealthy
Marian Marsh, William Bakewell. Owen Moore. Dir.
68 n.lns.- Rel. N6V. 1.
Mystery with college background. Shirley Grey,
Charles Starrett, J. Farrel McDonald. 69 mlns. Rel. Feb. 6. Dir. Richard Thorpe.
Mystery Liner. Noah Beery, Astrid Allwyn. Dir. Wm. Nigh. Rel. Dec. 19.
Notorious But Nice. Driven from the man she loves, a gin finds solace in a
Marian Marsh,
loveless marriage with the king of the underworld.
Betty Compson, Donald Dlllaway. Rochelle Hudson. Dir. Richard Thorpe.
ot

Sentiment.

family'? wishes.
Rfci.arcl Thoi pe

Murder on the Campus.

7i

m-ns

Rel. Oct. 15.

The. A father with the wanderlust returns home long enough to
straighten out the affairs of his now grown-up sons. Barbara Weeks,
Billy llnkewcll, Charles Grapcwin. Emma Dunn, Glen Boles. Dir. Richard Thorpe. Rel. Match 12.

Quitter,

Rainbow Over Broadway.

Musical romance of an ex-muslcal comedy star
twenty years before who makes a sensational, overnight comeback

of
In

I

I

I

Mate' is being routed in line with
dates on the picture in the east.

(Continued on page 29)
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PICTURES

VARIETY

Shearer, Robert Montgomery, Herbert Marshall,
Dir. Edmund Gouldlng. Rel. March 2$. Rev. April 3.
Sadie McKee. Based oh the novel by Vina Delraar. Joan Crawford, Franchot
Tone. Dir. Clarence Brown. No release set:
Should Ladles Behave. From the stage play, The Vinegar Tree.' Wonel
Barrymore, Alice Brady. Dir. Harry Beaumont 89 mlns. Rel. Deo. 1.

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

Rev..

(Continued from page 27)
Murder In Trinidad. Mystery story from Vandercook's novel. Nlegel
Heather Angel. Dir. Sol WurtxeL. 74 mlns. Rel. April 6.

Dec

(Continued from page
Revolution,

V
Old stage play of a conceited man who makes
19.

ruce,

M

'

'

•

,

May

Rel.

duced)..

On

Studio: 6048 Sunset Blvd.*

Walla of Geld. From Kathleen Morris' novel. Sally Eilers. Norman Foster
Dir. Kenneth MacKenna. ReL Oct. 13.
Wild Gold. John Boles, Claire Trevor, Harry. Green. Dir. Geo, Marshall.
11.

Fox. ..Title la "P't"?;'
Worst Woman In Parle, the. Lasky production for
^tory. Benlta Hume, Adolphe MenJoU. Helen Chandler. Dlr, Monta Bell
78 mlns. ReL Oct. 20. Rev. Nov. *28.
ce:

Freuler Associates

R.K.O. Bldfl.,
York. N. V.

.

New

Araby. Original Saraha story of British Army and
( •nterest:
M^ta Alba. Walter Byron. Claire Windsor.

Riff. 'With love
Dir. Phil Rosen

off

ReL

April

21.

for the man
Love Past Thirty. A woman's struggle against the lure of youth
Phylshe lovedl Atleen Prlngle, Theodor von Elta, Gertrude Messlnger,
Dir. Vln Moore. 71 mlns. Rel. Jan. 27.
lis Barry.
and
Marriage on Approval. Novel. The conflict between the bid generation
Donald
the new to the realm of love and matrimony. Barbara Kept,
DtUaway. Dir. Howard Hlggin. ReL" Nov. 20.
Rel
mlns.
McGowan.
60
P.
J.
Dir.
western.
Tyler
Tom
War of the Range.
i

.

Sept.

Whe

Rev.

22.

Dec

12.

a a
^tS\%oA mtr^rpTVc^Ta^^ m°in s SSt&S°^
Gaumont-British °« ce! 226 w" SS yorK

R

,

6

k

Channel Crossing. Drama.

(BRITI8H MADE)
Matheson Lang, Constance Cummlngs.

68 mlns.

Rev. Oct.

ton Rossmer.
Falling for You. Comedy drama.

Dir. Mil-

Si.

Dir.
Jack Hulbert.
Jack Hulbert. 71 mlns. Rev. Aug. 4.
Ghoul, The* ThrUler. Boris KarlofX. Dir. T. H. Hunter. 73 mlns. Rel.
Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 80.
James
rder* Is Orders. Comedy of American making film in British army.
qieason. Charlotte^Sreenwood. Dir. Walter Forde. 70 mlns. Rev. Aug. 18.

nj|_

Offices:

RKO

Bldg.,

Radio

City,

majeSClC
New York City
type.
Charming Deceiver, The. (British made.) Romantic drama ot Cinderella
Constance Cummlngs and " Frank Lawton. Dir. Monty Banks. Rel
•

Dec. 8.
Curtain at Eight. Story 6f a murder mystery by Octavus Roy Cohen. C. Aubrey Smith, Dorothy MackaiU. Paul Cavanagh. Dir. E, Mason Hopper.
72 mlns. Rel. Oct. L Rev. Feb. 13.
merry mlx-up ot international spy systems. Ben
Morning After. The.
Lyon and, Sally Eners. Dir. Allan Dwan. Rel. Jan. 1.
ZUa
in off Nora Moran, The. Woman lis framed to shleld^the WKher-ups.
Johann, Alan DlneharL Paul Cavanagh. John Mlljan. plr. Phil Goldstone. Rel. Dec 12.. Rev. Dec 19.
Unknown Blonde. From the novel "CoUusIon." The divorce racket. Edward
Arnold, Helen Jerome Eddy. Dir. Hobart Henley. Rel. March.
You Made Me Love You. (British made). Farce comedy of the taming ot
a spitfire wife. Thelma Todd and Stanley Luplno. Dir. Monty Banks.

A

24.

calif.

»

Offices: 1840

Metro
mciro

New

anything?

a,

1

-

.

I

Venable, Kent Taylor. Dir. Chas. Vldor. Rel. May 4.
Duck Soup. Marx Brothers' nonsenslcallty. Raquel Torres, Margaret
mont. Dir. Leo McCarey. 89 miiis. ReL Nov. 27. Rev. Nov. 28.
eight Girls In a Boat. Love In a girl's schooL Douglas Montgomery, Kay

1929, 90,000,000;
100,000,000;
75,000,000;
19.31,
86*000,000;
60,000,000; 1933, 80,000,000.

1930,
193*.

.

'Most exhibitors prefer to show
Block booking forces
films.
to show most of the films they
buy; It limits their selection.
Ruggles,
Chas.
FarrelL
Chas.
Pari*
In
Americans
Room.
Without
Girt
a
'The more thoughtful among us
Marguerite Churchill, Gregory Ratoff, Walter Wolff. Dir. Ralph Murphy.
72 mlns. Rel. Dec 8. Rev; Dec 12.
must try to control with lntelliGolden Harvest. Story of the mlddlewestern farms and Chicago wheat pit gence^-to impress upon others ths
Rich. Arlen, Chester Morris, Genevieve Tobln. Dir. Ralph Murphy. 71 Importance of selecting our entermlns. ReL Oct 28. Rev. Nov. 7.
tainment We must not be narrowGood Dame. Walter Huston on a carnival lot. Sylvia Sidney. Dir. Marlon
minded or prudish. We must not
Gerlng. 71 mlns. ReL Feb. 16. Rev. March 20.
backgrounding,
expect to take a big step in a slngto
Navy
S.
U.
with
a
Waterfront
story
Hell and High Water.
Rich. Arlen, Judith Allen, Chas. Grapewln, Sir Guy Standing. Dir. day.
19.
Rev.
Dec
Rel.
OcL
27.
McNutL
Slavens
Grover Jones and Wm.
'The astonishing indifference of
His Double Life. (Dowllng.) Light comedy. Lillian Glsh, Roland Young. many parents to film selection for
Dir. Arthur Hopkins. 68 mins. Rel. Jan. 12. Rev. Dec. 19.
their children is being offset by the
I'm No Angel. Mae West original. Mae West In tights as a Hon tamer.
Cary Grant, Edw. Arnold, Ralf Harolde. Dir. Wesley Ruggles. 87 mlns. fine work of teachers and in many
ReL OcL 18. Rev. OcL 17.
states of the P.T.A.'
Last Roundup, The. Western with a Zane Grey title and a new story. Randolph Scott, Monte Blue, Barbara Adams, Fred Kohler. Dir. Henry
Rel.
Jan.
26..
Maryland Club* Ditto
Hathaway.
Lone Cowboy. The. Western with Jackie Cooper as the hero. From a Will
.Baltimore, April St.
James story. Dir. Paul Sloan. 68 mlns. Ret. Dee. 1. Rev. Dec. 6.
Along with all their myriad and
Melody in Spring. Radio singer at home and abroad. Lanny Rosa, Chas,
this
pronunciamentos,
Ruggles, Mary Boland. Dir. Norman McLeod. 75 mins. ReL April 20, repetitive
Rev. April 2.
year's convention of the Maryland
Miss Fane's Baby la 8tolen. Farcical play. Dorothea Wieck, Alice Brady federation of Women's Clubs deRev.
Jan,
23,—
mlns.
Rel.
12.
Jan..
Dir. Alex. Hall, 67
voted the largest portion of their
Murder at the Vanities. From the Earl Carroll stage production. Murder two-day session to a signed resolubackstage. Carl Brisson, Victor McLaglen, Jack Oakle, Kitty Carlisle.
tion urging President Roosevelt not
Dir. Mitchell Lolsen. ReL April 20.
No More Women. Flagg and Quirt as deep sea divers. Edmund Lowe, Victor to signature the picture code until,
McLaglen, Sally Blane. Dir. Al RogelL. 73 mins. ReL Feb. 23. Rev. the "block and blind booking' clause
Johnson,

Dir. Rich, Wallace.

bert Marshall,

-Jan. It.

85 mlns. Bel. Jan, 6. Rev.. Jan.
In the Jungle. Claudette Colbert,

Mixed quartet

Mary

Rev. Jan.

16,

Boland,

Wm.

Gargan.

Her- clean

them

\

80.

.

.

.

is

„

.

.

Dir. Victor Fleming. 98 mlna. ReL Oct. 13.
Cat and the Fiddle, The. From the successful musical play by Jerome Kern
and Otto Harbach. Ramon Novarro, Jeanette MaCDonald r Frank Morgan. Charles Butterworth, * Jean Hersholt. Vlvlemie SegaL Dir. William K. Howard. Rel. Feb. 16. Rev. Feb. 20.
Chief, The. Ed Wynn as a simpleton ot the gay 'nineties. Dorothy Mackalll,
William (Stage) Boyd, Effle Ellsler, C. Henry Gordon. Dir. Charlet
Rlesner. 68 mlna ReL Nov.. 8. Rev. Dec 5.
Dancing Lady. James Warner Bellah's Saturday Evening Post story. _joali
Crawford, Clark Gable, Franchot Tone, Fred Astaire, Winnie Llghtner.
Ted Healy. . Dir. RobL Z. Leonard. 90 mlns. ReL Nov. 24. Rev, Deo. 8.
Day off Reckoning. Based on Morris Laylne's story, 'Hall of Justice.' Richard DIx, Madge Evans, Una MerkeL Conway Teatle. Dir. Charles Bra*bln. 70 mlns. ReL OcL 27. Rev. Nov. 7.
Inner at Eight. From the Btage play. All star cast headed by Marie
Dressier and John Barrymore. Dir. Geo. Cukor. Roadshow length no
mlns. Rel. Jan. 12. Rev. Aug. 29.
Baklmo. Love and hate in the icelands. Native cast. Dir. W. S. Van Dyke.':
Roadshow length, 120 minis. ReL Jan. 13. Rev. NOV. 21.
itlve Lovers. Robert Montgomery and Madge Evans as the lovers in a
story most, of whose action takes place on a transcontinental bus. Nat
Pendleton, C. Henry Gordon, Ruth Selwyn. Dir. H. Boleslavsky. 84
mlns. Rel. Jan. 6. Rev. Jan. 16,
Qolhg Hollywood. Marlon Davies chases a radio crooner to the studio.
Marlon Davles, Blng Crosby. Dir. Raoul Walsh. 76 mlns. ReL Dec. 22.
Rev. Dec 26.
Her Sweetheart Christopher Bean. The Broadway play by Rene Fauchols and
Sidney Howard. Marie Dressier, Lionel Barrymore, Helen Mack. Dir.
Sam Wood. 90 mlns. Rel. Nov. 17. Rev. Nov. 28.
Hollywood Party. Ail star musical film, Rel. April 13.
March 6;
Laughing Boy. Ramon Novarro In the title role. Based on the Pulitzer Prize Search for Beauty, The. Pseudo-physical training yarn to display winners In
winning novel by Oliver La Farge. Lupe Velez. Dir. W. S. Van Dyke.
Par's international beauty contest. Buster Crabbe, Ida Luplno, Toby
ReL April 20.
Wing, Jas. Gleason. Dir. Erie Kentort. 77 mlns. Rel. Feb.. 2; Rev.
Feb. 13.
Lazy River. Story ot the shrimp fisheries among the Cajuns In the Louisiana
Rich.
bayou country. Jean Parker,; Robert Young, C. Henry Gordon. Dir. She Made Her Bed. Show lot story about a brutal anl
Arlen Sally Eilers, RobL Armstrong. Rel. March 9,
George Seitz. 77 mlns. Rel. March 16. Rev. April 10.
Meet the Baron. Jack Pearl brings his radio characterization to the screen. Sitting Pretty. Backstage story smartened up. Jack Oakle, Jack Haley.
Ginger Rogers, Thelma Todd, Gregory Ratoff. Dir. Harry Joe Brown.
Jimmy Durante, Zasu Pitts, Edna May Oliver, Ted Healy and his
stooges. Dir. Walter Lang. 70 mins. Rel. Oct. 20. Rev. Oct. 31.
80 mlns, Rel. Nov. 24. Rev, Dec. 6.
Men in White. Plcturlzatlon of the successful Broadway stage play of hos- Six of a Kind. The humors Of a share-expenses trip. Chas. Ruggl6s, Mary
Boland, W. C. Fields, Geo. Burns, Grade Allen, Alison Skipworth. Dir.
pital life. Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Jean Hersholt, Dir. R. Boleslavsky.
No release set.
Leo. Carey. 60 mlns, ReL Feb. .9.. Rev. March 13,
Based on the Crime Club novel by Philip MacDonald. Take a Chance. Roland 6c Brlce production of the stage musical. Jas. Dunn,
Mystery of Mr,
Dir. Lawrence Schwab. 80
Cliff Edwards, June Knight, Lillian Roth.
Robert Montgomery, Elzabeth Allan, Lewis Stone.. Dir. Edgar Selwyn.
mlns. ReL Oct. 27. Rev. Nov. 28.
Rel. Feb. 23. Rev. Feb. 27.
Ight Flight. Air story of a South American flight from the novel by Thirty Days a Princess. Obscure actress plays at being a princess. Sylvia
Grant
JHelen_..Hayes
Cl^
Gable.
Lionel
:__John_Bar.rym.or^,
Sidney,. Caiy,
= - r _B alntrExu pery.
Barrymore, Kobt. Montgomery, Myrna Loy.- Dir. David O. Sselzhrckr 89 Thundering 'Herd, The. Upper crass, western with the' usual Ingredients;
mlns. Rel. Oct. 6. Rev. Oct. 10.
Randolph Scott, Judith Allen, Buster Crabbe, Noah Beery, Ray Hatton.
Id Hannibal.
May Robson as a Wall Street manipulator. Lewis Stone, Jean
Dir. Henry Hathaway. 67 mlns. Rel, Nov. 24.
Parker. Dir. C. Riesner. Rel. Jan. 26.
Keeper of a Chinese resort and her brother, an Alaskan bad
Tillio and Gus.
man come back home to claim their Inheritance, a battered ferry boat.
Operator 13. Based on the last hovel of the late Robert W. Chambers.
W. C. Fields and Allison Skipworth handle the comedy with plenty ol
Marlon Davles, Gary Cooper. Dir. Richard Boleslavsky, No release seL
Dir. Francis Martin. 67 mlns.. Rel. Oct.. 13. Rev. Nov. 14.
Opportunity.
Prizefighter and the Lady. Max Baer, .heavyweight contender, and Myrna
Loy in the title ro;es. Prlmo Camera, Jack Dempscy, Walter Huston. Trumpet Blows, The. George Raft becomes an amateur bull fighter. Geo,
Raft, Adolpho Menjou, Frances Drake. Dir. Stephen Roberts. 68 mlns.
Dir. W. S. Van Dyke. 90 mins. Rel, Nov. 10. Rev. Nov. 14.
ReL April 13. Rev. April 17.
Queen Christina. Greta Garbo as the seventeenth century queen who was
brought up as a boy, Lewis Stone, Ian Keith, Elizabeth Ybung, Dir. Way to Lova, The. Chevalier, Incognito, finds romance with a French carnival troupe. Ann Dvorak, Ed. Everett Horton, Minna Gombell. Dir.
Roubcn Mamoulian. 90 mlna. Rel. Feb. 9. Rev. Jan. 2.
Norman Taurog. 83 mlns. Rel. Oct. 20. Rev. Nov. 14.
girl
into
marries
American
Rip Tide (Opposing Forces Within Woman). An
(Continued on page 31)
English nobility and suifere disappointment and dlRlllusionment. Norma
.

Audience derision

^SlSXSt

.

Four Frightened People.

Broadway,
York. N. V.
Bombshell. Jean Harlow as a harassed picture star with Lee^ Tracy her
publicity man. Franchot Tone, Frank Morgan, .Ted Healy, Una MerkeL
Culver city,

Rockefeller Center, N.Y.C.

Paramount

.

:

Office: R. K. O. Building,

report
exhibitors
keen weapon;
Beggars In Ermine. Lionel Atwell, Betty Furness. Din Phil Rosen.
such derision to headquarters.'.
Broken dreams. From Olga Prlntzlau's story, Two 'MtQ*Arng\!tott}M
Placing part of blame for lowSleeper, Randolph Scott, Buster. Phelps, Beryl Mercer, Dir. Robert Vlggrade plx on the public, Mrs. Busnola. 68 mins, ReL Nov. 15. Rev. ^ov, 28.
lurocess serving sell praised "Little Women' and con.;
He Couldn't Take It. Story by Dorc Scharg. Inside story^ot
racket. Ray Walker, Virginia Cherrlll, George E. ^one. Dorothy demned Mae West but declared that
Granger, Paul Porcasl. Dir. William Nigh. Rel. Dec. U. Rev. March 27.
novelty rather than vulgarity' was
his pal.
Lucky Texan, The, Western story of a man accused of the murder of Feb.
13. responsible for .success of latter*
John Wayne. Dir. Faul Malvern. 66 mlns, Rel. Jan; 22. Rev.
Mystery Liner. Noah Beery. Astrld Alwyn. Dir. William Nigh. 62 mlns. features. Improvement of public
taste will be shown in record of
Rel. March 1&. Rev, April 10.
third West film, she .predicted,
Riders of Destiny. Western scrapjabout .water rights, with some big flood
Rev.
stuff. John Wayne. Dir. R. N. Bradbury. 58 mlns. ReL Oct. 10.
'Amazing Improvements in the
Dec 12.
mechanics of production-HlirecUont
Sagebrush Trail, The. Lone Star western. John Wayne, Nancy Shubert. lighting, acting, photography, Bet r
Dir. Armand Schaefer. 6* mlns. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Jan, ».
tings, synchronization—make a fine
Sixteen Fathoms Deep.. Sponge JUver's romance. Sally O'Nelllj.^reighton
Chaney, Ru&sell Simpson. Maurice Black. Dir. Armand. Schaefer. 69 film like 'Berkeley Square' somemlna. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 23.
thing to marvel at/ Hollywood cruSweetheart off Sigma Chi; College musical. Mary ^Carlisle, Buster Crabbe. sader said. 'Why should vethlcal
Dir. Ed. Marin. 80 mlns. ReL Oct, 1. Rev. Nov. 14.
standards in general fall so far
Falre.
Brown
Virginia
Wayne,
John.
western.
Star
Lone
Divide.
the
of
West
short of the wholesome, plane we
Dir. R» N. BradbUry:
Profeel America would prefer?
MarFord,
Wallace
Halliday,
Woman's Man. Hollywood Inside storyr John
ducers answered our. protests with,
guerite do la Motte. Dir. Edward Luddy.
box-office figures, saying* executives
Studios: 8881 Marathon 8L>
were giving the public, what the
Hollywood. Calif.
Were they? No.
Alice in Wonderland. The Carroll story visualized. Charlotte Henry and most public wanted.
of the Par. stars. Dir. Norman McLeod. 76 mlns. ReL Dec 22. Rev. But we must admit they had reason
Dec 27.
so to believe.
All off Me. From the stage play. •Chrysalis.' Fredrlc March, Miriam Hopkins,
•For a prosperous, amusementGeo. Raft- Dir. Jas. .Flood. 70 mlns. ReL Jan. 26. Rev. Feb. 6.
loving people fairly flocked to the
Bolero. Story of a gigolo who. started in Hoboken. Geo. Raft, Carole Lorn
what, .kind the
bard, Sally Rand. Dir. Wesley Ruggles. 83 mlns. ReL Feb. 23. Rev. movies, nor cared
show because If they did not like
Feb. 20.
Come On Marines; Marine corps rescues a shipwrecked girls' seminary. It they would leave and go to see
64
Richard Arlen, Ida Luplno, Roacoe Karns. Dir. Henry Hathaway.
something else. In 1929,, however,
mlns. ReL March 23. Rev. March 27.
conditions emphasized the
.
. „.
™ Dorothea Wleck's first Hollywood reduction. Mother love ol economic
Cradle Song.
nun for a^oundllng In a Spanish convent. Evalyn Venable, Sir Guy folly of a haphazard choice of en
Standing, Louise Dresser. Dir. Mitchell Lelsen. 78 mlns. ReL Nov. 10. tertalnment; by 1931 family budgets
Rev. Nov. 21.
I necessitated
wise spending. People*
Death Takes a Holiday. Death takes a holiday to learn of life. From the wanted to shop for film, entertainstage play. Fredrlc March, Evalyn Venable. Dir. Mitchell Lelsen. 79
ment. By 1933 selectivity was playmlns. Rel. March 30. Rev. Feb. 27.
In box office
Design for Living. Adapted from Noel Coward's play. Fredrlc March, Gary ing an Important part
Statistics show thdt th*
Cooper, Miriam Hopkins, Ed. E. Hortoni Dir. Ernst Lubltsch. 90 mlns. figures.
Rel. Dec. 27. Rev. NoY. 28.
average weekly attendance 1928Double Door. Thriller story of a dominant- old maid. Mary Mortis, Evalyn 1933 in the United States was: 1928,

.

ReL Nov.

KA~~~~-~~*
JVlOnOgraill

-

Hollywood, Cat.

Dir. Hamilton.

ReL May

:

.

25.

and Cheer. Musical. Warner Baxter, Madge Evans, Sylvia Froos
MacFadden. ReL May 4.
RoseToo Many Women. From the story, *Odd Thursday.' Warner. Baxter
mary Ames, Rochelle Hudson. Dir. Jas. Flood. 79 mlns. Rel. May 4,

Stand

3)

should recognize Alms

as a vital Issue, one for which a.11
men and women should feel a keen
personal responsibility.'
Attack was aimed principally at
cycles of undesirable plx. with emphasis laid on th 'going to have a
baby* cycle. Naming, names, Hollywood woman said !There is no excuse for such films as 'Eight Girls
in a Boat' or 'Lessons in Making
Love' and charged that' such filth.,
is suited for low- dives and people
who frequent them/
'We protested against gangster
virtually
cycle has
films;
that
ended.
"We are now protesting
against the. 'going to have a baby'
cycle. That can be laughed off the
screen. Do you know that laughter at the wrong time cuts a scene
or a whole sequence quicker, than.,

good. Spencer
Showoff, The.
Tracy, Madge Evans. Dir. Chas. Rleshe.r. 73. mlns. Rel, March 9.
Rev. March 20.
attend a fraternal conHardy
Laurel
and
(Hal
Roach).
Desert
Sons
of
the
07 S. release, but the first made.
My t-lpr Betray. Lilian Harvey's secondLilian
vention. Dir. Win. A.. Seller. $|5 mlns. Rel. Dec. 29. Rev. Jan. 9.
Harvey, John Boles, El BrenFrom the play by John Balderson.
created by EdTanan and His Mate. Further adventures of the characters O'Sulllvan,
del. Dir. John Blystona, 70 mlns. Rel. Nov. 10. Rev. Nov. 7.
Neil
gar Rice Burroughs. Johnnie Weissmuller, Maureen
lien's Night Out; El Brendel's first feature. Barbara Weeks, Walter CatHamilton. Dir. Cedrlo Gibbons. Rel. March 30.
lett Dir. MaL; St Clair. 70 mlns. Rel. Nov. 17. Rev. Jan. 9.
novel. L k> n e 1 Bar r^ore . Fay
a
from
drama
Domestic
Heaven.
This
Side
of
Foster:
Norman
Angel,
Heather
train;
Orient Express. Mystery on a railroad
Balnter, Mae Clark, Una Merkel, Tom Brown. Dir. Wm. K, Howard.
Dir. Paul Martin. Ret Jan. 12. Rev. March 6.
78 mlns. Rel. Feb. 2. Rev. Feb. 13.
Power and the Glory, The. Jesse Lasky's •narratage' stoix A. man/a career Turn Back the Clock. Story of a man who relives hl Das
fA
f- „ ^g^?**??'
»r
Aug. .26.
In flashbacks. Spencer Tracy. Colleen Moore, Dir. Wm. K. Howard.
Clerk, Peggy Shannon. Dir. Edgar Selwyn., 80 mlns. Rel.
97 mlns. ReL Oct. 6.
Rev; Aug. 29.
Scandals. Staged by George White on' the lines of his revue. Rudy Vallee,
Viva Villa. Wallace Beery portrays the famous Mexican character,. Pancho
112
Alice Fay, Jimmy Durante. Dir. Geo. White, Harry Lachman. 80 mlns.
Conway.
Jack
Villa. Stuart Erwln, Fay Wray, Leo Carrlllo. Dir.
Bel. March 22. Rev. March 20.
mlns. Rel. April 7. Rev. April 17.
leepers East. From the novel by Fredk. Nebel. Wynne Gibson. Preston Women In His Life, The. Criminal lawyer, deserted by Ms:- wife. sends_to the
Foster. Dir. Kenneth MacKenna.. 69 mlns.' Rel. Jan. 26.
chair the man who stole her. Otto Kruger, Una Merkel, Ben Lyons.
Smoky. From the novel by Will James. Victor Jory. Irene Bentley. FrancU
Dir. Geo. B. Selts. 74 mlns. Rel. Dec. 3, Revv Jan. 30.
Ford. Dir. Eugene Forde. 66 mlns. ReL Dec. 8. Rev. Jan. 9.
May Robsqn,
You Can't Buy Everything. Story ot a domineering old woman.
Springtime for Henry. From Benn Levy's stage play. Otto Kruger, Nancy
Jean Parker, Lewis Stone, Dir. C. H. Relsner, ?2 mins. Rel. Jan. 26.
(Lasky proCarroll, Nigel Bruce, Heather Angel; Dir. Frank Tuttle.
Rev. Feb. 6.
,

29

Clean Pic Drive

Mrs. Pat Campbell.
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.

t

.
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J

t

_D^

,

,

was

deleted.

customary, morals were highly
stressed, and the Federation resolved to ask Government supervision over pictures in. prde.* to better the industry's moral standards
As"

in flicks.

At the AMPA's annual 'Naked
Truth' dinner in New York's Hotel
Astor on Saturday night (21) Mrs,
August Belmont, chairman of the
Motion Picture Research Council,
took the clean Alms' Issue into the
.

camp. -Strictly an. industry, .^rade.^
Council's drive for clean Alms,
She urgea fewer and better pictures and paraphrased the toast
from 'Cavalcado,' hoping that the
film industry In the future will find
'dignity, £realnesa and peace.'
Louis Nizer, film attorney, of
Phillips & Niser, in his' address rebnttalod Mrs. Helmont's anti-industry platform in passing
f.'t-lnon.

but pointed
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CREAM OF
TODAY'S NEWS!
i

//

- //
Broadway

greets

HIT!

M-G-M's Giant $2 Road-show

sensation at Criterion, N.

X with

AND

HIS

grand press
notices and packed houses. (Okay Wallace Beery!)
And watch it soon at popular prices!

2 -'TARZAN
As

predicted,

the

new and

MATE

greatest

//

Johnny

Weissmuller romantic thriller is a box-office wow!
Simultaneous engagements all over America,
hacked by glorious showmanship, bring smiles
to

3-"

happy

exhibitors.

MANHATTAN MELODRAMA" PREVIEW!
Smash
Hollywood Reporter

says:

u

CombinaMyrna Loy

hit!

tion Clark Gable, William Powell,

Coast Variety says "Exceptional,- powexciting drama." Get ready for a BIG ONE!

sure-fire."
erful,

4 -"RIPTIDE" EXTENDED TIME!
Everywhere theatres are adding extra playing
time.

-

Norma

Shearer' s greatest!

M-G-M HAS
One

THE HITS!

another Leo's big entertainments are
for ''Sadie McKee' (Joan
clicking.
Crawford* Franchot Tone), "Hollywood Party,"
lousing musical comedy. "Operator 13" (Marion
Gary Cooper) and lots of other good
Davies
news on the way!
after

W

'

4
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Tuesday, April 24, 1954

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

VARIETY

Broadway Through a Keyhole. Walter WinehelTs story of Broadway. Constance Cummings, Buss Columbo. Paul Kelly. Dir. Lowell Sherman,
90 mins, Bel. Oct. It. Rev; Nov. 7.
Drummond Strikes Back. Further adventures in crime solution;
ald Colman, Loretta Young, Warner Oland, Charles Butterworth,

Bulldog

51

Release Prints

Bon-

Una

Merkel. (No date set.)
Catherine the Great. The story of Bussla's greatest ruler. Douglas Fair(Continued from page 29)
banks, Jr., Elizabeth Bergner, Flora Bobson, Griffiths Jones. Dir. Paul
Czlnner. 93 mins. Bel. April. 13. Bev. Feb; 20.
We're Not Dressing'. Comedy of shipwrecked royalty.' Bins Crosby, Carole
Xtombard, Burns and Allen, Ethel Merman, Leon Errol. Dir. Norman Firebrand, The. The love life of Benvenuto Cellini. Fredrlc March, Constance
v
Bennett, Frank Morgan, Fay Wray. (No date set.)
Taurog. Bel. April 27.
order to be
White Woman. Tropical story with' a brutal v nlte *k he' of an Island colony. Gallant Lady. An unwed mother who pays the price ot silence InCliye
Brook.
near her child. Dir. Gregory La Cava. Ann Hardin*
Chas. Laughton, Carole Lombard, Chas. Blckford. Dir. Stuart W;.lker,
Otto Kruger, Tulllo Carmlnatl. 82 mins. Bel,. Jan. 6. Bev. Jan. 23.
66 mins. Rel. Nov. 3. Be v. Nov. 21.
lr
Laughton.
Chas.wives.
You're Telling Me.' Fields as a small town garage man. W. C. Fields, Loan Henry VI 1 1 (British made). Henry and his alx
Oct.
17.
Bev.
Alex. Korda. 93 mins. Bel. Oct. 16,
Marsh, Buster Crabbe, Adrlenne Ames. Dir. Erie Kenton. 66 mins.
Hollywood, April 23.
Bel. April 6. Bev. April 1.0,
House of Rothschild, The (20th Cent.). Strong drama of the great.financial
house. George 'Arliss. Boris Karloft, Loretta Young. Dir. Alfred Werker.
1270 Sixth Ave.,
•
Starting May 1, all release prints
>.»«i
rrincipal
94 mins. Bel. April 6. Bev. March 20
New York, n. y.
couple processed in both Hollywood and
a
with
of telephone linesmen,
lives
...
*
Trouble.
Thrills
in
... the
for
Looking
~~
,
„
Jaw* of Justice. Kazan,, the dog,, in a melodrama of the Northwest Mounted
c C
Oj"
Spencer Tracy, Jack °*
love stories on the side. ^Spencer
will conform
Police, with Richard Terry, and Ruth, Sullivan. 64 mihs. Bel. Dec. 15.
: ] eaa tern laboratories,
£
mings, Arllne Judge; Dir. Wm. Wellman. 77 mineFerocious Pal. Kazan, -the dbg, In a thrilling mystery-melodrama of the
April .17.
with the new. standard release.
sheep-raising country. Ruth Sullivan and Bobert Manning. 60 mins.
ImP^sonatlpn
clever
by
a
.
Moulin Rouge. A talented wife proves her ability
«>rc«
following three
established louowmg
eataDiisnea
form
as
Bel. Feb. 1...
Tulllo
Tone,
Franchot
Bennett.
ruse. Dir. Sidney Lanfleld. Constance
Ighling to Live. Captain, the. dog, and Lady, his mate, In a. story based
Carmihati. 70 mins. Bel. Jan. 19. Bev. Feb.. 13.
land a half years' experimenting by
on a true incident in their lives. Mary Shilling and Gaylord Pendleton.
Council
Research
Academy
May.
£0 mins. Bel.
^"'•ph^ffHoSes.^!
ce: R .K.O. B d 0;»^
If fi RarliA
Studios: Hollywood,
Arzner: 87 mins. Bel. Mar. 2. Bev. Feb. 6.
i
Motor start mark and
l^aqiO
JV.1W.V.
Radio City, N.Y.C.
Calif,
h\ BenPalobka. The son of a prizefighter follows In his father's footsteps.
over cues have not been changed
lust
great
with
a
becomes
a
aviator
-jamlh Stoloff. Jimmle Durante, Stuart Erwin, Lupe Velez. Bell Jan. 26.
A
pacifist
goes
to
war
and
Ace of Aces,
Dir.
mins.
March
6.
Ralph
Bellamy.
78
Bichard
Dix,
Elizabeth
Allan,
their relative positions altered.
Bev.
nor
.killing.
for
the
Bel. 'pct.- 20; pev Nov..l4.
•J.. Walter Bubeni,
Roman Scandals. A town simpleton transported in a dream -back toRutn
The revisions embody, a reduction
grandeur that was Borne. Dir. Frank Tuttle. Eddie Cantor,
After- Tonight. A beautiful Russian spy falls In love with an Austrian spy
Etting, Gloria Stuart 91 mihs. Bel. Dec. 29:
in the length of various portions of
But they place duty to' their countries above love. Constance Bennett,
Gilbert Rqland, Dir.- George Arohalnbaud. 72 mins. Bel. Nov. 10. Rev. Sorrell & Son. An epic of the iove between father and son. H. B. Warner, the leader.
Nov. 7.
Peter Penrose. Hugh Williams, Winifred Shotter, Dir. Jack Raymond.
Some' of the new specl
Bel. April 20.
Appleby, Maker of Men. A tybman reforms two ot the. men in her
follow:
730 Fifth Ave.,
life,, making a gentleman- bf. the rowdy and a rowdy of the gentleman..
Studloi Universal 'City,
Universal
New York, N. V.
Protective leader: Will either, be
.Wynne Gibson, Charles 'Farrell, William Gargan. Zasu Pitts. Dir. '.Mark
Calif..
Sandrlcjh,. 73 mins. .Bel... Nov. $.; Bev. Oct 24.
transparent or raw stock not more
lorla Stuart Dir. V. Schertzlnger. Bel.
Beloved. Musical. John Boles,
lien Corn. Talented .young, musician Realizes after a series of disappointing
than six feet or le!ss than four feet.
Jan. >29. .Bev, Jan,. 30.
- love affairs that 10ve and a career 'Won't mix and chooses career. Ann
\
ontain
Will
Rev.
title:
part
lr. Ed. Marin.
Production.
Lowe
Edmund
Dir.:
Edward
Mall;
Korff.
Bombay
Hamilton,
Arnold
John
BolesV
Margaret
Harding,
Jan. 9.
frames, reduced from the former
,
H. Griffith. Bel; May 26.
f
Edgar
S
lr.
Manners.
David
four' feet.
Vlckers. From- the ••Sin'elair Lewis novel: Irene Dunn, Walter Huston) Black Cat, The, Mystery. KarloftV
Winner. Bel. April 30.
Conrad Nagel. Ipit*'.$ohn CromwelL m76 mins. Bel. Oct 13. Bev? Oct 3.
Synchronizing leader: 20 frames
Ellssa Landi, Nils
•Adventure, v Adventure's In London; during one foggy night. Bobert By Candlelight: Sophisticated comedy-drama. Paul Lukas,
ahead of start mark, then 12 feeti
Asther, Esther Ralston. Dir. James Whale. 70 mins. Bel. Dec. 18, Rev
Armstrong, Helen Mack, Roland; Young, Ralph Bellamy. Dir. Ernest B
including start mark, to picture.
Jan. -9..
Schoedsack. 63 mlnB. Beleased Aug; 18. Rev. Nov. 7.
Dir.
to start mark reduced 12
John Barrymore. Bebe Daniels.
| Section
Chance at Heaven*' The rich city girl who dazzles the country:, boy and mar- counsellor at LaW. Drama,
Wyler. Bel. Dec. 26. Bev. Dec. 12.
frames.
\ rles hAm only to sehd nim bac;k to his small town sweetheart. Joel
72 mins. CounteM 0 f Monte Crlsto. Drama. Fay Wray, Paul Lukas, Paul Page,
Dir. William Selter.
••-:-.V-MoC>ea, 'Ginger .Rogers.- Marlon Nixon.
Runout trailet: Will be opaque,
'
3.
Dec.
27.
Rev,.
April
27?
March
19.
Oct.
Bev.
Released
mel Meyers, Reginald Owen, Rel.
'three feet in length. Reduced from
Crinie -Doctor. A- famous detective, ieakfois of his wife who ho longer loves cross County Cruise. Comedyrdraroa.' Lew AyreB, June Knight, Alice White
alx feet.
him; plans the' rperfect crime. .Otto, Kruger, Karen Morley, Nils Asther,
Dir. Eddie Buzzell. 78 mins. Bel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 23.
Ehd-ofr-part-tltle: 24.. frames in
Judith Wood. ; Dir. John Rohertson.^ Bel. April 27.
Marctn,
Max
Stuart.
-Dir.
Asther,.
Gloria
Nile
Drama:
The.
Devil's Paydayy
each, is plainly, printed in black letDeluge, The'. Odd story of the world' after a second deluge. Peggy Shannon;
Bel. June 4.
Lois Wilson, Sidney Blackmer. Matt- Moore. Dir. Felix E. Feist Bel.
on white background; (a) end
ters
Collier.
Crosby Case, The. Drama, Wynne Gibson, Onslow Stevens, William
Sept 16. Rev. Oct 10.
.}
of part, (b) part number and (c)
.Rel. March 6. Rev. April 3.
Finishing School. A -young boarding school girl becomes involved with, a
Chester Morris, Marlon, Nixon
T*hls section reduced
Comedy-drama.
title.
picture
Moments.
Embarrassing
Burke,
BiUie
Bruce
Cabot.
Dee,
Sogers.
-Frances
young doctor. Ginger
Dir. Ed. Laemmle. Bel. May 14.
from four feet to 24 frames.Dir. Wanda Tuohrock and George Nicholls, Jr. Bel, May 4.
William
Constance Cummings, Paul Lukas.
Flying, pown to R|o. Musical extravaganza' which takes place In the air above Glamour. Comedy-drama.
9.
Bel.
April
Wyler.
Bio de Janeiro, Dolores Del Bio, Gene Baymond, Ginger Rogers, Fred
Astaire.. Raoul Roullen.. Dir. Thornton " Freeland. 89 mihs. Bel. Dec. Gun Justice,. Western. Ken Maynard. Rel. Dec. 18. Rev. April 3.
29.' Rev. Dec. 27.
Artificial
Half a Sinner; Drama. Joel McCrea, Sally Blane, Buster Churchill. Dir. Passes
Kurt Neumann. Bel. May 7
Goodbye Love. A butler and his master both become Involved with gold
diggers. Charlie Buggies, Verree Teasdale. Mayo Methot, Sidney Blafek- Honor of the Range, Western. Ken Maynard. Dir. Alan James. Bel. April. 16.
Stimulator;
Theatre
mer, Phyllis Barry. Dir. by H. Bruce Humberstone. 66 mins. Bel.
1
Aug.
Rel.
Her First Mate. Comedy. Summervllle- Pitts. Dir. Wm. Wyler.
Nov. 10.
*.
]
Bev. Sept 6.
Keep 'Em Rolling. One man's life-time devotion to his loyal army horse. Horse Play. Comedy. Summervllle-Devlne, Dir. Ed Sedgwick.
27
Suit
Dir.
George
Conroy.
Frank
Robert
Snayne,
Frances
Dee,
Walter Huston
Bev. March 13.
Archainbaud. Bel. March 2.
lorla Stuart. Dir. Harry Lach
Bert Wheeler, Bobert Woolsey, Buth I Like It that Way. Musical.
Ips, "Hips, Hooray. Musical girl show.
12.
Feb.
man.
Bel.
23.
AprilDenver,
Etting, Dorothy Lee, Thelma Todd, George Meeker, Phyllis Barry. Dir.
Comedy. Lee Tracy, Gloria Stuart, Boger Pryor. Bel
I'll Tell the World.
Mark Sandrlch. Bel. Feb. 2. Bey. Feb. 27.
Tjhe flnishlhg toiiches to the court
April 16.
If I Were Free. A modern romance of twb people, disappointed In marriage,
Henry Travers; fight between Mrs Clara Moldel
who meet and try to find happiness together in their way. Irene Dunne. Invisible Man. Mystery-drama. Claude Rains, Gloria Stuart
Una O'Connor. Dir. James Whale. 70 mins. Rel. Nov. 13. Rev. Nov. 21 and Mrs. Frances Mltcheletti
CHve Brook, Nils Asther, Henry Stephenson. Dir. Elliott Nugent 66
mihs. Bel. Dec. 1. Bev. Jan. .9.
Chester Morris, Alice White, Helen
King for a Night. Comedy-drama.
Rev. Dec. 12. the Comet, nabe house, was put on,
Rel.
Oct.
30.
mins.
78
Neumann.
Dir.
Kurt
HepKatberlne
Twelvetrees.
Alcott
story.
version
the
Louisa
Talker
of
Utile. Women.
burn, Joan Bennett, Paul Lukas, Frances Dee?- Jean Parker, Edna Mae Ladles Must .Love. Musical. Broadway story. June Knight, Nlel Hamilton, when the supreme court decided
Bev. Nov. 21.
us...: Bel. Nov. 24.
Oliver. Dir. Geo. Cukor. 117.
Sally O'Neill. Dir. E. A. du Pont. 60 mins, BeL Sept. 26, Bev. Dec. 6.
an Individual
Long Lost Father. Story In a London nlte club. John Barrymore, Helen Let's Be Ritzy. Comedy-drama, Lew Ayres, Patricia Ellis. Frank McHugh, Mrs. Mlchelettl, as
Bev.
Bel. Jan. 19.
62 mins.
Chandler,
Dir. Ernest B. Schoedsack.
and an executrix of her husband's
Isabelle Jewell, Hedda Hopper. Dir. Edward Ludwig. Bel. March 26.
•
Feb. 27.
Little Man, What Now? Drama. Margaret Sullavan, Douglass Montgomery
estate, owed Mrs. Moldel $4,290 beLest Patrol, The. A detachment- of British soldiers lost on the Mesopotamian
' Dir.
Frank Borzage. Bel. May 21.
desert are attacked by unseen Arabs with dramatic results. Boris Karcause of alleged fraud and 'decepDir. Wm. Selter.
Dir. Love Birds. Comedy. Slim Summervllle, Zasu Pitts.
loft. Victor McLaglen, Wallace Ford,' Beginald Denny, Alan Hale.
Sllm Summervllle, Zjbu Pltts^Lucllle tlon practiced by Mrs. Mlchelettl
Love, Honor and Oh, Baby. Comedy
John Ford. Bel. Feb. .16. Rev. April' 3.
Dir. Eddie Buzzell, 63 mins.
Donald
Meek.
Veree
Teasdale,
Gleason,
glimpse
of
Lonshattered
by
a
An
Eskimo,
illusions
his
and her late husband, John B.,
Man of TWo Worlds.
Rel. Oct 16. Bev. Oct 81.
don civilization, returns to his own people and is brought back to reality
sell
Francis Lederer* Ellssa Landi, Henry Stephenson, Madame Spy. Drama: Fay Wray. Nils Asther.- Dir. Karl Kreund. 70 mine. when they were attempting to
by. his infant son.
13.
Feb.
Bev.
Bel.
Jan.
8.
the theatre.
Walter Byron, Steffi Duna, J. Farrell MacDonald, Sarah Padden. Dir.
Midnight. Drama. Sidney Fox, Henry Hull, O. P. Heggle. Dir. Chester
J. Walter Ruben.
92 mins. Bel. Feb. 9. Bev. Jan. 16.
1931 Mrs. Moldel wanted to buy
In
Ersklne. Bel. Jan. 22. Bev. March 13.
Meanest Gal in Town. Farce comedy love in the beauty parlor. Zasu Pitts,
Ted the Comet, and the Micheletti's, acEl Brendel, Pert Keltoh, James Gleaison. Dir. Rich. Schayer. 61 mins. Myrt and Marge. Musical. Myrtle Vail, Donna Domerl), Eddie Foy, Jr.,mlnB.
cording to the 6ourt findings, repreHealy, Grace Hayes, J. Farrell MacDonald. Dir. Al Boasberg. 66
Bel. Jan. 12, Bev. Feb. 20.
Jan. 23
Bev.
sented the gross at 3450 a week.
Dec.
11.
Bel.
Arthur
Idshlpman Jack. Annapolis story. Bruce. Cabot, Frank Albertson,
Sullavan.
Beg Mrs. Moidel thought she could make
Lake, Betty Furness. Dir. Christy Cabanne. 70 mins. Bel. Sept 29. Only Yesterday. Dramatic love story. J,ohn Boles, Margaret
~
"""
John
Dir.
StahL
Burke.
Billle
Denny,
inald
Bev. Nov. 21.
money' on this figure, so bought the
14.
Nov.
Bev.
theatre, took a nve-year lease with
Of Human Bondage. A poignant story of a man who faces life as a partial
Robt. Young, Leila Hyama, Johnny Mack
cripple. Leslie Howard, Be'tte Davis,. Reginald Denny, Reginald Shef- Saturday's Millions Football story:
privilege of renewal, and took an
OcV
17
Brown. Dir. Edw. Sedgwick. 76 mins. Bel. Oct. 9. Bev.
Dir. John Cromwell. Rel. June 1.
field, Alan Hale.
option ,on the building and real eshis conquest. Ken May
Rafter Romance. A story ot Greenwich Village. Ginger Rogers, Norman Strawberry Roan, The. Story of a wild horse and
tate. Price of theatre was $6,000.
nard, Buth Hall. Dir. Alan James. Bel. Oct. 26. Rev. Dec. 12.
Foster, Geo. Sidney. Laura Hope Crews, Robt Benchley. Dir. Wm.
Mi's. Moldel found out In a hurry
Selter. 76 mins. Bel. Sept. 1. Bev. Jan. 16.
Poor Rich, The. Comedy. Edna May AHver, Edward Everett Horton. Dir
Ed. Sedgwick. Rel. Feb. 26.
-that crowds' at the Comet had been
Right to Romance, The. A famous woman beauty specialist decides to go on
Ann
adventures.
a spree and becomes involved in a series of exciting
uncertain Lady. Comedy-drama. Genevieve Tobin. Edward. E. Horton. Dir. stimulated by the liberal use of
Santell
Hardh.g, Nils Asther,- Sari Maritza, Irving PIchel. Dir. Alfred
Karl Freiind. Bel. April 23.
passes during the period negotia67 mins. Bel. Nov. 17. Rey. Dec. 19.
Wheels of Destiny. Western. Ken Maynard. Dir. Alan James. Bel. Feb. 19. tions were going on, and the house
Ing and Like It. Gangster backs a. Broadway show and makes sure of good
Bev. April 3.
_
'
showed a- loss, week after week,
review^ by finishing' special 'escorts' for each reviewer. Zasu Pitts,
OWci,
B«rbank.
Brothers
Mrs. Moidel went into court and
Pert Kelton, Edward Everett Horton> Nat Pendleton, Ned Sparks. Dir. studio.:
|f
William Selter. 69 mins. Bel. April 20. Bev. April .17.
damages, th. the. meantime
Turns. Epic in the romance of American life and a revelation asked
8on 6f Kong. Further adventures of Carl Denham, the director who brought. As theof Earth
the character of the New England farmer taken from the story of Mr. Mlchelettl had been killed In
King Kong to civilization, this time With the Son of Kong. Bobert ArmGladys Hasty Carroll. Jean Mulr. Donald Woods, Dorothy Peterson, an auto accident, so Mrs; -Moidel
strong, Helen Mack. Frank Belcher, John Marstoh. Directed by .Ernest
Dir. Alfred E. Green. 73 mins. Rel. April 14. Bev. April 17.
sued his widow as an Individual end
B. Schoedsack. 69 mins. Bel. Dec. 22. Bev. Jan., 2.
football story with a new twist. Dick Powell,. Ann Dvorak. as executrix of jthe estate.
Spitfire. A powerful story which deals with a beautiful mountain "witch" College Coach. A
Pat O'Brien and Lyle Talbot Dlr- William A, Wellman; 77 minswhose naivete, temperament and personality combine wickedness, and
the lower; court found; for Mrs.
14.
Nov.
Bev.
Beli
Nov..
imriiaculatenesB,.
^..„„ 0
Katharine
.„
v .,„,, MO
Hepburn,
iiC
Robert Young^ BaIph_Bellamy,
c
,
and Mrs. Mlchelettl apPolitical drama of England. George Arliss, Joan Bennett Dir. Ai- Moldel
MaVum'slVoper, Sldney^*ToleV ^oui s Masom
JM.nL^m Disraeli.
' Green.
«»
'
pealed. In her appeal Mrs. MlcheCromwell, Bel. March 30. Bev. Marfch 30;
88 mins. Be-rel. Dec. 16.
fred
Stlngaree. Notorious Australian bandit of the "Robin Hood" type with a Easy to Love. A frothy farce. Adoiphe Meojou, Genevieve Tobin, Mary lettl claimed Mrs. Moldel bought
flair" for the esthetic things of life.
Astor, Guy Kibbee, Edward Everett Horton. Dir. William Kelghley. only theatre equipment and not
Irene Dunne, Blchard DIx, Conway
Tearle, Mary Bpland. Dir. WilHani\Wellman. Bel. May 26.
61 mins. Bel. Jan. 20. Bev. Jan. 16.
good will, nor -the. theatre as a going
Strictly Dynamite. A poet becomes a ^gaV writer for a famous radio comic. Ever In My Heart. War theme story, but without conflict angle. GermanAmerican husband and an American wife. Barbara Stanwyck, Otto concern.
Jimmy Durante, Lupe Velez, Norman Foster, Marian Nixon. Dir. Elliott
The supreme court, said that even
Kruger, Balpb Bellamy. Dir. Archie Mayo. 70 mins. BeL Oot 28.
Nugent' Rel. May 11.
Bev. Oct 17.
though Mrs. Mlchelettl claimed, she
Success Story. The ruthless rise to power and wealth of a boy of the New
York telement district. Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., Colleen Moore, Gene- Footllght Parade. Gala musical with backstage locale. James Cagney, Joan sold only theatre equipment and
mins.
Dir. Lloyd Bacon.
129
Blondell, Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell.
vieve Tdbin, Frank Morgan. Dir. J. Walter Buben. Bel. March 16.
other personal property, Mrs. Moldel
Dances by Busby Berkeley. Bel. Oct 2. Bev. Oct. 10.
This Man Is Mine. To preserve her marriage a young wife virtually hurls
had been the victim 'of trickery and
her husband into the arms of his first love. Irene Dunne, Constance From Headquarters. A crime drama With a murder committed right In headCummings, Ralph Bellamy, Kay Johnson. Dir. John Cromwell. 75 mins.
quarters. George Brent, Margaret Lindsay and Eugene Pallette. Dir. fraudulent misrepresentations, conr
Rel. Dec. 2, Rev. Njv. 21.
Bel.. April 13. Rev. April 17.
William Dleterle. 63 mins.
,cernlng the attendance at the theTWo Alone. An orphan girl and a young boy who escaped from a reformatory Gambling Lady. Based on the drama by Doris Malloy of a gambling lady atre and the receipts of the busifall in love and try to escape the inhuman farmer who keeps them
who is such a sport she Is willing to sacrifice her love to save her hus- ness.'
enslaved on his farm. Jean Parker, Zasu Pitts, Tom Brown. Arthur
band from a murder charge. Barbara Stanwyck. Joel McCrea, Pat
The court also said: 'Mrs. Moidel
Byi-on. Nydla Westman, BeiAlah Bondl, Willlard Bobertson. Emerson
O'Brien, Claire Dodd. Dir. Archie Mayo. 66 mins. Bel. March 3L Bev.
bought the property and took the
Ttacy. Dir. Elliott Nugent. Bel. Jan. 6,. 1934. Bev. April 10.
April 10
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- a philosopher, Bhows
the host,
night in an unusual hotel where .1..
Spend, the
•them the/ error of their way. Clive Brook, Diana Wynyard, Beginald
.Owen, Billle Burke, Alan Mowbray, Gilbert Emery. Dir. J. Walter
-Ruben. Rel. May 18.

Wild Cargo.

.

the characters of Carl Ed's comic strip. Hal LeRoy, Rochel.le Hudson,
Patricia Ellis, Guy Klbbee. Dir. Murray Roth. 66 mihs. Rel. April 7.
Heat Lightning. Thrilling romance of desert love and hate, based on the
Broadway stage hit by Leon Abrams and George Abbott; Aline MacMahon, Ann Dvorak, Llyle Talbot, Prcstort Foster. Dir. Mervyn LeRoy.
63 mins. Rel. March 3. Rev. March 13.

Frank Buck's, expedition Into the Asiatic jungles to capture
Frank Buck. Dir. Armand Denis. Bel. April 6.

wild animals.

° mcM! 7M

V

A

United Artists
N ?w Yo?k N:'Y.
Romance and adventures ot reporter who edits the
agony column and eventually exposes the drug racket Dir. Alfred
-Rev.. Deo. 19.
Werker; Rel.. Dee;
lood Money, The bait' bond racket with a love angle. Geo. Bancroft, Frances
Dee. Dir. Rowland Brown. 66 mins. Bel. Nov, 17. Bev. Nov. 2L

H

Advice to the Lovelorn.
*

"

]

''

Nellie.

Comedy-drama

of

a newspaper

Glenda Farrell, Kathryn Sergava.
Rev. Feb. 6.

Dir.

'love'

columnist

Mervyn Le Roy.

Paul Muni.
Rel. Jan, 20.

House On 56th Street. Drama of a gambling lady. Kay Francis, Rlcardo
Dir.
Cortez Gene Raymond, Margaret Lindsay and Frank McHugh.
Robert Florey. 68 mlnB. Rel. Dec 23. Rev. Dec. 6.
(Continued on page 32)

:i
leaSe^fbr tmT'(SJCprfe^^riTpv3c^-ot
continuing, the theatre business then
being, conducted on the. premises,
and that the defendants sold the
property and gave the lease to Mrs.
Moidel for that very purpose; is too
clear to admit of argument. And
that Mrs. Motd>l suffered a pecuniary damage by reason of the
fraud and trickery practiced, upon
them by the defendants is equally
.

beyond question.'

PICT
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Drama la show bla. Richard
Attraction, Die (Bavaria) (Ger.).
Tauber, Dir. Max Relohmann. 70 mlns, ReL Aug. 1.
Frisco
Hell on Earth (Ger) (Garrison) (dialog In' five languages). Horror* of war.
Dir. Victor Trivas. 80 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Feb. 6.
in Series
Hellseher, Der (Ger) (General). Farce. Max Adalbert. Dlr; Ghigen Thlele.
Rel. Sept. 1,
lr. IB. W. Bmo>
Heute Nacht Eventuell (Ger.) (General). Musical comedy.
80 mine. Rel. July 1.
Hochtouflst, Der (Ger) (Ufa). Romantic comedy In Alps. Otto Wallburg.
Dir. Alfred ZelBler. 70 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16.'
San PranciBco, April 23.
Hollywood, Cludad de Eneuedo (Sp) (Du World). Romahtlo comedy.
Staff of Marco's Orpheum is otllj
George Crane. 75 mlns. ..Rel. April 15.
little cUssy after last Sunday
Lev Kuleshov. tl a
Hdflzon (Russ) (Amklno). Jewish search for home.
night's
holdup, when two. armed
mine. Rel. May 10. Rev. May 16.
-Life of a sailor. Riobard bandits made off with the Sabbath
.
Ich Glaub Nle Mehr an Elhe. Frau (Bavaria) (
Oct.. 1.
Rev. Oct, 24.
Tauber; Dir. H. Reichmann. 80 mine.
/ receipts of $2,000.
Qroue

Orph Held Up,

$2,900 Taken

Of Melodrama Events

(Continued from page 91)
Got Your Number. Rowdy, rollicking story of the telephone trouble hunter
who finds it. Joan Blondell, Pat O'Brien. Dir. Kay Enright. 67 mins.
Rel. Feb. 4. Rev. Feb. 6.
Jimmy the Gent. Hilarious comedy romance based On the story by Laird
Doyle and Kay Nazarro, which reveals a hew Kind of. racket, that of
digging up heirs. James. Cagney, Bette Davis. Allen Jenkins. Dir.
Michael Curtlzi -67 mlns. Kel. March 17.,' Rev. March 27.
Kennel Murder Case. A drama depicting, the unusual solution ot an unusual
murder. William Powell. Mary Astor, Helen Vinson, Ralph Morgan and
Eugene Pallette. Dir. Michael Curtis 75 mlns. Rel. Oct. 28. Rev.
I've

'

Oct. 81.

Killer. Jimmy Cagney bats 'em around again. Jas. Cagney. Mae Clark.
Leslie Fenton. Dir. Roy Del Ruth. 67 mlns. Re). Dec, 6. Rev. Jan. 2.
Merry WJvee of Reno. Comedy-farce of the' Reno divorce mill In action.

Lady

Margaret Lindsay, Donald Woods, Guy Klbbee, Glenda Farrell, Hugh
Herbert and Frank McHugh. Dir. H. Bruce Humberstone. 64 mtns.
Rel.

,

May

12.

Modern Hero. A. Based oh the hovel by .Louis Bromfleld, opening with the
gay romance of circus life and carrying the' hero through tremendous
financial battles to a captain of Industry. Richard Barthelmess, Jean
Mulr, Marjorle Rambeau, Verree Teasdale. Dir. G. W. Pabst. Rel.
'

April

21.

8marty. Comedy of the wife who wanted to ..commute between husbands.
Joan Blondell, Warren William. Edward E. Hortoh, Frank McHugh and
Claire Dodd. Dir. Robert Florey. 64 mlns. Rel. May* 26.
Upperworld. Drama by Ben Hecht dealing with a millionaire's adventures
with a chorus girl. Warren William, Mary Astor, Ginger Rogers, Dickie
Moore. Dir. Roy Del Ruth. Rel. April 2&
,

Miscellaneous .Releases
lue Ribbon.). British made stor.y of a woman
(
tication to .win her love, Elizabeth Bergner, Percy
Czinner. 80 mlns. Rel. April 1.

Ariane.

(Showmen.)

Race track

who

pretends sophis-

Marmont,

Dir. Paul

Boots Mallory, John Darrow.

story:

Fred Newmeyer. 62 mlns-. Rev. March 6.
ival Lady* (Goldsmith-Hollywood.) Carnival background for a triple love
story. Boots Mallory, Vincent Allen. Dir. Howard Hlggln. 67 mlns.
Dir.

Rev. Dec

5.

at Lar
British cast.
to Dawn <
Jan. 9.

Edgar Wallace mystery story,
rltish
Rev. Dec. 27.
Rural story In a foreign setting.. 35 mlns.

trial

Dawn

1

Doom

Tlmonshenko.

.

.

Hans Steinhoff. Rel. March 16.
Willy Forst Dlr
Llebllng von Wien, Der (Ger.) (European). Stolz musical.
Rev. June 18.
Geza von BolVary 76 mins. Rel. fune 1
Luegen auf Ruegen (Ger) (General); Farce. Otto Wallburg. Dir. Viktor
Jansen. 80 mlns. Rel Dec. 16.

Luatlgen Muslkanten. Die. (General) (Ger.) Musical farce. Camilla 8plra.
80 mine. Rel May 30;
Dir. Max Obal.
Der (Ger) (Bavaria). Mystery satire. Weiss Ferdl. Dir.
Frank Seltz. 75 mlnp. Rel. Feb. 1.
Melo. See Harold Auteh.
Frank
Melodla Prohlblda (Sp) (Fox). Musical fantasy, Jose Mojlca;
Strayer. 70 mlns. Rel. March 15,
Milady (General) (French). Sequel to Three Musketeers. Dir. Henri Dlamant-Berger. 120 mins. ReL Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 12.
Mirage de Paris. See Harold Auten,
iChas.
Mile. Nltouche (French) (ProteX). Charming love story. Ral
Rel. Nov. 16.
David. 90 mins
Ins.
Mo) Wujaszek z Amerykl (Polish) (Capital). J Musical comedy.
Metsterdetektlv,

•

Big Race, The.

°

,

tRuss) (Amkiho). Two men and a woman on a- desert isle.
90 mine. ReL July 16. Rey, July 18.
lr, Rene Clair
July 14 (Protex) (French). 8entlment to musla Annabella.
76 mlns. Rel. Oct 16. Rev. Oct. 24.
Max Adalbert. Dir. Max Opbuels
Laeh«nde Erben (Ger.) (Ufa).
77 mine, Rek Nov. 16.
80* mina
Farce:
Dir. Max Obal.
Laubenkclonle (Ger.) (General)
Rel
May 16. Rev. June t.
Laughter Through Tears (Yiddish) Worldkino). From a Sholom Aletchem
78 mlns. Rel. Nov-. 16, Rey. Nov. 21.
novel.. Dir. G. Crltcher.
r
uockende Zlel. Das (Ger.) (Bavaria). MuslcaL Richard Tauber.
Reichmann. 86 minB.. Rel. June 16. Rev. (une 20.
Llebe Mum Verstanden Seln (Ger.) (Ufa). Comedy drama with music.: Dir.
island of

Dir,

'

.)

made
Rev.

Pair stuck up William B. Wagnpn, owner of the Orph building, as
he entered, en route to his penthouse

with friends.

.

men

got the law

gun away.

.

•

&

Next day a mailman found the
gun and the money sacks
a downtown mail box.

officer's

In

-,

,

'

>

.

-

i

.

Hollywood,. April 28.
Lionel Belmore, 'Caravan,' Fox.
Margaret Lindsay, 'Dragon Murdor Cslsg * ^VB«
Ralfe karolde, 'Always Honest,'
Fox.
Alice Faye, Nick Foran,
Learned About Women," Fox.
Ralph
Morgan,
•Afterwards/
.

.

RKO.

Lawrence

.

Traum von Schonbrunn
this

list

covers one

)

titles.)

Bettelstudent, Der. (General.) .(Ger.) Operetta, Dir. Viktor Jahson. 80
mins. Rel. Oct. 15.
Blonde Christl, Die (Ger) (Bavaria). Musical.. Karln Hardt.
rana
Seitz.
76 mins.
Rel. Feb. 15;
Broken Shoes (Russ) (Amklno). Child reaction to politics. Anti-Hitler., Dir.
Margarita Barskaya. 80 mins. Rel. March 16. Rev. April 3.
Chalutzlm (Hebrew) (Acme). First talker made in Palestine. Dir. Alexander
FSr<l. -.70 mins.
Rel. March 15.
Cludad tie Carton, La (Sp) (Fox). Drama of marital relations. Antonio
reno, Catalina Barcena. Dir. Louis King. 70. mins. Rel. Feb. 16.
Crownlot Thorns (Kinematrade) (Ger) (Dubbed Eng.). Biblical drama. Dir.
Robert. Wiene. .70 mins. Rel. March 16.
Cruz Y La Espada, La (Sp) (Fox). Historical romance. Jose Mojlca. Dir.
Frank. Stiayer. 76 mins. Rel. Feb. 1.
Deux Orphelins, Les (Fr) (Blue Ribbon).
Costume melodrama.
Tvette
Guilbert.
Jr.'. Maurice Tourneur.
90 mins. Rel. Feb. 1; Rev. Feb. 16
ream ot My People, The (Jewish) (Palestine)! Silent travelog of Palestine
with records by. Cantor. Rosenblatt. Dir.- Jos^ Fox. 60 mins, Rel. Feb. 16.
Gewisser Herr Gran (Ger) (Capital)l Spy drama. Hans Albers. Dir.
Gerhard Lamprecht. 70 mlns. Rel. Feb. 16.
^=—^1
Ine Stadt Stent Kop* (Ger) (Capital). Farce. Dir. Gustav Gruendgers. 70
mins. Rel. Jan. 15.
inea Prlnzen Juhge Llebe (Ger.) (Ufa). Romantic comedy. Willy Fritsch.
Dir. Artur Robinson. 80 mlns. Rel. March 16.
En Glad Gutt (Norwegian) (Scandinavian). From Bjornson's novel. Dir.
John Brurilus. 80 mins. Rel. Nov. 16.
Enemies of Progress (Russ) (Amkiho). Last of the Czarlst genera)
lr.
Beresnyeff. 86 mlns. Rel. Jan. 15, Rev. Jan; 16.
Ee Wlrd Schon Wieder Besser (Ger) (Ufa). Farce. Dolly Haas.
Kurt
•Gerroh. 66 mins, Rel. Jan. 1.
Fantomas (Fr.) (dubbed English) (DuWorld). Murder mystery; Dir. Paul
Fejos. 60 mins. Rel. March 1. Rev. March 20.

MV

.

,

.

:

Fin du Monde.. See End. of World, Harold Auteh.
Fran Lehman's Tochter (Ger) (General). Melodrama.

^^^KarjHHeinz- WolnVW^^^

Dir.

Frau Von Der Man Sprfcht (German) (General), Mady Christians^ Melodrama. Dir. Viktor Jansen. 75 mlns. Rel. April 16. Rev. May 2.
Falsch Verbuhden (Ger) (Capital). Musical comedy. Trude Ber-

Frauleln

—

liner.

Dir.

E.

W. Emo.

70 mins.

Rel. Jan. 15.

Frechdacne, Der (Ger) (Ufa). Romantic comedy. Willy
ilia
Horn. Dir. Carl Boese; 76 mlns. Rel. Jan. 1.
Fro chard, La e.t Les Deux Orphelins. See Deux Orphelins.
Mystery comedy with music. Max
Galavoratellung, Die (Ger) (General).
Adalbert, the Fratelljnis. Dir. Fredrlch Zelnik. 87 mins. Rel. Dec. 1.
Gefahren Der Llebe (German) (Madison). Sex drama. Tony Van Byck
65 mlns. Re). May 1. Rev. May 2.
!Pir. Eugen Thlele.
Girls to Uniform (dubbed English) (Ger) (FUmcholce). Dorothea Wleck and
Hertha Thiele. Dir. Richard Oswald. 80 mine. Rel. March 1.
Qlueckf cylinder, Der (Ger) (Capital). Boarding house romance. Felix Bressart, Charlotte Anders. Dir. Rudolf Bernauer. 75 mins. Rel. March 1.
..

Johannes Meyer.

Musical.
Martha
(Uer.) (General).
Rev. lune 6.
86 mins. Rel. May 16.

Der. See Melo,. Captain Auten.
Una* es Leuchtet die Puszta (Ger) (Ufa). Musical romance.

Eggerth.

Ir

Traumende Mund,

Wolf Albach-

Heinz HUIe. 80 mlns. Rel. Jan; 16.
VI Som Gar Koksvagen (Swedish) (Scandinavian). Musical. Rel. April 16.
Volga Volga (Fr.) (dubbed English) (Kinematrade). Adventure of a Cossack
Robin Hood. 70 mlns. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Dec. 25.
Wandering Jew (Jewish American) (Yiddish). Terror ot Hitler regime. Ben
Ami. Dir. George Rolland. 70 mins. Rel. Oct. 16. Rev. Oct. 24.
Wle Sag Ich's Melnen Man? (Ger) (Ufa). Farce. Renate Mueher. Dir. Relnhold -SchuenzeL 70 mlns. ReL Jan. 16.
Wenn Die Llebe Mode Macht (Ufa) (Ger). Comedy' with music. Renate
Mueller. Dir. Frank Wenzler. 80 mine. Rel. Nov. 1.
Yldlahe Tochter (Yiddish) (Quality). Old-fashioned Yiddish drama. Yiddish
Art and VUna Troupes. 76 mins. Rev. May 23.
Vlikor (Yiddish) (Gloria). Revamp" ol silent. Maurice Schwartz. Dir. Sldhej
Goldin and George Rolland. 80 mins. ReL May 16. Rev. June 6%
Zwel Gute Kameraden (Ger.) (General). Military musical. Fritz Kampers
Dir. Max Obal. 75 mlns. ReL Nov. 16.
Retty.

•Sour Grapes,*

George
Reginald

.

:

Acme, 66 East 14

General Foreign Sales, 729 7th Ave.
Gloria Films, 630 Ninth Ave.
Jewish American, 630 Ninth Ave.
Kinematrade, 723 Seventh Ave.

St.

Amklno, 723 Seventh Ave.
Bavaria Film, 489 Fifth Ave.
Blue Ribbon Plots. 164 W. 66th.
Capital Film, 630 Ninth Ave.

Madison

,

DuWorld Flims,

729 Seventh. Ave.

Embassy Flcts., 729 Seventh Ave.
European Film, 164 West 66th.
FUmcholce, 609 Madison Ave.
Foremco, 1660 Broadway.
Garrison Films, 729 Seventh Ave.

Plcts., Ill

Kolker.

RKO.

Humbert,

RKO.

ters,'

Win-

'Vergle

Owens,

Hat,*

MG.
Minna Gombel, 'Merry Widow/
MGj
Henrietta Crosman, 'She Was a
Lady,' Fox,

Rose Langdon, Gertrude Bennett,
William Holmas, 'Many Happy RePar.

turns,'

Alan

.

Marie

WB.

1 Married an

Mowbray,

Actress,' Par.
Billy
Dooley,

Wells,

Harry

Seymour,

Technicolor

short.

.

Andy- Devine,
Called Love/ U.

MacMahon,

Aline
'Big-

Guy Klbbee.
WB.

Hearted Herbert/

Leo White, Selma Jackson, 'Hey,

WB.

Sailor,'

Mary

Carr, 'One Night of

Love/

Col.

Larry

Gray,

"Here

Groom/ Par.
Henry Armetta,
Up/ Par.

Comes

the
|
i

'Kiss

and Make

Spencer Charters, 'Caravan/ Fox.
Ed Thomas, 'Thank Tour Stars/
Par.

Helena Phillips, Phillips Smalley.
Hazel Hayes, 'Kiss and Make Up/

Par.
Richard' Carle,
Way,' Par.
Betty Furness,

RKO.

icture,

'

Jean

Dir.

-

Eyre,

•Naughty Marlette,' MO.
Helen Vinson, Henry

:

..'

'

,

Studio Placements

.

i

partner,

progress.

'

Because of the slow movement ot foreign fll
v©ft.F of rdc&s&s
(Most ot these available with English

took, his

.

"

Foreign Language Films

and

officer's

first

The

sitting outside the theatre in a radio
patrol car, was unaware of any untoward happenings until his own
radio ordered, him to rush to the
Orpheum, where a holdup was in

..

Rel. Oct. 16.
Submarine warfare's cruelty. Dir. GustaV
Enlighten Thy Daughter; (Exploitation.) Warning to parents. Remade from Morgenrot (German) (Protex);
Uoicky, 80 mlns. Rel. May 16. Rev. May 23.
a silent. 75 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16." Rev. Feb. 20.
Film Parade, The. (State rights.) Old clips and hew material assembled by Mutter Der Kompagnle, Die (Ger) (Bavaria). Military farce. Welss-Ferdl.
Betty Bird.- 70 mins. Dir.; Franz Seitz.; Rel. March 1.
J. Stuart Blacktpn.
52 mlns. Rev. Dec. 27.
Found Alive. (Ideal.) Jungle story. Barbara Bedford, Maurice Murphy. Noc Llstopadowa (Polish) (Capital). Historical romance. Dir. J. Warheckl
96 mlns.
Rel. May 1. Rev.' May 2..
Dir. Chas. Hutchinson. Rel. Feb. 10. Rev. April 17.
Guilty Parents. (Jay Dee Kay.) Sex education sfory. Jean Lacy, Glen Boles. Patriots, The (Russ) (Amklno): Dir. B. Barnett. 80 mins. Re). Sept. 15..
Dir. Jack Townley. 63 mlns. Rev. April 10.
Petterson
Bendel (Swedish) (Scandinavian). Comedy-drama with music.
Dir. Perl-Axel Branner. 80 mins. Rel. Feb. 15.
Her Forgotten Past. (May fair.) Society girl marries her chauffeur then weds
a lawyer believing her first husband" dead. Monte Blue. Barbara Kent. Poll de Carotte. See Harold Auten.
Dlr Wesley Ford. 65 mine. Rev. Nov. 7.
Quick, Koenlg der Clowns (Ufa) (Ger). Comedy.. Lilian Harvey, Hans Albers.
Her Splendid Folly (Progressive). Studio girl impersonates a star in HollyDir. Robert Siodmak, 80 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1.
wood. Lillian Bond. Beryl Mercer. Theo. von Eltz. Dir. Ralph Black
Rosier de Mme. Hussoni See He, First: Division.
60 mlns.. Rev. Nov: 14.
Salson In Kalro (German) (Ufa). Musical comedy. Renate Mueller, Willy
Ired. Wife. (Pinnacle.) Man hires a bride to get a fortune and falls in love
Fritsch. Dir. Reinnold Schurizel. 80 mlns. ReL Dec. 16. Rev. Dec. 26.
with .her. Greta. Nlssen, Weklon Heyburn, Dir. Geo. Melford. 60 mlns.
Sang d'un Poete (Fr) (Riccl). Jean Cocteau's Idea of modern films. 60 mlns.
Rev. March 13.
Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Noy. 7,
Love Past Thirty. (Monarch.) Beauty parlor rejuvenation for a faded flancse.
Alieen Prjngle, Theodor von El tz< Phyllis Barry. Dir. Vin. Moore. 60 Schicksal der Renate Lang'en (Ger) (General).. Domestic drama. Mady Christians. Franz Lederer. Dir. Felix Guenther. 70 mlns. Rel. Oct. 16.
mlns, Rey. March 13.
ir
Moth, The. (Showmen's.) Sally .O'Neill astray in New Orleans. Dir. Fred. Schutzenkoenlg. Der (Ger.) (Bavaria.) Max Adalbert, Gretl Theimer.'
Franz Seitz. 90 mlns. ReL April 16. Rev. May 9.
Newmeyer.- 64 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. April 17.
Marriage of) Approval. (Monarch.) In w>iich a girl gets married In the first Simple Tailor' (Russ) (Amklno. Drama of Jewish life. -Silent, with sound
reel and finds it out In the last. Barbara Kent. Donald Dillaway. .Dlr
track. Dir. V. Vllner. 70 mlns. Ret Feb. 16.
Howard Higgln.. Rev. Jan. 9.
Sobre Las Olas (Mex.) (Latino). Historical romance. Dir. Ramon Peon. 70
Neighbors Wives. (Syndicate.) Domestic murder problem. Dorothy Macmine. Rel. March 16.
kail^ Torn Moore. Dir. Francis Natteford. 66 mlns. Rev.- Oct. 17.
Abel Gance. 90 mlna
Serment, Le (Fr,) (Protex). v Heavy drama of loVe.
Public Stenographer. Title tella the story. Lola Lane, Win. Collier, Jr.
Rel. March 1. Rev. March 20.
Dir. Lew Collins. . Rev. Jan. 30.
Sohn Der Welssen Berge (Capital) (Ger.). Alpine drama. Luis Trenker. eSecret Sinners. (Mayfaijr.) -Chorus girls and a song writer. Sue CarroB,
ich
nate Mueller. Dir. Mario Bonnard. 76 mlns. ReT. Oct, 16.
Stuart DJr. Wesley Ford. 68 mlns. Re). Oct. 20. Rev. Dec. 27.
Sombra de Paneho Villa (Sp) (Col). Life of the Mexican bandit chief. Dir.
8hlp of Wanted Men. (Showmen.) Crew, of refugees fight over a girl rescued
M. C. Torres. 70 mine, ReL March 1..
In mid-ocean.
Leon Waycoff. Gertrude Astor; Diiv Lew. Collins. 60 Spy, The (Polish) (Capital). Drama. 80 mlns, Rel. March 1.
mlns. Rev. Nov, 21.
lr. Herman
Storch Hat Uns Getraut, Der (Ger.) (General); Lil Dagover.
Trapeze. (Protex.) Anna Sten's first
lish
KosterlitZ. 80 minfl. Rel. Nov. 15.
65 mins. Rel. Feb. Rev. Feb. 20..
(Ger) (European). Military drama. Hans Stuwe. Dir. Heinz
What's Your Racket. (Showmen.) Familiar gangster frameup. Regie Tannenburg
Paul.. 86 mins. Rel. March 15.
Tobmey, Noel Francis. Dir. Fred GuloK 50 mine. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev.
Trude Berliner. Dir. Max
Tausend fur Eine Nacht (Ger) (Capital).
March 6.
,
Mack, 70 mlns. Rel, Feb, 1.
White Face; (Helber.) British made crime story from' an Edgar Wallace
Tochter Der Regiments, Die (Ger) (General). Military musical. Anny Ondra.
book.
11-British cast.
66 mlns. Rev. Dec. 6.
Dir. Karl Lamac. 70 mlns. Rel. April 1.
Wine, Women and Song. (Chadwlck). Lilyan Tashman's last picture. Backstage story. Lilyan Tashman, Lew Cody. Dir. Leon D'Usseau. 64 mins. Tod Uber Shanghai (Ger.) (Du World).. Mystery play of Americans In Japan
Dir. Rolff Randolf. 76 mins. Rel. Dec. 16.
Rov. March 27.
Trenck (Ger) (General). Military drama. Dorothea Wieck.- Dir. Hans- Paul
and Ernst Neubach. 80 mlns. Rel. April 1.
.

Then, they walked

into the main office and held up Joe
Frazler, treasurer; Charles Wuera,
assistant manager, and Tom Cohen,
I7A rep.
\ Just
at that moment an armed
cop arrived to escort theatre treasurer to the day and night bank, Bad

Parker,

picture.

Fox.

John Hallldajr, 'Housewife/ WB.
Eugene Pallette, 'Caravan,' Fox.
Ben Grauman Kohn, scripting
'Millionaire Dollar Ransom', U.
Al Boasberg, gagging 'Rear Car/.

MG.
Neville

•

Clark,

Matthew

Verhon Downing,

Smith, Robert Carlton,
Allan Cohfad, Peter Hobbes, 'Barretts

of

Wlmpole

Street,'

MG.

Clay Clement,
Claudelle
Kay,
Creighton Hale, Tohimy Jackson,
Huey White, Walter Long, Charles
Williams, 'Thin Man/ MG.
Kay Francis, 'A Lost Lady/ WB.
Zelda Sears, Eve Green, adaptation 'My Brother's Wife/ MG;
Arthur Gregor, directing 'Her Excellency the Governor,' Chadwlck.

West

57th.
Protex Trading, 42 E. 68th.
Edward Ricci, 66 Fifth Ave.
Palestine-America Films, 189 2d Ave.
Quality Plcts.. 630 Ninth Ave.
Scandinavian Films, .220 W. 42d.
Ufa, 729 Seventh Ave.
Worldkino. 1601 Broadway,

Contracts
Louise Henry pacted at Metro,
with no assignment spotted.
Laird Doyle given a" contract by
Warners. Had been writing on a
weekly basis.
.

IATSE Conv. Reps
.Los Angeles, April 23.
Theatrical Stage Employees local

have
annual

33 and-ProlectionlstB local 150

elected

IATSE

delegates

to

the

convention in Louisville,
Ky., starting June' 4.
Going for stage hands will be
John Riley, bus. agt; Carl Cooper,
Ed Neff and Steve Newman, with
Henry Hollinger as alternate.

OK

A

Shorts Bill
B.0.
San Francisco, April 23;
monthly week-end show with

t1jrejMia nin e sh ort subjects
=
is proving a sure" "money- p~ulIer Fb?
Phil Frease at his Redwood theatre,
Redwood City, about 26 miles down
the peninsula from Frisco.
9n.€

..feft

:

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, April 23.
Universal has changed the handle
of Max Marcin'sJHumb.ug,l.toJDajXr_
gerous to Women.'
'Such Women Are Dangerous' now
'Too Many Women,' Fox.
Jesse Lasky's 'Red Heads on Parade' to 'Red Heads.'

Frease sells his 160-minute- show
for 16c, billing it as a big 'screen
road show' and declares that business on those week-ends is up apFrank Wead and Ferdnaml Reyproximately one^thlrd over .usual her have sold their yarn, 'Lady
Projectionists delegates include grosses.
It's so good, in- fact, he With a Badge/ to Warners as a
possibility
for Kay Francis.
M» J. Sands, R. JL». Haywood, T. W. plans to do such a show twice'
'Perfect Week-end/ mag. yarn by
Armehtrout, M. Neilsen and E. W. monthly instead of the present
Frederick Hazlitt
renhan, WarAppereon.
once.
ners.

STORY BUYS

'

_
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RADIO-MUSIC DEAL SNAGS
V

Cantor Switching to Toothpaste

Armstrong flatters

y

i

By NBC Owned-Operated
Chicago, April

Catholic Appeal

23.

Albany, April

Members
parishes

NBC

clergy

hen

NBC

kept

more

Thompson agency here from spotting the Dr. West Frank Merriwell
discs

stations because the
direct from the

CBS

on

show was disked

NBC

•

studios.

Rival representative outfits and
stations are trying to make hay out
of this NBC stand by stating: that
the NBC policy is likely to cost the
radio Industry plenty* of coin that
Claim,
it should be able to pocket.
is that the NBC rejection of shows
in certain towns means that the ad-

to

allot

500,000

2

towns and

territories.
feels that its reshows is justijection of the
fied in that only by such means can
1

On

NBC

its side

CBS

the network retain

Cincinnati, April 23.
will be dedicated
Crosley's
May 2 as the world's most powerful
Official o.k. for the jump
station.
from 60,000 to 500,000 watts was received last week from the Federal

WLW

and Radio Commission.
Authority, which ^asr

its identity

individuality.

once, empowered*

WLW

effective at

to operate

during its full day and night schedule over its cleared channel of 700

Karzas Chi Ballrooms

Renew

with

Own

Slices

kilocycles.

WGN as NBC
Schnozzle

Chicago, April

23.

Andrew Karzas has renewed his
agreement with WON. for the broadcast tie-up with the two ace ballrooms. Trianon and Aragon. Which
was a dig for NBC, which offered
network privileges on the broadcasts throughout the country with
-

the exception of Chicago. However.,
NBC took the stand that they want
here to pick up
ed their own
the broadcasts also, which
couldn't see and with Karzas agree
ing with WGN.
.

WENR

WGN

John L. Clark, general manager
of Crosley Radio .Corp, set formal
start for power heave back to allow
preparations for appropriate blowoff
program. Staff talent will be used
in Initial entertainment, and it is
expected that national, state and
municipal officials will be invited to
take part in oratorical feature, with
NBC chiming in with a special
salute from N. T.
New 500 kw transmitter was constructed under supervision of Joe
Chambers, Crosley's tech chief, at
cost of $500,00, and it required five
years to design and set up. Test
broadcasts with the Increased juice
have been conducted in recent
months during the early morning

hours with call letters W8XO.
Biggie air churner likely to be
dubbed Crosley's around-the-world
through with
these two ace dance spots of the station, test programs having been
world for a network ride, but with picked up in every English speaking
WGN, the indie Chicago Tribune country on the globe.
station, continuing to be the local
of

Possibility

a

tie-iip

CBS

to

going

plug

Into

,

outlet.

LORD & THOMAS GIVE
WAX ITS FIRST TUMBLE
Job

Gets
Treasurer

Asst. to. Asst.

NBC

Henry Kittredge Norton, who
Though it
came to work for. the network about
first agencies
four, months ago as assistant to the
big way, Lord
assistant to the executive y.p., has
been appointed treasurer -of NBC.
Designation was made at last Friday's (20) meeting of the. NBC
board of directors.
Norton replaces Mark Wood in the
post. Wood has been doubling as
treasurer and assistant, to Richard.
,

C. Patterson, Jr., the

NBC

executive

NBC

Norton's connection with
v.p,
is his first in radio. He's an authority on foreign political affairs.

NBC TESTS PARIS
Paris, April 13.

out

& Thomas

its Initial

80%

was suggested that the negptia
a contract agree
include In it a

tors first work out
able to both and
-

a taining from
mapping of contract.

is

its

members extensions

splurge in the tran

Music's licensing agreement with
it now stands also restricts
to collecting on the net income, of
a station from time sales. Deduc
tibn allowed is for agency and station representative commissions, or
with Hal Kemp's band. Talent bill a total of 30%.
figures oyer $25,000.
Under the proposed five-year con
Number of stations to take the tract ASCAP would have its revseries will be determined after, the
enue from broadcasting Increased
been
have
results to date on
by at least 60%. Privilege of col
charted.
lecting a tax direct from the millions taken in by CBS and NBC
would account for the 80% boos

scription field.

Series, bankrolled

by Lavena,

is

being tested Out on WBBM, Chicago. Account has obligated itself
quarter-hour, recordings
for
52

radio as
it

WBBM

Chewy

Divvies

Regular broadcast service for
America expected to be established
before the end of the month by

Chevrolet will make it a dualweb spread as soon as it can get
set on a choice half hour spot on
Radio Club France- Amerique, which CBS.
has been conducting tests with NaFor a program the motor account
tional Broadcasting Company.
willl use the same Victor Young
Mme, Franka Gordon,, head.of the combo^it^has-=on— NBC-==Sunday
club, says a cable announced that
nights.
tests were successful for lectures,
and will be continued to see if mu-

alone.

Schenck Quits

sic gets

Chi B-S-H Agency Pos

GANS' CHI AUDITION
Chicago, April

23.

Chicago, April 23
Charles Schenck resigns from the

NBC program department to
join the Biackett-Sample-Hummert
San Francisco, April 23.
agency here as production man.
From, war broadcasting %to com
Another resignation from the
mercial' spieling is the case Of Dean NBC staff last week was Announcer

FROM WAR TO HEARST

over satisfactorily.

of Clients

WLW,

Although Cantor
debut

is

hot slated to
& 'Fink

Lehn

the.

J

tion for the Interim*- Bankrolling of
the Columbia half-hour will not afthe 'Hall of Fame', session
which the same .drug and cosmetic
fect

On NBC to Stay

have currently on
nights. Latter, probe used to plug Lysol
and Hind's Honey and Almond
Cream.
Cantor, -who has been on the
Chase & Sanborn program for three
conAround 80% of the accounts cur- years, held first place for two resecutive seasons on the Crossley
rently on NBC are under contract ports. It Is Standard Brands' intenmonths
summer
to stay through the
tion to switch Joe Penner to the
ltuation Is Chase & Sanborn spot following
(June, July, August).
Cantor's departure.
the best that has prevailed for the
network, as viewed from a late April
manufacturers

NBC

Sunday

gram

will

During Summer

date, In its history.

In the

summer

of 1933 the total

of accounts, that stuck
through the summer were less than
40% of those on the web's books for

number

the last

warm

week

in

stretch

.

'RESS

April, while, the

the

year

N.C.

before

showed a sponsor tally that was
around 50% under the commercial
setup for April, 1932.

France Mortified
King

of

CLAMP
AT WTAM
Cleveland, April

When

Siam Can't

Penetrate the Static
13.

efficiency

Issuing' an edict forbidding radio
cricks to talk to any actors in
studios unless they were accom-

by

panied by

Ukase
Paris, April

23.

methods in Radio
City just won't go over here. W. W.
Smith, manager of WTAM, tried it

NBC's

p.a.

only

lasted

Critics kidded rule

one

week.

and manager;

succeeded in getting news
King and Queen of Slam, visiting without being bothered by p.a., so
here, bought a radio set after call- Smith finally gave in by returning
ing on President Lebrun and took to an operi-jiouse policy.
an
it home to play it, giving up
evening at the theatre which they
"had planned.
also

.

WILL AIR
BAER-CARNERA FIGHT

CHEESE

CO.
Static was so bad the royal
couple Could get nothing and had
to give up and go to bed. Story has
reached official channels, and is expected tp hasten application' of the
Kraft-Pl.enix will broadcast the
law requiring use of static silencround proceedings of the
ers on all electric motors in Paris round by
Madison.
in
fight
Baer-Carnera
break.
so as tp give listeners, a

Square Garden's Queensboro staof June 14. Understood
the cheese and mayonnaise
packer obtained the air rights to^
^*
the bout for $15,000.
Account will have the cast of its
program
night
Thursday
regular
stand by in the studio ready to go
on In the event of an early knock- "
out7^ Sponsor^tTeup"Trne'a'n's "that" thechampionship set-to will be so
timed as to start close to 10 o'clock.
Kraft has covered itself on the posthe fisticuffs running
of
sibility

dium night
Pittsburgh, April

for

.

local

cast and the band for the prowill make the first
night-time, cross-country show supported by Lehn & Fink under the
Pebeco banner. "Weekly half -hour
stanza It has on the air how Is limited to a three-way hookup consisting of WOR, Newark; WGN, ChiCincinnati.
cago,, and

gram. Cantor's

Pebeco frame oft
several weeks before then, using another name or name combina-

HEDGES HEIR UNNAMED

NBC

selection

.

ma-

terial,

may
CBS

between the air and music interests

to go for radio in

discovered the mysterious
was the bartender

word on

script

of

start lentil February,

clause stipulating that Its validity
as among the would depend upon the Society ob-

rates

.

He

'musician',

mixing drinks underneath the
balcony where the trio twanged
sweet music!

'

it

it

gate.

.

& Mitchell agency last week
stipulates that he do 13 weeks in
the spring of 1935 and the balance
In the fall of the same year. Bis
contracts give him the first and last

Lenneh

kept up for several
days, and other operators heard
the gourds busting in on classic
convinced
Shipp,
numbers.
he wasn't hearing things, went
Into the Bellevue tq investi-

But

ASCAP

1

played out in the fall of this year.
Deal Cantor closed through the

sllnger.

latter to obtain extensions pf conmembership.
tract from the

Contracts between the Society and
its members expire Dec. 31, 1935,
while the present agreement the
performing rights combine has with
radio runs put Aug. 31, 1935.
What radio's advocates of a new
deal with music ask is that the
present contract be torn up and an
other covenant to run for five years
substituted.
Under the new contract proposed ASCAP would, In addition to a sustaining fee, collect
5% on the gross time sales not only
done by the Individual station but
by both NBC and Columbia. Unlike
the present system which limits application of the commercial fee to
the money taken In directly by the
licensed station, the new contract
would tap broadcasting's Income at
its major sources, the national webs.
With the Individual station getting
around 17% of what the network
sells the outlet's time for to an advertiser on a hookup, the Society
under the present deal Is privileged
only to levy the commercial tax percentage on this 17%.
Meeting Stalled
When the pourparlers between
broadcasting, and music for a revision of the contract started several months ago the ASCAP board
of directors designated the Society's
rate committee as its representatives.
At last week's get-together
music had as Its delegation Gene
Buck, Nathan Burkan and. E. C
Milis.
On hand for broadcasting
were NBC and CBS's chief counsel
and I. D. Levy, treasurer of the Na
tional Association of Broadcasters
and head of the NAB's copyright
committee.
At one of the previous meetings

WPEN

solved

Negotiations between radio and
music for a new licensing agreement has struck, another snag.
Broadcasting's reps at a meeting
last week with a coterie from' the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers took the
viewpoint that before the two par
ties could proceed to work out terms
it would first be necessary, for the

(

films.

vertiser will swing back to newspapers to secure coverage in, -those

Philadelphia, April 23.
engineer,
the mystery of the
phantom player heard every
day oh the noontime aircast of
Meyer Davis' concert trio from
the Bellevue - Stratford hostelry.
'Douse that guy with the
rhumba shakers,' -yelled Shipp
over the line to the announcer
oh the remote.
'There ain't no guy. You're
nuts!' came back the word

Dick Shipp,

ASCAP CREDENTIALS

air

WLW

26 -week contract

Federal

the

urge

Commission

Eddie Cantor has signatured a
with Lehn .& Fink
for a Sunday night halfrhour
CBS starting -this February- Program, will carry the Pebeco toothpaste tag and be spotted at 8 p.m.
EST, making it opposition to the
Chase & Sanborn show. Cantor's
contract with the coffee brand has
eight weeks to go. These will be

Bartender Static

Involves Technical Data

time for religious,:
educational and cultural programs. This is in response to
a pastoral letter from Bishop
Edmund F. Gibbons.
Appeal follows quickly the
Catholic campaign against sexy

Walter

J.

to

Radio

strong program, which is sponsored
by General Foods for Wheaties, is
regularly on the Columbia web.
This is. the reverse side of a policy
'which was demonstrated a fortnight

ago

Working Out New Basis
for Five-Year Contract-

23.

Catholic
diocese

all

Albany

have been requested by their

any
strong show discs
owned or operated station. Reason
for the rejection is that the Arm-

.

of

in

& Sanborn

Joe Penner to Chase

ASCAP

Broadcasters and

Another facet of the NBC policy
on radio discs was displayed last
we ek when the network stated it
would not accept the Jack Arm.

For CBS on Half Hour Programs;

Stations

23.

that

No successor to William Hedges
has yet been named at KDKA, and.
Fran Conrad, assistant manager, Is
in temporary charge of the ^tation.
"Rumored "to^"su^ce^
Conrad, Jack Gihon, production
manager, and Roy Hasenplag, comThe latter two
mercial manager.
were brought to Pittsburgh from
over its regular 10 to 11 o'clock
Chicago by Hedges.
Arrangements have been
Hedges, incidentally, is the second niche.
Pittsburgh. station manager to move, made with NBC for the commerKauf- cial to carry on from the ring to
up within a month, Jesse
man, WCAE, having recently been the finish. Kraft's regular hookup
elevated to an executive post with nf 44 stations may be increased for

Rudolph Gans directing a selected Maddox, added to Hearst's KYA George Watson, replaced by Norgroup of musicians in a symphony this week as announcer. He just man Barry of WBBM. Schenck and
concert gave an audition at NBC returned from Shanghai, where he Watson were associated on the
last week.
was in charge of all radio activities Lights Out' program, NBC Wednesthe Hearst Radio Service.
day midnight chiller.
of the Nationalist army.
Two clients interested..

.

L

the event.

RADIO

VARIETY

34

By

Chicago, April

Nellie Revell
:

'

23.

Local station with a beer
account has a bit of mike business in which the cork of the
beer bottle is popped and. the
brew poured into a glass for

Seagram's Dislrst hard liquor account to go -on a netwdrk will be
hookup with
tillery, Canadian outfit, starting this Friday on a 22-station
as the New York hub. Program also may mean, as often thought,
station.
local
the
as
with
network
the- eventual framing of a hew
Talent will consist of a symphony orchestra, chorus of 16 male v&ices
and four guest stars weekly.

WOR

hside Stuff-Radio

Behind the Scenes

News

Air line

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

Suburban Los Angeles papers have joined the metropolitan dallies la
programs from the daily logs.
banning of mention of
for its independFirst of the smaller papers to strike back at
ence on news broadcasting is the Glendale News-Press.

listener edlflcationu
On one show last

WOR

week staup a bottle of

First official announcement made by Philadelphia Westlnghouse this
week concerning KYW's move from Chicago, Transmitter excavations,
will be in operaare already under way, with the likelihood that
tion by October. Building designed in Colonial style will be situated in
Whltemarsh, Pa., Just outside of Phllly. Nothing definite to date on

KYW

position of studios*

NBC

tng end.

:

'

1

''

'

KYW

Publicity.

Chicago, April. 23.
NBC is getting a new; sales promotion' campaign under way; New
After one month of a continuity
brochures of artists are being prepared and will be distributed to all
Sen
agencies, advertisers now on the klr and potential, advertisers. Plan is supervision department under
Acts are charged for the Kaney it appears that NBC will
ilbert.
under supervision' of Mrs; Ethel B;
stretch the idea to New York, the
preparation of the brochure.
scheme having worked out so suca
Telephone' Booth Art
cessfully here. It has resulted In
In complaining, yelpConsiderable activity lately' In the interior decoration fleld^ at ,NBdl -sharp decrease
listeners
angered
from
letters
ing
equipped
with
mirrors
been
just
tido'r
have'
booths on this second
in a/better feeling
oh /the walls, since most everyone, going; 'in the booths used pencils to and- has resulted'
companies and agendecorate the walls and as' result the walls were badly marked up. Alsq arriOng rtyat
office^
ciesV
rebuilt'
for
roorriis
is
being
waiting
,
on the second floor one of the

,

Westlnghouse engineers have been in Phllly locality for past two
months, working quietly with no ballyhoo. Understood that property
purchased in suburb was a coup, without residents even knowing any-,
thing about the; transaction.
will be under WCAU control
Rumors around Philadelphia that
through Leon and I. D, Levy. Persistent reports aie that Levys were
but for three years, but suddenly dropped litigation.
able to keep
Story is that a deal was made. Levys deny all rumors.

KYW

CM System

Click of
Pay .For .NBC

KNX

the beej it was plugging and
had to use a rival beer for the
pouring rltuaL

tion couldn't dig

Radi
. In
Century
Century Play Co. which has limited itself to legit and pictures* is
entering radio, but not solely for. the sale of scripts. Play agency has
organized a radio production department under the direction of Maurice Script Supervisor in
Barrett and auditioned its first show, 'Experience', by George Hpbart,
yesterday (Monday) with a cast, including Pedro de Cordoba, Elisha
Following
N.Y.
rederlck Clayton is handling the sell
Cook; Jr., and Elizabeth Ragge.

rtists

KNX

their

'

:

lrst managership change at KQ A, Denver, since the opening by Genwas made last week' when Freeman H. Talbot reNeisbrt, formerly WIBO manager.
.
signed and was succeeded by A.
Nlles Trammell, Chicago NBC vice-president; made the change while in
Denver the past week. Talbot will go on' a three months' leave, of absence and will then be attached to. the Chicago offices of NBC.
,"New transmitter of, 50,000 watts, now receiving machinery, will
ready for use, probably by June 1. The station will have a single: tower,
nearly 500 feet tall, equal In height to a 46 -story building.

eral 'Electric In 1924
.

;

.

1

:

Issell and Fred Rogers; associated
q. Thompson Griffith, „George F.
by Referee F. Andrew
All scripts' and continuity clear with Station WGLC, Hudson Falls, -were examined
has grounds
through kaney's deskwhere all ob- Hall at a proceeding to ascertain whether Ralph Wakeman
the sale of commercial time
jectionable matter is ttlue-penciiei. for an action arising from difficulties over
sitand
gags
oft
WGLC.
off-color"
Not only are
Witnesses Were questioned generally in regard to an alleged, contract
uations eliminated, but lines which
advertising
might 'offend some race or city. between the station and R. H. Moss & Co., for the. sale of
at
slams
direct
and
as to statements made by a representative of WGLC to newspapers
are
Also eliminated
contract at the time Wakeman was arrival products and Blurs on com; in connectidn: with the alleged
rested. He: later Was freed in court.
petlng manufacturers.
'

.

,

-'space.

.'.

Short Shots
Shortest .series on the air will be the Rexall Drug campaign on
Prances Lee
signed for five, days beginning May 1 and ending May 5
Barton of the General Poods program is going to be on the ShoWboat,
Jr., program.. . .Compihsky Trio," chamber .'music ensemble, return to
CBS for a new series of recitals starting April 29.. ..Paul Whltetrian

WOR

1

Denver to be with his ailing mother last Friday (20), will
take his band oh a Loew tour for six weeks before opening at the Bilt
more early' In June... Ford Frlck, who was signed as announcer for the
Ponselle
ABC series but was unable to start -on account of a throat
Infection, has recovered and took over the announcing assignment last

who

left for

Rip Lasher, Broadway commentator,, made his radio debut for Venlda

.

W

night. v.. Maury H. B. Paul, society editor under' the pseudonym of
Chblly Knickerbocker, starts a hew series of weekly "broadcasts over
beginning April 24. Freddie Martin's orchestra will preside inoriginally announced. .. .Mary Courtland has
M Stead of Don BeStor's as
'been signed by Luden's coughdrop manufacturers for an NBC commer
«,~,...Morrie Neuman,. WLW, Cincinnati, baritone, in
„...«, fall,
clal, starting this
New York looking around. v The Old Gpld program with Ted Fiorlto
leaves Columbia after the May 2 broadcast. Sponsor will return this fall.

FATHER JOHN SIGNS,
BUT NBC CAN SHIFT

WABC

.

I

;

|

CBS in a condition of nervous annoyance after having had three
Legal dept. of Columbia thumbs-downed first
scripts blue-pencilled.
script submitted by Lasher 100% not because it was libelous but because
script was also blue pencilled.
Second
It was 'dynamite'.
Assurances that the third script was . okay were upset 40 minutes
before broadcast when Lasher found 12 of his choicest news items killed
over

Carleton and Hovey Co., mixer
of Father John's cough medicine, and what remained considerably toned down.
has signatured contract for a return to NBC this October with the
M. H. Aylesworth was principal speaker last week at the annual meet'Gems of Melody* stanza. It will ing of the so-called Advisory Council of NBC. This Is composed of Imagain be quarter, hour Sunday portant citizens who serve on an honorary basis.
and

Oct,
14,
starting
nights,
Just Talk
the
Both Mrs. Seth Parker and Set* .Parker, working together, auditioned Wednesday nights, effective
Wall Street columnists last week tied up the 10-point spurt taken by
for Montgomery-Ward last week at NBC,- plap. being, to have Mrs. Parker 17th.
22. stations on Radio' Corp. B Btock with a report that a commercial television set would
for
calls
Hookup
ship
from
.his
Parker
and
York
give' four weekly broadcasts from New
and 20. on soon be announced by RCA. Sources close* to television development
..Gertrude .Nl^sen, opens, at the, Brooklyn the red (WEAF) Sunday
by short, wave each Friday
Net- discount the chatter as baseless, and smacking of stuff emanating from
Paramount ijay .4 and ls boolce'd .for the. New ,Tork Paramount week the blue (WJZ) Wednesday.
privileged to shift tlie. se- an inside pool Pperatlon. These* authorities assert that RCA has nothaffer. ... N,brman Sweetser, NSC' production man,, will travel around With work Is
cus- ing in the way; of: a television receiving set ready for introduction on
Babe Ruth fcjr his commercial. A substitute actor will be on hand should lected spots, if it gets other
16.
the market in the immediate future.
.T. Roy Barnes is in from the tomers for them by, Aug.
the' bail player be unable to' make lt.
Even if it had a contraption of commercial value the company, they
two
air
for
leaves
the
Penner
coast and is auditioning around . , .Joe
point, out, would' first have to work out the problem of program transmonths July 29,' He may make pictures during the summer. .. ,NBC now
mission, and this would be a matter of many months, if not years. Last
has an elevator especially roped. ofE for. clients' use only. ...Jack Arthur,
JOINS
sus
television projector that operated in New York was. the one that CBS
Who recently' signed for two," tfBC' commercials, has added two
returned to RCA over a year ago.
talning- periods to his schedule on. Mondays and Thursdays. .. .Ir win
50,000-WATT INDIE
Talbot has obtained, a leave of absence from. NBC and left for the coast
Paul Douglas, CBS an
to go with Paramount as muslcai director .
At the suggestion of the Music Publishers Protective Association stahounceir, had laryngitis last Week! .. .Jimmy Langford, Frances' kid
Hollywood, April 23.
tion subscribers to the World Broadcasting System's recorded library
.Mike
brother! is noW With Romin, Meyers, Bestry and Scheuing.
Federal Radio Commission, has are now furnished with a printed form to use in the event any of these
concert
CBS
for
the
Work
art
does
ail
the
Jimmy,
Saphler, brother of
petition to step stencillings find commercial support, Through the Bystem involving the
allowed the
Leaders and Melody Girls going off Colgate's NBC commercial, the station's power up to 50,000 printed form the outlet will bill the account for the music tax, forward
bureau
being succeeded by the Songsmtths„ giving the latter two Saturday night watts beginning April 27. It was the money collected, to World Broadcasting and the latter, in turn will
Tap
Trahan.
.Bob
with
Al
Colgates
.
following
two
hours,
spots within
25,000.
make the payoff to the MPPA.
linger has gone in for making music boxes.
This makes KNX. the fourth sta
For the series in the WBS library the MPPA is charging a flat fee pef
tion in the west with 50,000 watts. master of $5 for each pop tune and. $10 for a restricted number with th«
Scrambled Notes
Others are KPO, San Francisco; understanding that these rates apply only to the use of the recordings,
Pahcho and', his orchestra open for the summer at the "Westchester KFI, Los Angeles, and KSL, Salt for sustaining purposes. Ah additional fee of 26c per pop composition
Country Club at Rye May 19:... Lionel Stander of the Fred Allen com Lake City..
and 50c for a restricted tune, according to the arrangement between the
.Beatrice Fair
pany, moves to Connecticut this week for the summer.
KNX and WGN, Chicago, are the MPPA and the WBS, is to be. paid the music men whenever a record out
fax of the air is Lillian Lauftery, formerly the Beatrice Fairfax of the only two indie stations with this of the World library is underwritten by a sponsor.
Evening Journal. .. .Cross and Dunn, who made their air debut on the power rating.
Rudy Vallee show, have been a team less than a year. They used to
KSTP (St. Paul-Minneapolis), which has an Irksome (to the rags)
.Frank Singbe in rival acts, Healy and CroSs and Rome and Dunn.
habit of scooping local newspapers with monotonous regularity, beat all
hiser, NBC announcer, who was for two years the ^Colonel Goodbody'
news dispensing agencies in the Twih Cities when Fbshay arid Henley,
Fall Time
on the A. & P. prbgram, has auditioned a hews commentating program
millionaire promoters convicted of using the malls to defraud, decided
for Ruthrauff and Ryan .... Phil Riibinpff, brother of Dave, is -traveling
to surrender tor their Leavenworth stretch.
ahead of the Rublnoff band to beat up* a good reception, on the coast.
Baltimore, April 23.
Scribblers were cooling their heels in the.U. S. marshal's office waiting
CBS artists' bureau will book the bands into, the Steel Pier, Atlantic
WBAL, 10-000-watter, gets- full for a news break, when Foshay phoned the rnarshal that he'd meet him
City, this summer ... ..Howard. Phillips, singer, was a ticket broker before
ether time starting April 29; Per- in front of the Foshay Tower, a 32^'story Mpls. office building, modeled
radio.. Don McLbughlln, of the, Columbia artist service, was a landscape
Federal
from'
mission was receivedafter the Washington monument and. built by Foshay in his promoting
-gardner and teaoher./. .Jack Turner, NBC Chicago artist, is in town.
Radio Commission after several heyday.
George Burns and Grade Allen return from Hollywood May 5; ...Phillip
years 'of petitioning.- At same time
.KSTP man, in on the secret, scrammed oyer to the meeting place as
Morris cigarettes has given Phil DUey his fourth' renewal, effective May
been
has
WTIC, Hartford, which
the only outsider, then hot-fppted it to his' Studio, where he was oh the
27, unfll September, When the slngejr will round out a year for this sponsharing wave-length and time with air five minutes later., Broadcast was first, word tp the world and a
.Bernice Roth and
sor.. .Louise Hqmer Stlres auditioned for NBC.
gets a full-time status*
WBAL,
real surprise to the Twin Cities' various city. eds. Rags didn't come out
copyright de
Anh Brown, latter formerly with T&BC-, now in the
Baltimore transmitter will con- with the news till the. following a. mi,
partmenti.'./Ejiith Murray Starts a new sustaining series at CBS April
tinue to operate on 1,060 kilocycles,
29.'. ..Walter Tetley has been' engaged for the BOrrah Minevitch. show
with
that' wave-length
sharing
..'..Columbia ha* S.lghed Loretta Lee, George Hall's soloist, for regular
Ford-Waring Penns'ylvanlans show eschews the guest stars, becoming
KTHS, Hot Springs* Ark.
sustaining programs in addition to her singing from the Hotel Taft sev
Local broadcaster will be on air a straight all- Waring program again for the balance of the year. Some
eral times weekly.
from morning to 9 p.m. daily, 10. weeks of guest stars -augmenting the Waringites prompted the Ford
whence it will synchronize' with dealers to forget about that idea. The Sunday night session with dayStand By
WJZ out of New York, Till new light saving time moves back to 9:30 p. m.
Donald Novls is planning to visit his dad in England this summer
status was granted station had been
Al Zugsmith of the CBS band department is the owner of a weekly
alternatively
While they were trying to locate Harry Richman, to sign a contract
program director, empowered only on
^newspapers, Atlantic City World. .. .Louis Reid,
daylight and evening shifts.
for. that commercial, he was off the Florida coast on his boat with George
Is back from his South. American vacation, after paying $1.60 for a ham
Engels, of NBC. Frantic telegrams telling Richman to come to New
sandwich in a hotel in Venezuela. .. .Sparton radio show with Dick HimXQrk,furrpw_ed.theLRi
^^herHjoey- Nash-^nd^the-Scamps-ends= Aprll=29, -returning^ln-the =fallrt'»=»
P.A.
Hoekstrc
To which Engels kept "replying, 'Don't be' a chumpr^Leav.e afl this to go"
Leith Stevens orchestra, a choir, Barbara Maurel, Evan Evans and Mary
home and broadcast? You're crazy,'
St. Louis, April 23.
McCoy are lined tip for a new CBS commercial...* Rogers International
Engels was back in New York before he found out that the program
over the job
takes
Hoekstra
Jerry
talent
CBS,
show
auditioned
a
Bowles,
at
Benton
and.
Silver Co. through
wanting Richman had NBC intentions.
CoKMOX,
for
director
publicity
as
including Jbhnny Green and his orchestra. Fray and Braglottl, Roy
replacing
here,
station
Atwell and a dramatic cast including Bill Adams. . .Pontiac goes on lumbia
Columbia Artists' Bureau, obtained last week from Supreme. Court
Nancy Frazer.
for five weeks shortly, taking five minute announcements.
from the per- Justice* Levy an order permltt'ctg it to serve the operators of the Lone
Wednesday last was gift day for the Sal Hepatica troupers; principals! Hoekstra comes inbiz, having for- Owl roadhouse, Almond, N. Y., with a complaint that didn't contain tlio
forming end of the
-xe-ceivlng samples of all eight of Bristol and Meyers products; but the
covbeen a theatre and radio bari- defendants' true names. Network is suing to collect $185 on a note
musicians and ensemble only got. Ipana and Sal Hepatica; .. .Madge merly
For some 12 months was on ering the installation of a wire into the spot.
Tucker, 'Lady Next Door^i is having a. reunion on her April 29 program tone.
Operators Of the roadhouse, as CBS subsequently learned, are Aston,
in Newark. Besides his p.a.
off
being
now
them
of
many
radio,
introduced
to
has
'she
leidd
of all the
Paul and Lena Fisher. They let the motion go by default.
work he will double to the mike.
I
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SPONSOR SURVEY SUMMARY
Program Sponsor

Anrat ShowoansMp Ratings

Identification

(FINAL SUMMARY)
COMBINED FIGURES OF INDIVIDUAL CITY SURVEYS MADE IN
HARTFORD, PROVIDENCE, PHILADELPHIA, INDIANAPOLIS, DES
MOINES, FORT WAYNE, CANTON, BURLINGTON, VERMONT, ALBANY, BIRMINGHAM, CHARLOTTE AND MINNEAPOLIS.
Sponsor

Amos

'n'

Andy

Correctly
Harried
................... 947
••..«<• 4 ...... .. 904
Boat .............. 891

Cantor
Maxwell Show
Eddie

Sponsor

Not

Named

Known

Pet.

5

162
207
223
222
320
370
611

.840
.804
.796
.766
.680
.694
.634
.601
.463
,432
.432
.383
.339
.338
.336
.331
.330
.323
.297
.280
.250
.249
.232
.205
•i94

13
5
40
60

•

Ed Wynn
Rudy Vallee
Myrt. and Marge
*W«yhe King Orchestra
Boake Carter

787
576
601

.

Sponsor

Wrongly

.378

.

'Rise of Goldbergs'

470
462
Jack ,Benny .'.
486
Burns and Allen
431
Metropolitan Opera
363
• • t • •
•
Bing Crosby .
351
Joe Penner
378
Will Rogers ......
309
'March of.. Time' :
372
• •'••••••••see*
Jessica Dragonette
336
Clara, Lu and. Em. ............ .*
333
Paul Afl/hitcman. •••4 •••••• 1 > •
243
Phil Baker
229
Harry H or lick
148
Edgar A.
.

.

•'

.

479
716
613
729
696
701
434
493
666
801

w

Easy Aces
Casa Loma Orchestra
Often and Johnson
.

11/

160'

>••>••«•••<

36
33

181
206

50

ON 13 CITIES
Fans Don't Know Backers of
Programs Any Too Well
.-—Final Total on Questionnaires

Variety has. received a .volume of mail from stations, networks,
advertising agencies, and even a. couple of sponsors, as the result
of the publication in April 3 issue of the 'Local Showmanship Ratings'.
These comments on Variety range, from highly complimentary to highly otherwise.
There seems to be a tendency to confuse Variety's purpose which,
was to attempt to recognize local aggressiveness, ingenuity, program creation, merchandising and all the factors loosely covered
under the word 'showmanship'./ It was not a circulation or popu-?
larity survey.
While filing away most of the rebuttals for future use, Variety
feels that WWL, New Orleans, and KSL, Salt Lake City r are entitled
to a public hearing on points which they raise;
Captain A. C. Pritcnard, manager of WWL, New Orleans believes
Variety unfairly described
as 'a Catholic station of local
character'. This, Captain Pritcnard feels* may give some advertisers the impression that
is predominately, religious; in its pro r
grams and character whereas such, is not the case. Only an hour
and a half of programs oh Sundays aire of religious nature.
KSL believes Variety's comment on -that station tended to Inject
a possible religious prejudice angle. Variety had no such Intention.
KSL is not exclusively a Morriion Church property but is jointly
owned by the Mormon hierarchy, the Salt Lake City Tribune, and
a number of business men of various denominations.
.

AD AGENCIES' SLANT
Variety's

survey

is

sponsor

WWL
WWL

Identification

summarized

herewith.

Grand

totals are based on answers
received, and tabulated by Variety
from 13 American cities east of Des
Moines.
Individual city surveys

have been published weekly for the
months.
What does it prove or tend to

past, three

prove? Conclusively or completely,
nothing is proved, At its best the
survey is worth submission as provocative illumination on a question
that needs increasingly to be looked
,

into;

The question .is,, in Variety's
radio
showmanship.
Vocabulary,
radio men may still prefer to
sidestep that word 'showmanship' in
which case they may use, if they
can so discover, a fitting synonym.
Variety
projected
carried
and
through this survey on the proposi-.
tion, 'Do fans know sponsors?'
It seems that they don't know
them. At least, not very well. Answers to the questionnaire which
listed 26 well-known radio programs or headllners reveal that the
public can identify only a few spon-

.

.

NBC Bucks Worlds Waxed
As Next

library

ivasion of Station Field;

Some

Radio Is Part of Show
Bill
Charlotte, N.

Schudt Tells

C, April

23.

Everything; at WBT lis to: be
measured by the yardstick of showmanship from how on, W. A. Schudt,
Jr., manager, has announced to his
program department.
Showmanship has been the watchword of the station In the past, but
now it's a flag nailed high.
'Radio Is a form of show business,' the manager told the station
York
staff on his return from

New

week.
He had been there
studying radio showmanship for. ten
days. 'Radio" can be made successful and. attractive to potential audiences by vesting it with ail the
showmanship possible. The leading
stations will be the stations with
this

.

the finest

showmen

this station

Biz,

in charge,

and

must rank with the

best,

•f the other 60,000 watters.'
With these ideas in mind— Mr.

WBT

Staff

KIDDING 'HAP MYERS
Yankee

Network Gets Credi

for

WBZ's Stunt
Boston, April 23.
recent studio baseball
party has been the cause for a great
deal of chuckling and the -wagging
of several heads. Until the program
took the air the NBC local was apparently pulling a fast one on the
Yankee web. They had the owners
and managers, of both clubs, the
leading players of. the Braves and
Red Sox and several' political dignitaries, in the studio for the broadeast.
The Yankee net had broadcast the opening game that day,
but had planned no elaborate Offdiamond program such as this.
During the broadcast 'Rabbit'
Maranville, injured second baseman
of the Braves, speaking from his
hospital bed in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
said
'I wish to thank the Yankee
Network ,for bringing my voice to

WBZ's

,

Schudt is surrounding himself with
a program department made up of
-persons of proven ability to create
and present entertainment—or, as New England, and I also want to
he puts it—persons endowed with thank Fred Hoey for his broadcast
of the game today between the
the spark of showmanship.
Braves and the Rid Sox.'
Yankee web had piped Hoey's account of the game to the 'Rabbiit's'
Ferguson Steps Into
:

.

WINS

With Kaufman Blessing
R. L. Ferguson yesterday (Monday) stepped in as managing diWINS, the Hearst outlet.
Be succeeded Bradley Kelly, who
has held this post since a year ago
January. Kelly returns to Kings
Features and affiliated syndicate interests as 'assistant to Joseph V.
rector of

sors with anything like
average.

a

consistent,

Pepsodent leads. More listeners
know' the bankrollers of Amos, 'n*
other sponsor on the
list.
Eddie Cantor's boss, Chase

Andy than any

&

Sanborn, is quite familiar, while

Ed Wynn, Rudy

Vallee,

Wayne

King and Myrt and Marge are
coupled with the products
represent in a reasonably

they
good
apparent
that most of the sponsors are but'
vaguely known to the people who
listen to their, programs.

memory

it

is

50% Is Okay
many advertising

In

anything

above

.

60/%

on

agencies
product

deemed pretty
Least flattering from one

Identification

good.

Yet

ratio.

is

way 0* figuring is the showing
of Maxwell Show Boat. This question contained its own answer. It
was purposely included as an 'easy
one.'

Metropolitan Opera rating is remarkable in view of the program's

newness, its afternoon niche, and
the fact that Lucky Strike kept the
commercial copy down to a mini-

mum,

In view of a switch of sponsorThi& was after former Mayor Cur- ship from Canada Dry to Chevrolet
ley had elaborated at great length (how General Tire) the percentage
on the fact, that New England was score of Jack Benny is good.
After five years on. the «ame profortunate to hear their baseball,
games .every afternoon. The ex- ram, Cities Service, it would seem
mayor also had great praise, for the that the product behind. Jessica
Yankee web's Fred Hoey, saying Dragonette should have copped a
that he was the best baseball an- better rating. Although not one of
the big money headllners, Miss
nouncer in the country.
Next day during his baseball Dragonette has been inundated
broadcast Fred Hoey read over the with publicity.
Possibly bearing out the showair a telegram received from Walter
'Hap' Myers, general manager of manship thought, most vividly is
WBZ, Fred acknowledged the tele- Boake Carter's nifty rating. He is
gram, then added: 'By the way, in charge of the commercial end for
Hap, that was a swell broadcast Philco. and artfully incorporates, the
you folks put on for the Yankee product into the body of his pro*
gram.
Network last night.'
Texaeo's Tie -U pa
Eddie Cantor has, been an on and
offer but is correctly tagged most
Foxes
Ed Wynn has been
of the time.
Philadelphia, April 23.
aided by Texaco's supplementary
WCAU is burried-at ldcaTWLIT * uiri5a]ge^ iriHhe-tf ailies^and national
after the latter Outfit sneaked in a weeklies and the general combinaremote wire at the Bellevue hotel. tion of his personality with the Fire
WCAU had pushed WPEN out and Chief trademark,
supposedly had the Meyer Davis
Considering the shift of sponsormusic exclusive.
ship and the institutional tact pf
Trouble started, when the CBS Remington-Rand the 'March of
local refused t6 pipe Davis' music Time' size-up isn't deemed disapto the web.
Leader made a deal pointing. Wayne King has been
With the Lit station for an NBC three years with the same sponsor,
channel that was grabbed pronto. Lady Esther, and is deemed, to be
Davis band, 16 men, is largest nite the passion flower of American
ttlubbery unit in town.
womanhood. Harry Horlick has
bedside;

Webs

Right-of-Way Over Discs

As soon as it has the spot time
placing and commercial transcription making phases of its enterprises operating smoothly NBC will
proceed to invade the recorded
library field. This move will bring
the network in direct competition
with the World Broadcasting System. Like the WBS, the web will
build an extensive library of transcription series which the subscribing stations will be free to use
either for local sponsorship or as
sustaining programs. These series,
will be sold on a basis similar to
World's, so. many hours of entertainment at so much a week.
Curious twist to NBC's proposed
entry into the recorded library field
is the fact that it will place itself
in' a position of being In competition with itself. Available to affiliate will be both' live and stencilled
What the
sustaining programs.
choice of the associated outlet will
be become? obvious when it Is
realized that in order to make ..the
recorded variety attractive the network will have to; price them at
rates lower than those prevailing
for wired programs. For live sustaining shows all allied stations are
currently billed at the rate of $60
an hour.
'Removable' Cause
Angle about NBC's sales procedure in booking spot time accounts that has the affiliated stations concerhed Is the network's
insistence that all such contracts
with clients contain a two -week re-'
movable clause. This proviso must
be inserted, the NBC sales staff has
been instructed, 'in order to protect
network operations.' If the spot Is
required for a hookup stanza out
comes the transcription and another
niche is to be assigned it on the
station's schedule. If the associated
:

.

Connolly.

appointment

Ferguson's

was

nade by

J. L. Kaufman, general
manager of the American Radio
Mews Corp., Hearst's holding company for all his broadcast interests.

Ferguson's contact with Radio goes
hack to its commercial pioneering
«ays. He sold time for WOR, Newark, when, that outlet had only two
>en In its commercial department.
^ffihcejh.ejjLhjeL^
•taff
of

WLW,

*BC's Chicago

Holt as

and

Cincinnati,
division,

KFRU
St. Louis,

Mgr.
April

23.

Bob Holt leaves KMOX this week
*o become manager of KFRU of
Columbia, Mo.
Holt had been associated
ith
KMOX, the Columbia transmitter
here, a* announcer.

WLIT

WCAU

the background by
the figures tend to conJoe Penner's .audience is
adjudged to have become largely
among children arid would not be
reflected, here since only adults were

been

kept in

A&P, as
firm.

quizzed.

station or the client no like the removable clause, it's no deal.
Another policy, enunciated by NBC

with regard to transcription or spot
bookings Is that all contracts are
be made directly with the net-

to

work and :npt between advertiser
and Individual stations. Credit responsibility is shouldered by NBC.
Associated outlets will send the billings direct to NBC and the network,
in turn will collect frbni the commercial or its agency rep.Still another, sales rule restrains
client from placing a transcription made through NBC. on any station allied with a web competing
with
If the advertiser wants
service in a- town not represented
by an NBC release he'll have to ask
the network's station relations department what indie outlet in that
spot may be given the business. If
the spot broadcasting client won't

a

NBC

take

a

live

show on

WJZ

and

WEAF,

Jioth of which remain the
lone non-transcription outlets on
the circuit, It will be okay to book
the discs for New York on an indie
station okayed by the outlet. Understood' that, the choice here will
be limited td WOR. In the case of
two NBC outlets being available In
the same city the advertiser's preference, coverage requirements and
time availability will determine the
station to be nominated.

$300,000 Last Year to
Support Neutral

AVRO

The Hague,

April 13.
AVRO, Dutch broadcasting association, reveals that in 1933 Its
membership rose by 33,000 persons and voluntary contributions

amounted to $300,000. This organization has a conservative financial
policy and Is building up a cash
,

surplus with the. hope eventually
of having a full time, independent
transmitter of its own.
is strictly neutral, whicl^
accounts for its popularity. At
present it shares a transmitter and

AVRO

Just how a radio program should
go about combining the talent and
the product so that the radio fans wavelength with propaganda and
recall the latter as well as the for- Communistic broadcasters.
mer^may^welHbe the essence-of»the= _. Broadcasting An Hollajbd. .is_ftup?
question posed by Variety's survey. ported entirely by listeners through
Obviously the sponsor hires the head- contributions. There is no. adverliner to attract an audience so that: tising.
the sponsor can Insinuate into that
audience's consciousness the name
Block and Sully Sponsored
of a product and memorable arguBlock and Sully start on the
ments for purchasing that -product. January.
Kelly returns to King
If, after enjoying the headliner of
Pebeco program over threo way
the. program, the fan retains but a hookup consisting of WOR, Newhazy, confused, or blank impression ark; WLW. Cincy, and WGN, Cblof the advertiser's message, there cago, May 4 for balance of the sumis something, askew.
mer.

.
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CONOCO TRAVELS

PACKARD PRE8ENT8

Talk, Drama
15 Mint.

Hairy Riehman, Jack Denny, .John
B. Kennedy

WJZ, New York

Songs, Band
30 Mint.

Walter Pamroooh and
John B. Konnody
Symphonlo Mualo

BABE RUTH

COMMERCIAL

COMMERCIAL

Unless there's something In the
puffed wheat and puffed rice packer's * code that also bans the premium idea, it looks, as though Babe
Ruth is in for a solid and popular
run under the Quaker Gats banner.
Ruth didn't go very far for Stand-,
ard Oil Of New Jersey the early part
of this season because the oil code
authority decreed that the so-called
Babe Ruth Baseball Glub as operated was contrary to the industry's

FRED HOEY

AROUND THE WORLD

•lay By- Play

With, John Leitoh,

COMMERCIAL
WNAC, Boston

Tom Dawson
5 Mlrta.
COMMERCIAL
WCAU, Philadelphia

A baseball game broadcast with- This, a new nightly series
sponout Fred Hoey to New England
baseball fans would be like bacon sored by RCA-Victor, is aimed to
WJZ, Now York
without eggs. Last week Fred began promote the sale of their new globeOpulence and culture are pre- tils ninth, season announcing ball trotter receiver tor the short-wave
sumed to have ah. affinity, and on games over the Yankee web. It Is spectrum. Program bills Leitch unthat logic Packard, a motor car for ust an open and shut case of get- der his title of technical supervisor
the fatter pocket books, has framed ting someone who knows what they of WCAU.
30 Mins.

WJZ, New York
Continentel Oil started off the current season's series with a dramatized travelog, Six weeks of it
failed to produce a listening percentage worth the counting and the
refiner turned to a more popular
.

,

Orohtatra,

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

COMMERCIAL

Idea is most novel advertising ever
program designed, to appeal to the are talking about, at least for broadof interest fetching. Richdone locally, and ls being used as
Opera and casting sports events.
man's previous connection was. Old more refined people.
Hoey's association with the na- a test for a prospective network
Gold. With Conoco the lad has an symphonic music are 'musts' among tional
Each show pushes
sport dates back a good many arrangement.
ideal
All the program the fashionable crowd.
setting.
For some years there has been a years, having played the game, been the set by means of talks and short
NRA articles of agreement/ Quaker needs is a more deft fashioning of mounting
suspicion, that it was the. official scorer,, and baseball writer one minute dramas of foreign airOats has retained the club angle but the dialog' between Riehman and see-and-be-seen
for
Boston
newspapers.
Added
to
ngs,
with
pressure
on the thought
rather
whereas the oil series was Babe Denny; Perhaps the show would than the music opportunity
that attracted the his thorough knowledge of the game that the listener goes 'around the
Ruth by canned proxy the miller is be better off if .it were eliminated gentry, and while
it is probably Is a voice pleasing to the ears and world in his armchair.'
Program
altogether.
Offering the Bambino in person.
pointless, since unverlflable, to- dis- a first name familiarity with every reviewed Tuesday
(16)
centered
..For Conoco John B. Kennedy is
His ac- about Australia broadcasting, using
Since it's the kids this program
cuss that aspect, one thought may player in both leagues.
doing a job similar to the one Pack- be
counts of the games are in good recordings to bring out the notes
is mainly after, the time elected sets'
appropriate.
If
a
considerable
up a disadvantage. At 8:46 p.m. ard has him down for Monday segment of .the wealthy patrons of plain,, straight baseball language of the: tricky Kookaburra bird,
many households have the young- nights. He's there to give a liter-: concert music attend to be seen, which any listener Can understand. which identifies all 'down under*
sters tucked away for the night. ary flourish to the plug. Kennedy will they listen when nobody has. a Nevertheless, he does not talk down broadcasting.
to his audience or try to convey the
However, with the school season out descants poetically on the country's lorgnette trained their way?
Night previous, time was
of the way special dispensations national parks and studs his palaMusic appreciation is legendarily Impression that he is a 'know-it- voted to British shows, with the
will likely be made. for the Babe and ver with such cliches as 'a vista of associated with the gallery, the all' as some of his big-time con-, chimes of Big Ben opening and
temporaries do: .His following is
the probable pleader in the young- cascading color,', 'knowing nature poets, the schoolmams.
In
short, greater
Closing
the program, and inusical
than any other New Engster's behalf will be the pater- at its grandest,' and 'a paradise of not with people who can afford
xplanatlons of how to identify Eng.
land mike performer.
Alois Havrllla PaCkards.
who himself won't be verdant nature.'
familias,
However, all this discusFred Hoey gives a ball game as it lish catches.
amiss at tuning -in regularly on does the straight selling; and among sion is confessedly just gossip that
Talk
is
slightly dramatic and
is
being
played,
not
as
he
thinks
the:
points,
him
it
made' by
are the is hardly
Ruth's comments -anent the current
admissible as evidence.
tends to be a tear-jerker rather
doings of professional baseball, product's high rating at a recent
And against it may be argued that. should be. played and hot all about than to sustain awed Interest, which
And if by the Babe's preachments 'distribution test' on the Indianap Damrosch and Packard are offering the blue sky and setting sun, etc.
Ad plugs are inclined to be a bit is. the only way RCA can hope to
the youngster in the,family:.can be oils speedway and the Conoco offer 'friendly music,' by which is prer.
get an actual sale out of this seinduced to see the error of his Ways, of a free travel service with maps sumably meant the philharmonic beefy as is the rule with most local
Program is signed for 13
commercials;
Sponsor, the Perm ries.
0<tee,
such as disobedience, staying out and all.
works containing melody Yet the Tobacco. Co.; is pushing, a new pipe weeks, and. -will probably run into
late, bad companionship, etc., who
program, in spite of any half-way tobacco in New England.
a
scarcity of material after awhile;
is the parent that will object to a
.. «--,..,.-.- „, . w _„„
compromise,
veers
toward
the
heavy
and
stretching even for five minWGY MATINEE PLAYERS
hearing?
rather than the light. And if not
utes, will spoil the idea. Needs .litDramas
Ruth's second appearance (18) iiy j5?^
culture to appeal to the big bank CINCINNATI BASEBALL
tle more sharpness in presentation,
for Quaker Oats was routed In over £,121,i*i mm
accounts, what' then? Its ho simple ieds, National League
and more exciting' choices 61 ma, NBC's blue (WJZ) loop front Philaproblem to build a show for a prod- W8AI, Red Barber
wry cJL^u,,
terial.
Stuff reads better" than it
.
delphla. He made his debut the
^JL' „ t „
uct like Packard, and, if radio cir- WKRC. C. 'Oatmeal' Brown
t Ma
sounds.
Monday evening (16) before
culation were measurable,, it might WFBE, Harry Hartman
John Leitch, WCAU chief enginsketches" marks the first attempt of
very
well
turn
new
Under
ownership
out that Packardof Powel eer, is being ghosted for speech,
Program opene_d with Norman U ne WGY" Matinee Players, in the
Sweater putting.the. Babe through paat tw0 yearSr to dQ anything im- prospects are an infinitesimal per- Crbsley, Jr.> big boy of Crosley Rar while he sets up and produces the
dio Corp., this Is first season Clncy
a quizz as tp the pennant, outlook p or tant in the dramatic line. SkltB, centage of Packard listeners.
'Ghost' in question is Tom
A few sales in every wealthy col- club has permitted stations other show.
for both the National and American deailng with reincarnation, "spiritDawson, bass of the CBS Four
league teams. To the sphere pro- lsm^ mental telepathy and kindred ony would in 'the aggregate possibly than WFBE, 250-watter, to cut in Showman Quartet.
for
Packards
d subjects, are wrtten by Frank Oll- suffice
Ue lt looks ik th G,ant8
purposes. on blasts of games.
Program
Is only one airing at
?^ ^ ^
,i «r t. S
Sl
Meanwhile
Sound tossera get 13 home con- WCAU from behind a curtained
trouper and and rather it seemed a long-winded tests
2Ei»
SSS!? oft™" ver, former professonal
and all out-of-town tilts if oke studio.
pompous sales spiel that
°« the WOT Players In
IV^Si6
John
Kennedy Interpolated be- With other managements. Foreign
days when they ranked high tween B.DamroBch's
music. Its ob- battles ticker serviced, with each
amon B radio's acting groups,
t ho conversation
Q
vious aim wad smart, but it ran to blaster, working on his imagination JOSH HIGGI
the
swung to remlnSketches are the creepy type;
y
a
restless verbosity. Talking about for realistic descriptions.
30 .Mine.
them arHeprVasiSg. ?n' Packard
Two working sets were eared to COMMERCIAL
sensibly
and
informally is
S^mSLnh
th^ as*« uch as they are not tied togeth
laudable, but the copy is starchy. catch opener with Cubs and make WMT, Waterloo, la.
e ^ »>y a thread of continuity, each
SKJfESPSiSf
£?
f
i
narrator and in faded a cast in the
„ f „_ ^
# „,,
J _i*„ Clever, however, is the stunt of re- comparisons on the three-way castProgram has much of merit, is
t
peating Packard's slogan, 'ask the ing.
New York NBC studios to give the m "?i B
well balanced and, except for a
t
First rating to Hartman, who's seven-minute blurb on product foltile dramatized enfoldmeht. In the
man who owns one/ in EngliBh,
tei*e
interested in reincarnation French,
Wednesday episode the Ruth char- a
German,
Spanish,
Italian, been on the Job for five years, lowing
banjo Introduction, is
knows all the players and has come worth a awhirl
acter, aptly Ihosted,
\
went profound- \ £d "*tPdan,d„ t S5iW^j5f"fc2? Russian, Chinese.
5
for real crossroads
ly contrite for his misd^meanorsl^^SJJ
JK?" In addition to conducting Walter to learn what the receiving set bugB entertainment, a bit of Seth Parker
and with the switchback to Phllly PJher "tiff" ma£ flnd c ®rtfln Play Damrosch, as is his habit, makes go ga-ga over. He follows the ball meeting atmosphere with a not so
l^a
morbid-such,
for
as
m^nce,
Ruth^took^p the telling-to append.
verbal commentary on the numbers at all times, steams up on close bad tenOr hymn-singer sans musio
one
about
young
a
musical com- he selects'. Damrosch
the moral which was to the Effect
Is NBC high- plays and hard wallops, cracks big and a good voice doing an a-lathJt^f fhe kids wlnt to eet alone edy dan6er who 18 stricken with a brow-ln-chief.
And he's been a league lingo and leaves the umpir- Guest piece. There is an excuse for
fatal heart attack
tb* 841,10 t,me swell Investment
they'll have to leSS 'to nlay bJw
the network ing to the men paid to do it. His the bakery blurb in that the anher . homeward-bound
Husband He and the Atlanticfor
with the world'
Monthly go Into voice is nice. He doubles the p.a. nouncer makes .a trip with a route
Ruth was profuse with his torn- cra!*fj» in a ?la"l accident,
the homes where Duke Ellington system for announcements at the driver covering some 60 miles, namnc
ld
ntally
*
4116
inc
u
on
In
toming for the paycheck's brand of L;i
and Variety are uhknojrn. He is park.
*
„
l ?L
ing stops and places where product
Sponsors on WFBE are Peter ls sold. Evidently different routes
puffed rice and puffed wheat. It's SgS* 1 ™?. aJMi,c ^P? lt £f the VP*J the field marshal of radio's culturethe stuff that gives you lots of uSf^** ls death T, It has been called Whoopers. Schoolchildren like him Ibold
cigars,
Franch -Bauer ice selected as a surprise.
to »
health and energV.
He ought t£ gg£
better than the proverbial Castorla, cream, Frank's radio shop and
Five characters swing the usual
know, because he himself eats them J?,0 ™*1 '
chewing tobacco.
sticks
*H and school teachers pronounce his Bonus
the one caught havboth. Ruth also takes his turn at puta a strike on the program at the name blessed.
WSAI, baby brother of Crosley's ing to problem,
Land.
do with driving of spikes in
outset, and may cause knob
urging the kid listeners to join his very
WLW, now permitted to go 600,000 the
""lIne
store railing to keep loafers and
tw
air club. A carton top is all that's
watts, has Red Barber, a newcomer whittling
„
,
l4 , .
hounds
the village
needed to make them eligible. And , From * ne angles of writing, act- ALKA SELZER NEWS OF Al
from Florida. He's a rapid-fire shrew in* cahoots home,
with the mayor
not only that but here's a chance to "1* and general production, sketches Stuart Buchanan
spieler and displays familiarity with
and parson being the Moses of the
them to win one of the 900 balls and are rather well done. A competent 15 Mfn.
the pastime. Always saying somevillage leading the flock.
100 of the fielder's gloves that craftsman, Oliver is also a good COMMERCIAL
thing, he hands out descriptive and
Dialog Is blocked by a -timely, seaQuaker Oats Is, giving away. There ?b act *' ac *°cr» albeit his accent KNX, Hollywood,
statistical dope between pitches and
sonal bit of verse, a banjo interMaurice Randall, anis also a weekly grand prize, & trip lst English.
Grammar
is swell, but con- lude, melodlon
This
ls the news service which plays.
and violin number,
other
veteran
and
capable
actor
on has
to New York or Chicago as a guest
caused
all the rumpus on the stant chatter and want for change soft, sweet and low. This is in the
WGY's staff, plays characters, too. Coast and has
of the Babe.
Guy Earl, of KNX of tone wears down receptionist. In
In a 26-week run with the Tom p atrlcia Sheldon, a promising young fighting the local stations and between blurbs are solely for Ford's village worship scene and ends in
a comedy treat that comes as an
Mix Adventures Ralston Purina col- actiess, does the leads, with Stan- papers, single handed because of
time break.
lected close to 1,000,000 boxtops. ley Buelo as her vis-a-vis. At times, his refusal
CBS local unit, WKRC assigned abrupt
to step. Into line and
Little theatre, of the air, via guest
There's no reason why Ruth with Miss. Sheldon and Buelo are cast in throw out
his Independent service C. Oatmeal' Brown to the ball or- tickets, furnishes meeting hall atParts
which
require
a
maturity
and
his slated 13 weeks couldn't at least
chard Job. He is new to radio, but
for
the
newspaper-radio
pact
mosphere.
Players are fairly good.
halve that mark. If he doesn't the a poise they do not now possess,
a vet on athletics, having been su- While a caricature
service.
on its own straw
late spotting might be held ac- Margaret Fisher, character woman,
Station has built tip an inde- pervisor of games for the muny re- chewing, small-town, city square
and Robert Stone, bit player, com
countable.
Odec.
pendent news gathering association creative diviz for some years. Low and an expose of the more or less
plete the cast.
voiced
and a bit easy. Commercial prosaic, staid life cycle in
Feature hits WGY's wave length with correspondents throughout the plugs are for
the agriCapitol Barg dry cultural section the station covers,
country and a system of garnering
CIRCUS OF LIFE
one afternoon weekly.
stuff from abroad.
Boast of the cleaners and Vaughn gas station.
this program clicks because of its
Lehman Wood, Hubbard Sisters,
Speed
checks
on
play
calls
service
is
that
has
more
favor
it
than
a
Mario Craig and Jack Farr
Hartman, whose rivals will no humanness.
EVENING TATLER
score, similarly revolutionary sta
30 M ins.
Introduction
food, values
Variety Program
improve with experience. of bread and astresses,
tlons In the west getting the service doubt
COMMERCIAL
takeoff on some of
Participating
and that no bulletins are aired un- Hartman has knack of encouraging the medicinal and dentifrice blurbs
WBT, Charlotte,
attendance by making auditors wish oh the networks.
.30 Mins.
less
verified
at
the
source
by
KNX
Skit
Is
oh the air
'Circus of Life' has opened a run COMMERCIAL
they were present for hotcha fea- every Friday
correspondents,
at 7:30 p.m.
of 26 weeks over WBT, playing for
E EL Boston
Insistence of KNX to continue the tures.
a. half hour each Sunday afternoon.
Now in its third year, this nightly service
Ball
plant's
name
has
been
despite opposition from the
L. W. Drlscoll, Inc., Carolinas die
feature, is the daddy of several press
from Redland to Crosley HELEN HUGHES
now has KNX banned from changed
trlbutors of General 'Electric re
somewhat similar programs around the logs
of all metropolitan Log Field.. Signs removed from out- Motion Picture Talk
frigerators, are sponsoring the pro
the country, its originator having
field walls.
But on either side of Sustaining
Angeles
-papers.
gram
supplied sample scripts to other
Treatment of the news is snappy scoreboard are giant replicas of a WGY, Schnectady
Series is built On the theme used stations that they might do like
and well spaced with humorous and radio receiving set, with dial on 70,
In this talk* delivered by Miss
by Ripley iii his 'Believe It or Not' wise.
which
is
position, and ah Hughes, personnel director of UniTatler owes its success to its the so-called human interest stuff. electric refrigerator, both
drawings, Hix fn. his 'Strange as It
Crosley versal Pictures, as guest on the
Stuart Buchanan .who announces
Seems' and other similar efforts, rapid pace and to. its varied make
products.
the bulletins has a good clear voice
Woman's Radio Review over NBC,
It presents, in rapid-fire dialog, all up. Follows no set routine, and the
In first day's work, Red Barber
manner of strange and freakish audience never knows what to ex and modulates his delivery to fit did right by his boss by calling at- the usual chatter about the studios
the Importance or humorous: as
and stars was passed up for a dispect. Vic Whitman, the editor t be
facts.
tention of listeners to the radio and
pects
of
the
delivered.
Writ
news
cussion of the more prosaic, but
This is against a musical back- kin ?, by reading the contents page
refrigerator decorations.
KolUng.
nonetheless important, question of
ground of circus and carnival tunes, o£ the current issue. Then follow lng and editing in good punchy
the manner in which the operating
employing the calliope and other vocal groups, soloists, instrumental news style shows the journalistic
sagacity of Les Mawhinhey in
personnel Of a picture company is
Following an inter- ists, records when live talent is un
instruments.
suit by ah 80-year old Woman be
selected and of the opportunities
ludo of. music, the program offers a available, short comedy sketches, charge of the KNX bureau.
cause she claims her 81 -year hus which this field offer.
daUy comic strip of the air,
Caught, April 23rd at the
Although
'Tableaux of Nations?' a travelog
band
had
the
bulletins
been
o'clock
period,
were
too attentive to his her remarks were addressed, prill3tenerfl t0
Tatler diversified both as to type of ma- stenographer; Mussolini's challenge marily to women listeners, they
^finflS
terial and as to sources.
Some of to Germany, to keep hands off contained Information which young
. Various strange, weird and
n
Items broadcast follow: Filing of Austria; several items from the men, particularly those who might
believable facts are given to listenJanet SnoWden's application, of House, Senate and White House; contemplate a career in the busiers so fast and in- such enormous
i^
divorce in Now York from her filing of a resolution in the Texas ness end of the films, should have
Italian nobleman husband; yarn as house to offer $36,000 reward for found interesting,
'?K SnoTthfpTc^of
p^ly^asirrmuch=less-digest^^^
Miss Hughes told the aerial auinformation contained in the hun- several g roups i n big time owe their to^th^ffate^of=-the=dOg-mentioned-in: the ^captuxe. of .DJllingec; ^ stock,
the will of the' wealthy Topeka market analysis, some of the most dience about her experience "during'
dreds of bare statements.
start to the Tatler.
Widow; starting of the trial of three important quotations and foreign nine years' service as director of
Marie Craig, as the hippodrome
vocal trio calling themselves 'The alleged murderers in Dedham, Mass exchange prices.
personnel
Only
for
New
two
Universal,
in
local
girl.' sings a. pleasing ditty, ami the Headliners' appeai'ed"in the program
wero the dismisal of an York,
She emphasized the care
Hubbard Sisters supply good har- reviewed, and indicated promise. In for the asserted slaying of two items onsuit
against Victor Mc- with which every application for a
mony. Jack Farr accompanies both, this program Charlie & Willie Bet policemen; will of >Otto Kahn; the assault
Laglen by an extra player and position was considered, instancing
High spots oh the opening show up j n business as authors* agents, 17-year old boy who stole $8,000 awarding
of a divorce to a daughter three cases in which persons, posand
sold
the
money,
from
a
medium
acEaster,
of
-history
and liked a yarn submitted so well
were a timely
of Airriee Semple MacPherson.
sessing what appeared to be the
count of comet striking the Caro- they refused to offer it for sale, thinking it was counterfeit, for $3
Commercialler was on for three most minor qualifications had subUnas centuries ago, and dramatized preferring to keep it on hand so they launching of the yacht in England brief
spiels.
All in all the 16-min sequently rose to top positions with
version of the first North Carolina could read It over and over as often as an International cup challenger
settlement at Roanoke Island in as they liked. Charlie's dialect is stealing of a 400 pound safe and journalistic endeavor is way and either Universal or another comTalk would have been more
in a class by itself, and is widely $60,000 worth of jewelry In New ahead of the official news periods pany.
1B84.
York by a chap who may or may for interest and for enterprise in piquant if Miss Hughes had named
Lehman Wood does a good Job at imitated around Now England as not
eat spinach; filing of a divorce presentation.
(Continued on page 38)
Stan.
J is that of Joe Penner.
writing and directing the spot.
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Hartford, April

It

Be Pic or Radio, Says

J. F.

Royal

iBurton WEEI, Explains Theory That

23.

Extensive alterations have been

made

Showmanship,

Programs,

Better

in the studio and offices of
More than twice the
Inc.
of floor space is now oc-

WDRC,

amount
Hollywood, April

23.

11m producers and exhibitors who
figure that use of film names over
the ether is disastrous competition
to theatre business are off on the
wrong foot, according to John P.
Royal, NBC vice-president in charge
check
of programs, here for a Coast
iip.

Radio will not keep audiences out
theatres If good pictures are
showing, he said, but, poor pictures
customers away
will drive ca6h
from houses to stay at home and
get something worth while from the

of

air.

imilarly, he points out, poor
radio programs will drive listeners
out of their homes Into the theatre.

Both media depend on showmanship for appeal, he says. 'All the
competition in the world will not
keep patrons away from something

cupied with new studio equipments,
a second studio installed, offices of
station
departments,
advertising
Pluggers' Annoy NBC See' 'Em At announcers and executive offices.
V
now celebrating its
is
Certain Hour Only
twelfth anniversary.
Music publishers will have to do
their' contacting of the music division of the NBC program depart-,
ment for plug information henceforth from .2 to 3 in the afternoon.
Network execs decided to restrict
the visiting of the publishers' contacteers to the single hour a day
after the personnel in the music
division had complained that the
haphazard dropping-in of song
placers was interfering with the
former's routine.
New calling rule applies to every
day in the week but Saturday and
Sunlay. On the latter two days all
Nashville, April 23.
publisher calls are but.
Leslie Fox quits as manager of

VISITING

—

WDRC

FEWER FOR

VALLEE

.

^

involved faulty acoustics.

situation.

Switch: of studio means cutting
Exec, admitted that one of the
purposes of his swing around the down the guest capacity from 1,500
nation is to build up district person- to 250. Smaller studio also allows
curtain
alities in an effort to get'a'way from for the use of a glass
the all-Br.oadway-and-42nd atmos- Maxwell House Show Boat will
phere of the present air shows; He take over the network's main audi
out
pointed out that the chain "is
torlum after Fleischmann moves.

human

more

interest

pro-

grams, citing a possible broadcast
from the. Mother Lode country of
Nevada as one that would Interest
thousands. NBC's new mobile transmitters, one of which may be sent
here before the year is out, will
enable 'such feature etherizations to
be made without spending thou
sands of dollars on line charges,
Royal said.
Returning to >the. scriveners; Roy
al stated that radio now has the
best in music and comedy, but is
sadly lacking In good Writers With
ability, whether they be names or

3ut

unknowns.
pioneer

just

Old Gold Vacation
Old Gold comes
the

off
2 broadcast,

May

realize

said.

chief,

who was

in the
.20 years, many

he'd ..like to do,
is

and

now mulling

in fact,
over, is a

plan to repeat such sock programs
as the operas, plays and other
shows that have clicked.

Royal mentioned two San Francisco sustalnings sent transcontinental as the best of their type now

on the air. They are 'One Man's
Family,' Carlton E. Morse domestic

a

the air with

Account has

.

-

•

jwjk

^

|
i

WMCA

TOT'S NEW'

became incorporated.
prediction:
The California trust company in
1. Recent ruling of chains and
which the late William Wrigtey
many independent stations against

TRIPS

FOR CBS MANAGERS

placed Young's prize money of $25,payment of secondary commissions
000 until the swimmer became 30
to time brokers.
\
refused to put Young's money into
2. Increase in audience mail exManagers of CBS-operated sta T the proposed oil company, McLean
pressing resentment against chiseltlons are being brought into the testified; whereupon a charter could
cry their
slight
expense,
^ho, at
home office for their seasonal talk not be procured and the proposed ers
wares to huge audiences gathered
Last week it was Jack radio program fell through.
it- overs.
spent imhaye
advertisers
who
by
Van Volkenburg, of. KMOX, St.
portant money to build programs
Louis, and Earl Gamon, of WCCO,
that will entertain them.
Minneapolis, and the week before
3. Growing objection ort the part
the visitor was Bill Schudt, of WBT,
of the latter advertisers to the pracCharlotte, N. C.
tice of inserting spot plugs before
out
operated
directly
CBS' dther
and after their programs.
lets are WPG, Atlantic City, and
trangood
4. Availability
of
WBBM, Chicago.
scribed programs for local, sponsorHollywood, April 23.
Lehn & Fink, for their 'Hall of ship at low Cost.
5. Realization
on the part of
Fame' hour on Sunday nights, are
Phonograph by Another
relying on Hollywood talent, which agencies and sponsors that some of
the stations outside of New York
Milman.
Mort
by
booked
is
being
Ghosts for Heifetz
April 29 Myrna LOy appears With and Chicago are capable of proThe Hague, April 13.
Clark Gable in scene from 'Man- ducing spot programs that will atYasha Heifetz appeared as. a guest hattan Melodrama,' with W. S. Van tract listeners.
.orchestra
of the Concertgebou
6. General
upturn
business
Dyke, director of the picture, also
during a program which was broad- on same program.
May 6 Joan conditions, making it no longer
Heifetz, however, refused to Crawford and Franchot Tone will necessary to go to extremes to get
cast,
go on the air so his portion of the. do scene from 'Sadie McKee,* May revenue..
concert was cut out writh a phono- 27 has Wheeler and Woolsey, and
However, Burton says, stations
graph record pasted in.
June 10 Zasu Pitts, with' possibility are handicapped with contracts that
Record, played by Szigetl, was of of Edward Everett Horton..
cannot be. thrown out, 00 the change
the same piece Heifetz and the orfor the better will not., be sudden.
chestra were playing,' making it a
Of course, he adds,., there will alperfect patchwork job.
ways be stations that will accept
Johns-Manville
anything and everything that will
Johns-Manville Corp. is returning bring, in the bucks.
But the better
to NBC May 12 for another flier
6
Boyer,
stations) the ones that had high
Maker of ideals
With Floyd Gibbons;
a few years ago, will take
Chicago, April 23.
housing supplies has picked a Sat- Immediate steps
to clean out 'the
Starting date for the Boyer show urday night half hour and a crosson NBC is May at 5:45 to 6, Cen- country loop' containing 48 stations. medicine chest and purge their frequencies of all objectionable matetral time.
Account had eight weeks of it rial;'
They will concentrate on
Cosmetic company will take a earlier in the season.
This time
entertainment;
partial network on the red through Gibbons will have guest speakers to showmanship' and
the southwest and south central. contribute to his flow on the sub- and in the end they will be better
Local outlet will be WMAQ. Show ject., of national recovery, and also off, despite any slight loss of Tflf*.,
jumps to a network after a start now Is. the time to have the old roof Come;
on "VVFAA on a single shot 26 Weeks Shingled:
I

Withdrawal 6i Old Gold, leaves
CBS, however, with two cig brands,
Chesterfield and Camel, to run for

KOBAK, WITMER TOUR

LEHN

&

FINK STARS

BOOKED BY MILMAN

Sa)e6 Department Titles in
Chi Branch

*

Kobak, NBC's general
manager, on a visit to Chicago
week revised the sales setup

Edgar

.

w

.

,

.

..

Back

.

NBC, May

Roy Witmor,. who has been assigned to act as operations head, of
all NBC sales' made the trip to Chi
branch
I ixt
cago With- Kobak.

<5

New York that
the only Important
intersection in the nation.'
Royal spent a day here with Don
ning to realize in

EiiBWd Names

AUBREY SPONSORED
San Francisco, April

23.

•

Schal)el
Chicago.. April 23.
Dudley Schabel comes into town
as local news supervisor for the

wyi Aubrey, vet yaudstcr who
has been sustaining at NBC for past Consolidated Radio News bureau.
six months, gets a twice weekly Stan Hubbard (KSTP) one of the
ride on the network for owners of the news company, sent
E. Gilm'an, v. p. and western chief, sponsored
beginning May 15. Schabel to the post here.
before the pair left for. Hollywood Nestle's Chocolate
Replaces Ray Black who before
He's on every Tuesday and Friday
Former
to. look over that situation.
and Joining Consolidated handled the
plans a jaunt to the Northwest p. m., and continues his Greek
Carni- local desk for. the late Columbia
before returning to New York some- other characters on Carefree
news bureau.
val.
time next month.
Broadway

indications point to

^^J^^ji^^l^^Tie^t

*

Royal deplores the present radio slated to get their sales staff repractice of doing a good show only vamping attention is San Francisco
to abandon it without a second per
fonnance as extremely wasteful.
serial which is sponsored by WeS'
'If a man sees a good picture or
a good stage show on Sunday he son Oil in the West but is a sustainer on the cross-country net
tells his neighbors and friends and
ago.
they see it on Monday if possible,' work, and Carefree Carnival, Sat•Trraay^niEhtr^arie'ty^pcriodT-'^There
the
soon,'
coming
up
others
that is impossible, for the show ma; be
WILL
goes into limbo once it is completed.* prexy said, 'because we're begin

what he

cline in revenue.

RADIO NO GO

M

:

What

be accompanied by improvement In
programs in direct ratio to the de-

.

RKO

and hold

those of 1931, and, the descent will

.

atre biz for some
for that division so as to have it
district, man- conform with the general organiza
of them as an.
ager, sees a tendency to build pro
tion of the network's selling enteren
grams to hold listeners for" the
prises as su gg"e"sted""Dy"™tKe''"'fe|>o^i"
tire night Instead of for an hour of Tradeways, Inc.
Kenneth Caror two.
There is, he believes,
the title of sales
penter retai
quarter
movement away from the
manager of the central- division and
hour and even the half hour, shows I. E. Showerman takes the post of
that have been heavily bought this assistant sales manager. Retailing
and last year.
Although stating of both hookup facilities and spot
that the present Thursday night
broadcasting will come under their
lineup with Vallee, Show Boat and
Bill Hay, who has
supervision.
others was purely an accident, he
been serving as manager of local
pointed to that as a perfect examsales, will now operate under Car
ple of the kind of shows needed to
penter In a general selling capacity,
listener interest
for the entire evening;
Arid speaking of --good programs,
carefully created, well produced and
with competent and popular artists

dropped to a figure on a par with

I

fall.

sales
last

Burton, manager
By 1935, he beBoston.
gross earnings will halve

.

continuously for a year
and a half and its plan now Is to
devote the entire appropriation to
newsprint advertising for the summer and return to Columbia in the

many

that

lieves,

Numerous

.

CBS

Revamp

WEEI,

W.

CATAL1NA SWIMMER

.

•

secure

Dumke.

,

Charles

|

they've got to the balance of the spring.
Cantors,
the

changes are due, and many more
are already taking place,' Royal

Program

opening by sending Kemp a
statement for "the use of the
hotel spot as a rehearsal hall.
Talent Kemp sent over included Pickens Sisters, James
and East and
Wellington

23.

|

like

done before they, landed at the top
of the radio heap,' he declared.. 'The
sponsors, and they're the ones who
must pay for the writers, are beto

.

April

broadcasting

better

the

stations, income from sale of time
will reach an all-time: high in. the
first half of 1934, in the opinion of

WMCA

Wynns, Downeys. and others have

ginning

Don Bestor answered HarKemp's bill for $500 covering talent NBC supplied at
Pennsylvania.
Maestro's
the
old

WMCA

.

been on

,

Among

.

1,250

NBC

hot very gradual return, to the high
ideals that governed /operation of
stations prior to the time whenYadio began to feel the depression, he
says. At that time get the dough
IN
WSM, 50,000-watter, May i, He
was the motto of commercial manwill move to New York to become
agers and salesmen, .and put the
rll
2$.
in charge
vice-president of
window went the policies that had
winner been carefully formulated for. the
Geor
of sales.
protection of the listeners against
of the first Wrigleylengthy ad plugs, pro-Jack Adams is out of WMCA. Una swim and twice marathon swim tiresome,
grams light on entertainment value
Federal
Board of directors of the
champion of Canada, is defendant and
products
whose
sponsors
Broadcasting Corp., operating lesMcLean, mining pro couldn't stand too careful investisees of the outlet, paid him off on with F. A.
gation.
Radio
which
reIn'
action
and
moter; in an
three-year contract
hisStations pried open their schedlleved him of the post of executive Advertising Service is suing for
ules to accommodate one-minute
vice-president.
$5,000 damages plus costs before
plugs. Soon every available'; second
for
Supreme
in
responsible
KingstCne
Adams, who was
Mr. Justice
was utilized. It was not unusual
bringing the group of Wall Street court here, Judgment has been reto hear a symphonic number faded
scions into the Federal proposition, J serVed inasmuch as evidence re
out so that an announcer could belstation
on
evidence
of
the
of
took over operation
pu tedly reveals lack
low the praises of a brand of clam
as president in August of last year, both sides
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Van Heusen Moves Intact
From WOR to WEAF
After a year
Phillips-Jones Torp.,

Van Heusen
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VARIETY
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WCFL

(As

KRKD

Furniture Mart
Delaware 0000

Radio Directory

John Fitzpatrlck, President.

a. convenience for advertising agencies, sponsors, and other readers,
'Variety' prints below a directory for New York, Los Angeles,

San Francisco, and Chicago.).

Edward N. Nockles, Gon. Mrc "Franklin Lundqulst, Bus, Mgr.
Maurice Lynch, Treasurer,
Howard Keegan,. Production Dir.
Eddie Hanson, Musical Dir.
Howard Keegan.' Chief Announcer.
Maynafd Marqunrdt, Chief Engineer.

Ad

Chicago

Agencies

NBC

W

.

.

F. O, Ibbett.

164

Nason McGuire.
221 N.

N. H. Peterson:

Dir.

Erwin, Wasey & Co.
230 N. Michigan Ave,
William Weddell.

John R. Ccrey, Service Supervisor.
Oi B. Hanco'n, Mgr., Plant Operation arid
Engineering Dept...
Ruth Keeler. Personnel Supervisor.
Donald WIthyeomb, Mgr. Sta. Relations.
Paul F. Peter; Mgr. Statistical Dept.
O. W. Johnstone,. Mgr. Press Relations

redericks & Mitchell,
360 N: Michigan At
Karl Frederick.
Charles Daniel Frey,
333 N. Michigan Ave.
,
Larry Triggs:
Gundlach Advertisi
400 N, Michigan
,

"

Talent.

Popular

Service

'

D. S. Tuthllt, sales Mgr.. Artists' Service.
Quiritdn Adams, Office. Mgr.
B. P. H. James, Sales Promotion Mgr.
J. K. Mason; Merchandizing.
W.-C. Boux, Promotion Adv.
B.-& Hauser, -Presentations.
Paul "Wl'ritiheli; Marketing.
Mrs. Frances Rockefeller King, Mgr. private entertainment..

'

.

Rosenbloom.
H ays: M c Far and
333 N. Michigan Ave.

.Irving

.^20. N. Michigan Ave.,
N. L. Pumpian.
Kastor
360 N. Michigan Ave.
Read Wight.
Kirtland-Engel
646 N. Michigan* Ave.

Paley, President.

Edward KTauber,s Executive V.-P.
Plckard. V.-P.

Hugh Kendall

Boice, V.-P. In

Charge of

Sales,

•

R. M. Klrtland.

.
.

on OperaLawrence W, Lowman,
and Secretary.
M, R. Runyon, Treasurer.
William H. /Ensign, Asst. Sales Mgr.
Bert McMurtrle-, Con. Program Super.
Julian Field. Comm. Program Dir.
Julius' F. Seebach, Program Operations.

Lord ft Thomas
919 N. Michigan Ave.
Lewis Goodklnd.
Matteson, Fogarty, Jordan
307 N... Michigan Ave.
H. L. Weller.
McCann- Erickson
910 S. Michigan Ave.
Raymond Atwood.

tions

J. G. Glide, Publicity.

Edwin K. Cohan, Technical

Dir.

Paul White. Special Features.
Paul W. Keston, Sales Promotion.
John J. Karbl, Market Research,
W. M. C. Olttinger, Sales Mgr.
Charles Stark. Local Sales.
John C. Carllle. Produotlon Mgr.
Frederic P. Willis. Educational Dir.
Julius Mattfeid, Music Library.
Hugh Cowham, Commercial Engineer.
Courtney Savage, Dramatic Dir.
Ralph J. Wonders, Mgr., Artists' Bureau
Paul Ross, Mgr. Personal Bookings.

McJunkin
228 N.

WOR
Pennsylvania 0-8883
Alfred J. McCosker, President.
A. A. Cormier, Gen. Mgr.
Theodore C. Strelbert, Asst. to Pros;
Walter J; Neff, Sales Manager.
Robert I. Wilder, Mgr. Program Dept.
Lewis Held, Director of Programs.
George Shackley, Musical Director;
Adolph Opflnger, Studio Manager.
J. R. Poppele, Chief Engineer.-

114 E. 08th St.

8

U. 3. Advertising
612 X N. Michigan Ave.

WMCA

George Enzinger.

Wade Adv., Agency
W. Washington St.

208

Walter Wade.
Judith Walter, Educational. Dir.
Kenneth Carpenter, Sales. Mgr.
Bill Hay, Local Sales' Mgr.
1. E. Showerman, AsBt. Sales Mgr.
Howard Luugetis. Chief Engineer.
M. W. Rife, Chief Field Engineer.
B. Ri Donges, Maintenance Mgr.
At Williamson, Publicity Mgr.
.

vvuvvu

:

"

KYA
088 Market St.
Prospect 3459

P. Kiernah, Business Mgr.
R, W. BJork, Sales Manager.
J,

.

\Jfteorge O'Brien, Program Dir.
.Rudolph Forst, Musical Dir.
Joseph Deppe, Chief Engineer.

^ItaT=xAT5plB0y?=Dramatic^Prod:=--Mgrp^====
Don- Bernard; Music Prod. Mgr.
Howard Ncumlller, Music Dir.
Henry Klein. Continuity Editor.
•Frank Fitlknor, Chief Engineer.

Chicago
NBC
erchahdlsc Mart
Superior 8300

Bob Kaufman. Publicity Mgr.

WENR— WMA'Q
In .cltarge.

KYW

.

Dir. of Agriculture.

Strauss

Wabash

Bldg.

4040
Gen, Mgr.
Parker Whcntley, Production Mgr.
Asst.
Production Mgr.
Harold E. Bean,
Rex Maupln, Musical Director.
H. E. Randall, Chief Engineer.
Ulmer Turner, PubHclty Dir.

Homer Hogan,

Ray

'

4148:

Ralph Brunton, Mgr.
Ralph Smith, Prog.. Dir.

KTAB
O'Farrel St.

Garfield 4700

M. E. Roberts. Mgr.

Frank X. Galvln, Prog.

Dir.

Los Angeles
KHJ
(Columbia Don, Lee Broadcasting System)

Martin.

& Thomas

Don. Lee.' President.
C. Ellsworth Wylle, Gen. Mgr.
Raymond -Paige,' .Musical and

40 E. 34th St„ N. Y. CRichard Strobridge.
Paris ft Peart
370 Lexington Ave., N. Y..C.
E. J. Cogan.
Peck Adv. Agency
271 Madison Ave., N. Y, C.
Arthur Sinshelmer
Pedlar & Ryan, Inc.

250 Park Ave N. Y,
David F. Crosier.

Program

.

Paul Rlckenbaciier, Production Mgr.
Kenneth NUes, Asst. Prod. Mgr.
Herbert Witherspoon, Traffic Mgr.:
Arthur J. Kemp, Asst. Adv. Mgr. '.(KHJ)
David Heenan, .publicity. '•
Thomas Lee Artist Bureau, Ted Braun,
mgr.
.

Frank Presbrey Co.
247 Park Ave., N; Y. C.
Fulton Dent.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Chrysler- Bldg-.,
Myron P. Kirk.
F. B. Ryan, Jr.

Y..;

John U. Reber.
Robert Colwell.

Young ft Rubicam
Madison Ave*, N. Y. C,
Hubbell Robinson..
286'

Earle C. Anthony, President.
Arthur Kales, .V.-P. and Gen.
Glen Dolberg, Program Dir.

W.

R. Stuhler.

KFWB.

KMPC

Warner. Bros,
lctures Corp.
Warner Theatre Bldg,
Hollywood 0316.

(Beverly Hills)
MacMllIan Petroleum Corp,

Gerald King, Gen. Mgr.
Chester Mlttendorf, Commercial Mgr.

0031 Wllfihlre Blvd.

Crestylew ^101
Dir.
Joy. Program
=
en ,Mgr._
Johnnie Mufrayr CHa7ge VaTiaertPrograms7 ^JEtagh.JStnst^^ Jr^
Jerry Tegroen< publicity.
Kay Van Riper, Charge Dramatic Prog;
Baron Von Epidy, production manager.
Les Hpwett, Chief Englneef.
Frank Murphy, Supervising Engineer.
George Fischer. Publicity.

^Jork

:

.

KMTR

K

KNX
Otto

Guy

Western Broadcasting; Co.
K, OleBon Studios, Hollywood
Hempstead 4101
-

C.

Earl,

Jr.,

President.

Kenneth

C.

OrmlBton,

Technical

Til n&dlo Corp.
915 No., i^orniosai Hollywood
Hillside 1101
Reed E. Calllaler, President,
David Ballou, gpnernl manager.
Salvatore Santaella, Musical Dir.
'

Naylor Rogers, V.-P. and Gen. Mgr.
Carl B. Nlssen, ^Commercial Mgr.
Super-

visor.

Van C. Newklrk. production manager.
Wilbur Hatch, Musical Dir.
Leo Mawhtnney, publicity.

KGFJ
1417 So. Flgueroa Street
Prospect 7780
McGlnslion, owner.

Ben S.
Duke Hancock, Mgr.
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'HOWDY JUDGE*
W'th George D. Hay, Zeke Clement,
Vagabonds,

Freddi

Russell,

Frahcis- Crai
30 Mi
Sustaining
WSM, Nashville
Thii;

420 Lexington Ave;, N.Y.C.

outleU)

someone

the listener feel that he is sketching from first-hand knowledge. His
voice is clear and his accent rather

i.

.

Walter Thompson Co.

J.

KECA

N.

Schenectady

.

C;.

Edward Longstreth.

'":

.

La Prade takes the Sunday afternoon, audience, on NBC's red network oh a 15-minute aerial Cook's
Tour.
Lew White, organist, furnishes, the. background music.
This program is far less .pretentious than the one which, if
memory serves well, the same
sponsor presented several years ago.
La Prade!s talks are somewhat similar to the copy which writers turn
out for travel folders and advertisements.
Although smoothly done,
they. lack. the. intimate glimpses of
foreign lands and the odd bits of
personal experience which travel
lecturers use to make an audience
'see' the spot described?
La Prade's word pictures sometimes seem to have been drawn by
,

Park Ave., N. Y.
Montague Hackett.
.McCann- Erickson,. Inc.
285 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.
Dorothy Barstow.
Newell- Emmett, Inc.

,

West 7th Street
Vandyke 7111

1070

(NBC

S.

Lord
247

runtbn &' Sons, owners)
1380 Rush St.

KFI and

Inc.

Virdeh,

John

KJBS

Jaco.

15 Mine.

WGY,

N- Y. C.

St.,

execu-

MALCOLM LA PRADE
Travel Talks
COMMERCIAL

Robert W. Orr.
H. E. Lesan Advertising- Agency
420 Lexington Ave.

-

Dir.

Mitchell,

ft

17 E. 46th

women

_Miss Hughes spoke in a conver-/

sational tcne.

.

Lennen

;

the-scene chats by
tives- are to. follow.

Gotham Co.
260 Park Ave., N.
A. A. Kron
Hahfr-Metzger, Inc.
745 Fifth Ave.
Louis A. Witten.
Joseph Katz Co.
247. Park Ave., N. Y.
Adela Landau.

Arthur Bergh.

Prospect 0100
Fred Pabst, Don Lee Gen. Mgr.
Harrison Hoi II way, Station -Mgr.
William Wright, Prog: Dir.
Arthur Kemp, Sales Mgr.
AI Cormack, Technical Dir.
.Claude Sweeten.' Musical Dir.

Ordway

N. Y. C.

St.,

Martin Horrell.

KFRC

EfTle Mnrlnc lltirvoy. Educational Dir.
Arthur Wisner, Community- Concert Mgr.
McCIure Bellows, Columbia Concert Mgr.

'

Sen Kaney. Asst. to V.-P.
P» G. Parker, Asst. Gen. Mgr.
Fred Weber, Station Relations Mgr.
John Whalley, Office Mgr.
Roy Shield, Chief Musical Dir.
C. L. Menser, Production Dir.
Sidney Strotz, Program Mgr.
Alex Robb, Asst. Program Mgr.
Sidney dtrotz, Artists Mgr.
WUlis Cooper, Continuity Ed.

film business.
As such, it was effective propaganda. Other behind-

Elli

Lambert ft Feasley,
Madison Ave., N.

(Don Lee-Columbia outlet)
1000 Van Ness Ave.

Richmond 0111

WBBM)

330 W. 42d
R. Martini.

Harry Bechtel, Chief Announcer.

Earle, C. Anthony,' Inc.
1000 So. Hope Street

(Station

There was nothing flashy about
her talk, either the picture, drawn
or Lhe language used, but it undoubtedly convinced listeners that
there is a substantial side to the

400

CBS

H. Leslie Atlass, Vice-Pres. in Charge,
J. King, Asst. to Vice-Pres.
Leonard Erlkson, Western Sales Mgr.
WBBM Sales Mgr.
J.' Kelly Smith,
Rob Stephenson, WBBM Asst. Sales Mgr.
Richard EIperB, Sales Research Dir.
Walter Preston, Program' Director.
Delos Owen, Progritm Operations Mgr.
Holland Eftgle, Aest. to Program Director

Madison Aye.
Lawrence Holcomb.
Gardner Advertising Co.

Edward McCallum, Station Mgr.
Lynn Church, .Prog. Dir.

J.

F. Riley, Dir.

Prank Mullen,

Harry Anderson, Sales Mgr.
A. H. Saxton, Mgr. of Plant Operations
and Engineering.
Lloyd Ex Toder; Press Dir.'
H. J. Maxwell. Office Mgr.
William Andrews, Chief Announcer.
Cecil Underwood, Prod. Mgr.
Roy Frbthlngham, Sales Promotion Mgr.
Meredith Wlllson. Musical Dir.

Wrlgiey Bldg.
Whitehall 6000

Universal Broadcasting Corp.
415 W. 50th St.

Columbus 5-7030

:

.115

Ralph Goble.
J. Walter Thompson
410 N. Michigan Ave.
Dick Marvin.
Geo»ge Allan*

.

Charles Martin, Dramatic Dir.
Harry Pascoe, Continuity Dir.
Herbert Glover. Dr. Public Relations.
Frank Marx, Chief Engineer.

Sutter 1020..
and Western Dlv.
V.-

C. L. McCarthy, Asst. Dlv.
Lew Frost, Prog. Dir.

Stressing the fact that willingness to work hard and ambition to
develop one's talents were the chief—
requisites for success in ffie business end, Miss. Ilughes detailed the
outside; schooling which many of
the 400 in Universalis New York
oflflce' are taking;
,

Byrbrt.

Hollner.
Fletcher ft

Here she tossed a bouquet
to the. boss,' Carl Laemmle, as a
developer of operating talent. Unintentionally,
Miss Hughes mayhave given the impression that Universal, is a feeder of talent to the
'majors.'

3.31

Don E. Oilman,'

Smith

Stack-Goble
S. Michigan Ave.

Mann

St.

Mgr.

Nate Caldwell.

'

Eldorado 5-0100
R. L. Ferguson, Station Mgr.
Philip F. Whltten, Sales Mgr.
H. F. Bldwell, Production Mgr.
Vincent Sorey, Musical Dir..
H. Harrison, Acting Program Dir.
George Wieda, Press.

(Stations
NUes Trammel, V.-P.

ft

verett ppie,

American Radio News Corp.

'

ill Sutter

Inc.

Federal Adv. Agency
Madison Aye., N. Y.

444

(Stations
Western Division

Wacker Drive

Ruthrauff ft Ryan
360 Ni Michigan Ave.

Licensee, Knickerbocker Broadcasting Corp
Donald Flamm. Pres.
Operated by Federal
roadcastlng Corpi
Broadway at 53d St.
Columbus'. 5-5000
Geo. B. Storer, Pres.
Clenden'nlng J. Ryan, Jr., V.James. K. -Norrls, Treasurer.
J. Leslie Fox, V. P. on Sales;
Frank Hennlngs, Program Dir.
C. A. Kracht, Sales Director.
Jack Bicker, Production Mgr.
'Robert Hood Bowers, Musical Dir.

Edward

NBC
KGO-KPO-KYA)

:

1

John Esty..

San Francisco

,

Rogers
20 N.

David Casern, Publicity.
James Manor, Publicity.

H.

Salle St.

Wasey &> Co.,

Erwin,

Ned pepinet and Jack

rrien who advanced to poof, leadership with other
concerns: after they had Universal

sitions

training*

Cv

Charles Gannon.
William Esty ft, Co.,
100 E. 42d St.. N, .Y.
William Esty;

Director.

.

Miss. Hughes' did mention Irving

Thalber

420 Lexington Aye., N. Y. C,

John Murl, Musical Director.
T. McMurray, Chief Engineer,
Art Jones. Chief Announcer.

Strauss Bldg.
William Roche.

"

.

La

Gordon Best.
Needham, Louis & Brorby
360 N. Michigan Ave.
Helen Wing.
Reincke- Ellis- Younggren- Finn
520 N, Michigan Ave.
Buss Williams.
Roche, Williams ft Cunnyngham, Inc.

Bamberger Broadcasting -Service,
1440. Broadway

Wl

Wl
North Wells

now

scenario heads:

Cohen as

root Co.

36)

trio— two of them women,

H. McKee..

Ba'muel C.

from page
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The Paul Cornell Co580 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
28 W. 44th St., N. Y.
Arthur Anderson.

State 5400

Program

ft Cecil, Inc.
Ave., N. Y.

S. Caskih.

I

CBS

6am

.

Atlass, President,

A. Richards,

Park

230

.

W.

N. Y.

St.,

Burton- Bennett, program director.
Jr., musical director.
Tom -Gibson, charge' dramatics.

Chauncey Haines.

Angells.

Warwick

Cecil,

'

..

42d

De

Campbell- Ewald Co.
Gen. Motors Bldg., N. Y. C.
C. Halstead Cottlhgtonr

WGES

201

649 Mariposa Ave.
ItCToy 1231

Radio Reports

.

122. E:

Carlo

128 N. Crawford
Van Buren 8300
Genie Dyer, Station Mgr.
Charles Larnr hear. Production Mgr.
Joseph Brubaker. Chief Engln,eer^
John Van, Musical Dir.
Don Crosnor. Chief Announcer.

Ralph

Los Angeles Broadcasting Co,
'

Frank Hummert.
George Tormey.
Blaekmah Co.

Drake Hotel

Hay^ McFarland..
Henri Hurst & McDonald

(Station WABC)
485 Madison Ave.
Wlckersham 2-2000
William S.

.

Superior 0100
W. E. Macfarlane, Gen. Mgr.
Quin Ryan. Station Mgr.
George' Isaac, Commercial Mgr.
Edward Barry, Production Mgr.
Carl Myers; Chief Engineer.Frank Schrelber. Publicity Dir.

.

.

KFAC-KFVD
,

Milton Blow.

.

Doremus ft Company
208 S. La Salle St.
,
H. Ray Henderson.

Charles Wren, Pres.
George Martinson, Manager.

L, Cord, President.
George Moskovls,- commercial manager.
Calvin Smith, studio manager.

lackett- Sample- Hummert, I nc.
230 Park Ave., N. Y. C.

,

roadcastlng Co.

E

Cov, Inc.

621 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Julian Bentley, Publicity Dir..

Salle St.

221 N. La Salle St.
Aleshire.

.

Artists

La

Biow

WQN

Edward

:

Kemp,

Os-

George May.
lacketf- Sample- Hummer*

Bertha Bralnard, Program Mgr.
Thos. H. Belvlso, Music Library.
W. D, Bloxham. Purchasing Agent,

Harold

&

born

Shaw, Eastern Sales Mgr.
Alfred H. Morion, bus. Mgr.. Program

Dept.

.

Ktm
214 SO. Vermont.
Exposition 1341

B. M. Ruffher.

Hdymatket 7500
Burrldge Butler, President.
Glenn Snyder, Gen. Mgr.
George BJggnr, Program Mgr.
Walter M. Davidson, Adv. Mgr.
Tom Rowe, Chief Engineer.
Clementine Legg, Artists Mgr;
Hal O'Halloran, Chief Announcer.

N. W. Ayer
W. Jackson Blvd.

.

ft

,

W. Washington?

1230

Ave'.

Batten, Barton, Durstine

C.

Frank Mullen, Agricultural

State 5406

Ralph L. Atiass, Gen. Mgr.
Arthur M. Llnlck. Gen. Mgr.
Herbert Sherman, Sales Mgr.

Wallace,

410 North Michigan
J. H. North.

Department Heads
Dept.

&

oore

Frank Doherty, President,
V. G. Fretng, Gen. Mgr.
Del Lyon, Sales Mgr.

ickwick

Durstine

Barton,.

Osborne, Inc.
383 Madison Ave N. Y. C.
Arthur Pryor, Jr
Herbert Sanfprd'
Benton ft Bowles, Inc.
.444 Madison Ave,, N; Y, C.

WLS
Aubrey,

.

Donald

Batten,

Sts.

Joe Allabough, Program Mgr.-

W

E AF)
JZ(Station's.
BO Rockefeller Center
Circle 7-8300
1C, H. Ayiesworth, President.
Richard C. Patterson. Jr., Executive V.-P.
-Edgar Kobak, v.p, on Gen. Sales.
A. L. Ashby, V.-P. and Gen, Atty.
George Engles, V.-P. on Artists' Service.
John F. Royal, V.-P. on Programs.
Roy C. Wltriier. V.-Pv'-on East Dlv. Sales..
Frank Mason, V.-P. on Public Relations.
Mark Wood, Asst. to Exec. V.-P.
Henry Kittredge Norton; Treas., Asst. to.
Bxec V.-P.
Lewis MacConnacit, Secretary.
H. F. McKeon, Auditor.
H. F. Kelly. Asst. Auditor.
C. W. Horn. -,Gen. Engineer.
J. deJara Almonte. Evening Operations.
G. W. Payne;: Operations.
R. J. Telchern. Asst. to Treas.

'.

Madison 1176

(Executives in Charge of Radi
Advertising PrograVis)
N. W. Ayer ft Son,
600 Fifth Ave.,. N.' T.

Douglas doulter.

WJJD
Lake and Wells

New

Fircstde Broadcasting Co.
541 South Spring Street

New York Ad Agencies

new program

takes, the clos-

Sunday nights. Disadvantage to this is that everybody
is ready to'go to bed at 10:30 after
spending a hard day's work resting.
But tho. who do stay up are mostly younff folks who may get no particular kick out of this bill, however gbod .it is. l\ just isn't their
type. .The .'Solemn Old Judge' presides over' a court in a mythical
village of- Slipup, Tenn.
There is
hick humor of a pretty high grade
which is something for Pixie stations to improve on.
There were
half a dozen; or more good belly
laughs Sunday night.
^Judge. sentences members of the
ing spot on

-'"•

ca^F"t6^b~nw^
ing of -.orchestra numb
V.ccnl
solos as -well as piano., solos.
The
off side remarks of people in the
court are especially good, wh-ifh indicates that the tuiy who wrote tho
continuity is class.
Incidentally,
George D. Hay, who is the ju-ltfP.
has written a .nook of countr

philosophy under th
t.u.o name':
the skit.
Among those in cast includes
Zeke Clement, the Vagabonds. Freddie Ilusscll and, Francis Craig Orchestra.

'
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VARIETY

NEW 'HOLLYWOOD'

RADIO CHATTER

NBC

Politically

Hefty

News Bureau

6

Asks France to Stop Air Gossip

.

WGY

starting

arinouncer- Crystals, vacationing before return
t he v ocals, under to WICC, Bridgeport.
WICC, Bridgeport, time switches:
of 'Billy Ross', 'with Herb
thp
Adeline Manzl singing, 6:15 p.m.,
orchestra.
Gordon's
mountain Wednesdays; Edith Joseph son, 7
Bradley Kincaid,
ballad singer, who does not like to p.m., Fridays, and Eddie Krolikowbe called a 'hill billy', is using his ski's Polish rhythms, 7:30, Fridays.
Al Eldrldge Of Stamford doing
five-year-old twin daughters in a
vocal on Saturday morning broad- vocal with Elliot Eberhard's Tea
Timers at WICC, Bridgeport.
casts over NBC.
Senator J. J; Davis of Pennsylwith
formerly
Sisters,
Lane

Rose,
once did.

Out

Goes

May

Rapp's songstress, holding, over into
Hollywood, April 23.
fourth week at Met, Boston.
'Hollywood on the Air* goes into
Mountain Melodeers, done with a complete new type of program
150-broadcast commercial for Crazy
NBC sustainer Is

New York
Billy
slnger,

Sustainer
Basis

doast

On 45-Min.

39

.;

.

Johnny Johnson's and Paul Tre- vania WICC-irig from New Haven
maine's orchestras, are now doing studios tor Moose child welfare
"
..
a thrice- weekly afternoon commer- drive next Saturday.
Arthur Mason Jewish Players put
and are also makcial over
on .'Wheel of Life' at WICC, Bridgeing personal appearances.
Eugene O'Hare, one-time stock port.
Stations WBZ and WBZA, Boston,
actor, and Irma Lehmke,,who teams
with him on the 'Mr. & Mrs.' com- announcing a gain of over 40% in
mercial over WGY, have begun a billings for the first quarter of 1934
new weekly feature, 'Headline High- as over the same period a year ago.
Frank Weston is operating h'is
dramatizing news events.
lights',
Microphoned at 7:30 on Friday own ad. agency in Providence, R. I.

affairs.
'

WGY

.

New York Times has adopted a
new method for listing; radio pro-

Radio-newspaper war has opened

45.

New series will be
broadcast.
Hollywood
at
ostensibly
staged'
parties, with picture hosts acting
as masters of ceremonies for the

1

Paris, April 13.

Labor-Saving

6.

minutes instead of 30.
Now handled by Eddy Eckels, effort will be made to pump more of
Hollywood flavor into, the
the

WGY

night.

May

switched from Mondays and will be
aired for

name

Various film names and entertainers will be picked up by the
mike in pretended ad lib style. Program also blossoms out with a new
signature number by Max Stelner
on the starting of the new series.

Jan Rubini's orchestra

will

back-

ground at the parties.

Specializing in radio advertising.
is loosing
Rumored that

WHDH

With

arm reposing

his

.

Thompson agency, last w*ek
anticipated the. gauntlet of
questioners by passing around
printed cards which read:
tendon
the
of
'Infection
sheath. Thank you for asking.'
-

:

not to
develop any further in this country.
Ministry is much bothered and
had promised to .look into the mat'?'"
fer

Because of Havas* power and
close connection with the Gov-,
its kick is likely to take,
especially as regards government
stations:
Squawk is somewhat of a sur-

ter.
Its

Frisco

Community Spot

Has 3 Radio Commercials

ernment,

San Francisco,- April 23.
prise, because news broadcasts here
Del Monte food products moves
are so primitive that nobody figCapt. Dobbsie and his Del Monte
ured there could, be any objection
Ship of Joy from NBC studios to
Stations simply pick tip
to them.
the .Community Playhouse for to-

Its

WBZ

,

.

.

CWA

biggest

and most powerful, press, service, in
Ministry of
Europe, has notl
Communications that it would pre^

Federal web affiliation. Mather- KSTP's Four Beer Accts. night's broadcast (23), and henceforth transcontinental- commercial
grams. Instead of placing the day's son* owner of the' station, had nothMakes
broadcasts 6ver each metropolitan ing to say on the matter.
will emanate from there.
St. Paul, April 23.
While in Boston last week with
station in a box, with the transmit-,
:radio show for the. 644Although KSTP (St. Paul-Min- the third
Yankees, Babe Ruth did his weekly
tf'r having the lowest kilocycle at
network's crossauditorium
seat
now
programs
are
biz,
likker
the
hard'
refuses
studios. neapolis)
radio show from the.
the top,
Carnival, and
Carefree
grouped and listed at IE-minute in- After his Friday broadcast the Babe there's no- shortage of beer accounts country
New arrangement makes received members of the sports and on this station. Gluek's, Minneap- Standav Oil Symphony also origitervals.
program identification easier for radio press and guests of the client olis Brewing, Yoerg's and Hamm's nating there.
readers.
and NBC.
Visitors are Invitational only for
are all on the air.
Encouraged by the success of the
James Roosevelt, the President's
have a script show, all broadcasts, but have been filling
Gluek's
State Health Department with the eldest son, returned to the air last
house at all shows, with many
the
epi(dramatized
Rock'
over
'Sham
and
sketches,
Hunter'
'Health
week to resume his weekly series
WGY, the. State. Welfare Depart- over the Yankee web. Had been sodes in the lives of a couple of turnaways.
MJB coffee has been ogling the
ment will present a series of skits, boating, and. fishing with his dad Irish cops) aired Monday, Wednesprobably via the same outlet, to Talked about the trip on his return day and Friday evenings;
Playhouse, too, for its Monday night
acquaint the. listening public with broadcast,
Demi Tasse Revue, but currently is
A WEEI, Boston, will feed the NBC Minneapolis Brewing company
its activities and its services.
through-f-confinirig itself to the Hotel St.
worker, Bess Roberts, who red web the speech by Alfred P. ballyhoos its blurp fluid
where Gus
has written oh social welfare' mat- Sloan, president of General Motors, KSTP's complete daytime and late Francis dining roor.i,
Since
Arnheim does the show.
ters for newspapers and magazines, before the Boston Chamber of Com- evening time-signal service.
Hamm's (headed by the same Monday is Arnheim's night off on
is now authoring a series of 10 or 12
merce on. Thursday, April 26. Subis reBlC6tc}lGS»
nicked
band
was
sub
Hamih,
who
no
William
Jr.,
j6b,
the
dance
will be 'Industry's Problems.'
Rudy Vallee was bylined in the ject
Frank Black, Jr., former ad man- for a hundred grand by the snatch quired under union rules.
Knickerbocker
Sunday
Albany
for Boston department store, racketeers) have an announcement
Press radio column of Mary O'Neill ager
now
Chambers & Wiswell service.
.with
Warhubby,
new
her
while she and
agency.
Yoerg's have daily live-minute
_/
lood, were doing Broadren H.
'Buster' Lloyd Horton, WEEI's spots at 10:30 p.m., using short
way.
'Laughing at the World', a thrice page boy, is doubling as the boy plugs fore and aft of a recorded
weekly commercial on WOKO, Al- preacher in Paul Green's negro play 'Hit of the Day.' Songs are seDick Morenis added to the sales
bany, has just passed Its 300th 'Potters Field,' which opened Mon- lected from Variety's weekly list of staff of WJJD, Chicago.
Snedden Weir," Btudlo day at the Plymouth Theatre. Re- best/ musical sellers on the air,
broadcast.
.manager, and Miss Harriet Cham- viewers In all the Boston dailies
Biggie Levin expected back at
All these foam concerns were in
pagne have carried on for more praised Buster's performance.
Cardinal O'Connell made one. of biz before prohibition and are op- Chicago talent agency next week
than two years. Weir authors the
his infrequent mike appearances erating from the same old stands. after a six weeks' vacash.
continuity.
Arthur Lane warbling as stage over the Yankee net bri Patriots Hamm's understood to be cutting
feature at Paramount and Royal, Day.
on printed ads and heading strong
Ruthrauff & Ryan Chicago ofDonald Glynn, WCAX, Burling- toward radio, starting with discs
Albany, nabe film houses.
fices back to normalcy after a peton, Vt., tenor, and his accompanist,
Rialto, Glens Falls, staged a ra
Dunstedter's
band,
Eddie
featuring
Of feverish carpentering and
riod
Mary
Smith,
com
are
soon to wed,
dio talent show from
WDEV, Waterbury, was the first with heavy piano work by Eddie expansion.
prising Bill Mayotte's orch., Freddie Bazineti Paul and Jimmy, Li- Vermont station to ever broadcast himself.
Staonel Havens and Cameille Islanders. a big league baseball game.
Frank Schreiber of WGN, Chicago
Walter Huston, set by Curtis & tion broadcast opening game beTrib, crashed a rival rag when his
tween Boston Red Sox and Braves.
Allen for the 'Hall of Fame' pro
dog got photographed for the AmerMailla
Putnam
heard
over
both
WEAF.
gram on June 3 over
St. John, N. B., April 23.
ican.
A series of electrical transcrip- WCAX, Burlington, and WDEV, CHSJ, are
the new call letters of
tions featuring Harold Levy's or- Waterbury, Vt.
and
Station, was acquired reClair T, .'Leonard, professor of CFBO.
Allan Rogers, singer at
chestra and Jay Velie and Marion
are now. being music at the University of Ver- cently by the New Brunswick KHJ, warbling in Metro's 'Merry
Starr, vocalists,
placed on WGY's. turntable one mont, Is broadcasting a series of Broadcasing Company, from C. A. Widow'.
piano
recitals
over
WCAX,
Burthe
morning weekly. Sponsor Is
Munro, the founder.
Independent Food Stores (no lington, Vt.
New Brunswick Broadcasting
Joe DuMond, production manager
connection with station).
Company la allied with the New of WMT, Waterloo, Iowa, in Chi.

HaVas agency,

Fri

lh
i

John U. Reber, radio department head of the. J. Walter"
sling,

.

.

.

HERE AND THERE

I

.

'

.

WGLC

specks of news from the evening
papers and broadcast them during
dinner hour, or else give short news
bulletins selected by the agencies
themselves from their stalest stuff.
Nevertheless, it appears that certain hick newspapers are cutting
down their, subscriptions to news,
services and putting a stenographer
in front of a loud Speaker to replace
them. Thus the services see competition coming.

Hearst Orders Space of
Radio Depts. Increased
San Francisco, April 23.
Orders have come direct from San
Simeon for radio editors of the two
Hearst dallies, Call-Bulletin, and
Examiner, to expand their radio
.

sections.

.

.

Call-Bulletin has been held dowirir*
two columns and some days that
has been skeletonized to the time
schedule, with Bob Hall's column
waste-basketed. Oscar Fer/ibach's
column on the Examiner has been
held down by slough ads and' press
to

from

yarns

the

adjoining

.

drama

page.

Hearst owns ,KYA here, affiliating
It
with the Examiner, while his
Call-Bulletin has a tie-In with-

NBC's KPO.

-„

1

CFBO Now CHSJ

KNX

WGY

Happy Jack Turner

in

from Cht

cago calling on a couple of commercial prospects.
Ennis Harris back with Erwin

Company, cago, April
Telephone
Brunswick
New Brunswick Power Company and tions at the
N_ew Brunswick Publishing Com-

Pennsylvania

.

16,

making transcrip-

RCA

Murray Arnold,

publicity.

WIP

WPEN

KNX

KNX

.

WPEN

.

,

WSMB

<

M

'

WHAT

^

WGAR

,

New

WWSWr

efwb 'cumc

Appleberry

Sells

Chicago, April 23.

Appleberry Show, which
for about a year
has been on
as a sustaining program, takes unto
Itself a sponsor, the Bon Ton Beverage Company. Starts today for
a daily ride on the. comedy sports
Serial on a 13-week initial section.
the
through
placed
Account
Heath- Seehoff agency locally.

Rube

WGN

'

laboratories.

Eleanor Thatcher, formerly of
announcer, pany. Thus station is now coupled
Tom Luckenblll, of J. Walter resumes his eastern states ether with the telephone, street railway, KFI and KECA, Los Angeles, now
.Thompson's radio department, has chatter column -for Radio Guide.
electric light and power, .gas, and commercial for Dinol over KOMA,
settled down in 'New Orleans for a
will air the Chicago Opera daily newspaper monopoly of. St. Oklahoma City.
while.
Putting on the Guy Lom- Company from the Shubert Theatre John.
bardo portion of the White Owl for next season.
KWCR, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, ether
show from there.
Murray Steppacher, WDAS head,
outlet of the Des Moines (la.) RegSherman Rogers, formerly with to Havre de Grace with Harold
HIST0RICA1S
MORE
ister-Tribune.
Power doubled and
Fortig agency, now in business for Davis, station's program chief.
Hollywood, April 23.
himself.
now on 1430 kilocycles and with a
It's the Rogers-Hattersly
Andy Stanton slinging descripwill combine mystery and
Co.
radius in excess of 60 miles, making
tion of the opening ball game beover
to
go
series
in
a
new
history
„Rod^A.rkell back from Florida, and tween the A's and the Yankees Via
On
it more than a local outlet.
that station, and also to be disced.
again doing a series on WOR. This WIP.
the air how 17 hours daily,
one tagged 'Strikingly Strange.'
Pearson Lessy doing neat work on Series, written by CharleB WhitEddie Miller lending his baritone the early morning single to bring a taker will be dubbed 'Historical
Tom Baker joins the Chicago CBS
to the Bi-si-dol show on CBS Sun
Mysteries,' and will have Hollybuild up from WCAU.
days.
Ground broken last week for new Wood film and radio talent In the artists galaxy.
Cecil, Warwick & Cecil and the
transmitter. Paul Harron, casts.
Fred Weber ducked out of ChiCarroll-Dingle agency both quest- outfit's head, turned the first spade.
Station has lined up 20 16-mlnute
ing for a show to -go under the Non
Philadelphia radio so cluttered up individual dramas in the group. cago on another station relations
Spi banner.
get-together.
with political speeches oh the curNick Lucas goes three times a rent elections,, town's listeners are First is 'Was Queen Elizabeth a
Woman or Man?' Scripts are curweek on CBS starting May 6.
complaining.
Leonard Cox of Hanff-Metzger,
Jack Layin drove Paul WhiteBetty Loeb new theatrical Inter- rently In England for okaying by Chicago, writing, and acting In the
man's new white Cadillac from De
viewer at WDAS. Raymond Hack- the authorities on phases touching Grenadiers show.
troit.
ett, emoting locally, the first guest. English history.
Freddy Martin's deal on the
Eyes are turning toward. Jerry
A. T. Sears retaining a substantial
Elizabeth Arden stanza is for six Stone's way anent one of those
interest in the Ripley show at the
9 TBS. OLD
weeks.
Sizzling romances, with a local gal.
Harry Richman's contract has
World's Fair.
Continental Distillery getting, set
Orleans, April 23,
New
been extended by Continental Oil for .ah air. go any minute. Three
WSMB, local NBC station, celeto 40 weeks.
news sdribe§ already auditioned, in brated its ninth anniversary SaturHal Raynor writing the 'Willie
Irving Berlin relieves George
variety show ideas.
evening (21), with stars, near- the Moth' scripts for McJunkin
day
Cohan on Gulf Reflning's NBC SunRumor has Helen Grey going .Into
stars, execs, and many of the radio agency, Chicago.
day night session May 6. It's for a the cosmetic biz.
minimum of eight weeks.
Bob Carter manages that early gang, in attendance, Good likker,
John Ashenhurst so busy with
Trio billed as the" 'Fur Trappers' riser's voice, on WHAT.
good food and good program for
on WEAF used to call themsolves
dramatic group journey- the capacity throngs that paid hom- Ed Petry he's neglecting, his novelthe •Leaders.'"
writing ambitions.
ing between stations for script com- age.
=
-r~ r r
-Trn^rc1ala"b^one spTJhsor.
"Malhagef^HarloTd'WTie^
Joe Fisher, Pittsburgh, boy, joins
Bert Squires of
in Chibroadcaster since its inception^
Bert Lown's ork as drummer and the
cago for an o. o. and mistakenly
smiling host.
England
soloist at Park Central Hotel, N. Y., was the
claiming NBC Blue shows as local
next month.
Showmanship.
Danny Davis remains on
FOLDS
Rocky Clark, radio ed of Bridgethough switching from
Port Times-Star, who stopped his Pittsburgh,
Hollywood, April 23<
Austin Peterson added to staff, of
Kleman's Inn
daily WICC news-flashing when the Blue Moon nltery to
'Laft Clinic,' weekly vaude show Don Lee's KFRC, San Francisco, as
new press-radio agreement went Wonder Bar*
Sally Neslon regular soloist now on KFWB. for the past eight months, continuity writer. He succeeds, in
into effect, back this week as conrorchestra over
Lamones
Will
with
commercialed by Economy Gas, is part, Jennlson Parker, continuity
mentator in broadcasts for city's
Pittsburgh.
community chest introducing Na- WWSW,
after Thursday (26). editor of KFRC, who drops out to
Sylvia Stein, of So-and-.So trio, off the station
tional Youth Week beginning next
Program was formerly broadcast remain on the Shell Oil show, whirh
WCAE, Pittsburgh, has resigned to
Monday.
nhifts to NBC.
from KHJ.
page
45)
(Continued
on
Fin be
Miller,
formerly Barney

Wasey on

WGN

JACK HASTY BUST
San Francisco, April '23.
Shifting of authors in Bank of
America's serial "Leaders of Tomorrow* on KFRC and the Don Lee
chain has Jack Hasty assuming the
scrivening job vice William Robson.
Latter bowed out to return to Los
Angeles where he has several other
air show writing jobs. Hasty, associated with_ the MacGre?or- Sollie
recording labs here, has penned Eb
and Zeb, the. Kolb and Dill and.
other radio shows and Is working
.

'

with Lucy Cuddy,

KFRC drama

di-

rector, In turning out this one.

Claude Morris Quits

KDKA

Pittsburgh, April 23.

Claude Morris, for more than a
year program manager at KDKA,
has resigned to go to New York
where he expects to go into radio
dramatic work. His resignation becomes effective May 1 and no successor has yet been named.
Morris has been with KDKA since
1929, first as an announcer, later as

an ac^or and Anally as program

He organized the KDKAft
Players, one of the most successful
of the local broadcasting theatre
groups.
manager.

Trent Meredith in

Sah

S. F.
Franclsc-J, April 23.

Trent Meredith is up from Los
Angeles beginning his new connection in the newly created post of
orchestra manager for the Thomas
Lee artists bureau connected with
the Don Lee network.
Meredith will headquarter be-

tween KFRC and KHJ, handling
band bookings. He was formerly
with MCA In Los Anglos.

,

.
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RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

'Spotlight' bespeaks oh the part
of the Petryites a realization of spot
broadcasting's ever r present need to
consolidate the gains made and to

JUNKMAN PROGRAM, STATION WOKO, ALBANY
ind of Sponsor

Burlington, Vt.

photo-

under

graphs.

OUTSTANDING STUNTS:

.

win new good-will.

Petry

sive representative
stations.

for

exclu31 leading
is

Albany.
has
is on the air!
WCKY- reyhound Tie- Up
inaugurated what Harold E.
Cincinnati.
perhaps
Is
Smith, gen. mgr., thinks
'Miss Radio of 1934' is the title
the strangest and most unique proon Christine
conferred
by
gram ever broadcast by any station. Fryman* 19;
winner of its beauty
It is a sketch sponsored by the Alconducted for
bany Waste Dealers' association. contest, which was
Householders' are exhorted to aave, three nights oh the stage of LibCovington, Ky., owned
collect and sell old papers, books, erty theatre,
Wilson,
of the station.
B.
prez
»y
L.
The
magazines.
metal, rags and
Junk men also offer to go to a house, ;Vinner, a native of Latonia, Ky.,
clean up the attic and pay cash for rets transportation for herself and
companion to and' from Miami,
i
the salvaged articles.
Sketches point out how easy it Fla., with all expenses for the duo
iltmore,
Is for housewives to do their Spring for a week at the Miami
She's
cleaning 'and get rid of unwanted plus $100 spending money;
things by summoning any member taking ma along. It was her first
Judges were
competish..
beaut
of the Waste Association.
Teddy Dorl, head of Clncy Art
Martin Rettig, artist, and
club;
raeker- Eating Contest
Nickolas Boris, photog, also of this
Portland, Ore.
not
burg.
are
contests
Cracker-eating
Event drew field of 50. Initial
new, but the one currently. being
staged over KOIN by the American showing had dames in street dress
Cracker Company is novel. Every or gowns.. Second flash was in
afternoon at either 4:40 or- 4:45 bathing suits. Final, with eight In
o'clock an adventure serial for chil- line, allowed 'em to dress as they
dren is being broadcast under the pleased.. Christine wore full trapcaption 'Captain Cracker and His pings and triumphed oy.er gal In
Audience applause
water attire.
Crummy Crew.'
Adventures are wild and surpris- was also considered by judges,
Stunt was tieup with hotel and
ing, with .pirates and cannibals in
the leading roles—the kind of story Greyhound' bus line.
dear to the heart of the average boy.
Children are being invited to comDay Program
pete in cracker-eating contests at
Lincoln.
their ~local grocer's during the week
KFAB here is carrying the comending Saturday, April 21. Winners plete Arbor Day program, sponsored
receive a box of biscuit confections by the American Legion, with Secand compete at their local theatre retary Henry Wallace the speaker.

WOKO

Junk

Fan mail received In connection
with the Voice of Wisdom program
WACX is being used for a window display by the sponsors, Aunt
Almlra's Products Co. The sponsor
rented a display window In the business section and piled the fan mail
Into the center.

WCKY

v

•

.

.

to the time of the broadcasts.

Crook's Arsenal
Portland, Ore.

'Homicide Squad'—Police-dramathriller, produced each Friday night
for half -hour over KEX—the Oregonian has built up following in
Portland territory. Seems that local
gentry go tot 'crook rough-stuff' in
big way.
Tie-up promoted this week by display of saps, rods, jimmies, rogue's
gallery photos, and etc., in local department store display window. Exhibit has been attracting much at-

—

tention from passersby, which reacts favorably to tie in sponsor's

hook-up.
lindfolded Driver
Charlotte, N.
.
Stunts
formerly,
common in
vaudeville are springing up in radio
circles. One of them is exemplified
by Zomar, mystic on
here.

He

WSOG

drove ah automobile through
with

city traffic while blindfolded,

the aid of the customary gimlcks.
Attracted quite a lot of attention.

a pair of roller skates.
Program is an all-day affair toThen the theatre winners go to day and part of the Legion's 'Plant districts,
and Inviting listeners to
4 30 on Saturday afternoon
for every stump' campaign. visit the bulletin board In their
compete over the air for a de a tree
The broadcast and celebration orig- sporting goods department for addiluxe balloon-tire bicycle worth $76.
Sterling tional and more detailed InformaThe contestants have to eat four inates at the home of J.
:

WNAC

i

-

Leading article of issue number
one reports the 50,000 interviews of
WTMJ, Milwaukee, as a survey
which discredits and challenges the
Crossley Reports for that area.. Another article optimistically cohtem-

committee of 23 had been
pinched in toto, they swarmed and

its

'_
stormed.
Cops cracked down hard Oil sevtear- jerking
eral , heads,
tossed
bombs until the thing resembled a
plates' the summer of 1034.
Mem Nazi picnic. Phil was lucky to
bers of the Petry organization are escape with a whole skin, scram
.

'

bow

his

on. the

tion.

College Programs

Waterloo* Iowa.

Regular programs by three. Iowa
colleges are now being carried by
In Waterloo, Iowa,
The
schools are Cornell college at Mt.

WMT

:

ance was hung up over the weekend
by the CrossCutters, colored male
quartet doing personal appearances
with Dr. Laurence Cross, minister,

program last weekend (21).
Dentifrice wanted to make it 13
weeks but Cook couldn't accept be- and NBC sustalner.
Dr. Ooss and the quartet were
cause, of a previous assignment
from Fox Films which necessitates scheduled for an evening's, appearance in the auditorium at Placerhis being on the Coast by June 1.
vllle, several hundred miles up the
country. Dr. Cross went on ahead
'Cal, Melodies' oto Sun.
in. his special car, equipped for traveling, sleeping and working.
Los Angeles, April .23.
The
Starting
'California foursome followed with a truck and
April
29,

KHJ sustalner over CBS trailer, latter carrying scenery.
At Vallejo they crashed into, a
national network, Will go Sundays
30 to 5 p.m.,- PST, instead of car and wrecked the truck.
They
tried to rent another but were un•
Tuesdays.
Advent of daylight saving time In successful so finally bought a vehicle of sorts for $41, and continued
the east causes the change.
Melodies,'

.

PLUTO FITJO CAMPAIGN

65 stations throughout the nation.
Is now taking some' tests on an-

some

on. their way.
At Sacramento they smashed into
a curbing .and busted the. two front;
•

Chicago, April 23.
expands, its announcement campaign to some 60Pluto ..shortly

nouncements
Fishing Cdhditfons
Portland, Ore.
Honeymen Hardware Co., -which
last year sponsored a regular Friday
evening broadcast of Ashing news
throughout the entire season, are
back on the air over KOIN with a
similar program In condensed form.
This year they are using: five minutes, giving news of conditions on
the better known streams/lakes and

;

,

He made

San Francisco, April 23.
An all time record of overcoming
obstacles to a scheduled perform,

.

jjf$d

overlookcrackers anil whistle, the first one Morton, in Nebraska City,
ing the Missouri river.
able to whistle being winner. Eight
theatres are co-operating—the GraSchool Bands C .test
nada, Venetian, Kenton, Walnut
Boston.
Park, Aladdin, Moreland, Bob White
Conrad & Company, women's speand Alberta.
cialty shop of Boston, is repeating
this
a radio program over
Tickling Local Pride
spring- that was highly successful a
Charlotte, N. C.
Small in Itself but effective as year ago.
Idea is a competition among high
stirring up local pride and agitating
.the Chamber of Commerce into a school and junior high school orboosterism frame of mind is the chestras of metropolitan Boston,
Simple trick of reversing the usual with a cup presented by the store
procedure and mentioning the city as the prize. Two orchestras are
heard in each half-hour broadcast;
first, the call letters second. Thus
•This is Charlotte—WBT,' the an- given once a week from the Copley
nouncement now used by the Co- Plaza ballroom. Eighteen orches
lumbia station here, has won that tras compete, from, which two are
station considerable attention.
selected to appear In the finals on
In actively seeking local good- the tenth broadcast.
gesture,
which costs
will
this
nothing and is meaningless to the
Dangerous Initiative
St. Paul.
Sitation itself,- Is capable Of creating
dts of talk.
It Is susceptible to
Phil
ronson, KSTP production
adoption in many towns.
manager, fell smack into a nest of
news when he breezed over to Min
neapolis one day and found a crowd
Petry House Organ
of 6,000 rioters milling around the
New York.
city hall.
Phil, who does KSTP's
Edward Petry has launched
football announcing in his spare
four-page 10x13 house organ de moments and likes nls crowds,
voted, naturally enough, to spot thought it would be a grand idea
broadcasting, and entitled, quite ap- to use the KSTP mike which is in
It is des
propriately, 'Spotlight.'
Mayor Balnbrldge's office and crawl
tined to bob up about once every out on the ledge with it to nick up
six weeks, according to H. E. Ring
a few crowd h rises for a news' spiel
gold of the Manhattan Petry office,
Thing almost wound up not so
Who will be editor.
funny; when the crowd found that

joe Cook's Series
Joe Cook will do four more on
Colgate's Saturday night show over

NBC.

.

for

wheels,, putting

the truck out of
commission. Unable to get another
car, they phone Dr. Cross at Placervllie, where the latter was already
facing his audience but without en-

three-ace tertainment.
the Kastor
Dr. Cross rented a truck arid dispatched it to the waiting quartet,
but shortly after the party had
stunt. Bob peels off the comic sec- started on the. road again one of th
tions and unfolds a land: of makefront wheels
of this, one
was
on.

j

through

transmitters

agency here.

1

>

believe for the city's yotiriger sets.
Proving: a novelty, and station has
recruited thousands of juvenile listeners each Sunday, sponsored by

BUSINESS
PDLICY
*

The group .finally found
cat; withj a driver but the fatesr
were no Kinder and the two front
whet-,. of the chauffeur- driven hack
were buste'd.
Tht- uartet then divided up along
the highway to thumb their way
into Placerville. Two got in one car
and finally landed in town. But the
remaining two, who finally flagged
a ride, were delayed another half
hour when a car smashed into their
trailer and wrecked part of the

smashed.

oil company, and between the
funnies the kiddies are convinced
that a certain kind of oil 4s the best
on the market and that it would be
foolish, indeed, not to talk their
parents into buying it.

an

.

.

Meet the Neighborsl
Winston-Salem.
R. J. Reynolds Co. may bring its
Camel cast dowj) to Winston- Salem.
N. C, May 22, both, to broadcast
the program and appear at an af- scenery..
Meanwhile Dr. Cross was ad libfair that night at the local country
Club.
With the Casa Loma band bjng and perspiring. He brought
slated to play a dance, date in a ou.t all the Southern philosophy at
nearby town anyway, it occurred his command, talked on every Sub-

Vernon, Upper Iowa university at
Fayette, and Coe college at Cedar
Rapids. -*
Cornell Is beard every other Tuesthe tobacco company's' fixecs that
day night: Upper Iowa, the. third to
they could take advantage of the
Saturday night in each month; and situation
to do a little pointing with
Coe,. the first Saturday night in
pride for the benefit of their fellow
each month.
A variety of entertainment Is In townsmen.
Arrangement would necessitate
eluded, in these myograms,
Both Stoopnagle
and Budd and Connie
students and faculty take part In
Boswell making the jaunt direct
musical, dramatic and speaking
from
New York.
presentations.
.

.

'•

Correct

Albany.,
store sponsors

an hour's commercial
Sunday,

over

'

Time Bervjce

A Troy department

daily, except

WOKO,

which the correct time

Albany in
announced
,

Is

at five-minute intervals at a time
when people are breakfasting. It's
on from 8 to 9 a.m. and Is entitled
'The Musical Clock.' Only the new
est recordings are used, with the
music interrupted to give the cor
rect time and brief commercial
plugs. Lola Sommers is the 'Voice
of the Clock.'
.

Odd Sponsor Twist
Akron.

An Innovation in radio programs
hereabouts has been started by
WADG. Bob; Wilson of the station's
announcing staff reading the funnies
every Sunday noon. Akron Times
Press is co-operating with the sta
tion and gets weekly plug for the

CBS warbler, now connected
the Ex Lax program.

(

AMERICA/ FAJTEfT
GROWING RADIO NATION/
• •

bers- of the audience got up and
sang songs until the quartet finally
arrived, arid the entertainment went
on.

with

Letter points out that all "business negotiations on the publication of the throwaway itself should
be left to the store and the publisher.
Through one .of these department store tieups, the CBS exploiteers auggest, the station might
be. able to revive a dead account If
not pave the way for bringing in
a new one.

BuriNtj; direct;

CLEARED CHANNEL

Wtti!lfSW;!!¥M|ji<

vals

Fashion Tie-Ups
New York.

YEAIUY BANKING

f IVE-TUOUfANO WATT/

he could, think of, read the
newspapers and at id minute- interasked his -'customers if they
wanted- refunds. Two fern me mem-

ject

FRISCO NBC DROPS 4
CBS' exploitation department last
week sent out a circular, to Column
San Francisco, April 23.
bla-operated and affiliated stations
When daylight saving and a re*
suggesting, how they can tie up locally with fashion throwaways put sultant change in schedules goes
out for department store's. Enclosed into- effect end of this week (29)
with the letter was a 'Celebrity NBC will drop a foursome of artists.
Fashions' folder carrying the imClef Dwellers, male singing trio;
print of the Arnold, Constable, New Agatha Tnrley, soprano:
Easton
York, store. Thing runs eight pages
Kent, tenor; Gypsy, interviewer,
With, the entire issue devoted to
modeling poses by Gertrude Niesen. will not be- on the new skeds.

«^23yBARX<^JHOW
SOUND

.

a

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

21

NBC

Quartet on Tour

.

Remainder of the window was
given over to samples of company's
products and cards calling attention

.

KOIN at

Incredible Series of Mishaps Besets

on

just

'

Hardships <f Tropin?

Fan Mail on Display

(Merchandizing and Program Tieups)
briefly

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

bling back oft the ledge and Into
hizzoner*s office just as brickbats
started to fly.

SCHNABEL TO CHICAGO
St.

Paul, April 23.

Dudley C. Schnabel, formerly i
charge of the Twin Cities (St. PaulMinneapolis) bureau or the Radio
News Association, has been trans-,
ferred to Chicago.

He

is

ciation's

now in charge of the
Windy City bureau.

asso-

.

.

VARIETY

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

Stratford

ARIZONA
Douglas
Grand Canyon
Holbrook

Mesa

Oatman
Prescott
Phoenix'
Scottsdale

UTAH

These Variety muggs
their sheet will produce business from ad*
vertisers and or agencies. We doubt it,
but have been pestered so much we are
say advertising in

Lodi

Montague
Manhattan Beach
May wood
Monrovia
Moneta
Monterey

Tucson

Yuma

CALIFORNIA
Angels Camp
Altadena
Arbuckle

j

Montrose
Monolith

Here

try*

Manteca
MeFarland
Merced

Areata

Acoura

IN

Mid Pines
Madera
Mecca

Bishop
Big Creek

Marysdale

Burriey

Norden
Norwalk
Nevada City

Byron
Blue Lake
Balboa Island
Berkeley
Blythe

IN

LAWS was on four weeks and we gave it a test,

Bellflower

Baldwin Park
Brea

Here

We

IN LAWS.

Well,

if

you

are,

drop a line

if

Olinda

Castella

Ojai

IN LAWS ON KNX WANTS
where the mail came frenou

Chowchilla
Crescent City
Corona de Mar

A

SPONSOR,

so

we

Not only does IN

are telling you

LAWS

want a
where

is

Porterville

Pacoima
Paso Kobles
Port Chicago

Chico
Coachella

Petaluma
Pasadena

'.

Pomona

Ceres
Delhi

Pacific Palisades

Denair

Point

Dinuba
Dleano

Pacific

Dorris
Dos Palos

Richvale
Roscoe

"

Monte
Segundo
Verno
Emigrant Gap
Etiwand

Rosemead
Redondo Beach

Eureka
El Centre
El Cajon
Fortuna

Rio Dell

Fillmore
Fort .Jones

Reseda

El
El
El

Wilder
Weiser
Wallace

Anaconda

Bozeman

Kremmling

Broadus

San Diego

Leadville

Billings

Montrose
Pueblo

Belt

Ridway

Cut Bank
Cliff Lake

Trinidad

Garverville
Glennville

Salinas

Falls

Buhl
Bancroft
Blackfoot
-

Castleford
Caldwell

Sta. Paula

Hobo Hot Springs
Highway Hiland

Sonora <

Susanville

Culdesac

Hueneme

Sta. Clara
St. Miguel

Coeur d'Alene

Council.

Clearwater
Driggs
Declo

Hughson
Horn Brook
Hanford
Hayfork
Huntington Park
Herniosa Beach

8ta.

Hbpp

Eagle Point
Florence

Emmett

Lewiston
Libby

.

Grant's .Pass

Tustin

Jerome

Gaston

I

Inglewood
Isabella

Torna

Lewiston

Poison

Hebo

I

Jamestown

Taft
Turlock

Van Nuys
Volcanoville

Livingston

Victorville
Vallejo

Lomita

Ventura

Nampa
Oxford
Orofino
Payette

Parma

Stevensville

Union
Vida

Pocatello
Pritchard

Whitefish

Waterford

Plummer

White 8'lphYSpg*,

Wilmar

Richfield

Williams

Visalia

Nanalmo
Powell River
Port AlbernI
Prickard
Peachland

Wisdom

Gresham

I

Hermtston
Heppnes
Harrisburg
_

„Ho-Ojd^RJyej*

Helix

Qualicum Beach
Rossland
Retallaek

I

8almon

Pbmeroy

Sinclair Mills
Trail

Vancouver
Victoria

Vernon

Pullman
Rock Island

Whonock

S'SKATCHEW'N

Ridgefield

Raymond

Coronach
Delmas

H afford

Starbuck

Hughton

8pokane

Quill Lake
Melville

Shelton

8edro-Woolley

8uquamleh

Swift Current
:

8askatoon

the coupon and the dotted line. Don't
out unless you really want to he Bold
Pulling Station

LAWS?

Can we buy. IN
Yes, we. know you have •
cleared national channel, high power, and have the largest
listening audience in the west.

Name

^
Address

Irrigon

Keno
Kerby
Klamath Fa Its

fill

i

Halsey
Huntington

Independence
Junction City

Arm

Puyallup

Hollywood, California

1

Gold Beach

Loo m is
Lindsay
Las Plumas

Is
it

Plains
Phillipsburg

Lynnwood

Oroville

Olympia

KNX, the Greatest Mail
the West

—

Mission City
Merritt

Matsqul
New Westminster
Nelson

l

Moscow

Langley Prairie

Nisqually

I

Meridian

Kamloops
Kelowna

Montesano
Mt. Vernon
.Mary Hill

8eattle

El Paso
Tucumcart

Here

Molt
Oilment

-

Creston
Grand Fbrka

Richland

Texas

Idaho Falls

Tuolumne

BRITISH

COLUMBIA

Rochester

8pearfish

Huston
Hansen

-Temple City Venice

DAKOTA

Watertown

Tujunga

-

Rimbey
Strome

Cloverdale

Port Stanley
Parker.
Port Angeles

Tyndall

Torrance

Kelseyville
Kernville

Macleod
Pincher Station
Paradise Valley

Cranbrook

Garibaldi

Pendroy
Reed Point
Ryegate
^St^lg natlus.
Sydney
Sheridan

Hughenden

Langley

Greer

Lava Hot 8prtng»
Mountain Home

Srandlea
Leslienville

Ritzville

Hawthorne
Hondo

San Gabriel

Diamond City
Edmonton
Granada

Long view
Marcus

Goshen

Grangeville

Bashaw
Calgary
Coutts

Everett

Miles City
Missoula

Gooding

Acme

Elma
Enumclaw
Edmonds

Union

SO, DAKOTA

Freewater
Fairview
Goldstone
Gold Hill

Livingston

Ankerton

Paha

Williston

Elk Creek

Hardin
Lee

Fairfield
Filer

Ana

Eugene

ALBERTA

Carson

Proseer

NO.

Dufur

Hilger

CANADA

Colville

Scappoose
Talent
Tillamook
Tidewater

Weston

Baker

Dallas

Castle Rock
Chehajia
Central ia
Cosniopoli

Pe Ell
Pasco

William!

Central Point
Corvalis
Cottage Grove

Harlowton
Havre
Hamilton

Superior
8heridan
Tarrington

Opportunity
Outlook

Salem

Bandon

Greenough
Gold Creek
Gardiner
Helena

Cascade

Roseburg

Brookings

Gildford

Barber
Burley

Glendora
Grapevine
Halcyon

Richland

OREGON

Camas

Reliance

Smoot

Nacea

Springfield
Silverton

Albuquerque
Denting
Dulce
Gallup
Las Cruces

Boardman

Maria
San Luis Obispo

Monarch
Midwest

Monse
Moxee City

Princeville

NEW MEXICO
•

Pine Creek

Ontario
Parkdale
Portland
Pendleton

Yerlngton

Ennis
Great Falls

Sta.
Sta.

Auburn

Markham

Oretown

Tonopah
Winnemueea

Ashland
Albany
Bonanza
Bend

Guadallupe

Healdsburg

Newberg
Newport

Silver City
Searchlight

Astoria

Boise

8a n Rafael
8anger
San Pedro
Sta. Monica
Saugus
San Fernando
South Gate

New

Chinook
Conrad
Columbia Falls
Deer Lodge

Shasta

,

MeGill

Circle

Sierra

Hoi lister

Marshfield

Mfna
Round Mountain
Reno

Corvalis

IDAHO

Sutter Creek
San Bernard!

Hawthorne
Las Vegas

Amsterdam

Sebastopol

Aberdeen

Lamont

McMinrville
Milwaukie

Fallon

Boulder

-

Goleta
Gustine

Kirby
Kem merer
Laramie
Lander
Medicine Bow

Kennewick
Kaponsin
Lynden
Little. Rock
Leavenworth

Maupin

Geriach

Arlee
Butte
Big Timber

Scotia

Madre
Rosa

Deeth
Ely

MONTANA

Grand Juncti

Groveland

Gilroy

Hanna

Klickitat

Mt. Angel
Mill City

Carp

MISSOURI

Frenta

Avery
American

Gillette

Hooper

Merrill

Black Forest

Millers

Delta

Samoa

Price
Roosevelt
Salt Lake City

Hoquiam

Lexington
Medford
Myrtle Poi

NEVADA

Stillwater

Durango
Denver

Cruz
Sacramento
San Francisco
Sta. Ynez

Evanstori
Fort * Bridger

Provo

Harwood

La Grande
Lebanon

Cook

Owatonna

Riverside

Sta.

Lafayette

8cotts Bluff

Fergus Falls

Redding

Stockton

NEBRASKA

MINNESOTA

Springfield

Richmond

Glendale

Wasco

Craig
Colorado 8prlngs
Canon City

8eville
Sta. Barbara

Grass Valley
Greenyiew

Sterling
Twin Falls

Battle Ri
Clifton

Redwood City

Geyserville

Smith's Ferry

Shoshone

Washington
Westminster

Aurora

Redlands

Fullerton

Wood Lake
Watsonville

COLORADO

Red ley

Gardena
Georgeton

Rupert
Reubens

Walnut
Yarba Li
Yreka

Rivera

Fresno
Fort Bragg.
Folsom City

West

Wilmington

Loma

Qumcy

rtexburg

Whittier

Grove
Pound Mountain

Downey

Willowbrook
Willets

Parkfield
Pico
Placerville

Camino

Acme
Carter
Casper

Everson
Ferndale
French Harbor
Grayland
Hoodsport

Palo Alto

Calistoga

WYOMING

Modena

'Ellehsburg

Palm Springs

Colusa
Crannell

Oak

like

Parlier

Coifait
Cartotta
Clovis

Meadow

Clarkston

sponsor, but the listeners are waiting for one, and here
they live as shown by the post marks on their letters.

Puente
Palmdale

Copco

LimJen
Los Moli

you

to sell it to a sponsor, and sponsors
is going to listen to their advertising and

mail showered in. Variety review by Stan said
the show was okay (not that he knows anything about radio).

Onyx

Camarillo

Wapato
Yakima
Zillah

Logan

Almira
Bellingham
Boundary
Buckley
Bordeaux
Beach

LAWS—The

IN

Orland

Covina

Live

what

is

Oroville

Compton

Waterville

WASHINGTON

want

want to know who
where they live.*'

Ontario

Chatsworth

Hyrum
Leeds

Asotin

"Are you listening?

•

Beverly Hills
Culver City

V Andy

audience programs.

we said:

Oakdale
Ocean Park
Olive View
Orange
Oakland

Biirbank

Goshen
Hyde Park

Wilbur
Walla Walla
Waitsburg
White Bluffs
Wenatehee

Morgan^

in the tough-

Amos

NBC and CBS peak

Newport Beaoh
Newhall
Oxnard

Biggs

it

on

Napa

Bell

Eacalante
Fruitland

..Vancouver

Orangeville

LAWS—It is a continuity sustaining; strip—a quarter-hour con-

tinuity five night per week. It's new and we put
est spot of the evening—8 P. M. playing opposite

Mar Vista

Alturas
Bakersfietd

American Fork
Bingham Canyon
Brigham

Ogden

Montabello

Azusa

-Los-Angele?-

'

Tenino
Tbnasket
Toppenish

Milford

the story*

is

Modesto

Arcadia
Atascadero

Hay ward

a

giving them

Meridian.

Alhambra
Anaheim

Hyampom

Sunnyside

Tekon

TaComa

La Verne
Long Beach
Laguna Beach
La Habra
La Crescenta

Joseph City

Camel

Sumas

Lancaster

Jerpme

[

Snohomish

Even an

or

Chloride
Clarksdale

Inspiration

,

.

Only Advertisers and Agencies Allowed
to

Enter This Contest

<|

VARIETY
ILLER

JOE MILLER

IS

MILLER
J0E MILLER

IS

JOE.

ILLER

.

IS
IS
IS

ILLER

^

DEAD—
JOE MILLER
DEAD—
JOE MILLER
DEADDEAD- °=
J OE
DEADDEAD—
DEAD-

IS

IS

^

IS
.

*

-

tesc urn
bd
MILLER
J0E

DEAD—
JOE MILLER
DEADE MILLER
_*°
nBAn

IS r%t=K

nPAn_
DEAD

ic
IS
IS

IS

JOE M|LLER 8

head—
DEAD—
MILLER
M,LLER
DEADMILLER
°=
DEADDEAD-

>— — ^

"

MILLEA

..

MILLER

IS

^

*

JOE MILLER

DEAD-

IS

0

M

,

IS
18

JOE MILLER

IS DEAD—
JOE "»M-*«
MILLER »
JO g FILLER
DEAD—
DEAD—
MILLER IS
JOE ""-««
» WI1Mfc
jOE MILLER
DEAD—
DEA
j 0 E MILLER
utM
" u,- 6 " IS
'° DEADJ0E MILLER
DEADM.LLER ,S DEAD°^,0E
£L*>i MILLER IS DEAD—

IS
IS

,v

IS

*

£

IS

^

6 M,LLER

18

JOE MILLER

IS

DEAD-"

"""-.OE
DEAD-

,

MILLER

IS

MILLER

IS

J0E MILLER

IS

DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD

DEAP^ ™"«»
ILLER

'«

™»

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER
ILLER

IS

w
Q

BEN ROCKE
JOE MILLER

With Pride
DEAD
JOE MILLER IS DEAD
ILLER AS DEAD
JOE MILLER

DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD

IS

IS

IS.

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

ILLER

IS

arid Gratification

Announces the

IS

IS

Availability of

IS

AMERICA'S FOREMOST WRITER OF COMEDY

JOHN MURRAY
Who
ILLER

».

IS

,

DEAD

IS

IS

DEADJOE MILLER
DEADJOE MILLER
DEAD-

IS

IS

DEAD
JOE MILLER IS DEAD
JOE MILLER IS DEAD
JOE MILLER IS DEAD
JOE MILLER IS DEAD
JOE MILLER IS DEAD
JOE MILLER IS DEAD
ILLER IS DEAD

JOE MILLER

IS

ILLER

IS

ILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

ILLER

IS

DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD

IS

DEAD

IS

DEAD
DEAD

Under His Management

DEAD

DEAD
IS DEAD
JOE MILLER IS DEAD
JOE MILLER IS DEAD
JOE MILLER IS DEAD
JOE MILLER IS DEAD
JOE MILLER IS DEAD
JOE MILLER IS DEAD
JOE MILLER IS DEAD
JOE MILLER IS DEAD
JQL MILLER IS DEAD

CVbE MILLER

Now

Is

DEAD
DEAD
DEAD

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

John Murray, Author for

JOE MILLER
JOE MILLER

IS

PHIL BAKER

JOE MILLER
ILLER

IS

IS

DEAD
DEAD

ILLER

IS

DE-AD

IS

DEAD
DEAD
pEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD

I

on the
1

ARMOUR HOUR

IS
is

Sole Creator of

"BAKER, BOTTLE and BEETLE"

ILLER

IS

JOE MILLER
JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER
JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

IS

IS

Has Also Written For
JACK PEARL
GEORGE JESSEL

THEATRE

IS

SCREEN

BERT LAHR
HARRY RICHMAN
MILTON BE RLE
RITZ BROS.
ETHEL MERMAN
BELLE BAKER
SHAW and LEE
SMITH and DALE

Ziegfeld Folli
Earl Carroll Vanities

Casino Varieti

Paramount
and
Warner Bros.

ILLER

IS

ILLER

IS

ILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER
JOE MILLER

IS

MILLER

IS

-JOE

IS

IS

IS

IS

JOE MILLER
JOE MILLER
ILLER

IS

DEAD
DEAD

I

IS.

IS
IS

IC

DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD

LONG LIVE THE KING
ROCKE PRODUCTIONS

BEN
RKO

Radio

Building

18

JOE MILLER

IS

DEAD-

ILLER

IS

DEAD-

JOE

MUXER

IS'

JOE MILLER

IS

ILLER

IS

JOr

ILLER

JOE MILLER

IS
IS

7-7630

DEAD
JOE MILLER
JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER
DEADJOE MILLER
DEAD*JOE MILLER
DEAD-

IS

DEAD-

Dt AD-

IS

IS
IS

JOE MILLER
DEADJOE MILLER
DEADJOE MILLER
DEADJOE MILLER
DEADJOE MILLER
DEADJOE MILLER
DEAD-

JOE MILLER

York

IS

ILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

I

DEAD
DEAD

IS

Telephone Circle
JOE MILLER

New

City

ILLER

DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD

IS

DEAD-

IS

DEAD-

IS

DEAD-

IS

DEAD-

IS

DEAD-

IS

DEAD-

IS

DEAD-

JOE MILLER

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER

IS

DEAD—
JOE
DEAD—
JOE
DEAD—
JOE
DEAD—
JOE
DEAD—

MILLER
MILLER

MILLER
MILLER

JOE MILLER
DEAD=JOE MILLER
.

JOE MILLER

IS

4QE MILLER

IS

JOE MILLER IS
DEADJOE MILLER IS DEAD- JOE MILLER
IS DEADJOE MILLER IS DEAD- JOE MILLER IS
IS DEADJOE MILLER IS DEAD- JOE MILLER IS
IS DEADJOE MILLER IS DEAD--JOE MILLER IS
IS DEADJOE MILLER 18 DEADJOE MILLER IS
IS DEADJOE MILLER 18 DEADJOE MILLER IS
IS DEAD—

IS

DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD
DEAD

I

.

DEAD
DEAD".

DEAD

DEAD
DEAD

'

'

'

.
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RADIO

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

GENERAL HILLS

WEEK OF

APRIL

4-Dally-WJZ

Abbreviations:

W

(Wednesday); Th

M
F

(Friday);

(Oldsmoblle)

12:S0-W-F-WABC
Ed McConnell

•Henri H-M<s
A. C. SPARK

TVOO

Frank Munn
Virginia Rae
Ohman & Arden

Sc.

D.

•Blackett

BISODOL

Everett Marshall
Freeman
FD'B Jerry
Blackett

AFFILIATED

(Louis Phlllpe)

BORDEN

1-Ta-W-Th-F-

WABO
a

ft

46 Mln. In H'.lyw'd'

Jane Ellison

thaO-M-AVEAF"

& Rublcam
BRILLO

^Yourie

Harry Horllek
Frank Parker
•Paris

&

12:30-Su-WABC

Peart

ARMOUR

71 to Gulzar

F. Prcsbrey
BRISTOL-MYERS

9:80-F-W»W!
Ph|l Baker
•H MeNaughton

O-W-WKAF

(Sal

Mabel Alberteon
Irene Beasley

Ted Weems Oro *
•N. W. AyerB. T. BABBITT

l:30.8o-WEAF
Mary Small

Wm.

,

Mark Warhow
ll:45-W-WABO

r

A. S. BOYLE
(Floor Wax)

Hepatlca)
(Ipana)

Fred Allen
Portland Hoffa
Jack Smart
Lionel Stander
Eileen Douglas
Irwin Delmore''

Wlrges

•Peck

5:30-Su-W<JZ
'Grand Hotel'

Mystery Chef*
John M'cPhersbn

Ann Seymour
Art Jacobson

John McPhereon

Don .Ameche

CM-Tu-W-ThRonson

June Meredith

Edgar

St el hi

1:30-Su-WABC
•Lazy Dan'
Irving Kaufman
•Blackett
.

10:30-Th-WABC

1SARBASOL
8:15-M-W-F-WABC
Edwin C. H1H
•Erwln Wasey

BAUER & BLACK
(Blue Jay

Doris Loralne
Cadets Quartet

C Wheeler Orch
"O'Callaghan
CALIF. PACKING

WEAF

0:3001Barrett Dobbs
Doric & Kn'bocker
Quartets

H

Corn. Plaster)

4:15-TU-F-WJZ
Wade Booth
Dorothy Day
•Needham. L & B

M

M'l'dles'

Ward

CALSODENT CO
12-F-1VJZ

Sagerquist Ore
•Aubrey Moore''

ML

Phil Duey
Jack Parker
Frank Luther
Vivian Ruth

EaBtman

Jean Paul King

Wasey

•Erwln,

CENTAUR

&
CORN PRODUCTS
11:16-M-W-F-

CHAPPEL BROS.

Will Osborne
Pedro de Cordoba

Ameche

•Hellwlg

Bob White

CREAM WHEAT

Ware

Virginia

0-Su-WABC

Johnny Goss
Jack Daly
•Rogers & Smith

Angelo Patrl.
•J. Walt. Thomp.

.

ELIZABETH
ARDEN
9- To-WABC

CHARIS

1.-15-W-WABC
Louella Parsons
Raymond Paige
•John L. Butler

& Thomas
CLIM ALINE
12-Tb-WEAF

•Lord

EX-LAX

Page

0-F-WJZ

FITCH

REX

Cole .M'talneers

COLGATE-PALM

Den tifrice)
B-Sa-WEAF

(Colgate

•C'lg'to Ho'se F'rty*
Joe Cook
.

Donald No vis
Frances Langford
Arthur Boran
Don Voorhees

Dir.

SATURDAY,

(Palmollve Soap)
'Rogue Song'
Gladys Swarthout
William Shelley
Frank Mclntyre
John Barclay
Peggy Allenby

10-Tn-WEAF

CHARLES MORRISON

Leona Hogarth
Georgia Backus

HENRY

Minerva

"A Gay Young Blade"
GILLETTE PROGRAM
Monday, Wednesday, Friday
0:49 P.M.,

WEAF

S:30-8n-WABO

O,

tt

Frances Lee. Barton
•Young & Rublcan

0-Th-WEAF

•Molasses 'n' Jan'ry
Gus. Haenschen

'

Lu & Em*

-

.

CONTINENTAL

Benton-Bowles

10- Sa-WABO

OIL CO.
10:30-W-WJZ
Jack Denny
John B. Kennedy
Frahklyn Bauer

'Byrd Expedition'

•Young

& Rublcam

GENERAL
HOUSEHOLD
(Grunow)

Tracy-L-D

lfr-W-F
Gene Arnold
•McC-Erlc.

Jan Garber Oro
•Hays McFarland

Jeanhfe Lang
Three Rascals
•B. B. D. ft O.

WABC

Dave, Bunny,

Refrigerators

9:30-Tu-WABQ
Minneapolis Sympty

Eugene Ormandy.
•Hays MacFarland

INSTITUTE AM.
PACKERS
4- Sn-WEAF

ft

Tony Wons
Keenan ft Phillips
L.

&

B.

KELLOGG
0:SO-Dally WJZ

Ramona

Peggy Healy
Walt. Thomp.

KOLYNOS

Every Sunday Evening, 6:45-7
And 7:30-7:45 P. M.

"

Starting

My New Program May

10-S-M-WABC
M:30-Tn-WEAF
Wayne King's Ore

LAMONT-CORLISS

WABC—CBS NETWORK
6,

P.

(Nestles)

8-F-WJZ
Ethel Shutta

Walter O'Keefe
Bobby Dolan Otc

M.

J. Walt. Thomp.

LARUS

(Edceworth)

9-9:30 P. M.

fHlATpE'DrRECt

W-WEAF

10Cor n .Cob_P.lpe .Club
of Virginia

•BBD&O

LEHN

ft

FINK

^Lysol)

10:30-Su-WEAF

THE CROONING TROUBADOR

Clark Gable

Jimmy- Grler

nick lucas
11 JP^M.—FRmAY,
WABC NETWORK, WEDNESDAY,
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

6:Sa P. M.

CBS

Walt. Thompson

WHEATENA
WABC

4 :45-Ta>Th-WABC
Happy Minstrel

F-WEAF

JUDY and JANE

•McKee-Albrlght

•:80-M-WABO

Blng Crosby

Jimmy

5 dally ex. Sa-So

Closing Third, Season on-

Grler

NBC

•Lennen-M

WABC

WYETH CHEM

•Skippy*

IREENE WICKER (JAKE)

(Jad Salts)
l:80-Tu-W-»7h-F

t:30-Sn-WABC

WABO

Abe Lyman-'
•Blackett

Says "An Revolr and Thanks" to
A. Eolger (Coffee) Co., and
Blaekett-Santple-Hiunmeri Aseney

'Easy Aces'

SUN OIL

Goodman Ace

J.

Jane Ace

6:4K-Dally-WJZ
Lowell Thomas
•Roche- Williams

Mary Hunter

-

•Blackett

10-M-WJZ

Warwick
PACIFIC BORAX
9- Th-WJZ
'Death Vall'y Days'
Tim Frawley
«?Cecll

Joseph Bell

Edwin W. Whitney
Lonesome Cowboy
Joseph Bonlme Ore
•McC.Brick

Announcing
THE RET U

CALMER HOUSE
10- Tu-Wjrz

R

OF

Harold Stokes Ore

PEPSODENT
Dally—WJZ

7

Andy

'n"

Charles

Correl

.

Freeman. Gosden
•

('Rise of Gold')

•Stack-Goble

STAR OF THE WARD FAMILY THEATRE

O.

CO.

6:45-M-W-8a-

.

9-

PACKARD

Amos

KRAFT-PnENTX

Nlkita Balieft
Deems Taylor

LADY ESTHER

Also

•J.

(Phillips Mag-)
•Waltz Time'

Will Fornum
Ohas. Eggleston
•Blackett

10-Th-WEAF
P Whiteman Ore

.

•Blackett

this Week, April 20

Win locks

Getchell

Abe Lyman Oro
Frank Munn

ft Gamble)
t:46-Dolly-WEAF
lit Perkins*
Virginia Dayne
Margery Hannon
Karl Hubel

Ray Perkins
Gale Page

l:lS-Dally-WABC
BUI
Arthur Hughes

NEW YORK

WESTERN

(Dr. West T*thp'ste>
5 :30-M-W-F-WEAF
•Frank Merrlwell'

Donald Brlggs
Dolorer Gillen

STERLING PROD.

(Proct'r

The Singing Lady
Irene Wicker
Allan Grant
•N. W. Ayer

j.

Kastor

Robert Strauss.

G

COAST-TO-COAST

'

SON

(Floor Wax)
11 :3Q-Tn-Th-WABC

•Needham,

7 :45-W-WJZ

Walter Damrosch
John B. Kennedy

JERGEN'S

9:30-Su-WJZ

JOnNSON

'ft

OXYDOL

"Romance of Meat'
•Direct-

Walt. Wlnchell
•J. Walt. Thomp.

Just Plain

CAPITOL,

B.. D.

•B.i

WELCH GRAPE

Ruth Russell

Gordon Graham

Al Trahan
Saxon 81s
Lennle Hayton

Jack Fulton

HEADLI ING

ft

Coughlin
HUDSON MOTORS BUnny
Dave Grant

TENOR

•Blackett

Irene Rich.

M-WEAF

•J. S.

CARLILE

Tamara
Davis Percy
Men About Town
Jacques Renard

Vallee and

Isabelle

OXOL

5:45-M-Tu-W-F-

CHARLES

W ATKINS
9-Su-WJZ

R. L.

Socony Sketches
Arthur Allen
Parker Fennelly
Kate McComb

8- M-WJZ

HUDNUT

9:8u-F-WABC
Jack Whiting
Jack Denny

WABC

8:15-M-WABC
8:15-Tu-WAB8
•Erwln Wasey-

HIb Conn. Yanks
Walt, lliomp,
STD. OIL XN.'Y.)
8-

conferring

Voice of Exp'rlence

•J.

.

MEAT

Helen King
•Benton-B

(Super Suds)

NAT*L SUGAR
9:30-M-WJZ
Theodore Webb

Washington

WASEY PROD

(Flelschmann)

Rudy

•Hellwlg

"WOWO, Fort Wayne,

ieg,

in

with radio commission.

12-M-Tu-W-Th-F-

fl-Th-WEAF

'
Joseph Pasternack
•Gotham
Alice Mock'
" NORTHWESTERN
Jos Koestner'B Ore.
YEAST
•C. D. Frey

'Beatrice Fairfax'

Isabella Carothers

Louise Starkey

Bundesen

& Thomas
HOUSEHOLD
9- Tu-WJZ
Edgar A Guest

•Blackm&n

Marjorle Johnson
Mc. Stickles Ore.

Ginger*

Baker
Lyn Murray

•Lord

(La France)
(Washing Powder)

9:30-Sa-WEAF

WABC

ft

C.

chief,

Fletcher-H

(Royal Gel)
Jack Pearl
Cliff Hall
Peter Van Steeden
Kathleen Wells

C.

10:15-M-W-F

Man-

Billy Artz

8-W-WEAF

Virginia

:

(Maxwell)
Chas Winninger
Lanny Ross
Annette Hanshaw
Conrad Thlbault
Muriel Wilson

2-Sa-WEAF and

Ben Rocke Productions

D.

MUELLER

George Givot due back in
hattan in 10 days.
.

Lean

James Melton

Harriet HUUard
Ozzle Nelson Ore

Lew White

guest

'Family Theatre*
Cecil

Cleo Mayfleld

Sanborn)

8-Su-WEAF
Jimmy Durante

Betty Moore

•Bill

6:46-Sn-WABC
7:30>Sn-WABC

7:30-Su-WJZ
Joe Penner

MOORE

JT.

GENERAL CIGAR
9 30-W-WABC
Graham McNamee
Guy. Lorn bardo
8:30-Tu-WJZ
Burns & AUen
Conrad Thlbault
•J. Walt. Thomp.
Bennett
GENERAL FOODS Lois
Harry Salter

CRAZY CRYSTALS

Bole Direction

B.,

WARD BAKING

Rnbinoff
(Baker's)

Carlson
'

11:80-W-WEAF

10- Sa-WEAI"

ll:16-Th-WEAF

Pious.

Nat Shllkret
•Benton-B
10:l6-dally-WEAF
'Clara

BURBIG

BEN. BAKING

Julia Sanderson
•B..

Brad Browne
•YOung & Rublcam

10 P. M.

9:S0-Sn-WABC

Fred Waring
Ted Pearson
•N. W. Ayer

Frank Crumit

TRAVALCADE
WEAF-NBC

FORD MOTOR

^ 9:80-Th-WABC

•Maxon

The Terraplane

W. Ramsey.

K.

Howard-

.

'

Dwlght Latham

BEN

HORLICK

H

Wamp

•Stack-Goble

9:4ff-Sn-WJZ

7:45-8a-WEAF

COLE.
5 :45-Tu-Th-WEAF

PILOTING

10-M-W-F-WJZ

Erwln-Wasey

Wendell Hall

Walt. Thomp,

HEINZ CO.

8:30-Sa-WEAF
Edward Davies

Phil Harris

Leah Ray

Shirley

.

Guy Bonham

Black ett

Dr

•Blackett

Scamps

&

(23) for his 4th

appearance.

Shirley Pell

STAND. RRANDS

(Chase

York.

Stanley Andrews

Joey Nash
•U; S. Adv. Corp,

CO.

WEAF"

Chicago a Capella
Joe Koestner

H. Firestone, Jr.

MOLLE

gram Monday

Henrietta Tedro

Frances Langford

7.-30-M-W-T11-

New

Emii Bored on the 'Ex-Lax' pro-

Orphan A'
Baruck

Ed Sprague

SPARKS-W-CO.

3

in

8:46-Dnlly-WJZ
Little
Allan-

•Federal

Singers
D. ft O.

.

B.,

,

up by CBS

(Ovaltlne)

Chllds

Harry Kogen

MILLS

rthur Boran who has a commercial will get a sustaining build-

'

Joe Parsons
Cliff Soubler

Roxanne Wallace
William Edmonson

'

Erno Rape©
•Katz

Christians

ft

•B.,

Tremayne

HOOTER

Richard Crooks
Lawrence Tlbbett
Wm. Daly Orch.
•Sweeny-James

CUTEX

[The "Fastest Show on thel
Air"

2:15-Dally-WABC
'Helen Trent'

Gertrude Nlesen

Mady

SINCLAIR

.

Maxon

The Big Show'

&

D.

B.,

George Gaul
Robt T Haines
Blaine Cordner
•J. Walt. Thump.
WANDER CO.

3-Sn-WJZ
(Carpets)
(SpartOn Produots)
10:SO-Td-Th-WEAF Dick Hlmber

Orch

.'

EDNA HOPPER

8:30-M-WEAF

King's Jesters

R

John Barthe
•Erwln-Wasey

3.

'Roses ft Drums'
Elizabeth Love

Mac McCloud'

&

MOHAWK

Florence Hallan
Billy Hallop

H.

Bill

'

Ridge Runners
Bob
MacClarence. Wheeler

Wade

Josephine Gibson

0:30-M-WABO

FIRESTONE

Frank Hazzard
•W. S. H1U

•J.

6:15-Daily-WABC
•H-Bar-O Rangers'

Bobby Benson

Virginia Clark

•B.,

Lew White extended for 26 weeks
by Benj. Moore, Paint Co.

6-Su-WABC

WABC

l0:30-Sa-WJZ
Barn Dance

WLS

HECK BR H-O

Jack Doty

•Blaker Agency

Harold StokeB
Gil

Louis .Katzman
•Wm. Bsty

Lester.

•McC. -Brick.

7:30-Tu-Th-Sa-

WEAF

tan.

Bonlme

Josef

,

SILVER DUST

6;4S-Dally
Arthur' Bagley

return

:Meh'

UNION CENTRAL

•Stack-Goble

DR. MILES LAB'S Gene 9-M-WJZ
Arnold
(Alka-Seltzer).

Dolores Gillen

B. Paul
Freddy. Martin'

Cavaliers

INTERNATIONAL

7:30-M-W-F-WJZ

Karl Heube

Maury H.

8-F-WEAF

Pearl PlckenS

for.

Pat Padgett

Henri- Buses

Paul Keast

Yacht Club Boys already set to
in
August for Borden's
Nonesuch Mincemeat from Manhat-

9:30-F-WEAF
Half H'r

Pic Malone

Ayer

SCHLITZ
10-FrWABC

.

..

That Should

.

Told'

MET. LIFE CO.

.

remel, Etc.).

(

7:45-Su-WAB0

Rln Tin Tin'
Don-

10-F-WJZ

(Dill's Best).

Spencer Dean

Fulton Oursler
•Stack-Goble

John Mitchell
BUI Mitchell

Nell O'Malley

WABC

MACFADDEN
Be

Ranch*
Carson Roblson

in Love.'

TOBACCO

U. S.

.

N. W.

Gray

Mary.
•Marschallc

RITCHIE

(Eno Salts)
8- Tu-W-WJZ
'End Crime .Club*

.idirect

'

Kempner
Eastman

Nicholas

Donahue & Coe

(Liberty Magazine)
'Stories

X

(Feenamlnt)

Tu-WABC

•Young &

.

Cod)

3-Su-WJZ

Bar

Geo. Gershwin.

8Little Jack Little
O..
•B.. B., D.

Grantland Rice
Jessica Dragonette

BUFFOON

< White

Emmet Gowan
Allen
CARNATION MILK Beatrice
•Ruthrauff & R
10-M-WEAF
CONT. BAKING
Gene Arnold
8-M-W-F-WABC
Lullaby Lady

Alexander

Vincent Calendo

.

..

program

yers is. on the Don Lee
Carmel
coast Shell Show tonight (Moriday) in a musical sketch, 'Let's Fall

8:S0-Th-WABO

5:15-Su-WEAF

MARROW

•Placed

HEALTH PRODIS

Henry Gurvey
Harry Swan

CITIES SERVICE

THE

.

Lionel Stander

E

Wilson Ore

•Thompson

BAYER

Revelers
Pickens Sis
Al Goodman
Cecil Warwick

'

Bill Shelley

UNDERWOOD

Ted Black

Shampoo)

(Oil

Cohan

with

Sept. 3

Lennen Mitch

Rip Lasher

1 :18-Tn-Th-W ABC
Joan Marrow
Bob Nolan
Eddie House

9-Su-WJZ

Geo. M.

.

Don Amache

& R
GULF

•Ruthrauff

Walter Tetley

till

with commentaries.

Robert Ambruster
Hummingbirds

6:15-Sa-WABC

"

Peck
J. W.

'

.

Allan Devltt
Georgia Backeu
Elaine Melcholr
Adele Klein

-

0:80-Sn-WEAF

Sa-Sn-WEAE
Gene and Glenn

Joe Grariby

Minerva Pious
(Fletcher's)'
Ipana Troubadours
8:30-W-WABC
Theodore Webb
Albert Spalding
Lennle Hayton
Thlbault
Conrad
•Benton & Bowles
Voorhees
E. L. BRUCE CO. Don
Rublcam

.

.

Jimmy Kemper

RIESER CO.

(Venlta Shampoo)

ll:80-Th-WJZ
Harriet Lee
Edward Kennedy

(Safety Razor)
7:15-Daily except

Don Ameche

'Romantic

Schumann-H Jack Arthur
DeMarco Sis
GILLETTE
.

Carlton Brlckert
Cliff Soubler
E Sagerqulst Ore
(D.D/D. Ointment)

7:30-Th-WJZ

Connie Boerwell
Stoopnagle ft Budd
•Wm. Esty

CO.

•Erwln Wasey

'Buck Rogers*
Curtis Arnall
Ad'ele

SOAP

10:30-W-WEAF

Mme.

WABC

10-BVWKAF

Casa Loma

MANHATTAN

10-Su-WJZ

nightly

,-.

.

10-Tu-Thu-WABC

Matteson; F. G.

Hays MacFarland
GERBER ft CO.

WPBR,

dinner-hour, 15-ininute

covering sports events.
Fred Turbyville, sports columnGraham .McNamee
ist of "The News-Post will supply
Don V°o? h ees
Hanff-Nietzger
the spieling on the day's athletic
TIDEWATER
highlights, also reading off hall
(Tydol)
7 :30-M-W-F-WABC scores and race results threaded

'Earl

'Stam-p A<lventures'
Heplnalfl Knorr

Carl Boyer

Don Beator

'Mystery Chet*

'First , Nlghter*

Sally

Frank Parker

.

'

Brew going

Gunther'8
via

Singers

:;

TEXAS CO.
9:30-Ta-WEAF
Ed Wyhn

Irma- Glen
Lawrence
R. J. REYNOLDS
(Camels)

5:4B-Th-WABC

Mary Livingston

Croot

Phil. Porterfleld

(Doggie Dinner)

Jack Benny

9 :45-Ta-Th-WABC

Betty Winkler
Gene' Rouse

10:30-Su-WABC

Princess Marie
•Blac!:ett

CAMPANA

Haenschen Ore

2-So-WABC

•Cookoos'

DAVIS
(Baking Powd.)
0 a.m.—W-F-WJZ

&

Studio Or

RED STAR YEAST

11-Tu-Th-S-WEAP
P'CKING Edna Odell

LOUDEN

& O.
GENERAL TIRES
lu:30--F -WEAF

R. B.

Sh'errls

•Thompson

Bert Hlrsch

O-W-WJZ

R

Marley

•Erwln-Wasey

Ted Florito
Dick Powell
Lenrion & M.

9:16-Tu-F-WABC

Ants

Baltimore,

(Loma Plant Foodl
10:80-Su-WEAF

.

brew

gthttheb

TENN. CORP.

Chas, Previn Orch
Charles Lyons

6:45-F-WABC

Fuller & Smith

Ray Hedge

Johnny RuBsell
Carolyn Rich Orch
Stack-Goble

7- Su-WJZ

WORCESTER

(Salts Toothpaste?

Zoel Parenteau's O
Carl Van Ambergs

Dumke

East and

REAL SILK

(Old Gold)
10- W-WABC

Ruth. Etting

Sylvia of

Hollywood
•Gardner

LORILLARD

,

LEAD
ACME
6:30-Su-WABC

Mme.

..

Johnny Green

12:lB-Su-WJZ

Baby Rose Marie
7 :30-Tu-WEAF

5-F-WEAF

.

Marge'

ft

Myrte Vail
Donna Dameral
Eleanor Bella
Vincent Coleman
Karl Huebl
Helena Rny

TASTY EAST

ft

.

7-DalIy-WABC
•Myrt

Walt, Thomp.

J.

B
RALSTON

•Flecher

'

10-Sii-WEAF
Victor Young Ore
•Campbell-E

B.,

QUAKER OATS

8:45-M-W-F-\VJZ
Babe Ruth

June Meredith
John Ooldsworthy
John Stanford
Gilbert Douglas
Murray Forbes
N; W- Ayer

(Chevrolet)

•B..

Mario Chamlee
Coe Glade
Karl Schulte

LUXOR

GENERAL MOTOR

(Tuesday);
(Saturday).

Lake-Splro-C

•Talkie Pic Time'

Carl BrlcTfert
Louis Roen •Blackett

Tu

(Vlgoro)
•Garden Party'

3-Su-WEAF

Betty Winkler
Art Jacobson

(Monday);

Vincent Lop^z
Ed. Sullivan

(Armour)

Don Ameche

This. Department lists sponsored programs on both networks,
arranged alphabetically under the advertiser's name.
AU time is p.,ni. unless otherwise noted. Where one
listed consecutively.
lias two or more programs they are
An asterisk before name indicates advertising agency handling

(Sunday);
(Thursday);

& Bob*
Churchill

'Betty

Betty

23

Dorothy Day
Gene K ret ringer
Reginald Knorr
Karl Way
Frances Hooper

WRIGLEY

8:30-Su-WEAF

10-W-WJZ

Mixed Chorus
Ford Frlck
•Newell-Emmett

,

SWIFT

PLOUGH. INC.

Andre. Kostelanetz

Jack. ArmstrongAll American Boy'

43

VARIETY

(Throughout)

5:30-Dally-WABC

COMMERCIALS
Su

N

;

& R
LIGGETT-MVERS
(Chesterfield)
9-M-W-8-WABC

liutlifauft

(Monday)
Rosa Pohselle
(Wednesday)
Nino Martini(faturday)
Creta Stueckgold

7:45-Dally-WEAF
Gertrude Berg
James Waters
,

9:30-Tu-Th-8a-

WJZ

EDDIE

and

RALPH

DUMKE

(Junis Cream)

Eddie Duchln

•Lor d & Thomas
PERFECT CIRCLE

2^0-Sn-WJZ

Ohman and Arden
Edward

Nell

.

"...

Arlen'e Jackson'
•SIdener,

V * K

PHILCO
7:45 dally ex. SaSu-WABC

Creators of "Sisters of the

Boarke Carter
•F. W. Armstrong

PHILIP MORRIS
8-TurWEAF

Relsman's Ore

I^eo

Duey
•Blow

Phil

^=rrLLSBURY==,
10 :30-Dally-WJZ
Today's Children*

Irma. Phillips

Walter Wicker
Bess Johnson
Irene Winker
Lucy Glllman
Fred Von Amon
Jean McGregor

Skillet'

TO THE

NBC NETWORK
EVERY TUESDAY EVENING AT 7:30

11-

M-W-F-WABC

•Cooking Close Ups'

CAPITOL,

•Hutchinson

I'ABST

0«Tu-WEAF

Ben Bernle Ore
Matt-Fogarty

M.

TASTY YEAST PROGRAM

•

Hutchinson

P.
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Tuesday, April 24, 1934
word

New

discs, once weekly, titled 'Perfection
ILADELPHIA
McCann,
Charles
Margioiii, five-minute Dramas,' ending in July,
once weekly for plx weeks, Erickson. WCAU.
16 -minute
Phillip- Jones
Corp,,
W. S; Hill Agency. WCAU.
Tuesday and Thurs
Pontiac Motor's, thirty bne-mlriute transcriptions,
r
Campbell- day at 8. 00 p.m., running from May
announcements.
spot
1 to June 21.
Broadcast AdvertisEwald. WCAU.
Gardner Nursery Co., five-minute ing. WCAU.
Roland S. Morris, eight 16-minute
transcriptions. Northwest Advertis
programs.
Direct.
WCAU.
WCAU.
ing.
RCA-Victor, flve-mlnute talks six
Horn & Hardart, renewal for one
year of Children's Hour, Sunday, 11 times weekly by John Leitch. Placed

W. S. Hill Co. Is the agency.
Campagna Sales., 52 weeks,
lrst

.

Great Atlantic and Pacific
Co., 52 weeks, Monday 'e Venning half hour over 18 stations
on NBC's red (WEAF), with

WCAU.

Tea

Paints,
signing
shows, for. 62
Perfection Stove Co., flverminute weeks. Placed direct. WPEN.
Tioga ElectiHc & Radio, 15 minutes
daily, with the 'Organ Doctor* and
additional 16 minutes nightly.
Di-

W.

rect.

Harry

WPEN.

John Davis

Co.,

for 14 weeks.

Nighter/ 42 stations on

NBC's red
(WEAF) link.
Makes the fifth year for this
script affair. Agency is Aubrey,
Moore and Wallace.

.

.

weeks,

13

Stokes, Frank Hazzard, Gale
Page and the King's Jesters.

.

direct, until. July.
to 12 a.m. Clements Agency. WCAU;
M. A. Bruder
Sechler, political talks of Ave
V.
minutes/ eight times. Direct. WCAU- weekly wrestling

Co.,

Thursday mornings, split network on NBC, with Harold

talks,

daily;

TP.

9.

-P.

signals

Climalene

ARMOUR 4r JESTER

May

Renewals

Business

announcement,

four broadcasts
Placed direct.

May

April

10

to

KOL.

Co.

Fuller

d>

three time

Co.,

each evening, April

16

Placed by Equitable Sale*

KDKA,

Cleveland Cleaner and Paste. Co«

Home Forum.

to four participations in

KOL.
Placed direct. KDKA.
Co,, 60-word
United Drug Co., five 15-minut*
bout broadcast periods. Placed by Street and Fineach Tuesday evening; started April ney. KDKA.
10.
KOL,
Crazy Water Crystals Co., 52 16minute evening programs. Placed
by Carpenter-Rogers. KDKA.
LINCOLN
Reliance
Life Insurance Co., 1*
Cadwallader Fur Company, 300
one-minute transcriptions and 26- half hour evening programs. - Placed
word announcements on all three by Ketchum-MacLeod and Grove,
14, Sept.

1 to Sept. 30.

Los Angeles Cigar

spot during boxing

Union Holding Co. Stations. KFAB KDKA.
B. F, Goodrich Rubber Co.; .baseand KFOR, Lincoln and KOIL,
ball summaries daily.
Omaha. This is a year's contract.
Placed by
Numismatic, one 16-mlnute tran- Ruthrauff and Ryan. KDKA.
Pittsburgh Brewing Co., baseball
scription. KFAB.
Schmoeller <£ Mueller, six an- score broadcasts dally. Placed by A.
P. Hill Co. WCAE.
nouncements. KFAB.
Natural Gas Companies servicing
United Drug, five 16-minute electrical
transcriptions,
May 1-5. greater Pittsburgh area, 104 one(Continued on page 46)
Gold & Co., 1,000 one-minute spot
announcements to run for a year.

Horlick, Frank Parker.
It's the 10th year for this' program. Paris and Peart is the

KFAB.

agency.

KFOR.

Leader Beautte Shoppe, 13 oneminute announcements. KFOR.

WPEN.

periods.

.

Gohde School of Cosmetology, daily
Schnader Campaign Committee, newal, 13 weeks* 15-minute broadStarts
five-minute talk, daily, for 25 days. cast each Sunday at 12:45. p. m. announcements for a year.
Placed direct. WDRC.
April 11. KFOR.
Direct. WPEN.
Corbin
Cabinet Lock Division,
Albert Ladner,. five-minute talks
daily, for 25 days.
Direct. WPEN. American 'Hardware Corp., six anWATERLOO, IOWA
Beauty Guild, Inc., five- half-hour nouncements on ad-liner program.
Connolly Carriage & Auto Works,
WDRC.
talks weekly, until June 29.
V.. E. Placed direct.
Waterloo; one
musical
Desco Cleaning Company, Hart- program (World five-minute
Meadows Agency. WIP.
Transcriptions) for
William Rosoff Clothing, spot an- ford, four week schedule, announce- year; placed locally. WMT.
Monday and Wednesday.
nouncements thrice weekly. Signed ments
Standard Oil Company, one-minPlaced direct. WDRC.
direct.
WIP.
ute
transcrlptons
(World)
three
New York Labor Party, 30-mlnute Raicliffe Brothers, Hartford, shop- times dally for eight days starting
hour daily announcements. April 19; placed by
weekly programs of music. Signed pers
McCann-Ericki
Placed direct. WDRC*
direct for 13 weeks. WIP.
son, Chicago. WMT.
Montgomery Ward, Hartford
I. N.
Simon & Son, five-minute
Crystal Ice & Fuel Co., Waterloo;
branch, 12 daytime announcements. two ftve-minute
garden talks. Direct. WIP.
musical' programs
RCA-rVicior,
Ave time signals Placed direct. WDRC.
per week for 13 .weeks;, placed by
United
Drug
Magic
Company,
daily, for 13 weeks.
Feigenbaum
Coolidge, Des Moines, la. WMT.
Hour,
Ave
16-minute'
broadcasts
for
Agency. WDAS.
Lindblom Jewelry Co.>. Waterloo;
Love's. Popcorn* spot announce- one week of May 16.' Placed by one five-minute musical program
ments, for 13. weeks. Direct. WDAS. Street and Finney. WDRC.
per week for year; placed locally.
Tested Products Laboratory, Placi- WMT.
Bonniwell Committee, 10 16-minute programs. Signed direct. WDAS. den Products/ 10 one-minute evening
Mandalay Inn, Cedar Heights; one
World Tailoring Co., two spot an- announcements. Placed "by J, Wal- month late-evening spots; placed
nouncements dally,- for 62 weeks. ter Thompson. WDRC.
locally. WMT.
Shell Eastern Petroleum Products,
Direct. WRAX.
Clifford Pinchoi, signed for seven, two announcements daily for seven
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
hours, divided into five and 10-lhln- days a week for a period of two
Sears Roebuck, 26 one minute anweeks. J. Walter Thompson Agency.
ute

EDDIE

.

PHIL

BAKER

'

EVERY FRIDAY EVEN1
WJZ, NBC NOT WORK
COAST-TO-COAST

NEW YORK
EST.

WJZ

Thru Station

CHICAGO

+

9:30-10 P. M,

WEN

Thru Station

HARRY

WRAX.

talks.

nouncements. WROL.
M. F. McCook (flour broker>, 26
Spencer Shoes, Inc., indefinite conon .daytime announcements, minute announcements. WROL.
McNutt Floral' Shop, 26 minute
Plac ed by
Rose Laird, beauty talks on five- Monday to Saturday.
announcements. WROL.
minute discs at 9:66 a.m., thrice Chambers and Wiswell.
Knoxville Awning Co., 104 minute
F.- D. Pitts and Company, tie-up
weekly. Signed direct. WFI.
•with Grunow Refrigerators.
One announcements. WROL.
Henshaw Furniture
daily
announcement for every program
BOSTON
times.
by Chambers & Wiswell. minute announcements,
Canton Beverages, Inc., baseball Placed
WROL.
WDRC.
scores nightly for 24 weeks, started
Hotel Patten (Chattanooga), 78
Dodge Brothers Motor Cars, 18
April 16.
Ingalls Advertising, Bosone-minute announcements: Placed minute announcements. WROL.
ton.
WNAC, WMAS, WEAN.
Moskin Stores, Inc., 26 additional
Ruthrauff and Ryan. WDRC.
Coward Shoe Co.; renewed spon- byPontiac
WROL.
Motor
Car
30 minute announcements.
Company,
sorship of Bob White, six days
Spence Shoe Co., 26 minute anone-mthute transcriptions.
Placed
weekly, from April 16 through June
nouncements.
WROL.
by Campbell-EWald. WDRC.
Fletcher & Ellis, New York.
30.
Mutual Insurance Agency, 166
WNAC.
»
uninute announcements. WROL.
Gold Redeeming Corp. of America,
ALBANY
McClellan Stores, 26 minute anbaseball scores from April 17 through
Niagara Hudson. Power Corp., Al- nouncements. WROL.
David bany, 78 15-minute, B. B. D. & O.
Sept. 30 (}67 broadcasts).
Swift -and Co. (ice cream), four
Malkiel, Boston.. WAAB.
announcements daily, four months.
WOKO.
Washburn Candy. Co., five-minute
Knox Company (Cystex), Kansas WROL.
program three times weekly from City, Mo;, 13 16-minute, Dillon &
April 17 to June 23. Ingalls Adver- Kirk. WOKO.
NEWARK, N. J.
WNAC.
tising.
Gem Products Sates Co. (laundry
Detroit White Lead Works, MonMaunsell Co., 52 ten-minute pro- soap), Camden, N. J., 13 15-minute, day mornings, from April 16
to July
Through Paris & Peart. WOKO.
grams, started April 15.
9, as part of Claire SUgden's 'Magic
Etherlngton Service, Boston. WAAB.
Roxy Clothes Shops, New York, Bowl' program. WOR.
Pontiac Motor Co.,. 30 daily an- 13
15-minute,
Peck Advertising
Empire Gold Co., 13 weeks, beginnouncements, started April 19. Camp- Agency. WOKO.
ning April 16, 15 minutes, Monday
bell-Ewald, Detroit. WNAC.
Johnson Educator Biscuit Co. evenings, recording. WOR.
Dr. McKnight, Inc.* 39 time sig- (crackers), Cambridge,
Mass.,
36
Gordon Bajting Co. (Silver Cup
Etherlngton announcements. Radio Broadcasting Bread), renewal,
nals, » started April 18.
13 weeks, beginning
Service. WAAB.
Co. WOKO.
April 19,' Thursday nights, 'The Lone
Mario's Italian Restaurant, 14 anSeminole Paper Co., Chicago,' toilet Ranger. WOR.
nouncements, started April 16. John tissue, 13 15-minute, Radio .BroadPontiac Motor Co., five weeks, beD. Williams. WAAB.
casting. WOKO.
ginning April 19, daily except Sun^
William Filene's Son Co., 28 tem-.
R. B. Davis, baking powder, 26 5- day,
15-minute recording, afterperature reports, started April 15 mlnute.
Ruthrauff & Ryan; Inc. noons. WOR.
Chambers & Wiswell. WNAC.
WOKO.
United Drug Co.. (Rexall Prod'Gold Redeeming Corp. of America,
Chrysler Motors Corp.
(Dodge ucts), five broadcasts week pf May
daily announcements for 13 weeks, cars), 18 announcements. Ruthrauff
1, 15 minutes in evening, 'The Magic
David Malkiel. & Ryan, Inc. WOKO.
started April 11.
Hour.'
WOR.
WBZ-WBZA.
Carter Medicine Co., New York
Kellogg Sales Co., 12 half- hour (Little Liver Pills), 166 announceFORT WAYNE
WBZ ments. Spot Broadcasting, Inc
programs, started April 9.
Berghoff Brothers, Tuesday and
WBZA.
WOKO.
Saturdays, 15-minutes.
Songs and
Spencer Chain Stores, inc., four
United Drug Co. (Resell' Stores),
WOWO. announcements daily for 13 weeks, 5 15-minute. Spot Broadcasting, Iric chatter.
Frank Dry Goods Company,
Chambers &. Wis- WOKO.
started April 2.
nouncements
daily.
WOWO.
well. WBZ-WBZA.
Gillette
Safety Razor- Co. New
Weil Brothers, Inc., announceBall Bros. Co., two participations York,
64 announcements.
World ments daily. WGL,
Weekly for 13' weeks, to start June Broadcasting System. WOKO.
Standard Oil, three announcements
30.
Applegate Advertising Agency,
Fels & Co: (Fels-Naptha Soap), daily.
Placed through McCanhMuncie, Jnd, j WBZ-WBZA.
15-minute Erickson agency. WOWO.
Philadelphia,
Pa.
78
365 Young & Rubicam, inc. WOKO.
Products,
Cleveland" "Steel
Pennzoil,
two five-minute anweather reports, started April 16.
nouncements
weekly. Placed through
WBZ-WBZA.
Ruthrauff-Ryan agency. WOWO.
Thomas W. [Emerson Co;, daily
PORTLAND,
National
Speedathon,
Ave minute
weather announcements for eight
Pay'n Takit Stores; through Mac announcements daily. WOWO..
weeks, started April 15. Broadcast Wilkins & Cole Agency; announce'
Melody Market, one hour of fast
Advertising. WBZ-WBZA.
ment service, three times Only* recordings daily. Sponsored, by seven
Perfection Stove Co., of Cleveland, KGW.
different
stores and shops here.
five-minute programs, started
13
Wherrie Tailoring Company, local WOWO.
McCa'rin-Erickson, New account; through William Norvell
April 18.
York. WBZ-WBZA.
Agency; one month announcement
PITTSBURGH
William Filene's Sons Co., 312 15- service oil Pacific Coast Baseball
Commercial Milling Co., participaminute programs starting April 30. Broadcasts. KEX.
tion in Home Forum three times
WEEL
Montgomery Ward (SUberman- -weekly for seven weeks. Placed by
Henley Kimball Co., sponsoring Becker Corp.)
through Neisser- Karl Behr. KDKA.
baseball scores seven nights per Meyerhoff, Inc.; 17 five-minute pro
Dr. Miles Medical Co., 31 quarterScott Ad- grams weekly on Fridays.. KEX.
week, started April 17.
hour evening periods.
Placed by
vertising Agency, Boston. WEEI.
Wade Advertising Agency. KDKA.
Packard Motor Car Co., 13 anSEATTLE
Socony^Vacuum Corp., 13 oner
23.
April
nouncements,' starting
Shops, seven announce- minute discs. Placed by J. Stirling
^Grayson
----ments, April" ID-T.Sr'KOMO;^"^^ Getchellrlncr—KDJE£A--=-==-^=-=.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., 312
Gillette Razor, 18 one-minute anReo Motor Co., 13 announcements,
announcements, starting Oct. i. Jos- one daily, starting April 9. KOMO nouncements. Placed by Ruthrauffeph Katz Co., Baltimore, WEEI.
Hudson Bay Fur Co., two 30-word Ryan. KDKA.
Pluto Water, 26 announcements, announcements weekly for 26 weeks
Reid Murdoch Co., participation in
starting April 24. World Broadcast- Started April 8. KOMO.
Home Forum three times weekly for
ing System. WEEI.
McLaughlin, Gormley, King Co., 13 weeks. Placed by Philip O. Palseries of six five-minute discs. Starts mer. KDKA.
May 11. KJR.
John Morrell Packing Co., particiHARTFORD
Psychiana, series of 13 flve-mlnute pation in Home Forum three times'
Hart Furriers, Hartford, three anweekly tor 13 weeks.
Placed by
nouncements a week, P. M. Placed discs. Started April 10. KJR.
Campbell Cereal Co., contract ex- Henri, Hurst and McDonald. KDKA.
WDRC.
direct..
Reo Motor Co., 13 one-minute anMutual System, Hartford, 60 an- tension from April 18 to April 27,
periods
weekly.
three
five-minute
nouncements.
Maxon,
throe
a
Placed
12:30
noon,
by.
nouncements at
Inc. KDKA.
Week. In'leaiv.te ox teuton. AVDRC. KJR.
Philadelphia Co., five quarter-hour
C. 'H. Dahlem Company, daily 50Pcpi Macaroni Co., Wutcibury, reRCA-Victor,

ments weekly,

six spot announceindefinite period. Fei-

WFI.

genbaum Agency.

WDRC.

ALIAS "BOTTLE"
THE ARMOUR HOUR
CHICAGO

'T

8:30-0 P.M. C.S.T

M0

Thru

E.8.T., WJIZ

WENB

Station

I

:

'

Coost-to-Coast
very Frldny Evening

0:30-10 P.M..

EVERY SATURDAY
WJZ—9 9:30 P.M.— NBC
-

Permanent Address, LAMBS'' CLUB,
130 West 44th St., New York City

AND HIS MUSIC

NOW

Personal Manager

RUDY VALLEE

ROY FOX
AND

HIS

BAND

'•

.

HENRY
BUSSE

Featured Nightly

HOLLYWOOD RESTAURANT
NEW YORK

„

.

-t-

CAFE de PARIS

LONDON
B.B.C.

NETWORK

'

CHEZ PAREE
Chicago
'itly

CBS

THE GREEK AMBASSADOR
OF GOOD WILL

GEORGE
GIVOT

M.C.A. Presents

STYNE
And Orchestra
At Prima Rainbo Gardens
Clark at Lawrence, Chicago

AL BOKDE, Personal Bep.
NBC—CHICAGO—NBC

-

•

'

I

,

Sole Direction

HERMAN BERNIE
1610

A
PURE OIL PROGRAM

,

tract

WDRC

NEW
W XORK

Stylist

:

8:30-9 P. M.
C.S.T.

|

|

.

The Instrumental

Jack and Loretta
Clemens

"

Broadway New fork

WJZ.

:

HARRY SALTER
And His Orchestra

WITH HIS CAMPUS CHOIR

CONRAD THIBAULT
LOIS BENNETT
HONEY DEAN

•

HUDSON-ESSEX Program
NBC-WJZ

8:

GILL
EMERSON
ORCHESTRA
aot>

WTAM
Nightly

I

NB

Mond tty
f

I

8 .}$.y

1

P

Rocke Productions

;

and

CLEVELAND

Sole Direction
Beii

'

MIXED VOCAL ENSEMBLE

Tuesday Nights,

WILBERT'S

FLOOR WAX

•

••

^

10:45-11 A.M.

Mon., Wed., Fri.

*

M

'

..

•

LITTLE JACKIE

HELLER
MOn.. Tues.. Frl., 4:15 P. M.
Wed. 4 to 4:30 P. M.. CSt
- 6atr-4r30=P^Mrr-NBC
Management NBC/ Chicago
:

Per. Ren.)

HERMAN BERNIE

New York

City

Joe Parsons
Radio's

Low

Voice

SINCLAIR MINSTREL
Every Monday. 8 P. M.. N.B.C

CHICAGO

-

.

WET

on other
programs and immediate success
brought the girls a show of their
own. They work a la Boswell Sis-

several appearances

Chatter

io

I

New

Business

ters.

B. M. Arthur,* who came to
Pittsburgh, back oh Job WSOC,
Charlotte,
N. C, from
.Ick leave oT several days.
KGBX, averages high in fan mail
liowry hit WCAE, Pittsburgh, with his guitar-singing act.
soloist.
.
* or a 16 -minute stvpover during his
#
v^ni—ji
the Southern
of
Dramatic
society
ftr
I
jan Garber haa, be
Workshop, Asheville, N. C, has ini? day's stay tor Variety Club show.
air from augurated a series of six weekly
* PIt*&uragainst 60% of gross.
Guy Lombard©
It $1,000
when
he
into
the
Pittsburgh
goes
of that city,
broadcasts over
Howard Price,, tenor at WCAE, Stanley for a week next month.
Including plays and miscellaneous
Pittsburgh, and Gene Uewely notaFirst air attempt by Continental programs. The. periods are directed
ot its
tion's pianist and member
Distillery looks likely for
Plonk and
Lillian
Laura
and
by
a
to
Bo-and-So trio, will tell it
soon.
Auditioning Wilbur Morgan.
local
show
pr
Mickey Alport with Jan Savltt's
Sterchl Brothers, furniture; are
H^ry'pSKe, Sr.. chier engineer orchestra on one unit, Clarence presenting
'Funfest' as a weekly
WCAE. Pittsburgh, has been Puhrman's crew and soloists,, and a. program over
m.t
Asheville,
WISN, Gilbert and Sullivan idea for anto
temporarily
shifted
N. C, under a long-term contract
Milwaukee. other
in
etation
Hearst
two.
recently signed.
for
him
in
filling
is
Holland
Harold

WCAE,

|at

Continued from page 99)

return^ New York as a church J

Ed

•

^.^ ^*^|J

wM

WWNQ

WCAU

U

'

a,m., Wednesday. Broughton Adver(Continued from page 44)
KSTX.
tising Service.
minute announcements. Placed by
Chrysler Motors, scattered one*
and
G r o v e. minute
Ketchum-MacLiebd
Ruthdlso, night hours.
KDKA.
KNX;
ft Ryan.
Acme Beauty .Galon, two an- rauff
Gardner Nursery Co., 60-mlnute
Placed
times.
26
daily
nouncements
Northwest
discs, six nights a week.
direct. WCAE.
Radio Advertising Co. KNX.
MaVbelUne, seven evening announcements daily 13 times. Placed
SEATTLE
by Scott Howe, Bowen. WCAE.
Standard, Furniture Co., 12
Electrolux Bales, six announce*
ments weekly 26 times. Placed by nouncements, week of April
;

WWMC,

DursUns and Os- KOLi.

Batten, Barton.
borne: WCAE.

Packard

Seattle

once weekly, transcrip- nouncements, week of
Placed by Dillon- KOL.
tion, 26 weeks.
Evergreen Amusement Co., dally
Kirk. WCAE.
Ford Motor Co, of Pgh., seven ah announcements, April 20 to May 10.
tunes. KOMO.
26
weekly,
nouhcements
Placed direct. WCAE.
Pontiac, series of 30 announce-

Knox

Co.,

That WCAU has compromised
with the musicians' union seems
Stephanie. Diamond, staff artist logical, since the outlet replaces
Pacific Northwest
Paul Mason's current house band
with a new musical unit, scheduled
for April 30. Talk around is that
Bocony-Vacuum Corp., five eve- ment discs. April 20 to May 24.
a quarter-hour general
When
Mason will continue as batoneer,
ning transcriptions weekly, 13. times. KOMO.
but those on the inside look for a topic program, sponsored by coast- Placed by J. Sirling Getchell. WCAE.
United Drug Co., daily quarterconducting change within a few to-coast dental account, began to
W. W. Lawrence Co., 52' an- hour discs. May 1-5. KOMO.
Show laxity in listener-response, nouncements.
weeks or less.
Placed by A. P. Hill
Bills Bros.. 13 five-minute discs,
One hundred comely gals from Carey Jennings, KGW-KEX sales Co. WCAE.
April 18 to May 4. KJR.
Beaver College upset the morale of manager, offered to take over the
Independent Wallpaper Co., 13 anPhllly's WCAU last Saturday: when spot, announcing the program him- nouncements. Placed direct. WCAE
a group from the college romped in self. And, the punch develops in
five-minute
CO., six
May.
Stern
for glee, club broadcast. Some quiet that during the first week mail and afternoon talks weekly, 72 times
ORIGINAL
reigned after the girls left, but a telephone response indicate that a Placed direct. WCAE.
Personal Management
few of better lookers remained sales manager can aell as. well as
Bhanahan Bros. Storage Co., three
around to completely demoralize the boss sellers.
PAUL KAPP
Placed direct;
Fred M. Brenne, KGW-KEX con- announcements.
Norris West;
entire announcing.
who announced tne show,, was the tinuity, and publicity writer for WCAE.
17, B. Qutta PercKa Paint Co., six
.„
least perturbed of all. Probably be- about one year, has Joined Frederick
THE
30
Schmalz Radio Advertising evi nme transcriptions weekly,
lieves in the old adage of safety in H.
times. Placed by J. Walter ThompAgency.
numbers!
WCAE.
son.
Abnormal warm weather has
Pormalee Coo Co., half-hour pro
Creators of • New Trio Style
brought out the white' flannels and
for 13 weeks. Placed
sun-back dresses in the KGW-KEX grain weeklyBothwell.
Iowa
WCAE
by W. Earl
offices and studios. Flora Bartmess,
Summit Hotel, 52 announcements,
Late Features ot
half-pint bookkeeper, has inauguBothwell. WCAE,
Earl
Placed
by
W.
•• BROOKFIELD DAIRYMAIDS
di- rated semi-nudist camp on room
Hanrahan,
Wife,
James
of
announce
Baking
Co.,
two
Bauer
Fri., 10-10:80 PJI. BST
"Fifty Million Frenchmen"
rector, KSO, home from the hospi- tower of Oregontan building. Here, ments daily, 62 times.
Placed by
WON, OhlMfo Tribane Station
during* noons, she absorbs the intal and much improved.
Fletcher and Ellis. WCAE,
tl Weeks, Begtnnln*- Nov.
"Three's a Crowd"
Foster M. Brooks of KSO marr vigorating rays of the April sun.
Ford Motor Co., 13 announcements,
Chet Blomneas, KGW-KEX salesried to Miss Loretta Mayer of
Exclusive Dir. PAUL KAPP
man, was handling the mike at a Placed direct. WCAE.
Louisville, Ky., non-pro^
Gelatin
Co., one announceKnox
The inquiring microphone, KSO, remote wrestling match the other ment every evening 26 times. Placed
got a shock last week when one night, when he received a surprise by Federal Adv: Agency. WCAE.
At
in fact, a 200-pound, wriggling,
of the boys on the street replied
Socony Vacuum Co., transcription
One of the
to the question, 'dp you think a high squirming surprise.,
evenings weekly 13 times.
five
school graduate should spend a year fancy-footed lads had heaved his
Getchell.
Stirling
J.
Placed
by
college.?'
opponent
high
In
air,
then
the
with
of rest before entering
WCAE.
that's a damned silly question if a calculating eye, espied' little Chet,
OF SMILES
NEW YORK
Everyday
Baking
Co.,
Haller
|| you ask me!' No comeback.
flve-foot-three-ln-his-socks-without
once daily 76 times.
Mickey and Oliver, formerly with holes, and sw-l-ish! Down, came Heroes programWCAE,
POBTIiAND^HOFFA
JACK SMART
the upheld wrestler, right into Placed direct.
now with KSO.
WOC-WHO,
Improved Cosmetic Co., one. anIRWIN DELMOBB
After a year of heavy build-up on Blomness' lap.
8TANDER
mystery gossiper, KSO is going
Fishing is the topic of conversa- nouncement daily 13 times. Placed
Tl the
MINERVA. PIOUS
tion With the studio folk at KOIN- direct. WCAE,
II high-hat on this type of thing. The
ETUUBBN DOPQLAB
Tick Chentical Co., one evening
is out and The Journal.
UENOTE HAYTON'S IPANA II mysterious Madame
Such ardent enthusiPlaced by
64 times,
TROUBADOURS
used is
*— with their asts as C.'W. Myers, C. Roy Hunt, announcement
=>
55 the only gossip
^ftMaterial bjr Fred Allen and HanryjA new Mythical Ballroom dance pro
Charles Couche, Joseph Sampietro, Morse International. WCAE.
Featured Soloist
Pgh.. Provision and Packing Co.,
trandance
includes
which
Jimmie
Riddell,
'Red'
DunOwen
Management Walter Batchelor mm scriptions from J2 to 1, with a ning, Frank Trevor, Ron Myron,. one announcement daily 13 times.
P.
|Wednesdaya,
P. if,, 1. 8. T.
master of ceremonies using widely Gene Baker and others plan and Placed direct. WCAE.
wjsAIT
Btudebdkef .Co,, four announceknown local names as .entering the plot the capture of the finny beau-,
Placed by
ballroom. Only the nicest of nice ties. Andj what's more, they, are un- ments daily 52 times.
iOl
Cunningham.
Roche, Williams and
things said.:
usually successful.
Inquiring mike used the 'Believe
Spring fashions are being dis- WCAE.
Dodge Motor Co., one announceIt or Not' museum exhibit as an played by KOIN feminine continFirst Tenor with
Placed by
advertising tie-up with the show.
gent.
Ruth Bjork, Alleen Mc- ment daily 22 times. WCAE.
KSO now building up the Dark- Kamey, Ruth Messmer, Margaret Ruthrauff and Ryan.
Spear and Co., short talk once
town Strutters, including Al Dav- Slater, Mltzi LaMarr, Edna Owlngs,
Initial Stage Appearance
times.
Placed direct.
72
enport with his big bull fiddle, Dorothy Robinson*' Mary Gibbon, daily
YORK
PARAMOUNT,
Three J*s, Denver Darling and his Geraldffie France and Florence Ball WCAE.
This Week (April 13)
Carter Medicine Co., 3 announcebanjo and Eddie Truman at the of KALE.
piano. They give a good show and
production ments weekly 26 times. Placed by
Johnny
Walker,
KOIN
helped Brooks and Plerson and manager, recently returned from a Street and Finney. WCAE.
Charlie Flagler put on a guest show trip to California cities, reports
Bay State Fish Co., transcription
at KWCR, Cedar Rapids, in cele- business conditions to be on the up- twice weekly 13 weeks. Placed by
"The Sweetheart of the Blues" bration of that station going from grade and a decided upward trend Street and Finney. WCAE.
local to regional rating.
Asam Bros., six announcements
broadcasting. Walger spent conTHIS WEEK, APRIL 20
KSO having no difficulty in sell- in
siderable time at KFRC in San weekly 62 times. Placed by Stewart
ing its Sat. .morning matinee to Francisco
and KHJ In Los Angeles. Jordan. WCAE.
RK0 CLEVELAND
Robin Hood shoes, children's dePittsburgh Coal Co., five anFortune Gallo, Impresario bringSole Direction
partments of stores, etc.
times.
weekly
16
ing San Carlo Grand Opera com- nouncements
HERMAN BERN IE
pany to Seattle, Broke for 7-col. Placed by Walker and Downing.
AND HIS
streamer headline for his 400 -mile WCAE.
1919 Broadway, New York
CALIFORNIA ORCHESTRA
Kellogg Bales Co., three announceNorth Carolina
trip in 24. hours to appear for 15
COAST-TO-COAST
minutes on KOI>, Seattle, interview, ments daily for indefinite period.
with Raymond D. Holmes of P. I. Placed direct. WWSW.
With Dick Hartman's Crazy Ten- staff, asking the questions on the
Wagner- Traynor Co., four fiveIf the Population of the U. S.
SUNDAY, 2:30 p. m.»S p. m.
nessee Ramblers going good on a air.
minute periods weekly for 62 weeks.
Were Divided Into Tri
daily 16-minute period over WBT
Surprise shower held last week Placed direct. WWSW.
WEAF
for -the North Carolina distributors by KOMO-KJR staff members for
Carol Dress Shop, 13 flve-mihute
WED.,
of Crazy Crystals, the sponsors sent the newly-wedded Don Vraig, an- broadcasts. Placed direct. WWSW.
9:80 p. m.
out a call for other hill-billy bands nouncer.
0 p. m.
Spear and Co., 30 announcements.
Gift-opening ceremonies
and hired, literally, a dozen. Oper- extemporaneously, put before KOMO Placed by Walker and Downing.
ating on. the theory, of making a mike, with the studio orchestra WWSW.
good thing better by providing more keeping things jolly while the
of it,. Crazy Crystals how .presents flustered Craig, unwrapped and unLOS ANGELES
Quaker Oats Co., Babe Ruth discs,
a full hour show each Saturday wrapped,
night, something on the barn dance
8:16 to 8:30 p.m;, Wednesday. Flet-
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HAROLD
KEMP, NBC Artist BuTUO
Dirwttoe, 0HARLE8 A. BAY HA

plan.

a mad
ballad singing, hog

The show

fiddling,

is

riot of

and vclanging cowbells—but
sponsors and listeners like It.

WSOC

subscribing

to

cher

calling

Texas

the

World

:

Presents
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WABC,

12
Coaat-to-Coast

Houston, 1s on the way
make this a recognized radio
Commercial Manager 'W. C. Irvln, town. The station, recently purannounces chased by The Chronicle, broadcast
WSOd Charlotte, N. C,Drum
the announcement program with a
to tli
the addition of Dewey

KTRH,

HERMAN

RAY PERKINS
Palmer House

Cushman's Sons

CHICAGO

BAKERIES

NBC

WOR
SEDLEY BROWN

recent membership drive

WWHC

to the air

of that city.
Schlitz beer show over WBT,
Charlotte, N. C, started April 13.

over

'Chronicle' Highlights,'

the notes

on the news 'broadcast daily on
Houston* has inaugurated

KTRH,

bringing visiting
policy
of
celebrities to th© mike for brief in-,
Marajah, answering questions oh tervlew...
First was Kate Smith.
love, marriage, investments, travel
intM-viowed by Theatre Critic Lecln
and personal problems, is appearing
for five 16-miriute periods a
Asheville, N. C.
over

WWNC,

week

Orchestra
COMMODORE HOTEL
MEW TOBK
Tuesday', Thursday* and
11:30-12
P.M.;
Fridays,
Saturdays, 11-11:15 P.M.,
eoast

Loeal

fans

couldnt

New York Paramount
(Week
—

v

Friday, April

WABC

coast,

.

HOTEL PIERRE

27)

Also

OLDSMOBILE PROGRAM

DENNY

COASt-TOCOAST
Columbia Broadcasting System
Tuesday and Friday at
9:15 P.M. E.S.t.

understand

why Amos 'n* Andy, broadcasting
Modern Melody Maids, personable from the Metropolitan theatre in
trio on WBT, Charlotte, "N. C, have Hon-irm. where they wore plnyinfr.
been given their own spot for eaoh
'Continued on page 46)
They roade^
Thursday afternoon.

to

Colombia Broadcasting System

the

Rider.

r

Direction

Guest Conductor

MIDN1TE

Direction
BEBNIR
1619 Broadway ^New York

Direction

JOHNNY
GREEK

to

Drum salute from the Columbia network
station's commercial staff.
d an address from Washington by
has been advertising manager for; a
esse H. Jones, chairman of RFC
Charlotte department clothing>rftore
and publisher of The Chronicle.
for the past 12 years.
^.-C.-Vanderhwven^president^pf-the New equipment is being installed,
fc-:MoHI^TOteirKew^afk"r»liht^ Asheville, 'N. C., Civic Music Asso- aiid the station Is going "after- an
increase In power.
ciation, carried the organization's
Sole
HON., FBI.,

Jones

Advertising

'Micky' quilt patches, 10:45 to 10:60

Broadcasting System service, efnual radio announcers' contest as a
fective this month.
WSOC, Charlotte, N. C, is broad- stunt for one of h(s clients. Three
and
casting 12 16-minute neWs reviews local stations, KPRC,
a Week, with John Ffazee, former KXYZ, joined. In the audition, each
Chicago Tribune reporter, handling with three staff announcers comThe winner: 'Sylvester
the details. Three of the 12 spots peting.
deep-voiced announcer of
are- sponsored by Carolina Auto Gross,
Supply Company, distributor of KPRC.
Crosley radios and Crosley Shelvador refrigerators.

Co.,

Frank Colby/ Houston advertising
man* engineered the city's first an-

.

LEON

sham

KNX.

Mills.
C. Michael

;

KTRH

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

&

John

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Conoco OH
Wed., 10:30 P.M.

WJZ
WJZ

HRT'S'SM'ICK HKf'OftDS

Rat., 13

MldnlRht

Mod., 11:30 P.M.

Richard

fladnot

WABC

Frl..

0:30 P.M.

WEAF
Toes., 12<30

A.M.
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Bernie's Routine

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Inside Stuff-Music

Hollywood, April 23.
Bernle*wlll not play any hotel
one of the high spots of the regular dates locally on completion of his
Mayfair, Cleveland
show, with gags and songs which present assignment at Paramount
she markets equally as well on .the., m-- 'Thank Tour Stars.' Band will
Cleveland, April 20.
After trying all sorts of masters floor as she does on the stage.
arrive In New. York around July l r
order of the .„
~.
m_^«i» hotel and
of ceremonies who drew; only yawns
combination^
TaVt'ciubXys^T^crGail and \***
from blase nite-clubbe'rs, Harry Lepnard,
dance dates in the northwest and
on
the
laughs
and
aid
Propper's Mayfair' Anally found a
dance
engagements
In Texas,
Al Gale, who fronts for
novelty.
sure-fire dicker by giving a maProbable that Bernie's combo will
the threesome, has a lot of selling
gician the m.c.'s Job.
personality and pep. Prima donna hit Atlantic City after arriving back
the
who
turned
Card -tricksters
is Lilly Lido, who has appeared in east
trick, building up. biz and more inthe big- picture houses, while a sin
terest than conventional perform- gle ha r d-shoe hoofer, on early, Is
'.
young Jad 5[ miny
ers, Is Russell Swan,
a»« i vnune knd
u rns
from New York who once acted in J„
r
ra t
Abie's Irish Rose.' he does a.Fred
to a line of 16 glr i s
to
enough
Keating act smopmly
there are six show girls. Costum
stop the show.
Ing throughout reflects class rare
Spot of 426 capacity is intimate to most out of town places reenough for him to do a ten-minute ga^^gg o£ thelr aj Z g or clientele,
Cincinnati, April 28.
turn of smart Illusions to restart J Evolution of the bridal costume
A. E. 'Tony' Scheffer, mgr. of
the revue. Majority of tricks, con- fr0
_ what
14th cen,tury
up
the
_____
_r to
r
sisf of disappearing bird-cages a |may"be expected"in7i940 brings out Grey stone, pop ballroom, ..was so
la Keating, calling aces out of deck, some real splendor, as well as a enthused with
the, biz he did
and pulling them out of customers noyelty finish, while a Neon effect on jan Garber's ork that in a blast
coats. Familiar stuff,, but he haa a figures
for a different opening over
ove_
ho niannea
manned the miKe
mike to
line of amusing patter, mixed with number. Three shows done nightly,
some good gags on the other enter- j Erhie Golden arid orchestra dis- boast: "We broke all attendance records here tonight.'
trainers, that gives them a good penses the music.
Next morning two ..bandits stuck
circulates, among
send-off; Also
Both the. food and the liquid retables, working a phonograph with freshments invite no complaints, up bjis femme sec and Negro janitor
timed records, in. a, corking card neither does the service.; .Easy to and scrammed with receipts, restunt- that fascinates large parties,
get oMt without going bankrupt, ported at $3,466 by insurance com
Another act that adds class to drinks starting at under 60c.
pany which reimbursed the terps
Char.
bill is Crawford arid. Kaske, a team
irnpresario.
Robbers arrived in
of
fast-teinpoed tango dancersi
office after
.opened the safe.
with yoiing male partner mixing In
Cresta, N. Y.
One of 'em fired his revolver when
a' bit of smooth acrobatic work for
announcing purpose of visit
a swell flash. Lee Sisters offer heat
Peter Cresta lends' his name to
and
song
for Garber's
with
peppy
It
was
a
one-nighter
contrast
the Chateau Cresta, an intriguing
it.
over-doing
dance, but. not
moniker by the bye, in a swank Yeastfoamers. Admlsh 60c.
radio trloi setting on East 64th. It was forarid Strum,
songstress!
torch
Helen
Nugent,
7j;-:
im'erly an art gallery .and all. the
.
t.t«j
i
Parish
s
Gall Gaylord. and Ned
artlstlc atmosphere has, been pre;aaejp-.wfclp -ux»-JntOTest.
aer yed in the decorations, 'serving
^^Hr*
minimum
Mayfair has a ?2.50
(Continued froitt page 46)
aa ^ highly effective setting for this
week-ends, and still charges a 50- _ mnrf n it Prv
I i.**
*~ 'v-. «-.'«—.^i Uii *i.
*~
cent minimum for drinks. Pullen.
^Sa^Sae's^dansapation, Evelyn

Ben

I

More and more the Witmark-Remick firms (Warners) and Famous
Paramount) are becoming out-and-out film music publishers. The son^
adjuncts are regarded, from the film end, as exploitive media, rather
than as a straight music publishing venture. On the other hand, when
D.eSylva Issues any film music, Bobby Crawford goes after the songs
on tin pan alley standards; ditto the Bobbins-Metro Idea.
(
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Just like the film companies regard any ether plug for a picture song
as a good free ad for the picture, the music men and the Broadway
legit producers' have changed their ideas about restricting production
song material.
In years past it meant a sure lawsuit if anybody dared vocalize in
«
vaudeville theatre or elsewhere any number out of a current Broadway
production. But since a song like 'Smoke Gets Into Your Eyes' is credW
ited with having largely turned 'Roberta,' the operetta, into a success,
production songs no longer are restricted on the air or variety stage.
They're figured valuable to the b.o.
That a composer like Jerotne Kern altered his views
the mom
remarkable, as In years past he wouldn't even okay a dance rendition
of any of his ditties, say, out of, •Sally/ 'Sunny,' eto.j especially whe*
the show was comparatively new,
It became the smart thing for a time for the more enterprising dance
maestros to attend the premieres and take down a lead sheet of the hit
tunes and then fake a dance version for the first nlghters who patronize
the more popular after- theatre spots. Now that's no longer necessary.
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Poland, Russia arid Cecheslovakla, along with the Balkan states, are.
becoming, more jazz-minded. Publishers in England can sell 260 orchestrations of a hit to Polish jazz maestros with little difficulty.

Chateau
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American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers' new writers
and pubs' classification review system, is regarded as a farce by all con«
cerned. It sets up a sub -board to which to take appeals on classiflca*.
tlon.
This board in turn makes i ecommendations to the. board of dl«
reotors. Heretofore the appeals, went Immediately to the board, hence
the setting up of this new body Is merely a buffer and another means
of delay, because ultimately the board- must make decisions.
;
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Sedano outlet of NBC, which
and Swor (Mabelle) shape up into,
Harry Grler of
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pianologist,
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Petit Palais is a sister enterprise
to the Club Slmplon (John .'and
Nick), 'with Ernest, one of the
brothers, worrying about the new
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George Showboat

'

.

May Again Be

Floated

Warner Bros, group in the American Society of Composers, Authors
^hTTocS
& Publishers Is collecting 30% of the money allocated to the publisher
KTRH, faction of the organization, With the exception of Chappell- Harms, all
.

KPRC

the

I

Intimate divertissement.
nifty
the former Club Europa. r The. latter dance team is especially
which was stymied in the initial effective. Sedano has been around
rush for likker licenses last De_th divers partners, notably Elizcember. Now It s open' again, after labeth Brown. Bernie's terp music
a couple of months' hiatus; with a h 3 a_ ao standard.
Abel.
$2 dinner and an elaborte floor
show for the dinner sessions that . .
—
«•
i_
worth whil The'e'°
'

mt
is
This -v

- thWack

Chicago

I

Houston, staff, was picked to put the
firms are away up in the aoclety's brackets. Harms, Inc., rates
Giiy Lombardo's orchestra on the
Columbia network from Holly wood, as the lone AAA representative, WUmark and Remlck are both in AA*
the Galveston resort where they are while T. B. HarmB has been nudged up to BB;
playing.
Collectively, these firms get around 40% of the transcription coin dis«
Both major Houston, Tex., sta trlbuted by the Music Publishers Protective Association.

WB

tions now owned by ""newspapers,
Jess Jones, chairman of the Recon
struction Finance Corp., last week
transferred, the ownership of
Affiliato his -Houston' Chronicle.
tion of
is with CBS. Town's
other major transmitter, KPRC, is
owned by the Houston Post, and is

KTRH

KTRH

allied with NBC
Glens Falls, N. Y., April 23.
Lake George Showboat, floating
Nan. Blakstone, doubling from night club, is due to be operated
Maryland
the Town Casino Club; Blltmore
again this year as the result of an
Trio, Dimltri and Virgil, and Jolly
agreement jformer State* Senator
CobutnT^
Baltimore gal curGladys
Beck,
a jiice floor show interlude. Virgil Frederick W. Kavanaugh, president rently visiting the
hometown, who
m.c's, introducing the other acts, Qf the bankrupt Lake George "Trans
and has a nice terp style with p
ffirrsSfovS.
Dimitrl. in some interesting ball
with Its creditors to buy certain vaude ville Friday (27). Will break
roomoldgy. That 'Bolero' number assets for $2,600, The company,
In at the Ritz, Newburgh, N. Y.
Is particularly effective.
which took over three Lake George Following week (May 4) has been
'
.Miss
Biakstone's
saucy
pi
steamers from a Delaware & Hud-' penciled into the Roxyf New York
anology registers. The Blltmore
pas- City,
threesome are in the popular man- son subsidiary, flopped because
Nancy: Turner, for Pas t two years
senger traffic on the two day boats
ner of heated jazzique, and Co
style-spieler over WBAL, leaves
burn's dance music is likewise very .j was off,
in
Abel.
in the agreement Senator Kava- April 30 to join staff of
oke.
capacity. Will have a daily
same
naugh made for the payment of cer- quarter-hour
chore captioned 'Round
tam P referred claims It is under- the Town.' Replacing at WBAL is
stood he withdrew his personal! Mrs. Charles Fisher, -socialite, who
t- \
at -nt t a n iq
defunct win air "under "toe pseudonym "of
Bringing d floor'^show over from cIaim £or MO.000 against the
New York that would dp justice to corporation. Included in the .assets 'Peggy Randall?All-Amerlcan
Jake Slagle,
halfmost any of the Broadway spots, he purchased was the broadcasting
with Ann Pennington and Ann Sey apparatus. Showboat units go on] back at Princeton in '26, resigning
from staff of WFBR, Baltimore, to
mour heading the talent, is the ef- the air over WGY, Schenectady.
enter the advertising biz.
fort being projected to build this
Frank Thomas, Jr., kid legit
place into a suburban retreat rank
trouper current in Ford's stock prez
ing. with the best'
of 'Wednesday's Child;' guest of
Spot is the spacious cliffs road
Kiddie Club,
rendezvous formerly known as the
Trent Meredith, formerly with the
Mayor Howard Jackson's spiel on
Abbey Inn. Built only about three
years' ag<v the New Wonder Bar''is Los Angeles office of the MCA, is municipal tax system over WBAL
an impressive establishment and now on the staff of the Thomas Lee tomorrow (24) goes out over the
one that cost: plenty to construct, Artists Bureau to promote orchestra NBC blue link.
let alone keep up
Ad Lieder, one of the Balto local
bookings on the Pacific coast.
It has a largo and attractively
radio pioneer ork leaders, returns
built interior, seating 660 without
.
to ether duty with hew musicking
n
MWt . oc
J<> hn9 » n 0 ? a n 1st, has or
G
crowding, and an outside garden
outfit over WCBM.
encircling; it that accommodates ganized a dance band, or his own,
about 260. Plan during the sum opening at Peoriy Park, Omaha.
mer is to keep both the inside and
Nebraska
outside open, with service, bars for
Mary Dobbs. is quitting as organ?
each, and entertainment In the ist at the Iris, Denver, after 10 years
„ as under
x,
* h,.
'
open as well
the roof. The 4 „
New biz still on the, Incline.
A ne
«« apot
111 tne
^
garden, perched on the cliffs oyer
Ernest Bader back from K, C. and
the Hudson, commands a striking
a business trip.
Mai Hallett and Larry Funk have
view of New York*
John Henry arid KOIL angling for
Among the higher class : New been booked for two weeks each at .broadcast rights to Western .League
Jersey
dine-and-dance.
niterles, the Steel Pier, Atlantic City, this baseball games,
which are easily accessible to New summer. Rockwell -O'keefe handled.
subbing
June Saunders of
Yorkers, it threatens to be se_»
for -Rose Weber at the Brandels
Fe"is, spotted at La Casa ticket window while the latter into
,^

West 66th. Roberto
maitre and no small asset.
spot

is

ori

the

When the next royalty payoff comes due from the publishers In August
the writers will collect an extra piece of coin as their share of the French
Performing Rights Society's payment for 1933 to the American Society
of Composers, Authors & Publishers.
ASCAP made the distribution of this money, amounting to around
$200,000, to the publisher, members' last week. Society got the draft several ..months ago, but it took the clerical force the interval to break up.
the payment according to French performances for each publisher
,

involved.
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snore,

wniie tne JNe

t ra. ae

be sought, an effort is being
to grab-the bulk of the Jersey
business, with a lot of ^sheets out
already all over nearby territory.
Billy Arnold, an old-timer among
New York put on the
s
hn
r °£l
iZJ^lt
}
7
^on^Sher-man^doln^
which they may justly .be puffed
will

5

:

program
1
1

cSinatlon w^th fast^nd

cleverly
Their precision

Al Boasberg received a check for 4c from Robbins Music Co. as hie
share of royalties on' 'Until the End', song written for 'So This Is C61-Money Is for the six months endlege', picture made by Metro In 1929.
ing last December. Boasberg wrote the lyrics and Martin Broones the
music.
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Swift Takes Chi Symph.
Chicago, April

for the

Is now at Boston's Statle:
thrilling
Hotel
and
is
dancers with his superb

23.

ovei
broadcasting:
He features th'
tunes of the times, nainely

music,

Swift packing

NBC.

"A THOUSAND OOOD
NljJHTS"

"RIPTIDE"
"DANCING IN THE
LIGHT"
"MOONLIGHT WALTZ"
"I'VE, HAD
MY MOMENTS"
"HOT CHOC'LATE SOLDIERS"

^^Swift-goes'In-as^competitlon-witliFord on the symphony thing,, with
the motor company bringing In the
Detroit Symphony for its part of III
llll
band the show.

Columbia net

Chi.

.

Hit Everywhere

WILLIAM scorn

Fof 1034 World's Fair

MUSIC CORPORATION

in

Beach, of Rocky Mount,
Gedrge Johnson and his new
N. C, reports that the band bus! at Peony Park broadcasting dance
nights over WOW.
n0f,s 111 h,a territory in on the UP

o art c
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executed routines.
work, taking in considerable that is beat,
and original, even goes to
orchestra
Strickland
splits and 'things of that
Charles
kind. Frank Bernard's drunk spe- opens the Theatre Cafe, in the basecialty is also a sock
men *?£ the
d ldfir " New or^'
2° rmer cafeteria
Miss Pennington did not appear on IYiday (27)
,S°," J,
becauseP of(19
ThuSaV
by Lou Brooks will operher father's death but Miss Sey- operated
mour waff -on hand to punch up ate from luncheon to the wee hours.
I

'

MEET

Billy Meyers ahd Frank Hodek
on a new
back to the mike at
commercial set-up,
Harry Burke judging the prlzewinnlrig auditioners at the Bee-

WOW
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rolling
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includes a topnotch dance team
that will be heard from, Bernar^ and Rich. This is a mixed

of the Music Dealers Service, Inc., Maurice
over, other jobbers in- wholesaling of the
product of 13 publishing firms. To Richmond these concerns sell their
music, at 6% under the dealer price, while the clip for the competing
jobers is only 2%. In order to meet Richmond prices Max Mayer Is
servicing his dealers at 1% under the publisher figure, which leaves
Mayer a profit of only 1% for himself.
Firms which allow Richmond the 6% differential and only 2% to other
jobbers are Blbo-Lang, Broadway,' Irving Caesar, DeSylvar Brown &
Henderson, Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble, Harry -Engel r Leo Feist Isham.
Jones, Joe Kelt, Kornheiser- Schuster, Miller, Olmari arid Sherman -Clay.

company is practically set for the World Fair this
Johnny Gillin readying a booth
ArM^ts Ttni^an'c,
Bmeau s mnnmrpmanagethe CBS Artists
summer
with
the
Chicago Symfor WO
at the World Herald's
ment.
Empire Exposition at the Coliseum, phony orchestra as a free attraction.
John Royal, NBC vice-president, Not likely that the symph will stick
Jimmy Carr opened at the Park stopping off at WOW, Omaha, on more than a month or so with Swift,
Avenue Penthouse, Detroit class his good-will tour to the Coast
latter figuring on changing to a
April 19>
Sldn e y strotz program chairman riper attraction as variety for the
nitori
ot the NBC Chicago office, Omaha, finish
of the exposition.

made

S

As Inheritor of the business
Richmond has a 4% margin

,

,

^^^f^
w 3QrK

.

.
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Soon as the articles of organization have been drawn up and adopted,,
the song pluggers' association, now in process of formation, will, delegate
a. committee to call on the directorate of the Americari Society .of Composers, Authors and Publishers and ask that a percentage of the ASCAP
annual net collections be allocated to the professional contacteers' relief
fund. Those active in organizing the tune placers' association favor requesting that the allocation be made, at least 2%. On the basis of a
yearly distribution of $2,000,000, the. relief fund would thus garner $40,000
',."'=.
from the society.
Among the things the professional men seek' to work but through their
organization are enforcement of the ban against plug payoffs, royalty
cut-ins and free special orchestrations. It is also .planned to adopt some
form of group insurance for the membership, with this not only covering death but sick and unemployment benefits. Bennee Russell is serving as temporary chairman of the organizing committee.
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CHEZ PAREE

Electrical Exposition.

Lyle Gordotl douWln g between his
painting shop and programs
and KOIL.
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s i gn
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America's Smartest Restaurant and Sapper Club
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PLUG ROYALTY OUT
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Fischer to

Sue Copyright Registrar
.

On

Nears End in Once Gay Paree
Most Played

Paris, April 14.

which .is drawing: to an
disastrous for
end was the most

within recollection.
lasted through
Only places which
Floriwlfh good business ate Che?
Victor on the Rue
ence, run by
the lower
In
Casanova;
and
Blanche,
Tabarln and the
^nrice register
Grand Ecart ate the bright spots.
Flock of flashing openings charby
acterlzed the fall, soon followed
Ideal nite spots'-

,

:

Lavclosings;
flock of less flashy
was one
"ishly decorated Pubarry
wall, foloi the first to go to the
lowed by Charlie; Gordon's 1830
I

Club.
.-

•

;this-

massacre

.

'

make

:to

the compilation

shutdown virtually'
.the
In the. best Paris quarter.
.

— MucH

Custom

fair

week.
Plugs are figured on a Bdturday-through-Friday week, reg-

W

but

nounced,

i

De-

de1y

Practiced

Only the chain stations are
listed as indicative of the' gen-

TOO COSTLY

eral plug popularity.

Data obtained from Radio
Log compiled iy Accurate. Reporting JService.

ir

Professional managers and the
variety act,, radio and band contact
men of tinpan alley hope to achieve
something which their employers—
the music publishers have been unable to do for many years, in the
eradication of the free special arr
rangement evil, subsidization of
committee of
plugs, cut-ins, etc,

17
17

six comprising Rdcco Vocco (DeSylva),. Larry Spier (T. B. Harms).

16

Abe Frank! (Famous), Harry JLink

WEAF

WABC

Title
'1,000

Good N ights'

'Riptide'

........

.

. ...

'Somebody Cares*.

.

31

.
. ,;
».

••

•

. , . ..

'House Is Haunted.'.
'Broken Dreams'........
'Love Thy Neighbor*.. .,
'Ought to 'Be Pictures'.

'Smoke In Eyes':

. .

.'.;..

20
19
19

Toronto, April 23.
President Roosevelt .'is pretty
broad in his musical tastes,':
and, as relaxation, prefers such
songs as 'Home on the Range'
and 'My Wild Irish Rose,' according to Lieut. Charles Benter, conductor of the United
States !Navy Band, now. attending .the annual Convention
here of the American Bandmasters' Association,
Lieut. Benter and a 22rpiece
orchestra will be aboard the
the
yacht
on
presidential
Honolulu holiday next June.

;

ularly.

WJZ

Panache, (former Embassy) and the
Berrl went out fairly early, and the
24do,. the old standby of the avenue, went dark January 14 as a
protest against excessive rent. Mon
Paris, Stavisky's hangout, followed,
:

is

Professional Managers Combine to Make Another Attempt to Halt Pernicious

last

time.

Champs Elysees .section
The
was terrific.

the

In

•

rthfr
.

FashiohaWe Moritmartre also

went at about

To familiarize the rest of the
country with the tunes most on
the air around New York, the
following

Last-Minute Renewal Turndown

Prez's Favorites

oil

—
A

Litigation against the Registrar
of Copyrights in Washington looms
as the result of his rejection for
renewal of copyright of A. J. Fischer
& Bros, publication. Registrar has
declared that the composition,,
score for the organ, is now. in the
public domain because the application' for renewal failed to reach his
office at closing time of the last day.
Fischer, through the Music Publishers' Protective Association, Is pre-

Court Again Rules

To

o

Mills'

Advantage

In Jack Hytton Sui

paring to obtain from the Federal
courts a \yrlt of mandamus ordering the Copyright official to. approve
the renewal application.
Because of difficulty in reaching
the composer, the publisher couldn't
send on the application until the
day before the date of copyright exApplication,
6.
April
piration,
mailed special delivery, was received in the Washington post office
late afternoon of April .6, but for
some reason the letter was not de,

livered until the .next morning.

Registrar ruled that because the
application had not been received

Irving Mills scored again in his at his end by office closing time,
Now hanging ort by the teeth but
4:20 pirn., on the day of
• • •
True'
(Witmark), Johnny White (Feiet) defense against the $50,000 damage which is
the composition* no
"frady to' go dark soon are Bagdad,
'Waitin' for Katy'.....*
(Berlin's) has been suit brought by Jack Hylton, British the' expiration,
Joy
Georgie
and
had
^big establishment which has
under the protection of
14
...
'Love Go Wrong'. .
to further this end, fol- bandman, when Justice McCook in longer came
appointed
tough pulling all year; Cote d'Azur,
the" law.
14
the
.
at
lasi:
Those?'.
meeting
Supreme
Court
'Why Dream
the New York
lowing an unofficial
"pretentious enterprise in the Moulin
In the suit it proposes to file, the
13
Cocktails for Two'
week ordered that the major part of
Essex House last week.
Rouge building. Which hasn't paid
Fischer firm will contend that the
13
'Dancing Moonlight'....
All music pubs were represented the Hylton complaint be struck out
Chantilly, recent
any dividends.
registrar
has ho right to designate
13
exception
.
.
the
with
as superfluous, unnecessary, and im'Knew You Wh;,r.';.
at this conclave
opening with race .track decorations
office closing time as the end of
12
'Cariopa'
of Bobbins, Joe Morris, Joe Davis; material. Permission, however, was
that did. well .enough for a while,
anyway, the
12
Lady'.
other pubs who are extended Hyltori's counsel, Julien registration date, and,
Lovely
'Goodnite
certain
also
and Lys Gauty's new Folles on the'
the post office of mail
suspicloned of being gravely guilty Abeles, to serve an amended com- deposit in
'How Do I Know SunRue Victor Masse. That only makes.
properly .addressed to another _goy12
day?' ...............
of breaking the business ethics of plaint.
.a few months of life for the Gatfty
ernment bureau must be deemed- as
12
the Music Publishers' Protective
Litigation developed from Cab
'Else's Shoulder'.
..place.
11
provisos Calloway's recent tour of Britain, a delivery. Since the application
Association and the
'Easy Come, Easy Go'...
In the .face of all this, the Amwas in the hands of the government
11
under the music code.
with Hylton claiming that Mills, as
'Love Me'.
Jbassadeurs Restaurant is about tp
before midnight Of April, the regis11
Professional managers of every head of the Mills Artists Bureau,,
'Neighbors'
open April 17; to catch the spring
trar, the Fischer brief will argue,
'
11
instructing
are
music publisher
'Without Certain Thi
violated a booking contract he had
American trade with an elaborate
has no alternative' but to. issue the
their staffs to treat with the plugs with the English maestro by arr
floor show including' 18 Gertrude
requested renewal of copyright.
landing
basis
of
equitable
Foster
an
Harry
Jiandle
on.
have
ranging
to
"Hoffman
Girls,
Three
Sailors,
ether performances, etc., but not to Calloway's •overseas dates. Just be"Dorothy Crooker, Cornell' and .Graff
Col. Phono. Knocked
promise any cut-ins, special ar fore Calloway sailed Abeles sought
and three bands. It's called optim
rangements, ;etc.
to get an injunction against the
ism here.
to Sacro for
It's a vast tinpan alley move such band's leaving' for England, but this
as hasn't been undertaken before, petition was denied by Supreme
$70,500 in Chi Sale having as its foundation the prin Court Justice. Shlentag.
Abeles' subsequent motion for a
ciples of common weal and fraDate for an open airing of the
re-argument of the injunction quest music publishers' code will be fixed
ternalization.
$1,200
Chicago, April 23.
The men who do the actual work met a similar end.
the latter part of this week, by
Control of Columbia Phonograph
of making the nation's songs point
which time the Washington adminPaction among the writer mem- Company last week passed from the out that they're d6ing it for selfistrators of the publishing division
bers of the American Society of bankrupt GrigsbyrGrunow company preservation.
there's no
If not,
expect to get the document back
Composers, Authors and Publishers to an eastern organization known telling but that next year or two a
from the NBA legal department.
Bid
by
Enterprises.
Sacro
the
has launched a movement to revise as
send an
When the code comes up for hearSale was publisher may be able to
the method of splitting up royalties Sacro at the bankruptcy
down
check
orchestration and a $50
ing it will contain labor clauses and
$70,500 for 79,076 shares of Colum
so that each writer above 'X* classl
radio orchestra
other legal provisions making the
82,523 to some prominent
out
of
Phonograph
stock
bla
flcation will get a minimum, of $25
leader by a Western Union mes
Music Publishers Protective As- music publishers' covenant confprm
outstanding.
a Week. Argument this grbup ad
seriger boy, and where would the
other trades
Remainder of the Grlsby-Grunow professional act-men be? They'd sociation has extended the distribu- with the language of
vances is that out of the $3,000,000
4
tion
of its 5c lyric folio to Canada. codes, also giving it the status of a
a year that the Society garners they assets was kept intact, with the have no business.
Issue contains a coupon entitling criminal statute.
are. entitled to at least $1,200 as sale adjourned until a future date,
it
that
What's more, they know
the holder to a nickel rebate On the
many bids for Grisby property be
their annual share.
would be no great problem, to make purchase of a sheet of music.
'Class X* represents the lowest ing rejected.
any of the name acts and bands see
Dealers in Canada have been Vallee's Vacash Before
level and contains either new mem
coot
spirit
in the
t he light and,
asked to honor these coupons, with
bers, or writers who haven't done
operation and decency of business the understanding that the 5c will
Pavilion Royal Opening
r
much beyond the few songs that CHI
ethics; "make them voluntarily- for-" be~ rebated them by the 'Americairi
made them eligible to ASCAP entry.
get about the idea of chiseling or publishers of the song sheet.
Coterie favoring the $1,200 minimum
Rudy Vallee leaves the Hollywood
cutting In.
For the United' States, the MPPA
'• is
circulating a petition to that efhas issued a second lyric folio edi- restaurant, N. Y„ for a month and. a
Double-Crossed Before
fect among the writer members.
half vacation May 20, closing then
more, the songwriters are tion, this one running to 600,000
What's
Chicago, April 23.
and not re-engaging professionally
now united in the idea of not giving copies.
until June 30 when he opens at the
Four bands will alternate at An- up part of their royalties to any
Pavilion Royal on Merrick road,
drew Karzas' southslde Trianon name plugs, and with the feeling of
Bud Morris to Respot
ballroom this summer; Orchestras
Long Island, for the summer.
Philly Music Battle
co-ordination of
and
unionization
Hollywood
are
set for. the post are Ace Brigode,
Pavilion
and
Philadelphia^ April 23;
IVifanark, Remick Overseas
the popular music busiFrankie Masters, Richard Cole and all forces,
Unusual idea being worked by the kindred enterprises. Same terms at
ness hopes for once to achieve what
Bernie Cummins.
both of $3,500 guarantee and 50-60
the music publishers themselves Anchorage, supper club spot oh the
Buddy Morris, general manager
Wayne King will hold .down the have been unable to do. The pubs River Drive in Philly, Willard over a certain sum. At the Hollyof Witmark and Remick, will go fort at the: north side Aragon.
wood the break is a $17;500 gross,
sign contracts and provisos not to Alexander's band brought tip from
over to London this September, to
including all income from restauengage in any chiseling,, subsidiza- the South to do a Battle of Music
signature contracts for the British
rant, bar, etc., and under which
tion, cut-ins, etc., and, it is charged, with Milt Keilem's crew.
and continental rights to these two
has been getting over
$20,000
Nitery is taking two half-hour terms Vallee
right out and devise means
they
go
catalogs.
and WIP to pro- $6,000 for his end.
of getting around the spirit arid let- shows on
will rejoin Vallee's orCurrent rights tp these libraries Theatre- Radio Organ!
Alice
ined
Faye
ter of the covenants that they Big-' mote the thing, along with heavy
*n the European area are held by
ganization during the summer. She
on R.R.'s Appeal
billing all over town. Keilem's band
natured.
Bert. Feldman.
has one picture tp make for Fox
Agreements, with
The act-landers also want to cut replaced Alexander, when the Philly meanwhile.
him expire at the end of 1934.
Albany, April 23.
down on free orchestrations promise Union ordered the latter to leave,
Vallee will do no one-nighters, but
Beitye Lee Taylor, theatre orDifficulty hau
to little known bandmen. few months ago.
cuously
may essay the itinerant dance dates
ganist, formerly oh "WGY, has won
They also contend that they give arisen after the leader had picked after Labor. Day whexi lML closes, at.
heE-long^fight--to^g.e.U$^..fl0j5^
Casa Loma's Tour
up ^-^"full^nmit^ 1n= -^Buffala=and
ltway"W^
not due to re-:
juries suffered in. an auto accident.
brought thorn to town.
Union's the roadhousc. He's
to them.
Joe Moss and Jacob
at
The Court of Appeals upheld the than radio yields
claim then was that Alexander as open
Casa Loma band pulls out of the
until Sept. 30.
Hollywood
Verdict awarded her against the
Amron's
a local leader could not wield the
Essex House April 28.
Before City of Albany and the N. Y. Central
opening its second season at the
CLEVE.'S PENTHOUSE NITEKY stick in front of a traveling band.
Railroad.
AT A TIME
Alexander^ crew has been on the
«ien Island Casino, New Rochelle,
Cleveland, April 23.
Miss- Taylor's car crashed against
Pennsylvanlan
Waring's
Two
Y., May 24, the combo will
Anticipating the summer heat, road since the trouble, and comes
f*.«
do a an iron pillar on a viaduct supportin town in good standing. His bandsmen became fathers on the
t° u r Of
back
downstairs
his
closed
Fred
Joyce
18 one-nighters through ing the railroad tracks. She alleged
popularity here will most. likely fill same day, April 14, Fred Campbell
£ew England and Pennsylvania, her
auto skidded on ice and snow supper club last week and movod it
barnstorming will include college a few years ago, causing injuries up to the roof of his Lake Shore the spot for the musical battle, Plan a son, C. H. 'Buss' Seeds a daughter.
calls for each to .flip a coin before Wives both non-pros.
Proms and private parties.
which prevented her from pursuing Hotel, making it the first penthouse
Campbell is a piccolo player.
the night's aircasts for honors on
Ter ms the unit is asking for ball- her occupation. The original ver- nitery in Cleveland.
room stands Is a guarantee of $1,000 dict for $20,000 was given by an AlJoe Candullo's string orchestra is the Khow.- Audience to pick thjC Seeds is personnel manager of the (
band.
winner.
Thursday
(26).
•gainst 60% of the gate.
it
opening
bany Supreme Court jury.
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JOHNNY LEE

NEW ACTS

LEES

ROBERT HALLIDAY
10 Mins.;

Orpheum, N. Y.
Knockabout comedy
comprising

(3)

this

quartette,

have

turn

ap-

There'll be a funny twist to the beefsteak dinner which the Loew
agents will toss in honor of Johnny Hyde on May 2. The boys are glv*
Ink the party to show Hyde their appreciation of his efforts In reorganizing the Loew agents' association as a benevolent society and; in cooperation with the RKO agents, as a defensive medium against the prowhen a non-comedian delivers it, posed New York city licensing.
and it is in the non -comedian class
In inspiring the. Loew agents to organize for themselves, Hyde was
that these lads fall.
the NATAR, from which the Loew
Best of the four is the kinky, chiefly responsible for the finish:
wire-haired male In stooge get-up. agents withdrew to go out 6n their own. NATAR was the brainchild
He stands out because of a well- of the Lyons & Lyons office.
executed Russe stepping at the finTwist on the beefsteak is that Sam Lyons has been invited to serve
ish, but his piano bits mean little.
Remaining three Lees are in as toastmaster at this testimonial to Hyde—and Sam has accepted.
orthodox hoofer-outfits dark suits
Rialto, Louisville, full -week stand for units booked but of New York
and pearl-grey hats and spats. Do
very little straight dancing, though, by Ferdle Simon, raffles off a new Chevrolet every Monday night, and
and show extremely little finesse in exacts half of the l&OO cost of the car from the show's percentage share
the mayhem stuff.
J
of the week's gross.
Next-to-closed here when they
House plays all units on. percentage. The Monday night raffle always
should have been no further up
brings a sellout and the Monday gross runs from $1,600 to $2,000. It is
than the deuce spot.
the management's contention that as long as the raffle Is sure-fire for
DON LEE and TRUDINA (4)
a sellout, and since the show shares in the receipts, the show should
Dances
#
share in the cost.

parently lifted bits at will, but with
all this the only ones they made
any impression on were the kids
attending this Sat. matinee. The
of best of laugh material falls flat

With Walter Greaza; Thurston Hall Singing

.

Paramount, N. Y.

Gloria Swanson was. still a bit
oh the third performance: of
her opening day at the Paramount.
Happens that it Was also her opening: day in that branch of show
business to which she is completely
a stranger. Never before has the
film star faced ah audience. However, she got through the third performance ordeal very graciously and
probably gained needed self-confidence thereby.
Legit producing team of potter

Jittery

.

Inside Stuff-Vaude

Two

13 Mint.;

Skit
10 Mint.

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

THREE

(4)

Comedy

GLORIA SWANSON

and

and Halght

Miss Swanson

outfitted

for her fling in the varieties. George
Halght authored an astute framework for introducing "the star,
keeping her under the spotlight for
a sufficient number of moments and
lines, arid leading naturally into a
chorus of *Love r Your Magic Spell
Is Everywhere/ from one. of her
former pictures, for whicli she goes
down into one to sing solo before
the drapes; She sang it well, having an agreeable voice of fair volume and firmness.
.Walter Greaza and Thurston Hall
as judge and prosecuting attorney

support Miss Swanson., She

is 'ac-

Orpheum,
Leading man In a number
Broadway musicals and operettas,
Robert Halliday comes to vaude
with a brace of blonde pianists and
,

a mike. Why he needs the latter
only he himself, knows. At his house
the p. a. system hurt him more than

it helped, cutting deeply into the
quality of his voice. Natural power

of his baritone makes amplification
unnecessary.
Halliday delivers four songs, hugging the mike. This also Is incongruous for a singer of his stage experience. Three of the numbers are
ba llads, while his opener is 'The Riff
The femme Ivory- ticklers
Song/
intersperse with a medley of pops
on the baby grands.
Singer has all the. necessary appearance and was out here in a
The blondes are outfitted in
tux.
white, or cream-colored evening
gowns. Deuced before a sparse audience to fair applause..

RADIO ACES

—

'

(4)

Songs

"

Academy, N. Y.
Lee, of course, is remembered
as a neat-appearing dancer. This
time he has the girl, Trudlna, with
him. She is a lithe, graceful young
woman, brunette. The two make
a fine team, but they mix their stuff
with such things as a special pit
leader in white linen and nautical
cap for special trumpet solos, when
the two are not on the stage and
a lad in tux does eccentric work,

.

;

.

Don

:

Open against a drop in. 'three',
depicting a ship's rail, chatter and
After
then a nice adagio waltz.
the solo tapper performs in 'one*
simple, Lee and Trudina are out
again In 'Le Serpent' In 'full/ Okay
anywhere but they ought to get
unit time specially.
The pit bird announces In bad
accent that 'Le Serpent' was inIt's
troed by the pair in Paris.
one of those creations where the
girl wriggles on the floor, playing
tatters
is
in
the snake,, and the ladthe victim. Green, jungle drop Is

solo.

RKO

RKO

will

17 Mins,; Full (Special)
Albee, Brooklyn
Smart dance team of Gomez and
Winona; known in finer night club
circles perhaps better than around
vaude or the picture theatres, both
of which they've also played, are
breaking In a new .'combination over
here! with the Paul Tisen string or17 -minute
chestra behind them.
act and not too long, here is a class
turn.
from the
is
derived
punch
Its big
ultra routines of Gomez and Winona, but' in Tisen's gypsy orchestra
there's background and support of
a more than adequate character.
Tisen's outfit shines best in playing
'The Bolero/ to which Gomez and
Winona have set their closing dance,
a creation that is both ingenious and
compelling.
_
Team does it in appropriate costume, working their first number in
everting dress instead, a flirtatious
type of waltz that's executed as

JL

UNIT SHOWs
The West

(12)

:

In Calling for

A

Anent reports of a resignation by Marvin Schenck from the Loew
vaude booking office In order to enter the picture field, the rumor may
be prophetic, but at the present time it is not a fact.
One published -report gave Schenck as transferlng to United Artists
or 20th Century films. The understanding in and out of Loew's is that
should Schenck ever switch to pictures or theatres, it will be with his
own organization, LoewrMetro.
,

It has never been the policy of an actor to publicly announce the failure of a theatrical venture from, the stage^ but George Jessel did the
unexpected Thursday night (19) when he predicted the finis of the Ca-

,

sino's straight vaude policy to the audience,
in his 'memory lane' recitation Jessel stated the. Casino was the only
real vaudeville (big time) house in the country, adding, f And it won't
last long/
Out on the Coast the LaMont family, vet wire act, has a very nice:
home in Beverly Hills. But the father of the brood, formerly an active
member of the turn, chafes at the Inactivity.
You can And Daddy LaMont at the Radio studios where he keeps his
finger in the pie by drawing the union scale as an electrician. He gets
,

.

.

-—
there in his car.
Everett Marshall last week made an out-of-court settlement with the
Curtis & Allen agency, which had sued him for breach of contract. Claim
was that Marshall defaulted on a two-year agreement that had a year

Shan.

setting.

to go.

Singer
ment.

Unit Reviews

Vaude

GOMEZ and WINONA
Paul Tisen Orch.
move there With
Dancing, Music

—

9 Mins.; Three arid Full (Special)

cused' of refusing to fulfill her book0 Mi .;
ing at the Paramount theatre. 'Page
Gloria Swanson,' says the judge. Academy,
'Page Gloria Swanson/ echoes the
Not unlike other acts of the same
attorney; ditto, says an offstage sort. They sing and make curious
And presto, the entrance noises with mouths and noses for
voice.
neatly built up, the lady of a thou- effect, like other ,air acts.
That's
sand chinchillas floats in. She is part of a radio act's curriculum
dressed in creamy white, a stunning these days.
But whether , this
figure.
quartet is from the air Is open. The
Half -moon witness stand forms a files don't show any radio; after all
nice anchorage; from which she It is just a word. Sing pop tunes
Her reason for refusing and one Russian number with mugtestifies.
to appear at the Paramount is the. gery and noise effects. Also imperstereotyped speech prepared for" her sonate but that's the least effective
which she flatly.refuses to read, But part of their act. Okay for twidshe does read it. Its the usual Hol- dling time that's left, although unlywood visitor's blah-blah. Dialog der handling they should do a -fair
provides a few light giggles and preob In unit .work. Brown linens and
sents the star in an ingratiating white shoes,
Spo': for everything,
Lawk
pose.
opening white and then going to
crimson.
Only ttiree of the lads
sing, one keeps strumming a guitar.
The muggery is lost completely bein Dayton
cause the boys apparently overlook
the fact that there's a visible auIt's the mike which hides
dience.
Cincinnati, April 23.
That mike
their stuff from view.
Vaude addition to plx at
thing Is getting to be awful with
Grand, started two weeks ago, has some turns.
Shan.
helped b.o., and a similar policy will
Colonial,
be started at the

Dayton, May 4.
Five-act bills
from Grand.

'

'

is

currently in 'The Follies' and under Matty Rosen's

manage-

George Jessel isn't set with Paramount at $3,000 a week for the Broadhouse. He was slated for that figure in Chi, to double with Chex
Paree, but is asking $4,000 a week for the Broadway Par.

way

BUDDY ROGERS UNIT
(LOEW'S, AKRON)
Akron,

O.,

Vaude Out, Organs In

Holland and June Sail

April 21.

Backed by a smooth working,
Jack Holland and June, dancers,
band and a bright array of talented
aids, Buddy Rogers leads a bright doubling from the. Casino de Paree
revue on Loew's stage this week. into the Paramount, N. Y;, closedBuilt about his California Cavaliers,
Rogers' show, is deft, well set up Thursday at the Par an <* sailed Friand generously supplied with en- day (20) for the Savoy hotel,
tertainment, values.
As a vehicle London. Slated for six weeks: via
for the personal appearance of a the Wiliiam Morris ..fflce.
film name,, It is never obvious and
Gomez and, Winona probably sue-,
does not force the star upon the ceed Holland and .June into the
public.

Rogers himself

is

sional

that period.

TED COOK

VAUDELESS MEMPHIS
Orpheum, Memphis, dropped

an occa-

mostly, takes
solo lead In an

sings

of the Palace,,
May 4, but the Jesse;
Crawfords, man and wife organists*
go in instead.
Crawfords are set for four weeka^
with, week-to- week options after

Casino.

gracious with

his talent and has none of the scene
stealing tactics practiced by others.

He

Vaude goes out

Cleveland,

orchestra

number and depends upon his big vaudeville this week for a
scene, in which lie circulates among picture policy.
the bandsmen, playing numerous

instruments.
Dixie Dunbar, 'Screwy' Douglas,
wild tenor; Ranger Milton and Ray
Bard are among the support.
The musical headlight Is Rogers'
tuneful 'courting' of pretty June
Rae, done with a melody of popular songs. More high spots feature
Ranger Milton singing 'Wagon
Wheels'; Ray Bard's wizardry with
smoothly 'as they come. Team has two saxophones; Dixie Dunbar's
a way of almost making their rendering of 'Oh, You Nasty Man/

B.

straight

&

K.

8TH WEEK
ORIENTAL THEATRE
CHICAGO

.

All

Class

A

•BUr Seating
Operated by

ii:.

WRITE

Theatres
Capacity

OR

WIRE

AL W. GILLIS
PANTAGES

dances

BLDG. SEATTLE, WN,

State Uk»
Chloap*

Next Waak
Tawer

DaveTannen Kan Ms City

Panto Comedy
Dir.: SEYMOUR SHAPIRO

orchestra

includes

ThU Week

nine
cos-

with
tume. A
the musicians and does a pop while
seated during the opening number.
Later on the twain sheds the
nomadic raiment and pteps down-

Lowdown/ They sell this well.
Though opening cold over here
stage to blister into 'Uptown

Friday, the combination topped the

show on applause and could have
Char.
done an encore.

RKO PALACE, New

BOOKINGAGENCY

:

talk.

Tisen.,

women and a man,

all in' gypsy
sister team is planted

Now

Marcus Loew

.

Showmen

York

(April 20)

and Whiz of an Impersonation of
Ted Lewis by a band member.
Mack.

General Executive Offices

LOEW BUILDING

Hollywood Premiere

AN

(ORPHEUM, LINCOLN)
Lincoln, April 19.
Here's the biggest, single hunk
of easy exploitation that's floated
into this territory in a long while.
It's a 60-50 show,, half, on the street
free and the other half in the theatre at 40c; And the neighbors
are eating it up.
Credit for manipulating the stage
show goes to Gene Morgan, who
sends it along at a frothy pace with
rapid fire gags and business.
Show is made up of what are
termed the original doubles for several Screen stars, and they do resemble their prototypes In a marked
degree. It's easy to see how so
much mimicry and Imitations, overdone in vaude today anyhow, might
get tiresome in the show's 50 minutes, but Morgan f^es that most, of

them^do^-hothIngv=but«make.^Aip, -ja
background.
Standouts in the talent Include
John Gustln, former John Gilbert
double, who's introed as the man
(Continued on page 56)

BRyant 9-7800

J.

:;

MARTY FORKINS

CITY

H.

LUBIN

I

obnkbAl manages

MARVIN

i

Direction

NEW YORK

1

;

,H.

SCHENCK

BOOKING MANAGES

...

.
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I

This

BROADCASTING DAILY

10 A. M. CST.,

WGN, CHICAGO

Week
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20) B.

A

K.

USHMAN

ORIENTAL, CHICAGO

Direction:

LEO SALKIN

-
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VARIETY

CAFES MAY USE 500 ACTS
Next Season; 'Name' Shows
A unit production department is.
again being broached to Paramount
with the circuit reported discussundecided
ing the matter, but still

Moss Holds Up license Move Pending

Own Units

Par Considers Producing

m 4 Towns

F-WC PICKS BERT LEVEY

Variety Talent Comeback in
FOR CIRCUIT BOOKER Cabaret-Music Halls Expected by Fall—Chicago,
either way.
Los Angeles, April
Plan, which has been suggested as
Cleveland Start SoonBert Levey Agency has been
feasible for next season, calls for
Casino de Paree Influence
practically the same set-up Par had designated by Pox-West Coast to
.

vp until- dropping, its production de- book attractions for the circuit's
partment close to three years ago, houses, in what Is one of the first
stagers, costuming and steps towards opening up the Far
i.e., salaried
Levey, who has
scenic 'departments, etc;, necessary West for vaude.
for the production and routing of jeen booking the Qrpheum. here
presentation units.
Just previous to going oui of the
stage-producing biz, Par was routing its own shows in its own theatres for at one time as much as 23
weeks. Now Par has six weeks of
stage time and is assisting in the
booking of the Oriental and Chicago, Balaban & Katz theatres in
Chicago.

(F-WC

affiliate),

took

recently

over' the bookings for the Warfleld,

Orpheum, Oakland, and
Paramount, Seattle.
Setup provides for the agency to
submit acts for all F-WC houses,
with Loew.'s State here a prospective customer for name attractions
Levey expects to. be in a position
shortly to offer eastern acts from
Cutting Down
10 to 15 weeks of consecutive time
a production department pn the Coast.

Plan for
as broached

now

.

perhaps Detroit, after
which they are to.be cut down in
cost to meet the budgets in the less-

REPRISAL FEAR

Previously they
populated spots;
went out as jthey were in New York
and the majority of the houses they
played could not stand the heavy

STOPS CODE

nut.

Par dropped its. production department originally not only be
:

SQUAWKS

cause of the losses, but also be
cause of the trend, away from the

presentation style of shows that all
the circuits were following at the
American Federation of Actors'
time, Also the general drop in etage intended
campaign against gyp
time, as for Instance RKO's drop bookers, especially those paying unfrom. 60 weeks of vaude time to der the code, has struck the usual
about 20 in less than a year..
snag—unwillingness of the actor to
At the height of its production make a specific complaint. Code
days, Par had about six stagers on Authority will not accept anonyIts staff,- including Jack Partington mous squawks, nor take steps to
and Harry Gourfain, now with prosecute unless the complainant
Fanchon & Marco, Boris Morros, carries through.
till with' Par ; Louis McDermott,
Ralph Whitehead of A.F.A. anBoris Petron* and Bob Alton.
nounced shortly after the union reRevival of the production depart
ceived the old White Rats charter,
ment Idea now is based mainly on that immediate steps would be
the success of some of the units taken to curtail practices of some
that were produced independently indie
bookers under the code.
this .season, a few of which Par While he has received many verbal
played in .its put-of-towh spots complaints, none of the A.F.A, memAlso the requests from a number of bers has given concrete evidence.
Par theatre men, especially those in It's the old fear of reprisals.
the south whose houses are now in
Some of the Indie 'bookers are
everything
straight pictures, for stageshows on doing
but
Treading
the unit order.
sleight-of-hand books in the Public
'Library in order to find hew dodges
and slants on how to avoid paying
the code minimums of $7.50 a day
Ethel
Set with
or $40 a week. One booking office
in particular is mentioned as the
Jessel for N. Y. Par violator in at least half of the ver
bal complaints registered thus far
It features everything from phoney
•George Jessel and. Ethel Merman contracts to no contracts at all.
lave been set to headline the show
One booker doubles as paymaster
at the New York Par Friday (27)
at the theatre, handing the acts
A Paramount film star is figured the under-code money himself after
on for the following week, but who the last show.
Manager doesn't
H will be is still indefinite.
want to. take the rap for code viola!

.

Merman

Another ga«

«

the

:

Rochester, April

FIGURE

Vaude

at the

RKQ

Palace

23.

:

is

SPOTS

'

:

•

NO MORE SLDFF

;

STAGE SHOWS

'

AT CAPITOL

-

,

W

pn a
less elabo
Waring is receiving $10,000 a week
In those days whole
rate scale.
net for the Cap's two-week stay,
families attended the gardens, as a record high for a band, with pro
they do today In the picture thea rata for extra shows over four-a(Continued on page 52)
day.

were

Casino

Star.

Vaude Costs Backers

is

the

000 in 3 Weeks; Goes Vaudfilm

1

which

1.0.17.

the

Ambassador

In St. Louis.

Megley with Forkins

Macklih Megley joins Marty ForJewish Guild's Drive
kins in August as a. urilt-rprpducer
"Jewish Theatrical Guild is mak- combine for next season..
ing a membership
Forkins, who produced three units
drive.
A series.' of luncheons will be in the past eight months, and Meg"taged to formulate plans for en- ley, who staged a lik^ amount, plan
listment of-n?w-THP!Hbers.—
l^TcTeas'e= a= dpzeri=of-the^minnie^re-=
viies. Forkins will stage the colored
shows; while .Megley will concen-

NOT BENOFF

Last week's story in. Vamjcty on
Alex Ruloff's trial and conviction

*t£A

CROSSES K.0/ING VAUDE

and

Chicago, April 23.
the act iriust sign before receiving
m.c.'s
are coming
back. Paul Ash connected at the a contract. I.O.U. is made out to
State-Lake for a six-week stay and the cooker and usually is for the
difference between code money and
after a short
layoff returns to
B.&K. on May 4, opening at the what the act actually, is paid.
A.F.A.'s benefit show will be held
Southtown.
On the same date Ed Lowry re- next Sunday night (29) at the New
Amsterdam,
New York.
opens at., his old stamping grounds

Maybe

him, as formerly of the team
and Renova. When ap-

j* Ruloff

pearing in vaude the former dancer
wa s half of Ruloff and Elton.
Renoft and Renova comprise an

trate on the ofay units.

Showboat Again
Bobby Sanford's Showboat (Buccaneer) will again start sailing the

Hudson River around June

1.

Last year's policy, vaude acts and
•ntirely different team
and act and a line With embeMshment at $1.50,
oav» ao
for the works will repeat.
connection with Rulpff.

License Commissioner Paul Moss,
a conference with Attorneys
Maurice Goodman and Harold Goldblatt, last week, agreed to consider
the agents' viewpoint on its merits,
rather than go ahead with his proposed licensing of all New York

in

runartist representatives regardless of
ning on a week- to- week basis, with opposition. The lawyers representthe theatre going, ed the RKO and Loew agents' assolikelihood
of
unless
May
early
in
straight
films
ciations, respectively.
50
business picks up.
While maintaining that in his
National Flower. Show at Edger- opinion the present New York city
Variety entertainment may soon ton Park last week drew close to employment agency laws apply to
get its long awaited comeback 160,000 at four
its a head and agents as well as bookers, Commischance, but in pop-priced cabaret proved a headache for all theatres. sioner Moss declared, he: would give
music halls instead of theatres.
Loew's Rochester,, which has been the agents' counsel an opportunity
This shift in entertainment trends running occasional stage shows,, to. submit briefs for study by the
The
booked in Joe Pehner, but city's corporation counsel.
is hot expected to be really felt un- has
this brief, outlining the agents* contentil next fall, but by that time it is otherwise it looks as though
expected that at least BOO act's will house will also soon be straight tion that they are personal managers giving personal attention. and
be rotating among 60 cabarets scat- pix.
managerial service to the; acts they
tered over the entire country, along
represent, and therefore not classiwith 1,000 chorus girls, a similar
fying as disinterested intermediaries
singing
and
musicians
number of
between employers and employees,
waiters.
or, in other words, as employment
Success of the Casino de Paree in
agencies, was submitted to the corNew York in the past five months
poration counsel Thursday (19). Ait
started the movement, with the
answer is expected early this week.
Wonder Bar following In Union
Commissioner Moss agreed to
City, N. J., with the same policy of
abide by the corporation counsel's
big-time show, meals. and drinks at
opinion.
If the city attorney upa $2 minimum check. A review of
holds the license department's decithis cabaret appears on page 46
sion, the Commissioner will proceed
Renovations are
of this, issue.
to enforce the license; laws on all
also under way in the Auditoagents. In that event It is expected,
rium, Chicago, former opera and
according to discussion at last
Louis: K. Sidney, Lpew exec over week's meeting, that one agent will
legit
house, and the Terminal,
Cleveland, which played burlesque, deluxe presentations, has decided be selected to serve as defendant
The seats are being ripped out of on a new policy for the Capitol, in a test case to simplify matters.
these theatres, with tables to be New York, of bolstering strong
Moss Burning
At the outset of the session with
substituted, as was done on the old film fare with above-average stage
Goodman and Goldblatt, CommisGallo, N. Y., before it was converted shows.
This is in line with a theory to sioner Moss intimated he was con*
Into the Casino de Paree.
educate the public away. from the siderably peeved at the sudden opCasino's $35)000 Gross
idea that only poor pictures are position from the Loew and RKO
Like the Casino, these converted strengthened
stage agency groups,, because most of
with
good
theatres will, be geared to handle presentations.
It is hoped to re- these agents,
as members of the
from 700 to 1,000 patrons. Casino, act well for all types of film at- N.A.T.A.R., had fedvised him that
with its $2 minimum, has been con-, tractions in the future.
they were agreeable to the licensing
Sidney tried this Idea out with and bonding of agents 'for the good
eistently grossing $30,000 to $36,000
Shearer's 'Riptide/ instead ot a of: the business.'
weekly.
enThe 30 members of the newly
But the real swing toward a popu- cheap 'show, the Loew execs
the Paul Whiteman orchestra formed indie agents' association are
lar-priced U. S. cabaret chain is gaged
weekly
for two weeks' being represented by the Lpew and
at
$8,000
expected to come after the opening
picminimum.
Both
the
guaranteed
RKO attorneys also; and are con*
of the Manhattan Music Hall in the
and Whiteman remained three tributing their share of the costs.
former Hammerstein theatre on ture
Broadway, May 1. Billy Rose, who weeks.
Same idea is effective for the
is also at the Casino, Is prompting
'Sadie McKee" bookthis spot. Manhattan will feature May 11 or 18
ing Into the Cap. Waringls Penn- Buck-Bubbles Unit
20 acts, 100 singing waiters, a 50c
eylvanians will then be the stage
luncheon and a $1 dinner.
Finales Interstate
Cafes along these lines have not headliner. Also two weeks guaranteed.
existed in this country since the
arl n &' s manJohn O'Ooriner,
pre-prohibition beer gardens, which
Circuit for Si
ager, insisted on a good picture.
:auch
geared

figures this arrangement
relieves him of responsibility— but,
it doesn't.

tions,

Midwest M.C. Revival?

SLIPPING ROCHESTER

1

calls for 'name'
York, Brooklyn, Bos-

and

ton

.

1

New

shows in

Frisco;

Decision of the Corporation

GOKSTTQ-GOAST

New

York,

went

dark

night, but reopens Friday
(27) with a full week grind policy
of six acts and whatever first run
The "three
pictures it can get.

Sunday

weeks' two-a-day straight vaudetry cost the backers $20,000.
W}th a combination policy the
Casino, will buck the Roxy across
the street with a. similar scale of
Stage show
prices at 66c. top.
budget has been set at $4,000. Arthur Fisher continues as the booker.
Last week, its third, the Casino
again grossed $13,000, or another
48 000^ioss. ^^i(rst^weiAls=^$J2i,0.0.(L
was only $1,000 short of a break,
but' from then on business slipped
Scale was reduced about
badly.
30% at all performances, but business failed to pick up.
Haring & Blumentha), Jack Shapiro and Harry Shiftman as the
Casino's operating group, remain
Intact despite the change in policy.
They have discarded the downstairs
restaurant idea, although may take
it up again for the fall.
ville

;

i

Myers Breaks

Gam

Charlie Freeman books from New
Yorkr will -resume in the fall,
Units booked between how and
the closer are Charlie Withers*
'Hicksville
Follies,'
the Herman
Timberg show and Chic Sale.
Sale will do a sort of recital, a la
Ruth Draper, with seven people in
support and the whole performance
running around 60 minutes.

in

Fall at Indoor Circus
St. Louis,

Buck and Bubbles' 'Harlem on
Parade,' all-colored
unit,
which
starts June 1» winds up the Inter*
state stage show season fpr the
summer.
Southern time, which

April

Herk, Exec Sec

23.

Dale Myers, aerlalist, was injured
A Code Authority of nine, with
in a fall from a 25-foot perch at the membership divided between the
Police indoor circus last week.
manager- and actor groups, will be
Broke an ankle and is In the City appointed within' the next week or
Hospital for a month; at least.
sp to fexecute the Burlesque Code.
Probability is that I. H. Herk
will be mutually chosen as execuPATEESON PADLOCKS
tive secretary and; active chairman
Regent, Paterson, ^ J., booked by of the Code Authority.
RKO and operated: by Warners,
gj?es dark Th ursd
September. "House" has been playing
A^. Offer
five acts on a split-week basis.
Detroit, April 23.
Lack of picture product on top of
Sally. Rand has received a propominor union difficulties decided the sition from South America at $3,000
summer padlock policy.
a week for eight weeks. Price includes round- trip transportation.
Offer is made by same group that
KALCHEIM'S ASS'T
has. Ramon Navarro on tour there
Harry Levine is in the Paramount how.
booking office as assistant to Harry
Chicago Expo will probably preKalchelm.
vent acceptance this summer, but
Levine is a former indie agent.
may go through for the fall.
.

'

RahdV ^

"

=
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VARIETY
HOLLOWAY

Variety Bills

&

Oortea

Mayer St Kltaon.
Levanda

2d half (26-M)
Thlt

JERSEY CITY

NEW YORK COT

igelns
Peter
Buster West Co
Grade. Barrle

Palace (27)

Daveys
Grace Haye3
Ross & Edwards
(One te flti)
Gilbert Bros
2

COLUMBUS
Palace

Ada Brown

.

.

Orpheum

E Ritchie
W
Open

Rev
I>ETKOIT
Fox (87)
Samuels Rev

Billy Rose's

Academy

.

1st halt (27-30)"
Chapelle & Carlton

Ames & Arno

George Prentice
Stuart & Lash

Boby Co
Melissa Mason
Bert Gordon
-Tom .Monahan. Oro. Mxrlo St Desha,

;.

,

"

1

Ohio

At the

By

nil)

:

Jeftilitia

:

.

•

;

'

'•

Chicago (20)

BROOKLYN

Stan:

Albee (20)
Sunshine
Bay

Tlseri Orch.

.Madison

ELIZABETH
Rlt*

& B
Dodge Bros Rev _
BOCHELLE

Smith Rogers-

'

•

1

'

W|ll Osborne

Keith's

Angus & Searle
Runaway. 4
Lee & Rafferty

N

WASHINGTON
Earle (27)
Lewlsi & Van

Bev

.

Assorted Nuts

PHILABELPHIA

:

2d half (24-26)
& B' Perez

Bernard

Chester Fredericks!
Nellie. Kelly
Ozzle Nelson Orch

2d half (26-27)

'

PATBRSON

.

,

&

(

.

Smith Rogers &. E
Earl Hlnes orch

ROCHESTER

Earle (27).
Betty Boon;
George Price

Goss & Barrows.
Freddie .Craig Jr
Bamoha & Fulton

Pierrots

Madam

Mme

•

Georgette
Yvette

Leon Bedore
Apache Ore:'

(20)

Olvldo Perez

Bay Hullng & S

Beaux Axis

Howards Woods. Or Grace Hayes
Adler & Bradford
(Two to fill)

& Henry

Peplto

AUyn, Reese
Walsh Bros

Lucleh La Rlvlere
Tliomara Dorlva
Clara Larinova
:

I

La

Vail
Clothlel -Berryessa

Inez

...

.•

,-

,

Auts «nc.h:as- Eyelyn..prent, Roscoe- Ates,i P,at Rpon.ey». , Ed L,owry,
Franqes- White, Lester Afleh; Karyl
•

,

Norman

and..;

bookirfgs

Sammy

.

"Vy^ite

haye

Sunday

.piaylng

re

or,

playe.dh

Cni nabe houses,

in

Jn

Wisconsin spots and
JUlniqis,,

their

,

in southern
.towns wlth.out. feeling that

standing; or/ dlgttity .are im-

p;al)ced.'...'

.

thing,
has resulted, fop one
"
a sharp pick-up 6t
these houses.
it

.Rev

WEAK

•

Eddie' Clifford
Milt Spielman Ore!

Rae

PIX

AND DUALS

CAUSE SYR. VAUDE

Waldorf-Astprla

O

Arthur Warren's

Maurice. Cordoba
Rltz Tower
MaTgo
Nat HartW Ore
Carmen
Russian Kretchuna X Cugat Ore
Kuznetzoff St N
B Madrlguera Ore

Betty

Syracuse; April 23..
stage shows

'

,

Wash

Satnoyar
Nlcollna
Radneft

Keith's,
this week,

vaude

Sal Club

.

resuming

will continue
bills Indefinitely

five -act

'

Frank FarrtU Orch
Policy switch attributed first to
Weylln Hotel
[lack of strong picture product durSimon Phlllpoff
Mon'negro & Dorlta Michael Covert Ore ing next two months, and secondly
P Zam's Gypsy Bd
Wlvel Cafe
to double feature regime at adjacent
SnVoy-Plaza
Amy Atlnsan
Paramount, as well as Schine's.
Freddie Martin Ore Jack Wick
Lillian Lorraine
Sennet's Pub
Loss of two weeks by the RKO
Ami Pavo.

Mme

NEW YOEK CITY

Duponts

'

1st f^alf (21r24)

Peter Hlgglns

•

Llloyd

Black Streaks

8

El Chleo
Algonquin Hotel I
Cookie F'rchlld Ore | Tanco & Lorca
Jack King
Alrnne Best
Ernie Hulst
Bal Musette
Millard & Anita
George Marshal

(20)

.

1st half (28-1)
Broadway to. Rio-.

1st half (20-21)

Prospect
r
lst half (21-22)
Rector & Dbreen
I & N Stevens

'

spots*-

Louise *Mttdhell

Plaza; Hotel'

Bestaurant' la.

'

Nutsy Fa Ban
Bebe MofTee

Emil Colniah Oro

Cabarets

|'

1st
H Ritchie
W
Johnny Hyman

Proctor's

Whippets
Ross & Bennett
Joe Morris Co
Rome & Gaut
Miles & Kover

.

Warner

NEW

1st half (21-

Bob

Cliff CUfton:

De Marcos

'

'•

Netta Carlisle
Nlno..& iNegrlta,
VlUage Nut Club

.

1

half (21-22)

Gomez & Winona

DETROIT
Michigan (27)
Lamb &' Bellltt Rev

Kavanaugh

NEW BRUNSWICK
Keith's

Daveys
Slate Bros
Eddie Garr

v

R

I

(20)

Jaok Sidney's Rev
Gilbert Diaz

. .

&

Younger
Brown|e Boys
Donald Stuart
Haig & Eacoe

Young

Dancers

Alton.

Harris 2 & L
Leola Alkmen
Handers & Millls

Robinson
'Harlem on Parader

EDINBURG

;

„

v

*v

Empire

, y

Plckford Sis
Rlngle Bros &

Co as booked

Empire
Princess Ahl
George West Co;
Francis X Bushman Naltto Tr'
Lee » •:
Al & Bob Harvey
Elliott
Bio &
Edwin, Styles
Paul Mohr
Raymond Smith
Ted Cook Orch

Emery Daroy

Bill

.

,Ojto

VanderblU HoteJ

.

SWANSEA

Karlson 4

.

Nan' Blackstone
Jolly .Coburn Oro
Place Plquale
Darlo & Diane
Marlon Chase,
H- Rosenfhal Ore
Don Alphohse Oro

Co as booked

..

& Dee

Noyes

(20)

.;.

,

<

Buck & Bubbles

CHICAGO

Rex Cole Mts

& Thomas

Oriental
Francfes7 Arms

BUFFALO

NEWARK

-

Earl,

Capitol

Trlx Sis
Charladies

.

:

VERNON

Proetor's .(27)

Fepito

.

(20)

•

Dave Martin

& Manon
Jack & B

Joe Moss-,.Orch
Johnny, Hale,
Ward, & HopJtlnB
Iva Stewart
Buck & 'Bobbles
Vlltajge Barn'
Tess Gardell,,
Trlnl Ore'
Park Central Hotel Anttiorfl
Beth' Chaills
Chnsr Harriett O.rij
Eddie Ray
Petit Palais
Geo McGulre
'iMcCor
Frances
Dlmltrl & Virgil
Josh- Medders
BUtmore .3

Masterslngers

.

Pike Davis Orph'
Mack Choir

'

•

1st half C20-23)

Rogers &-Wynn
Rdy Lee & Dunn;

Palaoe

.

,

Bela Loolov. Oro
Ubangl Club

'

Bruno

Week of April 23
BIRMINGHAM Co -as booked
Capitol
Hippodrome
Alexander & Mose Co as booked
• "XEITH
Biny 'Bennett '-

Bddle South Orch

.

-

WOOD GREEN

(21)
Frenchm'n Geo,
Gertie Gltana

Blackbirds of '34

•

:

Audubon

PENOE
Empire
Gert & Ted

Llazeed. Arabs

Chilton.

(27)

Metropolitan.;

Proetor's
1st half (22-23)

Tlmblln

'Welcome Lewis
Harry Savoy

'

H 'Blossom'

ic

MT;

Rhythms

•'

Mlm| Bolllns
Pomeroy Girls
Buddy Fishers Ore
Tuscany Hotel

'

Paradise
Leonard Bemon & S
Trevor St Grayling
NTG' Rev
Jay & Gee'
Morton Downey
2d half (2«-28)
J Johnson Ore
Turner .Twins
Felicia SorelBeg Lever
Ann Lee Patterson
Co as booked
Needa Klnkald.
;

Tower

.

Ethel Shutta

Chas Foy
Buffalo (27).
DeMay Moore & M: •New. Workers

.

Klnema

Richards 4
.Emeralds
Hatton & Manners

- Mnrbro :(27)
Geo Ols^n Bd

Block & Sully
Paul Draper^
J &.E Torrence
" BOSTON.

Van Horn Inez & L Thnrston

D

CITY

BROOKLYN

Paramount

"

'

Rlvbll

'

Sd half (24"26)
& Pals
Stanley Bros

.

'

George Jessel
Johnny Greene

Jst halt- (20r>23)..

.

Marie

i

.60 "MU'ri'

I

HEMPSTEAD

& Ray

Rlmacs. Orch;

Paul

Bev

Eth^l ^Merman.

>

Frank ConVllIe

.

Fox

(27.)

A'poll6n-

WEST HAM

1st half (23-2B)

,3

WASHINGTON

Toni Leamore
Harry Bedford
Ida Barr

;

G

Trado,

Nell Calvert

Klnff
BJyana. .,

PEOKHAM

Hal Jerome

,

&

A

Scott Sanders
Co. as ' booked

Kftelien Pirates

Harriet, Hocltor. iCo

PLACED
BOTH
LED.DY & SMITH,

•Slim'

P & P

B

Paramount. (27)

an4 MAR,V

.

Mattlson

•

NEW YORK

ELAINE AROEN

VAN CELLO

Aunt
Chas

1

Fox.,

'

'II

.

ROXY, ttEW "SORK

(One to

COLUMBUS

Dave

Bros
Lambertl

Al Verdi

Maidle

Brfns'n

Clrlllo

2d half (23)

..

&

Merm'n

Howard

Loew's (27)
Chas 'Carrier
Kay ^Hamilton Co

>

Harriett; Hutchlns.

•

(20)

Bobby. Gljlette
Monroe Bros

.

Co

'

:

,

Riae'

(27)

Aleo Halls

O'Neill

BOSTON

Keith's (21)

Solly Ward Co
James Barton "
Ray Kills/ & .L.
•

Band Co
PAXTON.

Sally

Empire

•Cafe Collette*

& Manners
Bernard & Htenrle
Harry Burns Co-.
PROVIDENCE

Century (27)
Johnny Perkins Co

Bd
CROSS

NEW

(27)

Betty Jane Copper
Lathrop Bros

BALTIMORE

(20)°

Palaoe
Joyce Klt-Kat

NEWARK

Stat©

Old Time Muslo
Charlie Austin
Willie Lancet
Charles Coburn
Arthur Beece

able new. talent, point to the fact
that -sniall time has been eliminated
Not because the
as the cause.
small time houses are entirely out
of the picture, but solely, because
all the small .time houses are now
playing big time vaiide.
Theatres which used to play
pick-up acts Sundays on a budget
of $125 are- now playing the top
acts in the business for little more
Acts which never played any.cost;
thing .but full, week, stands are now
perfeotiy; willing td take one and
two-day dates, with, the 'public beetfpect big
comings 'educated
time names in the occassional vaude
-

.

Granada

LEWISHAM

Alex Morrison

Livingston

Gary

Sid

Reglna Zuchenberg Vercell. Sis
Ethel Bonnet
St. Regis Hotel
Vincent Lopess Oro
Minor & Boot
Sas'cha Ore
Surf Club
Palais Royal
Jack Myers Orb
Georgie TappB
Charlotte Murrle
3 Ambassadors
Grill
Taft
Edna Sedgwick
Peggy Strickland
Geo Hall Orch
Loomln 'Sis
Tavern, R'klyn
Leah Ray
jack Murray Ore
Nltza Verrillle
Ina Ray
Tic Too Club
Jerry Cooper
Cross & Dunn
Machll & LaValle
B &: B Reyes
Phil Harris Ore
Sugar 'Marcel
VaT Olman Ore

WALTHAMSTOW

-

O'Shea & Joan
Oeddes Bros
Harry Taft

Chas Poy Co

Jaok Benny

Mary

Orange

Loew's (27)
Casting Stars
Sheila & Barrett
California Bevels

23.

Vatide bookers and operators,
complaining about the lack of avail-

Viola Cody Co

Fay Dawn

KILBURN

Chicago, April

.

Anna Flordorovna

Palace

Jack Daly

Accept One-Nighters

Sherry's

Morlts Hotel
Leon Belasco Orch
Wllklns & Meyers
Sheila Barrett

B Thomaahofsky

TOTTENHAM

Han &
•

Farmer Oro

St.

Old Roumanian

-

Around Chi as Acts

Harry Bush Oro
Mario & Flarlo x

Ernie Golden Oro

Palace
Richards 4
3 Emerald*.
Hatton & Manners

G

Dynamites

Adair & Bichards
(One to fill)'
Valencia (27)
Janet May
Condos Bros.
3 Chicken Sis

Wm

Billy Arnold

STEATHAM

Bine Hall
(23-W)

Mr Thomas

week

full or split

Partner

Boom

Small Tune

Taylor

King's Jesters

Rich

Sc

Traoy & L
STAMFORD HUX Gale
Lily Lido
Regent
Jimmy Burns
B & Franklyn
Noel Sherman

1st half

day of

icate opening

i

Bernard

,

.

Estelle

.

ISLINGTON.

(April 20)
below

*

Lester

Keith

bills

show, whether

C

Adlson & Sylvia.
Alma Maofcey

Super

3 Virginians

•

Pavilion
Bonnerelll

Mayer & Kltaon
Leranda
_
ILFOBJD

(April 27)

New Wonder Bar
(Unkm City)
Ann Pennington'
Ann Seymour

SHEPB7RBS BUSH

-

H & H Franklya
'

NEXT WEEK
THIS WEEK
Numerals In Connection with

Marlboro***

Martin Trlnl Orch

Fred Bar

Co aa booked

Zora Gray
Pat Whalen
Frank & Francis
SImplon Club

Las AJedas

Adellna Dura'n
Orlando Blcarde

vaude book between now. and. May
4 will be partly offset by. the return of Syracuse to stage shows
next week (27). Syracuse opening

Maidle- Du Fresne

Gertrude Moody
Gene Sennett
•

b: c »
Pilar Areas

La' Salle

Orch

I

|

El Moroc co
Jos C Smith Orcn
Menendez Ore
-Essex HouAe
Glenn Gray Ore

CHICAGO

Bismarck Hotel
(Walnut Boom)
Blackhawk
Gov. Clinton Hotel Seymour Simons
Earl Rickard.
Enoch Light Ore
Ha-Ha Club
Chez Paree
Danny .Healy
Henry. Busse Ore
Jack White
Clnb Leisure
Jerry Bergin

Neecee Shannon
Marge & Marie

Luolo Garcia

the reverse of usual procedure,
house. ;golng .vaude at the beginning
summer Rafter, pjaying
of -the
straight .pictures all winter.
Syracuse will play $2,000 <ive-act
bills on, a full, week.. Teaming of
is

Buchanan
Bob Wyatt
Maurle Mo'ret Orch

Virginia

•

.

1

Lillian Fitzgerald

.

I

Club Mlnnot
Sylvia Lee
.

Yvonne Nova
Henry Mack.

town with' Rochester will cause
a cut in the latter's budget. Latter
has been, spending up to $6,000 a
week all season for units and jiame
shows, but trims down to $2,000 now
to twin up with Syracuse on the

.

.

this

Adellna Dossena
:

Frank Sherman

:

Both-Andrews Orch Billy Meagher
Mural. Boom
H'lyWd Bestaurnnt Joe Mann 1' a Orch.
(Brevort Hotel)
& Marl
Rudy Vallee Oroh Betty Chase
Maurice Shaw Orch Eddie Peabody
Earl Estes
Jack Sexton- Jr
(Others to flll)
Jackie Hughes
Hawaiian?
CHICAGO
Lopez's
Edgar
Rice
Revel
(21-22)
Moore
&
Or
'Sugar' Harolds
1st half
Billy Severln
Stan Rlttoff Orch
route sheet.
(20)
State-Lake (20).
Beauval & Tona
Jack Lavler
Casino de Pare©
100 Voice Ens
Jaros Sis
Club Royale
weeks
Swan & Lucille
Mickey Brantz
Bay Sax
The. two outgoing
Evelyn Brent
LOS ANGELES
Frances Williams
'
Clyde Hager
Adrian
Iris
Hugh.Skelly
Lee
Morse
Fox
Harry
ouse
Orpheum (,1*).
Nut
weeks comprise Prospect, Brooklyn,
Hal LeBoy
Buster Shaver Co
Merryfleld
Mathea
Bae & Harrison
Cheers
Racket
3
3 Queens.
6 Armentos
Jimmy Savo
York, splits
Moe Lee
New
Audubon,
and
Marty' May
Marlon
Martin
Bernard Bros
Nellie
Nelson
BrowningJoe
Hamilton
Alice
Saxon Sis
Jo-Jo
Hopey Fam
Drucllla Strain
Duval Sis
Szita & Ann la
which drop out next week, and
Mary Haynes
Wllmot & Peters.
Holland & June
Geo DeCosta
SYRACUSE
Gene Marvey
BOSTOK
Dorothy Wahl
Dave' -Tahnen
Tex Morrlssey
Eleanor Powell
Cleveland; full week, which blows
Harry Sherman
V Keith's (27)
Jerry Lester
Ke|tli's (20)
Fritz Miller Ore
Vernon Bathburn
Fortunello & C
Cardlhl
Jimmy Lane
DeGuchi Japs
May 4.
De Guchl JapB
pixie
Hotel
Lee
Hughes
Una
Faylen
&
Wassau
Hinda
Zlmballst & Hamlin
College Inn
Chaz Chase
Jones
Club"
Dorothy
"Opera
Dollar
(10)
Million
Ore
Friedman
Oro
Leon
Kahn
Art
Welst & Stanton
Mildred Bailey
8 Evans Co-eds
Harry Holmaii Co Edward Gaje
HOLLYWOOD
Edwlna Mershon
George Beatty
Hotel Edison
Boscoe Ates
Mattetn
Jimmy
Chrlstoph
Caltana
Orch
Pojlock
).
(Indef
Ben
Salerno
Trudlna
Chinese
Lawrence
&
Donatella Bros St C Don Lee
Beuvell & Tova
Set
Marshall,
Victoria & Lorenz
Casino Town CIub| Raglnsky Ens
Orch
Gambarelll
(20)
CHICAGO
Frankte Masters Or Tom Gentry.
n
Wright 2 & C
Breez Fletcher
Hotel Gotham
Jack Powell
Jose Rlvas Orch
James Evans Co
Fnlnce (27)
Bonney
B &
Allan Cales Ore
Pierce' & Harris
.Cookie -Bowers
Ames & Arno
Congress Hotel
4 Trojans
P Van Steeden Ore
Capitol
Y.
N.
Radio Bogues
Hotel Lexington
Central F*k Casino
Grade Barrle
(Joe Crban Boom)
Palmer House
Melson & Irmanette
Jack Little Ore
Buster West Co
Art. Kassel
Eddy Duchln Oro
Lydla ;& Joresco
Irene Vermillion Co
Phil Baker
Robert Royce.
Bddle. Garr
Hotel Lincoln
TRENTON
Stone & Vernon
Melissa Mason.
Cherle & Tomaslta
.Florence & Alvarez p ancho e ore
Everett Marshall and Patricia
Capitol
4 Calif's
Karre LeBaron Co
J
Chapeaa Rouge
Hotel Gt. Northern
Bowman, both currently in. the 'Fol1st half (21-2-4)
Larry Adler
Coloslmo's
(20)
Ferdenando Orch
Chauncey Parsons
4 Gyrals
Bae Samuels Co
Peppy de Albrew
PHILADELPHIA
lies', go. into the Capitol, New York,
Lyons
CITY
Julia
YORK
Freddy Craig Jr
Abbott Girls
CLEVELAND
Hotel McAlpIn
Frances Maddux
Dorothy Henry
Roxy (27)
FOX (27)
for a week commencing on or about
Carl Shaw.
Palace (27)
Marian Davis
Deronda & Barry
Sam Bobbins Ore
Paramount
Dorothy Martin Co. Marty. May
Benny Meroff Orch GalU-.Galll
Buck & Bubbles
June 1. ^They're booked separately,
Enrico D'Alba
Olvldo Perez
Hotel Montclalr
2d 'half (25-27)
.(Others" to All)
Collette Ry«H
Phil White
Go56y?s "Tango Bd
Eddie
Deerlng
Orch.
as singles, arid date depends on
Cubanacan'.
Sc'nd'ls
World's Fair
(20).
..(Others to fill)
Julia Gerlty
Dick Gasparre's Or Harold Stern Ore
Countess Borlslca
Romero Bros..'
WHITE PLAINS; Billy
the folding of 'Follies';
.Edna Rush
Hebe Berrl Co
Mario & Florla
SAN FRANCISCO
Signor Barsoril
Obateau Cresta
Costello
Keith's
Miss Harriett
4 Trojans
Deals were' set by Matty Rosen
Yorker Art' Buckley
Hotel
New
Eddy
&'
Wesley
Orpheum
(27)
Swar
half
1st
Sedane
Barstow
Trio
Pearl
D & E
(Morrison office).
DENVER, COLO. Cent of Prqgress.'
Rlmacs Orch
Charlie Davis Ore Bob Tlnsley Ore
Evelyrie Darville
Paul Garrits!
Orpheum (26)
Ralnbo. Gardens
Club Alabam
Hausten 6c Harden
Dave Bernle Orch
(20)
Hollywood Premiere
Lane
Leata
.Aronson
BUI
Davidson
A,
Trudy
THE
N.
V.
Clup Kentucky
OFFICIAL DENTIST TO
Ellington Bd
LOS ANGELES
Baby Wright
Shannon Ststers
Eddie. Roth Orb
Chi's Colored Violinist
Al Lyons
Paramount (26)
Yvonne De Brief
Lat'yetta & L' Verne
DR.
Hotel Pennsylvanln
Drake Hotel
Neil Castagnoll
Rene'e Bernard!
Ted- Lewis Bd
Countess B v Losen
PARAMOUNT BUILDING
Sylvia & Beftlna
Don Bestor Ore
Doris Sax
(19)
E^st fpr
Slavic Ballet'
Keller
'Sc Field
Turek
Blair
Sunklst Ens
Baron &
This Week: Jo Haywood, MarJorW
Gene O'Reilly
Cent of Progress
Stanley Hickman
Gaylene Sisters
Bobby Douglas
Hotel Pierre.
Eddie South band,' colored ChiBUtmore 3
Dorothy. Thomas'
Kitty Keliy
Frances Wilier
Jules Stein Ore
Ore
Denny
aggregation, makes' its' first
Jack
cago:
Edith O'Halll
Harriet Llndgren
Hotel Roosevelt
appearance in Nevy York' the week
Samovar
Peggy O'Day
Ruth Lee
Joe Lewis
The Crusaders
Bublnoff Ore
of May 4 at the Apollo; Harlerii.
Karyl Norman
Wllma-Novak'
Ore
Earl, Burtnett
Leon Lavarde
Kelly's
Following week goes to the
Honey Burns
Dawn Sis
Edgewater eaeb
Chlqulta Ven'ezla
"Week of April 23
Dorothy Maxlne
Palace and Immediately after into
& B
Lyle Smith Orch
'NEW YORK CITY Mills GoldCarlton
Esther Todd
Blta Benaud
Helen Lorraine
B Centerbury M; H.
EAST
Alice Rydner.
Sheppard
the Albee, Brooklyn. Curtis & AlCnpltol (27)
Barry
La: Plante
DeRonda
&
Peggy
Thornton
Hal
Klnema
Dick Hlmber Orch
1st half (23-26)
Paradise (27)
McCauley
Carroll
Art
len set the deals.
Oro
Jeanne
Club
Gardens
Kentucky
Terrace
(23-26)
1st half
James Walllngton Geo Hall Orch
Han & Thlt
Thawl
Sosnlk Orch
Harry
Evelyn
South himself is unusual in playYorker
New
Vincent
Twins
Club
Roma.
Turner
Jaihes Melton
Jack Daly
Loretta Lee
Lopez Boys
Harry's N. y. Bnr Alnsley. Lambert R ing the violin, a rarity among Negro
Rog Lever
3 Plcken Sis:
2d half (26-28)
Jack Rees. Oro
Gypsy. Nina
Osgood Sis
Ore
Lucas
Clyde
booked
as
Co
Penfteld
Don
•Dynamites
Beauvel & Tova
Tito Gulzar
Louise Sterling
musicians.
Club Rlcbman
(26-28)
half
2d
LaPlerre
Germaine
Bast & Dumke
Mr Thomas
Tony WonsJoe Capella & Orch
Tin Pan Alley
Leonard Semon & S Jack Mason Rev
Harry Harris
Keennn & Phillips
Boulevnrd
Kit Knt Rent
Kings Terrace
Al Sanders
Trevor & Grayling Lido Girls Oro
Al Wagner
Phil Cook
1st half (27-30)
Addison & Sylvia
LOS ANGELAS
Eadle Hayes
Jay & Gee
Billy Meyers
Commodore Hotel Sid Tomack
Ruth Barnes
Lane & Douglas
Alma Mackey
Crane Sis
Premier
Schobel
Elmer
Ore
Rlch'dson
Donald Faverot
LOS ANGELES
Johnny Hyman
Isham Jones Ore
State (27)
Co as booked
Vernon Craig
3 Virginians
Joe Buckley Orch
Leon A fiddle's
Sheppard -Carlton B Joe Penner Co
New Victoria
Cotton Club
BUtmore BoWl
Lorry
Gwen
Lester & Partner Isabel Brown
C
Club
ni-Hat
-Joe-Morris .Co.
= Sojn.exfl^ Efl..
Chas^Drew-^Bd
=Barney= Gugle~-^- Httl--RobeTts"Qrch=- HIHngton^Oroli^~^=
-=-=BROOKIiYN—
Kelth^&^Cortes==-= =^Cotton^Clubi
4 Gyralls
Sunny Gaer
Ron Perry Orch
Palladium
Rtuart Woodbrldpfo
Gates Ave
Hollywood Stnblea
EDGEWARE ROAD C C Rov
Cafe tie Pniree
2d half (1-3)
Jimmy- Cnssldy
Floyd Townes Ore
ins & Van
Brook
1st half (27-30)
Royale
Halson
Ward
Alda
Grand
Gray
Haclter
&
Buchanan Co
Martin & Martin
Eflle Burton
3 Auroras
Martin & Martin
Jimmy Lunceford O Antobal Cubans
Warguerlta Lucille Ted & Laurel
O'Shea & Joan
Via Lago
Arkansas Travelers Bio & West
Rick & Snyder
The Hartmans
Geddcs Bros
Sims' Sis
Marlborough. House Ruth Barton
Croydon Hotel
Ted Florlto
Foster & Batle.
Bobby Graham
Will FyfCe
J & K Lee
Harry Taft
& Dona
Vance
Monla Hoi
Dot Meyers
J & K Lee
Charles Eckels Ore Vivian
Crane Russell Oi'»h Wanda
Gene Dennis
Irving Edwards
WUImarth
HAMMERSMITH
Ore
Michael
Zarin
Ken
Rev
Joe Lewis Orch
Beach
Palm
Zita & Marcelle
K-0 Club
Palm Bench Bevels Co as booked
Delmonico's
Pnlnce
Mnyfalr Yacht Club
Grove
Coconnut
Paris Inn
.Tack. Ho'ush
Orpheum
Trooiwlero
Geroirto Orch
Walker O'Neill Or. Billy Branhon
2d half (1-3).
Blanche &. Elliott
Wanda Kay
Veloz & Yolnnda
1st half (27-30)
Little Morocco
Gaston Palmer 7*
holborN
Halt-1'lnt Jaxon
Flske
DouglasDwlght
&
Boys
Lane
&
Morton
N
Al Handler Bd
Ted Flo-Rito Orcli
Larry Saunders Co Johnny Hyman
Pep Pontrelll Oreo
Empire
The "Western fir?"
Ed Casey Ore
Sid Tomaok
Mori's B«8t
Arkansas Travelers Ray Ellis & L
Russell Marconi ft 3 Carlisle & S Browne Selma King
Leon La Verde
Club Ballyhoo
Carlo
225 Club
Monte
Eddie Davis Ore
Violet & Carlson
Earl Partello
Jack Daly
Murray & Mooney
Joe Morris Co
Jan Wilde
Dorothy Van AlSt
Donnld Kerr
Al Gnrbell
Moulin Rouge, tVUi Geor^o Ollvflr
Jans & Whalen
Elizabeth
F'rsythe S'nm'n & F flatch & Satchel
Carla Montel
4 Gyralls
Anita Fnye
Edna Leonard
Bae Ellis & L
Maurice
Valyda
Scott Panders
Rose
Maronl's
Ates
Dorothy
Richard
(27)
Metropolitan
Billy
•
2d half (1-3)
R & E Myles
Morello Bros
CLAPTON
Leo licNally
Dubonnet
Rolando Sc Vordllta Art West
Eleanore Gardner
Chappelle & Carlton Burns & IiWHon
'Cafe Colette'
Slmpelle fc R 2
Rink
2 Peaches
Jean LaMarr
Lewis Si Moore
Gw.en Gordon
Frank Morey
Chnz Chase
Joe Fejer. Ore
Howard &. King
Fay Dawn
3 Swifts
«Stars. of Yesterday
Keith's

Tllyou

(21)

Norman Astwood

SWhlppetB.
Frank Richardson
Lewis & Ames
Bulz & BonHa'

1st half (28-

ChaZ Chase
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|
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.
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Bowman
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Trade Aiark Registered

rOUNDBD BT SINE SILVERMANtoe

Latest film statistics hark back to 1928, when the weekly admissions
were estimated to represent 120,000,000 ticket sales.
Those, sales were hot. to as many people as they were to people who
went to picture shows three and four times a week. Now that the repeaters have been cut down, statisticians estimate the strictly fan audlednce has dwindled to 40,000,000 weekly, with but one-third of this buying in twice and mote weekly. An additional 30,000,000 admissions is

VABM5T*

by

Weekly

Sid Silverman. President
, 64

west 46th

Ne» lorU

Stireet

Ciiy

SUBSCRIPTION

"

A

„niitf».

Bltigle

.

.

.

CopleBjjj^.

;

.

.

i

foreign.

.

.,

.

.

,»*.

^v^^^jL—P*^

classified as casual.

120

NOr

But, it is emphasized, there are at least 60,000,000 people who didn't
go to plcturese in 1928 who should be going today, because of the prog-

6

ress of the public relations*

work

of the industry in the past six years:

waves for exploitation by pictures
Company
figured out by Warners on '20 Million Sweethearts.'
to screen, the picture Sunday night (22) in the studios of WCAU, Philadelphia, before invited radio stars who went on the
air following the showing to broadcast their reactions and sing songs
from the talker. Broadcast Was heard in England through 3hort wave
pickup.
'Sweethearts' world premieres; at Stanley, Philly, today (24)
and opens at the Strand, N.Y., tomorrow (26);

A

little

different use of the ether

was

made arrangements

,

j

15 YEARS

AGO

(From Variety and Clipper)

<

.-

51

Inside Stuff-Legit

Inside Stuff-Pictures

KIETY

,„blUh«l

VARIETY

Looked like Broadway's first string reviewers deliberately passed up
'Broadway Interlude' at the Forrest; Instead, they attended, the premiere of 'Arc You- Decent?* which opened at same evening (Thursday
Beason was that 'Interlude,' taken from the
19) at the Ambassador.
book of same title by Achmed Abdullah and Faith Baldwin, Is a caustic
satire oh the late David Belasco. 'Decent' management, In opposing the
other opening, counted, on drawing the hot top critical second stringers
and was surprised when seven of the. nine regular reviewers turned up.
Both shows were panned.
The recognized
•Interlude' made the rounds of Broadway managers;
producers rejected the script probably because it did not seem worthwhile, but there is little doubt the rejections were at least partly
based on refusal to lampoon the veteran showman. Several independent,
producers announced its presentation, but changed their minds. One
reason given was inability to secure an actor to play the lead. As
enacted by Robert Emmett Keane, the 'Grant Thompson* of the play is
shown as a much younger man than the late producer and Hammerstein
and Du For, who produced 'Interlude,' say there is' no intention of impersonating Belasco,
t
Belasco produced a play written by Abdullah called 'Salvage' about
1926.
It was shown in Baltimore and Philadelphia, being withdrawn

:

"there.
Alvin Asher, former p.a., spent years trying to sell originals to the
idea of
Several of the Belasco staff men were present at the premiere and proSol Leaser flirting with the
beau- studios in Hollywood without success. Finally story heads had seen fessed to see little that was authentic characterization. At the opening
bringing the Bennett bathing
with-manuscripts
in the Hippo- his name on bo much unusable stuff, they n.g.'d. his
disport
to
dabs his face with a powder puff and sprays perfume on
'Thompson'
east
ties
but looking at them.
the lapels of his velvet lounging coat.
drome tank. They came east, but
Asher then wrote a play, but knowing his name might be a handicap,
film,
Bit was amusing to Arthur Levy the Belasco press agent, who denot for the Hipp. Backed up a
Clever%
Be
Will
girls he changed it to Alden Nash. The play* 'Let He Who
He: reclared, that the producer abhorcd men addicted to perfume.
•Yankee Doodle in Berlin.' The
was produced by a little theatre, and then bought by RKQ, where Nash, lated an incident about having used toilet water on his face after shav-..
were swell.
nee Asher, is now adapting it.
ing. D. B. detected the scent and asked: 'You too, Arthur?'
Announced that New York exhlbs
Bam Kaplan and Theodore Greenberg, former, officers of New York
would refuse bookings to all salaActors' Fidelity League, formed at the time of the legit actors' strike
titles.
Operators (306), who Were convicted, on charges of conspiracy, may in 1919, has virtually ceased to exist, although not actually dissolved.
cious pictures. Also off sexy
censors.
know whether they "will have to serve time under sentences, League was formed principally by stars, a: minority group opposed to
shortly
state
off
stave
To
appeal
decide
this
probably
will
AppealsYork
Court
of
meted out. New
Equity. Now, not more than half dozen members are active on the
summer.
Ralph Ince thumbed an offer of before adjourning for the
board.
Kaplan and Greenberg appealed to this <?ourt after the Appellate DiSelect
Five years after the strike, when another rumpus was averted in 1924,
$35,000 a year to produce. So
officers
former
Other
imposed.
sentences
aside
jail
set
boosted it to $100,000 for 10 pix. vision refused to
Equity recognized Fidelity to the extent that 118 members in good standfines.
were fined pniy and paid their
Figured there were only seven good of 306 convicted of conspiracy
ing were exempted from Equity requirements set forth to the managers
directors, and 60 all told.
in the matter of casting non-Equity people. Every, now and then FidelCheckers on percentage engagements of. Metro pictures' In the Greater ity people have joined Equity, latest to do so being Lenore Ulric,
into the Ross
been
swung
have
payroll,
for
Metro
on
the
crazy
zone,
York
England,
New
except
Reason is that Equity's exemptions do not include' stock and Miss
Europe,
a contract Ulrlc is playing stock engagements. Stock angle was not brought forth
Britons, slightly off the Federal Bureau following complaint from the latter which has
westerns.
had been employing 10 checkers of by Equity until sometime after the signing of the Basic Minimum Agreeto check for this distributor.
horse stuff
its own.
ment with the Managers' Protective Association—the Shuberts and allied
Federal checks for all majors excepting Warners, which recently in- managers who split away from the others in the 1924 settlement. That
David Belasco gave Ina Claire
under direction of Ralph Budd.
agreement was scrapped last summer when the M. P. A, failed to pay
picture rights to 'Polly With a Past' stalled its own System
salary claims awarded by arbitration..
as a bonus for signing for next
Among those who are still Fidelity members and have not joined
season.
Johnny Welssmuller's ride on a rampaging rhinoceros in Metro's 'Tarzan and His Mate* will have the; African big game hunters who have Equity are George M. Cohan, Fay Bainter, Grace George, May Irwin
thinking up (retired), William Collier (in Hollywood), Otis Skinner, Ruth Chatterton,
Keith Booking Office went to play credited this beast as being the fiercest of velt or jungle
new reminiscent tattlings to frighten the children. Weissmiiller straddles Marjorie Wood and Clara Lipman.
contracts.
|

'

|

I

,
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or pay

the rhino, like a cowboy riding a steer.
Animal was brought from Germany by. Metro at a cost
Jean Bedinl, bringing his burley
fences
show Into the Columbia for a sum- was put through most of its paces without even
$2,600,
cameras.
of
list
mer run, had a salary

Just one show.

Cartoon series of 'Popeye, the
Sentiment in Canada so strongly mine for Paramount.
With seven of the series of 13
against what it considered American
exploitation a comedian in the 'Fol- Par, has ordered a special drive
was compelled to change
The Popeye character, under ;a
lies'
'American' to 'Canadian' in a soldier iji a Betty Boop cartoon, on the

Sailor,'

released,

of $18,000, and
to protect the

Rental on Apollo, legit theatre on Randolph street, Chicago, which
has been taken over by Balaban. & Katz for pictures, is understood to
be $.600, a week against 12%% of the gross. B.&K. posted a $10,000- rent

has turned out to be a gold

With the loss of the Apollo Shuberts now have only three Chi houses,
Grand, Selwyn and Harris, having taken over the latter two two months
ago on a simple guarantee of the taxes which are rated to run to $36,000

Lou Diamond,

shorts head of

on 'Popeye/
deal with

King Features, was

understanding that

if

inserted
reaction proved

bond.

annually.

Alexander Woollcott has been under treatment for obesity in a New
York hospital. Former drama reviewer- who turned author and radio
thought toting 26v pounds around was top much.
humorist,
Hall
is
Music
City
Badio
Daniel Frohman, peeved at nonThat $1.66 reserved seat loge section of the
New system of weight reduction was used, that of speeding up his
appearances, suggested a law to becoming more and more like a Broadway opening on Thursday nights
metabolism, described as burning off fat by internal body consumption.
penalize those who promised to (opening), especially in recent weeks. The succession of Fox musicals
show at benefits and failed to ap- from White, DeSylva and the current Loew Brown production has the
Gilbert Miller, who has the British production rights to 'Men in
Borne stars failed him at a agents, managers, Broadway habitues, et al., applauding scenes and
pear.
White,' hired Dr. Merton Hodge, author of Wind and the Rain,' to reFund benefit.
numbers in the musical comedy manner.
write the hospital play for London/ Miller didn't like the transition. So
Kingsley, the original 'Men in White' author,
Variety reported 10 houses to be
What looked BerloUs right up to the last minute developed favorably now he's signed Sydney
obtaining to rewrite his own play back again, with Kingsley ordered to London
built in Brooklyn during the sum
for the old line officers of Universal when they succeeded in
the
job.
for
the
About
off
pronto
ward
were.
to
mer. Three of them.
sufficient proxies to retain their present directorate and
members
average.
entrance of several new additions. Among proposed new board
Aldrlch and deLiagre deny that the backer of 'The Pure In Heart',
was mentioned Hiram S. Brown. Meeting was held in Wilmington last
to
down
cut
Small musical show
which they presented at the Longacre, N. Y., was Jock Whitney.. Show
Thursday (19) without any scuffling.
a unit and went into the Jefferson.
was a quick flop, going into the red for 20 G's, it is claimed, instead of
Getting full weeks, playing the first
William Anthony McGuire had a 90-day vacation clause, starting Sept. double that figure, as reported. Young Whitney is reported to have
act the first half and finishing up on 15; placed in his contract with Universal so he could return to New backed, several Broadway ventures with no known winners as yet.
the second half.
York to produce a couple of shows. McGuire, who has intended doing a
Broadway show ever since going pictures, is betting friends eight to
Two women Equity officers were out last week through ill health.
one he will do two plays in New York this season. Lots of takers.
Dorothy Bryant, head of Chorus Equity, entered Mt; Sinai hospital, N. Y,
for
a tumor operation.
50
Schneider,
Recent board meeting of Columbia Pictures made Abe
Mrs. Emily Holt of the legal staff was confined home with the grippe.
(From Clipper)
Winslow on the
treasurer of the company, a director, succeeding Max
The change was occasioned by the necessity of Winslow remainjoard
Allan Dinehart authored 'Alley Cat' which A> H». Woods is due tp proAll America divided into two ing, on the Coast, therefore being unable to attend the board sessions duce early next season, Dinehart returning from Hollywood to star, in
classes. One contended sacred white regularly.
the play at that time. Samuel Shipman has been commissioned to reelephants were whitewashed., Other
vamp the script.
school held them to have been sandWhen Hollywood sends through stills with too much leg-art, J. J,
Barnum and Forepaugh McCarthy has a painless and economic way to satisfy all parties. A
papered.
the set, she backed down by saying she didn't want to meet drunks.
illicit part of the limb
each had one.
paint and brush works wonders to cover up the
Guide said she was mistaken, but the lady tourist explained, she knew
and yet not interfere, with dress lines of costume effects.
he was a stew because he had played' one in his last picture so well heWhat was reported to be the longHe has told must have had some personal .experience.
est glove fight on record came off in
Producer, reputedly tough on writers, is softening up.
Philadelphia April 10. Two profes- his staff to hold back any mention of a new writer being hired by his
Unverified report has it that when Darryl Zanuck reaches Europe
sionals fought privately for $250* a company so feelings of a previous writer on the same. story wont be
he will slip over to Russia and meet some Buss film men on picture
Fight lasted five hours (16 hurt.
side.
Soviet government which produces under the name of
production.
rounds) to a no decision.
con- Sovkirio is. reported anxious to contact Zanuck in an advisory way.
Universal NfeWsreel permitted a coffin to be opened in its reel in
spot news
Chicago dime museum had a dra
nection with the Stavisky case in Paris. It is regarded as
again
Columbia's '20th Century' title stands after Harry Cohh at. first entermatlc and musical stock. Each co of such extraordinary order. because a similar story may not break
tained switching it on the theory (1) that the crack N.Y, -Central flyer
gave, only one show daily. Drama for a lifetime.
and (2) In pique at the railroad's lack of
song.
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favorable a contract for a series of

ljal

would

be. entered.

YEARS AGO
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is

in the afternoon; opera at night.

too local

a

proposition,

co-operation.
Motion Picture Research Council has decided to make a technical exploitive
been on the record
Campanini, the operatic tenor, study of the film code. The bodjrfor some time has
John Balaban is expected to frame an offer for a partnership over the
of the outside
one
well
as
as
booking,
blind
ballet
of
block
and
enemy
the
an.
over
as
was planning to bring
Publix Detroit houses for. presentation to the Par trustees: and press, for
from La Scala, Milan, for a big organizations decrying, screen morals.
Chicago operator is coming into New York shortly
its consideration.
spectacle.
purpose. George W. Trendle has those houses now.
Warbling film nlaver was.allowed two, days off by a major studio dur- for that
to
he
that
was
MPTOA convention with express understanding
J. H. Haverly, who was taking a ing the
Likely that Fox. will make an English version of its current Spanish
indulged
sing at two of the convention shindigs. Instead, the crooner
minstrel troupe to London, an
In the Spanish cast are Raul Roulien, Jose
musical, 'Don Cossack'.
himself in an orgy of golf, never going near the exhibs.
nounced he would carry 68 men, in
Mojtca and Conchlta Montenegro.
Wills
Emerson,
eluding
Billy
Clarke Gable,
Suits are being prepared by attorneys of ZaSu Pitts,
Sweatnam, Carroll Johnson ancf
Metro home office no like the title of '100% Pure' for the. new Jean
Edward Everett Horton and Jean Harlow, against a New York comic Harlow picture awaiting release. Everyone asked to turn in suggesother stars.
were
weekly for using a picture In which the heads of the. film players
tions for a substitute.
Henry E. Abbey took a benefit at dubbed onto a photograph of nudes sitting at a table.
the Metropolitan. At the auction of
some woman*
'Viva Villa', on which Metro Is trying to figure out
Keats a box was bought by his
Femme visitor from out of town, being escorted around the Warner
outside of New York, where,
the stars. angle, isn't going to be roadshown anywhere
release.
brother managers for $2,100, turned lot, told the studio guide Bhe would like to meet some of
Criterion. Metro Is shoving it out as a regular
at
the
current
on
working
actor
an
over
When the guide, however, offered to bring
(Continued on page 58)
.
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Wont Pay

But Just

MOROSCO'S ETHERER

Farnsworth's Idea

Chicago Likes Cut-Rate Ducats
Half-Price

Does Weekly Shew Over KMTR
Readying for Out— Nite Nabes

Washington, April 2t.
Reflecting on the strife precipitated by proposed amendments to the legitimate theaAdtre code. Deputy
ministrator William P. Farns-

Hollywood, April

Chicago, April

OLDTIMERS PLAY

23,

:

worthy today commented:
'I'm tempted to bundle the
code up In a nice clean envelope, mail it to the code authority, and note on It 'Reopened by mistake."

.

radio deal also includes a later roadshowing of musical tabs.
Morosco's ether venture is a Sunday night half hour over KMTR, a
script show based on the life of
Sarah Bernhardt, with Lucille La
Pointe playing the aotress and Robert Frazter, the male lead. Written
by Edward Lynn, who authors the
current CBS 'Peter the Great/ series
started April 15, oyer the Hollywood

Theatre Guilds
Talking United
Benefit Control

station.

Fanchon & Marco will handle the
bookings, with plan
to run the
weekly, radio show in. six different
houses during the week and then
book each theatre for the remaining'
24 chapters, Under this scheme a
theatre booking the show.' for a
Monday, night would play the remaining units on succeeding. Monday nights, and so on.

'

1

-.

LEVENTHAL aOSE

FLOP

1

.

Wee ft' Leventhal closed the
Maryland' Saturday (21) after three
weeks, 'all of which ran red. Neither
'Dangerous Corner," *Her Majesty,
The Widow* nor the final piece,
'Every Thursday' could touch $41000
on '.the week. Each show 'was accorded; plenty of press publicity, but
the crix cracked down devastatingly
-

.

TPJtA. Nominations

Nominating, 'committee of .'the
Theatrical Press Representatives of
America; Inc., reported, at the special, meeting last Friday, (20), that
the following ticket had" been selected to be voted upon at the an- In their reviews.
nual election in June,
L. had been guaranteeing
W.
.Ticket' follows: President, Howthe Maryland, which is operated by
ard .Herrlck; vice-president, Ben H.
an. Insurance company;
Atwell;
woman 'vice-president, receivers,,
against loss.
Company asked the
Helen Hoerle; traveling vice-presicombo to yank the series and make
dent, David M. Cauffman; Chicago
a new start next fall, with W. ft L.
vice-president, Ralph T. Kettering;
assenting. First week of September
Philadelphia vice-president, Thomas
is tentatively agreed upon as reJ. Labrum; Boston vlcerpresident,
^Rebekah Hobbs; southern vice- opener.
Several, changes will be innovated
president,
Lewis Haase; Pacific
Coast
vice-president,
Sherman at that time, one of which will be
Danby;
vice-president, hiking up of the quoted, b.o. tariff
Canada
George G. Garrette; recording sec- from recent $1 to double that, which
retary, Affle McVicker; correspond- Is currently the rate in force in
ing secretary, Cepha Day; treas- W. ft I* spots in other cities. Also,
urer, E. V/ Glroux; board of gov- the 40© cut-rating will be 'pursued
ernors, Wallace Munro, Ray Hen-, more extensively.
Allan
derson,
Attwater,
Victor
Baltimore blackout by W. ft L.
Kiraly, Charles G. Stewart, Estelle marks the firm's first flop on its
Karn, .Edward G. Cooke, Beauvais rotating stock thing.
Fox.
Maryland will jog out the season
with sprinkling of dance-school reand' amateur rentals which
citals
Ex-Chorine,
a Sec,
Len McLaughlin has lined up. These
Sues in
J. for $50,000 wlil keep the house sporadically
lighted till early June.
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Control of all benefit performances
in New York Is likely with the pro-

posed formation of a Theatre BenePlan is the
fit Authority Board.
outgrowth of the former. Actors*

benefit affairs in

which

its

Equity,'

TBAB

and

1

1

-

.

Sue

for 'Rob Roy'

Pay

-Los Angeles, April 23.
Wage claims totaling around
"$2,000 have been filed with the office of the State Labor Bureau here
by the principals and chorus, of
Ernest Glover's production, 'Rob
Roy,' which folded at the Holly
.Wood Music Box. after eight days,
...

With salaries, unpaid;
Hearing has been set for today
(Monday) before Attorney Charles
F. Lowy of the commission. Musicians and stage hands were paid
In full before, .the production closed.

Equity players had waived the

cub-.

tomary bond.

Denver, April

23.

Principal roles for 'Othello' at the
Play Festival of the Central
Colo., opera house, besides
Walter Huston who will carry the
lead, Will' be his wife, Nan Suther*
land as Desdemona, Helen Freeman
third
City,

as Amelia, and Stanley Ridges as
Iago.

Dates for the festival will be July
21 to Aug. 4.
Miss Freeman was in the opening
production at Central City two
years ago.

!

battle to elect additional candidates

chosen by the younger element of
the Council. Out of 10 new councillors and three replacement candidates, the younger.
six of its own choosing,,

named

By writing In other" candidates on the ballot, they may elect a majority of
the incoming councillors ..and,
that way, may control Equity. Group,
apparently found no candidate to
head an opposition ticket and therefore onily the regular ballot is anticipated;.

•.

Equity's Council decides all quesby a. majority vote. While
there are: 6ft on the Council," 10 of
which are elected' annually, it is
said that -20 members are present
at. the average meetings
If the
younger -group succeeds in electing
additional... candidates./ .therefor,
their opinions would likely. prevail.
Present Equity leaders olaim to
welcome ithe> younger ^group's activities as indicating fresh interest
in the association, by members.
tions,

-

>

.

•

.

,

.

,
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quirement.
Petition has virtually
been accepted by Council with some
changes in wordage.
Proposed
amendments are radical in part.

Group seeks:
1. Equity members In arrears of
dues-for not more than one year to
have the right to vote,
2. General membership to name
all nine persons on
the annual
nominating committee (at present
the Council names three).
8. At general meetings the, membership to have the same right to
amend the by-laws as the Council
has at present.
4. That
there be four general
meetings annually;
=

be

a third

(Continued from page 49)\
and, while Rose's chief profits
are expected to come from liquor
Webb's
Jessel With Guild?
sales, he will make some effort to
exploit the Manhattan Music Hall
George Jessel has a deal on with from the 'family-trade' angle.
Two things this style of night
the Theatre Guild for .'Motke Gonclub is certain to do: Settle the
bft/ Yiddish play by Sholom Asch
Question of clearing certain rights question as to what is to be done
with some of the legit theatres
flgurea in the negotiations.
scattered from coast to coast and has a stomach aliment, and is for-,
mostly dark all these years that the blddent to dance.
Norman Pearce of the ohorus
road
has been dead, and greatly
Third Nantucket Season
alter the night club business as it handled Webb's hoofing bits with
Third season of the Nantucket is presently operated, forcing the Marilyn Miller last week. Charles
theatre will open July 10 in the thehigher-priced late- spots-' to shave Collins rehearsed the routines and
atre of the Nantucket Yacht Club,
down their takes to" the proposed will -Join the cast this week, asCompany will music hall scale.
|Nan tucket, Mass.
signed to the Webb dances, Collins'
again be under the direction and
Besides the Manhattan, Rose also is the husband of Dorothy Stone.
management of Maurice Wells, Betty
plans to. open a similar spot in ChiUpthegroye, and William Miles.
September 15, indeSeven productions will be made cago around
Belasco, Curran Split
There
during July and August, including pendent of the. Auditorium.
Is.
talk also of proposed spots in
San Francisco, April 23.
two new plays.
Boston, Philadelphia, Washington,
Split of the Belasco and Curran
Baltimore; and New Orleans.
producing setup has been, accomA deal Is on for a Casino de Pa- plished by the. filing In Sacramento
•Lives'
ree policy for the Craig theatre on of incorporation papers for the:
Rochester, April, 23.
West 54th street off 7th avenue, Curran
Theatrical
Productions,
'Private Lives' proved the best New York.
It's one avenue block leaving Homer Curran and Ed Bedraw so far for the Lyceum Play- away from the original Casino;
lasco to go it alone.
ers, and was held over for a. secBilly Rose's Music Hall on the
Directors of the new corporation
ond week.
site of* the former Manhattan (53d are Frank Avilla, Edward Jacobs,
Stock venture, backed by the and BroadWay) will cluster three K. Baxter and M. Berry. Curran
Stage Hands' Union, has been losing such spots in one concentrated has named John Peltret, Oakland
money steadily, and looks set for an locale.
theatre man, as his representative
early foldup.
It is said that some of the former here, and at' the same thv.e
conbunch involved in the original Ca- tinues his present affiliation with
sino are In on the Craig theatre Henry Duffy.
COAST LITTLE THEATRES
deal, with an element of rivalry in
more than one sense thus cropping.
Bever^r Hills, April 23.
a
.Moll _ Pic on's
_. ^_
L
Two new plays TSve'been^sp^tted U p.._ - ...
for little theatres here. "Bitter HarLos Angeles„ April 23.
vest/ story of Lord Byron by KathMolly Picon, in her repertoire of
Seek Ulric
Coast
erine Turney, opens at the Beverly
Yiddish musical comedies, has been
Hills Community theatre May 7 for
pencilled in for early June at the
Hollywood, April 23.
a week. Leslie Fenton will do the
Henry Guttman and Lenore Ulric Blltmore. She's making a cross
Byron character, and Dickson Mor- will likely get together on a deal country tour, including one-nightgan Is directing.
fcr the actress to come here for ers through the middle west
Threshold little theatre, has closed 'Soviet Commissar/ Russian play
Hollywood Playhouse will be re'The Stooge' and is producing The Which has been produced in Europe. opened middle of. May by BL E.
King Was in the Bathtub', next.
Guttman has been looking for a Cllve, who plans to present a numPlay Is by Robert Burkhart, Fox spot to open his play. Possibility ber of new plays during the sumpress agent. William D. Russell di- it will go Into the Pasadena Play- mer.
Initlaler Is expected to be
house, little theatre.
rects.
H. M. Harwood's 'JBxoelsiO*'
tres,

:

Proposal, to permit those in arrears to vote was looked at askance
by Equity officials, who stated such
an idea was contra to the rules of
all
organizations.
Matter of the,
general membership amending thej
by-laws Is regarded as dividing the
authority.
At present when the
Ailment
Council amends the by-laws, such
changes are In effect until the annual election, when the member*
At the advice of physicians Clif- ship
votes to okay or veto the new
ton Webb's assignments in 'As
rules.
Thousands Cheer/ Music Box; N.Y.,
Group's
proposed amendment*
have been limited to his appearances in the revue's sketches. Actor will be printed on separate slips
Still

500 Acts

Younger group Is seeking, four
amendments to Equity'^ constitu*
tion, as set forth last* week in a
petition signed -by 30 members in
good standing, which is the re-

rivalry.
outfit Is reported as
planning to .use the municipallyowned Convention Hall, as a home
of opera this spring.

to, there'll

7

and mailed

to all paid-up members
with the ballot at election time.
Understood the group plans some
other changes which, however, are
regarded as feasible.

-
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Held Over
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Coming Equity election,
May or early in June, will probably hot be a contest over the staff
officers,
of
but is likely

In

-

OPERA WAR IN PHttLY
AS 2 TROUPES DDE IN

the new season. Understood that a
Philadelphia, April 23.
percentage of all. benefit earnings
Philly is going to have its own
will be collected and distributed grand opera war this spring, alamong the various professional though it's not completely certain
charities..
that .the dates will conflict.
Proposed to have the Actors' Fund
First to arrive Is Alfredo Saladminister the bene At money, and maggi's troupe, .called the Chicago.
in that way the collections would- Opera Company, and playing at the
be handled without cost. Similar Shubert this week at prices running
plan is followed by the Authors' from 25c. to 99c. House was just
League's relief fund, which permits vacated by Max Rudnick, who had
100% of al money donated to be used a fairly successful season of burfor aid.
Rudnick sub-leased
lesque there.
Stage Relief Fund, which con r to Salmaggl for a limited period and
tinues to function,, may toot come announces he will bring back burunder control of the TBAB. Virtu- lesque in the fall. Jump from legit
ally all money raised by the Stage to burlesque to grand opera is givRelief comes from Sunday night
ing the street a big laugh here.
Fund, started
legit performances.
Now cornea the news that the
as an emergency movement, is in its
New York Opera Company will take
second season, and continuance into
the Academy of Music early In May,
next season is not definite. Next
also doing grand opera at a 25c. to
performances carded for the Fund
Exact, date Isn't set, but
scale.
are The Wind and the Rain,' Sun- 31
If the Salmaggl gang stays beyond'
day <29); 'New Faces,' May I, and
a Week, as they confidently expect
•Dodsworth/May 13.

Now

she was playing, in 1932, when the
taxi collided with a car of the lumber company driven by Taaffee, and
she was so badly Injured she was
confined in the Newark City hospital for almost two months.
She then became a stenographer,
finally securing a place in Postmaster General Farley's office at.
Washington. Case is being tried In
Circuit Court before Judge Porter.

mem-

are the
starting with

indications..-

Will., function

N.

Russomano, driver and owner of a
taxicab, and William J.Taaffee and
the J. F. Glasby Lumber Company
Miss Audrey mainfor $60,000.
tains she was -being driven from
the Grant hotel to Miner's, where

-

.-<

Three theatrical Guilds—Catholic.
Jewish' and Episcopal—have been in
session with the: Actors' Fund and

.

formerly
Mildred
a
Audrey,
chorus girl- and now a secretary, is
suing Joseph Caruso and Lawrence

.

Betterment' Association, which collected a percentage of takings' from

bers appeared.

Equity Election

23.

Understood that Moroscp is angeled by a local lawyer and that the

.

,

in

Oliver Moroscp is back in show
business as producer and director
of a weekly dramatic show over
KMTR, which he plans to one-night
stand in suburban Lbs Angeles and
California picture houses.

NRA

That the good cl' public likes to
be jolly well spoofed was demonstrated with illustrations at the Help Celebrate Birthday of Charles
E. Evans on Coast
Playhouse last 'week when Horace
S(stare opened .'Affections, ..Ltd;/
second production under his stock
Hollywood, April 23.
Previous play had been
contract.
Plans are under way. here for a
'Elizabeth Sleeps put,' which ran
at
for 16 highly profitable weeks at dual party to be staged Sept. 6
$1.50 top and the town flooded with the Upllfters ranch, in which oldcut-rate ducats.
time stage stars will participate.
When the secan,. ...ay came
Occasion will be the birthday anaround Slstare decided that the, pubCharles E. Evans, for
lic liked honesty and straightfor- niversary of
wardness, and, Instead of pegging many years partner of James 'Old
the figure at $1.60 with passes, Sis- Hosts' Hoey, and the 50th annivertare Instituted a straight 75c top. sary
of the team's debut in their
Gross oh the first night was $103,
production, 'A Parlor
the second night 375, and the third outstanding
$39. People came to the box office, Match/
saw the 75c. marker and walked
away, exclaiming tnt. it couldn't be
a good play at that price.
Next day Sistare went back to his WEE,
$1,60 and loaded the town with twoBALTIMORE; FIRST
-one passes. Business immediately, perked up- and the show started to go places.
Baltimore, April 23.
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Tour

Engagements
Paul Thorn and Sylvia Lei
Failure'.,

Millard Mitchell, Marvin Kline,
Jan Ulrlch and Olive Corn, 'PicnicV
Ann Mason, Jonatha Jones, William Vaughn, Alexander Lewis,
Donald Koehler, Lida Kane, Isabel
Baring, William Robertson, Boyd
Irwin, G. Swayne Gordon, Madeline
Grey, and Madeline Holmes, 'Big
Hearted Herbert' (Chicago com*

pany) (complete cast).
Nanette Guilford, George Houston, Hugh^Cameron, 'Caviar*.

Kay Strozzl,. Helen Chandler,
Hilda Spong, A. E. "Matthews and
Brarawell Fletcher, 'These Two/
Moffat Johnston, "Lady From the
.

Sea'.

Granville

Bates,

Robert Sloane,

Nancy Evans, Alfred Corn, W. W.
John

Shuttleworth,
Sarah Perry,

'.

Bennethum,

tan ton Bier, Robert

Mayors, 'Come

What May' (com-

plete-cast).-^

Vera Lewis, 'Memory/. (L. A.).
Esther Edwards replaced Vera
.

Gordon

in coast production of 'Biog-

raphy'.

Charles Richman, Shepperd StrudVirginia Tracy and Mabel

wick,

Kroman,

Hugh
and

'Jig

Saw/

O'Connell,

Gladys

Brian Donlevy
The Milky

George,

Way/

Edward Emery, These Two/

•Love Kills,' Vivienne Giesen, Marlon Green, John Parrisb, Bram
Nossen, Harry Joiner, Harry Hani on
(complete east).

—
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RAH-RAH
TAX
at last
Legit code authority,
week's session, went on record as
unanimously opposed to the tax on
theatre tickets, sold at less than box
office

prices,

as

Legit
Baltimore, April.

now imposed. Cut

rates concerned are those distributed in New York by Leblang's,

N
Guarantees Available from
Sufficient AtColleges
tractions Only Problem
'Green Pastures' Assured
$30,000
.

As a compromise, the pro-

log of the piece-—the only,
portion of the play in which
the simon-legree was to ap;

—

pear has been junked.

Recently the Senate finance committee refused to consider the revenue act in respect to cut rates. Law
stipulates that if a ticket Is sold

That means that

if

'Sun. Afternoon

a purchaser

buys a $3 ticket for $1.50, 30c tax
must be collected, just, the same as
though the full price of the ticket
had been paid.
It is charged that certain ticket
-Interests inspired' this clause in the

of the

spite,

Copy

of -the resolution

was

sent to

each member of the Senate finance
committee and each member of the

ways and means committee of the
House.
Full percentage on cut rates Is
further shown to be out of line in
light of the 'passes' calling for admission with the payment of 40c
per ticketr TreasTii^ Department is
reputed to have ruled that such admissions called for. the payment to
the government of 10% of the full
value of the tickets— if the top
price be $3, then 3.0c tax is due. So
far as known, the collector in New
Tor" has not collected on such admissions at all, although it is reported investigators are preparing
estimates
filing
to.
preparatory
claims against theatres using the
4pc passes.

Rogers' Tour
Seattle, April Z3.
McCurdy, here from Portland,
negotiating for time for Will
Rogers, on behalf of Henry Duffy,
for a northwest tour, following S.
F, and L. A.
Rogers is expected to swing
.

Bill

is

.

issuance of the of operation, the number of desirable attractions did not seem to be
at hand and the booker set back
the completion of the circuit until
the season of 1935-36. However, at
least three attractions are being
booked at this time for next fall

revenue act with the idea of embar- film 'Men in White,* Harmon & Ullrassing the cut-rate agency, if not man, producers of the legit play,
Leforcing- it out of business.
intend to take it out on the road
blang's is collecting ihe full tax,
but customers are told to retain, the for a protracted tour next season.
modis
Hope is to stick it out in New York
tax
the
stubs, so that if
with the current company througherated refunds can be made.
Senate committee ruled that the out the summer, opening in Boston
of
regardless
collected
the first week in September. Fourmust
be
tax
the argument that it is an unfair teen weeks of road dates have been
levy. 'Letter of the la,w* concerning laid out after that.
other features of the act regarded
The film will have preceded the
as too arbitrary were upset by the play by quite- a lot in most spots.
Treasury Department last summer, Stock productions in several cities
but the cut-rate provision was up- of recent Weeks will also precede
held there, too.
the traveling Broadway show. In
rady, who attended Rochester, N. Y., a stock production
William A.
the Authority meeting for the first outdrew the'tfllm considerablytime since early winter, advised the
Real test will come in New York
p^her members that present method in' July when the film comes into
collecting tax on cut. rates is the Capito?. Picture can't play New
•of
comparable with taxing passes. York previously because of the deal
When Bra'dy pointed out to the made by the producers which allows
ways and means committee last Metro to release the film throughsummer that such levies were taxa- out the country in April, but not
tion on revenue which did not exist, until July in New York. When deal
a provision was inserted in the was made early in the season the
National Recovery Act eliminating
producers did not dream they would
the government tax on free admisthrough the season and into
Such ex- last
sions for legit theatres.
the summer, but now find they unemptions do not apply to other free
derwrote themselves on time.
admissions, however, largely beSame situation occurred last sumcause other amusement heads did
mer with 'One Sunday Afternoon,'
not similarly protest.
the surFred Dempsey, CA member for Par's film version bucking
legit tenancy,
the stage' hands, introduced a reso- prise it's Broadwsty
way.
lution protesting the cut-rate levy without effect either
.

THREE SHOWS SET
Formation, of a legit circuit which
will have university auditoriums as
a nucleus Is In the making. With
the colleges guaranteeing attractions, such showings are regarded
as the highest type of bookings
available on the road.
Plan Is proposed by Victor Leighton, former booking head of the
Klaw and Erlanger circuit. Although
responses indicated the feasibility
1

To Oppose Film
In

'

and winter.

institutions are generally interested
in booking shows to the campuses,
consecutive time Is not anticipated
and dates in between will be sought
from' regulation stands.

'The Green Pastures,' which is being spotted in colleges has already
lined up $30,000 in guarantees for
next season. That virtually ensures
a fifth season, for the colored cast
classic, which, too, Is expected on
Broadway for a repeat before the
end of the season. Most of the 'Pastures' college dates are for one
night, some afternoon and evening,
while the booking at one campus
(University of Cincinnati) ia for
two nights and a matinee. College
•
bookings are being handled direct
by the show management.
Lelghton Is arranging, similar time,
for. the Abbey Players and Fritz
Lieber In Shakespearean repertory.
Latter will be spotted In more than
50 college points. Irish troupe may
not get as much school booking because higher guarantees are asked
IN
than the figure required for Lieber.
Booking of college and some
school auditoriums by regular road
LEGIT;
attractions is not strictly new but
because of the shrinkage of one
Chicago, April 23.
night stands, the institutions of
On May 3.0 Feache^ Browning de- learning
loom up as Important bookshe
where
stage,
burlesque
the
serts,
ing links.
has been a star draw, for the past
four years, and Joins the legit theatre to headline in a new. show
tagged 'The Dashing "Widow.* Authors are Charlie Niggemeyer and
Fritz Blocki, both now associated
with the State-Lake theatre here as
stage producer and press agent, re

PEACHES BROWNING
PAUL ASH PROD.
.

U.

Another Chi vaude
spectlvely.
name in the picture is Paul Ash,
Is angeling the show and goes
on the billing as the presenter.
'Widow' concerns a fan dance,
which will be done by Miss Brown
ing. Producers are also seeking an

OF IOWA SET

FOR

who

other male! name to play opposite.
Hope is to freak the show up and
get it by with the World's ..Fair

Goes into rehearsal

Won t

May

8.

Sure Gov

t

Butt In

budPresent line-up is based oh
get of $5,600. Of that sum the managers, through the Theatre League,
pay $800 annually, while the stage

Despite reports from Washington
may write the rethat the
vised code for legit without further
contacting the legit Code Author-

NRA

latter

ity,

has

been assured

hands, musicians and Equity pay
that mtich each, with the scenic artAuthors' League
ists paying $400.
contributes the maximum amount,
but that group expressed willingness to withdraw from-., the CA if
the presence of its representative
would complicate the situation.
Authors are still outside the code,
on the grounds that they are not
empldyees, but are in the CA at
the request of. the NRA. Equity
actually "has two members oh the
CA because Chorus Equity Was lneluded as a separate, group. Managers have three members, but want
more.
{
Idea of an Impartial chairman of
the CA under salary, has apparently been side-tracked. It was expected to raise funds for that purpose
from .a percentage on. tickets sold
the
through one tf the plans,
managers objected to such deduc-

by

William P. Farnsworth, deputy administrator, that the draft win not
be submitted for official signature
until the text is imparted to the

CA.
There are four main problems
to which there was ho .agreement
at the recent hearing: Differences:
over the Industrial Relations
Board; ticket control; throwaway
'passes'; changing the personnel of
the Code Authority for the purpose
of equalizing representation of the

;

various legit groups.
Code Authority, .as originally
framed, convened last week, at
which time some of the knots were
untied. Industrial Relations Board
topic was regarded as of first im
portance because of the united op
position of the labor elements. It
was agreed that there shall be
equal representation, probably three
labor members and three managers,
the board to have an Impartial
chairman, either named by the
members or, If they cannot chose,
.

.

b^

tions.

Washington, Apftl
Indications here are

by Washington.
Guarantees Of $1,000 to $1,500 are
IRB Power Status
possible for a one night college
Just wRat power the IRB is sup
stand, dependent on the size and
posed to have has not been de
type of show. Even though many
hearing it was

SHOW COLONY
Iowa City, la., April 23.
University of Iowa is going into
show business to the tune of $250,000 within the next four years, preliminary plans for which are under
way in conjunction with the erection of a 500 -seat playhouse to cp»t

and the

theatre.

NRA

23.

officials

will write revised clauses more or
less without aid 6f managers, brokers, or union leaders in an. effort to

force a showdown.
Writing of labor provision: will
IRB begin some time this week, if labor
That .brought and employers have not reached
unionprotest,
in
feet
labor to its
middle ground. Job will be tackled
ists pointing out that the National by Deputy Administrator William
Recovery Act itself guaranteed the P. Farnsworth and executives of
right to strike. Labor people also the NRA Labor Advisory Board.
insisted on the right of collective
In view of Gen. Hugh Johnson's
bargaining; and asked how that
implied threat to establish media-'
principle fits in with compulsory
tion agencies by flat if industries
'compulsory
subarbitration or the
and labor unions cannot agree,
mission' of all disputes, difference
Farnsworth and LAB councillors
between which 'has not yet been
obviously will have complete back-

termined. At the
stated by Farnsworth thaj the

was

mandatory.

clearly set forth;

Stage Hands, Equity and the
sicians

CA

ing in their efforts to put the talkit-over scheme Into effect In the

mu-

.seemed' mollified after the

theatre.

agreement on equal
representation on the IRB, because,
there appears to be no finality to
the decisions of such a board.
There are. certain points which
the labor groups have fought to
maintain over a period of years and
which they refuse to now refer to
For Instance, Equity
arbitration.
meeting

Only Details Remain

will not arbitrate its rule of eight
performances per week rule, nor the

Sunday performance ban. Stage
hands and musicians have like objections to 'compulsory submission'
of changes which the managers

seek and how the labor problems
are to be solved appears still In the
air.

the code.

Thought more

likely

it

problem in the
CA, giving the latter
stronger powers to control the
Unlikely, too, that, any
agencies.
control system be made part of the
code without ah okay from' the manwill again, place the

hands of

the.

Who also
plans proposed.

agers,

objected

to

the

'passes' are likely to

be permitted, despite the opposition;
but under regulations. With such
passes plainly calling for the payment or^Oc, it is expected that the
code will require the throwaways to
also designate the approximate location of the seats, b'j that tickets
sold at the full price be preferential

locations;

-

S"f age hands protested the elimination of throwaways, arguing that
any theatre giving- its members employment should not be rule.1 out of
business. Understood that this support saved the pass thing from ob"

livion.

Code Authority
Reshaping of the Code Authority
give the manager equal representation with the labor groups appears somf-thlng of a problem.
to

With the principle of mediation
established by the general's administrative decree, details qnly remain
Principal questo be worked Out
tions to be settled concern the size
and constituency of the board,
whether a single or a series of
agencies shall be created, the scope
of their authority, the nature of
their proceedings, and the degree
of finality In their powers.
Prospects are there will be regional mediation boards, consisting
of three Individuals, one a neutral
chosen by the representatives of
that the
employers;
labor and
board" will have semi-final authority 'but its decisions and rulings
may be appealed to the Wagner,
board, or whatever other, labor tribunal Congress creates this session.
Ticket solution is less tangible,
,

.

Ticket Control"

Because the plans for ticket control "were shot full of holes at the
hearings, it is doubtful whether
Washington will write a plan Into

Throwaway

mobs. Miss Browning, however, is
understood to be ready for .."legit,
following a conscientious course in
John
Instruction
by
through N.W.. eady in summer, dramatic
Hutchlns in New York. JShow was
= Vlzy}nG^\eG^i jhpujej^Jn^P^tla^ntl^
i:
$7.0,000
Tacbriia,. "Seattle, Vancouver, 13. C. W\tiln!^ly~wr ItIen^and proWuc€d^by
Theatre is to be a central unit
Nigpremeyer, but is belhf; revamped
and possibly other towns.
for a real theatre colony on a pro
by Blocki with the new fan dancer gram that is now being worked out
anglos.
under the direction of W. H. GemAI WOOD BUYS 'CAT'
mill, secretary of the state board
Hollywood, April 23.
of education at Des Moines.
Al Wood has taken Allan DincLegit
Rich,
Irene
It will be a playhouse city in
harfs play, 'Alley Cat,' and is slated
to produce it on Broadway in the
Irene Rich will star in a Broad- every sense, and will include shops,
fall with Dinehart in the lead.
way l^glt play, 'Three Blind Mice,' labs and classrooms for stagecraft*,
Piece will be tried out next month to. be produced by Libra Produc- costuming and lighting, with a series
of studios to link fine arts building
at the Pasadena Community Play- tions. Sidney fialkow will stage.
house.

^

—

turn resigned.

tax percentage being regarded as
the most illogical of the nuisance

at half price, 10% tax on the full
value, as established by the printed
box office price, must be collected.

in Muddle;

Although Wash. Thinks Different

through a rehearsal, each in
'.

Code Remains

23.

'Three Women in Love,' new
play by Elizabeth Eager Montefiori, Current, at the Homewood Playshop, little theatre
outfit, has a heavy so villainous and brutal no member of
the organization was found
willing to try the role.
After three men had successively accepted and stepped

CUT-RATE

:

CIRCUIT

Top Tough

CODE OPPOSES

53

Farnsworth waiting impatiently for the lowdown on last
week's code authority session before going into a huddle with the
Consumer Advisory Board , 'Robert
K. Strauss, and a few picked legal

with

-

and lndustrla" advisors.
Analysis of testimony at recent
hearings snows managers are pretty
in accord, although many of
them fail to realize the fact, on
fundamentals, and that by taking
one feature from one scheme and
another from another set of suggestions a fairly satisfactory compromise can be worked out, Sticklers are the matter of punishment
and administration, with NRA legal
officials
shying away, from suggestions that an Industry boaf*
have absolute and unqucstibnable
power to slap on penalties.'
Legal 8quawk
Principal legal squawk is aimed
at requests the industry .. agency
havo complete authority to plaster
fines on violators of either the code
or supplemental rules.
Lawyerspoint out that such a board would
not be in any s*-rise a U-gal tri(Continued on page 62)

much

.

-

on

s

Shows

'STEVEDORE

ARE YOU DECENT?

Theatre Union production In three acta
and 10 scenes. ..Drama by Paul Peter6
and George; Sklar; staged' by Michael

Comedy in three acts by Crane Wilbur,
presented by. Albert Bannister In association with George L„ Miller at the Ambassador, N. Y,, April 10, $2.75 top; staged
by, Dlmttrl OslroW.

Blankfort;
assistant
director
Irving
Gordon.
Settings, S. Syrjala.
Opened
April 16, at the Civic Repertory- theatre,
.

.

[

at. $1.50

.

Sergeant .
Bobo Valentine
.

•.

Rag Williams ..
Angrum .......

,

. . .

.

Peggy Wltherspoon .... Zamah Cunningham

What

'Come

. .

Skelly)

.

'Love

.Kills'-

Forrest..

. .

May*

New Amsterdam

(Hal
roof.

(Peroiyal Vivian

.

.

OB^^SS^Iv^^enty

..
.

....

.

.

T ^!fj
f Yf^gJ^^tl******

5

. .
'

•

•

-

looking Inexpensive to operate.
Story is- that of a girl who wants
........ jack^Hartley
She's a. society girl, prea' haby.
;
sumably
of wealthy parents because
^Susie^sutt'ort
the action's on. a. luxurious yacht,
all
Wlinani c. Eikiiw ]

Charley Freei
Mitch

Irving Gordon

. . . . ,

.

...... i. .i,

j^^,,^^

:..:.>....:.

Bertha Williams
Moae Venable

April

POTTER'S FIELD
Boston, April

20.

I

'

.

she's tired - of modern
Bather, she's tired of what

and

life.

characterization of his general manager with a dialect Is certainly out
of llne>
Ben Levl j 3 the programmed keeper of the bank account. Ben Roder was the Belasco

g.

m.

13.

Play In four acta by Paul Green; orchestra score written and directed by
Dolphe Martin; directed by B. Stanley
Pratt; staged and presented by Margaret
.

Hewefl at the Plymouth theatre, April

lights by Buell Whltehlll. Presented for
one performance at the University theatre
by Tale Department of Drama, with the
following cast: Henry Boettcher, Richard
Humphreys,, LUther Kennett, Jr., Cafl AllensWgrth, Margaret Haslewood, Richard,
Kollmar. Mary Wllsey, Alfred EJtoheverry,
James Furneas, TJuoy Swift. Harriet Richardson, Fred Wolff and Stuart King.

e.

A weird sort of play, touching on
the hopelessness of the Illiterate
Negro, and having an unforgettable
touch in that the symphonic effects
from the pit. are -furnished by a
humming, moaning chorus of eighteen voices flanked by a tuba, a

1

,

'.

BRONZE

IN

New Haven,

:

Yeatefi

,

.1.,...

Marty Fox
Al Regan ......
Pons
Cop

Two' (Casey
Little) Vahderbllt
'These

'Picnic' (Arthur Beckhard)
National..
Probably Crane Wilbur In writing
Or. „.I. Harry Bolden
and
'I
Myself. (Pearson
this play thought he was writing a
play that, was just on
Baruch) Little:
'The Milky Way' (Harmon
Edna Thomas the borderline, and maybe the proThey
Ai watts ducers felt that way, too.
and Ullman) roadhurst.
wmjarn CjBikins we re all wrong. 'Are You Decent?'
Rex™am [Un't shocking, nor is' ft funny. It
Dd'dson Mitchell, has a funny basic idea, but the idiea be na ti V e
That his staff argued
r r
a d n
with him'and
Sefc- ^lufilSS -IS"
H
N<
d
out is another probability, but the
ronk^abrieis™ L *

..',.....

....... ....... Ray

,

Ruby Oxley
Sam Oxley
Uncle Cato
Jim Veal
Blacksnake
Walcott
Lent Morris

.

Drama. In three acta by Edward Reveaux.
Directed, by Constance Welch and Charles
Monroe; settings by J>slle <2heek, Jr.,- and
S.' Love; costumes by Irma Smithton and
.

'

Alonzo.Fende.raon

NAMES

*

Jack Carter

.

Steve
Blnnle

I

Jack Daley
Garrlngt^n Lewis

.

IjQnnie Thoi
Joe' Crump

.

Town

Plays Out of

Murder (Ben

'Caviar' (Pat Leonard) Fort
rest.

.'. ....
Stout
. . .Royal
lSdwards.
Dolly Van Etten ...... Beatrice Hendricks
Harry Van' Etten. ;-.,'. ...... . A. J. Herbert.
Antonla Wayne..
.v. Claudia Morgan
Eric Dressier
Bill Adams.
..... .-.
. . I
Lester Vail
Keith Darrell
;»...;
. . • • .

top..

........ MlHlcent Green
........... Jack Hartley

.

. .

.
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Publicized as a definite tryout for clarinet and kettle drums.
Cast is entirely colored, almost
Broadway, and with a number of
an amateur. Warren ColeNew York producers in for a look everyone
man is a concert singer and radio
at It, 'Names in Bronze' failed to artist, two or three others
have had
create the stir expected of

It.

some intermittent stage experience
in Little Theatre groups, but nearly
all the rest are elevator operators,
messenger boys, students, etc.
Story is somewhat symbolical,
and set in squalor Identical with
•Tobacco Road.' Superstitions, religlous fervor, fatalistic resignation
no the laws and dominance of the
white -man's law and the horrors of
the chain gang are woven into a

Play,

had passed through a laboratory
test at. the Drama- School and had
been given before two private audiences prior to Its one public presenr
tation, all of which should have produced something smoother and with
more snap to it than was displayed

.

she
A male secretary Is no nearer the
by
is modern life. It's all a fake original.
Katherine Healy is the in the public showing. Production
waste of anybody's evening in the and a sham, she says; married secretary who knows all about her.
had an amateurish tinge to it which rather ordinary story.
unfaithful
each'
other,.
to
people
^ro
'chief/
she too, having received a
"theatre:
Smacking of propaganda
Plot i£ based, on -the return of an
°
"~ detracted from the' play's value as escaped
«-«-"" *~
corrupted
everybeen
string
of
beads,
supposed
- the
be
to fc
convict who plans
and.; patently a provocative theme, (*gg* have
spend
mark of the showman's tenderest such. In the hands of a competent a night with his estranged to
wife betastes along those lines must necesSo she doesn't want to get. mar regards. In one of her impassioned prof essional group, reaction to the fore heading north to Harlem. He
sarily goyetfn. the- desire for patron- rled h but wants .a .baby anyway. speeches she declares she still loves
finds
the
wife
with
her
lover.
The
script itself undoubtedly would .be
lover is driven away and during the
age.
The Negro's.' burden, particu- That's what she proposes to one him.
Thompson and. others make fre- more favorable.
young fellow who answers, 'What
night returns and kills the convict
larly in -the south may reopen some
the.
rewritings,
several
can I lose?' Then she changes her quent references to th$ 'Playgoers
In spite Of
as he lays in bed with his wife.
new delicate abrasions which may mind and makes the proposition to Group' who would 'gladly do the play still lacks punch
w^ ere punch Final curtain is a powerful picture,
make for some, disturbing moments. another man. But the second man Play from the Hungarian.' ..Ref r Is needed -and becomes an. in-and- being a symphonic allegory showing
really loves her and proceeds to ©fence is thinly disguised to mean
the cast working on the road jri a
But' in the main it's worthwhile.
convince her that sheVsTall wrong the Theatre Guild. Whether it in- outer as far as sustained Interest is chain gang, all singing, exhorting
It gives the- Negro his Innings in
and ought to marry him so they bleated the showman's contempt of concerned, Opening scene makes it the Lord to relieve them of their
a somewhat obscure cross-section of can have babies in the orthodox that group, which trades in mental rather difficult for the- auditor* to persecution
dead
and. dropping
piece-goods,' or the author is vent- swing into the spirit of th_e ..play,
racial relations as they exist today manner
under the flogging of the guards.
inp his spleen is a^guesd either way. and several curtain lines drift off
ffhat's the play, plus trimmings,
Warren Coleman ip the role of a
bel6w.'the Masori-Dlxon line.
In
Of the actors Eric Dressier stands Reference to Al Stone, the producer~ into space.
fake
peddling
preacher,
conjure
balls
r
Aimed at Broadway for next sea- and
truth
h a program note has it that olit eagtly> supiii y ing the only two P* £i d oom
preying on the credulity arid reI
J* £is £* 3£Ll£*°e son,
the play might possibly get
'some
le of the scenes in this play are genuinely fnuny scenes.
£™™l?f
hon
after 'Men ih White' and 'Yel- ligious weakness of his race, domine
over
Lester Vail tAes hard as the other
,d on incidents
inc-dents which occurred
.£ Tin fact,
??; low Jack' have had their edges worn ates the cast. Dorothea Archie, in
based
son. He has plenty to say,
._ man, but never completely con- so much that the part becomes tire- off.
„*4.b«i,„
M ,„.„, in
Like these two, 'Names In an effective role, is a department
durlng the attacks
on Negroes
vl ncea and C i audla Morgan as the
but store elevator, operator daytimes,
Bast .St.. Louis in 1919, the Chicago gifi is miscast Beatrice Hendricks some. No special attempt is made Bronze' carries a medical theme that
and Lloyd Hortbn, a juvenile find,
to imnersonate Belasco. Thomr---' differs from 'Men in White* in
attacks in 1919, the Dr. Sweet case is on for only a few minutes^ but is a muoh younger man, of the it concerns the life of one member runs errands during the day in the
short
assignment:
by
-her
does
well
dapper type.
In Detroit, the Bagalusa lumber
Claire Whitney, as of the profession. rather than being WEEI radio studio.
same is true of A. J. HerbertShow- as it now stands has a real
the faithful* Healy,. handled the part Written around the profession as a
strike,
the
New Orleans dock
Kauf.
splendidly.
Suzanne Caubaye as whole. Play is about the love and novelty in its amateurishness and
strikes, the Colorado Bathing Beach
the star, Rita, seemed the most at- bitterness of a man who happens Its symphonic effects. Against this
fight, the attack on the Camp. Hill,
tractive of The cast. Present in a to be a doctor and who uses his is the fact that the amateurs are in.
bit is Dorothy Knapp, referred to medical knowledge to attempt re- many ways a* handicap to Paul'
Interlude
^Ala,, sharecroppers and the. similar
Green's play, which has been badly
dressed prisal for. tragedy in his .own life.
Drama in three acts, presented at -the by Thompson as the best
attack in Tuscaloosa, Ala.'
Anton Gorstov Is a Russian med- cut in shortening it, as well as being
Forrest, April 19, by Theodore J. Hammer- maid in the world.
Locale and action centres around stein 'and Denla Du-For;' written by
'Broadway Interlude* hasn't much ical scientist whose' family and toned down in some of its strong
the New Orleans docks, but it is Achmed. Abdullah In collaboration with drama and provides less fun. If it friends were wiped out during the situations. Chances are against it,
obvious that all the records, which William Aimon Wolff; based on book of were more comic it might have been revolution.
Gorstov-. has concen- although plans call for New York
the American CivlL Liberties League
liibjtey.
diverting.
Aa Is. tfa lust a trated on the isolation of the In- showing.
and kindred humanitarian organiza- %£*^IV..?^**?..^
paralysis germ, obsessed
fantile
Ibee.
..Robert Lynn show.
Jack Griggs............
tions must have gathered, are In- Katherine Healy..... .....Claire Whitney
with the plan of wreaking vengeance
Allaln
-.Margot
on the Russian, people by spreading
corporated in this exposition, show- Maid
Plays Abroad
Gfant Thompson... .Robert Etnmett Keane
the disease among them. Before' he
ing how the black man becomes, the Sally
Sally Starr
Cameron
Current
can succeed in carrying out his plan,
scapegrace for any crucial situation Deane Powers'
Nell Moore
.Arthur Plerson
however, he meets and falls In love
in certain tropical hinterlands of Robert Foster
Paul Everton
Julius Beck.
with a Viennese girl, Maida Kramer,
these United. States.
.Suzanne Caubaye
Rita Andre
Week Ending April 28
who restores him to a normal state
Florrle is a back alley slut Graham Steele
.....Leslie Dennlson
Shortly before his marof mind.
London, April 10.
Peter Whitman
(white) who,- to square her two- MacDOnala Norrls
'Anni
G.O.H., Chicago.
.'.Janice Dawson
riage is to take place in Vienna,
'Musical play In three cast; book and
Hoy t
timing on her husband, blurts out Ruth'
Dorothy Knapp
Mary Bronson
iography,' Columbia, San^ Fran- Gorstov discovers the girl has never lyrics by Oscar Hammersteln; music by
that she was attacked by a colored
JCrome Kern; produced by the author and
loved him and is planning to leave composer
cisco.
man.
This suddenly becomes a
at I>rury. Lane theatre, April 0.
'Broadway interlude' has been
for. America with his young assistWill Barbour........ ...... .Eliot Makoham
chivalrous red flag to the white
'Curtain Rises/ Cort, Chicago.
several, seasons and in the
ant. Franz Ritter.
Tiny. ....... . .. ..... /.Charlotte Greenwood
hoodlums who seize upon the oc around
Adele Dixon
Eva Le Gallienne Repertory, Lib
hands .of a number of managers. Its
When Gorstov realizes the girl Dorrie..
caslon for general racial bullying
Mary
.Victoria Hopper
prefrom
him
he
slipped
away
te P res»nta wu
has
e
Tech
erty Hal1 Lincoln, 23;
Hieh
Alf...........................Dlck Francis
Excellently
^-xceiieniiy
jacK to interest
piayea
by
?
t
py
Interegt
show business,
but the oAv,««i n m *\> a
HhT.i«« A«ri 9.R- tends his love for her was only a George Purvis ................ Albert Burdon
Carter, who was in the Theatre premiere was rather a disappoint- School, Omaha. 24; Shrine. Aud., 26; scientific experiment.
He passes Gypsy Hood
.Esmond Knight
Guild's 'Porgy,' Lonnle Thompson ment and most of the first string, travel, 26; Erlanger, Buffalo, 27-28. favorably on her mai'rlage to Ritter Kustace Tltherley..
Stanley Holloway
is one stevedore who resents being critics passed it up.
Leonard Thorn
'Her Majesty, the Widow,' Hollls, and asks that they all remain PMHp ............ i
Might just as
.....Anthony Hankey
bullied and bandied about by the well have remained between the Boston.
friends. Expelled from Vienna for David, Glalnley.
susldized banditti of the navigation covers of the book, from which it
his radical speeches, Gorstov also
'Jig Saw/ Metropolitan, WashingPlot of 'Three Sisters' is of the
company. What's more, Stevedore originated, for success chances are
accepts a call to a medical foundaton.
Lonnle has been listening to- the doubtful.
V
tion in the U. S, and sails, with romantic type calculated to appeal
White union organizer about not
Story is the result of a reputed
Katharine Cornell Repertory, Au- the intention of winning the girl to the majority of theatre-goers. As
being cheated on working time, one-man feud which Achmed Ab- ditorium, Savannah, 23; Academy back by proving to her that her such it was almost boring to the
and
theatrical
contingent
better pay per hour and better dullah carried on against the late of Music, Charleston, .24;. Carolina, husband's love is for his scientific large
sophisticated first-nighters. Therehours in general; This precipitates David JBelasco, because, according
work and not for her.
SpaVtanburg, 2B; Plaza, ASheville,
In New York, Gorstov succeeds fore, while well received, it failed to
the move to lynch Lonnle which tq reports, the manager Calned his
26; Carolina, Charlotte, 27; State. in keeping the couple apart by arouse the enthusiasm which is
ends, after a series; of hectic Opt- play, 'Salvage' during the try-out
burying the husband in research in more likely to be forthcoming from
How much is inographlcal and Raleigh, 28.
sodes (10 scenes throughout the
three acts) on a tragic note.
But how much imagination is open to
rlanger, connection with the cure of infan- the less initiated. It is a magnifi'Richard of Bordeaux,'
cent spectacular production about
tile paralysis.— Eventually Gorstov
not without airing some of the discussion, if there be any special Chicago..
discovers- what he believes is the nothing much.
blaok man's grievances about undue interest. Sorhe'- of the Belasco staff
Forrest, Phila- cure and induces a group of medi
'The Moon Ri
Like 'Cavalcade' It depicts the.
a number of flaws, deservility to cheating 'poor white pointed. out
v
cal men to submit to inoculation to life of a. family, but for the limited
trash' neighbors; just consideration nied that the characteristics of the delphia.
test the value of Ills discovery..
period of ten years, including the
Grant Thompson of the play were
for laboring rights, etc..
'The Shi ing Hour,' Selwyn, ChiRltter's avowed love for war.
Young
out
after
walked
Father. Is an itinerant phothose
D,
then
of
B.,
As the Theatre Union, Inc. encago.
humanity prompts him to insist on tographer who resides with his
treprerieurshlp indicates, there's a the second act.
Thompson is airing his star and
Walter Hampden Repertory, Cass, being among those inoculated. Gors- three daughters in a caravan wagon
more than, casual labor aspect to mistress,
capable
Rita Andre, and getting Detroit, 23-24-25; Royal Alexandra, tov, who is the only person,
drawn by a white horse, and follows
this 14th street producing company
of handling the inoculations, sees in the outdoor, events, like .the English
ready to nurture a new 'And,' Sally
which got off to a fair start with Cameron, whom he saw in a small Toronto, 26-27-28.
this his opportunity to get rid of Derby. Charlotte Greenwood is the
Peace On Earth.' Considering the par t. Sex is most vital to Thomp
'Wednesday's Chil ,' Ford's, Bal- Ritter and is about to carry but his eldest, a gawky purposeful creature
economic hookup,. 'Stevedore' can son, both in his normal life, and in timore.
plan when Maida. appeals to him. who mothers all of therm She is
make money and rate as a hit even the plays he produces. He. accepts
'Yoshe Kalb,' Metropolitan, St He consents to. call off the experl /engaged to. marry a cop, humortf lingering only a couple of months a play, 'Bedrock,' In which Sally is
Paul, 22; travel, 23-24; Metropol- ment, but meanwhile Ritter irtocu
ously characterized by Stanley Hol—like 'Peace' which managed to to haye the lead. It is authored- by
26-27: lates himself with the germ, Oper
travel,
loway, and they put oyer all the
stay on for four months, including Robert Poster, a newspaperman, itan, Seattle, 26;
atlon is unsuccessful and Mald'a and
comedy written for them, plus their
Tivoli, San Francisco, 28.
Gorstov arrive at his hospital room
a migration to Broadway.
whom she is engaged to wed.
personalities.
probably the same thing will
just as the young assistant dles;
Condition in the contract permits
Then there Is a diminutive low
Maida expresses her hatred .of
Thompson to rewrite the pjay as a
happen to 'Stevedore.'
Gorstov for his part in the death comedian in the person of Albert
Theme is replete with exploitive collaborator, which he does. Indraws
Future Plays
of her husband, but despite this Burdon, who Is one of the big
What's more it has troduction of sex meets the objecpossibilities.
Gorstov still desires her. Play ends in the provinces and who has a part
plenty to back up any b.o. allure. tion of Poster, but he can't do anySally resists the
as Maida, following the humani- well suited to him, but, like Miss
Casting is excellent, with some tip- thing about it.
ciris
Holloway,
Greenwood
and
'The Failure,' by Stanley Bruce, tarian traits of her dead husband
top playing by the colored .players advances of the manager at a late
cumscribed by the material at his
©specially. There are but three or hour two -some rehearsal in his will be presented about April 30 agrees to stay with Gorstov only as command.
long as he devotes his life to hufour whites in the cast, of which studio. Realizing he can never win by Jack Blue and Samudl J. Fried
Good deal of this deficiency is.
manity by working for the ;c*ure of
Millicent Green as. the two-timing Sally's affection, Thompson cruelly man.
.infantile
paralysis
through
his certain to .be. built up as the piece
acting at the
femme; Dodson Mitchell as the criticizes the girl's
'These Two,' by Lionel Hale, be
goes on arid, with the cutting down
knowledge of the germ.
c=
rehearsal. , goa dingJier^to such
^n^h^w^^toreman=^anda:=«=Neill" next
and
-Casey,
s
produced-by
Leslie
ihgo.f
=
the rUnhin g-tlme fr om three-OnjL
Dirrrticm ^f tlTe^lay-was-handledan e::tc-nt she walks out Svlth her
<!3'Malley as the union organizer are
as well ns could be expected, but it a half to three hours, the piece
man and the show is off. He- James Li d die.
^outstanding. But the colored con- young
'Caviar,' by Leo Randole, Edward was obvious that the directors were givos promise o£ a healthy run.
then turns to a 'play from the Hun
histrionically.
eclipses
tingent
There are one or two musical
garlan,' Which will star Rita, reHeyman and Harden Church, being handicapned at times by heavy diaCarter, Rex Ingram, Georgette Har- turned to the' fold, show to be
to enter the lilt
produced by .Patrick Leonard. To log and players lirclfintc finish: Tech- numbers likely
class, and the thing certain to draw
vey and Endu Thomas turn In ex- backed by the wealthy banker,
nically, the •production was excellent.
open in Philadelphia late in May.
general public is the effective
the
cellent performances.
was
setting
York
apartment
A
New
Julius Beck, Rita's new lover.
and
Edwin
L.
iddletown,'
by
of 12 scenes.
and
staging
elaborate
iLines and the action are a field
and
less
a
exceptionally well done,
It is not known that the late
day for the colored element in the producer secured backing for his Albert Barker, being tried by the olabyrate hospital room setting was Production is atmospheric throughLighting and costumes out, to a degree that borders on
audience which .this play is bound shows from Wall Street, but it is Cellar Players of the Hudson Guild effective.
were suitable, Among the players. what one might extravagantly term
to attract, and likewise for the known that he left a fairly large Sunday (22).
perfection.
labor- union and kindred advocates. estate, even after dropping a quar'We Dress for Dinner/ by Aben Carl Allenswprth, as Gorstov, and
Two days after the premiere there
At $1.50 that element alone should ter million in 'Mimi.' The fondness Kandel, has been bought by Sidney Richard Humphreys gave the most
authentic performances. Entire pro- was a healthy line at the box ofalof coining lines, then telling his
_ insure a substantial patronage,
Will
Salkow.
for
fall
production.
fice and the play ought to build.
members
of
duction was handled by
though the general production will woman secretary to make a note of be tried out in summer stock.
Jolo.
the Department of Drama. Bone.
that, 'we'll put it in a play/ may
appeal to theatre patrons. Abel.
'Stevedore'
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LEGITIMATE

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

Cook Players $5,200

Competition Perks Loop; 'Richard'
$12,000.

'Annina 13G,

Chicago, April 23.
is exhibit A in
roof that competition is the life of

Loop

this

'How

Boston Legit Dull

week

Boston, April 23.
ago, when
any trade.
Only legit show in town is 'Her
there were only two plays in town,
Majesty, the Widow,' with Pauline
with
the
starving,
both
they were
Frederick, at the Hollls, on a throwtotal legit gross of the town only away pass basis, and doing fair biz.
some $4,000. This week there are Gives way next Monday to Irene
six shows battling for the public's Purcell In 'Biography.*
Most important item is coming of
coin, and all are doing well.
Hampden to Colonial, May
proof that there must be Walter
It's
Molly
7, for a week of repertory.
them
loop
pull
the
into
something to
Picon precedes him in that spot
'The
that, once the public is down next Monday, for a week in

Two weeks

and
town and show minded every house
111 get its share of the money.
'Annina' opened two weeks ago
'Richard of
and started- slowly;
Bordeaux' opened last Monday (16)
and started off to neat business,
which immediately perked up 'An
nina.' Also going stronger now are
'Shining Hour' and 'The Curtain

Circus

This

Broadway Perks Up, 'Dodsworth'

Baltimore, April 23.
Charles Emerson Cook Players
snagged a strong $5,200 at Ford's
Currently,
last week at 85c. top.
•Wednesday's Child*; hefty advance
reported. First stock presentation
Frank
and
for the Atlas drama
Thomas, Jr., is doing his original
Also in the cast is. the lad's
role.
mother, Mona Bruns, who is his
stage mother in 'Child.'
Margalo Gilmore comes in next
week to top 'The Shining Hour';!
this likewise will be first production
in stock for the Keith Winter play.
Following, Florence Reed is listed
as a fortnight-spanning guest-star
'Thoroughbred,' dove-tailed by
irt
'Her Master's Voice.' In latter piece
Miss Reed, will troupe the Laura

$7,

Hope Crews

Big $23,500; Weaklings Scram Out
money
Moderate
Spring slump on Broadway made (R-900-$3.30).
little to
week ai
^Aviirv
at- fox intimate revue: costs
«UwY«i
wce-K,
last
recovery lief
partial
around
and profitable;
ate
though, several weakling attractions ?8 B00>
i
were chased to the storehouse,
No More Ladies,1 Morosco (14th
while the notice went up for others. we ek) (C-916-$2.75). Looks set for.
averaging $10,000
stay;
but
off,
summer
weeks
five
Season's finale is
among seasons best
the summer holdover Hne-up will
the
by
indicated
clearly
be rather
M<>pe Honeymooni T ,, ttle
middle of May.
Taken off after three .lean weeks.
ip ur8u t
Despite expectations of a good
Happiness,'
Avon
0f
summer in New York, several at- (29th Week> (C-330-$2.75). Last
then
tractions included in the advance three weeks, with company
intact;
London
virtually
going
to
i.
„
u„* will
«,in he.
oy
be withdrawn to
list.
holdover
success off lately;
moderate money
June 2. Included in this group are abQtlt $4 500
'Mary. of Scotland' and the 'Folv
'Roberta,' New Amsterdam (23rd
Expected
(M-l,717-$3.30).
List's dramatic leader,, 'Dods- Week)
lies'.
the . summer to play through summet; turning
start
worth'
last week
oodJlV' profit weekly;
\ a' but
k„* w»ll
v.r;n have
k«™ an lapse^
lanse or
of six
period,,
i

'

'

I

abated

Is

the final

week

of the.

Bos

ZD WK.

.

.

weeks from June 30 to
Last week's premieres brought
forth the most likely long-run show
within two months in 'Stevedore
which drew press plaudits at the
Civic Rep theatre on 14th street.
h
e
A1 ^° U
P
t

/^,A

Alice Brady $8,000

.

U

mid-August

'

Rises.*

»

j

role.

ON

^

-

.Girl.'

Symphony orchestra, With
ton
Tschaikovsky festival in Ave conWednesday, May 2, oi> ens
certs.
the summer season of pop concerts
Arthur Fiedler conducting.
Ringling circus is set for a 5 -day
engagement at Boston Garden, beginning Tuesday, May 1.

55

VARIETY

"

$24>()00

,

approximated again,

Lyc eum

(31st

Better atbut with ticket prices
somewhat reduced gross last- week
approximated previous $9,000 pace.
«
She Loves Me Not/ 46th St. (27th

week)

(C-923-$3.30).

tendance,

week) (C-1.413-$2.75).

Laugh show

it is
th^ Bseason,
eason It
In the
arrived late ^n
eased 0 tt, but still making goodly
6
Los Angeles, April. 23.
last week around
;
only two
the
for
biz
so-so
Just
Elliot.
Lamp,'J16.000
23.
April
'The Shattered
'Are You
arid
Forrest,
San Francisco,
last week,: and with terlude'
operating
legits
were oppost- Withdrawn Saturday; played less
Alice Brady in 'Biography* at the Olsen and Johnson in 'Take a Decent',' Ambassador,
being panned than five weeks to light money,
orchestra price being too stiff for Columbia is Frisco's only legit show, Chance' folding tonight (Monday) tlon premieres, both
chance. For<T he shining Hour,' Booth (11th
the great bulk of the legit public
winding up the first of its two- week at the Mayan, after two and a half and neither having a
week.
week) (D-708-$3;30). Claimed $9,000
On the Other hand there's the run with a pretty fair take of some weeks of mediocre grosses. Henry mer due off this Voice'
folds Satur- agam>
'Her Master's
hlch is plenty for small cast
chance of getting the price too low, $8,000.
Duffy's 'Men in White* will have the
a
after
Plymouth
day (27) at the
engagement indeflwhich is demonstrated by 'AffecWill Rogers, in *Ah, Wilderness,' field to itself for the next lour days. good engagement, and 'House of j mporte d drama;
nlte
tions Ltd.' at the Studebaker. Open- opening at the Curran April 30, is
about
garnered
'Take a Chance'
U
ing at a straight. 75c. top instead of getting a record heavy advance sale. $10,000 on its second week, with the ^tmSe
'The Wind and th. Rain,' Rite
at
s^p^d
d
if
6
starved.
house
$2.76.
the
cut-rates at $1.50
Cut
week > (C-918-$2.75).
Usual top raised to
< 13th
Saturday-Sunday-Monday take fig- the* EUiof whUe
Going back to the cut-rate racket
ured for another three grand. Musi- Soo? Little and 'Wife Insurance', rates holding this show in to modperked the gross immediately. Howcal will be tabbed and goes into BaSmore!
suSJeniy disappeared, erate^ grosses, estimated around
ever, it looks as if the show Is
F. & M.'s Paramount for a week 'Yellow Jack', announced to close $5,000.
washed up following rap notices
starting next Thursday (26).
'Tobacco Road,' 48th St. (21st
last Saturday, picked up pace and
Sistare is looking for a replacement
Though slated to close Saturday continues. 'The Pursuit of Happi- week) (D-9 69-$3.30). Average close
by May 4.
night (21) 'Men in White' is being ness' will olbse at the Avon after to $9,000; said to be turning excelpage 1)
from
(Continued
Estimates for Last Week
held for. a seventh week at the El three more weeks.
lent profit at pace; a summer holdLast week's take was
'Annina,' Grand (M-1,207; $3.86) 202 reels more than the average Capitan.
Four or five shows are listed to over can<jidate.
Stretched a stenographer or clerk, rated in pic- around normal, close to $5,000, which open next week; 'Jig Saw Barry,
(3d and final week).
Barrymore.
e/
,„ 8U
w|fe
S
week following pick-up last week to ture trade circles as a rabid fan is plenty good.
6
Withdrawn after four days.
$13,000, which is largely upstairs type, witnesses in the course of 11
Two openings set for current nlc' Wa^ontl; io
'Yellow Jack,' Martin Beck (8th
At
the Belasco on Thursday Majestic- 'Lady From the Sea' (reweek.
Picked up
'Affections Ltd.,' Studebaker (C- months.
Homer Curran presents 'She Loves vival) Little, and possibly 'These week) (D-l,214-$2.76).
to $9,000 last week upon announceCan't last.
Following night ?Shim Two' at the Miller.
it is also four times as many Me Not.'
1,250; $1.50) (2d week).
ment of closing; will play another
Opened brutally weak at under $1,- pictures as witnessed by Hoover Sham Revue' gets under way at
Estimates For Last Week
more
weeks
or
two
v
500. Panned all around. Show was and almost Ave times as many as Hollywood Music Box.
j
t
nt
(30th
Guild
Wilderness,'
'Ah,
formerly known as 'Alarm Clock,' Coolidge viewed when in. office.
Other Attractions
Standout
(cb-9i4-$3.30).
week)
and is one of the late Avery Hop'Stevedore,' Civic Rep theatre;
comedy can hold over through sumcasual analysis of the Presi
wood's early farces.
mer; booked for long tour in fall; drew excellent notices and may
'Richard of Bordeaux,' Erlanger dent's screen menus during the
move to Broadway.
bettering $10,000.
(D-1,318: $2.75) (2d and final week). past year shows that, he saw the
revivals;
Sullivan
Gilbert and
•All the King's Horses,' Imperial
In under American Theatre Society most reelage when confronted by
Mak
— _ over
$10,000*
*">--- last _ week; ' ikado'
(M-l,468-$3.30).
~ > ~v
weeiv/ v±tj.-j-,
auspices and doing excellent busi(13th week)
ixoin
of the counproblems
gravest,
the
ness. First week topped fine $12,000.
ing some profit and aimed through repeating this week.
'Shining Hour/ Selwyn (C-1,040; try.
May; paced, around $10,000 last
Ballet Russe, St James; four ap$2.20) (4th week). jGoing along to
week.
Ipearances Wednesday (25). to FriDespite bank closings in March he
^
good trade. Indicates ability to stay was able to check o^ sl * features.
'Are You Decent?', Ambassador day (27); company sails Saturday,
eight weeks ait least. Doing better
Grand Opera, Hippodrome; pop
(2nd week) (C-l,166-$3.30). Drew
and June -when the
than $7,000, profitable to a high de- In May
general panning but costs little to prices, 99 cents top,
was being brought into being he
Philadelphia, April 23.
gree.
'The Drunkard,' American Musie
ioperate; may tarry for time with |
The Curtain Rises,' Cort (C-1,100; sat through 21. Diring July and
almost set now that there cut rate aid
Hall; revival.
Looks
Scheduled to August he witnessed 17. In Sep- won't be ihore than three legit
$1.60 (16th week).
'As Thousands Cheer,' Music Box
close on April 28 and be replaced by tember, October and November he houses lighted and doing business
(30th week) (R-l,000-$4.40)., Cer•Big Hearted Herbert,' though re- viewed another 17,. while in Decem- the rest of this season.
tainty through summer and explacement is still in the air. House ber and January he found time to
Chestnut has no bookings and its pected to last into next -season;
may get 'Dashing Widow,' a new look at 11.
main hope is a roadshow picture. smash revue grossing $26,500 weekplay by Charlie, Niggemeyer and
'House of Rothschild' figured as a
Fritz Blocki, with Peaches BrownIn addition to these 83 features possibility goes to the Aldine, and ly.
SECURITY
STRENGTH
Hearted Herbert,' BUtmore
'Big
ing starred.
Continues at $2,000 the President Included in .his cellu- no word coming on 'Viva. Villa.'
Not
(C-991-$2.75).
pace meanwhile.
(17th week)
loid program some 73 short subForrest, other Shubert UBO house, sure after this week; slipped to
Other. Attractions
Watch this Ll«t Grow
jects and about 500 reels of news:
now set until June unless box office about $4,000, but claimed even
(Arranged Alphabetically)
'Girls
in
Uniform,' Blackstone.
In that group of features is in- returns take it too badly on the chin.
Non-pro show getting by "nicely cluded everything from Mae West Policy of popular-priced operettas break.
"BUGS" HAEB
Forrest
Interlude,'
'Broadway
GENE BUCK
with special trade.
will be continued. 'My Maryland' reto Arliss.
GenBURKE
?OHNOT
(CD-l,057-$3.30).
ported $13,000 in its second and final (2nd week)
JACK DEMT8EY
2 Helpings of 'Gabriel'
week, which was a definite gain. eral panning made relighting MonW. O. IXEL/D8
doubtful; 'Love Kills' due in
Moon
'The
day
show
Is
week's
This:
HOWARD
WIIXIE
In
for
came
features
the
Some of
version of Lehar's next week.
JOHN CHAB0LES THOMAS
The President Rises' (rewritten
a second order.
BILLY JONES and
The JAPAN
'Gypsy Love'), and it also stays, two
'Dodsworth,' Shubert (9th week)
ERNEST HARE
wanted two helpings of 'Gabriel weeks. Then a revival of Victor (CD-l,387-$3.30). Spring slump did
LITTLE BILLY
8, 1934
Over the White House' and 'The Herbert's 'The Only Girl' with a not affect attendance here; capacBEATRICE LILLE
GETS
MARCUS
EVERETT MARSHALL
Fighting President.' He saw 'Ga- first-rate cast, and then 'The Stu- ity with the takings up to $23,600
RECORD AUDIENCE
'Countess Marltza.' last week.
J. HAROLD HURRAY
briel' on March 16, 1933, and sent dent Prince' and
'
_
!BABB" BCTHall of them.
for
top
$1.60
same
the
of
28th
the
WTLL ROGERS
for it again on
Crowd Nippon
Persons
Winter Garden (17th
'Follies,'
60,000
aren't
Shuberts
the
Apparently
"CHIC" SALE
Gokljo at 14 Performances
'President' was. first seen
Slated off
(R-lJ 483-$4.40).
month.
week)
out
coming
TIVIENNR SEGAL
During First Week's Run
figuring on any shows
by him on April 13, 1933, arid again from New York this spring al- after another two weeks t principals
HASSARD SHORT
dropped
gross
when
cut
salary
took
NED WAYBURN
newsreel
on Nov. 12. This was the
What the management 6t the
though, of course, in that event the
BERT WHEELER
week.
last
$25,000
under
theatre contends Is the attendance
compilation, dealing with his own Chestnut would be available.
It will cost. you no more to own Inrecord In Japan for all time at the
Master's Voice,' Plymouth
'Her
troubles
its
having
career.
is
Erlanger
surance which flte your case perfectly
same or higher scale of prices
Final
(C-l,042-$3.30).
week)
(27th
misfit
Insurance.
successful
buy
than
to
with the
was chalked Up for the Marcus
The President, however, evidently these days even
Show on conclusion- of. the first
couple of week; not touring as planned; busi40-ceni-paes racket
for early
is an enemy of dualism, as he sat
week of Its. run- at Nippon Qekljo
inferior shows probably the causey ness down around $7,000
lost night/ Nearly 50,000 persons
through a double feature program 'The Party's. Over* ended a disap- comedy success.
paid from' eighty sen to seven yen
only once when 'Emperor Jones' and pointing
two weeks Saturday.
'House of Remseh,' Miller (4th
In the 14 matinee and night performances, running the gross' re'Double Door' (return) now, and week) (CD-944-$2.75). Final week
'Fighting President' were booked to
Only
ceipts up to over T80,000.
then maybe 'The Second Man,' al- here with small., chance of moving,
gether by. the House projectionist.
three matinees have housed less
though, now it looks as if that one but some picture bids; about $2,500;
than capacity audiences while the.
All the pictures seen by the Pres
would go to the Broad.
'These Two' will follow in.
night performances saw
seven
ideht over this period were the outLatter house now has Leriore TJ1standing room In vogue.
551 Fifth Ave., New York City
Wisdom,' Mansfield (1st
'Late
Critics gave her first show,
put of major companies with the ex
rlc.
The success of the Marcus
Week's
(CD-l,097-$3.30).
week)
Phones Murray H1U S-7838-7839
troops practically assures that A.
foreign, 'The 'East of the Sun,' a terrible roasting, only premiere; presented by Mark
deption of a lone
wdrst,
etc.,
B. .Marciis. general manager, and
World's
the
it
dubbing
Ghost Train' (Gaumont-Brltish) and
Newman; written by Nathan SherCharles Hugo, director of tour,
Ulric doing 'Pagan Lady* this
will,
association with local
Monday.
in
opened
man;
an independent asseiribly largely of etc.
or
tomorrow
week, but not until
amusement Interests, take several
major newsreels, 'Forgotten Men even Wednesday because of re'Mary of Scotland,' Alvin (22nd.
outstanding Japanese attractions
The schedule shows, however, that hearsals. If it clicks it may be week) (D-l,387-$3.30). Last six
to America next season. Whether
Despite weeks announced; could hold over
the Nippon features will be inthe President viewed over one-third moved to the Erlanger.
cluded aa a portion of the Marcus
the Sun' through summer but cast withof all the major features released panning notices, 'East of
Show or will be presented as sepdrawals due June .1 caused cloning
got a quite satisfactory $7,500.
arate units Is a matter yet to be
during. those 11 months.
plans; smash now averaging $20,determined on return to U. S. A,
Estimates for Last Week
^To-ifllrn^leaders^the^President-s
000
"' My Maryland'' (Forrest, 23 week5."
ON RETURN TO U. S. A.
picture min'dedness is more, than for $13,000—a nice gain. 'Moon Rises'
'Men in White/ Broadhurst (31st
Engage(D-l,118-$2.75).
simple divertissement. He is said nee 'Gypsy Love/ this week, also for Week)
;
ment indefinite; regardless of picto see the screen as mirroring cur- two weeks and at a $1.50 top.
elsewhere
release
'East of the Sun' (Broad, one week ture version's
rent puhllc sentiment and to believe
UJric vehicle brought out aimed for summer holdover; $10,that this provides him with an op- only).
again and unmercifully panned. 000.
portunity of° getting closer to the However, with cut-rating, etc., a
'Moor Born,' Playhouse (4th week)
people.
good $7,500 reported. "Pagan Lady' (D-896*$3.30). Business improved
tills ty€GlCf
One spokesman declares:
last week; drawing class clientele;
week).
2d
(Erlanger,
'Party's Over*
STUDIOS
•The President is sold on the idea Never did much here. Also plenty with takings quoted around $8,000
CULVER CITY, CALIF.
Snlte 1513, Seven South Dearborn
of the influence of films on the panned.
no more. 'Double should register moderately.
$5,000
CHICAGO
'New Faces,' Fulton (7th wer-k)
Door' (return) this week.
American people.'

'Annina' extended its run from a
Practi
fortnight to three weeks.

|

cally all of the business is the bal
cony and gallery trade, that $3.85
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'Counseflor-at-Law'
Stoll

daily news 7
at the
Piccadilly theatre by the Birmingham Repertory theatre company.
ITremendous hit seems to have
been scored by Hugh Miller in the
principal role. Papers went out of

most of

critics

when produced

way to give him a 'shade', in
rltish
view of the fact he is a
who some years ago appeared

their

,

actor

in silent films here.

Stoll's

LONDON
riURI,
~ NU4NI

English Stock Co.
For Japanese Tour

French Embargo

Hit;

(Continued Xrom page 15)
are too many films -on the market.
Demand for the exclusion of all foreign production is being held In reserve, 80 far aa publication is conConversation on the subcerned.
ject is plentiful, however.
Present film quota will expire
Contingent for dubbing
July 1.

0KE IN FRANCE

'

MARY GARDEN'S

OP RETURN

Cffl

Yen

'Rose of France,' spectacular, mucurrent at the Ghatelet theaParis, is being negotiated for

sical,
tre,

by Sir Oswald Stoll.
Figuring it for the Coliseum,' to
succeed the present 'The Golden
Toy/ when it should be found necessary to produce a now show there.

cleared up

Tehran and Coward

Miss

rection.'

Garden

will

sing

new quota Is announced, so the 'Louise* and 'Pelleas' here between
now on. Harold Smith, of now and June, and may also sing
Hays office, who has been through 'Sappho' for the flrcH time In Paris.
scraps of this kind more times than
Besides appearing in Chicago in
fight is

Separate; Actor Will
Vic Oliver playing three diverse
spots in. London same week. Spots
are the Palladium, ace vaudeville
Continue on His
house in Europe; the Mayfair hotel,
one of London's ritziest riiteries, and
London, April 16.
theatre,
picture
Trocadero
the
Severance of business relations
Hyams brothers' house, in Elephant
and Charles
and Castle, considered one of the between Noel Coward
the future gave rise
toughest neighborhoods in London. Cochran for
ail sorts of rumors as to the
Oliver's Mayfair hotel click was to
reason therefor. Cochran has ex
hla first appearance in a nitery over

Own

is holding his fire
the fall, she plans, concerts in
for the moment to let the others get
America and a radio appearance.
their arguments out and then as the
v
time for a decision approaches he
will let loose with the big guns.
Hays outfit figures that the American trade this year ought to have
the right to dub as many as 300
films, in view of the expansion of
plained. 'Coward put it to me in a the demand. That will be the asking
here. — Sceptics were inclined to
very nice letter,' he says, 'that, figure. One argument in favor of it
Paris, April 16.
think the act unsuited for this type
de
mature consideration, he
is the Increase of the dual bill polMove is on foot to turn the hisN6w they know dif- after
of audience.
elded to- present his own and other icy in France, as well as the entry
ferently.
toric Versailles Chateau into a thepeople's plays in the future In partof additional American firms into atre, as a home for fancy music

Clifford Grey and H. F. Maltby
have collaborated in writing a new
musical, 'Jack o' Diamonds/ with

40% OF CZECH ACTORS
ON UNEMPLOYMENT LIST

PALACE OF VERSAILLES
FOR FRENCH THEATRE?

nership with Jack Wilson,
the market.
been his personal manager for some
On the other side, a group of
years.
French producers has drawn up a
waa
it
felt
•He explained that he
report
to be presented to the execan inevitable development in his
He is the utive committee Of the Chambre
career in the theatre.
with the double thesis that
Syndical
asso
that
my
first to acknowledge
unusual smash, among local
elation has been a useful one. He only an
mades, pays its cost these days, and
is not, and has' never been, under
the
any obligation to produce in asso- that the reason for this is
Superabundance of films on the local
ciation with me foi' ever and ever.'
First production to be done by market.
Only 125 a Year
Coward's newly formed company,
They argue that there is room in
John Wilson Prod., is new show
films a year, all
titled, 'The Winding Journey,' star- France for only 12f>.
ring Gertrude Lawrence and Doug- told, using the following figures:
for
grosses
total
Estimated
las Fairbanks, Jr., opening at Manchester in May, with London to fol- France in 1933: $48,000,000. This is
yet. based on the theory that the year
selected
theatre
no
but
low,
Max Gordon is to be the American did $6,000,000 less than 1932, whose
total has been officially set at $54,
representative of the new combo.

and

drama

lines of

'festivals',

along

the

Bayreuth in Germany and

EDWARD HEYN

By

he can remember,

who has

Muacial

'

.

Oliver's Triple

New

RED AND BLACK

Tokyo, April 5.
J, Grant Anderson, British actor,
is bringing an English company to
Japan. Opens in Kobe April 10 with
'While Parents Sleep/ plays The
Late Christopher Bean' the followParis, April 15.
ing day, does Tokyo on April 13 and
Mex.
Sues
Troupe
U.S.
Easter Sunday was first day on
Yokohama April 14 and 16.
Scott,
Alma
Lena
includes
Oast
six
for
1ms
which roulette was played In most
Manager for Carfare amounted to 140
months, from all foreign countries, sister of the owner; Peggie Walker, of the casinos In France, and corn*
Mexico City, April. 20.
Lionel
88 which were left over from Nell Vivian, Alma Scott,
Two actors and eight American .plusprevious
bined with fin* weather this mad*
Locke;
Dennis
Carr
and
period by way of conshow girls who were booked in, Los the
it a big day for the resorts.
local Hays
Angeles arid played several weeks in cession. Of these 146 the
Deauvllle and Le Touquet, to
to
went
about
116
that
figures
office
a revue managed by Juan Toledo at
which roulette licenses have just
the Politeama tneatre here, have America.
been granted, trailing the Riviera
Turndown*
$2,260,
for
"Toledo
against
suit
filed
casinos, timed the opening for the
Contending that the quota until
claimed as salaries and carfare
holiday, and cashed in. Previously
home. Suit is before the federal July 1 is already used up, and that
roulette was forbidden In France*
board of conciliation and. arbitra- as a matter of fact 20 additional pix
being played only in Monte Carlo,
tion.
have been admitted, the French cenParisians piled out of town for
Troupers assert that contracts sorship office, which handles the
Easter, leaving the Boulevards to
provided transportation back to Los matter, is now refusing to accept
Central Europeans: and
English,
Bayley
Andre
Angeles. They are:
any more applications for dubbing
French hicks, with a sprinkling of
Paris, April 16.
and Manuel Galea, Leone Rice, permits. Columbia bumped into
Americans. Film houses 'did big biz,
Pauline and Dorothy Start-, Doris this stone wall almost Immediately
the
to.
back
Mary Garden will go
>ut legits were somewhat neglected,
Cleveland, Peggy Brandon, Eleanor after signing up with SITA, which
United States next fall to reopen barring musicals.
Walton, Marianne Clade and Myra would like to get busy right away,
the Chicago Opera, she said, when
Kinck.
and another firm to be turned dOwn she reappeared at the Opera Comthis week was Metro.
ique here Tuesday <10) in 'Resuruntil
Matter cannot be

Wants Parisian Musical

'Counsellor-at-Law'

Imer
pleased

paper

London

SHOW NEWS

FOREIGN

•VARIETY'S' LONDON OFFICE
S 81. Mwfti'i M»ce, TrmfwIgT Sqwa

Prague, April

14.

At a meeting of the Czech Actors*
Union, it was announced that over
40% of the actors of the Republlo
are out of work, unemployment
prevailing especially in the smaller
which were compelled to re^
duce their former staffs of employees;

cities,

Reduced .Subsidies

Owing

to the crisis, State of

hemia has reduced

Bo-

subsidies for

its

support of theatre to 1,300,000
crowns.
Subsidy granted the German theatre of Prague has been reduced to
Prague Philhar600,000 crowns.
monic orchestra will receive an appropriation of 450,000 crowns.

Salzburg in Austria'. Promoters
point out that Louis XV put a the
atre in his palace which hasn't been
music by Noel Gay and Kenneth
used for 60 years, so why not?
Duffleld, which latter will produce.
Big spring and summer seasons
Deal was put through by Paul Murare planned, at which France's
ray.
great operatic, symphonic and stage
Production will be ready for the
masterpieces would be shown, with
road in six weeks', and conies to the
Reinhardt, Inc.
the idea of spreading propaganda
West End end of May. Louise
and gathering in a few foreign
Browne engaged for lead.
shekels. Grand reputation of VerVienna, April 14.
sailles, with palace, museum and
Max Reinhardt, who is producing;
'Laughing Woman'
enormous park as annexes to play- Pirandello's 'Six Characters in
Authoress who wrltela under the
house, are counted on to put project Search of an Author,' Schiller's
name of 'Gordon Daviot'. and was
over.
'Marie Stuart* and Wedeklnd's 'Der
responsible for 'Richard of Bor
Kammersaenger' in Vienna, and
deaux' now comes forward with an
then taking the ensemble on tour
other piece, 'The Laughing Woman,'
links
Case
Stavisky
throughout the. Continent, regisof
life
on
the
more or less based
tered his venture commercially un000,000.
Henri Gaudier.
Niteries, Gangsters der the name of Theatre Tours,
From this must come $9,600,000
Her first effort was a freak sucParis, April 15.
1934.
$38,400,000 as ex
leaving
for
taxes,
home
SIX
cess here and failed to bring
Stock fund Is registered at 14,600.
hibitors' true receipts. Group con
Lowest stratum of the Paris
the bacon in New York. Whether
tends that the distributors, under amusement world Is coming up to Official manager announced as Em•The Laughing Woman' will repeat
Jeszensky, squire of Hamposmerich
conditions
favorable
the
most/
less
the London success is more or
the limelight as a result of the ar- mer Castle and husband of actress
sible, get 40% of this: $15,360,000.
doubtful, but its appeal for America
Madrid, April 12.
Taking from this $3,840,000 as rest of Baron Gaetah de Lussatz, Elenore Mendelsohn. Managing diIs practically nil.
Spring sh rw season opened with 25% commission for the distribs, together with two Marseilles gang- rector, A, E. Licho.
new comedies and three and an estimated $3,000,000 for sters, Venture and Splrlto, as susthree
operettas On. the boards. *La Chul- newsreels, shorts, etc., the calcuJudge
*

1

PLAYS START
SPANISH SEASON

SAN CARLO OP. TROUPE'S
16 WK. AUSTRALIA H(
April

Seattle,

23.

San Carlo grand opera company,
opening a week's stand here at dollar top,, is dickering for a 16-week
.

.

tour of Australia.

Advance sale for San Carlo here
Company
picked up past week,
Wings from Seattle to Vancouver,
B. C., for a week; Salt Lake, five
After

days, then Denver, a; week.
that Australia, maybe.

FRANKLIN AND SELWYN

DO NEW COWARD PLAY
London, April 23.
Last minute deal has taken Noel
Coward's newest play away from
Max Gordon for New York presentation. It will be produced in New
York by Harold B. Franklin, Arch
,

^Selwyn and C. B. Cochran.
Coward and Cochran have split,
but Cochran has the show in Loh,

-

.currently, and will retain., hie
U. S. production, rights In it.
Gordon has also given up the idea

don

,

,

of producing 'Roberta', here.

RUMANIAN SUMMER THEATRE
Bucharest, April

13.

Ambitious plans are under -way
for a summer theatre modeled on
U. S. lines. Artists of National theatre in Bucharest, Jassy and Cernowitz, will participate in scheme.
New comedy by T. Mushatescu

and

S.

Alexandrescu will be

first

apona' ('Woman of Madrid'), threeact operetta by Frederic Romero
and Fernandez Shaw, at the Calderon theatre, received the best noMusic was by
tices of the lot.
Maestro Torroba.
Other premieres: Beatrlz theatre,
'Isabela de Inglaterra' ('Elizabeth
of England)', three-act comedy by
Ferdinand Bruckner, adopted from
the German, Beftavehte theatre;
•El Pecado Nuevo' ('The New Sin'),
three-act comedy by Silva Arambur u; Munoz Seca theatre, 'La
Tragedia del Segundo' ('The Tragedy of the Second'), three-act
meldodrama by. Frank Vosper,
adapted from English: by Fernando
Diaz de Mendoza y Serrano; Astoria theatre, 'La Venus de Seda'
('Silken Venus'), tliree -act operetta
by Antonio Gonzales Alvarez with

lators get a -figure of $8,620,000 left
to pay for feature films. They figure that this is enough to pay for
126 fllmB.
They then add to this backwards

pects

In

the

i..arder

of

who died as he was about
make Important revelations In

Airport to Theatre

Prince,

Fort Dodge, la., April 23.
H. E. Hayden, Fort Dodge, haa
the Stavlsky case.
leased the east airport structure
The baron, who Is a genuine here, and will remodel it for use as
way of calculating the following ar nobleman of ah old family, was a 2,600 seater. summer theatre.
guments based on statistics from active as a night club proprietor
will feature a musical comedy
the
abroad: Germany, with 4,000
along 1927 and 19^8j__,.He^_ran__tbe. stock.
atres, consumed 213 films in 1933; Grand Due at the corner of the rue
America, with 16,000 houses, used Pigalle and the rue de La Roche600; therefore, France, with 2,500 foucauld, known as a hangout for
Hollywood Premiere
theatres, cannot possibly consume inverts.
-lso was proprietor of a
(Continued from page 4ft)
more than 125.
night, club oh the rue Fontaine
On this market in 1933 there 'were which was a rendezvous of Negro who m*ade. 'Fast Workers' 'while
Gilbert smoked clgarets-ln an easy
thrown 174 French films, 145 films entertainers.
Lorraine Lloyd as Joan
chair';
dubbed In French and 162 films in
Connection between gang activity
Betty Dederlck, Garbo,
In January and nlte .'spots has always been ob- Crawford;
languages.
foreign
and Marian Drael, who doubles In
1934, they say, the Paris market vious in Paris, as elsewhere, but is a
strange combination of Ann
alone was asked to absorb 8 French new .to the newespaper reading Harding and Sally Rand.
Moore
in French made public, to whom the ramifications twins, .oke hoofers, act as Gary
2
films
films,
abroad, 3 dubbed pix and 18 in for- of the Stavisky case provide daily Coopep. fllllns.
Other doubles are Jean Blair,
eign languages showing, incident
surprises;
Joan Blond ell; Janls Hazelton. Mae
music by Maestro Sama; Price, 'La; ally, the large proportion of picWest; Jean Ames, Jean Harlow;
Tempestad' ('The Storm'), by Faus- tures now being shown here in orlg
Sam Cheron, Stan Laurel. With
tino Arregui, Dbrini de Disso, Hlp- inal versions.,
Quinteros Honored
Morgan acting as Hardy. Benny
ollto Lazaro and Jose Maria AgulThis makes, it tougher and tough
Stanley does some single hoofing;
Madrid, April 12.
laf.
Joe Griffith stopped the show with
er for the French producers, accord
playwrights,
Famous
Spanish
Ing to these viewers -with -alarm Seraflh and Joaquin Alvarez Quln- a couple of, tunes and the Johnas inand on the basis of this they are tero, Who are going to see a monu- son Bros, were announced
cidental musi Iters and fiddled 'SylN. Y.
going to ask for an embargo until ment built in their honor very via'
very well;
present 'overproduction' can be ab
Morgan uses the whole crowd to
shortly, were the honored guests at
sorbed.
a^jpecial presentation of their suc- stooge for him and is at his fun^Hays -"outflt=d0esnrot^think^lt^will cessful comedy " "'Cinco Lobltos' niest in a bit with Gustln. Whole
show has a blue atmosphere, but
have much trouble answering the ('Five Little Wolves'—but no rela
Paris, April 16*
shape.
arguments, which it characterizes tion to Disney's Three) attended by it was gobbled up In great shows,
Paris hotel trade, scared by high
Between the two evening
as ridiculous.
Nicetp Alcala .Zamora, president of a 'premiere' is staged in front of
price talk, planning publicity cam
large group of French Spain;
of
Attitude
the
Alejandro
Lerroux,
an m.c.
lights,
arc
with
theatre
that
New
the
palgn in America to prove
is expressed in the weekly
prime minister; and the ministers and the stars arriving in town
Deal dollar will buy as much here as public
The whole performance is
Canard Enfchalne' which takes
of public Instruction, foreign affairs, cars.
the old one did. Pap will be sent
war, miked over a p.a. system. About
nasty, sock at Charles Delac and his Interior,
communications,
out by the French House in Rocke
busy
Chambre Syndicate, saying that if marine, and numerous other high 2,000 natives kept the cops
feller Center.
keeping them in line the first nitfht
French hotels "will file their prices^ they cut out foreign film's the pub- officials. Proceeds from the func- trying "to get a glimpse or the
the
pictures
build
going
to
up
stop
used
to
tion
will
will
be
lic
Just
pronain
doubles as they arrived
to be broadcast in U. S., and
suggesting that they Alvarez Quintero Monument Fund. moted cars.
tional tourist bureau here thinks the altogether, and
Entire show world also turned out
Show is co-owned by W llllain
show that rates have put a little of their excess energy
will
list
Barney.
Miskell and Morgan.
into improving the French product for the affair.
dropped as much as the dollar.
to

.

.

.

—
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LITERATI

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

VARIETY

Canadian Censorship

Chatter

chapters of Beverley
'Cry Havoc' are missing
from the 5>000 copies which Prime
Minister George S. Henry ordered
to be placed In Ontario school libraries. The blue pencil has also fallen
on Nichol's Jibes at Hitler, the 'Roufull

Five

Best Sellers

Nlchol's

manian musical comedy* and

all ref-

erences to cadet training In public
schools as a 'revolting- barbaric ex-,
ercise.'

The Lord Beaverbrook evasions
regarding the worth of the League
of Nations has been expurgated.
Ditto the debate of Teats-Brown*.
Bengal lancer, defending war on the
ground that 'it inspires comradeship.'

Is Peace

The chapter

Under Capitalism?'

Possible
out; ditto

is

Frank Packard

Best Sellers for the week ending April 21, as reported by the

American News

Co., Inc.

.

•Anthony Adverse' (SiOO)
'Oppermans, The' ($2.50) ...........
•Tender Is the Night' ($2.50)
'Lone Remember' ($2;50) ..,
•Private Worlds' ($2.50)
•Dr. Arnold!'

($2.50)

.

.. ..

'New Dealers, The'

i

.....

.

.

.

.

•Native's Return* <|2.?5)
'Nljinsky' ($3.75>
',..

By Phyllis Bottome
......... .By Tiffany Thayer

.

........By Unofficial Observer
.By Alexander Wooilcott
Arthur Kallet and F. J. Schlink
.......By Walter B. Pitkin
... By Louis Adamlc
.....v......... .By Romola Nijlnsky

($2.75)
Rome Burns' ($2 j6) . ...
'100,000,000 Guinea Pigs' ($2.00) By
'Life Begins at Forty' ($i.5D)

'While

By Hervey Allen
..By Lion Feuchtwanger
.By F. Scott Fitzgerald
/By MacKinley Kantor
,

.v.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Nominating committee, of the National Association of Book Publishers has substituted the name of
W, W. Norton for that of W.
Morgan Schuster as president of
the organization on the slate of of
fleers which it will present at the
annual meeting on Wednesday (25)
at the Hotel St. Regis.
Schuster,

the most
figures
colora novel. Why
one thought of it before is a

Peggy O'Neal,

Russian experiences.
in

Unknown Peggy O'Neal

his

Max Miller, waterfront coverer,
New York for a couple of -weeks.
Van Wyck. Brooks back from

one. of

important and least

known
makes

in American history,
ful subject matter, for

no

Virginia.
puzzle, but Samuel Hopkins Adams
New class monthly being planned. Is certainly a. good choice to writeknown as the Athenaeum.
it*
Calls the result 'The Gorgeous
Katheririe Mayo visiting In Wash- Hussy' (Houghton-Mifflin;
$2.50),
ington, D". G.
and It shows enough to develop inity
Aben Kandel's new novel,
to a best-seller.
Coviclrfor Conquest,' completed.
Peggy O'Neal's era was a very
Friede will bring it out in October. colorful one, and too little is genAlexandra David - Neel leaves erally known about it. With such
visit
this
to
China soon for her first,
rioh characters as Andrew Jackcountry.
son, Dan Webster,, Henry Clay,
'his
Rion Bercovici, p.a.,
Louis Calhoun and Johnv Randolph
to to play with, the book couldn't be
first two. short stories,
'Story' and 'Esquire.'
dull.
Adams doesn't bother much
Rafael Sahatini writing a series of with historical data, some of his
articles on famous queens for the facts
being
pretty
obviously
New York. Daily News.
switched around to suit the coriven-.
'America', the Catholic weekly, ience of his story.
He doesn't go
icelebrates its twenty-fifth
Into the' Jackson impeachment at
versary.
all, but doesn't bring up the salient
George Jean Nathan writing a difficulties of early secession argunew volume on dramatio criticism ments.
for Knopf.
Much of the book is thrilling, all
.

Will be

.

1

.

Whittlesey House giving Edmund. of it is colorful and all of it is
Jacobson's book a new title, 'You good story-telling. It could' make
Relax.'
an important film if the costume
Authors Club has resumed those thing hasn't played out yet.
publishers' code activities requires
ail his attention. 'Norton is of the Saturday afternoon teas. Will continue
until
the
end
of
May.
book concern bearing his name.
.Caldwell's Success
Pj J; Wolfsoii, picture scenarist,
Another change, on the ticket has
Erskine Caldwell first conceived
Donald C. Brace, of Harcourt, Brace, has placed, a new novel, 'Is My
'Tobacco Road' as a short story. It
Flesh
of
Brass?'
as first vice-presideirt. Nominating
turned out tOo long, so he wrote it
Instead of coming home, Carle
committee's
recommendation
is
ton Beals has gone to Peru. Will even longer and made it a novel and
tantamount to election.
it made him overnight into one of
Clarence Budington Kelland will do a book on South America;
Kathleen Coyie will do her next the important American writers.
preside
tOastmaster at the
as
luncheon to follow the election hovel in Spain. Joins her daughter, Then Jack Kirkland made a play
out of it, which nobody wanted to
Who is painting there.
meeting.
William. Butler Yeats' nephew, produce for a long time. Finally
Jack B. Yeats, has turned novelist Tony Brown did. It was panned,
Charles Longman Di
but became one of the successes
with 'Sailing Swiftly.'
'Charles J. Longman, 82, member
Edna St. Vincent Millay gets back the current season.
of the .Longman, Green publishing
In play form, 'Tobacco Road' (Vifrom abroad shortly with a new
house' until he retired in 1928, died
king; $2) Is not as interesting as It
volume of poetry.
In London Tuesday (17).
June selection of. the Literary might be. It's a. better hovel and,
Mr. Longman was the son of Wil- Guild
is T. S. Strlbling's, 'Unfinished if read, it ought to be read 'that
liaijn Longman, who controlled the
way. -Reading it as a play proves
Cathedral.'
„
publishing house during the MaPublication of 'Heart, Be Still', by again how. much authors Caldwell J
cauley era.. Publishing house is one
Isabel Wilder, postponed to late in and Kirkland owe to Henry Hull
of the oldest in the world, having
and Tony BroWn, It's proof that in
the summer.
started strong by publishing 'RobDon Skene, Herald Tribune sports this case the staging and acting are
inson Crusoe.'
scrivener, has sold a hovel to Apr superior to the subject \natter,
Charles Longman entered the firm pleton-Century. It's
Another Caldwell item just issued
about a prizeat an early age. He edited Fraser's fighter.
is 'God's Little Acre' (Modern LiMagazine for a h Ue, and then beFrances Frost, who has been win- brary;. 95c).
It's Caldwell's best
came editor of Longman's Maga- tering in the British' West Indies, novel and an addition to American
zlne. Besides being, active. In the
is en route to her Cambridge, Mass., literature which will last, Caldwell
business of Longman and Green on home.
has ah iriferesting preface to this
both sides of the ocean, Mr. LongNomination for most curious title edition 'telling, how he came to write
man authored, several books.
of the year is Michael Arlen's next. it without ever rie-reading it or
It goes 'Hell, Said the Duchess: A editing it prior to publication*
Guy Holt Di
Bedtime Story.'
Guy Holt, 42, died of a heart, atNew Writer's Enigma
Beverly Nicholson writing a comtack April 21 while visiting friends panion, book for 'Thatched
Roof
E. S. Llddon is quite Obviously a
at Montville, Conn. Mr. Holt was and 'Down
the Garden Path.' Will new name to fiction mystery-writer
director of Whittlesey House, book be titled •Village.'
lists, but it'll appear again.
Mr^ipr
publishing unit of McGraw-Hill
Isadore Lhevlnne decorated by Miss) Llddon knows how to spin a
Co. He began his career at 17 with the government of Ecuador for his
good tale.
Doubleday, Page & Co. In 1909, and explorations in
the
cuadoriah
Writing of 'Riddle of the Russian
remained there until 1914, when he Jungles.
Princess' (Crime Club; $2J could be
became managing editor Of LlpplnJohn P. Medbury hats signed with better, but. the story itself Js a good
cott's Magazine. He left that pub- McNaught
syndicate for a new one and the mystery element well
lication one year later and served in daily humorous, feature.
Pubs. Report Biz Increases
Medbury thought out. Enough human and
Book biz distinctly on the up- same capacity on McBride's Maga- Was with King Features for more comedy angles to make a film, too.
zine.
He
the
was one of
organizers than 10 -years.
grade, according to a number of
of the John Day <!o. Surviving are
'God's Angry Man' not only won
publishers' reports.
Most optimistic report Is that is- his widow, two daughters and his a Guggenheim Fellowship award for
Leonard Ehrllch, but also the Prix
sued by Viking Press. That con- mother.
Femina American prize for 1933.
cern's business claimed to have
Argus Expanding
Vanguard to publish a burlesque
jumpel 140 percent for the first
Argus Books, the Chicago con- on 'Anthony Adverse' called 'Romeo
quarter of 1934 over the similar
period last year. Represents an in- cern, expanding with the acquisition Reverse,' and authored by Hardly
crease even over the pre- depression of the Cheshire House and Cresset Alum, a take-off on Hervey Allen.
Press items. Cheshire House was
figures.
New mystery story on which S. S.
Dine (Willard Huntington
Lothrop, Lee and Shepard, which the publishing company established Van
underwent a reorganization recent- by Walter Chrysler, Jr., son of the Wright) is now working is to be
issue
manufacturer,
automobile
to
ly, also reports a boom in biz.
known
as 'The Casino Murder Case.'
The
Readers of Variety anyone inMost of the town's leading liter-'
Bogtdfi publishing house claims to limited, and costly editions of unterested' ln- show business, for
have done 68 percent better in the usual works. Venture did hot last ateurs turned out for the cocktail
that* matter, will go. for this
Cresset party which the Authors' League
first quarter of 1934. than that for beyond a few publications.
grand life-story of Nljinsky, the
Press' purpose is. similar to that of gave
the St. Moritz for the
1933.
greatest dancer who ever lived.
Cheshire.
benefit of the Authors' League
He was the idol of the world and
Cheshire and Cresset books Fund.
The
his slightest whim created a
Lewi6ohrj's Reason
handled by Argus will continue to
That 'estimate' of Thome Smith,
fashion, His wife tells frankly
Ludwig Lewlgohn is sailing for bear, their original imprints.
of the strangest of all triangleswritten by Roland Young, the actor,
America April 23 after 10 years
winning him away from the Imand one of Smith's close friends,
in Moritparnassee to wage war
presario, Dlaghileff In a story
Bigelow Connects
has been Issued, by Doubleday,
against the Nazis, he says. He'll
which has more box-office apJoe Bigelow, Variety muggster, Doran as a pamphlet.
join Rabbi Wise and the Reverend has landed a gambling feature with
peal (see the country's best*
Title of George Ross's 'Tips on
seller lists) than any -current
John Haynes Holmes in the battle, American Mercury.
Tables' will be changed in the
book.
and will make his first, lecture at
Yarn, in effect, details why you second printing to "Eating and
the banquet May 2 of the Ford Hall
cannot beat the dice, cards, horses, Drinking in New York.' Seems a
Forum.
roulette, etc., giving the percentage lot of people can't get the original
Novelist also admits that financial against the player In each of the
title at all.
reasons have something to do with
games of chance..
H. R. Knickerbocker's articles, on
his return to his adopted country
Europe are being edited for; pubat this time.
Harvey Gives Up
lication by Farrar
Rlnehart as
J. J. Harvey, who left the Munsey
'The Boiling Point*. Maps, sketches
Dempsey An Editor
organization to publish on his own, and other Illustrations will be by
By IBs Wife, BOMOIA NIJlNSK*
Detective
jack Dempsey has joined William has quit. His two mags,
George T. Hartmann.
Kofoed, in the capacity of editor, and Scandals, have suspended, and
M. Lincoln Shuster is Off to EuTo Simon mad Bchnster,
for the publication of a* monthly Harvey has given up his offices.
rope this week, to join the caravan
Dept 80
pulp mag titled -Jack Dempsey's' =-Issued^under^the^-brand^of^.JJLelo_ led=by=HaroldU»uinzberg^nd=JBeni
38g .ltlLAyjBnae. frew XorkjCHy
Fight Magazine. First Issue dated Publications, both mags are pulps.
nett Cerf. The three publishers will
ricano oend me a copy of NLJINSKY, for which I enclose. $3.75. I
May will be priced at 20 cents.
wander around Europe .together for
can return It In Ave daysand firet my
Churchill's. Third Mystery
It contains columhs*on boxing by
a couple of months.
money back' if not satisfied.
Edward Churchill, press agent for
Philadelphia Jack O'Brien and Jack
Van Wyck Mason, specialist in
Curley. Jack Kofoed has the life Universal pix on the Coast, has sold the writing of thrillers, knows his
Name
story of Max Baer, an article by his third detective story to Standi lethal weapons.
During his army
;'|V
Hype Igbe, an editorial by Dempsey, ard Magazines.
career he was an expert pistol shot
Address
Churchill spends his spare time and rifleman. He also won honors
and some boxing fiction. Published
In Philadelphia by Champion Asso- writing detective and western yarns with saber, machine gun and bayo.State
City
ciates, Inc.
for pulp mags.
net.

Rival American firms
were putting in secret offers, had
their own people negotiating in
Syndicate Book Reviews
England, etc. Of the four or Ave
Book reviewing is coming into its firms Which were Interested, only
own as a dally newspaper feature, one lasted after the preliminary
of
the
firstmore
skirmish. This particular company
with more and
string reviewers' being syndicated. went as high as $25,000, and might
Greatest circulation probably is en- have gone beyond $30,000, but balked
joyed by Bruce Cattoh's column, 'A at equalling the royalty scale offered
Book a Day,' which is an NEA fea- by S&S.
Report la that the London Daily
ture and used in about 200 papers.
Mail paid the Dickens family $200,<A.' P.* and U. P. also send out
regular book reviews now, John 00.0 and will come close to breaking
Selby doing the job for A. -P. and even on that price alone through
Allan Smith for U. P. William Sos- leases to newspaper syndicates for
The agents in
kin, of the New York American, is reprint permission.
presumably collected, both
being syndicated to about 26 papers, deal
mostly in the Hearst chain, and ways the sale between the family
column
the
daily
book
Mall
and
Harry Hansen's
and the subsequent
in the New York World-Telegram. deals between the Mall and other
Is used in about 10 papers through newspapers and services.
the country.
Latest to join these gentry is
Id Convention
Herschel Brlckel of the New York
Members of the American NewsPost, whose column has also been
paper Guild will hold their first anordered for the Philadelphia Record..
nual convention in St. Paul as
guests of the Newspaper Guild of
iding Skolsky
the Twin Cities (St. Paul and MinStrange, as it may seem, they don't neapolis), June 5 to 10.
know Sid Skolsky on the 'Coast.
State Tourist Director George H.
That Is, they know Sid, but they're Bradley, former St. Paul Vjmutstt
unfamiliar with his stuff, despite correspondent, is lining up accomhe's been assigned to do a Holly- modations for the group, which
will
wood column for a year and has number from 200 to 300 men and'
been at it for some time. It's all women hews writers.
Tentative
because Skolsky isn't syndicated plans for the meeting call for four
west of Chicago.
days of business and entertainment
Doing a column for the. New York in St. Paul, followed by Friday to
Daily News, Skolsky 1$ handled by Monday at a northern Minnesota
the {Chicago Tribune Syndicate, but summer resort.
la. only getting as far as the Loop
Governor Olson Is preparing an
on the westward trek. It's a pecu- Invitation to the scribblers to visit
liar situation, because Skolsky's jotcarte blanche any or all Minnesota
tings are about pictures,, jand the goli courses
during their stay here.
'

Eugene Lyons lecturing on

Ficti

.

supporting socialistic
Idealism had. been chopped.

Book Reviews

Hong Kong.

Slsley Huddlestpne back to Paree.

•The Microbes of Mars,' a chapter
Which burned with concentrated
fury against the men who foment
|3O,0OO and 20%
the race for armament supremacy.
Simon & Schuster donated $30,000
Such censorship is apparently the
and
royalty
at the rate of 20% to
result of sections of the British
press voicing displeasure at the •publish the Dickens "Life of Qur
plan
to
place
the
Minister's
Prime
Lord.' The price Is no record, but
book in Canadian schools, their the royalty percentage isn't far from
contention being that 'Cry Havoc'
one.
patriotism
and
undermine
would
The story behind the bidding for
This criticism
that sort of thing.
abated when it was learned that: this Dickens work Is hot Without its

chapters'

In

57

highlights.

who heads Appletoh-Century, with

drew on the claim that the book Must

,

.

,

.

f

—

film

bunch

is practically

unaware of

him. The only time they read him
out there is when he mentions some
studio exec and the press department, rings it for that exec's atten-

w

'

.

—

>

.

.

.

.

:

tion.

Which

really

wood's loss as

amounts

much as

to HollySkolsky's.

N. J. Reporters' Officers
James F. Hlgglns, of the Newark
Star Eagle, was elected president
of the New Jersey Legislative Correspondents' Club, to succeed Frank
Reddan, at the annual reorganization in Trenton.
Joseph. J. Gribbins, also, of the
Star Eagle; was elected vice'-presP"
dent; Chris Messerschmitt, Legislative Index, was
renamed secretary;
Julius^ Gruriow,
Jersey.
Journal, Jersey City; .George B.
Snick, Trenton Times; Leo Lannlng, Elizabeth Journal, and James
S. Y. Lawrence, Associated Press,
were elected to the board of
trustees!
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Another for Bolton

'

Whitney Bolton, drama reviewer
and Broadway columnist of the N.Y.
Morning Telegraph, who recently
took oh the assignment of covering
Broadway premieres for the Newark News, is now also contributing
show comment to the Literary Digest.

He succeeded Frederick A. King,
who handled drama for the Digest
over a period of 18 years.

;

&

.

Al Sherman, film

critic of N. Y.
Tele^rraph_ wilj^ jio mib-^
licity on the side for Mascot" Pic-

-M orning^
tures.

'y

.

7 H. G. Wells'

in

One

Knopf has put together .seven of
H. G. Wells' scientific novels and
will bring them out in one. volume.
Been picked as the June Book of the

Month

-

selection.
will publish

Goilanz

book in England.

-same

.

.

.
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Going Places

Did You

bear, to

most

cult assignment in 'Stand Tip
that of playing a gal

il

diffi-

and

who

teaches tiny tots- to speak pieces for
radio—^worse, who gets on the air.
That Miss Evans' can make such a
menace to humanity a pleasant person is a tribute to her art and a
paen to her wholesome personality,
but perhaps what really saves her
for grateful audience regard is the
fact' .that she does hot teaoh the
little folks torch songs nor instruct
them in the tossings of snake-hips.
And in further defense of her char-,
acterization, it is contorting to note
that she does; not* dress her little
charges in epoch costume. It may
be that Miss Evans really likes chilCertainly the sight of them
dren;
brings ardent smiles to her face.''
Miss Evans wears, for her Job as
director of the. children's department in the National Bureau of
Amusements, heat dark frocks and
hair,
bobbed and
neat; blonde
brushed diagonally across the back
Most flattering and
of her: head.
worthy, of imitation is her. slim
black dress .with a band of white
embroidered lawn and net extending
straight across Its high neckline to
the shoulder tips, a decorative motif
repeated in cuffa at the wrists/ This
dress is used, by Miss Evans to be
heart-broken in, and its genteel
simplicity makes her very poignant
>

.

'•

-

the

Queen

first

Tell the World' gets Gloria
Stuart for queen of its mythical
kingdom, thus in one stroke' grabbing off for itself a nice, necessary
chunk of plausibility. Miss Stuart
is beautiful, as queens should be;
She has a sad look, which suits this
democratic nation's- conception of a
queen's tough lot; she's passively
•I'll

all..

,

Miss
When it's; possible
Stuart to forget, she goes bicycling
in striped silk shorts and colffs her
hair 'in a fetching banged bob. When
she must remember, she receives
her subjects in a floaty chiffon

gown,

masks

its

unqueenly

low

decolletage with a long ruffled chiffon scarf, sweeps her hair off her
face, twirls it into a mass of puffed
curls on top of her head and keeps
it in place; with a simple gold bans
deau; She returns from exile in a
rough tweed traveling cape, and
smart off- the -face hat, a costume
whose "chic and appropriateness for
its purpose must, certainly convince
her' country of. her excellent judg-

ment and fitness, to rule. She might
be a little more lively, but perhaps
she. feels that would make her just
when, after all, It's
a queen and settled

down.

,

with its joys, decide that after and she skims about achieving stylsimpler to ascend, to a pent- ized postures with the delicate outBut,
house in an elevator, than to swing lines, of Japanese prints.
up to a tree -top hanging on to a though beauty of movement Intervine; that though a bed of leaves is ests her .primarily, Miss Tova is
sweet,, silken sheets are sweeter, aware of the stunt demands for a
forte finish, so she concludes her
It's more fun. and almost as exciting to fight for your honor with performance poised in the horl
Jack Dalton than to run for your zontal plane on the shoulders, of her
who meanwhile whirls
life from rhinos, leopards, liOns and partner,
crocs and besides, a set-to with smoothly and swiftly,' keeping his
Jack Dalton never gives you night- hands In his pockets to pr.ove to the
audience that Miss Tova's sense of
mares.
Maureen O'Sullivan, who proves balance is so fine it is not at all

ties

all it is

—

girls how restful*. are the
of city life, does it so force

the

ways

by merely going through, with
charming amiability,
her.
daily
jungle routine. Dressed in bits of
hide that reveal delicately rounded
flanks, a good torso and excellent
legs, Miss O'Sullivan traverses her
domain in a series of „astlng act
flying leaps, with
sommersaults,
jumping from Tarzan to obliging
apes singularly good at timing her
flights.
She dives unhesitant in a

fully

'

beautiful adagio plunge, front trees
to Tarzan's outstretched arms. She

about always in.' leaps and
bounds, except When she's riding oh
elephants or running away from
wild animals, means of locomotion
that after ah hour's watching, do
Indicate the necessity for more
resiliency and vigor than our girls
feel they: themselves capable of.

..gets

necessary for him to hold on.
The Pickens Sisters make a pretty
entrance, three comely and neatly
.groomed young ladles In fitted white
lace dresses with knee length net
flounces.
Their modesty is ex
pressed- by long sleeves and high
necklines to smash any doubt of it
that, might be engendered by the
way their frocks cling proudly to
their derrleres.
After making announcements in. fetching Southern
accents, they break out into the
harmonies that serve them so well
There is, late in the proceedings, a
voluminously introduced bit which
everybody on the stage finds ex

—

cruciatingly
funny
something
about dentists arid teeth-pulling,
which brings all the ladles on the
bill back in white: nurses' uniforms
wrapped over their dresses, .'and
thus weakens the good- impression
diet they'd built in costuming.

They begin, to think that a
of fruit and fish-caught in Tarzan's
.bare
hands—might grow
monotonous, and that for all his
tenderness; his monosyllabic speech
does lack the shading that makes
conversation between sweethearts
such a pleasantly perplexing pasttime.
Not that Miss O'Sullivan's
life with Tjirzan isn't enchanting—
for them; it's just "that for "any
one else it looks like a little too
'

much

trouble.

•

to failure at the outset,
much too damey a garment to suit
Miss O'Sullivan's sweet and girlish
personality.

rested

'Mysterious Angel
picture at the Paramount this, week is called 'Wharf Angel'. Just
the Angel is can!t be determined. It can't be Victor McLaglon,
neither can it be Allison Skipworth, so it must be Dorothy Dell, it is a
morbid tale, of the San Francisco waterfront showing in detail the slums
of that district. Miss Skipworth, .'the keeper of a dive, is in rags, anil
Dorothy Dell\as an Inmate of the tenement wears no clothes of account.
loria Swanson in person brightens proceedings considerably.
For
her brief appearance; Miss Swanson has. chosen a beautiful gown of sapphire blue sequins. The gown Is long and carries a train. Made highwaisted the top Is oddly enough coral velvet. A three-quarter coat of
thp sequins covers the gown. The Alton Ballet dP their first number in
black ceri satin gowns made with long skirts slit. up. one side. They
are ail in platinum wigs.
A ballroom dancer wears two white gowns, one satin, the other chiffon; A comedy team has the girl In Nile green with White top.. The
Alton- girls in a penthouse number are in pink chiffon dancing frock
and silver .slippers. Perched on the heads are huge leghorn sailors.

The

. .

Grill.... Mae

Week:

who

.

Whitby

of the

(Paramount Theatre)

Tommy Melghans are at White
Sulphur Springs . . .
Harry
Evans sprained his ankle play.Ona Munson ening tennis.
tertained at lunch at the Lombardy, Friday .... Hattle Carnegle's bound for Europe....
Charlie Morrison is craaaaaazy
for London. . . .that was Lyda
Robertl who insisted on eating with chopsticks at the

Woman

GLORIA SWAN SON

last

•

.

Murray

looked .simply doll-like at the
A.M.P.A. dinner. ,. .and Irene
Rich was lovely as ever. ...
Nita Naldli Jaqueline Logan
also on the dais with Mrs.
August Belmont. .. .Earl Benham had a birthday party last
week.
Jeannette MacDonald,
kitty Marin, and Sari LeMaire
have developed ribbing each
.

lothes Better Than. Play'
There have been many outstanding performances of actors this season and one more was added to the list. .Thursday night When Robert.
Emmett Keane .opened at. the Forrest in a play called 'Broadway Interother to a fine art.'.'.. .Vinton
lude'. Mr. Keane is obviously playing Belasco 'and although too young,
Freedley plans a 'new musical
his performance is so good, it is a pity the play wasn't given more time
for Billy Gaston, Victor Moore
in the writing; -staging and casting.
and Ethel Merman .... Mrs.
Claire .Whitney as the great producer's secretary is so. good in her part
Darryl Zanuck has been laid'
she hurts the other women in the cast. A scene in the* second act brings
up from typhoid Injections,
preparatory to her African trip
a round of applause for this young woman. Miss Claire, always a blond,
.
.Bob Ritchie is doing Lonhas let her hair gp snow white and although becoming, the gold is much
don with Rufe LeMaire.
better 'for the Stage, Two blue tailored Suits with white blouses are
Hallie Stiles is one opera
worn and a plain black crepe .evening .gown comprise her wardrobe;
Singer; who. is also gorgeous
Sally Starr, a young miss with, little histrionic ability, appears first in
... .Esther Mulr is back from
a blue and white, striped street dress with a. darker blue frill at the neck.
.the Coast... .the J. J. McHat and slippers were also blue' and gloves were the newest in organdie
Carthys were remarried (after
wrist frills. A party frock was also blue in a lacy design made high at
all these years) in the Catholic
the throat and trimmed with diamond buttons and tiny bows. In the
faith, recently < . . Nanette Guillast act she was in a plaid blouse and jacket of a filmy material and
ford has reduced pounds. . .at
worn with a plain cloth skirt;
the Mayfalr, Saturday night,,
Suzanne Caubaye was undoubtedly Lenore Ulrlc and a very bad job
were June Knight, Paul Ames,
she made of It. However she did wear nice clothes, even if they looked
Mr. and Mrs. Nate Spingold,
very perishable. If the show runs (and it won't) Miss Caubaye will have
1
Jo -Swerling, George and Julie
to. be outfitted soon again.
A black dress was striped in white made
Murphy, Jean Ackerman, Harry
with'
hem flounce. There was a double ruffle at the top, one White,
Evans,. Byron Foy, Mr. and
and one black. The hat was black with a tiny white bow and long net
Mrs. Harry Cohn, Dick Rogers,
gloves encased the' arms.
Larry Hart, and Bob Minton.
Very good looking was a white evening gown; It was made, long and
clinging with two long ends at the back coming over the shoulders
corps signifies, the Arrival of Spring. .forming the bodice. There were three -dark stone ornaments, one at the
It's
a smiling Spring. Pink, throat .and two at the waistline in the back.
Very odd was a yellow frock made almost hobble skirt fashion,
happy, toe-dancing Spring. Pinkpetalled chiffon costumes flutter, the hem was a stiff fluting. A green belt matched the small hat.
pink blossom-bound heads sway, three-quarter jacket was yellow chiffon.
Two minor, parts were played by Janice Dawson and Dorothy Knapp.
and joyous maidens dart prettily
about the stage to wind up in the Miss Dawson wore a tap.fropk with cape of brown net, and Miss Knapp
classic frieze formations that make was in orange organdie with ruffled cape of the same material. In the
Florence Rogge's ballet direction of final act they were in a purple flowered chiffon: and a street dress of
such aesthetic delight..
White.
Spring, to the ladies, means, above
all, new Spring clothes, the Music
The Weary Palace, Per Usual
Hall understands; so there is a
The Palace goes on its weary way with its five acts of vaudeville .and
Spring * Salon, Introduced by the a picture. The "Gilbert Brothers open, the .show in wnlte trousers and
Ladies of the Choral Ensemble sing- yellow slipons, theft comes buxom Ada Brown in a mammy costume of
ing' Spring's Melody. But unfortu- rainbow hue. Five songs this woman sings, all alike.
nately, the little ladles are pressed
Solly Ward with two .women,* one In a print silk- and the other in navy
into service to wear Spring models, blue .satin with diamond bertha. Why one wears street dress, the other
too, and since the models are bil- evening, ,1s rather strange.
lowing garden party effects, and
James Barton did as he always does, well.
some of the little ladies billow on
Program rounds itself, off with the adagio threesome, Raye-Ellis and
their own
account,
the results LaRue. Two men and a girl who wears a white chiffon with feathers at
rather dampen enthusiasm for rush
the hem and the shoulders.
ing out and buying new Spring
models. The Httje ladies are hard
Bert Lytoll's Newark Stock
put, too, to subjugate their huge
Bert Lytell packed them in at the Broad Street, Newark, all week
white garden hats, and the. sopranos with 'The Second Man', a play done not so far back by Lunt and Fonfind their hats hiding the contraltos tanne. Lytell is charming in the part as is also Rosalind Russell. Lor
and sometimes a soprano gets lost Baxter, an actress of ability, is miscast as young Monica Grey.
behind a mezzo-soprano, but they
Miss Russell in the first apt is in a black and white print ensemble
remain ladies.
and in an evening gown on raspberry crepe in the. second. A tweed
Spring winds up with a magnlfl
double coat is worn over a brown skirt for the third act.
cent, animate rainbow fashioned
Miss Baxter's three costumes consist of a black print, a gold and
put of Rockettes and Ballet Corps, white evening gown
ith" pearl clips and a black suit trimmed with
. . .
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.

.

.
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.

.

.

:
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five stripes

of girls dressed In five
flattering
long - skirted
dresses
worn with harmonizing
wigs, all very becoming to the Rock
ettes; line when it advances kicking
to the inevitable applause. It must
be rather, discouraging to the studious Rockettes to realize that no
matter how hard they work learning
incredibly
complex and: striking,

leopard..

colors;

routines, nothing goes like
straight line, kicking down

on advance.

MARRIAGES

Spring-tra-la-la

their

stage

odern Hero' Not So
'Modern Herb' made, a much better bpok than picture.' Showing at the
Strand with Richard Barthelmess, a none too large audience, viewed it
.

the. first day.

The picture starts
to an abrupt ending.

off

with several

Marjorie Rairibeau has the only convincing characterization. She is
seen in the ring' in a black sequin dress with white sequin cape, and
later in Roman toga. From then on she is a drunken woman in rags.
Jeain Mulr is. destined, to be in calicos and ginghams in pictures.
The early 9 O's costumes of Dorothy Burgess and Florence Burgess are
Oddly enough Miss Eldridge is cast for a siren and her
fascinating.
blonde curly wig is most becoming. White feathers upon a black gown
was flashy. Miss Burgess, when the story comes up to the present day,

Ethel Sullivan to Charles Rich- wears a lovely negligee and a plain
The Music Hall reveals -this week
what it thinks of those, slinky, ard Bradley in Los Angeles, April
gloomy, white-faced dancers who 16. Bride is a daughter of J. J.
count upon the word 'Moderne' in Sullivan, v. p. in charge of film
their billing to explain their nos- buying for Fox West Coast The
ings.
The Music Hall Is ushering atres. Groom is non-pro.
^Jena Quartaro to John C. Oiithet,
nnr^Spring^this---weekr==and-=-with
S .Continued from page 51;
"in
Mexico, April; ly" "Brida^ is- ah
Spring in the Music Hall pushes
Italian picture actress and groom is back and rebought for $2,000 by a
those 'Moderne' people out.
They non-profesh.
representative of the singers. The
go, swept out in a storm of noon
C. L. Oswald, head of Paramount ioial was $30,000, of which, the Vanlightning, washed with motion pic
investigation department, to Ruth derbilt famiTy contributed $7,000.
ture rain, brushed with motion pic
Fromhagen, April 21,
ture clouds; arid when they're gone
John R. Lane of the New Central
bare-branched
stage
the
trees

SO Years Ago

Miss O'Sullivan is very gracious
and Well-mannered in her jungle;
she's so nice, and sympathetic that
nobody cxn begrudge her her astdundinlr romance. The silver cloth
dress brought by the villains to spring
luxe her. back, to civilization was comes

doomed

Jr., on his
Spencer Tracy

.

for bis cocktail

.

:

;.

to

...

Women
Skirt

'.

princess-like,
her job to be

OP Demon Radio
indeed.
'Stand Up and Cheer! presents
Radio pursues you to the Capitol
Shirley Temple, a new child per- this week, substitutes its own static
former—she looks no more than 4— mike for then dance line, color and
whose smiling antics evoke mur- movement, atones somewhat with
murs of femme -adoration because its decorative, if still mike-bound
the little girl enjoys herself before Pickens Sisters, and makes doubly
tffe cameras.
She's a happy mite welcome • the graceful gliding of
and, most unusual of all in child Beuvell and Tova, a chic and beauactresses, she's pretty. Sylvia Froos tifully attuned dance team who
appears Iii. a stiffly marcelled coif- come in, like the Marines, to "save
fure, Aunjt Jemima sings gustily, the day for visual entertainment.
untroubled by unkind photography,
Miss Tova has individual style
and dozen of lovely chorus girls enough to wear with distinction the
turn their, faces camera- ward, and starkly severe costuming 'modern'
smile dazzlngly, cpquettishly or de- dance team ladies effect today. She
murely, -according to their type.
pulls her long black hair straight
back from her face and twists it
into a knot at. the nape of her neck;
African Girl, Scout
And now the gels may see how she slithers into a white highthe. love -idyll of 'Tarzan and His necked, long-sleeved gown swirling
Mate' works out for practical pur- put from a slender fitted waistline;
poses; and, ..comparing its difficul- she clasps, long earrings in her ears;
.

.

. .

show up

week. . . .Mickey
Loew is spending the summer
in California. . . .Inez Courtney
will sign with Columbia. . . .the
party

the

By the

Bugs Baer,

birthday .

didn't

.

And
dignified, and that suits,
she, a queen, does not wear a tiara,
Which is the most realistic touch
of

Among

Webster; English cartoonist, gave a life-sized teddy

ildren

faces a

Know That—

Tuesday, April 24, 1934

Tom

By Cecelia Ager

Madge Evans'

A ll I E $

•

:

into full bloom, the sun
out,- 'the clouds roll by, the
lights go up and now all is ready
for the ballet corps bearing sprays
of pink blossoms for, says the program/ 'the entrance of the ballet

—

—

BIRTHS

Philadelphia, credited with being
Dove and Robert Kenaston, the first to use an electric light for
Santa Monica, Cal., April 18. a shirt stud.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Burns,
daughter, in Bridgeport, April 19;
David Belasco's first original play,
Parents are dancers*
'May Blossom,' was done at the

Bl

son,

ic

in'

tailored frock.

^.

Madison Sq. Long a favorite with
stocks and holiday 'turkeys.'
he famous Wombwell's menaginstitution, was offered
for sale as a wlfole^^It^fiall'TbWn"
running 80 years: If no sale, then
single animals by auction.

_erie, JBntis h

Board of Aldermen held a hearing
on ticket speculation largely attended by the specs. Some demanded a
high license, others favoring a low
tax, while a third section cheered
for no fee at all. As a result Of this
nice teamwork the board reported
In favor of no street sales and no
store sales above box office prioe.

E

'
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News From

Dorothy Chapman, soprano, announces .engagement to Claudio
Frigerlo, former baritone of the Met.
State senate passed two more
bills banning slot machines.
Will Of Otto H. Kahn. filed for

VARIETY

:rimson blots

the Dailies

This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as published during the week in the
Variety takes no
daily papers of
York, Chicago, San Francisco, Hollywood and London.
credit for these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper

maryland

\

New

nrobate leaves his estate in equal
Shares to his four children, plus

,59

|

LlllBMIBiaHlMQBBMEyilBPHHBhii^

1160.000 cash each to Roger Wolfe was moved fromi N. Y. Supreme
Gloria Swanson, in an interview,
Kahn, Gilbert W. Kahn and the two Court to projection room in the adrhitted her knees were shaking
daughters,
„ paramount building yesterday when she made her debut at perNorma Talmadge arrived in New {Monday) to enable Justice E. J. sonal appearance.
Edward Emery signed by Leslie
York after her Mexican, divorce, and McGoldrick to view films in which
J. Casey and James W. Llddle for
George Jessel talks of wedding Miss Kane sings her boop songs.
Miss Talmadge refused, to
plans.
husband of rolev in their forthcoming 'These
Farmer,
Michael
embrace Jessel for the news phb- Gloria Swanson, admitted in Paris Two' play by Lionel Hale scheduled
yesterday (I'onday) that his wife for next month.
Harold B. Franklin and Arch
*°^Frank Ward, orchestra leader, and and he are separated..
arrested
formed Showthree. Negro companions,
Hearing resumed .in Supreme Selwyn of the newlyHarry Wagstaff
craft have engaged
for selling narcotics,
suit
(Monday)
on
yesterday
Court
George M. Cohan, Jr., and two of Mrs. Arthur Tracy against her Gribble to direct their first two
friends arrested, charged with dis- husband for additional temporary plays for next season. First to be
an adaptation of Ward Green's
turbing the peace, at Darien, Conn. alimony.
•Cora Potts,' second 'The Lady Is
Mrs. Tommy Manville, former
Donald Novls offered starring Tired,' by Frances Marion.
Marcelle Edwards, reunited with
produced
be
operetta
to.
role
in
new
New
Molly Picon and her troupe left
her husband after flying to
London.
in
Cochran
B.
C.
by
for Baltimore Saturday (21), where
York from coast Tuesday (17).
Libby Holman Reynolds flew into th_y are to play one-night engageCurfew law for night clubs ex- New
York Sunday (22) and retended one hour to 4 a. m. and the mained one hour, returning to New ment at the Maryland theatre; first
step In a coast-to-coast tour.
cabaret license fee raised $50 by the Castle Del.
Officials of the Sheldon Hosiery
Board of Aldermen.
Rose's Music Hall,. Inc., has
Billy
Repartee contest -staged by actors taken 10 year lease oh Manhattan Co. were found guilty of fraud and
sentences. .Thaddeus
Sunday (22) at
and: columnists
unrestricted use of given varying
with
theatre
the
Packard, an actor who received
frolic of the N. Y. Press dub at
theatre for amusement purposes C.
$150 for fronting as alleged presl
New Amsterdam theatre.
Rental tb be $36,400 per year.
five years but sen
dance
given
was
a
dent;,
open
to
DeMarco
Antonio
Theatre in the Woods, at Nor- tence was suspended.
.
studio.
_ ,
Will open its third sea.tracks walk. Conn.,
Shuberts to present a series of
Bill tb legalize betting at
29. Six weeks planned.
June
son
passed by legislature and sent to
More than 250 manuscripts were revivals beginning May 7 at the

his

sabbgfiical

year in California;

where heTias an

...

estate.

New

14th street theatre, 235 E,
Baltimore, April
i4th $treet, cleared Saturday night
when a fire developed in the cellar,
some
Begins to appear
Came back to see the rest of the drastic innovations will have to be
fire-,
when
later,
show half an hour
made in the near future, or Mary-

men left: Blaze in a rubbish heap land may
and small damage.
Now it's New York restaurateurs golf.

.

are complaining of overseatTalked It over at a dinner
irig.
Saturday.
Sir Patrick Hastings, counsel for
Princess Youssoupoff in her suit
against MGJVl, trying to get Tallulah Bartkhead to approve a play.

who

••

.go

the

way

of .minnie

Decline In both attendance and
pari-mutuel activity had been notced during depresh years, but the
retrogression was considered natural
along With that in ail amusement
"tfh'is season, however, under
fields,
'New Deal' impetus, when other

She doesn't see it. He had one, fields perked and have started,
'Scotch Mist/ over here eight years
comebacks, racing hereabouts has
ago.
Dr. Frank Damrosch guest of receded further into the mire.
Spring season at Bowie; ended up
honor at a reunion tea of former
members of the People's Choral in the crimson. Currently, Havre
Union at Hotel Commodore, Sun de Grace's fortune of bangtail
day (22).
slogging looks just as hopeless from
Players were hosts to 500 women
and the Plmlico
guests when cluo held annual ladies financial view,
meet, which will follow the Havre
day.
session, hasn't any reason for a
Charles Hopkins engaged to di
rect 'I, Myself,' play by Adelyn brighter outlook.
Busnell, which Pearson & Baruch,
Both spring and fall meetings
Inc., will present next month.
year,
affairs., laBt
sorry
Forty-fourth Street theatre. First
Sydney Salkow and B. F. Kamsler were
Noel Coward's 'Bitter have acquired 'We Dress for Din- prompting the plants, to cut down
will' be
overheads for this year, but neverSweet/
ner/ by Aben Kandel. Early pro
addiUniversal has acquired an
theless biz panned, out worse than
duction planned.
buildtional half-floor in the
Ofelia and. Plmienta, Cuban dance the
most pessimistic predicted.
ing at Rockefeller Center.
team, signed by John Murray An
Tracks plan to seek tax reductions,
'Yellow Jack/ scheduled to close derson for his forthcoming produc
but not deemed a chance. The four
last Saturday, continues Indef.
tioh of 'Life Begins at 8:40/ Team
to
Mrs. Georee Raft's alimony action' to arrive in two weeks for re major Maryland plants, limited
30 racing days annually each, pay
settled out^of court. Raft agreeing
Marten E. Pew, editor of 'Editor a straight $6,000 license fee daily to
to pay his Wife a weekly allowance
of $200 and a cash settlement not and Publisher/ told 700 members State; that's aside from the Federal
Mrs. Raft has dropped of the Newspaper Guild at a meet and State percentage taps on the
disclosed.
lng at the Hotel New Yorker, Sun
the separation suit.
Plmlico,
being
handle.
betting
At the annual convention of the day, that 'an affiliation of the Newsfurther
is
limits,
city
within
National Press Club in Washington paper Guild with A. F. of L. would burdened by $3,000 additional the
indepenan. assemblage of editors had an destroy journalism as an
city exacts each day.
off-the-record talk with the Presi- dent profession/
Opposish Hurts Also
Arturo Toscanini, after conduct
dent..
Further, fact that hoss strips are
Leventhal have dropped ing season's last concert next Sun
Wee
Italy, May 6. being legalized in many adjacent
the Maryland theatre, Baltimore, day (29), will sail for
European
of
tour
make
a
will
He
from their circuit.
states is already cutting Into MaryPetitions for four changes in the cities this summer.
Locals never solely supTheatre Forum has chosen for Its land's biz.
constitution of Actors' Equity were
a revival of Nathan Zat- ported the ovals; visitors, It Is
submitted by younger members dis- May play
kin'a production of 'Lady from the agreedr always helped at least 60%.
satisfied with present organization.
.

'

'

Gov. Lehman for final okay.
entered In contest for best one-act
Charles C. Pettijbhn of Hays of- religious
drama conducted by
Forman of Greater New
fice and Henry James
York Federation of
involved
the M. P. Research Council
to beannounced
moral Churches. Winner
in unscheduled discussipn on
14.
May
aspect of current cycle of pictures,
Benefit was held for James ThornForman,
Mr.
club.
Hall
Town
at
ton at Forrest theatre Sunday (22)
author* of 'Our Movie-Made Chu- ' 'Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt was
dren'.F' which represents combined appealed to in a letter from the
researches of council, said, 'the pre- Theatre and Amusement Employees
ponderance of pictures dealing with Union. Asked to interest herself in
sex and crime constituted a severe the plight of cleaners and ushers
menace to morals of adolescents'. not making a living wage, Letter,
At conclusion of Mr. Forman's sent by Charles C. Levey, points out
speech Mr. Pettijbhn said he 'had that the Regional Labor Board was
no patience with scientific- inves- unsuccessful in. bringing about an
tigators who were just ordinary fel- agreement between the union and
lows a long way from home". Mr. theatres.
Marguerite and Leroy, and Jack
Petti John also defended blind and
block booking which Mr. Forman Holland. and June, dance team,

had
"

decried.

.

sailed for Europe.

Two more companies

between the two rival opera
companies at the Broadway and

&

Hippodrome theatres ended, last
week with the Salmaggi company
(Broadway) moving to Philadel

scheduled.
for 'Big Hearted Herbert'. One to
open in Chicago at the Cbrt, April
Leventhal
29, and one to tour Wee
eastern circuit starting with Phlla

delphia next month,
of
president
Frank Gilmore,
voted authority Tuesday
(17) to withdraw Equity represen
Theatre
Legitimate
tation from
Code. Authority at any time he may
consider It best for Interests of
Equity.
Songwriters* Protective Ass'n'will
sponsor benefit to aid Authors'

Equity,

•

League Fund.
Marilyn

Mrs.

former

Young,

showgirl, testified in her divorce
suit in Supreme Court against Vic
tor Young.
Peggy Worth hurt in automobile
accident in Chiswick, England,,
Elmer Rice to London Saturday
(21) to see English production of
•Counsellor-at-Law/ Returning to

War

phia.

Gloria

Gilbert

York from

arrived

in

New

Paris.

License Commissioner Paul Moss
at a meeting of the Women's City
-

club declared 'the day of filth in
burlesque is passed.'
Responsibility for selecting pictures for children rests, entirely
with their mothers said Mrs. William Dick Sporborg, chairman of
the East Coast Preview Committee
at a meeting of the New York
Federation of Women's clubs. Mrs.
August Belmont, chairman of the
Mdtipn Picture; Research Council,
declared elimination of sex, crime
and horror in films was imperative.
Mme? Ernestine Schumann-Heink
'

made ber first New York appearance in.' concert in two years at
produce three plays next season.
(22) to raise
Memorial service for Louise Clos Carnegie Hall Sunday
funds for Non- Sectarian Anti-Nazi
Actors'
eer Hale held by Episcopal
League. Despite thaerts -of being
Guild Sunday (22).
Suit to prevent Majestic Pictures shot if she appeared.
Threatened strike of Local 118 of
and Capitol Exchanges from using
the Theatre and Amusement Emtitle 'Gold Diggers' in a picture was
union was postponed for one
won by Warner Bros, in Circuit ployes'
week
to permit a survey by code
Court of Appeals.
Alan Dlnehart and family left for officials.
Courtney Burr has acquired a
Hollywood; returning to N. Y. in fall
Purple
to direct star in his own play, 'Alley new play, 'Purple Is As
on life
To be presented by A. H Does,' reported to be based
Cat.'
Authors are Leo
of Jed Harris.
Woods.
^ _
Phillips.
Anita
riora
Kaghan
and
Par
against
Kane
Case of Helen
New York Chamber of Music
amount-Publix and Max Fleischer
Hall for
_for alleged lifting of her boop idea gave a concert, at Toftrh
the benefit of the PhilKarmonic1

.
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New

York Theatres!

RKO THEATRES
86"

ST.

Society's $500,000 drive.
Believed to be only concert arranged by group of fellow musicians
Orch. needs only 12
.fund.
to aid
grand to fill guarantee.
Westminster Cinema, deyoted to
exclusive, presentation of British

opened Friday (20).
Casino Varieties has changed

films,

to FrI.
Apr. 26 to 28

its

"GOOD DA3TE'
and
"SLEEP EB8
BAST"

RCA

&

Sea.' to open May 1.
But with Jersey and Pennai warmPlans for an open-air dancing ing up racing bills, with Virginia.'
space to accommodate. 10,000 in already to start, and West' Virginia
consideraunder
are
Park
Central
with Bart T. Manfred! has taken tion of the Park Department. Site an actuality, Maryland sltuash furover the Hippodrome Opera' com- will probably be lower end of the ther bogged.
States there will be no Mall.
pany.
All tracks, here have slashed
.
.
changes in production, but will emPolice of Peiping, China, ordered stake-race prize dough and In some
ploy same method' to draw crowds to disperse fake funeral procession instances have waived features- alas in fight promotion..
staged by M-G-M cameramen^ film- together, as 'Plmlico'e discontinuPrincess Irina Youssoupoff has ing Chinese life for screen version
of the time-honored $60,000
threatened a series of libel suits of Poarl Buck's 'The Good Earth.' ance
not helplpg in a
throughout Europe unless theatres Chinese undertaker, Who had fur- Futurity. That's
when the tracks are averagEmpress*
season
arrested,
the
and
showing 'Rasputin
nished pallbearers, was
cease its exhibition.
and the Buddhist monks paid for ing less than half the former atHal Skelly's 'Come What May' lending atmosphere were reproved tendances and bettors are pooling
will open at the Boulevard theatre, and ordered back to their temples.
four-ways to the deuce and then
Annual convention of the Ameri- betting the favorite third.
Jackson. Heights, May 7, prior to
can Newspaper Publishers AssociaBroadway.
,
toheld
Press
Venice
Associated
of
tion and
Revival of 'Merchant
Waldorf-Astoria.
in modern dress given Friday (20) day (Tuesday) at
MINOR-ROOT PARKING
at Little theatre of the County
Minor and Root, dance team, open
Center, White Plains, N. Y.
(24) in the Central Park
Tuesday
Drama Club gave a dinner at the
Coast
Actors' Dinner Club Friday (20).
Casino, N. Y.
with an
Gregory Deane to direct summer
Booked for two weeks ~"
stock at St. James theatre, St.
Grant Withers is back on the option for two more.
James, Staten Island.
Coast ogling pix.
American troupe headed by .A. B.
Metro studio claimed the body of
Marcus formally deported from Karl Dane, suicide, and made arPalais Royal Folding
Headed for rangements for> burial.
Japan Friday (20).
Ben Garden's Palais Royal on
Shanghai.
Mrs. Helen Cooke has filed suit
„
1A
against
that
Broadway is folding the end Of this
Rumored from Atlantic City
for separate maintenance
George Jessel and Norma Talmadge Joseph W. Cooke in Los Angeles.
month for the summer.
were to be married yesterday (MonBobby Lasalle has left the HollyMarden is reopening his Riviera
day).
wood hospital where she had been roadhouse at Englewood, N. J., with
»
v
%
Opening day (Saturday) of legal- confined for a month because of in- Freddy Berrens' ba»— Phil Harris'
accident.
track
Jamaica
auto
an
in
the
received
at
betting
juries
ized
RUSS Columbo was ordered by the band is at^tne. Palais.
drew large crowds but little ring
Los Angeles Superior court to pay
money.
M x.
Shooting affray In front of the $1,083 to Lou Irwinj New York
in L.A. on charge of murdering her
Beacon hotel Saturday night gave agent.
former
Ruling Victor McLaglen could not husband, Eric D. Madison, Coast.
patrons of the Beacon theatre, in
for asr Warners accountant on the
liable
held
talk
be
personally
to
plenty
building,
the same
to have
As a result of threats against her
about. Hundreds were leaving, fol- sorted damages claimed
$1»,600
a
bought
has
West
W.
Mae
R.
life,
Thomas
by
lowing a 'break/ but only one wpm r been suffered
character aptor, armor -^plated car.ah injured. One detective shot, and Hughes, EnglishSewellPhyllis Barry has filed suit for
in Los An*
Superior Judge
another Wiled,
Al
from
of Hughes divorce in Los Angeles
Cobina Wright socialite show- geles declared the action
.
her husband's for $10,000 damages to be a non- Nordlund.
fight
-

Action postponed until today (Tuesday)*

Humbert

J.

Fugazy

.
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81 ,T ST. "GOOD PAME"
and

"THE LINE UP'

W

'

NORMA

SHEARER
KOBEBT-MONXGOMEKI

ta.

"Riptide" Berlwrt Marshall
Stage— Borrah Mlnovlteh—others
Start* FrI.— "Catherine, tha Creat"

MGM's

Johnny

WEISSMULLER

TARZAN and
l&WAY '
1

Staso
R.

His

MATE

—HIMBER
JAME8

and

Orchestra

SISTERS

of

SKILLET

Jamea

MELTON

WALLINGTON
PICKENS
SISTERS

of Philosophy in the field of theatrical history and dramatic criticism.
It will be the first educational institution offering this recognition to
the theatre.

playing a
benefit today (Tuesday) for the
Actors' Fund of America.
Lily Pons, Met canary, sailed
Saturday (21) for France.

'Mary

of

Scotland'

'

i

,

in association

from a two-a-day vaudeville
program to grind films and five-act woman, to
suit..
Mexican divorce plea.
bill.
Benny Rubin sued for divorce by
Epidemic of stench bombs in N. Mary
Beginning of drive on Gypsy tea
Rubin in Los Angeles.
Two each
rooms, 3 men and 10 women were Y. theatres Saturday.
Custody of her son, James Kirk
arrested Friday (20) by detectives found in the Cohan, Criterion, Lib- wood, Jr., eight, has been asked by
Sq.
Times
the
in
Gaiety,
fortunes.
and
and charged with telling
erty
Lila Lee in L.A.
All pleaded guilty and received sus- district, and in the City and MonCharging breach of contract,
pended sentences, save one, fined roe; nabe houses. Not believed to Margaret Halversen is seeking
be due to the unions. All discov- $3,000 damages from Charles
$5 for second offense.
Bill making red or green lights ered before they were broken.
Cradick, attorney, and Barabara
Circus clowns and acts paid anr Stanwyck in Los Angeles. Says she
in electric display signs Illegal below sixth floor of a building was nual visit to Bellevue hospital Sat- was employed, to solicit memberpatients.
killed by the general welfare com- urday to entertain the
ships to an organization of profesh
Joe Schenck and Sam Harris took women sponsored by the actress.
mittee of the Board of Aldermen.
Representatives of theatres and a cabin to Bermuda Saturday (21).
Virginia Goodwin Graves, 24, of
sign manufacturers had protested Lou Holtz. and Harpo Marx de- Sah Diego, has filed suit against
-th e- removal. _of JBuch_ signs, _.decIar-_ .clared_ in, occupying, cots. ln__tho Ralph J3taYejs cJiarging_ he ls.fS^SO
rooms
other
"No
narrow quarters,
lng the cost of dismantling was pro
delinquent 1n his alimony payments.
available.
hibitive;
David O. Selznick owes Colleen
Rosa Ponselle, Met star, in Medi- Moore $1,500 for one month's rent
Yale University, starting next
cal Arts sanitarium, for a virulent on a residence owned by the acfall, offering the degree of Doctor
policy

Wed.

.

Condition regarded as
Infection.
serious. Her sister was recently a
patient for gall bladder troubles.
Dwight Deere Wiman wants to

tress, in

Calif., according to
filed in the L.A. Muni

Bel Air,

a complaint
cipal court.

Two policemen who walked into
do a musical with Libby Holman a robbery at the Orphcum, San
and Fred Astalre. If she doesn't Francisco, were held up along with
like the musical, he'll dig up a theatre employees by a pair of
armed bandits who escaped with
straight play for her.
Yehudi Menuhin to

retire for

year after his next tour.

a

Will spend

$3,000.

Mrs. Nellie Madlsoh held for

trial

:

'

'

Is

Angela Joyce, British actress, who
suing Lord Revelstoke, English

heart balm, to
leaving soon for England to press
her suit.
.
peer,

for

•

$618,000

Ada Williams

actress,

Ince,

has

divorced William T. Ince, son oi
the late Thomas H. Ince, In Holly-

wood.
;
Mrs. Alta Lessert, film player,
once tried for the murder of her
Tom
Bay,
film cowboy sweetheart,
has been freed of further charges
on the Coast.
Ian Keith has gone to court in
Los Angeles to give up the legal
name of Keith Macauley Ross.

Removal 'bf all hudlsf mags" from
Lbs Angeles newsstands has been
ordered by Burpn Fitts, district at.

torney.

.

„

....

On behalf of her infant child,
Virginia Frblich, Hollywood artist,
has filed suit against Henry Cllye,
asserting he is the father of her
child, and asking that he be ordered
to pay $150 a month for its support,
$500 attorney fees and all hospital
b,

Ircne Castle McLaughlin
ing on the Coast.

is visit- i~

.

TIME $

VARIETY

60

ill

father

Char-hay'

and Hal

very

Is

111.

Dave
merged

QU ARE

J. Carlisle

.

which are not

London

Kern

Carl Laemmle,
June.

Freddy

Coyninghams

expecting

the stork;
Doris Kearie just back from long
sea cruise.
Cecil Landeau has a new story
for a Aim.
Garrick theatre closing its vaudeville policy April 21.
Griffiths Jones turning down sec-

ond Hollywood

offer;

Ann Ronell being offered here for
vaudeville and cabaret.
the firing line.
Sam H. Harris, Joseph M. Schenck
Margarita Caryajal, musical comCarl Brlsson writing homesick
and Harpo Marx getting a load of edy star, reportedly going to marry letters from Hollywood.
Bermuda,
Juan Casanovas, president of the
Mrs. Jerry' Verno just getting
Rosie Moran back from Buenos Cataloninn parliament.
over internal operation.
Aires and three years' foreign enArthur Loew flies in from GibralPaul Murray framing first big
gagements.
tar to look over business and see "television act. for vaudeville.
Charlie:. Einfeld. back from the some bullfights.
Accompanied by
Bobby Howes and Victoria Palace
Coast, with a couple of 78' s and 79's Mrs. Loew,: Virginia. Cummings and vaudeville date now uncertain;
Virginia Howard..
to' his credit.
Harry Foster flying to Holland
Florlan Rey finished shooting of for the Cab Calloway opening.
Hal Jerome taking treatments for
asthma at Johns Hopkins hospital 'EL Novio de Mama' ('Mamma/s
Sid
Oswald Still talking to
Sweetheart'). Cast includes Imperio Georgle
in Baltimore.
Raft for Alhambra date.
Franc Dillon, Hollywood news-, Argentina,. Carmen Moragas, Miguel
Tallulah Bankhead's life story bepaper woman, in New York for a [igero arid Pepe Calle.
ing run In the Sunday Dispatch.
Chltrib
rep.
Jay
Allen,
out
of
a
weeks'
two
visit.
(22).

1

Got the bad news from Colonel
awhile on the boat coming back to resume his post here.
ttlnger from Paris reJack Esmond, J, Dana Seger and Harold
Ell Lloyd Hoffman have formed a places.
Jose Maria Pemari, playwright
publicity partnership.
'Viva Villa' Criterion house front who authored last season's most,
one o£ the best, Broadwayites ad- successful play, 'El Divino Inipacl-

Jerome

taking

/or asthma at Johns
pital in Baltimore.

.

treatments job.

Hopkins hos-

Greg Dickson's wire-haired fox

mamma

terrier became
to a litter
of six dogs, two of which died for
a net. of four.
pus Eyssell's brother is coming on
to
York from Kansas City to
.gettle down for the summer, or per-

New

haps permanently.

('The Impatient Divine'),
livered script of 'En las 'Cortes de
Cadiz' ('In the Cadiz Parliament'),
to his agent.
Don Parker off to Palma, Mallorca, to lead band at the Trocadero
for the next month, then moving to
the Casino San Sebastian at Bar-"
celona. for the summer, before returning to New York in the fall
with the hope of rejoining Paul
erite'

Montreal

Larry Stephens named manager
Marx and Herbert Swope Friday Belmont.
Norm Finigari secretarying Highnight and now the songwriters are
,

landers.
ardent New Dealers.
Walter Downs picking up plenty
Albert Vogt now covering" nite
clubs for the N. Y.. Evening Post, fan mail. CFCF.
Trouble with stage hands settled
succeeding Frank X. Lynch, Latter
on 'Reunion in Vienna.'
becoming freelance p.a.
George Wright starts magazine,
Spencer, Tracy, in New York on
'The
New Deal,' May 1.
a visit, suffered an attack of
Violet Love and '.Got the Jitters'
ptomaine after lunching on crabmeat
held over Chez Maurice.
and- had to have the doctOr.Ivan Tyler shuts down Mayfalr
Joe Lewis, into the Kentucky
Club as m.c. Leo Bernstein and Al Club nitery for summer
Buddy Rogers here May 8 with
Goldman, have the spot' (the old
chorines at. Arena.
Rbxy
Abbey)' with a glrly floor show;
Mrs. Gene Curtis, wife of Palace
Sophie Tucker farewell -lunching
friends today (Tuesday) prior to her manager, safely through major opsailing for London. Mrs. Joe Moss eration.
Joe Lightstone, Orpheum, fined
(Chic Barrymore) is going along, its
.

costs in action for employing minor
company,
John P. Medbury has a 16 -room in amateur show.
Park ave. triplex penthouse, but
Preparing for Palace anniversary
since Phyllis (Mrs. J. P.) Medbury week May 11-18, with 'Stand Up and
went to- Hollywood on business he Cheer' as feature.
hangs around the Tavern, etc. too
New. mayor, Camilllen Houde, in
lonesome to go home to that vast with over SO^OO majority, regarded
'
place.
as favorable for movie exhibitors.

Par

and- Bill
Pierlberg, Columbia's casting director, lived a year and a half in the
Hill,

director,

same apartment in Hollywood and
hardly saw each other; now they're
both at the Warwick hotel and have
yet to come up and see on£ another

sometime,
Louie Sobol (Journal's Broadway
columnist) seeing how the other
half
lives making
the
popular
noontime and cocktail spots for his;
copy and laying off the nite life for
a change. Sez he meet* almost the
,

—

same people and now wonders when
any. of 'em sleep.

Madrid
moving

its

studios,

Tourists packing Seville;
Jan Yindrlch on UP staff.
Gita Page home to Hamburg.
Edgar Neville readying a play.
;

Ken Maynard due

in

from

Paris.

Louis Fischer to Paris and Mos
cow.
Hilda Moreno back from Paris
and London.
Ernesto
Gonzalez
distributing
'

1

Astalre

Haymarket as' first presentation. gram at her studio.
Theatres squealing about daylight
Company, has been formed to
a greyhound racing stadium, saving time, which went into effect
around the Welsh Harp, a .lake on Saturday night (7).
the

build

the. north circular road
-

Monogram

pic here.

V

Gerard's part In 'Hard Times,'
det show at the Michodlere.
Francois Porohe's 'Irish Night'
play to be put on at Ambassadeurs
before the end of the season.Josephine Baker and Father. SariHowes turned down offer after see-* son, famous French preacher, both
ihg show.
appearing for charity at Nice.
f
Val Parnell, General Theatres,
Mrs. Louis Bromfleld,. with Mary,
booker, apologizing to Forsythe, Ann and. Ellen, how back with tho
Seamon and Farrell for giving them scribbler at their Senlis place.
early spot on Palladium bill. PromDouglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Gerised better spotting next week,
trude Lawrence at Crillon on :their
Patricia Burke, daughter of Marie way from Barcelona to London.
Burke, making her debut In. straight
Lucien Murato're, tenor, resigning
play in the West End. Marie Burke as mayor of Blot, Riviera village.
seriously thinking of giving up the He was elected three months ago.
stage and retiring to Australia.
Club du Faubourg discussing
Max Gordon, Lee Shubert and French film
situation, with Emile.
Gregory Ratoff being Introduced to Natan, of Pathe, on. the platform.
the mob at the Monseigneur Restau'Cassanova,' megged by Rene Barrant by the Four Yacht Club boys beris,
starring Ivan
Mosjoukin,
and stealing bows, with Ratoff opening Friday (13) at Paramount
forced into a speech.
Georges Carpentier,, In Geneva,
Eddie Dolly, brother of the Dolly falling to keep date to broadcast
Sisters, was awakened by the bark- from Radio Geneva station.
Swiss
ing of his dog and discovered his sore.
London .flat on flre. He gave the
King of Siam, after seeing Casino
alarm and /went back to rescue the de Paris show, presenting Cecil*
animal, incurring some bad burns Sorel -with live midget
white eleabout his arms.
phant.
Jim Wltterle grabbing space for
Jack Payne's band by having them
Vienna
play for wounded soldiers in Invalldes.
f^y Erich Glass
'La Francerle,' play dealing with
Battle
of the Mar ne, to be played
Lea Seidl to London.
Berlin by a Frerich company in
Hugo Thimlg's 80th birthday in
French.
forthcoming.
rights to Musset's 'Monde*
N«w Karl Farkas review entitled ou.Film
l'on sTEnnuie' (.'Boring World')
'Say It With Flowers.*
bought by Fred Bacos' production
Ralmund Theatre innovation: no outfit
for
Fox.
charges for cloak room.
Blanca, daughter" of Grock, tho
Kaethe Gold .following ^all to clown,
married to Marshall Hall,
States Theatre In Berlin.
American hoofer, and putting on a
Maria Bard playing in
ilver
number at. Medrano.
Foxes' by Gaetano Fazio.
Second act of Folies Bergere show
Jerome K. Jerome's 'Paul Kel- being
broadcast from Poste Paver' being serialized here.
risian, plus radio interviews with
•Charley's
Aunt' revived with Mlstlnguett
and Randall.
Kurt Bois starring at the Scala.
.Jeanne Perez quitting MontparUlrich Bettas signed for Heinz
nasse theatre for Hollywood, and
Hilpert's South American tour.
Marthe
Fusier
taking her part in
Local Konzerthaus company con- 'Crime,
and Punishment.'
tracting Kurt Jooss and his dancers.
Louis Jouvet putting, on
Oscar Homolka studying English Cocteau's 'Iriferrial Machine' Jean
Tuesfor his proposed debut in London.
day (10) at Comedle des Champs
'La Maternelle' (U) at last reachElyseeS, replacing 'Outward Bound.*
ing Vienna.
Local title 'MotherOld shockers, such as 'Caligarl*
hands.'
revived for 'Fantastic Evening' to
Hilda Wagener to play Mary Mag- be given Monday
(16) at Cinema
dalen in Karl Schbehherr's' 'Passion Falgulere.
Marianne Oswald "t'<i"

spending 'school
vacation
with
poppa.
Walker-Nesbitt's 'Here's How' revue dropped $60,000 in about eight
weeks.
Ben Blue flying .to Paris, but
Stooges preferring other modes of
transit.

-

.

Vic. Oliver Introducing. Georges
Carpentier from Holborn stage to

-*A

Kelly, owner and producer
Royal Divorce* left around

$70,000.

Marquis Vlncenzo Dlmomale of
Rome denies engagement to Peggy
Worth.
Arthur Jarrat likely to take his
long postponed American- trip this

summer.

Two Lees—Ephralm and

Shubert
—quietly lunching at the Dorchester hotel.
Cliff 'Ukelele Ike' Edwards voted
here as best ,in George Whites'
"Scandals/
Suzanne Lenglen talks of settling
down here and running her own
,

tennis school.

Athole Stewart to produce new
starring Lilian Braithwaite

show

and Owen Nares.
Ena Moon, who
being

films.

Likewise

claiming

best picture ever

'Ever-

made by

Gaumont-British.

M. Berman

.

.

:

.

hit in 'Ballerina,'

tested tor

Derek De Marny.
Charles Woolf
green*

.

costume next Clifford Whitley-N. T. Granlud cabto

aret at Dorchester.

.

i

MG

.

(20)

Chez Elle and Bobino.
Georges Rollln taking

.

.

.

Lucienrie Boyer due back Friday
f rorii Brussels to appear at

near Hen-^

don.

Carl de Vldal Hunt, Hearst news
mugg, writing his memoirs in local
rag, Empire News.
Franklyn
Dyall delivering a verIvan Tyler opens nite club at
Ritz, Mayfair Club, for social reg- bal obituary about the late Sir
isterites and scores hit from start. Gerard du Maurler.
Frank Ditcham and Dave Bader,
J. Arthur. Dupont from manager
of Universal, off to Continent
KCAC to Canadian Broadcasting both
Commission. L. P. Lalonde man- to dig up new talent.
Eddie Duisberg, Scala Berlin
ager KCAC.
booker, looking over some newcomArthur
manager
Dupont,
J.
with" Harry Foster.
GKAC, to Canadian Broadcasting ersJimmy
Finlayson
Commission, Ottawa and L. P. La- role as Hyde Park enacting new
tub thumper,
londe appointed manager.
and. getting, an audience.
J. T. Grein, dean of British draRellly and Comfort
matic critics, arrives Sunday (22) contract with Deccarenewing their
Gramophone Play.'
to judge Canadian Drama Festival company
for another year.
Louise Rainer walking away
finals, commencing. Monday.
Eve Matthews, sister of the more Pirandello's 'Six Characters with
in
Police staging campaign against famous Jessie
Matthews, breaking Search of an Author.'
film houses admitting minors un- into
the Sunday newspapers.
Comedian Emil Guttman
der 16, contravening provincial law
Forbes Randolph rushing to keep committed suicide. Ill health (54)
and.
barring them, even with parents.
appointment with the King's secre
threatened, starvation.
Gene- Curtis awarded Motion Pic- tary at Buckingham Palace.
Erich H. Altendorf approached to
ture Herald prize January and Feb.
Lou Metzger,. ex- general sales
ruary and honorable mention March manager of Universal Films, trying direot plays at the German Thea-.
ter in Brno, Czechoslovakia.
on best ad campaign by exhibitor; to dispose of nudist film here.
JOhn Galsworthy 'The Skin Game,'
Geo. Drlscpll, theatre man here,
'Jack
Ahoy,'
Gaumont-British
promoting 'Canadian Gold Pag- Jack Hulbert latest, breaking all enjoying local first performance under title 'All About a Bit of Ground.'
eant' to be. held here September 10r records on its general release.
Dramatist Franz Theodore Csoker
24, then going New York and LonLeslie Bloom, Gallery First Night
don.
era'
president,
broadcasting
on getting break by having two of his
Test case against Villa Maurice 'What's Wrong wlth^the Theatre?* plays done at the Burg and the
Volks
theatres.
cabaret as to whether cover charge
Quliari Wylie trying to acquire
Richard Duschirisky perfecting, his
should riot carry amusement tax as. the touring rights of 'The Golden
an admish price. Will affect all Toy,' musical currently at Coliseum knowledge of English for the Lonniterles in town.
Russell) Marconi and Jerry being don opening of his successful play,
Corey. Thompson, Montreal's most cancelled from Berlin, with agent 'Francis Joseph,'
Franz Lehar riieeUpg F. Freszel,
announcer,
ubiquitous
launching alibi-ing that Marconi looks Jewchief stager of the Warsaw Opera
yacht next month and will do ether- ish.
izing aboard, in short cruises, up
Isidore Ostrer cabling for reserva- House, to discuss details of his
and down St. Lawrence all sum- tions for the opening of 'The Man 'Guiditta' for Poland.

Karl -Bickel, UP prexy, buying
antiques and off to Fez.
William Faulkner's 'Sanctuary'
?
translated into Spanish.
Hispaho. Fox Film celebrating
_tenth anniversary in Spain.
P^^mitlir"ATP*Tepr«lecteTiJ^prexy mer.
Capitol
6ffl0e^~Ti§ld^up"
ticket
of Foreign Press Association.
Constance Trevor o.o'ing the town Wednesday night (18), crooks takand learning she no like bullfights ing $22 and just missing $800. LesAnita Adamuz, actress, named lie Dowbiggin, treasurer, followed
adopted daughter of city of Malaga. thief who had gun and arrested,
Ernest Hemingway writing his him as he stepped into taxi.
Quebec Legislature in last days
friends about .the Hons he caught in
debating amendment
of
session
Africa,
chief in South Children's Act which bars minors
Bill Melinker,
America, Writing friends about his under 16 from movies. May either
permit specially censored plx for
marriage.
Iberica Films starting first pic, children to be shown one day a
TDona Francisqulta/ immortal Span- week, or may lower age limit from
Exhibs have
16 to 14, or both.
ish operetta.
Eleanor Boardman to Paris to hopes.'

14.

.

'

EAQ

May

'Kid'

...

of

.

—

Hamniersteln*

Elizabeth. Bergner

Jack

W; W.

.

l.|

Max Gordon and Fred

latest

ovation.

Whltem'an.

Ellin
Mackay Berlin's broadJump—from lunch at the Colony
club to Variety's office; New green
paint didn't fool her.
James Roosevelt dined with Harpo

in the

,

Hassard Short sailing back in
satelites.
Berg planning to open May, with 'Roberta' definitely off
a hair-dressing salon in the West- here. Will stage new Sam HarrisMoss Hart musical!; with Marx
End.
Gilbert Miller In from New York, Brothers.
Howard & Wyndhams wanted
lining up four shows for the West
Bobby Howes to. play In 'Jack and
End.
Billy Hammersteln, son of Oscar, Jill,' now. on tour, for London.
de-

McCormick
'

mit, the big street has ever had,
Mother of the Blumenstock boys
(Mort, Sid, Leonard), who suffered
a recent paralytic stroke, is reported
on the mend.

script*

Four Sailors held over at the Sar
Grover Jones, scenario writer,
voy -for fourth week, with return sailing for home.
date, in June. Almost a record for
Richard Arlen arid his wife dining
this night spot.
Margate Pedlers, famous seashore at Cafe de Paris.
Bob Ritchie commuting between
concert party, being disbanded;
London
arid Paris.
leader Leslie Fuller now too busy
Harry Leaisim to London to view
oh film' comedies.
Victoria Hopper getting $1,000 at plx with Bo Dowling.
Aimee Mortimer, and Rene Dorln
Drury Lane in 'Three 'Sisterj|! with
from Radio L.L.
Sydney Carroll collecting ior her, Singing
Dranem and Arietty appearing at
under .his contract.
annual
ticket-takers' ball.
Joe Rock, back from the Balkans
Marguerite Moreno speaking at
with exteriors for 'Forbidden Territory.'
Gregory Ratoff was over Club du Faubourg meeting.
Premier Doumergue boosting
there freezing with him.
Paramount withdrawing Its ad- project for 1937 exposition.
George Hirch announcing he'll
vertising .from the Sunday Dispatch, due to vitriolic attack by film show 'Wonder Bar' soori at Apollo,
Max Jacob finishing play, "The
scribe. Connery Chappell.
Vesta Tllley has published her Turquoise/ in collaboration with
memoirs, in which she states one Pierre Lagarde.
Victor Francen to play lead
of the most successful of her song
Henri Bernstein's 'Assault' to be rewriters was Sir Oswald Stoll.
Phoenix has been taken over by vived at Gymnase.
Nadja (Beatrice Wanger) putting
the Embassy theatre management
and houses 'Ten Minute Alibi' from on Hindu and Javanese dance pro.

'

Al

Robert Hurel to America,
Gloria Gilbert to New York.
MacDonald to London.
Spadollnl leaving for America

Oliver

,

Hal

Paris
By Bob Stem

p.a, offices.

the await final papers in her divorce
A, Griffith Gray looking
pink of condition.
from King Vidor.
Count Max Pourtales, who worked
Irwin Shapiro off to Detroit, Chi
with Harry D'Arrast on a pic in
c^go. and Cleveland*
ith
high Spain, off to Paris.
Irving Berlin, abed
Antonio Portagos back from seefever last week.:,. Grippe.
-George Brown: in white tie and ing the wife in London, where she
went under the knife.
tails for the AMP A dinner.
Gong, .class riitery, ashcanned the
Joe Cook isn't leaving for the
went
and
decorations
Coast and .the Fox. lot until June 1. Spanish
Jack Mclnerney goes to church modernistic under hew management.
in Bronxville, but lives in Fleet
of.
editor
Bonoplata,
Lorenzo
wood,
Spanish edition of French newsGeorge Lait now mulling the idea reel,
'Eclair Journal,' contacting exof going to Moscow instead of hibitors.
Japan.
Bullfight season starts well with
Jack Curley's 40 years in sport couple of bid timers like John Belmarked by dinner at the Astor Sun- monte and Rafael Gomez back on

day
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CHATTE

Broadway
McCaffery's

S

of Aran' at the

-25T—=— ^

New

Gallery April

Lee Shubert off to Paris after
having got American rights to
'Magnolia Street' and 'First EpI
sode.'

'The Quitter* finally landing in
West-End. Going on short tour,
then opening at the Royalty early
the
in

May,

Leslie Henson taking entire cast
of 'Nice Goings On' to see the construction on the new Cunarder on

the Clyde.

Stanley Holloway and Charlotte
Greenwood having plenty of words

.

.

sing.

Raymbhd Recouly; writer, winning $14,000 damages from French
state because the navy caused a
well to dry up on .his estate near
'

Nice.

Lys Gauty, whose
down, going
24,

when

which
music

ori the.
she'll, open

is to
hall.

niterle has shut,
road until April
at the Pavilion,

he lighted up again as a

Alice Field to make 'White Lilac*
for Fred Bacos, with Karl Anton' at
meg, before 'Mademoiselle Docteur,'

shooting of whic\ has' been post-?

poned two months.
Jehanne d'Orliac publishing sequel
to
'Lady Chatterley's Lover' in
French.
Says she has authorization of heirs of D. H.. Lawrence.
Title is 'Lady Chatterley's Second
Husband.'
Mugg wearing fur Eskimo .suit in
front of MGM's Madeleine Cinema,
as exploitation for 'Exklmo,' has
Alexander jMoissi touring Venice, tougfhest Job in town. Thermometer
-TrJeste^VeEona^and^JMilaji ..with -touching--60^ and_theatreihas,_3puth^_
'Hamlet' arid 'The Living Corpse' em exposure.
in
German and 'Everyman' in
P. B. Gheusl denying that he's
Italian.
Opera
quitting
director
of
as
Edward Stirling and his com- Comique, but insisting that times,
pany of English players dashing are so tough for opera it's got to be
from Berlin straight across to Co- helped by state funds derived from
penhagen, where they are giving the tax on radio sets.
a short season at the Casino Lille.
Pierre Fresnay, who Is underTheatre an der Wien following studying Noel Coward in 'ConverBudapest Initiative and giving dress sation Piece' in London, dropping
rehearsals for public as in the old rehearsals to fly to Paris to admindays here, and compulsory evening ister morphine to Pepe, sick dog of
dress, to catch some of the pre- Yvonne Prlntemps, also in show.
war atmosphere.
Dog died two days later.
.
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Hollywood

Minneapolis
By Le» Rees

cream cones 2c on the boule-

Ice
vard.
'

61

oft to Hollywood.
in town for a day.
City's poor relief load now heaviest since depression's start.
treasurer's deJ. C. DeWall,
partment representative, a visitor.

Art Goldberg

McDonald, returning

jeanette

Morgan Ames

to

•parte soon./

Patsy Ruth Miller taking candid
camera pics.
Pert Kelton flying from Buffalo

Barnes circus,

due here May

'

Sept. 1-10.

of

Barney Rose

Is set

for early

May

as a wedding date.
Bike races coming back to Civic

New YOrk

connections in pros-

several

•with
pect.

is

State Fair at Sacramento set for

Onions In her vegetable garden.

Ted Murray here from

\

4-8.

Bob Harris looking over his gold
line back of Barstow.

Mona Barry planting two rows

ning 18 months Incessantly.
Pittsburgh
Lilian Harvey's second U. S. made
By Hal Cohen
talker, 'My Weakness/ announced.
Margaret Sullavah praised for her
Dave Llpton around beating the
performance in "Only Yesterday.'
fans for Sally Rand.
Harry Harris' Lincoln coupe
'The Story of San Michel e' at last
to appear in Rumanian translation. burned to a crisp in New York.
Joe Shuman, city editor PostStephen'. Zweig/e 'Marie AntoinGazette, in hospital with bronchitis.
ette' selling well in local translaPaul Moss, en route to coa,st py
tion.
\
auto, visiting friends here for few
Birabeau's comedy.
Intimacies days.
Gone: Astray/ a flop at the ReglnaCatherine Todd has been awarded
Maria theatre.
Pen Women's Club prize for best
- Talking of Oscar Wilde's 'Imporone-acter.
tance of Being Earnest/ in RuSam Stern,
artist, has four
manian adaptation.
lithographs at Water Color Show in
Cluj opera .ensemble, comprising New York.
140 artists and stage hands, tourMrs. Johnny Harris due back next
ing the country with repertoire,
week from a two -month stay in

By Harold Bock

Carl Harbaugh limping around on
* broken ankle.

May

Auditorium

'

13-19.

That Hellenic outdoor circus was
floppo.
Too cold and 15 years too

Lupe Velez and Johnny Weismuller buying tickets for Hawaii in

,

late.

June:

Paul Muni

in.

WB

Brian Marlow is hew. chairman of
the Screen Writers' Guild membership committee.
James G. Doyle, assistant editor
of Movie News, Chicago, is looking
around the studios.
Max Schenck directing ceremonial
for
Columbia's
dance numbers
•Black Moon,' Haiti story.
Alice White's car collided with
one driven by Dpc Warner. Warner
received a sprained shoulder.
King Charney. ha* become a genmoving among
tleman rancher,
,

i

San Fernando.
Vernon gets in lite golf on

citrus trees in

Vinton.

location,
the 'Our Daily Bread'
which was -once a golf course.
Richard Arlen will be back here
May 15 from Europe and goes into
•Re- '"y for Love' at Paramount.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Shearer
(Ann Cunningham) back on the
Metro lot after an eastern vacash.
Claude Binyon thinking up dialog
for 'Thank Your Stars' while picture is in production at Paramount.
Kate Smith's long delayed week

downtown Paramount starts
May 3, with a week in 'Frisco to

at the

.

follow.

and

John; sons of
Frank Joyce, made a record of their
boyish prattle and sent it to Joyce
in New York.
Mildred K. Smith back after confabs with S. N. Behrman. on Metro's

Prank,

Jr.,

forthcoming 'Lola Montez/ on which
the pair are to collab.
Mildred Cornelius, fashion artist
for Photoplay, has left for Chicago.
Pic magazine has transferred fashion department east.
Paramount is angling with Veloz
and Yolanda, dancers at the Cocoanut Grove, for acting parts in several forthcoming piz.
>

;

P. R. Kent back on the job at
F-WC as v. p. in charge of real
estate after resigning two months
ago. He. reconsidered.
Norman Chandler, of the Times,
blasts fellow Chamber of Commerce
members because they don't know
the depression is over.
Mrs. John D. Spreckles, 3rd, wife
of the sugar magnate, changed her
mind about playing a part In Par's
'

Here Comes

the Groom".

is

WB

movie -camera
on

.

struck, spending all spare hours

'Border

film,

"Tojwn/-

-

Walt Roesrier

Mexican studying

types for his next

RKO

Bergner and Rudolph Forster, run-

Sao Francisco

to Hollywood.

that hobby.
John Royal, and Don Gilman drove
to Hollywood after former spent a
few hours here.
Eleanor Cannon, sec'y In the MacSaranac
Gregor-Sollie recording labs, Is a
daughter of a Salt Lake bishop.
By Happy Benway
Sanford Schwarz up from L. A.
Joe Clark, local crooner who does
with a Danzian's costomary portr
odd jobs in night clubs end amateur
folio, and talking to Lew Serbin.
Duke. Meyer, radio education di- shows, doubles as an assistant unrector of Call-Bulletin, heads for dertaker.
Ford Raymond still sieging strictthe Columbus convention of his conly abed with a mess of ailments.
temporaries.
Harold Wilson, vet theatre ad But five years oT looking at four
man, moved offices from Warfleld walls hasn't taken away his smile.
to. GOlden Gate building and poured
Many patients at the lodge have
for the. boys in honor of the oc- taken up the works of Edward

Hollywood.

Chauncey Parsons back to Chifor. an engagement at the Palmer House.
cago

Lake

;

an

illness.

Mrs. Mabel M. Dietz, Film Board
named secretary of local
grievance and other boards under
new industry code.
Paul Mans, Paramount salesman,
and. Gilbert. Nathanson, Monogram
secretary,

exchange manager, among
tlngent boasting

new

film
cars.

Albert Lea Amusement company
suit against Warner Brothers' exchalnge, to compel- delivery of picture under five-year franchise, settled out of court.

Out of town exhibitors visiting
Marie McSwigari, former Press Film
Row included Fred Schnee,
reporter, back on job .as Kenny wood
Litchfield,
Minn.; W. R. .HiHer,
Park's publicist.
Minn.; Charles Lyons*
Angle Strange and Tony Covato, Alexandria,
Aiken,
Minn.;. Johnny Snyder, Will*
drummer in brother Etzi's band, iston, N.
D.; Bob Byrom, Redwood
have set the date.
Harry Schofleld and Harriet Falls/Minn., and Ted Melzer, New
Ulm, Minn.
Weiler, formerly of Pittsburgh Civic

.

.

'

Peaches' Browning guest star at
Gayety, stock burlesque house, next
week.
Film Board reported four thea^
tres reopened' and none closed the
past week.
ill
Elson traveling back and
forth between here and Chicago,
Where his wife is recuperating from

.

Playhouse, in Philly stock.
Charles Wakefield Cadman hopped
Cleveland
plane for coast at word of his
mother's death in San Diego.
By Glenn C.
Thomas Wood Stevens will be as
sociated with B. Iden Payne in that
casion.
Bellamy.
Johnny Meyer flew to. Hollywood
After MPTOA pow wow in L. A*,
Victor Monroe has been On an tab Shakespeare venture at World's for visit with Ruth Roland.Fair..
Hank Goldenburg brought up such oxygen diet for many moon
Mike Speclale, now a band booker,
old Milwaukee cronies as Charles
trouble
having
with,
musicians'
here hits new low mark
'*
Trampe, A. D. Kvoor, E. P. Ballen;>;.,'".
union.-.
one buck and a half for 16 minutes
dorf and E. J. Saxe.
Schoiem Coheri; sportsman/ tak•
of canned broadcasting.
Des Moines
ing Over 4300 Club from Freddie
Benway, the on-and-off exercise
Meyer.
By R. W. Moor head
guy, now strictly In bed with reNick Piriardo repainting fris-yacht
Portland
actions from pneumothorax rouwith idea of turning it. Into floating
M. E. Linvllle now director Des night club.
tine.
bad, but they feel like
Not
Bill
Moines- School of Arts.
an open week.
Courtney White, and Jane TWyatt
Local florists' association to give here for leads in Hanna's' stocked
John A. Curtis, former stage man- orchids,
Waiter Segfted in town,
to citizens' doing kind deeds. 'Dark Tower.'
Mrs. James Cagney visited her
Ron Harrington commits matri- ager, is a new arrival at the lodge.
Pat White, old-time burly comeMrs. Mannle Lowy and daughter, Sister here positively no interviews.
mony.dian, had feet seriously burned by
of Rudy Vallee's ex-first fidMae West can't make that her- cruel practical jokers.
Andy Saso's smile. Hamrick's chief wife
dler, who Is ozoning up here, just alded
appearance at the Shrine
Inez Wallace, Peedee movie writer,
asset.
returned from a New York vacash. auditorium this season.
going to Hollywood to do series of
J. J. Parker seeing the shows In
Raymond Blank visited his par- fiction features for paper.
James Marshall back at 'the lodge
after three weeks of Easter parad- ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Blank.
•Virgil Murphy, ex-manager NeH
Harry Lindih's orchestra goes to ing between Flushing and the Back to Chicago with Balaban & House In Columbus, opening Frolics
Katz.
Columbia Garden.
Lambs' Club.
Cabaret patterned after N. Y.'s CaEva LeGalliene's 'Hedda Gabler* a sino de Paree April 27;
Dollar opera a complete sell out
Romeo Donatella, ex-curer, and sellout
at the Shrine auditorium for
Wife of 'Man Mountain' Dean
on all nine, performances.
Mary Flynn, ex-N.VJL, nurse, were April 25—and the. last road show In.
stopped his rassling match here by
Royden Enloe, local slot machine seep looking up the address of a here for the season.
ring to biff Farmer
climbing
preacher.
king, took pauper's oath.
On the same day Hale Cavanagh, O'Dell for in
his fouls on her hubby.
Murray Weston, discharged some manager of RKO Orpheum, got his
Rose Festival stickers being sold
Frank Buck, ad Variety Club's
from
Dorothy
final
decree
Cavanagh
time
ago,
will
next-to-shut
in
Bhoe
a
to merchants to raise cash.
guest of hpnor, panicked banquet by
his engagement was announced' to debating with Carl Friebolin on
Plenty money changed /hands dur- store.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman LaVlne Mrs. Verona DeVore Teachout, of whether ostriches- really stick heads,
ing first week of baseball.
in sand or not. 'Twas a tie.
George Appleby adds another have been branded as the 'Good- OmahaPrincess, 26-year-old playhouse,
will' LaVines.
house to the Hamrick string.
The new medical routine of Dr. to be con-verted into a church to be
Lotsa boiled shirts and rhlneas
Calvary
tabernacle.
Dressknown
George
proving
be
Wilson
to.
la
Hague
stones nightly at the. American.
ing rooms to be Sunday school claBs
Bill Cutts has hopes of election 100% for the patients—nearly everyrooms and green, room to. be used
By M. W. EttyrLeal
aB one of the burg's' commissioners. one seems to be getting a new! lease by choir.
Gamble entertaining Al on life..
Ted
'Elysla*. showed to a full house of
Maestro Willie Mengelberg is reLooks like Whitefaee Mountain
Pearce by showing him how to play
min- covering and may take up his baton
1
will be scarred up, the Albany law- city dads, ciVl censors and
golf.
isters in preview, and all turned again this summer.
J. W. Martin trying to whip what makers having put their o.k. on the thumbs down.
Not
the
one
of
obAmsterdam went nuts over Cab
Wm. jectors left the theatre until the
Is left of 'Jazzmanla* into stage messing up of the landmark.
Calloway and his band at Carlton
Morris, Jr., registered a complaint
show.
picture was over.
Hotel, where he was specially enCity fathers want 3.2 beer back. against this some time ago.
Small town theatres in this State gaged to celebrate fifth anniversary,
Since the resignation' of Dr. Frank having bank nights. If the cusThink the 6% too strong for the
Huntoon, Monroe Coleman has tomer Isn't present when his name this hotel.
guzzling natives.
Two big premieres here. "Dinner
taken charge of our research lab
Is pulled, the money stays in the
Eight' (M-G)- at City Theatre,
oratory department.
bank and raises the ante for the At
The Hague, and Tuschinsky, AmThe medicos' are ogling Dan As next week's lucky customer.
sterdam, simultaneously and 'Cathtella for operation number four.
Cincinnati
arine the Great' (UA) at Asta.
Danny Murphy has connected his
By Joe Kolli
Gustav Froehlich, German film
radio into the san's ear-phone constar here making arrangements for
nections, so that now. every patient
Seattle
appearance, on stage and
personal
Frank Wes Huss, Jr., a pop gal. can listen, in to a program via the
Trepp
Dave
blurted out that his wife, Gitta'AlFilm code board taking office in Murphy system, and has seen to it
par is expecting a baby in May.
that all patients are getting earPalace theatre, bldg.
Northwest florist show In civic
Lucienne Boyer, Paris singer, very
itery
shuts phones.
Nether land Plaza
successful at The Hague and AmBen Schaffer got a real good re- aud.
May 18 for summer.
Don Richardson singing at May- sterdam. Going via Paris to Lon- -Third- daughter in Naylor
tone port and the first thing he did was fair.
don, then touring North and South
to take a- nurse out for dinner. Ben
household. No boys.
" Jules BWfa'n6's' :c)ub^illa' closed America, finishing
up in Africa,
stated that he would have eaten
Mel Snyder's band in 33d week more, Only the nurse hadn't received" for the summer, after light biz.
Two hundred females at The
at Gibson, rathskeller.
Technocrat Scptt visits Seattle to. Hague tumbled for swindle adverher salary yet.
expound 'his theories .on neW eco« tisement of a film concern looking
reen
Buster Locke's combo
;
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Frank (Red) Dolan back in town
and talking about a new play, which
he says Kirkland, Brown and Griswold will produce this fall on
Broadway.
Delegates from Musicians Local
47 to the A.F. of M. convention in
Cleveland starting June 18 are F- D.
Pendleton,

Webster.

W.

J.

Gillette arid Cliff
is alter-

Henry Baldwin

nate.

.

—

.

'

Chicago

...

•

:

•

Billy
apolis.

Dick
Vacash
Quih
expose
Jack

Bison a-

i

Minne-

Bergen readying for a short
if possible.

Ryan back with a

pitiless

of the beauty of Mexico*
Osserman going into a confab over a censorship slice on a

•hort.

;

.

suburban

Mill,

-terpsy.

nomic dealv

.

Joe McKnlght back as film, sales-,
with RKO in Kentucky terri-

man

tory.

"

By D.

Season passes for Reds limited to
working press, with light sprinkling

May

Grahame

Li

here, called "Lady's Bar/ opened;
Cops closing. more / gambling,

prices on account of Ohio
police protection unnecessary.

spent five days here sightsee-.
ing and being Interviewed and

.

'tric-trac/

ip a'

short confab with

o as

he ducks through

Baltimore
By Albert 8charper,
Fred Greenway vacashing in Chi.
Lou Azrael back from week-end

'

southpaw

twirier,

now manager '-.of

Seattle ball club in Pacific league.

Of N. Y. legit lamping. ...
Retail likkeries beginning;. to feel

New Haven

Imbrpgiiillo outfit at Congress Hotel.
Local scribes talking up Lawrence
Keating of Cook's stock as pic prospect.
Whitey Wilson, hoss handi capper,
hops for Hearst from News to. Bean-

,

Syrian game.

the too-competitive pinch.
Dav6 Finch's ork replaces the Joe
.

1

By Harold

feted.

'Blackie* Lantz, burley

M."

Favorite guitar, of Jose Maria
Pino Suarez) first revolutionary
'Rlgbletto' packed 'em at Shubert.
vice-president, who died, violently in
Billy Phelps ho'$ted Rachel Croth'
1013, auctioned* for $60.
,„.'.'
.ers'.
town. American:
Mexico hasjme lone femme sym-. \ The' Frank Buck* animal truck
Pete, Appl.eton, fledgling Oriole
phony ork"cl»rid^c
fllnger^^touted^by^teamsmates^ajs^i
Carrillo. arid her concerts are pop-.
Belle Baker worked overtime at incipient concert Steinwayer.
Ular at the .TeatrO Hidalgo.
Pbli's-vaude benefit.
.Russian Village nltery /shutters;'
Jazz and modern 'music ftre out
The Erie. Wrights (Jane Morley) do*pntown Quarters and moves put
of programs of the recently organcelebrated 30th annlv.
to suburban locaah for summer seaized .Sonora state Bymphony ,ork,
Walter Lloyd has shifted .his bed son.
which will play classic 'numbers and board to Hartford.
Herjnan Blum dlsmahtllng third-:;
exclusively.
Tom Clark feels like the Tillage run pix Iooper, idle Hour.. "Lease «Pi
U. a.'s 'Private Life of Henry cut-up since that operation.
and owners plan; to convert into
VIII,' at Teatro Regis and Cplum-''
Flock of N.'YJ producers in to o.o. gown shop.
bia's 'Lady For a Day? at Cine Balnew Yale Drama Dept. production.'
Bretaigne Windust came down
niori. current'local picture Kma«hen.
Bruce and Rosalind Slmonds from N. Y. to lehd helping hand to
Former helped by scenario serial-, scored lh Sprague Hall two-piano St. John's College production «f
'

Bucharest
By Marie.
J

Csibi'

'

.

Li so Emili

and 'La Maternelle/ talk-

.

ers, scoring.

'The Emperor' 200 up here and
Picture columnists interviewed Al going on tour.
Literary prize for Sergln Dan's
Lichtman, who tossed in some plugs
for 'Rothschild' and 'Firebrand.'
novel, 'Arsenic'
'OutRumanian adaptation
Like old times for Lou Lipstone
with 'mammoth productions' once ward Bound' all- reudy.
more the idea at ihe aoe Chicago.
Slissabf'h
MHo,'
pic* starri

way back

first

them featuring

.

^

through the burg.

11

,

•

lii

'

California Press Assn. excursion-

'

Joe Weber
Jimmy .Petri

drlnkery,;

ist?

:

.

•'

.

Jiew

.the loop on his

emme
.

Im.floor lower,
presario, closed Empress on SaturJuley Styne bows his orchestra day and started bottled liquor biz
out of the Rainbow Gardens for a in Newport, Ky., on Monday.

That carnival expose in Real
America by one Sol Bamberg is
really Gardner Wilson.

f

houses, several of

makes

niterie spot.
""""Ed """"B6nhs';^nivers&l^Kortff^lW
manager, buzzing biz on a scoot

.

Exclusive

stiff

Meyer

*.."

ists.

..

extras. Two young men raked
registration fees, of |1 each from
applicants, until police walked In
"ijrriir arrested
the promoters.
for.

Line gals with- 'Jazzmanlfi' '<unit
that stranded recently in this state
get Jobs at.Pantages, Portland? „, ...
Too much alky in beer,- decrees
state likker commish, with. 4 $er
centum the* maximum Allowable. •
Walter * (Dutch) 0Ru<ether, vet
•

Plenty wind, but sunny.
Jim Tully vacationing here.
More nlterles, all catering to. tour-

of daily ducats.

but
tax

,

.

Dahieron m. c. and warbler
Frank Dare lammed to Milwaukee atCharlie
new. Lockout House, nite spot
an o.o. of the Pabgt theatre back
of Covington, Ky.
•hows:
Island Queen in for' nightly dance
Jimmy Ashcraft now located In excursions from municipal wharf
Chi as Paramount exchange spe- until Coney Island opens late in
cial p.a.
May.
Walter Branson flipped to Omaha
State whisky stores finally opened,
.

;;

:

J. C. Flippen's *Wori4'sVFajj*; Follies/ -mopping up in "N. W*, booked
"'
*
for
8 at Paramount.

Mexico City

for

to conference coin into the RKO
exchange.
Joey Stool has moved the DeSylVa,
Brown and Henderson quarters one

:
•

east.

'

I

!

.teat

ion in local prints.

recital.

"Goodbye/Again.'

par value: Jacob Lett, 2385 Coney Island
avenue, Brooklyn; Willis B. 'Rice. 9C
Kraft avenue, Bronxvllle, and Kenneth
W. Romeyn, 9448 214th place; Queens

Common, of company also got up
more; cheering than in previous half a point. Paramount certificates
.week. Carloadings if ere up, in ex> turned reactionary late in week and
cess of seasonal increase and better suffered a half point loss.
Trans. - Lux Daylight Picture
expected;
than
power
output
Of
showed a nice gain and steel output Screen Corp. reported net profit
.1932 not of
rose from 49% to 62%, highest rate $114,926, compared with
Corp. reelected
Film
Fox
$93,175.
•since August;. 1933.. Trade reports
directors at annual
"for spring business were more opti- its officers and
meeting..
mistic. thah usual.
(Continued from, page

100 shares, no

capital stock,

terprlses;

Market

Stock

>
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VARIETY

62

6)

Village.
Ban- Productions, Inc.; pictures, vaudeville, etc.; capital stock, $10,000; Nicholas T. Agheta, 69 Klesell street, Forest
Hills; George J. Bennett, 1027 Leggett
avenue, New Tork, and Murray Rose, S2
,
East 31st Street, New Tork.
Amusement Sales- Aerial Activities,
Inc.; amusement devices, aerial activities; capital stook, 100 shares, no par
-453
Gbundry
Cramer,
George
value;
street and Albert Splllman, 361 Payne
avenue, both of North Tonawanda, and
Norman Bartlett, 330 Main street, Tona-

OBITUARIE S
HELEN GERTRUDE SWAN8EY

of bronchial pneumonia. Mrs. WoL.
tors was a member of the curreiit
'Biff Hearted Herbert' And had been
on the stage 35 years. Played in
vaudeville as a whistler for 16 years
and got her dramatic start in 'Paris
by NlghC Had roles in several
wanda.
successes, such as 'Pinner at Eight;'
American Group, Inc.; pictures; capiAnne.
par
value;
shares,
no
200
tal
stock,
showed
covered.
lectric
vompany
General
'Warrior's Husband,' 'Irene,' and
Amusement group moved- up
Kahn,
11 64 President street, -Brooklyn;
Haverhill was
home town, Manhattan Mary,' Surviving are
available for div- Harold J. Sherman, 748 Howard avenue,
slightly from its previous -high of $4,566,000 profit
idends, equal to 14c. a. share on Brooklyn, and Joseph A. Lleberman. 1619 her father having been the engineer, a daughter, her mother and a sister.
last week but indicated a tendency
of the first train Into Haverhill. She
stdck, compared with 8c. Broadway, New Tork.
common
to form a temporary top around
Albee Radio Product* Corp.; radio,
quarter of 1933.
iad been living there since her retelevision, electrical apparatus; capital
these levels. Radio preferred B, as a share for first
ELLIS C. BOSTICK
Radio B and common stock of Stock,. 180 shares—80 pfd. $100 and 100 tirement and lately had been rewell as Pathe A, appeared to be
A. Schechtactive through- com. no par value; MurrayTork;
were
company
same,
Ellis
C.
Bostlck,
46,
veteran
Martha duced to begging food from the resman, 70 Pine street, New
ahead of group. Loew's has reached
oh big Reif, 237 Avenue P. Brooklyn,' and taurants for herself and her col- showman, died In Winnipeg April
a definite .resistance level, around out week, being leaders
days. Pathe A also Jeanette Herzfeld, 1169 Lincoln place, lection of cats and dogs.
several
board
on
14,
of
heart
failure.
He had op35.
It made a new 1934 high, at
height
of
the days Brooklyn.
the
her
career
.she
In
particularly
quiet,
Was
erated theatres In New York, Los
Athenaeum Productions, Inc.; pictures;
35% previous week, and has been
with other apltal stock. $20,000; Theo. A. Benedek, was with the Barnum & Bailey Angeles, Minneapolis, Seattle and
unable to penetrate this point. Some when it was climbing up
303 East 53rd street; Edwin M. Rels- show and had tourned Europe with Milwaukee
for Loew's, Pantages,
-think Loew's will go as high as preferreds.
klnd and Maxwell I. Relskind, 1270
circus.
Some
time
ago
own
her
and others.
Tork..
Feeling in streev mat President Sixth avenue, all of New
40 once this, resistance point is
Sarro Enterprises, Inc.; phonograph Maggie Cline. sent her $800 to save
Survived by his widow, Cleo, who
Just how favorable the Rdosevelt is now aeilnlteiy opposed records; capital stock, $1,000; Nathan
pierced.
She resides in Winnipeg, a son, his
and to radical or strong inflation meas- Falk. Ralph Copland and Alfred H. her from being, evicted.
year's statem ant -on earnin
would not go to /the poor house,, mother and two .sisters.
Sch'uItzV all of 746 Fifth avenue^ New
how large an increase in dividend, ures reflected in demand for bonds Tork.
preferring to struggle along.
Interment in Minneapolis.
But it also
if any, is to be made is more: likely and. preferred issues.
Hal 8kel|y, Inc.; plays, pictures, etc.;
definitely puts a quietus for time capital stock, 100 shares, no par. value;
to be the determining factor.
Henry A. Stuart, 412 South Walnut
ROE
WILLETT
Eastman Kodak, which has been being on ariy inflationary demand sreet. MUford, Conn.; Hal Skelly. 106
VICTOR
giving signs of strength in recent for common stocks; And some of West 66th street, and Barnet Kaufman,
Willett Li. Roe, 50, former New
Victor Monroe, 44, died at th
inclined 646 Flfh avenue, both of Now Tork.
'weeks, finally got under full steam more shrewd traders "are
publicity- man, active for the
York
sanitarium,
Saranac Lake*
NAME
CHANGE
OF
for
exprices
and late in week. Climbed, up to a to think that preswit
From International Artists Beprescnto- past 15 years In Galveston, died April 19. He had been ill for the
new high at 96%. It closed week change issues have, riot discounted tlves,
He last nine months. His last engageInc., to A. and S. Lyons, Inc.; illed there April 21, of pneumonia.
to
or
declined
inflation
absence
of
200
at 95%, where it was up 3% points
dV Otterboufg, Sejndler & Houston,.
was at one. time press man for ments, were with 'Strike Me Pink*
Fifth avenue. New Tork.,
net.
Radio B made outstanding pre-inflatlonary levels.
From. Joseph .M. Sehenck Productions, David Belasco, and had handled and 'Mary.'
Only three amusement company Inc., to J. M. 8. Enterprises, Inc.; filed publicity for a number, of other proshowing of -preferreds in group with
Survived by his widow, Gertrude,
SCO
Waldhelm,
Nayfa'ck
&
for
week.
by Newgass,
.a net gain of 3% after soaring to bonds showed advances
ducers before going to Texas.
and. his father.
v
avenue. New Tork.
another new high at 34%. It. was And two -of these were to new highs. Madison
As the secretary of the Beach'AsInterment in Woodstock, Canada,
ANNULMENT OF DISSOLUTION
up more than 5 points from its low Warner Bros. 6s spared to a new
Joseph M. Sehenck Productions, Inc. soclatlon It was he who originated
with
net
a
mark of week at this level, Warner, top at 67, and closed
DISSOLUTIONS
the Galveston International Beauty
preferred also was strong, winding gain of 1% points, Pathe 7s also
Automatic Ticket Register Corp.. 246 Pageant, which he handled successJACK
up. week at its ne-7 top at 31, and went higher and made a -new high Fifth avenue, New Tork.
fully for a number of years. At the
Jack Davis, 49, lately of the team
MEMBERSHIPS
Equipment
Theatre
.with an advance of $2.
Madison at 98. General
Chamber Music Society of America. Inc. time of his death he was doing pub- of Browning and Davis, died in
Square. Garden, at 5%, and Metro- liens showed a 26c; net. advance,
licity for Sam Maceo*s Sui Jen and Chicago on April 17.
Gbldwyh- Mayer preferred, at 26, but got up to 10% during week.
Hollywood night clubs.
Davis hod also been In the act'
Oklahoma City.
were new 1934 levels'.
All others closed with minus signs.
Majestic Pictures Corp., Oklahoma
He Is survived by his widow, the known as Jack, Jean and Jack, and
InPathe
registered, a hew 1934 Paramount-Lasky and Paramount City; Okla.; capital stock, $3,000.
mother, had been a member of the Century
Silverman, Eva Silver- former Belle Dalstone, his
mark at 23% and snowed 1%. points Publix bonds suffered most. Para- corporators, .Toe Crane,
all of Oklahoma and a brother.
of Progress Minstrels.
and O.. W."
gain net for week. Westlnghouse mount-Lasky bond certificates and man
•
City.
Funeral was held in Galveston
Widow survives. Burial In Chialso was. stronger and climbed to Paramount- Publix 5%s lost 2 points
Ace Attractions, Oklahoma City, Okla.; yesterday (Monday).
cago.
stock $3,000. Incorporators; Joe
Other liens of these com- capital
42%, finishing with nearly three .each.
Silverman, George H. Swisher arid George
.points gain.. Consolidated Film pfdi panies were off nearly as .much. W. Swisher, all of Oklahoma City.
ROBERT J. DAI LEY
Club* Sterling,
Recreation
Sterling
EDUARDO CODONA
was mote, active than usual, and Keith 6s dropped a point, as did
Capital stock,: $500. IncorOklahoma*.
mkde. nearly a poinf .net for week.
Robert J. Dalley, 69, died of heart
debentures.
Eduardo Codona, 74, head of the
porators, -I* T. Browell. Sam Henderson
Sterling.
Redonda
of
Godonas,
died
in
club April 19.
all
Flying
disease
Klauk,
at the
E.
J.
and
Summary for week ending Saturday, April 21:
Yukon Recreation Club, Tukon, Okla Beach, Cal., April 19.
He was a well-known vaudeville
Incorporators,
none.
s
Capital
horaa.
small boy two generations performer having played ori all cirAs
a
Piedmont,
Jones,
Fern
and
Bennett
Jessie
STOCK EXCHANGE
Wi Carson, Tukon.
ago, Codona left his birthplace In cuits. He had also appeared In muNet and.R.
Co., Johnson City,
Theatre
Tennessee
chg.
High.
Low*
Low.
Last.
Sales.
Issue and rate.
Mexico to travel with the circus. He- sical comedy. Had been living at
High.
Incorp
Tenn., capital stock, $60,000°8&
7%
1,300 American Seat. ,-.
6%
5%
5%
was the father of. Alfredo, premier the club several, years. Was burled
S. W. Craver, H. V. Wynne and
B%
4
1,000 ConsoL Film
4%
4% + % orators,
2>A
aerlalist until his Injury last year by the
at Calvary cemetery.
81
23
28%
30%,
+ % Ti A. Little, all of Johnson City.
.8,800 Columbia P. vtc. ..............
80%
10%
-4,700 Goraol. Film pfd. (50c.)*...... 17
15%
+%
17%
CALIFORNIA
10%
in New York. The elder Codona's
95%
+3%
93%
8,800 Eastman Kodak (3)......
91%
Sacramento,
79
J96%
16%
15%
+%
21,000 Fox, Class A
17%
12%
16%
Fillmore Theatres, Ltd. Capital stock, wife, Hortense, one of the first
ELIZABETH W. DOREMUS
21%
23%
% $2,000. Subscribed, $300. Directors women trapeze performers, died in
+
26%
18%
01,000 Gen. Elcc. (60c,)...
23%
- % Nate
34%
33%
34%
36%
26%
74,400 Loew <1)......
Schelhberg, Max P. Horwltz, Joseph 1931 at Long Beach, Cal.
."Mrs. Elizabeth Ward Doremus,
97
07
97
72
97
200
Do pret. (6%)
L. Greene.
4%
6
1,300 Madison Sq. Garden
2%
t5%
In addition to Alfredo, he leaves 81, playwright, died April 16, at her
Capital
Co.
Dist.
Pacific
Amusement
25%
25^
+%
21
25%
1,200 Met-Q-M pret. (1.80).
....t26
None subscribed, two sons, Abelardo, and Edward of home in New York. Her most noted
5%
6% - % stock, 250 shares.
6%
6%
1%
83.700 Paramount
3% T % Directors: Fred C. McCellan, Jessie Mc Long Beach, and three daughters, play was 'The Circus Rider' which
8%
3%
15,600 Pathe Exchange
4%
1%
Clellan, Charlotte McCIellan.
20
22%
41,800 Pathe, Class A
.10%
t23%
Mrs. Victoria Adolph, Mrs. Hortense opened at Daly's theatre in 1888 and
Faclfle Amusement Mfg. Co. Same.
7%
9%..
0% .206,400 Radio Corp.........;.;...'...:.. 8%
ran for more than two years. 'ForFullerton Theatre Corp. Capital stock, Ferrante and Mrs. Rose KrukOw.
38
29%
+8%
15
80%
75,600 Radio, pfd. B.......
t34%
3% - % 100 shares. None subscribed. Directors
8%
3%
17,000 RKO
4%
2%
tunes of the King' was another of
Burial oh the Coast.
—1 Charles A. Buckley, Albert W. Leeds,
45
44
40%
48%
10%
$270 Universal pret
her successes.
daughter sur7%
8
7%
42,400 Warner Bros..
% John B. Bertero, Beatrice S. Rooney, Ann
8%
4%
31
+2
28%
vives.
*.. t.31
29
Do pfd
18%
1,300
FrledlundV
41
37%
42%
+2%
63,700 Westlnghouse
47%
35%
CONNIE EDISS
San Jose Theatre Corp. Capital stock,
1,000 shares. None subscribed. Directors
Connie Ediss, 62, English come
* Paid this year, t New 1934 high. 1 10-share trading unit.
VINCENT T. FETHERSTON
Charles A. Buckley, Albert W. Leeds,
dienne, died In London April 18
John B. Bertrero,
Vincent T. Fetherston, 68, died at
CURB
after a long illness.
She made
Permits to Sell Stack
WUtern
Theatre Co. Theatre operat her first appearance at the age of the Massachusetts General Hospital,
.100 Columbia Plots
30
30
30
Ing.
To Issue 100 shares (all) of capital 12 in various provincial productions Boston, of a heart attack April 17.
100 Universal Pictures.............
4%
3
4%
4%
at $100 par.
Worked for forty years in box office
- % stock
7,200 Technicolor
10%
0%
9%
7%
Theatrical and .her last in London in 'Night
Bren, Orsattl * Man.
2
1,600 TranB Lux (10c.)
2%
2%
2%
agency. To Issue" 200 shares o{ total of of the Garter'. . She made several of the Hollis theatre, Boston, thirty
10,000 shares, no par.
of which were as treasurer. Widow
BOND8
professional
tours
of
the
United
San Jose Theatre Corp. To Issue .all
shares, par $1.
States during 1896 and 1920 and and daughter survive.
13
8% 8139,000 Gen. Then. Eq.
10%
9%
% of 1,000
while here played in 'The Shop
±1
72
51
21,000 Keith 6's, '49
71
71
-%
102
.85.
81,000 Loew 6's, '41.....
101
;...,
101%
Girl', 'Girl Behind the Counter', 'The
GEORGE A. BILLINGS
85
07%
25,000 Pathe 7'e. '87..........
.97
07%
+%
Arcadians' and 'The Girl on the
54%
20%
116,000 Par-Fam-Lasky 6's,
52%
52%
"2%
George A. Billings, 63, who was
52
54
28%
87,000 Par-Fam-Lasky ctfa,
51%
Film*.
Her most recent roles were the image of Abraham Lincoln and
—2
65
53
170,000 Par-Pub 6%'s, '59.
..,
52%
20%
in
'Bringing.
Up Father', 'The Ghost played the part of the Emancipator
54
51%
20
51%
183,000 Par-Pub 6%'s, .'59. ctfs
40.
38
37%
30.
23,000 Par-Broadway 5%'fl, '51, .....
Train -and 'Other Men's Wives', Her on the stage and screen, died April
(Cshtinued from page 63)
^-1
41
..... ...
89%..
30%
18%
4,000 RKO debs 0's.
•40%
64%
.........
00
03%
+1% bunal acting; on strength of legal last American appearance was at 15 in a Soldier's home at Sawtelle,
035, 000. -.Warner Bros.
New Haven in 'Oh, Uncle', in 1920 Cal.
and add that unless
Evidence
OVER THE COUNTER.
board's financial penalties are sub
Roxy/ Class A.
POLLY DASI
MEISTER
ject.tp review procedure might be
De Forest Phono.............
Polly Dasi, 62, well known Euchallenged successfully as vlplaCarl Meister, 35, cameraman at
PRODUCE EXCHANGE,
lation of 'due process' clause of opean circus clown, Who; played for Universal studios, died April 18 in
22 weeks at the New York Hippo- Los. Angeles.
Constitution.
4,900 Pari
Stiff provisions for license revo- drome in 1923, died in The Hague
Wife and child survive,
•New 1984 high.
cation or suspension are probable, recently. He had played all of the
in view of the objections to heavy leading continental circuses and
rother of Jimmy Durante, Alfines.- NRA Is sympathetic toward had toured both North and South'
Incorporations
the statements of both brokers and America -aftd- India. He came, from bert J. Durante, 47, died at PolyGustav Blum; Vanderbilt Ave..
managers Ihat nominal fines will an old circus family, his great clinic Hospital after an abdominal
Realty Corp.; $217;
have little effect toward ^keeping grandfather having been a' vaude- operation April 18. Surviving are
Albarty, New York.
Samuel L. Rothafel (Roxy) and
Bowery Associates; Inc.; pictures; capi- rebels In line and favor rather ville artist and started- his own ca- his widow, a son, his father, brother,
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp.; H. S. tal stock, 120,200 200 shares pfd. $100 lengthy Suspensions, Think such reer at the age of .threer~
and sister.
and
200
Com.
Tony
Sarg,
West
C4
$1;
Cullman, receiver; costs, $2,065.
Survived by his widow, Lenpra,
Ninth street; Cleon Throckmorton,.! power could be exerted by an inFifth avenue, and Donald S. Gllpatrlc, dustry group without need for gov- and a daughter.
Mother of Michael Balcon, died
23 East 74th street, all of NeW Tork.
April 9 at Birmingham, England,
Overseas Booking Enterprises, Inc.; ernment, okay, or without possibilbooking agencies for actors; etc.; capi- ity of legal interference.
JACOB BOHRER
aged 70, afteflengthy illness.
tal stock, 200 shares, no par' value; Ruth
Jake Bohrer, .70, orchestra leader Balcon is Gaurnont-Brltlsh producAnother idea is. that of requiring
M. Reld, 1718 East 16th street, Brook826 W.. 72d St.. New fork City
lyn; Augusta G. Breo, 15 Evelyn place, brokers to post bonds which might of Keith's, Cincinnati," from 1900 to tion chief.
Ms New Assortment of GREETING
Bronx, and Katherine M, Malcr, 28-26 bo forfeited in cases
of violations, 1928, when it dropped two-a-day
CARDS Is-Now Read y._^21 Beau tlfaJL ^'Oth^s'trectv^one^sland^C^tjr^^-^.^^;
fVftude^foi^picturesr»-die^A-pr41^1-9CARDS and FOLDERS, Boxed, PostTrrtnwrndlo Press Service, Inc.; news- UUt^ielgUl^aoTlbra^
M Other,- 6 2,- of- Dusolina-G iann n 1;=paid, for'
gathering service, radio, news; capital gestion.
from a heart attack at his home.
opcra singer,, died April 17 at horn©
stock,
Herbert Moore, Dixon
150,000;
Previously he was first clarinetist of her son Francis, Upper Darby,
Details o£ administration apparStewart and Arthur M. Qulsenberry, all
ently won't conform with, any par- with the Cincinnati Symphony or- Pa. Survived by husband, two sonsf
of 342. Madison avenue, New Tork.
Grahnm Picture Corp.; theatrical en- ticular plan. Farnsworth supported chestra and had dOublod violin and
and two daughters.
this outlook, by asserting 'No one clarionet in John Weber's and Herdan claim paternity for .it.' Prob- man Bellstedt's famed Cincy bands.
Father of Ann Pennington, ;p-l.
In recent years sold insurance for
ably essentials of present system
died suddenly in New York Ap'ril
will be retained, and part of exist- a Cincy bank.
following a stroke;
19,
His widow and a son survive.
ing regulations written Into code.
.

;

,

:

Helen Gertrude (Gert) Swansey,
in her time earned big money
as a circus equestrienne, died In the
pauper hospital, Haverhill, Mass.,
April 19. Two years ago she received injuries In an automobile accident frbmi which, she never re-
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DOROTHEA ANTEL

—

One

1

Dollar

:

...

INSTITUTION

4V

INTERNATIONAL!

Street
Sfoge
3 HO W FOLK'S SHOESHOP-* 15SI BROADWAY^

Shoes for the

Brock Femberton's 'soft
ticket*
scheme seems to be out of the window, as does the 'Ohinopo lrtnndry
ticket'

proposition.

DOROtHY WALTERS
Dorothy Walters,
ttt

her

home

In

57,

actvess, died

New York

April

17,

Mother of Elmer W, Hoffman,
the Metro studios in California,
April 17 in Los Angeles.

;

.

;

.

UT DOORS

Tuesday, April 24, 1034
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VARIETY

CHI PARADISE
A.

PALACE,

SHOW BIZ

BIG

N. Y.

•

30% OVER "33

;

"

m

'
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^

^

.

Fast Talkers Hit Loop Looking for Big Money Backers for Concessions -More
Angel Chances Than Legit
Shows
Foreign Villages
Get Native Sons

I

.

.

;

^^J''^ "^

.

decai's

PLASTER ON SHOW

CHECK

'34

MAY

Chic.

ROAD TOUR

Baltimore, April 23
in two years
of Hunt's Circus, which
winters in Pikesville, just outside
filed petitions against
this city,
*' have
j
ir^or. may
mov keep
iroon tne
th*>
this year
owners, and +v.i„

MET, BROOKLYN
Topheavy with
week. Three out
are of the class
the payoff oh the

For second time

creditors

,

circus from going out.
Action has been^flled in Baltimore
County Court at Towson, Md., by

.

.

in £>»

J

>>

,

.

a motorized three-ring,
been toured through the
by the Hunt family for
fou* successive generatioris and is
currently unique in that it is mainly
family-manned.

The

knack of producrhythm and excitement with

the tootsies, while of warbling the
bill hasn't enough to fill a third of

further charged the circus insolvent
and intending to move away May 1..
Court ordered circus to show cause
receivership
why
by Thursday
/ (26)
_
„ , -j
,
should
not be panted, and receivers
not granted right of disposition of,
property,
.

dance acts this
of the four turns
that depends for

one of those 10c aluminum records
But even w j tn tne sur feit of hoofi ng
arid the absence of other elemerits that go to make a balanced
menu the stage event '^acks an ex
ceptionally neat wallop.
On H^rb Williams falls the task
of carrying
B the comedy load, and
tney came
judgin
jr om the wa
back at him Friday S early eyerilng performance his is another
department that rates as amply and,

I

Frank Newell and Edward Gruzard
for amounts totaling $56Q. Petition

u

pitmen which might have

been extended. Film is 'This Man
is Mine' (Radio) and the newsreel.
Business light Friday evening.

/

'

outfit,

gives
Davie
Opening
inning
Jones an opportunity to show some
thing smart and spruce in the way.
Shaking a
of a terpsy melange.
nimble and expert set of underpin
nings with him are the team of
Dean and Joyce and his own partner, Peggy Healy.
Dean and Joyce
collected heavily with a zippy acrobatic eccentric, while Jones himself took his partner in hand and
dished out a ballroom tap for a
More samples of
swell handout.
the buck and wing served as the

1

City's Operation of Conn.

Park Opposed by Board
Bridgeport, April 23.
Proposal that the city of Bridgeport reclaim Pleasure Beach Park,
through default on the. present lease,
and operate it municirally is op
posed by park board. George
Eames, president of board, admits
Pleasure Beach technically in default because of arrears, but says
city action on non-payment will,
mean closing of the park and depriving public of amusements.
Pleasure Beach Park Co. paid rent
in 1930 and. 1931, but owes
thirds bfi $4,000 rental for. 1932.

forte for the. act that followed!

,

this duo hit
the

it

off'

smoothly with

The:

faretheewell, while his part
ner nad no trouble keeping the op
tics peeled consistently in her di
rection as she dealt them frorii the
hip, feet and other points of the
so]ld

[

-

I

AERIALIST INJURED

—

•

circus season, has the .coast outfit

4

after

about 30% ahead of last year on

combined

THE WE BOYS' CLUBS

C, April

23.

I

Mrs. Fred Conley, of Cincinnati,
billed as 'Miss Freda, the Huon feetjrom
n,\l„Z, r fell, 20
„„„ Butterfly,
tr. nrn a
o
man
,

M

from which _she was hanging
by her teeth, to the hardwood floor
of the Armory-Auditorium at a
performance of. an indoor circus

fornta starids will be wound up
early this week, with circus then
heading into northern California', en
route to the Canadian

|

^She^lalrded^onr her^-facer'knock*
lng out several teeth, breaking her
nose and fracturing a kriee. After
three days at a local hospital she
was placed aboard a train for Ciriclnnati.
Unlikely she will be able
to resume her act.
She had just
been,. hoisted to a position near the
ceiling
when her hold on the
mouthpiece broke.
Talent comprising the circus entertainment gave a- special benefit

I

J
]

matinee and turned all money taken officials of the company said this
in over to Mrs. Conley.
[week.
I

April 23.

below

season

their

starting

and -by the

May

state

be infested with the smaller
oh playing the

ill

tent

heavily populated
Chicago, April 23.
Eleven-day stand in Los Angeles fore the railroad shows get. into the
Fast talking lads and the boys
proper grossed better than $75,000, territory.
with a load of smooth con are find
which is biggest take since 1929.
irig. Chicago a fertile field, with the
ros., a motorized show,
Barnett
angels floating around, with loose
so far has the jump on all opposicoin wating to be picked up on
TENN. FAIR TO CONTINUE
tion, for it invades the upper Ohio
propositions for the coming season's
Lebanon, Tenn April 23.
resumption of the World's Fair. It's
valley next week, croc
A charter has been gfanted to river, after a speedy, exit from the
the happy hunting: ground for. boys
who have been wandering around the Wilson County Fair| Incorsouth' where it opened this week,
McCartney,
W.
looking for a meal ticket. Town is porated with' A.
loaded with more screwy notions M. McDaniel, and ROb Roy as in- to pick up Steuben ville April 28,
arid plans than since the days of corporators.
with. East Liverpool the Monday,
the rOcket-torthe-moon excitement
The capital stock authorized is April. 30, stand. The pottery city
Hotel lobbies are mobbed .with $10,000 to be issued in $10.00 shares.
Onjoyinj a recwhite-vested promoters, whispering The properties of the old Wilson ceramic plants are..
in prospective angels' ears about County Fair Association were re- ord production boom, with' practhe ripe opportunities at the Fair cently sold to satisfy two riiort- tically no. unemployed men and
this year.
It's gold brick time to
gages; McCartney, secretary of the
women at this time.
the' tune of an international expo- old
fair association, bought the.
The show hops immediately Into
sition.
property for $6,250.
Promoters are touring the Loop
the interior of the state, having
with pockets jammed with figures
contracted Canton for Tuesday,
on the gross receipts Of the various averaging, estimated at $10 a
the. earliest date a tented
concessions and villages at the Fair square foot; And with the actual May i,
in 1933.
They are pointing out the building costs estimated at from attraction has played this territory
cubic
foot.
number
of
per
15c-22c
huge profits made by a
in roAny years, Wooster, O., follows
the concessions last year. They
Advance is moving fast
Be a Jo!
Canton.
point to the receipts of the Belgian
Other than concession-building and a brigade Is Jumping out ahead
Village, Streets of Paris, Ripley's
the promoters are also working a to protect choloe billing spots before
Odditorium. Of course, they neglect straight 'club* idea, an outgrowth the advance billing fleet gets im
to mention heavy loases sustained
of last, year's private dine arid drink Barnett played Ohio several weeks
by many other similar undertak
clubs within the Fair grounds. To last season to 'excellent patronage.
11
ings.
Charles Sparks is hopping his
those on the inside the scheme Is
But the chumps are still chumps known as the 'we-boys,' because Downie Bros, show irito the upper
and all believe that they would that's the way the sales lineito a Ohio valley rapidly and is making
really be the wonua gitjat snow
sucker begins: 'we boys are or- Holiday's Cove, across the river
men, if only they could get a chance. ganizing a littjle exclusive club for- from Steubenville on the West VirAnd they figure that a World's Fair the really ijiniart and high class ginia side, next week, close on the
merry-go
the
is the best entry into
people.*
heels of the Barnett show in this
round known, as show bi
Club plan is a simple. Get a territory.
Sparks is expected to
locks
Building
number of people to pay say $35 or pick up. much Ohio territory in May;
Contractors are aces for the pro- $50 in exchange for. a neat white since the show is well known in
motion guys, because tney re the or pink or purple card which In the Buckeye state. He will make
ones" with, the ready means to put fancy type certifies that the' holder several of his regular stands early
up one of the concessions or, Vil- is a member in good standing of the
;

;,

'

.

'

.

<

'

.

Most of the buildings Sand
lages.
villages last year and this year are
the honey deposited by a contractor
sold on the idea he ought to be the
leading World's Fair impresario.
Promoter gets to a heavy contractor
and shows how he can build a village or .concession with his .own
money and make millions on a costplus basis.

Cost-plus angle works something
this: P-omoter gets a contractor to build a village, which
costs on the average, about $100,000.

Cat's

Pajamas or the Who-Is or

whatever tag the promoter's, imagination brings to
It wouldn't be fair at this time
to name those which will be legitimate and those which won't mean
a thing this coming year. Last
year there were a couple of these
clubs that worked out to the general satisfaction; Particularly there
was the Century Club at the Pa&st
Blue Ribbon Casino, with the fe'er
pegged at half a C. The Publishers Club also had a $50 fee; the
light.

putting in nothing but
ideas and his surebiz touch. Contractor is
to get his coin back on the ratio of
io%-10%-10% basis, which if the

Promoter

is

his

brilliant

fire

show

;

,

>

here last week.

'•

have started

the Mason>Dixon

gross.

'

rope,

O.,

Motorized

;

Charlotte, N.

-

Money

to

Canton,

75G Take

Malibu Club had a $35 fee; The
Casanova Club at the Streets, of
Paris brodied as did a number of
The club Was simply a
others.
meeting place where the members"
Particcould drink and lounge.
gross goes' high enough, will pay
ularly it was used as an answer
anatomy. The rope spinning and the contractor off and give him a to that stock question: 1*11 see you.
loop hopping did nicely for the chance to. make profits.. Many of
at the Fair; where shall we meet?'
iadeout.
them didn't last year, and with the
But this year the promoters see
Show's deluge of dancing was promoter scrammi^S as soon .as the
suspended long enough for Williams concession proved a dud, left the in that club idea a neat piece of
soft coin. They can see easy mOriey
and his stooge menage to do heaps
in sliow biz all by. Mmcontractor
of damage to the collective mid
when they figure say, 500 memsections.'.
The Rimacs also made self.
bers at $50 apiece, with the club
Most of the big concessions going to be a room with a couple of
lots Of hey -hey out of the closing
spot. For a. Cuban combination the up this year are the foreign vil- chairs. And where drinks are sold
*and has the stuff that tickles the lages, with the hopes of profit here for neat profits; particularly Hince
ear hut the real substance and being from the restaurants, sorhe of
the promoter will have the excluch Hes , n t he madwaggish in
whi-h made huge coin last year.
terpretations of the rhumba and However, the boys are forgetting sive on the dri,nk arid dine privileges.
cari oca sprung by the hoofing mem
beer
and
liquor
in
drop
steep
the
There are about 16 clubs now
b ers Q f the troupe
last year. Beer is down being organized, and how many are
'Tarzan and His Mate' (Metro) prices since,
to a nickel arid a dime now. Those fated to give their members macaOdec.
tops the screen fare.
25c. a .glass things are out like a -roril^for-^their-^steep^jpining^fees^
light at present.
However, they
cart, not yet be said.
OHIO PARK BUST
Fair's Cut
are all angling hard arid fast for
Yourigstown, O., April 23
Fair itself is taking a big nick members and holding out the
The Craig Beach Amusement Co., in the gate receipts of the conces- same old bait. Many of the prooperators of Craig Beach, near here, sions, and from the first dollar in moters are sending the lead sheep
has filed a petition with U. S. Bank
every instance. Figured usually at of the town, such as the big poliruptcy Referee W. J. Williams of 26% of the gross up to the first ticians and business men, comYoungstown. Liabilities,. $99,643.09
$100,000 and then an increasing plimentary riiomborshtp cards and
assets, $60,717.
scale up to a Btraight 50-50 split. ask th(*sft big shots to send letIt is not likely the 1934 season will
Which leaves little chance for any ters of floknowledgmfnt of rebe interrupted by the legal tangle, profit for a concession on the gate ceipt'. With that rc-turn .letter for
the start.

"

a mad rush for Ohio industrial cenBiggest Since '29 Gross
ters, where employment is at Its
best peak since boom war days;
Los Angeles, April 23.
motor
least half
First three weeks of Al G» Barnes
shows are heading for eastern Ohio,

like

Despite the kinship of the. turns,

;
;

:

Madie

and Ray

customers from
M,!^^^

I-

'

brightly covered,

affair, has
tall timber

'

/

larnes Coast

—

.

show crowd.

-,'

To Beat Rail Tricks

.

.1

.

—

Small Shows Rushing Into Ohio

(Continued from page 13)

with the octopus in the undersea
adagio, but they're better
the
straight dancing at the opening.
Most of the hara stuff is in the
second' section, but the opening is
more acceptable in spite of an ugly
circus
Bailey
&
drop, evidently carried.
In thealngiing, Barnum
fourth and final week at tres such as the palace it might
is in the
Garden,
N.
T.,
Square
house
more
profitable
To
be
use
the
Madison
Special
closing date being ^Sunday (2$), drapes for a background.
with the- next v engagement at the | scenery is not important unless it
this
Boston Garden next week; Show can top the house drops, and
three doesn't.
_.««,
originally
was origin*
y announced for
Ada Browni
the two spot, has
w s
perlong
on
sell,
but
little
voice
to
„„„„_„
9hnw
above
s gunning
Business i„
sonallt
and the ability to phrase,
the takings last season and are the
umberg( inc ludine 'Sing
four
best grosses elaimed since .1929. Hallelujah' and bounced them all.
Actual betterment appears to pel over< Gets them over without the'
seasojis.the
last
shouting most consider
strenuous
because
about 20%,
federal 10% tas: was included in the necessary, 'and her voice climbed
in' > the top shelf without the aid.
ticket price, this season the levy
the Barries of a mike.
Openingof
ijeingaoaeu.
heinc added. vi
; ?
Opener was Gilbert rothers, who
Coast, too, was reshow on
gome varlety io th e lr handported the', most, promising in the ^ta„ as by 4oing some on a single
history of that outhi..Horizontal' bai to serve instead of
opened
circus
Takes the act
Hagenbeck- Wallace
an unde'rstander.
in Chicago Saturuay (21) .without out 0 £' the .'Just another class, but
Clyde Beatty and his animal iact. not much higher uP the scale. A
be a novelty
might
act
week
good
bar
this
through
Latter continues
thereVonly one rouwith the Riesling show, joining the these days, but
tine of strictly bar tricks and they
Chris1
Wallace outfit „pvt weekcome off the stick without attempt tiani bareback troupe is ^ 1th the \ {
& sIngle someraauJtt
Wallace show, for which it was
xot a bad layout of acts, though
Befove- leaving there is none of the smooth blendoriginally booked.
the
week
last
show
marks the difference belng
which
Ringling
the
nding act was spctted in the middle tween Ave acts and a variety enterring attracting the attention of the tainment. Runs 58 minutes, includlng a- brief kick-in from Daye MorI

—

:

when

figured at
the space rental price the Fair is
recepits. Especially

a fla.sh the promoters are aide to
crash al o.st any die-hard.

May.
Railroad .shows seldom get into
Ohio much before the latter part

in

'

May

of

or early in June.

BB-B-B JULY 4 DATE
Bradford, Pa., April 23.
efforts of the local
Shrine Club,_the Rlngling Barnum
& Bailey show will make jts first
pitch in this town July 4 as part Of
a big: celebration. Zem-Zem Temple, of Erie, will hold a midsummer
ceremonial session on that date,
with a dozen other Teniples assist-

Through the

ing. Flcrured the. huge

crowds drawn

will be on the
loose during the secret ceremonial
and will, give the. circus, an extra

by the Shrine event
big crowd.

MILLER SHOW READY
Castle Hill, la., April 23.
Miller rodeo is due to start its

season in Minneapolis April; 30.
Clyde S, Miller putting on finishing
touches to the outfit "with a carload
of Montana wild horses and a carr
load of Texas longhorns to supple-

ment the

preserit stock..

NOT SUPERSTITION
Akron,

O., April 23.

several years

Sarcliet, f or
J
"manager of" Sum'mTt'"" BeacTi 'P~aTk
here, has leased Brady Lake park,
near Ravenna, for the 193.4 season.
Will open May 13.
-.

C. A-

"

CIRCUS ROUTES
Week

of April 23

Al G. Barnes
;

•_'>•;

'.Moil< pin,

2C>;

Pahta Cruz,

'

Wal'onvlllc, 20,

Ringlinfl
'«:w

Bros.-B.

rork. 23-29.

&

B.

VARIETY
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SUPER ENTERTAINMENT!

DAVE APOLLON
A PROVEN
ATTRACTION
THE QUICKEST REPEAT ENGAGEMENT

IN

THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN THEATRE BOOKING
During Holy Week (March 24) Dave Apollon
and his "Continental Revue' were at the Majestic
Theatre in San Antonio and Broke All Existing
House Records!
9

THE SAME THEATRE
SAME CITY, APRIL 4

-

S

AND THEN RE BO OK ED
IN

By Superlative 9

[

\

EXACTLY ONE WEEK LATER
has

never^^__^_-

Ol S p

DAVE
APOLLON
Appearing

in

His

°»

4

,1

Own

..

°SG(j >V-

vvas ~

A

Battel*

was

1*

*<%.-•" *a s
wfcat

"CONTINENTAL REVUE"

Sh0X|r

T touch****'*-

The Greatest Aggregation of Talent Ever Assembled

NORA WILLIAMS
DANZI GOODELL
HAROLD ALOMA
DUFFIN and DRAPER
JEAN, RUTH and GAIL
BOB RIPA
EIGHT DANCING DEBUTANTES
APOLLON'S CELEBRATED NBC STRING ORCHESTRA

REVUE ttBgg sE ASON

—

"

,

^„ted

so

many

Just Concluded Tremendous Week's Business

At

Rialto, Louisville

~ .This Week (Aprti 20) Loew's, Indianapolis
•the best

Many Thank*

to LOUIS LlPSTONE and
for Their Fine Co-operation

FRED EVANS

Management

BERNARD BURKE
CURTIS

& ALLEN AGENCY 1564

Broadway,

New York

_

o£-tn«L-

_

^^gn

SjJ
K BaUas J0
^ndrvDonnel,
/o^Corw?n
money
,v" QV( the
t

1"

Exclusive

b

»

used
.

'flesh

1

-
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